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PREFACE

\HE preceding edition of this History has been most carefully corrected and

revised, and the Publishers are thankful that the present one has not failed of a

success more than equal to that which had attended its predecessor. The expecta-

tion which led them originally to publish and now to issue this revised edition of a

liistory of this great country so as to meet the want of the great masses which

compose so large a portion of it, has not been disappointed.

It is almost as vain to write the praises of history as it is unnecessary to write

its apology. Whatever doubts may be entertained as to the merits of the classics as a means of

education, history stands above all suspicion, and is pre-eminent not only as a means, but even aa

an end of knowledge.

We may regard history as in some sort the story of ourselves under circumstances different from

those in which it finds us; which circumstances, however, time often repeats with remarkable

similitude of detail. It is, indeed, more than this ; it is the narrative of national as weh as of

individual life, and—in a higher aspect still—it is the narrative of the great human race. But even

if we look on it only as a vast collection of biographies, we can hardly exaggerate the importance of

its voice to us. It teaches its votary something of himself and of his kind which the profoundest

pliilosopher without it could never know. If we except Nature and Revelation, what else is there

beyond the domain of history ? Indeed, it is the complement of these, and with these fills up all

experience and all thought. But if this be true of universal history, it is true in a sense more

confined and yet more intense of the history of oiir own country. The exceeding interest of this

latter will let none of us escape. It is our text-book in childhood, but we have not grasped its

wisdom or exhausted its pleasure in age. We delight in it, not merely because it tells of our own

fathers and our own homes, but because it, more than any other, presents the broad surface of tho

people ; because it is concerned, not only with kings, and statesmen, and warriors, but with the

toilers at the plough, and at the counter, and at the desk— with the great middle class, whose growth

in extent and power forms so large a portion of its page ; because it exhibits a unity of design

and a continuity of action which is not so patent, even if it exists, elsewhere ; because it leads by

marked gradations through the practical logic of great principles to that national product which wa

now enjoy with so much pride and satisfaction ; because it is the voice of a people whose language

is mors wide-spread and more potent in the ears of friends and foes than that of any tongue on earth,

and is enriched with science and with song to which few others can aspire.

On the other hand, the history of this country, as of all others, presents a corrective to that

national pride and self-sufficiency which it may at first seem to engender. We, too, have come forth

fix)m the dark ages dyed with their superstitions and their crimes. We have lingered long indeed

upon the threshold of this more exalted time. We can boast no great, unbroken unity of race,

religion, and polity, as the Jew of other days might boast with justice. The Reformation found us

as it found others, and did not find us first. We have made great national mistakes and committed

great national crimes in our policy at home and abroad, and the sciences of pohtical and domestic
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economy are only beginning to take hold upon us. Our liistory clearly points out that our

geographical position may well dispute with the genius of the people the merit of making us what

we are ; and our geographical position and our mineral wealth are blessings for which we cannot

thank ourselves.

The slow building of a constitution which finds no parallel in the world is the most distinctive, as

it is the largest, feature in English history. But this does not render it a mere monotonous political

dissertation. The movements of the people are broken in upon by wars from without, and tumults

and revolutions from within. Great actors and great thinkers come upon the sight, and for a

moment nothing else is seen. How all these pressed on, or modified, or retarded the destiny of the

nation is matter of difficult but most instructive research. How the various units of the great mass,

which history can seek out, acted under the changing circumstances of the time, and moved under

the diverse influences of events, of passion, and of principle, is matter pregnant with instruction

to each of us. Nor is there instruction for the head alone. The whole of the complex nature of man

is wrought upon. History tlu'usts upon the stage at once, or in quick and continued succession,

tragedy, and comedy, and farce ; and, as we weep, and laugh, and wonder, we must not forget that

we are in the theatre, not of fancy, but of truth, and that every event, however slight, every

entrance and every exit, possesses a real meaning and a real importance. It is often difficult, some-

times perhaps impossible, to discover this meaning and this importance ; but even wjien we cannot

perceive the connection between individual actors and the conduct of the plot, the individual cannot

be utterly devoid of interest and instruction. An unimportant personage or a slight event may bring

before us the spirit of the times, and the progress of lesser transactions, which are so apt to be

lorgotten in the great action of the moment. To the statesman, no doubt, the study of English

Jiistory is of special importance, and he learns from it the genius of our constitution, and finds in it

precedent, example, and warning peculiar to himself. But we all have an interest in the state,

though it be not such as his, and we all find in that history precedent, and example, and warning.

As every day adds to our knowledge of the past, it should add to our wisdom for tlie future ; and

if we do not profit in heart and head by the experience which the ages have gathered for us—if

we do not grow, as they would have us, not only in wisdom, but in humility, in moderation, in

humanity—we have to blame, not these unerring teachers, but ourselves.
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CASSELL'S ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF ENGLAND. [450 B.C.

CHAPTER L

The First Inhabitants of Britain—The several Nalions and Tribes who settled

there—Variety ( f Stati-s—Tlie Druids: llieir System—Social and Moral

Condition of the Brilons.

Separated from the contiuent of Europe by the sea,

Britain seems to have been but imperfectly kuown to tlie

historians of antiquity. Herodotus, who wrote 450 years

before Christ, is stipposed to have included it among the

Civssiterides, a group of islands lying off the coast of Corn-

wall, better known as the Scilly Isles. Aristotle, a century

later, speaks of Albion and lerne. Strubo, the coteniporary

of Csesar, informs us that the Phceniciaiis carried on a con-

siderable commerce with the Cas^iteii les, where they obtained

lead, tin, and skins ; an-l that, so jealous were they lest any

other nation should participate in the advantages of the

trade, the captain of one of their ships, finding him-

self pursued by several Roman galleys sent to discover the

island, purposely led them on a shoal of rooks, rather than

betray the route, and suffered shipwreck with them. His

countrymen compensated him for his loss.

Pliny has recorded the name of the navigator who first

brought lead from the Cassiterides :

—

*' Plumbum ex Cassiteridi insa'a primus apportavit .Midacritiis."

i/i.il. Hal.

Most writers have agreed that Britain was first peopled

by the Gauls, or, more properly speaking, the Celta;, who
came over from the neighbouring contiiient ; and adduce

the ideutity of language, government, and religion of the

two nations in support of tlieir opinion. As population in-

creased, the inhabitants of the island gradually became

divided into a variety of tribes or states, each having a

Bepiirate chief, who was far, however, from exercising a

despotic power, urdess in time of war ; in peace, the supreme

authority, as is frequently found among b irbarian nations,

was vested in their Druids or priests, who combined with

the sacerdotal office those of legislator and judge.

The historians of antiquity commonly give the name of

Celts to the greater part of the inhabitants of Central and

Western Europe. Two distinct peoples have been con-

founded under it, both in Gaul and Britain—the race of

Gael, and that of the Cimbri.

The irruption of t'le Scythians, which occurred seven

centuries before the Christian era, dispersed the Cimbri.

Vast hordes of the litter nation settled in the countries be-

tween the Lower Danube and the mouth of the Elbe, and,

in course of time, invaded a great part of Gaul. According

to tradition, the first of the race who settled in Britain was
named Hu the Cadarn, or Hugh the Powerful. Another chief,

named Prydain, son of Aed the Great, came over at a later

period, anl being a great legislator, as well as a warrior,

gave his mine to the entire island, since corrupted into

Britain.

AVhitaker, in his '• History of Manchester," contends that

the island derives its name from the Celtic root, Brit, which

Bigtiifies broken or separatctl, in allusion to the large number
of islands composing the group to which the name was
originally applied. Many fierce contests, doubtless, ensued
before the Cimbri succeeded in establi.-hiiig their authority

;

but that they did succeed in doing so, there can be no reason-

able doubt. The Gaels gradually submitted to their yoke,

although they still continued to form the most important part
of the population.

Many other bands of eniigrants succeeded: amongst

others, the Belgse (a people of Gaul, but of German origin),

who landed on the southern coast, and gradually extended

themselves over the country comprised between the Thames,

the Severn, and the sea.

Tims we see that the inhabitants of the island were com-

posed of different tribes and nations. The most ancient at

the time of CjE'ar's expedition were

—

The Silures, established on the borders of the Severn.

They had extended their authority over the Ordovices and

Dimetje. The country inhabited by these three races com-

prisi s the Principality of Wales.

The western part of the island, as far soitth as the Bristol

Channel, was inhabited by the Damnonii, a colony of whom
afterwards settled in Gaul, and gave the name of the

country they quitted to La Ba-sse Bretagne. The western

coast was occupied by the Belgje.

On the left bank of the Thames were the Trinobantes, a

comparatively weak race, but celebrated for having laid

the foundation of London ; which was so insignificant a

place in the time of Csesar, that he docs not condescend to

mention it in his " Commentaries."

Between the Trinobantes and the Silures were the

Atrebates, originally from Artnis ; the Dobuni ; and the

Catti, whose renowned chief, Cassibelan, was the leader of

the confederated tiibes and nations against Csesar and his

legions.

From the country of the Trinobantes to the AVash, the

eastern coast was occupied by the Iceni ; the Coritavi were

settled between the Wash and the Humber.

The Cornavii inhabited the west ; and from the Humber
to the Tyne existed the Brigantes, the most powerful of the

nations which inhabited Britain; they were divided into

several confederate states, and renowned for their fierceness

in war.

Between the Coritavi and the Brigantes were the Parisii.

From the north of the Tyne to the plains which form the

Lowlands of Scotland, were five nations known as the

Masetre. The fierce and savage tribes, inhabitants of the

highlands, were comprised under the general name of

Caledonians.

Such were the various people and tribes designated in the

time of Croar as Britons ; a motley population, preying on

each other, savage as the wilds in which they dwelt; de-

pending for existence on their flocks and herds, or the spoils

of war and the chase. The country was little better than a

wilderness, having neither roads nor canals, and so thickly

covered with wood that but little space was left for cultiva-

tion.

The form of government in the island was as divided aa

the races which inhabited it. In the south the monnrchical

form generally prevailed ; whilst the patriarchal system pre-

dominated in the north amonyst the Gaels, where the chief

of each tribe, and the heads of families on their own domains,

exercised eovereign authority, always subjected, however, to

the influence of the Druids, who were regarded with the

most profound veneration by all classes of the people.

Tlie religion of the Druids was d.trk and mysterious aa

the gloomy forests in which it first drew birth, and in whose

deepest recesses they celebrated their cruel rites. From
time immemorial it had existed amongst the Gaels, who in-

troduced it into Britain when they first settled in the island.

Its ministers built no covered temples, deeming it an insult
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to their goda to attempt to enclose their eraWe:iis in an

edifice surrounded by walls, and erected by mortal hands;

the forest was their temple, an.i a rough, unhewn stone their

altar. They worshipped Tecanus, another name for J upiter,

the god of thunder ;
Mercury and Murs, under the appella-

tion of Teutates and Ilesus; Apollo, whom they designated

Belenus; Diana, as Arduiue ; and Andate, the goddess of

victory.

Besides these—who may be regarded as their superior

deities, they had a great number of inferior ones. Each

wood, fountain, lake, and mountain had its tutelary gesius,

whom they were accustomed to invoke with sacrifice and

prayer. The priests of this terrible idolatry were divided

into three separate orders, under the command of a chief,

who was elected for life, whose power was unlimited, and

who alone was suftered to pronounce the fearful sentence of

which presided over the organisation cf this tremendous

priesthood, which concentrated all authority in its hands.

Its ministers placed themselves between man and the altar,

permitting his approach only in mystery and gloom. They

wrought upon his imagination by the sacrifice of humac

Hfe, and the most terrible denur.ciations of the anger of

their gods on all who opposed them. As the instructors

of youth, they moulded the pliant mind, and fashioned it to

their purpose; as the judges of the people, there was no

appeal against their decisions, for none but the Druids

could pronounce authoritatively what was the law, there

being uo written code to refer to ; they alone possessed the

right to recompense or punish : thus the present and future

welfare of their followers alike depended upon them

The severest penalty inflicted by the Druids was the in-

terdiction of the sacrifice to those who had offended tbem.

DruiJicJ Remains at Camao, in the Department of Morbihau, France.

excommunication, which deprived the victim of sacerdotal

wrath of all civil rights.

The first of these divisions consisted, properly speaking,

of Druids only ; they were the interpreters of the laws,

which they never permitted to be committed to writing,

the instructors of youth, and the judges of the people—

a

tremendous power to be lodged in the hands of any peculiar

class, but doubly dangerous when the ignorance, cruelty,

and superstition of the race they tyrannised over are duly

considered.

The second class, the Eubates. may be looked upon in the

light of the working clergy ; they were charged with the

sacrifices and divinations. The last and inferior division

was those of the Bards, whose duty it was to preserve in

verse the memory of any remarkable event ; to celebrate

the triumph of their heroes ; and, by their exhortation and

songs, excite the chiefs and people to deeds of courage and

daring on the- day of battle.

It u» impossible not to be struck by the profound cunning

Woe to the unhappy wretch on whom the awful sentence

fell ! He ceased to be considered a human being. Like

the beast of the forest, his life was at the mercy of any one

who chose to take it. He lost all civil rights, and could

neither inherit land nor sue for the recovery of debts ; every

one was at liberty to spoil his property ; even his nearest

kindred fled from him in horror and aversion, as firom the

pest.

With such a tremendous weapon at their command, no

wonder the Druids were all powerful. We have since seen

it used, in comparatively modern tkaes, by the ministers of

a purer and more enlightened faith, with a similar effect.

It is now time to give some account of the dogmas of

this extinct superstition, once the general faith of Britain.

Like the monks of the middle ages, the Druids of the higher

orders lived in community in the remote depths of the vast

gloomy forests, where they celebrated their rites. In these

retreats they initiated the youthful aspirants for the sacer-

doce, who frequently parsed a novitiate of twenty years
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before beiug admitted. Disciples of all ranks flocked to

ibeoi, despite the severity of the probation, tempted, no

doubt, by the honours and great privileges attached to the

order, amongst which coemption from every kind of taxa-

tion and servitude were not the least.

The Druids taught the immoitality of the soul, and its

transmigration from one body to another, till, by some

extraordinary act of virtue or courage, it merited to be

received into the assembly of the gods.

C'<E3ar, in his " Commentaries," informs us that they in-

structed their pupils in the movemoDts of the heavenly

bodies, and tliG grandeur of the universe. Their know-

ledge of mathematics must have been considerable, since we
find it applied to the measurement of the earth and stars.

In mechanics they were equally advanced, judging from the

monuments which remain to us.

Of the secret tenets of the order, which were communi-
cated only to the initiated, little positive is known.
The following curious inscription, found in the neigh-

bourhood of Metz, proves tliat the Celts beheved in visions,

and the phenomena of magnetism :—

•

SII.VAXO

SACK

ET NVJiriirs loci

AKETK DliUIS

ANTISTITA

SOMXO MONITA
1>.

Such was the institution of Druidism, on which so many
opinions have been expressed. To judge it properly, the

reader must not lose sight of the epoch in which it

Stonehenge (restored).

Of these the most remarkable in England arc Stone-

henge, consisting of 130 enormous stones, ranged in a

circle; and that of Abury, in Wiltsliire, which covers a

space of twenty-eight acres of Ian 1. But the largest of all

the Druid temples is situated at Carnac, in the department

of ISIorbihan, in Franco. It is formed of 400 stones, vary-

ing from five to twenty-seven feet in height, and ranged in

eleven concentric lines.

It is difficult to say precisely from what source the Druids

drew their doctrines, wliich have a striking affinity with

those of Pythagoras and the sagos of the East
;
probably it

was from the latter they borrowed them. It was not the

least singular of their dogmas, that tlie earth wliich we
inliabit had passed through—and was still to experience

—

a variety of changes, but would never hi destroyed.

They knew something of botany and medicine, but

mingled with the latter certain magiciJ and superstitious

practices.

flourished ; that cruelty and super.stition were, before the

Christian era, the common errors of mankind. Would we
could add that they ha<l disappeared from the world under

a better dispensation !

The sacrifice of human victims was one of the great sins

of antiquity. The llomans, with all thtir boasted civili-

sation, offered to the avenging gods the blood of their

prisoners. It was the triumph of Christianity to abolish

such impious rites.

Thus nnich may fairly be said in defence of the Druids.

Unlike tlie Dialnninsof India, they had not the presumption

to give themselves out as the descendants of a race divine
;

none were excUulod from their order, to which merit and

long study alone gave access ; and they held, with the sages

of antiquity, that the government of nitions belonged of

right to the wisest amongst them.

Ancient writers have transmitted but little information

touching the morals and customs of the Britons. Cjesar,
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Pomponius Mtla, auil. Dioilorus Siculus speak of them witli

uudisguised contempt. The first concluileJ, doublless, fiom

some isolated facts, that the coiiimuiiity of women was a

general usage in the ishuid. This is one of liis greatest

errors, since it is proved that marriage was established

amongst the principal nations of Britain, particularly the

Celts, who exacted a rigorous chastity iu their wives.

They treated them with a respect which could only have

existed amongst a people where marriage elevated woman
to a level with man. They frequently submitted to be

governed by the widows of their kings, who in more than

one instance conducted them to battle.

The inhabitants of the island in the time of C'£e-ar lived

in a very primitive state, depending for support upon their

flocks and herds; their houses were of the rudest description,

formed of osiers or wickers woven together, and tempered

Ponipey. He had already partially subdued the Gauls, and
determined on subjecting Britain.

Having' decided on the expedition, the victorious general

comineuced his preparations with his accustomed energy.

His first care was to obtain hostages from the Gauls: h&
questioned the raercliauts and others who had visited

Britain as to its resources and extent, the natives which
iiih;ibitei it, their manners, customs, and religion, and sent

Comins, whom he had created King of the Atrabates in

Gaul, to deuiand the submission of the islanders.

On the first news of the intended descent, the Britons,

excited by the Druids and Bards, assembled in arms, iu

order to defend their coasts, but at the same time did not

neglect other means of warding off the danger which

threatened their independence, aud dispatched ambassadors

to CiEsar with offers of alliance. They were received

Druidioal Monuments (restored), at Abury, Wiltsliire.

with mud ; and their cities consisted of a number of these

cabins ranged without order, and surrounded by a deep

ditch or fosse.

The costume of the ancient Britons was equally primitive,

being made from the spoils of the chase. These skins,

TertuUian informs us, in prepiring for war, they were

accustomed to throw oft', and di-play with pride tlieir tall

muscular bodies, tattooed in a variety of devices.

They were a handsome, athletic race, wearing their hair

long, and the moustache upon the upper lip ; and scanty as

their numbei's were, might have bid defiance to the Romans
or any other invaders, had they not been divided by intes-

tine broils and factions.

Such was the country and such the condition of its

inhabitants when Csesar undertook its conquest; to which

he was led not so much by ths thirst of dominion as by

the neccs-ity he found himself under of doing something to

awjuire a name wliich at Rome might balance thi"*./ of

courteously, although the wily Roman knew that, incited

by their priests, they had arrested his messenger, and kept

him in chains. Meanwhile Csesar prepared his fleet, and

assembled his soldiers for the expedition.

CHAPTER II.

The Landing of tlie Romans—Battle « itii the Britons—Defeat of the latter

—They sue for Peace, wliich is graDtctl—rrivdtions of tlie Invatters—

Tlie War brealcs out agaiti.

C*s.\n embarked the infantry of two of liis legions in

eighty vessels, which he assembled at Itius-Portus, supposed

by some writers to be Calais, by others the village of 'Wes-

sant, between thit place and Boulogne. lie divided the

vessels amongst his principal officers, and set sail v.ith a

ftvourable wind during the night. Eighteen galleys at a

distant part of the coast had received his cavalry, and sailed

about the same time. At ten the following rooming the
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expedition appeared off the coast, where the iuhabitants

were seen iu arms, ready to receive it. The spot, it would

seem, was unfavourable for luridiug, and, for the first time

in his life, Caesar hesitated, and dropped anchor till throe in

the afternoon, hoping for the arrival of his other galleys.

Disappointed in his expectation, he sailed alang the co;ist,

and finally decided on disemb.irking at Deal, where the shore

For myself, if I perish, I shall hive done my duty to Rome
and to my general."

At these words he plunged into the waves, and was fol-

lowed by the men, who leaped tunmltuously after hiai,

ashamed, most likely, of their previous cowardice and hesi-

tation. On reaching the shore, they fell with the utmost

fury on the enemy, whose uudiscipliued ranks could ill

CaUeJoDians, or Ficts.

was comparatively level, and presented less difficulty for

Buch an enterprise. But here, too, the Britons were pre-

pared, a considerable force being collected to oppose him.

The galleys drew too much water to permit tlie invaders

to land at once upon the beach, and the soldiers hesitated.

There was a momentary confusion amongst them.
" Follow me, comrades

!

'' exclaimed the standard-bearer,

"if you would not see the eagle iu the hands of the enemy.

sustain the shock of the Roman legion; still, they fought

desperately, excited by their bards and priests, who sing the

songs of victory, and exhorted them to renew the combat

each time they seemed to waver.

We can easily imagine the cool steadiness of the Romans,

and the fiery courage, mingled with terror and surprise, of

the Britons at finding themselves exposed to men armed and

disciplined in so novel a manner. Desperate acts of devo-
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tioD, doubtless, were not wanting amongst them. At last

tliey worj compelleLl to give way, aud reti-eat to the shelter

uf the wools, with their chariots aud broken ranks Ciesar

Although it does not appear that he ventured to follow

the lugitives, the victory must have been complete, ECeiug

they seut au,bas=adors, accompauied by Comius, whom the

Landing of Julius Caesar. (See p. 6.)

himself informs us that he was prevented from pursuing the

victory by the absence of his cavalry—a circumstance which

he bitterly laments, since its preseooe alone was wanting to

crown his fortune.

Britons released from his prison and chains to sue for peace.

The victor complained, and with some show of justice, of

the reception he had met with, after they had sent envoys

to him in Gaul with offers of submission, and also of the
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p.irrest of bis ambasaador ; and lamented the blood that had

been shed.

To this harangue the Biitons artfully replied that they

had imprisoaed Coiuius iu order to preserve him from the

fury of tiie people, and with this excuse CajSiir eiih^jr was or

affected to be content. He granted tlie peace they came to

solicit, and demanded hostages, which were promised, for

the future

It is not to be supposed that an all-powerful, and, in

this instance, a patriotic priesthood like the Druids would

patiently permit their inlUience to be annihilated, and the

institutions they had established with so much care destroyed

by a mere handful of invaders, who had barely obtained a

landing-place on the coast of the island. In the deepest

recesses of the gloomy forests which tliey inhabited, fearful

rites were doubtless celebrated. Iluuian victims poured

fo»th their blood ou Odin's altar; oracles were delivered,

and omens seen, calculated to rouse the courage of the van-

quished Britons, and excite them once more to take arms

against the enemy, whose position became anything but a

secure one.

A storm dispersed the eight.een galleys which were to

transport the cavalry of CiCiar, and drove them back upon

the coast of Gaul, This was not the only misfortune the

Romans endured. That same night the moon was at its full

;

it was the season of the equinox, and the tide rose to an

unusual height, fiUiug the vessels which Cffisar had drawn
ont of the reach of danger, as he imagined, on the san Is.

The larger ships, which had served hiua as a means of

transport, were driven from their anchors., and many of

them wTecked.

Although perfectly aware of the perils which menaced

their invaders, the Britons appear to have proceeded with

the utmost caution. Whilst a league was secretly being

formed to crush them, their chiefs appeared, daily in their

camp, professing unbroken friendship.

The Britons, who had secretly collected their forces, fell

Buddenly upon the seventh legion, which had been sent to a

distance to forage. The plan was well contrived to defeat

the enemy in detail. Many ot their leaders remained in the

neighbourhood of the camp, iu order to lull suspicion,

whilst their confederates surprised the Romans, who

—

having laid aside their arms—were soon surrounded, and

must have been out off but for the timely arrival of Csosar,

who, warned by his outposts that a cloud of dust thicker

than u?ual had been seen at a distance, guessed immediately

what had occurred. With a portion of his army he fell

upon the assailants, and, after a desperate struggle, disen-

gaged the threatened legion, and returned with it to the

camp in safety. The lesson was a sharp one, and the rains

soon afterwards setting in, thj invader did not attempt to

renew the battle.

The islanders, meanwhile, had not been idle : messengers

had been dispatched in every direction, calling on the

various nations to take arms ; the Druids preached war to

tlie death ; and a sufficient force was soon assembled to

attack the Romans in their camp. Discipline, however,

again prevailed against the courage of the barbarians, as

Tacitus contemptuously calls them ; although he admits at the

Bame time their bravery, and adds that it was a fortunate

thing for Cffisar tb?.t the country w;\s so divided into petty

states, and that the jealousies of th-ir respective rulers pre-

vented the unity of action which alone could ensure success.

Had the Britons bsen united, they might have bid defiance

to the legions of Rome,

Oace more the islanders demanded peace, which CKsar
granted them ; in fact, he was scarcely ia a position to do
otherwise, for he already meditated a retreat. He embarked
his army suddenly in the night, and retired to Gaul, taking

the hostages he had received with him.

Although the senate at Rome ordered a thanksgiving of
twenty days for the triumph of the Roman arms, the rirst

expedition against the island cannot be regarded in any
other light than a failure. For the second invasion pre-

parations were made commensurate with the importance
of the task proposed.

Cce^ar having assembled 800 vessels, on board of which
were five legions, and 2,000 horsemen of the noblest

families in Gaul, set sail, and landed without opposition

once more at Ryde. Ttiis time there was no enemy to

oppose him
;

for the Britous, terrified at the appearance

of this immense armament, had retreated to thei»' nat5?-J

fastness.js, the forests.

Leaving ten cohorts and 300 horsemen to guard the

camp and fleet, under the orders of Ciuintus Atrius,

Cajsar set forward in search of the enemy, whom he dis-

covered, after a march of twelve miles, on the banks of a
river, where they had drawn up their chariots and horse-

men. Profiting by their elevated position, they accepted,

or rather engaged, the combat.

The shock must have been terrible, for we find that it was
near night when the battle ended. The Britons, as usujI

after a defeat, retreated once more to their woods, where it

was impossible for the legions of Rome to follow, or tlie

cavalry to act against them.

On the following morning, juat as the victorious leader

was about to re-commence his march, news arrived from the

camp that a vio'ent tempest had seriously damaged the

fleet. Mmyof his vesssLs- were wrecked, and others ren-

dered unfit for service.

Like a prudent general, CiCiar at onse returned to the

camp, to a.ssure liimself of the extent of the injury done to

his fleet, and found it more considerable than he imagined.

Forty vessels were lost ; the rest could be repaired, though

not without great labour and time. Every artificer in his

army was set to work ; others were sent for from the conti-

nent ; and instructions written to Labieuus in Gaul to con-

struct new galleys to replace those which were lost.

The next step was worthy of the genius and reputation

of Cajsar. After having repaired his ships, he caused his

legious to draw them out of reach of the tide, high up on thj

shore, and enclosed the whole of them in a fortified camp ;—

^

an immense work, when we consider that it was executed

in an enemy's country, and the scanty means at his com-
mand for such an undertaking.

The gigantic task performed, he set forth once more ip

search of the confederate Britons.

It would fill a volume to detail, step by step, the progress

of the Romans ; to describe battle after battle, and treaties

which were no sooner made than broken. The success of

tlie invaders increased.

The kingdom of Cassibelan was overrun, anl that lieroio

monarch compelled to submit and sue for peace, through

the Comius who had formerly been his captive.

Ca;5ar, wishing to pass the winter in Gaul, where he feared

a rebellion against his authority, granted the request, and.
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after imposing an annual tribute upon Britain, and exacting

liost.igej from tlie inhabitants, took Lis departure for the

coatinont.

Csesar cannot bj said to have conquered the island. It

i3 true that, wherever he encountered the natives in battle

liis armies were victorious ; but he mad j mo pcroiinent

settlement : and when tlio state of Britain is considered,

the dtsperate courage of the people, the absence of roads

and means of communication, the reiisons will appear plain.

In Rome the progress of the invasion was watched with

intense anxiety, and more thau one classic writer has borne

witness to the bravery of the ancient Briton^. Cicero, in

his letter to his friend Trebatius, then serving in the army,

warns him against being surprised by the chariots of tlie

Britons; and, in another portion of his correspondence, the

illustrious orator says :

—

" I learn tliere is neither gold nor silver in Britain ; try,

therefore, to take some chariot of war, and return quickly

amongst us."

To Atticus he writes:

—

" We are expecting the termination of the war in Britain.

AVe know that there is neither gold nor silver in the island,

nor any hope of bringing back plunder, unless it be

slaves."

Home, in fcict, gained nothing by tlie enterprise, Cresar

everything; it enhanced his military reputation, increased

his popularity with the people, and earned him the love of

his soldiers.

For nearly a century after tlie invasion of Csesar, Britain

remained in a stite of independsnce. Soma of its princes,

there is every reason to believe, paid tribute to Rome, but

the number must have be.'n few. Augustus several times

declared his intention of reducing the island to obedience,

but never made any attempt to do so; the empire, he siid,

was already too large, and he faua 1 it coavenieat to forget

Britain.

Caligula afforded the world a pitiful spectacle of madness

of power. He assembled an army on the coast of Gaul, and

embarked on board the imperial galley, from wdience he

issued orders to commencs the attack against an imaginary

enemy. Afterwards he informed his astonished legions

that they ha 1 conquered ths sea, and conimandtd tlum to

gither up the shells upon the shore, the spoils of th-Ar

bloodless victory, for wldch he afterwards decreed himself

the honours of a triumph in Rome.

Claudius, his successor, resolved on a regular invasion of tlio

islan<l, and in the forty-third year of the Christian era he

dispatchel four legions, Avith their auxiliaries, under the

command of Aulus PUutius, an excellent general, who sur-

prised the Britons by the rapidity of his movements. Tliey

rallied, however, under their leaders, Togodumnus aud

Caractacus, two brothers: the latter, by his heroia resist-

ance and dignity in misfortune, acquired a fame im-

perishable.

The Biitons, having drawn the invaders into a marshy
part of tlie country, fell upon them witli great fury, and
many were destroyed. This news induced Plautius to re-

treat as far as the right bank of the Thames, and to write

to Claudius, inviting him to pass over to the island and
conclude the war liimself. The emperor accepted the invi-

tation, and took the co:nmand of his legions in Britain.

He crossed the Thim«i, and seize 1 wpon the fortre^ of

Camalodunum— Colchester or Slaldeu, authorities aio

divided as to wliich—receiving iu his progress the fcubmis-

sion of a number of petty kings and chiefs.

Having reduced a part of the country to the condition of
a Roman proviiic», Claud. us returned to enjoy tiis hoKours
of a triumpli iu Rome. It was celebrated with a degree of

unusual maguificence, splendid games, and rejoicings. The
emperor mounted the step; of the Capitol on his knees, and
decorated his palace with a naval crown, in token of his

victory over the sea.

The provinces voted him wreaths ; the senate, annual
game', a triumphal arch, and the glorious Burname of

Britannicus. This last honour was accurdel to his infai.t

son, whom he was iu the habit of bearing in his arms in

view of the people, and who was predestined to so tragical

a death.

Vespisian, while yet the lieutenant of Aulus Plautiu:,

acquired great glory against the Beiges. He conquered the

Isle of Wight aud the southern portion of the island.

After passing four yeiirs on the island, Plautius was
reeilled to Rome, where the jealousy oi the empeior limited

the honoura decreed t) the victorious general to a simj^le

ovation. He was succeeded by Ostorius Scapulu, who
found, on his arrival, the affairs of his countrymen iu the

greatest disorder.

Tlie Britons, trusting that a general newly arrived in the

island would not enter on a campaign in the beginniuf of

winter, had divided their forces, to plunder and lay waste

tlie territories of such persons as were in alliance with

Home. Ostorius, however, coutr.iry to their expectations,

pursued the war with vigour, g.ive the dispersed bands no
time to unite or rally, aud commanded the people whom he

suspected of disilf.'Otion to give up their arms.

As a further precaution, he erected forts on the banks ot

the Avon and the Severn. The Iceni and the Brigantes
finally submitted to the yoke..

The moment appeared fixvourahlo to the victorious general

to subdue the Silures, a fierce and warlike nation, wdio,

under the guidance of their king, Caractacus, still held

out against the Roman arms. Hitherto clemency and force

had alike proved unavailing to reduce them to submission,

aud Ostorius prepared liis expedition with a prudence and
foresight worthy of the struggle on which the establishment

of the supremacy of Rome on the island, in a great measure,

depended. He first settled a strong colony of his veteran

soldiers at Camalodunum, on the conquered lands, to keep

iu che_'k the neighbouring tribes, and spread by their

example a knowledge of tlie useful arts. He then set forth

at the head of his bravest legions in search of Caractacus,

who had retreated from his own states, and transported the

war into the country of the Ordovices.

The warlike Briton had assembled under his comm.ind

all who had vowed an eternal resistance to the invaders,

and fortified his position by entrenchments of earth, in

imitation of the Roman military works.

In Shropshire, where the grait struggle is supposed to

have tiken place, there is a hill which the inhabitants

siill call Caer Caraloc. It corresponds exactly with the

discription which Tacitus has given of tlio fortifications

erected by Caractacus, and answers to the Latin words

Caslia Caractaci.

Th,5 warrior, whose devotion to the liberties of his country

merited a t^ctter fate, did all that a patriot and a soldier

could do to e.xcite the spirit of his countrymen. Ha re-
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minded the chiefs under his command that the day of battle

would be the day of deliverance from a degrading bondage,

and at the same time appealed to their patriotism, by re-

minding them that their ancestors had defeated the attempts

of Caesar.

The address was received with acclamation, and the

excited Britons bound themselves by oaths not to shrink

from the darts of their enemies.

The cries of rage with which the invaders were received,

the resolute bearing of the Silures, astonished the Roman
general, who examined with inquietude fhe river which

the victory was assured. The half naked Britons, with

their clubs and arrows, were no match against the well-

armed legions of Rome ; they retreated slowly, but from the

summit of the rocks still poured death upon their enemies

till the light troops succeeded in slaying or dispersing them.

The victory of the Romans was complete. The wife and

daughter of Caractacus were taken prisoners, and the illus-

trious chief of the Silures soon afterwards shared a similar

destiny. Ilis mother-in-law, Cartismunda, queen of the

Brigantes, to whom he had fled for shelter, delivered him in

chains to his enemies.

Julius Cssar. (From the large Cameo repro.'ienting the Apotheosis of Augustus, and known as the Agate de la Sainte Chapelle,
preserved in the colleetion of medals of the Imperial Library, Paris.)

defended the rude entrenchment on one side, the ram-
parts of earth and stone, not unskilfully thrown up, and
the rugged rock, which towered above them, crowned with

numberless defenders. His soldiers demanded to be led to

the contest, urging that nothing was impossible to true

Courage ; the tribunes held the same language, and Ostorius

hi on his army to the attack. Under a shower of arrows
it crossed the river, and arrived at the foot of the rude
entrenchment, but not without suffering severely.

Then was seen the advantage of discipline over untrained
courage. The Roman soldiers serried their ranks, and
raising their bucklers ovor their heads, formed with them
an impenetrable roof, which securely sheltered them whilst

they demolished the earthworks. That once accomplished,

Ostorius sent him and his family to Rome, as the noblest

trophies of his conquest.

The fame of Caractacus had penetrated even to Italy.

The Roman citizens wore anxious to behold the barbarian

who had so long braved their power. Although defeated

and a captive, the natural greatness of his soul did not

abandon him. Tacitus relates that his first remark on

beholding the imperial city was surprise that those who
possessed such magnificent palaces at home should envy him

a poor hovel in Britain.

The British chief was conducted before the Emperor
Claudius, who received him seated on his throne, with the

Empress Agrippina by his side. The pr£etorian guard were

drawn up in line of battle on either side.
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First came the servants of the captive prince ; then wire

borue the spoils of the vanquished Britous ; these were fol-

lowed by the brothers, the wife, and daughter of Caractacus,

and last of all Caractacus himself, c;ilm and unsubdued by

his misfortunes.

Advancing to the throne, he pronounced the following

remarkable discourse, which history has consecrated :

—

" If I had had, O Caesar, in prosperity, a prudence equal

to my birth and fortune, I should have entered this city as

a friend, and not as a captive ; and possibly thou wouldLSt

not have disdained the alliance of a uia.u descended from

illustrious ancestors, who gave laws to several nations. Jdy

fate this day appears as sad for me as it is glorious for thee.

I had horses, soldiers, arms, and treasures ; is it surprising

that I should regret the loss of thein? If it is thy will to

command tlie universe, is it a reason we should voluntarily

accept slavery ? Had I yielded sooner, thy fortune and my
glory would have been less, and oblivion soon have followed

my execution. If thou sparest my life, I sliall be an eternal

monument of thy clemency."

It is impossible not to be struck by the great dignity

as well as simplicity of this address. It was complimentary

without meanness, and truthful without exaggeration.

To the honour of Ciaudius, he not only spared the

life of his captive, but the lives of his brothers, wife, and

daughter, and treated him with all honour. Their chains

were removed, and they expressed tlieir thanks, not only to

the emperor, but to Agrippina, whose influence is sup-

posed, not without reason, to have been exerted in their

favour.

The public life of Caractacus ended with his captivity
;

for the tradition that he afterwards returned to Britain, and

rule 1 over a portion of the island, rests on so uncertain a

foundation as to be unworthy of belief. Had fortune

aflforded him a wider field for tue exercise of his genius, he

would have bequeathed a mort, jrilliant, but not a nobler

name to history.

The senate, in its pompous harangues, compared ta3 sub-

jection of this formidable chief to thiit of Sypliax by Scipio,

and decreed the honours of a triumph to his conqueror,

Ostorius.

Ostorius was succeeded in the government of Britain by

Avitus Didius Gallus, wh ), unlike his warlike predecessor.

Bought to establish the Roman dominion in the island by

fomenting internal dissension. He made an alliance with

the perfidious mother-in-law of Caractacu?, Cartismunda,

queen of the Brigantes, whose subjects had revolt.;d. His

government lasted but four years, dniring wliich period the

armies of Korae made but little progress on the itle.

The monster Nero, who succeeded by crime to the throne,

assigned the government of Britain to Veranius, who died a

year afterwards, in a campaign he had undertaken against

the Silures.

His successor, Suetonius Paulinus, proved himself fully

equal to the task he had undertaken. Hitljerto the Britons

hail been e.\cited to revolt by the exhortations of the Druids,

whose principal saiictuary was iu the island of Angiesea,

wl icli, up to the period of his govermnent, had preserved its

independence, and served as a refuge to the ra:doontents and
vanquished. Of this important spot Suetonius resolved to

obtain possession, as the most effectual means of crushing the

spirit of retistauce still existing amoi.gst the people.

By !neaus of a number of fiat-bottamed boats, w.'iicli lie

had constructed for the purpose, he crossed the arm of the

sea wkich separates Angiesea from Britain.

Tacitus has left a vivid description of the effect produced

upon the Romans on approaching the island: the army of

the enemy drawn up hke a living rampart on the shore, to

oppose their landing ; the priestesses, in mournful robes of a

sombre colour, rushing wildly along the sands, brandishing

their torehes and nmttering imprecations
; the Druids, witli

their arms extended in malediction. The invaders were

appalled ; and, but for the exhortations of their leaders, tlie

expedition, in all probability, mi;st have suffered a defeat.

Excited by their reproaches, the standard-bearers advanced,

and the array, ashamed to desert their eagles, followed them,

striking madly with their swords, and crushing all who
opposed them. Finally, they succeeded in surrounding tlici

Britons, who perished, with their wives and children, in the

fires which the Druids had coraminded to be kindled for

their hideous sacrifices.

This victory was a terrible blow to the influence of the

Druids, who never recovered their power in the island ; and
its consequences would have been more severely felt, but for

an insurrection which shortly afterwards broke out in that

part of Britain which had been reduced to the condition of

a Roman colony.

The imposts were excessive, and exacted with rigour.

Hundreds of distinguished families saw themselves reduced

to indigence, and, consequently, to servitude. Their song

were torn from their hearths, and compelled to serve on tlie

continent in the aa-xiliary colorts. All these evils, great

as they were, might hive been borne, had not an outrage

been added more infamous than any the insolent invader.^

had yet ventured to perpetrate ; an outrage which filled the

hearts of the Britons with fury, and drove them once more
to rebellion.

Prasutagus, a king of the nation of the Iceni, had for

many years been the faithful ally of Rome ; on his death,

the better to ensure a portion of his inheritance to his family,

he named the emperor and his daughters as his joint heirs.

Tlie Roman procurator, however, took possession of the

whole in the name of his imperial master, a proceeding

which naturally aroused th-e indignation of Boadicea, the

widow of the deceased prince. Being a woman of resolute

character, she complained bitteily of the spoliation, and for

redress was not only beaten with rods like a slave, but her

daughters were dishonoured before her eyes.

On hearing of these indignities, the fceni flew to arms;

the Trinubantes and several other tribes followed their

example, and a league was formed between them to recover

tlieir lost liberties.

Tbe first object of their attack was the colony of veterans

established at Camalodunum, where a temple, dedicated to

CluU'lius, bad been raised, the priests of which committed

iufamous ex.actious, under the pretence of thus honourii'g

religion.

It was affirmed, as is generally the case on the eve of any

great event, tlwt numerous oiiieus preceded the catastrophe.

The statue of Victory iell in the temple with its face upon

the ground ; fearful hawlings were heard in the theatre ; and
it is even pretended that a picture of the colony in ruins had

been seen floating in the waters of the Thames.
The report of aU these prodigies, which, if thoy rcallj

took ]il.ice, were doubtless the contrivances of the Jiruids,

froze the veterans with terror, and raised the couraap of the
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Britons to the highest pitch. In the absence of Suetonius,

the colonists demanded succour of the procurator, who sent

them only 200 msn, and those badly armed ; and with

this feeble reinforcement, the garrison shut themselves up

in the temple.

With the cunning which seems peculiar to all semi-

barbarous nations, the Britons continued to reassure their

enemy of their pacific intentions. The consequence was

that instead of raising a rampart and digging a ditch round

the building, which they might easily have done, the

Romans remained in a state of fancied security, neglecting

even to send away their women and children, and such as

from age and sickness were unable to bear arms.

Suddenly the mask was thrown off. The insurgents, who

had gained sufficient time to collect their forces and mature

their plans, fell upon the colony, destroying everything before

I

we have in history of tiiis city by the title of Londinum

—

a city destined, in after years, to become the chief centre of

;

political power and commercial euterprise in Europe ; to

rival, if not to eclipse, the most famous cities of antiquity

t

in splendour and in influence. AVhether London owes its

j

origin to the Romans or the Britons, has long been a dis-

'. puted, and still remains an unsettled, question. Geffrey of

;

Monmouth, a AYelsh historian, gives an account of its

foundation, and the origin of its name, which, though

treated as a mere superstition by Blaitland, is aUke inte-

resting and ingenious. He tells us that Brutus formed the

design of building a city in Britain, and with this object

j

had a careful survey of the kingdom made, and at last fixed

on a spot of ground on the banks of the Thames as the most
suitable for his purpose. There he erected a city which was

;
long known by the dignified title of New Troy. That name

Roman Soldiers passing over a Bridge of Boats. From the Antonine Column.

them, and sparing neither sex nor age. After a siege of

several days, the temple was taken by assault, and the

garrison put to the sword.

Emboldened by their success, the victors marched to meet

Petillius Cerealis. who, at the head of the ninth legion, was

liasteuing to the assistance of his countrymen. After a

bloody battle, in which the Britons massacred all his infan-

try, the Roman lieutenant was compelled to seek refiige with

his cavalry in the camp.

Terrified at the disaster which his avarice and cruelty had

caused, the procurator, Cato Decianus, fled to Gaul, followed

by the maledictions of the inhabitants of the province on

which he had brought so many evils.

Whilst engaged in the su')jugation of the natives of Wales,

Suetonius Paulinug received intelligence of the revolt of the

I'ritons a^.ninst the colonies of the eastern parts of the

iiland. Immediately he sat out on his march for London

'Tacitus, "An.," lib. xiv.) This is the first mention wh'ch

became subsequently corrupted into Trinovant, and in later

days, when Lud, the brother of Cassivellaun, obtained the

government, he strongly walled and fortified the city, and

changed its name to Caer Lud, or Lud's Town. The sub-

sequent change to London was of course easy. Maitland,

however, rejects this story as absurd, and denies the

existence of such a city in the days of Caesar. In justifica-

tion of this view he very fairly urges the fact that Cajsar

makes no mention of any such city, although he is most

minute and accurate in his enumeration of the places of

importance, camps, fortifications, and towns in Gaul.

Moreover, on the banks of the Thames Caesar's troops had

one of their most dtsperate encounters, forcing the passage

of that river, and putting to the route the troops of Cassi-

vellaun. Now, had London been in existence at this time,

the defeated forces of Cassivellaun would have retreated

thither, or at all events have made the attempt. In either

'

case we should expect some mention of the fact by Caesar—
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The Romans leaviry Loadon. (See p. 14.)
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either as a successful moTement on the part of the enimy,

or one defeated by his superior strategy. The most probable

Bccount is that Loiidou was one of those colonies founded,

about A.D. 49, by Ostoriiis Scapula, the successor of the

proetor Plautius, for the protection and consolidation of

Roman interests. Suetonius advanced from his campaign

in ^Vales—as we have before recorded—to the relief of

Loudon ; in A.D. C-t, and although at this time Loudon was

famous for the number of its inhabitants and the extent of

its commerce, which had been fostered and cherished by

the iuflueuce of the Roman power, still the small force

which Suetonius had under his command was unable suc-

cessfully to govern it agaiust the fury of the native enemies,

who eagerly panted for the destruction of a town which was

at once the monument of Romm triumph and the stronghold

of Roman tyranny. Anxious that his small army should not

be destroyed in an attempt to defend what was hopeless,

Suetonius resolved to retreat and give up the city to the

plunder of the Britons. All such as were willing to leave

it were taken into his army, and, amid the cries and

lamentations of the inhibitaats, the city was abandoned by

the Roman troops.

It was not long before the storm burst upon the wretched

iuliabitants, whom the insurgents massacred without pity or

remorse, althoKgh the majority of them consisted of their

own countrymen, agiinst whom their rage appeared quite as

much excited as against the Romans, on account of their

submission to the common enemy.

Seventy thousand are computed to have perished in the

f huighter.

Never before had such an indiscriminate destruction been

witnessed in the island. Tacitus, in speaking of the Britons,

Bays*—

"They would neither take the vanquished prisoners, sell

them, nor ransom their lives and liberties ; but hastened to

massacre, torture, and crucify them, as if to avenge them-

telves beforehand for the cruel punishments which the future

had in store for them."

Suetonius, uniting the fourteenth legion, the auxiliaries

of the twenty-first, and the garrisons of the neighbouring

towns, soon found himself at the head of 10,000 men

;

and with such an army no longer hesitated to meet the

enemy, before whom he had hitherto deemed it advisable to

retreat. ^Vith great skill, he took up his position at the

entrance of a narrow defile, his infantry in the centre, the

cavalry forming the wings.

The Britons, a countless multitude, advanced to battle

without order and discipline, animated by the desire of

vengeance and the hope of recovering their liberty.

B;'fore the struggle commenced, a chariot was seen, drawn
slowly through their ranks ; in it was a female of tall stature

aud dignified bearing, enveloped in the folds of a long

mantle, a chain of gold round her waist, and her long hair

floating to the ground. It was the outraged Boadicea, who,

accompanied by her daugliter.-i, appealed to the courage of

lior countrymen.

" The Britons," she cried, " are accustomed to fight under
the command of a woman ; there is no question now of

avenging so many illustrious ancestors from whom I am
descended, my kingdom, or my plundered treasures. Avenge
me as a simple woman—as one of your own class. Avenge
my liberty outraged; ray body torn by the scourge; and

the innocence of my daughters dishonoured ! Tlie Romans

respect neither the age of our old men nor the chastity of

our children ; their avarice is insatiable. Are not our

persons taxei ?—do we not pay even for the permission to

bear our heads ? Nor is that all ; the tax must be paid for

those who cease to live. It was reserved for the execrable

tyranny of the Romans," she added, " to raise a revenue

from the dead. But there are just gods—avenging gods.

A legion that dared oppose us has perished ; the rest of the

Romans conceal themselves, or alrealy think of ilight. They

cannot hear without trembling the cries of so many thousand

men ; how, then, will they support tlie shock of your blows?

Consider your countless battalions, reflect on the motives of

this war, and you will understand that tlie day has arrived

to vanquish or die. Such will—shall be the fate of one

woman ; let men live slaves if they will. " (Tacitus,

Annal xiv.)

Animated by these inspiring words, the recollection ol

their injuries, and the blood they had already shed, the

Britons commenced the combat. The legion, with thiir

eyes fixed upon their chief, waited the signal. It was given,

and thej' advanced in a triangular battalion ; the auxiliaries

followed the impetuous movement, aud the squadrons

charged with their lances in rest. Nothing could resist

that fearful shock. The immense multitude was put to

flight, but the chariots containing their wives and children,

who had followed to be spectators of their victory, barred

the way. The victors spared neither women, children, nor

animals. The carnage was fearful : 80,000 Britons remained

upon the plain.

Boadicea, the witness and victim of this sad defeat, kept

the promise she had made—not to fall into the power of the

Romans—but ended her life by poison.

This victory re-established the reputation of the Roman
arms ; but it was not permitted to Suetonius to complete

the task he had begun ; he was shortly afterwards recalled

to Rome, to answer charges brought against him by his

enemies, aud, although acquitted, lost tlie favour of a prince

in whose reign no man of celebrity was spared.

Suetonius had the honour of training in the art of war

the illustrious Agricola.

The first three successors of Suetonius m Britain were

Petronius Turpilianus, Trebellius Maximus, and Vettius

Bolaaus ; their government did not advance the empire,

then divided between Galba and Otho, and afterwards

between Otho and Vitellius.

During the reigu of the last prince a civil war broke out

among the Biigantes, whose queen, Cartismun la, proud of

the alliance and support she received from Rome as tlie

recompense of her treachery in delivering Caractacus into

its hands, had given way to her lascivious passions

According to Tacitus, she expelled her husband Venusius

from her throne and bed, and raised to iiis place his esquire

Vellocate. This crime shook her authority ; the people

declared themselves in favour of the outr;igcd husband,

whose rival was supported only by the adulterous passion of

the queen and the cruelties wliicli he exercised.

The queen, seeing her throne in peril, called the Romans

to her aid. They marched to hor succour, and succwdcd

in delivering her from the hands of her indignant subjects,

but Venusius remained master of her kingdom, and tie

Romans had the weight of another war to sustain.

Such was the state of Britain when Vespasiai', havii g
conrjucrcd his rival Vitellius, succeeded to the thron.;.
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The new emperor entrusted the government of the island

to an experienced general named Petilius Cereales, who

partially subdued the Brigantes, and was pushing the war

with energy when his master recalled him.

His successor was Julius .Frontinus, who reduced the

Silures to obedience.

But it was reserved to another general to achieve the

conquest of a proud and warlike nation, and to render it

durable by the quahties of justice and moderation. The

great man who gave this useful lesson to the world was

Agricola, named governor of Britain in the year 78 of the

Christian era. He had already visited the island, having

served in the army as tribune, under the command of

Suetonius Pauhnus, who esteemed and treated him as a

friend.

His first step was to repress the revolt of the Ordovices,

whom ht punished with rigour ; he next renewed the attack

on the island of Anglesea, which he took, owiag to the

courage of his German auxiliaries, who, not having vessels

at their command, swam over the arm of the sea which

divides it from Britain.

In the following campaign he extended the limits of the

Roman government to the Tay, leaving strong garrisons on

all the important points.

In his fourth campaign, Agricola crossed the Forth to

the southern frontier of Caledonia, or Scotland, and erected,

to repress the invasion of the warlike inhabitants, a line of

fortifications between the Forth and the Clyde.

But it is as an administrator or civil governor that

Agricola chiefly merits our praise. He lessened, as much
as possible, the tribute levied on the vanquished Britons

by an equitable adjustment, suppressed the most onerous

monopolies, and multiplied the means of transport and

commerce.

Having succeeded in gaining the good opinion of the

people he was called to rule over by his valour and equity,

the governor next tried to keep them peaceable by incul-

cating a taste for the arts and pleasures. He encouraged

the erection of temples and forums, aided all pubUc works

by grants from the treasury, and caused the sons of the

principal chiefs and princes to be instructed in the sciences.

Gradually those who had disdained the language of the con-

querors devoted themselves to its attainment. They assumed

the toga, and affected the tastes, and in too many instances

the vices, of their masters.

Titus, who had succeeded to the throne of his father,

Vespasian, reigned but two years, and left the empire to

the ferocious Domitian, who, like most suspicious natures,

felt jealous lest any other name should become greater than
his own. He did not venture, however, to recall Agricola,

who was permitted to pursue his career of glory, and, in the

fifth year of his government, advanced with his legions to

the west, as far as the coast opposite to Ireland.

A statesman, administrator, and soldier, like the illustrious

pupil of Suetonius, must have comprehended the advantage
of conquering the sister island ; the fiicilities which it would
afford to the increasing commerce between Spain, Gaul, and
Britain : he renounced, however, the enterprise from some
unknown reason, and Ireland, for nearly a thousand years

longer, preserved her independence.

The hostilities which were continually breaking out

between the IMaEetse and the Caledonians drew Agricola

to the north of Britain. In his first campaign against them,

which commenced in the sixth year of his government, the

Romans experienced a severe check, as the enemy nearly

forced their camp, and were only repulsed after causing con-

siderable damage.

In the seventh and last year of his residence on the

island, Agricola made his great attempt to subdue thete

ferocious nations, and his preparations were worthy his

great military reputation and the magnitude of the task

he had undertaken. He joined to his legions and auxi-

liaries from the continent, cohorts of Britons, drawn from

the southern portion of the island
; and supphed his army

by means of a numerous fleet, which sailed along the

coast.

The Romans advanced without encountering any serious

obstacle as far as the Grampians, where the Caledonians,

under the celebrated chief Galgacus, were drawn up to

oppose them, 30,000 strong. The first ranks, consisting

of the bravest of the tribes, occupied the level plain ; the

next and secondary ones covered the sides of the mountain,

rising in half-circles one above another, as in a vast amphi-

theatre.

Tacitus has recorded the harangue of the leader of the

Caledonians ; it is bold, energetic, and worthy of the chief

of a nation which— whatever its other defects—was, at

least, impressed with an indomitable love of freedom and

undoubted courage.

" We have no other resource but to conquer," said Gal-

gacus ;
" and that is my principal hope ; for battle, the

glorious choice of brave men, is here the only safety for

cowards. Behind us is the ocean and the Roman fleet

;

before us the Romans—brigands, devastators of the world,

who, when they can no longer find land to ravage, search

the seas. Neither the east nor the west have glutted their

avarice, for they alone of all mankind covet alike the treasure

of the rich and the dernier of the poor. To take, massacre,

and pillage, the Romans call to govern ; and when they

make a desert, they say, ' Peace is established.' Our sons

are carried off to serve in distant countries ; our wives and

sisters, if they escape the brutality of the enemy, are dis-

honoured by those who falsely call themselves our friends

and guests ; our fortunes are consumed in tributes, our food

in supplies for their armies ; our arms and bodies are wasted

by blows and outrages whilst fortifying for them oiu;

marshes and lands.

" Courage ! you who love glory, and yoft who hold to

Ufa. The Trinobantes, under a woman, burnt a colony and

carried a Roman camp ; and, if they had not slumbered in

success, would have broken their yoke. We, who still are

unshaken, unsubdued, and free, shall we not show on the

first encounter what kind of men are the Caledonians?

" The Romans triumph by our discords ; they render the

vices of their enemies subservient to their advantage and

the glory of their armies, who, formed by a mixture of so

many nations, are kept together only by success, and will

be dispersed by reverse. It is fear, it is terror—feeble

bonds—which keep together these Gauls, Germans, and, I

am ashamed to say, these Britons, who lend their blood to

foreign dominion ; these bonds once broken, and those who

cease to fear will begin to hate. All tha excitements to

victory are here : no wife influences the courage of the

Romans, no father will reproach their flight ; feeble in

number and ignorant of the country, they only behold the

sea, and skies, and unknown forests, in the midst of which,
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siuroaiided and enclosed, tliey are delivered to iia by the

gods.

" Jlarcli, then, to battle, aud think of your fatliers and

children
!"

Tli3 Caledonians received these fOul-inspiring words

—

which have been rendered nearly word for word from the

Roman historian—with tumultuous clamours of applause

;

their excitement was still further increased by the sougs of

the bards and the exhortations of the Druids.

At the sight of the Caledonians, it became difficult to

keep the Romans in the entrenchments, aud Agricola,

seeing their impatience for battle, exhorted them to con-

quest.

" Defeat itself," lie said, " will not be without glory ; but

you will not yield. The bravest of the Britons have been

already overcome ; those who remain are cowardly and

timid, a-s you behold on the heiglits, which you will illus-

trate by a memorable victor^'. Put an end," he concluded,

" to so many expeditions, and add another great day to

fifty years of triumph !

"

At these words the ardour of his soldiers could no longer

be repressed. They quitted the camp, and their brave

leader ranged them in order of battle: the auxiliaries on

foot, to the number of 8,000, in the centre ; 3,000 horse-

men f.jrraed the wings ; the legions being hold in re-

serve.

The first line of the Caledonians descended to the plain,

which trembled beneath the galloping of the horses and the

rolling of the war-chariots. Agricola, seeing tlie superiority

of the enemy in point of numbers, deployed his ranks, re-

solved neither to fly nor yield.

Favoured by their position, the barbarians had the ad-

v.ir.hig.i as long as they fought at a distance with javelins

and arrows; which became useless, however, when, the

Roman general having c:immanded the auxiliaries to en-

gage man to man, they rushed to the encounter with their

long sharp swords ; another body assailed the rooks, which

they carried by assault, and the Caledoni'ins retreated

behind tlieir horsemen and chariots ; whilst the Roman
cavalry, falling on the confused mass, completed the rout.

'The plain soon became one wide scene of carnage

;

10,000 Caledonians pcrLshed ; whilst their enemy lost only

3G0 men.

The victors passed the night in drunkenness and pillage

;

whilst the vanquished, men and women, wandered about the

country, yielding to despair. In their rage they destroyed

their habitations, to prevent their being plundered by the

Romans.

Agricola rendered an account of his victory to the em-
peror, in terms remarkable for modesty and simplicity.

The jea'ous Doiuitiau received his letter with apparent

joy, but secret wrath : with his usual cunning, however, he

dissembled his real sentiments till time had weakened the

enthusiasm of the people and the favour of the army for the

man he hated. Gradually a report gained ground that the

victorious general was to be recalled from the scene of his

trinmplii, to take the command in Syria, aud Domitiau

demanded for him the honours of a triuiriph.

The vietor dared not, however, present himself to the

acclamations of the people, for fear of exciting the jealousy

of his imperial master. He entereil Rome privately, and by
night, and presented himself before thi; tyrant, who received

hjm coldly and in silence. He soon b came confounded

with the crowd of courtiers, and otdy escaped from the

peril of his glory by appearing himself to forget it.

I Domitiau reigned some years after his return, and the
I fury with which he persecuted Salustius Lucullus, one of

the successors of Agricola, sufficiently proved the violence

he had done to his cruel nature in sparing the life of the
' latter.

Salustius had had the temerity to give his name to a new
kind of lance, which he had, in all probability, invented.

The monster looked upon this little harmless piece of vanity

as an offence, and put him to death.

Little is known of the state of Britain from Domilian to

Adrian, when many of the nations who had been subject to

the yoke of Rome began to show signs of impatience, and

all the cares of the new emperor were to confirm the peace

of the world. He re-established the system of Augustus,

j

abandoned the conquests of Trajan, and limited the empire

j

in the east to the Euphrates. He visited the provinces,

and arrived at last in Britain, where he corrected many

I

abuses, and built the celebrated wall which bore his name,

in order to repress the incursions of the Caledonians ; it

extended upwards of eighty miles, from the mouth of the

Tyne to the Irish Sea.

j

Rome abandoned without a struggle the country included

between the wall of Adrian and that of Agricola, an extent

of about 100 miles; a portion of it, however, was i-egainod

under Antoninus Pius, the adopted son and successor of

Adrian.

During the thirty years which succeeded, the empire

experienced the extreme vicissitudes to which all despotic

empires are liable, in passing from the sceptre of the wise

and good Marcus Anrelius into the hands of the infamous

Commodus. The glory of Rome during the reign of this

execrable monster had no other asylum than in her armies,

which caused her frontiers to be respected by the barbarian?,

and crushed the several attempts at revolt in Germany,

Dacia, and Britain.

The Caledonians, who had recovered from the cruel de-

feat the}' had suffered under Agricola, made a successful

irruption into the north of the island, where they sur-

priseil and cut to pieces a body of Roman troops.

The peril of the province became extreme.

Commodus, to avoid the disgrace of losing it, conferred

the government of the itland upon Ul])ius Marcellus, a

general worthy of the antique days of Rome, being a

sober man, just, and of undaunted courage. He obtained

a signal victory over the Caledonians, and re-cstablishtU

peace. He wiis soon afterwards recalled.

He was succeeded by Perennis, a favourite of Commodui?,

who by his arbitrary, tyrannical conduct so excited the

hatred of his legions, that they forgot their long habits o£

discipline and slavish obedience to tlie emperor.

The soldiers delegated 1,500 of their number to lay their

complaints before the imperial throne. This numerous

deputation passed peaceably through Gaul and Italy, and

Commodus himself set forward to nicet it. He listened to

their complaints, and, led by his terrors rather than the

love of justice, abandoned their general to the vengeance

of his rebellious troops.

Pereuni-i was scourged to death by them with rods.

Til' legions in Britain, emboldened by flu-ir succis',

demanded and obtained from the feeble hands of Ihiir

master a general of <.b--cure origin hut undoubted merit.
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Publius Ilelvius rertinax, who attempted to restore dis-

cipline in their ranks, but only partially succeeded. The

habit of obedience was broken, and the same troops who
'

had so clamorously demanded his appointment soon after-

wards solicited his recall.

He returned to fill a civil employment in Rome, where

fortune held in store for him supreme grandeur and a cruel

fJl.

Decimus Clodius Albinus, who succeeded him, was suc-

cessful not only in reducing the army to obedience, but in

obtaining their affection, lie administered the province so

well tliat the emperor, in a fit of gratituJe, conferred on

him the title of Cse^ar; an honour which, in all proba-

bility, would very soon have been repented of, or led to

his disgrace, had not a revolution in the palace removed

Commodus from the throne, and raised Perlinax in his

stead.

The new reign lasted but three months ; Pertinax fell a

victim to his attempt to reform the abuses which were

corroding the very heart of the empire. He was massacred

by the Pretorian guards.

The election of his successor shows to how fearful a state

Rome had degenerated. The empire was put up to auction

and sold, like common merchandise, to the highest bidder,

Didius Juliauus by his great wealth purchased the empire

:

though bought by gold, it could not be retained by the same

means. Septimus Severus no sooner heard of the death of

Pertinax than he hastened to Rome, at the head of his

legions, and the crime was quickly avenged by the death of

the assassins, and that of the feeble prince whom they bad

placed upon the throne.

After the death of Albiuus, who, driven to extremities by

the secret practices against his life, had marched into Gaul,

and was defeated at Lyons, Severus, at an advanced age,

visited Britain, and defeated the Caledonians, whom he

compelled to sue for peace. It was whilst engaged in this

memorable expedition that his son, Caraoalla, tried to poison

him.

it the termination of the war, the conqueror made York
his residence, and employed his army in constructing the

gigantic wall whose remains still bear his name. It was

seventy-eight miles long, and ran parallel with the remains

of the one built by Adrian ; its height, twelve feet, without

comprising the parapet ; its width, eight feet ; and it was
still further strengthened by a succession of towers and for-

tresses. The wall was completed in 210 of the Christian era.

Falling into a severe sickness, his unworthy son took

occasion to seduce the allegiance of a portion of the army,

who proclaimed hira emperor. The aged prince was carried

to his tribunal, before which he compelled tlio usurper, his

tribunes and centurions, to appear : the guilty son pros-

trated himself, and demanded pardon.
" AVhat

!

" exclaimed his father, in a tone of bitter irony,

"have you yet to learn that it is the head and not the feet

which govern?" The reproach was the more bitter as the

disease from which the speaker was dying had settled in his

feet, and rendered him incapable either of mounting on
liorseback or walking.

Shortly afterwards he expired at York.
Septimus Severus died the 4th of April, 211, after a

reign of eighteen years: his last words were, "I received

the republic divide I and weak at every point ; I leave it at

poice and conselidated, even in Britain; old and disabled

iu my legs, I bequeath to my sons a powerful empire, if they

are prudent ; if not, a feeble one."

During the third eentun,-, the empire was agitated by
numerous competitions for the purple, which were somewliat

appeased on the accession of Uioeletiau. Britain afforded

to those pretenders not only an asylum, but the means of

advocating their claims to the purple. One of these,

Caraiisius, was only got rid of by assassination.

The murderer, AUectus, attempted to succeed him, and
maintained himself in the island till defeated by Con-
stantius, who had been elevated to the rank of Csesar : thus

Britain was once more united to the erepire.

The victor made himself loved by the Britons, by his

equitable and wise administration, and continued to re-

side amongst them till the abdication of Diocletian and

Maximian elevated him to the imperial throne.

At his death, which occurred in York, in 306, he recom-

mended to the army, who were devoted to him, his son, the

celebrated Constantine, who was immediately saluted em-

peror and Augustus.

The tradition that St. Paul and St. Peter preached the

gospel in^tho island found, at one period, general credence-

It must be looked upon with extreme suspicion, there not

being the slightest historical evidence to support it, and the

probabilities highly against it ; still, it is certain that, at a

very early age, Christianity was introduced amongst us.

Many of the Romans, who had received the new religion

and fled from the persecutions of Claudius and Nero, found

refuge in Britain, where the imperial edicts were less

rigorously obeyed, till the persecution of Diocletian, when
the churclies throughout the empire were ordered to bo

closed, and the refusal of the new sect to offer sacrifice to

the goJs of Rome punished with death.

jNluch as Constantius condemned, he dared not annul the

impious mandate he h,ad received. Ascending his tribunal,

belbre which the principal officers, both of his array and

household, had been summoned, he read aloud the edict, and

added that those who professed the new faith must decide on

abandoning either their faith or their employments. Many,

doubtless, chose the former alternative ; since we are tol 1

that the prince, in great indignation, dismissed the apos-

tates from his service, observing that it was impossible for

him to trust those who had denied their convictions. Ilis

lieutenants, however, were less scrupulous, and Christian

blood, no doubt, was shed to maintain the state religion of

the empire.

Alban, the proto-martyr—as the latter designation im.

plies—was the first who suffered ; and the names of Julius

and Aaron, citizens of Caerleon, upon the Usk, have also

been handed down to posterity as two of the earliest

victims.

On the accession of Constantine to the throne, religious

toleration was restored throughout the empire.

Christianity now made rapid progress in the island. A
hierarchy became established, and at the Council of Aries,

in 314, three English bishops assisted—those of York,

London, and Camalodunum.

After the death of Constantine, wc see two people dis-

appear, in name at least, from the page of history—the

Maae'se and the Caledonians, who were replaced by the

Picts and the Scots. There is every reason to believe that

the warlike nation, the Caledonians—who so long resisted

the Romans—and the Picts arc the same race; tlie last
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name being derived from the Gaelic -word pkt-ich, wliicli

Bignifles " plunderer?."

The Scots had a widely different origin : they originally

came over from Ireland, where they inhabited the eastern

coasts, settled in the neighbourhood of Loch Lomond, and

made an alliance with the nearest tribes, for the purpose

of ravaging the possessions of the Britons.

They were severely chastised by Theodosiiis, who visited

Britain in 343. He succeeded in expelling them from the

Roman provinces and driving them back to their wild

retreats.

Maximus, who afterwards assumed the title of Augustus,

while in Britain, carried on the war against the Picts and

Scots with unrelenting severity ; his ambition, however, led

him to attempt the conquest of the whole western empire, in

which he failed, and was beheaded at Aquileia. His army,

composed in a great majority of Britons, never returned to

their native country, which consequently was left in a great

measure defenceless. So favourable an occasion did not

escape the vigilance of the Picts and Scots, who made

successive inroads in the island, and returned to their

mountain fastnesses laden with plunder.

The power of Rome was now shaken by the irruption of

barbarians of various denominations, who, issuing from the

east and north, depopulated her fairest provinces. Assailed

at so many points at once, it seemei as if the nations of the

earth had been let loose to uproot her supremacy, and

break the shackles which for so many ages had fettered

the greater part of the world. Tlie Goths, Vandals, and

Alans, led by Alaric, crossing the Julian Alps, swept

like a torrent over the fertile plains of Italy. The Ger-

man tribes devastated Gaul, and the Roman legions in

Britain, deprived of all communication with the Emperor

Ilonorius, determined on electing an emperor for them-

selves.

The first whom they selected for the purple was Marcus,

•whom his soldiers, very soon after elevating him to the

imperial dignity, put to death ; after him an adventurer

named Constantine, who paid for his short-lived dignity with

his life.

The island had for some time been in this distracted

state, when the Britons, who had not ceased to regret

the loss of their freedom, deeming the occasion favour-

able, rose in arms, deposed the Roman magistrates, and
proclaimed their independence ; and afterwards succeeded

in driving the Picts and Scots back to their own
country.

When the Emperor Honorius heard of this revolution, he

wrote to the states of Britain, to say that they must provide

for their safety, and govern themselves ; by which con-

cession the rule of Rome in the island was looked on as at

an end.

The Britons, at various periods afterwards, demanded the

assistance of the empire against their terrible enemies, the

Picts, who still continued to harass them ; but no aid of any
consequence was accorded.

How frequently do we read, in the history of the world,

of a nation urged by an irresistilde, though unknown prin-

ciple, to pursue ihe path of conquest, not for their own
advantage, but for the ultimate benefit of the people whom
they subject. Such was the result of the Roman invasion

of Britain, which proved neither profitable nor advantageous
to the conouerors.

Appianus of Alexandria, who flourished a.d. 123, wrote

a history of all the nations which Rome had subdued, in

twenty-four books ; he says :
" The Romans have pene-

trated iiito Britain, and taken possession of the greater and
better part of the island ; but they do not desire the rest,

because that which they already possess is not of the slightest

benefit to them."

The historian was right, for, despite the taxes, the pro-

duce of the mines, and the exportation of corn, the island

could never have been a source of great profit to the victors

;

notwithstanding which we trace them, urged by a resistless

eombination of events, progressing step by step, till the

greater part of the country was subdued. Fortunately, they

sowed the seeds of a civiHsation more endurable than their

dominion.

For nearly a century, the portion of Britain which had

submitted to their yoke formed but a single province ; it

was first separated into two daring the reign of the Em-
peror Severus. This division was afterwards extended to

five:

—

1st. Flavia Cfesariensis, which consisted of the western

portion of the island.

•2nd. Britannia Prima, the country between the Thames
and the Humber.

3rd. Britannia Secunda, lying between the Severn and
the sea, now known by the name of Wales.

4th. Maxima Caesariensis, lying to the north of the two
preceding ones, extending to the AVall of Severus, between

the Tyne and the Solway.

5th. Valentia, comprising the lands from the Wall of

Severus ts the Forth and Clyde.

The conquests of Agricola, which extended to the Gram-
pians, although dignified by the rank of a province under

the name of Vespasiana, remained but a short time in the

possession of the Romans.

The limits of the Roman provinces in the island have

given rise to many discussions amongst the learned. We
have taken them as laid down by Richard of Cirencester,

Dc Situ Britain. Each of these provinces hid a separate

ruler, subject to the governor-general of Britain, who was
named by the emperor under the title of prefect. He
exercised all but sovereign authority, and united in his

hands both the military and judicial power. Under him
was a procurator, or questor, who levied the taxes, and

administered the revenues of the island.

The principal sources of revenue were a poll tax, a tax on

funerals and inheritances, on slaves, on all public sales, and

an impost upon cattle and agricultural produce.

The tax upon cattle, which was called scriptura, from the

collectors visiting the pastures and writing down lists of

the number and kind which each estate nourished, was par-

ticularly oppressive to the Britons, and one of the most

frequent causes of revolt.

In addition to these burdens, the Romans levied im-

posts upon merchandise, either imported or exported, which

formed a considerable item in their revenue, the commerce

between the empire and Britain having been greatly

extended. Agriculture also made immense progress in

the island, in which cities of considerable importance were

built.

Of these the most important, in a commercial point of

view, were Clausentum and London.

In the second century, Britain contained upwards of a
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CHAPTER III.

Of Uom.iri Arcluiecture ia Britain,

l.uudred cities; tbe principal were Loiubii, Colchester,

Liath, Gloucester, Caerleon, Chester, Lincoln, and Cliester-
j

Held ; most of tliem built upon lands which the emperors
j

had bestowed upon the veterans of those legions whose The remains of Roman architecture in Britain, though

descendants formed the greater part of the population. The ' numerous, do not exliibit any perfect building.^, and the

larger cities, about ten in uurabcr, enjoyed the jus Lcitii,
i
workmanship in general is not equal to that of the oonti-

whioh conferred, amongst other privileges, the right of
j

nental remains. The buildings seem to have becji inferior

electing their magistrates. The inferior ones, called stipen-
]
and of smaller dimensions, and there is very Mttle of orna-

Capital. Masonry at Colchester. Cornice.

Basement. Doorway at Bird-Oswald.

diaries, paid tribute to the emperor, and were governed by

officers under the authority of the prefect.

Thus we perceive that Britain owed to Rome, not only

her first steps in the path of civilisation, but her municipal

government, a code of written laws, judges to interpret

them, and civil instead of priestly tribunals ; whilst, at the

same time, her arts and refinements gradually wrought a

change in the savage but warlike character of its inhabit-

ants, who, previous to their invasion, lived in a state of

barbarism, inhabiting wretched huts, built in the rudest

form. Their progress in architecture must have been

rapid.

mental detail to be found, except the tcsselated pavements,

of which many fine examples yet remain in the Roman villas

which have been discovered from time to time in various

parts of the kingdom.

The principal places where Roman remains are now to be

found are Lincoln, Dover Castle, St. Albans, Richborough

Castle, Porchester, York, Cirencester, Leicester, Colchester,

&c. But in all these there is little ornamentation or

detail left, the remains consisting chiefly of plain walls, the

masonry of which has peculiarities of character which

mark its date. Of the masonry there are two principal

varieties ; the first, and that which is most readily recog
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nised, cocsists of alternate layers or bands of pebbles, or

small stones imbedJed in mortar, and tiles or flat stones.

" These bands consisted of tliree or four courses of tiles or

stones laid tlirough the wall, and were placed at two or

three feet from each other, the intermediate spaces being

raistd with a sort of cement composed of mortar and pebbles

or sometimes rag-stones, or such materials as the country

affords." In this manner are built the Mint wall at

Lincoln, the Jewry wall at Leicester, and the walls at

Vonilam (St. All)ans), Porchester, Richboroun-li. York,

Povousey, Chcsterford, Colchcster,Wrosetcr, Silclicstcr.tte.

The other variety consists of walls formed of square

stones or ashlar, as the Roman wall in Northumberland.

These are soinetimes very large, as at the north gate (or

Newport gate), Lincoln. Smaller kinds of ashlar, of almost

cubical blocks, ocoir at the njultangular tower and other

buildings at Y'ork. The mortar used iu all these walls l3 in

general mi.xed with pounded brick.

It will not be necessary here to go into a description of

all these buildings, but a few of the most remarkable may
be mentioned ; one of the most curious and interesting of

these is the Phauos in tiik C.^-Stle of Dover, though it

has undergone much alteration, particularly in the fifteenth

century. " "Wherever the outer casing is worn away, or has

been removed by violence, the walls exhibit the usual mode
of Uoman building with the material of tlie districts ; in

this case with tufa or stalactite, brought pjrhaps from

the opposite coast of France, and flint, with layers of large

flat Roman bricks, some of tliem two feet long, each layer

two courses deep, placed regularly and horizontally in the

walls at equal intervals, or nearly so. No less than eight

of these layers of brickwork are visible ou the south-east

side
;
ather layers are apparently concealed by the external

and subsequent casing of flint and stone, and where the

casing of flint is perfect, quoins of stone appear at the

angles. This tower is externally octagonal in form ; inter-

nally the space enclosed forms a square. The doorway,

recently blocked up, is on the south side, and the arch,

turned and faced with a single row of large Roman bricks,

springs from a kind of rude impost moulding, somewhat
resembling that of the Roman gateway at Lincoln

; but this

is not now visi'ule. In tho interior, the constructive features

of the original Roman work were, before the entrance was
closed up, far more visible and perfect than on the exterior,

and the facing of the bricks was quite smooth
;

yet the

effect of the alterations is here also plainly apparent, and
the original windows, the arches of which are turned with

Roman brick, have been filled up with flint masonry. Both
the external as well as the internal facings of the entrance

doorway on the south side were, a few years back, when
the interior could be readily examined, far from perfect.

Over this doorway were two windows, one above the other,

each arched with brickwork. On tho east side of the tower

is a rather lofty arch faced with stoue, the soffit of which,

however, appears to have been turned with brick ; this pro-

bably communicated with some buiMing adjoining. Over
this arch is a window now blocked up."

RiciiBOROunn Castle, in Kent, is one of the most im-

portant of the Roman remains in England. It is a large

parallelogram, including within it an area of five acres. The
walls to the height of six feet are more than eleven feet

thick, and above that ten feet eight inches ; and the masonry

is thus described by the Rev. C. II. Ilart.sliorne:—"At

Richborough, commencing at th.e ground, there are on tho
north side, where the masonry is displayed iu its most per-
fect state, first of all, four courses of flint in their natural

CDaaoiZ3a c3ilDc
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Section of the Roman 'Wall.

form, then three courses dressed ; to these succeed two
courses of bonding tile, and then they rise above each other

in the following order : seven courses of ashlar and two of

tile
;
seven courses of ashlar and two of tile ; seven courses

of ashlar and two of tile ; again, seven courses of ashlar

and two of tile ; eight courses of ashlar and two of tile

;

nine courses of ashlar. The extreme height of this wall is

twenty-throe feet two inches, and its thickness ten feet eight

inches."

One of the most perfect and interesting of Roman remains

is the arehw.iy at Lincoln, known as " Newport Gate,"
and styled by Dr. Stukely " the noblest remnant of this sort

in Britain." It was the north gate of the Roman city of

Lindum, and from it a military way, called the Ermine
Street, leading to "Winteringham on the Humber, may now
be traced, and it still forms the principal entrance into ths.>

city from the north. It is supposed to have had a large

central arch, and two smaller ones at the sides, that on the

west having been destroyed, the larger being about fifteen

feet, and the les-ser ones seven feet in width. It is built of

square! stone, out as far as the top of the arch, of remark-

ably large sizj. It is without ornament of any kind, but is

said by Riokman to have had architrave and impost mould-

ings. That of the architrave, if it ever existed, has entirely

disappeared ; but there is, or was lately, a small portion of

the impost moulding remaining, on the wcot side of the large

arch. The masonry, which exhibits none of the usual bands

of tiles so frequent in other buildings, will be best under-

stood by the engraving on page 22, which gives every stone

in its proper place.

There is another piece of Roman work in the neigh-

bourhood of Newport Gate, which is a piece of wall built

with ashlar and bonding courses of tile. It is known as thf

Mint Wall.

Section of the Komau Vi'.M.

But perhaps the most interesting of all the Roman
remains in Britain is the Roman Walt., which reaches

across the narrow part of the island in Nortliumborland auil
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Cumberland, commeucing at Wallsend, ou the Tyoe, rua-

ubg tlirough Newcastle and Carlisle, and terminating at

Bowness, in Cuiuberlan(L A most iuttrcsting and fully

iilustrated acjouut of this wall tias be.Mi given to the world

by the ll'jv. J. CoUingwooJ Bruce, from which work we

Lave (by the kiui permission of the author) copied the pre-

ceding illustrations.

The conquests of the Romans in Britain had been carried

by Agricola as far as thj Friths of Forth and Clyde ; but

after his recall, the natives had recovered possession of their

own soil, and matters fell again into confusion. " Li the

year V20—thirty-five years aftjr the recall of Agricola

—

affairs in Britain had fallen into such confusion as to

require the presence of the Emperor Hadrian, who had

assumed the imperial purple three years before. He did

stance was announced to the world in another coin, bearing,

' on the reverie, a name destined to sound through regions

I Hadrian never knew

—

Brit.\sni.\ ; and representing a

I

female figure seated on a rock, having a spear in her left

hand, and a shield by her side." It is curious to observe

how clo-ely this figure resembles that on the modern coins,

the chief alturations being th;it the spear is changc<l into a

I

tiident, and the right hand extended, offering the olive-

j

branch of p.'ace to all the world.

I Arguments have been brought forward by some anti-

1 quarias to show that the wall and the vallum by which it

is accompanied belong to two different periods ; but Mr.

Bruce contends that they are both to bo considered as

forming part of the great engineering work of Haiiriau.

It consists of a stone wall, or murus, and a wall of earth.

Ancient r.ou;au Cuir.s stiucl; cluiing the Roman period in Britain.

not attempt to regain the conqueits which Agricola had

made in Scotland, but prudently sought to make the line of

forts which that general had constructed in his second

campaign the limit of his empire. With this object in view,

lie drew a wall across the island

—

The B.\rrier of the
Lower Isth.mus. The testimony of Spartian, the histo-

rian of hU reign, though brief, is decisive. " Hadrian," says

he, " visited Britain, when he corrected many things, and
first drew a wall (imtnix), eighty miles in length, to divide

the barbarians from the Romans.
"The arrival in Britain of Hadrian, one of Rome's

greatest generals, was thought an event of sufficient im-
portance to be commemorated in the currency of the empire.

A large brass coin was struck by decree of the Senate in

the year 121.

" The plans and prowess of the emperor were thought to

have eflectually secured that portion of the isl.ind which it

was prudent to retain in the grasp of Rome. This circum-

I

or vallum. These two run always near together, but not

always parallel. The vallum is likewise rather the shortest,

terminating at Newcastle on the east, and at Drumbiirgb,

about three miles from Bowness, the western extremity of

the wall.

"The most striking feature in the plan, both of the murus

and the vallum, is the determinate manner in which they

pursue their straightforward course. The vallutn makes

fewer deviations from a riglit line than the stone wall ; but

as the wall traverses higher ground, this remarkable ten-

dency is more eiisily detectol in it than in the other.

Shooting over the country, in its onward course, it only

swerves from a Btrai:;ht line to take in its route the boldest

elevations. So far from declining a hill, it uniformly selects

one.

" For nineteen miles out of Newcastle the road to Car-

lisle runs upon the foundations of the wall, and during

the summer months its dusty surface contr.tftj well with
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tlie surrounding verdure. Often will the traveller, after

attaining some of the steep acclivities of his path, observe

the road stretching for miles in an undeviatiug course to

the east and the west of Mm, resembUng, as Hutton ex-

presses it, a white ribbon on a green ground. But if it

never moves from a right line, except to occupy the highest

points, it never fails to seize them as they occur, no matter

how often it is compelled, with this view, to change its

direction. It never bends in a curve, but always at an

angle. Hence, along the craggy p ''ecipices between Sewing-

shields and Thirhvall, it is obligt*. to pursue a remarkably

blocks of stone, usually called ashlar, and the interior of

rubble, imbedded in mortar. These blocks are about eight

or cine inches thick, and ten or eleven wide ;
their length

is considerably more, sometimes as much as twenty-two

inches, and tapering to the opposite end, which was firmly

bedded into the rubble. The whole rested on a course of

large foundation stones.

On or near the wall were placed, at tolerably regular

intervals, stationary camps, or " stations," about seventeen

or eighteen in number ; and at still shorter intervals, that is,

about a Koraan mile from each other, were placed smaller

Newport Gate, Lincoln.

zigzag course ; for it takes in its range, with the utmost

pertinacity, every projecting rock."

Though no part of the wall now retains its full height, it

has been calculated that when entire it was about eighteen

or nineteen feet, including the parapet. Its general thick-

ness is about eight feet, though it varies in different parts

from six feet to ten and a half feet. It is " throughout the

whole of its length accompanied on its northern margin by

a broad and deep fosse, which, by increasing the com-

parative height of the wall, added greatly to its strength.

This ])ortion of the barrier may yet be traced, with trifling

interruptions, from sea to sea."

The masonry of the wall is somewhat peculiar ; it has

none of the binding jotirses of tile which are, in many parts

of England, and on the contment, so characteristic of

Roman work. No tiles are used in the construction. The

outer face of the wall on both sides is formed of squared

towers, called, from this circumstance, "mile castles."

These are in general placed against the south side of the

wall, and had mostly only one entrance, which was from

the south ; but in the most perfect of those at Gawfields

there are two entrances, one on the south, and another

through the main wall on the north.

More of ornamental detail seems to have been bestowed

on the architecture of these stations and mile castles than

on the wall, which was intended merely for defence. The

walls have moulded basements and cornices, of which the

woodcuts on page 19 are specimens ; the one from Vendalana

(Chesterholm) exhibits also the peculiar ornamentation of

the surfeoe of the stone work, which is produced by cutting

lines in various directions, either lozenge-wise or parallel,

horizontal, upright, oblique, or zigzag-wise, thus producing

considerable variety. In the extremely interesting Saxon

crypt at Hexham, which was built out of the ruins of the
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Roman Wall, many varieties of this peculiar tooling, or

"broaching," occur, along with ornamental mouldings, &c.,

and inscribed slabs, one of which has been cut to form tlu

Bcmi-circular head of a doorway. The beautiful fragment

of a capital also given was found in the station of Cilurnum

(now Walwick Chesters). It has probably belonged to the

portico of a temple. It appears to be a late variety of

Corinthian or composite. It serves to show that there must

have been considerable expense bestowed on these stations,

which were, in fact, military cities, in which the com-

manders resided. The doorway given at page 19, from the

station of Bird-Oswald, is valuable as showing a peculiar

form of door-head, cut out of a solid stone. It forms the

entrance to the guard-chamb:r from the gateway of the

Btation.

accustomed to take the barbarians into their pay—that of

calling in the Saxons to their aid. So runs the old and not

improbable legendary account of this so-called invasion of

the Saxons. On the other hand, it is likewise a very

plausible account of the landing which represents this band
of Saxons who first came to Britain as c-caping from the

disturbances of the continent, while Attila and his Huns
were ravaging Western Germany. In the mixture of both

these accounts the real truth probably lies hid. Tlie Saxons

were glad to leave the continent, at this time so disturbed,

and so they readily accepted the invitation given by Vorti-

gern to come to Britain. These Saxons were a tribe of

Scythians, who were a branch of that great German
family whose customs, and habits, and language gradually

permeated almost every European state, working a mighty"

Boman Ui-ns.

The Roman altars, sculptured fragments, inscribed stones,

coins, implements of war, articles of perjoual ornament,

utensils for domestic use, &c., which have b^en found along

the Une of the wall, are extremely numerous.

CHAPTER IV.

Landing of the Saxons in Britain.

We have now arrived at a period when an event occurred

which infused a new element into the population of Britain,

and was destined to have a powerful influence in her history,

her progress, and her literature. The island had not long

recovered its independence before it suffered, in common
with the rest of Europe, from the dreadful scourges of

pestilence and famine, which thinned its population—a cir-

cumstance of which the Picts and Scots, the restless and
unpitying enemies of the Britons, were not slow to take

advantage. Tliey made frequent inroads into Britain,

plundering and devastating the country, and inflicting the

most cruel depredations and sufferings upon the inhabitants.-

So great was tlie terror inspired by these atrocities, that

whole districts and towns were abandoned by their inha-

bitants, who fled like sheep before the fiery Picts and

Scots.

In this extremity Vortigern, one of the most powerful of

the British kings, Ind recourse to an expedient which he

borrowed from the Romans, whose emperors had long been

change in the component elements of countries, the in-

fluence of which is clearly discernible even at the present

day.

The similarity of the Saxon language, in some respects,

to that of the Persians and ancient Indians, seems to

some to be sufficient reason for believing that the Saxons

were originally of Oriental origin, in which case it

is conjectured that Saces, on the Indus, was the source

whence they derived their name. The earliest mention,

however, of the Saxons in history, describes them as neigh-

bours of the Danes, south of the Cimbrian Chersonesus:

and it is most probable that their name was really derived

from fcicks, an axe.

Here it is impossible not to be struck by the wonderful

unity which characterises all the designs of Providence—the

fitness of the means to the end proposed. In the same

manner as the Jews were disciplined to become a nation by

their sojourn of forty years in the desert, so were the

Saxons gradually led to follow a maritime life from the

localities in which they had settled ; and tliis finally led

to the conquest of Britain, destined, from its geographical

position, to be one d,iy the centre of the commerce of the

world.

Rude and savage as were our forefathers, they possessed

one redeeming virtue : women were respected amongst them
;

polyg.imy was a law unknown ; the wire was the companion

an 1 friend of licr husb ind, not the si ivo ; and we have never
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yet seen any nation arrive to great eminence in civilisation most efficient means of repelling the invasion of the Picts

where such was not the case. and Scots, when intelligence was brought of the landing

If we look at the East, the truth of this observation will of a body of pirates under Hengist and Horsa, on the neigh-

The Treaty of Peace between the Saxon Leaders anel the British King. (See p. 25.)

at once become apparent. It is stagnant, and gives no sign bouri„g coasts. Vor igern proposed that (bo strangers

of healthful life by progress or improvement : polygamy is
j

sliou'd be invited to assist thorn a-Must the common enemy,

its «in and punishment. I

^•''ic'' P^^PO^^' ^-'-^ ^''^P''^'' ^'^=1''"' ''^« repugnance of the

The chiefs of Britain were holding a councU as to the Cambri».n rulcr=, wlio vainly protested against tl:e measure.
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In consequcnco of tliis arrangement, a negotiation with

the strangers was entered into ; the Saxons wore promised

money and supplies in exchange for their swords and arms.

The offers were acceded to, and the Piets and Scots driven

Horsa, by which the latter bound themselves to return

with a' much larger number of their countrymen, on con-

dition of receiving a tract of laud and subsidies of various

kinds.

back to their own country. Although the Saxons wore far

from being numerous, Yortigern became anxious to secure

their services for the future, and a treaty was accordingly

The island of Tlianet was devoted to them for their

abode.

Faithful to their promise, the allies returned with j;on-

their services lor tue lunuu, iiuu ii Lit;a,..j ,,<..= ..v „., - -- ^ ,, j i ii -t „f TTonf

concluded between him and the two brothers, Hengist and
i
siderable remforcements, and landed on the coa.t ot Kent.

3
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For some time the Saxons remained faithful to their

engagement ; but becoming tired of figliting for others,

their pride increased witli their success, and they demanded

a large increase of territory, which was indignantly re-

fused. That which they could not obtain by concession

they resolved to gain by conquest, to which end they

treacherously entered into an alliance with the Picts and

Scots, whom they had hitherto combated. This fatal

treaty made the Britons comprehend at last the error

they had fallen into. Listead of allies they had made

for themselves masters. Indignation at the treachery,

however, did not permit them at once to succumb ; the

struggle was a fierce and protracted one. Several British

chiefs immortalised themselves in the contests by deeds

worthy of the heroic age ; amongst others Guortemir,

the son of Vortigern, who, being pressed in battle,

tore up a young tree by its roots, with which he killed

Horsa, and the Saxons were put to flight.

It is incontestible that the Britons obtained several

victories, for Hengist and the rest of his companions re-

embarked, and for five years the island was free from their

presence.

south coast and the Severn, and established the king'iom

of Wessex. '-~^

Cerdic, in this fierce and protracted struggle, had fc;r his

chief adversary the renowned Arthur, who gained, amongst

other battles, those of Longborth and Morlas, celebrated in

the poems of his friend and companion, the bard Llywarcai

Hen, and at last the great battle of Badan Hele, near Bath,

where he overthrew his enemies.

At this epoch, as at the time of the Soman conquest, if

the Britons had been united, they might have suceefsfuUy

resisted the attacks of their invaders ; but they were torn

by civil discord and intestine feuds, which contributed more

to their subjugation than the swords of the Saxons. Even
/Arthur had to contend against the rivalry of Lis own
family, and perished at last by the hand of his nephew,

Medrawd.
Feeling that he was mortally wounded, the dying hero

commanded himself to be secretly conveyed to the coast of

Cornwall, and from thence to Glastonbury, where he

expired. His death was for a long time concealed,

and the mystery which veiled tlie place of his sepulchre,

till it was discovered in the reign of Henry II., contributed

Saxon Arms.

^

The Saxons once more returned under the leadership of

the surviving brother, Hengist, in formidable numbers, and

soon afterwards gained the battle of Crayford, the result of

which was the cession of the greater part of Kent to the

conquerors in 473. Eight years later they obtained a

second victory, which assured Hengist in his new pos-

sessions, from that date called the kingdom of Kent.

Twenty-eight years after the first landing of the

Saxons, .lEIla, another chief of their race, who, hke

his predecessor, boasted himself the descendant of Odin,

arrived with his three sons in the same number of vessels,

on the coast of Kent, and founded the kingdom of

Sussex.

Sixteen years elapsed between the invasion of the last

adventurer and that of the famous Cerdic, who landed in

493 on the west of Sussex and Kent, with a numerous body

of troops. For nearly forty years his contests with the

Britons wore continued. Ho succeeded in seizing on tho

Islo of Wight and tliat portion of the main island

now known as Hampshire. His son Cynric, and kis

I,grandson Cealwin, conquered the country botwoou tho

as much, perhaps, as his exploits, to render his name
immortal. His return was prophesied, and ages after

his decease many of his countrymen confidently believed

in his return.

CHAPTER V.

Fuundation of the Kingdoms of East AngUa, Essex, Bemice, Delra, and

Mercia.

It was the Angles, a people descended from the same

source as the Saxons, who finally assured to their country-

men the conquest of the island, in the year 527. A portion

of them, conducted by a leader named Uffa, landed on the

north-east coast of Britain and formed a settlement, which

gradually became consolidated into a kingdom under the

title of East Anglia.

Soon afterwards the right bank of the Thames was

invaded by fresh bands, who, assisted by their countrymen

in Kent and by the Angles, drove the unfortunate Briton*

from the soil, and founded the kingdom of Essex, a ptatJ
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V

esccediDgly small, but important, as comprising in its limits

tlie city of London.

Attracted by the success of the adventurers who had

gone before thera, a great portion of the An5;les, under the

conduct of their warlike chieS, Ida, and his twelve sons,

decided on migrating to Britain. Landing between the

Forth and the Tweed, and gradually advancing, they

subjugated the entire country between the Humber and

the cTyde, finding the Britons everywhere too much divided

or enfeebled to oppose them.

The possessions which Ida acquired became the Sa.xon

kingdom of Beruice ; whilst .ajlla, achieving the conquest of

many of their ancient customs, which had con.siderable

affinity with those of the Saxons, especially in the laws

which regulated the possession of land, the government of

fimilies, and the administration of justice. Still their

situation must have been insupportable, and thousands fled

to U'ales, which owed it-? independence quite as much to its

natural advantages as to the indisputable valour of its

inhabitants, who were so passionately addicted to war that

when they had no foreign enemies to oppose, they quaiTelled

I

and destroyed each other. Thus was prepared the ruin of

their independence, which they were destined, however, to

preserve for a considerably longer period.

Egbert

/ the states of Defyr, between the Tweed and the Humber,

/ founded the seventh Saxon kingdom, which bore the name of

/ Deira, and twenty-six years afterwards established an eighth

kingdom between the Trent and Wales, called Mercia.

^ There were successively established eight kingdoms of

/ the Saxon race, forming an octarchy, though more gene-

I
rally known by the designation of the Heptarchy, in con-

\ sequence of the union of the two states of Bernice and Deira,

which reduced the number to seven.

A conquering people seldom exterminate the inhabitants

of the country they succeed in subjugating, especially if

they fix themselves in their new possessions. The Britons,

?.lthough reduced to a state of servitude, deprived of their

chiefs, and compelled to acquire the language of their

masters, still continued to exist, retaining at the same time

Many of the fugitive Britons landed in Gaul, where they

were well received, and permitted to found a state ;
they

gradually extended the name of Bretagne to the all but

island of Armorica.

About the same period, a tribe of Saxons, who had been

expelled from Germany, landed at a short distance from

them, and built the city of Bayeux.

The religion of the Saxons, like that of most of the

people of Germany, was a gross idolatry, founded on the

worship of the powers of Nature. Fire and water were

personified in their goddess Ilertha. Rheda was another

of their divinities ; and to their great idol, Irminsal, they

sacrificed human victims. Christianity suffered fearfully

on the island from the ferocious superstition of the con-

querors.
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Before the arrival of the Saxons, Gfrmanus, Bishop of

Auxerre, came twice into Britain to extirpate the Pelagian

heresy, which had taken deep root. He founded several

schools, among which those of Dubricius, Bishop of Llan-

dufT, and lltutus, a learned prelate, were the most famous.

Dubricius had two schools, where he himself taught ; one at

Ilensland, and another at Mockrost. lltutus taught at

Llan-twit. There was also at Bangor, in Cambria, a

famous monastery where youth were educated. Into the

public service of the Church Germanus also introduced the

Ijaulish rites and ceremonies.

St. Patrick, commonly called the Apostle of Ireland, has

the reputation of having converted that nation to Chris-

tianity, although there is great reason to believe that

Anatolias and Palladius preached the Gospel there before

flim.

Dubricius, Archbishop of Caerleon, was illustrious for his

piety, learning, and connection with the above-mentioned

scliools ; and, lastly, for his synod at Brevi, in Cardigan-

shire, against the Pelagians.

Petse, a native of Cornwall, was celebrated for his reli-

gion and learning; he gave his name to Petse Stow, since

monk of Bangor monastery. He was born in the year of

the battle of Badon, according to Usher, iu 520 ; other

learned authorities contend, in 511. Gildas wrote a treatise,

entitled " De Excidio Britanuise," " Of the Destruction of

Britain," wherein he boldly censures the British princes of

his time—that is, those who, after the death of Arthur,

divided the country into several petty states. From him

chiefly it is that we know what passed among the Britons

about the time he wrote, in oG-i. There is another history,

or rather romance, under the name of Gildas, who is by

some called Albanian, and supposed to be diflerent from the

Gildas now alluded to.

There is little doubt that the Christian prelates and priests

were compelled to fly, wherever the Saxon supremacy was

early ages of the Church in Britain were destroyed, and
that a mutilated and imperfect history alone remains to us.

Another and equal cause of the obscurity which exists is

the changing of the names, not only of towns, but whole
provinces, as they passed under the dominion of the Saxon
yoke. The time, however, at last arrived when the con-

querors themselves were to be converted to the faith they

had trampled on : in little more than half a century all

Britain was brought within the pale of Christianity. Austin,

or Augustine, as he is generally called, was the first who
preached the Gospel to the idolaters in Kent, Paulinus to

the Northumbrians, Birinus to the West Saxons, Wilfred

to the South Saxons, Felix to the settlers in East Auglia
;

whilst other missionaries, equally zealous, succeeded iu

converting the inhabitants of the kingdom of Mercia.

CHAPTER VL
Succeisiou vf Kings of Wessex till the Rei^ of Egbert, who first assumes

tile title of King of England.

The history of the earlier Saxon monarchs of Wessex is

exceedingly obscure ; of many, little more than the names

corrupted into Padstow. f
are known. Cerdic, who a.rrived in Britain in 495, was

Gildas of Badon, or Bath, was a scholar of Etutus, and ^ crowned King of the West Saxons in 519, and died in 534,

leaving his crown to his son Cenric. Cenric, who had
greatly distinguished himself in the wars of his father, ap-

pears, after his accession to the throne, to have reigned in

comparative peace. Iu 552 he fought a great battle, how-
ever, against the Britons, who had taken arms against him.

He died in 560.

(~ Ceawlin, his eldest son, succeeded him. This princo

greatly added to his authority and possessions. He seized

upon the kingdom of Sussex, after the death of Cissa, and

was suspected of entertaining the ambitious project of re-

ducing all England under his sceptre. This induced the

other kings to form a confederacy against him, at the head

of which was Ceobic. Being defeated, Ceawlin ended his

days in obscurity.

established; thus we find that Theon and Thodiac, Arch- ^ Ceolrio, his nephew, succeeded him; he died in 598.

bishops of London and York, retreated into Wales. Gildas,

speaking of the awful scenes of devastation which ensued, [Ceoluph, who defeated the South Saxons, and died in 611

says :
—" From the easi to the west, nothing was to be seen

but churches burnt and destroyed to their very foundations.

The inhabitants were extirpated by the sword, and buried

under the ruins of their own houses. The altars were

daily profaned by the blood of those slain thereon." The

Venerable Bede, of the same race as the conquerors, ex-

presses himself yet more eloquently:—"By the hands of

the Saxons a fire was lighted up in Britain that served to

execute the just vengeance of God upon the wicked Britons,

as he had formerly burnt Jerusalem by the Chaldeans.

The island was so ravaged by the conquerors—or rather byij'i

the hand of God making use of them as instruments—thati

there seemed to be a continual flame from sea to sea, which

burnt up the cities, and covered the surface of the whole

i.<le. Public .and private buildings fell in one common ruin.

The priests were murdered on the altars ; the bishop with

his flock perished by fire and sword, without any distinction,

no one daring to give their scattered bodies an honourable

burial."

In the midst of such harrowing scenes of murder and

devastation, it is not to be wondered at that most records

end chroniclea which could have thrown light upon the

-This last-named prince was followed by his brother,

l' Cinigiiil, the son of Ceolric, succeeded him, and divided

the kingdom with his brother Quicelm.

The two last-named princes obtained a great victory over

the Britons in 614. Before the death of Quicelm, which

took place in 635, he became a Christian : after his decease

the kingdom was again united under Cinigisil, also a

Christian, who henceforth reigned alone.

Cenawalch, his son, had to carry on a succession of wars

with the kings of Mercia. Peiida, whose sister he had

divorced, drove him from his kingdom, and he remained iu

exile several years, but was afterwards restored, dying in

672. He left his ci-own to his widow, Saxburga.

This princess reigned little more than a year, when she

died. Some historians contend she was deposed by her

subjects, who disliked the idea of being commanded by a

woman.

Cenfus for some tune associated his son Escwin in the

government, as well as Centwin, the brother of Cenawalch.

On the death of the two former, the last-named prince

reigned alone. In 682 he defeated the Welsh.

Cedwalla succeeded him. During the life of his pre-

decessor, who was jealous of the great affoctioQ which the
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people bore him, he had been compelled to fly. He carried

(on severe contests with Authiin and Bertbun, kings of

Kent. He sfterwards conquered the Isle of Wight ; and

would have rooted out all the inhabitants, but for the re-

monstrances of Wilfred, Bishop of Selsey.

In 688 he undertook a journey to Rome, to receive

baptism at the hands of the Pope ; for although he was a

Cliristian ami a great zealot, he had never been baptised.

A; he travelled through France and Lombardy, he was

everywhere very honourably received ; and Cunibert, King

of the Lombards, was particularly remarkable for the noble

entertainment he gave him. Wlien he came to Rome, he

w^is baptised by Pope Sergius II., who gave him the name

of Peter. He had always expressed a wish to die soon after

his baptism, and his desire was gratified, for he died a few

weeks after, at Rome, and was buried at St. Peter's Church,

where a stately tomb was erected to his memory, with an

epitaph showing his name, quality, age, and time of his

death. His two sons being too young to succeed him, his

w cousin lua mounted the throne.

^ Ina was one of the greatest of the monarchs of the

/'Octarchy, and must have been in great favour with his

countrymen, who proclaimed hira King of the Anglo-Saxon?.

He carried on war with considerable success against the

Cornish Britons, the South Saxons, the Kings of Kent and

Mereia.

The high character given of him by monkish writers is

owing not so much to his military reputation as to his

liberality and devotion to the Church. He rebuilt Glaston-

bury, and added to the endowment of several other religious

liouses. Finally, he abdicated the crown, and retired to

Rome, where he built the English college for students and

ecclesiastics, and provided for the maintenance of the esta-

blishment by a tax of one penny, levied upon every family

in England, and hence called " Peter's Pence." He also

added a stately church to the college, and died a monk.

J^ Adelard, the cousin of Ina, succeeded on the abdication

of the latter, but not without a struggle. Oswald, a prince

of the royal stock, disputed the crown with him ; but his

; rival being defeated and slain, peace was restored. Adelard

(_
died in 740.

Of Cerdred but little ia , known beyond his defeat of the

Britons in Cornwall in 743. He was succeeded by his

nephew Sigebert, whose cruelties drove his subjects to revolt.

He was deposed, and died miserably.

Cenulph was mo^t successful in his contesta with the

Bdtous; but, after a long reign, fell by the hands of

Cunehard, the brother of hia predecessor, against whose life

he had conspired. The last-named prince, aware of the

enmity of the king, resolved to be beforehand with him; and,

tracking him to the home of his mistress, attacked him with

a numerous body of his followers, and killed Lira, despite

the courageous defence he made, and the frantic entreaties

of the woman to spare him. Cunehard was put to death

by the friends of Cenulph, and Brethric, the son of the

latter, placed upon the throne.

Brethric, who married Edburga, the daughter of Otfa,

King of Mercia, shortly after his accession became so sus-

picious of his cousin Egbert, a prince of the Saxon line,

that he treated him harslily, and suddenly drove him from
Britain to take refuge in France, where he was honourably

received by Charlemagne. On the death of Brethric, who
was poisoned by his q^ueen, he returned to England, in

compliance with the request of his countrymen, who sent

an eniba&sy to him, ofieriiig hiiu the crown. Shortly after

his coronation, which took place at Winchester, he had to

march against the Welsh, who were secretly plotting to

throw oft' the yoke. On his approach, however, they sub-

mitted without risking a battle.

Not so the Danes, whose incursions about this time

became frequent in the island. At first they were mere
predatory expeditious, undertaken for plunder, and not

made with any idea of forming a permanent settlement in

the island. They were descended from the Goths and
Swedes. Their early history is, however, purely traditional,

being derived from no more rehable source than the Ice.

landic legends.

Bound by a limited territory, in a climate where popula-

tion rapidly increases, it is not to be wondered at that

Denmark and Norway were overstocked with inhabitants,

and, consequently, forced to send away large colonies.

Their natural inclination to a sea-life made these exiles

readily abandon their country; and the great booty the first

adventurers gained tempted the richest and niobt powerful

of their countrymen to urge their fortune in the same
manner ; to which end they entered into associations, and
fitted out large fleets to seek and ravage foreign countries.

These associations were much of the same nature with those

formed in modern times by the corsairs of Barbary ; and
they became so entirely devoted to this mode of life, that

very considerable fleets were put to sea. They had the

authority and example of their highest leaders, who occa-

sionally commanded them in person, for what they did.

Tliese leaders were known by the name of Sea-kings. Their

fleets made great devastation in several parts of Europe,

particularly France, England, and the Low Countries. In

France they were called Normans—that is, men of the

north ; but in England they were generally styled Danes.

There is no doubt that the Swedes and Goths very often

joined with the Danes in their piratical expeditions ; and it

appears that the Frieslanders also were concerned with

them in ravaging the coasts of France and England. The
Saxon historians call them inditfereully Getes, Goths,

Jutes, Norwegians, Dacians, Danes, Swedes, Vandals, and

Frieslanders.

It was shortly after Egbert's expedition against the

Welsh that he heard of the landing of a body of these

marauders at Charmouth, in Dorsetshire, and hastened to

meet them, believing that at his approach they would retire

to their ships. In this calculation, however, he was disap-

pointed, for the Danes net only stood their ground, but

defeated him Tho unfortunate monarch was compelled to

fly, and owed his life to the darkness of the night. The
conquerors, after plundering the country, retired.

Two years afterwards, a more considerable body landed

in England, having been invited over by the Britons in

Cornwall, who were anxious to throw oS" the Saxon yoke.

This time Egbert was more fortunate. He defeated the

invaders in a bloody battle at Ilengistdun, and the island

was for several years delivered from their presence.

Egbert died in 836, after having reigued thirty-six years,

during the last ten aa sole monarch of England. He was
succeeded by his son Ethelwulph, in whose reign the

ravages of the Danes became yet more frequent. In a

great battle fought at Charmouth, the English were once

more defeated by their fierce enemy, who retired to their

Z
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own country again with tlie spoils tliey liad collected, svitli-

out attempting any settlement.

Tlio affection of tliis prince for his illegitimate son, Athel-

stan, induced him to resign to him the kingdoms of Kent,

Esses, and Sussex, together with the title of king of the

first-named place, reserving to himself that of King of all

England, and the kingdom of Wesscx.

The Danes now seldom failed to visit England yearly for

the sake of plunder. In 815, the Earls Enulph and Osiick,

aided by Bishop Alstan, obtained a considerable victory

over them.

In 851, the barbarians landed again on the coast of

Shortly after this victory Athelstan died, and his father

once more reigned as sole monarch of the Saxon kingdoms

in the island.

Ethelwulph appears to have been in some respects a weak,

but by DO means a cruel prince. He was very religiously

disposed, and guided for years, in all religions matters, by
Swilhin, Bishop of Winchester, and Alstan, Bishop of

London. By the advice of the former, he is said to have

granted to the Church the tithe of all his dominions. He
also sent his youngest son, Alfred, when a mere boy, to

Rome, and in 355 visited the Eternal City himself. On
his return, he passe3 through France, where he married

Alfred the Great.

1

^

Wessex, where they plundered the country to a great

extent, but were met by Ethelwulph's general. Earl Ceorle,

who defeated them at Wenbury with great slaughter.

Shortly afterwards, Athelstan, the Kiug, of ,Ivgnt, encoun-
tered them upon their own element^ and succeeded in cap-

turing nine of their ships.

Next year the Danes sailed up the Thames with .300

vessels, and pillaged London, after which tliey marched into

Judith, or Leatheta, as she is named in the Saxon Chro-

nicles, the daughter of Charles the Bald, a princess only

twelve years of age.

This unreasonable union so incensed his son Ethelbal'j

and Bishop Alstan against him. that on his arrival in

England he was compelled to resign the kingdom of Essex

to the former to prevent a civil war. The aged monarch

survived this partition but two years.

Mercia, and would have overrun all England if the prepara-^^ Etlielwulph, by his will, disposed of the kingdom of Kent
tions of Ethelwulph and his son, the King of Kent, had
not deterred them. They re-passed the Thames, and were
defeated at Okely in Surrey.

to his second son, Ethelbert, and the kingdom of A^'essex to

Ethelbald, Ethelred, and Alfred, in the order of seniority,

and directed his heirs to maintain one poor person for every
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titbin- ia bis hcreJitary lauds. He died in 857, baviug ' Isle of Tbanet, Etbelbert offered tbe.n a large sum of money

reigned tweuty-oue years, leaving bebiud bim four sons and

one daugbter, who was married to Butbred, Iving of iMercia,

and died at Pavia in 888. Etbelbald, the eldest son, was

already in possession of the jkiM^jom^ojf. VV^SiCi ;
and

Etbelbert, bis brotber, succeeiedJ,2Jient. K?s-'x Sun-v.

to retire, wbiob tbey [.romis-d to do, but broke faiib with

bim, and commenced ravag ng the kingdom of Kent, and

carried off their booty in safety.

After a reign of six years, Etbelbert died, and was'

H-.;.-c<lol bv bis brotber EtbelreJ, who, in virtue of bis'

The Murder of Cenulph, King of Wessex,

(

and Sussex, comprised under the _naine of thg,J;ingi£aa~<>f

Kent.
^^' ' "" '""' """"

Etbelbald, a prince of but little capacity, reigned not

quite three years after bia father's death, his brother Etbel-

bert succeeding him. In the reign of the /ast-named king,

the Danes once more renewed their ravages in England, and

penetrated as far as Winchester, from which city they were

beaten back to their ships at Southampton by Osrick, and

Etbelwnlpb, two Saxon carls.

On their l.mJiug, in the autumn of the same year, in the

father's will, mounted ibe throne, to the exclusion of the

late monarch's cbildrcu.

The reign of the new sovereign was short and unfortunate.

He wa.s continually engaged in repelling the incursions of

the Danes, who began to entertain the design of making

themselves masters of England. One of their leaders, Ivar,

having informed himself of the state of the island, landed with

bis armyonthecoastof Wessex,and marched as far as Reading,

Etbelred fought uo less than nine battles with the invaders,

and ilied of a woimd be received at Wittingliam in 871.
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During lii3 reiga the Danes plundered and destroyed the

cel-.-brated monasteries of Croylaud, Ely, and Peterborougli,

as well as that of Coldingham.

Alfred, his brother, succeeded him.

CHAPTER VIL

Reign of Alfred the Greit—Wars with the Danc3, who finally obtain

Settlements in the Country.

It is impossible to treat of the reign of a monarch to whom
England owes so much, and whose memory is still revered,

without feelings of respect and veneration commensurate

with the benefits he conferred upon his countrymen, who^e

gratitude has accorded the noblest recotnpense in the power

of a nation to bestow—^the epithet of Great.

His [iredece.^sor, as we perceive, had left the affairs of the

kingdom utterly disorganised, when Alfred, who hitherto I

had lived in comparative obscurity, succeeded liini ; but that

obscurity had doubtless been favourable to the development

of those rich qualities of mind, which, however luxuriant

and promising the soil, require time and study to ripen

and perfect.

The Danes, already masters of Northumbria and East
j

Anglia, were in the very heart of the kingdom of Wessex ;
I

and, notwithstanding the many battles Ethelrod had fought

with them, they were in possession of several towns; and
,

not only maintained their position in the island, but had
'

reason to hope they should soon complete the conquest of it.

The new ni'jnarch had only been a month on the throne,

when he found himself obliged to take the field against these

formidable enemies, who had advanced as far as Wilton,

whither Jxe marched to attack them. Victory for some

time inclined to his side, then suddenly changed in favour of

the Danes ; but Alfred's loss was not so considerable as to

mike him despair, though the victory certainly belonged

to the enemy. He laboured incessantly to put his army in

condition to give them battle again, before thoy should be '

reinforce 1; they were astonished at his expedition, and, :

though victorious, sue! for peace, finding themselves unable

to continue the war. As they offered to march out of his
|

dominions, on condition he would not molest them in any

other part of England, Alfred accepted their offer, and

gained by this treaty time to prepire against a new inv,ision.

The Danes, quitting \Vessex, retired to London, which

they had taken during the late war. Ivar was gone back to

Denmark, having left the command of the army to his

brother Hubba, who, being prevented from attacking Wes-
sex, turned his arms against Mercia. Buthred, its king,

knowing he was unable to resist, since Alfred was bound not

to send him any succours, thought it his wisest course to

buy off the Danes with a sum of money, and save his

CO lutry from their depredations. Upon the receipt of the

money, they marched towards Northumbria, designing to

take up th.'ir quarters with their countrymen ; but their

provisions running short, in consequence of the devastations

they themselves had made there, they were under the

necessity of returning into Mercia. Before they had left

Northumbria, they deposed Egbert, whom they had placed

on the throne, and put Rccsige, a Danish earl, in his room.

Buhred, finding they were come again into his dominions,

complained of their breach of faith ; but without regarding

his complaints they obliged him to give them another con-

siderable sura to save his country from the destruction it

was threatened with ; and no sooner was the money paid,

than they fell to plundering and ravaging, and Buthred
found that even his own person was in danger. The fear

of falling into their hands obliged him to abandon his king-

dom, and retire to Rome, where he spent the residue of liis

days in the English college. Mercia being thus left without

a king, and Alfred being prevented by his own treaty from
lending any assistance, the Danes without difficulty became
masters of that kingdom, and raised Ceoluph, a servant of

Buthred, to the throne, till they could otherwise dispose

of it.

Aware of the slight tenure of his office, the new ruler

resolved to make the utmost of his time, and so oppressed

the unhappy Mercians that they suffered more from the

tyranny of their own countryman than the rapacity of the

conquerors.

AVhilst Alfred flattered himself with the hope of enjoying

comparative peace, new calamities were preparing for his

unhappy country. A large party of Danes, under Halfden,

landed in England, and surprised Warkam Castle, the

strongest fortress in Wessex. The king was obliged to pur-

chase his retreat. The invaders swore on the holy relics

never again to set foot in Wessex—an oath which they

quickly violated.

From the very nature of their government, no treaty

could bind the Danes as a nation, seeing that it was com-

posed of a variety of chiefs and petty powers, who entered

into associations independent of each other. The successful

return of one expedition merely proved an incentive to

others of their countrymen to follow in their track.

Alfred, finding it was in vain to conclude treaties with

such a perfidious race of people, resolved to take more

effectual measures to secure himself from tlieir treachery.

For this purpose he convened a general assembly, and repre-

sented to them that they had nothing to trust to but their

own valour and courage, to deliver them from their miseries
;

and urged upon them the absolute necessity of venturing

their lives in defence of their country, and of sacrificing

part of their estates to preserve the remainder. His eloquent

remonstrances having produced the effect he expected, an

army was immediately levied, with which he engaged the

enemy seven times in one campaign
;
but as fortune was not

equally favourable to him in all these engagements, he was

once more constrained to treat with the invaders ; and

though he could have no great dependence upon their pro-

mises, it was the only way by wliich he could put an end to

a disastrous war. The new treaty, in which the Danes

undertook not to return any more into Wessex, was some-

what better kept than the former one.

The West Saxons looked upon the retreat of these for-

midable enemies as a great deliverance ; but they were yet

far from the climax of their miseries. This band, which had

struck them with such terror, were scarce gone, when a

new swarm arrived, under the command of RoUo, the famous

Norman general, who became afterwards the scourge ol

France. Fortunately, Alfred was in some measure prepared

to receive them ;
and after several attempts, Rollo, despairing

of procuring a settlement in England, resolved to go in quest

of one in France. In all probability, finding the best part of

England in possession of his countrymen, and Alfred ready

to dispute the rest with liim, ho imagined he had a hotter

prospect in that country. Some superstitious chroniclers
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inform U3 it was revealed to Rollo in a dream that he should

found a kingdom in France.

After his departure, Alfred enjoyed a repose, which

afforded him leisure to revolve means to prevent these fre-

quent invasions ; and he ultimately determined to equip a

fleet, and engage the Danes before they came to laud, where

they generally had the advantage ;
and as the latter had

not contemplated being engaged at sea, their ships were

only fit for transports, whereas those built by Alfred were

coustructed for warlike service. It was not long before he

reaped the fruit of this wise precaution ; for hus fleet meeting

with six Danish vessels, gave chase to them, and one of the

largest being taken, the soldiers and mariners were thrown

overboard. This first engagement was followed by a much
more considerable one. 120 sail of Danigh transport ships

making to the shore in order to land their men, the king's

fleet attacked them, and sunk the greatest part of them ; and

the next year another Danish fleet sailing westward, met

with so violent a storm, that all the ships perished, except a

few which fell into the hands of the Englibh.

Alfred, encouraged by these successes, resolved to attack

the Danes in the west, where they had fortified themselves

by the taking of Exeter, and where the Cornish men had

always taken part with them ; and he ultimately obliged

them to give him hostages, and entirely abandon ^Vessex.

They retired into Jlercia, where they became confounded

with the rest of their countrymen. A year before these

events occurred, Halfden had elevated Egbert to the throne,

in place of Recsige.

The invaders were in possession of three of the kingdoms

of the Heptarchy ; but this was insufiicient to satisfy the

hordes who were continually pouring in upon the devoted

island with the design of settling ; and an expedition was

consequently planned, with the greatest secrecy, against

Wetsex.

The attack took place so suddenly that Alfred was ill

prepared to meet it. Chippenham was taken, and the

dispirited Britons no longer felt courage to prosecute the

war. Many fled, whilst others—and of them not a few

—

leagued themselves with the Danes, swciiriiig allegiauco to

them.

So general was the defection, that the unhappy monarch

found himself deserted by all but a few domestics and

faithful friends, who still adhered to his fallen fortunes.

In this extremity, he showed himself greater, perhaps, than

when on the throne, and acted with a pru(3ence and

wisdom wliich few princes would have found courage to

imitate. He dismissed them all ; and, with no other support

than his courage and patriotism, set forth a wanderer,

alone, and on foot, in the kingdom he had so lately reigned

over.

So great was his poverty, that the uncrowned king was
compelled to solicit shelter in the hut of a neat-herd in

the island Athelney, in Somersetshire, i. remote spot, sur-

rounded by a dangerous marsli, wild and desolate as his

own fortunes, and only to be approached by a single path,

and that but Uttle known. Here the fugitive had time to

repair his shattered health, collect his thoughts, and medi-
tate on plans for the future delivery of his oppressed and
outraged country. Savage and uninviting as was his re-

treat, it aSbrded that which he had most need of—safety.

It is recorded that, whilst Alfred was an inmate of this

abode, the neat-herd's wife, having occasion to quit the

cottage for a time, set him the task of watching the cakes

of rye-bread which were baking on the fire. The king,

whose mind was distracted by far more important subjects,

neglected his instructions, and when the woman returned,

she found the cakes blackened and burnt. If tradition

speaks truly, the virago chid him soundly, reproaching him
that he was more ready to eat than to woik.

In this miserable concealment the fugitive remained six

months, when fortune, tired of persecuting him, appeared

to relent, and once more smiled upon the efibrts of the

brave, but hitherto unlucky, Saxons.

Hubba, who had been entrusted by his brother Ivar with

the command of his troops, had invaJcd 'Wales, laying the

country in flames, ravaging, and destroying. He after-

wards penetrated into Devonshire, in the kingdom of

Wcssex, with a similar intent. At his approach the

Earl of Devon retreated with a body of determined men

to Kenworth Castle, on the river Taw, in order to with-

stand them.

The Danish chief was not long before he decided on

attacking the fortress, believing that the scanty garrison

would surrender at his first summons; in which opinion,

however, he was doomed to find himself mistaken, for the

earl, seeing that it was impossible to defend the place

with so few men, however devoted, told them frankly that

one only course was left for them, to conquer and live free

men, or die beneath the swords of their releuttes enemy.

His harangue had the desired eSect: the Saxons, animated

by his words, sallied forth, and fell upon the Danes so

unexpectedly, that before they could recover from their

panic their leader was slain ; on seeing which, his followers

fled in all directions.

The spot where Hubba fell was afterwards called Ilabble-

stain, or Hubblelaw, from the monument raised over his

remains by his countrymen.

On hearing the joyful intelligence of this victory, Alfred

left his concealment, and called his friends once more to

arms. They assembled in separate bodies in various parts

of the kingdom, establishing such means of communication

as might enable them to join their forces together at the

shortest notice.

The great difficulty was to ascertain the position of the

enemy, which dangerous task the patriot king undertook

himself. The story runs that, disguised as a h;irpcr, he

made his way into the Danish camp, and stayed there

several days, secretly noting the disposition of their forces

all the while. Having acquainted himself with all he

wished to learn, Alfred returned to his countrymen, and

named Selwood Forest for the general place of meeting.

His directions were carried out so expeditiously, -that in a

comparatively brief space of time the Saxon monarch was

enabled to attack his enemy at the head of a powerful

army, consisting of the inhabitants of Soraerietshire, A\'ilt-

shire, and Hampshire. The Dane?, thougii unexpectedly

assailed, defended themselves wit;h their usuiil bra\'ery, but

at last were entirely routed.

They attributed their defeat to the loss of the raven

standard, which had been taken when Hubba fell, and to

which they superstitiously attached magical powers—that it

indicated victory and defeat by clapping or depressing its

wings.

Alfred, taking advantage of the consternation thus struck

into the whole bo ly of resident Danes, compelled them to
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.lapitulatc
; and granted thEia terms moro advantageous

than they could have expected, resigning tlio lands of East
Anglia to such as were willing to become Christians, and
requiring those who were not immediately to quit the
island, with a promise never to return; hostages for the
performance of which were to he given. Guthran, cliief of
East Anglia, who since the deatli of Hubba had cjmmaudod

kingdom of East Anglia was now wholly inhabited by
Danes, and Guthrun divided the lands among his coimtry-

men, and exercised the regal authority as long as ho lived.

It is to be observed that at the time of tli'* last battle

there were in England two sorts of Danes—those who
were already settled, and those who were endeavoui-ing

to procure themselves habitations. It was probably with

AMrcd in the Neat-herd's Hut. {See p. 32.)

the Danish army, agreed to these conditions, and came to

Alfred with thirty of his chief officers, having embarked all

those who refused to bo baptised.

Thus did tho patriot king by a single battle recover his

kingdom ; and his subjects, whom fear had dispersed or con-

strained to submit to tho enemy, flocked to him. All tho

historians agree that lie invested tho Danish general with

the title of King of East Anglia : but it is not known
whether he did so by virtue of some pri\'afo treaty made
before, or with a Tiew to engage him in his interests. Tho

the last that Alfred treated, as the former were anxious to

bo left in quiet possession of their settlements ; and accor-

dingly aU those Danes settled in the three kingdoms of tho

Angles submitted quietly, and sworo allegiauco to him.

But they were not all oqiially satisfied, as several had

accepted tho t^rnis of tho last treaty only because they

knew not whither to go, and became Christians to procure

a subsistence, in expectation of a favouralilo opportunity ta

return to their old course of life. That this was tho casj

appears from what followed. Whou it was least expected.
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tlie most considerable among them, heaJed by ILiatiugs,

earnestly solicited Gutlirun to renew the war in Wessex,

but not f'revailiug, they put to sea, and ravaged the coast

of Flanders ; and shortly after, another, and no less nume-

rous troop, informed of the great booty the first expedition

had met with in Kent, embarked to join them. 'J hese two

bauds, thus united, overran Brabant, Hainault, Flanders,

Picardy, and Artois, perpetrating unheard-of cruelties;

after which, having again divided into two bodies, one of

them sailed back to England, in hopes of plundering the

country, where they imagined they should come unexpected.

Having landed in Kent, they marched towards Rochester,

with design to surprise that city ; but Alfred, who, con-

trary to their expectation, had his array in readiness,

hastened to meet them upon the first notice of their arrival,

and his approach was sufficient to make them fly to their

ships with such precipitation that they left their plunder

behind them. His vigilance having prevented their de-

signs upon England, they returned to France, and rejoining

their companions, continued their devastations in that

kingdom.

Hitherto the English had only acted on the defensive.

Exposed to the continual invasions of the Danes, and un-

certain where the enemy would land, they were generally

surprised bjfore it was in their power to defend themselves

;

and the sea-coast being uninhabited, there was nothing

to prevent the piratical marauders from landing unopposed.

Alfred's first care, therefore, was to equip a considerable

fleet, the advantage of which he had already experienced,

with which he determined to cruise along the coasts, and

attack all Danish ships laden with booty. Sixteen were

surprised in the port of Harwich, in East Anglia, part of

which were captured and the remainder sunk, and a con-

siderable booty was also obtaiued. Guthrun, incensed at

this act of hostility in one of his harbours, suffered the

parties aggrieved to endeavour to retrieve their losses, and

even furnished them with means ; and it was not long

before they found an opportunity of attacking and gaining

some advantage over Alfred's ships. The Saxon fleet, how-
ever, in general maintained the superiority, and kept the

Danes in awe.

The king, having thus secured the sea-coasts, fortified the

kingdom with castles and walled towns, repairing those

that had gone to ruin, and building others in so strong a

manner that they could not easily be assaulted ; and as

Loudon, considerable both for its size and situation, re-

mained in the hands of the Danes, and gave them a passage

into Wessex, he resolved to invest it, and the besieged were

in a little time obliged to capitulate. He is said to have

added both to its strength and beauty, and committed the

government of it to Ethelred, who had married his daughter

Elfleda, or rather gave it him, with the title of Earl of

Mercia. Some historians say that he conferred on him the

dignity of king; but there appears to be no authority for

such an assertion. The creating Ethelred Earl of Mercia
did not invest him with power, except in London, all the

rest of the province being in possession of the Danes, over

whom he exercised a titular autbority. Having some
repose from the turmoils of war, Alfred continued to occupy
himself in fortifying the towns in his dominions—a pre-

caution which served not only to repel any future attempts

of their enemies, but to keep those who had already settled

on the island within the limits assigned them.

This state of peace lasted for twelve years, during which

time the patriot monarch had time to attend to the amelio-

raiiou of the laws, and other improvements necessary for the

Well-being of his subjects.

The Danes, who, under the conduct of their chief, the

celebrated Hastings, bad ravaged France and the Low
Countries, where they acquired immense booty, having been

twice defeated by Eudes and Arnulph, the Kings of France

and Germany, decided on returning to England, not with

the intention of settling there, but led by the thirst of

plunder. Dividing their forces into equal parts, they set

sail for the island. The first expedition reached the coast of

Kent, v^here they landed and committed dreadful depreda-

tions. The second, under the command of Hastings, entered

the Thames, and landed at Middleton.

Alfred, who appears to have been in East Anglia at the

time of this new invasion, no sooner received the intelligence

than he drew together what troops he could ; and, after

receiving the oaths of the Anglian Danes, marched against

the new comers, and defeated the enemy, who were laying

siege to Exeter.

We have no very distinct accounts of the wars which

ensued. The Danes, under the command of Hastings, re-

turned to France, perhaps on account of the pkxgue which,

about this time, was committing great ravages in the

island.

The terror which the name of this chief in'^pired had

armed all the sea-coasts of France against him ; on dis-

covering which he resolved to change his course, and steer

for the Mediterranean, where he contrived, by an act of
saerilege and deceit, to become master of the town of Luna,

on the coast of Tuscany.

He pretended that he had merely visited the place in order

to gratify his desire of becoming a Christian, and actually

received baptism from the bishop. Some little time after he

caused the simple prelate to be informed that he was dead,

and had left a large sum of money, on condition of his

being buried in the church of Luna. By this stratagem

Hastings and a considerable number of his followers obtained

entrance into the town, under pretence of conducting the

funeral, and immediately began to massacre and pillage the

inhabitants.

The adventurer ultimately settled in the city of Cliartres,.

which Charles the Simple, King of France, assigned to h'ui>

as the price of peace.

The laws, during the war, had been very much neglecte i",

and were become almost unknown to the people. Alfred

made a collection of the best he could find. He insertel

some of the judicial laws of the Old Testament, and several

of those formerly enacted by Ina, King of Wessex, and Offa,

King of Mercia, in their respective kingdoms; and to tin so

he added many of his own, adapted to the circumstances of

his people. Throughout these laws m.ay easily be observed

an ardent z^al for justice, and a sincere desire of rooting

out oppression and violence. They were indeed mild, if

compared with those of later ages, seeing they puniched

most offences by mulcts and fines; but the strictness where-

with Alfred caused them to be observed counterbalanced

their lenity. If with respect to private persons the rigour

of the law was .somewhat abatetl, it was not so with regard

to unjust magistrates, for to such Alfred was ever inexor-

able; and history informs us that he executed four-and-

forty judcres w!tbiu the space of one year, for corruption.
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These precautions seemed to be sufficient to hinder the

poor and the defenceless from being oppresseil by the rich

and great. But as Alfred was sensible the spirit of tyranny

grew upon men in authority, he studied to prevent that

Injustice ; and, to that end, ordered that, in all criminal

actions, twelve men, chosen for that purpose, should deter-

mine concerning the fact, and the judge give sentence

according to their verdict. This privilege, enjoyed by the

EngUsh to this day, is doubtless the noblest and most

valuable that subjects can have. An EuglishmAn accused of

any crime is to be tried only by his peers—that is, by per-

sons of his own rank. These twelve men, chosen out of

many otkers, with the approbation of the person accused,

are called by the collective name of a jury; and these are

properly the persons by whom the life or death of a

prisoner is determined.

About this time, also, Alfred divided all England into

shires—so called from the Saxon word scyre, to divide-

which were subdivided into tithings, to which the inhabit-

ants were obliged to belong, under pain of being treated as

vagabonds.

He also invited over from foreign countries learned men,

to whom he gave pensions, and dispersed them in the several

dioceses, to instruct the people ; and not satisfied with this,

being desirous of having in his own kingdom a nursery of

learning, he founded four schools or colleges at 0.\ford. In

the first, the Abbot Neot and Grimald read divinity ; in the

second, Asserius, a Benedictine monk, taught grammar and
rhetoric ; in the third, John, a monk of St. David's, set up

a chair for logtc, arithmetic, and music ; and iu the fourth,

Johannes Scotus profe=sed geometry and astronomy.

We find also among the learned men encouraged by

Alfred, Plegmund, a Mercian, who became Archbishop of

Canterbury, and many others. It is unnecessary to stay to

examine whether the colleges founded by Alfred were the

first foundations of the University of O.xford, or whether,

before that, there were at a place calL-d Greeklade similar

schools, which were removed from thence to this city. It

is enough to observe that, from very small foundations, the

University of Oxford has advanced to its present state.

In all matters relating to the public, Alfred governed

with the advice and assistance of the general council or

assembly of the nation, called in Saxon Wittena-Gemot, to

which rank and office gave a right to sit, and which was

independent of the king. This assembly, styled at present

the Parliament, a name tuken from the French, was com-

posed of the two Archbishops of Canterbury and York, the

bishops, earls, viscounts or high-sheriffs of the counties, and

the thanes of the firat rank, or barons.

Whilst Alfred lay concealed in the Isle of Athelney, he

mad a vow to dedicate to God the third part of his time, as

soon as he should be restored to a state of tranquillity. lie

performed his promise, and allotted eight hours evi-ry day

to acta of devotion, eight hours to public affairs, and as

many to sleep, study, and necessary refreshment. As the

use of clocks and hour-glasses was not yet introduced into

England, be measured the time by means of wax-candles,

marked with circular lines of different colours, which served

as so many hour-lines ; and to prevent the wind from making

them bum unsteady, it is sjiid lie inventetl the expedient of

enclosing them in lanterns.

Ho also divided his revenues in two parts, one of which

was wholly assigned for charitable uses, and subdivided into

four portions : the first for alms to the poor ; the second

for the maintenance of the monasteries he had founded
;

the third for the subsistence of the professors and scholars

at Oxford ; the fourth for poor monks, foreigners as well as

English. The other half was divided into three parts:

one was expended on his family ; another in paying his

architects, and other curious workmen
; and the rest was

bestowed in pensions upon strangers invited to his court for

the encouragement and instruction of his subjects. This
monarch is justly distinguished with the surname of Great

;

and all historians unanimously represent him as one of the

noblest that ever wore a crown. It is, however, said that

in the commencement of his reign he was subject to great

violence of temper ; that he was haughty towards his sub-

jects, and indulged the impetuosity of his passions so much,
indeed, as to draw down the censure of his kinsman, St.

Neot.

and counties; the shires and counties again into hundreds, x/'^IIe died in 901, in the fifiy-third year of his age, after a

reign of twenty-nine years and six months, the greatest part

of which was spent in war.

CHAPTER Vni.

Rti^'ii of Edw.ird the Elder- Continuation of tiie War wilh the Danes—
Elfrida—Wi.r w.th the Welsli.

'At the accession of Edward, the son of Alfred, England
was nearly equally divided between the Saxons and the

Danes. The former still possessed the important kingdom
of Wessex, which included Essex and most of the territory

to the south of the Thames. Mercia was inhabited by a

mixed population, in which, however, the English race pre-

dominated. TLeir enemies were more numerous in the east

and north of the island.

Both parties began to be weary of war — of mutually

destroying each other—and a brief repose was welcome. To
the new settlers the retreat of their countrymen was as

acceptable as to the Saxons ; for the hordes who invaded

the island with no other object than obtaining plunder, were

little scrupulous which possessions they ravaged ; and the

consequence was, that the Danes suffered at times as much
as the earlier possessors of the soil.

Edward had not long obtained possession of the crown

before a civil war broke out, which ultimately strengthened

the Saxons as a nation. Alfred's elder brother, Ethelbert,

left two sons, the eldest of whom, Ethelward, having arrived

at man's estate, claimed the throne, on the plea that his

grandfather, Ethelwulph, had no right to make a will

leaving the succession to his three sons, according to their

seniority, to the exclusion of their issue—a claim which, in

these days, would undoubtedly be looked upon as valid.

A numerous p.arty supported his pretensions, and Edward

was compelled to draw the sword to maintain himself iu his

inheritance.

Defeated in his first attempt, the pretender fled to the

Danes, who received him hospitably, and, seeing the use

which such an instrument might be made of in their hands,

at once proclaimed him King of Wessex.

In this crisis Edward proved himself worthy of his

illustrious father, and acted with a promptitude and decision

which ultimately secured to him liis crown. Immediately

after the battle of Wimborne, in which he had defeated his
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rival, he marched against liim and his new alUes, his army
increasing daily. The Danes, unable to resist the over-

whelming forces led against them, dismis-cd the pretender

from amongst them, and ceded several strongholds as the

price of peace.

> In tne year 915, according to some historians, Edward
f founded the University of Cambridge ; others contend for a

\yet earlier date—an assumption, however, resting on tradition

merely. They attribute it to one Cantaber, three hundred

years before the Christian era.

In 910 the war between the two races broke out oncej

more, and lasted, with brief intermission, for ten yeari
,^

when the Danes, finding they were losing ground, sued for*

peace. I'hose who inhabited ]\Iercia were the first to sub-|

mit, the Eist Anglians followed their example, and thes

Northumbrians were the last.

Edward was materially assisted in these struggles by his

warlike sister Elfleda, the widow of the Earl of JNIeroia,

who, despite her se.'s, appears to have delighte<l in arms.

Aided by her brother's troops, she attiicked the AVelsh, who
had sided with the Danes, and oblige-l them to pay tribute

to her.

On the death of this princess the Welsh threw off the

yoke, and made a desperate effort to regain their freedom.

They entered into an alliance with the Danes ; but on the

defeat of the latter Edward marched against them, van-

— quished Rees ap INIadoc, their king, and once more reduced

them to become tributaries.

Although Edward equalled his illustrious predeceisor in

military talents, and was much more fortunate in all his

undertakings, fie was far inferior to him in virtue, having

several concubines ; his son by one of these, named Egwina,
ultimately succeeded him.

Concerning this woman, the chroniclers relate that she

was the daughter of a shepherd, and, whilst watching her

father's flock, fell asleep in the fields, and had an extra-

ordinary dream. She dreamt that a globe of light, resem-

bling the moon, shone out from her body, and that all

England was illuminated by it. This she related to Edward's
ynm^e, who was so struck by it that she adopted her, gave

/ her a good education, and purposely threw her in the way
1 of the king, by whom she had three children, Athelstan,

* Alfred, and a daughter named Editha.

/ Edward had four other sons and several daughters. The

I
eldest son, Elfward, died at Cxford a few days after his

\ father ; and Edwin, the second, perished miserably.

\ Edmund and Eilred, Edward's sous by his queen Edgiva,

bath lived to reign in England.

Of the daughters several married, and the rest devoted

themselves to a religious life. E,fle<Ia, tht! eldest, was
Abbess of Ramsey ; Ogiiia married Charles the Simple, King
of Franco; Edilda became a nun. Another sister, named
Eadliild, was the wife of Hugh, Earl of Paris, whose son,

Hugh Capet, afterwards btxame so celebrated. Eadgith
was the wife of Otho, the German emperor, and Edgiva
queen of Louis the Blind, King of Provence. Another
sister, named Edburija, became a nun.

It was during tho reign of Edward that the famous
adventurer Rollo, who had led a bind of Normans into

France, comiielled Charles tlie Simple to confirm him in the

now possession of Xeuslria, and bestow on him the hand of

his duugliter Oisella in marriage. The only condition the

feeble monarch ventured to e.\.act was that the barbarian

should be baptised, a ceremony to which Hollo readily sub-

mitted, and assumed the title of Duke of Normandy, holding
his possessions as a fief from the crown of France.

CHAPTER IX.

Rulgn of AtlicLtan—Con^-p'racy rtgainst him—Appeal to tlie Pope—Death of

j^. Ills brother Ed « in.

Elfward, the eldest legitimate son of Edward, having

survived his father but a few days, and his brothers being

under age, Athelstan, the son of the concubine Egwina,

ascended the throne in A.o. 924, to the secret discontent of

many of the nobility and clergy, who were opposed to hiia

from the illegitimacy of his birth ; and a conspiracy was
soon entered info t j dethrone the new monarch, and raise tho

^young Prince Edwin in his place.

Alfred, the chief of the conspirators, had even taken

private measures to seize Athelstan at Winchester, and put

out his eyes. The plot being discovered, he was appre-

hended by the king's order, but would confess nothing

;

he obstinately persisted in protesting his innooency, and

offered to purge himself by oath in the presence of the

Pope, an ordeal looked upon in that age as infallible in

discovering the truth, since he who was rash or wicked

enough to forswear himself was certain, according to the

superstition of the time, to meet with a signal punishment.

Athelstan agreed to this, and sent him to Rome, to take the

oath before Pope John. Perhaps he was unwilling to begin

his reign with blood, or, as the sequel proved, had takei:)

effectual means to prevent his returning ; for, shortly after

the arrival of the accused in Rome, word was sent that

Alfred, having sworn to his innocence before the Pope,

suddenly fell into a fainting fit, which, lasting three

days, ended with his life ; and that

the Pope, convinced by his death

that he had committed perjury, had

ordered his body to remain in the

English college till the king's plea-

sure should be known ; upon which

Athelstan, pleased with being thus

rid of his enemy, consented he

should have Cliristian burial. His

lands were, however, confiscated,

and given to Malmesbury monas-

tery, and the king had inserted in

the grant an account of the whole

conspiracy, " to testify to the world that he dedicated to

God what was his own."

The death of Edward, and the troubles which succeeded,

affording the Danes, as they imagined, a favourable oppor-

tunity to revolt, they had begun to take such measures as

obliged Athelstan to march into their country ; but as they

had not yet drawn their forces toj;ether, they were so sur-

prised by the arrival of the king on their frontiers, that,

without endeavouring to defend themselves, they returned

to their allegiance ; and Sithric, one of their kings, sued for

peace upon whatever tcrris the king might be pleased to

impose. Athelstan being desirous to live in pe.ace with the

Danes, in order that ho might have time to establish him-

self in the throne, not only pardoned his revolt, but gave

him his sister Editha in marriage, on condition that liO

would receivtf bapti^ni.

Alhctstan's Ring
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The dissensious iu the north boiiig appeased, he returned

to Wessox, where lie soon afterwards heard of the death of!

Sitliric, who left two sous, Aulatfand (iodfriJ, by a former

marriage. Athelstan, instead of ilUbanding his army, in-

stantly retraced his march, and the two priuces ouly avoided

falling into his hands by a hasly flight, whieh gave him au

opportunity of making himself master of all Northumbria,

except the castle of York, which alone held out against him.

Although he had taken the precaution of placing garrisons

in most of the cities, the conqueror was far from feeling

himself secure in his new possessions. Tlie sons of Sithric

were still at liberty, as well as Reginald, another Danish

prince, who had fled with them. It was not known what

had become of the latter. Anlafl' had fled lo Ireland, whilst

his brother, Godfrid, had found au asylum with the King of

Scotland, Constantine, whom Athelstan immediately sum-

moned to deliver him into his hands. Constantine being

perfectly aware that he was not in a position to refuse any-

thing to the victor at the head of a powerful army, pro-

mised to deliver the prince into his hands, and give him

a meeting at Dacor ; but whilst he Wixs preparing for his

journey, Godfrid made his escape, either through the negli-

gence or connivance of Constantine, who, however, met

Athelstan, accompanied by Eugenius, King of Cumberland.

Athelstan admitted Constantine's excuses for the Danish

prince's escape, but, if English historians are to be credited,

obhged both the kings to do homage for their kingdoms.

Before Athelstan quitted the north, Godfrid made an

attempt upon York, by means of the castle, where he had

still some friends ; but failing in the attempt, he put to sea,

where for a long time he exercised piracy ; and when wearied

with that way of life, surrendered himself to the King of

England, who received him kindly, and allowed him a

handsome pension.

Anlatf, a prince of greater abilities than his brother, took

better measures for his restoration. He had, as we have

observed, retired into Ireland, where, being informed that

the King of Scotland was displeased with Athelstan, he

beheved he might make use of the opportunity to persuade

him to espouse his cause. To that eud he passed over into

Scotland, and intimated to Constantine that he had reason

to fear the worst from the King of England ; and represented

to him that Athelstan, having by surprise seize! upon
Northumbria, without the least right, might proceed in the

same manner with regard to Scotland, and therefore it was

absolutely necessary to prevent him. To this he added the

offer of a powerful aid from Ireland, assuring him, wiih

that increase of strength, he might easily drive Athelstan

out ot Northumbria, and free himself fro n a troublesome

and dangerous ueiglibour, by restoring that kingilom to

the Danes, who would serve as a barrier against England.

Aulaff found no great diflioulty to prevail with the King
of Scotland, who, being secretly exasperated at the arro-

gant reception he had met with, yielded readily to his

suggestions, and incited the Welsh to keep the Saxon
monarch engaged, whilst he and his new ally thould invade
Northumbria.

Athelstan, by his expedition, defeated all the measures of
the King of Scotland ; and directly he was informed of the mo-
tions of the Welsh, and the aid sent them by Constantine, he
inarched into Wales, and giving Howel, prince of the West
Welsh, battle, obtained a complete victoiy, in consequence

of which he augmented the tribute paid by him to England.

This war being thus happily concluded, Athelstan ap-
proached the borders of Scotland, to revenge himself on
Constantine for assisting the Welsh. As soon as he passed

over the borders he took some towns, and gave the Scots

reason to dread more considerable losses. As Anlaft' had
not yet arrived with the promised supplies, Constantino

durst not venture to engage alone in a war against a
powerful enemy, who had already advanced so far iu his

dominions, and was in a condition to carry his conquests

so much further. To gain time, therefore, until the Irish

joined him, he sued for peace ; and Athelstan readily

granted his request, being extremely desirous to make that

prince his friend, for fear he should countenance the insur-

rections of the Northumbrians. For this reason he restored

to him all the places he had conquered in Scotland, in hopes

of cementing, by this liberality, ^n alliance it was then so

much his interest to cultivate. Some historians, however,

affirm that Athelstan obliged Constantine to do him homage
for Scotland ; but the Soots peremptorily -deny this, nor is

there any good authority for the assertion.

Athelstan's generoiity was not sufficient to preyent Con-
stantine from pursuing the execution of his first projects.

He rather hastened his preparations the more, being

indignant that he was compelled to receive obUgations from

one wbom he always considered as a most bitter enemy.

Athelstan, meanwhile, had returned into Weseex, in the full

hope of enjoying the repose which he expected his successes

would have secured him. But he met with domestic

calamities which gave him more an.'ciety than all the wara

he had been engaged in.

One of those fawning flatterers, who are the curse of

courts, persuaded the king that his legitimate brother Edwia
was secretly conspiring against him. This accusation

Athelstan, aware of the defect in his title to the crown,

unhappily gave ear to, and affected to believe the charge,

whether he did or not. The prince was arrested by his

unnatural brother, who, fearing to put him to death

publicly, had him conveyed on board a vessel without sails

or rudder, and ordered it to be let drift away to sea.

It was in vain that Edwin prot3st6d his innocence.

Athelstan was inexorable : the prince's real crime was in

his birth, and that was the one the jealous monarch

punished.

Edwin, to avoid perishing by hunger, cast himself into

the waves, and was drowned.

No sooner was the object of his terror removed for ever,

than remorse seized upon the murderer, who, to quiet his

conscience, founded the Abbey of JNIiddleton, iu Dorsetshire,

where masses were daily offered for the repose of the

victim's soul.

Edwin's accuser had not reason long to rejoice at tho

success of his malicious calumnies ; for one day, as he

waited at table with the king's cup, one of his feet

slipping, he woidd have fallen, had he not, by the nimble-

ness of the other, recovered himself Whereupon ho

jokingly said, " See how one brother he!ps another !
" v;hich

senseless jest cost him his life ; as Athelstan. who overheard

it, and considered it as a covert reproach addressed to him-

self, ordered him to be immediately executed ;
and thus,

says the old chronicler, revenged his brother's death by

that of his false accuser.

Whilst these things were pa-sicg at court, Constantine

continued ais ^.Teparations for the execution of tho projeci
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concerted between liim and Aniafl. The latter, whom some
groujidlessly style King of Ireland, had contrived to engage

in the league the Irish, Welsh, and Northumbrian Danes,

who ardently desired to have a king of their own nation on

the throne. AnlaS appeared as head of this league, though

Cousi-iiutine wis no less concerned in it, the war being

carried on chiefly at his expense. The project was managed
so privately, that Anlaff entered the Hiunber with a fleet of

six hundred sail, and invaded Northumbria before Athel-

stan had any intelligence of his landing ; and with such

forces, and the assistance of the Danes settled there, he

easily became master of several small ill-guarJed towns:

but the fortified places that were well garrisoned by the

English stopped his progress, and gave Athelstan time to

draw his army together ; who used such expedition, that he:

surprised the two confederate princes upon their marc!'^

towards Bernioia. It had been agreed that this small

kingdom, if conquered, should be apportioned to the King of

Scotland ; but the prompt measures of Athelstan, by sur-

prising the invaders, totally defeated their plans. The two

armies met at Brunanburgh, where a bloody battle was

fought, in which victory finally declared for Athelstan
;

and the allies lost Cocstantiue, King of Scotland, six L-ish

and Welsh kings, and twelve earh and general officers.

This victory was chiefly owing to the valour of Turketul,

the king's cousin, who was afterwards Abbot of Croyland.

The abbey over which this soldier-priest presided w-as sub-

sequently destroyed by the Danish invaders, the priests

being massacred at the altar as they were singing their/ <"

aves.

That same night the camp was attacked by the Danes,

for which historians have most reproached him, was tlio

murder of his brother Edwin.

The difficidty of his position arose from his illegitimacy.

Having no lineal claim to the crown, many of the nobility

felt humiliated at being governed by a monarch whoso

bii-th they considered to be beneath their own. Hence,

many acts of cruelty, unceasing jealousy, and suspicion,

which would otherwise have been avoided.

As a military leader, he appears to have been possessed

of great courage, no ordinary resolution, and considerable

skill. The rapidity of hi?, marches frequently astonished

the Danes, who lost ground in the island during his reign
;

whilst his successes against the Scots were equally re-

markable.

Although he left male issue, none were old enough to

succeed him ; aud Edmund, the eldest legitimate surviving

son of his father, succeeded him. lie was a mere youth,

and not destitute of spirit, but far too youug and inex-

perienced to carry out successfully the warUke policy of

his predecessor, on whose death the Danes, Scots, a-.id

Welsh once more began to entertain thoughts of retuliation,

and freedom from the yoke so successfully imposed.

The events to which these aspirations naturally gave rise

will bs found recorded in the succeeding reign.

^

CHAPTER X.

Edmund I.—His brief Reign and Dcatll.

•^ Edmund was only eighteen years of age when in a.d. 941 he

succeeded to the crown of his natural brother, whose activity

and a prelate, who had pitched his tent on the same spot
j

and vigour had secured to England for several years before hio

whsre Athelstan's had stood, was slain with his followers. death a profound repose. The Welsh pud their tribute

Athelstan survived his victory three years, »nd died a with the utmost regularity ; the Danes, who had so fre-

natural death in 941, being then forty-six years old, and
;
quently experienced his prowess, desired no better than tc^

having reigned seventeen. remain at peace ; and the unfortunate Anlaff, who, after

Amongst all his works of piety, which consisted chiefly the defeat of his hopes, had once more retired to Ireland

in building and endowing monasteries, there is one act of
1
during the reign of his conqueror, never renewed his

usefulness which must not be passed over in silence : he attempts.

caused the Scriptures to be translated into the Saxon

tongue, the one generally in use in the island ; and

appears to have been exceedingly anxious that they should

be well done, employing for that purpose the most learned

scliolars in his kingdom. Though he seemed to be entirely

engrossed by military affairs, he found time to cause

justice and civd government to flourish in his dominions
;

which is proved by the excellent laws he, from time to time,

aided to those of Alfred, his grandfather. From such of

iiii laws as are still extant, it appears that his intent was to

create an equality in civil and religious immunities ; that he

was exceedingly opposed to the privileges the clergy had so

much increased, and which lie found served only to autho-

rise wickedness, and prove a sanctuary for crime.

^ Tlie famous Dunstan, who afterwards carried the cccle-

/ si istical power to such a height in England, that it equalled,

(^ if it did not surpass that of the crown, was b3rn in his reign.

To form a proper estimate of the character of Athelstan,

we must take into consider,! tion, not only the time in

which he lived, but the peculiarity of his position. The

former was at an age when the strong hand gave right, and

men regardel success rather than the means by which it

wa.s achieved ; when tlie ceaseless warfare familiarised the

nation wiili d««d3 of cruelty aud oppression. The crime

No sooner was it known, however, that Athelstan was
dead, and a mere youth upon the throne, than the Danes
prepared to revolt ; the opportunity of carrying out their

long-projected scheme of the conqueit of the island ajjpear-

iug now too favourable to be overlooked.

Anlaff, who was informed of all that passed, deemed that

the time was come for the prosecution of his claims, and

entered into a treaty with Olaus, King of Norway, for

assistance, which being liberally granted, he once more
appeared in his father's kingdom of Northumbria, and

obtained po?sessiou of York, the inhabitants opening the

gates to him.

This example being followed by most of the neighbouring

towns, the long-exiled prince soon found himself in a posi-

tion to carry tlie war into Mercia, where his countrymen

received him as a deliverer, and by their united efforts

many strong places were recovered, which Edward had

taken from them.

Edmund, though both young and inexperienced, appears

to have inherited the courage of his race. The success of

the enemy, instead of depressing him, rendered him more

eager for battle ; he marched at once to the north, and

Anlaff, with equal confidence, advanced to meet him.

A battle wr,s fought between these rival princes near
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Chester, in which success was so equally balanced, that it

was impossible to say on which side it preponderated.

The Archbishops of York and Canterbury, to avoid any

further effusion of blood, prevailed upon the parties to make

peace. Aulaff was permitted to retain possession of the

kingdom of Northumbria, whose limits were considerably

increased.

The Northumbrians had not reason long to rejoice at the

restoration of Anlaff, which they had so anlently desired

;

for this prince, having contracted a large debt with the

King of Norway for the troops he had lent him, was anxious

to pay it; and to this end laid heavy taxes on the people,

by which he forfeited their affection. The inhabitants of

the ancient kingdom of Deira were the first that revolted,

and having sent for Reginald, his brother Godfrid's sou,

crowned him king at York.

Reginald wa.s no sooner on the throne, than he armed

against his uncle, who was also preparing to dis-

Ijossess him. The quarrel between these two kings incited

iidmund to march towards the north at the liead of au

army, to appease the troubles there, being apprehensive

they might give occasion to the foreign Danas to return into

England. He arrived upon the borders of Northumbria,

when the uncle and nephew, whoUy intent upon their

private quarrel, thought of nothing less than repulsing the

English. He probably might with ease have made himself

master of that kingdom ; but he was contented with pro-

curing peace between the two kings, in such a manner that

Reginald was to keep the crown he had lately received
; but

at the same time, Edmund obliged them both to swear

allegiance to him, and be baptised, himself standing god-

father.

This forced peace did not last long, and Edmund had

liardly returned into Weasex, when the two Danish princes

took up arms to free themselves from his yoke, having en-

gaged the Mercian Danes and the Kijig of Cumberland

to espouse their quarrel. Whereupon Edmund immediately

marched into Meroia, and before the Danes there could be

joined by the Northumbrians, took from them Leicester,

Stafford, Derby, Nottingliara, and some other places of less

note ; and then advancing with the same expedition towards

, Northumbria, he surprised the two kings before they had

drawn their forces together. This sudden attack threw the

Northumbrians into such disorder, that their rulers, fearing

to fall into the hands of Edmund, believed it their only re-

fuge to abandon the island, where they could not possibly

remain in safety, so closely v/ere they pursued ; and as their

flight deprived the Danes of all hopes of withstanding

Edmund, they threw down their arms, and gave him alle-

giance.

Before he returned to "Wessex, Edmund resolved to punish

the King of Cumberland, wlio, without cause, had taken

part with the Danes ; and he easily subdued that petty

kingdom, whose forces bore no proportion to his own, and

presented it to the King of Scotland, in onler to att;ich him

to his interest, and prevent him from again assisting the

Northumbrians ; reserving, however, the sovereignly of it,

and obliging that king to do him homage, and appear at the

court of England at the time of the solemn festivals, if

summoned. This, perhaps, is what gave occasion to the

a.s?ertion, subsequently made, that from thenceforward the

kings of Scotland were vassiJs to the kings of England.

They were certainly so with regard to Cumberland ; but it

does not appear that they ever did homage for the kingdom

of Scotland.

Eilmund was not wholly employed in military affairs;

and there are some of his laws still in being which demon,

strata how desirous he was of the people's welfare and

happiness. Having observed that pecuniary punishments

were not sufficient to put a stop to robberies, which were

generally conuuitted by people who hid nothing to lose,

he ordered, that is gangs of robbers, the oldest of them
should be condemned to be hung ; which was the first law

in England that made it death to rob or steal.

Probably this prince would have rendered his people

happy, had his reign been longer ; but a fatal accident robbed

him of his life. On May 26, a.d. 9iG, as he was solemnising

a festival at Pucklechurch, in Gloucestershire, Leofa, a noto-

rious robber, though banished the kingdom for his crimes,

had the effrontery to enter and scat himself at one of the

tables in the hall where the king was at dinner. Edrcd,

the king's brother, enraged at his insoleneo, commanded
him to be apprehended ; but perceiving he was drawing his

dagger to defend himself, the king himself leaped up in

great fury, and catching hold of him by the hair, dragged

him out of the hall ; and whilst he was whol'y intent upon

venting his furious passion, Leofa stabbed him in the breast

with his dagger, so that he immediately expired upon the

body of his murderer. Thus dietl King Edmund in 946,

in the twenty -fourth year of his age, and the sixth of his

reign. By Elgiva, his wife, he had two sons, Edwy and

Edgar, who did not succeed him, on account of their

minority ; Edred, his brother, being placed on the throne

by the unanimous consent of the clergy and nobility.

During his reign Dunstan began to distinguish himself

;

beiiig in great favour with Edmund, who made him Abbot

of Glastonbury.

CHAPTER XI.

Reign of Edred—War with the Northuinbriatis—The Monastery of GlastoQi

buiy rebuilt—St Dunstan—Death of Edrcd.

Edued was a mere youth when he succeeded to the crown,

a circumstance which the Northumbrians were not slow t«

take advantage of, and instantly attempted to throw o3

their allegiance ; but after a variety of contests they were

ultimately subdued, and Earl Osulph appointed to govern

them. The latst-mentioned personage, who was an

Englishman, appears to have acted with no less vigour

than prudence, erecting many strongholds, and placing

efficient garrisons within them, to keep the natives of tha

newly-conquered province in subjection. Tliese methods

were so efficacious that Northumbria remained for a long

time tranquil : in fact, till the Danes, by the chance of war,

once more re-possessed themselves of it.

The young king, perfectly master of hia own kingdom,

and respected by the Soots, had now time to direct his

attention to religious affairs, in which he was entirely

guided by tlie AWl2t«S.t_Gl''s'°'i'^u''yi Dunstan, whom ho

had made High Treasurer, and at whose instigation ho

undertook to rebuild the monastery with great mag-
nificence.

Such was the influence which this not very humble-

minded ecclesiastic exercised over the king, that he even

submitted to be scourged by him by way of penance for

his sins.
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iIt was in this reign that the first great division arose

between the regular and secular clergy.

The monks, contrary to the laws of the kingdom, pre-

vailed on the king, through Duustan, to induct them into

ecclesiastical benefices—a proceeding which caused great

dissatisfaction throughout the realm. But such was the

influence of the abbot, that the malcontents were obliged

of nine years. It is reported that Dunstan was informed

of his death whilst ou the way to visit him, by an angel,

who spoke in so loud a tone that the horse the saint was
riding fell dead

!

Such ridiculous legends passed for truth in those semi-

barbarous and unenlightened times.

! Edrcd left two sons, who did not, however, succeed him.

Ed\vy dragged by Dunstan from the presence of Elgiva. (See p. 44.)

lo smof nor their hatred till the reign of Edred's sue- /the cro-\vu descending to his nephew Edwy, the son of his

ccssor. \elder brother Edmuud.

Grateful for the benefits procured thror.gh the patronage

of Dunstan, the monkish writers wore lavish in their praises CHAPTER XII.

of their patronj declared that he was a saint, had divine ' Heign of Edwy—His Qunxrel with Dunstan—Exile ot the latter—Eugai

revelations, and frequently worked miracles. \L/ ^ Mercia-Death of Edwy- Slanders of the Monkisli Writers,

r Edrcd appears to have died suddenly, certainly before thelEDWY, surnamod Pancalus, or "the Fair," was only fourteeu

completion of the new abbey of Glastonbury, after a reign years of ago when ho mounted the throne; but, although so
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young, he gave proofs of an understanding and indepen- purposes, and that ho was not answerable to any earthlj

denco of mind, very different from the shivisli. superstitions
;

tribunal. At the same time he condescended to add that

subjection of hia predecessor. One of the first acts of his Edred's liberality in rebuilding Glastonbury would explain

The Ecclesiastical Council. (See p. 45.]

administration was to call Dunstan to account for tlio vast the expenditure of the greater part of it. With this reply
sums of money which the late kiug had entrusted to him. i both the king and his council were compelled to appear con-
The haughty churchman, instead of rendering an account, : tent, and let (lie matter drop, for fear the people, incited by

answered that they had been placed in his hands for religious ' the monks, should take offence,and espouse the abbot's cause.
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<<i^,

Edwy and his adviseis, foiled in their first attack, took

anotlier course, in which the canons of the Church, as well

as the laws of the kingdom, were so clearly on their side,

that it was impossible to gainsay their proceedings.

They expelled all the monks from the benefices, and re-

'stored the secular priests to their livings.

Diinstan was so incensed at these proceedings, that he went

into exile; some say voluntarily, others that he was banished.

Edwy and his advisers soon discovered that their triumph

was but a momentary one, and that of all enemies sacer-

ilotal ones are the most dangerous to contend with. From
the monastery in Flanders to which he had retired, Dunstan

so incited the monks that they opposed in every way the

aduiinistration of the young king, persuading the credulous

p&iple that he was the most impious of men.

The consequence of these slanders was not long in show-

ing itself. Edgar raised the inhabitants of Mercia against

the king, his brother, and joining with the Danes in East

Anglia and in Northumbria, soon reduced the unfortunate

Edwy to the greatest extremity ; so much so thit he re-

signed all but the kingdom of Wessex, which still remained

faithful to him.

/^ Edgar was elected King of Jlercia. It is related that

whilst the nobles were deliberating on their choice, a voice

from heaven was heard commanding them to choose Edgar

as their sovereign.

Most probably the monkish writers who have recorded

this pretended miracle could also have explained, had they

thought fit, the means by which it was wrought.

^ Edwy did not long survive the chaoge ; falUng into a

deep melancholy, he died, after a reign of four years.

According to the history of this truly unfortunate prince,

as monkish writers have written it, he must have been more

than usually depraved ; but their evidence ought to be

received with considerable doubt, if not positive incredulity.

They have recorded of him that on his death his soul was

being carried away by a legion of devils to the place of

eternal torment, when Dunstan, who saw what was going on

—how, the priestly historians do not condescend to inform us

—took compassion on him, and prayed so fervently, that God
/limself, moved by his entreaties, snatched the unfortunate

soul from the hands of the fiends, and placed it iu Paradise.

For ages such legends were looked upon as history.

Tlio cause of the young king's enmity to Dunstan is more

josily explained. lie had espoused Elgiva—the monks
nssert she was his mistress ; but had she been so, neither

the abbot nor archbishop could have interfered.

On the day of his coronation the young king had retired

with his beautiful wife to avoid the excesses of the feast.

Dunstan rushed rudely into the apartment, and dragged

him from her. If he proclaimed her a harlot, it was under

pretence that they were related within the prohibited degree.

Tlie unhappy lady was branded on the forehead, and banished

to Ireland ; from which place of exil;, having got cured of

her wounds, she returned; was seized upon a second time

by her priestly persocutors, and hamstrung, of which outrage

she died at Gloucester.

CHAPTER XHL
He'gn of Edgar—The Kingdoms of Wessex and Morcia united—Recall of

Diinst.in, wtio \^ elovatod first to the See of Worcester, thci to that of

Cjntcrbiiry - His Influence and Character.

Edwy dying without issue, his brother Ed^^ar succeeded

him, and thus united the two kingdoms. One of his first

acts was to recall Dunstan from his exile in Flanders, and
make him Bishop of Worcester, an act which gives reason to

suspect the wily churchman was no stranger to the rebelhou

which placed the new monarch on the throne of Mercia.

The reign of Edgar was so remarkable for its tranquillity

that it obtained for him the name of the " Peaceable "—

a

state of things easily understood, when it is remembered

that he kept up not only a considerable army, but a

powerful fleet, which made the Danes cautious how they

invaded the island.

This wise policy so extended his influence, that, without

fighting a single battle, he obliged the kings of Wales and
the Isle of Man to do homage to him.

It is recorded that whilst keeping his court at Chester, he

was rowed down the river Dee by eight of these tributary

sovereigns.

Edgar, in order to free the country from the wolves which

infested it, commuted the tribute of the Welsh into three

hundred wolves' heads, and granted a pardon to many
criminals en condition that each one within a given time

brought in a certain number.

The consequence was that these destructive animals very

soon disappeared from the kingdom.

Edgar's good qualities, and the. tranquillity England

enjoyed during his reign, leave no doubt that he was a wise

and excellent king. But his bigotry, which at the time was
extolled as the most sublime virtue, is the principal cause of

the commendations given him by historians, and of his

being honoured with the title of saint after his death.

He is said to have founded forty monasteries, and repaired

and beautified many more, particularly that of Glaston-

bury, the rebuilding of which was begun by his uncle,

Edred. He was extravagantly libend to the monks ; and

Ingulphus, in his history of the Abbey of Croylaud, says

that in his reign the treasure of that monastery amounted

to ten thousand pounds, besides holy vessels, shrines, relics,

&c. This was an immense sum, considering that house had

been rebuilt but thirty years ; and from its wealth, some idea

may be gathered of the immense riches of the monasteries in

those times.

Edgar, not content with being thus profuse to the regular

clergy, undertook to put them in possession again of the

ecclesiastical benefices ; no doubt at the instigation of Dun-
stan, whom he had made Archbishop of Canterbury. This

prelate was so much in his favour, that Edred's afiection to

him was trifling in comparison of Edgar's. A3 he holJs a

very prominent place in the history of this and the following

reign, it will not be irrelevant to give the following particu-

lars of him.

Dunstan was the son of Herstan, and nephew of Athelm,

Archbishop of Canterbury, and was born at Glastonbury in

92.5. He spent his youth with his uncle, the archbishop,

who took care to have him instructed in all the sciences, as

far as that age of ignorance would permit. He is said to

have excelled particularly in music and painting, in which

he took great delight all his life. By painting, we must

understand that kind which was used in illuminating mis-

sals. As soon as he had finished his studies, the archbishop

recommended him to King Athclstan, who sent for him to

court, but gave him no preferment. The author of his life

pretends the courtiers, envying his virtue and learning,

slandered him tc the king, by s tying that he was a disiolate
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person, which the king believing, banished him without a

lieariug. Some time at'turwurdi the archbishop, his uncle,

found means to undeceive Athelstan, and he was restored to

favour, and presented witli some lauds near Glastonbury,

where h; spent several years in retirement, with certain

devout men whom he had drawn together, living with them

a monastic life. Glastou, or Glassenbury, was anciently a

small church, founded, according to the vulgar opinion, by

Joseph of Ariiuatliea. This church having been destroyed,

Devy, bishop of St. David's, built another ia the same place
;

which being also gone to ruin, was repaired by twelve

I devout persons, wh >, coming from Armorioa, settled iu this

place. Ina, King of W'essex, having pulled it down to the

ground, raised a stately church, anil dedicated it to Christ,

St. Peter, and St. Paul ; an I several persons famous for

their pioty, most of them Irish, retired thither, where they

were miintainel by Etlgar's bounty. From that time thei'e

were always devout persons who made choice of the place

for their retreat.

After Dunstau had been some time at Glastonbury,

Elmund, successor of Athelstan, having conceived an esteem

for him, built there a monastery, and made him abbot ; and

as DuusUiu Wiis a person of great address and ability, he

maintained a great authority over this prince, and was very

much in fivour all his reign • and his interest at court even

increased under Edred, to whom he was prime miuistor and

confessor. Danstan's extreme fondness for a monastic life

made him use, without any caution, all his interest to induct

the monks to the benefices, and eject the secular priests,

whom he both despise! and hated. His attachment to the

former class, added to his arrogance, procured him abund-

ance of enemies, and drew upon him the displeasure of

Edmund's successor, Edwy, as we have already seen. Upon
his return to England, he was promoted, as already stated,

to the see of Worcester ; and some time after, the bishopric

of London being vacant, he was entrusted with the manage-

ment of it ; which has led some writers into tlio mistake of

imagining he was Bishop of AVorcester and London at the

same time.

Edgar continued to give Dunstan fresh marks of esteem,

and his regard for him was strengthened by the miracles

attribute,! to him. After the death of Athelm, who held the

see of Canterbury, Olo, by birth a Dane, was made arch-

bishop
; and to him succeeded Elfiu, who died as he was

going to Rome for his pall, in the beginning of Edgar's reign.

Brithelm. Bishop of Bath, was elected to the vacant see ; but

Edgir, being desiroas of making Dunstan archbishop, called

a general council, where he represented Brithelm as un-

qualified for so great a station ; whereupon he was ordered

to return to his old diocese, and Dunstan was chosen in his

place. This election not being perfectly canonical, it was
deemed necessary that Dunstan should go to Rome, on
pretence of receiving his pall, and at the same time justify

these proceedin^^s. The Tope, who was perfectly aware how
extensive the influence of Dunstan was at tlie court of

Eaglaud, and who was gratified by the zeal with which he

had espoused the interest of the Clmrch of Rome and of the

monks, readily confirmed his election, constituting him at

the same time his legate in England, with most extensive

powers.

In justification of this remarkable man's favourite project

of removing the secular clergy from their benefices and
supplying their places by the monks, it must be admitted

that the former, as a body, had bewme fearfully corrupt

;

that luxury, gluttony, avarice, and lust reigned amongst

them. Perhaps he sincerely thought to benefit the Church
by a change which was clearly against the laws of the

kingdom.

Dunstan caused a council of the Church to be held, at

Y.'hioh Edgar assisted iu person, and made the followiiig

remarkable oration, which is both curious and interesting as

a picture of the corruptions of the clergy of the time, and
his subserviency to the views of Dunstan :—

" Almighty God having vouchs;ifed of his infinite mercy
to show his goodness to us in a remarkable manner, it is

most reasonable, reverend fathers, we should exert our

endeavours to make a suitable return. That we are in

possession of this plentiful country is not owing to any

strength of our own, but to the help of his all-powerful

arm, who has been pleased to manifest his loving-kindness

towards us. It is but just, therefore, we should bring

ourselves, our souls, and bodies, in subjection to him who
has subdued all things for us, and should take care that al!

that are under us should be obedient to his laws. It is my
oflice, reverend fathers, to administer justice, without respect

to persons
; to suppress the rebellious ; to punish the sacri-

legious
; to protect the poor and weak from the hand of the

oppressor. It is my business also to take care that the

Church and her ministers, the holy fraternities of the reli-

gious orders, have all things necessary to their subsistence

and well-being. But it is your duty to examine into the life

and conversation of the clergy. To you it belongs to see that

they live agreeably to their profession—that they are sober,

temperate, chaste, hospitable to the poor and the stranger

;

that they are careful in the administration of their office,

constant in their instructions to the people—in a word, that

they are worthy of the glorious character of the ministers

of Jesus Christ. With submission be it spoken, reverend

fathers, had you taken due care of these things, I should

not have had the dissatisfactioa of hearing from all hands
the enormous crimes daily committed by the clergy of this

laud. I insist not on the smallness of their tonsure, con-

trary to the canons of the Church, nor their effeminacy in

their habits, nor the arrogance in their gestures, nor on their

immodest discourses, which plainly show all is not right

within. I omit their negligence with regard to divine

service : hardly will they vouchsafe their company at the

public prayers, and when they come to church to celebrate

the holy mysteries, one would think it was a mockery. But
the chief subject of my complaint—I speak it with extreme
regretr—is what ministers occasion of grief to the good, and
of joy to the profane— I mean, the lewd and scandalous lives

they lead. They spend their days in diversions, entertain-

ments, drunkenness, and debauchery. Their houses may be
said to be so many sinks of lewdness, public stages, and
receptacles of libertines. There they have gaming, dancing,

and obscene singing. There they pass the night in rioting

and drunkenness. It is thus, reverend fathers, it is thus

the bounty of my predecessors to the Church, and their

charities for the maintenance of the poor, and what is more,
the adorable blood of our Saviour, arc consumed. Was it

for this that our ancestors exhausted their treasures ? W;is it

for this they were so liberal of their estates ? Was it to deck
the concubines of their priests, to provide for them splendid

entertainments, to furnish them with dogs and hawks, that

our forefathers displayed their munificence to the Chuich

?
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These are the crimes which the people couipkiu of in

private, and the soldiers in public ;
which are sung in the

stre.ts, and acted uudisguisedlj-, and yet they are forgiven,

they are overlooked, they are couuivei at by you ! AVhere

IS now the sword of Levi, and the zeal of Simeon ? Wliere

is the wrath of JMoses against the worshippers of the golden

calf? Where is the indignation of St. Peter against Simon

the magician ? Imitate, reverend fathers, imitate the zeal

of these holy persons, and follow the way of righteousness,

shown you by the Lord. It is high time for you to draw

the sword of St. Peter, whilst I make use of the great

Constautiue's. Let us join our forces to expel the lepers

out of the temple, to cleanse the sanctuary, and to cause tlie

Lord to be served by the true sons of Levi, who said to his

father and to his mother, ' I know you not ;

' and to his

brethren, ' I know not who you are.' Let the disrespect to

the relics of the saints, and the daily profaning of holy altars,

rouse you up. Be moved at the great abuse of the piety

of our forefathers. One of my ancestors, you all know,

dedicated to the Church the tithe of the kingdom. The

glorious Alfred, my great grandfather, laid out his revenues

in religious uses. You are not ignorant of the great bene-

factions of my father and uncle, which it would be highly

dishonourable so soon to forget, seeing that the altars are

still adorned with them. You, O Dunstau, father of fathers,

raise your imagination a little, I pray you, and fancy you

behold my father looking down from heaven, and expostu-

lating with you in this manner :
' It was you that advised

me to the budding of so many churches and monasteries ; it

was you I made choice of for my spiritual guide, and the

inspector of my behaviour. Did I not always obey your

voice? Did I not always prefer your advice before wealth ?

How frankly did I lay out my treasures when you com-

manded ! My charities were always ready when you called

for them, ^\'hateve^ was desired for the churches was

immediately granted. If you complained that the monks

were straitened in their circumstances, their wants were

forthwith supplied. You used to tell me that such libe-

ralities brought forth immortal fruit, and were highly

meritorious, since they were expended in supporting the

servants of God, aud maintaining the poor. And is it not

an intolerable shame they should be laid out in adorning

and decking a pack of prostitutes? Are these the fruits of

my benefactions ? Are these the effects of your glorious :

promises?' These, O Dunstan, are the complaints of the'

king, ray father. AVhat can you answer to this ol arge ? ,

J am convinced that you have hitherto been unblameable.

AVhen you saw a thief you consented not to him ; neither

iiave you been partaker with the adulterer. No, you have
:

endeavoured to correct tliese abuses
;
you have exhorted,

argued, and threatened. But since these means have proved

in vain, it is time to apply more effectual remedies. You
,

have here ready to assist you the reverend father Ethelwald,
j

Bishop of Winchester, and the reverend Oswald, Bishop of

AVorcester. To you three I refer the management of this

important affair. Exert the episcopal in conjunction with

the legal authority to expel from the Church of God the dis-

orderly clergy, and put in such as live regularly in their stead."

This liavangne, which was most proljably written by

Dunstau himself, had the desired cifoct. The three bishops

expelled the secular priests, and gave their benefices to the

monks, the objects of the king's and .iri-libishop's favour.

Though it is but too true the priests at that time led

very disorderly lives, yet that was not the thing that drew

this storm upon them ; their marriage was the great causa

of offence ; it was that which their enemies were desirous

should be thought a more heinous crime than fornication,

or any other actual sin which they could lay to their

charge. Their wives were always called concubines, or by

a more opprobrious name ; and notwithstanding all the

endeavours of the court of Rome, this real or pretended

abuse could not be reformed till the end of the twelfth

century, when the celibacy of the clergy was established

after a struggle of three hundred years.

The monks were bound in gratitude to make a suitable

return for the service Edgar had done them; and, accord-

ingly, their historians have endeavoured, by their excessive

commendations, to make him pass for a real saint. But

whether from want of attention, or some other reason, they

have related some particulars of his life which certainly

do not tend to sustain that idea of him. If, indeed, his

political actions are only considered, it must be confessed

he was a great prince ; but a great king and a great saint

are two very different characters. For instance, it would

be very difficult to justify by the Gospel a massacre per-

petrated by his order in the Isle of Thanet, upon a very

slight occasion, as historians allow ; and what might not

these said historians have said of his vicious inclination to

women, who published to the world that the soul of his

brother Edvvy was about to be dragged into hell for having

had a single mistress?

Edgar died in 975, in the thirty-second year of his age.

He was afterwards canonised, and miracles are said to have

been worked at his shrine.

CHAPTER XIV.
Edward the "Martyr—His Eteclion to the Throne through the influence of

Dunstau—Doubls as to his Legitimacy— Ilis Reign and Death.

Edgak left two sons and a daughter. The eldest son,

Edward, son of Elfitda, suruamed " The Fair," was

by many deemed illegitimate ; and a numerous party

of the nobility were for raising his brother, the sou

of the queen Elfiida, to the throne ; and in all proba-

bility would have succeeded, but for the promptitude

and courage of Dunstan, who, in the assembly held on the

death of the late king, took Edward by the hand, led Lim

towards the church, attended by the other bishops and a

great crowd of people, and anointed the young prince king,

without regarding the opposition of the party against him.

The nobles deplored their falling once more under the

government of that imperious prelate ; but, seeing the people

reaily to support him, they were compelled to submit.

Eilward was but fourteen years old when he began to

reign under the guardianship of Dunstan, who immediately

took all the power into his hands ; and, as soon as he was

fixed in the regency, exerted every possible means to main-

tain the monks in possession of the benefices they had

acijuirel in the last reign, and made use of the king's

author ity to that end. But he met witli greater opposition

thin he contemplated, for as the king was but a minor, the

orders given in his name were not so readily complied with.

Dunstan assembled several councils about this affair; but

most probably all his endeavours would have proved in-

effectual, if by means of several miracles, which were- never

wanting when requisite, he had not brought the people to

believe that Heaven interposed in ;he aff<iir.
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In one of these councils heM at Winchester, the majority

being against the monks, they woultl have infallibly lost

their cause, if, on a suilden, a crucifix that hung aloft in

the room had not pronounced these words with an audible

voice : " It shall not be done ;
it shall not be done. You

have decided the matter well hitherto, and would be to

blame to change." Astonished at this oracle, the most

obstinate immediately voted for the monks.

The dispute between the regular and secular clergy gave

rise to great contentions in the kingdom, many of the

nobility bitterly resenting the induction of the monks into

the benefices. At la-st a council was calletl, at which

Archbishop Danstan presided. The assembly had not long

been met before the floor of the apartment ga.ve way—the

only portion which remained intact being the beams which

supported the chair of the primate, whose preservation was

regarded as a miracle by the common people and the party

who acted with him. After such a manifestation of the

divine will, for such it was considered, all further opposition

moved first to Wareham and afterwards to Shaftesbury

where it was interred in a church founded by King Alfred.

Shortly after his death the monKi spread the report that

miracles were worked at his tomb ; the blind were said to

have received their sight, the lame to recover the use of

their limbs. Elfiida, to atone for her crime, founded two

convents, in one of which, at Audovcr, she retired, and

passed the rest of her days in penitence.

Edward was canonised by the Roman Church, and is

generally known as St. Edward the Martyr.

CHAPTER XV.
History of tlie Chuirch from tlie Time of Egbert to Uie Death of Edward Iho

Martyr.

Altiiougfi many very learned writers have disputed the

authenticity of the charter by which Ethelwulph granted

the tithes of England to the clergy, we deem it necessary to

give the document, as being important, from the riglits,

real or imaginary, founded upon it. If genidne, in aU

Drawing of the Crucifision. From Harleiaa MSS., C02.

ceased; the principal opponents of the measure having

perished. A shrewd suspicion has bien entertained that

Dunstan knew beforehand what was about to occur, even if

he had not secretly prepared the catastrophe, seeing that he

had warned the king not to attend the meeting.

The most remarkable circumstance attending Edward was

his death, which took place on Slarch 18, 978, after a reign

of three years.

He had been hunting in the neighbourhood of Corfe-

Castle, the residence of his mother in-law, Elfrida, and

resolved to pay her a visit. The queen hastened to receive

him, and pressoi him earnestly to alight ; this the prince,

who most probably had good reasons to suspect her feelings

towards him, declined, observing that he had merely time

to accept a draught of wine. In the act of drinking it, he

was stabb:»i in the back by an assas-sin whom Elfrida had

bribed to commit the crime which was to elevate her son

Eihelred to the throne.

Finding himself wounded, the youthful monarch set spurs

to his horse and fled ; but, fainting from loss of blood, fell,

and perished miserably. The parties sent after him by the

murderess e.asily trace-l the route he h.ad taken by the track

of blood. The body was brouglit back to Corfe- Castle and
thrown info a weU, where it was afterwards found, and re-

probability it merely conferred rights which the Anglican
Church had long claimed.

"I, Ethelwulph, by the grace of God King of the West
SaXvUs, by the advice of the bishops, earls, and other

persons of distinction in my dominious, have, for the health

of my soul, the good of my people, and the prosperity of

my kingdom, taken the prudent and serviceable resolution

of granting the tenth part' of my lands throughout my
whole kingdom to the Church and ministers of religion, to

be enjoyed by them with all the privileges of free tenure,

and discharged from all services due to the crown, and al)

incumbrances incidental to lay fees.

" This gift has been made by us to the Church in honour

of Jesus Christ, the blessed Virgin, and all saints, and out

of regard to the Paschal solemnity, and that Almighty God
might vouchsafe his blessing to us and our posterity.

"Dated at the Palace of Wilton, in the year 854,

indication the second, at the feast of Easter."

By this charter, real or spurious, a tenth part of the lands

only are given to the Church. It was left for the priests, ii.

succeeding reigns, to convert the tenth part into a tenth o^

the produce, which certainly doss not appear upon the face

of the document to have been the intention either of tht,

king or the members of the council.
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In speaking of the reigns of Ethelbaid, Etlielbert, and

Etlielred tlie First, the monkisli Mstorians have left us but

little real information respecting tbe aifairs of the Church,

their pa^es being fiUcd ^vith lamentations over the massacre

and plunderiugs of the monasteries and convents by the

Danes, who appear to have exercised the greatest barbarities.

Synod of Greatly, where numerous laws or canons wero

enacted.

In the reign of Edgar were published a body of canons,

of which the following are chiefly remarkable :

—

By the fifth, if a priest received any injui-y, the com-

plaint was to be preferred to the synod, who were to treat

Assussinatiou of Edward the JIartyr. (See p. 47.)

Ihc councils held on ecclesiastical affairs wero composed

of laymen as well as priests : properly speaking, they wero

scarcely to bo called councils, being spoken of in the Saxon

chronicles by4he name of Wittona-Gemot, or Micel Synod,

both signifying the great council.

It was at an assembly of this kind, at Wiuchest«r, that

Elbclwulph is said to have granted tlio famous charter

which secured to the clergy the titlies ; Init the most im-

portant regulations for the Church wero made at the

the case as if the injury had actually been done to the

whole body of the clergy, and take care that satisfaction be

made at the discretion of the bishop of the diocese.

The eleventh enjoins the priests to learn some employ-

ment, in order to get their livelihood in case of misfortune.

The seventeenth orders parents to teach their children

the Lord's Prayer and the Apostles' Creed, without which

they were neither to bo admitted to the Eucharist nor

buried in consecrated ground.
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The tweuiy-niutli forbids the burying in churches all

those that were not of kuowu aud iqiproved probity.

The thirty-second prohibits the priests from officiating

it could not be eateuivithout disgusting (lie palute, it was to

be burnt in a clear fire, aud tlio ashes laid uudcr the altar.

The forty-third forbids the eating of blood.

King Sweyn sailing up the Thames. (See p. .M.

)

without the service-book before them, for fear the trusting

to their memories might make them mistake.

By the thirty-sixth, no person was to cat or drink before

recciWng the communiou.
Tlio thirty-eighth enjoins the priest to have the holy

Jiucharist always ready by liiiu ; but if it grew so stale that

5

The fifty-second orders priests to preach every Sunday.

The sixty-fourth deckres hunting and hawking are im-

proper diversions for a priest, who is to make Iwoks his

entertainment.

These canons have been translated by Sir H. Spelman,

from a Saxon manuscript in Bennet College, Cambridge.
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It is not known where or by what authority they were

drawn up.

After these canons, there follows a very particular form of

confession, with what penances the confessor is to enjoin.

We find here that the penitent was ordered to say th/

Lord's Prayer threescore times a day. \

The following are the names of some of the most learned

churchmen and saints who flourished from the time of

Ethelwulph to the death of Edmund the Martyr :

—

/' The first saint is Swithin, or Swithun, who, haying been

I preceptor to King Ethelwulph, was promoted to the see of

^ Winchester ; and it is said that it was by hi.s advice that

Ethelwulph granted the charter of the tithes to the Church.,

This alone was sufficient to procure him the honour of

canonisation, independent of his other merits.

Of Alfred the Great we have already spoken.

Johannes Scotus, surnamed Erigena, or Irishman (Ireland

being then called Erin), also flourished at this time. He
had already acquired an extensive reputation in France,

where Charles the Bald entertained him at his court, and
used to converse with him with great familiarity, when
Alfred invited him into England. He was at first the

king's preceptor in languages and the sciences; but he

afterwards taught at Oxford, whence, in all probability, he

was removed to Malmesbury, since it was in this monastery

he is said to have been stabbed to death by his scholars with

penknives. Before he left France, he was engaged by the

emperor's order in the dispute concerning the nature of the

eucharist ; and in his treatise upon this subject he strongly

argued against Pascasius's doctrine, who maintained the

body of Christ ii^the eucharist to be the same that was born

of the Blessed Virgin. It must therefore necessarily be,

tliat the contrary opinion defended by Scotus was not looked

upon then as heretical, since it prevented not Alfred from

inviting him into England, from having a very great esteem

for him, and entrusting him with the education of youth

;

and, indeed, it is certain he was honoured as a saint and a

martyr after his death. Roger de Hoveden says Scotus at

first had an obscure burial ; but afterwards, a miraciilous

light shining over his grave for several nights together, the

monks of St. Lawrence removed hia body into their church,

and buried it close by the altar.

His epitaph also, the antiquity of which, according to

Malmesbury, appears from the structure and diction of the

verses, indisputably says he was considered a saint when
that was erected.

Grimbald, who lived also in the same century, was very

eminent for his learning, and had a great reputation. He
was invited into England by Alfred the Great (who was
acquainted with him at Rheims), and who had advanced him
to the government of the new abbey at Winchester.
Among the Englishmen eminent for their learning, Aa-

serius was one of the most considerable. He wrote the life of

Alfred the Great in 893, and died Bishop of St. David's, in

Wales. His work extended only to the forty-fifth year of the

king's age
; that is, to the year 893. It was continued to

Alfred's death by some later hand. He shows through the

whole a great deal of modesty ; and mentions nothing of

the visionary dialogue betwixt Alfred and St. Cuthbert,

which other historians largely insist on. He is copied by
Florence of Worcester, and others. This treatise was first

published by Arclibishop Parker in the old Saxon character

;

and there is an edition by Mr. Wise, Fellow of Trinity

College, Oxford, with a vindication of the contested clause

about the antiquity of Oxford. Leland calls it the Chronicle

of St. Neots, because he found it in that monastery.
- Werefrid, Bishop of Worcester, in Mercia, Hved in the

reign of King Buthred. When the Danes became masters
of Mercia, he retired into France, from whence he was re-

called by King Alfred. He translated the dialogues of
Gregory the Great into Saxon ; and having acquired a

great reputation for learning and piety when living, he was
registered as a saint after his death.

/'Plegmund, who was Archbishop of Canterbury, was con-

f sidered a very learned prelate, and was particularly eminent
- for his skill in divinity.

Dunulf had been a herdsman, and is affirmed by some to

be the same who sheltered Alfred whilst the Danes possessed

the kingdom. However this may be, he had the good for-

tune to be known to this prince ; who finding him a person

of a genius superior to his birth and employment, had him
instructed in learning, and used his advice in afiairs of the

greatest moment. He subsequently promoted him to the

see of Winchester, which was then the metropoUs of Wessex,

and the place where Alfred usually resided.

Wulfig, Bishop of London, had also a great share in

Alfred's esteem, as appears by his letter to this prelate

prefixed to his translation of Gregory's pastoral.

Neots was an abbot distinguished for his birth, learning,

regularity, and zeal for promoting the interests of the true

refigion. Some say, he was nearly related to King Alfred;

and others, that he was descended from the blood-royal of

East Anglia. He died in 890, in Cornwall, where he left

his name to the town of Neotstow, or St. Neots.

Odo, Archbishop of Canterbury, was the son of an East

Angfian Dane, a pagan, who expelled him from his home
for becoming a Christian ; in the reign of Edward the

Elder he became a priest. Odo refused, and with some
appearance of sincerity, the primacy which Edmund en-

treated him to accept.

He proved a zealous champion of the monks, and an

unflinching advocate for the ceUbacy of the clergy.

Of Dunstan, it may with truth be said that he was the

directing spirit of the Church, in England, in the age in

which he lived. Devoted to Rome, and to its interests, he

contrived to establish the new order of things respecting the

marriage of priests, which the popes had so much at heart.

Turkelict, or Turkelut, the near relative and chancellor of

Edmund, retired to a monastery, and lived in great sanctity.

CHAPTER XVI.

Ethelred the Second—His Reign—Wars witti the Danes—Reverses and

Death.

After the murder of Edward, Ethelred, whose youth ab-

solved him from all suspicion of having shared in his mother's

crime, succeeded to the vacant throne in a.d. 978, to the

great discontent of Dunstan, who, despite his influence

with the people, did not dare to refuse to crown him.

The young prince is said to have bitterly lamented hia

brother's death, and wept for him so long, that the imperious

Elfrida chastised him severely for his weakness.

Scarcely had the new monarch received the crown than

the Danes determined to renew their invasion of England.

A powerful body of them landed at Southampton, which they

piUuged, and then directed their expedition into Cornwall.
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The same year a second band landed at Portland, and

ravaged the surrounding country.

These invasions, which during the first ten years of

Ethelred's reign were exceedingly frequent, though only of

a temporary character, were exceedingly harassing, seeing

that the Saxons had not only an enormous extent of coast to

guard, but never knew the exact point at which their

enemies would laud.

Frequently, when their army was in one part of the

kingdom, the invaders would debark at another, and before

it could march to the place threatened, the barbarians

would collect their booty and retire to their ships. The

only efficient remedy for these misfortunes would have been

to equip a powerful fleet, so as to have encountered the

Danes at sea ; but the youth and inexperience of the king

prevented such a step, and the island was exposed, in con-

sequence, to outrage, murder, and pillage.

Elfric, Duke of Mercia, whose activity and military skiU

rendered him one of the most zealous as well as successful

In 991, Justin and Guthmund, two Danish leaders, landed

at Ipswich ; and having defeated the Duke of East Auglia,

Brithnoth, who attempted to oppose their progress, Ethelred

was compelled to give them a large sum of money to retire

from the country.

Sweyn I., ICing of Denmark, and Olaf, King of Norway,

excited by the success of their subjects, and the immense

amount of plunder they brought home from England,

determined on joining their forces, and attacking the

island. AVith this intent, in a.d. 994, they fitted out a

powerful fleet and sailed up the Thames, with the intention

I

of making themselves masters of London. The courageous

resistance of the inhabitants, however, obliged them to retire

without obtaining possession of the city.

Determined not to be disappointed in the great object of

their expedition, which was plunder, the two Danish kings

directed their troops into the interior of the island, levying

contributions in Kent, Sussex, and Hampshire. The sufifer-

ings of the inhabitants became intolerable.

Danish Arms and Armour.

defenders of England, died in 983 ; and his loss added still

more to the insolence of the Danes, and miseries of the people.

As the character of Ethelred developed itself, he proved

a very difierent personage from his predecessors in his

treatment of the monks, whose influence had considerably

decreased amongst the lower orders. The people naturally

began to ask why men, who had performed so many miracles

when their own interests were in danger, could not work

one to preserve the kingdom from the attacks of the common
enemy ; and the king very shortly afterwards, in a dispute

between himself and the Bishop of Rochester, laid waste

the lands belonging to his diocese, particularly those of the

monastery of St. Andrew.

It was in vain that the prelate predicted the vengeance

of the apostle, and obtained the interference of Dunstan,

who had long since been removed from all direction in

afiairs ; the remonstrances of the primate were treated, hke

those of his suffragan, with contempt. ; and the ambitious

churchman died shortly afterwards in 988, and was succeeded

by Ethelgar.

Ethelred once more had recourse to money, and promised

the enemy a large sum, on condition that they ceased their

cruelties and quitted the kingdom : the offer was accepted.

The weak, cowardly monarch afterwards received the King

of Norway as a friend and ally ; and persuaded him to

receive baptism. Olaf quitted the country after taking an

oath, which he kept, of never returning again.

His colleague, Sweyn, had formed far different projects.

When he relumed home, he left his fleet at Southampton to

keep the English in awe ; and also to receive the payment

of the money promised. No sooner had he taken his

departure than his admiral became impatient for the

tribute.

But as there was no haste made to comply with these

demands, he took their delay for a refusal, and resolved to

renew the war. In order to elude the vigilance of the

English, be set sail, as if to return to Denmark, but on a

sudden, he unexpectedly entered the Severn, and after

devastating Wales with fire and sword, crofsed the river and

penetrated into Dorsetshire, where he committed the same
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ravages. All the forces that could be levied against the

Danes were defeated as soon as raised. They sacked whole

counties, it being impossible to oppose them ; till at last

finding nothing more to plunder in that part, they put to

sea again, and landed in Kent. The inhabitants, by

endeavouring to make some resistance, only increased the

fury of their enemies, who treated them with the utmost

barbarity ; and to complete their misfortunes, a fleet,

equipped by Ethelred to engage them at sea, was rendered

useless by the dissensions and unskilfulness of the com-

manders. In this melancholy situation, England would

have irretrievably perished, if the Danes by a lucky and

unexpected accident had not been called to the assistance of

Richard II., Duke of Normandy, whom the King of France

would have dispossessed of his dominions. Ethelred took

this opportunity to go and ravage Cumberland, but for what

reason is unknown. After that, he returned to London,

where he kept his usual residence.

The quiet which England now enjoyed was but the lull

of the tempest. Having been successful in their errand in

France, the Danes quickly returned, landed in Cornwall,

and entered Wessex, which suffered terribly from their pre-

sence. They afterwards made themselves masters of Exeter.

In this extremity, Ethelred, who had no resolution,

agreed at last to pay the Danes thirty thousand pounds

;

and this sum, which in those days was very considerable,

was levied by a tax called Danegeld, that is, Danish money,

or money for the Danes ; and for the payment of it, every

hide of land was taxed at twelve pence. A hide of land is

such a quantity of land as may be ploughed with one

plough in a year.

The Danes, satisfied with this arrangement, made peace,

and many returned to their own country, whilst others

remained in the island ; and such was the awe they were held

in by the people, that, in speaking of them, they invariably

styled them the Lord-Danes.

From this custom there is little doubt but the word " lur-

dane," signifying a rich, idle man, had its origin. It is to be

met with in writers as late as the reign of Ehzabeth, and is

still used in some parts of England.

Ethelred, who had grown weary of the contest with his

powerful enemies, in which ho disjilayed neither courage nor

dignity, hit on an expedient for ridding the island of their

presence, which he put into execution shortly after his

second marriage, in a.d. 1002, with Emma, the sister of

Richard II., Duke of Normandy, styled by some writers, on

account of her rare loveliness, the Pearl of Normandy.
As might be expected from a weak prince, bis project was

a cruel one, being neither more nor less than the massacre of

all the Danes residing in England. To carry out this bar-

barous as well as useless policy, a vast conspiracy was
entered into; and on the 13th of November, St. Brice's

day, 1002, all the invaders were put to death, with circum-

stances of the most shocking barbarity.

The sister of Swcyn was not spared. Her name was
Guuilda, and she is said to have been married to a noble
Dane settled in England, named Paleng. Being a Christian,

she had exerted aU her influence with her brother to bring
about the peace. Her children were first murdered in her

presence, and their unhappy mother afterwards slain.

Sweyn received the news of this massacre from some
Danes, who succeeded in getting on board a vessel ready to

sail for Denmark. Their relation of the cruelties of the

English to those of his nation would have been sufiicient to

arouse him ; but when informed of his sister's barbarous

murder, he was seized with all the rage that such a crime was

likely to excite in a vindictive nature. He solemnly swore

he would never rest till he had revenged the atrocious out-

rage. It was not, therefore, with intent to plunder that

he made a second expedition into England, but to destroy

the whole country with fire and sword. However, as he

did not doubt but Ethelred would take precautions to

oppose his entrance, he would not sail without securing a

place where he might safely land his troops. Cornwall

was then governed by Earl Hugh, placed in that important

trust by the influence of the queen, in full confidence that,

as her countryman, her husband might rely on his devotion

and fidelity.

To this man Sweyn secretly despatched an emissary,

with the offer of a great reward, provided he would assist

him in his enterprise. The traitor yielded to the temptation,

and allowed not only the fleet of the invader to enter his

ports, but the Danes to land without offering the least

opposition.

After debarking his forces on the island, Sweyn marched

his forces to Exeter, and as the first fruits of his ven-

geance, not only massacred the inhabitants, but after plun-

dering the city, laid it in ashes. Wherever the furious

monarch led his army, the same cruelties were repeated
;

submission was useless, for he knew not the meaning of the

word mercy.

Sweyn afterwards took several other places, which he

plundered and burnt, and then retired to Denmark, to pass

the winter.

Early the next year, however, he returned, landing, it is

supposed, at Yarmouth, and took the city of Norwich,

which he burned to the ground. Ulfkytel, the governor of

the East Angles, gave him an immense sum of money to

induce him to spare that part of the country from any

further ravages. Regardless of his promises, the invader

had no sooner received the tribute than he attacked Thet-

ford, and destroyed it ; which breach of faith so incensed

Ulfkytel, that he collected as many troops as possible, and

posted himself between the invaders and the fleet, in the

hope of cutting them off. The Danish king marched back

to give him battle, and the Enghsh were beaten, after a

severe contest. The Danes were afterwards driven from

England by the famine.

At the termination of the scarcity another expedition of

the enemy landed at Sandwich, in Kent, and Ethelred

levied an army to oppose them ; on hearing which, the

Danes retreated to the Isle of Thanet, well knowing that

the English, who served at their own expense, would soon

disperse. The event proved that their calculation was a

just one; tired of waiting for an enemy who refused to

come from their stronghold, the soldiers of Etheh-ed quickly

melted away, and the unlucky king only procured a peace

upon the payment of £36,000.

Ethelred, on their departure, gave one of his daughters in

marriage to Edric, surnamed Streon, whom he had lately

created Duke of Mercia; but his new son-in-law, instead of

assisting him, as he had a right to expect, leagued with the

Danes, and betrayed the kingdom on every occasion. The

following year after the treaty, the Danish king demanded

a similar sura of £36,000, pretending that it was a yearly

tribute which the English had agreed to pay. Ethelred,
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by the advice of his council, employed the money in fitting

out a powerful fleet, the command of which was given to

Buthrio, the brother of the new Duke of Mercia. This

measure obliged the enemy to retire.

Buthric was no sooner in command than he used his

authority to ruin Uhioth, a noble who was his enemy, and

began to accuse him of crimes to the king, who lent but too

wiTling an ear to his rival. Finding his ruin determined

upon, Ulnoth persuaded nine of the captains of the fleet to

put to sea with him, which they did, plundering the English

coasts, and committing fearful ravages. The admiral, in-

censed at his escape, set out with eighty ships to give him

chase ; but a terrible storm arising, he lost a great part of

them, and the rest fell into the hands of Ulnoth. Thus was

the fleet, which should have been the safeguard of the king-

dom, lost and destroyed.

Taking advantage of this state of aflfairs, the Danes, who

had their spies both in the court and country of England,

prepared another expedition. Two fleets arrived in the

kingdom—one in East Anglia, under Turkil ; and the second

in the Isle of Thauet, commanded by two leaders, Kemsig

and Anlaff. They attacked the city of Canterbury, and

would, doubtless, have destroyed it, had not the inhabitants

ransomed it at an enormous sum.

Whilst the Danes were piUaging Kent, Ethelred drew an

army together to oppose their ravages ; and as soon as he

was ready, he posted himself between them and their ships

to prevent their embarking and carrying off their booty.

Probably, he might have executed his project, and perhaps

gained considerable advantage, considering the superiority

of his forces, if Edric had not found means to relieve the

Danes. The traitor, perceiving their danger, represented to

the king, his father-in-law, that it would be more advan-

tageous to let them retire, than hazard a battle, which

might prove fatal to him ; and this pernicious advice made

such impression on the weak-minded monarch, that he

suffered them to march by, with all their plunder, unmo-

lested. But instead of saiHng for Denmark, as it was

expected, they threw themselves into the Isle of Thanet

;

from which, during the whole winter, thay made incursions

into the neighbouring counties, and even made several

attempts upon London ; in which, however, they were

always repulsed. During this period, Ulfkytel, Duke of

East Anglia, willing once more to try tlie fortune of a

battle in the defence of his territory, had the misfortune to

be overthrown.

Hitherto the Danes wanted cavalry, on account of the

difficulty of transporting horses from Denmark ; but as soon

as they were in possession of East Anglia, a country abound-

ing with horses, they mounted part of their troops, and by

that means extended their conquests. Shortly after, they

subdued Essex, Middlesex, Hertfordshire, Buckinghamshire,

Oxfordshire, Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Huntingdon-

shire, Northamptonshire, Kent, Surrey, Sussex, Hampshire,

Wiltshire, and Devonshire, whilst Ethelred, who had scarce

anything left, kept himself shut up in London, without

daring to take the field and stop their progress. In all the

above-named counties, London and Canterbury were the

only places in the king's power. But at length they at-

tacked the last so vigorously, that they took, plundered,

and reduced it to ashes; and Elphegus, the archbishop,

being taken prisoner, was afterwards murdered by these

barbarians at Greenwich, to which place, the station of their

ships, they had brought him prisoner. In the old church of

Greenwich, on the top of the partition wall between the

nave of the church and the chancel, was formerly the follow-

ing inscription :—" This church was erected and dedicated

to the glory of God, and the memory of St. Alphage, Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, hero slain by the Danes, because ho

would not ransom his Ufe by an unreasonable sum of money.

An. 1012." He was first buried at St. Paul's in London,

and afterwards removed to Canterbury. He was honoured

as a martyr, and stands in the Roman Martyrology on the

19th of April.

Such was the helpless condition to which the country waa

reduced that no terms were thought too burdensome to rid

ill of the invaders, to whom £-18,000 were ultimately paid

on condition that they quitted England, which they did,

taking with them an enormous amount of booty.

But scarcely had they ratified this treaty, when Sweyn

entered the Humber with a powerful fleet, and threatened

the whole kingdom with desolation and ruin. As this

prince found the country unprovided with troops, and unable

to defend itself, he quickly became master of Northumbria

and East Anglia. But these conquests not satisfying his

ambition, he took hostages of all the principal towns, and

leaving his son Canute to command the newly-conquered

counties, he advanced southward, and on a sudden laid siege

to London, where Ethelred waa shut up. Though he was

but ill provided with necessaries to besiege in form a place

of such importance, he imagined the citizens wovdd be ter-

rified at his menaces ; but finding they were not moved by

them, he desisted from his enterprise, and passed on and

ravaged the western parts of Wessex, where he found no

opposition to his arms. However, as he could not be satisfied

whilst London was out of his power, he resolved to besiege

it once more ; but whilst he was preparing for the tiege

with greater precaution than before, he had information of

Ethelred's departure from thence. This unfortunate prince,

ever dreading to fall into the hands of an enemy he had so

cruelly injured, and perceiving himself unsafe in England,

retired into Normandy with all his family ; upon which the

Londoners resolved to submit to the King of Denmark, to

whom all the rest of the kingdom was now subject ; and

shortly after this Sweyn was proclaimed King of England

without any opposition, no one in the kingdom daring to

dispute his title.

It does not appear that Sweyn was ever crowned. His

first act of sovereignty was to levy a heavy tax to pay his

Danish troops, by whose assistance he had conquered Eng-

land. At all events, his reign was brief ; some writers

say that he was poisoned, other writers that he died of a

cold : the monkish historians pretend that he was killed by

a St. Edmund, formerly King of East Anglia, with a lance,

in order to save the town and monastery in which his

canonised bones lay from being plundered by the invaders.

On the death of Sweyn, Canute, his sou, was proclaimed

king ; but their common danger had given something like

energy and combination to the councils of the English. Thev

recalled Ethelred from his exile in Normandy, and pV

'

themselves to support him on the throne against >^

whose government was arbitrary, cruel, and '

Ethelred at first was unwilling to tr

being apprehensive of a design to delivi a ^
of his enemies ; but being encouraged \ "^

son met with, whom he had sent before to
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inclinations, he returned to England, and was received with

great demonstrations of joy ; and his subjects swore alle-

giance to him again, as if he had begun a new reign, his

flight being considered as a sort of abdication of the crown.

He, on his part, promised to reform whatever was amiss

;

and the eagerness of the English to throw off a foreign yoke,

made them flock to the king with such zeal and haste, that

he soon found himself at the head of a powerful army.

His first expedition plainly showed his misfortunes had
made no great alteration in him ; for instead of marching

against the Danes, he made use of his forces to be revenged

on the men of Lindsey—one of the three divisions of Lin-

colnshire
; the other two being named Holland and Kesteven,

The inhabitants of the first-named place, it appeared, had

writers, who say that Canute had a younger brother, named
Harold, who, being regent in the absence of his father,

Sweyn, seized upon Denmark for himself, which obliged

Canute to leave Eugland with a precipitation that seemed
to be an effect of fear rather than sound policy.

As soon as Ethelred found himself freed from the Danes
he took no heed of his promise to his subjects, but, on the

contrary, resumed his old maxims, and imposed, on several

pretences, excessive taxes, which raised great raurmurings

among the nobles and people.

To these causes for public discontent he added others of

a more private nature, which destroyed all the hopes enter-

tained of his amendment. Morcard and Sifforth, lords of

Danish extraction, who had all along firmly adhered to thg

Meetini; of Edmund Iiouside and Canute, oa the lie of Alney, in the Severn. (See p. 57.)

provided the Danes with horses, and had also offered to join

them.

After Ethelred had punished these traitors, he prepared

to march, and fight the enemy, who Mttle expected so

suilden a revolution.

Although Canute was undoubtedly a great prince, and

had the same forces his father Sweyn had conquered Eng-

land with, he did not think fit to hazard a battle ; but, on

the contrary, before Ethelred was advanced near enough

to oblige him to fight, he led his troops to the sea-side, and

embarking them, set sail for Denmark. Before his de-

parture, he ordered the hands and feet of the hostages he

had in his power to be cut off, leaving them thus mangled

on the shore.

The retreat of Canute appears strange, as he had never

been worsted, and, besides, had many strong places still in

D.
is hands ; and the only clue that can be obtained as to the

lae of this conduct is the account given by the Danish

interest of the king and their new country, were sacrificed

to his avarice. To draw these two earls into his power, the

king convened a great council at Oxford, where he caused

them to be murdered, and then seized their estates, as if

they had been condemned by the common forms of justice.

Algitha, widow of Sifforth, was shut up in a monastery, to

which confinement she was indebted for her after greatness

;

for Edmund, the king's eldest sou, passing that way some

time after, was desirous to see one so renowned for her

beauty, and fell so desperately in love with her, that he

married her, even against his father's consent.

The calm England enjoyed after the retreat of the Danes

lasted but one year. Canute having got possession of the

throne of Denmark, immediately re-embarked for England

(a.d. 1016), and, when least expected, landed a numerous

army at Sandwich. Ethelred being then unwell, Edmund,

his son, with Streon, Duke of Mercia, his son-in-law, had

the command of the army against the Danes ; and Edmund
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Canute Reproving the Flattery of his Courtiers. (See p. 09.)

Boon perceived his brother-in-law was a friend to Canute.
1

great. He also dreaded his father's displeasiwe, whom he

This discovery obliged him to invent some pretence to divide !
knew could never be convinced that Streon held mtelhgeiice

the army into two bodies, that he might be separated from i with the Danes. Canute, taking advantage of this division

liim, not daring to punish the traitor, for fear of exciting ot the English forces, made large conquests immediately
;

a revolt in Meroia, where Streon'a power was exceedingly
1
and the treacUerous Edric, who had joined Edmund witb
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no other view but to betray him, finding he had lost his

aim, openly declared for Canute ; and this would have been

rather an advantage than a detriment to the king's affairs,

if the traitor had not carried with him a considerable body

of troops, with forty ships of war. Tins desertion, which

proved very serviceable to Canute, was a mortal wound to

Ethelred ; and the people went over in crowds to the Danes

in proportion as the king's affairs fell to decay, so that even

Wessex itself was not very secure.

Canute's expectations daily increasing by these successes,

he turned his arms against those of the Mercians who con-

tinued in their alliance to the king, and at length, with the

assistance of Streon, entirely subdued them. After which

he formed a design to attack Ethebed in Wessex itself,

where he had the more reason to expect success, as Edrio

had artfully instilled into the Mercians who were in the

English array a notion that it was a sin to bear arms against

a prince in possession of their country ; and, consequently,

all that Edmund could obtain of these troops was, that they

would follow the king when he commanded the army in

person, refusing to fight under any other general. But
Ethelred, who was haunted by a suspicion of an intention

of delivering him to the Danes, obstinately refused to quit

London, and his gallant son had the mortification of seeing

his forces disbanded without giving battle.

Meanwhile Canute pursued his career of conquest.

Edmund repaired himself to London, and persuaded the

king to visit the army. He did so, but remained a very

short time ; after which his son joined Uthred, Earl of

Northumberland, in ravaging those parts of the kingdom

leagued with, o» under the government of the Danes.

At this crisis the weak, worn-out monarch fell sick and

died (April 23, a.d. 1016), leaving a numerous issue.

He had by his first wife, Elgiva, Edmund, who succeeded

him; Athelstau, who died in childhood; Edwy, afterwards

murdered by Canute ; and three daughters.

Edgiva, the eldest, was married to an English earl, who
fell in battle.

Edgith, the second, who espoused the traitor Edric, Duke
of Mercia.

Edgina, the youngest, the wife of Uthred, Earl of

Northumberland.

By Emma, the Pearl of Normandy, his second queen,

Ethelred left two sons, Alfred and Edward, and a daughter

named Godda, who first married Walter, the Earl of Nantes,

ond then Eustacius, Earl of Boulogne.

CHAPTER XVII.

Rcign of Edmund II., sornamed Ironside.

Immediately on the death of Ethelred, his son, Edmund,
who had given so many proofs of courage and devotion to

his unhappy country, was proclaimed king, to the great joy

of the English. At the same time the Danes declared for

Canute, who was already in possession of a great part of

the kingdom. London, however, still held out against him.

This city the Danish monarch felt it necessary to possess

;

and in the absence of the new king he laid siege to it with

a very considerable force ; but the citizens defended them-

selves so bravely, that Edmund had time to pour in such

succours as obliged his rival to abandon his attempt.

Both parties were impatient to decide their claims by
battle. The armies met, and so obstinately was it con-

tested that neither side could claim the victory, although

the English, it is recorded, were near being defeated by the
cunning of Edric Streon, who fought on the side of the
Danes. Perceiving that the English troops fought with
such desperate courage, he cut off the head of Osmer, a
soldier who so resembled Edmund that he might easily have
been mistaken for him.

Placing the bleeding head upon his lance, he advanced
with it to the front of the English army, and exclaimed,
" Fly, villains, fly ! Behold the head of your king in whom
you trust !

"

This stratagem had nearly succeeded ; the soldiers of

Edmund began to waver, on seeing which the king threw

aside his helmet and rode bareheaded through the ranks,

when he was received with cheers of delight.

The battle lasted till night, without any decisive advan-

tage on either side. In the morning Edmund intended to

renew the battle, but Canute, who had other intentions,

retired to his ships and set sail, hastily landed his forces,

and besieged London a second time with no better success

than the first.

This battle was fought at Soeorstan, which Camden sup-

poses to be Sherston, in Wiltshire ; other writers suppose it

to have been where four stones, called Shire-stones, part the

counties of Oxford, Gloucester, Worcester, and Warwick.
Matthew of Westminster relates that the battle lasted two
entire days, and that Edric's stratagem occurred on the

second.

Edmund, like his father, was doomed to be the victim of

treason. In one of his battles, in Essex, he would have

vanquished his rival, but for the bad advice of Edric Streon,

who, continually changing sides, as ambition or caprice

prompted him, was then in the English army. Although

he had sworn to be faithful, he was little better than the spy

and agent of the Danish monarch, whose cause he lost no
opportunity of serving.

Seeing the Danes in retreat, he advised the king to cease

the pursuit, under pretence, that if too hardly pressed,

despair might cause them to rally.

The greatest act of treachery occurred at Assandun, where
he threw aside the mask, and went over with his troops to

the enemy. The English, in the utmost consternation,

believing they were betrayed on every side, threw down
their arms. Edmund's loss was immense ; the chief of his

nobility were slain iu the defence of their unhappy country.

On the spot where Canute gained this signal victory, now
called Ashdon, in Essex, he buUt a church, and caused four

hillocks to be thrown up, in memory of those who fell in the

battle. Two of these monuments have been opened ; several

stone coffins were found filled mth bones and iron chains,

something like horse-bits.

These hills are known by the name of Bartlow Hills,

though situated in Aslidon parish ; wlience some writers

contend that it was Bartlow Church which the Danish con-

queror built.

After this triumph, Canute fondly imagined that all

serious rivalry between himself and Edmund was at an end :

but he knew not the temper of the English, wlio, roused by
the greatness of the danger, made extraordinary efforts for

their deliverance.

Edmund had long possessed the affection of the inhabi-

tants of London, who flocked to his standard in such

numbers that in an incredibly short space of time he found
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himself at the bead of an army more powerful than the one

lie had lost.

His rival, unwilling to give him too much time to recover

his defeat, hastened to meet him ; and the two kings, each

at the head of his respective army, confronted each other

once more ; but neither appeared willing to give the signal

to commence the contest.

Edmund knew that if he lost the battle it was irretrievable

ruin to his cause ; nor was Canute without apprehension

that, in case of a defeat, all the English would rise and unite

ngainst him.

In this position, Edmund proposed to decide their claims

to the crown in single combat ; an offer which his rival

declined, under the plea that he was small of stature and of

a sickly constitution ; but added, that if the English king

lishment by Egbert, four hundred and thirty-two from the

founding of the heptarchy, or octarchy, and five hundred
and sixty -eight from the arrival of the Saxons under
Hengist.

He left, by Algitha, his wife, two sons, Alfred and
Edward ; and he had also a natural son, named Edwy, who
was afterwards put to death by Canute.

The infamous Streon, who prided himself upon doing
Canute so signal a service, hastened to carry him the first

news of it ; but Canute detested the barbarous deed. He,
however, concealed his sentiments at the time, feeling he
should have further occasion for him, and consequently

promised to advance him above all the nobles of the realm

;

a promise which he kept in a very different manner from
that which the traitor expected.

The Bartlow Hills, Danish Tumuli, near Ashdon, Essex.

wished to avoid the effusion of blood, he was quite willing

to refer the cause of quarrel between them to arbitration.

To this offer the nobles, who desired to put an end to the

war, compelled Edmund to accede, and plenipotentiaries

wore named on either side ; they met on a small island in

the Severn, named Alney, opposite Gloucester, and peace

was concluded by the divieion of the kingdom. Wessex,

and all the country south of the Thames, including London
and the greater portion of the ancient kingdom of Essex,

being assigned to Edmund ; whilst his rival had Mercia,

Northumbria, and East Anglia.

The kings afterwards met on the Isle of Alney, and
swore to observe the peace, after which ceremony they

separated.

Edmund did not long enjoy the repose which he had

suffered so much to establish : his old enemy, Edric Streon,

fearing that his hfe might be endangered from the union

between the two kings, caused him to be assassinated by
his chaniborlaius, whom he bribed to commit the crime

(November 30).

The murdered king had not occupied the throne a com-
plete year ; but even in that short time he had given

frequent proofs of an undaunted courage, a consummate

prudence, and a generous nature. He was buried next his

grandfather Edgar, at Glastonbury ; and with him fell the

glory of the English Saxons ; for by his death the Danes

prevailed, and the Saxon mouarchy in reality ended, after

it had lasted one hundred and ninety years from its estab-

CHAPTER XVIII.

Reign of Canute the Great—His Reproof to hia Courtiers—His Mam'ago

and Death.

Canute saw that the time had arrived in which he might
hope to obtain possession of the entire kingdom. For this

purpose he caused an assembly of nobles to be convened,

and bribed several of them to depose that, by the treaty con-

cluded between himself and Edmund, it had been verbally

agreed that in the event of the death of the latter he was to

succeed to his dominions.

Under this pretence the claims of the English heir were

set aside, and Canute became the monarch of the country

—

the nobility being tired of war, and unwilling to risk their

lives and fortunes to support the rights of a prince who was
too young to bear the burden of a crown.

Conscious that whilst the sons of Edmund Uved he held

his throne by an insecure tenure, he sent the princes to his

ally, the King of Sweden, with secret orders to put them to

death on their arrival, and so rid him of bis fears.

The Swedish monarch found himself placed in an embar-
rassing position by this infamous request, and resolved to

spare them. But to avoid being drawn into a war with his

powerful neighbour, he in his turn sent them to Stephen,

King of Hungary, to be educated at his court. The eldest

son was afterwards married to a sister of that king ; but
dying without issue, Stephen gave his sister-in-law, Agatha,
daughter of the Emperor Henry II., to Edward, the younger.
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to wife ; she bore him Edgar Atheling, and two daughters

—Margaret, afterwards Queen of Scotland, and Christina,

who became a nun.

Canute, although King of England, was obliged to divide

his authority in a great measure with the nobles, by be-

stowing on them greater territories and jurisdiction.

He created Thurkyl Duke of East Anglia; Yric had

Northumberland, and Edric Mercia, as the price of their

services. The latter he afterwards, when he found himself

more firmly seated, caused to be executed, as a reward for

his many treasons, and his body cast into the Thames.

The new king found himself obliged to levy immense

taxes to gratify the rapacity of his followers ; he extorted

back to Denmark a great number of his followers, but in a
general assembly of the states which he convened, restored

the Saxon laws and customs, which during the late dis-

tracted times had fallen into disuse, and made no distinction

between Saxon and Dane in the administration of justice.

The latter people he gradually incorporated with his new
subjects.

The removal of Edmund's children into so distant a
country as Hungary was, next to their death, regarded by

Canute as the greatest security to his government : he

had no further anxiety, except with regard to Alfred and

Edward, who were protected and supported by their uncle,

Richard, Duke of Normandy. Richard even fitted out a

Canute the Great.

from the people at one time no less than seventy-two thou-

sand pounds, an enormous sum in those days, besides eleven

thousand which he levied on London alone. The latter city

suffered more in comparison than others, on account of the

attachment it had shown his rival. Canute could neither

forget nor pardon his having been obliged twice to retire

from the siege of that important place.

With a degree of savage justice he put to deata a great

number of the nobility, giving as a reason that it was

impossible he could ever trust them, on account of their

treachery to their native king. The probability is, that

their wealth was the principal cause of their offence.

Having thus got rid of tliose wliom he most feared,

Canute determined, if possible, to reconcile the people to his

government by justice and impartiality. He not only sent

great armament, in order to restore the English princes to

the throne of their ancestors ; and though the navy vi'as

dispersed by a storm, Canute saw the danger to which he

was exposed from the enmity of so warlike a people as the

Normans. In order to acquire the friendship of the duke,

he paid his addresses to Queen Emma, sister of that prince

;

and promised that he would leave the children whom he

might have by that marriage, his heirs to the crowu of

England. Richard complied with his demand, and sent

over Emma to England, where she was, in 1017, married

to Canute. The English, though they disapproved of her

espousing the mortal enemy of her former husband and his

family, were pleased to find at court a sovereign to whom
they were accustomed, and who had already formed con-

nections with them ; and thus Canute, besides securing by
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this marriage the alliance of Normandy, gradually acquired,

by the same means, the confidence of his own subjects. The

Norman prince did not long survive the marriage of Emma

;

and left the inheritance of the duchy to his eldest son of the

same name, who, dying a year after him without children,

was succeeded by his brother Robert, a man of valour and

abilities.

In A.D. 1019, Canute, having settled his power beyond aU

danger of a revolution, made a voyage to Denmark, in order

to resist tlie attacks of the King of Sweden ; and he carried

along with him a great body of the English, under the com-

mand of Earl Grodwin. This nobleman had here an oppor-

tunity of performing a service, by which he both reconciled

the king's mind to the English nation, and, gaining to

himself the friendship of his sovereign, laid the foundation

of that immense fortune which he acquired for his family.

He was stationed next the Swedish camp ; and observing a

favourable opportunity, which he was obliged suddenly to

seize, he attacked the enemy in the night, drove them from
their trenches, threw them into disorder, pursued his advan-
tage, and obtained a decisive victory over them. Next
morning, Canute, seeing the English camp entirely aban-

doned, imagined that those disaffected troops had deserted

to the enemy : he was agreeably surprised to find that they

were at that time engaged in pursuit of the discomfited

Swedes. He was so pleased with his success, and with the

manner of obtaining it, that he bestowed his daughter in

marriage on Godwin, and treated him ever after with entire

confidence and regard.

In another voyage, which he made afterwards to Den-
mark, in 1028, Canute attacked Norway; and expelling

the just, but unwarlike Olaf, kept possession of his king-
dom till the death of that prince. He had now, by his

conquests and valour, attained the utmost height of

grandeur : having leisure from wars and intrigues, he felt

the unsatisfactory nature of all human enjoyments ; and,

equally weary of the glories and turmoils of this life, he
began to cast his view towards that future existence which
it is so natural for the human mind, whether satiated by
prosperity or disgusted with adversity, to make the object of

its attention. Unfortunately, the spirit which prevailed in

that age gave a wrong direction to his devotion. Instead of
making compensation to those whom he had injured by his

former acts of violence, he employed himself entirely in those
exercises of piety which the monks represented as the most
meritorious. He built churches, he endowed monasteries,
he enriched the ecclesiastics, and he bestowed revenues for
the support of chantries at Assington and other places, where
he appointed prayers to be said for the souls of those who
had there faUen in battle against him. He even undertook
a pilgrimage to Rome, where he resided a considerable time:
besides obtaining from the Pope some privileges for the
English school erected there, he engaged all the princes,
through whose dominions he was obliged to pass, to desist
from the heavy tolls exacted upon English pilgrims.

Canute, who was the greatest and most powerful monarch
of his time, being sovereign of Denmark and Norway as well
as of England, was not so blinded by his good fortune as to
credit the flattery of his courtiers, who fain would have
persuaded him that he was all but omnipotent.
To rebuke them, he hit upon the following expedient :

—

He directed his chair of state to be placed on the sea-side,

just as the tide was about to rise; and commanded the

waves as they approached to retire at his word ; then seated

himself as if in full expectation that his orders weuld be

obeyed.

When the sea, however, reached his feet, he turned with

an angry frown to his panic-stricken courtiers, and ex-

claimed

—

" Every being in the world is feeble and impotent ; omni-

potent power exists with God, in whose hands are all the

elements of nature. He only can say to the sea—Thus far

shalt thou go and no further ; and his power will level with

a nod the towering piles of ambition and greatness."

The only remarkable action which Canute performed

after his return from Rome, was an expedition against

Scotland in a.d. 1031. During the reign of Ethelred, a

tax of a shilling a hide had been levied on all the lands in

England. Malcolm, King of Scotland, who held Cumber-
land, refused to pay this impost, or to do homage for

Cumberland to the crown of England.

On the English monarch approaching the frontier of

Scotland with a formidable army, Malcolm consented that

his grandson and heir, Duncan, should be put in possession

of Cumberland ; and thus the prudent king avoided the

humiliation of doing homage in his own person, and the

disasters of war with his powerful neighbour.

Canute died (November 11, 1035), after this enterprise, at

Shaftesbury, leaving three sons—Sweyn, whom he had by
his first marriage with Alfwen, daughter of the Earl of

Hampshire ; Hardicanute, who was in possession of Den-
mark ; and Harold, who, at the time of his father's death,

was in England.

CHAPTER XIX.
Harold Ilarefoot—His brief Reign and Death.

Although the late king, in the treaty he had entered into

with Richard, Duke of Normandy, at the time of his marriage

with Emma, had agreed that his children by her should

succeed to the crown of England, he held himself released

from the engagement by that prince's death, or considered

Hardicanute too young to mount the throne of England

:

his new subjects requiring a cool head and strong hand to

govern them. He therefore nominated Harold, his son by
Alfwen, to the crown, after his decease.

This prince had the advantage, not only of his presence

on the spot, but of his father's treasures, which he had taken

care to secure ; and, though last, not least, the warm adhe-

rence of his countrymen. On the other hand, Hardicanute

was more popular with the English, who regarded him with

a certain amount of affection, on account of his being the

son of Emma, and having been born in England. His party

was espoused also by Earl Godwin, the most influential noble

in the kingdom, especially iu the province of Wessex, the

chief seat of the ancient English.

Affaus were likely to terminate in a civil war ; when, by

the interposition of the nobility of both parties, a compromise

was made ; and it was agreed that Harold should enjoy,

together with London, all the provinces north of the Thames,

while the possession of the south should remain to Hardi-

canute ; and till that prince should appear and take posses-

sion of his dominions, Emma fixed her residence at Win-
chester, and established her authority over her son's share of

the partition.

Meanwhile Robert, Duke of Normandy, died in a pil-

grimage to the Holy Land, and being succeeded by his soa
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William, the two English princes, Alfred and Edward, who
found no longer any countenance or proteotioa in that

country, gladly embraced the opportunity of paying a visit,

with a numerous retinue, to their mother Emma, who
seemed to be placed in a state of so much power and
splendour at Winchester. But the face of affairs soon wore
a melancholy aspect : Earl Godwin liad been gained by the

ducted to the monastery of Ely, where he died soon after.

Edward and Emma, apprised of the fate which was awaiting

them, fled beyond sea, the former into Normandy, the latter

into Flanders; at Bruges she was received by Baldwin,

Count of Flanders, and Adela, his wife ; while Harold,

triumphing in his bloody pohcy, took possession, without

resistance, of all the dominions assigned to his brother.

Harold swearing to maintain the Right of the Duke of Normandy to the Throne of England. (See p. 65.)

arts of Harold, who promised to espouse the daughter of that

nobleman ; and while the treaty was yet a secret, these two
tyrants laid a plan for the destruction of the English princes.

Alfred was invited to London by Harold, with many pro-

fessions of friendship ; but when he had reached Guildford,

he waij set on by Godwin's vassals, nearly six hundred of his

train were murdered in the most cruel manner, and himself

was taken prisoner ; his eyes were put out, and he was con-

This is the only memorable action performed, during a
reign of three years, by this prince, who gave so bad a
specimen of his character, and whose bodily accomplish-
ments alone are known to us by his appellation of Harefoot,

which he acquired from his agility in running and walking.
He died on the 14th of April, 1038, little regretted or
esteemed by his subjects, leaving the crown to his half-

brother, Hardicanute.



A.D. 1038.] REIGN OF HARDICANUTE.

'ibe DtatU of Hardicacute. (See [liigc ii±)

CHAPTER XX.
Hardicanute—Hij Violent Reign and Death.

Hardicanute, or Canute the Strong, had never resigned
his pretensions to the crown of England ; and the country
was only spared the horrors of a civil war by the death of
the late king. Under pretence of visiting the widowed
queen in Flanders, he had assembled a fleet of sixty ships,

6

his real intention being to make a descent upon England.
The news of Harold's death induced him at once to set sail
He shortly afterwards entered London in triumph, and was
acknowledged king without opposition.

The first act of Hardicanute's government afforded Lis
subjects a bad prognostic of his future conduct. He was
so enraged at Harold for depriving him of his share of the
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kiDgciom, and for the cruel treatment of his brother Alfred,

that, in an impotent desire of revenge against the dead, he

ordered his body to be dug up, and to be thrown into the

Thames ; and when it was found by some fishermen, and

buried in London, he ordered it again to be dug up, and to

be thrown once more into the river
;
but it was fished up a

second time, and then interred with great secrecy. Godwin,

equally servile and insolent, submitted to be his instrument

in that unnatural and brutal action.

That nobleman knew that he was universally believed to

have been an accomplice in the barbarity exercised on Alfred,

and that he was on that account obnoxious to Hardicanute

:

and perhaps he hoped, by displaying this rage against Harold's

memory, to justify himself from having had any participation

in his counsels ; but Prince Edward, being invited over by

the king, immediately on his appearance preferred an accu-

sation against Godwin for the murder of Alfred, and de-

manded justice for that crime. Godwin, in order to appease

the king, made him a magnificent present of a galley with a

gilt stern, rowed by fourscore men, who wore each of them

a gold bracelet on his arm, weighing sixteen ounces, and

were armed and clothed in the most sumptuous manner.

Hardicanute, pleased with the splendour of this spectacle,

quickly forgot his brother's murder ; and on Godwin's

swearing that he was innocent of the crime, he allowed him

to be acquitted.

Though Hardicanute, before his accession, had been called

over by the vows of the English, he soon lost the affections

of the nation by his misconduct ; but nothing appeared more

grievous to them than his renewing the imposition of Dane-

gelt, and obliging the nation to pay a great sum of money to

the fleet which brought him from Denmark. The discontents

ran high in many places : in "Worcester the poj)ulace rose,

and put to death two of the collectors (a.d. 1041). The

king, enraged at this opposition, swore vengeance against

the city, and ordered three noblemen—Godwin, Duke of

AVessex, Siward, Duke of Northumberland, and Leoftic,

Duke of Mercia—to execute his orders with the utmost

rigour. They were obliged to set fire to the city, and deUver

it up to be plundered by their soldiers ; but they saved the

lives of the inhabitants, whom they confined in a small island

of the Severn, called Beverly, till by their intercession they

were enabled to appease the anger of the tyrant. This violent

reign was of short duration. Hardicanute died three years

after his accession, in consequence of his excesses in drinking.

This event took place at the marriage feast of a Danish noble-

man at Lambeth, on June 8, 1042.

>^
CHAPTER XXL

' Edward tho Confoasor— IIi3 Life and Reign,

TThe English, on the death of Hardicanute, saw that a

favourable opportunity had occurred for recovering their

ancient independence, and shaking off the Danish yoke,

which was insufferably galling to a proud and spirited

people.

Prince Edward was fortunately at court at the time of

his brother's death ; and though the true Saxon heir was the

descendant of Edmund Ironside, the absence of that prince

in Hungary appeared a sufficient reason for his exclusion.

Delays might be dangerous ; the occasion might not again

present itself, and must be eagerly embraced before the

Danes, now left in the island without a leader, had time to>

recover from the confusion into which the death of their king

had thrown them.

But this concurrence of circumstances in favour of Edward
might have failed of its eSect, had his succession been opposed

by Godwin, whose power, alliances, and abilities gave him a

great influence at all times, especially amidst those sudden

opportunities which always attend a revolution of govern-

ment, and which, either seized or neglected, commonly prove

decisive. There were opposite reasons which divided men's

hopes and fears with regard to Godwin's conduct. On the

one hand, the credit of that nobleman lay chiefly in Wessex,

which was almost entirely inhabited by English : it was

therefore presumed that he would second the wishes of that

people in restoring the Saxon line, and in humbling the

Danes, from whom he, as well as they, had reason to dread,

as they had already felt, the most grievous oppressions. Ou
the other hand, there existed a declared animosity between

Edward and Godwin, on account of Alfred's murder, of

which the latter had been publicly accused by the prince,

and which he might believe so deep an offence as could never,

on account of any subsequent merits, be sincerely pardoned.

But their common friends here interposed, and, representing

the necessity of their reconciliation, obliged them to lay aside

all jealousy and rancour, and concur in restoring liberty to

their native country. Godwin only stipulated that Edward,

as a pledge of his sincerity, should promise to marry his

daughter, Editha ; and having fortified himself by this alli-

ance, he summoned a general council at Gilliugham, and pre-

pared every measure for securing the succession to Edward.

The English were unanimous and zealous in their resolutions;

tho Danes were divided and dispirited ;
any small opposition

which appeared in this assembly was browbeaten and sup-

pressed ; and Edward was crowned king with every demoaiL-

stration of duty and affection.

The triumph of the English, on this signal and de^cisive

advantage, was at first attended with some insult and Vio-

lence against the Danes ; but the king, by the mildness of his

character, soon reconciled the latter to his administration,

and the distinction between the two nations gradually dis-

appeared. The Danes were interspersed with the English

in most of the provinces, and spoke nearly the same lan-

guage.

The joy of their deliverance made such an impression on

the English, that they had an annual festival, which was ob-

served in some countries even to the time of Spelman.

The popularity of Edward's accession was not destroyed

by the first act of his administration, -which was to resume

all grants made by his immediate predecessors—a stretch

of power, in most instances, attended by dangerous conse-

quences to the kingly authority and the well-being of the

state.

The poverty of the crown convinced the people of its

necessity ; and as these grants had been lavished chiefly upon

their enemies, tlie Danes, as rewards for their services in

opposing them, the English regarded it as an act of justice

rather than one of spoliation.

The new king treated his mother, the Queen Dowager, not

only with coldness, but some degree of severity, on account

of her having neglected him in his adversity. He accused

her of preferring her son by Canute to his brother and him.

self—which, when the characters of her first and second

husbands are compared, appears by no means improbable.
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He stripped her of the great wealth she had amassed, and cou-

fined her for the rest of her hfe in a convent at Winchester.

The accusation of her having been a party to the murder

of her son Alfred, and of her criminal intercourse with the

Bishop of Winchester, which she is said to have cleared

herself from by walking barefoot over nine red-hot plough-

shares, must be regarded as tradition merely.

The English fondly believed that by the accession of

Edward they had delivered themselves for ever from the

dominion of foreigners ; but they soon found that they were

in error; for the king, who had been educated at the court

of his uncle in Normandy, had contracted so strong an

affection for the natives of that country that his court was

speedily filled by them.

This partiality will be considered by no means an unna-

tural one, when it is remembered that the natives of that

populous and wealthy state were far more polished than

the comparatively rude, unlettered Saxons, and their culture

superior. The example of the monarch was not without

its influence ; the courtiers imitated the Normans both in

dress and manners. The French became the language not

only of the court, but of law ; even the Church felt its

influence, Edward creating Ulf and William, two Norman
priests. Bishops of Dorchester and London. Robert, another

native of the same country, was soon afterwards elevated

to the primacy.

All these changes gradually excited the jealousy of the

English nation ; although it may be justly doubted whether

the most far-sighted amongst them foresaw that it was

gradually preparing the way for a fresh conquest of the

country.

Amongst those who bitterly resented the innovation were
^ Earl Godwin and his sons, the most powerful nobles in Britain.

/ The father, besides being Duke or Earl of Wessex, for

/ the title was indiscriminately used, had the counties of
' Kent and Sussex annexed to his government. His eldest

\ son, Sweyn, possessed the same authority in Oxford, Berk-

\ shire, Gloucester, and Hereford ; whilst Harold, the second

\ son, was Duke of East Anglia and governor of Essex.

The influence of this family was supported not only by

immense possessions, but great personal talents—qualities

which the ambition of Godwin rendered still more dan-

gerous.

A prince of greater capacity and vigour than Edward
would have found it difiicult to support the dignity of the

crown under such circumstances ; and as the haughty
temper of Godwin made him often forget the respect due
to his sovereign, Edward's animosity against him was
grounded on personal as well as political considerations—on
recent as well as more ancient injuries. The king, in

pursuance of his engagements, had indeed married Editha,

the daughter of Godwin ; but this alliance became a fresh

source of enmity between them. Edward's hatred of the

father was transferred to that princess ; and Editha, though
possessed of many amiable accomplishments, could never
acquire the confidence and affection of her husband. It is

even pretended that, during the whole course of her life,

he abstained from all commerce of love with her ; and
such was the absurd admiration paid to an inviolable

chastity during those ages, that his conduct in this par-

ticular is highly celebrated by the monkish historians, and

greatly contributed to hk actiuiring the title of saint and
confessor.

The most popular pretence on which Godwin could

ground his disaffection to the king and his administration,

was to complain of the influence of the Normans in the

government ; and a declared opposition had thence arisen

between him and these favourites. It was not long before

this animosity broke into action. Eustace, Count of Bou-

logne, having paid a visit to the king, passed by Dover in

bis return : one of his train being refmed entrance to a

lodging which had been assigned him, attempted to make
his way by force, and in the contest he wounded the

master of the house. The inhabitants revenged this insult

by the death of the stranger ; the count and his train took

arms, and murdered the wounded townsman ; a tumult

ensued ; near twenty persons were killed on each side ; and

Eustace, being overpowered by numbers, was obliged to

save his life by flight from the fury of the populace. He
hurried immediately to court, and complained of the usage

he had met with. The king entered zealotisly into the

quarrel, and waa highly displeased that a stranger of such

distinction, whom he had invited over to his cotxrt, should,

without any just cause, as he believed, have been exposed

to such insult and danger. Edward felt so sensibly the

insolence of his people, that he gave orders to Godwin, in

whose government Dover lay, to repair immediately to the

place, and to punish the inhabitants for the crime ; but

Godwin, who desired ratier to encourage than repress the

popular discontents against foreigners, refused obedience,

and endeavoured to throw the whole blame of the riot on

the Count of Boulogne and his retinue. Edward, touched

in so sensible a point, saw the necessity of exerting the

royal authority ; and he threatened Godwin, if he persisted

in his disobedience, to make him feel the utmost effects of

his resentment.

The earl, perceiving a rupture to be unavoidable, and

pleased to embark in a cause where it was hkely he should

be supported by his countrymen, made preparations for

his own defence, or rather for an attack on Edward.

Under pretence of repressing some disorders on the Welsh

frontier, he secretly assembled a great army, and was

approaching the king, who resided, without any mihtary

force, and without suspicion, at Gloucester. Edward
applied for protection to Siward, Duke of Northumberland,

and Leofric, Duke of Mercia, two powerful noblemen, whose

jealousy of Godwin's greatness, as well as their duty to the

crown, engaged them to defend the king in this extremity.

They hastened to him with such of their followers as they

could assemble on a sudden ; and finding the danger much

greater than they had at first apprehended, they issued

orders for mustering all the forces within their respective

governments, and for marching them without delay to the

defence of the king's person and authority. Edward,

meanwhile, endeavoured to gain time by negotiation

;

while Godwin, who thought the king entirely in his power,

and who was willing to save appearances, fell into the

snare ; and not sensible that he ought to have no farther

reserve after he had proceeded so far, he lost the favourable

opportunity of rendering himself master of the govern-

ment.

The English, though they had no idea of Edward'

vigour and capacity, bore him great affection on account of

his humanity, justice, and piety, as well as the long race

of their native kings from whom he was descended ;
and

they hastened from all quarters to defend him from the
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present danger. His array was now so considerable, that

he ventured to talie the field ; and, marching to London,

he summoned a general council of the nation, to judge the

rebellion of Godwin and his sons.

These nobles affected at first a williogness to stand their

trial, but demanded hostages for their safety, which were

indignantly refused. Soon afterwards, finding themselves

deserted by the majority of their adherents, they disbanded

their remaining forces, and fled the country.

Baldwin, Count of Flanders, gave shelter and protection

to the earl and three of his sous, Gurth, Sweyn, and Tostig,

the last being his son-in-Liw.

Harold and Leofwiu, two younger brothers, took refuge

in Ireland.

Godwin himself had fixed his influence too strongly in

England, and had too many allies, not to make some efforts

to retrieve his misfortunes. The Earl of Flanders permitted

him, in 1052, to fit out an expedition in his harbours, which

he directed towards Sandwich ; but was compelled to retreat

before the numerous fleet which Edward equipped against

him.

The exile appears to have been far more politic and clear-

sighted than the king, who, satisfied with his success, and

deeming his enemy completely crushed, disbanded his men

and neglected his ships, whilst Godwin kept his in readi-

ness. Deeming the time at last had come, he put to sea

once more, and sailed for the Isle of Wight, where he was

joined by his sou Harold, with considerable succours, col-

lected in Ireland.

Being now master of the sea, he plundered all the har-

bours of the southern coast, burning the ships of Edward,

and called upon his followers in those counties which owned

his authority to take arms in his cause. The appeal was

not made in vain : such numbers flocked to Lis standard

that he entered the Thames, and caused great terror to the

citizens of London.

The king alone showed the resolution to oppose the rebels

and defend the city to the last extremity. The nobles, how-

ever, fearing a civil war, and many of them conceiving

Godwin to have reason, induced Edward to listen to terms

of accommodation, which the affected humility of the earl,

who declared that he only demanded a fair and impartial

trial, materially assisted. It was stipulated that he should

give hostages for his future loyalty and peaceable conduct

;

and that the primate, and all foreigners, should be sent out

of the realm. Godwin died shortly afterwards, whilst sitting

at table with the king. lie was succeeded in the govern-

ment of Sussex, Kent, and Essex, as well as in the office of

Steward of the Household, by his son Harold, who, equally

ambitious as his father, possessed more prudence and ad-

\lres3. By a modest, sensible line of conduct, he succeeded

in obtainint; the favour of the king, and daily increased the

number of his partisans, tiU his authority equalled that of

the monarch himself.

Edward, who saw that his subject was becoming his

iqual, attempted to raise a rival to him in the person of

Algar, son of Leofric, Duke of IMercia, whom he invested

with the government of East Anglia ; but Algar was

speedily expelled from his government by the intrigues of

Harold, who bitterly resented his nomination, the govern-

ment of that province having been formerly in his own
family.

'J'his check, however, was not of long continuance. The

young noble having married the daughter of Griffith, Prince

of Wales, the influence of his father-in-law, backed by the

authority of Edward, quickly reinstated him.

This peace was not of long duration ; Harold, taking

advantage of Leofric's death, which happened soon after,

expelled Algar anew, and banished him the kingdom ; and

though that nobleman made a fresh irruption into East

Anglia with an army of Norwegians, and overran the

country, his death soon freed Harold from the j;iretensions

of so dangerous a rival. Edward, the eldest son of Algar,

was indeed advanced to the government of Mercia ; but the

balance which the king desired to establish between those

potent fiimilies was wholly lost, and the influence of Harold

greatly preponderated.

The death of Siward, Duke of Northumberland, in 1055,

made the way still more open to the ambition of that

nobleman. Siward, besides his other merits, had acquired

honour to England by his successful conduct in the only

foreign enterprise undertaken during the reign of Edward.

Duncan, King of Scotland, was a prince of a gentle dis-

position, but possessed not the genius requisite for governing

a country so turbulent, and so much iufested by the in-

trigues and animosities of the great. Macbeth, a powerful

nobleman, and nearly allied to the crown, not content with

curbing the king's authority, carried still further his pestilent

ambition : he put his sovereign to death ; chased Malcolm

Kenraure, his son and heir, into England ; and usurped the

crown. Siward, whose daughter was married to Duncan,

embraced, by Edward's orders, the protection of this dis-

tressed family : he marched an army into Scotland
; and

having defeated and killed Macbeth in battle, he restored

JMalcolm to the throne of his ancestors. This service, added

to his former connections with the royal family of Scotland,

brought a great accession to the authority of Siward iu tlie

north ; but as he had lost his ehlest son, Osberne, in the

action with Jlacbcth, it proved in the issue fatal to his

family. His second son, Waltheof, appeared, on Lis father's

death, too young to be entrusted with the government of

Northumberland ; and Harold's influence obtained tint

dukedom for his own brother, Tostig.

There are two circumstances related of Siward which dis-

cover his high sense of honour and his martial disposition.

When intelligence was brought to him of his son Osborne's

death, he was inconsolable, till he heard that tlie wound was

received in the breast, and that he had behived with great

gallantry in the action. AVhen he found his own death

approaching, he ordered his servants to clothe him in a

complete suit of armour ; and sitting erect on the couch,

with a spear in his hand, declared that in that posture, the

only one worthy of a warrior, he would patiently await the

fatal moment.

Tlie king, now worn out with cares and infirmities, felt

himself far advanced in the decline of life ; and having no

issue himself, began to think of appointing a successor tO'

the kingdom. He sent a deputation to Hungary, to invite

over his nephew Edward, son of his elder brother, and the

only remaining heir of the Saxon line. That prince, whose

succession to the crown would have been easy and undis-

puted, came to England with his children, Edgar, surnamed

Atheling, Margaret, and Christina ; but his death, which

happened a few days after his arrival, threw the king into-

new difficulties. Ho saw that the great power and ambition

of HaroU had tempted him to think of obtaining possession
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of the throne on the first vacancy; and that Edgar, on

account of his youth and iuexperieuce, was very unfit to

oppose the pretensions of so popular and enterprising a

rival. The animosity which he had long borne to Earl

Godwin made liim averse to the succession of his son ; and

he could not, without extreme reluctance, think of an increase

of grandeur to a femily which had risen on the ruins of royal

.authority, and which, by the murder of Alfred, his brother,

had contributed so much to the weakening of the Saxon Hue.

In this uncertainty, he secretly cast his eye towards his

kinsman, 'Williani, Duke of Normandy, as the only person

whose power, and reputation, and capacity could support

Any destination which he might make in his fiivour, to the

•exclusion of Harold and his family.

This famous prince was natural son of Robert, Duke of

Normandy, by Ilarlotta, daughter of a tanner in Falaise,

and was very early established in that grandeur from

which his birth seemed to Lave set him at so great a dis-

tance. While he was but nine years of age, his iiither had

resolved to undertake a pilgrimage to Jerusalem—

a

fashionable act of devotion, which had taken the place of the

pilgrimages to Rome, and which, as it was attended with

more difficulty and danger, and carried those rehgious

enthusiasts to the cradle of ChrLstianity, appeared to them

more meritorious. Before setting out on his expedition,

he assembled the states of his duchy, and induced them to

swear allegiance to his son Wi'liam, whom, as he had no

legitimate issue, he designated his successor, in the event

of his never returning.

The duke died whilst engaged in this pilgrimage; and

the minority of his sou afforded to the luxurious nobles

full scope for the gratification of their passions.

But the great qualities which the young prince soon dis-

played, encouraged his friends, and struck consternation to

his enemies : he appe.ired himself in arms, on aU sides,

-to liis turbulent and rebellious subjects ; and obliged

Henri I. of France, who thought it a favourable occasion

to repress a too powerful subject, to conclude a peace upon

honourable conditions.

The tranquillity which William, after many efforts, suc-

ceeded in establishing, gave him leisure to pay Edward a

visit in England, during the period of Earl Godwin's exile

in Flanders. He was received in a manner suitable to his

reputation, and the near relationship between them, by the

Saxon monarch, who began to think of nominating the

young Duke of Normandy as his successor.

This occurred before the return of Harold, who now
proceeded, in a more open manner, to prepare the way to

the throne, by using every means to increase his popularity

with the people. From the age and great infirmities of the

king, he foresaw that the vacancy could not be long dis-

tant
; but there was still an obstacle to be vanquished.

Earl Godwin, his father, had given hostages for his

future loyalty and peaceable conduct ; and these hostages

—

amongst whom were one son and grandson of the ambitious

noble—Edward, for greater security, as has been related,

had consigned to the custody of the Duke of Normandy.
Harold, though not aware of the duke being his com-
petitor, -n-as uneasy that such near relations should be

detained prisoners in a foreign country ; and he was afraid

lest William should, in favour of Edgar, retain these pledges

as a check on the ambition of any other pretender. He
represented, therefore, to the king his unfeigned submission

to royal authority, his steady duty to his prince, and the

little necessity there was, after such a uniform trial of his

obedience, to detain any longer those hostages who had

been required on the first composing of civil discords. By
these topics, enforced by his great power, he extorted the

king's consent to release them ; and in order to effect his

purpose, he immediately proceeded, with a numerous retinue,

on his journey to Normandy. A tempest drove him on the

territory of Guy, Count of Ponthieu, who, being iuformetl

of his quality, immediately detained him prisoner, and

demanded an exorbitant sum for his ransom. Harold found

means to convey intelligence of his situation to the Duke of

Normandy ; and represented, that while he was proceeding

to his court, in execution of a commission from the King of

England, he had met with this harsh treatment from the

mercenary disposition of the Count of Ponthieu.

William was immediately sensible of the importance of

the incident : he foresaw that if he could once gain

Harold, either by favours or menaces, his way to the tlirone

of England would be open, and Edward would meet with

no farther obstacle in executing the favourable intentions

which he had entertained in his behalf. He sent, therefore,

a messenger to Guy, in order to demand the liberty of his

prisoner ; and that nobleman, not daring to refuse so great

a prince, put Harold into the hands of the Norman, who

conducted him to Rouen. William received him with every

demonstration of respect and friendship ;
and after showing

himself disposed to comply with his desire, in deUveriug up

the hostages, he took an opportunity of disclosing to him

the great secret of his pretensions to the crown of England,

and of the will which Edward intended to make in his

favour. He desired the assistance of Harold in perfecting

that design ; he made professions of the utmost gratitude

in return for so great an obligation ; he promised that the

present grandeur of Harold's family, which supported itself

with difficulty owing to the jealousy ofEdward, should receive

fresh increase from a successor who would be so much be-

holden to him for his advancement. Harold concealed his

surprise and consternation at the intelligence ; but, conscious

that he could not regain either his own liberty, or that of

his brother and nephew, affected compliance, and declared

his firm intention of maintaining the will of the Con-

fessor. (A.D. 1057.)

William oft'ered him one of his daughters in marriage,

as a means of binding him still more strongly to his

interests; and proposed that he should take an oath to

keep liis promise, to which Harold reluctantly assented.

Then occurred one of those remarkable scenes so common

in the superstitious age in which the principal actors of it

flourished. William caused the most celebrated relics of

the saints and martyrs to be brought from the churches,

and secretly placed beneath the covering of the altar on

whicli the English noble was to take the oath. No sooner

were the solemn words pronounced, than the prelate who

had administered them drew oft" the cloth, and displayed

the holy collection. Harold was appalled.

" Behold," exclaimed William, " the relies of God's blessed

saints and martyrs—not one of them but is a witness of tho

oath you have just taken. Beware how you violate it, for

they will feel themselves bound in honour to avenge it."

This speech, so highly characteristic of the times, and

the belief of the age, was not without its effect upon

Harold, who once more renewed the promises he had
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made, and was soon afterwards dismissed from Normandy in

all comrtesy and honour.

No sooner, however, had Harold returned to his native

country, than he began to reflect on the engagement he had

taken, and attempted to justify the breach he already

meditated, by the fact that it had been extorted by fear,

and that, if fulfiUed, it might ultimately subject England to

him by giving him two occasions of distinguishing himself.

The first was an expedition against the Welsh, who had

long been accustomed to iLfest and plunder the western

borders of the kingdom, and, after spoiling the country,

retreat to their own mountain fastnesses.

Griffith, the reigning prince, had greatly distinguished

himself in these incursions ; and his name had become so

William, Duke of Normandy.

the yoke of a foreign power, which had already caused such

miseries to his fellow-countrymen.

He still continued, therefore, to practise every art to

increase his popularity—in the hope, by thus displaying

his power and pojiularity before Edward, to prevent the

aged monarch from carrying out his intentions in favour

of his rival.

'.'ortuue, shortly after his arrival in England, favoured

terrible to the English, that Harold found he could do

nothing more acceptable to the public, and more honourable

for himself, than the suppressing of so dangerous an enemy.

He formed the plan of an expedition against Wales; and

having prepared some light-armed foot to pursue the natives

into their fastnesses, some cavalry to scour the open country,

and a squadron of ships to attack the sea-coast, he employi.il

at occe all these forces against the Welsh, prosecuted bis
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advantages with vigour, made uo uitermission io his

assaults, and at last reduced the enemy to such distress,

that, in order to prevent their total destruction, they made

a sacrifice of their prince, whose head they cut off, and sent

to Harold; and they were content to receive as their

sovereigns two Welsh noblemen appointed by Edward to

rule over them. The other incident was no less honourable

to Harold.

' reduce and chastise the Northumbrians. Before the armies

' came to action, Morcar, well acquainted with the generous

disposition of the English commander, endeavoured to justify

I his own conduct. He represented to Harold that Tostig had

' behaved in a manner unworthy of the station to which he

I was advanced ; and no one, not even a brother, could support

I

such tyranny without participating, in some degree, in the

I
infamy attending it ; tliat the Northumbrians, accustomed

The Shrine of Edward the Coafessor, iii W'estmiastsr Abbey,

Tostig, brother of this nobleman, who had been created

Duke of Northumberland, being of a violent, tyrannical

temper, had acted with such cruelty and injustice, that the

inhabitants rose in rebellion, and chased him from his

government. Morcar and Edwin, two brothers, who pos-

sessed great power in those parts, and who were grandsons

of the great Duke Leofric, concurred in the insurrection
;

and the former, being elected duke, advanced witli an army

to oppose Harold, who was commissioned by the king to

to a legal administration, and regarding it as their birth-

right, were willing to submit to the king, but required a

governor who would pay regard to their rights and privi-

leges; that they had been taught by their ancestors that

death was preferable to servitude, and had taken the field,

determined to perish rather than suffer a renewal of those

indignities to which they had long been exposed ; and they

trusted that Harold, on reflection, would not defend in

another the violence he had repressed in his own government
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This remonstrance was accompanied by sucli proofs of the

justice of the complaints, tliat Harold felt himself compelled

to abandon his brother's cause ; and, returning to Edward,

persuaded the king to pardon the Northumbrians, and to

confirm iMoroar in the government. He afterwards married

the sister of that nobleman.

Tostig, in a rage, quitted England, and took refuge with

his father-in-law, the Earl of Flanders.

By this union, William perceived that Harold had broken

faith with him, and naturally considered, that if he had

done so in espousing another than his daughter, to whom he

had "previously engaged himself, no rehance could be placed

upon his oath ; and began to despair of success, for his

rival's conduct had gained him the univers.d approbation

of his countrymen.

Harold now openly declared his pretensions to the suc-

cession, which the aged Edward was too irresolute either to

oppose or arrest. Whilst things were in this state, he was

surprised by sickness, and died on the 5th of January, 1066,

in the sixty- iifth year of his age, and the twenty-fifth of

his reign.

This prince, to whom the Church has given the title of

saint and confessor, was the last of the Saxon line that

ruled in England. Though his reign was peaceable and

fortunate, he owed his prosperity less to his own abilities

than to the conjunctures of the times. The Danes, employed

in other enterprises, did not attempt those incursions which

Lad been so troublesome to all his predecessors, and fatal to

some of them. The facility of his disposition made him
acquiesce under the government of Godwin and his son

Harold ; and the abilities as well as the power of these

noblemen enabled them, while they were entrusted with

authority, to preserve domestic peace and tranquillity.

The most commendable circumstance of Edward's govern-

ment was his attention to the administration of justice ; and

his compiling, for that purpose, a body of laws, which he

collected from the laws of Ethelbert, Ina, and Alfred. This

compilation, though now lost (for the laws that pass under

Edward's name were composed afterwards), was long the

object of affection to the English nation.

Edward the Confessor was the first that touched for the

king's evil : the opinion of his sanctity procured belief to

this cure among the people ; and many of his successors

regarded it as a part of their state and grandeur to uphold

the same opinion.

Queen Anne, we believe, was the last sovereign who
practised it.

CHAPTER XXII.

State of the Church from Ethelred II. to the Death of Edward the

Confessor.

Amongst the canons of the Church generally ascribed to

Elfric, the thirty-third obliges the priests to have two sorts

of sacred oil or chrism—one for the sick, and another for

children—and enjoins that the former should always be

anointed in their beds.

In the same canon the first four general councils are

declared of equal authority as the Gospels.

From the beginning of the reign of Ethelred II. to the

Norman conquest, wo find in the ecclesiastical history of

England but two councils. Alost probably, the wars with
the Danes prevented the bishops from assembling more

frequently, or perhaps were the occasion of the records of

these conventions being lost. Both these councils, the one

held at Engsham, and the other at Haba, assembled whilst

Elphcgus was archbishop. They consisted of seculars as well

as ecclesiastics, and the constitutions passed there related

both to Church and State. The most remarkable canons are

as follow :

—

In the council of Engsham, the second canon enjoins the

celibacy of the clergy.

The ninth forbids all persons to do any wrong to the

Church, or eject a clergyman out of his benefice without the

consent of the bishop.

By the seventeenth, every Friday was to be a fast, unless

it fell upon a holiday.

The nineteenth enjoins widows to stay twelve months after

the death of their husbands before they marry again.

The twentieth enjoins frequent confessions, and the people

are ordered to receive the sacrament three times, at least, in

a year.

The council of Haba has but one canon worth notice

—

namely, the second, by which every Christian was obliged to

fast three days with bread and water before the feast of St.

Jlichael, and to distribute among the poor what he should

have eaten in these three days.

These are the only canons worth remarking in these two
synods ; but to supply the want of councils, we have the

ecclesiastical laws of Canute the Great and Edward the

Confessor, some of which are inserted, to show the great

regard these two monarchs had for the clergy. The follow-

ing are Canute's :

—

The fourth enjoins all Christians to pay great respect to

the clergy, because their sacerdotal functions are extremely

beneficial to the people.

By the fifth, if a priest was accused of any crime, he had

the liberty of purging himself by saying mass, and receiving

the eucharist.

The twelfth recommends celibacy to the clergy, and ranks

them among the thanes of the second class—that is, among
the gentry.

The twentieth ordains that at funerals the dues shall be

paid upon the breaking up of the ground ; and that the dues

shall be paid to the parish the deceased belonged to, though

he was buried elsewhere.

The twenty-second enjoins the observance of Sunday
from Saturday at three o'clock in the afternoon, tiU Monday
at break of day.

The twenty-third determines the times of fasting, and
places the vigils of the festivals of the blessed Virgin and of

the apostles among the fasts.

There are several others, relating to the payment of tithes

and Peter-pence, the violators of the privileges of the clergy,

and the like, in favour of the Church.

It is also decreed by these laws, that every Christian

should learn the Lord's Prayer and the Apostles' Creed
;

otherwise, they were allowed neither to stand godfather, nor

receive the communion, nor have Christian burial.

The ecclesiastical laws of Edward Che Confessor relate

chiefly to the protection of the Church and clergy.

The first forbids the molesting a clergyman, contrary to

the tenour of the privileges of the Church.

The second appoints certain days, whereon all proceedings

in the courts of justice were to cease.

By the third the Church's causes are to be tried first.
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The fourth firmly establishes the immunities of those who

in any wise depend on the Church, and ordains that they

shall not be obliged to answer any plea, &c., except in the

ecclesiastical court.

The fifth confirms the privilege of sanctuary to churches,

and extends it even to priests' houses.

By the sixth, if any person broke in upon the privileges

of the Church, he had no way of being relieved but by sub-

mitting to the sentence of the bishop.

The sixth orders the punctual payment of tithes, and sets

forth what is to be paid.

devout and easy princes, or such as stood in need of their

interest.

But notwithstanding the great consideration of the Saxoa'

kings for the clergy, thoy could not retain the privilege

of choosing their bishops and abbbots. Whilst the prelates

confined themselves within the bounds of their pa.storal

functions, and meddled not with civil matters, the power
of electing was freely left to the chapters ; but when the

bishops became rich and popular, and began to interpose

in state affairs, by reason of the fiefs they were possessed

of, it was of great consequence to t)ie kings to have such.

Building of the Tower of Babel.— From a Saxon MS.

The ninth determines the circumstances relating to the

ordeal trial.

The twelfth settles the fine of manbote, or the sum to be

paid to the lord for killing any of his vassals or slaves.

The king's and the archbishop's manbote is fixed at the

same sum.

By the thirteenth, all treasure found belongs to the

king, unless it be found in a church or churchyard ; then

the gold is the king's, and the silver the Church's.

It is visible, throughout these laws, that the clergy

took care of themselves, when they came in contact with

bishops and abbots as were in their interest, or, at least,

were obliged to them for their preferments. Accordingly,

the kings began to interpose in elections, by way of can-

vassing, or recommendation, and very often by refusing to

put in possession of the fiefs belonging to the church or

abbey such prelates and abbots as they did not hke;

and, ultimately, the authority of the court prevailed so,

that in the time of Ethelred II. the monks had entirely

lost the privilege of choosing their abbots, as appears

from Ingulphus, who says, " In those days the monks and
abbots seldom resorted to court. But ever since the kings
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liave disposed of the abbeys, the mouks have made interest

with the courtiers, which sometiirios cost them very dear."

The historian himself loudly complains of this abuse, though

he was installed in the abbey of Croyland by the same

method—that is, by the sole wUl and pleasure of William

the Conqueror.

There were but two removals of bishops' sees within

the period now treated of. The see of Kirton, in Wessex,

was removed to Exeter, and the see of Lindisfarn, in

Northumberland, to Durham. Aldhun, Bishop of Lin-

disfarn, being disturbed in that small island by the

incursions of the Danes, removed to Durham, carrying

with him the relics of St. Cuthbert, where he built

a cathedral, and fixed his see, which remains there to

this day.

In 981, the archiepiscopal see of Canterbury acquired a

new jurisdiction in Wales. Gucan, a Welsh priest, being

chosen Bishop of Llandaff, and consecrated by Archbishop

Dunstan, this precedent was followed by his successors,

who, like him, owned the Archbishop of Canterbury for

their metropolitan : and some writers have inferred from

hence, that all the British bishops at the same time owned
the superiority of the Church of Rome ; but this cannot be

admitted. It is certain the Bishops of St. David's exer-

cised the archiepiscopal functions in Wales, tiU the time of

Henry I., and that without the ornament of the pall, the

mark of submission to the Pope.

Edmund, Bishop of Durham, was remarkable for the

manner of his election. The chapter of Durham having

met to elect a bishop, and not being able to agree in their

choice, Edmund, a priest of that church, said jestingly that,

since they were at a loss whom to choose, they might as

good select him and make him a bishop. As miracles were

then much in vogue, the chapter looked upon this as a

Divine inspiration, and elected him. He afterwards proved

worthy of the office to which he had been chosen in so

singular a fashion : reprimanding vice even in the highest,

and doing anything in his power for the encouragement of

learning and virtue.

Of the division of the kingdom into parishes, we find that

Augustin, the first Saxon bishop, received from the King of

Kent certain lands for the maintenance of himself and the

monks who accompanied him.

On receiving this gift, he consulted Pope Gregory I. as to

how it ought to be disposed of. The reply was, that the

Church of Rome was accustomed to divide the revenues and

offerings of the Church into four portions, and devote one of

them to the support of the inferior clergy ; but as Augustin

and his companions were monks, he recommended them to

live together in community.

At first, there was but one such church ; but as the

number of converts increased, others were built, and

the districts surrounding each gradually divided into

parishes—slowly at first, the people not approving that

the priests who officiated in them should have no share

in the offerings and oblations which were reserved for the

bishops.

This circumstance induced the prelates at last to abandon

their claim to them to the hard-working or inferior clergy

;

upon which (he churches increased rapidly in England

;

the diviions of them, as they appew in the D lomsday-

book, in the majority of instances, being the same as at the

present day.

CHAPTER XXIII.

Saxoa Architecture.

Few subjects in mediaeval art have led to so much contro

versy as that of Saxon architecture ; one party of writers

claiming for it a place as a distinct and separate style, and

another totally denying its very existence.

It was usual for writers on architecture before Rickman's

time to denominate aU buildings in which the semicircular

arch or the zigzag moulding prevailed as " Saxon," no

matter how highly finished or how richly carved they might

be ; and, consequently, all our fine Norman churches are in

their works described as Saxon.

When this designation was proved to be incorrect, a

reaction took place, and some of our writers went so far as

to deny the existence of any building of a date anterior to

the Conquest. It was argued by these writers that the

Saxons built with wood only, and that, consequently, all

their erections had long since perished. But though it is

true there is evidence to show that the usual material for

building was wood, and that it was sometimes overlaid

with lead and other metals, yet we find, on the other hand,

in the works of early writers, indubitable proofs to show that

stone was also used, particularly in rebuilding the churches

and monasteries which had been destroyed by the Danes.

Alfred set aside a sixth part of his income for this purpose,

and we are told by Asser that " he built the houses

majestic and good, beyond all the precedents of his ances-

tors, by his new mechanical contrivances."

It was first pointed out by Rickman, in his valuable

work, that there were a number of churches in different

parts of the kingdom which could be proved to be of very

early date, and which did not agree in character either

with the Roman remains or with the earliest of the Norman

churches ; and that, in some instances, early Norman work

had been built upon portions of these early buildings, thus

affording conclusive evidence that these buildings must be

of a prior date to that of the earliest Norman buildings.

Strong confirmatory evidence is also offered when we find

it stated, in a contemporary manuscript, that a church was

built on a certain spot by some well-known ecclesiastic at a

stated time, and still find standing on this spot a building,

or portions of a building, of a style which cannot be referred

to that of any subsequent period. We are justified in con-

sidering this the building so mentioned ; and when we find

all these buildings agreeing in certain general features, we

are also justified in considering these as constituting the

style of the period.

Of this documentary evidence the following are examples.

The venerable Bede, who was born and resided at Jarrow,

in Durham, and who died a.d. 735, mentions the building

of a monastery at that place by Benedict Biscopus, a.d. 687,

and we no5v find standing on the spot a church, of which

the chancel is of the rudest construction, and evidently of

earlier date than the tower, which, from its style, cannot be

much subsequent to the Conquest, and in which portions of

the earlier building are built into the walls. The east

window is of later date, but the side windows of the church

(now blocked up) are of the rudest possible construction

—

round-headed, with the heads formed of a single stone.

These are undoubtedly the work of Benedict.

The church of IMonk's Wearnftoutli u also mentioned b|y

Bede as having been built by the same li.niodiot, a.d. 676.
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This church si ill stands, and bears iudubitable proofs of its

early date. The windows are divided by balusters, aud have

other features peculiar to the period.

A convent existed at Repton, in Derbyshire, in the

seventh century, and was in the year 875 destroyed by the

Danes. The church was afterwards rebuilt, and such por-

tions as were not destroyed were built into the new erection,

and they may still be distinguished by the peculiarities of

their style. The original crypt under the church still re-

mains in a tolerably perfect state, aud is a very remarkable

specimen of the style.

There are also curious crypts of this date still remaining

under the Cathedral of Ripon and at Hexham. The latter is

particularly interesting, from its having been constructed of

materials taken from the Roman "Wall which pa.sses within

a short distance of the place, and Roman inscribed slabs

have been used in lorming its roof.

In the Anglo-Saxon MSS. in the British Museum, the

library of Salisbury Cathedral, and particularly the Para-

phrase of Cmdmon, in the Bodleian Library, at Oxford,

buildings of stone are distinctly shown in the illuminations,

and these buildings, moreover, exhibit " the long and short

work" and other distinctive features of the existing remains.

This, therefore, may be taken as strong aud conclusive evi-

dence that these buildings are of Saxon origin.

The characteristics of this style are as follow :
—

Towers.—These are without buttresses, generally of the

same dimensions from the foundation to the top, but some-

times diminishing by stages. They are generally built of

rubble, the stones being very irregular in size, with quoins

had before him for a model a tower constructed of timber

and plaster, and that he had endeavoured to imitate this in

stone. The finest example which we have of this kind of

ornament is the tower of Earl's Barton Church, Northamp-

tonshire ; other examples also occur at Barton-on-Humber,

and at Barnack.

Tower of Sompting Church, Sussex.

at the angles, which are formed of long stones set perpen-

dicularly, and shorter ones laid horizontally alternately

With them. (This is termed " long and short work.") They

are sometimes divided into stages, and the surface inter-

sected by upright projecting ribs of stone, as if the builder

Wiuclow of Deerhurbt Cliuri.h, Glouce3'.er.

-!e:K35^

vViudow of JaiTow Clinrdi, Durham.

Doorway of Barnack Church, Northamptonshire.

These towers seem always to have been coated with

plaster between the ribs of stone, and this gives them still

more a timber-like appearance.

Some towers have not this ornament, and are quite plain.

The kind of masonry called " herringbone" is frequently

used, and Roman bricks taken from the ruins of earlier

buildings are of frequent occurrence.
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The upper portion of these Saxon towers has been

flestroyed, and replaced by later parapets; so that it is

not easy to say in what manner they terminated. But the

very remarkable tower of Sompting, in Sussex, offers a
'

valuable solution of the difficulty. In this tower each side

terminates in an acutely pointed gable, from which the roof

is carried up, and, meeting in a point, forms a sort of short

work of projecting stone. They are usually—but not

always—deeply recessed on the outside as well as in the

inside, the narrowest part of the window being in the centre

of the wall. AVhen the window is of two lights, it is

divided by a small baluster, or shaft, set in the middle of

the wall ; this supports an impost, which is generally one

stone reaching through the entire thickness of the walL

Tower of Earl's Barton Church, IJorthaniptonshire,

square spire, such as wc still see in some of the churches in (

Germany. All these towers are without staircases, the dif-

ferent storeys being only to be reached by ladders. The
circular or newel stair turret seems not to have been intro-

duced till the twelfth century.

Windows.—^These are either round-headed or triangular-

headed, and are frequently surrounded by a sort of frame-

Sometimes the heads of both single and double-light

windows, instead of being arched, are formed of two

straight stones meeting at the point, and forming a trian-

gular head. The single lights are frequently little mo'^

than mere openings in the wall, frequently without orna-

ment of any kind, the whole window being cut out oi a

single stone, as at Caversfield, and the jambs are often
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inclined, making the opening wider at the bottom than at

the top. Ornament is not often attempted, but at Deer-

huist the shaft and jambs are ornamented with a rude kind

of fluting, and the imposts are cat into a series of simple

square-edged mouldings. Roman bricks are sometimes used

both for the jambs and for turning the arch, as at Brixworth.

All these varieties of windows are very characteristic, and

are not to be found in the later styles.

Doorways.—These, like the windows, are either round

or triangular-headed. The arches are generally turned of

plain stones, without any moulding or ornament whatever

—

E»metimes simple, and sometimes recessed; but the projecting

framework of plain stone is not unfrequent, as may be seen

at Earl's Burton, Stanton Lacy, &c. The imposts are in

general plain, but sometimes ornamented with a series of

singular mouldings, generally square-edged and plain, as at

Bamack, or with a kind of fluting, as at Earl's Burton. At

Sompting, it is ornamented with a kind of scroU-work,

though sculpture is seldom attempted. A cross is sometimes

introduced above the door, as at Stanton Lacy, and it is re-

markable that whenever the cross is used it is of the Greek

form—that is, with the limbs of equal length, in contradis-

tinction to the Latin type, in which the lower member is the

longest. The triangular heads of the doorways are formed

either by two stones placed diagonally, and resting one upon

the other, or partly of horizontal stones cut obliquely. Both

these varieties may be seen at Bamack. Doorways are also

sometimes built of tiles, taken from Roman buUdings, as at

Brixworth.

Mouldings and Sculptures.—There are very few

mouldings belonging to this style, the strings and othel

members being mostly square-edged and plain, though, as at

Dunham Magna, they are sometimes alternately notched on

the edges. The capitals and bases of the shafts and balusters

which divide the windows are moulded chiefly with round

and square moulding. The sculptures are few, and very

rude, as at St. Bene't's, Cambridge, where two lions are

sculptured at the spring of the tower arch.

Capitals.—The abacus seems in all cases to be a plain,

square-edged, flat member, without chamfer (in which it

differs from the Norman). The bell of the capital is either

globular, as at Jarrow, or moulded, as before mentioned, or

cut into a rude imitation of foliage, or of the Corinthian

volute, as at Sompting.

It is curious to observe the evident imitation of Eomair

work in these capitals. The beautiful capital of the Corin

thian order seems to have attracted the attention of the rude

Saxon workman, and his first attempt at sculpture seems

to have been to copy it. Its delicate and complicated foliage

was too difficult for his hand, but he could make an imitation

—rude though it be—of its more prominent feature, the

volute. This partiality for the volute was condemned in

the next century, through the early and late Norman, until,

in the transition to the Early English, it produced those

magnificent capitals of which we have a few examples in

England, and so many on the Continent.

It must not be expected that all these peculiarities will be

found in one building ; but wherever any of them occur,

there is a reasonable presumption that the building is of

early date, and is deserving of further investigation.

CHAPTER XXIV.
Of the Manners, Castoms, and Laws of tbe Saxona.

Illustrations drawn from ancient calendars are among I introduction to an account of Saxon customs, are taken from

the best documents one can consult for obtaining a know- ' an Anglo-Saxon calendar composed some time before the

ledge of former manners and customs. The twelve designs ' Norman Conquest, and preserved in the Cottonian Library.

which follow, and which may convemently serve as an i Some explanatory notes are added.

M iS?T--~^ . ^ Sngln-Sainn lUahniat.

JaHUABT.—The heathen Saxons called this month " Wolf-monath," because the wolves were then most ravenous. It was also called

" Aefter-Yula," or, after Christmas. In the entrraving, four oxen are laboriously drawing the plough. At that time they did not use

horses for field labour ; and oxen are used, even at the present day, in some localities.

February.—They are cutting down trees for 6rewood. The Saxons called February "Sprout-kele." Kelo meant "kele-wurt;'

and was most extensively used at this time for making broth. The well-known custom of making pancakes on Shrove-Tuesday is a

remnant of an old superstition, and certaialy one of the most pleasing {.hat has come down to us.

7
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March was dedicated by the Saxons to the goddess Rhoeda, and hence called " Rhede-monath." It was called also " lUyd-monath,"

»r the stormy month. In the engraving they are digging, hoeing, and sowing with great ardour. After the introduction of Christianity,

March was held in great reverence, as the month in which Lent began.

April was " Oster-monath," because the wind generally blew from the east during this month. The engraving appears to represent

three thanes celebrating a feast by quaffing ale from their drinking-horns. On one side is an armed guard with a long spear, and on the

other two attendants. The bench on which the three worthy thanes are seated is adorned with two sculptures of formidable-looking

animals. The use of chairs or sofas was then entirely unknown. They called the benches placed in the festal halls " medc bene," or

"eale bene"— mead or ale benches.

Mat was called " Trimilki," because then they began to milk the kine three times in the day. Shepherds are watching over the
•ewes and lambs. May-day was the great niral festival of the Anglo-Saxons, and was celebrated with great pomp and rejoicing. This
festival will soon be numbered amongst the things that were.

June.—To June different names were given :
" Weyd-monath," according to some, " because then the cattle beg.an to wej-d "—that

is, feed in the meadows, which .at that time were usually marshes. According to others, it was called " Midsummer month." This was

the time of the year at which the Saxons commenced their long voyages, and they are represented in the engraving in the act of cutting

uown and dressing trees, in order to fit out their ships.
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Jolt was caUed by the Saxons « Heu-monath," or foliage month ; also " Hoy-monath," or hay month, bomg the month hi wkich

they mowed and made hay, in which operations they aro represented as being engaged m the engravmg. They also caUed it

" Lida-aftera," meaning the second lida, or second month after the sun's descent.

AUGCST was by the Saxons called " Am-monath," or " Bam-monath," meaning harrest month. The instruments which appear

in the engraving do not seem to differ much from those used at the present day. To the left appears a man sounding a horn with a

spear in his right hand. Whether he is superintending the labourers, or is one of a hunting party entering the field, it ik hard to

decide. The sheaves are being lifted by a fork into a cart, or wagon, of tolerably good construction.

SEPTEMBEn was called "Gerst-monath"—barley month; so named from the liquor called " beerlegh " mada in that month, and

nenoe "barley." The subject of the engraving is a boar-hunt.

'

OOTOBBB was called the " Cold-monath, or "Wyn-monath" —wine month. The vine was extensively cultivated in England at the

VgM of the Saxons. The figures are represented as engaged in hawking.
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November was called " Wint-monatb," or wind month, as this was the season of the year when the cold storms comn, ro^ ^w vwere generally considered to last till March. It was the custom to light great fires in\he open al, in hofour^f th" goTakl^^^^^^^mea^s of driving away evil spirits. The men are here seen approaching one of these to wai-m themselves.
^ '

introdnction of CWi..nity Christnias was the feast of Thof, and the^astrb^^uTculdt'^ks^lTin o"^^^

ft'away"! '
'""'' ^^^" "^^ '"^"^"^ '" '^'''^'"^ '^"^ '°'''' "'"""^'"S it with a fan and car^yf^g

The foregoing designs afford, probably, as good an idea
(IS can now be obtained of the occupations and amusements
of our Saxon forefathers, and of their daily life in time of
peace.

With respect to the Anglo-Sa.xon form of government in

its detail and working, the knowledge wliich has come down
to us is very limited ; and it is reasonable to suppose that
the government of different states varied considerably, and
•was changed from time to time during the six centuries of
Anglo-Saxon rule.

It appears, however, that at all times, and in all the
kingdoms, there was a national council, called a Wittena-
gemot, or assembly of the mse men, whose consent was
requisite for enacting laws and for ratifying the chief acts
of public administration. The preambles to all the laws of
Ethelbert, Ina, Alfred, Edward the Elder, Athelstan, Ed-
mund, Edgar, Ethehed, and Edward the Confessor, even
those to the laws of Canute, though a conqueror, put this
matter beyond controversy, and carry proofs everywhere of
a Umited and legal government. But who were the con-
stituent members of this Wittenagemot has not been deter-
mined with certainty by antiquaries. It is agreed that the
bishops, abbots, and sometimes abbesses, were admitted-
at least, it is supposed so. It is well known that the latter
frequently signed the royal charters. The former digni-
taries. It IS certain, formed a portion of the assembly. It
also appears that the aldermen, or governors of counties,
who were afterwards styled earls by the Danes, had seats in
It. As much dispute has arisen respecting the importance
of the office of alderman, it may be as well to examine the
authorities upon the subject.

It appears from the ancient translations of the Saxon
annals and laws, and from King Alfred's translation of

Bede, as well as from all the ancient historians, that comes
in Latin, alderman in Saxon, and earl in Dano-Saxon,
were quite synonymous. There is only a clause in a law
of King Athelstan which has induced some antiquaries to
suppose that an earl was superior to an alderman. The
weregild, or the price of an earl's blood, is there fixed at
15,000 thrismas, equal to that of an archbishop ; whereas,
that of a bishop and alderman is only 8,000 thrismas. To
solve this difficulty, we must have recourse to Selden's
conjecture, that the term " eari" was, in the age of Athelstan,
just beginning to be in use in England, and. stood at that
time for the atheling, or prince of the blood, heir to the
crown. This he confirms by quoting a law of Canute,
where an atheling and an archbishop are put upon the same
footing. In another law of the same Athelstan, the were-
gild of the prince, or atheling, is said to be 1.5,000 thrismas.
He is therefore the same who is called " earl" in the former
law.

Men of superior rank, but still not powerful enough to
ensure their individual safety from the oppression and in-

justice of the nobles, entered into confederacies with each
other for mutual support and protection.

By the laws of one of these societies, established in

Cambridgeshire, the members mutually bound themselves

to be faithful to each other ; to bury any associate when he

died ; to give information to the sheriff if any one of them
should be exposed to danger from a lawless attack ; and
if that officer neglected his duty, to levy a fine of a pound
upon him.

When any one of them should be murdered, eight pounds
was to be exacted from the assassin, who, if he refused to

pay it, was to be prosecuted at the joint expense of the

society.
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f
Ifany of the members, who was a poor man, killed another,

the society were to contribute, in a certain proportion, to pay

his fiae : a mark a-piece if the fine be 700 ahillings ; less if

the person killed be a clown or ceorle ; and the half of that

sum again if he be a Welshman. But where any of the

associates kills a man wilfully and without provocation, he

A SaxOD Blaok*mith. -From an old MS.

must himself pay the fine. If any of the associates kill any

of his fellows in a like criminal manner, besides paying the

usual fine to the relations of the deceased, he must pay

eight pounds to the society, or renounce the benefit of it

:

in which case they bind themselves, under the penalty of one

pound, never to eat or drink with him, except in the presence

of the king, bishop, or alderman. There were other regu-

lations to protect themselves and their servants from aU

injuries, to revenge such as were committed, and to prevent

their giving abusive language to each other ; the fine which

they engaged to pay for this last offence was a measure of

honey.

The Saxons, like the rest of the German nations, were

divided into three classes—the noble, the free, and the slave

;

a distinction they maintained after they had settled in

Britain.

The nobles were called thanes, and were of two kinds

—

Ihe king's thanes, and lesser thanes. The latter seem to

liave been dependent on the former, and to have received

lands, for which they paid rent, services, or attendance in

peace or war. We know of no title which raised any one

to the rank of thane, except noble birth and the possession

of land. The former was always much regarded by all the

German nations.

There are two statutes, however, to be found amongst the

Saxon laws which seem to confound these ranks. Athelstan

decreed that the merchant who had made three long sea

voyages on his own account should be entitled to the quality

of thane, and that a husbandman who had bought five hides

of land, and had a chapel, a kitchen, a hrll, and a bell,

should enjoy the same rank.

The cities, according to the Doomsday-book, appear to

have been little better than villages : York, the second ii\

the kingdom, contained but 1,418 families ; Norwich had

only 738 houses ; Exeter, 315 ; Ipswich, 538 ; Northampton,

60 ; Hertford, 146 ; Canterbury, 262 ; Bath, 64 ; South-

ampton, 94 ; and Warwick, 225.

These appear to have been the most considerab.'o ; the

account of them is extracted from the Doomsday-book.

William of Malmesbury tells us that the great distinction

between the Anglo-Saxon nobility and the French or

Normans was, that the latter built magnificent and stately

castles ; whereas the former consumed their immense for-

tunes in riotous hospitality, and in mean houses. We may
thenca infer that the arts in general were much less advanced

in England than in France.

The lower ranks of freemen were the ceorles or hus-

bandmen, employed in cultivating the farms of the nobles

or thanes; for which they paid rent, chiefly in kind, and

seem to have been removable at pleasure.

But by far the most numerous rank appears to have been

the slaves, or villains, who were the absolute property of

their lords, and incapable of possessing any kind of pro-

perty. Of this latter class there were two kinds amongst

the Saxons—household slaves, and pra;dial, or labouring

ones.

The power of the master over his slave, however, was

not unlimited, for if he beat his eyes or his teeth out, the

latter might claim his liberty ; and if he killed him, he paid

a fine to the king, provided the slave died within a day

after receiving his wound.

The great nobles and prelates held criminal jurisdictioa

upon their possessions—a circumstance which too frequently

served as a protection to evil-doers and robbers, rather than

acted as a check upon them.

The punishments amongst the Anglo-Saxons appear to

have been exceedingly mild for some offences, since even

murder might be atoned for by the payment of a fine.

The laws of Alfred enjoin, that if any one know that his

enemy or aggressor, after doing him an injury, resolves to

SaxOD Bell.

keep within his own house and his own lands, ho shall not

fight him till he require compensation for the injury. If

he be strong enough to besiege him in his house, he may
do it for seven days without attacking him ; and if the
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aggressor be willing, during that time, to surrender himself
and his arms, his adversary may detain him thirty days-
Iwt IS afterwards obliged to restore him safe to his kindred'
and be content with the compensation. If the criminal fly
to the church, that sanctuary must not be violated Wliere
the assailant has not force sufficient to besiege the criminalm his house, he must apply to the alderman for assistance
and if the alderman refuse aid, the assailant must have

|recourse to the king; and he is not allowed to assault the
house till after this supreme magistrate has refused assist-
ance. If any one meet with his enemy, and be ignorant
that he was resolved to keep within his own lands, he must
before he attack him, require him to surrender himself
prisoner and deUver up his arms, in which case he may
detam him thirty days; but if he refuse to deliver up his
arms, it is then lawful to fight him. A slave may fight in
his masters quarrel, and a father in his son's, with any one
except his master.

'

Ina enacted that no man should take revenge till he had
first demanded compensation, and it had been refused him

ivrng Edmund decreed that if a man committed a murder
be may, within a year, pay the fine, with the assistance

M^ ^ 'I .""f
""^ ^""''^= *>"* 'f t'^ey refuse to aidhim he shaU alone sustain the feud with the kindred vi themurdered person.

[a.d. 97«

The ExoeutioQ of a Criminal. -From a Saxon MS.

«n^!r '''.^f''t'
^ ^'^ °f Alfred, which makes wilful

te^t ofT f '

^"'/''^ '^'"^ °°'y t° ^^^^ been an at-

r^^ 1 l^T^ legislator towards establishing a betterpohoe m the kingdom, and probably it was not often carried
.nto execution. By the laws of the same prince, a co^»P^cy against the life of the king might bT redeemed by

«;J^r'-^""!,°V''^
^"^'' ^'^'^' "' ^ weregild-a wordB^ifyirg the legal value of a„y one-was by law 30 000thr^mas, nearly 1,300 pounds of present mley. Th pSeof the prince's head wa.s 15,000 thrismas; that of a

A Saxon Calendar.

fiL'rI?T°> ^'°?' ^ °'°''''«' 266- These prices wcr.

^. , . - "^ "<» ..,^^,„ tnrismas- that of .
^^.'^ ^^/^^^ '^'^ «f *!»« Angles. By the Mercian law, the
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more. By the laws of Kent, tlie price of the archbishop's

Iiead was higher than that of the king. Such respect

was then paid to the ecclesiastics ! It must be understood

The price of all kinds of wounda waa likewise fixed by

the Saxon law : a wound of an inch long under the hair,

was paid with one shilling ; one of a like size in the face.

At a Banquet given by Harold, Ue receives the News of the luvasiou of tUe Normans.

that where a person was unable or unwilling to pay the

fine, he was put out of the protection of the law, and the

kindred of the deceased had liberty to punish him as they

thoqght proper.

two shillings ; thirty shillings for the loss of an ear ;
and

so forth. There seems not to have been any difference

made according to the dignity of the person. By the laws

of Ethelbert, any one who committed adultery with Ilia
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iieighbom''s wife was obliged to pay liira a line, and buy

him another Tj-ife.

Jn exceedingly difficult or doubtful cases, the judges had

re-jjurse to the trial by ordeal. Oue method, the decision

by the cross, was practised in the following manner :

—

AVhen any one was accused of any crime, before he was

allowed what was emphatically called the appeal to the

judgment of God, he was compelled iirst to make oath of

Lis innocence before the magistrates, and was attended by

eleven friends, who, in some respects, were answerable for

him ; they were called compurgators.

He next took two pieces of wood, one of which was

marked with the sign of the cross, and wrapping both up in

wool, he placed them on the altar, or on some celebrated

re-:ic. After solemn prayers for the success of the experi-

ment, a priest—or, in his stead, some inexperienced youth

—

took up one of the pieces of wood, and if he fixed upon that

wliioh was marked with the figure of a cross, ttie person was

pro:iounced innocent ; if otherwise, guilty. This practice,

as it rose from superstition, was aboUshed by it in France.

The Emperor Louis the Debounaire prohibited that method

of trial, not because it was uncertain, but lest that si\cred

figure, says he, of the cross should be prostituted in com-

mon disputes and controversies.

The ordeal was another established method of trial among
the Anglo-Saxons. It was practised either by boihng

watiT or red-hot iron. The former was appropriated to

the lommon people, the latter to the nobility. The water,

or iron, was consecrated by many prayers, masses, fastings,

and exorcisms ; after which the person accused either took

up a stone sunk <in the water to a certain depth, or

carried the iron to a certain distance ; and his hand
being wrapped np, and the covering sealed for three

day^, if there appeared, on examining it, no marks of

burj.iDg, he was pronounced innocent ; if otherwise, guilty.

The trial by cold water was difiFerent. The person was

thrown into consecrated water ; if he swam, he was guilty

;

if be sank, innocent. It is difficult for >as to conceive how
any innocent person could ever escape by the one trial, or

any criminal be convicted by the other. But there was

another i^sage admirably calculated for allowing every

criminal to escape who had confidence enough to try it.

A consecrated cake, called a corsned, was produced ; which,

if the person could swallow and digest, he was pronounced

innocent.

From the general ignorance of the age, deeds and

writings were exceedingly rare ; and in order to ob\nate

this inconvenience, the court of the hundred was the place

where most civil transactions took place, in order to pre-

Berve the memory of them by having as many witnesses as

possible. In the same courts slaves were manumitted, sales

concluded, and sometimes, for greater security, a record

of such transactions was inserted on the blank leaves of

the Bible.

The Saxons appear to have been exceedingly fond of

dress. Ladies of rank wore necklaces, bracelets, and rings,

set with precious stones. Mantles, kirtles, and gowns were

also in general use ; and rouge was not unknown to them.

In the men this taste for finery degenerated into effemi-

nacy. They wore golden collars, and not unfrequently

precious stones round the neck ; and the wealthy wore

costly bracelets and rings. They had silk, linen, and

woollen garments. Silk, from its costliness, was only used

by the wealthy. The fashion of their garments of course
varied. They had large mantles, which were ornamented
with gold and gems ; close coats or tunics, girded with a '

belt, which Strutt represents as having been put on over
'

the head like a shirt. Jlany Englishmen are not aware
that the smockfrock of the husbandmen of our own day is

a pure piece of Saxon costume ; and if it were well made,
tightened with a broad belt, and worn by a man of good!

carriage, it would form a much handsomer dress than the-

unmeaning stiff-cut coats of our time. Socks and stockings,

and other covering for the legs, are mentioned by Saxon
writers.

Their furniture was most probably heavy, rude, and 01-

fashioued. Whatever invention of this kind they possessed

was gained from the clergy, whose communication with

Rome gave them the means of introducing many of the

mechanical arts.

riaxua Craiiie at Bowls.

Games and exercises of strength and agility were com-
mon among the Anglo-Saxons. St. Cuthbert is stated by
Bede to have excelled in running, wrestling, and other

athletic sports. Feats of juggling were performed by tho

gleemen, who were the most important characters in the-

festivals and other popular gatherings. Some of the glee-

men seem to have performed tricks, gambols, and feats of

all kinds, while others were harpers, or bards, and ballad-

singers.

The in-door sports were various, and suitable to different

ranks. The games of chess and backgammon were both

known, or at least games very similar to them. Back-

gammon is said to have been invented in the tenth century.

Hangings for rooms, to supply the defects of their coarse

carpentry, were among the first of their articles of furni-

ture. Benches and stools, with coverings, are mentioned

as their seats. These appear to have been much orna-

mented with devices of animals and flowers. Their tables

were occasionally very costly, being sometimes of silver

and gold, but generally of wood ; they were sometimes

inlaid with gold, silver, and gems. Candlesticks of various

sorts were used, as also bells, both large and small ; mirrors

of silver ; beds and bed-hangings, and coverlets of bear and

other skins.

Their naval architecture was of the simplest kind, their

vessels being of small size, propelled with a single saU,

assisted by oars.

The Saxons erected temples for the worship of their

gods, but of what form or materials is not now known.

The introduction of Christianity led immediately to the

erection of churches, which at that period seem to have

been built of timber. Some centuries later, under the

reign of Edgar the Peaceable, architecture, as an art>
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received a powerful impulse from the riches whieh had

accumulated in monastic establishments, and which found

employment in the erection of many monasteries, cathedrals,

iiid othei' edifices.

o-Saxou Vessel.

Gold and silver, of which our ancestors seem to have

possessed a great deal, were used for cups and bowls, and

other utensils, and also to adorn their sword-hilts, saddles,

bridles, and banners. Their gold rings contained gems

;

and even their garments, saddles, and bridles were some-

times jewelled.

Spices were a great luxury, and came from India through

Italy. Four ounces of cinnamon were sent from one church

dignitary to another as a rare present.

The progress of the Anglo-Sa.Kons in the art of painting

appears to have been very limited ; but few specimens of

their illuminated books, however, remain. In one of these

there is a representation of the building of the Tower of

Babel, out of all rule of perspective ; the workmen being

represented in the costume of the time in which the design

was executed.

Of their jewel work we have scarcely any specimens of

consequence. One found in the island of Athelney, sup-

posed to have belonged to Alfred the Great, proves, however,

that the art of engraving on metals had been carried to a

certain degree of excellence amongst them.

Their arms consisted chiefly of the helmet, sword, spear,

shield, and battle-axe— some of them singularly well

designed.

CHAPTER XXV.
Accession of Harold—His Brother Tostig—William of Normandy sends an

Embassy.

When it is recollected how much England had endured

from invasion and the government of foreign kings, it is

little to be wondered that Harold's accession to the throne,

for which he had so long prepared the way, was hailed with
enthusiasm by the majority of the native nobles as well as

the people. The city of London showed itself most zealous

in his cause. The Saxon clergy, who recollected the intrusion

of the Norman prelates into various sees at the commence-
ment of the late king's reign, adopted his party ; and the

great nobility, most of whom were connected with him by
blood or friendship, gave him their support.

The title of Edward Atheling, who was the undoubted
heir of the Saxon line, was passed over in silence, and the

claims of the Duke of Normandy treated with contempt.

In an assembly which he had convened, Harold received tho

crown, and was proclaimed on January 6th, 1066.

If any—and there were doubtless some who objected

to liis reigning over England—felt aggrieved at his eleva-

tion, they carefully concealed their disaffection ; and the

new king was crowned by Aldred, Archbishop of York, the

very day after Edward the Confessor's decease.

The fii-st danger which threatened the new government
arose from the discontent of Tostig, who considered himself

to have been unjustly treated by his brother, of wlioso

accession he heard with feehngs of rage and indignation.

He complained loudly to the Court of Flanders, where he

was then residing, of the wrongs he had suffered, and
endeavoured to arouse the anger of the count against HaroM.
Not content with this, he dispatched messengers to Norway
to engage the fierce and warhke people of that kingdom in

his interests, pointed out the unsettled state of England in

consequence of the new reign, and the wide field for plunder

which it afforded. Had it been requisite to justify his

having been deprived of his government and driven into

exile, these last proceedings would have afforded the means
of doing so.

With the restless ambition and thirst for vengeance which

appear to have been the characteristics of this selfish noble,

he made a journey into Normandy, in the hope of exciting

his brother-in-law, WiUiam, who had married his wife's

sister—both daughters of Baldwin, Count of Flanders

—

against Harold ;
his object was to counsel him to under-

take the invasion of England.

When William heard the news of Harold's accession, he

gave way to the most violent indignation ; but not having

yet matured his designs, for the event had occurred unex-

pectedly, he sent an embassy to his rival, to reproach him

for his perjury, and summon him instantly to resign the

crown to him.

To this demand the new king replied that the oath had

been extorted from him by the dread of violence, and, for

that reason, could not be regarded as binding upon his con-

science ; and added, that at the time he took it, he had no

authority, either from his predecessor or the estates of the

kingdom—who alone possessed the right of disposing of the

crown—to make an offer of it to the Duke of Normandy,

who could not possibly possess any hereditary claims to it.

He further argued that 'f he, as a private person, had eveu

sworn voluntarily to support their master's pretensions,

the oath would have been an unlawful one, and tlint

it would have been his duty to break it ; that he had bi fir

raised to the throne by the voice of the people, and sho':lV

hold himself a coward if he did not do his best to maint.iiu

the national liberties; and if the Duke of Norman I

y

should attempt, by force of arms, to wrest the crown from

him, he would experience the power of a mighty nati<"i,

headed by a prince who well knew the obligations imposed

on him by his royal dignity, and who was resolved that the

same moment should cud his life and reign.

This was no otiier than tho answer which Willi.nn

expected his ambassadors would bring Mm, and he .it

once set about making his preparations for a descent uj'oii

England ; in which he was encouraged, not more by Ids

own ambition, than the personal feelings of his wiie,

Matilda, whose love having been rejected by the Eng'i-li

Earl of Gloucester, had caused her enmity to the entliu

nation.
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William, consulting only his courage and ambition, over-

looked all the difficulties inseparable from an attack on a

great kingdom by such inferior force as his duchy could

supply, and saw only the circumstances -n-hich would faciK-

tate his enterprise. He considered that England, ever since

the accession of Canute, had enjoyed profound tranquillity,

during a period of nearly fifty years ; and it would require

time i'or its soldiers, enervated by long peace, to learn

discipline, and its generals experience. He knew that it was

entirely unprovided with fortified towns, by which his rival

could prolong the war ; but must venture its whole fortune

in one decisive action against a veteran enemy, which, being

once master of the field, would be in a condition to overrun

the kingdom. He saw that Harold, though he had given

proofs of vigour and bravery, had newly mounted a throne

which he had acquired by faction, from which he had

excluded a very ancient royal family, and which was likely

to totter under him by its own instability, much more if

shaken by any violent external impulse ; and he hoped

that the very circumstance of his crossing the sea, quitting

his own country, and leaving himself no hopes of retreati

as it would astonish the enemy by the boldness of the enter-

prise, would impel his own soldiers, by a feeling of despera-

tion, to unheard-of feats of arms.

The Normans had long been distinguished for courage

amongst all European nations. Besides the noble territory

they had acquired in France, they had lately added to their

}^o3sessions by remarkable successes in a distant part of

liurope. A few Norman adventurers in Italy had van-

quished, not only ipe Italians and Greeks, but the Germans
and Saracens, and laid the foundation of the two kingdoms
of Naples and Sicily.

The success of these men, most of them his vassals,

increased the pride of William, who felt anxious to emulate

their glory.

The enterprise was a gigantic one, and could not be

undertaken without an immense outlay, far exceeding

WilUam's means. Before convoking the assembly of his

states, he held a secret council with his immediate friends,

amongst whom were Odo, Bishop of Bayeux, and the

Count de Mortain, his two half-brothers ; with them were

the son of Osbert, Seneschal of Normandy, Robert, Count
d'Eu, Roger de Montgomery, Gautief Guiffort, Count de

Longueville, and Roger de Vielles, Lord of Bellemont, who
all promised to risk their lives and fortunes to assist him in

his enterprise.

He was far from finding, however, the same disposition in

the general assembly of the states ; many of the members
of which, instead of voting the subsidies required, com-
plained of the enormous imposts already levied. The
deputies whom the states nominated to bear their answer to

their sovereign, instanced that although they were his

subjects, they were not bound to as-sist him in obtaining

possession of the kingdom of a foreign prince who had
inflicted no injury upon Normandy. They knew the

character of William, and foresaw, if once they yielded to

his demands, and followed him beyond sea, a precedent
would be drawn for the future.

The duke dissimulated his anger and mortification, and
had recourse to an expedient which proved his tact to have
been equal to his courage. He sent for the principal mem-
bers of the states individually, was prodisral of promises,

and gradually won them over, none singly venturing on

.•a^ opposition which they had not hesitated to offer col-

lectively.

Neither did he neglect other means. He well knew the

superstitious of the age would consider the oath which
Harold had taken on the relics as doubly sacred. Had it

been simply on the Gospels, the breach of it might have
been thought less of. He carried his cause to Rome, where
the celebrated Lanfranc, who afterwards became Archbishop

of Canterbury, and Robert of Jumiege, whom Harold's

father, Earl Goodwin, had caused to be expelled from the

primacy in England, pleaded his cause effectually, and
ably sustained his pretensions in a consistory held at the

Lateran, where it was finally decided that AVilliam of Nor-
mandy, being related to the late King Edward, and long

reputed his heir, might with justice assume the title of King
of England, and invade the kingdom.

Here it may not be amiss to notice the influences which

led to this decision. The Court of Rome, ever zealous of

its authority, had witnessed with dissatisfaction the expul-

sion of the Norman archbishop from the see of Canterbury

by the secular authority, and the elevation of Stigand

in his place. The refusal of Harold to pay the tax known
as Peter's pence, and the violation of his oath, were

in the eyes of the consistory heinous crimes. The Saxon
king had, moreover, shown great disrespect in not sub-

mitting his cause to their decision, as his rival had the

prudence to do.

But the most powerful enemy of Harold in the councils

of Pope Alexander II., in whose pontificate this cele-

brated cause was pleaded, was the celebrated monk Hilde-

brand, who afterwards, as Gregory VII., carried the Papal

power to such a height. He maintained that the Pontiff

alone had the right to decide the question, and pronounce

on all disputes touching the inheritance of the kingdoms

of the world—a doctrine too palatable to be rejected,

enforced as it was by all the fiery eloquence and influence of

an enthusiast.

The solemn decision of Alexander II. was transmitted to

the Duke of Normandy in the form of a bull. The holy

father, at the same time, sent him, in token of his paternal

regard, a hair of St. Peter in a rich ring, and a banner,

with the figure of the apostle, which was to guarantee him
against defeat.

On receiving these welcome gifts, William at once pro-

claimed his appeal to arms, and promised to aU who would

join him a share in the spoils of the kingdom he had under-

taken to conquer. French, Britons, Burgundians, and

adventurers from almost every country in Europe flocked

to his standard, allured by these tempting oS'ers. Some
had the modesty to demand a city, others a castle, as the

price of their arms ; and the duke appears to have been as

extravagant in his promises as his new allies were in their

expectations.

From all parts he gathered the immense material neces-

sary for his enterprise, and assembled a great number of

workmen to construct the vessels destined to carry himself

and his army over. Nothing was neglected wliich might

contribute to his conquest ; and, in order to secure hia

dominions during his absence, he so far subdued his pride as

to remember the homage which he owed to the King of

France, Philip I., and solicit aid, promising that if he

succeeded in his enterprise against England, he would hold

it as a fief of the crown of France.
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AVilliam was already too powerful a vassal, and his over-

tares were rejected from policy. Nothing daunted, he next

addressed himself to his father-in-law, the Count of Flanders,

for assistance. Baldwin listened to him, and helped him to

the utmost of his power.

In the midst of these warlike preparations, the Duke of

Normandy received a message from Conan II., Duke of

Brittany, demanding that he should resign his states to hira,

as the legitimate heir of Rollo. Conan died shortly after-

wards by poison; and his successor, with far more prudence,

not only abandoned the claim, but sent his two sons with

troops and offers of service to AVilliam.

Whether guilty or not, William was accused of the murder

of Conan. Guillaume de Jumicge asserts that one of his

chamberlains, bribed by the Duke of Normandy, rubbed a

subtle poison on the hunting-horn of the unfortunate prince,

on the reins of his horse, and on his gloves ; and that

Conan, after having worn the latter, raised his hands to his

lips, and died shortly afterwards.

In the middle of August, 1006, the Duke of Normandy
had collected and built upwards of 900 large vessels, without

counting those destined to serve as means of transport, and

counted under his command 50,000 horsemen and 10,000

foot soldiers, of various nations. He named, as general

rendezvous, the mouth of the Dive, where his fleet

had for some time been detained by unfavourable

weather.

The unfortunate Harold saw himself menaced by the

danger of a double invasion—one from William, and the

other from the King of Norway. A third enemy threatened

his repose, in the person of his own brother, Tostig, who,

impatient to avenge his real or pretended injuries, could not

wait the arrival of the Norwegian fleet ; but gathering an

army and sixty vessels in the ports of Flanders, set sail,

and attempted to effect a landing in the south of England.

Driven back by Saxon ships, he directed his forces to the

Humber, where he was defeated by Earl Edwin, who
obliged him to retreat.

Tostig took refuge in Scotland, after escaping with only

twelve of his vessels, there to await the arrival of his aDy,

the King of Norway, who made his appearance off the

Enghsh coast early in August, 1066, with a fleet of 300

sail, and a formidable army.

Tostig joined him with the wreck of his armament ; and
they sailed up the Humber, took Scarborough, and then

directed their march upon York, the capital of the province

of Northumbria.

Morcar and his brother Edwin hastened to the defence

;

but, being defeated, were obliged to shut themselves within

the walls of the city, which the Norwegians immediately

besieged. Negotiations were opened, and a day named for

deUvering York to the enemy.

Harold, who was engaged in watching the movements of

WilHam in the western part of the kingdom, no sooner
heard of the arrival of his brother and the Norwegians, than
he marched rapidly towards the north with all his forces.

The King of Norway, who had divided his army, leaving

a portion of it under the command of his son Olave, was
advancing with the other to take possession of York, when
he suddenly perceived, near Stanford bridge, the approach
of the Saxons, whp, by a long and forced march, were
hastening to relieve the city.

The Norwegians were taken by surprise by their

adversaries. Ilardrada, their king, sent to his son for

succour, and proceeded to range hLs soldiers in line of

battle ; then, riding along the ranks, mounted upon his

black charger, he animated his men, by singing their na-

tional war-songs.

Anxious as Harold must have felt from being threatened

by two enemies, he showed no unmanly fear. It is true lia

made offers to his brother, in an interview which took place

between them, of restoring him to aU his honours and pos-

sessions, if he would lay down his arms, wtiich Tostig at

first seemed disposed to do.

" And what will you give my ally, the ICing of Norway ?
"

demanded the traitor.

" Six feet of earth," was the courageous reply of Harold.
" Or, stay," he added, with a bitter smile: "as Hardrada is

a giant, he shall have seven."

This answer broke off all further negotiation, and the

signal for battle was given.

The Norwegians received, without giving way, the first

shock of the Saxon cavalry; but the second shook their

ranks. At this critical juncture, Hardrada, their king, fell

from his horse, his neck pierced by an arrow ; which Lis

army perceiving, they were about to give way, when his

son Olave arrived with fresh troops. Once more the battle*

raged furiously ; but nothing could resist the determined

valour of the Saxons, who, led by their king, charged theni

with terrible impetuosity. Tostig and the principal leaders

were slain, and the victory remained with Harold.

The conqueror showed himself no less liumane than

brave. Instead of putting the young Norwegian, Prinoo

Olave, who had fallen into his power, to death, he gave hi:ii

his liberty, and suffered him to depart, with twelve vessels,

for his native country, where he afterwards reigned in con-

junction with his brother Magnus.

William of Blalmesbury relates that Harold offended a

portion of his army by refusing them their share of thi

plunder, and that many, in consequence, abandoned his

standard. If so, the error was bitterly expiated.

CHAPTER XXVI.
Landing of the Normans— The Battle of Hastings— Death of Harold—

Accession of William.

Immediatkly after his victory, Harold directed his march

to York, which city he entered in triumph, being hailed hy

the inhabitants as their deliverer from an enemy whom thi y
had so many causes both to fear and hate. Here the king

intended to remain for some time, not only'to recruit his

army, but to give himself an opportunity of getting cured

of a wound he had received in the late battle.

The joy of victory was destined, however, to receive a

speedy check, for whilst Harold was at a banquet with his

thanes and captains, a messenger arrived with the intelli-

gence that the Normans had landed at Pevensey, on Sep-

tember i'Oth. The king, nothing daunted, gave orders for

his march at an early hour the following day.

The Norman fleet had been assembled, as we have al-

ready related, in the summer at the mouth of the river

Dive, and all the troeps embarked ; but the vrinds proved

loBg contrary, and detained them in that harbour. The

authority, however, of the duke, the good discipline main-

tained among the seamen and soldiers, and the great care

in supplying them with provisions, had prevented any
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disorder. At last the wind became favourable, ana enabled

them to sail along the coast, till they reached St. Valari.

There were, however, several vessels lost in this short

passage ; and as the wind again proved contrary, the

army began to imagine that Heaven had declared against

them, and that, notwithstanding the Pope's benediction,

they were destined to certain destruction. These bold

warriors, wha despised real dangers, were very subject to

the dread of imaginary ones ; and many of them began to

mutiny, some of them even to desert their colours ; when
the dute, in order to support their drooping hopes, ordered

a proceBsiuu to be made with the relics of St. Valari, and

barked. The duke himself, as he leaped on shore, happened
to stumble and fall ; but had the presence of mind, it ia

said, to turn the omen to his advantage, by declaring aloud
that he had takeu possession of the country ; and a soldier,

running to a neighbouriDg cottage, plucked a handful ot

thatch, and brought it to bis leader.

"What is this?" demanded William, for the moment
not comprehending the meaning of the man. "Seizin,"
was the reply.

It was received with a loud shout by the army—seizin

being the act by which, according to the feudal laws, a
tenant paid homage to his sovereign for his fief.

Buins of Hastings Castle.

prayers to be said for more favourable weather. The wind
instantly changed ; and as this incident happened on the

eve of the feast of St. Michael, the tutelar saint of Nor-

mandy, the soldiers, fancying they saw the hand of Heaven
in all these concurring circumstances, set out with the

greatest alacrity. They met with no opposition on their

pa.s.sage. A great fleet, which Harold had assembled, and

which had cruised all the summer off the Isle of Wight, had

been dismissed on his receiving false intelligence that Wil-

liam, discouraged by contrary winds and other accidents,

had laid aside his preparations. Tlie Norman armament,

proceeding in great order, arrived, without any material

ItHSB, at Pevensey, in Sussex, and the array quietly disem-

The joy and alacrity of the duke and his soldiers were so

great, that even the intelligence of Harold's victory over the

Norwegians, and the death of Tostig, did not dismay them
;

they seemed rather to entertain greater confidence in a

speedy conquest.

The victory of Harold, though great and honourable, had

proved in the main prejudicial to his interests, and may be

regarded as the immediate cause of his ruin. He lost many
of his bravest officers and soldiers in the action ; and he

disgusted the rest by refusing to distribute the Norwegian

spoils among them—a conduct which was little agreeable

to his usual generosity of temper, but which his desire of

sparing the people, in the war that impended over him from
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Death of Harold at the Battle of Hasting
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the Duke of Normandy, had probably occasioned. He
nastened, by quick marches, to reach this new invader ; but

though he was reinforced at London and other places with

fresh troops, he found himself also weakened by the deser-

tion of his old soldiers, who, from fatigue and discontent,

eeoretly withdrew from their colours. His brother Gurth,

a man of no less bravery and of more discretion than Harold,

urged upon him that it would be better policy to prolong the

war, or, at all events, for the king not to expose himself in

the battle.

To these remonstrances Harold, flushed with the pride

of recent victory, and listening only to his natural courage,

turned a decided refusal. He was resolved, he said, to

show to the nation who had elected him that he was
worthy of their choice, and knew how to defend the crown
he had won.

With this intention he gave orders to advance to meet
the Normans, who by this time had removed their camp to

Hastings, where they had erected fortifications.

So confident did the English monarch feel of success,

that he sent a messenger to William, offering liim a sum of

money to quit the kingdom ; not that, he said, he feared

him, or aught that he and his army could do; but simply to

avoid the effusion of blood, and spare the lives of their

followers on either side. The offer was rejected with

disdain. The Duke of Normandy possessed a courage as

ardent as, and an ambition equal to, his own ; added to

which he was further excited by the personal hatred he

bore to Harold, whose oath to assist William to the English

throne and marry his daughter had been broken on both

points.

Not to appear behindhand with his enemy in boasting,

William despatched a counter proposition by a monk of

Fescamp, named Hugues Margot, whose office secured him
against any violence at the hands of the incensed Saxons.

He haughtily called upon Harold either to resign his crown,

hold it in fealty to him, submit their difterence to the arbi-

tration of the Pope, or decide their claims in single combat.

To this, Harold replied that the God of battles would

soon decide between them.

Both parties now prepared for the contest which was to

decide the possession of the kingdom ; and the manner in

which the night preceding the battle was passed, ia either

camp, illustrated the character of the two nations. The
Saxons spent the hours in rioting and feasting, song and
wassail ; the Normans in silence and prayer.

On the morning of the 14th of October, 1066, the Duke
of Normandy called to his tent the principal leaders and

officers of his army, and addressed to them a discourse

suited to the occasion.

He represented to them that the event which they and he

had so long looked forward to was at hand, and that the

fortune of the war now hung upon their swords ; that a

single action, in all probability, would decide it ; that never

krmy had greater motives for exerting a vigorous courage,

whether they considered the prize that would attend their

Tictory, or the inevitable destruction which must ensue in

the event of their being discomfited ; that if their veteran

bands could once break the lines of the raw soldiers who
had rashly dared to approach them, they could conquer a

kingdom at one blow, and be justly entitled to the possession

of it as the reward of their valour.

On the contrary, he pointed out the result in the event of

a defeat—an enraged and merciless enemy in their rear,

the sea to bar their retreat, and an ignominious death as

the reward of their cowardice. " By collecting so numerous
and brave a host," he added, " I have done all that is

possible, humanly speaking, to ensure conquest ; and the

sacrilegious conduct of Harold, in breaking his oath to me,
gives me just reason to believe that Heaven, and the saints

who are witnes-ses to his perjury, will smile upon my
endeavours."

This address was received with loud cheers ; the duke
commanded the signal to be given, and the entire army
advanced, singing, according to Wilham of Malmesbury,
the war song, or hymn of Roland.

Harold, in the meanwhile, had not been idle, but had
taken advantage of some rising ground to post his army,
and dug trenches to secure his plans ; it being his intention

to stand on the defensive, and avoid, if possible, all action

with the enemy's cavalry, to which his own was inferior.

The Kentish men he placed in the van—a post they claimed

as their right ; whilst the king himself, accompanied by his

two valiant brothers, Gurth and Leofwin, dismounting,

placed himself at the head of the infantry, and expressed

his resolution to conquer or to perish in the action. The
first attack of the Normans was desperate, but was received

with equal firmness by the English ; and after a furious

combat, the assailants, overcome by the difficulty of the
ground, and hard pressed by the enemy, began first to relax

their vigour, then to retreat ; and confusion was spreading

among the ranks, wlien William, who found himself on the

brink of destruction, hastened with a select band to the

relief of his dismayed forces. His presence revived their

courage
;
the English were obliged to retire with loss ; and

the duke, ordering his second line to advance, renewed
the attack with fresh forces and with redoubled vigour.

Finding that the enemy, aided by the advantage of ground,
and animated by the example of their prince, still made an
obstinate resistance, he tried a stratagem, which was very
delicate in its management, but which seemed advisable in

his desperate situation, where, if he gained not a decisive

victory, he was totally undone. He commanded his troops

to make a hasty retreat, and to allure the enemy from their

ground by the appearance of flight. The artifice succeeded;

and the Enghsh, heated by the action, and sanguine in their

hopes of victory, followed the Normans into the plain.

William gave orders that at once the infantry should face

about on their pursuers, and the cavalry make an assault

on their wings ; and both of them pursue the advantage

which the surprise and terror of the enemy must give them

in that critical moment. The English were repulsed

with great slaujjhter, and driven back to the hill, where,

being rallied by the bravery of Harold, they were able,

notwithstanding their loss, to maintain their ground and
continue the combat. The duke tried the same stratagem

a second time with the same success ; but, even after this

double advantage, he stQl found a great body of the

English, who, maintaining themselves in firm array, deter-

mined to dispute the battle to the last extremity. He
ordered his heavy-armed infantry to make an assault on
them ; while h*is archers, placed behind, should gall those

who were exposed by tlie situation of the ground, or who
were intent on defending themselves against the swords and

spears of the assailants. By this disposition he at last

prevailed : Harold was slain by an arrow, while he was
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combating with great iravery at the head of his men, and

his two brothers shared his fate. ..,.,. j

The EngUsh, dismayed by the fall of their king, and

haviiig no one to lead them, gave way, and were Pursued by

sunset, and which, from the valour displayed by both armies

and their leaders, was worthy to decide the contest for a

crown. William, in the course of the battle, had three

horses killed under him, and lost nearly fifteen thousand

The Norman Thanksgiving after the Battle of Hastings,

the victorious Normans with great slaughter, till night put of his ^oUowers.Jhe ^^/^^^'J:'^ Z.'^Z
an end to the horrors of the scene.

Thus did William of Normandy gam the great and de-

risive battle of Ha.stings, which lasted from sunrise to '"^The d'arkness of the night, however, saved a good part
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of the English army, who retreated under the conduct

of Morcar and Edwin. These two thanes, -who had

firmly adhered to Harold, se'iing he was slain, as well as

Gurth and Leofwin, his brothers, submitted at length to

circumstances, and retreated, having given undoubted

proofs of valour during the day.

William, at the height of his wishes, gave orders for the

whole army to fall on their knees, and return God thanks

for so signal a victory ; after which he caused his tent to

be pitched in the field of battle, and spent the residue of

the night among the slain. Nor less perhaps in gratitude

for the past, than in the hope that such a work would pro-

cure him heavenly favour for the future, he solemnly vowed
that he would erect a splendid abbey on the scene of this his

first victory ; and when this vow was accomplished, the

altar of the abbey church stood on the spot where the

standard of Harold had been planted. The holy house

thus founded was called Battle Abbey (see page 96).

On the morrow, he ordered his own dead to be buried,

and gave the English peasants leave to do the same office

for the others ; and the bodies of the king and his brothers

being found, he sent them to Githa, their mother, who gave

them as honourable a burial as the circumstances of the

time would permit, in Waltham Abbey, founded by Harold
before he was king.

Most of the English historians say that the body was given

to his mother without ransom. An ancient manuscript in

the Cottonian library, apparently written at Waltham Abbey
about a hundred years after t)ie battle, relates that two
monks were deputed by William to search for the body of

the king. Unable to distinguish it among tlie nameless

dead by which it w4s surrounded, they sent for Harold's

mistress, Editha, called " tbe swan-necked," whose eye of

affection was not to be deceived.

There is a story related by Giraklus Cambrensis, that

Harold, after receiving his wound, escaped from the field, and
lived several years an anchorite in a cell near St. Johu's

Church, in Chester. This account is, however, in the

highest degree improbable, and there is no reason to doubt

that the last of the Saxon kings died a soldier's death on
the field of Hastings.

CHAPTER XXVH.
William I., Suniameii tlie Conqueror.

Great as were the disasters of Hastings, the English were

still in a position to offer a powerful resistance, had they

been united and firm. The population of London took up
arms, and were still further strengthened by the arrival of

the Earls Edwin and Jlorcar within their walls, witli the

remains of the routed army. An assembly of the nobles

was convened, in which, as the brothers of Harold were
both slain, and his sons too young to govern, Edgar
Atheling, the grand-nephew of Edward the Confessor, the

only descendant of Cerdic, was proclaimed king, chiefly

through the influence of the primate Stigand, ai»d Aldred,

the Archbishop of York.

Although dear to the people on account of his birth,

Edgar possessed no one quality necessary for the crisis

which menaced his kingdom. So weak was his character,

that it would have been diflicult for him, under tlie most
favourable circumstances, to liave maintained himself upon
the throne ; and he was totiUly unfitted to cope with an

adversary, who was not only the most warlike, but one of

the ablest princes of his tima.

W'Uiam remained for some days quietly at Hastings
after his victory, not doubting but iue terrified inhabitant)

of London would send a deputation to his camp with offers

of submission. Some writers have contended that he
was detained by a violent dissension which broke out

amongst the soldiers. This inactivity, however, was but of

short duration. Finding that no one came to him with offers

from the English, and learning that several vessels which
his wife Matilda had sent to him with reinforcements

from Normandy had been attacked and driven from the

coast at Romney, the duke felt that it was time to act, but
tempered his ardour with prudence.

His first care was to assure his communications with

the continent, and establish a post to which he could

retreat in case of a reverse. With this intention, he fol-

lowed with his army the line of coast between Hastings

and Dover, stopping by the way at Romney, which he
pillaged and burnt.

The garrison of Dover Castle, a fortress at that time

deemed impregnable, yielded without a blow, vanquished

by the terror of his name; and was replaced by a force

of Normans. Here William remained till he received fresh

troops and supplies from Normandy ; after which, he ad-

vanced with the flower of his army to London.
Finding the approaches to the city well defended, the

Conqueror made no attempt to carry it by assault, but

dispersed his troops in the neighbourhood, with orders to

burn and plunder the villages, and to intercept all supplies

to the capital. The two earls, Morcar and Edwin

—

refusing to yield obedience to the phantom of a king,

which the ambitious prelates, who hoped to govern in his

name, had caused to be elected—had retired to their

respective governments. After their departure the mihtary

authority fell into the hands of Ansgar, who filled the office

of esquire to tlie new king. Although deprived of the use

of his limbs, he caused himself to be borne on his litter to

every point of the city, examined the defences, and exercised

the utmost vigilance and zeal for the general safety.

William, who had his spies within the walls, was soon

aware of the credit of Ansgar with the people and his

influence in the council of the nation, and sent a messenger

to him, with secret offers, to bribe him to the Norman
interests.

" My master," said the emissary, " merely demands the

title of king—he will leave you to govern the kingdom in

his name."

Ansgar neither accepted nor rejected these advances, but

kept them a secrut from the council, whom he persuaded to

send au envoy to the duke to sound his intentions

No prince of his day equalled William either in ability

or dissimulation ; he quickly penetrated the designs of the

messenger, whom he seduced, by magnificent promises and

protestations.

On his return to the council, the envoy kept his promise

to plead the cause of the duke. William, he proclaimed

aloud, had not his equal, cither in wisdom or courage,

amongst the princes of the age :
" in the first, he exceeds

Solomon ; and in the latter, Charlemagne : he demands

your suftVages, that you confirm the donation of the king-

dom made to him by Edward. The general safety depends

upon submission."
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Thes» words, by wbich the Duke of Normandy let it be

understood that he would rather hold the crowu by the

lecitimate title of a general consent than by the right of

conquest, were not without the effect he anticipated, both

on the nobles and people, who unanimously withdrew their

allegiance from the feeble Edgar, and resolved to take he

oath of fidelity U> a new sovereign in the camp of the

Hormans. , ^ .

Th3 private Stigand was the first who wont over to

Christmas-day was the one fixed for the coronation of the

new king, and the church of Westminster the place ap-

pointed r but before trusting himself within the walls oi

Loudon, the wily Norman caused some of the stroni;est

entrenchments to be destroyed, and commenced strengthen

injr, if he did not lay the foundation of, the fortress whioh

has since grown into the Tower of London.

William decided on reeeiving the crown from the hands

of AldroJ, Archbishop of Yorkvand that the ceremony should

William the Conqueror.

William, whom he encountered at Wallingford, and who

received him with hollow marks of affection and respect,

addressing him by the titles of archbishop and father in

exchange for those of king and son. The example of

Stigand was quickly followed by his brother of York, and

the principal nobles and prelates who had assembled in

London.

The degenerate Edgar Atheling himself came and re-

signed the crown he had so lately received into the hands

of the Conqueror. William received it with affected

modesty, invited the barons to express their wishes, and, in

finally ascending the throne made it appear that he did so

in obedience to their desire.

take place with tbe same formalities which marked the acises-

sion of the Saxon kings.

A serious tumult took place during the ceremony. When

the archbishop demanded of the assembled nobles whether

they would have William for their king, the reply was

given with acclamations so loud as to startle the Noruian

soldiers stationed outside the church. Supposing that an

attack was being made upon their duke, the troops rushed

to the English houses adjoming the abbey, and set them

on fire.

Both Norman and Saxon nobles rushed from the sacred

edifice, leaving their new sovereign and a few churchmen

alone witliin the walls. Recovering his self-possession,
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vVilliam commanded that the ceremony should be con-

cluded ; and in the midst of the cries of his new sub-

jects, who were being massacred on all sides, the flames

of the burning houses, the pillage and devastation, he took

the oath to govern according to the laws of the kings his

predecessors.

Directly after his coronation, William, not deeming him-

self in perfect safety in London, whose inhabitants bitterly

resented the outrage they had been subjected to, removed to

Barking, where he received the homage of many of the great

nobility, churchmen, and thanes.

He introduced into England that strict execution of

justice for which his administration had been much cele-

brated in Normandy; and even during this violent revolu-

tion, disorder and oppression met with rigorous punishment.

Ilia army in particular was governed with severe discipline ,•

and, notwithstanding the iusolence of victory, care was
taken to give as little oirence as possible to the jealousy of

the vanquished. The king appeared solicitous to unite, in

an amicable manner, the Normans and the English, by
intermarriages and alliances ; and all his new subjects who
approached his person were received with affability and

Finding the body of Harold,

The conduct of William at this period appears to bave
j

been most prudent ; he respected the rights of his new sub-
|

jects and the laws of property, though it was impossible for

him to restrain the rapacious disposition of his followers,
j

The treasures of Harold and the donations of the nobility,

which were supposed to be voluntary, furnished the first

largess, which he distributed amongst his companions in

arms. Ho granted at least nominal privileges to the citizens

of London, in the hope of reconciling thorn to his govern-

ment, and took strong measures to secure the future tran-

quillity of the capital. It is true that he disarmed the

inhabitants; but at the same time, in order to establish a

favourable impression of his justice, he punished with rigour

various acts of outrage that had been committ"d.

apparent regard. No signs of suspicion appeared, not even

towards Edgar Atheling, the heir of the ancient r.iyal

family, whom William confirmed in the honours of Earl of

Oxford, conferred oa him by Harold, and whom he affected

to treat with the liighost kindness, as nephew to the Con-

fessor, his great friend and benefactor. Though he confis-

cated the estates of Harold, and of those who liad fought in

the battle of Hustings on the side of that prince, wliom ho

represented as a usurper, ho seemed willing to admit of

every plausible excuse for past opposition to his preten-

sions, and received many into favour who had carried arms

against him.

William set sail from England in tho mouth of May,

10G7, to return to Normandy, accompanied by the most
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considerable nobility of England, who, while they served to

grace his court by their presence and maguificeut retinues,

were in reality hostages for the fidelity of the nation.

Among the.se were Edgar Atheling, Stigand the primate,

the Earls Edwin and Morcar, Waltheof, the son of the

l)rave Earl Siward, with others eminent for the greatness

of their fortunes and families, or for their ecclesia-stical

which struck the foreigners with astonishment. William

of Poictiers, a Norman historian, who was present, speaks

with a<lmiration of the beauty of their persons, the size

and workmanship of their silver plate, the costliness of

their embroideries, an art in which the English women then

excelled; and he expresses himself in such terms as tend

much to exalt our idea of the opulence and cultivation of

The Coruuatioti of William tho Conqueror.

and civil dignities. He was visited at the abbey of
I

Fescamp, where he resided during some lime, by Rodulph,
uncle to the King of France, and by many powerful princes

and nobles, who, having taken part in his enterprise, were i

desirous of participating in the joy and advantages of its

success. His English courtiers, willing to ingratiate them-
selves with their new sovereign, outvied each other in

equipages and entertainments; and made a display of riches
;

the people. But though everything bore the face of joy

and festivity, and William himself treated his new
courtiers with great appearance of kindness, it was im-

possible altogether to prevent the insolence of the

Normans: and the English nobles derived little satis-

faction from those entertainments, where they con-

sidered themselves as led in triumph by their ostentatioua

conqueror
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During his absence, William had entrusted the govern-

ment of his newly -acquired country to his half-brother

Odo, Bishop of Bayeux, and to William Fitz-Osborn, one

of his Norman vassals. The affection of the king had

elevated Odo at a very early age to the see of Bayeux,

where he displayed gueat ability, not only in the admi-

nistration of the atfairs of his diocese, but in the councils

of his sovereign.

In obedience to the canon of the Church, which strictly

forbids the shedding of blood by a priest, he never carried

arms, although he constantly attended his brother in all

his battles, assisting him with his advice and resources,

which were large. He was, says a contemporary historian,

" a prelate of such rare and noble qualities, that the

English, barbarians as they were, could not but admire

him."

To Odo had been assigned the government of Kent, the

remainder of the kingdom being committed to the care of

Fitz-Osborn, who was also related to WilUam by his

mother's side. This noble appears to have been the

steadfast friend of the Conqueror, whom he invariably

supported in his disputes with his own turbulent Norman
subjects, and to his influence was attributed the resolution

of WUliam to make good his claims to the crown of

England by the invasion of the country. Fitz-Osborn was

looked upon by the Normana as one of the greatest warriors

of the age ; and by the oppressed and suffering Saxons as the

powerful iustrument of the Conqueror in oppressing their

unhappy country, which he ruled with a rod of iron.

Discontents and complaints multiplied rapidly during the

absence of William, and secret conspiracies were entered

into against the government. The Norman historians throw

the blame of these proceedings on the fickle, turbulent

spirit of the English, who, doubtless, when they began to

recover from their panic and surprise, felt ashamed of

having yielded so tnmely to the enemy. On the other hand,

it is probable that William, compelled to satisfy the thirst of

his followers for plunder, did not hesitate secretly to insti-

gate the English to conspiracies which he knew could easily

be quenched, and which afforded him a pretext for depriving

the people of their possessions.

The inhabitants of Kent, who had been the first to

acknowledge him, were also the first to attempt to shake

off the yoke, and, assisted by Eustace, Count of Boulogne,

endeavoured to surprise the castle of Dover, but failed.

Edric the Forester, being pressed by the ravages com-

mitted by the Normans on his lands, entered into an alliance

with two Welsh princes, Blethyn and Rowallan, to repel

force by force A secret conspiracy was gradually formed

throughout England to get rid of the Normans by a

general massacre, like that perpetrated on the Danes. So

strong were the feelings of the Saxons, that the vassals

of Earl Coxo, on the refusal of that noble to lead them

against the invaders, put him to death as a traitor to his

country.

The king, informed of these proceedings, hastened over to

England, and by liis sudden appearance disconcerted the

machinations of his new subjects ; it was no part of his policy

to let the insurrection make any head, all he required being

a pretext for tho plans he meditated. Those who were

most compromised in these transactions betrayed their fears

by flight, and WilUam confiscated their estates, which he

bestowed upon his Norman followers. He still affeciea an

outward show and love of justice, by commanding that the

possessions which during his absence had been taken from

the English should be restored to them, but at the sapue

time he imposed a heavy tax upon the people, tha*.. of

Danegelt, which had been abolished by Edward the Con-
fessor, and which had ever been regarded with peculiar

aversion by the nation.

The inhabitants of Exeter, instigated by Githa, or Editha,

mother to King Harold, refused to admit a Norman gar-

rison ; and betaking themselves to arms, were strengthened

by the assistance of the neighbouring inhabitants of

Devonshire and Cornwall. The king hastened with his

forces to chastise this revolt ; and on his approach, the

wiser and more considerable citizens, sensible of the un-
equal contest, persuaded the people to submit, and to deliver

hostages for their obedience. A sudden mutiny of the

populace broke this agreement ; and WilUam, appearing

before the walls, ordered the eyes of one of the hostages to

be put out, as an earnest of the severity which the rebels

might expect if they persevered in their revolt. The in-

habitants, undaunted by this savage act, refused to sur-

render, and sustained the attack of the king's forces for

eighteen days, during which the besiegers suffered heavy

loss. When the city at length was taken, the brave men
of Exeter obtained terms by which their Hves and pro-

perty were secured to them. William was not destitute of

generosity, when his temper was not hardened either by
policy or passion : he set guards on all the gates, in order

to prevent the rapacity and insolence of his soldiery. Githa

escaped with her treasures to Flanders ; and the king,

having built a citadel in the city of Exeter, wliich he

put under the command of Baldwin, son of Earl Gilbert,

returned to Winchester, and dispersed his army into their

quarters. He was here joined by his wife, Matilda, who
had not before visited England, and whom he now ordered

to be crowned by Archbishop Aldred. This ceremony,

which was contrary to an old law of the Anglo-Saxons,

displeased the people, who were further incensed against

the new queen in consequence of large tracts of confiscated

territory being assigned to her.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

Conspiracy against the Normars—Its Consequences—Escape of Edgar
Atiieling with liis Sisters to Scotland.

Although Fortune appeared to lavish

licr smiles upon the Conqueror, bitter

discontent was brooding in the hearts

of the English, who saw themselves

stripped one by one of their liberties

and privileges, and whenever they met
with the Normans in small parties the

people set on them and slew them

witliout mercy.

An insm:rection at last broke out in

the north of England, headed by the

Earls Morcar and Edwin, who bitterly regretted their short-

sighted policy in not supporting Edgar Atheling on the

throne. Before appealing to arms, these powerful nobles

had secured the assistance of their nephew Blethyn, Prince

of North Wales ; of jSIalcolm, King of Scotland ; and of

Sweyu, King of Denmark.

Arms of William Iho

Conqueror.

<?
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Besides the injuries inflicted upon their country, the two

leaders of this rebellion had private insults to atone. The

Conqueror, at the time of his election to the crown, had

promised his daughter ia marriage to Edwin, in order to

Silver Penny of William the Conqueror.

gecnre hie adherence ; but when the king was called upon

to fulfil his engagement he refused to do so, and this dis-

appointment induced the two brothers to take up arms

against him.

None knew better than William the importance of

celerity in quelling a revolt, especially when supported by

such powerful leaders. He advanced, therefore, with rapid

marches towards the north. On his way he gave orders to

fortify Warwick Castle, which he committed to the govern-

ruin. A peace which he made with Malcolm, who did him

homage for Cumberland, seemed -at the same time to deprive

them of all prospect of foreign assistance.

The English were now sensible that their final destruction

was intended ; and that, instead of a sovereign, -whom they

had hoped to gain by their submissions, they had tamely

surrendered themselves without resistance to a tyrant and a

conqueror. Though the early confiscation of the estates of

Harold's followers might seem iniquitous, being inflicted on

men who had never sworn fealty to the Duke of Normandy,

who were ignorant of his pretensions, and who only fought

in defence of the government which they themselves had

established in their own country
;
yet were these rigours,

however contrary to the ancient Sa.xon laws, excused on

account of the urgent necessities of the prince. Those who

were not involved in the present ruin hoped that they

should thenceforth enjoy, without molestation, their posses-

sions and their dignities ; but the successive destruction of

I

so many other families convinced thera that the king

intended to rely entirely on the support and aflections of

! foreigners; and tliey foresaw new forfeitures, attainders, and

Groat Seal of 'William the Conqueror.

ment of Henry de Beaumont, one of his nobles ; and
that of Nottingham to WilUam Peverell, another Norman
leader.

Using the utmost expedition, the Conqueror reached York
before the arrival of the promised succours, or the English

were prepared for resistance ; and the two earls had no
other resource than to appeal to the clemency of the victor.

Archil, a potent nobleman in those parts, imitated their

example, and delivered his son as a hostage for his fidehty
;

nor were the people, thus deserted by their leaders, able to

make any further resistance. But the treatmeut which

William gave the chiefs was very different from that which

fell to the share of their followers. He observed religiously

the terms which he had granted to the former, and allowed

them for the present to keep possession of their estates
;

but he extended the rigours of his confiscations over the

latter, and gave away their lands to his foreign adventurers.

These, planted through the whole country, and in posses-

sion of the military power, left Edwin and Moroar, whon\ he

pretended to spare, destitute of all support, and ready to

fall whenever he should think proper to command their

acts of violence, as the necessary result of this destructive

plan of administration. They observed that no Englishman

possessed his confidence, or was entrusted with any com-

mand or authority ; and that the strangers, whom a rigorous

discipline could have but ill restrained, were encouraged in

their insolence and tyranny.

Convinced of the hopelessness of resistance, many of the

English fled to foreign countries to seek that security denied

them in their own.

Edgar Atheling, dreading the unscrupulous policy of

William, yielded to the advice of Cospatriok, a powerful

Northumbrian noble, and fled with him, accompanied by

his mother Agatha and his two sisters jNIargaret and

Christina, to Scotland, where they were hospitably received

by Malcolm, who soon afterwards espoused the former

princess—the latter became a nun. If the English were

thus oppressed, and driven from their homes, the position

of the conquerors was anything but an agreeable one. On
all sides they were surrounded by bitter enemies, who, if

too feeble and disunited to oppose them in the field, never

failed to slay them, singly or in small parties, whenever an
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opportunity offered. Many Norman nobles followed the

example of Hugh de Grentmesnil and Humphrey de Tilleuil,

threw up their commands, and returned to their own coun-

try, a proceeding which AVilliam resented by depriving them
of the possessions he had bestowed upon them in England.

The Norman army was speedily reinforced by the arriyal

of iJrssh adventurers from Normandy and other parts of

the Continent, and it was not long before the king found

occupation for their swords. Godwin, Edmund, and Mag-
nus, three sons of Harold, had, immediately after the defeat

at Hastings, sought a retreat in Ireland, where, having met
with a kind reception from Dermot and other princes of

that country, they projected an invasion of England ; and

they hoped that all the exiles from Denmark, Scotland,

and Wales, assisted by forces from these several countries,

would at once commence hostilities, and rouse the English

against their haughty conquerors. They landed in Devon-

shire, but found Earl Beorn, at the head of some foreign

partly from their authority in those parts, easily persuaded the
warlike and discontented Northumbrians to join the insur-
rection. Malet, that he might better provide for the defence
of the citadel of York, set fire to some houses which lay
contiguous

;
but this expedient proved the immediate cause

of his destruction. The iiames, spreading into the neigh-
bouring streets, reduced the whole city to ashes. The
enraged inhabitants, aided by the Danes, took advantage of
the confusion to attack the castle, which they carried by
assault, and put the garrison, consisting of three thousand
men, to the sword.

This success gave the signal for the inhabitants of many
other parts of England to show their hatred of the Normans.
Hereward, a noble of East Anglia, assembled a considerable
force, and taking a position on the island of Ely, made
successful incursions in the country round him.
The English, in the counties of Somerset and Dorset, rose

in arms and assaulted Montacute, the Norman governor;

Kougemont Castle, Exeter.

troops, ready to oppose them, and, being defeated in several

actions, they were obliged to retreat to their ships, and
return with great loss to Ireland. The efforts of the
Normans were now directed to the north, where affairs had
fallen into the utmost confusion. Kobert de Comiue, who
with 1,200 Norman lances had attacked Durham, and
massacred a few defenceless men, was surprised in the town
by the exasperated people, and put to death, with the whole
of his followers. This success animated the inhabitants of

York, who, rising in arms, besieged in the castle Wilham
Malct, tlieir governor. Two years afterwards the Danish
troops landeil from 240 vessels ; Osberne, brother to King
Sweyn, was entrusted with the command of these forces,

and he was accompanied by Harold and Canute, two sons
of that monarch

; Edgar Atheling appeared from Scotland,
and brou.;;ht along with him Cospalrick, AValthcof, Siward,
Bcarne. Merleswain, Adelin, and other leaders, who, partly
from the hopes wliich they gave of Scottish succours, and

i

while the warlike inhabitants of Cornwall laid siege to

Devon and Exeter, which, from a grateful recollection of

the clemency William had shown them, remained faithful

to his interests

Edric the Forester laid siege to Slirewsbury, and made

head against Brient and Fitz-Osborn, who commanded

there. In short, the whole nation rose, like a man suddenly

awakened from a dream, and seemed resolved to atone for

the abjectness of their previous submission, by a vigorous

and well-organised resistance to their opprsssors. Wilham,

however, appeared undismayed by the storm lowering on

every Bide around him ; and little as he can be said to have

had Justice upon his side, it is impossible not to admire the

tuergy and courage with whicn he met danger.

Calling his army together, he marched rapidly towards

the north, where the rebellion appeared the most formidable,

knowing that a defeat there would strike terror to the rest

of the insurgents.
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Joining policy with force, he made a separate treaty with

the Danes, offering them, aa the price of their withdrawal

into Denmark, permission to plunder and ravage the sea-

coasts.

Cospatrick also, despairing of success, paid to the Con-

queror a large sum to be received once more into favour

;

be was afterwards invested with the earldom of North-

umberland as the price of his submission. Even Edric,

obliged by necessity, submitted to Wilham and was par-

doned.

The King of Scotland arrived too late with his succours,

and found himself obhged to retire ; and all the insur-

gents, in various parts of the country, either dispersed or

laid down their arms, with the exception of the East

Anglian noble Hereward, who still kept possession of the

island of Ely.

Edgar Atheling, finding himself unsupported, withdrew

with his followers and friends once more into Scotland ; and

the kingdom, without any great battle being fought, once

more submitted to the iron yoke of the Normans.

In the crisis in which he found himself suddenly placed,

WUliam displayed his usual deceitful policy, and affected a

gentleness foreign to his nature. But this seeming clemency

towards the English leaders proceeded only from artifice
;

his heart was hardened against all compassion towards the

people ; and he scrupled at no measure, however violent or

severe, which seemed requisite to support the plans he

had adopted. Sensible of the restless disposition of the

Northumbrians, he determined to incapacitate them ever

after from giving disturbance ; and he issued orders for

laying entirely waste that fertile country, which for the

extent of sixty miles lies between the Humber and the Tees.

The houses were reduced to ashes by the merciless Normans

;

the cattle seized and driven away ; the instruments of hus-

bandry destroyed ; and the inhabitants, compelled either to

seek for subsistence in the southern parts of Scotland, or,

if they lingered in England, from a reluctance to abandon

their ancient habitations, perished miserably in the woods

from cold and hunger. The lives of 100,000 persons are

computed to have been sacrificed to this stroke of bar-

barous policy, which, by seeking a remedy for a temporary

evil, thus iuflioted a lasting wound on the power and

opulence of the nation.

CHAPTER XXIX.

Continuation of the Reign of "WiUiam the Conqueror—Depreasion of the

English—Introduction of the Feudal Laws.

WlLLlAJi, finding himself entirely master of a people who
had given him such sensible proofs of their impotent rage

and animosity, now resolved to proceed to extremities

against all tlie natives of England, and to reduce them to

a condition in which they should no longer be formidable.

The insurrections and conspiracies in so many parts of the

kingdom h id involved the bulk of the landed proprietors,

more or less, in the guilt of treason ; and the king took
advantage of executing against them, with the utmost
rigour, the laws of forfeiture and attainder. Their Uves
were, generally speaking, spared ; but their estates were
confiscated, and either annexed to the crown or bestowed
upon the Norman nobility.

Thus many ancient families were reduced to beggary.

and had the mortification of seeing their lands in the pos-

session of strangers, as well aa finding themselves exclu 1.-

1

from ofSce and employment.

William, as has been observed, was not only the nios.

warlike, but one of the most politic princes of his tiuie.

Knowing that power followed property, he took care to

establish such institutions in the country as would retain

the military power of the kingdom in tbe ham.ls of those

who had assisted him to obtain possession of the throne.

With this view the feudal law was introduced into the

island. The lands, with the exception of the royal domains,

were, with a few exceptions, divided into baronies, which he

conferred upon his followers, who held them by military

service due to the crown.

The new barons subdivided their lands amongst their

knights and vassals, whom they bound to them by the same

tenure, paying to their chief in time of peace or war the

same species of service which they rendered to their sove-

reign.

The entire kingdom was thus divided into about 700

fiefs, and upwards of 60,000 knights' fees or holdings.

As none of the English were admitted into the first class,

the few who were permitted to retain possession of land

were only too glad to be received into the second division,

and, under the protection of some favoured Norman noble,

hold by the feudal tenure the estates which had descended to

them free from their ancestors.

The Conqueror placed the ecclesiastical revenues of tha

country under the same law ; he was uo longer under the

necessity of wearing a mask with the clergy, whom on hia

first arrival he found it necessary to court. The bishops and
abbots were bound to furnish him during war with a certain

number of knights, in proportion to the extent of their

possessions, and were rendered Uable, in case of failure, to

the same penalties as the laity.

It was in vain that the Pope and the Church protested

against this innovation. Wilham was now absolute master,

and the army devoted to him. He had little to fear from
ecclesiastical menaces. The great body of the priesthood

were still Saxons, and the poUtic king knew well the effects

which might arise from their opposition to his interests : he
therefore expelled them from tbe principal dignities, and
advanced Norman and other prelates in their places.

Amongst the Saxou churchmen was Stigand, Archbishop

of Canterbury, a man who by the greatness of hia birth, the

extent of his possessions, and the dignity of his office, gave
great cause of jealousy to the Conqueror.

Not deeming it safe to violate the respect due to the

primate, Wilham waited the arrival of the Bishop of Sion,

the legate of the Pope in England, the first who ever

appeared in that character in the island. It was not deference

to the see of Rome alone which induced William to receive

the Papal envoy, but the desire of using him for a political

purpose which he had long meditated ; and the legate con-

sented to become the supporter of his tyranny.

He summoned, therefore, a council of the prelates and
abbots at Winchester ; and being assisted by two cardinals,

Peter and John, he cited before him Stigand, Archbishop of

Canterbury, to answer for his conduct. The primate was
accused of three crimes : the holding of the see of Win-
chester, together with that of Canterbury ; the officiating

in the pall of Robert, his predecessor ; and the having
received his own pall fronv Benedict IX., who was after*
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wards deposed for simony, and for intrusion into the Papacy.

These crimes of Stigand were mere pretences, since the

ti.st had been a practice not unusual in England, and was

of the Church, especially those who lived at a distance, were
excusable for making their applications to him. Stigand's

ruin, however, was resolved on, and was prosecuted with

(
Battle Abbey,

rover any where subjected to a higher penalty than a ' great severity. The legate degraded him from his dignity;

resignation of one of the sees ; the second was a pure

ceremonial ; and as Benedict was the only pope who then

officiated, and his acts wore never repealed, aU the prelates

the king confiscated his estate, and cast him into prison,

where he continued in poverty and want during the re-

mainder of bis li^ . (A.n. 1070.)
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Hereward cutting his way through (See p.

Like rigour was exercised against the other English
prelates. Agelric, Bishop of Selesey, and Agelmare, of
Elmham, were deposed by the legate, and imprisoned by
the king. Many considerable abbots shared the same fate :

Egelwin, Bishop of Durham, fled the kingdom. AVulstan,
of Worcester, a man of an inoffensive character, was the
only English prelate that escaped this general proscription.

9

Brompton relates, that the last-named bishop was also

deprived of his dignftics by the synod; but refusing to

deliver his pastoral staff and ring to any but the per.ion

from whom he first received it, he went immediately to

King Edward's tomb, and struck the staff so deeply into

the stone, that none bur. himself was able to pull it out;
ou which he was allowed to retain po.s8ession of his dignity-
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Aldrod, Archbishop of York, who had crowned the Con-

queror, died, about the same time, of grief. He left his

malediction, it is said, to AViUiam, on account of the wrongs

he had inflicted on the people.

The deposing of Stigand gave the king an opportunity of

paying a long debt of gratitude to Lanfranc, a Lombard
monk, by raising him to the vacant dignity. This friar

had been sent by him shortly after his marriage with

Matilda to the Court of Rome, to obtain the Papal dis-

pensation for their union, it having been discovered, after

the ceremony had taken place, that they were related within

the prohibited degree.

The new archbishop showed himself exceedingly unbend-

ing, where the prerogatives of the primacy were in question.

After a long contest before the Pope, he compelled Tliomas,

a Norman monk, who had been appointed to the see of

York, to acknowledge his superiority, a point which had

hitherto been warmly contested between the occupants of

the rival sees.

The zeal of the new primate in supporting the interests

of Rome met with great success. It is true that William,

during his reign, rarely felt inconvenience from it, for

with his strong hand and iron will he kept the Church in

great subjection to the Crown, and would allow none to

dispute his sovereign will and pleasure. He prohibited his

subjects from acknowledging any one for pope whom he

liimself had not previously received : lie required that all

the ecclesiastical canons, voted in any synod, should first

he laid before him, and be ratified by his authority ; even

bulls, or letters from Rome, could not legally be produced,

till they received the same sanction : and none of his

ministers or barons, whatever offences they were guilty of,

could be subjected to spiritual censures till he himself had

given his consent to their excommunication.

CHAPTER XXX.
Reign of William L continued—Erection of Fortresses.

In order to secure the subjection of his new subjects, the

(Conqueror did not neglect the important means which the

erection of castles or fortresses presented. Amongst others,

he either built, or caused his great vassals to build, those

of Pevensey, Hastings, and the White Tower of London
;

and repaired that of Dover in 10G6.

The castles or stone-built fortresses of England, previous

to the Conquest, were few and inconsiderable. Those erected

by the Romans had fallen into ruin ; and although Alfred

the Great had strengthened the defences of the country by

upwards of fifty towers of defence, they had not been kept

up by his successors : and to this neglect the speedy reduc-

tion of the country to the Norman yoke may, in a great

measure, be attributed. There were no long and wearisome

sieges to undertake ; no position capable of delaying an army
before it for any length of time : all was left to the chance

of an open battle.

At the period of the Saxon supremacy, the castles and
places of strength were chiefly of wood, in proof of which

the vassals who erected them were required to provide no

other tools than a hatchet. William, who perfectly compre-

hended the policy of the Romans, determined to alter this,

and speedily commenced the erection of his strongholds, and

in process of time the great feudal barons followed his

exiaiiiple.

In order to afford an idea of these structures, we shall, as

briefly as possible, give a general idea of a Norman fortress

or castle.

It consisted of an enclosure, varying, according to the

importance of its position, from five to ten acres of land,

and, where circumstances rendered it possible, was sur-

rounded by a moat or artificial canal, on the edge of which

was a strong wall enclosing another, and between them was

the first ballium, or outer court. Within the second wall,

which surrounded the keep, or great tower, were store-

Plan of a Norman Castle.

houses for the garrison, and other offices, as well as lodgings

for the troops. In the centre of the interior space stood the

citadel, keep, or master tower, in which resided the governor,

or feudal possessor ; in his absence, the castellan inhabited it,

exercising the same authority as his cliief. This last edifice

was generally erected on an artificial or natural mound, and

contained the state apartments, together with the domestic

offices ; and in the centre, below the foundations, the

dungeons for prisoners ©f war and other captives, such as

felons, who had fallen under the jurisdiction of the lord or

governor : in many instances there were secret means of

access to these prisons by means of narrow passages contrived

in the walls. In advance of the moat stood the barbacan,

(3r outward defence, with a watch-tower, communicating

with the interior by means of a drawbridge, which drew up

inwardly, so aa to be under the direction of the sentinel or

guard. The entrance to the balhum, or outward court, was

still further secured by a strong gate, defended by a portcullis,

to be raised or lowered as occasion required, by means of

strong iron chains and pulleys. The walls were further

protected by battlements, perforfited by loopholes, through
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wliich arrows could be discharged, and towers planted at

various distances. Tlie outward walls were seldom less than

seven feet in thickness, and those of the keep frequently as

juany as fifteen.

Before the discovery of gunpowder and the invention of

artillery, these strongholds might be considered impregnable
;

and when taken it was generally by famine, or through the

treachery of some portion of the garrison. Figuratively

speaking, they were so many Norman bridles to check the

impatience of the half-broken Saxon steed.

The Enn-lish had now tha mortification to find that as

AVilliam's authority increased it was employed in their

oppression ; that the scheme of subjection had been craftily

planned, and was being relentlessly carried out, attended by

every circumstance of indignity and insult calculated to

wound the pride of a susceptible people.

The Conqueror even attempted to extirpate the Saxon

to assert the independence of their country. AVith this in-

tention Edwin retired to his estates in the north, whilst his

brother Morcar took refuge with the gallant Hereward,

who still maintained himself in the Itle of Ely. The king,

with his usual vigour, determined to subdue their strong-

hold ; and for this piu'pose he caused a large number of flat-

bottomed boats to be constructed, on which he placed hia

men, and surrounded it. He next caused a road to be made

through the morass, two miles in length, and after a desperate

attack obliged the Saxons to surrender. (a.i>. 1071.)

Hereward, however, contrived to escape, by cutting his

way, sword in hand, through the enemy, and carried on the

war by sea against the Normans with such success, that

William was glad to compromise with him, by giving him

back his estate and honours.

The memory of Hereward, " England's darling," as he was

called by his countrymen, long remained cherished in their

ClifforJ's Tower, York, built by William the Conrjueror.

tongue ; and with that view he commanded that in all the

cchools throughout the country the youth should be in-

structed in French, which also became the language of the

courts of law. Moved at last by the representations of some

Lif the prelates, and the entreaties of his subjects, he con-

tented to restore some of the laws of Edward the Confessor,

which, although of no great importance, were regarded

with affection by the people, as memorials of their ancient

liberty.

The position of the two Earls Morcar and Edwin soon

became intolerable ; for, notwithstanding that they had

stood aloof during the last insurrection of their countrymen,

and maintained their allegiance, William treated them with

indignity ; and the hungry adventurers who surrounded his

court, while they envied the possessions of the Saxon nobles,

thought themselves entitled to treat them with contempt as

slaves and barbarians.

Sensible that with the loss of their dignity they had no

longer any hops of safety, they determined, though too late,

hearts, and the exploits of the last hero of Anglo-Saxon

independence were for many years a favourite theme of

tradition and poetry.

Morcar and Egelwin, Bishop of Durham, who had joined

the insurgents, were taken and thrown into pri;on, where

the last-named personage soon afterwards died of grief,

whilst Edwiu was slain in an attempt to escape into Scotland.

The King of Scotland, in hopes of profiting by these

convulsions, had fallen on the northern counties, but on the

approach of William he retired ; and when JIalcolm re-

entered his country he was glad to make peace, and to pay

the usual homage to the English crown. To complete the

Norman king's prosperity, Ivlgar Atheling himself, despair-

ing of the success of hia cause, and weary of a fugitive life,

submitted to his enemy ; and receiving a decent pension for

his subsistence, was permitted to live in England unmolested.

But these acts of generosity towards the leaders were con-

trasted, as usual, by William's rigour against the inferior

malcontents. He ordered the hands to be lopped off, and
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the eye? to be put out, of many of the prisoners whom he

Bad taken in the Isle of Ely, and he dispersed them in that

miserable condition throughout the country as monuments

of his severity.

Herbert, the last count or chief of the province of Maine,

bordering on Normandy, had bequeathed his lands to

"William, who had taken possession of them several years

before the invasion of England. In 1073, the people of

Jlaine, instigated by Fulk, Count of Anjou, rose in rebel-

lion against "William, and expelled the magistrates he

had placed over them. The settled aspect of affairs in

England afforded him leisure to punish this insult to his

authority ; but being unwilling to remove his Norman
forces from the island, he carried over a considerable army,

composed almost entirely of English ; and joining them to

some troops levied in Normandy, he entered the revolted

province.

The national valour, which had been so long opposed to

him, was now exerted in his favour. Signal success at-

tended the expedition. The men of Maine were beaten by

•the English, many towns and villages were destroyed, and

the inhabitants tendered their submission to the Conqueror.

But during these transactions (107-t) the government of

England was greatly disturbed, and that too by those very

foreigners who owed everything to the king's bounty, and

whose rapacious disposition he had tried in vain to satisfy.

The Norman barons who had engaged with their duke in

the conquest of England were men of independent spirit

and strong will ; and however implicit the obedience which

they yielded to their lender in the field, it is possible that in

more peaceful times they foimd it difficult to brook the

imperious character and overbearing temper of the king.

The habit of absolute government into which William

had fallen since his mastery over the English, had fre-

quently led him to exercise an authority over the Normans
themselves which they were ill disposed to bear. The
discontent became general. Roger, Earl of Hereford, the

son and heir of Fitz-Osborn, so long the intimate friend

and counsellor of the king, had negotiated the marriage

of his sister with Ralph de Gael, Earl of Norfolk. For

some reason, now unknown, the alliance was displeasing to

the king, who sent from Normandy to forbid it. The two
earls, despite the prohibition, proceeded to solemnise the

union ; and, foreseeing the resentment of "William, pre-

pared for a revolt.

It was during the festivities of the nuptials that they

broached their design to their numerous friends and allies

assembled on the occasion, by complaining of the tyranny

of the king ; his oppressive conduct to the unfortunate

English, whom they affected to pity ; his insolence to men
of noble birth ; and the indignity of submitting any longer

to be governed by a prince of illegitimate birth. All

present, inflamed with resentment, shared in the indigna-

tion of the speakers, and a solemn compact was entered into

to shake off the royal yoke. Even Earl Waltheof, who
was present, expressed his approval of the conopiracy, and
promised to assist it.

This noble was the last of the English who possessed any
great power or influence in the kingdom. After his capitu-

lation at York, he was received into fa-vour by the Con-
queror ; had even married Judith, his niece ; and had been
promoted to the earldoms of Huntingdon and Northampton.
Cospatrick, Earl of Northumberland, having, on some new

disgust from "Wilham, retired into Scotland—where he

received the earldom of Dunbar from the bounty of Mal-

colm—Waltheof was appointed his successor in that im-

portant command, and seemed still to possess the confidence

and friendship of his sovereign ; but as he was a man of

generous principles, and loved his country, it is probable

that the tyranny exercised over the English lay heavy on

his mind, and destroyed all the satisfaction which he could

reap from his own grandeur and advancement. "When a

prospect, therefore, was opened of retrieving their liberty,

he hastily embraced it, while the fumes of the liquor and

the ardour of the company prevented him from reflecting

on the consequences of that rash attempt; but after his

cool judgment returned, he foresaw that the conspiracy of

those discontented barons was not likely to prove successful

against the estabhshed power of William ; or, if it did, that

the slavery of the English, instead of being alleviated by

that event, would become more grievous under a multitude

of foreign leaders, factious and ambitious, whose union or

discord would be equally oppressive. Tormented with

these reflections, he disclosed the plans of the conspirators

to his wife Judith, of whose fidelity he entertained no

suspicion ; but who, having secretly fixed her affections

on a Norman nobleman, took this opportunity of ruining

her confiding husband. She conveyed inteUigence of the

conspiracy to the king, and aggravated every circumstance

which she believed would tend to incense him against

Waltheof, and render him absolutely implacable. Mean-
while the earl, still dubious with regard to the part

wliich he should act, discovered the secret in confession

to Lanfranc, on whose probity and judgment he had a

great reliance. He was persuaded by that prelate tliat

he owed no fidelity to those rebellious barons, who had

by surprise gained his consent to a crime; that his first

duty was to his sovereign and benefactor, his next to him-

self and his family ; and that, if he seized not the oppor-

tunity of making atonement for his guilt by revealing it,

the temerity of the conspirators was so great, that they

might give some other person the means of acquiring the

merit of the discovery.

Waltheof, convinced by these arguments, went at once to

Normandy, where Wilham was then residing, and confessed

everything to the king, who, dissembling his resentment,

thanked him for his loyalty and love ; but in his heart he

gave the earl no thanks for a confidence which came so late.

The conspirators, hearing of Waltheofis departure from

England, concluded at once that they were betrayed, and
instantly assembled in arms, before their plans were ripe

for execution, and before the arrival of the Danes, with

whom they had secretly entered into an aUiance. The
Earl of Hereford was defeated by Walter de Lacy, who,

supported by the Bishop of AVorcester and the Abbot of

Evesham, prevented his passing the Severn, and penetrating

into the heart of the kingdom. The Earl of Norfolk

was defeated by Odo, the ivarlike Bishop of Bayeux,

who sulUed his victory by commanding the right foot of

his prisoners to be cut off as a punishment for their treason.

Their leader escaped to Norwich, and from thence to

Denmark.

William, on his arrival in England, found that he had

nothing left to do but punish the instigators and leaders of

the revolt, which he did with great rigour. Many were

hanged ; some had their eyes put out ; others their hands
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cut off, or were otherwise Lorribly mutilated. The only

indulgence he showed was to the Earl of Hereford, who

was oondemned to lose his estate, and to be kept a prisoner

during pleasure. The king appeared willing to remit the last

part of the sentence, probably from the recollection of his

father's services, and the dread of increasing the discontent

of the Norman barons; but the haughty and unbending

spirit of the earl provoked William to extend the sentence

to a perpetual confinement.

Waltheof, being an Englishman, was not treated with so

much humanity ; though his guilt, always much inferior to

that of the other conspirators, was atoned for by an early

repentance. William, instigated by his niece Judith, as

well as by his rapacious courtiers, who longed for the

forfeiture of so rich an estate, ordered the thane to be tried,

condemned, and executed. The English, who considered

AValtheof as the last hope of their nation, grievously lamented

his fate, and fancied that miracles were wrought by his

rehcs, as a testimony of his innocence and sanctity. The

infamous Judith, falling soon afterwards under the king's

displeasure, was abandoned by all the world, and passed the

rest of her life in contempt, remorse, and misery.

Nothing remained to complete William's satisfaction but

the punishment of Ralph de Gael, and he hastened over

to Normandy in order to gratify his vengeance on that

criminal ; but though the contest seemed very unequal

between a private nobleman and the ICing of England, Ralph

was so well supported both by the Earl of Brittany and the

King of France, that William, after besieging him for some

time in Del, was obliged to abandon the enterprise, and

malve with those powerful princes a peace, in which Ralph

himselfwas included. England, during his absence, remained

in tranquillity, and nothing remarkable occurred, except

two ecclesiastical synods, which were summoned, one at

London, another at Winchester. In one of these the pre-

cedency among the episcopal sees was settled, and the seat

of some of them was removed from small villages to the

most considerable town within the diocese.

CHAPTER XXXI.
Insurrection at Durham—Deatli of tlie Bi3hop—Expedition of William

against Scotlami—Invasion and Retreat of tlie Danes.

William to the end of his reign no longer had any serious

difficulties to contend with from the Saxons, the national

spirit being broken and subdued beneath his iron yoke. The
conspiracies which ensued were now those of the Normans,

and the partial insurrections that took place were instigated

chiefly by private vengeance against some local oppressor.

In one of these insurrections perished AValcher, Bishop of

Durham, a prelate originally from Lorraine, and elevated by

the new king to the see of St. Cuthbert.

Historians who have written of this remarkable man agree

in describing him as no less distinguished for his attain-

ments than the excellence of his moral character : he was

good but feeble, and lacked the energy necessary to restrain

the evil-doers in the troublesome times in which he lived.

His tragical death is said to have been predicted by the

widow of Edward the Confessor, who resided at Winchester,

where the bishop was consecrated. When she saw him
conducted in great pomp to the cathedral, struck by
his venerable air and majestic demeanour, she exclaimed

to those around her, "Beheld » upble martyr!'" Like

many other prophecies, it doubtless might have been

forgotten, had not circumstances afterwards caused its

fulfilment.

On the death of AValtheof, the government of Northum-

berland was confided by William to this venerable prelate,

who thus united in his hands the temporal as well as thf

spiritual power ; repressing by the sword the excesses of the

barbarous people whom he was called to govern, and in-

structing them by the word.

His own disposition being good, he suspected no ill in

others ; and giving much time to study, delegated a great

share of his authority to one Gilbert, his archdeacon, au
ecclesiastic of ardent character, who committed great crimes

and exactions, and permitted the soldiers to pillage and slay

the inhabitants of the diocese, without listening to their

prayers for redress.

It was in vain that the good bishop tried to temper the

harshness of this man by associating with him a relative of

his own, one Leob, who sided with the archdeacon in all his

exactions ; or took to his councils a noble Saxon, Leulf,

uncle to the deceased Waltheof. The two tyrants disre-

garded the remonstrances of the latter, and continued theii*

career of crime and oppression. Leob, enraged at the

remonstrances of Leidf, demanded his life of his confederate

Gilbert, who entered the house of the Saxon, and slew him
with most of his followers.

The murdered man not only held vast possessions, but

was greatly esteemed on account of the justness of his

character ; and the crime excited such unusual indignation

that the people, excited by his relatives and friends, flew to

arms, demanding vengeance on the criminals. The bishop,

in an agony of fear, sent messengers to say that justice

should be done ; that he would place out of the pale of the

law GQbert and his accomplices ; that he himself was inno-

cent of the death of Leulf , and offered to purge himself by
oath of all suspicion of the deed. This offer was accepted,

and the two parties met at a church near Durham, a
ferocious and armed multitude on one side, frantic for

vengeance. They had seen, they said, the .assassins received

and sheltered in the episcopal palace directly after the com-
mission of the crime.

Waloher, alarmed by their cries, refused to truLst himseH

amongst them, but offered to take the oath in the church,

where he was surrounded, together with Leob and Gilbert,

the actual murderers. In the midst of the tumult, the

Saxon cry of " Short rede—good rede," signifying " Short

words—good words," was raised, and their leader called out

"Slay the bishop!" The multitude, dehghted with the

order, rushed to the sacred edifice, and attempted to set it

on fire.

In this peril the prelate commanded Gilbert, who had
actually committed the offence, to quit the church, lest, as

he said, the innocent should perish with the guilty ; the

archdeacon obeyed, and was speedily torn in pieces by the

Saxons. Leob refused to quit the place, which he vainly

hoped would shelter him, although the flames had begun to

penetrate in every part. Then it was the bishop took

the resolution of quitting the building, in the hope that

the lives of his companions might be spared. Covering

his face with his mantle, he advanced amongst the crowd,

but soon fell, pierced by a hundred wounds. His guilty

relative, and those who were with him, perished in the

flames.

UNIVER.STTY OK r.v JiA
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Excited by this success, the insurgents returned to Dur-

ham, and attempted to become masters of the citadel of the

murdered bishop ; but tlie garrison, which was composed of

Normans, beat them off, and they dispersed themselves in

the neighbouring country.

No sooner did the report of this insurrection reach the

ears of Odo, the grand justiciary of the kingdom, than lie

marched towards Durham with a strong body of men to

restore order. Incensed at the death of his brother prelate,

he gave licence to his soldiery to ravage and destroy. The

hornir-^ that ensued were fearful. The innocent suffered

with the guilty. Whenever a Saxon was met with he was

portion of the country, delivering, in the course of bis

progress, upwards of 300 Saxons, whom the Welsh had
enslaved. From this excursion he was speedily reca'led by a

confederacy entered into against him by the Danes, whose
king, Canute the Younger, laid claim to the crown of

England, and with this intention entered into an alliance

with Olave, King of Norway, and with his brother-in-law

Robert, Count of Flanders, who promised him a succour of

GOO vessels. "William felt the utmost alarm at this alliance,

which seriously menaced his throne, and he enlisted under hia

banners a crowd of mercenaries from every part of Europe,

whom he paid by the enormous contributions wrung from

-'»^^ ^^i-

'^,

Depopulation of Hampshire, to form the Xew Forest.

put to death, with circumstances of such appalling barbarity

that we catniot venture to describe them.

This scene of horrors took place in 1080, and fell with

double hardship on the inliabitants, who had not yet re-

covered from the incursion which Maleclm, King of Scotland,

Ijad made a short time previously in the province.

William resolved to ch;islise the Scots once more, and for

that purpose entrusted the command of an expedition to

his eldest son Robert, surnamed Ceurte-heuse on account of

the shortness of his legs. But on the arrival of the prince

in Norlliundiria, he no longer found an enemy to oppose

)iim, Malcolm and iiis troops having retired into their own
country. Tlie only result, therefore, of the enterprise w.as

the founding of the town of Newcastle, upon the banks of

the river Tyne.

Tiie following year the king marched into Wales in

person, with numerous forces, and overran a considerable

his English subjects. The Danish army, however, dispersed

without a battle, either from insubordination or want of

supplies, or perhaps from both causes united.

CHAPTER XXXII.
Revolt of R liert, the EWe't Son of the Conqueror—His Submission—Deith

of Matilda—Arrest t.f Odo, Bishop of Bayeux—Domesd.ty liuok.

Altuough released from external menaces, it was not

permitted to the Conqueror to enjoy repose in the hist yc«ir.".

of his eventful reign. Ordericus Vitahs, in speaking of

him, says, " lie was afflicteel by the just judgment of God.

Since the death of Waltheof, whom he had so unjustly

punished, he had neither repose nor peace, and the astonish-

ing course of his success was poisoned by the troubles whicb

those related to liim occasioned."

When William first received the submission of the pro-
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viuco of Maine, ho liad promised the iiiliabitants tliat
[

endeavoured to appease the jealousy of his neighbours, as
Robert should he their priuee

; and before ho undertook
i

aflordmg them a prospect of separating Eugknd froni'liis
the expedition against EugLvnd, he liad, on the applieation

j
dominions on the Continent; but when Roliort demanded

William the Conqueror and his Son Robert. (Sec p. 10-1.'

of the Frouch court, declared him his successor in Nor-
mandy, and h.ad ohlipjed the barons of thiit diK-hy to do him
homage as their future sovereign. By this artifipo, he had

of him the execution of those engagements, ho gave him
an absolute refusal, aiul told him. 'according to tlw homely
saving, tliat he never intciidcd t„ tlir„\Y"ofE Ids clothes
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till he went to bed. Robert openly declared bis dis-

content; and -was suspected of secretly instigating tbe

King of France and the Earl of Brittany to the opposition

wliich they made to William, and which had formerly

frustrated bis attempts on the town of Dol ; and, as the

quarrel still augmented, Robert proceeded to entertain a

strong jealousy of his two surviving brothers, William and

Henry (for Richard was killed in hunting by a stag), Avho,

by greater submission and complaisance, had acquired

the affections of their father. In this dispositioa on both

sides, a small matter sufficed to produce a rupture be-

tween them.

The three princes, residing with their father in the

castle of I'Aigle, in Normandy, were one day engaged in

sport together ; and, after some mirth and jollity, the two

younger took a fancy of throwing over some water on

Robert, as he passed through the court on leaving their

apartment—a frolic which he would naturally have regarded

ss innocent, had it not been for the suggestions of Alberic

de Grentmesuil, son of that Hugh de Grentmesnil whom
William had formerly deprived of his fortunes, when that

baron deserted him during his greatest diiriculties in Eng-

land. The young man, mindful of the injury, persuaded

the prince that this action was meant as a public affront,

which it behoved him in honour to resent ; and the choleric

Robert, drawing his sword, ran up-stairs, with an intention

of taking revenge on his brothers. The whole castle was

filled with tumult, which the king himself, who hastened

from his apartment, found some difficulty in appeasing. He
could by no means calra^the resentment of liis eldest son,

who, complaining of his father's partiality, and fancying

that no proper atonement had been made for the insult,

left the court that very evening, and hastened to Rouen,

with the intention of seizing the citadel of that place. Dis-

appointed in this attempt by the precaution and vigilance

of Roger de Ivery, the governor, he fled to Hugh do Neuf-

chatcl, a powerful Norman bai'ou, who gave him protection

in his castles ; and he levied war openly against his father.

The popular character of the prince, and a similarity of

manners, engaged all the young nobility of Normandy and

Maine, as well as of Anjou and Brittany, to take part with

him ; and it was suspected that Matilda, his mother, whose

favourite ho was, supported him in his rebellion by secret

remittances of money, which so enraged her husband that,

despite the affection he is known to have borne her, he k
said to have beaten her with his own hand.

All the hereditary provinces of William were convulsed

by this war, and he was at la«t compelled to draw an

army from England to assist him. Tliese forces, led by

his ancient captains, soon enabled him to drive Robert and

bis adherents from their strongholds, and re-establish his

authority; the rebellious son himself being driven to seek a

retreat in the castle of Gerberay, which the ICiug of France,

who had secretly fomented these dissensions, placed at his

disposal. lu this fortress he was closely besieged by liis

angry father, and many encounters took place in the sorties

made by the garrison.

In one of these Robert engaged the king without know-
ing him, wounded him in the arm, and unhorsed him. On
William calling out for asiistance, his son recognised his

voice, and, filled with liorror at the idea of having so nearly

become a parricide, t!u-ew himself at his feet, and asked

pardon for his offeucei. M'illii'.m'a morlificatioa, however,

and rage did not permit him to reply to this dutiful sub-

mission as be ought to have done : breathing a malediction

upon bis heir, he mounted his son's horse, and rode sullenly

away.

The entreaties of the queen, and other influences, soon

afterwards brought about a reconciliation ; but it is thought

the Conqueror in his heart never forgave his son, although

he afterwards took Robert to England. This occurred pre-

vious to the expedition recorded in the preceding chapter,

in which he sent his son to oppose the King of Scotland.

The tranquillity which now ensued gave WiUiam leisure

to begin an undertaking which proves the comprehensive

nature of his talents : it was a general survey of all the

lands in the kingdom in 1081 ; their extent in each district

;

their proprietors, tenures, value ; the quantity of meadow,

pasture, wood, and arable land which they contained ; and,

in some counties, the number of tenants, cottagers, and

slaves of all denominations who lived on them. He ap-

pointed commissioners for this purpose, who entered every

particular in their register by the verdict of juries, and,

after a labour of six years (for the work w;is so long in

finishing), brought him an exact account of all the lauded

property in England. This monument, called Domesday

Book—tbe most valuable piece of antiquity possessed by

any nation— is still preserved in the Exchequer ; and,

though only some extracts of it have hitherto been pub-

lished, it serves to illustrate, in many particulars, the an-

cient condition of England. The great Alfred had finished

a like survey of the kingdom in his time, which was long

kept at Winchester, and which probably served as a model

to ^Vi!liam in his undertaking.

William, in common with all the great men of the time,

was passionately addicted to the chase ; a pastime he in-

dulged in at the expense of his unhappy subjects. Not

content with the royal domains, he resolved to make a new

forest near 'Winchester, his usual place of abode, and for

this purpose laid waste a tract of country extending above

thirty miles, expelling the inhabitants from their houses,

and seizing on their property without affording them the

least compensation ; neither did he respect the churches

and convents— the possessions of the clergy as well as laity

were aUko confiscated to his pleasures. At the same time,

he enacted penalties, more severe than had hitherto been

known in England, against hunting in any of the royal

forests. The killing of a deer, wild boar, or hare, was

punished by the loss of tbe offender's eyes—and that at a

time when the slaying of a fellow-creature might be atoned

by the payment of a fine.

IMatilda was spared the pain of witnessing the misfortunes

of her favourite son ; she died some years before. Matthew

Raris, in speaking of her, says, " She was an incomparably

noble and pious princess, whose generous gifts were the joy

of the Church."

Although the wife of William possessed many virtues,

her character was far from being perfect. It was her in-

fluence which induced her husband to put the Earl of

Gloucester to death, and to confiseato his possessions to

her use. She never forgave that unhappy noble for having

rejected her love.

It is even said that one of the conditions on which. she

married William was, that he should minister to her re-

venge. Certain it is that she refused the latter when he

first made proposab for her hand, which SO much incensed
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the Norman dnke that, meeting her in the streets of Bruges

as she returned from the church, he not only beat her, but

rolled her in the dirt. Notwithstanding this unknightly

outrage, she afterwards consented to become his wife.

The transactions recorded during the remainder of this

reign may be considered more as domestic occurrences which

concern the prince, than as national events which regard

England. Odo, Bishop of Bayeux, the king's uterine

brother, whom he had created Earl of Kent, and entrusted

with a great share of power during his whole reign, had

amassed immense riches ; and, agreeably to the usual pro-

gress of human wishes, he began to regard his present

acquisitions as but a step to farther grandeur. He had

formed the chimerical project of buying the papacy ; and

though Gregory, the reigning pope, was not of advanced

years, the prelate had confided so much in the predictions

of an astrologer, that he reckoned on the pontiff's death,

and on attaining, by his own intrigues and money, that

envied state of greatness. Resolving, therefore, to remit

all his riches to Italy, he had persuaded many considerable

barons, and among the rest Hugh, Earl of Chester, to

take the same course, in hopes that when he should mount
the Papal throne, he would bestow oa them more con-

siderable establishments in that country. The king, from
whom all these projects had been carefully concealed, at

last got intelligence of the design, and ordered Odo to be
arrested. His officers, from respect to the immunities which
the ecclesiastics now assumed, scrupled to execute the com-
mand, till the king himself was obliged in person to seize

him ; and when Odo insisted that he was a prelate, and
exempt from all temporal jurisdiction, William replied that

he arrested him not as Bishop of Bayeux, but as Earl of

Kent. He was sent prisoner to Normandy, and, notwith-

standing the remonstrances and menaces of Gregory, was
kept in confinement during the remainder of WilUam's
reign.

AVilliam was detained upon the Continent some time after

this affair by a quarrel which, in 1087, broke out between
himself and his suzerain the lung of France, and was
occasioned by inroads which the French barons made into

Normandy. His displeasure was also increased by some
railleries which had been thrown out against his person.

The king had grown remarkably stout, and been detained

for some time on a bed of sickness. Philip, hearing of

this, expressed his surprise that his brother of England
should be so long at his lying-in, but that no doubt there

would be a fine churching when he was delivered. The
Conqueror, enraged at the insulting jest, sent him word, that

as soon as he was up he would be churched in Notre Dame,
and present so many lights—alluding to the Catholic custom
—as would give little pleasure to the King of France. Im-
mediately on his recovery he kept his word ; for, gathering

an army, he led his forces into the L'Isle de France, laying

everything waste with fire and sword in his passage, and
took the town of Mantes, which he reduced to ashes.

This career of conquest, however, was cut short by an
accident which afterwards cost William his life. His horse

starting on a sudden, caused him to bruise his stomach
severely against the pommel of his saddle. Being advanced
in years, he began to apprehend the consequences, and
ordered himself to be conveyed to the monastery of St.

Gervas. Finding his end approaching, he perceived the
vanity of all human greatness, and began to feel the most

bitter remorse of conscience for the cruelties he had prac-

tised, the desolation he had caused, and the innocent blood

he had shed during his reign in England; and by way of

atonement gave great gifts to various monasteries. He
also commanded that Earls Morcar, Siward, Beorn, and
other English prisoners, should be set at liberty. He was
now prevailed upon, though not without reluctance, to

release his brother Odo, against whom he was terribly in-

censed.

He left Normandy and Maine to his eldest son Robert,

whom he had never forgiven for hia rebellion against him.

He wrote to Lanfranc, the primate, desiring him to crown
William King of England, and bequeathed to his son Henry
the possessions of his mother ; foretelHng, it is said, that he

would one day surpass both his brothers in greatness.

He died at Rouen, on the 9th of September, 1087, in the

sixty-third year of his age, the twenty-first of his reign in

England, and fifty-fourth over Normandy.
Few princes have been more fortunate than William,

or better entitled to grandeur and prosperity, from the

abilities and the vigour of mind displayed in all his con-

duct. His spirit was bold and enterprising, yet guided by
prudence ; his ambition, which was exorbitant, and lay

little under the restraints of justice, still less under those of

humanity, ever submitted to the dictates of sound policy.

Born in an age when the minds of men were intractable

and unacquainted with submission, he was yet able to

direct them to his purposes ; and partly from the influence

of his vehement character, partly from art and dissimula-

tion, to establish an unlimited authority. The maxims
of his administration were austere, but might have been

useful, had they been solely employed to preserve order in

an established government : they were ill calculated for

softening the rigours which, under the most gentle manage-
ment, are inseparable from conquest. Hia attempt against

England was the last gieat enterprise of the kind which,

during the course of 800 years, has fully succeeded in

Europe ; and the force of his genius broke through those

limits which the feudal institutions and the refined policy

of princes have fixed to the several states of Christendom.

King William had issue, besides his three sons who sur-

vived him, five daughters, to wit—1. Cicely, a nun in the

monastery of Feschamp, afterwards abbess in the Holy
Trinity at Caen, where she died in 1127. 2. Constantia,

married to Alan Fergent, Earl of Brittany : she died without

issue. 3. Alice, contracted to Harold. 4. Adela, married

to Stephen, Earl of Blois, by whom she had four sons—Wil-
liam, Theobald, Henry, and Stephen—of whom the elder

was neglected on account of the imbecility of his under-

standing. 6. Agatha, who died a virgin, but was be-

trothed to the King of Gallicia : she died on her journey

thither, before she joined her bridegroom.

A learned historian gives the following more circum-

stantial account of William's death and character. He
says, " Early on the morning of the 9 th of September, 1087,

the king heard the sound of a bell, and eagerly demanded
what it meant. He was told that it sounded the hour of

prime in the Church of St. Mary. ' Then,' said he, ' I com-
mend my soul to my Lady, the mother of God, that by her

holy prayers she may reconcile me to her son, my Lord
Jesus Christ,' and immediately expired."

From the events which followed the reader may judge

of the unsettled nature of the time. The knights and
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prelates hastened to their respective homea to seciffe their

property ; the citizens of Roneu begau to conceal their most

valuable effects ; the servants rifled the palace, and hurried

away with the booty ; and the royal corpse for three hours

Jay almost in a state of nudity on the ground. At length

the archbishop ordered the body to be interred at Caen

;

and Herluin, a neighbouring knight, out of compassion,

conveyed it at his own expense to that city.

At the day appointed for the interment, Prince Henry,

the Norman prelates, and a multitude of clergy and people,

assembled in the Church of St. Stephen, which the Conqueror

bad founded. The mass had been performed, the corpse was

placed on the bier, and the Bishop of Evreux had pronounced

the panegyric of the deceased, when a voice from the crowd

" If any one wish to know what manner of man he was,

or what worship he had, or of how many lands he Were
the lord, we will describe him as we have known him ; for

we looked ou him, and. some time lived in his herd. King
William was a very wise man, and very rich, more worship-

ful and strong than any of his fore-gangers. He was mild

to good men who loved God, and stark beyond all bounds
to those who withstaid his will. On the very stede where
God gave him to win England, he reared a noble monastery

and set monks therein, and endowed it well. He was very

worshipful. Thrice he bore his king-helmet every year

when he was in England : at Easter he bore it at AVin-

chester, at Pentecost at AVestminster, and in mid-winter at

Gloucester: and there were with him all the rich men all

View of Lincoln, showing the Ruins of the Castle.

exclaimed, " He whom you have praised was a robber. The

very land on which you stand is mine. By violence he took

it from ray father ; and in the name of God I forbid you to

bury him in it." The speaker was Asceline Fitz-Arthur,

who had often, but fruitlessly, sought reparation from the

justice of William. After some debate the prelates called

him to them, paid him sixty shillings for the grave, and

promised that he should receive the full value of his land.

The ceremony was then continued, and the body of the king

deposited in a coffin of stone.

William's character has been drawn with apparent im-

partiality in the Saxon Chronicle, by a contemporary and

an Englishman. That the reader may learn the opinion of

one who possessed the means of forming an accurate judg-

ment, we have tranaeribed the passage, retaining, as far as

it may be iiitelli^jible. the phraseology of the original :—

over England, archbishops and diocesan liishops, abbot?

and earls, thanes and knights. Moreover, he was a very

stark man, and very savage ; so that no man durst do

anything against his will. He had earls in his bonds, who

liad done against his will ; bishops he set off their bishoprics,

abbots off their abbotries, and thanes in prisons ; and at last

he did not spare his own brother Odo. Him he set in

prison. Yet, among other things, we must not forget the

good frith which he made in this land, so that a man that

was good for aught might travel over the kingdom with his

bosom full of gold without molestation ; and no man durst

slay another man, though he had suffered never so mickle

evil from the other. He ruled over England ; and by his

cunning he was so thoroughly acquainted with it, that there

is not a hide of land of which he did not know both who

had it, and what was its worth, and that he set down in Lia
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^7TitiDgs. Wales was under his wield, and therein he

wrought castles : and he wielded the Isle of Man withal

:

and moreover, he subdued Scotland by his micklc strength.

Normandy w;vs his by kinn : and over the earldom called

Mans ho ruled : and if he might have lived yet two years,

he would have won Ireland by the fame of his power, and

without any armament. Yet, truly, in his time men had

mickle suffering, and very many hardships. Castles he

caused to be wrought, and poor men to bo oppressed. He

was so very stark. He tcok from his subjects many marks

of gold, and many hundred pounds of silver ; and that he

took, Bome by right, and some by mickle might, for very

little need. He had fallen into avarice, and greediness he

loved withal. He let his lands to iine as dear as he could

;

then came some other and bade more than the first had

given, and the king let it to him who bade more. Then

came a third and bid yet more, and the king let it into the

hands of the man who bade the most. Nor did he reck

how sinfully his reeves got money of poor men, or how

many unlawful things they did. For the more men talked

of right law, the more they did against the law. He also

set many deer friths ; and he made laws therewith, that

whosoever should slay hart or hind, him man should blind.

As he forbade the slaying of harts, so also did he of boars.

So much he loved the high deer, as if he had been their

father. He also decreed about hares, that they should go

free. His rich men moaned, and the poor men miu'mured

;

but he was so hard that he recked not the hatred of them

all. For it was need they should follow the king's will

withal, if they wished to live, or have lands or goods, or

his favour. Al;is, that any man should be so moody, and

should so puff up himself and think himself above all other

men ! J\lay Almighty God have mercy on his soul, and

grant him forgiveness of his sins
!

"

To this account may be added a few particulars gleaned

from other historians. The king was of ordinary stature,

but inclined to corpulency. His countenance wore an air

of ferocity, which, when he was agitated by passion,

struck terror into every beholder. The story told of his

strength at one period of his life almost exceeds belief.

It is said that, sitting on horseback, he could draw the

string of a bow which no other man could bend even on

foot.

William's education had left on his mind religious im-

pressions which were never effaced. When, indeed, his

power or interest was concerned, he listened to no sugges-

tions but those of ambition or avarice, but on other occa-

sions he displayed a strong sense of reUgion, and a profound

respect for its institutions.

Dr. Lingard concludes this roiga with the following

paragraph :

—

" During William's reign the people of England were

exposed to calamities of every description. It commenced
with years of carnage and devastation, its progress was

marked by a regular system of confiscation and oppression,

and this succession of evils was closed with famme and

pestilence. In 10S6, a summer more rainy and tempestu-

ous than had been experienced in the memory of man,
occasioned a total failure in the harvest ; and the winter

introduced a malignant disease, which attacked one-half of

the inhabitants, and is said to have proved f;ital to many
thousands. Even of those who escaped the infection, or

recovered from the disease, numbers perished afterwards

from want or unwholesome nourishment. ' Alas !

'
exclaims

an eye-witness, ' how miserable, how rueful a time was

that ! The wretched victims had nearly perished by the

fever; then came the sharp hunger, and destroyed them

outricht. Who is so hard-hearted as not to weep over such

calamities '." "

CHAPTER XXXIII.

Accession of Willioin Rufus-Consplracy against him—Invasion of Nor-

mandy—The Crusades.

WiLLiAjr, whose surname of Rufus is said to have been

derived from the colour of his hair, no sooner found himself

in possession of his father's letter to the primate Lanfranc,

than he fled from the monastery of St. Gervas, where

William was dying, and hastened to England, in order to

secure possession of the crowa.

Sensible that an act so opposed to the laws of primo-

geniture and the feudal rights might meet with great

opposition from the nobles, he trusted to his celerity for

success, and reached the kingdom before the news of the

king's death arrived. Pretending orders from the dead

monarch, he secured the strong fortresses of Dover, Pevensey,

and Hastings. On his arrival a council of prelates and

barons was summoned to proceed to the election of a sove-

reign. Hitherto there had been no precedent in which the

younger brother had been preferred to the elder. Robert,

the rightful heir, and his partisans, were in Normandy;

William and his adherents on the spot ; added to which,

the archbishop Lanfranc, who felt himself bound to obey

the last injunction of his benefiictor William, exerted the

whole influence of the Church in his favour. Three weeks

after the death of his father he was proclaimed king, and

crowned with the usual formalities.

As we before stated, the Conqueror on his deathbed com-

manded the liberation of his half-brother Odo, the Bishop

of Bayeux. That warlike prelate, who had recovered some

portion of his possessions in Kent, had long been the enemy

of Lanfranc. The prompt compliance of the latter with the

will of the deceased king in crowning William, who at first

yielded himselt entirely to his directions, caused Odo to

extend his hatred to his nephew, and he set himself accord-

ingly to form a party in favour of the eldest brother, Robert,

who was already in possession of the duchy of Normandy, as

well as the county of Maine, (a.d. 1088.)

The great point he urged upon the nobles whom he en-

listed in the cause of the last-named prince was the fact

ot their holding possessions in both countries, and that it

would be much more prudent to hold their lands of one

sovereign onlj'. These representations were not without

eflect ; and whilst the newly-crowned king held the festival

of Easter, the barons, who had matured tUeir plans, departed

to raise the standard o£ revolt in various parts of the king-

dom—Odo, in Kent ; William, Bishop of Durham, in

Morthuraberland ; Geoffery of Coutances, ia Somerset;

Roger Montgomery in Shropshire ; Hugh de Bigod, in

Nortolk; and Hugh Je Grentinensil, in Leicester.

The rising which thus took place might have been for-

midable if themovements of the insurgents had been seconded

by energetic action on the part o£ Robert. That pleasure,

loving prince, who had promised to bring over an army from

Normandy, once more sacrificed the prospect of a throne to

his habitual indolence; and Odo waited in vain for the
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assistance which was to come across the channel. When at

length single sliips with dL'tachnicnts of the iavadmg forces

ventured froiu the Norman coast, tliey were intercepted and
destroyed by ICuglish cruisers. Ilufiis, on learning the pre-

parations which were making against him, had wisely per-

mitted the fitting out of vessels, which seem to have been the
firot that may be called privateers ; and his island subjects

began thus early to give proofs of that superiority in the art
of naval warfare which they have ever since maintained.
The Norman attempt at invasion was abandoned, and the
Enghsh insurgents were left to sustain the shock of the king's

forces as best they might.

Threatened by his own countrymen, (he Red King turned

The first attacks of Rufus were directe/l against his

uncle Odo, of Bayeux. That fierce and turbvilent bishop
waited his coming at Fevensey, which he had fortified

strongly and garrisoned. This stronghold wpr. taken after
a siege of a few weeks, and Odo fell into the hands of
Rufus, who gave him liberty, on the condition of his taking
a solemn eath to deliver up Rochester Castle into tlie king's

possession, and to quit the country immediately afterwards.
Rochester Castle was held by Eustace, lOarl of Boulogne,

one of the warmest partisans of Robert. ^Vhea Odo arrived
before the gates with the king's escort, and demanded iu

set form that the keys should be given up, the earl to'jk

him prisoner with his guards. Tliis was a stratagem by

"--^ IF/

William II., sumamod Kutus.

for counsel and assistance to the more honest and less

ambitious Anglo-Saxons. He adopted a policy of concilia-

tion towards those nobles of Anglo-Saxon blood who still

retained any influence : he made liberal promises, which

afterwards were only partially fulfilled, and he obtained

their adherence to his cause. The king proclaimed the old

Saxon call to battle, " Let every man who is not a man of

notliing,* whether ho live iu burgh or out of burgh, leave

hLs house and come," and many Englishmen flocked to his

standard.

• A *'man of nothing,'* In Anglo-Saxoo "unnlthlng," «r
term of abuse and contt tnpU

•nlderlnp," a

which Odo hoped to escape the accusation of perjury, while

he continued his rebellious course of action against the

king. As the real commander of the garrison, this trucu-

lent bishop sustained for many weeks the attacks of his

royal nephew, who, with his united forces of English and

Normans, laid siege to the castle.

At length the besieged were subdued by disease and

famine, and compelled to capitulate. They sent to 'William,

informing liira of their desire, and demanding that they

should be allowed to retain their lands and titk'S imder his

sovereignty. Rufus at first refused to grant such a per-

mission ; but the Norman troops in his army, who could not

forget that the garrison of the castle were their countrymen,
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and many of whom may have had relatives or friends within

the walls, made appeals to the mercy of the king. " We,"
they said, " who have been with thee in great dangers,

After much entreaty, the king permitted the besieged to

leave the town with their arms and horses. Not satisfied

with this concession Odo had the arrogance to demand

The Death of Conan. (See page 112.)

entreat thee to spare our countrymen, who are thine also,
and who have fought with thy father." *

10
• Orilericus Vitutis,

that when the garrison quitted the castle the bugles of tht
king's troops should not sound in token of triumph, as wa?
the custom in tliose days. Rufus replied angrily that he
would not grant such a request for a thousand marks of gold.
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The Norman adherents of Robert then passed out of

the gates with ensigns lowered, and amidst the sounds of

exultation from the king's troops. At the sight of Odo, a

great clamour arose among the English soldiers. They

remembered the thousand crimes of the soldier-bishop, and

cried out that he was unfit to live. " Ropes ! bring ropes !

"

they shouted ; " hang the traitor bishop and his friends

!

Wiiy is he allowed to go away in safety? The perjured

murderer does not deserve his life !
" Such sounds as these

frona every side thundered in the ears of the prelate, and

thus, pursued by curses, he left the country for ever.

Meanwhile tlie conspirators in another part of the king-

dom liad met with ill success. The Earl of Shrewsbury, and

with him other Normau nobles, had collected an army, which

was occupied in laying waste the surrounding country. The

earl with his troops set out from Shrewsbury, plundering

and burning towns and villages, and putting many of the

inhabitants to the sword.

The progress of this marauding force was stopped on its

arrival before Worcester. The citizens, excited by a deep

hatred of their Normau oppressors, closed the gates, and,

conveying their wives and children into the castle, prepared

for a desperate resistance. Headed by their bishop, who

refused to go into the castle, but took the post of danger

on the walls, they gave battle to the besiegers, and having

watched their opportunity when part of the Normau forces

were absent on one of their plundering expeditions, the

citizens sallied forth upon the remainder, and cut great

numbers of them to pieces.

These reverses proved .fatal to the success of the con-

spiracy, and Rufus found little difficulty in dealing with

the rest of the insurgent chiefs. Some he won to his side by

promises; others, who still defied him, were quickly sub-

dued, and were visited with various degrees of punishment,

or made their escape into Normandy, with the loss of their

estates.

As soon as the insurrection was quelled, and aU danger

from that source was at an end, Rufus revoked the conces-

sions he had made to his English subjects, and before long

the Anglo-Saxon population were reduced to their previous

condition of servitude and misery.

The ancient monastery of St. Augustine, at Canterbury,

was venerated by the people as one of the few remaining

monuments of their old independence. The Normans

exerte<i themselves to subdue the national spirit of the

conquered race by repeated humiliations. Many of the

time-honoured privileges of the monks of St. Augustine

were remitted, and the abbot of Canterbury, though a

Norman, was included in these restrictions. This man,

however, hated the Saxons, and submitted willingly to the

commands of the primate, which inflicted hardships on his

monks. When they entreated him to prefer their complaint

to the Pope, he answered by imprisoning them in their cells,

and by other punishments.

In 1088 this abbot died, and Lanfranc, the primate, then

proceeded to Canterbury, for the purpose of installing in

the vacant dignity a Norman monk, who was in high favour

with Rufus. The Saxon monks of St. Augustine, one and

all, refused to acknowledge or receive the new abbot, and
Lanfranc ordered thom to quit the convent. A few hours

later, when the disconsolate friars were seated on the ground

•^iow Canterbury Castle, they received a message from the

^mate, permitting them to return, provided they did so

at once, but with the notice that those who remained
absent would be treated as vagabonds. Hunger induced
several of them to accept the terms offered, and to swear
obedience on the relics of St. Augustine. Those who
refused to take the oath were imprisoned until they gave
in their submission. A plot was nevertheless formed
against the life of the abbot, and one of the conspirators,

named Columban, who was taken in attempting to make
his escape, confessed that he would have killed the Norman
if the opportunity had offered. The primate ordered him
to be bound before the gates of the monastery, and publicly

flogged.

In the following year (1089) Lanfranc, Archbishop of

Cantsrbury, died, at the age of nearly 100 years. If we
compare the acts of his life with those of his contemporaries,

and judge of his character with a due regard to the times in

which he lived, we shall find his memory entitled to our

respect. It is said of him that he was " a wise, politic, and

learned prelate, who, whilst he lived, mollified the furious

and cruel nature of King William Rufus, instructing to

forbear such wild and outrageous behaviour as his youth

was inchned unto."* The archbishop built various hos-

pitals and almshouses, and recovered twenty-five manors

which had been wrested from the see of Canterbury. One
of these was a large estate which had been seized by
Odo, and which that rapacious bishop was compelled to

restore.

Removed from the influence of Lanfranc, the king gave

the rein to his debaucheries, and showed himself " very

cruel and inconstant in all his doings, so that he became a

heavy burden unto his people." He appointed no successor

to the primacy, but kept the see of Canterbury vacant four

years, seizing the revenues, and applying them to his own
vicious purposes.

Rufus elevated to the offices of royal chaplain and chief

minister of state a Norman priest, named Renouf, or

Ralph, who had received the surname of Le Flambard, or

the Firebrand. This man, who once had been a footman

in the service of the dukes of Normandy, was of bad cha-

racter, ambitious, ready-witted, and a williug pander to

the vices of the king. To raise money for his royal master's

pleasures, he increased the burdens of the people ; inflicted

heavy fines in pimishment of trifling offences ; and caused a

second survey of the kingdom to be made, raising the esti-

mated value of estates, and increasing the royal revenues, at

the expense of great suffering throughout the country.

Contentions were continually occurring between the

Saxons and their oppressors. Everywhere the Normans

showed themselves cruel and avaricious, trampling down

the conquered race, and treating them as inferior beings.

Ralph Flambard, who was Bishop of Lincoln, ruled his

diocese with such tyranny that, as we read in an old

chronicle, the inhabitants wished rather to die than live

under his authority. The Norman bishops introduced a

disorder of manners, which appears to have been unknown

among the Saxon clergy. They marched to the altar be-

tween lines of halberdiers, and passed their days in drinking

and playing at dice. " In those days," says Holinshed,

" it (the clergy) was far out of order, not only in covetous

practices, but in worldly pomp and vanity ; for they had

bush and braided perukes, long side garments, very gor-

* Holinshed.
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were held in the name of King WOliam ; and Conan, a

powerful burgess of Rouen, had entered into the conspiracy,

and engaged to betray the capital into the hands of a

lieutenant of Rufus.

Robert at length was roused to the dangers which sur-

rounded him, but linding himself without money to raise

troops, he applied to Philip I. of France for assistance.

PhiUp responded to the call, and advanced with an army

to the borders of Normandy ; but Rufus sent him a sum of

money as a bribe, and the French king returned at once to

bis own country.

Deserted by his ally, Robert appealed to his brother

Henry, whom he had placed some time before in possession

of a portion of the Norman duchy, in return for a sum of

£3,000 which Henry had advanced. Since that time fre-

quent quarrels had occurred between them, and it is related

that, on one occasion, Henry was arrested by the duke's

orders, and kept for a short time in prison. However, on

receiving Robert's request for succour, Henry came to

Rouen, and rendered his brother important assistance.

Reginald de Warrenne, the lieutenant of Rufus, was driven

back and compelled to retreat, and the burgess Conan was

taken prisoner.

Mingled with the many faults of Robert's character, there

was a chivalrous spirit which shrank from taking a man's

life in cold blood. He condemned Conan to perpetual im-

prisonment ; but Henry, whose temper was less merciful,

visited the captive ; and having on some pretence taken him

to the top of a high tower, he seized him suddenly round

the body, and threw him cner the battlements. Henry then

turned to the attendants who had seen him play the part of

executioner, and said that it was not fitting that such a

traitor should escape condign punishment.

Early in the year 1000, the Red King* landed an Eng-

lish army in Normandy, and advanced into the country.

Robert again applied to Philip of France, who exerted him-

self to arrange a treaty of peace between the two brothers.

By the provisions of this treaty, which was signed at Caen,

the lands of Eu, Albemarle, Fescamp, and others, were

assigned to Rufus ; and it was agreed that no further

attempt should be made by Robert upon the English throne.

Certain estates in England were to be given to Robert in

place of those which he resigned in Normandy, and AVilliam

engaged to pardon those barons who had defended his

brother's cause, and to restore to them their titles and

lands. The barons of the two factions agreed that if the

king survived the duke, he was to have possession of Nor-

mandy ; and if the duke outlived the king, he should re-

ceive the English crown. This treaty was signed by twelve

barons on each side, who swore to maintain its provisions.

In the recerds of these dark and turbulent times we see

human nature presented to us—except in a very few in-

stances—with but two aspects: luxury and indolence on

the one hand, ami cruelty allied with power on the other.

Every man's hand is against every man ; brother rises in

arms against brother on the most trifling provocation, or to

increi^se possessions already too large for the control of the

possessor. The king of a powerful nation places his army
at the command of the highest bidder, and forsakes his

aUy for a bribe of money. Chivaky, slowly struggling

* William is called by this titlo ia the Roman de Rou and Robert of

Olouostor's Chronicle.

into existence, has yet attained no influence over the minds
and actions of men. Honour is an idea, admired from a
distance ; religion, a ceremony, or a shadow of the better

times to come.

Such is the impression at first conveyed by the chronicles

of these remote periods, but such is not altogether a just

impression. It is the business of history to deal with the

crimes of mankind rather than with their virtues. The acts

prompted by ambition, the struggles for power or profit,

the wUes of diplomacy or intrigue— these are the things

that influence the fate of nations and afford matter for the

historian. But the virtues are of silent action : good deeds

make little noise, and peaceful days are the blank pages of

history. Therefore, when we read these accounts of former

times, and see on every side the boisterous waves of human
passion boiling up and passing to and fro, we may beUeve
that, through the storm and darkness, the silent stream of

happiness flowed on, and that, in every age, a just Provi-

dence has bestowed a due share of blessings on mankind.

Peace had been concluded between the two elder sons

of the Conqueror ; but now some cause of quarrel arose

between Robert and Rufus, on the one side, and Henry
on the other. This young prince was possessed of great

abilities, and an ambition unscrupulous in its aims and un-

restrained by principle. It is possible that the prophecy

of his future greatness, uttered by his dying father, was not

forgotten by him to whom it referred. Whether Henry at

this time gave any cause for just suspicion to his brothers,

does not appear certain ; but such suspicions were excited,

and the forces of the duke and the king were joined in an

attack upon his territories. Henry took refuge in a castle

in St. Michael's Mount, a solitary rock on the coast of

Normandy, and in this strong position he sustained a long

siege from the combined armies of his kinsmeii.

An incident of the siege is related by some of the old

chroniclers to the following effect :—The supply of water

in the castle fell short, and the garrison were reduced to

great distress from thirst. Robert, having been informed

of this circumstance, sent a supply of wine to his brother

Henry, and also permitted some of the people of the castle

to fetch water. This conduct incensed William, who ex-

pressed his indignation at such generosity ; but Robert

replied that he could not suffer his brother to die of thirst.

" Where," said he, "shall we get another brother when he

is gone ?
"

There is another story told of the same siege, from

which it appears that on one occasion Rufus had a narrow

escape from death. The king had ridden out alone to take

a survey of the fortress, when he was suddenly attacked

by two of Henry's soldiers, who struck him from his horse.

One of the men was about to dispatch him, when Rufos

called out " Hold, knave ! I am the King of England 1

"

The soldier threw down his dagger, and raised him from

the ground with professions of respect. It is related that

Rufus rewarded the man with presents, and took him into

his service.

According to some accounts, the besieging forces retired

without having obtained possession of the fortress ; but the

more probable story, and that which rests on the bGst

authority, is that Prince Henry was at lengtn obliged to

capitulate, and that he was deprived of all his estates.

For two years Le wandered about the Continent with a

scanty escort and in great poverty. At length he obtained
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the government of the city of Darafront, and in that posi-

tion he displayed great ability, and obtained considerable

power in the surrounding country.

Robert returned with Rufua t-o England, with the view

of taking possession of the estates to which he had become

entitled by the treaty of Caen. The king, however, had

no intention of observing the terms of the treaty, and

answered his brother's demands with excuses and delays.

Meanwhile (1091) Malcolm Caenraore had invaded Eng-

land, and had penetrated " even to Chester." William sent

an army to oppose him, and, according to some autho-

rities, also fitted out a naval force, which was overtaken

by a storm on the Scottish coast and destroyed.* The two

armies met somewhere on the borders of Scotland, but the

impending conflict was prevented by the efforts of Robert of

Statue of William llufus in the Choir of York C.'ithedral.

Normandy and Edgar Atheling. A treaty of peace was

concluded, by -vrhich Midcolm rendered homage to Rufus,

as he had done lo William the Conqueror, and was per-

mitted to retain ceri.i.ii lands in Northumberland, of which

he had become possessed. Edgar Atheling w;us allowed to

return to England, where he became a hanger-on of the

court, and a passive witness of the cruelties of the usurper

who sat upon the throne of Alfred.

Soon after (1093) Rufus gave directions for the building

of a fortress at Carlisle, and havingsent a number of English

to inhabit the town, he bestowed on them many ^'aluable

privileges. This act, if not an infrinjioment of the recent

treaty with Malcolm, was at least a violation of the rights

of that monarch. The county of Cumberland had been for

centuries attached to the Scottish crown, and Malcolm de-

manded its restitution. A conference took place between

Khe two kings, and Rufus Laving refused redress for the

* WUlUim of Malmesburv.

injury, Malcolm returned in haste to Scotland, and carried

an army into Northumberland, burning and laying waste

the country. Before Rufus could advance to meet him,

the Scotch monarch had fallen into an ambush and was

killed, together with his eldest son.

It is related that when the news of the death of her

husband and son was brought to Margaret, the Queen of

Scotland, she bowed her head beneath the stroke, and died

within four days afterwards.

"Thus," says Holinshed, "by the just providence of

God came King Malcolm to his end, in that province

which he had wasted and spoiled five different times."

William, after his return from Carlisle, fell sick at

Gloucester ; and being oppressed with the recollection of his

many crimes, and probably deriving little comfort from

the ghostly ministrations of Ralph Flarabard, he gave signs

of repentance, and promised on his recovery to amend his

life. The repentance, however, passed away with the

danger, and he is represented as having become from this

time more cruel and debauched than before.

The king still withholding from his brother Robert the

possessions which were his right, the duke returned to

Normandy, and sent heralds to William, according to the

usage of chivalry, denouncing him as a false and perjured

knight, who held possession of lands which he had resigned

by treaty.

William went to Normandy to answer the charge, and

agreed to submit to the decision of a court composed of the

high Norman nobility. The award, however, being in

favour of Robert, the Red King refused to abide by the

decision, and leading an army into Normandy, he defeated

the adherents of the duke in several engagements.

Events followed each other closely resembling those which

took place on William's previous expedition against his

brother (1094). Robert, as before, made an appeal to Philip.

The disputes between the sons of the Conqueror would

seem to have been a source of considerable profit to the

King of France, and his ready ra^ponse to the call of Robert

was probably less from a regard for his neighbour's welf:ire

than from a view to his own interest. Rufus determined

to buy him off as he had done before, and to obtain money

for this purpose he devised a scheme in which he had

the assistance of Ralph Flambard. He ordered a levy of

20,000 men in England, and when the troops arrived at

Hastings to embark, it was announced to them that tho

king was willing to excuse them from the dangers of tlw

campaign, and that each man would be permitted to return

to his home on payment of ten shillings towards tlie ex-

penses of the war.* The money raised by this means wa';

paid to Philip, who marched his force.? back to France. Tlir

small and ill-appointed army of Robert would probably

now have been overcome, had not affairs in England com-

pelled Rufus to relinquish the contest.

The Welsh had taken advantage of the king's absecco

to invade the neighbouring counties, and " after their accus-

tomed manner "t carried away the cattle, and plundered

and murdered the inhabitants, many of whom thej' also

made prisoners. They laid siege to the castle of Mont-

gomery, and carried it by assault, slaying the whole of the

garrison. William marched hastily into Wales, but found

it impossible to reach the marauders, who kept to the cover

• Matthew Pads. f BoUnshed.
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of the woods and marahes, and among the mountaius,

watching their opportunity to slay any of the English and

Norman troops whom they could reach unawares. Rufus

pursued them over the hills ; but his march was attended
'

with heavy loss to his army, and he was at length com-

pelled to retreat, " not without gome note of dishonour."

A second expedition, undertaken in the following summer

(109.5), met with no better success. It is reltted that an
|

army was also despatched under the coram;ind of the Earl

of Shrewsbury and the Earl of Chester, who re-took the

isle of Anglesey, of which the Welsh had obtained posses-

sion.* The inhabitants were maltreated or put to the >

sword ; but, having received some re-enforcements, a battle

ensued, in which the Earl of Shrewsbury was slain. The

victory, however, was on the side of the Earl of Chester,

who remained for some time in Wales, desolating the

country.

While the Welsh wei'e still unsubdued, Rufus received

attack. He built a wooden fort, opposite Bamborough,
calling it Mah'oiiin, or "a bad neighbour;" and, havino'

placed a garrison, he withlrew the rest of his army. His

lieutenants were directed to lie in wait for every opportunity

of inflicting damage upon tlie adherents of Earl Mowbray,
or of gaining possession of his person.

One night the earl quitted his castle with an escort of

only thirty horsimsn. The object with which he did so

is variously stated ; but the most probable account is that

he was betrayed by some followers of Rufus, who made the

otfer to give up the town of Newcastle into his possession.

The earl was surprised by a body of Norman troops, and
while many of his retinue were cut to pieces, he escaped

from his assailants, and took sanctuary at St. Oswin's

monastery, Tyneraouth. By the laws of chivalry, the-

blackest criminal was s^fe under the shadow of the cross
;

but the soldiers of William were neither deterred by those

law.s, nor by any respect for the sacredness of the place-

Bamborough Castle.

information of a powerful confederacy which had been

formed against hir;i in the north of England. The king

had reason to suspect some of his nobles of disaffection,

and especially Robert Mowbray, Earl of Northumberlanl,

a powerful noble, whoie long absence from the court liad

excited suspicion. A royal proclamation was issueil, calling

upon every baron in the kingdom to appsar at court

at the approaching festival of \Vhitsuntiile, on pain of

outlawry. The Earl of Northumberland neglected to

obey the summons, and the kin;; immediately marched an

army to Newcastle, where he surpn»ed some of the earl's

accomplices. He next besieged and took the castle of

Tyneniouth, and thence proceeded to Bamborough, an im-

pregnable fortress, to which the earl had retreated with his

family.

After various unsuccessful attempts to take this castle

by storm, Rufus, who seems to have inherited muoli of the

military talent of his father, adopted another plan of

• Multtlew I'aris.

They pursued the earl to his sanctuary, and after a des-

perate resistance made him a prisoner.

Having carried Earl Mowbray to Bamborough, ani

placed him before the gates of his castle, they demanded a

parley with the Countess Matilda. On her appearance,

they exhibited her hushand as a prisoner, and told her that

they would put out his eyes before her face unless she

at once gave up the castle into their hands. IMatilda is

described as having been remarkable for her beauty ; she

was young, and had been married to the earl only a few

months before. She did not long hesitate, but ordered the

gates to be thrown open. Among the followers of Mowbray

was one through whom Rufus gained a knowledge of the

extent of the conspiracy, and of the persons implicated in it.

The subsequent fate of Mowbray was that of a living

death. His young wife had indeed saved him from blind-

ness, but he was not the less deprived of the light of. day.

Condemned to perpetual imprisonment, he was confined in

a dungeon at Windsor Castle, wdiere we read that he dragged

\ou existence for thirty years afterwards.
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Pope Urban II. preaching the First Crusade in the Market-place of Clermont. (See page 119.)

Among the other conspiratore were the Earl of Shrews-

fcury, William of AlJerio, the king's godfather, and William,

Count of Eu, who wa.s related to Rufus by blood. The

first bought exemption from punishment with a large sum

of money—as was a common practice in those days, as well

as in later times ; 'William of Alderic was condemned to

death ; the Count of Eu appealed to the ordeal of battle,

or rather, as his guilt hardly admitted of dispute, proposed
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to fight for his pardon, against a champion selected by the

king. Ihe count was worsted in the encounter, and, by

the Bent«nee of the law, was condemned to be barbarously

mutilated, after a custom which had been derived from the

natives of the East.*

The object of the confederates had been to depose Rufus,

and place upon the throne Stephen, Count of Aumale, who

was the nephew of WilUam the Conqueror. The iuforraation

which the king had obtained in the castle of Bamborough,

enabled him to break up this formidable confederacy ; and

besides the punishment which we have seen was inflicted

upon the leaders, other nobles suffered the confiscation of

their estates, and were imprisoned, or effected their escape

to Normandy.

The property of the banished nobles was plundered by

the adherents of the king, and then left for some time

uncultivated and without owners. Nevertheless, the people

of the town or hundred in which such estates lay, were

compelled to pay the fuU amount of land tax as before. The
royal officers are compared by the chroniclers to thieves

;

they plundered without mercy both the farmers' barns and

the tradesmen's warehouses. The king, also, forcibly raised

troops of men to build a wall encircling the Conqueror's

Tower at London, a bridge over the Thames, and near the

West Minster a hall, or palace of audiences, for the stated

assemblies or assizes of the great barons. f The Saxon chro-

nicle which contains these details, says that " the covmties on

which these forced labours fell, were grievously tormented

:

each year passed by heavily and sorrowfully, on account of

numberless vexations and multiplied contributions."

CHAPTER XXXrV.

Tb9 InsUtntion of Chivalry—Peter the Hormit—The Council of Clermont.

In the year 1096 Robert determined to join a crusade then

abont to set out for the Holy Land, and to enable him to do

SO, he agreed to resign his duchy of Normandy into the

hands of Rufus for a sum of £10,000. This transaction is

described by the historians as having been a mortgage for

three years ; but it must have been evident, even to the

uncalculating mind of Robert, that he had little chance of

regaining possession of his property at the end of that time.

To enable us to understand this extraordinary proceeding

on the part of Robert, it will be necessary to examine the

oausee which led to those expeditions which are called the

Crueadea. These causes, which had been iu operation for

hundreds of years before, were two, of very opposite nature

—viz., in the East, the spread of Mahometan power ; and

!b the West, the institution of chivalry, preceded by the

>nt*oducti©n of Christianity.

The institution of chivalry had for its object the cultiva-

tion of those virtues which may be classed under the word
manhood, in its best and widest sense. The true knight was
supposed to be pious, truthful, and brave ; a generous friend,

a gallant warrior, a devoted lover. It was necessary for

him to add great strength of body, and skill in all manly
exercises, to gentleness of manners and culture of mind.

Terrible in battle, it was his duty to wield the sword of

justice, to strike down the oppressor and the tyrant ; but to

• WmUm of Ifalmcsbnry.

tWMtmtBstw HaT woa founded bf WtUiain llufus in 1097,

help the weak, and give his life, if need be, in the cause of

the innocent.

The youth who aspired to knighthood began his career as

a page in some noble liouse, where, under the gentle in-

fluence of women, he was taught various accomplishments,

and imbued with that beautiful though fantastic dream of

honour which he hoped to realise in his future life. At the

age of fourteen the page became an esquire, and was per-

mitted to wear a sword. He now began a regular course of

training for arras, and usually sought to attach himself to

some knight of fame, whom he attended in hall or field, and
wipported in battle. The young aspirant was admitted to

the honours of knighthood at the age of twenty-one, unless

he had previously won his spurs by some gaUant feat of

arms. This honour was of rare occurrence, as, by the laws

of chivalry, the duties of esquire were limited to attendance

upon his lord, and he was permitted few opportunities of

personal distinction.

The original spirit of chivalry was essentially reUgious.

The initiation into the order of knighthood was a religious

ceremony, and usually took place on one of the feasts of

the Church, as Easter-day, the day of Pentecost, or Christ-

mas-day. The aspirant prepared himself for his new
dignity by long vigils, fasts, and prayer ; and on the night

before the ceremony took place, he repaired alone to the

church, where he passed the hours in watching beside his

armour.

On the day appointed, high mass was performed in the

presence of the nobles and bishops and an assembly of the

people; and after the sword of the novice had been con-

secrated to the service of heaven, he took a solemn vow,

according to the laws of chivalry, " to speak the truth, to

succour the helpless and oppressed, and never to turn back

from an enemy." The bishop then dubbed him a knight,

and the other knights, and often the ladies present, advanced

and armed the youth. The spurs were usually buckled on

first, and thus came to be regarded as the symbol of knight-

hood.

Such was the form by which a young man was admitted

to the highest dignity of chivalry. Chivalry recognised

nothing higher or nobler than the condition of a knight,

and the fame of every man was borne by the mouths of

minstrels and palmers, not tied to his name by a title.

Various writers have attempted to fix the date at which

chivalry first took its rise ; but on this point there is no

certain information. Probably the idea of chivalry was the

growth of centuries, and made its way gradually through

the corruptions of the times in which it was born. What-

ever may have been its origin, the institution was in its

infancy in the tenth and eleventh centuries, and received no

marked development until the time of the first Crusade.

The stories of King Arthur and his Knights of the Round

Table * are probably as fabulous as the wonders of Merlin,

or the tales of the Arabian Nights. In the days of Charle-

magne, chivalry, in the general sense of the word, was yet

unborn ; and though in the time of Alfred its spirit un-

doubtedly existed in our own country, it had yet assumed

no name or distinctive form

According to Tacitus, customs bearing a resemblance to

those of chivalry existed in his day among the German

» "Morto Arthur" -wa-s a French romance, translated by Sir Tliomaa

Mallory, Knight, ftnl printed liy Caxton, A.D. 1481.
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nations. On the fall of Rome, the.se tribes subdued and

colonised the country now called France, and it is probable

that they planted there the germ of the institution of

chivalry. The first traces of its existence in France appear

Boon after the time of Charlemagne. It originated with a

few knights, who endeavoured to introduce among their

licentious companions a love of virtue and honour. How-

ever small may have been the early success of their efforts,

the principle of chivaby to which they gave expression

shines like a star in those dark ages.

The laws of chivalry gradually became recognised and

enforced, and were submitted to by every man who desired

to win either the smiles of women or honourable fame

among men. Refined and mystical as were the doctrines

of chivalry, its laws were practical and severe, demanding

mortification and self-denial. In later times the simple and

austere habits of the knights were exchanged for luxury

and licentiousness, and the spirit of chivalry decayed with

the growth of those arts of life which conduce to ease and

refinement.

Towards the end of the eleventh century, the attention of

Europe was attracted to the state of affairs in the Holy

Land, and chivalry, which had hitherto been rather a name

than a reality, received from this cause a sudden and

powerful impulse.

From the period of the destruction of the second temple,

the history of Jerusalem had been a record of strife and

bloodshed. During the early occupation of the city by the.

Romans, the holy places were profaned by pagan rites, and

the spots venerated alike by Jew and Christian became the

scene of sacrifices to heathen deities.

In the fourth century, when Rome herself acknowledged

the doctrines of Christianity, churche* were erected on the

ruins of the temples of Veuus and Jove, and Jerusalem was

again regarded as the seat of the true faith. When Mahomet
appeared and spread his new doctrines throughout the East,

the aspect of affairs was once more changed, and the Holy

City fell into the hands of the Arabians. In the year 969,

the dominion of the caliphs of Egypt was established over

the whole of Palestine.

In the following century a multitude of rude and savage

Turkmans from the shores of the Caspian Sea invaded the

lands of the people of the south. These Tartar hordes,

Balled in history the Seljuk Turks, gradually extended their

conquests, and between the years 1038 and 1092 obtained

possession of Persia, Arabia, and the greater part of Syria.

The invaders embraced the religion of Mahomet, and in

many cases a fusion took place between them and the con-

quered nations. After various vicissitudes, Jerusalem, in

the year 1094, was in the hands of the Turkish supporters

of the Caliph of Cairo.

In every age the Holy Land had been held in the highest

veneration by the Christian nations. Pilgrims proceeded

thither from the most distant parts of Europe, in the faith

that the long and toilsome journey would be rewarded by
an expiation of their sins. With unwavering faith in the

protection of Heaven, the pilgrim set out on foot to traverse

inhospitable wastes, cross rivers and seas, and make his

way through unknown regions to the land of promise.

Dressed in the costume mentioned in the Bible, and carrying

with him only a staff in his hand and a scrip at his side, he
trusted entirely to charity for his support. Wherever the

Christian religion prevailed among the people, that charity

was not withheld ; his character was held in veneration,

and food and lodging were provided for him as a religious

duty. At rare intervals along his way, he came to a

hospital or almshouse, bmlt for the reception of pilgrims by

some Christian prince. On his return he placed in the

church of his native town the branch of the sacred palm-

tree* (which he had brought from Jerusalem), in proof of

the accomplishment of his vow.

During the time that Palestine remained under Christian,

rule, these pilgrimages were performed without much danger,,

and devotees from all parts of Europe flocked to the Holy

City. The coffers of the Church were enriched by the sala

of relics, which each traveller eagerly desired to possess.

Under the sway of the Caliphs the pilgrimages continued,

but the Christians were treated with indignity by the Turks,

and various persecutions took place. In the tenth century

a belief was entertained that the end of the world was at

hand, and people of all classes hurried to Jerusalem in

hope of a purification from their sins. In the eleventh

century the persecutions of the Christians increased, and

their condition became wretched in the extreme. They

were, indeed, tolerated in the Holy City on payment of a

tribute of two pieces of gold yearly, but their religious

ceremonies were prohibited, their property frequently plun-

dered, and the honour of their daughters violated.

Roman Medal reprosent.ug the Palm-tree of Judea.

Since the fourth century it was generally believed that

the very cross on which Christ sufiered had been discovered

at Jerusalem. This belief afforded an additional stimulus

to the piety of devotees, and a piece of the sacred wood was

regarded as of inestimable value. Pilgrims, therefore, still

made their way to Jerusalem, but were not permitted to

enter the city except on payment of a piece of gold—

a

large sum at that day. Very few of the pOgrims possessed

enough to satisfy tliis demand, and they were driven from

the gates, with their long-deferred hope turned to utter

despair. jNIany of them died from famine before the walls

of the city ;
many more perished by the roadside, as they

pursued their weary journey homewards ; and but a few

survived to tell the tale to Europe, and to kindle the flame

which was soon to burn up with fury.

The Christian emperors of the East are reported to have

sent letters from time to time to the princes of Europe,

detaiUng the suflferings of the Christians in Judea, anc'

soliciting assistance. These appeals, together with the

accounts of Turkish cruelties given by the returned pilgrims,

caused a feeling of deep indignation throughout Europe,

and aroused the spirit of chivalry.

• Old chroniclers speak of pilgrims retnrning from the Holy Land with

their staves wrealhed with palm j and from this custom arose the word

'• palmer," which sienified a holy traveller to Jerasalem.
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At this time there appeared on the scene a remarkable

man, who is known to posterity by the name of Peter the

Hermit. In his youth he had been a soldier, and had been

married, but subsequently be became a priest. He is de-

scribed as having been small and mean in person, but with

eyes powerful in expression, and an eloquent voice. He
•had long been noted for the austerity of his life, and it

is said of him that he found pleasure in the greatest

abstinence.

This man formed the determination of visiting Jerusalem,

and having performed the journey in safety, he paid the

piece of gold demanded, and wa^i admitted into the city.

Here he was a witness of the cruelties perpetrated upon the

Christians, and was seized with horror and indignation at

the sight. He held a conference with the Greek patriarch,

who, at the suggestion of Peter, determined to write to the

Pope and the princes of the West, describing the misery of

the Christians, and praying for protection.

Furnished with his credentials, Peter returned to Italy

The story of his progress is told by various writers of
that age. " He set out," says Guibert Nogeut, " from
whence I know not, nor with what design ; but we saw him
at that time passing through the towns and villages, preach-
ing everywhere, and the people surrounding him in crowds,
loading him with presents, and celebrating his sanctity

with such high eulogiuras, that I never remember to have
seen such honours paid to any other person. He showed
himself very generous, however, in the distribution of the

things given to him. He brought back to their homes the

women that had abandoned their husbands, not without add-
ing gifts of his own, and re-established peace between those

who lived unhappily, with wonderful authority. In every-

thing he said or did, it seemed as if there was something

divine ; so much so, that people went to pluck some of the

hairs from his mule, which they kept afterwards as relics

;

which I mention here, not that they really were so, but
only served to satisfy the public love of anything extra-

ordinary. Wliile out of doors, he wore a wooUen tunic with

St. Ikleua discovering the True Cross.— From a Greek Manuscript of the Ninth Century, in the Imperial Library of Paris.

and laid his complaint before Urban II. The Pope was
tlien engaged in a dispute with Henry IV., Emperor of

Germany, who was endeavourip.g to depose Urban, and
to place Guibert, a pope of his own election, upon the

throne. Urban was also embroiled with Philip I. of

France, in consequence of the adulterous intercourse held

by that prince with Bertrade, in defiance of the pontifical

authority. The Pope had been compelled to seek the pro-
tection of Robert Guiscard, a powerful freebooter, who set

the majesty of France and Germany at defiance. There
Peter sought the Pope, and in the presence of Bohemond,
Prince of Tarentinn, the gallant son of Robert, the first

council was held, which resulted in the preaching of the

Crusade.

The tale told by the hermit was received with the
deepest attention, and the Pope warmly espoused his cause.

Urban gave his authority to the scheme of the Crusade,
and with the promise of his active co-operation, Peter set

out to preach the delivery of the Holy Laud throughout
Europe.

a brown mantle, which fell down to his heels. He had his

arms and bis feet bare, ate little or no bread, and lived upon

fish and wine."

Such wiis the appearance of the man whose eloquence

drew after him the whole of Europe. The records of history

afford no other instance of events so stupendous, arising

from a cause apparently so insignificant. The position ot

Peter, however, is not to be measured by his woollen garb

and low estate. The fame of the anchorite had gone before

him ; he carried with him the Pope's authority ; he was a

palmer from Jerusalem, who had himself seen the things he

described. The age was enthusiastic, and religious sentiment,

as well as knightly ambition, was enlisted in the cause which

he preached.

While Peter journeyed on from city to city, Urban called

together a council at Placontia, at which deputies were

present from the Emperor of Constantinople. The council

being unanimous in favour of the Crusade, Urban determined

to venture across the Alps. A second council was held at

Clermont, in Auvergne, at which were assembled bishops
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and princes, both of France and Germany, and a vast con-

conrse of people.

After the less important business of the meeting had been

transacted, Urban came forth from the church in which

the council w.ts held, and addressed the multitude gathered

in the market-place. He recouuted the long catalogue

of, wrongs suffered by the Christians in the Holy Land

from the pagan* race. With an eloquence for which he

was remarkable, he appealed to the most powerful passions

which animate the breast of mankind ; and the assembly

rose up and cried with one voice—" It is the wiU of God ! it

isthe wOlof God!"

The news of this council spread with wonderful rapidity

over the world ; and, in the words of an old historian,

" throughout the earth the Christians glorified themselves

and were filled with joy ; while the Gentiles of Arabia and

Persia trembled, and were seized with sadness : the souls of

the one race were exalted, those of the others stricken with

fear and stupor."

Some modern historians, in speaking of the influence

possessed by Urban over the people, have reproached his

memory for the use to which he applied his eloquence, and

for having incited the people to the wild and bloodthirsty

expeditions of the Crusades, with a view to his own interest.

Such an accusation cannot be regarded as just. It is the

part of wisdom, as of charity, to judge of a man's acts,

not by a standard of pure and abstract right, but rather

with regard to the times in which he lived and the influences

by which he was surrounded. The spirit of the age was

warlike and enthusiastic, and such a spirit may be traced

through the conduct of Pope Urban ; but there is no reason

to doubt that he was sincere, and that he upheld the cause

of the Crusades at the cost of great personal sacrifices.

CHAPTER XXXV.
The First Crusade—The Byzantine Empire— Siege and Capture of

Jerusalem.

At the Council of Clermont a universal peace was pro-

claimed, cafled the Truce of God, and its observance was

some time afterwards sworn throughout the country.

Europe had long been in a disturbed condition ; the weak
were liable to be plundered by the strong without redress

;

and wars and feuds between rival princes were continued

with little intermission. It is related that at the Truce of

God these evils disappeared, and for a short time there was
a profound peace.

Thieves and murderers— criminals of every dye, were

tempted by the prospect of boundless licence, and joined the

Crusade. Every man wore the sign of the cross upon his

shoulder, cut in red cloth, and many adventurers assumed
that sacred emblem in the beUef that it would afford a

perpetual absolution for any crime they might commit.

But while prep.^ring for the departure of the various expe-

ditions, the Crusaders—even those of the most reckless cha-

racter—abstained for a while from violence, and kept the

Truce of God. This cessation of civil warfare must have
endured some time, for among the wild spirits who joined

the first body of the Crasade few, if any, lived to return,

and the removal of so many plunderers and marauders must

• Tho word Paynim, or Pagan, wu commonly used in the Middle Agea to

Inolnde all Mahometana,

have produced a beneficial effect on the state of society in

Europe.

People of every degree and of various nations were ani-

mated with the same ardent enthusiasm. Nobles sold or

mortgaged their lands to raise money for the enterprise
;

poor men abandoned their homesteads and their families,

and flocked to the standard of the cross. The old writers

describe the sufferings occasioned by the parting of husbands

from their wives, parents from their children. They teH

us, however, of exceptions to these scenes of misery. Some
wives and mothers there were who, in their fanatic zeal,

animatetl their husbands to the journey, and parted from

them without a tear.

In the year 1096, the first body of the Crusaders set out

for the Holy Land under the command of Gautier sans

avoir, or Walter the Penniless, a nobleman of Burgundy.

This man was a soldier of fortune, noted for his poverty, but

also possessed of some degree of military fame. The anny

which he led was a mixed rabble without order or disci-

pline, who committed many e-xccsses, and plundered the

towns and villages which lay on their road. Amongst the

other chiefs were Walter di Pesejo, Gottschalk, and William

the Carpenter.

Passing through Germany, Walter entered Hungary,

which country had been converted to Christianity several

centuries before.

At Semlin some stragglers of Walter's army were attacked

and plundered by a portion of the inhabitants, and the arms

and crosses of the men who had thus been despoiled were

placed as trophies upon the walls of the city. The Crusaders

called for vengeance; but Walter restrained then: impe-

tuosity, and passed on into Bulgaria. Here he found

himself among a nation altogether hostile ; the gates of the

cities were shut against him, and his troops were unable to

obtain food. Urged by hunger, they seized the flocks and

herds of the natives, who attacked the invaders, and defeated

them with great slaughter. Walter succeeded with great

difficulty in collecting the remnant of his scattered ijaulti-

tude, and led them on the way to Constantinople. Here,

after many privations, he at length arrived, and obtained

permission from the emperor to await the arrival of Peter

the Hermit.

Meanwhile there advanced over the plains of Germany
' a wild, disorganised multitude of all nations and languages.

Men, women, and children were there ; for women had at

length been impelled by the fatal enthusiasm of the time,

or by some equally powerful motive, to throw off the timidity

of their sex, and to share the dangers of their husbands

and their sons. Infants of tender age accompanied their

parents, and the old and infirm dragged their weary steps in

the rear.*

At the head of this multitude, which numbered forty

thousand persons, rode Peter the Hermit, pointing, with

outstretched arms, the way to Jerusalem. The march to

the southern part of Hungary was conducted without much
disturbance or violence ; but when the Crusaders arrived

befora Semlin, their anger was roused by the sight of the

arms and crosses of Walter's followers, displayed in triumph

on the walls. A furious assault was made on the town,

* "Who shall count," saya Guibert of Nogent, "the children and the in-

firm, the old men and young maidens, who pressed forward to the fight, not

with the hope of aiding, but for the sake of the crown of martyrdom to be
won from the aworda of the ln£del ?

"
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which was takea by the troops of the cross, and 7,000

Hungarians were killed or made prisoners. Then Peter

learnt, for the first time, that the passions which had been

excited by his eloquence defied the control of the same

power, and that he was utterly without authority in the

midst of his reckless followers. For several days the cap-

tured city was the scene of every kind of licentiousness, and

neither the property of the inhabitants nor the honour of

the women was spared by the conquering troops.

The news of the fall of Semlin being conveyed to Car-

loman. King of Hungary, he immediately marched a large

force to the southern frontier. Peter retreated before the

Hungarian army, and effected the passage of the Sive with

considerable loss, a party of native Bulgarian troops having

advanced to oppose him.

the causes of the conflict which he saw raging around. He
negotiated successfully with the duke, and peace was on
the point of being restored, when a portion of the hermit's

undisciplined army made an attack upon the city, and
were repulsed with heavy loss. The conflict then became

general, and resulted in the total defeat of the Crusading

troops.

Peter himself escaped with difficulty, and took refuge

among the mountains. For many days he wandered about

alone, oppressed with grief for the fate of the expedition,

and despairing of the future. At length he met with some

of his knights, who retained more courage and energy

than their leader ; and, with their assistanee, a portion

of the scattered forces of the cross was gathered together.

Peter oace more placed himself at the head of the troops,

The Army of Peter tUo Hermit.

Tlie hermit now led his army in the direction of Nissa,

which was occupied by the Duke of Bulgaria with a con-

siderable force. With a prudence which in their case was

exceptional, the Crusaders here abstained from any attempt

at violence, and the duke in return permitted his subjects

to supply them with necessaries. These peaceful relations

were maintained until the moment of departure of the

hermit's army, when some German stragglers, who had

engaged in a dispute with some Bulgarian merchants, set

fire to several dwellings and warehouses without the walls of

.the town.

Aroused to vengeance, the troops of the garrison rushed

. out upon the rear of Peter's army, and put to the sword

indiscriminately all who opposed them, carrying off many
women and cliililren as prisoners.

Peter turned back, and, with a degree of calmness and

-.wisdom which doe? honour to his memory, inquired into

and, with renewed vigour, hastened on towards Constan-

tinople.

At every step the hermit received re-enforcements from

the fugitive bauds of his followers ; and the news of his

approach having reached Constantinople, the Emperor

Alexius sent deputies to meet the Crusaders, and assist them

in procuring provisions. At Philippopoli Peter addressed

an eloquent appeal to the people, which was attended with

such success that the wants of the army were abundantly

supplied.

After reposing for a while from the fatigues and priva-

tions they had undergone, the Crusaders, now numbering

neaily 30,000 men, set out for Constantinople. Here they

at length arrived, and efl'ected a junction with the troops

of Walter the Penniless.
'

The discordant elements of which these combined forces

were composed sooa appeared, in a defiance of all authority.*
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and between the various nations a spirit of animosity arose,

which found vent in repeated quarrels and disturbances.

The thirst for plunder, also, was not restrained by any

found means to convey his dangerous allies across the Bos-

phorus, advising them not to quit their new encamp-nent

till the arrival of other divisions of the Crusade. The
The thirst for plunder, also, was noi restraiueu uj au^

,

u.n ^..c ...w.»i ^. .^.-..^^ ^„.^,.^^^ „. — -—
gry.titude for the hospitality of the emperor. Alexius had

,

troops, however, still continued their ravages throughout

seat potn money and provisions in abundance to the camp Bithynia ; a stronger hand than that of a palmer was

Bird's-eye View of Christian Constantinople.-From .in Engravisg in the Impenum Orimtale of Anselmi Bandoii.-Paris, ITIJ.

of the Crusaders, who, nevertheless, seized whatever booty

came within their re.ich ; entering dwelling-houses and

palaces, and even stripping the lead from the roofs of the

churches, and selling it to the people from whom it had

been stolen,

'fhese lawless acts continuing on the increase, the emperor

11

necessary to control them ; and Peter, wearied with tVe

sight of excesses which he was unable to prevent, pro-

ceeded to Constantinople for the purpose of holding a

council with the emperor.

During his absence the Lombards and Germans separated

from the French, and chose for their leader a man named
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Renault, or Rinaldo. Under his command, they resumed
|

their inarch, and took possession of the fortress of Xerigord.

iiere they were attacked by Sultan Soliman, who cut to

Lieces a detachment placed in ambuscade, and then invested

xLi! fortress.

The besieged possessed no supply of water within the

walls, and tliey endured the most dreadful agonies from

thirst. At the end of eight days, the leader, Rinaldo, with

his chief companions, went over to the Turks, and betrayed

the fortress into their hands. The remainder of the garrison

were put to death without mercy.

The news of this disaster reached the French camp, and

with it came a false report of the fall of Nicsea. The troops

demanded to be led towards the Turkish territory, and

Walter the Penniless, having iu vain attempted to restrain

their impatience, placed himself at their head. Before the

army had advanced many leagues into the country, it was

encountered by the Turks, who attacked the Crusaders in

overwhelming numbers. An obstiuate resistance only

served to make the carnage more complete. Walter him-

self, after performing many feats of valour, fell covered

with wounds, and the Christian army was routed so com-

pletely, that only 3,000 men escaped the sword.

The fugitives entrenched themselves at Civitot, where

they were again attacked by a large force. The Turks

surrounded the fortress with piles of wood, with the inten-

tion of destroying the garrison by fire, but the Crusaders,

seizing a moment when the wind blew towards the Turkisli

camp, set fire to the wood themselves, aud many of their

enemies perished in the flames.

Meanwhile a soldier had made his escape from the town,

and haviug reached Constantinople, told the news of these

disasters to Peter the Hermit, At the prayer of Peter, the

Emperor Alexius sent forces to rescue the garrison of

Civitot, and the remnant of the army of the cross was

brought iu safety to Constantinople. On their arrival,

however, Alexius commanded them to disperse and return

to their own country, aud he bought from each man his

arms ; thus at once depriving him of the means of violence,

and supplying him with money for the journey.

This policy on the part of the emperor has given rise to

an accusation against him of having betrayed the cause of

the cross, aud entered into an alliance with the Turks. No
such motive is necessary to account for the conduct of

Alexius. He would necessarily be glad to purge his do-

miuious from a number of lawless vagabonds, who com-

mitted every species of iiiifiuity under the name of a holy

cause, and who, as his allies, were more to be dreaded thau

the Turks his enemies.

While the expedition of Peter the Hermit thus came to

an end, other bands of fanatics and adventurers were fol-

lowing on his steps, without being destined to reach so far

as Constantinople. The accounts of these expeditions are

necessarily ob.-cure ; but the information we possess on the

subject is not of a kind to induce a desire for further details.

It is rel.itod that a multitude of 200,000 persons, without

even a nominal leader, passed through Germany towards

the south of Europe. Their course was marked by excesses

of every kind ; men and women lived in a state of de-

bauchery, and indulged in drunken orgies, obtaining

supplies by plundering the surrounding country. Every

Jew who fell into their hands was put to death, and the

fanatic multitude declared it to be t!;o will of Heaven that

they should extermiuate the jjation who had rejected the

Saviour.

A terrible retribution, however, was at hand, and tlui

sacred emblem of the cross was purified from the status

with which it had been covered by the perpetrators of these

enormities. At Merseburg, a large Hungarian force opposed

the advancing multitude, who attacked trhat city with fury.

A breach had been made in the walls, and the fall of Merse-

burg seemed inevitable, when some strange and sudden

terror, which Las never been accounted for, seized the

besieging army, and they gave up the attack, aud fled in

dismay over the country. The Hungarians pursued them

on every side, and mowed them down by hundreds. Day
after day the work of slaughter weni on, until the fields

were strewed with corpses and the Danube was red with

blood.

Such was the fate of the first bands of Crusaders who

set out towards the Holy Land. More than a quarter

of a million persous had already perished by famine or

disease, or by the swords of the Turks or Hungarians,

whose vengeance they had excited by acts of violence and

plunder.

Meanwhile many powerful princes of the West were occu-

pied in collecting troops and preparing to take the field.

Among these were Godfrey of Bouillon, Duke of Lorraine

;

Hugh, Count of Vermandois, and brother of Philip, King

ot Franco ; Robert, Duke of Normandy ;
Boheraond,

Prince of Tarentum ; Robert, Count of Flanders ; and

Rairaond, Count of Toulouse ; each of whom conducted an

army towards Constantinople.

Among the leaders of the first Crusade, the most distin-

guished name is that of Godfrey VI., Lord of Bouillon,

Marquis of Anvers, and Duke of Brabant. Inferior in

political power to some of his companions, he was superioi

to them ail in that influence which depends upou personal

character. Although still young iu years, he had earned

fame in many a well-fought field ; and his name was known

throughout Europe in connection with many acts of private

virtue no less than with gallant feats of arms. Amidst the

cruelty and licentiousness so commonly attributed to the

men ot that age, the character of Godfrey is presented to

us almost without blemish ; and if we make a certain re-

servation for the partiality of monkish chroniclers towards

the great leader of the Crusade, there will still remain evi-

deuce of facts which entitle the memory of the Lord of

Bouillon to the highest honour with posterity.

Robert the Monk, one of his contemporaries, who was

present at the siege of Jerusalem, speaks of Godfrey iu

the following terms:—"He was of beautiful countenance,

tall of stature, agreeable in his discourse, of excellent

morals, and at the same time so gentle that he seemed

better fitted for the monk than for the knight ; but when

his enemies appeared before him, and the combat was at

hand, his soul became filled with a nu'ghty daring: like

a lion, he feared not for his own person ; and what

shield, what buckler, could withstand the fall of his

sword ?
"

Long before the Crusade had been preached at Clermont,

Godfrey had heard the tales of the sufferings of the Chris-

tians in Palestine, and had said that he desired to travel to

Jerusalem, not with .scrip and staff, but with spe.ir and

shield. At the time when the standard of the cross was

raised throu<rhout Europe, he was suffering from n bad
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fsTer, but " immediately he shook disease from his limbs,

and rising, as it were, with expanded breast, from years of

decrepitude, he shone with renovated vigour."* In order

to furnish money for the expedition he had undertaken,

he sold to the Church of Liege his beautiful domain and

castle of Bouillon ; and the standard which he raised was

committed by the rabble which had preceded them. The
march was conducted peaceably, and without incident, to

the frontiers of Hungary, where the army came in sight of

the unburied corpses of the multitude slain near Merse-

burg.

Godfrey called a halt, and proceeded to investigate the

Statuo of Godfrey of Bouillon at Bnissels.

joined by his brother Baldwin, his relation Baldwin de

Bo'.irg, and many other knights of fame.

The army of Godfrey commenced its march from the

Moselle in August, 1096, and followed the course previously

taken by Peter the Hermit. The order and moderation

which marked the conduct of the disciplined troops of

Godfrey was as remarkable as the violence and excesses

» William of MalmesbuiT.

causes of the spectacle which lay before him. He wrote

a firm but temperate letter to the King of Hungary, de-

manding an account of the carnage, and Carlomau sent

envoys with a reply which proved satisfactory. An Inter-

view subsequently took place between the duke and the

king, at the fortress of Posen. Godfrey went towards this

place accompanied by an escort of 300 knights, and con-

versed with the Hungarian monarch on the reconciliation of

the Christians, The rights of hospitaUty, which warp
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respected among the most sarago iiatious, were also

enforced by tlie laws of chivalry ; and therefore, at the

invitatiou of Carlumau, Godfrey dismissed his retinue with-

out htsitatiou, aud, accompauied by a few of his knights,

entered the capita'.

The king entertained his guests with various festivities,

and an agreement was effected that the army of the cross

should pass freely from the north to the south of Hungary,

that they should purchase provisions from the inhabitants,

aud that Baldwin should remain with the king as a hostage

for the good conduct of the Franks. Baldwin, whose cha-

racter bore no resemblance to that of his brother, objected

to this arrangement; but Godfrey declared indignantly that

he himself would be the hostage, if the other persisted iu

his refusal. Thus reduced to the alternative of compliance,

or a loss of honour, Baldwin entered the city with his

family, aud was received by the king and the people with

the greatest hospitality.

The hostages were released on the banks of the Save, near

SemUu, and the Crusaders coutiuued their march through

Bulgaria and Thrace to Philippopoli, where they reposed

themselves. Deputies arrived from the Emperor Alexius,

and with their assistance the army was supplied with the

necessary provision.

While Godfrey was pursuing his course through Hungary,

another body of Crusaders, headed by Hugh, Count of Ver-

mandois, were proceeding towards Constantinople by way of

Italy. Joined to this expiedition, though probably not

marching in the same body, 4Yere the troops of Robert, Duke
of Normandy, aud Stepheu, Count of Blois.

Robert of Normandy was not altogether destitute of

chivalrous qualities ; and therefore it is no matter for sur-

prise that this man, whose reckless and hcentious chafaeter

was notorious, should take up the cause of the cross. The
most irreligious men are often superstitious. The crusade

was a pilgrimage, with all the pomp of war, and the tempta-

tion of earthly aggrandisement was mingled with the hope

of a recompense beyond the grave. Fame in this world and
happiness in the next were the prizes for which the nobles

forsook their feasts and dances, and the poor their homes
and their children.

Robert wils eloquent in speech, and, when his indolence

was overcome, skilful and energetic in action ; bilt his deeds

were the result of impulse rather than of principle, and
were unrestrained by prudence or good sense. He, however,

possessed the popular virtue of lavish generosity, a'nd large

bands of troops, both Norman aud English, attached them-

selves to his standard. Several independent lords also

accompanied hiui, among whom were Etrstaoe of Boulogne,

Stephen, Earl of Albemarle, and Odo, the Bishop of Bayeux.

The army of Hugh of Vermaadois crossed the Alps with

the intention of proceeding by sea to the Holy Land. The
old chroniclers describe in glowing terms the brilliant appear-

ance of the troops—the splendour of their equipments

—

the multitude of knights with shiuing armour, and of

banners glistening in tlie sun. Such a sight had never

before been seen in Europe, and it seemed as though this

gorgeous array had been destined for pleasure rather than

for v.ar.

Robert of Normandy and Stephen of Chartres dispersed

their forces among the towns of bcU-ri and Otranto, and
passed the autumn in gaiety and di.'^sipation. Hugh of

Vermandois. however, determined to embark without delay,

and he wrote to the Emperor Alexius, demanding haughtily
that preparations should be made for his reception.

The position of affau's at Constantinople had changed
considerably since the emperor had applied to the princes of
the \\'est for assistance against the infidel. The power of
the Scljuk chiefs at Rhoum was declining, and no longer
threatened the safety of the Greek capital ; while their rule

in Asia Minor was become familiar to the people, and had
ceased to be regarded as a disgrace.

The attentions which Godfrey had received from the
emperor were, probably, due to the respect inspired by the

character of the Lord of Lorraine, rather than to motives of

policy
;
and when Alexius heard of the vast extent of the

force which was advancing towards his capital, he became
suspicious, and determined to seize every opportunity of

weakening a power which might be attended with danger to

himself.

'J'he first act of hostility on the part of the emperor
appeared in a command issued to the navy in the Adriatic

to prevent the Latin fleet from quitting the Italian ports, and
to take prisoners any of the Crusaders who might arrive on
the coast.

The vessels of the Count of Vermandois were scattered in

a storm, and Hugh himself, having landed at Diirazzo, was
detained in captivity, and sent to Constantinople. Here he

was received with great civility by Alexius, who exerted

himself by flatteries and attentions to gain the good-will of

his prisoner.

The news of the imprisonment of Hugh reached the army
stationed at Philippopoli, and Godfrey sent messengers to tlie

emperor, demanding that the Count of Vermandois should be

immediately liberated. Alexius refused to comply with the

request, and Godfrey commenced hostilities by giving up to

pillage the beautiful province of Thrace. This course of

action had its effect, and the emperor found himself com-
pelled to Uberate the prisoners. Godfrey then, at once,

repressed further acts of violence among his soldiers, and

marched peaceably to Constantinople, where he arrived two

days before ChrLstmas.

The Count of Vermandois advanced from the city to

meet his friend, and at that moment a messenger from the

emperor approached Godfrey and invited him to visit the

palace. The Lord of Bouillon, however, had been warned

against the treachery probably intended by Alexius, and

therefore refused to enter the walls. The inhabitants of the

city were then prohibited from traffic witli the Crusaders,

and the army of Godfrey laid waste the surrounding country.

During the festival of Christmas these offensive moasur.a

were suspended, and at the end of that time the emperor

recalled his edict.

Once more Alexius sent deputies to induce Godfrey to

enter the city, and his refusal was followed by a second

prohibition of traffic, and by further acts of retaliation

on the part of the Crusaders. A body of troops then issued

from the town, and attacked the camp of the Latins. The

Greeks from tlie walls hurled darts and shot arrows upon

the soldiers below, but the Crusaders, who were protected

by their coats of mail, inflicted great damage upon their

assailants before night closed in, and put an end to the

combat. Alexius was compelled, by the sufferings of his

people, to give up all thoughts of hostile measures, and

traffic .and intercourse were resumed between the inhabitants

and the army of the cross. Hugh of Vermandois, upou
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whom the blandishments of Alexius hail produced their

improssiou, exerted himself to establish a peace, and to

«,revail upon Godfrey to take the oath of fealty to the

emperor.

The Lord of Lorraine at first refused to bend the knee

before this treacherous prince, but at length the arguments

of Hugh produced their effect, and a son of Alexius having

been sent to the Latin camp as a hostage, Godfrey entered

Constantinople with his friends.

Since the conversion of the Emperor Constantine to

Christianity (.v.d. 323), a city of spacious squares, gorgeous

palaces, and churchi'S had been gradually growing up upon

the site of the little town of Byzantium. This place was

selected by Constantine as the seat of his empire, and the

removal may be regarded as one of the causes which

hastened the fall of Home. After the death of Constantine,

the vast empire over which his sway had extended was

separated into distinct sovereignties for his sons and

nephews. That portion of the Koman territory of wliieh

Constantinople was the capital gradually acquired strength

ami importance, and became an empire which has since

been known as the Grcd; the Eastern, or the Bijzantinc

empire.

Of those splendours of the Byzantine court which had

exerted so marked an influence upon the mind of the Count

of Vermandois, and were now employed to dnzzle the eyes

of his companions in arms, we have full records in the

writings of that period. Benjamin of Tudela, a Spanish

Jew, who travelled through the East in the twelfth century

(a.d. 11.59 or IIGO), has given a description of what he saw

at Constantinople, and speaks in glowing terms of the mag-

nificence of the buildings and the wealth and luxury of the

inhabitants.

" Thj King Emanuel,"* says ha, "has built a grand

palace for the throne or the seat of his empire, on the bor-

ders of the sea, in addition to those which were built by his

ancestors. In this palace the columiis and their capitals

are covered with pure gold and silver, and he has caused to

bo graven on them all the wars which ho and his ancestors

have mado.f There also has been erected a throne of gold

and precious stones, above which hangs, by a goMen chain,

a crown of gold, which comes exactly upon his head when

lie is seated. In this crown arc stones of such great price

as cannot be estimated. In the night there is no need of

candles, for every one is able to see by tlie sparkling of

these jewels. There are also many other wonders, which

no man could recount.

" Thither are carried every year the tributes of all

Greece, whose castles are filled with dresses of silk, of

purj)le, and gold. Nowhere else in the world do we see

such buildings and such great riches. It is said that the

tribute of Constantinople alone amounts to twenty thousand

pieces of gold a day,t derived from imposts upon the shops,

markets, and taverns, as well as that paid by merchants

who repair thither from all quarters, both by land and sea.

The Greek inhabitants of the country are very rich in gold

and jewels. They go about in dresses of silk, fringed with

gold and embroidery. To see them in this attire, mounted

• Manuel Comnenus.

t The traveller here seems to be describing some confused recollection of

the column of Arcadius.

t Having a regard to the value of money at that period, there can be no

doubt that this account is exaggerated.

Marblo Column raised Viy Arcadius, at Constantinople, in honour
of his Father, Theodosius the Great.

on their horses, one would say that they are like the sons of

kings.'' *

In spite of thi luxury which prevailed, the subjects of

* Speaking ot the Peloponnesus, a province, or tficme^ of the Byzantine

monarchy, Gil)bon says tti:it tke embroidery there produced was raised either

in sillt or gold; and the more simple ornament of stripes or circles \vas sur-

passed by the nicer iinitatiin of flowers. The vestments that were fashioned

for the palace or the altar often glittcreil nilh precious stones, and the

figures were delineated in strings of Oriental poirls. Until the twclflh cen-

im-y, Greicc alone, of all tlic countries of Christondom, possessed the silli=

worm.

—

Decline and Fall, chap. liiL
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the Byzantine empire were the most dexterous and laborious

of nations. Their country wag blessed by nature with

every advantage of soil, climate, and situation ; and in the

support and restoration of the arts their patient and
peaceful temper produced results which were not to be

attained amidst the warlike spirit and feudal anarchy of

Europe. In the preparation of those costly dresses de-

Boribed by the Jewish traveller, the colours most in use

find such riches as are there. In the midst of this temple

there are columns of gold and silver, and chandeliers of the

same metals, in such numbers, that we cannot count them."

A church dedicated to the Divine Wisdom (Santa SophiiO

was built by Oonstantine in the twentieth year of Lii

reign. This Ijuilding was burnt down in the year 404, an 1

having been rebuilt by Theodosius, was again destroyed ly

fire. The vast pile, which still remains one of the chief

Throne of the Emperor of Constantinople.—From a Greek JIS. of the Nluth Century, ia the Imperial Library at Paris.

were the Tyrian purple, the brilliant scarlet, and the softer

lustre of the green. These colours were also used to adorn

the buildings.

" There is also at Constantinople " (continues Benjamin
of Tudela) " the Temple of St. Sophia, and the Pope of the

Greeks, who are not subject to the Pope of Rome. You
may count as many aitars in the Temple of St. Sophia as

there are days in the year. Thither are gathered immense
riches from the isles, country houses, and towns of the

country. There is no temple in the universe where we

ornaments of Constantinople, and which is now used as a

Mahometan mosque, dates from the rtign of Justinian.

That magnificent prince determined to build " the grandest

monument ever erected by the hand of man." Seven years

were occupied in collecting materials from every part ot

the world, and nine were employed in the actual building.

Columns of marble from the Temples of the Sun at Palmyra,

and that of Diana at Ephesus ; bricks of perfect form and

remarkable durability, from the island of Rhodes, were

brought at immense cost to complete the edifice. Gold and
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mosaics were spread over the surface, and paintings on gold

and costly marbles covered the walls.

The church of St. Sophia, which once contained so many

splendours, now retains within it but few traces of its

former glory. The imposing proportions of the building

stiU remain, but the walls are bare, and upon the dome the

crescent has replaced the cross.

The narrative of Benjamin of Tadela goes on to describe

" a place where the king diverts himself, called the hippo-

drome, near to the wall of the palace.* There it is that

every year, on the day of the birth of Jesus the Nazarene,

the king gives a grand entertainment. There are repre-

by many a terrace to the shores of the Propontis. The

new palace, erected in the tenth century by the Emperor

Theophilus, was accompanied with five churches, one of

which was conspicuous for size and beauty. The square

before the portico of the church csnUined a fountain, the

basin of which was lined and encompassed with plates cf

silver. In the beginning of each season the basin, instead

of water, was replenished with the most exquisite fruits,

which were abandoned to the populace for the entertain-

ment of the prince. He enjoyed this tumultuous spectacle

from a throne resplendent with gold and gems, which was

raised by a marble staircase to the height of a lofty terrace.

Santa Sophia.

Bented by magic arts before the king and queen, figures of

all kinds of men that exist in the world ; thither also are

taken lions, bears, tigers, and wild asses, which are made to

fight together, as well as birds. There is no such a sight to

be seen in all the world."

f

According to Gibbon, the great palace, the centre of the

imperial residence, was situated between the hippodrome

and the church of St. Sophia ; and the gardens descended

• Now called At-ifeidan, or horse market.

t It is possible that Benjamin was a witness of the festivals celebrated at

Constantinople on the occasion of the marriage of the Emperor Manuel with

Mary, daughter of the Prince of Antioch, on Christmas Day, 1161.

Below the throne were seated the officers of the guards, the

magistrates, and the chiefs of the factious of the circus;

the inferior step, were occupied by the people; the space

below was covered with troops of singers, dancers, an.t

pantomimista. The fanciful magnificence of the emperor

employed, in various fantastic designs, the skill and patience

of such artists as the times could afford; but the taste of

Athens would have despised their frivolous and costly

labours: a golden tree with its leaves and branches, which

I sheltered a multitude of birds warbling their artificial notes,

1 and two lions of mas-^y gold, and of the natural size,

I
which looked and roared like their brethren of the forest.
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Such were tlie scenes of magnificence which were pre-

sented to the view of Godfrey and his companions aa they

entered the Greek c.ipitol. The emperor received the gi-eat

leader of the Criisade with the highest distinction, clothed

him with imperial robes, and called hiai his son.* The

character of Godfrey is shown to us in so high and noble

an aspect, that it is not probable he was much affected by

these flatteries ; but whatever may have been his motives,

he consented to do homage to the emperor, according to the

feudal laws of France.

Alexius now made costly presents to the Crusaders, and

gave them honourable conduct from the city. After having

refreshed themselves for. several days, the array passed tiie

Hellespont and encamped at Chalcedon, there to await the

other divisions of the Crusade.

Soon after the departure of Godfrey from Lorraine,

j

Impressed with a sense of tlie humiliation of a concession

which had been bought with gold, Tanored determined not

to submit to similar demands. On receiving the news, the

young Imight immediately marched his army towards

Constantinople, and crossing the Ilellespont, without giving

any notice of his intention, joined the forces of Godfrey at

Ciialcedon. Alexius made many eftbrts to bring back

Tancred to Constantinople, and to induce him to do homage,

but without success ; and the attention of the emperor was

presently drawn in another direction, by the arrival of

Raimoud of St. Gillcs, Count of Toulouse, with an army of

Crusaders from Lauguedoo.

Raimond, who is represented as being revengeful and

avaricious, but possessing considerable moral firmness, in

conjunction with pride, refused to pay his allegiance to the

! emperor. The troops of the Count of Toulouse were at a

f'W™(flv N

Circus anil Hippodrome of Ancient Constantiuoplo.—From an Engraviag in the Tuipnrium OiUiilule.

Bohemond, Prince of Tareutum, and his relation Tancred,

had quitted Italy with an immense body of troops, including

10,000 horse. While the character of Bohemond was

ambitious, grasping, and unprincipled, the virtues of

Tancred have been unanimously extolled by the historians

of the day, and have been celebrated in undying verse from

the pen of Tasw.

The army under those leaders landed at Durazzo, and

passed through Epirus to Adrianople. Although Alexius

had communicated with Bohemond, promising him assist-

ance, the Greek troops harassed the advancing forces, and

various engagements took place, with considerable loss on

both sides. Bohemond then, at the invitation of the emperor,

visited Constantinople, leaving his army behind under the

command of Tancred. Influenced by large gifts of money

and lands, Bohemond did homage to the emperor, and

became one of his firmest allies.

• Tho ceremony of the "ndoption of honour," aa it was called, was n

curiotu custom of the time.

considerable distance from the army of his friends, and

Alexin? did not hesitate to order a night attack to be made

from the city upon the French camp. The Languedocians,

however, repulsed their assailants with great loss, and

further negotiations, which afterwards took place, only

resulted in a second refusal on the part of Kaiiiiond to pay

the required homage. lie, however, consenteil to take a

vow that he would make no attempt against the hfe or

honour of the emperor.

Alexins then changed his conduct, and invited the count

to the palace, where the luxury and magnificence which

surrounded liim produced its eftect, and Raimond remained

for some time amidst the pleasures of the court. Bohemond

and Godfrey, however, had already marched from Ch-alcedon

towards Nicaia, the capital of the Turkish kingdom of

Rhoura. On receiving tho news of their departure, the

Count of Toulouse quitted Constantinople and hastened to

follow the main body of the army.

Another army, forming the last division of tlio firsf-
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Ciusade, soon afterwards appeared before Constantinople.

Robert of Normamly had at length tore himself away from

tiie pleasures of Italy, and h.id bruuglit -with him a weil-

_,,3S1B;-s:

Costume of an Empress of Constantinople.— From a Greek
Manuscript.

appointed army, though fewer in numbers than those which

had preceded htm. Robert took the o:ith of allegiance,

satisfied with the assurance that the other leaders had

'rown of tho Empress of Constantinople, from an Arab Medal
in Bronze.— See Marsden, A'umisniata Orient. Illust., London,
1823-1825.

already done so, and his army having received supplies from

tho emperor, passed the Hellespont, and inarched towards

Is'icaia, iu the path of their companions.

During the successive visits of the Crusaders to Coustan-

tiuople, the Greek emperor had lost no opportunity o'

sowing jealousies and dissensions among them. Neverthe-

less, during the siege of Nicaja, which was the first combined

undertaking of the army of the cross, there seems to have

been no want of harmony among the various leaders. This

city, which was occupied by the Seljuk Turks, was strongly

fortified by a solid wall, from which rose 3.^0 towers.

AVhsu the Christian leaders had united their forces, and

had he li joined by Teter the Hermit with the remnant of

his multitude, the army of the cross is said to have

numbered 000,000 men, exclusive of those who did not

carry arms. The number of knights is estimated as having

been 200,000. Sohman, the Soldan or Sultan of Rhouui,

had quitted his capital on the approach of the Crusadera,

and having collected throughout the country a large body

of hoise, he made a sudden attack upon tho Christian forces,

but was defeated with great loss.

The siege of Nicsei was now pressed with vigour, but the

town was obstinately defended, and many of the assailants

were shot down by the arrows of the Turkish bowmen.

One Turk in particular was seen to present himself re-

peatedly on the walls, and to deal death wherever his aim

was directed. The best aimed arrows having failed to touch

him, the Christian soldiers were seized with a superstitious

terror, and attributed to hiai the possession of some super-

natural power. It is related by Albert of Aix, that Godfrey

of BouiUou at length took a crossbow himself, though that

weapon was considered as fit only for a yeoman, and having

directed it against the Turkish archer, sent an arrow to his

heart.

The supplies of the town were obtained by means of the

Lake Ascanius, -which lay beneath its walls, and when this

circumstance was discovered by the Crusaders, they esta-

blished a blockade. Alexius meanwhile had privately

communicated with the Turks, who agreed to sui-reuder the

city into his hands on condition of receiving immunity and

protection. When, therefore, the besieging forces expected

the submission of the garrison, the imperial ensign suddenly

appeared upon the walls. It had been previously determined

between the emperor and the Christian leaders that on the

fall of the city it should be given up to Alexius, and that

the riches it contained should be distributed among the

troops. The treachery of the emperor, in having forestalled

this arrangement, excited the greatest indignation among

the soldiers of the Crusade, and their leaders found great

difficulty in restraining them from that vengeance which

they demanded.

The army having resumed its march, the divisions headed

by Bohemond and Robert of Normandy became separated

from the main body. After crossing arid plains and barren

liiUs, they encamped for the night iu a pleasant valley

watered by a running stream. On the following morning

they were suddenly attacked by an army of 200,000 men,

who rushed down upon them from the mountains witli

shouts that shook the air.

The Crusaders made a gallant resistance, but they had to

deal with an enemy whose superiority lay not less in num-

bers, than in the fleetness of their steeds and the position of

the ground. The Christian soldiers were mown down by

flights of arrows and by the charges of the Turkish cavalry
;

and on being attacked simultaneously in the front and tho

rear, they gave way and fell into confusion. The Tm-ks
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forced their way into the camp of Bohemond, where they

massacred the old, the women, and the helpless.

At this juncture the stout heart of Robert of Normandy
saved his companious from the disgrace of utter defeat.

Spurring his horse among the flying troops, he uncovered

his head, and through the din and confusion of the fray

Bounded his battle-cry of " Normandy !

"

"Bohemond!" he shouted, "whither fly you? Your
Apulia is afar ! AVhere go you, Tancred ? Otranto is not

near you ! Turn upoQ the enemy ! God wills it ! God
wills il 1 " And with these words he rallied the troops,

drove back the Turks, and maintained a firm line of defence.

The battle raged during many hours with great slaughter on

both sides, and the Christian troops were gradually giving

way before overwhelming numbers, when the Red Cross

banner appeared upon the hills, and the army of Godfrey

of Bouillon advanced to change the fortune of the day. The
Piiynim host were compelled to fly in disorder, and their

camp, containing great booty of food and provisions, fell into

the hands of the Crusaders.

In the subsequent march through Phrygia, the Christians

had to pass over a large tract of country which had been

completely ravaged by the enemy. Their provisions soon

became exhausted, and under the burning rays of a southern

Bun they found themselves without water. The accounts

given by the chroniclers of the sufferings of the troops are

ioo dreadful to be repeated here in detail. Men, women,
and horse'j fell by thousands on the way, and perished by a

lingering and painful death.

At length water was foulid, and the host of the Crusade

reached the city of Antiochetta. Here, surrounded by a

f^'rtile district, the main body of the troops rested for a

while from their fatigues, while detachments under the com-

mand of Tancred and Baldwin, brother of Godfrey Bouillon,

made incursions through the country, and became possessed

of the towns of Tarsus and Mamistra. Subsequently Baldwin

crossed the Euphrates, and was elected King of Edessa. in

which city lie remained until the conquest of the Holy Land
was completed.

The great army of the Crusade continued its march

through uninhabited wilds and barren mountains, and

having taken possession of Artesia, advanced towards

(Vatioch. Situated on the hills above the river Orontes,

(he town of Antioch was so strongly fortified by nature

as well as by art, that all eflbrts to take it by assault proved

fruitless, and the movable towers, mangonels, battering-

rams, and other engines, which were brought to bear by the

besieging army, were used without effect. (October 21, 1097.)

Aleanwhilo famine and disease spread their ravages in the

camp without the walls, and the storms of winter proved

more fatal to the troops than the arrows of the enemy.

Rendered reckless by their Bufferings, the soldiers cast aside

all the obligations of morality ; crimes of the worstdescription

^jecame common, and even the ties of nature were forgotten.

We are told by W'illiam of Malmcsbury, that such was the

extremity to which the Crusaders were reduced, that many
of them fed upon the dead bodies of their companious.

Some of the inferior leaders deserted the army, and among
these was Peter the Hermit, whose impulsive enthusiasm

gave way before continued misfortunes. He, however,

•was brought back by Tancred, and was compelled to take a

vow that he would not again abandon the enterprise until

the army had reached Jerusalem,

After various encounters had taken place before the walls,

during which the knights of the Crusade performed extra-

ordinary feats of valour, the town of Antioch was surprised ,

in the night, and the Turkish inhabitants were slaughtered I
indiscriminately. The victors, however, found their con-

dition but little improved by the conquest. The city was
rich in booty of various kinds, but contained only a scanty

store of provisions, of which the Crusaders stood most in

need.

Reduced to a state of famine within the walla, the

Christians found themselves attacked from without by the

forces of the Persian Sultan, who had advanced to rid the

country of the invaders. The army of Godfrey had the

choice between giving battle to their assailants, or of perishing

miserably in the city. Various means having been resorted

to of arousing the superstitious feelings of the soldiers, the

Christian host marched out from the gates and began the

attack. The ghastly faces of men worn down by famine

and misery were lighted once more by the flame of fana-

ticism, and the wild multitude threw themselves with

desperate vigour upon the splendidly appointed host of the

Moslem.

In the midst of the contest the Crusaders saw, or thought

they saw, some figures clothed in white raiment and mounted

upon white horses, advancing to their aid over the mountains.

A cry was raised that the saints were coming to fight on

their side ; and so powerful was the effect of the enthusiasm

thus produced, so terrible was the charge of the Christians

upon their enemies, that the Persian host was utterly routed,

and dispersed over the hills. Nearly 70,000 Turks are said

to have died in the battle of Antioch, while the loss on the

partof their opponents did not exceed 10,000. The Crusaders

re-entered the city laden with the rich booty of the Turkish

camp, in which were found provisions of all kinds, with

stores of gold and arms.

While the Christian army was reposing in the midst d
plenty, Hugh of Vermandois and Baldwin of Mons were

dispatched to Constantinople on a mission to the Emperor

Alexius. Baldwin fell into a Turkish ambuscade, and his

fate is not known ; but Hugh of Vermandois arrived safely

at the Byzantine Court. Alexius, careless of his plighted

faith, refused to send the reinforcements which wei-e de-

manded, and suffered events to take their course. The
Count of Vermandois having tasted once more the pleasures

of ease and luxury, and wearied with the fatigues and

privations of the Crusade, abandoned (he cause which he

had sworn to maintain, and leaving his companions in arras

to their fa*e, ho returned to his estates in France.

Meanwhile a pestilence broke out in Antioch, and com-

pelled the chiefs to separate and distribute their men in

cantonments over the country. A desultory but successful

warfare continued to be waged against the Turks, and many

towns and fortresses fell into the hands of the Crusaders.

At length, after further sufferings and much hard fighting,

the remnant of the army of the cross arrived before

Jerusalem. Of those immense armies, the flower of Euro-

pean chivalry, which had passed in splendid array under

the walls of Constantinople, only about fifty thousand men
were left to reach the Holy City.

An attack was commenced June 7, 1099, headed by

Godfrey of Bouillon, Tancred, Robert of Normandy, and

Robert of Flanders. The barbacans were carried, and a

portion of the wall was thrown down ; but such was tha
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strength of the fortifications, and so obstinate the defence

of the Turks, that it became necessary to construct engines of

assault similar to those which had been used in the siege

of Nice. Catapults aud movable towera wore prepared, and

to these was a Ided a machine called the " sow," made of

wood and covered with raw hides to protect it from fire.

The hollow space within was filled with soldiers, who, with

this protection, were occupied in underniiniug the walls.

To secure success to the final ellbrt of the euterpirise, the

leaders exerted themselves to heal the dissensions which had

hitherto existed in the army, aud Tancred set an example

of conciliation by embracing his foe, Raimond of Toulouse,

in sight of the troops. An expiatory procession, headed by

the chiefs and the clergy, was made round the walls of the

city, and prayers were oliered up at some of tlie holy places

in the neighbourhood for the success of the Christian arms.

These demonstrations were treated by the Turks with con-

tempt. They mocked at the procession as it passed before

Movable Tower.

them, and having raised the cros? upon the walls, they

threw dirt upon the sacred symbol. Thj anger of the Cru-

saders was excited to the utmost, and their interpretation of

the religion of peace permitted them to mingle oaths of

vengeance with the prayers for victory.

The preparations having been completed, the towers were

rolled up to the walls, and the attack commenced. The

chiefs of the Christian army appeared ou the higher stages

of the towers, and Godfrey of Bouillon himself was seen

with a crossbow in his hand directing his shafts within the

town. The Turks replied by pouring out sheets of flame*

and flights of arrows upon their .assailants. The assault

had continued for ten days without result, when the Cru-

saders redoubled their eft'orts. Some soldiers from the

tower of Godfrey effected a lodgment upon the walls, aud

were immediately followed by the Lord of Lorraine, with

Baldwin de Bourg, and other chiefs of the army. Robert

of Normandy and Tancred forced open one of the gates,

and the standard of the cross was raised upon the walls of

Jerusalem, .July lo, 1099.

The details of the massacre that ensued form one of the

bloodiest pages of hist'jry. The Turks, after a vain attempt

to dispute the advance of the Crusaders, fled to the

mosques, and were slain before the altars. The inhabitants

* Tho na'uro of the chemical prepar.ltio^ known as the "Greek fire" has

not hcin aacertatned with ceriaiiity, l-iit it is I'rob.tblo thrtt nuphtha was oiv:

of the principal ingredients.

of the city were put to the sword without distinction,

women and children sharing the fate of their husbands

aud their fathers. Ten thousand men are said to have

been butchered in the Temple of SoUman, where they

had attempted .to defend themselves.

Streams of blood flowed down the streets

of the city, aud few of the infidel race

escaped the carnage. Such was the ven-

geance taken by the Crusaders for the

persecutions suffered by the Clu'istians in

Jerusalem ; such were the deeds of horror

perpetrated in the name of the Saviour

of mankind, as though the Majesty of

Heaven could be propitiated by a liba-

tion of human blood. The leaders of the

Crusade had been taught to believe that

in directing the work of slaughter they

were engaged in an act .acceptable to God,

and that the highest duty of religion lay

in tho extermination of the infidel.

It became necessary to place the safety

of the Holy City in the care of one power-

ful chief, and Godfrey of Bouillon was

elected the first King of Jerusalem. He
was invested with his new dignity in the

Church of tlie Holy Sepulchre, but refused

to be crowned, saying that it was not Swoi-d of GoJfiey
^... .1 .. u 1 1 1 ,. of Jiouillon, Ironi
fitting that he should wear a crown of the original, pro-

goM in the city where the Saviour had

been crowned with thorns.

On the return of Godfrey from an

expedition against the Saracens, the Emir of Csesarea went
to the king, and ofiered him the fruits of Palestine.

Godfrey ate an apple, and fell sick so suddenly, that it

was supposed he had been poisoned. He returned with
difiiculty to his capital, and there died, July 18, 1100.

His body was htid near to the sepulchre of that Saviour

in whose cause, though with a mistaken devotion, ho had
given his life.

served
salem.

at Jem-

It does not fall within the scope of this history to trace

Tomb of Godfrey of JSouilion.

the progress of events at Jerusalem under its Latiu kino-^.

Some account may, however, be given of the origin of two
powerful orders of knighthood, which indirectly owed their

origin to the First Crusade.

In the year a.d. 1048, some merchants from Araalfl

obtained permission from the caliph to build a hospital at

Jerusalem forthe protection of pilgrims. A piece of ground
near to the site of the Holy Sepulchre was assigned to them
for this purpose, aud a chapel and liospitfil were built there,

the tirst being detlicated to St. Mary, aud the second to
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St. John the Alinoaer. During the siege of Jerusalem

many of the sick and wounded Crusaders were brought

into the hospital ; and, in gratitude for the benefits they

received there, they determiaed to dedicate their lives to

charitable acts, and to enter the Monastery of St. John.

They assumed as a dress a black robe, with the figure of a

white cross with eight points. Pope Pascal II. bestowed

(nany valuable privileges upon the order, and the Poor

Brothers of the Hospital of St. John became a wealthy

community, famed throughout Europe. During the reign

of Baldwin of Bourg, the third King of Jerusalem, the

Hospitallers resumed the sword, binding themselves by a

vow to draw it only against the enemies of Christ. The

order of St. John was then divided into the several classes of

dwelling-place, these knights lived in the Temple, whence

tbey derived the title of Templars, which afterwards became

so famous. They wore a white robe, to which was attached

a red cross. In addition to their great standard, which

also displayed these colours, they carried in battle a banner

with black and white stripes, which was intended to signify

charity and kindness to their friends, and destruction to

their enemies. The Knights Templars, whose rules, like

those of the Hospitallers, enjoined humUity and poverty,

soon became the proudest and wealthiest order in Christen-

dom ; and while the Knights of St. John remained during

several centuries honoured and respected for acts of bene-

volence, the Templars became hated and feared for their

vices and their cruelty. Much of the chivalry of Europe

Te.-niilars. -Aftor Jliaioz.

kaigUts, cUrgy, and serving brotlier3. The knights were

higliest in rank, and commanded in battle or in the

hospital ; the serving brothers filled the offices of esquires,

or assisted tlie clergy in atteudanoe upon the sick. The
vows, which were tiken by all, without distinction, incliiled

thj duties of cluHtity, of ob-'ilience to the council, and of a

renunciation individually of all worldly possessions.

The order of the lied Cross Knights, or Templars, is to

be referred to a different origin, though the objects for

which it was instituted were of a similar kind. The mili-

tary order of Knights Templars was founded by Baldwin II.,

King of Jerusalem, in a d. 1118, and they first came to

England in ad. 1185. They took vows of obedience to a

Grand Master whom th?y had appointed, and also bound

themselves to purity of life, to mutual assistance, and that

tiey would fight continually ng.ainst the infidel, never turn-

ing back from less than four adversaries. Having no fixed

afterwards became merged iu these two orders of knigliS

hoo 1, to which it became a matter of high distinction to bo

attached ; and men did not hesitate to assume the religious

habit, and assent to rules of mortification, while they

neither revered the one nor were bound by the other.

CHAPTER XXXVL
Rclsn of William Kufus continued-Insurrection in Maine—Dcitt) of Kufus.

TnE money which William Rufus paid to his brother for

the possession of Normandy was obtained in his accustomed

manner, by inflicting new burdens and exactions upon his

people. The account taken from the old chroniclers is thus

related by Ilolinshed :—" He did not only oppress and

fleece his poor subjects, but rather with importunate exac-

tions did, as it were, flay off their skins. All this was

grievous and intolerable, aa well to the spirituality as tem-
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porality, so that divers bishops and abbesses, who had

already made away with some of their chalices and church

jewels to pay the king, made now plain answer that they

were not able to help him with any more ; unto whom, on

the other side, as the report went, the king said again,

' Have you not, I beseech you, cofl&ns of gold and silver,

full of dead men's bones ?
'—meaning the shrines in which

the relics of saints were enclosed."

The king also argued that there was no sacrilege in

taking money obtained from such a source, for the purpose

of prosecuting a holy war, and delivering the sepulchre of

Christ from the hands of the infidel. He did not choose to

remember that the expedition to the Holy Land was one in

an importance which rendered it necessary for Ruiua

to take energetic measures for its repression. He en-

tered Maine in person at the head of a large force, but on

the interference of the Count of Anjou and Philip of France,

he consented to a truce with the insurgents, and Helie,

having been taken prisoner, was set at liberty, on tendering

his submission, and giving up the town of Mans into the

king's hands, (a.d. 1099.)

The people, however, remained disafifected towards the

English king, and his government was odious to them. A
year passed away without any change in this state of things,

when one day, as William was hunting in the New Forest,

a messenger came to him from beyond sea with the in-

/j^/.

The Death of William Rufus.

which he had no part, and that he required the money, not

for that purpose, but to obtain a worldly possession. If

the argument carried little weight, the force by which it

was backed was not to be resisted, and the spoils of the

altar, as well as the hoards of civilians, were seized in the

king's name.

Robert having resigned his dukedom, and set out for the

Holy Land, William passed over into Normandy to take

possession. He was received with welcome by the Norman
nobles, who, if not well disposed towards their new sove-

reign, were overawed by his power or bought by his gold.

The people of Maine, however, rose in revolt, and, headed

by Helie, the Lord of La FlSche, the insurrection assumed

12

telligence that Helie had obtained possession of the town
of Mans, that the inhabitants had joined his standard, and

were besieging the castle containing the Norman garrison.

Rufus immediately set oGF for the sea-coast, without waiting

for an escort ; and when some of his lords came up with

him, as he was about to embark, they counselled him to

wait until troops could be summoned to accompany him,

William replied, " Such as love me, I know well, will follow

me," and went at once on shipboard. A storm was blowing

so violently that even the sailors hesitated to set sail ; but

the king was determined to proceed, and cried out to the

master to weigh anchor, asking him if he had ever heard of

a king that was drowned ?
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Rufus escaped the storm, and lauded the next day at

Harfieur. When the news of his advance reached tiie town

of Mans, the insurgents appear to have been struck with

dismay. Ilelie, forgetting bis knightly fame, and the safety

of the people, wlio looked to bim for guidance, disbanded his

troops and flel at the mere sound of the enemy's approach,

whil;; William passed through the country, dealing ruin and

desolation around bim. A short time sufficed to reduce the

insurgent? to fubmissiun, and this being accomplished, Rufus

returned to England.

On hi5 return to England, the king began, " after bis

old manner, to spoil and waste the country by unrt-asou-

able exactions," assisted by bis favourite, Ralph Flam-

bard. Various public buildings, which were erected by

llufus, served as pretexts for dv^raauds of money, a large

portion of which was applied to satisfy his owu private

extravagance.

In the month of August, a.d. 1100, there was held, in

the New Forest, a hunting meeting, at which the king was

present. This district, where the blackened ruins of villages

still remained, where the ground had been watered by the

tears and the blood of the miserable inhabitants, murdered

or driven from their homes, where the trues grew thickly in

commemoration of a deed of cruelty which has but few

parallels in history— this gloomy solitude was destined to be

the death-scene of Rufus, as it had alr^'ady been of two

other persons of the Conqueror's blood. In the year 1081,

Rich ird, the eldest son of Wdliam I., had mortally wounded

liimsflf in tlie New Forest ; and in May, 1 100, Richard, sou

of DuUe Robert and nephew of Rufus, was killed there

accidentally hy au arrow, ia these successive calamities,

the people thoaghD they saw a retribution for the crime

which bad been committed in that place. AVith little light

of religion, and but vague notions of Providence, they en-

tertained a deep-seated belief in a punishment attendant on

crime, and in the final though long-delayed triumph of the

principle of justice.

On Lammas Day the king and his court were assembled

at Malwood Keep or C.ittle, preparing to go a-huutiug. A
large and noble company were there making merry, and at

the side of the king sat Prince Henry— the two brothers

having become reconciled some time before. Among the

party was a Norman knight, noted as a good sportsman and

a gallant gentleman ; hia name was Sir Waller Tyrrel, or

De Foix.

The motikish historians relate that during the feast a

message came to the king from the abbot of a neiylibouring

monastery, to the effect that a monk, the night before, had a

dream, in which the fiend had appeared to him, and that the

dream foretold some impending evil to the king. Rufus

iaughcd at the ^tory. '' The man ia a right monk," he said,

"and dream-i for money. Give him an hundred pence, and

tell him to (Ireatn of better fortune to our person."

If there is atiy truth in this sloiy, it is probable that

William was more alVectcd by the preJict'on of the motdc

than ho wa? willinj; to admit. lie, however, pas><ed on the

wiue cup quicker than before, encouraged the revelry of the

partv. and tit length rose up and gave the signal to horse.

The company separate 1 on iirriving in the forest, as the

custo 11 was in linniinn : the only persnn who remained niar

to the king being .Sir Walter Tyrivl. As it drew towards

evening, a hart, suddeiily bounding from a thicket, crossed

the path of the king. Rufus drew his bow, but the shot

missed its mark. Tyrrel was placed at some little distance

in the underwood, and the hart, being attacked on both sides,

stood for a motneut at bay. Then the king, who had spent

all his arrows, callid out to his companion, " Shoot ! shoot

!

in the devil's name !

" Tyrrel obeyed, and the arrow,

glancing from a tree, struck the king in the breast, piercing

him to the heart. Rufus fell beside hia startled horse, and
died instantaneously.

Such is the story most commonly related of the death of

the Red King, but the account is not to be received without

reservation. The facts which may be consiilered Inlly

authenticated are, that Ruftis met with a violent death in

the New Forest, having been shot in the breast by an arrow.

Whether the bow was drawn " at a venture," or by the hand
of a murderer—whether the band was that of Sir Walter

Tyrrel, or of another—are questions to which no positive

answer can be given.

Tyrrel, however, was suspected frotn the first of having

killed the king, lie immediatly galloped away to the S';;i-

coast, and took ship f ir Normandy, whence he proceeded to

seek the protectiim of the King of France. On arriving

there he swore solemnly that be had no part iti the death of

King William ; but in those days few men be-itated either

to make or break an oath for a powerful motive, and, there-

fore, this circumstance of itself would not be sufficient to

throw di.-credit on the account already reUted.

The body of the king was discovered by a poor charcoal

burner, named Purkess, by whom it was carried in a cart to

Winchester Cathedral, where it was buried.

Piufus died at about forty-three years of age, having

reigned thirteen years. He was short in stature, with red

hair, and a stout peison. He had au imp-'diment in his

.speech, especially in moments of anger, for then, says

Holinshed, " his utterance was so hindered, that he could

scarcely show the conceits of his mind," He was fond of

gorgeous apparel, and it is said of him that on one occasion

he threw away a pair of new hose, beCriuse they cost no more

than three shillings. In a vicious age lie was remarkable for

his debaucheries, and he died without issue.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

Influence of tlie Norman Cnnq"08t on Hnt^listi Civiliantion—T^evleiv nf S.ixon

and Norman Cii'i'oins— Profjress of I^iti-raiiire nnit tlio Arc*—Socinl Life

nf I he Aii:;lo-Saxons—Sports and Pastimes— Condition of the People of

Nonnandy-Ttie Bnyeux Tapestry.

Any narrative purporting to bo the history of a nation,

and which at the same time should confine itself to an

account of wars, cabals, and changes of dynasty, would

be extremely imperfect. To form a just estimate of the

character of a people, to appreciate fully the effect of the

various causes which indirectly influence the progress of

political events, it is necessary to study the condition of social

life, and the state of the arts and industry of the period. It

is intended, therefore, to inix-'rrupt, iVoni time to time, the main

current of the narrative, for the purpose of viewing the

people at borne, and of investigating, as far as the mateiiiils

!it com'iiaiid will permit, the condition of society, and the

a 1 vance of civilisation.

From the time whrn the Go'hic nations spread themselves

over S mihern and Western Europe, till the fonrtei-iith cen-

tury, nearly all the literature tlien in existence was prestTved

to us by the labours of the monks. The monasteries were
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the schools of the Middle Ages, in which all secular know-

ledge, as well as religious doctrine, was cultivated. Previous

to the invention of printing, books were transcribed with

great pains and labour. Not only was the mere task of

copying a book by hand a work of considerable time,

but the illuminations or em-
bellishments with which the

more valuable manuscripts

were adorned, were executed

with a degree of care and

finish demanding great skill

and industry. The annexed

engravings are copied with

scrupulous fidelity from va-

rious MSS. still extant, and
serve to show some of the

different kinds of writing

which are found in those do-

cuments. JIany of the MSS.
also contain on each page

paintings representing scenes

either connected with the

narrative in the text or other-

wise. Sometimes they are

ornamented with portraits of

saints, kings, or other great

men. These figures, as well as

the other ornamental portions

of the work, are brilliantly

coloured, and are often repre-

Beuted on a gold ground.

SJJ cff^r cUfponftocit

Fragment of a copy of the Ev.irgclists, in Latin. Anglo-Saxon
MS. of the Tenth Centviry, witli Illuminated Initial Letter
ireduced to half the original size).— Imiierial Library of Paris.

eleventh century. The most ancient bulls of the Popes
were written on papyrus.

The parchment used was of various kinds ; that which
was the finest and whitest being used for the most valuable

manuscripts. For gilding upon parchment our ancestors

employed both gold powder
and leaf gold, which was fixed

upon a white embossment,

generally supposed to be a cal-

careous preparation. The sub-

jects of the paintings were

taken from sacred or profaae

history, but the artist in-

variably represented the cos-

tume and customs of his own
time, and to these illumi-

nations we owe most of the

knowledge we possess of those

customs. The Anglo-Saxons

displayed proficienuy in this

branch of painting at an early

period ; and though it is not

easy to trace the rise and pro-

gress of the art, there is evi-

dence of its flourishing condi-

tion from the eighth to the

eleventh centuries, in the nu-

merous manuscripts of that

date, which still remain both

in our own country and in the

collections on the Continent.

Fragment of an Ode to Mecasnas. MS. of the Works of Horace; Tenth Century.—Imperial Library of Paris.

ccbbccQ SJR,ura
Anglo-Saxon Writing of tho Sixth Century.

The ancients wrote upon various substances, including

stone, metals, leaves of different kinds of trees, wood, ivory,

wax, skins of animals more or less prepared, and papyrus,

which was the inner bark of a reed. The plant is found on
the banks of the Nile, grows several feet high, and bears

leaves. Papyrus was used by the Egyptians and Romans,
and was commonly employed from a remote period until the

Previous to the introduction of Christianity, the Anolo-
Saxons possessed no literature worthy of the name. It is

not, however, to be supposed that the people were destitute

of intellectual power ; for when our forefathers began to
apply themselves to the pursuit of knowledge, the progress
of literature was remarkably rapid. 'Within one hundred
years after the light of knowledge dawned upon the Anglo-
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Saxons, Bede, surnamed the Venerable, appeared, with other

men whose abilities and teachiug exerted a marked influence

upon the spread of English learning.

The Anglo-Saxon scholars, though defective in actual

knowledge, had just conceptions of the objects of philosophy.

Alcuiu defines it to be the study of natural things, and the

knowledge of divine and human affairs. All the subjects

Latin Papyrus of the Third Ccutury.

comprised by Alcuin in physics are arithmetic, geometry,

music, and astronomy. That larger field of science to which

we now givo the name of physics had not yet been discovered,

nor had clieniistry, mineralogy, and the other analogous

sciences. •

Turner, in his " History of the Anglo-Saxons," gives

specimens of scholastic trifling from a dialogue of Alcuin

with Prince Pepin, the son of Charlemagne. As examples of

the manner in which the brain was exercised in the absence

of solid learning, some portions of this dialogue are worthy

of preservation. Some of, the questions, with the answers,

are subjoined :

—

" What is life?—The gladness of the blessed ; the sorrow

of the wretched; the expectation of death.

" What is death ?—The inevitable event ; the uncertain

pilgriuiage ; the tears of the living ; the confirmation of our

testament ; the thief of man.
" What is sleep?—The image of death.

" What is man's liberty ?—Innocence.

" AVhat is the brain ?—The preserver of the memory,
" AVhat is the sun ?—The splendour of the world ; the

beauty of heaven ; the honour of day ; the distributor of the

hours.

'• What is the moon?—The eye of night; the giver of

dew ; the prophetesi of the weather.

" What is rain?—The eaith'.s conception
; the mother of

corn.

" What is the earth ?—The nurse of the living ; the store-

house of life ; the devourer of all things.

" What is the sea ?—The path of audacity ; the divider of

regions; the fountain of showers.

" What is a ship ?—A wandeiing house ; a perpetual inn

;

a traveller without footsteps.

" What mikes bittiT things sweet ?—Hunger.
" What makes men never weary ?— G.iin.

" What gives sleep to the watching?—Hope.
" Wh.i is hK thit will ris' higher if you take away his

head V—i.ouk iu your bed and you will find him there."

The following account, taken from William of Malmes-

bury, of the social condition of the Saxon people at the time

of the Conquest, indicates a decline of literature and the arts

at that period. The picture may probably be overdrawn,

but the main facts are correct. '• In process of time, the

desire after literature and religion had decayed, for several

years before the arrival of the Normans. The clergy, con-

tented with a very slight degree of learning, could scarcely

stammer out the words of the sacraments, and a person who
understood grammar was an object of wonder and astonish-

ment. The nobility were given up to luxury and w.intonness.

The coiniaonalty, left unprotected, became a prey to the most

powerful, who amassed fortunes, either by seizing on their

property or by selling their persons into foreign countries

;

although it be an innate quality of this people to be more

inclined to reviling than to the accumulation of wealth.

Drinking was a universal practice, in which they passed

entire nights, as well as days. They consumed their sub-

stance in mean and despicable houses, unlike the Normans

and French, who, in noble and splendid mansions lived with

frugality."

Music was cultivated by our ancestors from a very remote

period. Among the Anglo -Sa.xons the music to which the

greatest attention was bestowed was th:it employed in the

services of religion. Singing iu churches is said to have been

introduced into this country in the fourth century.

Among the northern nations the Scalds were at once the

poets and musicians. Like the bards of the Britons, they

celebrated the deeds of the great and brave in heroic poems,

which were sung to the sounds of the lyre or the harp.

After the conquest of Britain by the Saxons, these minstrels

remained in high favour among the people, and were re-

ceived with respect and veneration in the courts of kings

and the halls of the nobles. In the Anglo-Saxon langu^ige

they were known by two appellations, the one equivalent to

Saxon Dinner Party.— From Cotton. MS., C'land., B. i.

the English word, glee-men, or merry-makers, and the other

harpers, derived from the iuitrumeut on which they usually

played.

The glee-men were jugglers and pantomimists as well as

minstrels, and they were accustomed to associate themselve?

in companies, and anmse the spectators with feats of strength

and agility, dancing, and sleiglit-of-hand tricks.

Among the minstrels who came into England with William

the Conqueror was one named Taillefer, of whom it is related

that he was present .at the b.attle of H.iatings, and took his

place at the head of the Norman arrav, inspiriting 'he soldiers

by his songs. Before the battle commenced he advanced oo
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hoiseb.ick tnWiir.ls tlie Eiif;lisli lines, ami Ciistini; his spear

throe dines into the air, he can;;ht it each time by the iron

head and threw it aiuoug his enemies, one of whom he

Glee-meu Jugghug. Tenth Century.—From the Cotton. MS.,
Tib., C. e.

wounded. He then drew his sword and threw it into the

air, Ccitching it, as he had done the spear, with such dexterity,

that the English who saw him believed that he was gifted

with the power of enchantment.

The term minstrel, or, iu Norman French, minisfraulx,

came into use in England soon after the Conquest, at which

time it is bflievdd thtt the class of mmstrrls and jesters

became much more niiraeroas. The general language of

France in the ninth century was the Roman language, or,

as it has since been called, the kiiii/ne d'Oc, which closely

resembleil the dialects of the Catalonian. The language of

the North, or laiiyue d'Oil, varied but little from it. At
this period the flowing accents of the southern tongue

were wedded to music by minstrels, who were called

troubadours in the southern provinces, and trouveres in

the North.

These poets became known throughout Europe for their

songs of love and war, in which they celebrated the beauty

of women and the achievements of tlie brave. The min-

strels ei'jfiyed many privileges, and travelled from place to

place, in time of war as well as of peace, in perfect safety.

BalanciDg.—From IIS. in tho Bodleian Lii^raiy, O.vfonl.

Their persons were held sacred, and they were received

wherever they went with the warmest welcome and hos-

pitality.

In our own country the professors of the minstrel's art

were of various classes, which were distinguidied by the

several names of singers, relaters of heroic actions, jesters,

b.ihuKvrs, jng^l. rs, and story-telUrs. At this puioil every

great barou kept a jester as a part of his household tsta-

blitjlimi'nt.

The word jester, in its original sense, did not necessarily

mean joker, or butfoon, but teller of tales, which might be

of a kind to excite cither laughter or pity. The jesters,

however, were usually employed at feasts and in the hours of

conviviality, and they found tho tales of merriment so much
more popular at such times, that it is probable the moro

serious part of their vocation fell into disuse. In later times

the jesters and japers became mere nierry-anrlrews, whose

business it was to excite mirth by jukes and ludicrous ges-

ticulations.

In olden times the number of musical instruments was

considerable, but their names were still more numeions,

because they were derived from the form .•ind character

of instriunents which varied according to the caprice of

the maker or the musician. E-ch nation had its peculiar

instruments of music, and as these were described iu each

language by names appropriate to their qualities, the

same instrument was frequently known by Uiany names,

while the same names sometimes .npplied to B-.--veral instru-

ments. The Romans, after tlv.'ir < onquests, were in the

Musical Instruments. — From tho C.xedmon MS, Oxford.

habit of carrying back with them the music and the in-

struments which they found among the conquered nations,

and thus it happened that, at a certain epoch, all the

musical instruments of the known world wer^ collected in

the capital of the empire. At the fall of Rome, many of

these fell into disuse and were forj^otten ; they were no

longer needed to celebrate the festivals of pagan deities,

or to add gaiety to the ovations to the emperors in the

capitol. A letter of St. Jerome to Dardanus {(k diversis

c/etieribus mitsicorwn insirumentis) gives an account of

those instruments which remained in existence iu the fifth

century. St. Jerome enumerates tho organ, various kinds

of trumpet'!, the citliar, in the form of a Greek delta ( A)

with twenty-four s"ringa ; the pidlteritim, a small harp of a

fquare form, with ten strings ; the ti/mpan um, or hand drum

;

and several other.i.

These appear to have been almost the only musical in-

struments in use in the fifth century. A nomenclature of

a similar kind appears in the ninth century, in a manuscript

life of Charlemagne, by Aymeric de Peyrse," from which

* In the Imperial Library at Paris.
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we tincl the number of instruments to have been nearly-

doubled ill the course of four centuries, and their forms

during this period had continually varied.

The flute is the most ancient of all instruments of music,

and in the Middle Ages was found in many varieties.

Among these was the double flute of the classic form.

Danco (Ninth Century), the Lyre, and Double Flute.— From the

Cotton. MS., Cleopatra, C. 8.

having two stems. The stem held in the left hand {sinistra)

was for the high notes, and that held in the right hand

(dextra) for the low notes. The two stems were sometimes

held together, sometimes separate.

About the year 951, Bishop Elfega caused to be made for

his church at Winchester an organ which, in size and con-

struction, surpassed any that had hitherto been seen. This

town (^undique per urheni), as we are told by a contem-

porary poet.

The syrinx, which was, in fact, the Pandean pipes, was

composed usually of seven tubes of unequal length, forming

a straight line at the top, for the mouth of the player.

Trumpets were much in use among the Saxons, and

were employed in the chase and in the tourney, as well as

in sounding the charge in battle. They were also used at

feasts, public asEcmblies, and as signals by which one man
could communicate with another at a distance beyond the

reach of the voice.

The lyre, which was the principal stringed instrument of

the Greeks and the Romans, preserved its primitive form

until the tenth century. The number of cords varied from

three to eight. Ihe lyre of the North—which was unques-

tionably the origin of the violin, and which already pre-

sented the shape of that instrument—had a bridge iu the

middle of the sound-board.

The psalteriiim, which must not be confounded with the

psalterion of the thirteenth century, was a little portable

harp, played either with one or both hands. After the

fifth century its shape varied, and was sometimes square or

triangular, and sometimes round. In the tenth century the

psalterium gave place to the cithar, a name by which

various stringed instruments had at first been vaguely

described.

The Saxon harp was at first only a triangular cithar.

Although some antiquaries have pretended to have dis-

covered the harp among the records of Grecian, Roman,

and Egyptian antiquity, there can be little doubt that its

origin must be referred to the people of the North. The

Gaelic etymology of the word harp may be taken as a proof

of this.

Grand Oi-^an, with Bellow.^ and Double Keyboard.— From the Tsaltcr of Eadwinc, Cambridge MS.

organ was divided into two parts, each having its bellows,

its key-board, and its player ; twelve bellows above and

fourteen below were set in motion by sixty-six strong men,

and the wind was pa-ssed along forty valves into four hundred

pipes, arranged in groups of ten, and to each of these groups

corresponded one of the twenty-four keys of each key-

board. In spiti^ of the great siz; of this oraan, we can

hardly believe that its sound was heard over the whole

The Saxon harp of the ninth century appears to have

clitTorod little from the modern instrument of that n.ime,

and the simplicity and elegance of its form had arrived

nearly at perfection. The Saxon glee-men usually sang to

the harp, and this instrument was also in common use

among persons who did not follow the profession of minstrels.

Rede tills us that, as early as the seventh century, it was

customary at convivial meetings to hand a harp from one
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Prince, Princess, and Cross-bo vni:in.

KOBMAN COSTUJIES OF THE ELEVE-NTH CCKTUKY.-See page 144.

Artisans and Ar-tificers.
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person to another; and that every oue present played upon

it in turn, singing a song to the music. This may be

presumed to have been the casa an lien the professional

Ilawl;ing was a recreation in high favour among the

nobles of the Middle Ages, and was practised also by the

clergy and by Lidies. In the Bayeux tapestry Harold is

represented with his hounds hy his side, and a hawk in his

hand, when brought before AVilliara of Normandy. Such a

mode of travelling was common among the noblemen of this

Harp of the Ninth Uontury.—MS. of St. Blaise.

harper was not present, whose business it was to amuse the

company.

The Saxons and other German nations, as well as the

Normans, were strongly attached to the sports of the field.

At an early period we find that hunting was considered a

neces.^ary p.art of the education of eviTy man of gentle blood.

Alfred the Great, before he wns twelve years of age, is re-

presented to have '' excelled in all the branches of that most

Harold. — From the Bayeux Tapestry.

period. Persons of high rank rarely appeared without their

hawks, and sometimes even carried tlieiu into battle. These

birds were coiisiderrtl as the symbols of nobility, and a
' man who gave up his hawk was regarded as disgraced and
i dishonoured. The bii were trained and tended with

Ladies Hunting.—From Royal MS., 2 B. 7.

noble art, to which he applied with incessant Labour." We
are told also that Edward the Confessor, though unlike his

great ancestor in every other respect, took deliglit to ioWow
a i^ack of hounds.

The pport of hawking, or the art of training and flying

of hawks for the purpose of catching other birds, is of

very high antiquity. Cornelius Agrippa, in his treatise,

" De InaHiludinc SckniMriim,'" says that Ulysses learnt the

;
the greatest care. To prevent them from seeing, their

heads were covered wiih a little cap fastened behind with

straps, and adorned with a plume. The falcons of princes

and great nobles were known by these plumes being of the

feathers of the bird of paradise. Thus armed, the birds

were carried to the chase in a. cage, and when it rained.

Hawkins,'.— From Cotton. MS., Till., C. 6.

art of falconry from the Trojans, and taught it to the

Greeks, to console them for their losse* in the siege of Troy.
Whatever may be thought of this evidence, there is reason

to believe that the art was known to the Thracians, and,
probably, also to other nations of antiquity.

wore covered with an umbrella, similar to that represented

above.

When the falcon became accustomed to his master, it was
necessary to familiarise him to the noise of dogs and men

;

and to prevent the risk of hia flying away, he was trained

by n:eans of the lure, which wns an imitation of a bird.

On the lure was placed a small piece of warm flesh of fowl,

and the falcon was taught to come and oat at the voice of

the falconer. A cord wjts attached to the bird'a leg, and
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the person holding the cord retired to some paces distance,

while another lifted the bird's cap and set him at liberty.

The falconer then called the bird, showing the lure.

These details, with the acoorapanyirig engravings, are

t;ilien from the " Lwix dti Roy Modus," the most ancient of

all the works on hawking.

'J"he tournament, whicli was the principal amusement of

house did not disdain to be among her maids, encouraging

and assisting them in their duties. Strutt relates the fol-

lowing account, given by Ingulphus, of Eilgitha, queen to

Edward the Confessor :— " I have often seen her," he says.

•Sword Play. -From Royal MS. li E. iii.

the Norman nobility at the time of the Conquest, was not

introduced into England until the reign of Stephen, and

will, therefore, be treated of hereafter. Various military

exercises were, however, in e.^iatence, among which was the

quintain. A stuff, from which a shield was hung, was

fixed in the ground, and the performer, on horseback, rode

full tilt at the mark, eudeavoiirin2 to strike the shield with

Bob-Apple.—From Royal MS.

" while I was yet a boy, when my father was at the king's

palace; and as I came from school, wheu I have met her,

she would examine me in my learning, and from grammar

she would proceed to logic (which she also understood),

concluding with mo in the most subtle argument ; then

causing one of her attendant m lids to present me with three

or four pieces of money, I was dismissed, bcin,; sent to the

Arvjicui Qai;:t;un.

his lance. Sometimes the quintain was the figure of a Turk
or S.tracen, which was placed on a pivot in such a manner
that, if the horseraim failed to strike it in the face, he

received a severe blow from tlie other end of the quintain,

whicli turned round with great velocity.

Some military sports are described by Strutt as peculiar

to the young men of London in the twelfth century.

At this period, also, he tells us tliat it was common for the

young men and maidens of the city to nioct for dancing and

merry-making after the labours of the day, and that the

city damsels played on the citherns, and kept up the dance

by the light of the moon (usque immiiiente lud).

Many other sports were also common at this period, among
which m ly be noticed sword and buckler pUy, and various

games of ball.

Th ' leisure hoiir^ of the Anglu-.Saxon women were spent

in spiuuiu,', or in similar eiupluymeuts ; and the lady of the

Tho Lure.

larder, where I was sure to get some eatables." The sim-

plicity of manners here described soon disappeared wdieu

the throne of England was occupied by Norm.an kings.

The articles of costume were of great vaiiety. A taste for

Saxon Crowns.

gorgeous finery .appears in the dress of the male sex. We
read of a king's coronation garment being made of silk,

woven with gold flowers; and of a cloak stud led with gold

and gems. Tlie dress of the soldiers and civilians usually

cousioted of a close coat or tunic, reaching only to the knee,
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and a short cloak over tbe left shoulder, which buckled on

the right. This cloak was often trimmed with an edging of

AnKlo-Saxon Costume.—Cottoa. MS.

gold. The kings and nobles also commonly wore a dress

very similar to this, only richer and more elegant. In the

paintings of the iiiauuseripta, the women are usually repre-

sented in a long loose robe, reaching to the ground, and

with loose sleeves, the latter sometimes hanging a yard

Ladies' Costumo. Twelfth C'euturj.—t'ottou, MS.

in length. Upon the head is a hood or veil, which falls

down before, and is gatliered into folds round the neck and
breast. The robe is often ornamented with broad borders

of different colours.

Doth men and women wore shoes, or rather slippers
; the

Anglo-Saxon Shoes.

legs of the men being covered half-way up with a kind of

bandage wound round, or else a straight stocking reaching

above the knee. Up to the period of the Conquest, the

t.iste for gold ornamoiits had increased ; and massive brace-

lets for the arms and neck, rings for the fingers, and chains

of gold were common. Among the nobility circlets of gold

tft with, jewels were worn on the head ; and belts and

girdles were much admired, and were often richly orna-

mented.

From the paintings of some of the Anglo-Saxon mana^

scripts, a knowledge may be gathered of their customs at

table. In the engraving of "TheAnglo-Saxon Dinner Party "

given below, the table is of an oval form, and covered with a

cloth. Upon it, besides a knife and spoon, there are a bowl

with a fish, two other dishes, and some loaves of bread. At

Cloak-pin, Buckle, and Pouch of the Twelfth Century.

each end of the table are two attendants upon their knees,

with a dish in one hand, and in the other a spit holding a

piece of meat, which they are presenting to the guests. In

other drawings of the MSS. the table is of a different form;

ladies are represented as present, and the two sexes are

arranged apparently without any precise order.

Cups of gold and silver were used, and also of bone and

wood. Horns wero much used at table. A curiously

Anglo-Saxon Dinner Party.—From the Cotton. MS., Tib., C. 8.

carved horn of the Anglo-Saxon times is still preserved' in

York Catliedral. Glass vessels were little known in this

country previous to the Norman Conquest. A disciple of
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Bele applit^d to Lullus, iu France, to kaov if there was

any man in that neighbourhood who could rauke glass

^_^^^!E

The Anglo-Sixons seem to have practise 1 gre;it personal

cleanliness. The use of the warm bath was common, for

mention is made of a nun, who, as an act of voluntary

penance, washed in them only on festivals. It was also

enjoined by the canons as a charitable duty to give to tho

poor meal, fire, fodiler, bathing, bed, and clothes.

The practice of burning the dead was common at one

a«
Chairs.— i'loui cijUu:i. ji.^., Tib. C G.

vessels well ; "for," said ho, " we are ignorant and helpless

ill this :irt."

Of the furniture in use among the Anglo-Saxons little

iijformatiou has come down to us.

Mention has already been made of

hangings to be suspended on the

walls of rooms, and adorned witii

figures of goUleu lirils in iioedle-

woik. The love of g.uidy colours

which prevailed at that day was

apparent in tho furniture as well as

in the dresses of the people ;
and

the hangings and curtains were

Btiiined with purple and various

other colour-". Among the benches

and chairs in use, some are repre-

sented as having animals' heads at

the extremities.

Candles have probably been iu

use from a period of high antiquity,

and were certainly known in the

tenth century. The Anglo-Saxon

word for candlestick — caudtl-

sticea—seems to denote that the

earlier candlesticks were made of

wood. At tliis period the candle was not placed iu a socket,

as at preisent, but fixed on a long spike.

We find mention made of a curtain, sheets, and o;'i;r

Norman Vesisel. Twelfth Century.

period among the northern nations, but among the Anglo-

Saxons the custom of interment has prevailed from tho

earliest tim s to which tho records of the motiki.-h historians

exieud. The common coffins were of wood ; those of kings

and nobles were usually of stone.

At the time of tha Conquest, the condition of the people

in France and Normandy differed little from what it was in

b.iioa lied. —From Cution. MS, Claud, 1!. -1.

clothes appertaining. A pillow of straw is also mentlored.

B.-ar-skins were sometimes usad as a part of bed furniture.

Tiie engraving of a S.ixoii be 1 above given, is taken from

Claud., B. 4 MSS , Brit. Museum.

Comb ill Ivory. Carviu^- oi t;iu TivdliU Ceutury.

,.iir own country. The nobles and higber ecclesiastics, all

who possessed wealth, or were in a position to seize it ly

force, inhabited their cast'es and country houses, whero

they colleeted about them whatever the ago cnld afford of

oljects of luxury and elegance. Solitude and dicourage-

nieiit reigned around iheir dwelling.s. Industry and the

arts languished ohi-cnrely in the towns, and commerce, re-

strained m its developments, was often conducted in secrecy
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and danger. The merchant was compelled to travel with

his goods from the castle of one baron to that of another,

and living without a fixed residence or depot for them,

he mifht by this means escape from the exactions of the

nobles, who, in foot, were to some extent dependent upon

his services. Frequently the baron would cause some of his

serfs to learn the mechanical arts, so that the several labours

of the carpenter, the armourer, the tailor, &c., might be

available at once when required.

From an early period, the Franks of noble race wore long

hair and beards, and the custom of Christian priests was the

same untd the third and fourth centuries. In the time of

Charlemagne the costume was still simple—part Roman and

part barbarous. The Franks piqued themselves upon their

elegance ; of which an example may be found in the journey

Jlilitary Costumes of the Twelfth Century,

of Rigontha, daughter of Chilperic, to visit the king of the

Spanish Goths, to whom she was betrothed. " Rigontha,

daugliter of Chilperic, arrived at Tours with her treasures.

Seeing that she had reached the frontier of the Goths, she

began to retard her march, and so much the more because

those about her said it was necessary for her to stop in that

neighbourhood, because they were fatigued with the journey
;

their clothes wore dirty, their shoes worn out, and the

harness of their horses and chariots in a bad condition.

They insisted that it was necessary, first, to place these

things in good order, so as to continue the journey, and
appear witli elegance before their lady's future husband,

lest, if they arrived badly equipped among the Goths, they

should be laughed at." *

The Normans, who arrived with their short dresses and

• Grtgory o( Tours.

coats of mail, and became established in France about 972,

adopted the costume of the French, which they followed in

all its phases ; and in the following centiury they began to

introduce the fashions of

the Continent into Eng-
land. At the time of the

Conquest, however, the

custom generally pre-

vailed among the Nor-
mans of shaving not only

the beard, but the back

of the head, as appears

from the figures in the

Bayeux tapestry.

In the tenth and
eleventh centuries the

costume of the higher

Norman Soldiers. — From the Bayeux
Tapestry.

classes usually consisted of a long tunic, confined by a

girdle, over which was a large cloak. The soldiers wore a

short coat of mail over a tunic, which descended to tho

knees ; their arms comprised the long-bow, the cross-bow,

the sword, lance, buckler, and gisarme. The gisarmo

Norman Bowmen. Eleventh Ceutui'y.
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is said to be the weapon called the brown bill by Chaucer.
it was in general use in the twelfth century, and was
retained as late as the battle of Flodden.

'I'he costume of the women of Normandy consisted of a

Woman Spinning;. From a MS. of the Twelfth Century in tho
Royal Library of Brussels.

Bimple head-dress, with long robes girded about the waist.

In paintings of this period the hair is seldom seen, but the

Koble Ladies of Normandy. Costume of the Twelfth Century.

manner in which it was worn appears to have varied.

Sometimes it is represented as gathered tightly about the

J-O

head, and sometimes it descends in long plaits upon the
.shoulders. Princesses and ladies of rank wore a robe of
ermine, or a tunic either with or without sleeves ; a veil was
also added, which covered the head, and descended in fold'

over the bosom.

After the death of Charlemagne, literature and the arts

in France experienced a gradual decline until the tenth
century, when a new and remarkable impetus was given to
learning by the Arab.s in Spain, whose literature, derived
from that of Greece, was disseminated over tlie Continent.
English learning, which had flourished during the reigns of
Alfred and his immediate successors, began rapidly to decay
during the stormy period of the Danish invasions ; and from
the time of the accession of Canute to that of the Norman
Conquest little or no revival of letters appears to have
taken place. During the period which intervened between
these two events, the country enjoyed a considerable degree
of repose, and it can hardly be doubted that some of the
schools and religious houses were re-established; but the
long period of peace was marked by the growth of indolence
and sensuality among the people, rather than by the spread
of education.

William the Conqueror, says a modern writer, " patronised
and loved letters. He filled the bishoprics and abbacies of
England with the most learned of his countrymen, who had
been educated at the University of Paris, at that time the
most flourishing school in Europe. Many of the Norman
prelates preferred in England by the Conqueror were polite

scholars. Godfrey, Prior of St. Swithiu's, at Winchester, a
native of Carabray, was an elegant Latin epigrammist, and
wrote with the smartness and ease of iSIartial ; a circum-
stance which, by the way, shows that the literature of the
monks at this period was of a more liberal cast than that
which we commonly annex to their character and pro-
fession."

William founded the abbeys of Battle and Selby, with
other religious houses, and eu'Iowed them with ample
revenues. Many of his nobles were incited by his example
to the erection of monasteries

upon their estates. These in-

stitutions, which afforded lei-

sure and protection to men of

letters, acted as powerful in-

centives to the pursuit of

learning, and promoted in no

small degree the interest of

literature.

The art of the sculptor had

made little progress in Europe

previous to the tenth century.

Two centuries later, the 15 ur-

gundian school was in its

zenith, and enriched the

churches and monasteries of

France with many admirable

specimens of sculpture. Hughes, Abbe of Cluny, had a
magnificent tomb

; Bernard II., Abb^ of Mon tier-Saint-

Jean, in rebuilding the door of his church, caused it to be

adorned with representations of the Saviour and the twelve

apostks ; and in other instances the arts were applied to

decorate the religious houses, or the graves of the illustrious

dead.

In Normandy we find at this period the names of aeverel

Sai;r.amental Wafer Box.

TweUth Century.
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sculptors celebrated for their works. Among these was

Otho, the sculptor of the tomb of William the Conqueror,

in 10S7, and other monuments of a similar kind ; Azo,

iuilder of the cathedral of Sens, and of several others.

The masons and sculptors of Normandy formed at this

fpoch an important corporation.

At the beginning of the eleventh century, when the Nor-

mans became securely established in their conquests, they

displayed the utmost activity in the erection of magnificent

buildings, both in England and Normandy. According to

William of Malmesbury,* churches rose up in every village,

and monasteries in the towns and cities, built in a style

unknown before. " You might behold ancient build-

ings restored upon their sites throughout the country, so

that each wealthy man considered that day as lost to

him, on which he neglected to perform some magnificent

action."

The Anglo-Norman barons who engaged in these works

obtained from their own country and from France the assist-

ance of the best architects and sculptors. Guillaume of

Sens, one of these artists, reconstructed the cathedral of

Canterbury in 117G ; and other foreign artists were em-

ployed to restore the abbeys of Croyland, of York, of

Wearmouth, and others. The character of the Norman
architecture will be treated of hereafter.

While it Ls evident that results highly favourable to the

progress of literature and the arts in this country were

produced by the Norman conquest, there is also every

reason to believe that the tendency to sensuality, which

was so strong among the Sftxon people, experienced a

salutary check from the introduction of Norman manners.

The foreign invasion entailed immediate sufferings upon

the conquered race, but its results were favourable to the

progress of civilisation, and tended in no small degree to

tae advance of the nation in power and greatness.

The Normans are understood to have introduced into

England raaay elegancies and reSnements in the habits

of common life and the customs of the table. It has been

already stated that the Saxons were a people of gross appe-

tite, who were accustomed to spend many hours of the day

at feasts. The Normans, on the other hand, appear, on
their arrival in England, to have distinguished themselves

by the moderation and reSnement of their mode of living.

Among the dainties held in the highest esteem by the

Normans were the peacock and the crane. The boar's head

was considered a regal dish, a-id it w.is brought in at great

feasts in a kind of procession, preceded by musicians.

It would appear that the improvements thus introduced

were rather moral than material, as we find no mention
made of new articles of furniture or other conveniences as

having appeared at the time of the Conquest. Our infor-

mation on this subject is, however, scanty, and it is probable
that the improvement of taste and increased wealtli were
soon manifested in the apphcation of the useful and deco-

rative arts to the conveniences of domestic life.

A most faithful and valuable record of costumes and
manners at the time of the Conquest is to be found ia the

remarkable work known as the Bayeu.'c Tapestry. It has

been already stated that iu the days of the Conqueror

• Tho htatorical works of William of Mulmcsbiiry consist of soTen boolis
containing a record of llio acta of the llnsliali kiugs, from the arrival of tlie
faxons to th'i Hmo of tlio autlttr'a dsatli, in tlie year 1U3.

the Anglo-Saxon ladies were remarkable for their skill m
ornamental needlework, and the embroidery of their manu.

facture was celebrated throughout Europe under the name
of English work.

The Saxon nobles who accompanied William to the Con-
tinent after the battle of Hastings, are supposed to have

taken with them their wives and daughters. It is probable

that at this time Mitildi, the wife of the Conqueror, as-

sisted by English ladies as well as those of her own country,

constructed the tapestry whi^in has been preserved for ages

iu the town of Bayeux. Some degree of doubt must always

rest upon the precise date and origin of the work, but the

balance of opinion, among the best authorities, is in favour

of the popular tradition which has always ascribed it to the

wife of the Conqueror.

The Bayeux tapestry is a chronicle of the conquest of

England by tho Normans, opening with the mission of

Harold to Duke William, and terminating with the battle

of Hastings. The designs, which were probably the work

of an Italian artist, are represented in worsted work, the

colours of which, notwithstanding the great age of the

tapestry, are still bright and distinct. The tapestry was

placed at an early period in a side chapel of the cathedral

of Bayeux, where it was regarded with veneration by the

people. During the consulate of Napoleon, tho ancient

relic was removed from Bayeux to Paris, where it remained

for several months, and was visited by the First Consul

himself. At the present time the tapestry is preserved iu

the library of the town of Bayeux, and is exposed to view

in glass cases.

This remarkable monument of skill and industry ori-

ginally formed one piece ; and, according to a recent writer,*

measures two hundred and twenty-seven feet in length, by

about twenty inches iu breadth. The groundwork of it

is a strip of rather fine Uueu cloth, which, through age, has

assumed the tinge of brown hoUand. The stitches consist

of lines of coloured worsted laid side by side, and bound

down at intervals by cross fastenings. The colours chiefly

used by the fair artists are, dark and light blue, red, pink,

yellow, buff, and dark and light green.

The central portion of the tapestry is occupied with the

delineation of the narrative, and there is also an oraamental

border at tlie top and bottom of the field, which contains

figures of birds and beasts. jMany of these are of fantastic

shapes, and are, probably, meant to represent the dragons,

griffins, and other -fabulous creatures which are so often

referred to in the romances of that period.

The two upper linos of the engraving of the tapestry

(opposite page) are consecutive. They have been chosen for

illustration as affording a favourable view of the character of

the design. The story is taken up at the part where Harold,

after swearing fealty to William of Normandy on the relics of

the saints, returns to England, and presents himself to King
Edward. The first words which occur over the figures at the

top of the page are, ^^Anglicam terrain.'" The comjilete sen-

tence, the former part of which is omitted in the engraving,

reads thus :

—

"Hie Harold dux reversus est Anglicam terrain"

(Here the lord Harold returned to England). The horsemen

of Harold's train are represented on their way to the court

;

"El venil ad Edwardam regam " (And came to Edward the

king). Farther on we see Edward seated on his throne,

• Tlie Key. J. C. Druoo—" Tlie Baycnx Tapestry Elucidated,'
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and Harold receiving audience and communicating the ill

success of his mission.

Worn down by anxiety, and by the anticipation of evils

which he foresaw, but was uuable to prevent, Edward the

Confessor soon afterwards died, and -was buried at West-

minster, in the church which he had hunself built in a new

and costly style of architecture. The tapestry shows us the

Church of St. Peter, at Westminster, and the funeral pro-

cession of the king. It will be observed that the church,

•which was built in the Early Norman style, Ls provided at

one end with a weathercock, which a workman is repre-

sented in the act of putting up. " By this," says the

authority already quoted, " the designer of the tapestry

means to show that the work was but just completed, when

the interment of the Confessor took place. A hand appears

over the western end of the church to denote the finger of

Providence, and to indicate that it was the will of God that

the remains of the deceased king should be deposited in that

building." The arrangements of the funeral procession are

pueros " (Here Bishop OJo, holding a staff, encourages the

soldiers).

The last figure in the engraving is that of the Duke of

Normandy, who is represented at the head of his troops

waving his sword. The inscription runs—" Hie est Dux
Wilhdm " (This is Duke William).

The tapestry itself goes on to delineate other details of

the battle, describes the place where Harold fell, and ends

with the flight of the English before the conquering troops

of Normandy.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.
Accession of Henry I., surnamed Beauclerk, a-d. 1100—Marriage of Henry

with Matilda—Battle of Tenohebray—Imprisonment and Death of Robert

of Normandy.

When the news of the death of William Rufus was brought
to his brother Henry in the New Forest, the prince imme-
mediately set spiirs to his horse and galloped to Winchester.

Presenting himself before the officers in charge of the

treasures of the crown, he demanded the keys ; but before

-yiisa/1^^'-'' "-:^/

Great Seal of Henry I.

simple—a boy appears at each side of the bier ringing bells,

and various attendants and priests are following. The words i

written above are

—

"Hie porfatur corpus Edwardi regis

ad ecchsiam sandi Petri AjKstoli" (Here the body of

King Edward is carried to the church of St. Peter the

Apostle).

The two lower divisions of the preceding page are taken

from another portion of the tapestry, and represent

the battle of Hastings. The thick of the combat is here

delineated, according to the inscription, " Hie ceeiderunt

simul Aiigli ct Franci in prdio" (Here at the same time

EnglLsli and French fell in the battle). Horses and men are

tumbling about in the agonies of deatli. The mailed coats

and pointed helmets of the Normans are easily distinguished

from the Saxon costume. Further on we find a party of

Saxons posted on a hill, who are making a desperate stand

against the enemy with tlieir lances. At a time when the

fortune of the day seemed turning against the Normans, Odo
of Bayeux galloped among the soldiers, and restored theu-

drooping courage. He is represented in the tapestry with

a staff, probably a badge of authority, and the inscription

above is, "Hie Odo episcopus, tcncns daculum, coii/vrtaf

he had obtained them, ^\''illiam de Breteuil, the royal

treasurer, who had followed Henry from the New Forest,

arrived on the spot, and interposed his authority. De
Breteuil reminded the prince of the oath of allegiance which

they had both taken to Robert of Normandy, to whom also,

as the eldest son of the Conqueror, the throne as well as the

treasure by right belonged. A violent altercation took place,

and Henry drew his sword and threatened De Breteuil with

instant death unless the treasure was given up. Several

nobles of the late king's court supported the demand, and

the treasurer found himself compelled to abandon an oppo-

sition which proved entirely unavailing.

Henry, whose abilities had procured him the surname of

Beauclerk, or tlio fine " scholar," proved himself as prompt in

action as skilful in design. He immediately distributed some

of the jewels and money of the crown among his adherents

and the clergy of Winchester, and with these gifts and

promises still more lavishly bestowed, he secured a certain

degree of popularity in tlie town. Having been acknow-

ledged as king by the Witan, who were assembled in

the neighbourhood, ho liasteued to London, when he again

distributed large gifts among all those whos3 adhesion it
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was necessary to obtain. So rapidly was aU thii accomplished,
that on the 5 th of August, three days after his brother's
death, Henry was proclaimed king, and was crowned in
Westminster Abbey by Maurice, Bishop of London.

^

At the death of Lanfranc, the see of Canterbury had been
given to Anselm, a monk of the Abbey of Bee, in Normandy.
When the privileges of the Church were infringed by the
Exactions and persecutions of Rufu3, Auselm made his escape
from the country to lay his complaint before the Pope
(A.D. 1098). He had travelled to Rome in the disguise
of a pilgrim, with staff in his hand and scrip by his side,
and was received with due honour by the Pops. At the time
of the accession of Henry, he still remained absent. The
archbishopric of York had been vacant for several years,
and Maurice was therefore the highest ecclesiastic in the
kingdom.

It will be remembered that, by the treaty signed at Caen
between Robert of Normaudy and William Rufus, the crown
of England devolved upon tlie survivor ; but while Henry
•was obtaining possession of the throne, Robert was not yet
returned from the Holy Land. Soon after the fall of Jeru-
salem, the Duke of Normandy had quitted Palestine and
landed in Italy. Here he was received with high honour
and welcome by the Normau barous who had conquered
large possessions in that southern land. Passing through
Apuha he was entertained at the castle of the°Count of
Conversano, who was a relation of Robert Guiscard. The
count received his guest with the utmost hospitality, and all
the resources of a princely establishment were placed at his
command. Within tlie castle were troubadoiu^ and jongleurs,
nurth and music

; without were broad plains and forests
stocked with game, horses, and hounds in abundance, a
beautiful landscape, and a sunny sky. It is not surprising
that all these pleasures should attract a man of the character
of the Duke of Normandy, who had just escaped from the
protracted hardships of the Crusade, and who was well
disposed to enjoy that ease and self-indulgence which he
believed hunself to have earned. But the Count of Conver-
sano had a daughter

;
she was young, accomplished, and of

great beauty. Robert fell in love with the Lady Sibylla,
and obtained her hand in marriage. Ignorant of the critical
position of affairs in England, and probably troubling him-
self little about the future, the Duke of Normandy lingered
among the pleasures of Italy, wliile his more ambftious
brother was firmly securing himself in the sovereignty he
liad usurped.

The Anglo-Sa.\on people are said to have been inclined
in favour of Henry, from the circumstance of his having
been born and educated in England. The advantage he
thus possessed was improved to the utmost, and the new
king e.xerted himself to obtain the good-will of that portion
of his subjects who, however trodden down and oppressed
by the arrogant Norman barons, were, in fact, the strength
and smew of the nation. A charter of liberties was passed,m which Henry bound himself to restore the laws of Edward
the Co,ifessor, with such alterations as had been made by
the Conqueror. This charter was the cause of great re-
joicing among the people, and though the effects produced
Dy it were less advantageous than was expected, the charter
IS remarkable as having supplied the groundwork for that
more important concession which was afterwards obtained
rom King John. At a subsequent period Henry retracted
the promises he had made, and the copies of the royal

charter, wlich had been placed in many of the churches
thi-ougho'Jt the kingdom, were seized and destroyed by the
officers of the Crown. Three copies, however, were by some
accident overlooked, and were left, one at Canterbury, one
at York, and one at St. Albans.

These maisures gave to Beauclerk a greater popularity
than had been enjoyed by either of his predecessors. The
nation had no fears of foreign invasion. Some of the most
pressing grievances had been redressed, and strong hopes
given of the removal of others; and although several genera-
tions had to iMss away before the distinction of Norman and
Saxon was entirely to merge into the general name of
Englishman^ the process had already commenced—a process
which, rousing the slumbering Saxon from the lethargy of
years, and stimulating the energetic principles of the Nor-
man character to their highest development, eventually gave
bkth to a series of events which placed England foremost in
the rank of nations.

Such was the state of affairs when the new king, rejecting
all thoughts of an alliaLce with any of the princely famihes
of the Continent, as the crowning act of reconciliation with
his Saxon subjects, offered his hand to the exiled and por-
tionless daughter of Malcolm, a humble novice in the Abbey
of Romsey, but the representative of a long and illustrious
line of Saxon princes.

AVe have seen how, on the death of Edward the Confessor,
Harold obtained possession of the crown; his defeat and
death, and the ultimate flight of Edgar, " the noble child,"
as the Saxon chroniclers fondly term him, with his mother
and sisters to Scotland. The results of his voyage, and the
marriage of Margaret with the King of Scotland, have been
already related.

Six children arrived at years of maturity. Edward, who
was slain with his father at Alnwick

; Edgar, Alexander,
and David, who each in turn succeeded to the crown.
The daughters were named Mary, who married Eustace,

Count of Boulogne; and Matilda, or Maud, afterwards
queen of Henry Beauclerk.

The death of Malcolm and his eldest son, which occurred
in 1093, was soon followed by that of Margaret. The brother
of Malcolm assumed the crown, to the exclusion of his three
nephews; and to this cause we may doubtless attribute
IMatilda being sent, together with her sister, to the care of
their aunt Christina, who had taken the veil in 1086.

Contemporary historians agree in naming "\A'ilton and
Romsey as the abbeys in which the future Queen of England
found an asylum. They were both of Saxon foundation.
Wilton claimed an origin as early as the year 800, when

Wulston, Duke of Wiltshire, founded a chantry, which his
widow Alburga converted into a nunnery, and which, in
after years, became the residence of St. Editha, the fair

and pious daughter of the profligate ICing Edgar.
Romsey Abbey, to which Christina, the aunt of Matilda,

retired, and of which, according to some writers, she became
abbess, was built by Edward the Elder, and dedicated to the
Virgin and St. Elfleda. This convent possessed many extra-
ordinary privileges, amongst others the rare and anomalous
right of Ix haute justice, or gallows tree ; a privilege of
which the records do not mention any use ever havinc
been made. To this already wealthy and powerful establish-

ment the Norman conquest, instead of spoUatiou, appears to
have brought additional wealth and dignity.

The abbess of this convent was one of the four lady abbesses
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in England who were baronesses in their own right, and as

such took their place at the court of the king.

It would be a most interesting task to trace the outline of

the plan of education pursued in these establishments ; un-

fortunately the materials for such an undertaking are too

scanty. From Alfred of Rieviesby, a contemporary, we learn

that very young children were sometimss admitted, and

that the nuns displayed towards them an almost maternal

affection.

These children were taught reading, and in most in-

stances writing. Music was also an important part of

a conventual education, since all the scholars were ex-

pected to take their parts in the seven daily services of the

church.

degree, the safety and happiness of the people, while her re-

fusal would certainly tend to increase the enmity between

the Norman and Saxon races. It is one of the penalties

attached to royalty that those connections which, in a lower

and happier sphere of life, are matters of choice and affection,

become among princes mere questions of state policy. Matilda

felt herself unable to resist the arguments brought forward

in favour of the match, and she gave an unwilling consent.

An opposition on the other side, meanwhile, arose among the

Norman adherents of Henry, who were ill-disposed to have

a Saxon queen to reign over them, and were probably jealous

of the effect such a marriage would produce among the peoplel

in the king's favour.

It was asserted that the chosen wife of the king was already

Marriage of Henry and Matilda.

As Matilda grew towards womanhood, more than one

Norman chieftain had endeavoured to obtain her hand in

marriage ; but on preferring their request to William Rufus,

that politic monarch had refused his consent. He did not

wish to see a Saxon princess, a lineal descendant of Alfred

the Great, allied to any man whose power or abilities might

enable him to aspire to the throne. Matilda therefore re-

mained in the seclusion of the cloister until King Henry sent

to her his proposals of marriage. It is related that the young

princess received the offer with dislike, if not with disdain.

She was not ignorant of the sufferings which the Norman

invasion had brought upon her countrymen, and her sym-

pathy with their sorrows induced a hatred of their oppressors.

Her friends and attendants, however, combated these scruples,

and argued that, by her consent, she might restore, in some

the bride of Heaven ; that she had been seen to wear the veil

of a nun, which shut her out for ever from the world.

In thts difficulty it was necessary for Henry to obtain the

assistance of the clergy, and he therefore sent messengers to

Anselm, entreating him to return to England and resume

the see of Canterbury. The king promised to restore the

privileges of the Church, and to submit to its authority.

Anselm acceded to the request, and agreed to perform the

marriage ceremony; but when he heard the reports in circu-

lation that Matilda had taken the veil, he declared that the

matter required to be investigated, and that he would him-

self examine the princess on the subject.

On the question being put to her, Matilda denied that

she had ever been dedicated to a religious life, or had worn

the veU of her own consent. The reason she gave for
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ha%-ing been made to do so at particular times, gives a

striking picture of the lawlessness and brutality of the

Norman soldiery. "I confess," she said, "that I have

sometimes appeared veiled, but the cause was this : in my

youth I was under the care of my aunt Christina. She, in

order to preserve me from the Normans, by whose licentious-

ness the honour of all women was threatened, -was accus-

tomed to throw a piece of black stuff over my head
; and

when I refused to wear it, she treated me with great harsh-

ness. In lier presence, therefore, I wore that veil, but

when she was away, I used to throw it on the ground, and

trample upon it in childish anger." *

Anselm convoked a council of nobles and ecclesiastics,

who assembled in the city of Rochester, and to whom the

evidence given by Matilda was submitted. Witnesses were

examined in support of her assertions, and the assembly

decided thit the princess was free to dispose of her person

in marriage. They cited, as an authority for this decision,

the judgment of Archbishop Lanfrano, who, at a time

when some Saxou women had taken refuge in a convent

from fear of the soldiers of the Conqueror, permitted them

to regain their liberty.

At the time of the coronation of JIatilda, London could

not have presented much to attract the eye. The convents

were few, and the churches humble. The tall spire, rising

like an aspiration towards heaven ; the richly traceried

window; the carved portal, did not yet exist to form a

picturesque contrast with the rude, low houses built in

irregular lines.

The Thames, crossed by one poor wooden bridge, was
not then, as now, crowded byTl fleet of merchantmen. At
the Tower, the Vintry, and Edred's-hithe, a few small

vessels, indeed, might be anchored j and from time to

time some tall Norman galley might glide over its silvery

v^aters.

On either side of the city, and close to the water's edge,

stood the important fortresses of the Tower and Castle

Baynard, whilst a rude collection of huts, of the poorest

description, formed tliat general receptacle of thieves and

outlaws, the Borough. Close to them stood the convent

and church of St. Jlary, and far beyond, on the same side

of the river, rising above the marshes wliich surrounded it,

might be seen the towers of the palace of Lambeth.
As the procession moved on, the eyes of the princess

encountered a fairer spectacle ; for, on quitting the village

of Charing, she entered the broad but irregular road which
led to the palace of Westminster, the residence of the

sovereign of England. There the hand of improvement,
guided by art, had lavished countless cost both on church
and ball.

Although the authorities for describing the palace of

Westrninster are so scanty, a minute picture may be drawn
of the abbey church in which JIatilda was crowned, as it

was finished by Edward the Confessor.

From the day when it was asserted that the church
had been consecrated by the chief of the Apostles himself,

amid the blaze of celestial light and the hallelujahs of

angels, each monarch who in succession swayed the sceptre

of England vied with his predecessors in gifts or immuni-
ties to this highly favoured abbey. The fishermen of the

Thames, in full assurance of St. Peter's promise of pros-

' Eadmor.

pering them in their calling, paid wdliugly their tithe of

salmon, and continued to do so nearly to t'ae time of the

Keformation. Spoorly relates that in 1382 he saw a large

fish presented by four fishermen on the high altar. He also

adds, that they who offered it might demand for it bread

and ale of the cellarer of the abbey, and had a right to sit

at the prior's own table.

Such was the churdi where MatUda, surrounded by the

great officers of state, and cheered on her way by tha

rejoicing Saxons, was conducted to receive the crown

matrimonial of England, the inheritance of her race.

Beside the primate was a churchman of a very difierent

character, Roger, Bishop of Sarum, the king's chancellor.

The history of his progress under royal favour is strikingly

characteristic of the man and the times in which ho

flourislied.

At the period when Henry was fighting under the 'oanner

of his brother, William Kufus, with a troop of mercenaries

whom he headed, they entered a church near Caen, and

requested the priest whom they found there to say a mass

as quickly as possible.

This priest was Roger, who promptly complied with their

request, and hurried over the ser-

vice in so rapid a manner that they

unanimously declared that it would

be impossible to find a priest more

suitable for a soldier's chaplain. In

this new office, Roger acquitted

himseK so well, that Henry, on his

accession, advanced him to the chan-

cellorship, and to the see of Sarum.

His last years afforded a remark-

able instance of the versatility of

fortune. After munificently expend-

ing immense sums on his cathedral

at Old Sarum, and upon the rebuild-

ing of Malmesbury Abbey, whieh

noble church still presents so fine a

specimen of the Norman style, ar.d

seeing two nephews Bishops of Lin-

coln and Ely, on the accession of

Stephen he fell into deep disgrace

;

and when, in his last illness, he was

permitted to retire to Sarum, even

his expiring moments were disturbed

by plundering foemen, who carried

away the remaining gold and jewels

he possessed.*

Of the principal nobles of England

anii Normandy, it is probable that only

a few were present. Some were in the

Holy Land with Robert ; others, dissatisfied at the usurpa-

tion of his younger brother, remained in their respective

castles, silently preparing to assort the right of the lawful

heir to the throne. Amongst those, however, who adhered

to Henry, was the famous Roger de Bigod, who had ob-

tained vast possessions both in Norfolk and Suffolk ; whilst

another devoted friend of tlie new king was the powerful

Earl of Chester, lord of the Welsh marches, and commonly
called Hugh Lupus, on account of his turbulent disposi-

tion.

• Malmcsbuy.

Henry I., from a Status
in the Choir of York
Cathedral.
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Tho marriage was celebrated on the, 12th of JTovember,

1100, anl the new queen was crowned amidst the acclama-

tions of tho people. Previous to the ceremouy Auselm,

who wiahed to leave no room for slanderous reports, and

to remove all doubw of the lawfulaess of the marriage,

mounted a platform before the church door, and explained

tho question which lud been disputed, and the decision of

the council, to the assembled people.

The Xorrnaus, however, who had mised the opposition to

the marriage, and many of whom were secret adherents of

Duke Robert, vented their ill-humour in bitter railleries and

jests. They gave Henry the nickname of Godrik, and his

queen they called Godiva—names which were Saxon, and

were applied to the royal couple iu derision. It is related

by an old historian that Henry heard all these things, but

that he dissembled his anger, and pretended to laugh heartily

at the jests.

Soon after his marriage the king commenced proceedings

against several of the most vicious of his brother's favourites,

whom he despoiled of their ill-gotten possessions, and either

expelled them from the country, or threw them into prison.

During the time ho had been attached to his brother's court,

Henry had taken part iu the debaucheries which there

prevailed; and it is probable that the punishment of his

former associates was dictated, not by any regard for the

interests of virtue, but rather from a deference to the wishes

of the people ; while, at the same tim.', he was enabled to

fill the royal coffers with the treasures of the banished lord<.

Foremost among the proscribed was Ralph Flambard, the

minister of Riifus, who had been made Bishop of Durham,
and who had amassed large possessions by extortion, and a

-selUug of justice. Flambard was seized and thrown into

the Tower, whence he effected his escape, by means of a rope

which was conveyed to him by some of his friends iu

a flagon of wine. Having made his way to the coast, he

crossed the Channel, and entered the service of Robert of

Normandy.
When Robert at length returned to his dukedom with his

bride Sibylla, he was received with acclamation by the in-

habitants, and soon expressed the intention of enforcing his

claim to the crown of England ; but, with his accustomed

procrastination, he took no immediate steps to that end,

but occupied his time with feasts and tournaments. When
at length he was aroused to enter upon the expedition ho

had planned, he was supported not only by the resident

Norman barons, but also by many of those who had settled

iu England, and who agreed to join their forces to his

standard. Among these were the Earl of Surrey, William
(le Warrenne, Robert de Pontefract, Hugh de Grantmesnil,

Robert de Malet, and Robert de Cjlesme, Earl of Shrews-
bury.

On the other hand, Henry was strong in the support of
the EugHsh people, and a party of the Norman nobility.

Archbishop Auselm, with other prelates, rendered the king
important service, an 1 secured to Henry the support of the
Pope. There appears to be little doubt that Anselm was a

conscientious man, and that if he adhered to the cause of

the usurper, he did so from a sincere desire to establish the

liberties of the people, and from a conviction that the rule of

Henry, who bad pledged himself to promote the welfare of

his subjects, was preferable to that of the weak and luxu-
rious Duke of Normandy.
Henry fitted out a fleet for the purpose of intercepting

the duke in his voyage across tho Channel ; but the English

sailors, from some cause which has not been entirely ex-

plained, deserted from their allegiance, and carried the ships

over to the service of Robert.

There was something iu the character of tho Duke of

Normandy—in his brilliant feats of courage, in his reck-

less generosity, and careless way of life—which had an
attraction for the minds of sailors ; and it is probable,

also, that they were influenced by the intrigues of Ralph

Flambard. The desertion was an important service to the

duke, and the fleet which had been designed to oppose his

landing, served tc convey the invading troops to the English

shores.

Robert landed with his army at Portsmouth (a.d. 1101),

and was immediately joined by many barons and knights of

Norman birth ; the clergy, however, and the private soldiers

remained faithful to the cause of the king. Several days

elapsed before the rival forces came within sight of each

other ; and in the meanwhile some of the Norman barons

acted as mediators between the two brothers, and succeeded

in arranging terms of peace. Robert agreed to resign his

claim to the crown of England for a yearly pension of two

thousand pounds of silver; and it was decided that the

adherents of either side should be pardoned, and that t'neir

possessions, confiscated by the king or the duke, should

be immediately restored. A clause was also added, to

the effect that whichever of the two brothers might sur-

vive the other, should succeed to his title an.l dominions.

The effusion of blood was thus stayed for the moment,

and Robert returned with his army to Normandy, (a.d.

1102.)

Finding himself securely in poisessioa of tlie throne,

Henry was disposed to revoke some of the concessions

which he had made to Anselm, for the purpose of securing

the support of ihtii prelate. The king demanded that he

should do homage for the archbishopric of Canterbury, and

Anselm having returned a decided refusal, a dispute arose

which lasted over several years. In the first iiistance, the

question was referred to the Pope, Pascal II., who decided

that all ecclesiastics should enter the Church without the

authority of laymen, of however high degree. Henry per-

sisted in maintaining his prerogative, and required Anselm

either to do homage or once more to quit the kingdom.

The archbishop remained firm, and the king, who did not

desire an open rupture with the Church, sent three bishops

to Rome to negotiate with the Pope. Anselm, at the same

time, sent two monks, as messeng -rs of his own. It is

stated by Eadmer, the biographer of Auselm, that the Pope

had recourse to a strange expedient to evade the difficulty in

which he found himself. He refused to communicate with

the three bishops in writing, but informed them verbally

that ha ceded the right of investiture to the king ; while

he gave letters to the two monks, in which he supported

the opposition of Anselm, and desired him to continue that

course of action.

On the return of the messengers to London, an assembly

was convenes;!, at which they delivered the report of their

journey. The word of the three bishops was accepted by

tho king in preference to the written testimony produced by

the monks ; and though the Pope affirmed that the evidence

of the bishops was false, and, moreover, excommunicated

them as liars, Henry persisted in his line of policy, and in-

vested new bishops with the sees of Hereford and Salis-
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bury. Anselm obtained permission to proceed himself to

Rome for the pui'pose of terminating the dispute, (a.d.

1103.)

The archbishop remained abroad several years, during

which negotiations were carried on. Ultimately, a compro-

mise was agreed to, by the terms of which the investiture

was to be conferred by the Church, while the bishops and

other dignitaries were to do homage to the king for the

temporal possessions attached to their benefices.

After the return of Anselm, a number of canons were

passed by a council of the Church, enforcing upon the clergy

and the news of his death was received with general regret

among the people.

The treaty which had been signed between Henry and

Robert in no degree affected the policy of the king, who
showed himself as unscrupulous and careless of his plighted

faith as had been his brother Rufus. Determined to punish

those barons who had supported the Duke of Normandy, and

whose power and position rendered their disaffection a matter

to be dreaded, Henry took measures calculated to excite them

to some overt act of rebelUon, which would enable him to

proceed against them without the shame of a direct violation

ricnry I.

the obligation of c^Ubacy. Lanfranc had previously everted

himself to promote this objecit, though with only partial

success ; and Anselm now proceeded to enforce the same
measures. Those priests who were married were commanded
to separate from their wives, whom they were never again to

see, except in the presence of witnesses. Any who might
refuse compliance were to be excommunicated and deposed
from the order.

In the year 1109, Anselm died at the age of seventy-six.

Ho was a man of considerable ability and cruilition, the

cvfilences of wiiich may be found in his writings, which are

still extant. lie exerted himself to establish schools, and to

promote the spread of knowledge throughout the country,

of the treaty. The first who became the object of attack

was Robert do Belesme, Earl of Shrewsbury, who held large

possessions as well in Normandy as in EEgland. De
Belesme was summoned before the general assembly held

in the king's palace, to answer forty-five charges which were

brought against him. On appearing before the council, the

earl, according to the custom of the time, demanded leave to

go and consult with his friends respecting his accusation,

and the conduct of his defence. The permission having been

granted, the carl immediately quitted the court, took horse,

and galloped ort" to one of his fortified castles.

The king and the council having waited iu vain for his

answer to the charges, made proclamation of outlawry
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against him, and declared Lim a public enemy unless he

returned and appeared before the court at its next sitting.

Robert de Belesme made no answer to the summons, but

prepared energetically for war, and collected largo quantities

of stores of provisions in his castles of Arundel, Shrewsbury,

and Tickehill. Bridgonortb, on the frontier of Wales, was

also strongly fortified.

Henry advanced against his rebelUous vassal with an

army, a large part of which was composed of English troops,

Tvho marched with alacrity to punish the proud Norman

baron. After having obtained possession of the castle of

Arundel, Henry marched against Bridgonorth, where the

carl had entrenched himself. For several weeks the king

had besieged the town without result, when some of the

Norman barons undertook to arrange terms of peace, as

they had already done in the case of Robert of Normandy.

IMany of the barons waited upon King Henry, and

demanded a conference, or parlemcat, for the purpose of

arranging terms of peace. The plain on which the assem-

bly met was bounded by hills, on which were posted a large

body of English troops. These, who had been informed of

the object of the conference, called out loudly to the king,

" Place no faith in them. King Henry ; they want to lay a

snare for you : we will give thee our assistance, and will

follow thee to the assault. Make no peace with the traitor

until he fiUls into thy hands." The warning appears to

have produced its eifect, and no reconciliation took place

between the belligerents. The fortress of Bridgenorth at

length capitulated, and the king's forces marched through a

densely wooded country to attack the earl in his strong-

hold of Shrewsbury. A short interval elapsed, and then

this fortress also was taken, and Earl Robert, who was

made a prisoner, was banished from the country, with the

forfeiture of the whole of his estates. Other nobles, who
had adhered to the cause of Robert of Normandy, were

afterwards prosecuted, and met with a similar fate to that

of the Earl of Shrewsbury.

The English troops of Henry had long sought for an

opportunity of vengeance upon the oppressors of their

country, aud they might not unreasonably feel elated at

the victories they had obtained over the Norman insurgents.

It does not appear, however, that the nation at large

derived any benefit from the suppression of the rebellion.

Although Henry was of English birth, and had married a

Saxon wife, his sympathies were not with the people whom
he governed. The old historians tell us that the good

Queen Matilda used all the influence she possessed to ad-

vance the happiness and secure the liberties of her country-

men ; but it does not appDar that her counsel and entreaties

produced any effect upon the conduct of the king. The
condition of the people soon after the marriage of Henry
with Matilda is thus described in the Saxon chronicle :

—

"It is no easy matter to relate all the miseries with which

the land was at this time afflicted, by unjust and continual

exactions. Wherever the king went, those in his train

oppressed the people, aud were guilty of murder and incen-

diary fires in many places."

Amidst the vices of Robert of Normandy, he possessed a

nice sense of honour which we rarely find recorded of the

men of that age, and which was still more rara in the

family of the Conqueror. No sooner did he hear of the

rebellion of Be Belesme in England, than he took possession

of the earl's Norman estates, and gave them up to pillage.

To this line of conduct Robert considered himself pledged,

by the terms of the treaty ho had signed with Henry.
^V'hen, however, the king extended his persecutions to other

Norman biirons, Robert perceived that they were punished

for their adherence to himself ; and the duke, without hesi-

tation, came over to England, accompanied onl(r by a small

escort, and placed himself unreservedly in his brother's

power, for the piupose of pleading the cause of the pro-

scribed ivobles.

At this time Robert resigned his pension of two thousand

pounds. According to some historians, he was detained by

Henry a, a prisoner, and the pension was the price paid by

the duke for his hberty ; while another acco.int states that

the sum was given as a present to the Queen Slatilda.

It is, however, certain that Robert soon returned to

Normandy without having succeeded in the object of his

visit.

There was no sentiment of fraternal affection in the breast

of Henry Beauclerk. Regardless of the acts of forbsarauce

and generosity which he had experienced at different times

from his brother, the king sought every opportuuity of

injuring him, and of accomplishing his ruin. The Duke
of Normandy was of an easy, trustful, and merciful temper,

atfd was ill fitted to restrain the excesses of his turbulent

barons, or to hold with a firm hand the reins of govern-

ment. Many disorders and abuses spx'aug up in his ducliy,

aud were left unnoticed or unpunished by the sovereign.

The fair Sibylla died A.D. 1102, and since that time the

duke had resu'.iii'd his irregular way of life, and had shown

more completely than before his utter incapacity for the

management of public affairs.

King Henry took advantage of this state of things to

interfere in the disputes of the Norman barons ; and, after

appearing for a time in the character of a mediator, he at

length threw off the mask, and declared himself the pro-

tector of the duchy against the mal-admiuistration of his

brother. He su'umone;! Robert to give up possession of the

duchy in return for an annual payment of money. The

duke indignantly refused to comply with the demand, and

Henry prepared to dispossess his brother by force.

In the year llOo the king entered Normandy with an

army, and obtained possession of several castles and fortified

places. Robert, however, was not without means of de-

fence ; some few chiefs of power and influence still remained

attached to his cause, and Henry returned to England

without having obtained a decisive victory.

A second campaign was opened in the following year,

and Henry crossed the Channel with a more formidable

armament than before. He appeared bsforj Tenchebray,

an important stronghold situated at a few leagues' distancj

from Blortain. Having in vain attempted to corrupt the

garrison with gold, the king laid siege to the castle with

his whole army. Messengers came to Robert with thj news

that his faithful troops were hard pressed by the enemy,

and the duke promised that, in defiance of every obstacle,

ho would come on a certain day to their assistance.

The promise was redeemed ; and, at the time appointed,

the duke, with a small but gallant band cf troops, att.ackcd

the army of his brother. Placing himself at the head of

his knights, he dashed in upon the English infantry, which

gave way before him in disorder. So impetuous was the

charge, that the fortune of the day seemel likely to be ia

favour of Robert, when the cowardice or treachery of thj
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Earl of Shrewsbury turned the tide of affairs. De Bilesrae,

whose troops formed an important division of the army of

the duke, suddenly fled from the field. A panic ensued

among the Normans, and the brilliant deeds of valour per-

formed by their leader failed to restore their courage or

to secure the victory. After a desperate resistance, Robert

Normandy. He was confined in Cardiff Castle, which stood

near to that of Gloucester, and had recently been conquered
from the Welsh. At first some degree of liberty was per-

mitted to him, and he was allowed to take exercise among
the fields and wooils of the neighbourhood. On one occasion,

however, he made an attempt to escape on horseback; but he

'OUlMMi.

Robert of Normandy a Prisoner in Cardifi Castle.

was taken prisoner, with many of the chief nobles who had
fought under his banner.

Edgar Atheliug also fell into the hands of Henry. At the

instance of the queen, liis niece, a pension was granted to

hina, and he is related to liave passed the rest of his days
on a small farm in Eii|j;laml, where he lived in obscurity,

and no historian has noted the time of his death or the place

of his burial.

In A.D. HOG, a harder fate was reserved for the Duke of

was pursued and taken in a marsh, which he had attempted

to cross in his flight. It is related by some historians that,

to prevent the possibility of another attempt of the same

kind, the king ordered his brother's sight to be destroyed by

a painful operation. In this miserable condition, with light

and liberty .alike shut out, the once gay and gallant Duke
of Normandy Hugered on for twenty-eight years without

quitting his prison. He died A.D. 1135.

After the victory of Tenchebray, the whole of Normandy
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fall into the hands of Heury. Rouen, the capital, sub- ! Ilelie passed some time at the courts of the most powerful

mitted without resistaucs to the conqueror, aud the town ' Norman barons, and at that of Fulk, Earl of Anjou, by

of Falaise capitulated afccr a siege of short duration. : whom, as well as by Louis, the prince was received with

AjDjng the prisoners takdi at Fiilaise was AV'illiam, the kinduess aud protection. He was brought up in the palaco

oalv son of Robert aud Sibj lU, Some feeling of pity seems of the French king, who, as he grew up, presented him \. ith

p!i^nMMiill|nfr|^iiiI i 'i

Matilda, Queen of Henry I.

to have entered the breast of the king when his nephew,
then a child of five years old, was brought before him. He
committed the prince to the care of Hclie do St. Saen, a
Norman nobleman of high character, who had married a
natural daughter of Robert. Soon afterwards, however,
Henry attempted to secure the person of his nephew, and
sent a body of troops to the castle of St. Saeu for that

puriJose. Helie, who feared some evil intention on the part
of the king, effected his escape, and carried his young charge
to the court of Louis VI., King of France. On the way,

14

horses and the harness of a knight, while Fulk promised
to give him his daughter Sibylla in marriage.

CHAPTER XXXIX.
Reign of Henry I. coutinned—Battle of Breniieville—Death of Prince

William, sou of Henry I.—Career of William of Normandy—Second
Marriage and Deatli of Henry I.

Louis, wlio dreaded the power of the King of England, saw

tlio advantage lie might obtam by supporting tlie legitimato

claims of William Fitz-Robert, or "William of IS'ormandy, aa
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he was afterwards called. In the name of the young prince,

he entered into a league with the chiefs of some of the

neighbouring states, among whom was the Earl of Flanders.

Henry was attacked at various points along the frontiers of

Normandy, and some of his fortresses and towns were taken.

At the same time, many Norman barons, who were secretly

attached to the cause of Duke Robert, engaged in a con-

spiracy against Henry. For several years the king never

retired to bed without ordering a sword and buckler to be

placed beside his pillow. At length he succeeded, by policy,

in dissolving the league against him. A treaty was signed,

by which the estates of Helie de St. Saen were given to Fulk

of Anjou, to whose daughter, Matilda, Henry agreed to

marry his own son, William. The contract of marriage

between Sibylla and the son of Robert was broken off, and

the cause of the latter was no longer to be supported by the

Earl of Anjou. AVilliam of Normandy retired to the court

of Baldwin, Earl of Flanders, who was one of the warmest

supporters of his cause.

Having brought these negotiations satisfactorily to an end

—for which purpose he had spent two years in Normandy

—

Henry returned to England. The sums which had been ex-

pended by the king in obtaining the submission of the friends

of William, were obtained by heavy burdens and exactions

from the people of England. Each year is described as

being attended with its peculiar calamity, and in the year

1110 the sufferings of the people were heavy, " caused by the

failure of the crops and the taxes demanded by the king for

the dowry of his daughter." *

This daughter, who bore her mother's name of Matilda,

was at that time only five yPars old. By the feudal laws,

the king was entitled to levy a tax on the marriage of his

eldest daughter, and Matilda was betrothed to Henry V.,

Emperor of Germany, who had sent ambassadors to demand

her hand. The nominal rank of the German emperor was

high, but the country over which he ruled was poor, and the

prince himself not unfrequently kept state with empty coffers.

He demanded a large dowry, which, after some delay, was

seized rather than collected from the English people, and the

young princess was committed to the hands of the ambas-

sadors, who conducted her " with all honour " to Germany,

where she was to receive her education. Her embarkation

was a splendid sight, and is described in glowing terms by

contemporary historians, but the people could not forget

"how dear all this had cost the English nation,"! and

Matilda's ujipopularity in after years might in some degree

be trace 1 to the circumstances which had attended her

narriage.

About the year 1111, the Welsh made incursions into the

En^Ush countioj on their borders, and overran the whole of

Cheshire, causing great distress and damage to the inhabit-

ants. Henry advanced against them, and as they retreated

before him he followed them to the fastnesses of the moun-
tains, defeating them whenever he could find an opportunity

of engaging them in battle. As had been the case with his

father, the Conqueror, and his brother, Rufus, Henry found
iiimself unable to subdue a people whose home was among
trackless mountains and dangerous morasses, and he con-

tented himself with building a chain of forts or castles a

little further into the country than those erected by his pre-

decessors. He also brought over a number of Fleming', to

* Cbrsn. Sason. t Ibid.

whom be gave a district of Pembrokeshire, with the town o!

Haverfordwest. These people were at once industrious and
warlike, and they maintained themselves in prosperity in

their new colony, in spite of repeated attacks made upon
them by the Welsh.

On May 1, 1118, the Queen Matilda died, " with the

sad reflection that she had sacrificed herself for her race in

vaij."* Of this unhappy lady the historians of the time

record no acts which were not gentle and womanly ; and
she appears to have merited the affection of the people, and

that title of " the Good," which they conferred upon her.

For the last twelve years of her life she was neglected by her

husband, and lived in the palace of Westminster, surroundecf

by the pomp and state of royalty, but not the less friendless

and alone. She passed much of her time engaged in exercisei

of devotion, and it is related of her that her chief recreation

consisted in listening to the songs and the stories of minstrels,

whom the spirit of chivalry prompted to offer their tribute to

her virtues and misfortunes.

Meanwhile, a dangerous confederacy was forming on the

Continent among the adherents of William of Normandy.
Henry had neglected, in almost every instance, to perform

the promises which he had made to the Norman barons j

and he had refused to conclude the match which had been

agreed upon between his son William and the daughter of

Fulk, Earl of Anjou. Louis of France, who stiU extended

his favour and support to the sou of Robert, entered into a.

league with Fulk of Anjou and Baldwin of Flanders, for the

purpose of wresting the dukedom of Normandy from the

possession of Henry. The first campaign was favourable to

the arms of the English king, who successfully defended his

territory against the attacks of the allies. Louis then deter-

mined to demand the assistance of the ecclesiastical power.

A council of the clergy was convoked at Rheims, at which

the Pope, Cahxtus II., was present ; and thither the King
of France carried the young prince, and presenting him to

the council, craved its assistance on his behalf Louis ad-

dressed an eloquent speech to the Pope, in which he dwelt

upon the unjust and merciless character of the King of

England, who not only refused to his nephew those pos-

sessions which belonged to him of right, but who also

retained his brother, the Duke of Normandy, in sohtary

and endless imprisonment. Henry, who had been apprised

of the purpose of the council, sent costly presents to the

Pope and the clergy, and subsequently had an interview

with Calixtus, at which similar inducements were em-
ployed with success. The council looked with coldness

on the suit of Louis, and refused him the assistance he

demanded.

The friends of William of Normandy continued the war
with vigour, and Henry experienced several reverses. At
the siege of Eu, Baldwin, Earl of Flanders, the most ener-

getic and determined of the allies, was killed ; and finding

himself thus freed from one formidable foe, Henry deter-

mined to get rid of another by means which, on a former

occasion, had proved elBcacious. He sent messengers to the

Earl of Anjou, proposing that the marriage between his son

and the earl's daughter should take place immediately ; a
bribe of money was also added. The earl accepted the terms,

withdrew his forces from those of the King of France, and
the marriage soon afterwards took place.

* Sir Jame3 Mackintosh.
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The cause of the allies now rapidly lost ground. The

less powerful barons, wearied with the ill success of their

arms, or induced by prestnts, which were distributed with

a hivish hand by Henry, deserted one after the other, until

the French king was left to sustain the struggle almost un-

supported. During the desultory warfare which was carried

on between the opposing forces, an engagement took place,

which has been honoured with the title of the battle of

Brenneville, and which has been cited as a curious example

of the mode of warfare common at that time.

(a.d. 1119.) Louis having laid a scheme for surprising

the town of Noyou, Henry marched to the relief of the

place, and encountered a portion of the French army at

knights, who were taken prisoners. The number of dead'

in this engagement amounted only to two, or, as some say.,

to three knights. At this period the cavalry were encased

in lieavy armoiu-, which almost secttred the wearers from
blows of sword or lance, while, according to the usages of

chivalry, all knights, on whichever side they fought, wery
regarded as one brotherhood, and the object aimed at

in battle was not to dispatcli an adversary, but to take

him prisoner. These circumstances account for the number
of dead being unusually small as compared with the number
engaged ; though ui the battle of Brenneville the propor-

tion of the former S'.'ems to be less than in any other engage-

ment on record.

Shipwreck of Prince Williani, Son of Henry I.

BrennevUle. On the side of the French were four hundred

knights, while King Henry was attended by somewhat more

than that number. "William of Normandy, at the head

of a body of the French, made a gallant charge upon his

opponents, and penetrated through their ranks to the place

where Henry was standing. The English king was struck

on the head by Crispin, a Norman soldier, who had followed

the fortunes of AVilliam. Henry, however, was rather

excited than injured by the blow, and he struck his adver-

sary to the ground, following up his advantage with other

feats of gallantry. By this means he encouraged his troops,

and after an obstinate conflict the French were beaten off,

with the loss of their standard and one hundred and forty

The cliivalrous courtesies which at this period were com-

mon on the field of battle, present a striking contrast to

those deeds of inhuman barbarity which at intervals stained

the records of the age, and covered the perpetrators with

infamy. Juhana, an illegitimate daughter of Henry, had

been married to Eustace of Breteuil, who afterwards showed

symptoms of disaffection to the government of his father-

in-law. The king demanded as hostages two children of

the marriage, and in return a son of Harenc, one of his

nobles, was placed in the hands of Eustace. In a moment

of rage De Bre;euil put out the eyes of the child of

Harenc, and in this condition sent him to his father.

Harenc demanded vengeance, at the h.ands of the king, and
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the latter, iu reply, informed him that he might avenge

himself npon the children of Eustace, who were Henry's own

grandchildren. The infuriated Harenc immediately acted

upon the suggestion, and neither the youth uor innocence of

the children saved them from a barbaroas mi>tilation. Their

eyes were torn out and their noses cut off. Juliana, their

mother, driven to madness by this act of cruelty, watched

an opportunity, and discharged an arrow at the breast of

her father. Her aim, however, was unsteady ; the shaft

took no effect, and Henry caused his daughter to be sub-

jected to a humiliating punishment.

The battle of Brenneville was followed by a treaty of

peace, which was arranged, by the intervention of the Pope

Calixtus, between Louis and Henry. By this treaty, the

interests of 'William Fitz-Robert were entirely set aside,

and the whole of the duchy of Normandy was to remain

in the hands of Henry, whose son William was to render

homage to Louis for the possession of the duchy. By this

means the King of England evaded declaring himself a

vassal of the King of France—an act which, as Duke of

Normandy, he was called upon to perform.

Henry carried his son William into Normandy, where

he received his first arms, and was acknowledged as King

Henry's successor by the barons. He also obtained the

hand of the daughter of Fulk of Aujou. The bride was a

child of twelve years old, and the princs had but just pissed

his eighteenth year. These various matters being accom-

plished, and peace established on a tolerably secure footing.

King Henry prepared to return to England, (a.d. 1120.)

The fleet was assembled ali, Barfleur, and at the moment
when the king was about to embark, a man named Thomas
Fitz-Stephen advanced to speak with him, and, offering a

mark of gold, said, " Stephen, the son of Erard, my father,

served all his life thy father by sei, and he steered the vessel

which carried the duke to the conquest of England. ]\Iy

lord the king, I pray the3 to appoint r;s to the same office.

I have a ship called La Blanche-Ncf* which is well rigged

and fully manned." The king answered that, as regarded

himself, the choice of a ship was already made, but that he

would entrust the petitioner with the care of his two sons

and his daughter, with the nobles and attendants of their

train. The vessel in which Henry embarked then set sail

with a fair wind, and reached the English coast in safety on
the following morning. On board the Bhuiche-Nef were
the prince, his half-brother, Richard, and their sister, the

Lady Marie, or Adela, Countess of Perche, with other nobles

of England and Normandy, to the number of 110 persons,

besides fifty sailors. Before setting sail, three casks of wine
were distributed among the crew by the prince's order ; and
several hours were spent carousing, during which many of

the crew drank themselves " out of their wits." After night-
fall, and when the moon had risen brightly, the vessel left

her moorings, and proceeded with a soft and favourable
breeze along the coast. Fifty skilful rowers propelled her
on her way, and the helm was held by Fitz-Stephen. The
sailors, excited by wine, pulled stoutly, so as to overtake the
vessel of the king, when suddenly they fouud themselves
cntanglcfl among some rocks off Barfleur, then called the

Ras de Catte, and now known as the Ras de Catteville.

The Blanche-Nef struck on one of the rocks, and immedi-
ately began to fill. The cry of terror which broke from the

• 27ie WhiU Skip.

startled revellers passed through the calm night air, and
reached the king's ship at a distance of several miles.

Those who beard it, however, httle suspected its meaning,

and passed ©u their way unconscious of the catastrophe

whieh had taken place so near to them.

As the sbip staruok, the stout-hearted captain hastily

lowered a boat, and placing the prince with a few of his

friends therein, entreated him to make for the shore without

delay. The devotion of Fitz-Stephen was, however, without

avail. William heard the screams of his sister Marie, who
had been left on board the vessel, and he commanded the

boat to be put back to save her. Whea the order was

obeyed, the terrified passengers threw themselves into the

boat in such numbers, that the frail bark was immediately

upset, and all who were in it perished. In a few" moments

more the ship was also engulfed beneath the waters. The

only trace which remained of the wreck was the main-yard,

to which two men clung with the tenacity of despair; one

of these was a butcher of Rouen, named Berauld, and the

other a young man of higher bii-th, named Godfrey, the sou

of Gilbert de I'Aigle.

Fitz-Stephen, the captain, after falling into the water,

rose to the surfice, and swam towards the two men who
were clinging to the spar. "The king's son!" he cried,

" what has become of him ? " " We have seen nothing of

him," was the reply ;
" neither he nor any of his companions

have appeared above water." "Woe is me!" the captain

exclaimed, and immediately sank to rise no more. It was

in the month of December, and the coldness of the water

fast numbed the limbs of the younger of the two survivors.

King H'jnry bewailing the Loss of liis Children. Froman Illu:n'.iia-

tion engi-aved in "Strutt's Ecclesiastical Antiquities."

who at length let go his hold, and committing his companion
to the mercy of Heaven, disappeared beneath the waves.

Berauld, the butcher, the poorest of all those wdio had se$

sail in the Blanche-Nef, was the cnly one who survived ta

tell the story of the shipwreck. Wrapped in his sheepskin

coat, he supported himself until daybreak, when he was s?en

by some fishermen, who rescued him from his perilous situa-

tion. This occurred Nov. 26, a.d. 1120.

The news reached England on the following day, but no
man dared to tell the kJn;j of his bereavement. At length
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the courtiers tutored a little boy, wlio was seat in to thi

king, aad, falling at his feet, told him of the loss of the

Blanche-Nef, with all ou board. Heary is said to have

fainted at the news, and the historians agree in dwelling

upon the grief he felt—a grief so rooted that he was never

afterwards seen to smile.

The Euglish people appear to have regarded the ship-

wreok as a judgment of Heaven upon the vices of the prince

and the cruelties of his father. This view was strengthened

by the circumstance that the disaster took place, not in a

storm, but on a calm sea and under a tranquil sky. The

character of Prince AVilliam is represented by the chroni-

clers as that of a tyrannical and licentious youth. He is

said to have detested the people from whom his own mother

was descended, and to have declared that when he became

king he would bend the necks of the Saxons to the plough,

and treat them like beasts of burden. " The proud youth 1

"

.says Henry of Huntingdon, a contemporary writer ; "he

was anticipating his future reign, but God said, ' Not so,

thou impious one ; it shall not be.' And thus it happened,

that his brow, instead of being encircled with a crown of

gold, was dashed against the rocks of the ocean." It is

possible, however, that the historians gave too much im-

portance to the light words of a heedless youth, and we may
well be cautious in covering with infamy the name of one,

the last and best authenticated act of whose life was at

least noble and generous.

On the death of Prince William, the Earl of Anjou sent

messengers to Henry, demanding back his daughter Matilda,

together with the dowry which had been given to the king

on her marriage. Henry wilUngly consented to the return

of the princess to her father, but refused to give up any part

of the money. Fulk was thus furnished with a prete.'ct for

renewing his former connection with William of Normandy,
on whose future prospects the death of his cousin might

exercise considerable influence. The son of Duke Robert

was placed by Fulk in possession of the earldom of Mans,

and was again betrothed to Sibylla, the younger daughter of

the earl. Henry, who was fully apprised of these proceed-

ings, passed over into Normandy, and, after a year of

desultory warfiire, he made prisoners several of the chief

Norman barons, and detached Fulk of Anjou once more
from the cause of William.

In the year 1121, while Henry was still engaged in this

war, he married Alice, Adelais, or Adelicia, daughter of

Geoffrey, Duke of Louvain, and nearly related to the Pope
Calixtus II. The new queen was "a lady of excellent

beauty" and young, but no children resulted from the

marriage, and Henry found himself compelled to resign the

hope of leaving an heir male to his crown. In 1126 his

daughter Matilda became a widow, by the death of her

husband, Henry V. of Germany, and the king then deter-

mined to appoint her his successor to the throne of England
and the dukedom of Normandy.

Since the time of the ancient Britons, no female sovereign
had borne rule in England, and the native English, as well

as the Normans, were altogether opposed to a scheme whose
object was to place them under the government of a woman.
The power of Henry was, however, so firmly estabhshed
that the barons, who murnaured in secret, did not dare
openly to resist his will. Those among them who had the
greatest influence were conciliated by grants of land ; the
assistance of the clergy was already secured; and on

Chribtmas Day, a.d. 1126, a general assembly of the nobles

and higher ecclesiastics of the kingdom was convened at

Wi'adsor Castle, for the purpose of declaring the Empress
Matilda (as she was still called) the legitimate successor to

the throne. The clergy and the Norman barons of both

countries unanimously swore allegiance to her, in the event

of the king's death. Several disputes as to precedence took

place on the occasion, and one of these was remarkable as

having an importance beyond the mere question of court

etiquette. Robert, Earl of Gloucester, who was an illegiti-

mate son of the king, demanded to take the oath before

Stephen, Earl of Boulogne, who was the son of Adela, the

daughter of the Conqueror, and therefore nephew to Henry.

It is probable that both of these men aspired to the throne,

and that, while in the act of taking vows which they had no
intention of performing, each was anxious to have his rank

and standing determined. The legitimate birth of Stephen

pi'svailed over the nearer relationship of Robert, and the

Earl of Boulogne first took the oaths to maintain the suc-

cession of Matilda.

In the same year (1126) Fulk, Count of Anjou, departed

for the Holy Land, having first placed the government of

his country in the hands of his son Geoflrey, suruamed
Plante-Geuest, or Plantagenet, from his custom of bearing

on his helmet a sprig of yellow broom instead of a feather.

The young Count of Anjou is described as possessing

elegant and courtly manners, a noble person, and a reputa-

tion for gallantry in the field. These qualities recommended

him to the favour of King Henry, who personally invested

him with the order of knighthood. The ceremony took

place at Rouen with great pomp, and the king, according to

the custom of chivalry, presented lais son-in-arms with a

horse and a splendid suit of armour.

The Euglish king had frequently had cause to dread tha

opposition of the House of Anjou, and therefore he was
induced, not less by motives of policy than by his regard for

Geoffrey, to conclude an alUance with that powerful family.

He determined that his daughter Matilda should wed the

Count of Anjou. The marriage was concluded without the

knowledge of the barons, who afterwards declared their dis-

approval of it, and many of them made it a pretext for

breaking the oath of allegiance which they had taken to the

ex-erapress.

The marriage was celebrated in Rouen on August 26, a.d.

1127, aud the festival, which was marked with all the

splendour which the wealth of Henry could command, was
prolonged during three weeks. On the first day heralds

went about the streets commanding in the king's name that

all men whatsoever should take part in the festivities, and

that any man neglecting to make merry on the joyful)

occasion should be considered guilty of an offence again^

the king.

Meanwhile, William of Normandy had o'otained a posi-

tion of power and influence which gave Henry great un-

easiness. When Fulk of Anjou abandoned his connection

with the son of Robert, the cause of the latter was still up-

held by Louis, King of France. Charles the Good, Earl of

Flanders, the successor of Baldwin, was murdered by his

own people while attending a service of the church in

Bruges, and king Louis gave that county to William. The
Flemings, who at first received their new earl without

opposition, broke out into revolt after the departure of the

Fi'ench king, and sent to ask the support of Henry.
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William, hoivever, was not v/ithout supporters, and his

personal gallautry, joioed to high military taleats, gave him

the victory over the iasurgents in various encounters. His

career, however, was destined to be short ; iu an engage-

ment under the walls of Alost, in which he completely

defeated his opponents, the son of Robert received a wound

on the heal, which proved fatal within a few days after-

wards. He died on the 27th July, 1128, at the age of

twenty-six.

Heury was thus relieved from auy dread of the proten-

The last years of Henry's life were embittered by theso

dissensions in his family, and his health rapidly declined.

In the year 1135, ho received news of an iacuriion of tha

\Velsh, and while preparations were making for his return

to England he was seized with a sudden illness. Having

passed a day iu hunting at Lions-la-Foret, in Normandy,

he supped -late in the evening upon a dish of lampreys,

of which he was remarkably fond. An indigestion, which

resulted in a fever, was the consequence of this indulgence,,

and three days afterwards he expired (December 1,a.d. 1135},

,>^o$^c^-^

fions of his nephew, and he passed over into Normandy,
where he remained for several years in the society of his

daughter. In 1133, JLatilda gave birth to a son, who was
namcfl Henry, and who afterwards reigned iu England with
the title of Henry 11. Subsequently two other sons, named
Geoffrey and AVilUam, were the fruit of this marriage. On
the birth of his grandson, tiis king again endeavourel to
secure to his race the succession to the throne by causing
the barons once more to swear fealty to Matilda and to her
children. During Henry's stay in Normandy, various
quarrels took place between the ex-empress and her hus-
band, and the king had great difficulty in keeping the peace
between them. It would appear that Matilda seiz.'d every
opportunity of prejudicing her father against her husband,
who was exasperated at the king's refusal to place him in

immediate possession of Normandy.

His body was afterwards conveyed to Reading Abbey, which

he had himself founded, and was therj buried.

CHAPTER XL.
Accession of Stephen—A new Cliarter pissod -Conspiracy among the Nobles

—Battle of tlie .StaiiiiarJ—Landing; of Matil-U—rni;.risonnicnt of Stci^lieil.

The exertions made by Henry Boauclcrc to preserve to his

daughter the succession to the throne proved altogether

fruitless, and those solemn vows which he had exacted from

the barons, and with which he had endeavoured to fence

about the cause of Matilda, were of no avail. No sooner

did the news of the king's death re.ach Stephen of Blois,

than he instantly took measures for seizing upon the English

crown. Allusion has already been njade to this ambitious

noble, who, on taking the oaths of fealty to Matilda, had

caused himself to be recognised as the first prince of the blood.
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Stephen, Count of Blois, to whom WiUiam the Conqueror the Church, was made Abbot of Glastonbury, and subse

gave his daughter A.lela in inarriage, had several sons. Two quently appointed to the see of Winchester. Steph..-!

of these Heury and Stephen, had been invited to England ! received the hand of Maud, daughter and heiress of Eustace,

\

Tlio liattlo of the Standard. (See page IGO.)

by the late king, wlio had bestowed great favour and prefer-

ment upon them. B?anelerc, cruel towards his enemies, was

a firm and generous friend to those who happened to obtain

his good-wiU. Young Henry, who had been educated for

the Count of Boulogne. The connection was in tha highest

degree advantageous to Stephen. Immense estates in Eng-

land, as well as the earldom of Boulogne, came to him in

right of his wife, who. moreover, possessed a hold upon the
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jympathies of the English in cccsequenoe of her Saxon

descent. Mary, his wife's mother, was the sisii? of David,

King of Scotland, and of Matilda the Good, first wife of

Heury I., and mother of the empress.

At the time of the dispute with Robert of Gloucester on

the subject of precedence, Stephen professed that his grati-

tude to the king impelled him to be the first to offer alle-

giance to JlatilJa ; but his whole course of action at thi?

perioJ shows that his designs upon the English crown were

fully matured. He exerted himself to attain popularity

among the people, as well as among the barons. His

daring and gallantry secured him the admiration of the

Normans, while his affable and f;imiliar manners, joined to a

generosity without stint, obtained the affections of the

people.

On the death of Henry, Stephen landed in England

before the news could reach Matilda ; and though the

gates of Dover and Canterbury were shut against him,

he passed on without hesitation to London, where a ma-
jority of the people saluted him king with acclamations.

By the assistance of his brother, the Bishop of Winchester,

Stephen obtained possession of the royal treasure in that

city, amounting to £100,000 in money, besides considerable

stores of plate and jewels. The next step was to secure the

goodwill and co-operation of the clergy ; and in this respect

his brother, the bishop, again tendered his aid. Roger,

Bishop of Sarum, chief functionary of the kingdom, was

secured by bribes and promises, and these two ecclesiastics

endeavoured to prevail upon William, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, to administer the royal unction to the usurper. The

primate, who was a conscientious man, refused consent, and

a dishonourable expedient was then resorted to, to overcome

his opposition. Hugh Bigod, steward of the royal house-

hold, presented himself before the archbishop, and swore

that King Henry, on his death-bed, had disinherited his

daughter Matilda, who had offended him, and that he had

appointed his nephew, Stephen, to succeed him as the in-

heritor of his kingdom.

These oaths, which were common in the Middle Ages, and

which were so little real security when opposed to personal

interests, were, nevertheless, regarded nominally as of con-

siderable weight ; and a pretext was, therefore, necessary

for absolving the clergy and the barons from their vows of

allegiance to Matilda. This was supplied by Roger of

Sarum, who declared that those vows were null and void,

bi'causo the empress had been married out of the country

without the consent of the lords, who ha 1 expressly stipu-

lated that their opinion should be consulted in the disposal

of the hand of their future queen.

Silver Penny of Stephen.

The scTsral obstacles being thus overcome or set aside,

the Archbishop of Canterbury crownoi Stephen (December
26, A.D. 1135) at Westminster. Very few nobles attended
the ceremony, but there was no show of opposition. The
first act of the new king was to proceed to Reading to attend

the burial of his uncle, and from thence he passed on to

Oxford, where he held court, and summoned thither a

council of the prelates and clergy of the kingdom, whom
he required to swear allegiance to him. He permitted the

clergy to annex to their oaths an important condition, to

the effect that they swore to support his government only

so long as he should maintain the rights and liberties of the

Church. The barons also obtained the right of fortifying

castles upon their estates.

These concessions to the Church secured the favour of

the Pope, Innocent II., who soon afterwards sent letters to

Stephen, confirming his title to the throne. The words of

the Pontiff were as follows :
—" We have heard that thou

r \

p

y- nnotentui c^x•^oLc^

Signature and Seal of Innocent 11.

hast been chosen by the common voice and will of the people

and of the lords, and that thou hast received a blessing fi-om

the ministers of the Church. Considering that the choice of

so large a number of men must have been directed by Divine

grace, and that, moreover, thou art closely related to the

deceased king, we are well pleased with the course taken in

thy behalf; and we receive thee with paternal affection as a

son of the blessed Apostle Peter, and of the holy Roman
Church."

Still further to secure his position, Stephen passed a

charter closely resembling that issued under similar cbcum-

stiinocs by his predecessor. He endeavoured to conciliate

all the estates of the realm : to the clergy he promised that

vacant benefices should immediately be filled up, and that

their revenues should in no case be applied to the purposes

of the crown ; to the nobility he pledged his word that the

royal forests which Henry Beauclerc had appropriated to

himself should be restored to their ancient boundaries
;
and

to the people he eng.iged to remit the tax of Danegelt, and

to restore the laws of King Edward. Stephen also made

lavish gifts of money and lands to those about him, and

during the first jear of his reign the land rejoiced once

more in plenty and prosperity. " To such means," saya

Ilolinshed, " .are princes driven that attain to their estates

more through f;ivour and support of others than by any

good right or title which they may pretend of themselves.
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Thus the government of this prince at the beginning was

nothing bitter or haughty to his subjects, but full of gentle-

ness, lenity, courtesy, and mildness."

Matilda and her husband Geoffrey experienced no better

fortune in Normandy than in England. The Norman

nobility were influenced by the same reasons as formerly,

in desiring a continuance of their union with the crown of

England ; while, at the same time, an hereditary animosity

existed between them and the people of Anjou. When
Geoffrey Plantagenet entered Normandy for the purpose

of enforcing the rights of his wife Matilda, the Normans

applied for assistance to Theobald of Blois, eldest brother

of Stephen (a.d. 1136). As soon as Stephen obtained

possession of the English throne, they transferred their

allegiance to liim, and put him in possession of the govern-

ment of the duchy. The homage which, as feudal sovereign,

was due to Louis VII., ICiug of France, he accepted from

Eustace, Stephen's eldest son, instead of from the English

king himself; and Louis also betrothed his sister Constantia

In proportion as the privileges of the nobles were ex-

tended, the condition of the people became once more one

of oppression and misery. Petty wars broke out among the

rival barons, who made incursions into each others' terri-

tories, and practised unbounded rapine upon the towBS and

villages. Some of the more powerful chiefs declared that;

the promises made to them by Stephen on his accession had

not been fulfilled ; and they seized various parts of the

royal estates, which t.hey asserted were their due. Among.

these was Hugh Bigod, whose act of perjury had se-

cured the coronation of Stephen, and who now revolted

openly against the king, and took possession of NorwicI'

Castle.

Tlie insurgents had not yet learned to aco in concert, and'

Stephen soon recovered the estates which Lad been seized.

The spirit of sedition, however, v.-as not repressed
;
new-

disturbances were continually taking place, and the country-

remained in a state of anarchy.

In the year 1137, Robert, Earl of Gloucester, having

Great Seal of Stephen,

to the young prince. The Count of Blois consented to

resign his claim for a yearly pension of 2,000 marks, and

Geuffrey of Anjou was compelled to conclude a truce of two

years with Stephen, receiving, also, a pension of 5,000 marks.

Robert of Gloucester, the natural son of Henry, enter-

tained the strongest feeUugs of hostility to Stephen. He
appears, however, to have directed his efforts against the

usurper rather in support of the claims of his sister, Matilda,

than of any pretensions of his own. On the elevation of

Stephen to the throne, Robert found it necessary to take

the oath of allegiance, since a refusal to do so would have

resulted in the loss of his estates in England, and of that

power which he proposed to use in his sister's behalf. He
therefore offered to do homage on condition that the kin|[

fulfilled all his promises, and never invaded any of the

rights of Robert. Thus a pretext was afforded for revolt at

any moment, and the Earl of Gloucester, who was a man of

considerable abilities and military reputation, occupied him-

self in promoting a spirit of disaffection among the nobles.

The right which the English barons had obtained of erecting

fortified castles was exercised to the utmost. Strong for-

tresses rapidly arose in all parts of the kingdom, and were

garrisoned Tfith licentious soldiery, native and foreign.

organised an extensive confederacy, quitted his estates, and
having crossed the Channel, sent to the king a formal letter

of defiance. Other great barons also, on the ground that

the promises made to them had not been fulfilled, renounced

their homage, and retired to their strongholds, ^tephen

displayed at this crisis the higuest valour and activity, and

a desultory warfare took place between the king and his

disaffected nobles.

In March, a.d. 1138, David, King of Scotland, crossed

the Tweed at the head of an army which he had collected,

from every part of his kingdom, to defend the title of his

niece, Matilda. The chroniclers describe the Scotch army

as a wild and barbarous multitude, many of whom, gathered

from the recesses of the highlands, were men fierce and

untutored, half clad, and with only the rudest weapons of

war. Tliis undisciplined host passed through Northumber-

land into Yorkshire, devastating the country, and com-

mitted unheard-of barbarities upon the miserable in-

habitants. It is related of them that they behaved after

the manner of wild beasts, slaying all who came in their

way, sparing neither old age in its helplessness, nor beauty

in its spring, nor the infant in the womb.
The fury of these massacres exasperated the northern
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nobility, who might otherwise have been disposed to join

the King of Scotland. Thurstan, Archbishop of York, au

a"ed man, seemed to derive new youth from the crisis which

demanded the exertion of his energies. He shook off the

weight of years, and, organising an army, he earnestly ex-

horted the barons and the soldiers to defend their country-

men from the ravages of the invaders. William, Earl of

Mbemarle, Eoger Jlowbray, Robert de Ferrers, William

Piercy, AValter L'Espec, and others of their compeers

assembled their troops, and encamped at Elfer-tun, now

called Northallerton, about half-way between York and

Durham, and there awaited the arrival of the enemy. The

advance of the Scots had been so rapid that Stephen, who

was occupied with repressing the rebellion in the south,

had no time to reach the scene of action.

The Scottish army, the first division of which was led

by Prince Henry, sou of David, crossed the Tees in several

divisions, bearing as a standard a lance, to which was fixed

a bunch of the " blooming heather." They did not form,

as was the case with more disciplined armies, distinct bodies

of horse aud foot, but each man brought to the field of

battle such arms as he could obtain. With the exception

of the French or Norman knights whom the King of Scot-

land brought with him, and who were armed, cap-a-pie,

with complete suits of mail, the great mass of his soldiers

displayed a disorderly equipment. The men of Galloway

and other parts cf the west wore no defensive armour, and

bore long and sharp pikes or javelins as their only weapon.

The inhabitants of the lowlands, who formed the chief part

of the infantry, were armed with spears and breastplates

;

while the highlanders, who "wore a bonnet adorned with

plumes, aud a plaid cloak fastened at the waist by a leathern

belt, appeared in the fight with a small wooden shield on

the left arm, while in the right hand they bore the claymore

or broad sword. The chiefs wore the same armour as their

soldiers, from whora they were only distinguished by the

length of their puunes,

The Anglo-Norman barons, anxious to invoke on their

behalf the ancient siiperstit ons of the English, caused the

banners of St. Cuthbert of Ii--rham, St. John of Beverley,

and St. Wilfrid of Ripon, to be brought from the churches

in which they had remained since the time of the Con-

queror, and erected them in the midst of the camp. The

mast of a ship was set up in a car with four wheels ; at the

top of the mast was fixed a crucifix, attached to which was

a silver box, containing the sacramental wafer, or eucharist,

and round it were hung the banners of the three English

saints.

This standard, froui which the battle has taken its name,

was erected in the centre of the position. The knights of

the English army were ranged beside it, having first sworn

to remain united, and to defend the sacred symbol to the

death. The Archbishop of York, who was prevented by

illness from appearing in the field, sent a representative in

the person of Rauulpb, Bishop of Durham, who, as the

Scots were heard approaching, placed himself at the foot

of the staiulard and read the prayer of absolution, the whole

army kneeling before him. The attack was made by the

men of Galloway, who rushed impetuously on the English

infantry, and broke their ranks ; the cavalry, however,

remained firm round their stan''ard, and repulsed the

charges of 'ibe Scots with great slaughter. Meanwhile

the bowniazi of Yoricshire and Lincolnshire rallied from

their confusion, and poured in flights of arrows upon the

enemy, while the Norman knights, protected by their heavy
armour, were receiving the attacks of the brave but un-
disciplined natives of the north. The Scots maintained the

contest for two hours, but at leugth they were thrown into

confusion by a charge of the Norman cavalry, and were
compelled to retreat as far as the Tyne. At the battk

of Northallerton, which was fought on the 22nd August,

A.D. 11S8, the loss of the Scots is stated to have been 12,000

men.

Three days after this defeat, the King of Scotland arrived

at Carlisle, where he rallied his scattered forces, and subse-

quently laid siege to AVark Castle, which fell into his bands.

Notwithstanding the result of the Battle of the Standard,

the counties of Cumberland, Westmoreland, and North-

umberland remained for many years free from NormaQ
dominion, and attached to the kingdom of Scotland.

EfEgy of Kogor, Bishop of Sanmi, in the Nave of Salisbury

Cathedral.

Roger, Bishop of Sarum, the story of whose elevation tD

the favour of Henry I. has been already related, was at this

time possessed of vast wealth and influence in the kingdom.

He was a munificent patron of the arts, and expended large
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sums ia the erection of magnificent cliurches and other

l)ublic -works. Architects, artists, and men of letters were

secure of liis favour, and the wealth, which was often ob-

tained by not the most honest means, was at least bestowed

:ii a manner beneficial to the age in which he Uved. Roger

'aad rendered good seryice to Stephen at the time of his

accession to the throne, and the king had rewarded him

with repeated and valuable gifts. It would appear, how-

ever, that these possessions were heaped upon the bishop

less for his own use than with the view of being available

for the royal purposes wheuever the king might choose to

seize upon them.

The nobles of the court had not witnes=>cd without envy

the increasing power and magnificenoo of the Bishop of

Sarum ;
and at the time when Stephen was menaced by

an invasion from the Continent, they circulated a report

that the bishop was in league with the conspirators. The
king, who wanted money, was glad of a pretext for seizing

the possessions of Roger, and ordered him to be arrested,

together with his two nephews, Alexander, Bishop of Lin-

coln, and Nigel, Bishop of Ely. Nigel made his escape,

and took refuge in the castle of Devizes, but Roger and

Alexander were taken, and confined in separate dungeons.

A quarrel which had previously taken place between some

of the bishop's retainers and those of the Earl of Brittany,

formed the ground of the chief accusation, which was that

the bishops had violated the peace of the king within the

limits of his court. Stephen demanded the surrender of

all tlieir castles, as an atonement for the offence ; and, after

considerable opposition on the part of the two bishops, the

demand was generally complieel with. The Bishop of Ely,

however, still refused to surrender the castle of Devizes
;

and Stephen commanded that Roger and the Bishop of

Lincoln should receive no food until the castle was given

up. By the king's order Roger appeared, wasted with

fasting, before the gales of Devizes, and implored his

nephew to surrender , and, after a delay of three days,

the Bishop of Ely at length yielded, to save the Uves of his

relatives. f* ^
These proceedings excitert the utmost indignation among

the prelates and clergy of the kingdom, and Henry, Bishop

of "Winchester, who had been appointed legate of the Pope,

cited his brother, the king, to appear before an ecclesiastical

synod at Winchester, to answer for his conduct. Alberio

de Vere attended before the council as the substitute of

Stephen, and the bishops having persisted in demanding
Reparation for the insult to the Church, De Vere appealed

in the king's name to the Pope, and,' drawing hLs sword,

declared the assembly to be dissolved. A series of disasters,

wliicli soon after endangered the life ind the crown of

Stephen, were, in a great measure, to be referred to this

determined opposition to tlie clergy. The synod at Win-
chester was held in September (a. d. 1139), and three

months afterwards, Roger, Bishop of Sarum, died at an
advanced age, his end having probably been accelerated by
the mortifications h3 had suffered.

On the 22nd of September, in the same year, the Empress
Matilila landed in England, accompanied by Robert, Earl

of Gloucester. The latter immediately proceeded with a

small escort to the castle of Bristol, where he occupied

himself in collecting his followers. Matilda was received

into Arundel Castle by Adelais, widow of Henry I., who
offered her protection. Stephen, having been a-p^rised of

this circumstance, surprised the castle, and took both the-

ladies prisoners. In pursuance of one of those chivalrous

impulses of which the records of the Bliddle Ages afford sc

many examples, the king caused I^lutilda to be escorted in

safety to her brother Robert, and restored to Adelais the

possession of her castle.

A civil war now raged throughout the country. Th^
Norman race in England were immediately split up into

two factions, and each man looked with distrust upon his

neighbour, uncertain whether to regard him as a friend or

an enemy. JIany of the barons of the west and north

declared for JlatiJda, and recalled the oaths they had taken

to Stephen ; while many of the more rapacious lords, to

whom the iDublic good was a matter of no concern, kept

aloof from both parties, and occupied themselves with

seizing the property of the farmers and citizens. The
chronicles of the time are filled with the atrocities which

were committed at this period throughout the length and
breadth of the land, which was desolated in every direction

by violence and rapine.

Stephen having failed in an attempt to take the town cf

Bristol, which was strongly fortified, turned his forces to

the east, where a formidable insurrection had broken out,

headed by the Bishop of Ely. On the very spot where

Hereward, the Saxon, had erected his fort of wood, a camp
was formed by the Norman adherents of ^Matilda, who en-

trenched themselves behind ramparts of stone and wood.

Stephen conducted his attack in the same manner as had

been done by William the Conqueror. He built bridges of

boats, by which his soldiers passed over, and put to flight

the troops of Nigel.

The bishop fled to Gloucester, where Matilda had assem-

bled the greater number of her adherents. During the

absence of Stephen in the east, the flames of revolt were

raging throughout the west, and churches as well as castles

were fortified by the insurgents for the purposes of defence.

The bishops are represented as having not scrupled to take

part in these military operations : they were seen, as in the

time of the Conqueror, mounted on chargei^s and clad in

suits of mail, bearing a lance or a truncheon in their hands,

directing the attacks of the soldiers, and drawing lots for a
share of the booty.*

In llil, Stephen displayed the utmost activity in march-

ing against his enemies. After having crossed and recrossed

the country, ho appeared before the castle of Lincoln, which

was in the hands of the adherents of Matilda. The towns-

people, however, favoured the king's cause, and, in opposi-

tion to the garrison, assisted him to lay siege to the fortress.

Meanwhile the Earl of Gloucester had collected an army

of 10,000 men, and in the hope of effecting a surprise,

marched rapidly to Lincoln, and appeared before the be-

sieging troops. Stephen, however, had been apprised of

his coming, and having drawn up his forces in battle array,

placed himself at their head. The contest was unequal

;

most of the royal cavalry deserted to the enemy, and, among
the rest of the army, many of the troops wavered in their

allegiance. In such a case defeat was inevitable. Stephen

fought with desperate valour, but after haviog broken both

his sword and battle-axe, he was made ijrisonir by the Earl

of Gloucester.

The Empress Matilda, forgetting the gscsrosity she had

GestaSlqpli.
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experienced at the hands of the king, ordered him to be

/oaded -srith chains and imprisoned in the keep of Bristol

Castle. This defeat was disastrous to the royal cause.

Jlany of the Norman nobles and of the clergy, among

whom was Henry of Winchester, the king's own brother,

gave in their adhesioa to the cause of Matilda. The support

of the bishop is said to have been gained by a promise

blessing upon all who should follow her cause, and a curse

on those who should oppose it.

Having taken possession of the royal treasure which

remained at Winchester, JNIatilda, after some delay, pro-

ceeded to Loudon, where she arrived at midsummer. She

was of Saxon descent, and the unhappy citizens, gi'oxind

down by taxation, hoped to obtain from her some release

Stephen t^sken Prisoner. (See page 167.)

cn the part of the empress that he should be placed in the

position of her chief minister, and should have the disposal

of all the vacant benefices of the Church.

On the day after this bargain was concluded, the grand-

daughter of the Conqueror made her triiunphal entry into

Winchester. She was received at the gates by Bishop

Henry, at the head of the clergy, who conducted her to

ike cathedral; and the brother of Stephen pronounced a

of the burdens with which they were oppressed. But

MatUda's good fortune soon rendered her disdainful asd

arrogant ; and it is said by an old historian that when those

men to whom she owed her elevation bowed down before

her, slie did not rise from her throne, and their requests

were frequently met by a refusal. It is, therefor3, scarcely

matter for surprise that, when the citizens oJ London

J entreated her to take pity on them, she answered with a
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frown, and one of her first acts was to impose a heavy tax,

or taillage, in addition to the burdens witn which they were

already afflicted. The empress seems to have possessed a

malignant nature, which found vent in injuries inflicted

eq^ually on friends and enemies. Henry of Winchester, who

may have felt some compunction at the part he had acted

towards his brother, desired that his nephew Eustace, the

son of Stephen, might be put in possession of his hereditary

rights, one of which was the earldom of Boulogne ;
Matilda

replied to the request with an insulting denial. Many other

acts of arrogance, as impolitic in a queen as they were dis-

graceful in a woman, were exhibited towards her best friends

;

and when the wife of Stephen, who was Matilda's own

the attack, and not daring to risk a conflict where the ipim

bers were so greatly against them, and which would nave to

be carried on in narrow streets, where every advantage would
,

be on the side of their enemies—made no attempt at resist-
',

ance, but hastily seized horses, and galloped off at full speed.

Matilda had scarcely quitted the town, when the enraged

populace forced their way into her apartments, and seized or

destroyed whatever they found there.

As the ex-empress sped on her way, the barons and

knights who accompanied her one by one detached them-

selves from the escort, and, consulting only their own safety,

fled across the country, or along cross-roads, towards their

strongholds. She arrived at Oxford with the Earl of

The Empress Matilda and the Queen of Stephen.

cousin, appeared in her presence, and entreated that her

husband might be restored to liberty, the empress drove the

sorrowing wife away in tears.

CHAPTER XLI.

Reign of Stephen continued—Flight of Matild.i from London—Release of

Stephen—Siege of Oxford—Midnight Flight of Matild.a—Death of the

Earl of Gloucester—Landing of Prince Henry—Truce between Henry

and Slephea—Death of Stephen.

Matilda was making ready for her coronation in perfect

security, when a rising of the people, as sudden as it was

unanimous, resulted in driving her from London in the utmost

haste, and without even so much as a change of raiment. An
alarm sounded from all the steeples of the City, and imme-

diately every street was filled with an excited multitude of

the people. From the doors of every house men came forth,

armed with such weapons as they could procure. The

empress and her Angevins*—startled by the suddenness of

n
' rcople of Anjou.

Gloucester and a few followers, whom motives of policy,

or a regard for their knightly honoiu-, still held attached to

her fortunes. The citizens of London attempted no pursuit

of the fugitives. Their revolt appears to have been a sudden

outbreak of popular indignation rather than the result of any

preconcerted arrangement, and was not followed by any

further measures of a similar kind. The Norman adherents

of King Stephen soon afterwards re-entered London, and,

having obtained the consent of the citizens, by the promise

of an alliance with them, garrisoned the city with troops.

The only privileges obtained by the citizens in consequence

of the insurrection were the permission of enlistment to the

number of one thousand men, and of fighting in the cause of

the king, wearing a helmet and hauberk. Queen Maud, the

wife of Stephen, proceeded to London, and there held court.

She was a woman of gentle and amiable character ; but her

lot was cabt in evil times, and she displayed the energy and

courage, of a man in her efforts to nhtairi her husband's

liberatior..
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The Bishop of Winchester, whom Matilda, in her short

day of power, had so grievously offended, no sooner per-

ceived the tide of fortune tm-ning against the empress, than

ho desorted her cause, and once more declared himself in

favour of his brother. He hoisted the banner of Stephen

i.n the -.vails of Winchester Castle, and on his palace, which

had been fortified with all the engineering skill of the age.

Other castles within his diocese, including those of Waltham

and Farnham, were strongly garrisoned. An interview

took place at Guildford between the bishop and his sister-

in-law, Queen Maud, whose entreaties probably removed

any hesitation he might feel as to his course of action. ^
Matilda, having become aware of these transactionsrsent

the bishop a haughty message to appear immediately in her',

presence." The prelate sent back the messenger with the

answer that ho was "making himself ready for her"—an

expression which had a double meaning. Matilda marched

with her followers to Winchester ; but the bishop, leavmg

his palace defended by a strong garrison, quitted the town

as she entered it, and proceeded to place himself at the

head of his vassals, and of the knights wbo had agreed to

fight under his standard. The castle of Winchester was

given up to, Matilda, and she summoned around her those

barons who'still adhered to her causa. Among these were

Robert of Gloucester, the Earl of Chester, the Earl of

Hereford, and David, King of Scotland, imcle to the

empress.

The troops under these leaders laid siege to the episcopal

palace, which stood in the heart of the city. The bishop's

g-arrison, having set fire to ttic adjoining houses, which

might have served as places of defence to the assailants,

retired into their fortress and waited for succour. Mean-

while, the Bishop of Winchester had received an accession of

strength from the troops of Queen Maud, among whom were

the citizens of London, to the mimbor. as already mentioned,

of one thousand. Marching rapidly to Winchester, the bishop

surprised the troops of the empress, who wore compelled to

entrench themselves in the chui-ches, while Matilda her-

self, with her chief nobles, took refuge in the castle. Thus

tho besiegers were iu turn besieged; the sanctuary was

not respected by the warlike Bishop of Winchester, and the

churches were burnt down iu order to force the occupants

from their place of refuge. Tho imhappy inhabitants

suffered extreme misery while this murderous warfare was

going on in then- streets; they were plundered by boih of

tho opposing factions, their goods seized without redress,

and their homes burnt down or ransacked.

The castle, which was completely surrounded by the troojjs

of the bishop, sustained a siege of six weeks, by which time

the provisions of the garrison wore exhausted. A daring

expedient was determined upon by the empress as the altcr-

nat i vo of an unconditional surrender. The 14th of September

.A.D. 1111) was the feast of the Holy Rood or Cross, on

which, as on other festivals of tho church, it was the custom

for antagonists in the field to desist from hostOities. At

daybreak on that day, when tho besieging troops were asleep

or engaged in preparing for their devotions, Matilda stole

out from ilTvca-stle, accoinpanied by her brother, tho Earl of

Gioncestcr, and a small but chosen escort. Mounted on

fleet horses they made their way through tho troops of the

bishop, and fled at full speed along tho road to Devizes. A
lot pursuit was immediately set on foot, and Uie fugitives

•woro overtaken in tho neighbourhood of Stourbridge. Find-

ing escape impossible, the Earl of Gloucester and the knights

who were with him turned upon their pursuers and kept

them at bay, while the empress urged on her horse and
arrived in safety at Devizes. After a gallant resistance the

earl with several of bis companions were taken prisoners.

JMatdda pursued her way without delay from Devizes to

Gloucester. It is related that, exhausted by her rapid flight,

or desirous of avoiding danger on the road, she feigned

death, and caused herself to be conveyed in a hearse or

litter. This story, however, is improbable in itself, and

rests on indiffereut foundation. The knights who escaped

from the engagement at Stourbridge abandoned their arms

and horses, and passed through the towns on foot, so that

they might not be recognised. The worst enemies they had

to fear were not the adherents of Stephen who pursued

them, but the Saxon peasantry, whose hatred against the

Normans, of whatever faction, had been kept alive by a long

series of cruelties and acts of oppression. The fugitives,

notwithstanding their disguise, were betrayed by their

foreign accent, and they were attacked wherever they went

by the English, who bound them with cords and flogged them

along the roads with knotted whips. The King of Scotland

escaped in safety to his kingdom, and the Earl of Hereford

succeeded in reaching Gloucester Castle, where, however, he

arrived in miserable plight, without arms, and almost without

clothes. The Earl of Gloucester was brought before the

queen of Stephen, who ordered hira to be confined in

Rochester Castle. We are told by the best authorities that

Maud did not retaliate upon the earl for the harsh treat-

ment he had inflicted upon her husband, but that she

permitted him every indulgence consistent with his safe

custody.

About a month after the capture of the Earl of Glouces-

ter, a treaty was concluded between the belligerents, by

the terms of which the king was exchanged for the earl,

and thus the leaders of both armies regained their liberty.

Stephen resumed his title and the exercise of the royal

authority over the eastern and midland counties, which

were the parts of the country iu the possession of his

adherents. Normandy no longer acknowledged the rule of

the English king. During his imprisonment the duchy had

submitted to Geoffrey of Anjou, who soon afterwards re-

signed it in favour of his eldest sou Henry.

The resummion oi autnoritv bv Stephen rendered it

necessary ior the c'lergy to renounce, in form at least, their

vows of allegiance to IMatilda. Finding themselves in a

position of embarrassment and diificuity, an ecclesiastical

council was convened at ^Vestminster, for the purpose of

debating on the subject. The Bishop of AVinchester, as the

legate of the Pope, exhibited a letter from Innocent, desiring

him to use every means in his power to restore his brother

to liberty. The bishop then proceeded to justify the

measures he had adopted in support of Matilda. He said

that he had espoused her cause, not because he had desired

to do so, but because circumstances impeUed him to that

course of action. Matilda had not fulfilled her promises,

but had used him with contumely, and even made attempt?

against his fife. He therefore considered that he was ab-

solved from the oaths he had taken to her, and at liberty to

restore his allegiance to the king. Stephen, who was

present at the assembly, then spoke to the same effect. He

alluded to the disgrace the nobles endured in being governed

I by a woman, and declared that he had never withheld
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justice from those of his subjects who asked for it. The

majority of the council acknowledged the authority of the

Pope's letter, and the legate proceeded to excommunicate all

the adherents of that cause to which he had himself so lately

been attached. Stephen was thus restored to power ; but a

lingering illness prevented him for some time from pursuing

aggressive measures towards his enemies.

During this time the country wore an aspect of woe and

desolation. All kinds of depredations were committed by

the soldiers of Brabant, the Flemings, and other foreigners,

with whom the land was overrun ; while the Auglo-Xorman

nobles raised funds for the expenses of the civU war by selling

'their English estates, together with the miserable inhabitants.

So great was the terror excited among the people by this

state of things, that we are told that a considerable body of

room or dungeon specially set apart for these purposes, and

filled with instruments of torture, and with iron chains so

heavy that it required two or three men to lift them. " You
might have journeyed," says the authority already quoted,

" a whole day without seeing a living person in the towns,

or in the country one field in a state of tillage. The poor

perished with hunger, and many who once possessed property

now begged food from door to door. Every man who had

the power quitterl England. Never were greater sorrows

poured upon this land."

Alarmed at the increasing power of Stephen, MatUda

sent the Earl of Gloucester to her husband, Geoffrey of

Anjou, entreating him to bring his forces to her aid. The

earl replied that his presence was necessary in his own

dominions, but expressed his willingness to send his son,

/p^j;f;^rV^n

Revolt of the Citizens of London against MatiUla. (See pajje 169.)

them would take to flight at the sight of three or four horse-

men. Stories dark and dread were currently reported of

cruelties practised by the Normans upon those who fell into

their power. Those prisoners who were suspected to possess

property of any kind were subjected to unheard-of tortures

to compel them to give up their hoards. Some were sus-

pended by the feet, while fumes of smoke were made to

ascend about their heads ; others were tied at some distance

from the ground by the thimibs, wliile their feet were scorched

by fire ; or were thrown into pits filled with reptiles of

different kinds ; sometimes they suffered the dislocation of

their limbs in what was called the chamhre a crucir :* this

was a chest lined with sharp-pointed stones, in which the

victim was fastened up.f Many of the castles contained a

• Tortuie-chamber. t Cliron. Sax.

Prince Henry, in his stead. Some months' delay ensued,

and then Henry, with the earl his uncle, quitted Normandy

with an inconsiderable force, and effected a landing in

England.

Meanwhile, Stephen, having recovered from his illness,

collected an army and laid siege to the city of Oxford, where

Matilda had assembled her followers (a.d. 1142). The town

fell into his bands almost immediately, and was set on fire by

the royal troops. The empress had retreated into the castle,

which was a place of great strength ; but, as had been the

case at Winchester, it proved to be insufiiciently victualled.

The fortress was completely surrounded and cut off from all

supplies from without, and after a siege of three months the

empress found herself compelled to make her escape in the

same manner as before.
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One night in December, -when the ground was covered

with snow, Matilda quitted the castle at midnight, attendal

by four knights, who, as well as herself, were clothed in

•white. JMore fortunate than on the previous occasion, the

party passed through the lines of their enemies entirely

unobserved, and crossed the Thames, which was frozen over.

The adventurous daughter of Beauclerc then pursued her

way, sometimes on foot, sometimes on horseback, to Wal-

lingford, where she joined the army of her son and the Eaxl

of Gloucester.

After having taken Oxford Castle, Stephen encountered

the forces of the Earl of Gloucester at Wilton, and was de-

feated, the king himself having a narrow escape of a second

imprisonment. A desultory warfare ensued, which lasted

during three years, without any important advantage to

either side. Prince Henry remained during this time at

Statue of Stephen in the Choir of York Cathedral.

Bristol Castle, in the company of his uncle, the Earl of

Gloucester, and in 1147 returned to Normandy. Soon after

his departure, Robert of Gloucester died of an illness result-

ing from alternate excesses and privations. Deprived of the

aid of her half-brother, who had governed her affairs with
undoubted abiUty, Matilda found her position become every

day less secure. One by one her most faithful partisans fell

away, stricken down by disease, or weary of the contest

;

and among those who died was the Earl of Hereford, one of

the ablest and most powerful defenders of her cause. At
length tlie ex-empress determined to pass over into Nor-
mandy, there to concert with her husband and her son fresh

measures for renewing the struggle. Emboldened by her
absence, Stephen made vigorous attempts to re-establish his

power upon a firm basis; and for this purpose ho endea-
voured by stratagem, as well as by force, to obtain posses-

sion of various strongholds wliicli had been seized and for-

tified by the barons. The efforts thus made to reduce these

haughty chiefs to submission met with little success, and
the king's own adherents were ill-disposed to support a,-

policy which they foresaw might one day be extended tol

themselves.

On the death of Linocent II. (September 24, 1143), the

office of Legate of the Holy See was transferred from the

Bishop of Winchester to Theobald, Archbishop of Canter-

bury. The archbishop, having proceeded to the Council of

Rheims in opposition to the royal command, was banished

from the court. This impolitic act of Stephen was attended

by consequences which show the extraordinary power pos-

sessed by the clergy over the rude and licentious men of that

age. Hugh Bigod, the Earl of Norfolk, one of the adherent*

of JilatUda, received the exiled prelate under his protection

;

and Theobald issued a sentence of excommunication against

all the followers of the king, and the whole of the country

which acknowledged his rule was declared without the pale

of the Church. The order was obeyed by the clergy to the

letter : the churches were closed, the services of religion sus-

pended, and men died unhouselled in consequence of the

refiLsal of the priests to perform their functions.

The ruthless Normans, familiar from their childhood with

bloodshed, trembled before what they regarded as the wrath

of Heaven ; and the enslaved English regarded as their worst

misery the decree which deprived them of ghostly consolation

.

While the laud was suffering from disorders—which in this

history have been briefly glanced at, but which are fully

described in the pages of the chroniclers—the stately edifices

of religion scattered throughout the country attracted to

themselves, as to a centre, not only aU the superstition, but

the piety, the learning, and the virtue of the age. Built on

the bank of some gentle stream, defenJed from storms by

surrounding hills or dense woods, rose the solemn walls o_"

the abbey church, gladdening the eyes of the traveller -with

the certainty of rest and protection : the one peaceful spot

Ti'hich, amidst the surrounding storm and violence, offered

shelter to the weary, and pointed the hope of the sorrowing

to heaven.

Those charitable institutions, which in later and happier

times had a separate existence, were, in the twelfth century,

included withiu the walls of the religious houses. Each

monastery of note contained its hcspital ; and the study of

medicine was cultivated by the monks as well as by the

women of that age. When the terrible disease of leprosy

was carried into this country from Palestine—an event which

appears to date from the time of the First Crusade—various

hospitals, which partook of the hallowed character of monas-

tic establishments, were built for the reception of the sufferers.

The leper, cut oft" by law from aU intercourse with general

society—as is the case still in countries where this scourge

prevails—was received into these houses, where, in the com-

pany of his brethren in calamity, and subjected to no re-

straints but those of the conventual rule, he might lead his

monotonous life engaged in the services of religion, and in

the enjoyment at least of comfort and tranquillity.

The hospitals attached to the monasteries also received

within their walls those who were wounded in the frequent

battles or forays of that turbulent period; and it would

appear that those who needed the surgical assistance of the

monks in these and similar cases were tended with a degree

of care and kindly feeling in agreeable contrast to the

common temper of the age, and with aU the skill of
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Avbich the monks were possessed. These hospitals were

fret|uently of uoble, or even of royal foundation, and were

often possessed of great wealth. One of the first of these

religious lazar- houses of which we have any record, was

the hospital of St. Giles, which received during this and

the following centuries Dumerous rich and important

endowments. Henry II. granted to it a charter, and gave

a sum of £3 yearly to buy its inmates a distinctive habit.

It was at the gate of this establishment that, towards the

close of the fourteenth century, v/hen the gallows was

removed from the Elms to " the north land of the wall

belonging to the hospital," the singular custom was

observed of presenting to criminals, on their way to

execution, a large bowl of ale, called the " St. Giles's

bowl."

While it is probable that the interdict of the Archbishop

of Canterbury did not interfere materially with the offices

of charity and mercy which, in addition to those of reli-

gion, were performed by the monks, it is, nevertheless,

easy to understand why such a proclamation might be

attended with serious inconvenience even to that part of

the laity who cared nothing for the services of religion.

The discontent throughout the country became so loud,

that Stephen was compelled to make overtures to the arch-

bishop for a reconciliation. After some delay, the primate

accepted the terms, and the ban of the church was removed
from the royal dominions. The king, who, in the interval,

had learnt the expediency of securing the favour and
adhesion of the clergy, made large donations to the

churches and monasteries, and promised to extend these

gifts, and add to them certain important privileges as soon

as the kingdom should be placed in a condition of peace

and security.

Two years after the reconciliation with the archbishop,

Stephen convened at London a general assembly of the

higher ecclesiastics, and demanded that his eldest son,

Eustace, should, with their authority, be acknowledged as

successor to the throne. The bishops, headed by the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, refused positively to comply with this

demand. As the legate of Rome, the archbishop had com-
municated with the Pope on the subject, and had received for

answer that Stephen was a usurper, and had not the right

possessed by legitimate sovereigns of transmitting the crown
to a successor. E.xasperated by a refusal which followed

his efforts at conciliation, Stephen ordered the bishops to

be placed under arrest, and their benefices to be seized.

This, however, was only a temporary outburst of anger,

and appears to have been to some extent justified by the

open defiance given by the prelates to the sovereign to

whom they had sworn allegiance.

The king soon found himself menaced by further dangers
from Normandy. In the year 1119, Prince Henry, the sou
of Matilda, had landed in Scotland, attended by a retinue
of knights and nobles, for the purpose of receiving the
order of knighthood from his relative, the King of Scotland.
David, at that time, held his court at Carlisle ; and Henry,
who had just attained his sixteenth year, received his

spurs at that place in the presence of a vast assemblage
of barons from various parts of England, as well as from
Scotland and Normandy. The gallant bearing and cha-
racter of the young prince is said to have produced the
most favourable effect upon those who witnessed the cere-

mony, and wa.s afterwards contrasted with that of the son

of Stephen, to the disadvantage of the latter. Henry, having
returned to Normandy in the year 1150, was placed in pos-
session of the government of that duchy, and on the death
of his father, Geoffrey Plantagenet, which took place im.

mediately afterwards, the prince received the earldom of
Anjou. The latter province was conferred unon him with
the stipulation that he should resign it in favour of his

younger brother on the day when he should become king.

He swore solenmly to this effect over the dead body of his

father; but the oath, as was the case with many other kingly

oaths of those days, was violated without compunction when
the time came for its fulfilment.

In the year 1152, Henry married Eleanor, Alienor, or

Aanor, the divorced wife of Louis VII. of France, and
daughter of AVilliam, Earl of Poitou and Duke of Aquitaine.

According to the laws of those provinces, Eleanor succeeded

her father in the exercise of sovereignty, and her husband,

though a foreigner, shared the same rights. Eleanor v.-as

married, in 1137, to Louis, Iving of France, who exercised

control over her domains so long as he remained united to

her, and he garrisoned the towns of Aquitaine with soldiers

and officers of his own. The queen had given birth to two
daughters, and the union had lasted several years without

interrujition, when Louis determined to make a pilgrimage

to Palestine, and his wife, whose uncle Raymond was Duke
of Antioch, accompanied him on the journey. In the ac-

count ahready given of tlie First Crusade, allusion has been

made to the low state of morality which prevailed in the

camps, and it would appear that even the Queen of Franco
was not exempt from the evil infiuences by which she was
surrounded. Eleanor, who was possessed of remarkable

beauty, displayed great freedom of manners, and she was
accused, whether justly or otherwise, of an improper con-

nection with a young Saracen knight named Saladin. On
the return of the court from the Holy Land, in the year 1152,

Louis called a council of the clergy at Baugency-sur-Loire,

and demanded a divorce from his wife. The cause of the

king was pleaded by the Bishop of Langres, who offered

evidence of the offences committed by the queen. The
Archbishop of Bordeaux, however, while assenting to tho

king's request, proposed that the separation should take

place in a manner less fatal to the reputation of Eleanor

—

namely, on the ground of consanguinity between the parties.

It was discovered by the prelates—rather late—that the

queen was the cousin of her husband within the prohibited

degrees. This, however, was the only ground on which the

laws of the Church permitted a divorce, which, under any
circumstances, was only granted to princes.

Eleanor, who regarded her husband as " more a monk
than a king," assented readily to a separation ; and on the.

marriage being annulled, she s^et out for her own domains,

and remained for a while in the town of Blois. The repu,

dialed wife seems to have had no want of suitors, and lather

found a difficulty in protecting herself from their impor-

tunities. Theobald, Earl of Blois, the brother of King
Stephen, offered her his hand, and haviug met with a

refusal, he detained the duchess a prisoner in his castle,

with the determination of marrying her by force. Sus^

pectiug his design, Eleanor cscajied from the castle by

night, and descended the Loire in a boat, reached the

city of Tom's, which at that time belonged to the duchy of

Anjou.

Geoffrey of Anjou, the second son of Matilda, hearing of
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the arrival of the duchess, and tempted, probably, by her

vast possessions, deterniioed also to make her his wife, and

placed himself in ambush at the Port de Piles, on the Loire,

to intercept her as she passed, and carry her off. Eleanor,

within a few weeks after her divorce (May 18). The con-

duct of the young prince in this transaction does not appear

in a very delicate or chivalrous light ; and it is evident that

motives of policy alone could have induced him to marry a

Flight of Matilda from Oxford. (Soo page l72.)

however, " warned by her good angel," turned aside, and

Itook tlie roarl to Poictier.!. Here Henry, with more courtesy

than his brother or tlio Earl of Blois, presented himself to

her, and the offer of his lund being accepted, married her

woman who, however beautiful, was considerably older than

himself, and whose reputation was certainly not without

stain.

By tliis alliance Henry received the titles of Duke of
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Aquitaine and Earl of Poitou, in addition to those which he

had previously possessed. His domains now considerably

exceeded in extent those uf the French king ; and Louis,

alarmed at the increase of the Norman power, forbade
;

Henry—who, as Duke of Normandy, was his vassal—to

contract the marriage with Eleanor. Henry, however, paid

no regard to the prohibition, and the French king was com-

pelled to accept the new vows of homage which the prince

now offered him for the territories of Aquitaine and Poitou.

These oaths—which were, in fact, little else than matters of

form—had been for many years the only bond which re-

mained between the ancient Frankish kings and the lords

of those provinces which extended between the Loire and

the two seas. The country, called Gaul by the Romans,
[

had, in the seventh century, already become known among
^

neighbouring nations umler the general name of France
;

position of a successful rival, and they joined the army which

the French king marched into Normandy. Henry, how-

ever, made a vigorous defence, and having repulsed thu

attacks of the French with isuccess, he obtained a truce.

Meanwhile the Earl of Chester had arrived in the duchy

from England, bearing with him a message from a number

of chiefs of the Plantageuet party, who invited Henry to

take possession of the throne in his own right. The earl

declared this to be the unanimous will of the people ; and

the prince responded to the call, and, without waitiug to

organise a large force, he immediately set sail for England.

The army with which he landed numbered about 140

knights, and 3,000 infantry ; it was composed, however, of

picked men, and was well disciplined. Many of the barons

of the kingdom immediately joined his standard, bring-

ing with them considerable reinforcements ; and Henry

Meeting of Stephen and Prince Henry at Wallingford.

but in the country itself this appellation was not yet

recognised.

The great and rapid increase of power thus attained by
Henry Plantagenet, necessarily excited the hopes of his

mother, and of her adherents in England, who were grati-

fied by the prospect of renewing the contest with Stephen

in favour of a young prince whose gallantry and abilities

offered the best prospect of success. The English lung

foresaw the approaching danger, and had no difficulty in

perceiving that Henry would command many more sup-

porters in England than would have ranged themselves

under the standard of the haughty Matilda. Stephen,

therefore, concluded an aUiance with Louis of France, as

well as with the Earl of Blois, and with Geoffrey of Anjou,

Henry's younger brother. The two latter willingly took

up arms against one who occupied to both of them the

! marched his forces to AVallingford for the purpose of

giving battle to the king. Meanwhile, Stephen had made

great exertions to oppose his adversary, and endeavoured,

by bribes and other means, to detach the barons from his

cause. Some of the latter, who had declared for Henry,

no sooner heard with what a small force he had ventured

into England, than they returned to the side of the king.

The war between the opposing factions was carried on in

the same manner as before—castles were besieged and

taken, and towns carried by assault, plundered, and burnt.

The English, driven from their homes, or flying from them

in terror, built huts under the walls of the churches, in

the hope that the sacredness of the place would protect

them. No such considerations, however, restrained the

belligerents, who expelled the people from their sanctuary,

and turned the churches into fortresses. On the steeples.
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wkeuoe the sweet sounds of bells were wont to give the

.-nil to praj'er, were now placed the frowning engines of war.*

The army of Stephen, which had marched from London,

occupied the left bank of the Thames at Walhngford, oppo-

site to the troops of Henry. The opposing forces remained

in this position during two whole days without coming to

an engagement, and during the pause which thus took place,

negotiations were entered into between the two princes. It

would appear that even the Norman nobles had become

tired of the horrors of a civil war which had lasted fifteen

years, and the Earl of Arundel did not hesitate to say that

it was unreasonable that the calamities of the nation should

be continued further through the ambition of two princes.

Other lords, on both sides, expressed the same sentiments,

and entreated the king and the prince to meet together for

the purpose of arranging terms of peace.

An interview took place between the two chiefs, who con-

versed with each other across a narrow part of the river

Thames, and ultimately agreed to desist from hostilities,

pending the conclusion of a treaty which was to be ai-ranged

at a general council of the kingdom. Prince Eustace, the

only son of Stephen, was seized with indignation at the

prospect of an arrangement which would, probably, exclude

him from the throne, and, instantly quitting his father's

presence, he proceeded into Cambridgeshire, recklessly deter-

mining to maintain his right by arms. Having gathered

together a band of lawless followers, he seized possession of

'the abbey of St. Edmund, ejected the monks, and placed there

his head-quarters. He occupied himself in plundering the

neighbourhood, and the property so obtaiued was expended

in rioting and other excesses. This state of tilings, however,

v/BS of short duration. One day, when the prince was

eeatod at a banquet, he was seized with a sudden and violent

illness, or frenzy, of which he died. The memory of St.

Edmund, king and martyr, was held in the highest venera-

tion by the Enghih people, and the death of the prince was

attributed by them to the vengeance of Heaven provoked

by the outrage he had committed upon the sanctuary of

the saint.

Stephen now had less difficulty in agreeing to terms which

would be acceptable to Henry. The king had, indeed, one

son remaining, but he was too young to be aware of how
much his interests were concerned in the arrangements about

to be made. The council of the kingdom was held at

Winchester, November 7th, 1153, and it was finally deter-

mined that Stephen should hold possession of the throne

during his life, and that after his death the succession should

devolve upon Henry and his heirs. This treaty, which was
sworn to by the clergy, nobles, and knights of both parties,

is described by different writers i^s ditfereut points of view.

Some historians say that Stephen adopted Henry as his

son, and gave the kingdom to him after his own death
;

while others assert that the king acknowledged the heredi-

tary right of Henry, who thereupon gave him permission

to reign during his life. It is worthy of remark, that we
find the various boroughs regarded in connection with this

treaty as of some importance, ana that they were called

upon to take the oaths of allegiance in the same manner as

tile barons. The officers of the most important of the royal

castles gave hostages to Henry for the surrender of those

strongholds to hin^ when the king's death should take place.

The tieaty having been concluded, Henry and Stephen
made a progress together through the country, visiting the

cities of London, Winchester, and Oxford. Everywhere
they were received with unfeigned joy by the people, who,

whatever might have been their sentiments with regard to

either of the two princes, welcomed the chance which placed

them side by side with sheathed swords.

Henry proceeded to the Continent at the time of Lent,

115i, and in the month of October in the same year Stephen

died at Dover, in the fiftieth year of his age, and the nine-

teenth of Ms reign. He was buried at the monastery of

Faversham, in Kent, and his tomb was afterwards destroyed

when the monasteries were suppressed by the command of

Henry VIII.

CHAPTER XLII.

Accession of Henry II., surnamod Piaiita^anet, a.d, 1154—Reasons of his

Popularity— Resumption and Destruction of Castles—Expedition to

Toulouse.

At the time of the death of Stephen, Henry Plantagenet

was engaged in a desultory warfare against some of his

rebellious vasci^; in Normandy. Secure in the strength of

' Gcsta Steph.

Statue of lljury II. in the Choir of York Cathedral.

his party in England, and in the certainty that his succes-

sion would not be disputed, he remained to brino- the affairs

in which he was engaged to a successful termination, and

then proceeded to take possession of the vacant throne.

The news of his arrival, which took place six weeks after

the death of .Stephen, was received with general satisfaction

by the people, who were induced to hope, from the lineage

as well as the character of the new king, that his rule would

be just and impartial.

The Saxon race, faithful to their old traditions, dwelt

with satisfaction upon the Saxon blood which had been
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transmitted to Henry by his mother, Matilda. They forgot

the haughty character of the empress-queen, and remem-

bered only that she, and, through her, their new sovereign,

was descended from Alfred the Great. Writers of the time,

who either believed sincerely what they wrote, or were paid

to influence the people in favour of their sovereign, affirmed

that England now once more possessed a king of English

race ; that akeady there were many bishops and abbots of

the same race, while of chiefs and nobles not a few had

sprung from the intermixture of Norman and Saxon blood.

They therefore held that the hatred hitherto existing be-

tween the two races would henceforth rapiilly disappear.

The opinions thus hopefully expressed were not justified

by the actual circumstances, nor were they realised for a :

considerable time afterwards. It was no doubt true that
j

since the time of the Conquest many Saxon women had

been forcibly espoused by the Normans, but it would appear
|

that the children of such marriages were far from regard- ,

ing themselves as the brethren of the Saxon people whom

the Norman dynasty would receive from the intermixture

of the two races. He encouraged the popular feeling with

regard to his Saxon birth, and evinced no displeasure when
the English monks, in describing his genealogy, avoided all

allusion to his descent on the father's side. " Thou art a

sou," they said, "of the most glorious Empress Matilda,

whose mother was Matilda, daughter of Margaret, Queen of

Scotland, whose father was Edward, son of King Edmund
Ironside, who was great grandson of the noble King Alfred."

Predictions also were discovered, or invented, tending to

raise stiU further the hopes of the people in the prosperity

which would attend the new reign—hopes not destined tf>

be realised. One of these prophecies, couched in the alle-

gorical form in which such dark sayings were usually put

forth, was attributed to King Edward the Confe.ssor on his

death-bed. That such stories produced their effect upon

the minds of men may serve to show the superstitious

tendencies of the age. It is related that one of the old

chroniclers, in his attempt to reconcile the two races, re-

Great Seal of Henry II.

they saw oppressed and degraded by the conquerors. They
regarded their English blood as a stain which they were

anxious to conceal by more than common harshness towards

the nation from which their mothers had sprung.

In the early part of the reign of William the Conqueror,

he had endeavoured to remove discord from the two nations

.under his rule by promoting matrimonial alliances between

them, and to this end he had o2"ered women of his own
country to some of the more powerful Saxon lords who re-

mained free. Marriages of this kind, however, were few,

and when the increased power of the Normans had reduced

ths conquered people to a condition of servitude, no Enghsh-
man was considered sufficiently noble to bo worthy of the

hand of a Norman woman. The few men of Saxon race

who, by dint of flattery and subservience, succeeded in

gaining the favour of the Norman princes, and in retaining

possession of wealth and power, bore no proportion to the

mass of their countrymen, who were reduced to slavery.

Nor can it be supposed that the character of such men
would prompt them to exertions in favour of their less

fortunate kinsmen.

Henry II., however, was fully aware of the support which

produced a statement copied from a writer still more ancient,

to the effect that WLUiam the Conqueror was himself de-

scended from Edmund Ironside. " Edmund," said the

chronicle. " had, in addition to his two sons, an only

daughter, who was banished the country for her licentious

conduct, and whose beauty having attracted the attention

Silver Penny, Henry II.

of Duke Robert of Normandy, she became his mistress, and

gave birth to William, surnamed the Bastard."

It was evident that the people had every desire to sepa-

rate Henry from that hatred which they si ill cherished

towards the Norman race ; and they designated him as the

cornor-stcne which was to unite the two walls of the state.

On the other hand, the Norman nobles ?aw their king in

his true character as the descendant of ths Conqueror, and
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they knew that their own position was secure in the posses-

sion of wealth, power, and civil privileges.

AV'lien Henry landed in England, attended by a splendid

escort, the people flocked to meet him, and tendered their

coutT.itulations. The cavalcade entered the royal city of

Winchester amidst the acclamations of the crowd, the Queen

Eleaoor riding at the king's side. Having received the

homage of the barons, the royal party proceeded to London,

and on the 19 th of December the coronation took place at

Westminster.

The first act of the new king was to assemble a council.

many cases obtained possession of the castles and domains
of the Norman adherents of Matilda, and had been confirmed

in their titles by Stephen. The Norman nobles found them-

selves driven out, and their mansions fortified against them
in the same manner that they themselves had seized the

dwellings of the Saxons. When, therefore, the Braban^ons

and the Flemings were expelled by Henry, the whole of the

Anglo-Normans experienced great exultation. " We saw
them," says a contemporary writer, "re-cross the sea, called

back from the camp to the field, and from the sword to the

plough ; and those who had been lords were compelled to

Henry II.

at which a royal decree was issued, promising to the people

those rights which they had enjoyed under the reign of

Henry I., and the laws which that king had restored.

Stephen was declared to have been a usurper, and all the

institutions originated by him were at once abolished.

Measures were taken to suppress the practice of false coin-

ing, which had become very common during the late reign
;

and the general currency having deteriorated, a new coinage
was issued of standard weight and purity.

The Braban(;ons and other foreign mercenaries who had
become established in England during the civil war, had in

return to their old condition of serfs."* The Normans who
thus made a jest of the humble origin of the Flemings,

forgot that their own fathers had quitted occupations of a

similar kind to follow the fortunes of the Conqueror not

a hundred years before. The men of the dominant race,

who had acquired titles and estates in England, had

driven from their minds all recollection of their former

condition, and of the means by which their present

eminence was obtained, although few of them could

• Rud. dc Dioeto.
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boav a favourable comparison ia these respects with the

later usurpers whom they reviled. The Saxons, however,

ilid not forget the humble origin of their oppressors, and

they -were accustomed to say of an arrogant earl or bishop

of Nsrman origin, " He torments and goads us in the same

manner that his grandfather used to beat the oxen at the

plough."*

The grants of land which had been made during the reign

of Stephen, hal impoverished the state to such an extent

that the revenues were inadequate to the support of the

crown. Various gifts .ilso had been made duriug the brief

reign of Matilda, who found it necessary to reward her

followers in the same manner as had been done by Stephen.

Soon after the truce between Henry and tlie late king, a

treaty had been signed at Winchester, according to which

Stephen agreed to resume possession of the royal domains,

which had been given to the nobles or taken by them

forcibly ; the only exceptions being grants of laud to the

Church and to Prince William, the surviving sou of the

king. The provisions of this treaty had, however, not been

carried out ; and Henry, who had pressing need of money,

and, at the s,ame time, was determined to curb the growing

power of the barons, called a council, and demanded the

right to resume the domains of the crown. The council, on

receiving the representations made to them of the king's

necessities, gave then- consent to the measure, and Henry

placed himself at the head of a considerable force, for the

purpose of expelling those barons who might refuse obedience

to the order of the council. In this manner he passed

through the country, reducing the fortresses one by one,

and, as fast as they came into his hands, causing them to

bo levelled with the ground. The castle of Bridgenorth,

which was in the possession of Hugh de Mortimer, was

stoutly defended by that chieftain ; and during the siege,

which lasted for some weeks, the king's life was saved by

the self-devotion of one of his vassals. Henry was directing

the attack in person, and had inc.iutiously ventured under

the castle walls, when an archer was observed taking aim at

him. Hubert de St. Clair, one of his followers, immediately

threw himself before the king, and received the arrow in

his own breast. Henry supported him in his arms, and

St. Clair in a few moments expired, entreating the king's

protection for his only daughter, a child of tender years.

The charge was accepted, and in after years was honourably

fulfilled.

After considerable labour and many delays, Henry fully

accomplished his designs. He destroyed the castles of

Henry of Winchester, the brother of Stephen, who was

compelled to quit the country. Other powerful chiefs, in-

cluding the Earls of Albemarle and Nottingham, were also

deprived of their estates ; and the King of Scotland resigned

his territories in the north of England in return for the

earldom of Huntingdon, which was conferred upon him by
Henry. It is related that more than 1,000 castles and

strongholds, many of which were in the hands of men who
grievously oppressed the people, or of licentious Roldieriiwho

lived by plunder, v.-ere destroyed in the course of this ex-

pedition. This act alone must have been of incalculable

benefit to the country, and justified, to some extent, the

expectations which had been formed from the character of

the new monarch

.

>..D. 1156.—Geoffrey Plantagenet, the brother of Henry,

• Roper of Hovedea.

j

having called upon him to fulfil the oath which he had taken

I over the dead body of their father, to relinquish the earldom

of Aujou, received a refusal. It is stated that Henry had

been aksolvcd from his oath by the Pope , but whether this

be so or not, he had no intention of giving up any part of

I

his vast possessions. Geolfrey, naturally indignant at being

I deprived of his right, and supported by the court of France,

declared war against his brother, and obtained possession of

several fortresses.

Henry crossed the Channel with a considerable force, and

having done homage to tlie French king, persuaded him to

resign the cause of Geoffrey. The English army, composed

of men of Saxon descent, rejoiced at the opportunity of

indulging in their long -desired vengeance against tho

Normans ; and they engaged in the war with so much vigour

and success, that the cause of Geoffrey rapidly lost ground,

and he was compellesl to sue for terms of peace. A treaty

was concluded, by which the younger brother resigned all

claim to his lands and the title of the Earl of Anjou, in

return for a pension of 1,000 English or 2,000 Angevin

pounds. In the following year (1157) he was elected to the

government of Nantes.

H.aving reduced his brother to submission, Henry made a

progress through his Continental provinces, attended by a

splendid retinue, and was received everywhere with accla-

mations. Henry surrounded himself with the pomp and

magnificence of royalty, in a manner which had never

before been witnessed in his dominions, and which was

equalled by no other monarch of his time.

A.D. 11.57. — Having r^jturned to England, the king

marched an army into Flintshire for the purpose of reducing

the Welsh, who still fought bravely for independence, to

permanent submission. No opposition was made to hia

advance until he reached the mountainous district about

ColeshUl Forest. Here the English troops were suddenly

attacked by a large force, while passing through a narrow

defile, where it was impossible to form in order of defence.

The slaughter was very great. Several wealthy Normal

:

nobles and knights of fame were dragged from their horses,

and put to the sword ; the Earl of Essex, the royal standard-

bearer, threw down the standard, and took to flight. Had
the king not displayed those military talents which were

hereditary in the family of the Conqueror, he wotdd probably

have shared the fate of his nobles, and the whole army

would have been lost. Henry, however, drew his sword, and

rushing into the midst of his flying troops, forced them to

turn upon their assailants. Ultimately he fought his way
through the pass, and collected his forces together in the

open country. Owen Gwynned, a chief of the mountaineers,

attempted to decoy him once more among the mountains ,

but Henry took his way to the sea-coast, and passed along

the shore, building castles wherever an opportunity presented

itself, and clearing portions of the country from the dense

forests with which it was covered.

After a campaign of a few months, the Welsh gave in

their submission to the king, and did hom<ige for their

territory. On the departure of the invaders, however, the

mountaineers resumed their former attitude of hostility,

and made incursions in the surrounding country, at inter-

vals, for many years afterwards. In consequence of his

fiigiit at the battfc of Coleshill, the Earl of Ecsex was
pubficly accused of treason and cowardice by Eobert de

Montfort. The question was referred tc a ti-ial by arms, or a
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I'.uel between the accuser and accused, in the presence of the

king and his court. The Earl of Essex was defeated in the

combat ; but tbe king, instead of sentencing him to death,

as was customary in such cases, contented himself with

his election. Lower Brittany included men of two distinct

races, one of which spoke the Celtic or Armorican lan-

guage, and the other the Roman language, which has been
already described as forming, in the twelfth century, the

seizing the estates of Essex, and condemning him to pass

the rest of his life as a monk in Reading Abbey.

Geoffrey Plantagenet did not live long to enjoy the

common language of France and Normandy. The latter

people formed the majority of the dwellers in the towns,

and the city of Nantes, among others, was inhabited by
j| !.-_• l._ T'l.^ 4-n^^ «,«^..i-. .i.ii-firttoinarl O tl lIlVl^f^T^fa

Geoffrey Plantagenet did not live long to enjoy the and the city ot JN antes, among oioers, -was muauiucu uj,

dignity of his new government of Nantes. At the time of
I

them exclusively. The two races entertained an inveterate
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hostility towards each other, and, oa the electioa of
,
before the walls of Nantes, and compelled the citizens to

Geoffrey the people of Nautes maintained a government ' expel Couan, and to pay allegiance to himself. Henry then

altcether distinct from that of the Armoricaa lords. On garrisoned the town with a body of his troops, and took

the death of Geoffrey (a.d. ll.JS), the city fell under the possession of the rest of the country betweeu the Loire uiid

authority of Conan, the hereditary Count of Brittany, who the Vilaine.

also possessed estates in Yorkshire, with thj title of Earl of
;

Anticipating the alarm this great increase of his territory

Becket at the head of Seven Hundred Knights. (See page 182.)

Richmond. Henry then set up a claim to the free city of

Nantes, as a portion of the inheritance to which, as the

heir of his brother, he was entitled. Henry was actuated

by the prospect of getting possession of the whole of

Brittany, and affecting to regard Duke Conan as a

usurper, confiscated his estate and title of Richmond. Then
crossing the Channel with a large array, the king appeared

16

would cause in the French court, Henry sent there as am-

bassador Thomas a Becket, and afterwards fdlowed in

person, and a treaty was concluded, by which the French

king undertook to maintain his neutrality. Louis, after his

divorce from Eleanor, had married Constance of Castile,

who had born to him a daughter. Henry affianced his eldest

son to the young princess, who was delivered up to one of
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the Anglo-Norman barons, and her dower was confided to

the custody of the knights of the Temple, to be restored on

the celebration of the marriage.

Henry then proceeded to secure the possession of the

whole of Brittany by an alliance with Conan, to whose

daughter, tien but five years old, he affianced his youngest

son, Geoffrey, who was only eight years of age. By this

treaty Conan was placed in possession of Brittany for hLs

life, on condition that at his death the fuiun; husband of

his daughter was made heir to his power. The fears of the

French king were aroused once more by this alliance, which

it was evident would one day place the whole of western

France under the power of the Anglo-Normans. Louis

attempted to procure the Pope's interdict of the marriage, on

file ground that Conan was the descendant of a bnstard

daughter of the grandfather of Henry II. The Pope Alex-

ander III., however, refused to recognise such consanguinity,

and the marriage was celebrated in the year IICG.

Not satisfied with the success which had hitherto attended

his schemes of aggrandisement, Henry took jjrooeedings to

obtain the earldom of Toulouse, preferring a claim in right

cif his wife, which certainly was without any just foundation.

^V'illiam, Duke of Aquitaiue, the grandfather of Eleanor,

had married Philippa, the only daugliter of William, Earl

<if Toulouse. That portion of the Salic law which precluded

a female succession being in operation in the country, the

fither of Pliilippa sold the province to his brother, Raymond
of St. Gilles, whose posterity subsequently held possession of

it. At the time of Eleanor's marriage with Louis, she had
insisted upon her right to the earldom of Toulouse, and her

liusband had marched an army. to defend the claim. The
carl, Jiowever, concluded an alliance with Constance, sister

of the King of France, and by this means retained possession

of his power.

Henry now proclaimei his right to the earldom on the

.same ground that Louis had previously [ireferred. Ray-
mond of St. Gilles, grandson of the contemporary of the

Conqueror, prepared to defend his patrimony, and applied

for assistance to his brother-in-law, the King of France.

While Louis was making ready to take the field, Henry
adopted a measure, to which may probably be traced the

decline of the feudal system in England. According to the

laws, the service of a vassal to his sovereign in the field

was limited to forty days—a period which wouhl liave been

nearly consumed in transporting the English troops to the

scene of action. Heury, therefore, determined to levy a

sum of money in lieu of the services of his vassal.-;, both in

lOngland and Normandy, and to apply the sum no raised to

organising a body of troops, which would be free from all

authority but his own, and would be ready to follow him
without any limit of time. This tax was called the scitta;/e,

and amounted to three pounds English, or forty Angevin
shillings, for each knight's fee. There are stated to have
been 60,000 of these fees in England, which would, there-

fore, yield £180,000, an immense sum in those days.

The array thus raised by Henry was composed, for the

most part, of the ijifintry of the Low Countries, who were
already distinguished for their stubborn resolution and
gallantry in combat. The king was accompanied by
Thomas a Beckct, who had lately been made Chancellor of
England, and also by .Alalcolm, King of Scotlaml, and Ray-
mowl. King of .\rragon, with whom Henry hail formed an
."Iliancc. The town of Cahors was quickly reduced, and the

English army marched upon Toulouse, which was defended

by the citizens under Raymond, in conjunction with a small

body of troops which the King of France had marched to

their assistance.

Becket, who, although in holy orders, marched in war-
like equipments at the head of 700 knights and men-at-
arms, displayed great energy in the field. He advised the

king to take advantage of the weakness of the garrison, to

make an immediate attack upon the place ; but Henry,
whose audacity was tempered by profound calculation,

hesitated to commit an act in direct defiance of those feudal

laws in whose support he had himself the strongest interest.

As Earl of Anjou, Henry was the hereditary Seneschal of

France, and he asserted that he could not make an attack

upon the troops of his feudal suzerain.

A second French army advancing to the defence of Tou-
louse, Henry raised the siege, and committing the command
of his forces to Becket, returned with a small body of troops

into Normandy. Thither the chancellor soon afterwards

followed him, having taken possession of a few castles on
the banks of the river Garonne. A campaign ensued, which
lasted for a few months, on the frontiers of Normandy ; and
was concluded in the year ] ICO by a treaty, according to

the terms of which, the eldest son of Henry did homage to-

Louis for the dukedom of Normandy.
The condition of the people of Langueaoc and the sur-

rounding country, from this time, began rapidly to decline.

Placed between two great jiowers whose rivalry resulted in

frequent acts of hostility, the inhabitants attached them-

selves first to the cause of one and then to that of another,

according to circumstances, and were by each alternately

protected and deserted, betrayed and sold. From the time

of the twelfth century, the people of the south enjoyed no

tranquillity, except when the kings of France and England

were at war. " We rejoice," said the troubadours in their

songs, " when peace is broken between the Easterlings and
the Tornes,"* under which namas they described the French

and English. They possessed an early civilisation ; but they

appear to have been too much devoted to the pursuits of

pleasure and the dreams of romanc-a to be fitted for self-

government. In addition to tli3 disturbances which they

suffered from without, they were engaged in perpetual

quarrels amongst themselves. They were fond of war, but

rather for the excitements it atforded than for the purposes

of ambition. They lo.ved the pomp and splendour of the

tented field—the armour flashing in the sun—the turmoil

and the struggle, the honour and reward. At a word frum

a fair lady, they were ready to fly off to Palestine, to en-

gage in a quarrel about which they cared little, or were

equally willing to risk their lives in hazardous and fool-

hardy achievements at home. They were a people in whom
the gifts of imagination, and a taste for the beautiful in art

and nature, were not restrained by prudence. Actuated

by no spirit of union or foresight, they were content to

bask carelessly in the passing sunshine, regardless of the-

future.

The peace between Henry and the King of France only

lasted one month. The queen, Constance, died without

leaving a son, and Louis, anxious to obtain an inheritor of

his throne, contracted a union within three weeks after-

'- F, ip'pldi ^luan la trcR.-x es fracha

Dola Estcrlins e deU Tomes."—/>i>c>tei da 'Trouiachuri.
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wards with AJclais, niece of Kiug Stephen aud bister of

the Earl of Blois. By this alliauce with his enemies, Heary

perceived that his own connection with the French king

was endangered, and having secretly obtained the authority

of the Pope, he caused the marriage of his son Henry, who

was seven years old, and the daughter of Louis, to be

immediately solemnised. Henry, then, according to the

terms of the treaty, obtained the dowry of the princess

from the knights Templars, who were not prepared to resist

at once the authority of the Pope and the power of the

English king. Louis immediately declared war, and ban-

ished the Templars from his kingdom. Henry contented

himself with defending his territories from the attacks

made upon them until peace was once more concluded,

through the intervention of the Pope.

At this period (a.d. 11G2), as had already b3cn the case

on a previous occasion, there were two Popes. One of these,

Victor IV., occupied the papal chair at Rome, under the

protection of the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa of Ger-

many; and the other, Ale-xander IIL, was living in exile

in France. The latter was generally regarded in that

country and in England as the legitimate pontiff, and

Henry and Louis alike acknowledged his authority, vying

with each other in offers of protection and in reverence. It

is related by the Norman chronicler that when the two

kings mat the Pope Ali;xanler at the town of Courcy-sur-

Loire, tliey dismounted from their horses, and each taking

hold of one of the bridle reins of his mule, walked at his side

on foot, and so conducted him to tlie castle.

The reconciliation thus effected was followed by a brief

period of tranquillity, both in England and Normandy, and

when the flame of war again broke out, its origin was to be

referred to no foreign enemy, but to the machinations of a

man whom Il.-iiry had raised to the heiglit of power and
dignity.

CHAPTER XLin.
Keign of Henry II. coutiuued—Career and Deatk of TUomas Ji Becket.

Among the yeomen of Saxon race whose necessities com-
pelled them to seek the service of tlie Norman barons as

esquires or attendants, was a man whose romantic his-

tory, no less than the extraordinary career of his son, caused

his n:ime to become famous to a degree which rarely happened
in those days to one of obscure birth. Gilbert Becket was
born in London in the reign of Henry I. It would appear
that his real na ne was Beck, and that his Norman mas-
ters changed it into Becket, which was corrupted by the

Anglo-Saxons into Bockie. At the beginning of the twelfth

century Gilbert Bjcket, or Beckie, followed his lord to the

Holy Land. After having taken part in the ordinary
dangers and sufferings of the soldiers of the cross, Gilbert
was made prisoner and reduced to slavery. In this condition
the Saxoa yeoman attracted ',;: notice of the datighter of a
Saracen cliief, and gained her love. With her assistance,

he succeeded in eflecting his escape, and returning to
England. Tlie payiiim dam.sel, however, found lierself

unable to live without him, and she determined to find
her way to the distant country, whither he had told her
he was going. She knew only two words of English, which
were London and Gilbert. With the help of the former
she obtained a passage in a ship which carried returning
pilgrims and traders

; and by means of the latter—running

from street to street, and repeating ''Gilbert! Gilbert! "

amidst the wonder and derision of the crowd, she found the

man she loved.* Gilbert Becket appears to have received

her tenderly and honourably, aud having asked the advice

of the clergy, he caused her to be baptised, and having

changed her name to that of Matilda, he married her. The
strange circumstances of this marriage caused it to become

famous througliout the country, aud it was made the subject

of various popular ballads and romances, two of which are

still extant f

About the year 1119 Gilbert and Matilda had a son,

who was named Thomas, and who was destined to occupy

a prominent position in the history of his time. At an

early age he was sent to France to receive his education,

and to get rid of that English accent which, under the

Norman domination, would have been fatal to his advance-

ment in life. This object was attained so completely that,

on his return, Thomas Becket found himself able to enter

the most refined society of the court without giving any

indication of his Sa.xon origin, either by word or gesture.

The youth was amliitioiis, and he quickly found means to

turn this talent to account. He obtained the favour of one

of the Norman barons who lived near London, and he joined

in all the amusements of his patron. In this position his

talents acquired liini a great reputation among the courtiers,

to whom his ready wit recommended him, no lets than the

obsequious demeanour which he sedulously cultivated.

Theobald, Archbisliop of Canterbury, having heard of the

young Englishman, desired to see him, and having been

pleased witli the interview, took Becket into his service.

He caused Iiiin to take deacon's orders, gave him the ap-

pointment of archdeacon of his chureh, and employed liim

in various negotiations with the Holy See. In the reign of

Stephen, Becket was employed by llie partisans of JIatilda

to procure tlie Pope's prohibition of the intended coronation

of tlie king's son. 'l"he mission was attended with complete

success, and on the accession of Henry II,, Becket was

presented to him as one who had done his cause good

service. Henry extended his favour to the young ai'ch-

deacon, and Theobald, the primate, who exercised the

functions of first minister to the kingdom, finding liis

growing infirmities rendered him unfit for the duties of his

olliee, delegated to Becket a great part of his power. A
few years afterwards the archdeacon was raised to the office

of Chancellor of England, or Keeper of the Seal of tlie Three

Lions, which was tlic symbol of the .\nglo-Noriuan power.

The king also gave him the wardensliip of the Tower of

London and of the castle of Berkhanipstead, and placed in

his hands the care and education of tlie heir to the throne.

These various appointments yielded large revenues, which

were spent by Becket in the greatest luxury and magnifi-

cence. He kept in his house, which was furnished with

groit splendour, a numerous retinue ; and it is related that

there were in his pay 700 men-at-arms, well mounted and

equipped. His tables were covered with choice viands,

served upon costly plate; and the trappings of his horsis

were adorne<l with gold and silver. The haughtiest noble:)

of the court regarded it as an honour to visit this magnifi-

cent son of a Saxon peasant ; the foreigners who enjoyed

his hospitality were never sufl'ered to depart without some

costly present.

' Chronicle of Jchanncs Bromton. f Jamleson'd Fopuiar Songa.
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It is related by Fitz-Stephen, who was Becket's secretary,

that when the chancellor proceeded on his embassy to Paris,

he was attended by many barons and lords, and a large

body of knights, besides a great number of attendants and

serving-nieii. His passage through France resembled a

triumphal procession, and tlie train of sumpter-horses and

wagons, the hounds and hawks, the falconers and pages,

seemed worthy of some powerful king. When he entered

a town, 250 boys went before him singing songs; these

were followed by huntsmen leading their hounds in couples

;

then came eight wagons, each drawn by five horses, and

attended by five drivers ; and these were succeeded by

twelve sumpter-horses, on each of which rode a monkey with

a groom behind on his knees. Next to the sumpter-horses

came the esquires, each carrying the shield and leading the

horse of his master ; then the youths of gentle birth, who
were also esquires, but were exempted from the more menial

.services of that office ; then the knights, priests, and officers

of the household ; and, lastly, the chancellor himself,

attended by his friends. As this procession passed through

the towns, the people looked on with wonder, asking each

other what manner of man the King of England must be

when his chancellor travelled in such magnificence.

At this period Henry lived on the most intimate terms

with the chancellor, who was skilled in the sports of the

field, and whose wit and vivacity fitted him for a boon com-

panion. The chancellor was not deterred by his sacred

calhng from sharing in the pleasures of the king, which

were as licentious as those of his Norman predeoessoi-s.

Henry, who could so well support the royal dignity as

occasion required, appears to "have had a natural ten-

dency to gaiety and frohc. On one occasion, when the

chancellor was riding at his side through the streets of

London in stormy weather, there came towards the royal

party a poor old man in tattered clothes. " Would it not

be well," the king asked, " to give that poor man a warm
cloak? " The chancellor replied with proper gravity, " It

would, sir ; and you do well to turn your eyes and thoughts

to such objects." The king then immediately rejoined,

" You shall have the merit of this act of charity ;
" and turn-

ing towards the chancellor, he seized hold of the new cloak

which he wore, lined with ermine, and endeavoured to pull

it from his back. Becket resisted for some time, and in the

struggle both had nearly fallen from their horses to the

ground ; but at last the chancellor wisely let go the cloak,

and the king gave it to the beggar, who went on his way
wondering and rejoicing.

A man entirely delivered up to ambition is necessarily,

to some extent, unscrupulous ; and there is no doubt that

Becket was content to sacrifice principle whenever it stood

in the w^ of his advancement. He, however, possessed

many good and great qualities
; and during the period of

his chancellorship, his influence with the king was used in

promoting reforms and instituting measures which were
calculated to promote, in a high degree, the welfare of the

people. To his exertions may be attributed tlie restoration

of tranquillity throughout the country, the revival of com-
merce, the reforms in the administration of the law, and the

decline of the power of the barons. Although himself a

churchman, Becket did iwt hesitate to attack the extravagant

privileges of the bishops. At the time of the war against

the Earl of Toulouse, the clergy refused to p;iy the tax of

scutage, which, as already related, was levied by Henry,

giving as their reason that the Church forbade them to shed
blood.* Becket, however, resolved to compel them to pay the
tax ; and while by so doing he exasperated his own order
against him, he seciured the goodwill of the kinc.

Not long after the Couqui.st the Norman clergy in Eng-
land began to display great moral depravity. Murders, rapes,

and robberies were frequently committed by them ; and,

according to the laws passed by the Conqueror on the insti-

tution of episcopal courts, the offenders could only be

brought to justice by men of their own order. Thus it hap-

pened that the crimes committed by hcentioug priests were

seldom punished, and they incrensed to a frightful extent

in consequence of this immunity. It is related that from

the time of the accession of Henry II. to the year 1161,

not less than 100 homicides had been committed by priests

who still remained securely in possession of their bene-

fices. To put an end to these disorders, the only course

which appeared feasible was to take away from the clerical

order those privileges which had been conferred by the

Conqueror, and Henry determined to execute this measure.

The primacy of Canterbury had long carried with it an

authority second only to that of the Pope himself, and it

was impossible to carry out the intended reform unless a

man devoted to the royal authority, and careless of the

interests of the Church, were seated in the archiepiscopal

cbair. It was evident that for this purpose no fitter man
could be found than Becket ; and on the death of Theobald,

the Archbishop of Canterbury (a.d. 1161), the king recom-

mended his chancellor to the bishojps as the person to

succeed to the primacy.

Contrary to all precedent, the bishops unanimously op-

posed the choice of the king, and delayed the election

during thirteen months. At length Henry sent a peremp-

tory demand that the candidate he had chosen should be

immediately appointed ; and the prelates, not daring to

make any further resistance, obeyed the king's command.
The chancellor was ordained priest in the year 1162, and

on the following day was consecrated archbishop, and ap-

pointed to the vacant see. Immediately a change took

place in him so remarkable that those who saw him found

a difficulty in recognising him as the same man. He threw

oft' his gorgeous apparel, removed the splendid furniture

from his house, gave up tbe intimacy with the gay uoblK;

who had been his friends, and became the friend of tho

poor, the beggars, and the Saxons. He even affected

poverty, and amidst unbounded wealth, and in the posses-

sion of power second only to that of the throne, lived the

life of an anchorite. He was clothed in a coarse gown,

allowed himself only herbs and water for sustenance, and

assumed a deportment of the utmost gravity and humility.

Thus Becket at once kicked down from him the ladder by

which he had risen, and now, no longer obsequious towards

his sovereign, he determined to maintain to the utmost the

privileges of the Church. Never was there a change of

life more sudden, or one that excited so much indignatiou,

on the one hand, or so much admiration on the other. The

new archbishop became the idol of the poor, and especially

of his own countrymen, while the king and his favourites

regarded him with the deepest anger and aversion.

• The scutage, or escutcTieon-tax, was so called because it was due from

all persons who possessed a knight's fee, or an estate which would mnintain

a man-at-arms, provided he failed to present himself at the stated time witU
his ^cu, escutcheon, or shield upon his arm.
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' Under these circumstances, it was evident that a rupture

must soon take place. Henry determined to use every

means to destroy the power which he had so iiaprudently

created. He began a series of attacks against the arch-

bishop. In the year 1162 he removed from him tlie arch-

deaconry of Canterbury, and promoted a dissolute monk

of Normandy, named Clerambault, to the abbacy of St.

Augustin, at Canterbury. Instigated by the king, the new-

abbot refused to take the oath of obedience to the primate,

according to the law, whiuh dated from the Conquest.

Becket defended the authority of his see, and the matter

was referred by the abbot to the Pope Alexander HI.

Strange as it may seem, the decision was given against

the primate, and those privileges which had been aboHshed

by Gregory VH., at the desire of the Norman conquerors,

were now restored by Alexander at the prayer of a Norman

priest.

Becket, whose anger was excited by this unexpected de-

feat, proceeded to acts of retaliation. In the following year

he claimed a number of estates and castles, including that of

Rochester from the king, and that of Tunbridge from the

Earl of Clare, on the ground that they had originally be-

longed to the see of Canterbury. Had such restitution

been given, it would have tended to overthrow the legal

claim of many of the barons to their estates
;
great alarm

was, therefore, excited, and the demand met with a de-

termined resistance. The barons urged their prescriptive

rights, but Becket replied briefly that there could be no

prescription for injustice, and that the estates wrongly

obtained must be restored. In the words of a modern

historian, the sons of the companions of William the Bastard

thought the soul of Harold animated the body of him whom
they had themselves made primate.

The archbishop proceeded to follow up his attack by

appointing a priest to a benefice on the lands of a Norman
baron, named William de Eynsford. William, like the rest

of the Normans, assumed the right of disposing of the

churches on his manor, and he expelled the priest sent by
Becket. The baron was immediately excommunicated by

the archbishop, in defiance of a law passed by Henry, that

no vassal of the crown should be excommunicated without

the royal consent. The king ordered the sentence to be

remitted, and after some delay Becket yielded, though

with evident reluctance. The king's animosity was rather

increased than appeased by a consent so reluctantly given.

In the year 1164, Henry proceeded to mature his plans

for placing the clergy under civil jurisdiction ; and at a

general assembly of lords lay and spiritual, he demanded
the consent of the prelates te the proposed revival of

ancient customs. The reply made by Becket and his co-

adjutors was that they assented, "saving the honour of
God and their order." The king angrily broke up the

council, and deprived the archbishop of the castle of Berk-
harapstead. A few days afterwards Becket expressed his

readiness to assent to the king's demands, and a great
council was convened at Clarendon, in Wiltshire (March,
1164), for the purpose of receiviug the assent formally.

When the moment came for Beckefs signature to be given,

he refused it; accusing himself of folly for having pro-

raised to observe the kiug's laws, whatever they might be.

The entreaties of the barons were without eflfect, and the

enactments were completed without his signature.

The king now proceeded to more severe measures against

his former favourite. Another council was called at

Northampton, before which Becket was summoned to ap-

pear, and was charged with contempt of the kiug's authority.

He was called upon to pay various heavy fines, and to give

an account of his receipts from different benefices during

his chancellorship —the balance due to the crown, which he

had kept back, being stated to be 44,000 marks. Becket

was now convinced that his ruin had been determined on,

and for several days he was confined to his bed by illness,

brought on by these anxieties, and was unable to determine

on the course he ought to pursue. At length his indomitable

mind recovered its ordinary tone, and he determined to

resist the decision of the king and the council. Having
celebrated mass, he proceeded to the court dressed in his

robes, and holding in his right hand the archiepiscopal cross.

As he entered the hall, the king, indignant at seeiug him
in the robes of authority, rose up and passed into an inner

room, leaving the archbishop standing in the hall. Becket,

who remained calm and undaunted, seated himself on a

bench, holding his cross erect. Presently the Bishop of

Exeter entered, and, in the name of his colleagues, entreated

the primate to obey the kiug's commands. A refusal was
followed by the entrance of the rest of the bishops, who re-

nounced him as their primate, and appealed to the authority

of the Pope. Becket sternly answered, " I hear ;
" and made

no other reply.

According to one of the chroniclers, the arcnnisuup was

accused before the council of magic arts, and the Earl of

Leicester advanced into the hall to read his sentence ; but

Becket, interrupting him, refused to recognise the authority

of a lay tribunal, and himself appealed to the Pope's decision.

With these words he rose from his seat, and carrying the

cross in his hand, strode slowly thiough the crowd towards

the door of the hall. A murmur arose as he passed, and

some of the courtiers, whose mean spirit derived satisfaction

from striking a falling man, accused him of perjury and
treason, and catching up straw from the floor, threw it in

his face. Becket stopped short, and facing his assailants,

said, in cold and haughty tones, " If the sacredness of my
order did not iorbid it, I would answer with arms those

who call me perjurer and traitor."* He then mounted
his horse, and proceeded to the house where he lodged,

followed by a crowd of the inferior clergy and the people,

among whom he was exceedingly popular, and who received

him with acclamations.

Rejected by the vich, the archbishop opened his house to

the poor. That same night he caused a bountiful supper

to be laid out in the hall, and in all the chambers of the

house. The doors were then thrown open, and the beggar

by the wayside, the outcast, and the hungry, were invited

to enter freely. All who came were made welcome, so that

the house was filled with guests—the archbishop himself

supping with them, and presiding at the repast.

In the dead of night, when the visitors at this strange

banquet had fcvken their fill and departed, Becket disguised

himself in the dress of a monk, and, accompanied by two

friars, escaped from the town of Northampton. A hasty

journey of three days brought him to the fens of Lincoln-

shire, where he remained a little while concealed in a

hermit's hut. On resuming his journey he called himself

by the Saxon name of Dereman, and passed without bus-

• Gervase ; Fit--Stephcn.
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picion to the coast. It waa at the eud of November, and

the weather was cold and stormy ; but Becket preferred the

risks of the sea to those which awaited him on shore, and,

embarking in a small boat, reached the harbour of Grave-

Here Becket waited the result of the applications he had

made to Louis of France, and to the Pojje Alexander III.

It was not long before replies were returned entirely in his

favour. Louis was glad of an opportunity of annoying and

I'roijress of Thomas i Becket through France. (See page 1S4.)

Jinea in safety. Thence he resumed his journey, as before, injuring Henry by extending protection to the archbishop,.

on foot. Having encountered many privations, the primate ' and Alexander supported his cause, as being that of the

and lii.=! companions reached the monastery of St. Bertin, in
' Church and of justice. He was desired to retain the archi-

the tov/n of St. Omer. I episcopal dignity, which he had resigned ijito the hands of
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tli-e Pope, and the abbey of I'ontigny, in Burgundy, was given

to him as a place of residence.

On the news of Becket's flight, the king immediately

1 reclaimed a sentence of banishment against all the kindred

cause. Thus it happened that his retirement at Pontigny

was disturbed by the visits of these poor people, who vainly

implored him to obtain the remission of their sentence.

Becket relieved their wants as far as was in his power, and

of the archbishop, young and old, women and children. It obtained for many of them the protection of the Pope aud

"is even related that these unhappy exiles were made to

swear that they would present themselves before Becket, so

that he might see the misery of which he had been the

the King of France.

The banished prelate appears to have supported with

contentment his sudden loss of power and return to tha
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condition of poverty. His life at this period was, however,

far from being an idle one. Much of his time was occupied

in writing; and he received frequent letters both from

friends and enemies. The English bishops appear to have

Bent him epistles full of reproaches, for no other reason

than to add to the weight of misfortune and humiliation

which pressed heavily upon him. The lower ranks of the

people, however, retained their attachment to him, and

secret prayers were offered up for his success in his under-

takings, and for his safe return.

Meanwhile, Henry had conducted an expedition into

Wabs, which resulted in a complete defeat of the royal

forces. In the year 1164, a young man, nephew of Rees-

ap-Gryffith, King of South Wales, was found dead under

suspicious circumstances ; and it was believed that he had

been murdered by persons in the employ of a Norman
baron of the neighbourhood. To avenge his death, Rees-

ap-Gr}ffith collected troops from all parts of the Welsh
mountains, and made successful inroads upon the neigh-

bouring counties. The king, quitting for a time his quarrel

•with Becket, gathered a considerable army, and in 1165

passed into Wales. The rebels gave way before him, re-

treating, as their custom was, to the shelter of the moun-
tains. Henry, however, overtook them before they had

gained their fastnesses, and defeated them in an engage-

ment on the banks of the Cieroc. Pursuing them still

further, the English troops reached the foot of Berwiu,

where they pitched their encampment. A violent storm

arose, and the streams which poured down from the hills

deluged the camp and flooded the valley. The mountaineers

took advantage of this circumstance, and, coUesting on the

ridges of the Berwin, attacked the disordere 1 forces of the

king, and defeated them with considerable loss. Henry,

who on ordinary occasions was less addicted to acts of

cruelty than had been the case with his ancestors, was

subject to fits of ungovernable passion ; and lie now deter-

mined to revenge himself upon the persons of the hostages

•which had been placed in his hands in the year 1158 by the

Welsh chiefs. The men had their eyes torn out, and the faces

of the women were mutilated by having their noses and ears

cut off. It is related that the unhappy victims of these

barbarities were the sons and daughters of the noblest

families in 'Wales.

A.D. 1166.—Soon after the return of Henry from this

expedition, an insurrection broke out in Brittany, which

compelled his presence in that province. The government

of Conan dissatisfied the people, who were oppressed by the

Breton nobles, and could obtain no redress from their

prince. Henry entered Brittany with a large body of

troops, and was mot by a deputation of the priests and the

people, who placed the redress of their grievances in his

hands. Conau was compelled to resign his authority, and

the government passed into the hands of Henry, under the

.*ame of his son Geoffrey, who, as we have seen, was

married to the daughter of Conan. The country, how-

ever, was not restored to tranquiUity. Other disturbances

took place in various places, and were put down one

after the other by Henry, who at length succeeded in

overcoming aU opposition to his government. He insti-

tuted various reforms, encouraged trade, and, under his

role, the land once more enjoyed prosperity.

When the news of the king's arrival on the Continent

Kftched Thomas i Becket, he left Pontigny, and proceeded

to Vezelay, near Auxerre. At the festival of the Ascension,

Becket addressed the crowd assembled in the great church
and while the bells were solemnly tolled, and the candles

burnt at the altar, the archbishop pronounced sentence of ex-

communication against whosoever held to the Constitutions

of Clarendon, or kept possession of the property of the see of

Canterbury. He mentioned by name several of the Norman
favourites of the king, and among others Richard de Lucy,
Eanulph de Broc, Jocelyn Baliol, and Hugh de St. Clair.

When Henry heard of this new act of hostihty on the

part of Becket, he was at ChLnon, in Anjou. Allusion has

already been made to the fits of passion with which he was
sometimes seized, and on this occasion his fury was alto-

gether ungovernable. He exclaimed that it was attempted

to kill him body and soul ; that he was surrounded by none
but traitors, who would not attempt to reheve him from

the persecutions inflicted upon him by one man. He threw

his cap from his head, flung off his clothes, and rolling

himself in the coverlet of his bed, began to tear it to pieces

with his teeth. When his passion had in some degree sub-

sided, he wrote letters to the King of France and to the

Pope, demanding that the sentences of excommunication

should be annulled, and threatening that ff Becket con-

tinued to receive shelter from the Cistercians at Pontigny,

all the est;ites in the king's dominions belonging to that

order should be confiscated. The Pope promised the king

the satisfaction he required, and Becket, driven from his

asylum at Pontigny, removed to Sens, where he remained

under the protection of the ICing of France.

A series of petty wars now took place between Louis anu

Henry, and were concluded by a peace in the year 1169.

The matrimonial alliance previously agreed upon between

Louis and the King of Arragon was broken off, and the

Princess Alice of France was betrothed to Richard, second

son of Henry. At the time when this treaty was con-

cluded, efforts were made by the Pope and the King of

France to effect a reconciliation between Henry and Becket.

A meeting took place between the two kings at Montmirail,

in Perche, and thither Becket, having consented to give in

his submission to his sovereign, was conducted. When the

archbishop arrived in the king's presence, he expressed his

wilUugness to submit to him in all things ; but he intro-

duced the qualifying clause which he had formerly used

—

" saving the honour of God." The king angrily rejected

such obedience, saying that whatever displeased Becket

would be dedared to be contrary to the honour of God,

and that these few words would take away all the royal

authority. The archbishop persisted in requiring such a

reservation ; and while the nobles present accused him of

inordinate pride, the two kings rode away from the spot

without giving him any salutation. The archbishop de-

parted from the place much dejected. No man now offered

him lodging or bread in the name of the King of France

;

and on his journey back, the primate of all England was

compelled to ask alms from the priests and the people.

Another conference which took place was also broken off

suddenly, and resulted in a quarrel between Louis and

Henry. Peace was, however, once more concluded between

them, and Henry, fearing that the Pope might ultimately

sanction Becket's proceedings, and permit him to lay all

England under an interdict, reluctantly promised to con-

clude final terms of reconciliation with the archbishop- On
the 22nd July, a.d. 1170, a solemn congress was held in a
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meadow bctwcoti Freteval and La Ferte- Bernard, in

Touraine. Aftur terms of peace had been arranged between

the two kings, a private conference took place between

Ilcury and Beeket. They rode together to a diatant part

of the field, and conversed with sometliing of their old

familiarity. The king promised to redress the grievances

of which Beckot complained, and the usual forms of recon-

ciliation took place, with the exception of the kiss of peace,

which the king now, as on a previous occasion, refused to

give. " We shall meet in our own country," said the king,

"and then we will embrace." Becket undertook to render

to the king all due and loyal service, while Henry promised

to restore the privileges and estates of the see of Canterbury.

It is related that, to the astonishment of all present, when

Becket bended the knee on parting from his sovereign, the

king returned the cou-rtesy by holding the stirrups of the

man whom he had refused to kiss.

Some delay took place on the king's part in the fulfilment

of these conditions, and Becket, who was compelled to

borrow money to make the journey, remained for a while

on the coast of France. Sinister rumours reached him

there ; he was told that enemies were lying in wait for hira

in England, and that if he again set foot in that country it

would be at the risk of his Uf-. The lands of the Church

could only be restored by driving out the possessors, who

were haughty barons, not unlikely to seek vengeance on the

man to whom they owed tkeir ruin. Deadly enemies of

Becket were found also among men of his own order. He
carried with hira the Pope's letter of excommunication

•against the Archbishop of York and the Bishop of London,

who would probably accept any means of escaping the im-

pending disgrace. Considerations such as these, however.

had never deterred Becket in the execution of his plans, and

did not in the least affect him now. With a spirit untamed

by reverses he declared that he would go back to England

though he were sure of losing his life on touching the shore.

The letters of excommunication he forwarded before him

by a trusty messenger, who delivered them in pubHc to the

prelates whom they concerned.

A vessel having been sent by Henry to convey him to

England, he landed at Sandwich, December 1, 1170, and

was received ^vith great rejoicings by the people, who

flocked from all parts of the neighbourhood to meet him.

The nobles, however, held aloof, and the few whom he saw

did not attempt to conceal their hostility. Three barons,

who met him on his way to Canterbury, are said to have

drawn their swords and threatened his life, and were only

restrained from violence by the entreaties of John of Oxford,

the king's chaplain, who had accompanied Becket from

France.

Proceeding on his way, the archbishop passed through

Canterbury to Woodstock, where he endeavoured to obtain

an interview with Priuce Henry, the eldest sou of the king.

The prince had been the pupil of Becket, who now, in his

difficulties, desired, if possible, to secure his influence and

goodwill. The interview was forbidden by the royal com-

mand, and Becket was ordered to proceed at once to his

diocese, and there to remain. The time of Christmas was

approaching, and the archbishop retraced his steps, escorted

on the way by the poor people, armed with such coarse

weapons as tl'.ey could obtain. Various insults were offered

to the prelate by persons of the opposite party, who were

anxious to provoke his followers to a quarrel, which would

afford a pretext for attacking and murdering him. Hia

faithful guard, however, contented themsalves with pro-

tecting the person of their archbishop, and received these

insults with imperturbable coolness.

The royal order which confined the primate to hia diocese

was published in the towns, and with it another edict, which

declared that whoever looked upon him with favour should

be regarded as an enemy of the king and the country.

Signs like these were not to be mistaken ; and it scarcely

needed the acute intellect and foresight of Becket to per-

ceive that his end was approaching. On Christmas Day be

preached to the assembled crowd in Canterbury Cathedral,

choosing as his text the solemn words, Vent ad vos, mori

inter vos—" I have come to die among you." He told the

people that whereas one of their archbishops had already

been a martyr, another would soon be so also ; but he de-

clared that before he died he would avenge some of the

wrongs which had been inflicted upon the Church. He theu

proceeded to excommunicate several of those persons from

whom he had received insults since his return to Esgland.

The prediction of Becket was soon followed by its fulfil-

ment. The three bishops who had been excommunicated by

the Pope's letters immediately hastened to cross the Channel,

and presenting themselves before Henry in Normandy,

demanded redress. "We entreat you," they said, "in the

name of your kingdom and of its prelates. This man is

setting England in flames. He maroues with a number of

armed men, both horse and foot, going about the fortresses,

and endeavouring to obtain admission into them." Henry

heard this statement, and burst out into a violent fit of

rage. " What !
" he cried ;

" a man who has eaten my
bread—a beggar who first came to my court riding a lame

pack-horse, with his baggage at his back—shall he insult

the king, the royal family, and the whole kingdom, and not

one of the cowards who eat at my table will deliver me
from such a turbulent priest ? " *

These words proved to be the death-warrant of the arch-

bishop. Four knights who were present, Richard Brito,

Hugh de Morville, William Tracy, and Reginald Fitzurse,

bound themselves by an oath to support each other to the

death, and suddenly departed from the palace. There is no

evidence that the king was acquainted with their design, or

anticipated that his hasty words would be so speedily acted

upon. On the contrary, it is recorded that, whila the

knights were hastening towards the coast, a council of the

barons of Normandy, assembled by the king, was engaged

in appointing three commissioners to seize the person of

Thomas ii Becket, and place him in prison on a charge of

high treason.

The conspirators had departed, and, if their absence was

perceived, its cause was not suspected. On the fifth day

after Christmas they arrived in the neighbourhood of Can-

terbury, and having collected a number of armed men, to

overcome any resistance that might be offered, they first

summoned the mayor, and called upon hira to march the

citizens who were armed for the king's service to the house

of the archbishop. On hia refusal, they proceeded thither

without more delay, and the four conspirators, with twelve

men, abruptly entered the archbishop's apartment. Becket

was at the dinner-table, with his servants in attendance.

He saluted the Normans, and desired to know what they

* Vita. B. Tbomx Quadripart.
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wanted. They made no reply, but sat down gazing at him

intently for some minutes. At length Reginald Fitzurse

rose up, and said that they were come from the king to

demani that the person excommunicated should be absolved,

the suspended bishops restored to their benefices, and that

Becket himself should answer the charge of treason against

the throne. The archbishop replied that not he, but the

Pope, had excommunicated the bishops, and that he only

could absolve them. " From whom, then, do you hold your

bishopric ? " Fitzurse demanded. " The spiritual rights I

hold from God and the Pope, and the temporal rights from

the king." " What, then, the king did not give you all?
"

" By no means." This reply was received with murmurs

against the door. At this moment the sound of the vesper

bell was heard, and Becket then rose up, and faid, that

since the hour of his duty had arrived, he would go into

the church. Directing his cross to be carried before him,

he passed slowly through the cloisters, ami advanced to the

choir, which was inclosed by a railing. While he was as- •

cending the steps leading to the choir, Reginald Fitzurse

entered the door of the church, clad in complete armour,

and waving his sword, cried, " Come hither, servants oi

the king !
" The other conspirators immediately followed

him, armed to the teeth, and brandishing their swords.

It was already twilight, which, within the walls of tho

dimly-lighted church, had deepened into blackest obscurity.

Murder of Thomas i Docket.

by the knighte, who twirled their gauntlets impatiently,

" I perceive that you threaten me," the archbishop said

;

-"but it is in vain. If all tlie swords in England were

hanging over my head, they would not alter my determina-

tion." " We do indeed dare to threaten," said Fitzurse,

" and we will do more." With these words he moved to

the door, followed by the others, and gave the call to

arms.

The door of the room was instantly closed, and the at-

tendants of Bcclict entreated him to take refuge in the

church, which communicated with the house by a cloister.

He, however, retained his place, although -the blows of

an axe, which Fitzurse had obtained outside, resounded

Becket's attendants entreated him to fly to the winding

staircase which led to the roof of the building, or to seel

refuge in the vaults underground. He rejected both of tliesc

expedients, and stood still to meet his assailants. " Where

is the traitor ? " cried a voice. There was no answer.

" Where is the archbishop? " " Here I am," Becket replied
;

" but here is no traitor. What do ye in the house of God
in wa.like equipment? " One of the knights seized him

by the sleeve, telling him he was a prisoner. He pulled

back his arm violantly. It is related tliat they then ad-

vised him to fly or to go with them, as though they repented

of tlieir evil design. The time and <,he scene, tlx! sacred

office of Becket, <ind his calm ccurage, were well calcu-
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lateJ to make an impression upon men peculiarly suscep-

tible to such influeuces, and if they hesitated we must

attribute it to these causes rather than doubt the ruthless

intention with which they came.

Once moro they called upon him to absolve the bishops
;

onee more he refused, and Fitzurse, drawing his sword,

struck at his head. The blow was intercepted by the arm

of one of the prelate's servants, who stepped forward to

protect his master, but in vain. A second blow descended,

and while the blood was streaming from his face, some one

• -«r his assailants whispered him to fly and save himself.

Becket paid no heed to the speaker, but clasped his hands

and bowed his liead, commending his soul to God and the

saints. The conspirators now fell upon him with their

swords, and quickly despatched him. One of them is said

to have kicked the prostrate body, saying, " So perishes a

traitor."

The deed thus accomplished, the conspirators passed out

of the town without hindrance, but no sooner had they done

so than the news spread throughout the town, and the inha-

bitants, in the utmost excitement and indignation, assembled

in crowds in the streets, and ran towards the cathedral.

Seeing the body of their archbishop stretched before the

altar, men and women began to weep, and while some kissed

his feet and hands, others dipped linen in the blood with

which the pavement was covered. It was declared by the

people that Becket was a martyr, and though a royal edict

was published forbidding any one to express such an opinion,

the popular feeling still manifested itself. The Archbishop

of York returned to his pulpit, and announced the violent

death of the archbishop to be a judgment from heaven, and

that he had perished in his pride, like Pharaoh. It was

r)reached by other bishops that the body of the traitor

ought not to be laid in holy ground, but that it should

be left to rot on the highway, or hung from a gibbet.

It was even attempted by some soldiers to seize the

corpse ; but the monks, who had received an intimation

of the design, buried it hastily in the crypt of the cathe-

dral.

Louis. King of France, seconded the feeling of the English

people .{Ml regard to this cowardly murder. He wrote to

the Pope, entreating him to punish, with all the power of

the Church, that persecutor of God ; a Nero in cruelty, a

.TuKan in apostaoy, and a Judas in treachery.

The opinion of the French court—which has been held

also by some historians of our own country—was that Henry
was guilty of the murder, having known or directed the

designs of the conspirators. The question must always

remain to some extent doubtful ; but the balance of evidence,

as well as of probability, is decidedly in favour of his inno-

cence. When the intelligence was first conveyed to him, he

displayed extreme grief, shutting himself up withiu a private

room, and refusing either to see his friends or to taste food

for three days. The extraordinary penance which ho after-

wards underwent at the tomb of Becket, and which will be

described hereafter, would at first appear to prove his con-

sciousness of guilt; but that penance may .is reason.ably be

regarded as having a political object, and as being intended

to overcome the prejudice against him among the people,

who universally believed that an atonement ought to be made
by the king. He may also have felt that, without having

directly ordered the d^ath of the archbishop, he was, never-

theless, to some extent guilty of that crime, in having used

words which might, without difficulty, be construed to have
such meaning. i

Whether Henry did or did not direct the assassination of
the archbishop, it is not improbable that he may more than
once have desired the death of his troublesome servant.

But the manner of that death—a prelate, whose office was
regarded with the highest veneration, slain at the altar ; an
old man butchered in cold blood, not by robbers, but by
soldiers and knights of fame—such a death, with the indig-

nation it excited, was well calculated to induce feelings of

remorse in the breast of the king. He immediately sent

legates to Rome, to offer assurances of his innocence to the

Pope Alexander, who threatened to place the whole kingdom
under an interdict, as a punishment for the outrage upon
Heaven and the Church. Some time elapsed before Alex-
ander changed his purpose and was prevailed upon to con-

fine his anathema to the actual murderers and their abettors.

In the year 1172 a council was held at Avranches, at

which the king and the legates of the Pope were present,

and which was attended by a great multitude, both of tho
clergy and of the people. Here Henry voluntarily swose, ia

what was considered the most solemn manner—that is to say,

over the sacred relics—that he had no concern in the murder
of the archbishop, and that he had not desired his death.

We must, therefore, either believe him to have been innocent,

or regard him as utterly destitute of religious feeling, as well

as entirely free from those superstitious tendencies of the

age which influenced, to some extent, even the hard and
ruthless minds of the Conqueror and his sons.

On reviewing the remarkable career of Thomas a Becket,

it appears extremely difficult to form a just estimate of his

character. That he frequently acted independently of

principle, and displayed qualities better suited to a eoldiet

than a priest, is beyond question. That his sudden con-

version was mere hypocrisy, his piety assumed, and his

aims altogether selfish—accusations which have frequently

been brought against him—is much less certain. When the

religious habit was first assumed by Becket, he accepted it

as a step to power, and with little regard for the sacred func-

tions it conferred upon him ; but when ho was called to a
higher office, and he felt that the dignity of his order was
placed in his keeping, he determined to support that dignity.

^Vhat were the precise character of the motives which actu-

ated liim it is vain to inquire ; but it is at least possible that

he was sincere in the course he pursued, and that he believed

the interests of religion to be identified with the power of
the Church. Allusion has already been made to the benefits

conferred upon the nation by the reforms which he intro-

duced, and to the veneration with which the people regarded

him. The popular regard is not always to be taken as a
criterion of excelbnce, for men are apt to be attracted by a
showy and noisy benevolence ratlier than by silent and un-
obtrusive virtue ; but in process of time the true is dis-

tinguished from the false, and the instincts of the people are

rarely long deceived. Neither the mitre which he wore, no*

the Saxon blood which flowed in his veins, could have placed

the archbishop so high in the affections of the nation, unless

there had been aho high and sterling quaUties in the man.
Well-authenticated accounts have reached us of his conduct

at the time of his death—that hour when the mask of the

hypocrite usually falls away, and something of his true

character seldom fails to show itself. At this time, then,

we find Thomas ^ Becket presented to us in an aspect which
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must command the respect even of those who take the worst
j

view of his previous life. With far more courage than his
,

knightly assassins, we see him refusing to attempt a flight,

which might have shown a consciousness of guilt
;
preserv-

ing, in the face of death, a calm and undaunted brow ; and,
as we are told by one of the chroniclers, employing his

!

who, although a Norman by birth, was essentially English
in sympathies, and who exerted himself in the cause of the
people against their oppressors. Anselm had attempted tq
revive the old custom of ecclesiastical elections, which had
been abolished by the Conqueror. Being successfully
opposed at Eome, as w.ll as persecuted in England, the

Ileory II, doin^- Penance at the Tomb of Thomas a Beckot.

last words in securing the safety of his friends and ser-

vants.*

It is worthy of note that the only primate who, since the

Conquest, and previously to the time of Becket, had placed

himself in opposition to the will of his sovereign, was Anselm,

* On being lold that ho must die, Beckot replied, " I resign mysef to

. death; but I forbid you, in the name of the .Mmiglity Go(i, to injure .my of

those around Bic, whetlier luonlt or laj-raan. great or scoa]]." — Fiio. 8. T.

archbishop was compelled to take refuge in France. From
his place of retirement he wrote, and Becket afterwards

echoed the words, " Home prefers gold and silver to justice

;

what counsel or redress can a man obtain there who has

nothing to give?" The primates who succeeded Anselm

were more easily moulded to the will of their sovereign

;

they were Ranulph (or Raoul), A^'illiam of Corbeil,- and
Theobald, who was the immediate predecessor of Thomas k

Becket.
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The Siego of Waterford. The City taken by Assault.

CHAPTER XLIV.
Reign of Henry 11. continued—Conqaest of Ireland— Rebellions of the

Princes—Wars between the Kings of France and England—Death of

Henry II.

While the life of Thomas a Becket wn.s drawing to a close,

events were taking place in Ireland which led to the sub-

It does not fall within the scope of this history to relate in^

detail the various internal quarrels and disturbances which

ultimately placed the island at the mercy of a smaa invading

force ; it is sufficient to glance briefly at the condition of

the people, and the position of affairs at the time to which

we are now referring.

mission of the whole of that country to the English cro?^. I The inhabitants of the island, called in ancient tongues

17
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Iwrna, lavernia, Ibernia, or Ireland, -were undoubtedly of

Celtic origin, as the language still spoken by a majority of

the people serves to prove. They were of the same race

svith the mountaineers of Scotland, and, like them, were

originally known by the name of Scoti, or Scots. Descended

from a people who in former times had inhabited Britain,

Gaul, and a large portion of Spain, they bore the charac-

teristics of a southern origin. The Irish were distinguished

from the northern races by their dark hair and complexion,

their strong passions—either of love or hate—and their

enthusiastic temper. Previous to the introduction of

Christianity their condition appears to have been entirely

uncivilised ; those old fragments of Irish history which

woald lead us to a different conclusion being Uttle else than

fables and bardic traditions. When Christianity was carried

into the country, the people embraced it readily. Poetry and
literature were cultivated to a greater extent than in any
other part of western Europe, aud remained in a flourishing

condition while the learning of the Continent was on a

decline. This advance of civilisation is to be referred to

the labours of the celebrated St. Patrick, who was born at

Enon, in the district of Tabernia (near the modern town
of Boulogne-sur-Mer). He entered upon his apostolic

missioa in -132, and died at an advanced age, a.d. 472.

The immediate results of his teaching were seen in the

erection of many churches and monasteries, in which

literature was cultivated with so much success, that students

repaired to the Irish schools from all parts of Europe.

This state of things endured for several centuries, until a

permanent check was given to the progress of learning by
the incursions of the Northmen, ,who, from the year 748
to the middle of the tenth century, continually visited the

country.

At the period of the English invasion, the people of

Ireland are described as being of tall and elegant forms,

and having a ruddy complexion. Their clothing was of

the simplest kind, and was spun from the wool of their

sheep. The art of war had made little progress among
them ; and their arms consisted of a short lance, or

javelin, a sword about fifteen inches in length, and a hatchet

of steel. Their houses were built of wood, interlaced with

wicker-work, in a manner which displayed considerable

ingenuity. They were extremely fond of music, and in

the use of their favourite instrument, the harp, they ex-

celled the neighbouring nations. Giraldus Cambreusis,*

who has left us au account of the conquest of Ireland, admits

their superiority in this respect.

When Henry Plantagenet ascended the English throne,

he entertained the project of taking possession of Ireland

;

and, following the example of the Conqueror, he first took
measures to obtain the sanction and assistance of the Pope
to his enterprise. The papal chair was at that time occu-
pied by Nicholas Breakespeare, called Adrian IV., the only
Englishman who ever wore the tiara. He was a man of
obscure birth, but of considerable intelligence, who had
quitted his native land at an early age, and travelled

through France to Italy, where he entered an abbey as
secretary. Unaided by wealth or connections, his abilities

gradually raised him to the dignity of abbot, from which he

* Oiranlri de B;)rri, cmmonly linown ai Giraldus Cambrensis (or Gerald
Ihe Welshman), wis the i;r.indsoTi of a Norman and a Welahwuman, and wa3
bom In Wales. He was present in Ireland during the time of many of the
".Tents about to be related.

rose to be bishop, and ultimately Pope. Adrian assented to

the request of Henry, and issued a bull, authorising him to

undertake the conquest of Ireland. The king, however,

was deterred, by the advice of his counsellors, and by the

urgency of other affairs, from entering upon the expedition

at that time ; and the papal bull was deposited in the

royal treasury at Winchester, without being promulgated.

Fourteen years later, some Norman and Flemish adven-

turers, who had previously settled in Wales, were invited to

Ireland by one of the native princes. DervorgUla, a lady

of remarkable beauty, wife of Tiernan O'Ruarc, a powerful

chief, was carried off by Dermot MacMurrogh, King of

Leinster. Dermot, who was a man of cruel and arrogant

temper, had many enemies, and he now found himself

attacked on different sides by O'Ruarc, and those who sup-

ported his cause. Ultimately a general combination was
formed against the King of Leinster, and he was com-
pelled to quit the country.

He proceeded to ask the support of King Henry, who
was then in Aquitaine. Henry, occupied at that time with

other affairs of importance, received him graciously, and
gave him letters, authorising the subjects of the English

crown to take up arms in his favour. Furnished with

these, Dermot returned to England, and, after some delay,

he obtained the assistance of Richard de Clare, surnamed
Strongbow, Earl of Pembroke, to whom he promised his

daughter Eva in marriage. Subsequently he made arrange-

ments with Robert Fitz-Stephen and Maurice Fitz-Gerald,

to whom he agreed to give the town of Wexford, with

other rewards, in return for the services they were to

render him.

In the year 1169, Fitz-Stephen, with his companions,

accompanied by 140 knights and 300 men-at-arms, crossed

over to Ireland, and landed at Bannock Bay. MacMurrogh,
who had previously returned to the country, and had re-

mained in concealment, advanced to meet his friends. The
combined forces having attacked and reduced Wexford,

advanced against the Prince of Ossory, whom they de-

feated with great slaughter. The Normans slew their

adversaries, who possessed no defensive armour, and cut

off their heads with their battle-axes. It is related that

three hundred bleeding heads were brought and laid before

1 MacMurrogh, and that he turned them over to see which of

his enemies had been slain. On coming to the head of one

against whom he had a mortal hatred, he took it up by the

i
hair, and, " horribly and cruelly, tore away the nose and

1 lips with his teeth." This savage chieftain, however, had a

regard for his plighted word, and he fulfilled his promise of

placing Fitz-Stephen in possession of Wexford, while dis-

tricts on the coast between Waterford and Wexford were

given to other of his allies. These gifts of territory to

foreigners called forth the utmost indignation among the

Irish conlederate chiefs, who, at a council held at the royal

seat of Tara, in IMeath, declared the King of Leinster to be

a national enemy, and prepared to make common cause

against him.

Strongbow, Earl of Pembroke, did not set sail for Ireland

until the autumn of the same year (1160). He landed near

to Waterford, with a force of two hundred knights and two

thousand men, and was immediately joined by the Normans
who had preceded him. The combined forces, having been

arranged in battle array, and with banners flying, advanced

to attack the city. The citizens rsada a gallant resistance.
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and were probably excited to desperation by the ruthless tj surrender at the summon, nf fl,
character of MacMurrogh, and the fate which they expected their allegknce to hi^
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from the realm. A consultation was held among the Nor-
mans, and Raymond Fitz-^Villiam, surnamed Le Gros
nephew of Fitz-Gerald and Fitz-Stephen, was dispatched
on a mission to Henry, to prevail upon him to recall the

conquest, but the popular feeling excited throughout his
dominions by the death of Becket rendered it necessary
lor him to conciliate where he had formerly threatened
This course of action met with temporary success, and theproclamation, and to remind him of theletter he had ^Z A^ , m •"'' 7''\*'"''°'"^'^' ^"='=^^' ^^'^ ^'''^

returning any answer, or, according to some of the chroni-
-clers, he rephed by confiscating the estates of Strongbowm Wales.

While the earl thus found himself cut off from aU rein-
forcements of men and arms, the Normans in Leinster were
suddenly attacked by the men of Danish race who were
settled on the nortli-east coast of Ireland, and who now
allied themselves with the natives against the new invaders
ihey attacked Dublin, but without success. The Normans
hov^ever, dreading the formidable league against them'
inade a second application to Henry throu-rh Hervey Fitz-
Maurice. Strongbow himself was then ordered to proceed
to the court, and after some delay he obtained an audience
Ihe earl agreed to surrender to the king the town of
Dublin, with the larger of the other towns on the coast- in
return, Strongbow was permitted to retain his other acqui-
sitions in Ireland, and was restored to the possession of his
estates in Wales.

MacMurrogh having died previously to this interview,
Strongbow had assumed the title of King of Leinster, in
right of his wife Lva; and he now found himself redJced
frotn the condition of a sovereign prince to that of stewardof the Engl^h crown. In the ye.r 1171, Henry set sailfrom Milford to take possession of bis new territorfes. Th.
royal force consisted of 400 vessels, containing about 5 000

TheCr^r^ "^w
^"'' ^^° '^°'«^*^- Henry landed atthe Croc,k, near Waterford, October 18th, and was receivedby the Norman chiefs, who tendered him their homa^-e

The army commenced its march, by way of Cashel,'toDub in meeting with no resistance. The inhabitants, over-awed by the nimbers and the martial equipment of their
enemies, fled in dismay before the alvancing troops, and
the native lungs of the south had no other alternative than

After he had remained in the country for a few months
longer, Henry received news which compelled his imme-
diate return to England. Having appointed officers to the
chief places of power in the island, he sailed from A\'exford
on the 17th of April, 1172, and landed at Portfinnan, in
Wales.

At this time the king had four legitimate sons living-
Henry, Richard, Geoifrey, and John, of whom Henry, the
eldest, was eighteen years of age. An equitable provision
had been made for each of them, it being intended that
Henry should succeed to the English throne, as well as to
the territories of Normandy, Anjou, and Maine. Richard
who was the favourite of his mother, was to receive her
estates of Aqnitaine and Poitou

; Geoffrey, who had married
the daughter of the Duke of Brittany, was to succeed to
that province

;
and John was to be made King of Ireland.

It will be re.neiubered that during the archbishopric of
Thomas a Becket, the king had taken measures to abolish
the primacy, by causing his eldest son to be crowned king
by the Archbishop of York. The poUtical enemies of
Henry exerted themselves to turn this impolitic measure
to their own advantage, by exciting the son to rebel-
li'n against the father, who was now called the elder
king. In these attempts they were seconded by Queen
Eleanor, whose affections had ben alienated from the
king by his numerous infideUties. She was a woman of
strong passions, and determined to make her children
the instruments of her vengeance. Through her efforts the
people of Aquitaine and Poitou attached themselves to the
cause of the younger king, and many of the nobles of those
provinces became his counsellors and confidants. They
i^pared no pains to excite the ambition of the youth, and
persuaded him that his iVither had abdicated thfe throne in
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his favour, and was no longer entitled to hold the sovereign

authority. At the coronation of Prince Henry, his wife

Margaret, the daughter of Louis of France, was not per-

mitted to receive the crown with her husband, and this

omission was resented by the French king, to whom it af-

forded a pretext for embraciug the cause of liis son-in-law.

A peace liaving been concluded by the intervention of the

Pope, the wrong was repaired, and Margaret was crowned

ijueen. Henry then permitted the young couple to visit the

French court, and during their stay, Louis continued to

foment the dissatisfaction of

the son, and to excite him to

rebellion against his father.

On his return to England,

the younger king did not hesi-

tate to demand that his father

would resign to him either the

throne of England or one of

tlie two duchies of Normandy
and Anjou. Henry advised

liim to have patience untd the

time when all these possessions

would become his. The son

quitted his father's presence

in anger, and from that day,

in the language of an old his-

torian, no word of peace ever

more passed between them.

Henry II., determined to

Match the conduct of his re-

lieHious heir, caused him to

travel with him through the

duchy of Aquitaine. When
the court was at Limoges,

Raymond, Earl of Toulouse,

who had quarrelled with the

King of France, came to offer

his allegiance to Henry; and
having done so, he warned

him to look weU to the proceedings of his wife and son,

and to place the fortresses of Aquitaine and Poitou in a

state of defence. The king profited by the warning, and

without making his suspicions known, he contrived to visit

the fortresses, and to assure himself of the fidelity of the

commanders. On the return from their visit to Aquitaine,

the king and his son stopped to sleep at the town of

Cliinon ; and during the night young Henry quitted the

place and fled to Alencjon. A pursuit was instituted, but

without success ; and the young man reached Argenton,

whence he escaped by night into the territories of the King
of France.

On the news of this escape being brought to the old

king, ho displayed all the energy of former years, and,

mounting on horseback, he proceeded along the frontier of

Normandy, inspecting the defences, and preparing against

attacks. Messengers, with a similar object, were also

dispatched to the captains of the royal garrisons in Anjou,
Aquitaine, and Brittany. Meanwhile the two princes,

Richard and Geoffrey, followed their brother to tlie French
court, and Queen Eleanor also endeavoured to make her

escape, dressed m man's clothes. She was, however, taken

prisoner by those sent in pursuit of her, and was placed in

an imprisonment, in which she remained, with very slight

.Spoon of tho Twelfth Century,
used at the Coronation of the

Kings and Queens.

intermission, during sixteen years. Henry now sent envoys
to the French court, demanding his son, and also requiring

to know the intentions of the King of France. The ambas-
sadors were received in full court, in the presence of young
Henry and his brothers. When, according to the usual

form, they commenced their message by enumerating the

titles of their royal master, they were interrupted by
Louis, who declared that there was but one King of

England—namely, the young prince now standing before

them.

Young Henry was recognised by a general assembly of

the barons and bishops of France as having the only lawful

right to the English throne. Louis VII. made oath to this

effect, and after him the brothers of Henry and the barons

of the kingdom. A great seal was made with the arras of

the Iting of England, in order that Henry might affix that

sign of royalty to his documents of state.

His first acts were grants of land and estates to the

barons of France and the enemies of his father who were
willing to join the confederacy. Among these were William.

King of Scotland, who was to receive the territories of

Northumberland and Cumberland, conquered by his prede-

cessors ; Philip, Earl of Flanders, to whom was promised the

earldom of Kent, and the castles of Dover and Rochester

;

and the Earl of Blois, who was to have Amboise, Chateau-

Reynault, and five hundred pounds of silver from tha

revenues of Anjou. Other donations were made of a similar

kind, and the young king sent messengers to Rome to obtain

the sanction of the Pope. It is remarkable that he demanded
the assistance of the papal see on the ground that he could

not submit to see the murder of his foster-father, Thomas a

Becket, remain unpunislied, and the murderers stiU living in

security and affluence. He also promised large concessions

to the Church and an extension of its privOeges. The court

of Rome, however, accustomed to act with caution, was in

no hurry to reply to this despatch, and waited the course

of events.

Meanwhile the cause of the rebellious son was embraced

by many powerftd chiefs, even among the vassals of the

English king. Not a few recalled former acts of arrogance

or oppression for which the present occasion offered the

prospect of vengeance ; others, who were young in arms,

and of turbulent and adventurous spirit, were easily in-

duced to take up arms in favour of the gay young prince.

In England the Earls of Leicester and Chester were the

principal supporters of his cause.

Henry, who was then in Normandy, saw himself deserted

by many of the lords of his court, and it is said that even

the guards of his chamber, those who were entrusted with

the care of his person and his Ufe, went over to his enemies.

In circumstances such as these, with dangers thickening

around him, the indomitable character and powerful mind of

the king were displayed to their fuU extent. He posse-ised

in a high degree those political and military talents which

were hereditary in the family of the Conqueror, and although

the loss of his followers was to him a cause of the greatest

grief and despair,* yet he preserved a calm and cheerful

countenance, pursuing liis usual amusements of hunting and

hawking, and showing himself more than usually gay and

affable tov/ards those who came into his presence, f

The king placed his chief reliance upon his command of

* Oiraldas Cambrenais. t Matthew Paris.
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money, with which he hired into his service a number of

foreign mercenaries, including 20,000 Brabanfons. He
also exercised all the arts of diplomacy to detach the

neighbouring priucee from the cause of his son, and sent

messengers to Rome, acknowledging himself as the Pope's

vassid, and entreating his assistance. The terms used by

the king in his letter, in which the kingdom of England

was called the patrimony of St. Peter, probably tended in

some degree to excite and justify those pretensions of the

see of Rome, which in subsequent reigns produced such

important results. The Pope admitted the justice of the

king's claims in opposition to those of his son, and con-

firmed the sentences of excommunication which the Norman

bishops of Henry had issued against the adherents of the

princes. He also sent a special legate across the Alps,

commissioned to arrange terms of peace ; but before the

messenger arrived, the war had already commenced on the

frontier of Normandy.

Allusion has already been made to the animosities existing

between the different races inhabiting the continental ter-

ritories of Henry II. The rebellion of the princes fomented

this national hatred, and opposing nations took part in the

contest,, and having once drawn the sword, were not easily

induced to lay it aside. While the King of France and

Henry the younger were marching an army into Normandy,

Richard had gone to Poitou, where most of the barons

entered the field in his cause. Geoffrey met with similar

success among the people of Brittany, who, with their

foi-mer readiness for revolt, entered into a confederation for

the purpose of securing their own interests, while ostensibly

supporting the cause of their duke. The old king thus

found himself attacked at several points simultaneously,

while the troops whom he had at command were chiefly

the Brabangou mercenaries, who, though vahant men-at-

arms, were in fact little better than banditti. With a

division of these troops Henry opposed the advance of the

King of France, and ultimately compelled him to make a

rapid retreat. Another division, which had been sent into

Brittany, met with equal success against the insurgents,

and the adherents of the princes were defeated wherever

they showed themselves. King Louis, who possessed little

persistence of character, soon grew weary of this war, as

he had done on former occasions, and advised the rebellious

sons to seek a reconciliation with their father. Henry con-

sented to a conference, and the two kings met in a wide

plain near to Gisors, where there was a venerable elm,

whose branches descended to the ground. In this spot,

from time immemorial, all conferences had been held

between the dukes of Normandy and the kings of France.

The conference was attended by the two princes, accom-

panied by the archbishops, bishops, and nobles of both

countries. The king offered to his eldest son half of the

royal revenues of England, with the same portion of the

incomes of Normandy and Anjou. To the other princes

he also offered estates and revenues. The King of France,

however, was alarmed by these conciliatory proposals, and
threw difficulties in the way of a paeifioation, encouraging

the enemies of Henry to take measures for breaking off the

negotiations. One of these men was Robert, Earl of Lei-

cester, who insulted Henry with open abuse, and even laid

bis hand upon his sword, as though he would have violated

the truce by slaying his sovereign. He was, however,

forcibly reatrained by those who surrounded him. The

tumult which arose was followed by a renewal of hostilities -.

and a desultory war, in which no engagement of import-

ance took place, was continued during the rest of the year.

Robert of Leicester had returned to England for the

purpose of joining Hugh Bigod, a powerful noble who
adhered to the cause of the princes. The Scots, who ha(?

begun to make forays upon the lands in their neighbourhood,

were also assuming a dangerous attitude ; but were re-

puked by Richard de Lucy, the king's high justiciary, who
burnt their town of Berwick, and drove them back with

considerable slaughter. On his return to the south he

defeated the Earl of Leicester, and took him prisoner. The
Saxon peasantry of England appear to have been entirely

indifferent to these disputes, and, therefore, remained quiet.

The people of Normandy, also, were generally faithful te

their sovereign, and it was among the recent conquests ot

Henry—in the provinces of Poitou and Aquitaiue, Maine

and Anjou—that the rebellion gained ground. Two of the

natural sons of the king, who were at that time in England,

exerted themselves strenuously in the cause of their

father, and one of these—Geoffrey, Bishop of Lincoln-

distinguished himself by varioiis successes against the in.

surgent barons.

Meanwhile, Richard, having fortified a number of castlea

of Poitou and Aquitaine, headed a general insurrection of

the people of those provinces. Against him, in the year

1174, the king marched his Brabanfon troops, having

placed garrisons in Normandy to repel the attacks of tin

Ki[jg of France. Henry took possession of the town of

Saintes, and also of the fortress of Taillebourg, and in his

return from Anjou, devastated the frontier of Poitou, de-

stroying the growing crops as well as the dwellings of th&

people. On his arrival in Normandy he received news

that his eldest son, with Philip, Earl of Flanders, had pre-

pared a great armament, with which they were about to

make a descent upon the English coast. The king, whose

movements on such occasions were unsurpassed for rapidity

and energy, immediately took horse, and proceeded to the

nearest seaport. A storm was raying as he reached the

coast, but Henry immediately embarked ; carrying with

him as prisoners his wife Eleanor, and Jlargaret, the wife

of his eldest sou, who had not succeeded in following her

husband to the court of her father.

Henry landed at Southampton, whence he proceeded to

Canterbury, for the purpose of imdergoing that extraordi-

nary penance, to which some allusion has already been

made. It is related that he rode all night, without resting

by the way, and that when, at the dawn of day, he came

in sight of Canterbvu-y cathedral, he immediately dis-

mounted from his horse, throw from him his shoes and

royal robes, and walketl tlie rest of the way barefoot, along

a stony road. On arriving at the cathedral, the king, ac-

companied by a great number of bishops, abbots, and

monks, including all those of Canterbury, descended to

the crypt in which the corpse of Thomas h Becket was

laid. Gilbert Foliot, Bishop of London, addressed the

people, and said : " Be it known to all who are here pre-

sent, that Henry, King of England, invoking for his soul's

salvation God and the holy martyrs, protests before you

all that he never commanded nor desired the death of the

saint ; but, as it is possible that the murderers availed

themselves of some words spoken imprudently, he implores

his penance from the bishops now assembled, and is will-
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ing to submit hU naked flesh to the discipline of the

rods."*

The king knelt upon the stone of the tomb, and, stripping

off part of his clothes, exposed his back to the scourge. Each

of the bishops then took one of the whips with several lashes,

used in the monasteries for penance, and each, in turn, struck

the king several times on the shoulders, saying, "As Christ

remained a day and a night prostrate before the tomb,

during which time he took no food, and did not quit the

place. The fatigue which he thus underwent brought on a

fever, which oontined him during several days to his chamber.

The display of repentance, wliether real or assumed, produced

a reaction in the king's favour among the people, and he at

once recovered the popularity he had lost. It happened

Meeting of Henry and Louis on the Plain near Gisors.

was scourged for our sins, so be thou for thine own." The
rest of the monks present, to the number of about eighty,
then took the whips, and it is said that many of these, who
were of Saxon descent, gave their blows with vigour, so that
the penance endured by the king was not merely nominal.
The scourging did not end the acts of humiliation. Henry

• fltattliew Paris.

that on the day when Henry was thus humbling himself

before the tomb of Becket, one of his most powerful ene-

mies hail been taken prisoner. William the Lion, of Scot-

land, had made a hostile incursion into the lands of the

English ; and on the 12th of July, when he was amusing

himself by tilting in a meadow with some of his nobles, he

was surprised by Ranulph de (Jlauville, and captured, to-

scether with those who were with him. The English people.
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deeply imbued with the superstition of the time, attributed

this success to tbe favour of the martyred archbishop, and

they flocked to the standard of the king. Henry was not

long in recovering hie strength ; and, taking the field once

more, he advanced against the rebellious barons, who gave

way and fled at the sound of his approach. Many of their

castles were carried by storm, and many were surprised

before the inmates had time to escape. So many prisoners

were taken that, according to Giraldus Cambrensis, there

were hardly cords enough to bind them, or prisons enough

to hold them.

Having efleotually repressed the revolt in England, Henry

passed over with his army into Normandy. The inhabitants

a brief resistance, and in a few days raised the siege.

Their numerous army retreated hastily before the forces of

the English king, who pursued his advantage, and compelled

his adversaries once more to come to terms. Louis was
again the first to withdraw from the contest, and proposed a
conference for arranging terras of peace, to which the princes

Henry and Geoffrey reluctantly assented.

Richard was supported in his rebellion by Bertrand de
Born, lord of Haute-Fort, a distinguished warrior and poet,

under whose teaching the natural daring of the prince was
fostered, and he received a thorough training in the art of

war. Richard at first refused to be included in the truce,

but receiving no succour from his allies, he was unable to

Penanco of Henrj before the Shrine of Thomas Si Becket.—From an ancient painting on glass, engraved in Carter's Specimens

of Ancient Sculpture and Painting.

of Poitou and Brittany were not influenced by any venera-

tion for St. Thomas a Becket, nor by the humiliations

endured by the king at his shrine ; they were not disheartened

by their first defeat, and they rose again in rebellion.

Meanwhile the Earl of Flanders had resigned his project

of invading England as soon as Henry's return thither, and
the various successes whioh attended him, were made known.
The earl turned his forces in another direction, and having
been joined by Henry, the younger king, and by Louis
of France, laid siege to the town of Rouen. The attacking

forces had scarcely sat down before the place, when Henry,
who had returned in haste to the Continent, appeared

on the scene of action, and obtained possession of the

stores of the French army. Louis and hh aUies made but

maintain a defence, and after the loss of many fortresses,

he was compelled to return to his father, and implore his

pardon. The king, stern and unrelenting towards ordinary

offenders, acted with remarkable indulgence towards his

rebellious children. An act of reconciliation was agreed

upon, by which estates and revenues were assigned to each

of the princes ; and Henry made peace with the French king

and the Earl of Flanders, on condition that they restored

the territories which they had occupied since the commence-

ment of the war. On the other hand, Henry agreed to give

up those lands whioh he had conquered, and to liberate all

his prisoners, with the exception of the King of Scotland,

who had been confined in the castle of Falaise. In the fol-

lowing month of December (a.d. ll?-!), the Scottish king
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obtained liis freedom by doing homage to Henry, and ac-

knowledging liimself as his vassal—thus sacrificing nominally

the iudepeudeuce of his kingdom.

The three princes assented to the terms offered by their

father, and promised future honour and obedience to him,

the two youuger taking the oath of fealty. In the year

1175 Henry returned to England with his eldest son, and

the reconciliation between them was now so complete, that

it is related that they ate at the same table and slept in the

same bed.

At length the country enjoyed a short period of tran-

quillity, and eight years elapsed, during which there was

peace at home and abroad, and the energies of the king were

engage! in promoting reforms in the internal government

of the kingdom. His reputation for wisdom and power at

this time stood so high, that the Kings of Navarre and

Castile, who had been engaged in a prolonged warfare upon

a question of territory, agreed to refer their dispute to the

decision of the English monarch, and it is related that he

delivered a wise and impartial judgment between them.

The government of Henry appears to have been in the

main a just one, while it was firm, uncompromising, and

well calculated to keep in check the unruly tempers of the

Norman barons. During his reign the commerce of the

country recovered from the depressed condition into which

it had previously fallen. From remote parts of the East

as well as from the Continent and from Ireland, trading

vessels of foreign merchants brought articles of convenience

and luxury to London. The wines of France, the furs of

Normandy, the spices of Arabia, were among the merchan-

dise imported at this time into England, and were employed

to minister to that taste for pomp and magnificence which

prevailed in the court of Henry II. London was ah-eady a

populous city, noted for the wealth and luxury of its citizens,

and in this reign it first became generally recognised as

the capital of the kingdom. In the city and suburbs there

were then about thirteen monasteries, and more than a

hundred churches, with a fixed population of about 40,000

inhabitants. Industry and the arts were making rapid

progress, and labourers and artificers of many different

kinds were to be found in the city. Ludgate was at this

time the western extremity of London, and where the

Strand now pours east or west its stream of busy life, the

ground was then divided into fields and orchards, which

extended to Westminster. According to Fitz-Stepheu, the

biographer of Becket, the citizens of London received the

title of barons—a statement which, to say the least of it, is

improbable; but there can be no doubt that their wealth

and intelligence at this period placed them in a higher

position than is generally supposed. Other cities had at-

tauied to a high degree of importance, either as depots for

home produce or manufactures, as seats of learning, or aa

Beaports where the foreign commerce of the country was
carried on. Exeter was a fine city, whither merchants re-

sorted to trade for the mineral produce of the country, the

mines of Cornwall and Devonshire already yielding a large

annual revenue to the crown. Bristol conducted an extensive

trade with Ireland and the north of Europe. Chester

received ships from different countries witli various kinds

of merchandise. Lincoln was the seat of extensive home
and foreign trade. Winchester and Gloucester were famous

for their wines, the vine being then cultivated in the neigh-

bourhood with considerable success. Among other cities

mentioned by contemporary writers as being wealthy and
populous, were York, Norwich, Lynn, Dunwich in Suffolk,

Grimsby, Berwick, and Perth. Dublin is described as a splen-

did city, worthy to be placed in comparison with Loudon.

It is not known with certainty of what the exports of the

country at this time consisted ; but it is probable that they

were confined to provisions, metals, and wool, or woollen

goods. According to William of Malmesbury, England was

the granary of Europe, where, in times of scarcity, other

nations were sure of obtaining corn at a moderate

price.

In the year 1182 fresh disputes arose between Henry and
his sons. Richard having been called upon to do homage
to his elder brother Henry for the provinces of Aquitaine and
Poitou, positively refused, and immediately proceeded to put

his fortresses in a condition of defence. In tlie beginning

of the following year, Henry the younger and Geoffrey

marched an army, part of which was composed of the

Braban(;on troops, against their brother, and several furious

engagements took place between them. The king, alarmed

at the grave appearance of the quarrel, recalled his two
sons, and on their refusal took up arms in support of

Richard. The family war was thus renewed under a new
aspect, one of the sons fighting with his father against his

two brothers. Contemporary historians speak with a fitting

horror of these unnatural contests, and attribute their re-

currence to an evil destiny which hung over the race of

Plantagenet, as the result of some great crime which re-

mained unexpiated. Revolting stories were related of the

origin of the family, and of the deeds of its descendants

—

stories, of which some are evidently fabulous, and others,

probably, had little or no foundation in fact. One of these,

which is found in the chronicles of Johannes Bromton, may
be given as an instance :—^An ancient countess of Aujou,

from whom liing Henry was descended, was observed by her

husband to evince great reluctance to entering a church,

and when she did visit one, invariably to quit the edifice

before the celebration of the sacrament. The husband,

whose suspicions were excited, caused her one day to be

forcibly detained by four esquires ; but, at the moment of

the consecration, the countess threw off the cloak by which

she was held, flew out of the church window, and was never

seen afterwards. It is related that Prince Richard was

accustomed to refer to this anecdote, and to say it was no

matter of surprise that he and his family, who had sprung

from such a stock, should be on bad terms with each

other.

In those days poetry played an important part in the

political events of the south of France. All transactions

of war, and often those of peace, were proclaimed,

made known, and commented upon in rhyme. The

songs of the Troubadours circulating through the country,

and repeated from mouth to mouth, occupied in a great

measure the same place in the twelfth century that our

new.spapers do in the present day. Among the people

of Aquitaine the Queen Eleanor was held in great af-

fection, as having been born among them, and the offences

of which she was commonly reported to have been guilty

were little regarded by a people whose own standard of

morality was low. The long imprisonment with which she

had been visited by her husband excited their chivalrous

feelings, and her wrongs were a favourite tlicme with the

poets of her native province. The people rejoiced at an
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opportunity of punishing her husband by any means at

tiieir command, and they therefore welcomed the new

quarrels which had arisen between the sous and their father.

Henry and his son Richard marched against Limoges,

wliich was in the possession o<' Henry the younger and

Geoffrey. Within a few weeks tne eldest brother deserted

the cause of the men of Aquitaine, and gave in his sub-

mission once more to his fatlier. Geoffrey, however, re-

mained lirm, and, supported by the people, contmued his

0(>|i08iiion. Prince Henry communicated with his brother

tlirongh Bertrand de Born, and arranged that a meeting

should take place between his father and Geoffrey, for the

purpose of arranging terms of peace. When the king

arrived at Limoges to attend this conference, he was sur-

prised to find the gates of the town shut against him ;
and

on presenting himself with a small escort before the walls,

and demanding admittance, he was answered by a flight

of arrows, one of which pierced his armour. An explana-

tion ensued, when this occurrence was declared to be a

mistake, and the king entered the town, and was met by

Geoffrey in an open place, where they began the conference.

During the interview a second flight of arrows were dis-

charged from the walls of the castle adjoining, one of which

struck the king's horse on the head. Henry ordered one

of his esquires to pick up the arrow, and, taking it in his

hand, he presented it to Geoffrey, with words of sorrow and

reproach.

These attempts at assassination, as revolting in themselves

as they were in defiance of the laws of chivalry, have been

attributed by some historians to Geoffrey himself; but there

is no sulEcient reason for supposing that they occurred by

the son's command. The hot-tempered soldiers of the south,

probably, were httle pleased at the prospect of a reconcilia-

tion between Geoffrey and his father, which would be made

without regard to their interests ; and it is not improbable

that of their own accord they took this means of putting

an end to the conference. It is stated that the archers

who made the attack upon the king were not hired soldiers,

but volunteers, who had recently joined the army of

Geoffrey.

Henry the younger, finding his attempts at mediation

frustrated, declared that the men of Aquitaine were obsti-

nate rebels, with whom he would never more make peace

or truce, but that he would remain true to his father at all

times. And yet a month had scarcely elapsed before he

again quitted his father, and entered into a league with

his adversaries. The Pope now interposed, and by his com-

mand the Norman clergy excommunicated the disobedient

son—a penalty which the perjuries of the prince had once

before called down upon him. It seems improbable that

Henry the younger was in the least disturbed by being

under the ban of the Church ; but he was induced by some
cause to return to his father, who received him once more
with forgiveness. The prince promised, in the name of the

insurgents, to surrender the town of Limoges ; but if he had
their warranty for doing so, they soon repented of their

determination. The envoys of the king, who were sent to

take possession of the town, were butchered within the

walls, and the people, whose national spirit was thoroughly

aroused, showed themselves resolved to put down all mea-
sures of reconciliation.

Not long after these events, the king received a message

that his son, having {ailea dangerously ill at Chateau-

Martel, near Limoges, was anxious to see him. The king,

who remembered the former attempts upon his own life, aa

well as the recent assassination of his soldiers, feared to

trust himself again among these conspirators. He took a

ring from his finger, and giving it to the Archbishop of

Bordeaux, desired him to convey it immediately to the

prince, with the assurance of his father's love. The arch-

bishop executed his mission, and Prince Henry died with

the ring pressed to his lips, confessing his undutiful con-

duct, and showing every sign of contrition. The younger

king was twenty-seven years of age at the time of hi»

death, which took place June 11th, 1183.

The stern Plantagenet is said to have been struck with,

grief at his son's death; but he was not of a nature to

waste time in brooding over the irrevocable past. With
his sorrow were associated feelings o'f anger against the

rebels of Aquitaine, whose hostile attitude had prevented

him from attending the deathbed of the prince. The king

immediately collected an army, and on the day after the

funeral of his son, he took the town of Limoges by assault,

and followed up this success by seizing many castles of th©

insurgents, which he razed to the ground. Above all the

confederates he pursued Bertrand de Born, to whose evil

counsel he attributed the numerous acts of rebelUon on the

part of the princes. Henry besieged the castle of Haute-

Fort, and within a short time it fell into his hands ; and

the chief, Bertrand, was conducted as a prisoner to the

royal tent.

Bertrand, as has been already related, was not only a

warrior, but a troubadour of renown, as eminent for gaiety

and wit as for valour. He had made satirical poems upon

the great King Henry, whom he had boasted that he held

neither in respect nor fear. Henry now called him into his

presence, to see how this gallant song-maker wotdd comport

himself in the face of death. " Bertrand," he said, " thou

hast been heard to declare that thou newer requiredst to

use more than half thy wit, but now the time has come
when thou wilt need it all." "My lord," the troubadour

calmly replied, " I did, indeed, say so ; and I said the

truth." " And yet I think that thy sense has deserted

thee," rejoined the king. " You are right, sire," Bertrand

said, in slow and grave tones. " I lost it on the day that the

valiant youth thy son expired ;
then, indeed, I lost all sense

and reason." At the mention of his son, the king gave way
to a passion of grief; and, to the astonishment of the court,

the judge fainted away at the words of the prisoner. When
Henry recovered, all thoughts of vengeance had passed

away : the man who stood before him, whatever might be

his crimes, had been his son's old friend, and for this causa

the king spared his life. "Sir Bertrand, Sir Bertrand!"

said he, " thou didst well to lose tny senses for my son's

sake, for he loved thee better than any man in the world

;

and I, for love of him, give thee thy life, thy wealth, and

thy castle." *

The death of the younger king caused a reconciliation

between the several members of this dissevered family.

Even the Queen Eleanor was once more taken for a while

into favour ; and in her presence, the Princes Geoffrey and

Richard, as well as their younger brother, Prince John,

swore to a solemn bond of final peace and concord (a.d.

118-4). The king, distrusting the vmtamed disposition of

"FOMies des Troubadours."
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his elder sons, appears to have extended his chief favour

and affection towards John. In a few monthis more the

peace of the family was again disturbed by Geoffrey, who
demanded the earldom of Aujou, and, on being refused, he

went over to the French court. Here he passed his time in

amusements and dissipations, waiting an opportunity for

pursuing his schemes of ambition. One day, when engaged

in a tournament, his horse was thrown down, and the prince

himself was trampled to death by the horses of the com-

batants (a.d. 118G).

Six years before the death of Geoffrey, Louis VII. of

France had died, and the throne became occupied by his

son, Philip II., a young and warlike prince. He it was
who had welcomed Geoffrey to the French court, and who
now invited his brother Richard to enjoy the same honours.

The invitation was accepted, and a great friendship—which,

however, was not destined to endure in after years—sprung

up between the two princes. This state of things displeased

Henry, who sent repeated messages to his son, desiring him
to return to England. After various excuses and delays,

Richard set out, apparently for that purpose ; but on reach-

ing Chinon, where one of the royal treasuries was placed, he

carried off the contents by force. The money thus obtained

was spent in fortifying castles in Aquitaine, whither he

immediately proceeded. The people of that province, dis-

gusted with the result of their previous rebellion, offered

him no support, and after a short time he was compelled to

return to his father. Henry, who had learnt to distrust the

efficacy of the most solemn oaths, collected a great assembly

of the clergy and the barons to bear witness to his sou's new
vows of good faith and duty. ,

In the following year (1187) the state of affairs in the

Holy Land again attracted the attention of the princes of

the west. Jerusalem, with its sacred treasures and reUos,

had again fallen into the hands of the Mahometans, who
were headed by a young and warlike prince, Salah-ed-Deen,

commonly called Saladin. The Christian conquerors of the

Holy Land were suffering repeated defeats and misfortunes,

and the Pope sent messages to the princes of Europe, calhng

upon them to arouse themselves, and take up arms in the

cause of the cross. Henry of England at once responded

to the call, and Philip having determined on a similar

course of action, a conference was determined upon between
the two kings for the purpose of arranging a permanent
peace. The meeting took place as before, in the field beside

the elm-tree, between Trie and Gisors. Several envoys of

the Pope were present, among whom was the celebrated

William, Archbishop of Tyre. The eloquence of this man
is said to have tended greatly to the success of the nego-
tiations. Suspending the settlement of their differences,

the two kings swore to take up arms as brothers in the holy

cause, and, in token of their pledge, each received from the

archbishop a cross, which he attached to his dress, the cross

of the Iving of England being white, and that of the Iving

of France red.

Having held a council at IVIans to deliberate upon the

measures to be pursued for taking the field, Henry returned
to England

; and a similar council, composed of the barons
of the whole kingdom, was held at Gidington, in North-
amptonshire. The lords determined that a tenth of all the

property in the kingdom should be levied to meet the ex-

penses of the crusade. The men of landed property who
accompanied the royal army were to receive the sum levied

on their lands, to enable them to take the field, the impost
upon the other parts of the country being a£iphed to the usu

of the Crown. The sum of £70,000, which was raised by
this means, proving insufficient, Henry extorted large sums
of money from the Jew.=- and the people of that unhappy
race were compelled, by imprisonment and other severe

measures, to yield up their hoards. One-fourth of their

whole property was thus extorted from the Jews, and pro-
bably, in many cases, a much larger sum

Notwithstanding all these preparations, and the solemn
oath of the two kings, the money thus obtained was not
applied to the conquest of Jerusalem. A quarrel took place

between Prince Richard and Raymond of St. Gilles, and the

people of Aquitaine, once more roused to rebellion, profited

by the dispute to form new leagues against the Plantagenet

government. The King of France joined the insurgents,

and attacked various castles and towns in the occupation of

Henry. At length, after a profitless contest of several

months, the two kings met once more under the old elm-

tree, resolved to arrange a peace. No mockery of solemn

engagements took place on this occasion, and Henry and

Phihp separated in anger, without having been able to come
to an agreement. The young King of France, enraged at

the failure of the conference, cut down the elm-tree, swear-

ing by the saints that never more should a parley be held

under it.

This latter revolt on the part of Richard, however unjus-

tifiable it might be, was not without some pretext. Ac-
cording to an agreement, made in former years, between

Henry II. and Louis VII., it had been determined that

Richard should marry Alix, or Alice, King Louis's daughter,

and the young princess was placed in the hands of Henry
until she should arrive at a marriageable age. The war
having broken out afresh, and the princes of England being

separated from their father, the marriage was deferred, and

it was currently reported that Henry had grown enamoured

of her, and even that she had become his mistress. It is

related that, at the time when his sons were at war against

him, the king had determined to make Alice his wife, and

that an attempt which he made to procure a divorce from

the Queen Eleanor was to be attributed to this partiality.

The court of Rome, however, rejected his entreaties and

presents, and refused the application.

What degree of truth may have existed in these reports

cannot now be determined, but it is certain that Henry

detained the princess for a number of years, resisting the

demands of Philip, and even the order of the Pope, that the

marriage between her and Richard should take place.

Another plea urged by Richard in justification of his re-

belUon, was his belief that his brother John was intended

to succeed to the English throne. No circumstances, how-

ever, are related by the historians giving reasonable grounds

for such an opinion. In November, a.d. 1188, another con-

ference took place, and this time at Bonmoulins, in Nor-

mandy. Philip demanded that his sister should be un-

mediately delivered up to her affianced husband, and that

Richard should be declared heir to the English throne in

the presence of all the barons of the two countries. Henry,

remembering the events which had followed the recognition

of the claims of his eldest son, refused to repeat an act

which might be attended with similar disturbances.

Richard, enraged at this refusal, turned from his father, and,

placing his hands in those of the King of France, declared
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himself his vassal, and said that he committed the protection

of hia hereditary rights into his hands. Phihp accepted his

oath of fealty, and, in return, presented him with some
towns conquered by the French troops from his father.

Henry quitted the spot in vio-

lent agitation, and, mounting
iiis horse, he rode to Saumur,

there to make his preparations

for continuing the war.

At tlic : -ws of this new
rupture, th» Bretons, who had
been quiet for two years, rose

once more in revult, and the

men nf Poitou declared for

Richard so soon as they per-

ceived liim to be finally sepa-

rated from his fiither. Blaay
of the nobles and knights of

Henry began to desert him, as

they had done before, and the

party of his son, supported by
the King of France, increased

in strength daily. On the

other hand, the greater part

of the Normans remained faith-

ful to their sovereign, and the

Pope granted Henry his as-

sistance, catising sentence of

excommunication to be de-

clared against all the adherents

of the rebeUious son. But
Henry was no longer young.
The repeated vexations and
misfortunes he had undergone
—the wounds he had receiveil

from the disobedience of his

children—at length produced
their effect, and he resigned

himself to sorrow, leaving to

the legate of the Pope and to

the priests the care of his de-

fence. They sent repeated

messages to Richard and to

the King of France, whom
they threatened with excom-
munication, and, at length,

Philip was induced to con-
sent to another conference,

arranged.

Effigy of Eleanor, Queen of
Henry II. From the Tomb
at Fontevrault.

at which peace was to be

At this meeting, which took place in the year 1 189, there
were present, besides the two kings, Richard, John of Ana<rni
the cardinal-legate of the Pope, and the Archbishops' of
Canterbury, Rheims, Bourges, and Rouen. Philip proposed
the same conditions as before, and Henry again rejected
them, but offered to marry Alice to John, the only one of his
sons who harl remained obedient to him, proposing, at the
same time, to make John heir to the continental dominions
of the English Crown. Ricliard indignantly refused these
terms, and the King of France having supported him in
this opposition, John of Anagni declared that his mission
was to place the whole of tlie territories of Philip under
an mterdict. The young king boldly defied the legate, and
Richard even drew his sword against the Pope's euvov, and

would have killed him on the spot but for the interposition
of those who surrounded him.

Henry was compelled to relinquish these unavailing nego-
tiations, and to summon his troops to take the field. The
French king attacked his territories in Anjou, while the
Poitevins and Bretons, headed by Richard, seized the royal
towns and castles in the south. The old king, whom grief
and failing health had reft of aU his former energy, was
compeUed once more to sue for peace, and offered to grant
whatever terms might be demanded. Philip and Henry
met, for the last time, in a plain bet\veen 'Jours and Azay-
sur-Cher, Richard remaining at a distance, waiting the
result of the interview. Philip demanded that the English
king should give in his allegiance to him, and place himself
at his mercy; that Alice should be committed to the care
of persons appointed by Richard, until his return from the
Holy Land, whither he intended to proceed immediately

;

that Henry should give his son the kiss of peace, in token
of entire forgiveness of the past ; and should pay to the
King of France twenty thousand marks of silver, for the
restitution of the provinces which he had conquered.

According to a contemporary historian, the two kings
were talking together in the open field, when suddenly,
although the sky was without a cloud, a loud clap of
thunder was heard overhead, and a flash of hghtning de<
scended between them.* They immediately separated in
affright, and when, after a short interval, they met again
a second clap, louder than the first, was heard almost; on
the instant. The conference was broken off, and Henry,
whose weak state of health rendered uim liable to be
seriously affected by any violent emotion, retired to his
quarters, where the articles of the treaty reduced to writing
were sent to him. Thus the historian would have us
believe that Heaven itself interposed to pre.-ent the dis-
honour of the English king, and his submission to the
crown of France.

The envoys of Philip found the old king in bed, and
while he lay there they began to read out to him the
articles of the treaty. When they came to the part which
referred to the persons engaged secretly or avowedly in
the cause of Richard, the king desired to know their
names, that he might at least learn who they were who
had been his enemies. The first name read to him was
that of his youngest son, John, whom he had so long
beUeved to be loyal and dutiful. On hearing this name
the old man was seized with a violent agitation or con-
vulsion of the whole frame. Raising himself half up,
he exclaimed, "Is it, then, true that John, the joy of
my heart, the son of my love, he whom I have cherished
more than all the rest, and for love of whom I have brought
upon myself these troubles, has also deserted me?"
Then falling b.ack on the bed, and turning his face to the
wall, he said, in words of despair, " So be it, then

; let

everything go as it will. I care no more for myself, nor
for the world !

"

Feeling that he grew rapidly worse, Henry caused him-
self to be conveyed to Chinon, where he arrived in a dying
state. In his last moments he was heard to utter male-
dictions on himself as a conquered king, and to curse
also the sons he was leaving behind him. The bishops
and lords who surrounded him exerted themselves in

* Roger of HoTCdon.
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vain to induce him to retract these words, and he con-

tinued repeating them until death laid its finger on his

lips (July 6, A.D. 1189).

ham the Conqueror. It is related that these hirelings stripped

the body of their royal master of the very clothes which

covered him, and carried off everything of value from the

Richard Coeur de Lion drawing his Sword upon the Cardinal-Legate of the Pope.

No sooner had this great king breathed his last, than his

servants and attendant.?, one and all, deserted his corpse, as

bad happened a century before to that of his ancestor, Wil-

chamber. King Henry had desired to be buried at the abbey

of Fontevrault, a few leagues to the south of Chinon ; but it

was not until after considerable delay that people could be
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found to w-rap the body in a shroud, and convey it thither

with horses. The corpse was lying in the great church of

the abbey, waiting the tims of sepulture, when Richar.i,

bore upon them the impress of prolonged agony. The son

gazed upon the sight in silence, and with a sudden

impulse, he knelt down for a few moments before the altar

;

Kichard Cceur-de-Lion beside the Dead Body e£ his Father.

wno had received the news of his father's death, arrived at

Fontevrault. Entering the church, he conmianded the face

of the dead king to be uncovered, that he might look upon

it for the last time. The features were still contracted, and

18

then, rising up, be quitted the church, not to return. An
old superstition of Scandinavia, which had descended alike

to Noimans and Saxons, was to the effect that the body

of a murdered man would bleed in the presence of *he
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murderer ; and some of the chrouicles relate that from

the moment when Richard entered the church, until he

had again passed the threshold, blood flowed without

ceasing from the nostrils of the dead king. Thus it is

evident that contemporary writers regarded the conduct

of the sous as having accelerated, if not caused, the

leiith of their father.

Ileury II. died on the 6th of July, a d. 1189, at the age

of filty-six, having reigned nearly thirty-five years. Of
the king's personal character, very different estimates have
been formed by different historians. Those who look at a
many-sided character from their own narrow stand-point,

will, necessarily, paint that side only which is presented to

them, leaviug the rest in shadow ; and thus we find Henry
II. described on the one hand as a man almost without

blemish, and, on the other, as utterly destitute of public or

private virtue. It appears probable that he had little

abstract regard for the welfare of the people, but he was
fully alive to his own interests, and he perceived those

interests to be bound up in the national prosperity. lie

therefore laboured to promote tlse well-being of his sub-

jects, as absolute mouarchs, in later times, have done
from a similar motive. He was inor.iinately ambitious,

and was heard to say, in moments of triumph, that the

whole v/orld was a portion little enough for a great man.
He was skilled in the arts of diplomacy, and accustomed to

use dissimulation and falsehood whenever an advantage was
to be gained thereby.

Instances have been given of the ungovernable fits of

passion to which Henry in his younger days was subject

;

these appear to have been much less frequent as he grew
past middle age. Without any self-control in moments of

anger, he was at other times remarkable for acting with

calm judgment and calculation. In his relations with women
ho was extremely licentious. »Among his mistresses was
one who has been celebrated in various romantic tales,

most of which are without any foundation in truth.

"Fair Rosamond" was the daughter of Walter Clifford, a

baron of Herefordshire, whose castle was situated on
one of the heights overlooking the valley of the Wye,
between the Welsh Hay and Hereford. Henry fell in love

with her before ho ascended the throne, and she bore to

him two sons, who have been already mentioned as aiding

their father at the time of the partial rebellion in England.

One of these was William, called Longsword, from the size of

tho weapon which he carried, who married the daughter of

the Earl of Salisbury, and succeeded to his estates ; the

other was Geoffrey, Bishop of Lincoln, and subsequently

Archbishop of York. "While Henry was still a young man,
Rosamond retired to the convent of Godestow, near to

Oxford, where, after a few years, she died. During her

residence there, Henry bestowed many valuable presents

i:pon the convent for her sake, and the nuns, who seem to

have been actuated by a personal regard for her, as well as

by a recollection of the benefits she had conferred upon
them, buried her in their choir, burning tapers round her

tomb, and showing to her remains other marks of liouour.

Henry, Bishop of Lincoln, disapproved of these proceedings,

and gave the nuns to understand that one who had led an
impure life, oven though the mistress of a king, was not
worthy to lie in the sacred edifice. The repentance of

Rosamond, wliicli appears to have been sincere, was not
permitted to wipe away the shame of the past, and her

body wiis removed and buried in the common cemetery.
The nuns, however, feared no contamination from the poor
remains of their frail sister, and they secretly collected her
bones, strewed perfumes over them, and buried them onca
more in the church. The story of the bower of Rosamond
and of the poisoned bowl forced upon her by the jealousy of
Eleanor, cannot be traced to any contemporary source

and must be rejected as devoid of truth.

Whatever may be the view we take of the character of

Henry as a man, there can be no doubt that, as a king, he
deserves a high place in English history. In the stormy
times of the Middle Ages, better were the wrongs inflicted

by an ambitious monarch, than the national corruption

and decay which attended the reign of a weak one. Under
the rule of Henry Plantagenet, the country made rapid

strides in power and influence, and reached that high
position among the nations of Europe, which it was destined

to maintain in later times.

CHAPTER XLV.
Kormau Architecture.

Edwakd the Confessor, who was more a Norman than a
Sa.Kon, and more a churchman than a king, had been
brought up at the Norman court ; and, having had his

ideas and tastes formed there, on his accession to tho

English throne introduced the Norman feshions and man-
ners, filled his court with Norman ecclesiastics, and adopted

the Norman style of architecture for his ecclesiastical

buildings. Shortly before his death he built the abbey
church of AV^estminster, which is described by William
of Malmesbury* as being constructed in a "new style,"

and he also says that it served for a model for many
subsequent buddings. This edifice, which has long since

disappeared, was doubtless in the style he had imported

from abroad, and, though built by a Saxon monarch,
was, there can be no doubt, a genuine Norman building.

Numerous churches and monasteries, foimded on this model,

are said to have sprimg up in towns and villages in all direc-

tions, and thus we see that the Norman style was established

even before the Norman Conquest. That great event

confirmed the changes which the Confessor had begun, and
the rude Saxon churches were swept away and replaced by
the more finished Norman edifices.

The Normans were essentially a building people, and no
building seems to have been good enough for them, if they

had the means of erecting a better. Hence we see a con-

tinued change—a constant pulling down and rebuilding on

a larger scale ; and to tlii-; must be ascribed the disappear-

ance of the buddings \\liich had been erected before the

Conquest. It is chiefly in remote places, which were too

poor to enlarge their churches, that we JtiU find remains of

the original Saxon work. In many of tbe smaller churches,

which were erected soon after the Conquest, the Saxon

ideas ^till linger ; the towers have the same proportions,

and the same general appearance prevails, but the work-

manship is better ; the baluster disappiars, and is replaced

by a shaft, and the capitals assume more of the Norman

• His words are: *' King Edward the Confessor commanded the church at

WestirinstvT to be dedic.itud on Innocents' Day. He was buried on ti.e day

of iho Epvi)hany, ij the said church, which he first in England had erected

after that kind o:' style, which almost ail attempt to rival, at enoimoaa

oxpensi."
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form. This lingering love for the old forms was, doubtless,

owing to the necessary employment of Saxon workmen,

who naturally still clung to their national style ; but in

large buildings, where foreign architects and workmen

would be employed, the new style would be exhibited in

) s purity.

Canterbury, St. \lbans, Rochester, and Ely were built

111 the reign of the Conqueror, but of these Canterbury is

the most interesting, as it so fully illustrates the history of

architecture in this kingdom. There was a Saxon cathedral

ou the spot at the time of the Conquest, but having been

destroyed by fire, it was rebuilt ou an enlarged scale by the

Norman archbishop, Lanfranc, in 1070; but, within about

twenty years, this church was pulled down by his suc-

cessor, as not being large enough, and another erected on a

more magnificent scale. This was again partially destroyed

by fire, and was again rebuilt in 1175, and the following

years. The history of the fire, and the subsequent re-

building, has been minutely given by Gervase, a monk of

Canterbury, who was an eye-witness of the whole; and

his account is peculiarly valuable, as it enables us to com-

pare the style of the remains of the old building with

that erected under his own eyes ; and we are by this means

enabled to point out the differences between the early and

the late Norman buildings. His narrative is clear and

interesting, and his description of the present building

wonderfully correct.

St. Albans' Abbey was built in the reign of the Con-

queror, and in the construction of the building the mate-

rials of the Roman city of Veralam were freely used ; so

that a great part of it is built of Roman bricks.

The following cathedrals also were built in the Norman
period, and still retain portions of the original work :

—

Lincohi, Rochester, Ely, Worcester, Gloucester, Durham,

Norwich, Winchester, Peterborough, and Oxford. Castles

were erected in various parts of the kingdom, to restrain

the rebellious people, who could ill brook the tyranny of

of early Norman, though, from its situation in a uiilitary

building, it has less of ornament than might otherwise have

been expected. Of Norman castles, the chief parts which

remain are the keeps or principal towers, and these have in

general one prevailing character. They arc square masses,

not having much height in proportion to their breadth, and

merely relieved at the angles by slightly projecting turrets.

-Norwich Castle,

the Conqueror. Of these the Tower of London is one

of the most important, and the chapel in the " White
Tower" is one of the best examples (dated 1081) we possess

2.—Hedingham Castle, Essex.

The windows are in general comparatively small, and the

walls exceedingly thick—sometimes, as at Carlisle, reaching

to sixteen feet. Norwich (1), from its immense size, is an

excellent sample of this kind of tower, and Castle Heding-

ham (2) is another.

Of the houses of this period many yet exist, though not

in an entire state ; and of these some fine specimens

are found in Lincoln,* where they are said to have

belonged to the Jews, but whose riches at that time

only led to their destruction.

!Many rich and magnificent examples of monastic

buildings of this date occur in various parts of the

kingdom.

Norman architecture may be divideil into three

periods—viz., Early, lliddle, or fully-developed, and

Transition ; the first extending from the Conquest,

or a few years previous, to the end of the reign of

Henry I., 1135 ; the second from the commencement
of Stephen to nearly the end of Henry XL, 1180;

after which date the Transition commences, and the

style gradually loses its characteristics until it merges

in the succeeding, or Early English style of the

thirteenth century. Of the first period, the chapel in

the Tower of London has been already mentioned ai

an example; the second includes most of our rich

Norman buildings ; and of the third, the Temple

Church is a good specimen.

The great characteristics of Norman architecture ar«

solidity and strength. Walls of an enormous thickness,

huge masses of masonry for piers, windows compara-

tively small, and a profusion of peculiar ornament, seem to

be essential to the full development of the style; and there is

• See Hudson Turner'8 " Domestic Archittcture."
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a gloomy magnificence in a fine Norman building which is

highly impressive ; its walls seem as firmly fixed in the

earth as the iron foot of the Conqueror was on the neck of

a prostrate nation.

The characteristics of Norman architecture are the

following :

—

Towers.—These are in general rather low for their

breadth. They are more massive than the Saxon ones

which preceded them, and this is particularly the case with

the later buildings. Many of the church towers which

were built soon after the Conquest have very much of the

Saxon character remaiuing, and are proportionably taller

than those of later date, but the workmanship is better. A
large belfry window, divided by a shaft, in the upper storey,

is a common feature ; and the surface of the tower is fre-

quently ornamented with stages of intersecting or plain

arcades, and sometimes the whole surface is covered with

ornament. The angles of the tower are strengthened by

flat buttresse? having but little projection, which sometimes

reach to the top of the building, and sometimes only to the

first or second storey. The parapets of most Norman towers

are destroyed, and it is consequently difficult to say what

they were orif^inally ; but it seems probable that the towers

terminated in a pointed roof. Staircases were of common
occurrence, and are frequently made very ornamental

features.

WiXDOWs.—These are universally round-headed, except

in the transition period. The simplest form is a narrow

round-headed opeuing, with a pjain dripstone ; but they are

frequently wider and divided into two lights by a shaft, and
richly ornamented with the zigzag and other mouldings.

Doorways.—^These are the features on which the most

elaborate workmanship was bestowed by the Norman
architects, and it is perhaps to be attributed to this, that

so many of them have been preserved ; the Norman doorway
having frequently been retained when the church was re-

built. They are always, except in the transition period,

semicircular, and are very deeply moulded. They are

frequently thiea or four times recessed, and are richly

ornamented with the peculiar decorations of the style, the

most characteristic of which ia the zigzag or chevron

moulding. A peculiar head having a bird's beak, and
called a " beak-head," is frequently used, and medallions

of the signs of the zodiac are not uncommon. The jambs

of the door are ornamented with shafts which are some-

times richly ornamented, and have elaborately sculptured

capitals. The doorway itself is frequently square-headed,

and the tympanum or space between this and the arch is

filled with srulpture representing the Trinity, the Saviour,

saints, or soma symbolical design or monstrous animal, and
sometimes ni'jrely foliage. There are a few doorways which
are trefoil-headed instead of circular.

PoncHES.—The Norman porch is in general little more
than a doorway, the little projection it has from the wall

being inteudc I chiufly to give greater depth to the door-
way, which is very deeply recessed, and it is in these porches
that we find the richest doorways, the arches and shafts

being overlai.l with the utmost profusion of ornament,
which, though sometimes rude, always produces a fine effect,

and there is scarody any architectural feature which is so

universally admired ; other styles may be more chaste and
more finished, but there is a grandeur about a rich Norman
doorway which is jjcculiarly its own.

Akciies.—The semicircular is the characteristic form of

the Norman arch, but there are few early examples in

which the pointed arcli was used, supported by massive

piers ; they are not likely to be mistaken for those of the

next style. In the transition the pointed arch is very

:requently used. Sometimes the arch is brought in a littla

at the impost, when it is called a horse-shoe arch ; and

sometimes the spring of the arch is above the impost, and

is carried down by straight lines. They are then said to be

stilted.

Piers and Pillars.—The piers in early buildings

were very massive, consisting frequently merely of heavy

square masses of masonry with nothing but the impost

moulding to relieve their plainness. Sometimes they \vere

recessed at the angles, and sometimes they were circular,

with capitals and bases, but still of very large diameter.

As the style advanced they were reduced in thickness, and

had richly sculptured capitals and bases, frequently orna-

mented with sculpture at the angles. In the transition

period the pillars became slender and clustered, with little

to distinguish them from the next style. The Galilee at

Durham is an excellent example of late Norman ; the round

arch and the zigzag mouldings are stiU retained, but the

pillars are as slender as those of the early English.

Capitals.—The capital is the member by which the

styles are more easily distinguished than by any other. In

the Saxon style we have seen that the Corinthian capital

was rudely imitated ; and we find in the early Norman
this imitation continued, but with more resemblance to the

3.—Early Norman Capital, from the Tower of London.

original, as will be better shown when we come to describe

the specimen from the White Tower (3), and this imitation

was more and more complete as the style advanced.

The general form of the plain capital is that of a hemi-

sphere cut into four plain faces ; this form is called a

cushion capital. This may be considered as the funda-

mental form from which other varieties are worked. It ia

sometimes' doubled or nmltiplied, and sometimes highly

ornamented, as in the examples from Durham, where they

are so overlaid with ornament that it is difficult to distin-

guish the original form. The abacus, or upper member of

the capital, will at once distinguish the Norman from aU

other styles, and throughout Gothic architecture it is

the feature most to be depended on in distinguishing one

style from another. In the Norman it is square in section,

with th<» corner edge sloped or chamfered off. It is com-
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2*l0ULDING3 AND ORNAMENTS.—TheSC

are extremely numerous ; the ornamented

moulJiiigs are almost endless in variety,

but the most general is the zigzag, which

is used for decoration in all places, both

simple and in every variety of combination,

sparingly in the early buildings, but pro-

fusely in the later ones. The billet is much

used in early work, as is also a peculiar

kind of shallow lozenge, and other orna-

ments, which required little skill in the

execution.

When large and otherwise blank spaces

of walls, eithtr on fronts or towers, have

to be relieved, it is frequently done by

introducing stages of intersecting arcades

—a fine example of which occurs at St.

Botolph's Prio) y, Essex (6).

There is a peculiar kind of ornament

which is used lo relieve surfaces of blank

spaces, either over the arches or the inte-

rior, or in the heads of wii)dow-ix>rches, &c.

Tliis Ls frequently called diaper tcork; and

cousists either of linos cut in the stone in

the form of a trellis, or in imitation of

scale-work, arches, &c., as on the tower

here engraved.

DEscuirTioN OF THE Illustrations.-^

St. James's Tower, Bury St. Edmunds (-i).—

This is ail example of an early Norman

tower, and clucid;ites several of the jecu-

liarit":s in t!ic preceding remurks. It exhibits

the flat, piJ-isler-liko buttresses, so charac

4.— St. James's Tower. Bury St. Edmunds.

monly quite plain, but sometimes it is moulded, and sometimes

highly ornamented, as in the example from Durham (C) ; but

in all cases it retains its primitive and distinctive form.

5.— St. EotuI;iIi's i'rlory. 6.—Portion of a Doorway, Durham CathoJrr.L
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teristic of Norman work. Secondly, a porch flanked by

two pedimented buttresses, ornamented with corbel-tables

and intersecting arcades. The arch is plainer than it would

have been at a later period, but it exhibits the billet mould-

ing which is also used on the buttresses. The capitals are of

the plain cushion form, and the pediment of the porch exhibits

the scalework surface ornament already mentioned. Other

varieties of this ornament also occiir in the heads of the

lower windows, and in the arcade in the middle storey.

The zigzag in this example is only used for a string course.

for these to be occupied with the signs of the zodiac. The
arch exhibits a rich series of zigzags ; the abacus of the

capitals is of the usual Norman form, but has its upright

face ornamented with what is an evident imitation of a
classical form, generally known as the Grecian honey-

suckle. The capitals are of the usual cushion shape, but

overlaid with foliage and monstrous animals. The shapes

exhibit two varieties of ornamentation, much used in very

rich doorways. The first two are fluted spirally in opposite

directions, and the third exhibits a kind of diaper work,

Bichard Coeur-do-Lion.

A capital from the Chapel in the Tower of London is

given as a very good example of the early Norman form

of capital. It exliibits the volutes at the angles and the

plain block in the centra, in room of the caulicoli, and is

surrounded by a peculiar stitf kind of foliage, the whole

being an evident but rud imitation of tbe Corinthian

capital. The volutes and the centre block are common
features of early Norman capitals, but the foliage is rare.

It occurs also iu the work of Remigius, at Lincoln

Cathedral.

A portion of Doonoay, Durham Cathedral, is given as

an example of rich Norman, and exhibits the peculiar

mouldings and ornaments of the style. The dripstone

shows a rude kiml of foliage, on which are placed at inter-

vals medallions containing animals, &c. It is not unusual

being a modification of the zigzag, in which the interstices

are filled with foliage.

CHAPTER XLVI.
Accession of Richard I., Surnameci Ctour-iie-Lion, ad. 11S9 -Massacre of

the Jewo—The Third Crusade.

No sooner bad the monks of FontevrauU committed thi>

body of Henry to the grave, than Richard assumed tlie

sovereign authority, and his first acts were marked with ali

that energy and determination which afterwards distin-

guished him. He at once gave orders that the per.son o!

Steplien of Tours, senesclial of Anjou, and treasurer ol

Henry, should be seized. Tliis f-mclionary was tliiown

into a dungeon, where be was confined with irons on his

feet and bauds, until he had given up to the new king, not
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oDly all the treasures of the crown, but also his own pro-

perty. Richard then called to his councils the advisers of

his father, and discarded aU those men who hud supported

his own rebellion, not excepting even his most familiar

friends. This policy, which has been attributed by some

historians to the repentance of Richard, was more probably

the result of profound calculation, and was based upon

sound reasoniDg. The men who were ready to plot against

her prison she was temporarily invested with the office of

regent, and during the short period of authority which she

thus obtained, she occupied herself in works of mercy and

benevolence. The long imprisonment she had undergone

appeared to have softened her imperious temper ; she

listened readily to those who had complaints to lay before

her, and pardoned many oftonders against the crown.

Having proceeded to Winchester, where she took ;-ossession

iiichard causing the Gold and Jewels to bo weighed in his presence.

one monarch, would not hesitate to do the same towards

another, when occasion served, or offence was given

;

while those who had supported the reigning dynasty were

ihe men upon whom the new king might most safely

depend.

Messengenj were immediately sent to England com-
manding the release of the Queen Eleanor. On quitting

of the royal treasures, she summoned a great assembly of

the barons and ecclesiastics of the country to receive the

new monarch and tender him their allegiance. After a

delay of two months, Richard crossed the channel, accom-

panied by his brother John, and landed at Portsmouth. On
his arrival at Winchester he caused the gold and jewels of

the crown to be weighed in his presence, and an inventory
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made of thein. A similar course was pursued iu the cities

in wliich treasures of the late king had beeu deposited.

Eichard was absorbed in the project of a grand expedition

to the Holy Laud, which should reduce the infidel to per-

manent submission, and place himself on the highest pin-

nacle of military renown. To this circumstance we may in

some degree attribute the fact that the ambitious John per-

mitted his brother to succeed to the throne without any

attempt to dispute his right. John probably calculated that

in the king's absence the actual sovereignty would devolve

upon himself, and that the impetuous Richard might never

return from the dangers of the holy war. Apart from

these considerations, however, it is doubtful whether the

weak temper of John would have permitted him to rebel

openly against his powerful and energetic brother.

Ou the 3rd of September, Richard was crowned at West-

minster, and the ceremonial was conducted with great pomp
and splendour. The procession along the aisles of the

cathedral was headed by the Earl of Albemarle, who

carried the crown. Over the head of Richard was a silken

canopy, supported by four lances, each of which was held

by one of the great barons of the kingdom. The Bishops of

Bath and Durham walked beside the king, whose path to

Jhe altar was spread with a rich carpet of Tyrian purple.

The ceremony was performed by Baldwin, Archbishop of

Canterbury, and Richard took the customary oath to fear

God and execute justice. The cloak, or upper clothing, of

the king was then taken off, sandals of gold were placed

upon his feet, and he was anointed with oil upon the head,

breast, and shoulders ; afterwarcTs receiving the insignia of

his rank from the state officers in attendance. Richard

was then led to the altar, where he renewed the vows he

had taken ; and, lifting with his own liands the crown

Crown of the 12tb Century. From the Tomb of Richai-d, at

Fontevrault.

from off the altar,—which he did in token that he- received

it from God alone,—he gave it to the archbishop, who
placed it upon his head.

The day of the new king's coronation was marked by

an event which resulted iu an attack upon all the Jews

assembled in the city, who were barbarously murdered

with their wives and children. In the Middle Ages, while

the science of finance was in its infancy, and men had not

yet learned to associate together for purposes of trade, the

Jews were the principal, if not the only, bankers of Chris-

tendom. There were no laws in existence to regulate the

interest of money, and their profits were frequently

enormous. The wealth which they thus obtained, no less

than the obnoxious faith to which they firmly adhered,

caused them to become objects of hatred to the people; and

this feeling was increased at the date of the new crusade,

in consequence of the increased rate of interest they de-

manded from men who were about to risk their lives in

that dangerous jrurney. During the reign of Henry II.

the Jews had enjoyed some degree of protection, and had,

accordingly, increased in numbers and wealth. In France,

they were less fortunate. On the accession of PhUip II.

he had issued an edict ordering the banishment of all the

Jews from the kingdom, and the confiscation of their pro-

perty. Hated by the people, the persecuted race had no

other hope than in the favour of the prince, and, fearing

that Richard might be disposed to follow the example of

his ally, the King of France, they determined to secore

his protection by presents of great value.

At the coronation of Richard, the chief men of the

Jewish race proceeded to AVestminster to lay their offerings

at his feet. Being apprised of their intention, Richard,

who is said to have feared some evil influence* from their

presence, issued a proclamation, forbidding Jews and

women to be present at Westminster on that day, either in

the church, where he was to receive the crown, or in the

hall, where he was to take dinner. Some of the Jews,

however, trusting that the object of their errand would

excuse the breach of the

royal command, attempted to

enter the church among the

crowd, and were attacked and

beaten by the king's servants.

A report was then rapidly

circulated among the multi-

tude outside, that the king had

delivered up the unbelievers

to the vengeance of the jjeople.

Headed by some of the lower

class of knights and nobles,

who were not sorry to get rid

of men to whom they owed

large sums of money, the

crowd surrounded the un-

happy Jews, and drove theia

along the streets with staves

and stones, killing many of

them before they could reach

the doors of their houses. At
night the excitement spread

throughout the town, and the

populace attacked the dwell-

ings of the hated race iu

every direction. These being

strongly bamcaded from with-

in, were set on fire by the

mob, and all the inmates who
were not destroyed in the

flames, and who attempted to escape by the doora, were

received on the swords of their adversaries.

At the commencement of the riot, the king made some
attempt to appease it, by sending the justiciary of the king-

dom, Ranulph de Glanville, with other officers, to interpose

their authority. They, however, were compelled to fly for

their lives, and returned to the king, who seems to have

liad little real concern about the matter. While the worjf

of caruage was proceeding, he remained seated at the ban-

quet, and he afterwards took no steps to punish the mur«

derers. He, however, issued a proclamation, ia which he

declared the Jews to be under the protection of the crown,

and forbade any man to molest or plunder them.

Statue of ilicliard I. in the
Choir of YorK Cathedi'al.

* It was a common belief among the people of this superstitious age, tlut

tlio Jews were guilty of the practice of sorcery.
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AEusion has already been made to the expedition known

as the Second Crusade, which was headed by Louis VII. of

France and the Emperor Conrad of Germany. Although

200,000 persons perished in this crusade, it is by no means

to be ranked in importance mth those which preceded and
|

followed it. Although preached with all the zeal of the

celebrated St. Bernard, Abbot of Clairvaux, who was noted

equally for eloquence and jsiety, its acceptance was confined

to France and Germany, and it took the character of a

great mihtary expedition rather than of a popular move-

ment. The result of the expedition was disastrous, and

the princes returned to England with only the scattered

remnant of their noble army. The events of this crusade

being in themselves comparatively unimportant, and having

only an indirect connection with English history, it has not

been considered necessary to relate them in detail. The

state of affairs in the East, which induced the kings of

France and England to determine upon a third crusade,

has been referred to in a preceding chapter.

To raise money for the expedition to Palestine, Richard

adopted a policy similar to that which, in the reign of

Stephen, had so greatly reduced the revenues of the state.

He pubUcly sold the estates of the crown to the highest

bidder—towns, castles, and domains. Many rich Normans

of low birth thus became possessed of lands which, at the

time of the Conquest, had been distributed among the

immediate followers of' William ; and many men of Saxon

race availed themselves of the opportunity to recover the

houses of their fathers, and, under a quit rent, became the

lawful owners of their places of abode. The towns which

concluded these bargains became corporations, and were

organised under a municipal government. In the reigns of

Richard I. and his successors many of these conventions

took place, by which the cities of England gradually re-

deemed themselves from the condition into which they had

fallen at the Norman Conquest.* In these transactions

Richard appears to have been influenced solely by his deter-

mination to obtain money ; and when some of his courtiers

ventured to remonstrate with him, he said that he would

sell London itself, if he could find a buyer.t

Titles and offices of state were ako sold without scruple.

Hugh Pudsey, Bishop of Durham, purchased the earldom

of Northumberland, and also obtained, for a payment of

1,000 marks, the chief justiciarship of the kingdom. It

has been already related that, at the time of Richard's acces-

sion, this office was held by Ranulph de Glanville, a man of

great abUity and undoubted probity. One account tells us

that GlanvUle resigned the office for the purpose of joining

the crusade ; but other historians relate that he was driven

from it by the king, who was wilhng to obtain money even

by the disgrace of an old and valuable servant of the crown.

Vacant ecclesiastical benefices were filled up by the appoint-

ment of those who could best afford to pay for them. In
addition to the sums raised by these measures, Richard
obtained 20,000 marks from the King of Scotland, who in

return was released from the obligation of servitude to the

English crown.

While Richard thus appeared to be making every pre-

paration for the expedition to the Holy Land, he showed no
hurry to leave his new kingdom ; and Philip of France,

with whom he had engaged to join his forces, sent ambas-

* Hallam's "History of the Middle Ages," t Guil. Neubrig,

sadors to England to announce his intention to depart afc

the ensuing Easter. Richard then convoked an assembly

of the nobles of the kingdom, and declared his intention to

proceed to the Holy Land in company with liis brother of

France. He placed the regency in the hands of AVilliam

Longchamp, Bishop of Ely, and Hugh Pudsey, Bishop of

Durham ; the former of whom succeeded, not long after-

wards, in securing the entire authority into his own hands.

Prince John was thus deprived of the position which ha

had calculated would fall to him, and he received, by way
of compensation, a pension of 4,000 marks, the territory of

JMortaigne in Normandy, and the earldoms of Derby, Not-

tingham, Gloucester, Somerset, and Lancaster in England.

These estates comprised a third part of the kingdom.

Early in the following year (1190) Richard crossed the

Channel into Normandy, and soon afterwards a meeting

took place between the two kings of France and England,

at which they bound themselves to a compact of brother-

hood and alliance, eacli swearing to maintain the life and
honour of the other as he would his own. The death of

the young Queen of France caused a delay in the departure

of the expedition, and it was not until Midsummer that the

armies of the two kings a-ssembled for that purpose. The
aUied forces are said to have numbered 100,000, and having

been united on the plains of Vezelai, they marched in com-

pany to Lyons. At this point the two kings separated.

Philip, who possessed no fleet

or seaport town on the Medi-

terranean, proceeded by land

to Genoa, that powerful re-

public having agreed to fur-

nish a fleet of transports for

the convoy of his troops.

Richard was in possession

of the powerful fleet built

by his father for the voyage

to Palestine, as well as of

trading vessels which he had

himself selected from different

seaports, and he, therefore, had no need to make the journey

across the Alps. He proceeded from Lyons to Marseilles,

where he proposed to embark.

The fleet, however, had not arrived when the king

reached the coast. On leaving England the ships were

placed under the care of two bishops and three knights,

who received the title of constables. In crossing the Bay
of Biscay, they encountered a violent storm, which caused

them considerable damage, and at length compeDed them to

put into the Tagus, where they arrived successively. The
ICing of Portugal was then at war with the Moors, and
having obtained the assistance of a body of the CrusadtTs,

he compelled the enemy to retreat. The king, however,

soon had reason to dread the presence of his friends almost

as much as that of his enemies. The soldiers of the fleet

landed at Lisbon, where they indulged, in their customary

manner, in plunder and licentiousness. The inhabitants

took up arms for the defence of their >vives and pro-

perty, and various encounters, attended with bloodshed,

occurred between them and the Crusaders. Sancho, the

reigning king, then closed the gates of the town, and made
prisoners such of the Crusaders as were within the walls.

Tlie EngUsh retaliated by seizing any of the Portuguese

who came in their way. An agreement was then entered

Shield of a Templar.
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into, by which hostilities were suspended, the prisoners were

released, and the Crusaders set sail from Lisbon. The
fleet, which now numbered more than one hundred sail,

arrived in four weeks at Marseilles, whither it proceeded to

•iVIessina.

Meanwhile Richard, whose impetuous nature could ill

«ndure delay, had hired a number of vessels at Marseilles,

View of part of the Town of Genoa. From an ancient Engraving.

in which he embarked a body of his troops ; and after

visiting Genoa, where he met the King of France, he

arrived at Naples. It would appear that Cceur-de-Lion

was at this time not without some sort of religious feeling,

since it is recorded that, during his stay at Naples, he paid

a, voluntary act of devotion to the patron saint of that city.

Having visited the sanctuary of St. Januirius, he entered

a crypt, and told his orisons, surrounded by the bodies of

the dead, which were arranged in niches around the walls.

Those ghastly figures, dry and shrivelled, were arrayed in

their usual dresses, and in the deep gloom of the crypt,

appeared as if they were alive.

After having made an excursion through the surrounding
neighbourhood, Richard arrived on the shore of the narrow
strait which divides Sicily from Calabria, whence he was
conveyed to the harbour of Messina. The French king had
already arrived, antl sosn afterwards set sail with tlie view
or' continuing his voyage to the East. His ships, however,
experiencofl bad weather, which comp'/lled them to return
to the port, and the two kings then arranged to remain
there during the winter.

The island of Si ily, which in the preceding century had
been conquered by the Norman lords of Apulia and Calabria,
then formed, together with a part of lower Italy, a kingdom

which was under the control of the Holy See. Not many
years before, under the reign of William I., the country had
been in a prosperoiis condition, but now it was weakened

Medals of William I. or William II. of SicUy.

by internal dissensions and in no position to offer a success-

ful defence to attacks from without. 'WilUam II., sur-

naraed the Good, had married Richard's sister Joan, who
bore to him no children. Anxious to preserve the succes-

sion to his family, he caused his aunt, the Princess Con-
stance, who was the only legitimate member of the family,

to be married to Henry, son and heir of the Emperor
Frederick Barbarossa. By securing to hei- a powerful

husband, able to support her claims, the king trusted to

overcome that opposition to a female sovereign which was
Hkely to be even greater in Sicily than in other countries

of Europe. Constance, at the age of thirty-two, was con-

siderably older than her husband ; but her dower was rich,

and this, joined to the prospect of the succession, proved

attraction sufficient for the young prince. He married her

in the year 1186, at Milan. In November, 1189, William

the Good died, appointing by his will that his aunt Constance

should be his successor. The barons of the kingdom had

previously taken an oath of fealty to the princess, but

that oath, as well as the will of the king, was entirely

disregarded. The nobles were necessarily indisposed to

submit to the rule of a foreign prince, and the aggressions of

the German emperors in the north of Italy had given good

cause for dread of any further increase of their power.

Constance and Henry were also out of the country at this

critical moment, and the barons, after various disputes

among themselves, conferred the crown upon Tancred,

Count of Lecce, cousin to William the Good, though reputed

to be illegitimate by birth. The new king was hailed by the

people with acclamation, and was acknowledged by the

Pope, Clement HI., who sent him the customary benedic-

tion. His reign, however, had no sooner commenced, than

various conspiracies were formed against him by the barons

who had been competitors for the throne, and though he had

succeeded in reducing these to submission, he was threatened

by Henry, who had now become emperor, and who war

prepaifing a powerful army to support the claims of his wife

Constance.

Such was the position of affairs in Sicily at the time of

the arrival of the kings of England and of France. Both

monarchs were received by Tancred with every token oi

honour and hospitality ; Philip was entertained within the

Willis of the city, and Richard took up his quarters in a

bouse without the walls, situated in the midst of a viney.-ird.

On one occasion, when Richard was making an excursion

in the neighbourhood of Messina, attended by a single

^oight, he passed through a village, in which he saw a
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hawk standing before a cottager's door. According to the

laws of the European kings, it was forbidden to yeomen

and townspeople to keep that noble bird, which was con-

sidered the exclusive property of the great. Richard,

with his accustomed carelessness of consequences, took up

the poor man's hawk, and carried it away on his wrist.

The Sicilian peasant, though under the rule of a Xorman

cooqueror, had not yet learned submission to such treat-

ment as this. Joined by some of his friends, he followed

the king, and drawing his knife, attacked him. Richard

drew his sword, and for a while he kept the peasants at

bay ; but the sword broke in his hand, and he was com-

pelled to take to flight. The enraged villagers pursued

him closely with sticks and stones, and probably the life of

Cceur-de-Liou was saved by his reacliing the gates of a

priory, in which he took shelter.

borders of the strait, overlooking the English camp, there

was a convent of Greek monks, having a strong natural
' position, and capable of being easily fortified. Richard
I drove out the monks, and placed in their stead a strong

I garrison, who turned the monastery into a fortress, and
issued thence on Ucentious excursions through the towu^
and the neighbourhood. The disorders of the foreignsal

1
at length aroused the indignation of the SiciUans, who,

;
jealous of the honour of their wives and daughters, suddenly

attacked the English, who were in the city, and at the

I

same time closed the gates of the town. The whole camp

i

speedily took to arms, and assembled without the walls,

:
making a reckless and unorganised assault upon them.

[

Richard having received news of the tumult, mounted his

': horse and rode hastily r.::iong his soldiers, beating them

I back with a truuolieon which he carried in his hand. By

Falcous.

Falco sacer. Falco lialumbariua. I''alix> niti'.s. .

Alter having remained for a very brief period in tran-
|

exertions of this kind, joined to the influence of his

quillity, Richard found in the position of his sister Joan a
!
character, he succeeded in restraining his troops, not,

cause of quarrel -"vith the King of Sicily. At the time of i however, before some animosities which had arisen between
the marriage of IL it princess with William the Good, a i them and the French soldiers had found vent in several

splendid dower had been given to her by her husband,
;

partial combats. The kings of France and England held
including many towns and cities, and territory of con- ' a solenm meeting, at which to arrange against future
siderable extent. When Tancred ascended the throne, he i difierences of this kind, as well as to determine upon a peace
withheld these broad lands, part of which, however, were l

with the Sicdians. On the hill overlooking a camp a
occupied by nobles who were in rebelKon, and which, : number of the natives were assembled, and, during the
therefore, it would not have been easy to deUver up.

J

conference, they attacked a few stragglers from the Norman
Ricliard first demanded that his sister should be sent to : camp. Having learnt the cause of the uproar, Richara
him, and when the request was complied with, he sent immediately called liis men to arms, drove the Sicihaus
other messengers requiring the whole of her dower.
Without waiting for an answer, the impetuous prince

passed over to the Calabrian shore, and seized possession

of the castle of Bagnara. Here he left his sister, defended
by a body of troops, and returned to JVlessina. On the

from the hill, and foUoweil them to the walls of the city,

which the English now attacked under the direction of their

prince. The troops of Tancred made little resistance

against their impetuous assailants; the town was carried

by storm, and Richard raised his banner on the walls as
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though the town had become exclusively his. The jealousy

of Philip was excited, and a rupture took place between

the two princes, which was only appeased by the town

In addition to the territories assigned to Joan as a dowry,

she was entitled, as Queen of Sicily, to a golden table,

twelve feet long, and a foot and a half broad
; a golder

'i I, 'c„i(

Richard Cceur-de-Lion before the Shrmc of it. Jauunrius. (See page 21-i )

•being given into the hands of the Knights Hospitallers and
i

chair ; two golden tressels for supporting the tabk
.

Knifhts Templars, who were to hold possession of it until ' twenty-four sUver cups, and as many silver dishes,

the "claims of Richard against Tanored had been fiually
,

Williara the Good had left in his will to Henry II. a con-

-adinsted
tribu'.ou towards the Holy War in. which that prince was
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proposing to engage. This legacy consisted of a tent of

silk to accommodate 200 persons seated, C0,000 measures

of wheat, and 60,000 of barley, with 100 armed galleys,

equipped and provisioned for two years. Henry II. died

before his son-in-law, and, therefore, Richard could prefer

no legal claim in right of his father. He nevertheless

demanded that all these thiugs should be given up to him,

as well as the treasures to which his sister was entitled.

An agreement was ultimately entered into, by which a sum
of 20,000 gold oncie was paid to Joan, and a further

sum of 20,000 oncie to Richard, in satisfaction of their

several demands. The legality of Richard's claim was not

which he dazzled the eyes of his followers. Soldiers of
fortune of every country came to offer their swords to
Cceur-de-Lion, and were received with welcome and enter-
tainment. Tournaments and spectacles of various kinds
succeeded each other; the sounds of mirth and music re-
sounded through the camps ; troubadours and jongleurs
offered their feats of skill, or songs of war and beauty,
secure of a liberal reward. Relying upon his strong arm
to replenish his coffers, Richard showered gifts and largesses
upon all comers; and, at a great banquet which he gave
to the knights of both armies, he sent away each of his
guests with a large present of money. Thus, throughout

Isaac of Cyprus praying Coeur-de-Lion for tho restoration of his Daughter. (See page 'J20.

)

acknowledged, but the money was paid to him ostensibly
on a treaty of marriage, which was concluded between his

young nephew Arthur and an infant daughter of Tancred.
The payment thus took tho form of a dower, and was to be
returned in case either of the children died before they
reached a marriageable age.

The money of which Richard thus became possessed was
lavished with the titmost prodigality. His tastes were mag-
nificent

; and the extraordinary fame which he had acquired
throughout Europe was due no less to his own gigantic
strength and brilliant valour than to the glittering halo
of romance which surrounded him, and the splendour with

19

the winter, the soldiers of the north gave themselves up
to luxury and pleasure under the sunny sky of Sicily.

But Coeur-de-Lion was no mere voluptuary. If, in many
' respects, he bore a resemblance to the gallant but ill-fated

Robert of Normandy, he possessed, at the same time, a
degree of intellectual power and energy little inferior to

that of William the Conqueror. Amidst the glare of

rich banquets and gorgeous spectacles, amidst the tinkling

of harps whose strings were attuaed to flattery, and the

glances of bright eyes, which brought their tribute of

admiration to the young prince of the Lion Heart, his

ardent nature languished and longed for activity. There
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was a stroug impulsive force withiu the men of those days,

which reuderei exertion the only pleasure—ease and rest a

puuishmeut not to be endured. Cut off for a time from the

excitements of battle, Richard sought occupation in the

fleld of theological controversy and the exercises of re-

ligion.

At this time a certain Calabriau monk, named Joachim,

Abbot of Curacio, had made himself famous throughout

Europe by his writings and preachings against the abuses

of the court of Rome. We have already seen how, at

intervals during the Middle Ages, some sandalled monk
would rise up from obscurity, and, by the mere force of

iutelleot, with no advantages of outward circumstances,

would obtain a power over the minds of men, compared to

which tliat of princes was as nothing. This influance was

of a purely personal nature, and was attained by the gift of

eloquence. The books which Abbot Joachim had written

would have availed little— they appealed only to the few

who could read them, and to posterity—but the man could

speak his thought in the ear of the present. We know
little, in these later times, of the meaning of the word

eloquence—we apply it to what is written—to thoughts ex-

pressed upon inanimate paper—dull and lifeless, as words

irom the mouth of a statue. The growth of civilisation is

un&vourable to eloquence, for civilisation is built up of

laws and customs, and the language of the heart defies all

law, and pays no deference to expediency. The modern

te.ioher dares not trust his heart. Sermons are written,

speeches are prepared, periods carefully rounded, senti-

ments weighed in the nicest balance—even the tone of the

voice, and the motion .of the arm—;»re studied beforehand

und?r a master. The influence attained is exactly com-

mensurate with the means employed, and the listeners find

themselves on a level of caution, equally removed from

danger on the one hand, or of excellence on the other.

But such a level is not the normal condition of the human
mind. When, at rare intervals, the torch of enthusiasm is

lighted by some earnest man, thousands will burst away to

follow the flame, though it lead them to utter destruction.

If, in our own day, we have seen many of the intelligent

people of this country quitting their homes to seek a

Utopia of sensualism among the wilds of the far West—if

we have seen them listening to evil counsel, warmly urged,

while the voice of the minister of religion fell unheeded on

their ears, as that of a paid advocate of virtue—we may
understand the influence exercised in earlier times by those

whose eloquence derived new force and authority from their

sacred calling.

Richard Coeur-de-Lion, like his ancestors, recognised that

subtle force of intellect whose influence among men sur-

passed that of laws or armies. He heard of the fame of the

Abbot Joachim, and desired to see him. The king and the

monk met together at Messina, where a long theological

discussion took place between these strange disputants.

Joachim, like all the other clergy of the age, gave his au-

thority in favour of the Crusade. He assumed the gift of

inspiration, and, like a prophet of old, told the king to go

forth and conquer : the infidel should be scattered before the

Christian host, and the banner of the cross be raised once

more over the walls of Jerusalem. Those were but the

ravings of fanaticism, and were utterly falsified by the

event ; but their influence, meanwhile, was none the less

upon those who listened and regarded the speaker as a

prophet. Richard's mind was of higher order, and he is

said to have called the monk a vain babbler, whoso words
were unworthy of attention. It is not probable, however
that he expressed such an opinion publicly, for he could not

be insensible to the effect of such predictions upon the

minds of his soldiers.

Not long after this discussion, Richard rode to the town
of Catania, where he had appointed to meet Taucred for the

first time. With all the state and magnificence suited to •

the occasion, the two kings walked in procession to the

church, where, forgetting all former difi'erenoes, they took

vows of mutual friendship, and performed their devotions

together before tlie shrine of St. Agatha. On the return of

Cojur-de-Lion to Messina, the Sicilian king accompanied

him for many miles, and at the moment of parting gave into

his hands a letter written by Philip of France, in which

Philip proposed to ally himself with Tanored, and to drive

the English monarch out of the country.

Some days elapsed before Richard made any use of this

communication ; but he met Philip with haughtiness and

reserve, and frequent disputes took place between them.

At length, during one of these altercations, Cceur-de-Liou

suddenly produced the letter, and asked whether he know
the handwriting. Philip indignantly declared it to be a

forgery, and accused Richard of seeking a cause of quarrel,

by which means he might break oiT his contract of marriage

with the Princess Alice, Philip's sister. Richard replied

calmly that he could not marry the lady Alice," since it was
well known that she had born a son to his father, King
Henry. This circumstance, if true, was well known to Richard

during his father's lifetime, when he had so frequently

demanded that his bride should be given up to him— a

request which, it is evident, had merely been made as a

pretext for rebellion. Richard now offered proofs of what

he had alleged, and, whatever may have been the force of

these proofs, Philip consented to give up the contest. In

the days of chivalry, as now, money was accepted in com-

pensation for breaches of such contracts, and PhiUp sold the

honour of his sister for an annual pension of 2,000 marks

for five years. For this sum he gave Richard permission to

marry whoever he pleased.*

Coeur-de-Lion had already chosen his bride. Some three

years before, while staying at the court of Navarre, he had

fallen in love with Berengaria, the daughter of the king of

that country. The young princess is described as having

been very beautiful, of extremely youthfnl and delicate

appearance, presenting in every respect the most striking

contrast to the robust frame and gigantic presence of her

lover. Their passion seems to have been more romantic and

sincere than usually happens in similar cases. It is certain

that Richard asked for no dowry with his bride, sought

for no political advantages, but merely dispatched his

mother. Queen Eleanor, to ask the lady's hand. Such con-

duct alone might have won the heart of Berengaria, even

though she had not been already interested in his favour.

Undeterred by the dangers and dilflonlties of the journey

acro.ss the Alps, she at once sot out to join her intended

husband. The queen and the princess travelled with a

suitable escort, and reached Naples in safety. Thence they

passed on to the city of Brindisi, where they waited until

the French king should have departed to the Holy Land,

* Roger of Hovedcn.
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CHAPTER XLVII.

Kei^n of Richard I. continued—The Siege of Acre—Progress of the Cruside

—The Battle of Jaffa—Truce between Richard and Saladin—Termina-

tion of the Third Crusade.

PniLiP set sail for Acre on the 30th March, 1191 ; and

Richard, at the same time, proceeded to Riggio, on the

coast of Calabria, where he took on board hia young bride,

witli the Q'leen Eleanor, and carried them to Messina.

some of large size, with three masts, and all well appointed,

and gaily decked with the banners of the Crusadere. Never
before had so gallant an armament been seen in those

waters ; and as the brilliant pageant moved away, tho

Sicilians gathered in multitudes on the shore with cries

of admiration. In those days war was, with iialf the world,

the business of life : women did not liesitafe to share the

dangers of those they loved, and the smile of beauty was at

o
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The season of Lent being not yet over, the marriage was
deferred

; and Eleanor, having confided her charge to the
care of her own daughter Joan, returned to England.

Within a few days afterwards the English fleet was
ready for sea, and passed with a stiff breeze through the
Straits of Messina. More than 200 vessels were there,

once the incentive and the reward of valour. Joan and
Berengaria accompanied the expedition, ai^d Richard., with
a delicacy which belonged to his chivalrous character, fitted

up a splendid galley, which was allotted to their separate

use.

The fleet was not destined to proceed f;ir iu such gallant
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trim. Within a few hours a heavy storm arose, aud many
of the ships, dismasted and at the mercy of the waves, were

cast on shore and broken to pieces. Richard himself

narrowly escaped sliipwreck, and was compelled to put

into the Island of Rhodes, not knowing what had become

of the vessel of his bride. While he lay there in the

greatest anxiety of mind, he learnt that two of his ships

had been v\TOcked on the coast of Cyprus, and tliat liis

P'ople had been plundered and cast into prison by the

natives. Vowing vengeance, Richard collected all the

vessels which had arrived at Rhodes, and immediately pro-

ceeded to the succour of tlie captives. On approaching the

harbour of Limasol, in Cyprus, lie fell in with the galley of

Joan and Berengaria, who, like himself, had escaped from

the storm, but who had hesitated to trust themselves nearer

to the shore.

The Island of Cyjwus was at that time colonised by the

Greeks, under the rule of a prince of the race of the

Comneni, named Isaac, who called himself "Emperor of

Cyprus." This mighty monarch of a score of square miles

seems to have known little of the character of the English

king, for when Richard demanded satisfaction for the in-

juries done to the crusaders, he returned an arrogant re-

fusal, and drew up his soldiers in battle array upon the

shore. Cceur-de-Lion immediately landed a body of troops,

who put to flight the half-naked men of Cyprus, aud took

possesbion of the city.

Isaac now sent in his submission to the conqueror, aud
on a plain near Limasol a conference took place between

them. . Richard demanded, not only an indemnity in

money, but also that the " Emperor of Cyprus " should do

hom.age to him, and should accompany him to Paleotine with

a thousand of his best warriors. The daughter and heiress

of I.saac was to be placed in Richard's hands as a hostage

for the good faith of her father. The Greek, with that

mixture of shrewdness and deceit characteristic of his

race, consented to these terms, and on the same night he

escaped from the guards placed over him by Richard,

and organised new plans, which proved as vain as before,

to resist the invaders.

Leaving a garrison at Limasol, Rich.ard sailed round the

island, capturing all the ships of the Cypriots, and taking

posses.sion of their towns. Nicosia, the capital, surrendered

with little resistance, and among the prisoners who fell into

his hands was the young princess, the daughter of Isa.ac.

Tlie " emperor" loved his child, and when he heard of her
capture he made no further resistance; but quitting a
monastery in which he had fortified himself, he placed

himself at once in the power of Richard, fell at his feet,

and prayeil that his daughter might be restored to him.
Ca'ur-de-Lion refused the request, aud committed him to

prison, directing that, in consideration of the rank he as-

sumed, he should bo bound with chains of silver instead of
iron. It is difTicuU to understand how any rational being
should have derived satisfaction from such a distinction;

but it appears that the "Emperor of Cyprus" did so, and
expressed himself much gratified by the honour done him.
At Limasol there were great stores of provisions of all

kind.^, and a splendid festival was prepared to celebrate the
landing of the Princess Berengaria. Here, at length, CcBur-
de-Lion claimed his bride, and the marriage ceremony was
performed by the Bishop of Evreux. For a few days the

accoutrements of war were put aside, the songs of the

minstrels were again heard through the camp, aud th&

sweet, wiue of Cyprus lent its intoxicating influence to the

scene of revelry. Richard, however, was pre-eminently a

soldier ; marti.al glory was his true mistress, and he did not

long delay the expedition on which he was engaged. In

little more than a month after his arrival at Cyprus, the

fleet sot sail for Acre, and arrived there on the 8th of June.

All the chivalry of Europe were collected before this

city, which was regarded as the key to the Holy Land.

Hospitallers and Templars, priests and princes, knights of

high and low degree, from every Cliristian country, had

flocked to lay down their lives in a canse which they be-

lieved to be sacred. For two years before the arrival of

Richird the siege had been carried on with all the military

skill of the age ; but, while thousands* of the besiegers fell

victims to disease and privation, or to their own desperate

valour, the city still held out, and its massive walla' defied

Machine for Throwing Stones, used at tiie Siege of Acre.

the force of the mightiest engines of war. Each month
brought new reinforcements to the banner of the cross,

and thus an army to which Europe could find no equal,

maintained its numerical strength whUe the work of death

went on.

Saladiu, one of the greatest names in Eastern history,

had posted his immense forces upon the heights about

Mount Carmel, whence he watched the great armament of

Richard, still numbering more than one hundred sail, as it

advanced into the roadstead of Acre. The fame of Coeur-

de-Lion had gone before him, and the crusaders hailed his

approach with shouts of rejoicing. Gay banners flashed in

the sun, and trumpets and drums sounded their loudest

note of welcome. Philip, however, could not witness with-

out envy the power and splendour of his ally. Not many
days elapsed before a quarrel took place between them ; and
each, refusing to act in concert with the other, made
separate attacks upon the town, in the hope of obtaining

the exclusive honour of the capture. Both of these ill-

judged attempts were unsuccessful, and were attended with

heavy loss.

At length the brave garrison of Acre, cut oft" from all

supplies, were compelled to offer terms of capitulation.

• The accounts cf diffifrent writers vary considerably, but one of Iho
lowest estimates states that nearly 200,000 men, among whom were six

archbishops and mauy bidhopa and nobles of high rank, perished before

the walls of Acre.
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They agreed to surrender possession of the city, together

with all the Christian prisoners it contained, and the
j

wood of the true cross. A sum of 200,000 pieces of gold

was to be paid by Saladin within forty days, as a ransom

for the lives of the inhabitants, several thousands of whom
were retained as hostages for the performance of these con-

ditions.

The army of the cross entered Acre on the 12th of June,

1191, and at the same time Saladin withdrew from the

neighbouring heights, and proceeded a short distance into

the interior to concentrate his forces. Soon afterwards

Philip of France expressed his intention to return to

Europe. The reason he gave for doing 60 was the bad

state of his health ; and it is not improbable that this

prince, who seems to have possessed neither the occasional

religious impulses nor the warlike spirit of Cceur-de-Lion,

should have found the first approaches of disease sufficient

to deter him from the toils and dangers of a journey to

ths Holy Sepulchre. Other causes were, however, at work.

The title of King of Jerusalem was still a subject of dispute

among the crusaders, although the city itself was now in

the hands of the infidel. The crown had been assumed by

Guy of Lusignan, in right of his wife Sybilla, a descendant

of Godfrey of Bouillon. During the siege of Acre, Sybilla

died ; and her sister Isabella, who had married Conrad of

Rlontferrat, Prince of Tyre, put in her claim to confer the

title on her husband. "While Philip had declared in favour

of Conrad, Richard—who seems to have acted merely from

the desire of opposing his ally— supported the cause of

Lusignan, and acknowledged him King of Jerusalem. In

this, as in every other dispute between the two monarchs,

Philip was compelled to yield ; but he did so with an ill

grace, and it was hardly to be expected that the King

of France could long submit to such a coui-se of humilia-

tion. He determined to return to his own country, where

his wiU was law, and his power absolute ; and where, too,

he might have opportunity, during the absence of the

English king, to seize upon some portion of his territories,

and extend the rather circumscribed limits of the French

kingdom.

Richard at first received the news of Philip's intended

departure with a malediction, calhng down shame upon his

head for deserting the holy cause in which he was engaged.

The feeling of anger seems soon to have given place to

something like contempt, for Coeur-de-Lion added, " Let

him go, if his health needs it, and he cannot live away from

Palis." But the probable designs of the French king were

not overlooked ; and he was compelled to take an oath that

he would make no aggression upon English territories during

the absence of Richard in Palestine. He also agreed to

leave at Acre 10,000 men, commanded by the Duke of

Burgundy, but under the control of Ccear-de-Lion.

Soon after Philip quitted Acre, the term of forty days

appointed for the ransom of the Saracen captives expired.

No ransom had been received. The messengers of Richard,

who made their way into the presence of the great soldan,

were received with the highest courtesy, and were dismissed

with costly presents to their master ; but to the demand ibr

money Saladin returned no answer. It was reported among
the crusaders that he had massacred the Christian prisoners

in his power ; and a great excitement arose among the

troops at Acre, who called loudly for vengeance. And now
took place one of the worst of those atrocious deeds which

stain the history of the crusades. On the forty-first day,

under the orders of Richard and the Duke of Burgundy,

the unhappy Saracen captives were hd out beyond the

camp?, and were there batchered without mercy, some few-

rich men only being spared, in the hope that large sums

would be obtained for their ransom.' So blinded were the

crusaders by their fanatic zeal, that this massacre in cold

blood was regarded by the perpetrators as a righteous deed,

acceptable to heaven. Not only so, but the contemporary

historians—men bred up in the cloister, whose character,

no less than their religion, should have led them to recoil at

such a deed—recorded it with exultation, while minstrels

celebrated it in their songs. The acts of ferocity which

characterised this massacre would be considered to disgrace

the most hardened assassin of modern times. The soldiers

ripped up the bodies of their vi;liras, in the hope of finding

precious stones, which they were supposed to have swallowed

for concealment ; and it is said that many valuable jewels

were, in ftict, discovered in this manner. Since the twelfth

century the world has made some progress in humanity

;

but it is matter for speculation whether the people of a

future time may not regard the wars and duels of our day

with the same feelings w ith which we read of the crimes of

the Middle Ages.

On receiving the news of the massacre, Saladin put to

death all the Christian prisoners in his hands. Such an

act of retaliation, however it may now be reg.irdcd, was in

accordance with the usages of the time ; and it is hardly

to be expected that the Moslem should display more mercy

than the Christian. AVith hands reeking with the blood of

their victims, the crusaders returned to the city, 'where

they gave themselves up to debauchery and excess. Many
of them would probably have been well disposed to go no

farther ; but Richard roused them once more into activity,

and his will was not to be resisted. He left his young wife

and his sister behind him, defended by a strong garrison,

and strictly forbade women of all ranks from accompanying

the army. He quitted Acre on the 22nd of August, with

about 80,000 men, of all the nations of Christendom, and

took his way along the sea shore towards Ascalon. Saladin,

whose scouts were everywhere, was speedily apprised of the

march of the crusaders ; and he appeared at a distance with

a great army, hovering about them, and keeping them con-

tinually in expectation of att-ack. The troops of Richard^

however, marched fearlessly on ; and when, after a day'^

march across those burning plains, exhausted by the weight

of their heavy armour, they reached a halting-place, a

herald stood forth from each camp, and cried aloud three

times, "Save the Holy Sepulchre!" and the whole army

knelt down, and said, "Amen!" Human nature displays

the most striking contrasts where the fortunes of men are

subject to extremes of vicissitude; and thus the sokliers

who one day were engaged in acts of brutal cruelty or

sensuality, on the next might be seen marching to the

death with a devotion which, if mistaken, was not the less

sublime.

When Richard had advanced as far as Azotus, the Ash-

dod of Holy Writ, he was apposed by the Saracen forces,

ranged in order of battle. Saladin, whose skill as a general

was sciircely inferior to that of Coeur-de-Lion himself.

• Roger of Ilovcden states that 5,000 Infidels were thus dcstroyea. Other

aeccunta give evon a lirger number.
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conducted the attack in person ; and, for a time, the

Christian troops gave way before him. Richard, who
commanded the centre of the army, waited with great

coolness until the Saracens had exhausted their arrows

;

of valour attributed to him by the chroniclers are wholly

incredible; but, after making all reasonable deduction

for exaggeration, enough remains to prove that Coeur-de-

Lion deserved the proud surname wliich he bore, and

then, jJacing himself at the Iiead of hi.s knights, and bran- 1 that his strength and valour were alike without a pa-

dishing the formidable battle-axe which was his favourite rallel. The Saracen army, numeroua as it was, could

weapon, he rushed upon the enemy, slaying with his own not withstand the charge of the mail-clad warriors of

hand all who fell within his reach. Many of the feats | Europe ; and Saladia vras compelled to make a hasty
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retreat, leaving beliiud liim seven thousand dead upon the

Eeld.

willingly adopted a pretext which afforded a new opportu-

nity of rest and enjoyment ; and Richard himself, attracted

Richard advanced to Jaffa, the Joppa of the Bible, of by the field sports to be obtained in the neighbourhood,

which city he obtained possession without opposition ; but i appears to have laid aside for a time his customary

here a delay took place, which proved fatal to the success of

the expedition. Some of the chief men of the army dleged

that it would be necessary to repair the fortifications of

Jaffa, for the purpose of placing it in a condition of

defence. The soldiers, remembering the pleasures of Acre,

energy. Saladin, who had recovered from his defeat, and

was intent upon vengeance, was known to be in the neigh-

bourhood, with an army even larger than before; but

Coeur-de-Lion, undisturbed by this circumstance, rode

about the country w'^h a small escort. Many strange
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adveutures are told iu connection with these expeditions;

and it would appear that Richard was often in imminent

danger of being captured—a fate from which liis courage,

or good fortune, invariably saved liim. On one occasion

a party of Templars had been taken prisoners. The

news being brought to Richard, he sent the Earl of

Leicester to their assistance, with the message that he

would come himself as soon as he could get on his armour.

Before he had done so, however, he learnt that the Earl

had also been defeated. Delaying no longer, the Lion

Heart seized his battic-axe, and leaping on his war-horse,

galloped otT to the scene of action, where the effect pro-

duced by his presence, and his own extraordinary exertions,

caused the Saracens to be put to flight, and the Templars

and the Earl of Leicester were rescued. The battle-axe of

Cceur-de-Lion had twei-ty pounds of steel wrought into the

head of it, and there is no doubt that in his hands it was a

most formidable weapon.

Various negotiations now ensued, which appear to have

led to nothing, and were prob.ably devised by the Saracens

merely to gain time. The envoy who passed b:t\veen the

two camps on these occasions was Saif-ed-Deen, or Saphadin,

the brother of Saladiu, who was a man of great ability, and

who conducted his missions in such a manner as to gain

the favour of Coeur-de-Lion. At length, in the month of

November, the fortifications of Jaffa were completed,

negotiations were broken off, and the crusaders resumed

tlieir march. The sky was black with tempest, and as

they crossed the plain of Sharon, where now the rose and
lily of the valley bloomed no longer, a violent wind arose,

I'.ud thick rain began to fall. The heaviest storms are

found in those countries where the sun shines brightest,

and it was now the commencement of the rainy season.

The sokUers of the cross, ill-provided with protection

against such weather, pitched their camp at Ramula, the

Arimathea of Scripture ; but the streams which descended

from the mountains inundated the encampment, and the

winds tore up the tents which were their only shelter.

Struggling on wearily, they reached Bethany, which was
within twelve milea of Jerusalem, but here they found it

impossible to proceed further. Famine and disease had
decimated the troops, and those who were still able to bear

arms wore ill-suited to cope with an enemy. Richard was
therefore compelled to retrace his steps, and he marched
back rapidly to Ascalon, there to recruit liis forces.

The fortifications of Ascalon had been dismantled by
Saladin ; but Coeur-de-Lion, whose energetic spirit no
reverses could subdue, set himself immediately to restore

the defences, and appeared among his men doing the

work of a mason. Novelist or romancer never imagined
more striking contrasts than are presented to us in the

sober records of the i\Iiddle Ages, and thus we find the king
who lately was the centre of unexampled pomp and splen-

dour at Messiuu, now wielding the trowel and the pickaxe
upon the walls of Ascalon. The example set by Richard
was attended with the best efifects; princes and nobles,

Ijishops and their clergy, worked beside him as masons and
carpenters, thinking it no shame to do what the King of

England liad done. The only exception was the Duke of

Austria, and on his refusal, it is related that Cceur-de-Lion
kicked or gtiiuck that prince, and turned him and his

retainers out of the town.

Having placed Aacaloa in a condition of defence, Richard

restored other fortifications destroyed by Saladin along the

coast. These works, however, were attended with a vast

expense, and Richard's generosity, which appears to have

been without stint, whether much or little was at his

command, hastened the exhaustion of his finances. The
French and other foreign troops attached to his army were

kept together by the largesses he gave them ; but as the

treasury became empty they relaxed in their obedience, and
their national animosities found vent in repeated quarrels

and disturbances. The dispute between Conrad of Jlont-

ferrat and Guy of Lusignan for the crown of Jerusalem

was again renewed. Conrad, whose character was
vacillating and treacherous, was nevertheless a man of

considerable ability and of high military renown. Ha^^ng
secitred the assistance of the Genoese, he defied the power of

the King of England, and a civil war appeared to be

imminent among the Christians of Palestine. The Fisans,

whose old hatred against the Genoese led them to take the

opposite side, declared for Lusignan, and frequent combati

took place iu the very streets of Acre, between the opposing

factions. Richard quitted Ascalon, and succeeded in

repressing these tumults. He endeavoured to restore

unanimity to the army, and to conciliate the Marquis of

Montferrat ; but that haughty chief rejected his offers, and
entrenched himself in the town of Tyre, with a number of

disaffected soldiers of different nations who had joined his

standard.

Saladiu soon became aware of the dissensions in tha

Christian army, and he made preparations for striking

what he hoped would be a decisive and successful blow,

But iu the meanwhile he was unexpectedly met by pro-

posals for peace from Ca3ur-de-Liou, who sent him word
that he demanded only the possession of Jerusalem and the

wood of the true cross. The soldan returned for answer

that the blessed city* was_ as dear to the I^Ioslem as to the

Christian, and woidd never bo delivered up except by
force.

The unusual course pvirsued by Richard was not to be

attributed to such an inadequate cause as the disaffection

of a part of his troops. He had lately received letters fron?

his mother, Queen Eleanor, and from William Longchamp
whom he had appointed chancellor in his absence, detailing

various conspiracies which were fraught with the greatest

danger to the throne. It is not necessary to interrupt the

narrative for the purpose of relating the particulars of

these matters ; they will be given in detail when the history

retm'ns to the consideration of events in England. It is

enough to say that thoy were of a nature to cause the

greatest disquietude, even to the strong mind of Cceur-de-

Lion. It is re[K3rted that he set on foot new negotiations

with Saladiu, which continued for some time, and that he

even proposed that the contest should bo terminated by the

marriage of his own sister Joan with Saphadin, the brother

of the Sultan. This extraordinary scheme, if it ever really

was entertained, was defeated by religious obstacles ; the

clergy launching the thunders of the Church against all

those who should sanction the union between a Christian

princess and a chief of the infidels.

During this time we read of numerous acts of courtesy,

or, as it might seem, even of friendship passing between

Richard and Saladin. The institutions of chivalry had

* "El Gootz," or " The Blessed City," Is the Arab luuno of Jerusalem to

this day.
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been carried by the Europeans into Palestine, and liad

commended themselves to favour wlierever a true soldier

was to be found. In the East, as in the We;t, they shsd a

transient gleam of sunsliine upon the bloody landscape of

war, arousing whatever there is of high or noble to be found

in poor humanity. Few historians have done justice to

the character of Saladin ; it is not easy for us now' to cast

our niincls back, as it were, into that remote ago and

country in which he lived, and to weigli the acts of his life

against the knowledge which was given him to guide tliem.

We road history with more or le.ss of prejudice and intoler-

ance, viewing with the bright light of the nineteenth cen-

tury those blots upon its page, which lay unseen in the

early dawn of Christianity. And yet there is no name

(but One) in all the records of the past, which we should

dare to bring to the test of abstract virtue. The history of

the woi-ld is the history of moral as of social advancement

;

the virtuts of one age are the abomination of the next, and

this process is continually going on. Thus slowly through

the centuries rises the stately edifice of civilisation, whose

fair proportions expand and grow in beauty with suc-

ceeding generations.

Saladin possessed abilities of a very high order, joined

to bodily strength httle inferior to that of Cceur-de-Lion

himself. He was skilled in the learning of the East, added

to which he possessed that refinement of manners induced

by the usages of chivalry. The virtues of a warlike age

appeared in him pre-eminently ; he ivas brave, generous,

and true to hLs word, preserving his plighted faith with a

degree of scrupulousness not often observed by the priuces

of Christendom.

Coins of Sovereigns of the Seljuk Dynasty.

Descended from the race of the Seljuks, he had warmly

embraced the religion of Mahomet, whose doctrines taught

him to pursue to utter destruction all the enemies of the

Prophet. But Saladin was no bigoted IMussulman, and

when the foes he had conquered appeared before him as

suppliants, he seldom failed to grant the mercy they im-

plored. It is needless to say that this picture has its

reverse, and that the character of the great soldan was

not altogether blameless. He was in the highest degree

ambitious, and his elevation to the throne was obtained by

the unscrupulous shedding of blood. He trampled down
whomsoever stood in his way ; but, having attained that

elevation, he proved himself a wise and just monarch, and

his rule, on the whole, was free from tyranny.

The soldan and the Christian king, both of whom stood

far above their contemporaries in military prowess ant?

ability, had learnt mutual respect, and not all the injuries

whicli each had inflicted on the other had power to subduo

this feeling. Great minds can afford to be generous, and thj

depreciation of the merits of a rival seldom arises from any

other cause than a consciousness of inferiority. Siiladin and

llichard met together many times with interchanges of

courtesy, and the soldiers of both armies mingled in the

tournament and in other martial exercise;. Where the laws

of chivalry prevaileil, the warrior slieathed his enmity witli

his sword, and wonhl have regarded it as a foul stain upon

his knighthood to doubt for a moment the fiith pleilged to

him by a foeman.

Pilgrims were continually arriving in the Holy Land
from Europe, and from each traveller who appeared in the

presence of Richai'd, he learnt news wliich compelled him

to hasten his return to England, although he had sn'oru

never, to abandon the expedition so long as he had a war-

horse to eat. In the hope of establishing peace among all

parties, he consented that Conrad of iSloutferrat should be

crowned King of Jerusalem, and gave to Lusignan, by way

of compensation, the Island of Cyprus. It is probable that

the energetic character of Conrad might ultimately have

enabled him to obtain possession of Jerusalem, but at the

time when he was preparing for his coronation, he was

murdered in the streets of Tyre, by two men of the sect of

the Assassins. This name, then quite new to the languages

of Europe, was applied to those fanatical Moslems who
devoted themselves to assassinating the enemies of their

Ikith by surprise, in the belief that they should thus secure

admission into paradise. In the mountain defiles of

Lebanon there lived a whole tribe of these enthusiasts,

under the rule of the Old Man* of the ^Mountain—a mys-

terious chief, whose name became a sound of terror

throughout Europe. They were called iu Arabic, '' Has-

chischi," from an intoxicating plant well known in the East,

which they made use of to stupefy the brain and excite

themselves to their desperate deeds of blood.

It would appear that Conrad was murdered in revenge

for certain injuries which he had inflicted upon this extra-

ordinary people. An Arabic writer relates that when the

two Assassins were seized and put to the torture, they con-

fessed that tliey had been employed by the ICing of Eng-

land; but tills account differs from olliers, and is so com-

pletely at variance with all we know of the Assassins, as

well as with the character of Richard, that it may bo at

once rejected as fabulous. Apart from the arguments

which may be adduced to show, from the previous arrange-

ments of the king, that he had no anticipation of the deatii

of Conrad, the whole teuour of the lite of Coeur-de-Liou

serves to prove that he was not the man to strike a foe in

secret. The French and German factions, however, at oncj

spread a report that he had instigated the murder, and

letters were sent to Phihp of France containing the same

news. Philip, who contemplated a descent upon the English

territory, eagerly seized a preto.\.t for his treason. He ap-

phed to the Pope to release him from his oath of peace,

and declared that he had received a caution that the King

of England had sent some of those dreaded Assassins of the

East to murder him. Ostensibly with a view to repel these

designs, he appointed a body-guard of armed men to attend

» The Arabic word Scbeik, translated by the Crusadera " Old Man," means

also the chief of a tribe.
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him wherever he went, and this institution survived in

France for centuries after the name of the Old Man of the

Mountain was forgotten.

During the tumult which followed the death of Conrad,

Count Henry of Champagne, the nephew of Richard,

appeared on the scene, and the people of Tyre placed him

in possession of the town as well as of the other terri-

to remain for another year in Palestine. Laying aside for

a time all considerations connected with affairs at home, he
determined to give his whole energies to bring to a success-

ful termination the expedition in which he was enfawed.

Having at length restored something like unanimity to his

troops and brought them into an efBcient state, he once

more led them on the way to Jerusalem. The army resumed

^'' ^'1%".'^-

Bichard Cce'jr-do-Lion.

tories held by their late prince. Soon afterwards Henry
married the young widow of Conrad, receiving with her

liand the title to the imaginary crown, and he was generally

acknowledged by the crusaders as King of Jerusalem.

AVith each succeeding month appeared the greater need
for the presence of Richard in England ; but he concealed

his uneasine.ss, and, with the view of repressing the growing
discontent in his army, ho publicly proclaimed his intention

its march in the month of May, and reached the valley of

Hebron, which was destined to be the extent of its journey.

The circumstances which induced Richard to relinquish his

long-cherished enterprise cannot now be known with cer-

tainty. Various versions are given by the different his-

torians ; but we find no occurrence which appears of suf-

ficient importance to have changed the purpose of Coeur-de-

Lion. It is certain, however, that a council assembled
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by the king decided upon the propriety of attacking Caii'o,

which was the main store-houso of Saladin, rather than

to marcli upon Jerusalem. No sooner was it kuown among

the troops that a counter-march was intended, than they

threw aside all discipline : great numbers of them deserted,

and Richard was compelled to return to Acre, as the only

means of regaining the authority he had lost.

Saladiu, who kept watch from the mountains upon all the

movements of the crusaders, perceived the disorganised

condition of the army, and chose that moment for an attack

upon Jaffa, which he captured with little resistance. On
learning the news, Richard at once dispatched by land the

troops who remained with hioj, while he, with a small body

of knights, proceeded by sea to the relief of the town.

Cceur-de-Liou never showed his splendid military talents

more strikingly than on this occasion. On arriving opposite

the town, he found a vast host of the Saracens drawn up on

the shore to receive him. His companions couusolled him to

turn back, saying that it wai little else than ni»,Jiics3 to

attack such overwhelming nuiubera; but Cceur-de-Liou

know that to dare Ls to reach half-way to victory, and ho

had learned to despise the nice calculation of probabilities.

He leaped into the water, and cried, " Cursed ibr ever be he

who follows me not !
" At such a call no knight who de-

sired to keep his spurs would dare to hang back, and one

and all followed their leader to the shore, threw themselves

upon the thick ranks of the enemy, and put them to flight.

The gallant band of Richard then entered Jaffix, where they

were joined by the troops who had march xl by land.

On the following day the main body of the Saracen

army, with Saladin at their head, advanced upon the town.

Richard went forth to meet them on the plain, and a pitched

battle ensued, iu which, after many hours of hard fighting,

he defeated them v/ith great slaughter. It is scarcely too

much to say that this success against a vastly superior

force was due, in a great measure, to the extraordinary

exertions of Cceur-de-Liou himself. AVherever he stretched

out his ponderous battle-axe, horse and man went down
before him; and it is said that such was the terror he in-

spired that whole bodies of the Sar.icen troops would turn

and fly at his approach. Although the expedition to the

Holy Land was not destined to attain its object, the fame
of its leader was raised both in the East and in the West to

a height which has never been equalled. For hundreds of

years the name of Richard Coeur-de-Lion was employed by
Syrian mothers to silence their infants ; and if a horse sud-

denly started from the way, his rider wiis wont to exclaim,

" Dost thou think King Richard is in that bush ? " *

The battle of Jaffa was Coeur-do-Lion's hust victory in

the Holy Laud. His exertions on that day brought ou a
violent fever, and the state of his health, as well as the

necessity of a return to England, induced him to conclude

a treaty with his gallant enemy, on terms which Saladin

was glad to accept. A truce was proclannod for three years,

three months, three days, and three hours ; the towns of

Jaff'a and Tyre were to remain in the hands of the Chris-

tians, and they were to be permitted at all times to visit

Jerusalem as pilgrims, without persecution or injury. To
the French, who had refused to take part iu the battle of

Jaffa, Richard denied the benefits of this treaty, and told

them that since they had held back from the fight, they

were not worthy to enter the Holy City. The remaining

' Gibbon,

portions of the army, casting aside their weapons of war,

made the pilgrimage in safety, protected from all molesta-

tion by the pledge of Saladin. And yet the massacre of

Acre was fresh in the memory of the Moslems, and many of

the kinsmen of those who had perished there threw them-

selves at the feet of their chief, and implored him to take

vengeance for the ruthless deed upon the Christians now
in his power. But the soldan refused to listen to their

entreaties, and replied that ho had pas.sed his word, which

was sacred and unchangeable.

Tlie third body of pilgrims which entered Jerusalem was
headed by the Bishop of Salisbury, who was received with

great honour, and was admitted to a long iuterviev,' with

Saladin. Many Cjuestions were put to him by his royal

entertainer, who, among other matters, desired to know in

what light he was regarded among the Christians. " What
do they say," he asked, " of your king, and what of me ?

'"

The bishop answered baldly, "My king stands unrivalled

among all men for deeds of might and gifts of generosity
;

but your fame also is high, and were you but converted to

the true faith, there would not be two sucli princes as you
and he in all the world." Saladin replied iu a speech as

wise as it was generous. He readily gave his tribute of

admiration to the brilliant valour of Richard, but said that

he was too rash and impetuous, and that, for his own part,

he would rather be famed for skill and prudence than for

mere audacity. At the rec^uest of the bishop, Saladin

granted his permission that the Latin clergy should be

allowed to have separate eslablishmsuts at Jerusalem, as

had previously been the case with the eastern chui'ches.

CHAPTER XLVIII.

lieignof niciiard I. continued—Dopiliture of the Fleet from tlio Holy Liiid—
Adventures of Richard ia Oenniny—His luiiirisonnient—Condition of

Affairs iu EiigUind.

Richard set sail from Acre in October, 1192, with the

queen Berengaria, his sister Joan, and all the knights and
prelates who held fealty to the English crown. The proud
heart of Cceur-de-Lion would not permit him to visit Jeru-

salem in the lowly guise of a pilgrim, but he quitted Pales-

tine with feelings of the deepest regret ; and he is reported

to have stretched out his arms towards the hills, exclaimiuf,

"Most holy land, I commend tliee unto God's keeping.

May he grant me life and health to return and rescue thee

from the infidel 1

"

A heavy storm arose—attributed by the sailors to the

displeasure of Heaven—and overtook the returning fleet,

scattering the ships, and casting many of them ashore on
the coasts of Barbary and Egypt. The vessel which carried

Joan and Berengaria arrived iu safety at a port iu Sicily.

Richard had followed in the same direction, with the inten-

tion of landing in southern Gaul ; but he suddeuly re-

membered that he had many bitter enemies in that country,

in whose power it would be dangerous to trust himself, and
he turned back to the Adriatic, dismissing the greater part

of his followers, and intending to take liis way homeward
in disguise through Styria and Germany.

His vessel was attacked by Greek pirates; but he not
only succeeded in repelhng the attack, but in commanding
their services to convey him to shore. Possibly, his name
may have had an influence, even with these robbers of the

sea ; but, whatever were the means employed, it is certain
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that they placed themselves under his orders, and that he

quitted his own ship for one of theirs, in which—the better

to secure his disguise—he proceeded to Zara ia Dalmatia,

and there landed. He was attended by a Norman baron,

named Baldwin of Bethune, two chaplains, a few Templars,

and some servants. Richard had assumed tlie dress of a

sent a page for this purpose, desiring him to ask a passport

for Baldwin of Bethune and Hugh the Merchant, who were

pilgrims returning from Palestine, and ordering hun to

present to the governor a large ruby ring, which Richard

had purchased in Syria from some Pisan merchants. Some

: of the chroniclers relate that the lord of Zara recognised the

palmer, and, having suffered his hair and beard to grow
long, went by the name of Hugh the Merchant. He had
however, not yet learned prudence, and those who were
with liim .seemed to have teen aa deficient in this quality

as himself. It was necessary to obtain a pass of safe con-

duct from the lord of the province, who, unfortunately,

proved to bo a relation of Conrad of Montferrat. The king

ruby, which was a famous stone ; but in any case, his sus-

picious were excited by seeing so valuable a jewel in the

hands of men who professed themselves of such low degree.

"This ring is the present of a prince, not of a merchant,"

he said to the messenger. " Thou haat not told the truth
;

thy master's name is not Hugh : he is King Richard. But
since he has sent me the gift without knowing who I am.
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tell him from me that I give him back his present, and that

he may go in peace."

At this unexpected discovery the king did not hesitate to

brother, the lord of a neighbouring province, to inform him

that the dreaded King of England was about to pass

through his territory in disguise. Among the j.-etainers of

P3

O
8

avail himselfof the permission be nad received, and, having

obtained horses, he quitted the town on the same night.

But the governor had no intention of permitting his enemy
to escape from the country. He sent off messengers to his

20

the brother was a Norman knight named Eoger, who was

employed to go to all the taverns which received travellers,

for the purpose of discovering the royal fugitive. For

several days the Norman pursued his search without success,
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but he was stimulated by a vast reward which was promised

him, and at length he discovered the king. No sooner,

however, hud Richard confessed who he was, than the ties

of country and the duties of allegiance to his native sove-

reign overcame the love of money in the breast of the sol-

dier, and instead of seizing him, he brought him a horse,

and entreated him to save himself by flight ; then, having

faUen at the king's feet with tears and begged his forgive-

ness, he hastened back to his employer, and told him that

the story of Richard's arrival was false, and that the pilgrim

was of no higher rank than a knight, and was named

Baldwin of Bethune. The baron, furious with rage at his

disappointment, ordered the arrest of Baldwin, who was

cast into prison with several of his companions.

jSIeanwhile, Cceur-de-Lion hastened on his way through

Germany, attended only by a single knight, and by a boy

who spoke the English language, then very similar to the

Saxon dialect of the Continent. For three days and nights

they travelled without food among mountains covered with

snow, not knowing in which direction they were going.

They entered the province which had formed the eastern

boundary of the old empire of the Franks, and was called

Ostrik or OEstreich, which means the East Country. This

country, known to us by the name of Austria, was subject

to the Emperor of Germany, and was governed by a duke,

whose capital was Vienna, on the Danube. This duke was

the same Leopold whom Richard had insulted at Ascalon,

and with whom also, on a former occasion, he had a serious

quarrel. This occurrence took place at Acre, where the

duke having presumed to raise his stan'dard on a portion of

the walls, Coeur-de-Lion seized the flag, and trampled

it under foot. .

Richard and his companions arrived at a small town near

Vienna, exhausted with fatigue and fasting. It is not pro-

bable that the king could have proceeded so near the cily

without knowing where ne was, but his immediate necessities

were too pressing to leave any room for hesitation. Having
taken a lodging, he sent the boy into the market-place to buy
provisions ; but here the same imprudence which had led to

the former discovery was again exhibited. The boy was

dressed in costly clothes, and these, together with the large

sums of money which he exhibited, excited the suspicions of

the citizens ; but he made excuse that he was the servant of

a rich merchant who was to arrive within three days at

Vienna. When he returned to the king, he related what
had happened, and begged him to escape while there was yet

time. Richard, however, little accustomed to anticipate

danger, and fatigued with his journey, determined to remain

some days longer.

Meanwhile, Duke Leopold heard the rumour of the landing

of his enemy at Zara, and, incited at once by feelings of

revenge and by the hope of the large ransom which such a
prisoner would command, sent out spies and armed men in

all directions to search for him. As the duke was scarcely

likely to anticipate the presence of the fugitive so near the

capital, the search was made without success, and Cceur-de-
Lion would doubtless have escaped undiscovered, if another

strange act of carelessness had not drawn suspicion upon
him. One day, when the same hoy who had before been

arrested was again in the market-place, he was observed to

carry in his girdle some embroidered gloves, such as were only
worn by princes and great nobles on occasions of ceremony.
He was again seized, and the torture was employed to bring

him to confession. He revealed the truth, and pointed out

the house in which King Richard was lodging. Coeur-de-

Lion was in a deep sleep when the room in which he lay was
entered by Austrian soldiers. He immediately sprang up,

and seizing his sword, which lay beside him, he kept them at

'oay, vowiug that he would surrender to none but their chief.

The soldiers, superior as their numbers were, hesitated to

undertake the task of disarming him, and the Dake of

Austria having been sent for, Cceur-de-Lion gave up the

sword into his hands. Leopold received it with a bitter

smile of triumph, and said, " You are fortunate in not having

fallen prisoner to the friends of the IMarquis Conrad ; for

had you done so, you were bat a dead man, if you had a
thousand lives." The duke then caused him to be im-
prisoned in the castle of Turnsteign, where soldiers were

appointed to guard the caged lion day and night with drawn
swords.

No sooner did the Emperor Henry VI, of Germany learn

the news of the arrest of Ccein--de-Lion, than he sent to

the Duke of Austria, his vassal, commanding him to give up
his prisoner. " A duke," said he, " has no right to im-

prison a king ; that is the privilege only of an emperor."

This strange proposition does not seem to have been denied

by Leopold, who resigned the custody of the English king, on

condition of receiving a portion of his ransom. The agree-

ment having been concluded, Richard was removed from

Vienna at Easter, a.d. 1193, and was confined in one of the

imperial castles at Worms.
The two German princes, of whom it is difficult to say

which appears to us in the most despicable light, entertained

an equal hatred for their noble prisoner. How high the

briUiant valour and abilities of Richard had placed him
above his contemporaries, is evident from the jealousy

with which they all regarded him ; but the chief cause of the

enmity of the emperor was the alliance which had been

formed between Coeur-de-Lion and Tancred of Sicily. It

will be remembered that at the time when the army of the

Crusaders visited Sicily, Henry was preparing for a descent

upon that kingdom, for the piurpose of enforcing those claims

to the throne which he held in right of his wife Constance,

the heiress of "William the Good. Soon after the departure

of Richard from Messina (,v.d. 1191), Henry appeared with

a vast army before the walls of Naples, which city made a

gaUant defence against the invader. The emperor, although

the immediate descendant of the great Frederic Bar-

bai'ossa, was as deficient in military skill as in other

manly qualities, and he saw his troops fall thickly around

him, cut off by the fevers of that unaccustomed chmate,

without venturing to make a combined attack upon

the city. At length he fell ill himself, and t'hen he im-

mediately raised tlio siege, and retreated. At the time

when Coeur-de-Lion fell into his power, he was preparing

for a second expedition to Italy, and the captivity of the

English king afforded him greatly increased chances of

success
; for Richard was accustomed to adhere to his

engagements, and it is probable that, had he been in

possession of his Icingdom, he wonld have interfered to

prevent the destruction of his ally. It .appears that

after that shameful bargain by which the person of the

royal prisoner was transferred to the crstody of the

emperor, the place of his confinement was kept carefully

concealed, and was for many months a matte'.' of speculation

not only in England, but in Germany. Before we follow
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further the fortunes of this adventurous Icing, it is necessary

to go back to the period of his departure for the Holy Land,

aud to trace the course of events in England during his

absence.

there were among the people a certain number of lawless

characters, who, ever eager for plunder, were c(oubly so

when they could obtain it by means which were encouraged

by their superiors, and permiXted secretly, if not openly, by

Longchamp and Hugh Puclsey.

The popular feeling which had been excited against the

Jews at the time of Richard's coronation, and which he
had done so httle to repress, found vent in persecutions and
massacres throughout the country. Tn those turbulent times

the clergy. To kill a Jew was regarded not only as no
crime, but as a deed acceptable to God ; and in Englap.d,

as in Palestine, the pure and holy religion of peace was
believed to give its sanction to acts of merciless bloodshed
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and plunder. Iii February, A.d. 1190, a number of Jews

were butchered in the streets of Lynn, in Norfolk, .and

immediately afterwards, .as though by a preconcerted move-

ment, similar bloody scenes were enacted at Norwich, Lin-

coln, St. Edmondsbury, Stamford, and York.

The massacre of York, which took place in March, a.d.

1190, was remark.able no less for the number of victims who

were sacrificed than for the circumstances of horror which

attended it. At nightfall, on the 16th of the month, a

company of strangers, armed to the teeth, entered the city,

and attacked the house of a rich Jew who had been killed

in London at the coronation. His widow and children,

however, still remained, and these the ruffians put to the

sword, carrying off whatever property the house contaiaed.

On the following day the rest of the Jews in York, antici-

pating the fate which awaited them, appeared before the

governor, and entreated permission to seek safety for them-

selves and their families within the walls of the castle.

The request was granted, and the people of the persecuted

race, to the number of not less than 1,000 men, women,

and childi'en, were received iuto the fortress, within whose

strong walls they might hope to find shelter from their

enemies. But for some reason or other the governor passed

outside the gates, and returned attended by a great nuuiber

of the pojmlace. The Jews, whose misfortunes had made

them suspicious, feared that they had been permitted to

enter the castle only as into a slaughter-house, and refused

to admit the governor, excusing their disobedience by their

dread of the mob, who, it was evident, would enter with

him if the drawbridge were lowered. The governor refused

to listen to such an argument, reasonable as it was ; and,

whatever may have been his original intention, he now gave

orders to the rabble to attack the rebellious Israelites. The
command was willingly obeyed, and the populace, whose

numbers were continually increased by all the vagabonds

and ruffians of the neighbourhood, laid siege to the castle,

and made preparations for taking it by assault.

It is related that the governor became alarmed at the

tumult he Imd raised, and that he recalled his order, and

eudeavoured to calm the excitement of the people ; if so,

his efforts were unsuccessful. Few things are easier than

to rouse the passions of men—nothing more difficult than

to quell them. The unhappy Jews heard the loud shouts of

vengeance without the walls, and, foreseeing that they

could make little or no defence against the force brought

against them, slew first their wives and children, and after-

wards, with a few exceptions, themselves.

Longchamp, Bishop of Ely, the chancellor of the king-

dom, expressed his indignation at the war of extermination

which seemed to be commenced against the Jews. He
proceeded to York with a body of troops, displaced the

governor from his office, and kid a heavy fine upon the
rich men of the city. It does not appear, however, that the

punishment was in any degree proportioned to the crime,
or that it fell upon the actual perpetrators. The men upon
whom the fine was levied were probably innocent of the
outrage

;
but Longchamp was in want of money to transmit

to his royal m.aster in Normandy, and he, no doubt, was glad
of the pretext thus aftbrded him for obtaining it.

It has been already related that, before the departure of
Richard for the Holy Land, ho had sold the chief justiciar-

ship of the kingdom to Hugh Pud.^ey, Bishop of Durham,
whose authority he afterwards curtailed by appointing other

justiciaries, among whom was WilUam Longchamp, Bishop

of Ely. Longchamp, who also held the chancellorship, and

the custody of the Tower of London, was the favourite of

Richard, and he soon secured into his own hands the entire

government of the country. The lung, -who had the greatest

confidence in his loyalty and abiUty, issued letters patent,

directing the people to obey him as their sovereign ; and, by

the .authority of the Pope, the chancellor was also appointed

legate of England and Ireland. Thus doubly armed with

spiritual and temporal power, the rule of Longchamp was
absolute throughout the kingdom.

Pudsey, however, had paid for the justiciarship, and was

by no me.ans disposed to see bis privileges swept away
without m.aking an effort at resistance. He accordingly

laid his complaint before the king, and Richard, in reply,

sent him letters, authorising him to share with Longchamp
the authority which was his due. Armed with these,

Pudsey made his appearance in London with great cere-

mony, but the barons of the kingdom assembled there re-

fused to permit him to take his seat among them. After

having in vain insisted upon the king's authority which he

carried with him, the discomfited bishop proceeded in search

of the chancellor, who was still with his troops in the north.

When the two prelates met, Longchamp approached his

brother of Durham mth a smiling countenance and cour-

teous demeanour, exijressed himself ready to obey the com-

mands of the king, and invited Pudsey to an entertainment

on that day se'nnight in the castle of Tickhill. The Bishop

of Durham, who possessed either more good faith or less

shrewdness than is usual with statesmen in that or any other

age, accepted the invitation ; and as soon as he had passed

the gates of the castle, Longchamp placed his band upon
his shoulder and arrested hitn, saying that, as sure as the

king lived, the bishop should not leave that place until

he had surrendered, not only his claim to power, but

aU the castles in his possession. " This," said he, " is

not bishop arresting bishop, but chancellor arresting

chancellor." Pudsey was accordingly imprisoned, and

was not released until he had fulfilled the requii'ed con-

ditions.

The power of Longchamp was now employed to the

utmost to raise money for the king's necessities, and to

further his own schemes of aggrandisement. Among the

chroniclers are several who speak in strong terms of lus

avarice and tyranny, while there is only one* whose

description of him is favourable. That one, however,

was an impartial witness, and an authority whose words

carry considerable weight. We are told that such was

the rapacity of the chancellor that not a knight could

keep his baldric, not a woman her bracelet, not a noble

his ring, not a Jew his hoards of gold or merchandise, t

He used his power to enrich his relations and friends,

placing them in the highest and most profitable posts

under government, and entrusting to them the custody of

towns and castles, which he took from those who had

previously held them. He passed through the country

with all the pomp and parade of royalty, attended by
more than a thousand horsemen ; and it is related that

whenever he stopjjed to lodge for the night, a three years'

income was not enough to defray the expenses of his train

for a single day. His taste for luxury was further minis-

* Peter of Blois. t Matthew Paris.
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tered to by minstrels and jugglers, whom he invited from

France, and who sang their strains of iiattery in the public

piaces, proclaiming that the chancellor bad not his lilce in

the world.

There is an evident air of exaggeration about these state-

ments, and many of them were to be referred to men as

disaffected towards the king as towards his chancellor. If

Longcharap reduced the country to poverty by his exac-

tions, it is most likely that he was impelled to obtain the

money by the demands of Richard : we shall presently sse,

however, that the national weo,lth was by no means ex-

hausted by the burdens—heavy as they v.-ere—which it sus-

tained. The loyalty of Longchamp has never boeu doubted,

and there is no reason to believe that his government was

generally tyrannous or unjust.

The nobles viewed the increasing jiower of the chancellor

with feelings of envy; and Earl John, the brother of

Richard, who had long entertained designs upon the throne,

perceived that his chances of success were small indeed so

long as a man devoted, to the king retained the supreme

power in the realm. Some of the turbulent barons, to

v/hom Longchamp had given cause of offence, attached

themselves to John, and encouraged him in his ambitious

schemes. While Richard was iu Sicily he received letters

from his brother containing various accusations against the

chancellor of tyranny and raisgovernment. It appears that

these letters produced their effect, and that the king sent a

reply directing that, if the accusations were proved to be

true, AValter, Archbishop of Rouen, with Geoffrey Fitz-

Peter and William Maresohal, should be appointed to the

chief justiciarships, and that iu any case they should be

associated with Longchamp in the direction of affairs.

Richard, however, was well aware of the treacherous dis-

position of his brother, and reflection satisfied bim that the

chancellor was more worthy of confidence than those who

accused him. Before the departure of the fleet from

Messina, the king sent letters to his subjects confirming

the authority of Longchamp, and directing that implicit

obedience should bo reodered to him.

When John learnt that his brother was on his way to

Acre, he took active measures for bringing his schemes

into operation. Various disputes took place between him

and the chancellor, and before long an occurrence took place

which led to an open rupture between them. Gerald of

Camville, a Norman baron, and one of the adhei-ents of

John, held the custody of Lincoln Castle, which be had

purchased from the king. Longchamp—who, it is said,

desired to give this office to one of his friends—summoned

Camville to surrender the keys of the castle ; but the baron

refused compliance, saying that he was Earl John's liege-

man, and that ho would not relinquish his possessions,

except at the command of his lord. Longchamp then

appeared before Lincoln with an army, and drove out

Camville, who appealed to John for justice. The prince,

who desired nothing better than such an opportunity,

attacked the royal fortresses of Nottingham and Tickhill,

carried them with little or no opposition, and, planting his

standard on the walls, sent a messenger to Longchamp to

the effect that, unless immediate restitution were made for

the injury to Gerald of Camville, he would revenge it with

a rod of iron. The chancellor, who possessed little courage

or military talent, entered into a negotiation, by the terms

of which the castles of Nottingham and Tickhill remai^ied

in the hands of John, and that of Lincoln was restored

to Camville. Other of the royal castles, which had hitherto

remained exclusively in the power of the chancellor, were

committed into the custody of different barons, to be re-

tained until the return of Richard from the Holy Land,

or, in the event of his death, to be delivered up to John.

It was well known that the king had appointed his young

nephew Arthur as his heir, but the chancellor was now-

forced to set aside the commands of his royal master, and

at a council of the kingdom, the barons, headed by Long-

champ, took the oath of fealty to John, acknowledging him

heir to the crown in case the king died without issue.

These important concessions satisfied John only for a

short time, and an opportunity soon presented itself for

pushing his demands still further. Geoffrey, the son of

Henry II. by Fair Rosamond, bad been appointed to the

archbishopric of York during bis father's hfetime, but his

consecration had been delayed until the year 1191, whoa

the necessary permission was i-eceived from the court of

Rome, and he was consecrated by the Archbishop of Tours.

As soon as the ceremony was concluded, he prepared to

take possession of his benefice, notwithstanding the oath

which had been exacted from liim that he would not return

to England. The chancellor having been apprised of his

iutert'on, sent a message to him forbidding him to cross

the Channel, and at the same time directed the sheriffs to

arrecfc bim should he attempt to land. Geofircy despised

the prohibition ; and, having landed at Dover in disguise,

took shelter in a monastery. His retreat was soon dis-

covered, and the soldiers of the king broke into the church

and seized the archbishop at the foot of the altar, while

ho was engaged in the celebration of the mass. A good

deal of unnecessary violence seems to have been used, and

Geoffrey was dragged through the streets to Dover Castle,

where be was imprisoned.

The peculiar circumstances of this arrest, and the in-

dignity thus inflicted upon a prelate of the Church, excite I

the popular feeling strongly against the government, and

John, satisfied that he would be supported by the people,

openly espoused the cause of bis half-brother, and peremp-

torily ordered the chancellor to release him. Longchamp

dared not resist the popular voice ; he asserted that he had

given no orders for the violence which had been used, and

directed that the archbishop should be set at liberty, and

suffered to go to London. An alliance, whose basis seems

to have been self-interest rather than mutual esteem, was

formed between the two half-brothers, and John, supported

by the Archbishop of Rouen, boldly proceeded to London,

summoned the great council of the barons of the kingdom,

and called upon the chancellor to appear before it and de-

fend Ins conduct. Longchamp not only refused to do so,

but forbade the barons to assemble, declaring that the

object of John was to usurp the crown. The council, how-

ever, was lielil at London Bridge, on the Thames, and the

barons summoned Longchamp, who was then at '^Vindsor

Castle, to appear before them. The chancellor, on the con-

trary, collected all the men-at-arms who were with him,

and marched from Windsor to London ; but the adherents

of John, who met bim at the gates, attacked and defeated

his escort ; and finding himself also opposed by the citizens,

he was compelled to take refuge in the Tower.

Immediately afterwards John entered the city, and, ou

his promising to remain faithful to the king, was received
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with welcome. The people, though they were willing to

join in deposing the chancellor, retained, almost without

exception, tbe utmost loyalty to their brave sovereign, and

they showed clearly that they would permit of no treason

against his authority. The act contemplated by the barons

involved very important consequences, and John, with the

craft and caution pecuhar to his character, determined to

obtain the assent of the citizens of London, and thus to

involve them in a portion of its responsibility. The suffrages

of the people were taken in a manner which shows at once

the rudeness of the times, and the unusual nature of such

a proceeding. On the day fixed for the great assembly of

the barons, the tocsin, or alarm bell, was rung, and when

this letter had been read, the votes of the whole assembly

were taken, and it was decreed by the voice of "the bishops,

earls, and barons of the kingdom, and of the citizens of

London," that the chancellor should be deprived of his

otBce, and that John, the brother of the king, should be

proclaimed " chief governor of the whole kingdom."

On the news of these transactions being conveyed to

Longchamp, it is reported that he feU upon the floor insen-

sible. It was evident that he had no longer any power to

resist the pretensions of John : resistance, to have been of

any avail, should have come sooner. The troops of his

opponents having surrounded the Tower, the chancellor

came out from the gates and oft'orod to surrender. John,

Kicliard Cceur-de-Lion before tbe Diet of the German Empire. (See (laije 237.)

the citizens poured forth from their houses, they found
heralds posted in the streets, who directed them to St.

Paul's Church. When the people arrived there in a crowd,
they found the chief men of the realm—barons and pre-
lates—seated in council. These haughty nobles, chiefly of

Norman descent, whose usual custom had been to treat the

native English as mere serfs and inferior Deings, now re-

ceived the people with extraordinary courtesy, and invited
them to take part in the proceedings. The debate which
followed, being conducted in Norman -French, must have
been unintelligible to the majority of the citizens ; but they
were shown the king's seal affixed to a letter, which was
Paid to authorise the deposition of the chancellor in case he
failed to conduct properly the duties of his oflice. AVhen

who thought it worth whib to buy his adhesion or sub-

mission to the new autliority, proposed to leave him in

possession of the bishopric of Ely, and to give him tho

custody of three castles belonging to the crown. To the

honour of Longchamp, he refused to accept gifts from such
a source, or to resign of his own free will any of the powers
entrusted to him by his sovereign. " I submit," Jie said,

" only to the superior force which is brought against me."
And with these words he gave the keys of the Tower into

the hands of John. The barons, however, compelled him
to take an oath that he would surrender the keys of the

other royal fortresses, and his two brothers were detained as

hostages for the performance of these conditions.

Tlie cs-chaucellor himself waa permitted to go at large

;
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and it appears that he determined, rather than resign poa-

eessiou of the castles, to leave his brothers in danger, and to

escape to Normandy. Having reached Canterbury, he

stayed there for a few days, and then quitted the town in

his way on foot to the sea-shore. Having to wait awhile

for a vessel in which to embark, he sat down upon a stone,

with his veil, or hood, drawn over his face. Some fisher-

men's wives who were passing by stopped and asked him the

John kneeling for forgiveuess betore his brother Kichard. (See page 23y.)

the disguise of a hawkiug-woman, having a bale of linen

under his arm, and a yard-measure in his hand. In this

strange costume, the e.x-chaacellor, who had been accus-

tomed to travel with a retinue of 1,000 men-at-arms, took

price of his cloth, but as he did not understand a word of

English, he made no answer, much to the surprise of his

questioners. Presently some other women came up to him,

who also took an^interest in his merchandise, and desired to
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know how he sold it. The prelate, who seems to have been

keenly alive to the ludicrousness of his situation, burst out

into a loud laugh, which stimulated the curiosity of the

women, and they suddenly lifted his veil. Seeing under it

" the dark and newly-shaven face of a man," * they ran

away in surprise and alarm, and soon brought back with

them a number of men and women, who amused themselves

by pulling the clothes of this strange person, and rolling

him in the shingles. At length, after the ex-chancellor had

tried in vain to make them understand who he was, they

shut him up in a cellar, and he was compelled to make him-

self known to the authorities as the only way of regaining

his hberty. He then gave up the keys of the royal castles,

and was permitted to proceed to the Continent.

Immediately oa his arrival in Normandy, Longcharap

wrote those letters to Richard which reached him in the

Holy Land, and apprised him of the unsettled condition of

affairs in England, and of the dangerous assumption of power

on the part of John. That prince had appointed the Arch-

bishop of Rouen to the chief justioiarship of the kingdom
;

but it would appear that the new justiciary was too honest

a man to assent to all the views of his unpriucipled master

;

and John being in want of money, entered into a negotia-

tion with Longchamp to replace him in his office for a pay-

ment of £700. The chief ministers, however, dreaded the

consequences which might follow the return of the ex-

chancellor to power ; and they agreed to lend John a sum

of £.500 from the treasury, to induce him to withdraw his

proposal. The mercenary prince consented to do so, and the

negotiation was broken off. »

In defiance of the solemn oath which Philip had taken

before leaving the Holy Land, he no sooner returned to

France than he prepared to invade Normandy. Some of the

nobles of his kingdom, however, had more regard for their

knightly faith, and they refused to join in the expedition

;

wliile the Pope, determined to defend the cause of a king

who was so nobly fighting the battle of the faith, threatened

Philip with the ban of the Church if he persisted in his

treasonous intention. Compelled to abandon this expedition,

the French king by no means gave up his designs against

Richard, and he entered into a treaty with John, by which

he promised to secure to him the possession of Normandy,

Aquitaine, and Anjou, and to assist him in his attempts

upon the English throne. In return he merely asked that

John should marry tlie Princess Alice, Philip's sister.

To this match John, who probably might have been

willing to promise anything that was required of him, did

not hesitate to give his consent, in spite of the sinister

rumours which were current about the princess, and the fact

that she had been affianced to his brother.

CHAPTER XLIX.

Re!sn of Richard I. continued—Richard in Prison—His Ransom acd Retnvn
to England—Reconciliation between Richard and John—Career of Long-
beard—Wars on the Continent—Death of Richard.

The condition of affeirs in England at the time of Richard's

departure from Palestine, has been related in the last

chapter. The warlike deeds of Cojur-de-Lion had been

sung by the troubadours throughout the country, and were

• Roger of Hoveden.

the theme of those tales of wonder with which the pahiier

from the Holy Land repaid his entertainers for the hospi-

tality of a night. The people listened with pride to narra-

tives coloured with all the hues of imagination ; and their

admiration of the personal valour of their king—in those

days esteemed the highe.st virtue—was mingled with the

religious sentiment which led them to exult in the confu-

sion of the infidel. AVhen it was known that Richard had

set sail to return to England, the news was received with

a general rejoicing throughout the country. The people

were tired of the quarrels of regents and ministers ;
and the

welcome which they prepared to give their sovereign was in

some degree inspired by the hope that his powerful rule

would ensure tranquillity to the realm.

As time passed on, and the king still remained absent,

strange rumours began to get abroad. It was affirmed that

he had been driven on the coast of Barbary, and taken

prisoner by the JMoors ; that, like Robert of Normandy, he

had been tempted to stay for a while among the groves of

Italy ; that the ship which carried him had foundered at

sea with all on board. The last story, however, found few

believers, for the people, imbued with a tinge of that romance

which taught the immortality of the hero, were fully con-

vinced that their king was still alive, and would some day

return to take possession of the throne. At length it beoamo

knc^n that Cosur-de-Lion was in imprisonment in one of

the castles of Germany. The news was tirst conveyed in a

letter from the Emperor Henry to King Philip, and quickly

travelled over Europe. To the revengeful and ungenerous

King of France that letter brought more joy than a present

of gold and topaz ; but the other nations of Christendom

received the tidings with indignation and disgust. The

Pope instantly excommunicated the Duke of Austria, and

sent a message to the Emperor Henry, to the effect that he

too should be placed under the curse of Rome unless the

royal prisoner were instantly released. The Archbishop of

Rouen proved his loyalty by summoning the council of the

kingdom, and sending two abbots into Germany to visit the

king, and confer with him on the measures to be taken for

his liberation. Longchamp, however, had already departed

in search of his master, and was the first who obtained an

interview with him.

There is a beautiful legend, much better known than the

authenticated facts, which tells of a minstrel, named Blondel,

who had been attached to the person of Richard, and whose

love for his master induced him to travel through Germany

for the purpose of discovering the place of his confinement.

Whenever he came to a castle, the minstrel placed himself

under the walls, and sang a song which had been a favourite

with Ca2ur-de-Lion. One day, when the king was whiling

away the dreary hours in solitude, he heard the sound of a

harp beneath his window, and when the well-known strains

flaated up to his ears, he joined in the air, and sang the

concluding verse of the song. Blondel immediately recog-

ui.sed the voice, and thus the place of Cceur-de-Lion"s im-

prisonment became known to his countrymen. Such is tlie

story, which has been generally rejected by the historians

for want of evidence. There is considerable improbability

in the legem], but, at the same time, it is not impossible

that it may have had a foundation in fact. It has been

argued that Richard's imprisonment was related in the

letter of the emperor to Philip, and that therefore there

was no need for the journey of Blondel; but although the
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locality of the king's prison was indicated in this letter, it

by no means follows that it was known to Longcbamp and

others who first took steps to visit him.

The sanguine temper of Coeur-de-Lion supported him

even in the gloom of a prison. Like many ether famous

kni'^hts of his day, he was something of a poet, and he spent

his time iu singing tlie songs of the Troubadours, and in

cumiiosing verses of his own. Of these, one short poem

Ikh boon preserved,* in which he complains of.being for-

gotten by those friends who well knew that, had his case

been theirs, he would not have failed them in their hour of

need. Such a feeling, however, was not exhibited until he

had worn away many months of captivity, during which he

won the hearts of his gaolers by his jovial manners and

gaiety of spirit. When at length Longchamp obtained

admission into his prison, Richard received him as a friend,

and appears to have entkely forgiven that weakness and lack

of energy on the part of the chancellor which had proved so

favourable to the traitorous designs of Prince John.

Longchamp exerted himself in his master's favour with

the Emperor Henry, and that prince at length consented

that Richard should appear before the Diet at Hagenau.

When the king was on his way thither, he was met by the

two abbots who had been sent by the Archbishop of Rouen.

" Unbroken by distress," CcBur-de-Lion received them with

a smiling countenance, and the admiration of all the by-

standers was attracted by his undaunted bearing, which was

rather that of a conqueror than a prisoner. Within a

few days afterwards he appeared before the Diet of the

Empire, where he was permitted to offer his defence against

the accusations of Henry. These were—That he had

entered into an alliance with Tancred, the usurper of the

crown of Sicily ; that he had unjustly imprisoned the

Christian ruler of Cyprus ; that he had insulted the Duke

of Austria ; and that he was guilty of the murder of Conrad

of Montferrat. It was also alleged that the truce he had

entered into with Saladin was disgraceful, and that he had

left Jerusalem in the hands of the infidels. The speech of

Richard in reply to these charges has not been preserved
;

but it is described by contemporary writers as having been

full of manly eloquence, and that its effect upon the assembly

was entirely to estabhsh in their minds the conviction of his

innocence. The emperor, however, was by no means dis-

posed to set his prisoner at hberty, and insisted upon a heavy

ransom, which was subsequently raised to the large sum of

100,000 marks. It was also stipulated that Richard should

give hostages to the emperor and the Duke of Austria, for

the further payment of 50,000 marks, which was to be

made under certain conditions ; and that Eleanor, the maid

of Brittany, sister to Prince Arthur, and niece of Richard,

should be affianced to the son of Leopold. It is related by

Ilovedeu that Richard did homage to the emperor for the

crown of England. This act of vassalage, if it really took

place, was but an acknowledgment of the pretensions of the

ancient emperors of Germany to the feudal superiority of

Europe as heirs of the Roman Caesars. It is probable, how-

ever, that there is some mistake here, and that the act of

homage referred to the imaginary crown of Provence, or

Aries, which Henry at this time conferred upon his prisoner.

The negotiations respecting the ransom of Richard occu-

pied many months, during which time he remained in

Poesies des Troubadoora.

captivity, and his brother John, together with Philip of

France, were doing all in their power to keep him there.

Those confederates made the disgraceful proposal to pay the

emperor a sum equal to the lansom, provided he would

break off his engagement with Cceur-de-Lion, and consign

him to perpetual imprisonment. The emperor would have

been willing enough to do so ; but there were meu of

honour among the German barons, and when he laid the

proposal of Philip before the Diet, that assembly instantly

rejected it, and theii- firm demeanour compelled the faithless

prince to adhere to his agreement.

When the first news of Richard's imprisonment reached

England, John collected a body of troops, and took pos-

session of the castles of Windsor and Walliugford. Thence

he marched to London, causing it to be proclaimed wherever

he went that the king his brother had died in prison. The

people refused to believe this report, and when John required

the barons of England and Kormandy to acknowledge him

as their sovereign, they answered by raising the standard of

Coeur-de-Lion. The troops of John were attacked and put

to flight, and the prince himself passed across the Channel,

and joined his ally, Phihp of France. Philip then entered

Normandy with a large army, but there, as in England, the

people remained loyal to their sovereign, and the French

king was compelled to retreat with heavy loss.

The ransom of Richard, which was obtained almost

wholly in England, appears to have been raised with great

difficulty. The ofiicers of the crown went through the

country, compelhng men of all ranks to contribute, making

no distinction between clergy and laity, Saxons or Normans.

The plate of the churches and monasteries was melted down

into coin and bullion, and the Cistercian monks, whose

poverty had usually exempted them from such exactions,

were forced to give up the wool of their sheep. Frauds

were practised to a considerable extent by the officers, who

exacted money for their own use under the pretence of

applying it to the king's ransom ; and thus the burdens of

the people increased to such an extent, that they were said

to be in distress from sea to sea.

At length, after much delay, the sum of 70,000 marks

was raised and sent to the emperor, who paid over one-third

of the sum to the Duke of Austria, as his share of the

booty. It was then agreed that Richard should be set at

liberty, on condition of his leaving hostages for the payment

of the sum in arrear. The king, whose captivity had now

endured for thirteen months, was disposed to agree to almost

any terms that might be demanded of him ; and the hostages

having been obtained, he was released about the end of

January, a.d. 1194.

Free once more, Coeur-de-Lion took his way towards

Antwerp, receiving as he went the highest marks of honour,

which seemed to be paid rather to the man than the

monarch. Force of character, when combined with grace

of manners, is irresistible in winning hearts ; the one Richard

certainly possessed, and the other, we have reason to believe,

was not wanting. Probably, the demeanour of the Lion

Heart did not display much polish—as little of the tinsel

gallantry of Charles H. as of the forced flexibility of the

fourth George ; but he was affable and friendly to hia

friends, and, when his passions were not excited, courteous

to all who came into his presence.

Attended by a few followers, Richard left Antwerp in

a small vessel, and landed at Sandwich on the 13th of
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Miirch, 119i. The English people had paid dearly for his

freedom, but he seemed to have become more endeared to

them on that account. Impulsive and enthusiastic then as

now, they crowded about him witli uproarious welcome,

and accompanied him on his way to London with shouts of

rejoicing. The injuries inflicted by the Norman conquest

were beginning to disappear from their minds ; and though

Coeur-de-Lion could not speak their language, he was their

king, and his exploits were a national honour. London,

at least, was not impoverished by the sums raised for liis

ransom. So magnificent was the reception given by the

citizens—such stores of plate, and jewels, and cloth of gold

were displayed, to do honour to the occasion—that one of

the German barons who went with him expressed his asto-

nishment at the sight, and said that if the emperor his

master had known the wealth of the country, he would not

have let his prisoner off so easily. At the moment when

Richard entered London, bells were ringing at the churches,

tapers were lit, and at every altar in the city sentence of

excommunication was pronounced, by order of the bishops,

against Prince John and his adherents.

John himself had received timely notice of the release of

Richard by a letter which reached him from Philip, con-

taining the significant words, " Take care of yourself—the

devil is broken loose
;

" and the prince immediately sought

safety in flight. At a council held at Nottingham, the

barons summoned him to appear within forty days, on pain

of the forfeiture of all his estates ; they also determined

that Richard should be crowned a second time, and though

the king was opposed to this extraordinary proceeding, he

submitted to a decision which was evidently dictated by

loyalty. The ceremony was performed at Winchester on

Easter Day following.

From Nottiugbain Richard proceeded on a journey of

pleasure through Sherwood Forest, which extended over a

space of several hundred miles, to the centre of the county

of York.* " lie had never seen this forest," says Roger of

Hoveden, " and it pleased him greatly." There, through

quiet glades and grassy lawns, " under the greenwood tree,"

the king solaced himself for his long imprisonment, and

tasted the sweet breath of liberty. Sensuous enjoyment is

born of privation, and means nothing more than a want

supplied. In every age, to him who has been long a cap-

tive, the free air and the cheerful face of Nature have a

charm to which no other can compare, ami Cceur-de-Lion,

a knight-errant, and something of a poet by nature, was

not likely to be insensible to its influence. The forest of

Sherwood was remarkable for picturesque beauty ; through-

out its vast extent there were pleasant valleys, whose undu-

lating slopes were covered with the varied foliage peculiar

to our island ; tall oaks grew there luxuriantly, stately

memorials of the past, which for a thousand years had

cast their shade ou Dane and Druid, Saxon and Norman

;

game abounded in the covers for those who chose to seek it

;

many a mossy couoli, with its leafy canopy, invited to

repose. Apart from its natural advantages, the place had
other attractions to the adventurous spirit of Cceur-de-Lion.

Sherwood Forest liad long been the retreat of bands of

armed Saxons, who stiU defied the Norman power, and

chose rather to live as outlaws than submit to the authority

* The Saxon name of this forest was ^ire-aode, aftcnvards altered into

tbat of Sheraoxi.

of foreigners. Driven by the Normans from the inhabited

parts of the country, they found a refuge in the groves

of Sherwood, where they collected together under a chief,

who directed a sort of military government. They sup-

ported themselves by the chase and by plunder, kilUng th-j

king's venison without stint, and making incursions, when-
ever an opportunity oflered, upon the lands of the neigh-

bouring barons.

At the time when the famous Coeur-de-Lion visited

Sherwood, there lived within its recesses a man whom the

Anglo-Saxon people regarded as their hero, and whose
name has been handed down to us in so many tales and
poems, that there is some danger of our confounding him
with the fabled heroes of romance. " At this time arose

among the outlaws that most famous freebooter, Robin
llode, whom the oommon people celebrate in their comedies

and festivals, and whose exploits, related by the mimes and
minstrels, delight them greatly." * Little is really known
with certainty about Robin Hood, but, as far as can be

gathered from the ancient ballatls, he owed his position

as chief of the marauders to superior intelligence as well

as valour. He was a Saxon by birth, and of no higher

rank than that of a peasant ; the stories which relate that

ho had been Earl of Huntingdon, or was descended from an
carl, being at variance with the older narratives. Among'
the former is a beautiful romance, which would make him
out to be the very child of the woods, born there " among
flowering lilies." However this may be, it is certain that

he passed his life in the forest, with a band of several

hundred archers, who became the terror of all the rich

lords, bishops, and abbots in the neighbourhood, especially

those of Norman birth. Robin Hood made war upon the

rich, but he respected the persons of his own countrymen,

and uever molested or robbed the poor. The numerous

ballads which relate this trait in his character are in their

very existence a proof of what they assert, for no man could

have been made tlie theme of such general eulogium unless

he had been much beloved by the people. Little John, the

lieutenant of Robin Hood, is scarcely less celebrated than

his chief, whose constant companion he was in all his

dangers or pleasures. Little John appears to have possessed

a skill in archery second only to that of Robin himself, of

which so many incredible stories are told by the romancers.

There is also a third person mentioned by tradition—one

Friar Tuck, who thought fit to retain his gown while every

other sign of his former calling had disappeared. These

were the most noted among Robin Hood's band—a very

merry company, if we may believe the story-tellers, leading

a careless, gipsy Ufe ; doing a great deal of harm, no doubt,

but presenting, on the whole, a favourable contrast to the

cruelty and tyranny of their Norman oppressors.

On the return of King Richard to London, and imme-

diately after his second coronation, he commenced prepara-

tions for a war in France, which he proposed to undertake

in revenge for the injuries he had sustained at the hands of

Philip. For this purpose, as well as for his own necessities,

money was required, and Richard showed no scruple as to

the means by which it was obtained. He at once annulled

the sales of royal estates which he had made before his

departure for the Holv Land, declaring that they had hot

"• Johsn. de ForJun. ScoUchron,
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been sold, but mortgaged, and that the crown was entitled

to their restitution ; many high appointments were also

resumed in the same; manner, and these, iis well as the lands,

were again sold to the highest bidder.

Impatient to take the field, Richard collected as many-

troops as could be got together, and passed over iuto Nor-

mandy in Jlay, A.D. 119'4. He landed at Barfleur, and as

soon as he had set foot upon the beach, he was met by his

cowardly brother John, who cowered at his feet and begged

forgiveness. His mother. Queen Eleanor, seconded the

request with her prayers ; and Richard on this occasion

showed a magnanimity which was rare indeed in those days.

He granted his brother's pardon, and said, " I forgive him

;

and I hope to forget his injuries as easily as he will forget

my pardon." The prince who thus knelt trembling on the

beach at Barfleur, had just been guilty of a most foul and

treacherous murder. Regardless of the oath he had taken,

he determined to desert the cause of Philip, whom he feared

less than his brother ; before doing so he invited the officers

of the garrison placed by the French king at Evreus to an

entertainment, and massacred them all without mercy.

The expedition of Richard, hastily undertaken, was at-

tended with only partial success. The French troops were

beaten in several engagements, and several towns and castles

of Normandy which had been occupied by them, were
retaken by Coeur-de-Lion ; but his finances were soon

exhausted, and the people of Aquitaine broke out into in-

surrection against him. The camjjaiga came to an end in

July by a truce for one year.

While Richard was absent on the Continent, the govern-

ment of England was confided to Hubert "Walter, Arch-

bishop of Cantei'bury, who was appointed chief justiciary

of the kingdom (a.d. llUa). As Bishop of Salisbury he

had accompanied the king to Palestine, and had there shown
great courage and ability, as well in the field of battle as in

his interview with Saladin. Coeur-dc-Lion knew both how
to appreciate and reward the ability shown in his service

;

great men seldom choose bad instruments, and the new
justiciary proved himself fully worthy of the trust reposed

in him. Under his administration the country began to

recover from its depressed condition, although the constant

demands for money made by the king rendered it difficult to

relax, in any great degree, the burdens of the people.

Hubert, however, appears to have promoted their well-being

to the utmost of his power ; the taxes were raised with

as little violence as possible; commerce was fostered, and
justice equitably administered in the courts of law.

It w;is not long before two of the bitterest enemies of

Richard were struck down by death. Leopold, Duke of

Austria, was engaged in a tournament, when his horse fell

upon him and crushed his foot. The wound mortified
;

and when he was told that death was approaching, great
terror seized him, for he was still under the sentence of
excommunication, in whose force ho firmly believed. In
this temper of mind he ordered the hostages of the English
king to be set free, and the money he had received from him
to be returned. It does not appear, however, that the
restitution was made

; for an old traveller, quoted by Mills, *

who pa-ssed through Germany towards the close of the seven-
teenth century, says that the money " beautified Vienna

;

and the two walls round the city, the one old and inward.

"Historj- of the Crnsadcs," vol iL, p. 79.

little considerable at present, were built with the ransom of

Richard I."

Taucred, King of Sicily, had died in 1193, and was suc-

ceeded by his young son William. As soon as the Emperor
Henry had received the ransom of Richard, he expended it

in preparations for a second descent upon Italy. In 1195,

while Coeur-de-Lion was busily engaged in the war with

the French king, Henry marched a vast army into the

Sicilian dominions. The people submitted to him by a

treaty, the provisions of which he swore to maintain ; but

he violated his oath with the most barefaced treachery,

committed unheard-of cruelties upon the Sicilian nobles,

and put out the eyes of the young king, the son of Tanored.

The perfidious emperor having returned to his own country

laden with spoils, collected a still larger army than before,

and again marched into SicUy. But in this expedition, so

abominable were the deeds committed by his orders, that

even his wife Constance turned against him, and took tho

side of her oppressed countrymen. The incensed Sicilians

attacked him with the energy of despair, and he was com-
pelled to seek terms of peace, which he had no sooner ob-

tained than death put an end to his career of cruelty. Like

Leopold, he died in the agonies of a fear which is some-
times called repentance, and ordered that the ransom of

Richard should be restored to him ; but, as might be

expected, the command was evaded by his successor to the

throne.

Before the truce between Richard and Philip had ex-

pired, war again broke out, and continued, without any
important advantage to either side, until the end of the

year, when a temporary peace was once more concluded.

The citizens of London had for some time complained of

the unequal manner in which the taxes were levied, the

poor being made to pay much more, in proportion to their

means, than the rich. In the year 1195, the movement took

a new form, headed by a man named William Fitz-Osbert,

called " LoDgbeard," from the length of the beard whicb

he wore to make himself look like a true Saxon. His

first act, which showed no sign of disloyalty, was to visit

Richard in Normandy, and lay before him the grievance of

which the people complained. The king made a courteous

reply, and promised that the matter should be inquired

into. INIonths passed away, however, without any redress

being obtained, and in 1196 Longbeard formed a secret

association, which was said to number 52,000 persons, all of

whom swore to obey the " Saviour of the Poor," as he was
called. Frequent assemblies of the citizens took place at

St. Paul's Cross, where their leader delivered political

orations, couched in obscure language, and usually prefaced

by some text from Scripture. The passions of the people

were becoming daily more excited, and it was evident that

these meetings could not go on without danger to tho

public peace. Longbeard was summoned to appear before

a council composed of the barons and higher ecclesiastics,

where the strange accusation was brought against him that

he had excited among the lower classes of the people the love

of liberty and happiness. He attended the council, but so

large a concourse of his adherents escorted him there, that

it was not considered prudent to take proceedings against

him. Great effisrts were made to counteract the effects of

his teaching, and the Archbishop of Canterbury, whose

virtues were recognised and respected by all classes, went

personally among the noorest of the citizens, and prevailed
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upon many of them to give their promise to keep the peace,

and to deliver their chOdren into his hands as hostages for

their good faith. Two citizens now presented themselves

to the council, and since it was dangerous to arrest Long-

beard openly, offered to take him by surprise. The offer

was accepted, and these men were employed to dog his foot-

steps, and watch an opportunity of seizing him. At length

they found him with only a few companions, and having

called to their assistance some armed men whom they had in

readiness, they advanced and laid hands upon him. Long-

man to the tail of a horse, and dragged him in this manner
to the Tower of London, whence, by sentence of the chief

justiciary, he was taken to West Smithfield and was there

hung, together with his companions.

During this cruel torture of their leader the citizens re-

mained passive, making no attempt to rescue him ; and yet

no sooner was he dead, than they proclaimed him to bo

a saint and a martyr, and cut up the gibbet on which he

was hung into relics, which were preserved with a religious

veneration. The fame of the " King of the Poor " had

The Death of Lonsbeard.

beard immediately drew a knife and stabbed one of them to

the heart; then with his coniixinioDS he effected his escape

to the Church of St. Mary of Arches, in the tower of which

he barricaded himself Here for several days he maintained

his position, but at length the tower was set on fire, and

LoDgbeard and his friends wore driven out by the flames.

They were immediately seized and bound, but at that

moment a youth, the son of the citizen who was killed,

approached Longbeard, and plunged a knife into his bowels.

The wound did not cause death, and the soldiers—to whom
pity would seem to have been unknown—tied the wounded

travelled far and wide, and the peasantry from remote parts

of the kingdom made pilgrimages to Smithfield, in the

belief that miracles would be wrought on the spot where he

fell. So great was the popular enthusiasm that it became

necessary to maintain a guard of soldiers on the spot, and

some of the more troublesome pilgrims were imprisoned and

scourged. Even these severe measures were only successful

after a considerable lapse of time, so enthusiastic were the

people in their attachment to the memory of one whom they

believed had died in their cause, but whom in his death-

agony they raised no arm to save.
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In the year 1197, hostilities again commenced between
Richard and Philip, the latter of whom derived support from
the disaffection of the English king's Continental subjects.

The people of Brittany—ever impetuous and eager for liberty

—joined the standard of Philip, or fought separately against

his enemy, without reflecting that their efforts, if success-

ful, would tend only to a change of masters, and not to

establishing their independence. The men of Aquitaine
had riaen in insurrection, headed by the same Bertrand of

Born who had formerly excited Richard to rebellion against

his father, and who now, by his old expedients of biting

satires and lampoons, occupied himself in fomenting dissen-

captured by Marchadee, a captain of the Brabanters in the
king's service. He was taken in complete armour, fighting
sword in hand, contrary to the canons of the Church. By
direction of Richard he was consigned to a dungeon in the
castle of Rouen. Two of his priests presented themselves
before the king, to beg that their bishop might no longer be
subjected to such harsh treatment. Richard replied that
they themselves shouldjudge if he deserved it. " This man,"
said he, " has done me many wrongs, one of which is not to
be forgotten. When I was a prisoner, in the hands of the
emperor, and when, in consideration of my royal birth, they
began to treat me with some little respect, your master

Priests interceding with King Richard for the Bishop of Beaiivais.

Bions between his former ally and Philip. Tlie Earl of
Flanders in the north, and the Earl of Toulouse in the south,
simultaneously declared war against Richard, and raised
large bodies of troop in their territories. The war con-
tinued in a desultory manner, fortune leaning now to this
side, now to that; but wherever Coeur-de-Lion showed
himself in person, he maintained his reputation, and over-
came his opponents. The king ultimately secured the ad-
herence of the Earl of Toulouse, by giving him the hand of
his sister Joan, the Queen Dowager of Sicily, who, with the
Queen Berengaria, bad returned to Aquitaine.

In this campaign the Bishop of Beauvais, a powerful
prelate, who had evinced great enmity to Richard, was

21

arrived and used his influence to my injury. He spoke to
the emperor over night, and the next morning I was made
to wear a chain such as a horse could hardly bear. Say,
now, what he merits at my hands, and answer justly." The
priests are said to have made no reply, and quitted the royal
presence. Efforts were then made in a more influential
quarter on behalf of the bishop. He appealed to Pope
Celestine, who replied that in such a case he could not use his
pontifical authority, but would address his request to Richard
as a friend. He did so, and sent the king a letter, in which
he implored mercy for his " dear son, the Bishop of Beau-
vais." Richard replied by sending to the Pope the bishop's
coat of mail, which was covered with blood, and attaching
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to it a scroll containing the following verse from the Old

Testament— "This have we found; know now whether it

be thy son's coat or no?" Celestine, who appears to have

relished the joke, replied, " No ; it is the coat of a son of

Mars. Let Mars deliver him if he can." On this occasion

Richard proved implacable ; he refused the lai'ge sum of

10,000 marks which were offered as a ransom ; and until

the king's death the Bishop of Beauvais remained in the

dungeon in chains.

In the following year (a.d. 1198) the truce again expired,

and war broke out once more, and for the last time, between

the two lungs. The prolonged contest seemed to have in-

cro.ised their hatred, and led thera to wreak then- ven-

'^canee upon their unhappy prisoners who fell into their

hands. Great cruelties were practised by both armies, who,

as they passed through their enemy's territory, burned up

the homesteads of the people, and laid waste the fields. A
pitched battle took place near Gisors, in which Richard

obtained a complete victory, and Philip, in his retreat, had

a narrow escape from drowning in the river Epte, the

bridge over which he crossed breaking down under the

weight of his troops. Richard then exclaimed, exultingly,

that he had made the French king drink deeply of the

waters of tlie Epte. During the engagement Coeur-de-

Liou exliibitoJ all his old prowess. It is related that he

roJe unattended against tlu'ee knights, whom he struck

down one after the other and made prisoners. This was

CcBur-de-Lion's last exploit in the field. A truce was de-

clared between the obstinate beUigerents, and was solemnly

r.itified for the term of five years. In those times an oath

of truce or a kingly pledge was little else than a ceremony,

and isassion or self-interest continually broke down the

most soleinu vows and attestations. Thus the truce for five

years was infringed in as many weeks ; but the difference

was a trivial one, and was concluded without further hosti-

lities. Richard then marched a body of troops against the

insurgents of Aquitaine.

For some time previously the minstrels of the south had

been heard to introduce among their love songs a ballad of

more gloomy portent. This ballad contained a prophecy

that iu Limousin an arrow was making by which the tyrant

King of England should die. Such proved to be, indeed,

the manner of Richard's death, and the previous existence

of the prophecy would seem to indicate a conspiracy to

assassinate him. These were the men who, as already

related, had attempted the life of Henry II., by shooting

arrows at him ; and it is not improbable that they should

have determined among themselves to get rid of his son in

the same manner. The circumstances of Richard's death,

however, seem to have had no connection with such a con-

spiracy ; it was provoked by his own spirit of revenge, and

ty the reckless iudift'erence witli which he exposed himself

to danger. The story most commonly received is to the

iibllowiug eft'ect :—Vidomar, the Viscount of Limoges, had

found a considerable treasure, which Richard, as his feutlal

Lrd, demanded. The viscount offered one-half, and no

more ; and the king, who wanted money, and seldom listened

to argument in such cases, besieged the rebellious noble in

his ca-stls of Chaliiz. Famine soon appeared among the

garrison, and they sent to the king to tender their submis-

sion, on the condition only that their lives might be spared.

Ricliard refused the request, and swore he would storm the

cnstio and hang the whole garrison on the battlements.

The unhappy men of Chaluz had received this reply, which

seemed to cut them off from hope, and they were consulting

together with despairing looks, when they observed the

king, attended by Marchadee, approaching the castle walls

to reconnoitre and determine where the attack should be

made. A youth named Bertrand de Gurdun, who stood

upon the ramparts, then took a bow, and directing an arrow

at the king, lodged it in his left shoulder. The castle was

then carried by assault, and the whole of the garrison were

massacred except Bertrand, who was led into the presence

of Richard, to learn that more horrible fate which it was

supposed would await him. Meanwhile, the arrow-head

had been extracted with great difficulty by the surgeon, and
it was evident that the wound would prove mortal. In the

presence of death none but the most depraved minds retain

their animosities ; and the dying king looked calmly on his

murderer, while the youth, for his part, bore an undaunted

brow. " What have I done to thee," Cceur-de-Lion said,

" that thou shouldst seek my life?" The youth answered,

" Thou hast killed with thine own hand my father and my
two brothers, and myself thou wouldst hang. Let me die

in torture if thou wilt ; I care not, so that thou, the tyrant,

diest with me." Such a speech found an echo in the breast

of him of the Lion-Heart: "Youth," he said, "I forgive

thee. Lot him go free, and give him a hundred sliillings."

The command was not obeyed, for it is related that Mar-
chadee retained the prisoner, and after the king's death

caused him to be flayed alive, and then to be hung. Like

others of the princes his contemporaries, Richard expressed

contrition and remorse at the prospect of death, and in his

last moments courted the ofhces of the Churuh. lie died on

the 6th of April, 1199, at the age of forty-two, having

reigned, or rather worn the crown, for nearly ten years

;

during which, with the exception of a few months, he was

absent from England. Ho had no children to succeed to the

throne, and he left a will, in which he appointed his suc-

cessor, and gave directions as to the disposal of his remains.

" Take my heart," he said, " to Rouen, and let my body lie

at my father's feet in the abbey of Fontevrault."

Richard Coeur-de-Lion appears to us as the type of man-
hood unfettered by a high civilisation—a strong, passionate

heart, with great capacities for good or evil, placed above

the control of ordinary circumstances, little influenced by

the power of religion, and therefore left in a great measure

to its native impulses. Richard was revengeful, but not

implacable; passionate, but not vindictive. The story of

his life, like that of other kings of the Plantagenet race,

cannot be written without the record of many acts of cruelty,

which there is little to excuse or palliate. If he wanted

money he seized it wherever it was to be had, with or with-

out a pretext ; if a man opposed him, he crushed him down

or hanged him, and showed no scruple. When, on his

return from captivity, the garrison of Nottingham held out

against his troops, doubting the report of his return, it w.is

not until the prisoners taken by the besiegers were hung up

before the castle walls that the rebels became convinced of

their error, and that the king was really there. Absolute

power * is unfitted for human nature ; and since the begin-

ning of the world no man has ever wielded it without blame.

But if Coeur-de-Lion was not free from the crimes belonging

• We say absolute pov/er, because at that time the royal prerogative was

really without limit.
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to his age and kingly position, he surpassed his contempo-

raries as much in nobility of character as in bodily strength

and valour, llis courage w r. of the Jiighest order ; for it

combined cot only the jlash and gallantry common to men

whose physical organisation is perfect, and who are incited

by the love of military fome, but also that calmer, but not

less admirable, quality of fortitude, which sustains the heart

of the prisoner in chains, or of the soldier in time of famine

and disease. The business of his life was war, and its

acts which we now stamp as cruel and tyrannous, is but to

say that he was possessed of power, and lived in the twelfth

century ; but to intimate that his whole life was a course of

such acts, is to violate historical justice. This terrible

warrior-king had his moments of gentleness, and more than

once displayed a magnanimity which, under all the circum-

stances, must excite our high admiration. If he was false

to his wife, as appears to have been the case, his vices of

that kind were less conspicuous than those of his predeces-

Effigies of Rietiard I. and Bereng-aria, from tho Tomb ,it Foutovi\uilt.

recreation the tournament or the chase. Then, if ever,

were the days of chivalry as tliey are depicted by the poets-
stormy and perilous days, when the pulse of Hfe beat high,

and there was enough of intellectual culture to show men
how to use their passions, but not to restrain them.

It has been said by a modern historian that the character

of Richard was described by the Normans in one word, when
they called him Cccur-de-Lio», or the Lion-Heart, but that

the tiger might with more fitness have been taken as his

prototype. Such an opinion does not appear to be war-
ranted by the facts. To say that Richard was guilty of

sors. If he struck down his enemies without pity, he at

least used no treachery for that purpose. AVhatever he did
he dared to do openly, and would have disdained to use

intrigues like those which disgraced the sovereigns of France
and Germany. Without searching the records of his reign

for isolated instances of virtue, we may believe that many
noble qualities must have been possessed by the man who

j

could attach his friends and attendants so warmly to him-
I
self, and excite in the breasts of his people—ground down

!

as they were by liis exactions—such strong sentiments of
! loyalty and admiration.
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As we look back for a moment upon the scenes and per-

sonages of that remote time, dimly shadowed forth to us by

the records of early, or the imagination of late, historians,

vre view a strange and varied picture, like a grand proces-

Bion passing before us. Clouds brood over the landscape,

but when these are cleared away, the sun shines out upon

the many-coloured trees, the green hills, and cultured

fields, with here and there a lowly hamlet, lordly tower, or

solemn fane.

A gallant company appear upon the scene, with sound

of trumpets, gay banners, and ghttering armour. There

are knights with lance iu rest, engaging in the tour-

nament-" or the battle, each with visor down, and known

only by the dorioe upon his shield, which tells his opponent

with whom ho has to cope— bearing on his helm a bit of

coloured stuff cut from the dress of some fair dame to whom

he has devoted his sword. The king is there, with jewelled

crown and panoply of state, surrounded by all the splendour

which the earth could give to minister to mortal pride, the

man before whom his fellows are content to bow and offer

service. Noble ladies are there, gentle and beautifm, but

with a courage and strength uncommon to their sex, in-

duced by a life of danger and adveutm-e. We see them

joining in the chase ; eagerly looking on at the tournament,

where their applause is the prize of the victor ; defending

the castle of their lord in his absence, or even following

him to the w.irs. Prelates in their mitres and costly robes

come next upon the scene—some with the mild and bene-

volent features befitting the ministers of religion; others

bearing rather the gait of princes, proud of their superior

knowledge, and conscious of a subtle power before which

even kings were made to tremble. In cathedral aisles,

whose dim light fitly typified the state of religious know-

ledge, priests are chanting their prayers to heaven, while in

noble halls the minstrels are singing their merry songs of

earth.

So the brilliant pageant passes on, and knights and

ladies, monks and minstrels, alike vanish from the scene.

The sun shines still on field and tower, but the tower is in

ruins, and the gay procession has faded away into the

twilight of the past.

Other parts of the landscape are more dimly presented

to us. Of the struggles and sufferings of the people, their

pursuits and their pleasures, we know comjaaratively little
;

they occupy the back-ground of the historical picture, and

their acts do not as yet possess much influence upon the

.destinies of the nation. We see life insecure in aU parts

of the kingdom, and the property of the weak continually

at the mercy of the strong. The laws are for the most part

inoperative, or used only by the rich as instruments of

oppression. Tlie labourer who toils in the fields, or the

citizen who hoards his gold, cannot tell who wUl reap the

fruits of his labour ; but, amidst the present confusion,

both these chesses are steadily increasing in influence.

Their condition is by no means one of apathy ; a sense of

their rights is dawning upon them, of which a proof may
be found in the enthusiasm created throughout the country

by the teachings of Lougbeard, and the deeds of Robin

Hood.

* The tournament was first Introduced into England by Richard I. Tlie

iiffures upon the shicliig of tho kniglits were tlio orij/In of tiio modern coat of

arms ; Itiuhard being llie first of thv. liuBHtili kings who bore the device of

1 tucc lionn.

CHAPTER L.

Accession of John, surnames Sans-terrc, or Lacliland, a.d. 1199—Disatfection
of thepeopleof Eng:land—Insurrections on the Coatinent—Philip declares

war—Career r.nd Death of Prince Arthur—Invasion of Normandy by tho

Bretons and the French—Conquest of Xormandy and the Euglisli Conti-

nental Provinces — John's Quarrel with the Pojje — Interdict of the

Kingdom and Excommunication of the King—Submission of John.

When the news of the death of Richard I. was conveyed

to his brother John, he immediately took measures for ob-

taining possession of the throne. This degenerate son of

the house of Plantagenet recovered his com'age when he

had only a child to oppose his ambitious schemes— for

the young Arthur, whom Richard had appointed his heir,

was not yet twelve years old. John, who knew well how
little popularity he possessed in England, sent to secure the

services of the foreign mercenaries who had been in the

army of Richard, offering them a greatly increased rate of

pay, and promising to their leaders profitable appointments.

Being then in Normandy; he dispatched William ]\Iares-

chall and Hubert Walter, the Archbishop of Canterbury,

whose adherence he had obtained, into England, to further

his claims, and prepare the way for his coining. Mean-

while, he presented himself before the castle of Chinou,

and demanded possession of his brother's treasure, which

was there deposited. No opposition was made to him in

that neighbourhood, and the Governor of ChLnon, as well

as those of other strongholds, opened their gates at his

bidding. Not so the Lords of Touraiue, Anjou, and Maine,

who joined the Bretons in supporting the claims of their

young prince Arthur, and raised the standard of revolt.

John caused himself to be inaugurated at Rouen as Duke
of Normandy, and having wreaked his vengeance on the

citizens of IMans, for having refused liim their allegiance,

he crossed the Channel, and landed at Shorehain on the

25th of Blay, a.d. 1199, six weeks after his brother's

death.

AVhen Hubert of Canterbury and William MareschaU

arrived in England, they caused proclamation to be made

throughout the kingdom, calling upon all the earls, barons,

and owners of land to render fealty to John, Duke of Nor-

mandy, son of King Henry, son of the Empress JIatilda.

But the character of John was well known to the English

barons, and few ofthem were disposed to yield to the authority

of a tyrant whose cruelty had hitherto been measm-ed only

by his power. They retired to their castles and fortified

towns, preparing them for defence and laying up stores of

provisions. The more turbulent and reckless characters

among the people took advantage of the moment when the

arm of power was relaxed, and made predatory excursions

through the country. Those who had the moans armed

themselves in defence of their property, and thus continual

conflicts were taking place among different classes of the

population, and the land appeared to be rapidly approach-

ing a condition of civil war. AVhatever may have been the

motives which first induced Hubert to espouse the cause of

John, it will scarcely be denied that the archbishop was

justified in putting an end to this state of things, by any

means in his power. It has been already stated that Hubert

Walter was a man of very high abiUties, and these he now-

exerted to tho utmost, and with a remarkable success.

Having summoned a council of the barons and prelates at

Nottingham, he used all his eloquence to ovcfcome the dis-

afi'ection of the assembly, wliile to arguments were added
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secret gifts and lavish promises iu the name of John.

These inducements prevailed, and the barons there present

took the oath of allegiance.

Immediately after the landing of John, he proceeded to

the church of St. Teter, at Westminster, there to prefer

formally his claim to the crown. Ho carried witli him a

document, which pm-pmHed to be a will signed by Richard

on his death-bed, in which no allusion was made to the

claims of Arthur, but John was appointed unreservedly as

the successor to the throne. There seems as little reason

to suppose that Richard would have made such a wiU, as to

doubt that John was capable of forging it ;
but whether the

instrument was true or not, it had no influence upon the

events which followed. The Archbishop Hubert was well

aware that, according to the laws of primogeniture, Arthur,

as the only sou of an elder brother, had an undoubted

ri"ht to the succession ; the prelate, therefore, in addressing

th°e people assembled in the church, assumed that the

monarchy was entirely elective, and that no man could

declared himself in favour of the cause of the young

Arthur. John, having sent an army under the command

of William de StutevUle to oppose the Scottish king, passed

over into Normandy. Negotiations were then entered

into by Philip, who demanded that all the Continental pro-

vinces subject to England, with the exception of Normandy,

should be given up to Arthur, and that a large portion of

Normandy should bo resigned to the French crown. Such

terms could not be accepted, and the war continued.

The young prince, whose claims to the English throne

gave rise to so much of bloodshed and revolution, appeared

to have been marked for misfortune from his birth. He was

a posthumous child, his father, Geoffrey, Duke of Brittany,

second son of Henry II., having been killed in a tour-

nament several months before Arthur came into the

world. The Bretons, who were perpetually struggling

for independence against the overwhelming force of

France on the one hand and of England on the other,

hailed the birth of their native prince with enthusiastic

Great Seal of King John, affixed to Magna Charta.

he entitled to the crown unless he wore chosen by the

nation. He asserted that John had already been so chosen

at the council held at Nottingham, and that there was no

one of the family of the dead king better fitted to assume

the regal dignity. He declared that John possessed those

meritorious qualities which had belonged to King Richard

—a statement which it would have been difficult to prove

—

and that for these reasons, as well as for having the same

lineage, he was elected king. Whatever may have been

the real temper of the assembly, no opposition was made

to these statements, and the English crown was conferred

upon the most vicious and worthless prince who ever

wore it.

The new king began his reign amidst the disaffection, if

not the hatred, of the people, while he was menaced on

every side by the attacks of enemies from without. In the

north, William the Lion, King of Scotland, was preparing

to invade his territories ; while on the Continent, all his

vassals, except those of Normandy, were in insurrection,

and the French king, his former ally, had declared war

against him. The aspect of affairs was highly favourable

to the designs of Philip, who, to further his own ends.

joy, and when his grandfather desired to give him

the name of Henry, they one and all insisted that he

should be called Arthur—a name which was held in as

much honour by them as among their kindred, the Britons

of Wales. The latter people, who held tenaciously by their

ancient traditions, handed down by the bards from gone-

ration to generation, beUeved firmly that they were destined

once more to possess the whole island of Britain. The

confidence they expressed in this wild hope, opposed as it

was to all probability, caused them to be regarded both in

England and France as haviug the gift of prophecy. The

songs of their ancient poets, imaginative and obscure, were

supposed to possess a hidden meaning which was traced

in the political events occurring many years afterwards.

Hence arose the strange stories related of Myrdhin, a

Cambrian bard of the seventh century, who. after .-

lapse of five hundred years, had become cele"bratea una'er

the name of the enchanter Merlin. To this source, also, is

to bo attributed the extraordinary fame of King Arthur,

of whose existence no authentic records remain, but to

whom the glowing imaginations of the Welsh poets attri-

buted superhuman valour 9.M virtues. The writings ot
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that people, when translated into the languages of the Con-

tinent, were read with avidity. The troubadours of Provence

completed the picture drawn by the Welsh, and from the

shadowy outline furnished by tradition, produced that

vigorous portraiture of a perfect knight which became

celebrated throughout Europe. The Welsh placed the

most entire confidence in the prediction of Merlin, that
|

While the Bretons were fighting against Richard I., Con-

stance, the mother of Arthur, relinquished their support, and

carried her son first to the court of Richard and then to that

of the King of France. When John ascended the throne,

Arthur was placed under the protection of Philip, to whom
the boy-prince was made to surrender the independence of

Brittany, Maine, and Anjou, by acknowledging him as

Richard Cceur-de-Lion receiving his de.a'h wound before the CasiUe of Chaluz.

King Arthur would return to them and restore their ancient

glory ; and this belief was shared by the Bretons of the

Continent. These were the reasons which induced the

latter people to call their young chief by the name of

Arthur; and as the child grew in strength and beauty,

they hoped to see the day when their independence should

be restored through him, and he should rule them without

the control of French or English.

feudal suzerain of those provinces. Constance was a woman
of little virtue, and seems to have cared more about the

prosecution of her own intrigues than the welfare and

B.afety of her child. The Bretons, headed by William of

Dearoches, firmly maintained the attitude they had assumed;

while John, with his army of mercenaries, advanced upon

their lands, spreading ruin and devastation around him—
biu-ning the villagos, and selling the inhabitants as slaves.
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PhUip marched a body of troops to the assistance of

Desroehes, took possession of several towns of Brittany, and

seized some castles on the frontiers belonging to the English.

No sooner had he done so, however, than he dismantled or

the king replied, "Am I not free to do what I please in my

own territories?" Arthur then perceived the mistake ha

had made in placing his cause in the hands of this rapacious

monarch. Assisted by Desroehes, the young prince and his

The Death ol Prince Ai-thur. (See page 219.)

razed to the ground these fortifications, with the view of

depriving the country of its defences, and thus leaving it

open to the attacks which he himself proposed to make upon

it. When young Arthur, who had declared himself his

vassal, ventured a remonstrance against these proceedings.

mother quitted the French court, and not knowing where to

seek a refuge, gave themselves up to John, who, with his

customary hypocrisy, received his nephew with smiles and

caresses, and at the same time gave orders for his imprison-

ment. Arthur was apprised of the intended treachery, and
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having succeeded in effecting his escape, he returned once

more to Philip.

The King of France—who well knew the strength which

his arms derived from his apparent support of the boy's

claims—welcomed him back without anger, and, by way of

securing him for the future, conferred upon him the honour

of knighthood, and even promised him the hand of his

daughter jMary in marriage. This friendly attitude, how-

ever, did not exist long. Philip soon perceived that it was

impossible to retain possession of his new territories, so long

as he was opposed by the inhabitants themselves on the one

hand, and the arms of the King of England on the other.

He therefore determined to arrange a peace with John, and

for that purpose he completely sacrificed the interests of the

young prince, to whom ho had so lately promised an alliance

with himself. By a treaty concluded in the following year

(a. I). 1200) between the two kings, it was agreed that John

should retain possession of all the provinces held by his

father, and Arthur was compelled to do homage to his uncle

for Anjou, Brittany, and Maine. In return for these con-

cessions Philip obtained the peace he desired, together with

the possession of several towns, and a sum of 30,000 marks.

There was ako a secret clause, or promise, attached 4o the

treaty, by which, in case the Iving of England died with-

out issue, the French king should succeed to the whole of

his Continental dominions.

In spite of the act which thus deprived young Arthur of

his inheritance, he remained at the French court, where

Philip retained him, to be brought forward in case of any

new cause of ofl'ence on the part of John. It was not

long before such an occurrence took place. With the ex-

ception of Normandy, the only province under the Anglo-

Norman rule which refrained from open rebelhon against

John was that of Aquitaine, or Guienne. Peace had been

maintained there chiefly by the influence of the Queen

Eleanor, who was the representative of the ancient lords of

the province, and to whose person the people had always

shown great attachment. In the summer of the year 1200

John made a progress through this part of his dominions,

and, by the pomp and parade with which he appeared, made

a favourable impression upon the lively and impressible

children of the south. On this occasion John, who was a

tolerably good actor, exerted all his powers to obtain popu-

larity, and strove to hide his naturally tyrannical and vin-

dictive temper under a smiling face and affable manner. It

appears that he was only partially successful. He had not

sulRcient patience or self-control to continue long this kind

of deceit, and on some trifling provocation his real character

would display itself. He was already married, and had been

so for ten years, to Avisa, daughter of the Earl of Gloucester,

a gentle and amiable woman ; but John waa as remarkable

for licentiousness as for cruelty, and his passions were under

no restraint, except from his fears. At the time of his visit

to Arpiitaine, he saw a lady whose beauty vras celebrated

throughout the French provinces, and who immediately

attracted his lawless admiration. This was Isabella, the

daughter of the Count of Angouleme, and lately married to

Hugh dc Brun, Count of La JMarcho. Regardless of the ties

by which botli she and Iiimself were bound, John seized pos-

session of her person and took her to Angouleme, where the

ceremony of marriage was performed between them by the

Archbishop of Bordeaux. A few months later he returned

to England, eai'iying with him his new wife, who was

crowned at Westminster by the Archbishop of Canterbury.

John himself was re-crowned on that occasion. He then

gave himself up to indolence and luxury, not knowing or

caring how the kingdom was governed ; heeding little the

disaS'ection of his people at home, or the indignation which
his tyranny had excited throughout France.

The Count of La Marohe was a young and powerful chief,

who was not likely to endure without resistance the grievous

wrong he had suSered. The barons, his neighbours, made
his cause their own ; and when he raised the standard of

rebellion they armed their retainers in his service. John,

apprised of the storm which was gathering in the south,

summoned his lords to attend him with their troops. IMany

of them at once refused, and said openly that they would not

unsheathe their swords in such a paltry and dishonourable

war. There were some high-minded men among the Anglo-

Norman barons ; but the majority of them were not apt to

be so scrupulous, and their refusal was dictated by no other

reason than their hatred to the king. They afterwards

proposed to accompany him on condition of all their rights

and liberties being restored. John's rage on this occasion

gave him energy ; and for a time he asserted his authority

by compelling the barons to pay the tax of scutage, and to

give hostages in place of their personal service. He then

crossed over into Normandy, accompanied by Isabella, and

proceeded to Paris, where he was received by Philip—

a

much abler hypocrite—with great show of courtesy. The
French king had already entered into an alliance with the

Count of La Marche, and was at that moment engaged in

organising a formidable insurrection in Brittany. A part

of Aquitaine stQl remained quiet under the influence of

Eleanor ; and through this district John passed in state after

he had quitted Paris. He, however, did not go for the

purpose of fighting, and soon marched back again, having

produced no other effect than to inspire the insurgents with

contempt for so aimless a demonstration.

In the year 1202 the struggle at length commenced
which was destined to give a fatal blow to the Plantagenet

power in France. It has been considered probable that had

the successors of Henry II. possessed the abilities which

distinguished that monarch, they would ultimately Iiave

extended their authority over the whole of France ; but if

we regard the relative geographic.il positions of the two

countries, and the turbulent and warlike character of the

GalUc tribes, it will appear unlikely that such a con«

dition of affairs could have been long maintained, and

that, on the contrary, it was almost ci matter of certainty

that the French provinces would, sooner or later, become

separated from the EugUsh crown ; but that separation

took place at a much earlier period than it otherwise would

have done, in consequence of the indolence and pusillan-

imity of John. Philip, who had waited only to arrange

certain difterences in which he had been engaged with the

Pope, now openly declared hnnself in favour of the claims

of Arthur, and of the cause of the men of Aquitaine. He
proclaimed the young prince Count of Brittany, Anjou, and

Poitou, and gave him 200 knights, with whom he directed

him to march and take possession of those provinces, and

to conquer the towns of Poitou, which were in the hands

of the English king. Arthur entered into a treaty, by

which he resigned to Philip all the Norman territory of

which the king had become possessed, or might obtai/i

during the expedition which he was preparing to take into
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that province. Arthur then raised liis standard, and ap-

pealed for aid to the Bretons, who promptly responded to

tlio call by joining in alliance with the Poitovins, and send-

ing their prince 500 knights and 400 foot. These, with

100 men-at-arms from Touraine and Poitou, and the small

body of French troops, was all the force at his command.

It did not suit the purpose of Philip to place too much

power in the liand.s of the boy, to whom lie never meant to

resign any portion of those territories for which Arthur

believed himself to be fighting.

Arthur was now an orphan, his mother Constance having

•lied during his stay at the French court ; he was in his

fifteenth year, and therefore, though possessing all the

valour of his race, he was necessarily deficient in knowledge

of the art of war, and of experience in the field.

Nevertheless, the boy-leader rode gallantly at the head of

his little army, and led them against the town of Mirebeau,

in which his grandmother, Eleanor of Aquitaine, was then

shut up. His advisers may probably have reminded him

that Eleanor had always been the enemy of his mother,

and that could he take her prisoner, it would be an im-

portant step towards bringing the king, his uncle, to terms.

^Vhethe^ Ai-thur was or was not aware that his grand-

mother was within the town, the cu'cumstance proved fatal

to the success of the expedition. The town surrendered

without much resistance, but not before Eleanor had

thrown herself into the castle, which was very strong, and

there this Amazon of eighty maintained a vigorous defence

against the attacks of ttie prince, whose troops had occu-

pied the town. The Breton army remained in apparent

security, when John, who on this occasion displayed an

extraordinary degree of activity, suddenly appeared before

the gates of jlirebeau. The troops of Arthur, though taken

by surprise, made a gallant resistance, and it was only by

means of treachery that, on the night of the 31st of July,

John obtained possession of the town. The prince was

taken wMle asleep, and the other leaders of the insurrec-

tion were made prisoners without the opportunity of

resistance. Among these were the unhappy Count of La

Marche, Isabella's husband; the Viscounts of Thenars,

Limoges, and Lusignan, and nearly 200 other nobles

and knights of fame. ICing John now showed to its full

extent the hideous malignity of his nature. He caused

his gallant prisoners to be loaded with chains, tied toge-

ther in open carts drawn by bullocks, and thus to be

convoyed to dungeons in Normandy and England. But

the deprivation of light, liberty, and hope, was not

punishment sufficient to satisfy his cruelty, and he caused

them to be subjected to the lingering horrors of starvation.

It is related that twenty- two noblemen were starved to

death in Corfe Castle, where they had been confined.

Of the fate of the young Prince Arthur, no authentic

details have been recorded. That his youth and innocence

did not save him from the bloody hands of John, is certain,

but of the manner in which he came by his death we can

only form an idea by comparing the different stories which

are ciurrent on the subject among the old chroniclers.

Arthur was conveyed by his uncle to the castle of Falaise,

whence he was removed to that of Rouen. There he dis-

appeared, and there ends the narrative of sober fact, the

rest bringing us into the region of conjecture and pro-

babiUty. The Normans, who remained loyal to the English

king, spread a report that Arthur died of sickness in the castle

of Rouen, or was killed in attempting to make his escape ;

this statement may be at once rejected as a mere inveution,

and not a very ingenious one. The account given by some

of the French chroniclers is to the following eff'ect :—John

having visited his nephew at Falaise, desired him to put

confidence in his uncle. Arthur rejected his advances, and

said indignantly, " Give me my inheritance, the kingdom of

England." The king then sent liim to Rouen, strongly

guarded, and not long afterwards ho suddenly disappeared.

It was suspected by all men that John had murdered hia

nephew with his own hands, and he became the object of

the deepest hatred. The monks of Margan relate that

John killed the prince in a fit of drunkenness, and

caused his body to be thrown into the Seine, with stones

tied at bis feet, but that notwithstanding these, it was cast

on the bank, and was buried at the abbey of Bee secretly,

for fear of the tyrant.*

The story current among the Bretons was nearly similar,

with the difference of a change of scene. They related that

John having feigned to be reconciled to his nephew, took

him from the castle of Rouen, and caused him to ride iu

his company in the direction of Cherbourg, keeping near

to the sea coast. Towards nightfall one evening, when the

prince had ridden with his perfidious uncle in advance of

their escort, they arrived at the top of a high cliff over-

looking the sea, and John suddenly seized the boy round

the waist and threw him over the ciiff. Another account,

more circumstantial, and which has been generally received

as likely to be the correct one, is given by Puilph, Abbot of

Coggleshall. The story is as follows :—The king's coun-

cillors having represented to hun that the Bretons would

continue their rebeUion so long as the Prince Arthur was

in a condition to assume the sovereignty, suggested that

the eyes of the boy should be put out, and so render him

unfit for government. Some ruffians in the king's service

were sent to the dungeon at Falaise to execute this cruel

deed, but the tears and prayers of the youth, and his help-

less condition, moved even their hearts to pity, and Hubert

de Burgh, the warden of the castle, took advantage

of their hesitation to forward an earnest appeal for

mercy to the king. The only result of the petition was the

removal of the prince from Falaise to Rouen. On the 3rd

of April, A.D. 1203, he was roused from his sleep, and

desired to descend to the foot of the tower, beside which

flowed the placid waters of the Seine. At the bottom of

the steps he saw a boat, in which was seated the king, his

uncle, attended by an esquire named Peter de Maniac.

The boy shrank back in terror, anticipating the fate which

awaited him, and fell on his knees before his tmcle, making

a last appeal for mercy. But John, whose heart was

harder than those of the vilest wretches in his pay, gave

the sign, and the murder was committed. Some relate that

the esquire hesitated to obey the sign, and that John him-

self seized his nephew by the hair, ran him through the

body, and threw him into the water. Other writers, how-

ever, assert that Do Maulac was the actual murderer, and

this statement is confirmed by the fact that soon afterwards

John gave him the hand of a rich heiress in marriage, as

the reward of his services.

However near the truth these different statements may

have been, it is certain that the rumour of the murder

Ann. de Mart;. Vi.
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was spread throughout Brittany during the same month of

April. The indignation of the people was universal ; they

had beUeved their future destiny to be connected with that

of their prince, and they professed the greatest attachment

to the French king, as the enemy of his murderer. The

elder sister of Arthur, the maid of Brittany—whose lot was

scarcely more fortunate than that of her brother—was con-

fined in a monastery at Bristol, where she remained for

forty years; but the people declared Alice, daughter of

Constance by her last husband, and half-sister of Arthur, to

be their duchess, and appointed her father, Guy of Thouars,

as their regent or governor. The barons of the province then

appeared before Philip, to whom, as their feudal suzerain,

they complained of the murder of their prince. Philip

eagerly availed himself of the appeal, and cited John, as his

vassal for the duchy of Normandy, to appear before the court

of the barons of France, to whom the name of peers was

now first given. The accused monarch did not appear,

and was condemned by the court to the forfeiture of all the

lands which he held of the kingdom of France, possession of

which was to be taken by arms.

No sooner did Philip appear with his forces on the fron-

tier of Poitou, than the inhabitants rose to join his standard,

and when he returned to attack Normandy, he found he

was anticipated by the Bretons, who had occupied the whole

of that portion of the duchy which bordered on their

territories. They took by assaidt the strong castle of

Jlount St. Michael, seized upon Avranches, and burned the

villages which lay between that citji and Caen. These

successes gave new strength to the expedition of the French

king, who, joined by the people of Anjou and Maine, took

Andelys, Evreux, Domfrent, and LLsieux, and then joined

the Breton army at Caen. While this formidable confed-

eracy menaced him on every side, John was passing his

days in voluptuous indolence, or in the sports of the tield.

When his courtiers brought him intelligence of new suc-

cesses on the part of his enemies, he expressed his contempt

of the rabble of Bretons and of anything they could do

;

but when, in the month of December, the insurgents appeared

in the neighbourhood of Rouen, he suddenly became aware

of his danger, and iled over into England.

On his arrival, he demanded the aid of the barons to

raise an army for his service, but the call was responded

to with the utmost apathy. It would appear that the Anglo-

Norman lords no longer possessed the great estates they

had formerly held in Normandy ; for had such been the case,

it is not probable that their hatred to the king would have

\nduoed them to disregard their own interests. After in

fain attempting to raise a sufficient force to oppose the

French king, John appealed to Rome (a.d. 1204), and

Pope Innocent sent two legates into France for the purpose

of negotiating a peace. Philip, however, who had every-

thing to gain by prolonging the war, refused to listen to

the entreaties of the legates, and their mission ended without

success.

^Vhen John fled from Normandy, there remained in his

possession throughout the duchy only tlie town of Rouen

and the fortresses of Ch;Ueau-GaiUard and Verneuil. The

people of Eouen held oiit until they were reduced to the

last extremity by famine, when, having concluded a truce

of thirty days with the French king, they sent to John

praying for succour. The messengers found the king playing

at chesi?, and while they told their deplorable talc, he

remained seated at his game and gave them no answer.
When the game was over, he told them that he had no
means of succouring them, and that they must do the

best they could. This was the only recognition he made
of the heroic struggle of the citizens on his behalf. Rouen
surrendered, the two castles soon afterwards followed its

example, and the conquest of Normandy was complete.

This duchy was then finally restored to the French crown,

after having been separated from it for 292 years. Within
the same year, Anjou, Maine, Touraine, Poitou, and
Brittany also fell under the authority of Philip, and John
retained only a few castles in thase provinces and the

territory of Aquitaine, which remained nominally under

his rule.

The Bretons soon discovered that, so far from having re-

covered their independence, they had changed the tyranny

of a weak arm for that of a strong one. Disgusted with

the supremacy of the King of France, they made efforts

which proved fruitless to renew their alliance with John,

and then, with a sort of suicidal ferocity, they aided their

new sovereign to destroy the independence bf their neigh-

bours. In the year 1206, John landed au army at La
Rochello, whence he proceeded to the Loire, taking the

castle of Montaubau, and burning the town of Angers.

His energy, however, did not last long, and for several

months he gave himself up to feasting and debauchery.

Aroused once more, he passed on to the town of Nantes, tu

wliich he laid siege ; but on the approach of PhiUp with au

army, he raised the siege, and proposed to negotiate with

the French king. During the negotiations John ran away
to England, covered with disgi-ace. By the intervention of

the Pope, a truce for two years was then arranged between

the two kings.

Degraded as he was in the eyes of all honourable men,

John retained his arrogance, and governed his kingdom
with greater tyranny than ever. In the following year

{a.d. 1207) he defied the authority of that power concentred

in the Holy See, which was now so formidable throughout .

Europe, and which he, of all men, was least fitted to resist.

The ground of the quarrel was the right of the trown to

the appointment of bishops. The Pope had canonically

appointed Stephen Langton to the see of Canterbury, and

the monks of Canterbury refused to submit to any other

archbishop. John, however, was determined that his

favourite, John de Gray, Bishop of Norwich, should receive

the appointment, and he sent two knights with a body of

soldiers to Canterbury, to drive the rebellious monks out

of the country. Once more those walls which had witnessed

the murder of Becket were profaned by a deed of violence

;

the monks were compelled to quit their monastery and take

refuge in Flanders, where they were received into the re-

ligious houses. Innocent, who was a man of great abiUty,

sent a temperate letter to the king, demanding redress

for this outrage, but John returned an insolent reply, and

set the Pontiff at defiance. Soon afterwards the Bishops

of London, Ely, and Worcester received directions from

Rome to wait upon the king, and in case they were still

unable to obtain redress for the injury, to threaten him

with an interdict upon the whole kingdom. John heard the

threat with transports of rage, and swore that if the bishops

dared to lay his states under an interdict, he would seize

upon their property, and drive them and their clergy

penniless to Rome ; that if any Roman priests dared to
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appear in the country, he would cut off their noses and

tear out their eyes, and so make them a witness of his

vengeance before the nations. Undeterred by these savage

menaces, the bishops proclaimed the interdict on the 23rd

of March, a.d. 1208, and then fled across the Channel. The

effect of an Laterdict has already been described ; and in

the present iDstance it was carried out to the fullest extent

by the unanimous concurrence of the clergy. During this

time the country lay as it were in mourning, the churches

were closed, the pictures of the saints covered with black

cloth, and their relics laid on ashes in the aisles ; the

priests refused their offices with the exception of administer-

ing the rite of baptism to infanta and the sacrament to the

dying ; and the command of Kome suspended all pubUc

prayers to Heaven. At the end of the year Innocent

proceeded to further measures, and issued against John the

sentence of excommunication.

The king now became alarmed at his position. He saw
the spirit of disaffi;ction increasing among his barons; he

had made enemies of the clergy, and he was hated by the

people. Abroad, the aspect of aftairs was no less menacing.

He knew that the Pope would follow up the sentence of

excommunication by proclaiming his dethronement, and
declaring him unworthy to rule in a Christian land ; and he

perceived that Phihp was making ready to invade England,

armed with the authority of the Holy See. Wherever he
looked he saw none but enemies, and it was evident that his

downfall would be attended with a general rejoicing through-

out Europe. It is related by Matthew Paris that at this

moment of danger John applied for succour to the Emir al

Nassir, the powerful chief of the Moslems of Spain. It was
even reported that he had offered to embrace the religion of

Mahomet, and to become a vassal of the Emir, in return for

the assistance he demanded. Improbable and disgraceful

as such an offer would have been, there is no doubt that

John was capable of making it ; but if he did so, it was not

accepted, and the king was compelled to give up the attempt

to obtain assistance from abroad.

For the purpose of raising an army, John determined to

obtain money by any and every means in his power, and in

the spring of the year 1210, he commenced a series of

exactions compared to which those of his predecessors had
been moderate. He employed the most lawless means of

forcing their hoards from his subjects, and especially from
the Jews, who, as the richest, were invariably the first to

suffer on such occasions. He declared that his object was
to drive the French king from Normandy ; but as soon as

he had raised an army, he crossed over into Ireland, where
the English nobles had thrown off his authority. He landed
on the Cth of June, and on his arrival at DubUn many of

the native chiefs came to offer him their homage. With
their assistance he marched through the country, destroying
the castles of the insurgent barons, who were totally un-
prepared for resistance, and within a few weeks he had
reduced them to submission. He then established English
laws in the island, appointing officers to see them duly
executed; he also directed that the same coins of money
should be used in the two countries—a measiu-e by which
the interests of commerce were greatly promoted. Having
appointed John de Gray, Bishop of Norwich, to the govern-
ment of the island, he returned to England. This conquest,

in which he encountered no opposition, encouraged him to
make a descent ni^ou Wales ia the following year (1211).

For this purpose more money was required, and he obtained
it by measures more flagitious, if possible, than before. He
summoned before him all the heads of reUgious establish-

ments, abbots and abbesses, and compelled them to deliver

up the property of the Church into his hands. Having
exhausted this source of supply, he again attacked the Jews
visiting them with imprisonment and the torture to forco

a comphance with his demands. Aa an instance of the
manner in which the unhappy people were dealt with, the
following story is related by the chroniclers. There lived

at Bristol a very wealthy Jew, who, by the king's command,
was thrown into a dungeon untU he should consent to pay
10,000 marks for his liberty. As the Jew preferred rather

to be incarcerated than to pay such a sum, the king's

patience was soon exhausted, and he gave orders that each
day one of the prisoner's teeth should be puUed out of his

head until he was reduced to submission.* For seven days
the victim endured this torture, but when on the next day
the executioner canae to pluck out the eighth tooth, the pain
which he had suffered overcame the Jew's fortifude, and
he consented to pay the money. This command of John,
which was mild and merciful compared with his treatment

of other of his captives, displays, however, an ingenuity in

torture which could only have occurred to a mind thoroughly
cruel and mahgnant.

Having now raised a great army, the king entered

Wales and penetrated as far as Snowdon. The people

could make no resistance against the force brought against

them, and they were compelled to pay to him a tribute of

cattle, and to give twenty-eight hostages, the sous of their

chiefs, as secmity for their fidelity. But the efforts made
by John to destroy their independence proved altogether

fruitless. Their strength now, as in former years, lay in

their mountain fastnesses ; the spirit of freedom has her

seat among mountains in every age and country. '\Vithiu

a year after the king's return to England, the Welsh were
again up in arms. As soon as the news was brought to

John he hanged the unhappy youths who were in his hands
as hostages, and he was preparing for another descent upon
Wales, when he learnt that a conspiracy was forming
against him among the Enghsh barons. He then imme-
diately relinquished his intention, and shut himself up for

fifteen days in Nottingham Castle, where he seems to have
stayed iu something like an extremity of fear. His acts at

this time were dictated entirely by impulses, now of cruelty,

now of cowardice, and cannot be accounted for by any
rational rule of conduct. Suddenly he recovered his courage,

quitted Nottingham, and marched to Chester, once more
declaring that he would exterminate the Welsh ; then as

suddenly he retraced his steps and returned to London. It

would appear that he lived in continual dread of his liffe,

suffering no one to approach him but his immediate attend-

ants and favourites, whose fideUty he secured by his gold,

and keeping himself surrounded by large bodies of foreign

mercenaries. Hated as he knew himself to be, he made no
attempt to change his tyrannical conduct or to conciliate

the regard of the people, but, on the contrary, each day
witnessed some new act of cruelty, which rendered hfm still

more obnoxious to his subjects.

At length Pope Innocent listened to the prayers of the

English exiles, and solemnly proclaimed the deposition of

Kolinsbed,
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the English king, as an enemy to the Church of Christ, and

called upon all Christian princes to take up arms against

y,m and to join in hurling him from the throne. Stephen

Langton, the banished Archbishop of Canterbury, with other

prelates, appeared with the Pope's letters at the French

court and there called together a solemn council, and

informed the king and lords of France that the Pope gave

his sanction to the invasion of England. Innocent pro-

rcised to Philip the remission of his sins provided he accepted

and fulfilled the solemn commission with which he was

coast. The superiority already attained by the English

saOors was clearly shown on this occasion, and was soon to

be stiU more decisively manifested. A French squadron

at the mouth of the Seine was destroyed by the EngUsh,

who also burned the town of Dieppe, and returned triumph-

antly, the fleet at Boulogne not having ventured to leave

the harbour.

While success thus crowned the arms of John on the sea,

he possessed on shore a numerous army of stout English

yeomen who had joined his standard, and who, whatever

Kin" John.

tharged. Pliilip had other inducements to do so, which
were sufficiently strong, and he at once collected an array

on the coast cf Normandy, and caused a fleet of 1,700 vessels

to be made ready at Boulogne and other ports to convey
them across the Channel.

Aroused by the imminence of the danger, John appealed

to his subjects to resist the foreign invader, and collected

all the vessels in the kingdom which were capable of being

used as transports. Then, under the influence of one of his

fits of energy, he acted with boldness and determination
;

and before the French fleet had quitted Normandy, the

English vessel crossed the Channel and swept along the

might be their feelings towards him personally, would

doubtless have fought well to save their country from a

foreign yoke. But John's courage seldom endured beyond

the first moments of excitement, and wlien he found time

to calculate risks and chances, he consulted his own safety

by any means in his power. He took nc measures for

following up his successes, and it was evident that in spite

of his haughty defiance of the power of Rome, he would now
be glad to escape from his dangerous position by humbling

himself before it. Paudulph, the legate of the Pope, who
fully understood the character of John, obtained permission

to land in England, and presented himself in the royal
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presence. He laid before the king the impolicy of his

course of action, the danger he incurred from the French

king, whose formidable preparations he described, and the

probabiUty of a general rebellion among the English barons.

the words of the firiar, which he believed foretold his death,

than to the arguments of the legate. After some hesitation,

his fears prevailed, and ho agreed to sign an agreement or

treaty with the Pope, by which he bound himself to fulfil

The facts were undeniable, and urged as they were with all those demands of the Church whose refusals had caused

John kneeling before the Pope's Lesjate.

all the skill and eloquence of an able diplomatist, they pro-
duced the greatest alarm in the breast of the tyrant. This
feeling was increased by the' prediction of a hermit named
Peter, who asserted that before Ascension Day, which was
three days distant, the king would have ceased to reign.

IrreUgious as he was, John was by no means free from
superstition, and he seems to have attached more weight to

22

j

his excommunication ; to restore the monks of Canterbury

I to their lands ; to receive into favour all the exiled clergy,

especially Stephen Langton, the Archbishop of Canterbury

;

and that be should make satisfaction to both clergy and
laity for any injuries they had sustained in consequence of

the interdict, paying down a sum of £8)000 as a hist

insfcalnjsnt of such indemnity.
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Pandulpb agreed, in the Pope's name, that, ou the perform-

ance of these conditions, the interdict should be removed

from the country, and that the servants of the Church,

including the exiled bishops, should swear fidelity to the

king. Four of the chief barons of the kingdom bore witness

to this compact, which was solemnly concluded. By this

agreement John suffered no pocuUar indignity, but it was

immediately followed by a proceeding in the highest degree

disgraceful, and which can only be accounted for by the

subtle art with which the legate worked upon the fears of

the pusillanimous monarch. On the 15th of May, a.d. 1213,

John proceeded at an early hour in the morning to the

church of the Templars at Dover, and there, in the prcsoace

of the bishops and nobles of the realm, he knelt down before

Pandulph, placed his crown in his hands, and took the oath

of fealty to the Pope, At the same time he gave into tlie

hands of the legate a document which set forth that be, the

King of England, Lord of Ireland, in atonement for his sins

against God and the Church, did of his own free will, and

with the consent of the barons, surrender into the hands of

Pope Innocent and his successors for ever, the kingdom of

England and lordship of Ireland, to hold them henceforth as

fiefs of the Holy Sec, John and his successors paying for

them a yearly tribute of 700 marks for England, and 300

marks for Ireland.

On the following day, which was the Feast of the

Ascension, John awoke with something of the feeling of a

criminal whose hour of execution has arrived. The words

of the hermit Peter caused him to tremble even more than

the thunders of Home ; and he watched the long hours tiU

sunset, anticipating the stroke which was to end his hateful

existence. When the time of the prediction had passed

away, and he found himself still alive, he caused Peter and

his son to be dragged at the tails of horses to the gibbet,

where they were executed as a punishment for the terror

they had caused him. But it was commonly said among

the people that the monk had told no lie ; and that John

liad ceased to be a king wlien ha laid his crown at the feet

of a foreign priest

.

CHAPTER LT.

The Eeign of John continued—Ths cause of John espoused by the Pope—
The first English Navul Victory—Tlio Boltlo of Bouvines—JIagna

Charta—Treachery of John— Prince Louis invited to England— Devasta-

tion of the Northern Counties—Death of John.

The Holy Soo, having secured a humble and subservient

vassal in tlie King of England, now espoused his cause, and

undertook to defend him against hia enemies. Pandulph

returned to Franco, and forbaila PhiUp to prosecute the

war, or to invade a kingdom wliich was under the protection

01 the Church. Philip thought proper to argue the matter

ou religious grounds, and eaid that he had expended large

sums of money upon this expedition, for the purpose of

obtaining, according to the promise of the Pontiff, the re-

mlsjion of his sins. The legate seems to have cared little

about this circumstance, and simply repeated his prohibition.

Philip then continued his march towards 'ha coast, pre-

pared to defy the authority of the Holy See, and to continue

the expedition, now no longer, for the remission of his

sins, but avowedly for more worldly ends. His design,

however, was frustrated by the disaffection of his vassals,

to wlioiJi the command of the Pope served as a sufficient

justification of rebelhon. The Earl of Flanders withdrew

his forces from the expedition, declaring that he would not

engage in such an unjust war. Philip immediately followed

him into Flanders, intending to punish his rebellion by seizing

upon the whole province. Several towns and fortresses fell

into the French king's hands, who passed on, and laid siege

to the strong city of Ghent. The Earl of Flanders then

applied to John for assistance, which it was manifestly to his

interest to grant, and which, therefore, was not refused.

The English fleet set sail from the harbour of Portsmouth;

500 vessels, having on board 700 knights and a large

force of infantry, under the command of William Long-
sword, Earl of Salisbury, a son of fair Rosamond, and

WiUiara, Earl of Holland. They bore doviu upon the

coast of Flanders, and approached the port of Damme, in

which the French fleet, three times more numerous, was

lying at anchor. Many of the French troops and sailors

were then absent from the ships, engaged in predatory

exciu'sions throughout the country. As the English neared

the coast, they saw a number of vessels lying outside the

harbour, which, capacious as it was, would not contain them
all. Shallops, or fishing-boats, were then sent in to recon-

noitre, and returned with the news that the fleet had been

left without sufiicient hands to defend it. No time was

lost. The "tall ships" along the coast were attacked, and

captured with little difficidty. The smaller vessels, which,

when the tide went down, were left upon the beach, were

plundered and set on fire, the men on board escaping to ''he

shore. The English then approached the harbour, for the

purpose of attacking the fleet within it ; but here a delay

took place, iu consequence of the difficulty of bringing a

large force to bear in so confined a space.

The period of inaction, however, did not last long, and

the fleet, ou the preparation of which Philip had exhausted

his resources, and which was the first naval armament

ever put to sea by the French kings of the Capetian line,

was destined to be anuilulated. "Those Frenchmen that

were gone abroad into the country, perceiving that the

enemies were come, by the running away of their mariners,

returned with all speed to their ships to aid their fellows,

and so made valiant resistance for a time ; till the

Englishmen, getting on land and ranging themselves

ou either side of the haven, beat the Frenchmen so on

the sides, and the ships grappling together in front,

that they fought as it had been in a pitched field,

till that, finally, the Frenchmen were not able to sustain

the force of the Englishmen, but were constrained, after

long fight and great slaughter, to yield themselves pri-

soners."* Thus, in the first naval engagement between

the two nations, the superiority of the English sailors

was placed beyond c- doubt. In the clumsy barl;s of the

thirteenth century there was exhibited little of that science

I
which guides the stately clipper of the nineteenth, but

there was no lack of seamanship; the same stout arms

manned the ropes—the same stout hearts opposed the foe.

As the noise of the battle gradually died away, and the

smoke of the burning vessels, curling up from the waters,

wound itself about the hills and disappeared, the shattered

gear of the English ships was seen to bear aloft the flag

who>e name is Victory. Then did Europe bend in unwilling

submission, while the i-slanders assumed for ever the empire

HolinRhfttL
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of the seas. Since then, the centuries have rolLcd away,

each bearing its load of change, decay, and death. Our

fathers have done the '.vork set apart for them, and are at

rest ; but their blood, their hearts, are ours, and their flag

wo bear aloft over every sea, unconquered now as then. To

the remotest shores it carries knowledge, commerce, the arts

of life, the hope of heaven ; and, though not without stain,

it has seldom failed to oppose force to wrong, and to

uphold the cause of justice. Blow high, blow low, it passes

on its way unscathed ; and storm of wind or rage of

man beats vainly against the flag which, with its kindred

banner of America, bears within its folds the future of the

world.

AN'hen the conquerors had returned thanks to Heaven

for their victory, they sent 300 of the prizes to England

;

these were richly laden with stores for the French army

—

corn, oil, wine, and other provisions. Others of the .ships,

which were on shore, were burnt within the harbour. A
portion of the fieet, which lay higher up, protected by the

town, still remained uninjured ; and the English, having

lauded, were joined by the Earl of Flanders, and proceeded

to attack the place. Meanwhile, the French king had learnt

the destruction of his fleet, and, having raised the siege

of Ghent, was advancing with the utmost rapidity. The

English and the Flemings made a gallant defence in the

engagement which soon afterwards took place ; but the

force opposed to them was overwhelming, and they were

compelled to retreat to their ships, with a loss which is

stated by the French to have been 2,000 men. But the

English had no intention of relinquishing the contest, and,

from the shores of the Isle of Walcheren, they watched

their opportunity for renewing the attack. Philip perceived

that the unskilfulness of his seamen left no hope of pre-

serving the remainder of his ships, and he therefore set fire

to them himself, that they might not fall into the enemy's

hands. It was evident that the project of invading Eng-

land must now be abandoned, the French king having no

means of transporting his troops across the Channel. He
even found it impossible to maintain them in Flanders, and

was compelled to make a hasty retreat into his own terri-

tories, with scarcely an eiibrt to maintain possession of the

towns he had taken.

Elated by the success of his arms, John assumed all his

old arrogance of demeanour, and showed little disposition to

fulfil the terms of the treaty into which he had entered with

the Pope. He now determined to invade France, and for

this purpose ho summoned the barons of the kingdom to

attend him at Portsmouth with their troops. They obeyed

the command; but when, in warlike array, they appeared

before the king, they refused to sot sail unless the exiled

bishops were immediately recalled, according to his promise.

John was compelled to submit, and Stephen Langtou, Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, with the Bishops of London, Ely,

Lincoln, Bath, and Hereford, were restored to their bene-

fices. The moaks of Canterbury also returned in peace to

their cloister. The king and the archbishop met each other

at AViuchester, trhere they exchanged a kiss of amity, and
Langtou gave the king absolution for the injuries done to

himself and his colleagues ; John once more taking an oath

to execute justice, and to preserve his fealty to the Pope.

But Stephen Langton, one of the ablest men who ever had

filled the arohiepiscopal chair, was not likely to place much
cx)nfidence in the promisea of the king ; and John evidently

regarded the archbishop with bitter hatred, as the cause o!

all his troubles.

Leaving directions for the barons to follow him with all

speed, John embarked a body of troops in a few ships, anrt

reached the island of Jersey. The barons, however, were

little disposed to follow their pusillanimous king ; and the

scheme for securing their liberties, which, in a vague and

indefinite form, had long held possession of their minds, now
began to assume strength and consistency. They excused

themselves from following the king, by the assertion that

their term of feudal service was expired ; and, profiting by

his absence, proceeded to hold a great council at 2t. Albans,

at which decrees were issued in the form of royal procla-

mations, reviving old and mild laws, and threatening with

death such of the king's officers as should exceed their pro-

visions. Meanwhile, John, having looked in vain for the

appearance of the barons, returned from Jersey in a trans-

port of rage, and,oollecting his army of mercenaries, marched

towards the north, burning up and devastating the lauds of

the vebellious nobles. At Northampton, he was met by the

Archbishop of Canterbury, who openly censured these acta

of violence, and told him that, according to his oath, hia

va;sals ought to be tried by their peers, and not crushed by

arms. " Mind you your church," the king replied, " and

leave me to govern the state." He then continued hia

march to Nottingham ; but here, Langton, who joined the

courage of the soldier to the wisdom of the priest, agaiu

presented himselt in the royal presence, and this time with

more determined carriage. He calmly toll thj king that if

such a course of action was continued, he would excommu-
nicate all the ministers and officers of the crown who obeyed

the royal will. John seldom maintained his ground against

a determined opponent, and he now gave way once more,

and, as a matter of form, summoned the barons to meet him,

or his justices. Having thus stopped the tyrannous career

of the king, the brave archbishop proceeded to London,

where, on the 25th of August, he called a second council of

the barons, and read to them the provisions of the charter

granted by Henry I. on his accession. In that assembly of

feudal lords he dehvered an address advocating the principles

of liberty and justice ; and, having induced the council to

adopt as the basis of their exertions the charter of Henry I.,

he caused them to swear fidelity to each other, and to the

cause in which they were embarked. A month later, the

Cardinal Nicholas, a new legate of the Pope, arrived in

England, for the purpose of receiving the indemnity which

had been promised by John, and of removing the interdict

from the kingdom. Once more John appeared on his knees,

renewing his oath of fealty to Innocent, and doing homage

to his legate. Ho paid the sum of 15,000 marks to the

bishops, and undertook to give them 40,000 more. The
interdict was then removed, the churches lost their funereal

appearance, and once more the bells rang out their daily

call to prayer. The cause of liberty has never been long

maintained by the Church of Rome ; and as soon as the

submission of John was thus completely assured, slie relin-

quished her support of the barons, and commanded her

bishops to give their unreserved allegiance to the king.

The nobles, however, still relied upon tho strength of their

cause, although unblessed by the Pope, and Stephen Langton

remained firmly at their head, as one who dared do right

though all the world forbade it.

The following year (1214) was rendered memorable by the
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battle of Bcnvines, in wliich the French gained a complete

victory over Euglish, Flemish, and German troop>. A
powerful confederacy, in which John took a prominent part,

had been formed .against the French king. Ferrand, Earl

of Flanders, Reynaud, Earl of Boulogne, and Otho, Emperor

of Germany, determined, in conjunction with John, to invade

France simultaneously, and to divide that kingdom among
them. The partition was already made : Ferrand was to

receive Paris, with the Isle of France, Reynaiid tlie country

of Vermandois, John tlie territory beyond the Loire, and

Otbo all the remaining provinces. Tbe Engliah king

dispatched a body of troops, commanded by William Long-

sword, Earl of Salisbury, to Valenciennes, which had been

appointed the head-quarters of the confederates ; he then

proceeded to Poitou, whence he led his army into Brittany.

Philip, who was thus menaced on both sides, sent his son

Louis to oppose thi3 troops of John, and to prevent his

advance. This was not difficult, and the cowardice or

indecision of the English king kept him in a state of in-

activity, while his allies were bei-ng utterly routed. Philip,

whose forces were inferior in number to those of his

enemies, gave them battle at Bouvines, a village between

Lisle and Tournay, and after a sanguinary conflict the Earl

of Salisbury, the Earl of Flanders, and the Earl of Boulogne

were taken prisoners, together with great numbers of nobles

and knights of inferior rank. The Bishop of Beauvais,

whose martial spirit was untamed by his long imprisonment,

appeared again in the field on this occasion, and he it was

who took prisoner the gallant William Longsword. The

bishop, however, no longer used a sword, but carried in its

stead a formidable club, with which he laid about him,

having satisfied himself, by some curious logical process,

that in doing so he was acting in accordance with the canon

of the Church, which forbade her priests to shed blood. He
was not the only bishop who distinguished himself on that

day as a warrior. Guerin of Senlis appeared among the

French troops, like Odo of Bayeux among the soldiers of the

Conqvieror, bearing a wand, or staff of authority, with which

he waved them on to victory. The battle of Bouvines,

which was fought on the 27th of July, a.d. 1214, is one of

the few which this history will have to record as having

given an undoubted lustre to the French arms.

A few months later John made proposals for a truce,

which he obtained for five years, on condition of restoring

all the towns and fortresses which he had taken during the

expedition. He then made a disgraceful retreat to England,

where, with the true spirit of a coward, he vented upon his

unoffending subjects that rage which he dared not display

towards his foes He disregarded all the vows he had

taken, and let loose his foreign mercenaries over the country,

who oppre.s3ed and robbed the people in every direction,

unrestrained by law, and secure of the king's favour. But

his career of tyi-anny was now drawing to a close. Each
day which was marked by new acts of oppression cemented

more closely the league among the barons, who only waited

an opportunity of assembling together for the purpose of

arranging a combined movement. Such an opportunity

presented itself at the feast of St. Edmund, on the 20th of

November, when pilgrims of all ranks, from every part of

the country, proceeded to St. Edmondsbury to offer their

devotions at the shrine of the saint. Mingling with the

crowd of wor.sliippers, the champions of freedom advanced

one by one in order of seniority to the high altar, on which

they placed their swords, and swore that if the king refused

to admit the rights they demanded from him, they would
one and all abandon their allegiance, renounce their vows of

fealty, and compel him by force of arms to sign a charter

granting their just requests. Having agreed to assemble

at the court for this purpose in the approaching festival of

Christmas, they separated.

When Christmas Day arrived John was at Worcester,

where he was attended only by a few of his immediate re-

tainers and the foreign mercenaries. None of his great

vassals came, as the custom was at that season, to offer their

congratulations. His attendants tried in vain to assume aa

appearance of cheerfulness and festivity, and .among the

people such an appearance had long ceased to be found

when the king was present. Alarmed at the gloom which

surrounded hira, and the desertion of the barons, John

hastily rode to London, and there shut himself up in the

house of the Knights Templar.^, which was as strong as a

fortress. The temper in which the barons entered upon

their cause may be inferred from the seasons which they

chose for their efforts, and the manner in which they

invoked, as it were, the blessing of Heaven upon them.

Some holy day consecrated each step of their way, and

marked the renewal of the struggle against tyranny. On
the feast of the Epiphany they assembled in great force at

London, and presenting themselves before the king, de-

manded an audience. John was compelled to grant the

request, but he assumed a bold and defiant air, and met the

barons with an absolute refusal, and the most violent

threats. Two of their number were affected by these

menaces, and one of the bishops joined them in consenting

to recede from their claims; but the rest of the assembly

were made of sterner stuff, and firmly maintained their

demands. John looked upon their calm and dauntless

faces with a dread v.-hicli he could not conceal. He
entirely changed his manner, and descended from invective

to expostulation. "This petition," he said, "treats of

matters weighty and arduous. You must grant me time

for deliberation until Easter, that I may be able, in con-

sidering the request, to satisfy the dignity of my crown."

Many of the barons were opposed to such a delay, knowing

how little dependence could be placed upon the king's good

faith ; but the greater number consented on condition that

Stephen Langtou, Archbishop of Canterbury, AVilliam, Earl

of Pembroke, and the Bishop of Ely, should be sureties for

the king that ho would give them a reply at the time

appointed.

As soon as the nobles had quitted his presence, John

directed his eftbrts to escaping from the pledge he had

^ven, and took measures which he hoped would bring the

rebellious lords within the reach of his vengeance. The

important privilege of the appointment of bishops, which in

former years had given rise to so many disputes between

the Crown .and the Church, was now formally abandoned

;

and when, by this means, John believed himself to have

secured the goodwill of the clergy, he caused a new oath

of allegiance to be administered by the sheriffs to all the

free men of their several counties. He then dispatched

messengers to Rome, entreating the aid of the Pope against

the treasonable violence of the barons. Innocent listened

to the appeal, and showed himself determined to support

the cause of his royal vassal. The English nobles had also

sent their message to the Poutifl', but he answered it only
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by a letter of threata and reproached, which was addressed

to Stephen Langton, commanding him and his colleagues

at once to cease their opposition to the king. Langton,

with a high-souled courage, the full extent of which we

can now only imperfectly appreciate, disregarded the com-

mand, and dared to defend a righteous cause, even in

defiance of the Pope. The king, as a last effort to sustain

lus tottering throne, assumed the cross, making a folemn

oath that he would lead an army on a new crusade to the

Holy Land.

AVhen Enstor day arrived the king was at Oxford. The

barons of England assembled at Stamford, attended by

2,000 knights, and vast multitudes of their retainers,

and of the people. They had marched within a few miles

of O.xfonl, when they were met by Stephen Langton, the

Earl of AVarrenne, and the Earl of Pembroke, who came to

bear their message to the king. The barons delivered the

schedule containing the chief articles of the petition, and

declared that if their claims were not instantly granted,

they would appeal to arms. AVhen the deputation returned

to the king, and Langton explained to him the terms of the

document which he brought, John fell into a transport of

rage, and swore that he would not grant them liberties

which would make him a slave. He proposed some modi-

fications of the charter, which were at once rejected.

Pandulph, who stood at his side, asserted that the primate

of the kingdom ought to excommunicato the rebels ; but

Langton replied that the Pope's real intentions had not

been expressed, and that so far from doing so, he would

excommunicate the foreign mercenaries which overran

the kingdom, unless the king ordered their instant dis-

missal.

The barons now declared war against the king, chose

Robert Fitz-Walter as their leader, and marched against

the castle of Northampton, which was garrisoned by

foreigners. " The army of God and the Church," for so

they styled themselves, was composed of the best and

bravest men in the kingdom ; but the strong fortress to

which they first laid siege resisted all their attacks. They

liad prepared no battering-rams, or other necessary engines

;

and the garrison, ou their side, fought with the desperation

of men who knew that they had earned for their misdeeds

a bitter retribution. After fifteen days the besiegers

raised the siege, and marched towards Bedford. The
barons were strong in arms, and in the justice of their

cause; but their strength was not of itself sufficient to

overturn the throne, or force the king to submission.

AV'ithin the past century a middle class of freemen had

been growing up iu the country, increasing in wealth and

influence year by year. Had the king possessed the affec-

tions of the free burghers of England, the Anglo-Norman
barons, powerful as they were, would have been driven

from the country ; but the people knew that now, at least,

the cause of the nobles was their own, and they rose with

joy to welcome the pioneers of freedom. The men of Bed-

ford opened their gates at the approach of the army, and

i^jo citizens of London sent messengers to the leaders, in-

viting them to march thither with all speed, and assuring

them of the support of the people.

On Sunday, the 24th of May, the troops of Fitz-Walter

reached the capital. The city of London lay wrapped in

that Sabbath stillness which, on summer days, descends

like a blessing upon an English landscape, as though Nature

herself had ceiised from labour. The gates were open, and

the music of the church bells floated softly through the air

as the "army of God" approached the walls. They passed

through the streets in perfect order and profound silence

—

a mien well suited to convey to all who saw them a con-

viction of the solemn nature of the duty they came to

perform, and of the calm determination with which they

would piu-sue their object. On the following day the barons

issued a proclamation to all the nobles and knights of the

kingdom who had remained neutral, calling upon them to

join the national standard, unless they wished to be treated

as enemies of their country. This proclamation aroused the

slumbering patriotism of those who laceived it. The baron,

with his troop of men-at-arms, and the knight, whose only

property was his horse and his sword, alike hastened to

London. In the words of the old chroniclers, there is no

need to name the men who composed the " army of God and

the Church ;

" they were the whole nobility of England.

Such a demonstration as this might have made a much
braver monarch than John Lackland turn white with fear.

Only a very few knights from among his numerous courtiers

remained at his side, and these were hardly retained in

their allegiance by a mingling of lavish promises and threats.

The terror of the king now conquered his rage. Once more

1
he assumed an affable demeanour, and with a sickly smile

he told the Earl of Pembroke that the barons had done

! well, and that, for the sake of peace and the exaltation

of his reign, he was ready to grant the liberties they

I

demanded. From Odiham, in Hampshire, where John was

then staying, the Earl of Pembroke carried this message to

his friends, and informed them that the king only desired

them to name a day and place of meeting. The barons

replied—"Let the day be the 15th of June; the place.

Runny-mead."
' The scene thus chosen was well suited to the occasion.

No narrow walls of wood or stone, which iu succeeding

years should crumble into dust and leave no trace, bore

witness to the solemn act whose effects were destined to

extend to remotest ages— the victory of freedom was

gained under the free sky, the dome of the universal

temple of God. Ou the appointed day the king quitted

Windsor Castle, and proceeded to the green meadow
which was called by the Saxon name of Runny-mead,

situated on the banks of the Thames, between Staines

and Windsor. He was attended by Pandulph, Almeric,

the Grand jMiister of the Templars, the Earl of Pembroke,

together with eight bishops and thirteen other men of rank
;

but of these, though they stood at his side, few really

adhered to the tyrant, or were prepared to give him any

advice contrary to the wishes of the people. On the other

side stood the barons of the kingdom, attended by a vast

multitude, representing all other classes of the population.

So completely was the arrogance of the king subdued, so

hopeless appeared all resistance, that, with scarcely a word

of remonstrance, John signed the document presented to

him, which, as the foundation of the liberties of England,

is known to us by the name of Magna Charta—the Great

Charter.

To the Englishman of modern times, the event of that

day bears a deep and solemn interest, far surpassing that

of battles or of conquests. He is surrounded now by
many of the blessings which freedom gives to all who live

beneath her sway. Under her warm smile civilisatioii
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John refusing to sign JIagna CliaiUi wht-u liist iiresented to liim,. (See page '2':'.)

^roTTS and flourisTicT; kuotriedge slierls around her calm,

undying light ; wrong is redressed by free opinion ; and

man, with brow erect, throws off the tyranny of mr.n. In

llio green meadow by the Thames was sown the seed wliich

bears such fruits as these. Centuries more of toil and

struggle may be needed to bring it to maturity,- The pro-

gress of the human race is slow and beset witii diffiouUies :

amidst the present material prosperity, with all the ad-

vantages of civil and religious liberty, we are still far from

the goal which lies before us. Error still treads close upou

the heels of Truth
;
pon-er is still held by the few to the

discouragement of the many ; poverty still retains her
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grasp upon half the world, grinding men down to a life-long
j

of this subject, have thought fit to disregard these facts,

struggle, with little joy or hope. But the work steadily
i and have spoken of Jlagna Charta as merely a grant ob-

goes on. With each passing year flies a prejudice ; with ! tained by the barons for their own purposes, and tha,t its

each passing year some gigantic wrong lifts up its liead and provisions were framed by them, not with a view to the rostoi.--

claims and meets rodnss. Now, at least, the way is open to ation of the Saxon laws, but for the preservation of their owe

us, and rannot be mistaken ; the light of Heaven shines full feudal privileijes. It is evident that the majority of the baions,

upon it, the obstacles grow fewer and weaker every day, i who were of Norman extraction, could have littleiuterest in

De Rm-fcb aui\ llio Gorrii5on of Dover C'.istle.

tlie efforts to oppose them grow stronger, and the final

triumph is secure.

The value and importance of Magna Charta is not to be

estimated by its immediate application to ourselves. Those

positive laws and institutions of later times, which secure

our rights and liberties, all have their root in this charter,

which first established a legal government, and asserted the

nlaims oi justice. Some modern writers who iaave treated

restoring the Saxou laws as such ; but it is also certain th it

they were actuated by a strict regard for justice, and that

those just principles upon which some of the laws of Edward
the Confessor were founded, also formed the basis of Magna
Charta.

During the reigns of the successors of the Conqueror,

the king had exercised the power of exacting arbitrary

payments IJrom his subjects under thR name cf reliefs ; of
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farming out the estates of his wards to the highest bidder

;

of marrying the heir during his minority, heiresses at any

age above fourteen, and widows if they held estates of the

crown, giving their hands to whom he pleased. la the reign

of John, the exercise of the laws was a matter of common

bargain and sale. Bribes—or, as they were called , fines—were

received for the king's help against adverse suitors, for per-

version of justice, or delay in its administration. Sometimes

it would happen that bribes were given by both parties, in

which case it may be supposed that the highest bidder would

gain the day, the money of those who lost being returned

to them. The charters which had been granted by Henry

I., Stephen, and Henry II., had little effect on this state of

things, and were, in fact, repeatedly violated both by them-

selves and their successors. By the provisions of Magna

Charta, reliefs were limited to a moderate sum, computed

according to the rank of the tenant ; the wrong and waste

committed by the guardians in chivalry restrained ; the

disparagement in matrimony of female wards forbidden

;

and widows secured from being ibrcibly disposed of in

marriage. The franchises of the city of London, and of all

towns and boroughs, were declared inviolate. The ports

were freely thrown open to foreign merchants, and they

were permitted to come and go as they pleased. The Court

of Common Pleas, which had hitherto followed the king's

ment of the kingdom, setting aside altogether the royal

prerogative—a measure which, opposed as it was to all

precedent, must be considered as having been rendered

necessary by the duplicity of the king, by whom the most

solemn oaths were habitually disregarded.

When the vast assembly had dispersed, and the defeated

tyrant found himself again in Windsor Castle, attended

only by some of the foreign adventurers who still hung
about his person, he gave vent to all the suppressed passioii

of his soul. In transports of impotent rage, he uttered

fearful cm-ses against the deed v.'hich had been done, and

against those who had forced him to do it ; he rolled his

eyes aud gnashed his teeth like one insane, and restlessly

strode about his chamber gnawing sticks and stones. So

say the chroniclers, and the account may readily be

believed : a depraved heart, hardened by a long course of

crime and cruelty, would probably display itself in an out-

burst of passion in colours such as these. His attendants,

'

the slaves of liis gold, who saw their career of robbery and

injustice suddenly cut short, incited the king to vengeance

for the humiliation he had sustained, and counselled him

to resist the charter, and to take measures for the recovery

of his power. John, released from his immediate fears,

listened to their advice, and sent two of them to the Conti-

nent to carry out the schemes they proposed. One of them

Specimen of tUo Writing of Magna Charta.

Courfc, whereby much inconvenience and injustice had been

occasioned, was fixed at Westminster.

The most important clauses of Magna Charta are those

which protect the personal liberty and property of every

freeman in the kingdom, by giving security from arbitrary

imprisonment, and unjust exactions. " No freeman," says

the charter, "shall be taken, or imprisoned, or dispossessed

of his tenement, or be outlawed or exiled, or any otherwise

proceeded against, unless by the judgment of his peers, or

by the law of the land." The charter also assured the

appointment of upright judges, that justice should not be

sold or denied to any man, and that the property of every

freeman should be disposed of according to his will, or, in

case he died intestate, that his heirs should succeed to it.

The l)aron3 required securities for the due observance of

these provisions. They demanded that the foreign officers

of the crown, with then- families and retainers, should be

Bent out of the country ; that the barons should keep pos-

session of the city, and Stephen Langton of the Tower of

London, for the two months following ; that twenty-five of

their number should act as guardians of the liberties of the

realm, whose business it should be to secure the observance

of the charter, and wlio, in case of its provisions being dis-

regarded, should have power to make war upon the king,

and to seize upon his towns, castles, or other possessions,

vmtil the grievance should be redressed. By this article

the twenty-five barons were invested with the real govern-

took his way to Rome to appeal to the Pope for prompt and

efiicient aid ; the other proceeded to Flanders, Gascony,

and among the former Continental vassals of the king, to

liire fresh bodies of mercenaries and to bring them over to

England. Meanwhile the king entered secretly into com-

munication with all the governors of castles who were

foreigners, ordering them to lay up stores of provisions, and

keep themselves prepared for defence, "doing this without

noise and with caution, for fear ot alarming the barons."

The barons did not yet know what hard and unremitting

effort the struggle for liberty demands. They looked upon

the work as done, when, in fact, it was only beginning;

aud on their departure from Ruimy-mead thoy appointed a

grand tournament to be held on the 2nd of July at Stamford,

in celebration of their joy. No sooner did he hear of theit

intention, than John throw to the winds the oaths he had

taken, and formed a plot to take possession of London

during the absence of the nobles. The scheme, however,

was communicated to them, and the tournament was

arranged to take place nearer the capital. The king now

proceeded to Winchester, when some deputies from the

barons presently demanded an interview with him. They

required an explanation of the line of conduct, ambiguous

if not treacherous, which he had adopted since the signing

of the charter. John met them with the hollow smile

which he was accustomed to put on at such times, and as-

sured them that their suspicious were unfounded, and that
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he was prepared to fulfil all that he had promised. The

barons withdrew, little satisfied by these assertions, and

the king took his way to the Isle of Wight, where he

remained for three weeks. Here he refused all companion-

ship but that of the fishermen and sailors of the place,

whose manners ho adopted, with the view of making himself

popular among them. To a certain extent he seems to have

succeeded ; aud during the struggle which soon afterwards

took place, the English sailors proved generally true to his

cause.

In July, John was at Oxford ; but after a stay of a few

days he again turned to the south, and proceeded to Dover,

where he remained, anxiously awaiting the arrival of the

mercenaries whom he expected from the Continent. During

the month of September, the barons learnt that troops

were landing in small bodies, with Uttle noise, but in a

manner which indicated a well-organised confederacy. Wil-

ham d'Albiney was then sent with a picked force of men-at-

arms to seize upon the royal castle at Rochester. Having

done so, he found it extremely ill-furnished with stores or

means of defence ; and in this condition it was besieged by

John, who had quitted Dover with an army of robbers and

ruffians of every dye, fropi various parts of the Continent.

Each day brought them new reinforcements across the

Channel, and their numbers so greatly increased that when
the barons quitted London to the relief of Rochester, they

were compelled to turn back before the superior force op-

posed to them. It seemed as though the elements them-

selves could alone check this invasion of banditti. A certain

Hugh de Boves, one of their leaders, had embarked from

Calais with a vast force of his irregular troops, when a storm

arose, against which the unskilful mariners were quite help-

less, and the whole of the ships, with those on board, were

destroyed. John heard of this loss with another burst of

rage, but he still pressed on the siege of Rochester, and

succeeded in preventing all succour from reaching it,

D'Albiney maintained the defence for eight weeks with un-

shaken determination, and it was not until the outer wall of

the castle had been beaten down, and the garrison reduced to

the last extremity by famine, that he tbrew open the gates.

John immediately ordered the brave commander to be hung
with all his men ; but Savaric de Manlion, the leader of one

of the foreign bands, opposed this command, because he

feared the acts of retaliation which it would certainly

provoke on the part of the Engl-'sh. The tyrant, shorn of

liis power on all sides, was compelled to submit his barbarous

will to the decision of the foreign chief. The prisoners of

inferior rank were butchered by the king's orders, but the

knights were spared, and were sent for imprisonment to the

strong castles of Corfe and Nottingham.

The Pope now responded to the application of John by
declaring himself against the English nation, and issuing

sentence of excommunication against the barons. He as-

serted that they were worse than Sar.acens, for daring to

rebel against a vassal of the Holy See, a religious monarch
who had taken up the cross. This decision of the Pope,

together with the success at Rochester, gave John new
courage, and he marched northward to St. Albans, accom-
panied by the immense force which, composed of many
races, and presenting striking contrasts of appearance aud
accoutrements, posses.sed one common attribute of unre-

deemed ferocity. The citizens of London, who were

»mong the lii'st to join in the .struggle for right, were

also among the bravest to maintain it, and as the foreign

hordes swept by the city, showed an undaunted front,

which deterred the king from attacking them. From St.

Albans he passed on towards Nottingham, encouraging hi«

soldiers to seize their pay from the wretched inhabitanta

of the country. The northern counties had long been tha

chief seat of disaffection, and now Alexander, the young
King of Scotland, who had concluded an alliance with the

English barons, crossed the borders with an army, and laid

siege to the castle of Norham. John saw the means of

vengeance in his hands, and ho determined to use them
to the utmost. A few days after the feast of Christmas,

when the ground was covered with snow, he marched from

Nottingham into Yorkshire, laying waste the country, and

meeting with no opposition. True to the instincts of his

base and malignant character, he became more ruthless

in proportion to the helplessness of his victims. Every

house and village on the road was destroyed, the king

himself giving the example, and setting fire with his own
hands in the morning to the roof which had sheltered

him during the night. The fury of the savage horde did

not end there. The inhabitants, driven from their homes,

were plundered of everything they possessed, and often

butchered upon their own hearthstones. Others, less happy,

were subjected to torture to make them give up thtir

hidden stores of money. Such tortures are described by

the chroniclers, as only to read of may well cause our

blood to run cold with horror, and excite at once our wonder

and our fear at the depths of depravity to which human
nature may sink. In the castle of Heidelberg, in Germany,

there is a large picture which is usually concealed from th«

eyes of the visitor by a curtain. It represents with terrible

fidelity a mode of torture which still existed during the

Middle Ages : that of flaying alive. The victim is one of

the early Christian martyrs. Ho stands bound hand and

foot to a post, and two niffia" '; are engaged in stripping the

skin from his arms. The head of the martyr is thrown

back, as in his agony he looks upward. Behind and above

him appears the figure of an angel ; the face, when viewed

from immediately below, is perfectly calm, but if the

spectator steps a few paces backwards, and to the right, H

assumes an expression of the deepest pity. In his right

hand the angel holds a pen, to which he points, as though

to tell the dying man that his name is written in Heaven.

It is only by means of such representations as these that

we can bring clearly before our minds the deeds of horror

which darken the records of the Middle Ages, so unnatural

do they appear, and happily so opposed to the feelings and

habits of modern times.

The expedition of .John to the north, like that of William

the Conqueror tlurough the same district, was one long

course of rapine and cruelty ; castlea and towns were

burned to the ground, and the path of the king was marked

by a trail of blood among blackened heaps of ruins. The

young King of Scots retired before the vast force brought

against him, and John pushed his way to Edinburgh. Here

he found himself in danger of attack, and, as was usual

with him in such cases, he at onoo turned back, and E3-

crossed the border. Among the towns burnt up by the

king during this expedition, were Alnwick, Morpeth, Mit-

ford, Roxburgh, Berwick, Haddington, and Dunbar. A
division of his forces had been left in the south to oppose

the b.ironf), and keep in check the citizens of London ; axui
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this division, reinforced by fresii arrivals from the Conti-

nent made predatory incursions through the southern

counties, marking their coiu'se with equal ferocity. The

only distinction between their conduct and that of the king,

appears to have been that the castles which fell into their

hands were occupied by some one of their number, instead

of being destroyed.

Meanwhile, further measures had been taken by the Church

against the insurgent barons. The Abbot of Abingdon, with

other ecclesiastics, in obedience to the tyrant and the Pope

who supported him, fulminated a second sentence of excom-

munication, in which Robert Fitz-Walter, the chief of the

confederacy, with many others of the most powerful nobles,

were mentioned by name, and an interdict was placed upon

the city of London. The measure was not without its

effect upon certain classes of the country people, but the

courage and intelligence of the citizens of London rose

STiperior to the thunder of Rome. In those days the spiri-

tual thraldom of Europe was complete, and knowledge

confined almost exclusively to the clergy ; but the men of

Saxon race possessed a strong sense of justice, and their

very instincts told them to despise a power which supported

cruelty and oppression in the name of God. In defiance of

the interdict they dared still to offer their prayers to Heaven,

and to keep the solemn festival of Christmas ; the churches

remained open, and the bells still rang out the note of

freedom.

But dangers were thickening on every side around them.

The barons saw themselves hemmed by increasing hordes

of foreigners, and at the same time had? reason to fear the

effect of the excommunication upon the villains, who were,

probably, the most numerous class of the population. It

does not appear that there was among the nobles any man of

suflicient influence or military genius to break through the

obstacles by which they wei'e surrounded. Many councils

were held and schemes proposed, only to be laid aside as

unfeasible. At length the barons determined to offer the

English thi'one to Prince Louis, the eldest son of Philip of

France. Such a step scarcely admits of excuse under any

circumstances; but the barons, unable of themselves to

wrest the power from John, might not improbably consider

that any change would be to their advantage, and that it

would be better for the country to be under the rule even of

the son of their ancient enemy, than to submit to a tyrant

who had lost every attribute of manhood.

Louis had married Blanche of Castile, who was the niece

Oif John, and thus he might pretend to some shadow of a

title to the crown. The barons also considered that, if he

landed in England, many of the foreign mercenaries, who
were subjects of France, would be detached from the cause

of John, and would join the standard of their prince.

When the proposal wiis carried to tlio court of France, it

was received by the king and his son with that degree of

exultation which might have been anticipated. Louis was
anxious to sail for England immediately ; but Philip, with
more wisdom and caution, demanded that twenty-four
hostages, the flower of the English nobility, should first be
sent to Paris, in assurance of the fidelity of the barons. A
French fieet then sailed up the river Thames, and arrived at

London in February (a.d. 1216), conveying a small army,
whicli formed the first detachment of the French forces.

The commander informed the barons that the Prince Louis
would arrive in person at the approaching feast of Easter.

The Pope—true to the cause he had embraced—no sooner

heard of these preparations, than he sent a new legate into

England, who, as he passed through France, boldly re-

monstrated with the king and his son upon the course they

were pursuing. Once more England was called the patri-

mony of St. Peter, and PhiUp was asked how he dared to

attack it, and was threatened with immediate excommunica-

tion in case he persisted in doing so. Louis immediately set

up a claim to the English throne in right of his wife; and,

leaving the legate in astonishment at this new view of the

matter, he escaped from farther argument and took his way
to Calais. Having collected a great army, well furnished

with stores, he embarked them on board 680 vessels, and

set sail from Calais at the appointed time. The English

sailors of the Cinque Ports, on whom the efibrts of John to

secure their good will had not been thrown away, lay in wait

for an opportunity of inflicting damage on the invaders,

and a storra having arisen by which the French fleet

became scattered, they took advantage of the circum-

stance and cut off and captured some of the ships. The
rest of the fleet arrived safely at Sandwich, where Louis

landed on the 30th of Uay.

John had arrived at Dover with a large army ; but so far

from attempting to prevent the landing of the French, he

made a rapid retreat at the news of their approach. His

own unhappy subjects, however, were not in a position to

oppose him ; them he could attack and slaughter in safety,

and accordingly, wheresoever his army passed, the same

cruelties were practised, the same ravages committed as

before. He went to Guildford, whence he proceeded to

Bristol by way of Winchester. Meanwhile, Louis led his

forces to Rochester Castle, which he besieged and captured,

and then passed on to London. The French prince entered

the capital on the 2nd of June, a.d. 1216, and was received

with the greatest demonstrations of joy by rich and poor,

Norman and Saxon. A magnificent procession was formed

to accompany him to St. Paul's Church, and there, after he

had offered up his prayers, the barons of the kingdom and

the citizens paid him the vows of homage. He then placed

his hand upon a copy of the Evangelists, and swore to

restore to the country its just and righteous laws, and

to each man the lands or property of which he had been

despoiled.

One of the first acts of Louis was to issue a manifesto,

which waa addressed to (ho King of Scotland and to all the

owners of land throughout the country who were not then

present in London. The result of this proclamation soon

made itself apparent. Any jealousy towards a foreign

prince was entirely subdued by the deep hatred with which

all classes of the people regarded their king. The force

of an idea was not then so great as in more recent times

;

the confederacy of the barons, notwithstanding the high

and just cause for which they fought, was weak, because

it was without a powerful and recognised head. No sooner

had the people a living man round whom to rally, instead

of a coUeotion of names, than they at once flocked to

join his standard. Of the few nobles who had accom-

panied John on his marauding expeditions, nearly all

quitted him at once and took their way to London ; all

the people of the northern counties rose up among the ruins

of their homes, and cried aloud for vengeance ; the King

of Scotland prepared an army to march once more to the

south ; and the foreign mercenaries, with the exception of
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the Gascons and Poitevins, renounced their adhesion to the

tyrant, and either quitted the country or joined the forces

of Louis and the barons. Dangers thickened about the

king on every side, and his abject spirit was sustained only

by the consolations which Gualo, the Pope's legate, poured

into his ear. The legate assured him of the constant sup-

port of the Pope, and exhorted him to courage, since it was

impossible that any harm could happen to a prince who was

under the protection of Holy Church. But now the news

arrived that Pope Innocent, whose efforts alone had sus-

tained the tyrant in his power, was dead, and a considerable

time elapsed before his successor was appointed.

Louis marched his forces to Dover, and laid siege to the

castle, which was in the hands of Hubert de Burgh, a man
whose character stands so high in history, that we are at a

loss to understand how he should have retained his alle-

giance to John. He, however, proved his loyalty by main-

taining a most gallant defence, and effectually repelled all

the attacks of the besiegers. Mention is made of a for-

midable engine of war, called a malvoisiii, or bad iieir/hboiir,

which was sent by Philip to be used by his son at the siege

of Dover. Neither this engine nor the bravery of the

attacking troops availed anything against the strong walls

of the castle and the obstinate defence of the garrison ; and,

after a siege which lasted several weeks, Louis was com-
pelled to desist from the attack, and he determined to reduce

the place by famine. Meanwhile, a number of the barons

had laid siege to Windsor Castle, which also made a vigorous

defence. The king availed himself of the moment when
they were thus occupied to advance upon their estates, where
he let loose the greedy adventurers who still remained in his

pay. The barons then rais«d the siege to attack the king,

who made a hasty retreat. Having succeeded in eluding

their pursuit, he reached the town of Stamford. The
barons made no attempt to molest him there, but turned

and took their way to Dover, where they joined the forces

of Louis.

Dover Castle still held out, and the prince pertinaciously

maintained his position before it, thus losing three months
of valuable time, which, had it been well employed, would
doubtless have placed him in possession of the throne. In
such a case, inactivity necessarily produced discontent, and
other causes of complaint soon presented themselves to the

English barons. Louis, who showed himself as deficient in

policy as in miUtary skill, began to treat the English with

disrespect, and made grants of land and titles in England to

his own countrymen. At the same time an event occurred,

or was believed to have occurred—and in either case the

result was the same—which was calculated to destroy at

once the bonds of alliance which existed between the barons

and the French prince. One of the followers of Louis,

named the Viscount de Melun, being seized witli illness at

London, and finding himself at the point of death, earnestly

desired to see those English nobles who remamed in tha
city. When they approached his bedside, he informed them
that the prince, with sixteen of his principal barons, had
sworn that when the kingdom should be conquered and
Louis crowned, all the English who had joined his standard
should be banished for ever, as traitors not to be trusted,

and their offspring exterminated or reduced to poverty.

" Doubt not my words," De Melun said, with his dying
breath. " I, who lie here about to die, was one of the con-

spirators," ^V^letlle^ this extraordinary scene did or did

not take place, the report greatly increased the discontent
among the barons. Several of them quitted the standard
of Louis, and those who remained appear to have done so

merely as the alternative of again tendering their support to

John.

While such was the condition of affairs in the French
camp, it is evident that there was nothing to oppose the
king in his lawless course of vengeance. He advanced witli
his troops to Lincoln, and having made himself master of
the town, ho established his head-quarters there, and rallied

around him fugitive bands of his mercenaries. His chief

support was derived from the adherence of the seamen of thff

country, who appear to have remained firm in their resist-

ance to the French invasion. Many ships laden with stores

were captured by them on their way from the Continent,
and thus the army of Louis found itself frequently deprived
of supplies. In the mouth of October the king set out on
another predatory excursion, which was destined to be his

last. Leaving Lincoln, ho passed through the district of
Croyland, burning up the farmhouses attached to the abbey
of that name. Then, proceeding eastwards, he went to Lynn
and Wisbeach, whence he reached the Cross Keys, a place
on the south side of the Wash. At low water the sinds oi

this estuary are dry, so as to admit of a passage across for

horses and vehicles ; but it is liable to a sudden influx of the
tide. For some reason which does not very clearly appear,
John determined to cross the Wash at the Cross Keys, and
iu doing so he narrowly escaped the fate of Pharaoh. When
his troops had nearly reached the opposite shore, they heard
the roar of the rising tide. The king, alarmed, hastened
his steps, and succeeded in reaching dry ground ; but on
looking back, he saw all the carriages and sumpter-horses
which carried his stores and treasure overwhelmed by the
waters. The waves dashed and leaped over them, and pre-
sently, carriages, horses, and men, all disappeared in the

whirlpool caused by the confluence of the tide, and of tlio

current of the river 'N^'elland.

Giving vent to his rage by curses and complaints, John
took his way gloomily to the Abbey of Cistercians at S^vines-

head, where he remained for the night. At supper he ate

to excess of peaches, or pears, and drank great quantities of

new cider. A story was current, some fifty years later, that
he was poisoned by the monks, but no allusion is made to

it in the accounts of his contemporaries ; and it is equally

probable that his death resulted from excess, acting upon
a body already fevered by excitement. He was attacked
during the night by severe iUness, and on mounting his

horse early the next morning, he fouml himself unable to

sit upright. A horse-litter was then procured, in which he
was conveyed to the neighbouring castle of Sleaford. A
burning fever, attended with acute pains, had seized upon
him ; and it was with great difficulty that, on the following

day, he was carried to the castle of Newark on the Trent.

Tiie shadow of coming death now appeared upon his iace, and
he desired that a confessor might be sent for. The abbey of

Croxton was not far distant, and on receiving the message,

the al)bot attended to witness the last moments of the king,

and to offer him such consolation as he had to bestow. The
chroniclers describe the wretched tyrant as dying in an
extremity of agony and remorse. He appointed his eldest

son Henry as his successor, and a letter was written under
his direction to ITonnrius HI., the newly elected Pope,

entreating protection for his cliilivrcn. He caused his
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Dover Castle.

attendants to swear fealty to Henry, and sent orders to the

sheriffs and other royal officers throughout the kingdom to

render the prince their obedience. In his last moments,

the abbot asked where he desired that his body should be

buried, and John replied, " I commit my soul to God, and

my body to St. Wulstan." He died on the 18th of October,

A.D. 1216, in the forty-ninth year of his age, having reigned

seventeen years. His body was conveyed to the cathedral

church of Worcester, of which St. Wulstan was the patron

saint, and was there buried-
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The character of John has been shown only too clearly

in the records of those miserable years during which he

occnpied the throne. It is unquestionable that the very

circumstances which entailed so much misery upon the

people under his rule, were ultimately of the greatest

benefit to the country, and that the cowardice and tyranny

of John produced results of fur more importance to the

welfare of the English nation than the high military talent

and abilitiea of his predecessors. Yet, however highly we

may estimate the national blessings which have followed

in the train of Magna Charta, we cannot be blind to the

CHAPTER Ln,

Review of Society In the Middle Ages.

The inadequate supply, if not deficiency, of informition

respecting the great mass of the people in what are gene-

rally known as the Dark Ages, but more properly speaking

as the Mediaeval period, has induced many writers to de-

scribe those who lived and flourished in them as rude and

unenlightened barbarians.

Before proceeding in our current history, it may be ad-

visable to test the soundness of this opinion, to present oia

John's Passage of the Wash.

f.ict that, like every other triumph of freedom, it was bought

with tears and blood. John, whose character had always

been treacherous and cruel, became savage and brutal to

an unprecedented degree after this charter had been wrung

from him ; and we look in vain for any redeeming feature

in his conduct. His vices, in themselves sufficiently exe-

crable, are partially hidden from our view by the greater

prominence of his crimes, and of these the dark catalogue

extends through every year in which he held the reins of

power.

23

readers with a picture drawn from records and data on

which they may rely, drawn chiefly from the lately pub-

lished rolls of the period.

The bases on which society rests are undoubtedly leg:il

security for person and property, and the possession of a

competent degree of wealth.

In these two requisites the Mediaeval period has been

supposed—erroneously, as we propose to show—to be

peculiarly deficient. We have been told that money was

so scarce that few persons below the rank of nobles

; possessed aucht beyond the strictly necessary, and that the

I life of a peasant was considered, no4 merely by the nobility,
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but by the law itself, as scarcely of more value than that of

a deer.

In many instances such was but too probably the case.

The fault, however, did not arise from any defect in the

laws, but rather from the inefficient manner in which they

were executed; and many exarapl'js are to be found in which

crimes against the person were most severely punished. We
find in that interesting work, the " Rolls of the King's

Courts," which extend from the sixth of Richard to the first

of John, that a strict legal inquiry was always made in

respect to those who had been found dead in the fields ;
and

that even in cases where it was found the man perished

through want, a verdict of murdrum is returned.

This does not mean murder ; it is a technical law term,

which involved the payment of a fine by the hundred within

which the death took place. The awarding this verdict in

cases of death from starvation, is considered by Sir F. Pal-

grave as proving the recognition of a legal provision for the

poor.

The entries in thess rolls supply abundant evidence of the

care with which the law watched over the lives of each

member of the community, and, what may scarcely be be-

lieved, over their property too. The number of lawsuits

—

and these not for grave offences, or entered into by persons

of rank— is most reraaikable and curious.

Thomas de la Marc demands damages from Geoffery de

la Marc for an injury done to his house by digging a ditch.

Wilham the vintner, Henry Basket, and Henry de Tony,

are fined for selling wines contrary to the statute. Golling,

the son of Stouar<i, is charged with selling corn by short

measure and wool by short weight ; whilst Serle, the son of

Eustace, summons Roger, the smith, before the chief ji^sti-

ciary for a mere beating and bruising.

Neither does it appear that even in time of war the civil

power was that most ineffectual thing which many writers

have supposed it. Letters of safe conduct are to be found

on almost every page of the patent rolls, gi'anted, not only

to the noble or wealthy, who could always find means to

travel with an efficient escort, but to the poor and humble.

There ia one to Alan, the vintner of Reading, as well as

to the Abbess of Meanling ; to Margaret de Modiugton and

the men belonging to \Valter do Lacy, with the cows and

hc'ses which were in the forest of Gilliugham.

All appear to have found sufficient security to enable them

to pass safely through the midst of hostile ranks.

If these illustrations of the occasional vigorous exercise of

the civil law create surprise, what will be said to the many
indications of wealth and comfort which are to be met with

in the same records ?

In the enormous ransoms demanded for prisoners who fell

into the hands of John during his contest with the barons,

we find that the class immediately below the nobility were

in possession of considerable riches.

Fulke d'Oyry paid a fine amounting to nearly £5,000 of

oiu: present money.

Baldwin the constable of Ermelingham's ransom was fixed

at £1,000—not less than £1.5,000 at the present date.

Reginald de Cernhill's ransom was higher still, amounting
to £30,000.

The next class, too, appear to have been wealthy. Ralph
Je Lancel charges Hugh de Stntdon and five others with
breaking into hia bouse, and robbing him of horses, arms,
and silver vessels, to the amount of 100 mavka (£1,000).

Philip de Stanes is charged with having carried off " chat-

tels " to the amount of £27, and one mark (£4:15), from a

widow named Constantia ; and the pleadings in this case

make it probable that these "chattels'' were the lady's

plate, jewellery, and apparel. On reference to the prices

of various articles of absolute luxury, we perceive not only

the advancing civilisation, but the wealth of the period.

Rings of one mark value (£10 present money) seem to have

been an ordinary article of dress
; a gold buckle, value two

marks (£20), we find given on one occasion by the monarch*

silks and fine cloth are valued at suras varying from £3 tht

yard (present value) ; while the price of spices is enormous.

Cinnamon is 23. 6d. (£f 17s. 6d.) per pound
;
ginger the

same ; nutmegs, 10s. (£7 lOa.) ; mace, the same price ; white

cloves, the highly prized " gariofihum," were actually 20s.

'£15) per pound. This list of prices is collected from the

precepts in the Close Rolls ; we therefore can have no doubt

of its correctness. The reader would probably be surprised

at the extensive list of foreign luxuries which might be com-
piled from this work, as well as at the large quantities of

each article required for the royal kitchen. Three pounds of

ginger, three of cinnamon, two of saffron, fifty pounds of

pepper, and one hundredweight of almonds, is part of the

order to Galfrid the Salter, towards the close of each year.

No wonder was it that the De Basings, and Fitz-Marys,

and Bukerels kept such state as London merchants, and
challenged respect from the proudest nobles in the land.

Still descending in the scale of society, we find the various

classes possessed of a competent portion of wealth. Lucas

Brockshewet charges one Walter " with the theft of an ox,

and with carr j'ing off Felicia his wife, his seal, and chattels,

to the amount of 100 shillings" (£75). Peter Holt charges

John Dene with carrying off £15 in pennies (£226), and

chattels of the value of sixty marks (£600). Both these men
appear but as farmers ; money could not, therefore, have

been so very scarce in those days. Descending still lower,

we find wayfaring men with half a mark (£5) and 6s.

(£3 15s.) in their possession, and charging their cloaks, of

which they had been robbed, at 5s. also. Few men in their

rank of life, even in the present day, could afford to wear

a cloak wort'n £3 15s. Even among the lowest class of

farmers, Williaia Norreys complains that his " hamsoko

"

was robbed of 6s. 6d. (£-4 17s. Gd.) in chattels, twenty-four

two year old sheep, and his house damaged to the amount

of 10s. (£7 10s.). Roger Boss and his family flee away,

leaving as " chattels, three oxen, three cows, two calves,

twelve sheep, two horses, nine geese, and an acre and a half

of corn."

An additional proof of a diffusion of wealth and comfort

in the humbler classes, far beyond what has generally been

supposed, may be found in the circumstance that household

linen is frequently mentioned amongst them, and that sellers

of wine are not only found in the chief towns, but in most

of the smaller ones, especially in Essex and Hertford.

It is true that taxation had not yet been reduced to a

.=cienoe; the generous wines of France were imported on

the payment of a duty so moderate as not to be beyond the

reach of the petty trader. It was reserved for modem times

to protect gin at the expense of wine, and the sin is bearing

its fruit.

The jjopular opinion of the strict division of the hichei

and lower classes, and the abject slavish condition, re-

sembling that of a Russian serf, in which it is erroneously
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supposed the latter were held, as well as their utter privation

of all legal rights, ia forcibly disproved by the " Rolls of the

King's Courts," in which we find many instances of servants

carrying on suits against their lords, and of small freeholders

bringing actions against the great noblss and landholders

for unjust dispossession.

Isabel de Bennington summonses the celebrated Baron

Fitzwalter, the lord of sixty-six knights' fees, for disposses-

sing her of her free tenement, probably little more than a

cottage. Eililda, a widow charges Thomas Fitz-Thomas

with similar injustice.

In the latter iustance the noble vindicated his right by

asserting that her two sons were his villeins, or vassals ;
this

was denied.

Although the result of the suit cannot be ascertained, it

Clair, in which it was decided that he could not hold land,

and that he be amerced for making the claim.

Here the judge, GeoflFrey Fitz-Peter, imposes a pecuniary

fine on one of a class which we have been told, on grave

authority, had no legal right to the possession of money.

The very curious entries in the "Boulden book," which

records the inquisition made by Hugh Pudsey, Bishop of

Durham, in 1183, corroborate this view of the subject.

The villeins of Boldenare held each thirty acres of land,

and their payments are partly in service, partly in kind,

and partly in money. In Southbydyk the villeins held their

ville in farm, and find " eight score men to reap in autumn

;

thirty-six wagons to carry the corn ; and they beside pay

£5." Many of the entries in this ancient document are

very curious : at harvest time it ia determined that tha

Great Seal of Henry III.

corroborates the opinion of Sir Francis Palgrave, that vil-

Unage was not a state of bondage.

" Although, according to legal language, the villein might

be given, bequeathed, or sold, these expressions, which sound

80 harshly, and seem so inconsistent with any degree of

personal liberty, bore a meaning essentially different from

that which we would now assign them. In no instance can

we find the ceorl or villein separate from his land. He was

always a villein appurtenant ; and notwithstanding the

language employed, the gift, bequest, or sale, was the dis-

position of the land and his services."*

Does not the view of this able writer derive confirmation

from that very passage in the Annals of Dunstable so

frequently brought forward to prove that slavery then

existed ; and which records, in the year 1283, that " we
sold our slave by birth, William Pike, and all his family,

for one mark." Surely £10 present money would have been

altogether inadequate to the purchase of one person. Is it

not therefore evident that this one mark was a mere fine,

paid on the transference of the land held by William Pike,

and by consequence his services, which were in lieu of

rent?

Another instance that the villein was capable of exercising

the right of a freeman may be found in the case of Ralph

* Fide Sir F. Palgrave'a "EogUsb Commonwealth."

whole household shall turn out to work, " excrpld hu^ewifd"

and this respectful attention to the mistress of the house ij

repeated in every entry.

CHAPTER LHI.

Accession of Henry III., and the Difficulties of his Position—His Coronati.^n

—Regency of the Earl of Pembrolce—The Departure of Louis from the
Itingdom.

Henry HI , or, as he was more generally designated,

Henry of Winchester, was only ten years of age when the

death of his father called him to the throne. It was almost

an empty honour, the kingdom being in a most distracted,

state. London and the southern counties acknowledged

the authority of his rival Louis, to whom the Iving of

Scotland and the Welsh prince had taken the oath of fealtj

as vassals. ',

In tiiis position there were only two parties on whom the

youthful monarch could rely for any effectual support : the

first consisted of the barons and foreign mercenaries who
had remained faithful to the late king ; the second was the

papal see, which, since the degrading surrender of the

crown by John, considered itself lord paramount of England,

and in that capacity naturally exerted all its influence to

secure the succession to the son of him who bad bestowed

upon it so rich a gift.
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About ten days after the death of his father, Henry was

conducted to the abbey church of Gloucester ;
and having

taken the coronation oath, a^-d sworn fealty to the reigning

Pope, Honorius, was crowned by his legate Gualo and the

Bishops of Winohe.ster, Exeter, and Bath, who placed upon

his head a simple circlet of gold, the regal crown having

been lost with the rest of the royal treasures in the dis-

astrous passage of the Wash.

Immediately after this ceremony a proclamation was

issued, in which the boy king lamented the dissensions

between his father and the barons, which he professed his

willingness to forgot, offered to his subjects a full amnesty

for the past, and their Hberties, as secured by the Great

Charter, for the future. He also commanded the tenants of

the crown to do homage to him for their possessions, and

take the oath of allegiance. During a month the people

were forbidden to appear in pubUo without a white fillet

round the head in honour of his coronation. The care of

Henry's person was coniided to the Earl of Pembroke, Earl

IMarshal of England, who was also named guardian of the

kingdom.

Well did this illustrious nobleman merit the confidence

reposed in him. It was owing to his loyalty and energy

that the foreigners were driven from the kingdom.

The earl, in order that he might reconcile all orders in the

state to the government of the new king, made him grant a

fresh charter, which, though copied in most instances from

the one extorted from John, contained several exceptions.

The privilege of elections granted to the clergy was not

confirmed, nor the liberty of withdrawing from the kingdom

without the consent of the crown.

In this omission we may perceive the germ of resistance

to the supremacy of Rome. Even at a period when it was

most necessary to conciliate its influence in favour of the

young king, both the regent and the barons of the party

were desirous of reserving the right of the crown to issue

the comje d'ejire to the monks and chapters, as some check

upon the encroachments of the papacy.

But the greatest change was the omitting of the obliga-

tions to which John had subscribed, binding himself not to

levy any aids or scutages, as they were termed, upon the

nation without the consent of the great council : the article

was even pronounced severe, and was expressly left to future

deliberation.

When, at a later period of his reign, Henry was severely

pressed for money, he never attempted by his mere will to

exact any such imnosts, though reduced to great necessity,

and the supplies refused by the people. The barons would

have opposed it. True, they were subservient enough where

individual rights alone wore trampled on ; but when the

interests of the whole body were affected, they offered a

formidable opposition to the oppression of the crown.

This charter was confirmed by the king in the following

year, and several additional articles added, to prevent the

oppressions of the sheriffs. The forest laws were modified

:

those which had been enclosed since the reign of Henry II.

were thrown open : offences against the game laws were

declared no longer capital, but punished by fine and im-

iaisonmt;nt.

These last amelioiiinuns were made in a separate charter.

These charters were, during many generations, regarded

by the nation as the palladium of their liberties ; securing,

as they did, the rights? of all orders of men, they were

zealously defended by all, and became the basis of a con-

tract which limited the authority of the king, and ensured

the conditional allegiance of the people. Though often

violated, tliey were still appealed to ; and as no precedent

was supposed to invalidate them, they acquired, rather than

lost, authority in the frequent attempts to set them aside

which were made in after ages by royal and arbitrary

power.

Whilst the Earl of Pembroke, by these wise proceedings,

gave so much satisfaction to the nation in general, he made

great personal efforts to recall the revolted barons to their

allegiance by writing in the king's name to each.

In his letters he reminded them that whatever cause of

offence John might have given them, liis sou, who hail

succeeded to the crown, inherited neither his principles nor

resentments ; that he was the lineal heir of their ancient

kings; and pointed out how desperate was the expedient

they had employed of calling in a foreign potentate—an

expedient which, happily for them and the nation, had

failed of success ; that it was still in their jwwer, by a

speedy return to their duty, to restore the independence of

the kingdom, and those liberties for which they had so

zealously contended ;
adding that, as all their past offences

were now buried in oblivion, they ou^ht, on their part,

to show equal magnanimity, and forget their complaints

against their late sovereign, who, if he had been in any way
blameable in his conduct, had left to his successor the salu-

tary warning to avoid the paths which had led to such fatal

and dangerous extremities.

The considerations so temperately yet strongly urged,

enforced by the high character for honour and consistency

which Pembroke had ever maintained, had great influence

with the barons, many of whom began secretly to negotiate

with him, whilst others returned openly to their allegiance.

The suspicion which Louis discovered of their fidelity

forwarded this general inclining towards the king ; and

when at last he refused the government of the castle of

Hertford to Robert Fitzwalter, one of his most faithful

adherents, who claimed that fortress as his property, they

plainly saw that the English nobiUty were to be systemati-

cally excluded from every position of trust, and that his

own countrymen and foreigners engrossed all the confidence

and affection of their new sovereign.

The excommunication, too, which the legate of the Pope

had pronounced against all the adherents of Louis, was not

without effect. Men were easily convinced of the impiety

of a cause which it was their interest to abandon.

Louis, who, on the death of John, had deemed his

triumph certain, found, on the contrary, that it had given

an inom-able wound to his cause. On his return from

France, where he had been to recruit his forces, he dis-

covered his party among the English barons considerably

weakened. The Earls of SaUsbury, Arundel, and Warrenne,

together with William Mareschall, eldest son of the Earl of

Pembroke, had returned to their natural allegiance, and the

nobles who remained were only waiting an occasion to follow

their example.

The regent felt Iriraself so much strengthened by these

accessions to the royal cause, that he resolved no longer

to remain on the defensive, but at once proceeded to in-

vest Mount Sorel ; but on the approach of the Count de la

Pcrcho with the French army, ho raised the siege, hia

forces not being sufficient to oppose iiim.
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Elated with this success, the count marched to Lincoln,

and being admitted within the walls, proceeded at once to

attack the castle, which he soon reduced to great extremity.

Fully sensible of the importance of relieving the place,

the gallant Pembroke summoned aU his forces from every

quarter of the kingdom wluch owned the authority of

Henry; and with such alacrity wore his orders obeyed,

that in a short time he marched upon Lincoln with au army

superior in numbers to the Irench, who, in their tvlrn,

shut themselves witiiia the walls. The earl reinforced the

garrison, which made a vigorous assault upon the besiegers,

whilst, with his own army, he, at the same time, attacked

the town, which the English entered, sword in hand, bear-

ing down all opposition. Lincoln was given up to pillage,

the French being totally defeated.

It is singular that the only persons slain were the Count

de la Perclie and two of his officers, but many of the

principal leaders and upwards of 4Q0 knights were taken

prisoners ; and yet thia battle, if it may be considered

worthy of the name, decided the ?ate of the kingdom.

Louis heard of this event, so fatal to liis ambitious pro-

jects, while engaged in the siege of Dover, which, under

the command of Hubert de Burgh, still held out agaiust him,

and instantly retreated to London, the stronghold of his

party. Shortly after his arrival, intelligence was brought

him of a fresh disaster, which completely put an end to his

hopes of the conquest of England.

His consort, Blanche of Castile, had levied powerful

reinforcements in Frauce, which she had embarked iu eighty

large vessels, besides galleys and smaller ships, under the

command of a noted pirate named Eustace lo Moine.

To meet this formidable danger, Hubert de Burgh,

the justiciary, collected forty sail from the cinque ports,

and set out to sea to meet the enemy. So inferior was

his force that several knights refused to follow him, alleg-

ing as a reason, or rather au excuse for their cowardice,

that they were unacquainted with naval warfare, and

bound only to fight on land by the tenure of their lands.

The gallant leader seems to have been perfectly aware of

the danger he courted, since, according to Lingard, he

privately received the sacrament, and nobly gave orders

to the garrison of Dover Castle not to surrender on any

terms to the enemy, in the event of his being de-

feated — not even to save his own life, should it be

threatened.

It was on this occasion that Hubert executed one of those

extraordinary feats which only true genius can conceive.

On coming iu sight of the French fleet, he commanded his

own ships to sail past them, as if he intended to surprise

Calais. The enemy saw him pass them with shouts of

derision.

To their astonishment, however, the English fleet

suddenly tacked, and, with the wind in their favoiir,

bore down upon them iu a line on their rear. The
battle began with volleys of arrows, which, most pro-

bably, did little execution on either side. It was when
they came in close contact that the superiority of the

British sailors was shown. AVith chains and hooks they

lashed their vessels to those of the enemy ; then scattered

clouds of quicklime in the air, which the wind carried in

the eyes of the French, half blinding them, and rendered

their ships unmanageable by cutting their rigging with

their axes.

The struggle was not a long one. The French, unused to

this desperate mode of fighting, made but a feeble resist-

ance; and of their immense fleet fifteen veaselB only

escaped, the re^t being either sunken or taken.

One hundretl and fifteen knights, with then: eequirea, and
upwards of 800 officers, were prisoners. Eustace le Moine,

their leader, had concealed himself in the hold of his

ship. When discovered he offered a large sum for his

life ; but Richard Fitzroy, one of John's illegitimate sons

by a daughter of Earl Warrenne, rejected the proposal,

and instantly struck off his head, which was afterwards

stuck upon a pole and carried from town to town as a

trophy of victory.

Hume, in his account of this great naval battle, assigns

the command of the fleet to Philip d'Albiney ; whilst

Lingard, who is generally so accurate with respect to

names and dates, distinctly states that Hubert de Burgh

held that important post. It is more than probable that

both the above-mentioned leaders were on board ; in which

case the supreme authority would have been in the hands

of Hubert, as grand justiciary of the kingdom. In our

own views, we incline to the last-named historian's account

of the event.

After this signal triumph the barons who stQl adhered

to the cause of Louis hastened to make their peace, in

order to prevent the attainders which longer resistance

might have brought upon them ; and the French prince,

seeing that his allairs were desperate, began to feel anxious

for the safety of his person, and most desirous of with-

drawing from a contest where everything wore a hostile

aspect to him. He concluded a treaty with the Earl of

Pembroke, by which he promised to quit the kingdom,

merely stipulating an indemnity to the adherents who

remained faithful to him, a restitution of their honours and

fortunes, as well as the enjoyment of those hbertiea which

had been granted in the late charter to the rest of the

nation.

Thus, owing to the great prudence and loyalty of the

regent, was ended a civil war which at one time threatened

to subjugate England to a foreign yoke.

The precautious which the King of France, the father of

Louis, took in the affair, are most remarkable. He as-

serted that the prince had accepted the invitation of the

English barons without his advice, and contrary to his

wishes ; the forces sent to England were all levied in the

name of Louis, and when he came over to Frauce to solicit

aid, his father pubhcly refused him the least assistance, and

would not so much as receive him in his presence ; and

after the successes of Henry had placed the heir to his

throne in a position of great danger, it was Blanche of

Castile, his wife, and not the king his father, who raised

the forces and equipped the fleet which Hubert de Burgh

defeated.

These artifices were too transparent not to be Been

tlu:ough. But the politic monarch was better pleassd that

the truth should be veiled under a decent pretext than

exposed to the gaze of the world. Neither the Pope nor

the English nation were deceived by his professions of

neutrality.

After the expulsion of the French, the prudence and

equity of the protector's subsequent conduct contributed to

cure entirely those wounds which had been made by intes-

tine discord. He received the rebeUioua barona into favour

;
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observed strictly the terms of peace which he had granted

them ; restored them to their possessions ; and endeavoured,

by an equal behaviour, to bury all past animosities in per-

petual oblivion. The clergy alone, who had adhered to

Louis, were sufferers in this revolution. As they had

tion which had been chiefly owing to his wisdom and
valour ; and he was succeeded in the government by Peter

des Roches, Bishop of Winchester, and Hubert de Burgh,
the justiciary. The counsels of the latter were chiefly

followed ; aud had he possessed equal authority in the king-

rebelled against their spiritual sovereign, by disregarding ' dom with Pembroke, he seemed to be every way worthy oJ:

The Head of Eustace lo Moine CM-ried on a Tole.

th'j iuterdict and excommunication, it was not in Pembroke's
power to make any stipulations in their favour ; and Gualo,
the legate, prepared to take vengeance on them for their

disobedience. Many of them were deposed, many sus-

pended, some banished ; and all who escaped punishment
made atonement for their offence by paying large sums
to the legate, who amassed an immense treasure by this

expedient.

The Earl of Pembroke did not long survive the paoifica-

fiUing the place of that virtuous nobleman. But the licen-

tious and powerful barons, who had once broken the reins

of subjection to their prince, and had obtained by violence

an enlargement of their liberties and independence, could

ill be restrained by laws under a minority ; and the people,

no less than the king, suffered from their outrages and

disorders. They retained by force the royal castles, which

they had seized during the past convulsions, or which had

been committed to their custody by the protector; they
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usurped the king's demesnes; they oppressed their vassals

;

they infested their weaker neighbours ; they invited all

disorderly people to enter in their retinue, and to live upon

fheir lands ; and they gave them protection in all their

robberies and extortions.

No one was more infamous for these violent and illegal

practices than the Earl of Albemarle ; who, though he had

early returned to his duty, and had been serviceable in

expelling the French, augmented to the utmost the general

disorder, and committed outrages in all the counties of the

north. In order to reduce him to obedience, Hubert seized

an opportunity of getting possession of Kockingham Castle,

which Albemarle had garrisoned with his licentious retinue;

but this nobleman, instead of eubmitting) entered into a
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secret coafederacy with Fawkes de Briante, Peter de

Mouleon, and other barons; fortified the castle of Beliam

for his defence, and made himself master of that of

Fotheringay. Pandulph, who had been re-appointed

legate, showed great activity in the suppression of this

rebellion. With the consent of eleven bishops, he pro-

nounced sentence of excommunication against Albemarle

and his adherents ; an army was levied ; a scutage of ten

shillings—a knight's fee—was imposed on all the military

tenants.

Albemarle's adherents, terrified by the vigour of these

proceedings, gradually deserted him, and he liimself was
reduced to sue for mercy. Such was his influence, and the

unsettled state of the nation, that he not only received a

free pardon, but was restored to his whole estate.

This lenity, which was highly impolitic, was most pro-

bably owing to some secret combination amongst the tur-

bulent barons, who could not endure to see the total ruin

of one of their own order. It had the bad effect of

encouraging Fawkes de Briante—one of John's unworthy
favourites, who had risen from au obscure estate—to per-

severe in the course of violeoce and rapine to which he

owed his fortune, and set at dofiauco the laws of the realm.

When thirty-five verdicts had been found against him
for forcibly depriving the same number of freeholders of

their estates, he came into the court-house accompanied by
an armed force, seized the person of the judge who had

presided, and imprisoned him in Bedford Castle, to the

great scandal of the nation. He next levied open war
against the crown ; but being defeated and taken prisoner,

hi.s lands were confiscated, and he liunself banished the

kingdom.

If justice was thus bhnd or powerless where the culprits

were noble, great Severity was exercised upon the humbler

classes. A riot occurred at a wrestling-match between the

citizens of Loudon and the inhabitants of Westminster, in

whioh the former destroyed several houses belonging to

the abbot of the last-named place. Probably it might have

passed unnoticed but for certain symptoms which the

citizens displayed towards the French, making use of the

French war-cry, " Sloutjoy ! Montjoy, aud God help us

and our lord Louis !
" This was the real offence for which

they were punished. The justiciary made inquu'y into the

transaction, and proceeded against one Coustantine Fitz-

Arnulf, one of the ringleaders, and by martial law ordered

him to be hanged without any other form of trial. He also

cut off the feet of some of his accomplices.

This act of cruelty, which tarnished the fair ftime of

Hubert, was also an infringement of the Great Charter
;

yet the same justiciary, ia a jjarliament which was held at

Ojtford, granted a confirmation of the charter in the king's

name.

The state oi .veakness into which the crown had fallen

made it imperative for the ministers to use every exertion

for the preservation of what remained of the royal prero-

gative, as well as to ensure the pubKc liberties. Hubert
applied to the Pope, the lord paramount of England, to

issue a bull by which Henry was declared of age and entitled

to govern. It was granted, and tlie justiciaiy resigned into

the hands of the youthful sovereign the important fortresses

of the Tower of London and Dover Castle, which had been

committefl to his custody, and at the same time called upon
those barons who held similar trusta to imitate his example.

The nobles refused compliance ; and the Earls of Chester

and Albemarle, John de Lacy, Brian de L'Isle, and W UUam
de Cautel even entered into a conspiracy to surprise London,
and assembled in arms at Waltham with that intention

; but

finding the king prepared to meet them, they at last desisted

from their intention,

AVhen summoned to appear at court to answer for there

conduct, the rebels appeared, and not only confessed their

design, but told Henry that, though they had no bad in-

tentions against his person, they were determined to remove
the justiciary, Hubert de Burgh, from hia office.

A second time they met in arms at Leicester with the

same intention ; but the primate and bishops, finding every-

thing tending towards civil war, interposed their authority,

and menaced them with excommunication if they persisted

in detaining the king's castles. This threat prevailed, and

most of the fortresses were surrendered.

The barons complained bitterly that the justiciary's

castle was soon afterwards restored to him, whilst theirs

were retained.

There were 1,115 of these strongholds, according to Hume,
at that time in the kingdom.

This is one of the instances in which the influence of the

clergy was exerted for the service of the nation. It is true

that many of the prelates were little better than the feudal

barons; that great corruptions had crept into the Church
;

that the assumption by the papacy of the suzerainty of

England was against all law and common sense. Still, the

great sway they held over the people kept the community
from falling back into a state of anarchy and confusion. It

threw authority into the hands of men who, by their pro-

fession, were adverse to arms and deeds of violence, and who
still maintained, amid civil war and the shook of arms,

those secret links without winch it is impossible for human
society to exist.

Notwithstanding the disturbed state of his kingdom,

Henry found himself obliged to carry on war against

France, and for this purpose employed the subsidy of a

fifteenth whioh had been granted him by parliament.

His former rival, now king of that country under the

title of Louis VIII., instead of complying with Henry's

claim for Normandy, whioh he had promised to restore,

entered Poitou, took Roohelle, after an obstinate siege, and

seemed determined to expel the English from such provinces

as remained to them in France.

The king sent over his uncle, the Earl of Salisbury, and

his brother. Prince Richard, whom he had created Earl

of Cornwall. They succeeded in arresting the progress of

Louis, aud retained the Poitevin and Gascon vassals in

their allegiance, but no great action was fought on either

side.

The Earl of Cornwall, after remaining two years in

Guienne, returned to England.

This prince was nowise turbulent or factious in his dis-

position : his ruling passion was to amass money, in whioh

he succeeded so well as to become the richest subject in

Christendom; yet his attention to gain threw him some-

times into acts of violence, and gave great disturbance to

the government. There was a manor, which had formerly

belonged to the earldom of Cornwall, but had been granted

to Walerau de Ties before Richard had been invested with

that dignity, and while the earldom remained in the crown,

Richard claimed this manor, and expelled the proprietor by
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forcft ; Waleran complained. The king ordered his brother

to do justice to the man, and restore him to his rights; the

e:irl said that he would not submit to these orders till the

cause should hi decided against him by the judgment of his

pe?rs. Henry replied that it wa3 first necessary to reinstate

AV'aleran in possession before the cause could be tried, and

ri.'iteratod his orders to the earl. We may judge of the state

of the governmeut, when this affair had nearly produced a

civil war. The Earl of Cornwall, finding Henry peremptory

in his commands, associated himself with the young Earl of

Pembroke, who had married his sister, and who was dis-

pleased on account of the king's requiring him to deliver up

some royal castles which were in his custody. These two

malcontents took into the confederacy the EarLs of Chester,

WarrcQue, Gloucester, Hereford, Warwick, and Ferrers, who

were all disgasted on a like account. They assembled an

army, which the king had not the power or courage to

resist ; and he was obliged to give his brother satisfaction

by grants of much greater importance than the manor, which

had been the first ground of the quarrel.

The character of the king, as he grew to man's estate,

became every day better known, and he was found in every

respect unqualified for maintaining a proper sway among

those turbulent barons whom the feudal constitution sub-

jected to his authority. Geutle, humane, and merciful even

to a fault, he seems to have been steady in no other circum-

stance of his character, but to have received every impres-

sion from those who surrounded him^ "ud whom he loved,

for the time, with the most imprudent and most unreserved

affection. Without activity or vigour, he was unfit to con-

duct war ; without policy or art, he was Ul fitted to main-

tain peace ; his resentments, though hasty and violent,

were not dreaded, while he was found to drop them with

such facility ; his friendships were little valued, because they

were neither derived from choice nor maintained with con-

stancy. A proper pageant of state in a regular monarchy,

where his ministers could have conducted all affairs in his

name and by his authority ; but too feeble in those disorderly

times to sway a sceptre, whose weight depended entirely on

the firmness of the hand which held it. The ablest and

most virtuous monitor that ever Henry possessed was Hubert

de liiirgh, a man who had been faithful to the crown in the

most difficult and dangerous times, and yet showed no desire,

even when at the height of power, to enslave or oppress the

people.

The only exceptionable part of his conduct is that men-

tioned by Matthew Paris—of the credibiUty of which, how-

ever, grave doubts may be urged—namely, that it was by

his advice the forest charter was annulled—a concession so

wise in itself, and so passionately desired both by the nobihty

and people.

Hubert's share in this unpopular act is most unlikely,

both from his character and the circumstances of the times

;

and there is every reason to doubt ita reality, especially as it

is asserted by no other historian. This great man, while he

enjoyed his authority, had an entire ascendancy over Henry,

and was loaded with honours and favours beyond any other

subject. Besides acquiring the property of many castles and

mayors, he married the eldest sister of the liing of Scots,

was created Eari of Kent, and, by an unusual concession,

was made chief justiciary of England for life
;
yet Henry,

in a sudden caprice, threw off this flvithful minister, and

ejposed him to the violent persecutions of his enemies.

Among other frivolous crimes objected to him, he waa

accused of gaining the king's affections by enchantment,

and of purloining from the royal treasury a gem, which had

the virtue to render the wearer invulnerable, and of sending

this valuable curiosity to the Prince of Wales. The nobihty,

who hated Hubert on account of his zeal in resuming the

rights and possessions of the crown, no sooner saw the

opportunity favourable, than they inflamed the king's ani-

mosity against him, and pushed him to seek the total ruin of

his minister. Hubert took sanctuary in a church ; the king

ordered him to be dragged from thence. He recalled those

orders ; hi afterwards renewed them. He was obliged by

the clergy to restore him to the sanctuary. He constrained

him soon after to surrender himself prisoner, and he con-

fined him in the castle of Devizes. Hubert made his escape,

was expelled the kingdom, was again received into favour,

recovered a great share of the king's confidence, but never

showed any inclination to reinstate himself in power and

authority.

The man who succeeded him in the government of the

kingdom and the favour of the king was Peter, Bishop of

Winchester, a Poitevin by birth—a prelate who had been

greatly favoured by John, and waa no less distinguished by

his arbitrary principles than by his great courage and abili-

ties. He had been nominated justiciary and regent of

England by lung John, during an expedition which that

monarch made into France ; and there is Httle doubt that

)ii.s illegal and oppressive administration was one of the

causes of that combination amongst the barons which finally

extorted from the crown the Magna Charta, and laid the

foundation of the English constitution.

Henry, though incapable, fi-om the weakness of his cha-

racter, of pursuing the same violent course as his father

had done, inherited all his arbitrary principles, and, by the

advice of his new minister, invited over to England a great

number of Poitevins and other foreigners, upon whom ho

conferred offices of considerable trust, as a meaus of counter-

balancing the power of his nobility. Every post was con-

fided to these strangers, who exhausted the revenues of the

crown and invaded the rights of the people, till their inso-

lence, which was even more offensive than their power, drew

on them the hatred and envy of all classes of men through-

out the kingdom.

In this crisis, the barons acted in a manner worthy of the

descendants of those who had wrung the charter of EugUsh

freedom from the ban-' 2 the tyrant John. Their first

act of open opposition 'i„ .I;l3 "odious ministry was to with-

draw in a body from parhament, under pretence that they

were exposed to danger from the machinations of these

foreigners.

When again summoned to attend, they demanded that

the king should dismiss them, otherwise, they boldly declared,

they would drive both him and them out of the kingdom,

and place the crown upon the head of one more worthy to

wear it. And when at last they did make their appearance

in parliament, it was so weU attended, that they seemed in

a condition to prescribe laws both to the king and minister.

Peter des lloches had, however, in the meantime found

means of sowing dissension amongst them, and found

means of bringing over to his party the Earls of CornwaD,

Lincohi, and Chester. The patriot barons were discon-

certed in their measures. Doubt crept in amongst them
j

they uo longec acted in uni(j|>
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Richard, the earl marshal, who had Bucceeded to that

dignity on the death of his brother William, was chased

into Wales, from whence he withdrew to Ireland, where

he was barbarously murdered by the contrivance of the

Bishop of Winchester. The estates of the more obnoxious

barons were confiscated without any legal sentence or trial

by the peers, and bestowed with profuse liberality upon the

Poitevins.

Peter had even the insolence to say that the barons of

England must not presume to put themselves on an equality

with the barons of France, or assume the same liberties

and privileges, the king of the former country having a

more absolute power than the latter.

When the king at any time was checked in his illegal

proceedings, and the authority of the Great Charter invoked,

he was wont to reply

—

" Why should I observe this charter, which is violated by

all my nobles and prelates ?
"

On one occasion it was said to him—
" You ought, sire, to set them the example."

In the opposition of the nobihty, and the discontent of

the people, we may trace the slow but gradual growth of

civil liberty. True, the struggle for absolute power was
frequently renewed, and sometimes with success, but that

success was only temporary. The nation never really gave

way ; and once more the Church came to the aid of the

nation. Edmund, the primate, came to court, attended by
many other prelates, and represented to the king the

injustice of the measures pursued by Peter des Roches, the

discontent and sufferings of the people, the ruin of his

affairs, and after demanding the dismission of the obnoxious

minister, threatened him with excommunication in the event

of a refusal.

Henry, who knew that in the event of the primate carry-

ing his threat into execution the entire nation would side

against him, was compelled to submit ; the foreigners were
banished from the kingdom, and the English restored to

their places in the council.

The primate, who was a prudent man, took care to exe-

cute the laws, and observe the charter of hberties. He bore

the chief sway in the government.

CHAPTER LIV.

Continuation of tho Reign of Henry III.—His Courtsliips—Marriage with

Eleanor of Provence,

During the yeara which preceded the marriage of Henry,
much discontent prevailed in England on account of the

licavy taxes which continued to be imposed, although the

refractory barons were subdued and tlie mercenary troops

dismissed.

The hostility of the king to the Great Charter, which he

had so solemnly confirmed, excited the indignation of the

people. The forest charter, for which the nation had paid

one-fifteenth on all movables—a proof how eagerly they

desired it—was scarcely more respected.

The marriage of Henry was negotiated no less than four

times with as many difierent princesses, and as frequently

broken off.

With the last of these ladies, Joanna, daughter of the

Earl of Ponthieu, the treaty had proceeded so far that the

Pope was applied to for a dispensation, the parties being

fourth cousins, when the caprice of the intended bridegroom

broke off the match.

Hia contract with the Lady Joanna appears to have been

regarded by him with no more sense of honour than hia

oaths to maintain the charters had been ; and we find him,

even before his ambassadors had commenced proceedings

at the court of Rome, writing to the Earl of Surrey, soliciting

his kind oflices in furthering a marriage with one of the

daughters of his brother-in-law, Raymond, Earl of Provence.

This letter was written in June, and m July he dispatched

instructions to his representatives at Rome, directing them

to suspend all negotiations for the present, and at the same

time commanding them to observe the most profound

secrecy respecting it.

In the prosecution of this fifth project of marriage, Henry
seems to have used every exertion to ensure success. He
wrote letters" both to the father aud mother of his new
choice, and sent an embassy, consisting of the Prior of

Harle, the Bishops of Ely and Hereford, and Robert de

Sandford, master of the Temple, to soUcit the hand of their

second daughter, who, although only twelve years of age,

was already celebrated on account of her extreme beauty.

The house with which the king now sought alUance was,

undoubtedly, one of the most illustrious in Europe. Its

remote ancestors were the Counts of Barcelona ; but it was
by Raymond Berenger, the first earl, or, as he is sometimes

called, King of Provence, that the foundation of its greatness

was laid.

After rendering himself celebrated both as a warrior and

a statesman, he died in 1131, and his estates were now
governed by his great-grandson, Raymond III.

Provence was distinguished very early for the honourable

encouragement it gave to literature, especially the art of

poetry ; and so generally were her claims to superiority in

this respect admitted, that Provenfal became the popular

term to distinguish the poetry of the langue d'oc from that

of the lan(jue (Tuil.

Richly, if we may judge from its effects, did the Counts

of Provence recompense the poets of their country ; for so

munificent were their gifts to the troubadours who sought

their court at Axles, tliat they gradually became impo-

verished.

The poets have invented a singular legend to accoimt for

the subsequent wealth of Raymond. It was the least they

could do to recompense him for his extravagant liberaUty in

their favour ; and a century later the legend found a place

in that receptacle of religious tales and romances known as

the " Gesta Romanorvmi."

When Raymond, driven to despair by the sight of his

empty coffers, was puzzling his brains with schemes for re-

fiUing them, a pilgrim, " de/or< io?/ne 7ni?ie," * says the Abbe
de Ruffi, to whom we are indebted for the story, came to

the palace on his return from a pilgrimage to St. James.

This stranger, after partaking the hospitality of the count

for some days, inquired into the value of his lands, the state

of his finances, and finally offered to free him from every difli-

culty in a short time, provided that he was placed in absolute

superintendence of all his affairs. To this proposal Raymond
readily acceded, and the unknown pilgrim was forthwith

placed in supreme authority over the household. And well

did the stranger perform his promise : ere long, Raymond

* Of a very agreeable appeoranoe.
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was freed from his embarrassments, and in a few years his

coffers overflowed with wealth. But now gratitude began

to fade from the fickle mind of the count, and he listened to

the suspicious hints of his servants; until, altogether for-

getful of the great benefits he hid received at the hin^ls of

the unknown pilgrim, he oommaaded him to render up liis

accounts. The pilgrim made no objectica ; he exhibited his

statements, and proved the integrity of his conduct so fully,

that oven hi^ bitterest enemies could not answer a word.

He then resumed his staff, scrip, and mantle, and, in despite

of every entreaty of the repentant count, disappeared. Long,

Btrict, and minute search was made after him, but he was

never heard of more.

The visit of this friendly pilgrim, we may stippose, was

subsequently to Raymond's marriage of his daughter Eleanor,

since Matth(^v Paris represents him as an " illustrious and

valiant man; but, through continual war.^, almost all he

had had vanished from his treasury." The proposal, there-

fore, of the King of England was peculiarly gi'ateful, both

to Raymond and to his wife, Beatrix of Savoy, whose three

brothers looked anxiously, even from the commencement of

their niece's marriage treaty, to the broad lauds and rich

church preferment which they anticipated they should soon

possess in wealthy but ill-governed England. It was, there-

fore, with eager joy that the proposal of Henry was accepted

by the needy count ; and with equally eager joy, judging

from his haste, did the king transmit his instructions for the

marriage articles. In these he assigns to Eleanor, as dower,

" those cities, lands, and tenements, which it has been cus-

tomary for other kings, our predecessors, to assign to other

queens." He then proceeds to state, that if Isabel should

survive him, and should have recovered her dower, " then

liis procurators shall assign to Eleanor these towns ; Gloster,

Cambridge, and Huntingdon, and the villages of Wyoh,

Basingstoke, Audover, Chiltham, Gumester, Clynes, Kiug-

Bton, Ospringe, and Ludingland, to hold meanwhile ;

" and

after Isabel's death, Eleanor iu that case taking the usual

dower, these towns and lands should revert to the king. In

respect to Eleanor's portion, which i^ stated to be 20,000

marks, he directs his embassy to agree 'svith the count that

the sum shall not be less than that promised ; and in a sub-

sequent instrument he grants full power to the procurators

to receive it. In the secret instructions which immediately

follow, Henry seems to have apprehended, that if he pressed

the count for immediate payment of his daughter's portion,

he might lose his fifth chance of obtaining a wife.

He therefore directs, that if his procurators cannot fulfil

his commands to the very letter, they shall, " over and above

every power contained in the aforesaid letters, without the

payment of the money appropriated for us, in' whatever way
ye can, take her with you, and safely and securely bring her

to us in England." The youthful princess was accordingly

placed in the hands of the ambassadors, and, amidst the

rejoicings of the whole kingdom of Provence, she set forth,

accompanied by a gallant cavalcade, in which were more

than three hundred ladies on horseback. Her route lay

through Navarre and France.

A romantic trait, illustrating the chivalrous feeling of

the age, is recorded by Matthew Paris. The poet king of

Navarre, Thibaut VII., whose songs are still remem-
l.sred in the land over which he reigned, no sooner heard

that the daughter of the minstrel-loving Raymond was to

pass through his dominions, than he gallantly summoned a

goodly array of men-at-arms, and joyfully made ready to

accompany her for five days through his lands, defraying

every expense, both for horses and men, although the royal

train amounted to many hundreds.

When Eleanor arrived on the frontier of France, she

received a hospitable welcome from the queen dowager and

her son, who a short time previously had married an elder

sister of the bride. The marriage train finally reached

Dover, from whence it proceeded to Canterbury, where

Henry awaited their coming. It was in that ancient city

that the union took place, the service being performed by

the Archbishop Edmund and the pielstes who accompanied

Eleanor. From Canterbury the newly-wedded pair set out

for London, attended by a splendid array of nobles, prelates,

knights, and ladies. On the 20th of January, being the

feast of St. Fabian and St. Sebastian, Eleanor was crowned

at Westminster with great splendour.

The historian Matthew Paris describes, not only the gal-

lant array of the royal procession, but the gorgeous appear-

ance which, even at that early period, was made by the city

of London, with a minuteness which entitles him to the

gratitude of every lover of antiquity :

—

" There had assembled together so great a number of the

nobility of both sexes, so great a number of the religious

orders, so great a concourse of the populace, and so great a

variety of players, that London could scarcely contain them

in her capacious bosom. Therefore was the city adorned

with silk hangings, and with banners, crowns, palls, tapera,

and lamps, and with certain marvellous ingenuities and

devices ; all the streets being cleaned from dirt, mud, sticks,

and everything offensive.

" The citizens of London going to meet the king and

queen, ornamented and trapped and wondrously sported

their swift horses ; and on the same day they went from

the city to Westminster, that they might discharge the

service of butler to the king in his coronation, which ia

acknowledged to belong to them of ancient right.

" They went iu well marshalled array, adorned in silken

vestments, wrapped in gold-woven mantles, with fancifully

devised garments, sitting on valuable horses, refulgent with

new bits and saddles : and they bore three hundred and

sixty gold and silver cups, the king's trumpeters going

before and sounding their trumpets ; so that so wonderful

a novelty produced a laudable astonishment in the spec^

tators."

The worthy monk of St. Albans dilates with great gusto

upon the splendour of the feast, and the order of the service

of the difierent vassals of the crown, many of whom are

called upon at a coronation to perform certain peculiar

services down to the present day. He also remarks, with

great complacency, that the abbot of his own convent took

precedence of every other abbot in England at the dinner.

The following further and probably more accurate account

is extracted from the city records. They are deeply interest-

ing, as offering the earliest account of the ceremonies used

at the coronation of a queen consort of England.

" In the twentieth year of the reign of King Henry, son

of King John, Queen Eleanor, daughter of the Earl of Pro-

vence, was crowned at Westminster, on the Sunday before

the Purification, the king wearing his crown, and the

bishops assisting. And these served iu order in that most

elegant and uuheard-of feast:—The Bishop of Chichester,

the chancellor, with the cup of orecious stones, which was
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one of the ancieot regalia of the king, clothed in his pontifi-

cals, preceded the king, who was clad in royal attire, and

wearing the crown. Hugh de PateshaU walked before with

the patine, clothed in a dalmatica ; and the Earls of Chester,

Lincoln, and Warren, bearing the swords, preceded him.

But the two renowned knights. Sir Richard Siward and

Sir Nicholas de Molis, carried the two royal sceptres before

the king ; and the square purple cloth of silk, which was

supported upon four silver lances, with four little bells of

silver gUt, held over the king wherever he walked, was car-

whatever church the king was crowned ; and all that was
tvithout the church was distributed among the poor, by the

hands of WiUiam €he almoner.

" At the king's table, on the right hand of the king, sat

the archbishops, bishops, and certain abbots, who wished to

be privileged at table ; and on the left hand sat the earls,

and some barons, although very few; but none claimed their

seats by any right. And on that day the office of seneschal

was served by Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester, to

whom the office by right belonged ; and the office of the

Henry III.

ried by the barons of the cinque ports ; four being assigned

to each lance, from the diversity of ports, that one port

should not seem to be preferred before the other. The same
in like manner bore a cloth of silk over the queen, walking

behind the king, which said cloths they claimed to be theirs

by right, and obtained them. And William de Beauchamp
of Bedford, who had the office of almoner from times of old,

found the striped cloth or burel, which was laid down under

Ihe king's feet as he went from the hall as far as the pulpit

of the church of Westminster ; and that part of the cloth

that was within the church always fell to the seston, in

napery was that day served by Henry of Hastings, whoso

right it was of old to serve.

" Walter de Beauchamp, of Hammerlegh, laid the salt-

cellar and the knives, and, after the banquet was at an end,

received them as his fee.

" The Earl Warren served the office of butler in the ste.id

of Hugh de Albiniac, Earl of Aronaei ; and under him was

Michael Belot, whose right it was. as secondary, to hold the

cup well replenished with wine to tbe Earl of Arundel,, to

be presented by that nobleman to the "king when he might

require it. Andrew Benfeerei, wno served the office of
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Banquet at the Marriage of Henry III. and Eleanor of Provence.

Mayor of London from 1231 to 1237, was at Westminster

to sorvo in the butlery, witli tlie 360 gold and sUver cups,

because the city of London is bold to be the assistant to the

chief butler, as the city of Winchester is represented in tho

Bame way in the kitchen to assist the high steward.

" The mayor, it seems, claimed Michael Belot's place of

24

standing before the king, but was repulsed by Hemy, who

decided that the former should serve him.

" After the banquet the earl butler had the king's cup

as his fee, and his assistant the earl's robe as his right.

"William de Beauchamp that day served the office of

almoner, and had entire jurisdiction relative to the disputes
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and offences of the poor and lepers : so that, if one leper

struck another with :>. knife, hs could adjudge him to be

burnt.

" After th3 banquet was finished, he received, as his

right, the sUver dish for alms that stood before the king

;

and he claimed to have one tun of wine in right of alms

;

and on that day the great chamberlain served the water, as

well before r.s after the banquet—namely, Hugh de Vere,

Earl of Oxford ; and he received, as his right, the basins

and the towels wherewith he served. GUbert, earl marshal.

Earl of Strigul, served the office of the marshalsea ; and it

was his duty to appease tumults in the king's house, to

give Uveries to them, and to guard the entraaces to the

king's hall ; and he received from every baron who was

knigiited by the king, and from every earl on that day,

a palfrey with a saddle. The head cook of the royal

kitchen always, at the coronation, received the steward's

robe as his right ; and of the aforesaid offices none claimed

to themselves the right in the queen's house, except G. de

Stamford, who said that he, in right of his predecessors,

ought to be chamberlain to the queen, and door-keeper

of her chamber on that day, which ho there obtained
;

aud had, as his right, all the queen's furniture, as belonged

to the office of chamberlain. . . . And the cloth which

hung behind the kiug at table was claimed on the one side

by the door-keepers, aud on the other by the scullions, for

themselves."

Such were the ceremonies which graced the marriage of

Henry and Eleanor of Provence.

No sooner had the union been celebrated than the in-

dignant father of Joanna of Ponthieij, feeling keenly the

insult offered to his child, applied to the Roman Pontiff

for his interference, well knowing that it was the only

authority before which Henry bowed.

Fortunately for the newly-married pair, the Pope thought

fit to take a very different view of his crowned vassal's

falsehood. Gregory rejoiced to see him allied to a family

which had given such unequivocal marks of attachment to

the holy see. He therefore addressed a bull to the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, and another to the Prior of Beverley,

expressing his approbation of the union, " seeing," as the

document ran, " that the proposed marriage of the king

and Joanna being within the fourth degree of consan-

guinity, the king could not, without injury to his fame and

peril to his soul, be permitted to contract it."

The king found a party far more difficult to manage than

the holy see in his barons; for having summoned a parlia-

ment to assemble at the Tower, they unanimously refuse 1

to attend, alleging as a reason that, surrounded as the king

was with foreigu and inimical counsellors, they could not

with safety trust themselves in so strong and well- garrisoned

a fortress.

This excuse marks not only the great unpopularity of

Henry, but the utter contempt into which his character for

good faith had fallen. It was in vain that ho alternately

threatened and remonstrated—the barons continued firm;

and prudsuce prevailing over his self-will, lie was obliged to

yield the point, and, returning to his palace at Westminster,

hold the parliament there.

Never did ths Church of Rome proceed with so little

prudence, show such an ultor disregard of everything like

justice, as during the reign of the obsequious Henry. The
Pontiflf, net cDntent with the enormous sums of money

which, under various {itetences, he had drained from the

kingdom, had the modesty to demand that 300 Italians

should be preferred to English benefices. In vain did the

primate, Edmund Rich, ArchlHshop of Canterbury, protest

against the iniquitous measure ; his patriotism called forth

the resentment both of the king and the Pope. Wearied

with the contest, he retired at last, a voluntary exile, to

Pontemac, where he died.

Never was a system calculated to alienate the affections

of a people from the Church more perseveringly pursued

than by the court of Rome ; it was that of the leech draining

the life-blood of the nation on which it had fastened. Men
began to question an infaUibiUty which manifested itself

only in acts of injustice and oppression. In the imiversal

condemnation of the grasping poUcy of the Pontiff, the

seeds were sown which slowly but steadily ripened iu the

hearts of aU who possessed the least gense of dignity and

national independence.

Little, however, did Henry heed the growing disaffection

of his subjects, exulting in the protection of the holy see,

which found in him a vassal worthy of her pretensions. Ha
fasted both during Lent and on every Satui'day through-

out the year, and feasted right royally both at Easter and
Christmas ; keeping the festival of St. Edward most re-

ligiously, passing the whole night in the church, clothed in

white.

But these observances could neither fill his exhausted

exchequer nor oonciUate the goodwill of the nation. The
people murmured, the nobles were loud in their complaints

;

but Henry pertinaciously adhered to his foreign counsellors,

and invited over many of the queen's relations, on whom
he conferred both estates and benefices. In 1243, we find

in the " Foedera " a charter respecting Eleanor's dower, from

which it appears that the appropriated dower of the Queens

of England was not even at this period assigned her. Iu

this she is assigned the town and castle of Gloucester, the

cities of Worcester and Bath, the manors of Clyne and
Chiltham ; and instead of the manors assigned by the first

charter, the w'nole county of Chester, together with New-
castle-under-Lyme, is granted.

This year Eleanor's mother visited England, for the

purpose of bringing Sonchia, her third daughter, who
was affianced to the king's brother, Richard, Earl of

Cornwall.

The marriage was celebrated vrith much splendour ; tha

king directing that the whole way from London Bridge tD

Westminster should be hung with tapestry and other

ornaments. This seems to prove that comparatively little

vacant space could have extended between London and
Westminster.

On this occasion Henry confirmed to his brother the

county of Cornwall, together with the honours of Walling-

ford and Eye. lie also made splendid presents to the bride

and her mother ; and bestowed on Peter of Savoy, the

queen's maternal uncle, the honour of the Eagle, and the

titles and estates of the Earl of Richmond, and on hia

brother the archbishopric of Canterbury.

But while Henry thus lavished gifts on his queen's

relations, he duly, according to orthodox practice, mulcted

the unfortunate Jews. During the same year writs were

forwarded to the sheriffs of each county, directing them to

return before Henry at Worcester, upon Quiuquagesimiv

Sunday, the names of six of the richest Jews from each
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large town, and two from every small one, " to treat witli

him for their mntual benefit."

What a mockery and ecom for the once cliosea people

of tlie enrth

!

This assembly, which has been called the Jews' parliament,

soon cliscovered that the monarch's caro for his own henefit

absorbed aU consideration for theirs. Ho informed tliem

that they must raiso him no less a sum th.iu 20,000 marks,

not less than £200,000 at the present value of money.

Wlien tlio Jews expressed tlieir astonishment at the

enormous amount demanded, all liberty of remonstrance or

discussion was denied them ; they wcro told to return to

their homos again, and have one-half of the sum re-

quired ready by Midsummer, and tho remaining half by

Michaelmas.

TJie account of this iniquitous act of opi>ression is taken

from Dr. Tovey's "Judaica Anglia," and is but one of

many instances of tlio cruel rapacity exorcised on this un-

fortunate raeo.

As, during tho same year, Rajrmond, the queen's father,

received a gratiScatiou of 4,000 marks, there is little

doubt but a portion of the spoil obtained so dishonestly

enabled the king to gratify the avarice of his father-in-

law.

In his oppression of tho Jews Henry resembled his

father. On two occasions during his reign the absurd charge

of crucifying a Christian child was brought against tbem
;

and so strongly were the superstitious feelings of the

nation excited, that many of the richest Israelites fled,

when, as a matter of course, the king seized all their pro-

perty. In Lincoln eighty of the wealthiest Jews were

hanged, and sixty-three sent prisoners to the Tower, to

undergo a similar fate.

Several appear to have been marked out for particular

spoliation. Aaron of York, whom Scott doubtless had in

view when he wrote "Ivanhoe," declared to Matthew Paris

that no less than 30,000 marks had been extorted from

him in seven years, besides a gift of 200 to the queen.

Towards London the hostility of Henry was strongly

marked, and on various "right royal" pretexts he griev-

ously mulcted the citizens; while his cruel execution of

Constantino Fitz-Arnulph, whose only crime seems to have

been opposition to the overbearing conduct of the Abbot
of Westminster, encouraged an equal hostility in the

hearts of the citizens; and from henceforward they de-

terminedly took their place in the ranks of the king's

enemies.

The whole account may be seen in Stow ; and when we
read that this unfortunate citizen offered 15,000 marks
for his life, we have strong proof of Henry's hatred to

London, which could urge so mercenary and so needy a
monarch to reject such a ransom.

Ere long, the citizens obtained a marked triumph. The
king, reduced almost to beggary by the swarms of foreign

adventurers who grew rich upon his bounty, was com-
pelled CO pledge the crown jewels. In vain did he offer

them to wealthy noble, or rich Italian merchant; none
could buy : it was the citizens of London who paid
down the" stipulated sum; and Henry saw the crown
jewels pass into the hands of these, the most detested of

his subjects.

Matthew Paris laas left us a singular account of a cere-

mony which took place in 1247, when Henry received from

the patriarch of Jerusalem a relic which he accepted with

xmqucstioned faith. Tho gift consisted of a portion of the

blood of Christ. On its arrival, tho king commanded all

tho clergy of London and Westminster to attend with

crosses, I)anners, and tapers at St. Paul's, where he himself

repaired, and taking from the treasury tho crystal vase

which contained tho supposed treasure, " vrith all honour,

reverence, and fear, bore it upon its stand, walking on foot,

in mean attire—that is to say, in a cloak made of coarse

cloth, without a hood—to the church of Westminster.

" The pious monarch," continues the chronicler, " did not

cease to carry it in both hands, through all the rugged and
miry way, keeping his eyes constantly fi.xed upon it, or

elevating it devoutly towards heaven." The scene was

worthy of tho actor and the superstitious credulity of the

age in which it occurred.

Henry, however, had a canopy held over him, supported

by four lances ; and an attendant on either hand, guiding

him by the arms, lest he should stumble. When he arrived

at Westminster, he was met by the whole convent at the

church door ; but not even then did the king relinquish his

precious burden : he went round the church, the chapels,

and the adjoining court, and at length presented the vase

and its contents " to God and the church of St. Peter."

Mass was then sung ; and the Bishop of Norwich, ascending

the pulpit, delivered a sermon to the people, extolling the

value of the relic, laudiug the great devotion of the king,

and anathematising all those who hinted doubts of its

reaUty—a forcible proof that, even at this early day, our

forefathers did not believe all that was told them. This

memorable day was closed by the king's feasting sump-

tuously, and conferring knighthood on his half-brother,

Wdham de Valence; and the well-i^leased monk of St.

Albans, who was present, records the gratifying circum-

stance that Henry, seeing him, caUed him, and prayed him
" expressly and fully to record all these things in a well-

written book." Nor did this instance of royal condescen-

sion fail of its intended effect : the whole account is written

in a strain of courtesy which contrasts curiously enough

with the plain speaking of the rest of the volume ; and

these two pages stand out from the rest of the text hke a

laureate's birthday ode.

CHAPTER LV.

Continuation of the Reign of Henry III.—Furtlier Exactions of tlia Churcli

of Rome—Affairs of Siciiy—Rebellion of Simon de Montfort.

Henry's bounty and profuse liberality to his foreign rela-

tions, his friends and favourites, might have appeared less

intolerable to his subjects had anything been done for the

honour of the nation. But the crown was so utterly sub-

servient to the see of Rome, that it fell into contempt and
well-deserved hatred. The regal vassal appeared to have

no will but the Pontifif's, who was not slow to abuse his

weakness.

It is true that the king, in 1242, declared war against

Louis IX. of France, and undertook an expedition

into Guienne at the earnest solicitation of tho Count de la

Marche, who promised to support him with all his force.

He was unsuccessful in his attempts against that great

monarch, was worsted at Taillebourg, was deserted by his

allies, lost what remained to him of Poitou, and was

obliged to return, with loss of honour, ipto England. Th?
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Gascon nobility were attached to the Eaglish government,

because the distance of their sovereign allowed them to

reiiiaiu in a state of almost total independence ; and they

claimed, some time after, Ilenry's protection against au
invasion which the King of Castile made upon that territory.

Henry returned into Uuienae, and was more successful in

this expedition, but he thereby involved himself and his

nobility in an enormous debt, which both increased their

discontenls and exnojod him to greater danger from their

euturprises.

Wuiit of economy and an ili-judged liberality were
Henry':; great defects ; and his debts, even before this ex-

pedition, had become so troublesome, that he sold all his

plate and jewels, in order to discharge them. When this

expedreut was first proposed to him, he asked where he
should find purchasers. It was replied, " The citizens of

Loudon." "On my word," said he, "if the treasury of

Augustus were brought to sale, the citizens are able to be
the purchasers: these clowns, who assume to themselves
the name of barons, abound in everything, while we are
reduced to necessaries." And he was thenceforth observed
to be more forward aud greedy in his exactions upon the

citizens.

But the grievances which the English during this reign

had reason to complain of in tlie civil government, seemed
to have been still less burthensome than those which they
suffered from usurpations and exactions of the court of

Rome. Oa the death of Laugton in 1238, the monks of

Christ Church elected Walter de Hemesham, one of their

own body, for liis successor. But as Henry refused to

confirm the election, the Pope, at hi^ desire, annulled it,

and immediately appointed Richard, Chancellor of Lincoln,

for archbishop, without waiting for a new election. On
the death of Richard in 1231, the monks elected Ralph de
Neville, Bishop of Chichester; and though Henvy was
much pleased with the election, the Pope, who thought that

prelate too much attached to the crown, assumed the power
of annulling his election. He rejected two clergymen more,
whom the monks had successively chosen ; and he at last

told them that if they would elect Edmund, treasurer of

the church of Salisbury, he would confirm their choice, and
his nomination was complied with. The Pope had the
prudence to appoint both times very worthy primates

; but
men could not forbear observing his intention of thus
drawing gradually to himself the right of bestowing that
important dignity.

The avarice, however, more tlian the ambition of the See
of Rome seems to have been in this age the ground of general

'

complaint. The p.ipal ministers, finding a vast stock of'

power amassed by their predecessors, were desirous of turn-
ing it to immediate profit, which they enjoyed at home,
rather than of enlarging their authority in distant coun-
tries, where the;,- aever intended to reside. Everything
was become venal in the Romish tribunals: simony was
openly practised; no favours, and even no justice could bo
obtained ivithout a briljc ; the highest bidder was sure to

liave the prefer>"nce, -without regard either to the merits of

the person or of the caiise ; and besides tho usual perver-
sions of right in the decision of controversies, tlie Pope
cpjuly assumed au absolute and uncontrolled authority of
seti^iug aside, by tho plenitude of his apostolic power, all

particular rule, and all privileges of patrons, churches, and
convents. On pveteuco of remedying these abuses, Pope

Honorius, in 1226, complaining of the poverty of bis see as
the source of all grievances, demanded from every cathedral

two of tho best prebends, and from every convent two
monks' portions, to be sot apart as a perpetual and settled

revenue of the papal crown. Bnt all men being sensible

that the revenue would continue for ever, tho abuses immo-
djately return, his demand was imanimously rejected.

About three years after, the Pope demanded and obtained
the tenth of all ecclesiastical revenues, which he leided in

a very oppressive manner, ro([umug pajonent before tho

clergy had cbawu their rent or tithes, and sendiiig about

usurers, who advanced them tho money at exorbitant in-

terest. In the year 1240, Otho, the legate, ha-idng in vain

attempted the clergy in a body, obtained separately, by
intrigues and menaces, largo sums from tho convents aud
prelates ; and on his departure is saicHo have carried more
money out of the kingdom than he left in it.

This experiment was renewed four years afterwards lij

Martin, the legate, who brought from Rome full powers of

suspending and excommunicating all priests who refused

compliance with his demands ; aud the king, who relied on
him for support to his tottering authority, never failed to
support those exactions.

JMeanwhile, all the chief benefices of the kingdom were

conferred on Italians. Great numbers of that nation were

sent over at one time to be provided for ; non-residonco and
pluralities were carried to an enormous height. Mansel, the

king's chaplain, is computed to have held at once 700 eccle-

siastical livings ; and tlie abuses became so evident as to be

palpable to the blindness of superstition itself. The people,

entering into associations, rose against the ItaUan clergy,

pillaged their barns, wasted their lands, insulted the persons

of such of them as they found in the kingdom
; and when

the justices made inquiry into the authors of this disorder,

the guilt was fouud to involve so many, and those of such

high rank, that it passed unpunish.ed. At last, when Inno-

cent IV., in 1245, called a general council at Lyons, in

order to excommunicate the Emperor Frederic, the king and

nobility sent over agents to complain before the councU of

the rapacity of the Romish Church. They represented,

among many other grievances, that the benefices of the

ItaUan clergy in England had been estimated, and were

found to amount to 60,000 marks a year—a sum which

exceeded the annual revenue of the Crown itself. They

obtained only an evasive answer from the Pope ; but as

mention had been made before the council of the feudal

subjection of England to the See of Rome, the English

agents, at whose head was Roger Bigod, Earl of Norfolk,

exclaimed against the pretension, and insisted that Iviug

John had no right, without the consent of his barons, to

subject the kingdom to so ignominious a servitude. The
Popes, indeed, afraid of carrying matters too far against

England, seem thenceforth to have little insisted on that

pretension.

This chock, received at the council of Lyons, was not

able to stop tho court of Rome in its rapacity. Innocent

exacted tho revenues of all vacant beuefioes ; the tvrentieth

of aJl ecclesiastical revenues without exception ; the third

of such as exceeded 100 marks a year, aud the half t f

such as were possessed by non-residents. Ho claimed tho

goods of all intestate clergymen ; he pretended a. title '< o

inhi'rit all money gotten by usmy ; ho levied benevolence,-;

upon the people ; and when the king, contraiy to Lis usual
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practice, prohibited these exactions, he threatened to pro-

nounce against him the same censures which he had emitted

against the Emperor Frederic.

But the most oppressive expedient employed by the Pope

was the embarking of Henry in a project for the conquest

of Naples, or Sicily on this side the Faro, as it was called

—

an enterprise which threw much dishonour on the king, and

involved him during some years in great trouble and ex-

pense. The Romish Church, taking advantage of favourable

incidents, had reduced the kingdom of Sicily to the same

state of feudal vassalage which she pretended to extend over

England, and which, by reason of the distance, as well as

high spirit of this latter kingdom, she was not able to main-

tain. j\fter the death of the Emperor Frederic n., the

succession of Sicily devolved on Conrad I., grandson of that

monarch, whose natural son, Maiufroy, under pretence of

governing the kingdom during the minority of the young

prince, had formed the ambitious scheme of obtaining the

crown himself.

Pope Innocent, who had carried on violent war against

the emperor, and desired nothing more ardently than to

deprive him of his Italian dominions, still continued hostili-

ties against his successor. He pretended to dispose of the

crown of Italy, not only as its temporal lord, but by right

of his office as Christ's vicar ; and he tendered it to the

Earl of Cornwall, whose immense wealth, he flattered him-

Belf, would enable him to carry on the war successfully

against Mainfroy.

Henry, tempted by bo magnificent an offer, accepted the

insidious proposal, without consulting either his brother or

the Parliament, and gave the Pontiff unlimited credit to

expend whatever money ho thought necessary for the sub-

jugation of that kingdom. The conseiiuence was, that he

found himself speedily involved in an immense debt, amount-
ing to 135,5-11 marks.

In this dUemraa, unwilling to retreat, the king summoned

a Parliament to grant him supplies, but omitted sending

writs to the refractory barons
;
yet even those who attended

were so sensible of the audacious cheat, that they refused to

take his demands into consideration. In this extremity the

clergy were hia only resource.

The Pope, to aid him, published a crusade against Main-

froy. He leased a tenth of all the ecclesiastical benefices in

England
;
granted Henry the goods of all churchmen who

died intestate, and the revenues of ancient benefices. But
these taxations, iniquitoas as they undoubtedly were, were

deemed less objectionable than another imposition, suggested

by the Bishop of Hereford, and which might have opened

the door to endless abuses.

This prelate, who resided at the court of Rome by deputa-

tion from the English Church, drew bills of different values,

bat amounting on the whole to 150,510 marks, on all the

bishops and abbots of the kingdom ; and granted these bills

to Italian merchants, who, it was pretended, had advanced
money for the service of the war against Mainfroy. As
mere was no likelihood of the English prelates submitting

without compulsion to such an extraordinary demand, Kus-
taud, the legate, was charged with the commission of em-
ploying authority for that purpose ; and he summoned an
assembly of the bishops and abbots, whom he acquainted

with the pleasure of the Pope and of the king. Great were
the surprise and indignation of the assembly : the Bishop of

Worcester exclaimed that he would lose his life rather than

comply ; the Bishop of London said that the Pope and king

were more powerful than he, but if his mitre were taken off

his head, he would clap on a helmet in its place. The legate

was no less violent on the other hand ; and he told the

assembly, in plain terms, that all ecclesiastical benefices were

the property of the Pope, and he might dispose of them,

cither in whole or in part, as he saw proper. In the end,

the bishops and abbots, being threatened with excommuni-

cation, which made all their revenues fall into the king's

hands, wore obliged to submit to the exaction ; and the only

mitigation which the legate allowed them was, that the

tenths already granted should be accepted as a partial pay-

ment of the bills. But the money was stUl insufficient for

the Pope's purpose ; the conquest of Sicily was as remote as

ever. The demands which came from Rome were endless.

Pope Alexander became so urgent a creditor, that he sent

over a legate to England, threatening the kingdom wl:h an

interdict, and the king with excommunication, if the arrears

which he pretended to be due to him were not instantly

remitted ; and at last Henry, sensible of the cheat, began

to think of breaking off the agreement, and of resigning into

the Pope's hands that crown which it was not intended by

Alexander that he or his family should ever enjoy.

The Earl of Cornwall had now reason to value himself on

his foresight in refusing the fraudulent bargain with Rome,

and in preferring the soliil honours of an opulent and power-

ful prince of the blood of England, to the empty and pre-

carious glory of a foreign dignity. But he had not always

firmness sufficient to adhere to this resolution : his vanity

and ambition prevailed at last over his prudence and his

avarice ; and he was engaged in an enterprise no less exten-

sive and vexatious than that of his brother, and not attended

with much greater probability of success. The immense

opulence of Richard having made the German princes cast

their eye on him as a candidate for the empire, he wa3

tempted to expend vast sums of money on his election ;
and

he succeeded so far as to be chosen King of the Romans,

which seemed to render his succession infallible to the impe-

rial throne. He went over to Germany, and carried out of

the kingdom no less a sum than 700,000 marks, if we may
credit the account given by some ancient authors, which is

probably much exaggerated. His money, while it lasted,

procured him friends and partisans ; but it was soon drained

from him by the avidity of the German princes ; and having

no personal or family connections in that country, and no

solid foundation of power, he found at last that he had

lavished away the frugality of a whole life in order to pro-

cure a splendid title; and that his absence from England,

joined to the weakness of his brother's government, gave

occasion to the barons once more to revolt, and involved his

native country and family in great calamities.

The successful revolt of the nobles in the reign of King

John, and their imposing on him and his successors a limit

to tlie royal power, had made them feci their weight and

importance in the state. This triumph, followed as it was

by a long minority, had weakened as well as impoverished

the crown.

In Henry's situation, either great abilities and vigour

were necessary to overawe the nobility, or great prudence of

conduct to avoid giving them just grounds of complaint.

Unfortunately, he possessed neither of these qualities, having

neither prudence to choose right measures, nor thai; con-

stancy of purpose which sometimes ensures success to wrong.
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He was entirely devoted to Ms unworthy favourites, who
were always foreigners ; and upon these he lavished without

discretion his diminished resources.

Henry, finding that the barons indiilged in the most un-

bridled tyi-anny towards their owa vassals, without observing

the laws they had imposed upon the crown, unhesitatingly

followed the evil example set before him. In his adminis-

tration the Great Charter was continually violated—a course

of conduct which not only lessened his authority in the

kingdom, but multiplied the sources of discontent against

Mm, exposed him to affronts and even dangers, and pro-

voked resistance to his rcmainiug prerogatives.

an impost which was expressly provided for by their feudal

tenm'es.

Four years afterwards, in full parliament, he was openly

reproached for his broken word on having again violated his

promises, and asked if he did not blush to desire aid from

his people—whom he openly professed to despise and hate,

; and to whom he on all occasions preferred strangers and

[
aliens—from a people who groaned under the exactions

which ho either exercised over them or permitted others

to inflict. He was told that, in addition to insulting his

nobility, by forcing them to contract unequal marriages

with foreigners, no class of his subjects was too obscure to

The Battle of TaiUebourg.

Matthew Paris relates that, in 1244, when ho desired a

.•supply from parliament, the barons, complainiug of the fre-

quent violations of the Charter, demanded that in return for

the money, he should resign the right of nomiuatiug the

chancellor and great justiciary of the kingdom to them

;

and, if we may credit the same historian, they had formed

further plans which, if successfully carried out, would have

reduced the crown to a state of pupilage and dependence.

The king, however, woidd consent to nothing but a renewal

of the Great Charter, and a general permission to excom-

inunicate all who might hereafter violate it. All he

coidd obtain in return for his concession was a scutage

of twenty shilUngs on each knight's fee for the mar-

riage of his eldest daughter with the King of Scotland—

escape the tyranny of himself and his ministers ; that oven

the food ho consumed in his household, the clothes which

himself and his servants wore, and the wine they di-ank,

were all taken by violence from their lawful owners, and no

kind of compensation ever oilorcd ; that foreign merchants,

to the shame of the kiugdom, shimned the English harbours

as if they were infested by pirates ; and that all commerce

was being gradually destroyed by those acts of unprincipled

violence.

Unhappily, this was no exaggerated picture. In his

reckless proceedings Henry even added insult to injmy, by

foi'cing the traders whom he despoiled of their goods to

carry them at their own expense to whatever place he choso

to appoint. Even the poor fishermen could not escape Ms
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rapacity and that of his foreign favourites, till, finding they

could not dispose of the fruit of their labours at home, they

c:.i'i'ied them to foreign ports.

The king, says Matthew Paris, gave the parliament only

good words and fair promises in answer to these remon-

strances, aooompauied with the most humble submissions,

which they had too often found deceitful to be gulled by

;

the conseouence was, that they unanimously refused the

supply he asked, to the great disappointment of his rapa-

cious favourites.

In 1253, he again found himself obliged to apply to par-

liament, which he did under pretence of having made a vow
to undertake a crusade.

The parliament hesitated to comply, and the ecclesiastical

order sent a deputation to Henry, consisting of four prelates

—the primate, and the Bishops of Winchester, Salisbury, and

Carlisle—to remonstrate with him on his frequent violation

of their privileges, the oppressions with which he had loaded

them as well as the rest of his subjects, and the uncanouical

and forced elections made to the vacant dignities in the

Church. " It is true,'' replied the king, " I have been some-

what faulty in this particular : I obtruded you, my lord of

Canterbury, on your see ; I was obliged to employ both

tntreaties and menaces, my lord of Winchester, to have you

elected ; my proceedings, I confess, were very irregular, my
lords of Salisbury and Carlisle, when I raised you from the

lowest stations to your present dignities. I am determined

henceforth to correct these abuses ; and it will also become

you, in order to make a thorough reformation, to resign

your present benefices, and try to'enter again in a more

tegular and canonical manner." The bishops, surprised at

these unexpected sarcasms, replied that the question was

not at present how to correct past errors, bub to avoid them

for the future. The king promised redress, both of eccle-

siastical and civil grievances ; and the parliament in return

agreed to grant him a supply, a tenth of the ecclesiastical

benefices, and a scutage of three marks on each knight's

fee ; but as they had experienced his frequent breach of pro-

mise, they required that he shoulii ratify the great charter

in a manner still more authentic and moi-e solemn than any

which he had hitherto employed. All the prelates and

abbots were assembled ; they held burning tapers in their

hands ; the great charter was read before them ; they de-

nounced the sentence of excommunication against every one

who should thenceforth violate the fundamental law ; they

threw their tapers on the ground, and exclaimed, " May the

soul of every one who incurs this sentence so stink and cor-

rupt in hell !" Tiie king bore a part in this ceremony, and

subjoined, " So help me God, I will keep all these articles

inviolate, as I am a man, as I am a Christian, as I am a

knight, and as 1 am a king crowned and anointed." Yet

was the tremendous ceremony no sooner finished, than his

favourites, abusing his weakness, made him return to the

same arbitrary and irregular administration, and the expec-

tations and hopes of the nation were again eluded and disap-

pointed.

The universal discontent which ensued afforded a pretext

to Simon de Montfcrt, Earl of Leicester, to attempt, by
means of a revolution, to wrest the sceptre from the feeble

and irresolute hands which held it. This powerful noble

was the younger son of that Simon de Montfort who dis-

played so much skill and courage in the crusade agaiu^.t

the unfortunate Albigenses, but who tarnished his fame by

the most execrable cruelty ; for the history of reUgious per-

secution does not present a darksr page than the one in

which the sufferings of the Albigenses is recorded.

It was a short-sighted policy which induced the Church
of Rome to draw tbe sword against these aeceders from her

pale. The blood of the martyrs for conscience' sake never

sinks into the soil like barren seed ; it is sure to germinate

and bring forth fruit in time, and ho vrho sheds it is doomed
to the contempt and execration of mankind.

A large inheritance in Britain had fallen to the victorious

crusader, whose eldest son, imable to perform fealty to the

Kings of France and England, had transferred it to his

younger brother Simon, who came over and did homage for

his lands, and the title of Earl of Leicester.

In 1238 he married Eleanor, the king's sister, the widow
of William, Earl of Pembroke ; but the union of the princess

with a subject and a foreigner, though contracted with

Henry's consent, was loudly complained of, not only by the

Earl of Cornwall, but most of the English barons. The
briJegroom, however, was protected against their violence

by his brother-in-law, who little imagined the ungrateful

return he would meet with.

No sooner had Leicester succeeded in establishing him-

self in his new possessions and dignities, than he acquired,

by insinuation and address, great popularity and influence

with the nation, gaining the aft'ectious of all orders of men

—

a circumstance which lost hinj the friendship of the feeble

monarch, who first banished him from court, then weakly

recalled him, and finally, to rid himself of his jjreseuce,

entrusted him with the government of Guienne, where, to

do the earl justice, he did good service, and acquired great

honour.

Instead of being rewarded, as he had every reason to ex-

pect, he was once more exiled. Henry called Lira a traitor

to his face ; on which the haughty noble gave him the lie,

and told him that, if he were not his sovereign, he would

soon make him repent the insuU.

This second quarrel was, however, accommodated, either

through the good nature or fear of Henry, and the offender

admitted once more to some share of favour and authority.

With all his defects, Leicester appears to have been of too

noble and independent a nature to observe a compliance

with liis brother-in-law's capricious humours, or to act in

Gubserviency to his minions. Perhaps ho found it more to

his advantage to cultivate the good opinion of the people,

and to inflame the general discontent against the \vi'etched

administration of the kingdom. He filled every place with

his complaints against the violations of the great charter,

the acts of violence committed on the people, the iniquitous

combination between the Pope and the king in their mutual

acts of tyranny and extortion, and the neglect (shown to his

native subjcects and barons by Henry.

In this last complaint, altliough a foreigner himself, he

was more zealous than any other noble in the realm, in

representing the indignity of submitting to be governed

by strangers. By hypocritical and politic pretensions to

devotion, he succeeded in obtaining the favour of the

clergy, whilst, at the same time, he secured the aft'ections

of the people. He carefully cultivated the friendship of the

barons by pretending an animosity against the favourites,

which animosity served as the basis of union between hio-

seLf and that powerful order.

A vioient quarrel -whicli broke out between Leicester and
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\Villiam de Valence, Henry's half-brother and chieffavourite,

brought matters to extremity, and determined the former !

to give full scope to his long-cherishcJ schemes of ambition,

which the laws and the royal authority had hitherto with

no little diificulty estrained.

He secrstiy called an assembly of the most powerful

nobles, jsai'ticulariy Humphrey of Hereford, high constable

;

lloger of Norfolk, carl marshal ; and the Earls of Warwick

and Glouci;ter—men who, by tlieir exalttd rank and im-

mense possessions, stood &v6t in the rank of English nobility.

To this assembly he exposed the necessity of reforming

tlie state, and entrusting the e.Keoution of the laws to other

hands than those which had proved themselves, by bitter

experience, so totally unfitted for the charge confided to

them. lu his harangue he did not forget to inveigh against

the oppression exercised against the lower orders, or ex-

aggerate on the violations of the privileges of the barons,

and the depredations committed ou the clergy ; and, in order

,to aggravate the enormity of his brother-in-law's conduct,

he appealed to the great charter, which Henry had so often

sworn to maintain and so frequently violated.

This violation, he urged, with great show of justice, of

privileges which their ancestors had wrung from the crown

by an enormous sacrifice of blood and treasure, ought not

to be endured, unless they were prepared to set the seal

upon their own degeneracy by permitting such important

advantages to bo torn from them by a weak prince and his

insolent foreign favourites. To all suggestions of a re-

monstrance the speaker replied by observing that the king's

word had been too freqwently broken, although confirmed

by oaths, ever again to be relied upon, and that nothing

short of his being placed in a position of utter inability to

violate the national privileges could henceforth ensure the

regular observance of them.

These complaints, which were founded in truth, accorded

so entirely with the sentiments of the assembly, that they

produced the desired efieot, and the barons pledged them-

selves to a resolution of reducing the public grievances, by
taking into their own hands the administration of the

kingdom.

Henry having summoned a parliament, in expectation of

receiving supplies for his Sicilian project, the barons ap-

peared in the hall, clad in complete armour, and with their

swords by their side. The king, on his entry, struck with

the unusual appearance, asked them what wiis thtir purpose,

and whether they intended to make him their prisoner.

Roger Bigod replied, in the name of the rest, that he was

not their prisoner, but their sovereign ; that they even in-

tended to grant him large supplies, in order to fix his son

on the throne of Sicily ; that they only expected some return

for this expense and service ; and that, as he had frequently

made submissions to the parliament, had acknowledged his

past errors, and still allowed himself to be carried into the

same path, which gave them such just reason of complaint,

he must now yield to more strict regulations, and confer

authority on those who were able and willing to redress the

national grievances. Ksury, partly allured by the hopes

of supply, partly intimidated by the union and martial

appearance of the barons, agreed to their demand
; and

promised to summon another parliament at Oxford, in order

to digest tl;:; new plan of government, and to elect the

persons wko were to be entrusted with the chief authority.

This parliament, which the royalists, and evea the nation,

from experience of the confusions that attended its measures,

afterwards denominated the mad parliament, met on the day

appointed ; and as all the barons brought along with them
their military vassals, and appeared with an armed force,

the king, who had taken no precautic:;s against tho:u, was
in reahty a prisoner in their hands, and vras obliged to

submit to all the terms which they were pleased to impose

upon him. Twelve barons were selected from among the

king's ministers, twelve more were chosen by parliament

:

to these twenty -four, unlimited authority was granted to

reform the state ; and the king himself took an oath that

he wotild maintain whatever ordinances they should think

proper to enact for that purpose. Leicester was at the

head of this supreme council, to which the legislative power

was thus in reality transferred ; and all their measures were

taken by his secret influence and direction. The first step

bore a specious appearance, and seemed well calculated for

the end which they professed to be the object of all these

! innovations : they ordered that four knights should lio

chosen by each county ; that they should make inquiry into

the grievances of which their neighbourhood had reason to

complain, and should attend the ensuing parliament, in

order to give information to that assembly of the state of

j

their particular counties—a nearer approach to our present

constitittion than had been made by the barons in the reign

of King John, when the knights were only appointed to

I

meet in their several counties, and there to draw up a

detail of their grievances. Meanwhile the twenty-four

:
barons proceeded to enact some regulations as a redress

of fiuch grievances as were supposed to be sufficiently

1 notorious : they ordered that three sessions of parliament

;

should be regularly held every year, in the months of

February, June, and October ; that a new sheriff should be

annually elected by the votes of the freeholders in each

county; that the sherifts should have no power of fining

the barons who did not attend their courts or the circuits

of the justiciaries ; that no heirs should be committed to

the wardship of foreigners, and no castles entrusted to their

custody ; and that no new warrens or forests should be

created, nor the revenues of any counties or hundreds be

let to farm. Stich were the regulations which the twenty-

four barons established at Oxford, for the redress of public

grievances.

But the Earl of Leicester and his associates, having ad-

vanced so far to satisfy the nation, instead of continuing

in this popular course, or granting the king that supply

which they had promised him, immediately provided for the

extension and continuance of their own authority. They
roused anew the popular clamour which had long prevailed

against foreigners ; and they fell with the utmost violence

on the king's half-brothers, who were supposed to be the

authoi's of all national grievances, and whom Henry had no
longer any power to protect. The four brothers, sensible

of their danger, took to flight, with an intention of making
their escape out of the kingdom ; they were eagerly pur-

.sued by the barons. Aymer, one of the brothers, who had
been elected to the see of Winchester, took shelter in his

episcopal palace, and carried the otha-a along with himj

they were surrounded in that place, and threatened to be

dragged out by force, and to be punished ::or their crimes

and misdemeanours ; and the king, pleading the sacredness

of an ecclesiastical sanctuary,, was glad to extricate them
from this danger by banishing them the kingdom.
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In this act of violence, as well as in the former usurpa-

tions of the barons, the queen and her uncles are supposed

to have secretly concurred, being jealous of the credit ac-

quired by the brothers, which had entirely echpsed their

own.

The subsequent proceedings of the confederate barons

were inefficient to open the eyes of the nation to their real

design, which was neither more nor less than reducing both

the king and the people under the arbitrary power of a very

limited aristocracy, which, had it been carried out, must

have terminated at last in anarchy or tyranny.

They artfully pretended that they had not yet digested

all the regulations necessary for the reformation of the

state, and the redress of grievances ; that they must still

retain their power tUl the great purpose was effected ; or,

in other words, that they intended to remain perpetual

governors tiU it pleased them to abdicate their authority

;

and, in order to cement their power, they formed an associa-

tion amongst themselves, and swore that they would stand

by each other «'ith their lives and fortunes.

The justiciary, the chancellor, and treasurer of the king-

dom were removed from their offices, and creatures of the

barons thrust into their places ; even the offices of the king's

household were disposed of at their pleasure, and the go-

vernment of all castles put into hands in which they could

confide; and the whole power of the state being thus

transferred into their hands, they put the crowning act to

their usurpations by imposing an oath, which all subjects

were obliged to swear under penalty of being proclaimed

pubUc enemies, that they would olJey and execute all re-

gulations, both known and unknown, of the twenty-four

barons.

Never had men a more glorious opportunity of covering

themselves with honour, and securing the gratitude of their

country, than the confederates now possessed ; but, instead

of devoting themselves to establishing the liberties of their

country, reforming the abuses, and correcting the laws, they

selfishly preferred their personal aggrandisement.

The history of the twenty-four barons is the history of the

English aristocracy as a party for centuries. We seldom

or ever find them in opposition to the cro'^vn, wringing

from it the surrender of its prerogatives, unless to arrogate

those very prerogatives to themselves. In their short-

sighted policy, Httle did they foresee that a power was
gradually springing into existence which would one day

call them to as severe an account as they had called their

monarchs—the power of the people.

Edward, the king's eldest son, then a youth of eighteen,

who, even at that early age, gave indications of the noble,

manly spirit which distinguished him in after life, was,

after some opposition, forced to take the oath, which virtu-

ally deposed his father and his family from sovereign autho-

rity. The last person in the kingdom who held out was
Earl d3 Warenne, but even he was eventually compelled to

submit.

Not content with this usurpation of the royal power, the

barons introduced an innovation in the constitution which

was utterly at variance with its letter and spirit. They
ordained that parliament should choose a committee of

twelve persons, who should, in the intervals between the

sessions, possess all the authority of the whole parliament,

and attend, on a summons to that effect, the person of the

king wherever he might reside. So powerful were the

confederates, that even this regulation was submitted to,

and thus the entire government was overthrown, or fixed

upon a new foundation ; the monarchy suK'stecl without

its being possible for the king to striks a single stroke in

defence of the constitution against the newly-elected oli-

garchy.

The lesson to Henry must have been a bitter one, for he

was the last person in the kingdom who had a right to

complain. He could invoke no law which he had not been

the first to violate. The degradation and restraint he en-

dured was the just punishment of his perfidy and countless

perjuries.

The report that the King of the Romans intended visit*

ing England alarmed the confederated nobles, who dreaded

lest his extensive influence should be employed to restore

his family, and overturn their new system of government.

Under this impression they sent the Bishop of Worcester

to meet him at St. Omers, to demand, in their name, the

reason of his journey ; how long he intended to remain

in the kingdom ; and to insist that, before he set foot in it,

he should swear to observe the regulations established at

Oxford.

On Richard's refusal to take this oath, they prepared to

resist him as a public enemy. They fitted out a fleet, assem-

bled an army, and, exciting the inveterate prejudices of the

people against foreigners, from whom they had suffered so

many oppressions, spread the report that Richard, attended

by a number of strangers, meant to restore by force the

authority of his exiled brothers, and to violate all the

securities provided for public liberty. The King of the

Romans was at last obliged to submit to the terms required

of him.

But the barons, in proportion to their continuance in

power, began gradually to lose that popularity which had

assisted them in obtaining it ; and men repined that

regulations, which were occasionally established for the

reformation of the state, were likely to become perpetual,

and to subvert entirely the ancient constitution. They
were apprehensive lest the power of the nobles, always

oppressive, should now exert itself without control, by
removing the counterpoise of the crown ; and their fears

were increased by some new edicts of the barons, which
were plainly calculated to procure to themselves an im-

munity in all their violences. They appointed that the

circuits of the itinerant justices, the sole check on their

arbitrary conduct, should be held only once in seven years

;

and men easily saw that a remedy which returned, after

such long intervals, against an oppressive power which
was perpetual, would prove totally insignificant and use-

less. The cry became loud in the nation that the barons

should finish their intended regulations. The knights of

the shires, who seem now to have been pretty regularly

assembled, and sometimes in a separate house, made re-

monstrances against the slowness of their proceedings.

They represented that, though the king had performed all

the conditions required of him, the barons had hitherto

done nothing for the public good, and had only been care-

ful to promote their own privaio advantage, and to make
inroads on royal authority; and iliey even appealed to

Prince Edward, and claimed his interposition for the

interests of the nation and the reiormaticu of the govern-

ment. The prince replied that, though it v.'as from con-

straint, axid contrary to his private sentiments, he bai
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sworn to maiutaiu the provisions of Oxford, he was deter-

mined to observe his oath ; but he sent a message to the

barons, requiring them to bring their undertaking to a

speedy conclusion, and fulfil their engagements to the

pubKc : otherwise, be menaced them that, at the expense of

his life, hi would obhge them to do their duty, and would

shed the last drop of his blood in promoting the interests

and satisfying the just wishes of the nation.

The remonstrances of the knights of the shire, and the

spirited conduct of the heir to the crown, obliged the barons

at last to publish a new code of ordinances for the reforma-

tion of the state ; but the expectations of the nation were

bitterly disappointed when they found that they consisted

only in some trivial alterations in the municipal laws, and

that their rulers intended to prolong their authority still

further, under pretence tliat tlip task they had assumed was

not yet accomplished.

The current of popular opinion now turned in favour of

the crown—indeed, so much so, that the barons had little

left to rely on for support beyond personal influence and the

power of their families, which, although exceedingly great,

could not match itself against the combination of the king

and people.

France was at this time governed by Louis IX., a

monarch of the most singular character that is to be met

with in all the records of history. lie united to the abject

superstition of the monk all the courage and great qualities

of a hei-o, and what may appear still more extraordinary,

the justice and integrity of a patriot, the mildness and

humanity of a philosopher.

So far from taking advantage of the divisions amongst

the English in attempting to expel them from the provinces

which they still held in France, he entertained many doubts

as to the justice of the sentence of attainder pronounced

against Henry's father, the licentious and worthless John,

and had even expressed some intention of restoring his

forfeited possessions.

AVhenever this prince interposed in English affairs, it

was always with an intention of composing the diiferences

between the king and his nobility. He recommended to

both parties every peaceable and reconciling measure, and

he used all his authority with the Earl of Leicester, his

native subject, to bend him to compliance with Henry. He
made a treaty with England (May 20) at a time when the

distractions of that kingdom were at the greatest height,

and when the king's authority w.is totally annihilated, and

the terms which ho granted might, even in a more prosperous

state of tlieir aflairs, be deemed reasonable and advantageous

to the English. He yielded up some territories which had

been conquered from Poitou and Guieune ; ho ensured the

peaceable possession of the latter province to Henry ; he

agreed to pay that prince a large sum of money ; and he

only required that the king should, in return, make a final

cession of Normandy and the other provinces, which he

could never entertain any hopes of recovering by force of

arms. This cession was ratified by Henry, by his two sons

and two daughters, and by the King of the Romans and his

three sons.

But the situation of Henry soon after wore a still more
favourable aspect. The twenty-four barons had now en-

joyed the sovereign power nearly three years, and had visibly

employe<i it, not for the reformation of the state, which wan
bheii first pretence, but for the a.«graudisement of them-

selves and their favourites. The dissension amongst the

barons themselves, whiUt it added to the evil, made the

remedy more obvious and easy. The desertio:; of the Earl

of Gloucester to the crown seemed to promise Henry certain'

success in the event of his attempting to resume his

authority, but he dared not take that step without first

applying to Rome for absolution from tko oaths and en-

gagements he had contracted.

The king could not have made his application at a more

fortunate period, for the Pope felt much dissatisfied with the

conduct of the barons, who, in order to conciliate the nation,

had expelled all the Italian ecclesiastics from the kingdom

and confiscated their benefices. He proved himself willing,

therefore, on Henry's application, to absolve him and all his

subjects from the oath they had taken to observe the provi-

sions of Oxford.

Prince Edward, whose liberal mind, though in such early

youth, had taught him the great prejudice which his father

had incurred by his levity, inconstancy, and frequent breach

of promise, refused for a long time to take advantage of this

absolution ; and declared that the provisions of Oxford, how
unreasonable soever in themselves, and how much soever

abused by the barons, ought still to be adhereil to by those

who had sworn to observe them. He himself had been

constrained by violence to take that oath; yet was he

determined to keep it. By this scrupulous fidelity the prince

acquired the confidence of all parties, and was afterwards

enabled to recover fully the royal authority.

As soon as the king received the Pope's absolution from

his oath, accompanied with menaces of excommuuicatiou

against all opponents, trusting to the countenance of the

Church, to the support promised him by mauy considerable

barons, and to the returning favour of the people, he imme-

diately took off the mask. After j\istifying his conduct by

a proclamation, in which he set forth the private ambition

and the breach of trust conspicuous in Leicester and his

associates, he declared that he had resumed the government,

and was determined thenceforth to exert the royal authority

for the protection of his subjects. He removed Hugh le

Despenser and Nicholas of Ely, the justiciary and chancellor

appointed by the barons, and put Philip Basset and Walter

de Merton in their place. Ho substituted new sherifis in

all the counties, men of character and honour ; he placed

new governors in most of the castles, he changed all the

officers of his household ; he summoned a parliament, in

which the resumption of his authority was ratified, with

only five dissenting voices ; and the barons, after making

one fruitless effort to take the king by surprise at Winchester,

were obliged to acquiesce in those now regulations.

The king, in order to cut off every objection to his con-

duct, offered to refer all the differences between him and the

Earl of Leicester to Margaret, Queen of France. The
celebrated integrity of Louis gave a mighty influence to any

decision which issued from his court ; and Heury probably

hoped that the gallantry on which all barons, as true

knights, valued themselves, would make them ashamed not

to submit to the award of that princess.

The Earl of Leicester was novrise discouraged by the brd

success of his former enterprises : the death of Richard, Esrl

of Gloucester, who was his chief rival in power, seemed tc

open a fresh field to his ambition, and expose the throne to

renewed violence. It was in vain that Henry deoi;-ved hia

intention of strictly observing the Great Charter, and even of
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mamtaining the regulations made at Oxford, with the ex-

ception of those which annihilated the royal authority ; the

barons cculd not peaceably resign the uncontrolled power

they had so long enjoyed. INIany of them entered into

Xeicester's views, and, among the rest, Gilbert, the younj

Earl of Gloucester, who brought with him a great accession

of power from the great wealth and authority he had in-

England, they were with difficulty retained in a state of

vassalage, or even in peace ; and almost through every reign

since the Conquest had infested the English frontiers with

such petty excursions and inroads as seldom secured a place

in general history.

In 1237, Lewellyn, Prince of TVales, declining in years

and stricken in infirmities, but still more harassed by

The Bishop of Worcester meeting the King of tho Romans. (See page 286.)

herited. Even Henry, son of the King of the Romans

—

commonly called Henry d'Ahnaine—though a prince of the

blood, joined the party of the barons against the interests of

his family.

The princes of Wales, notwithstanding the great power of

the nionarcha both of the Saxon and Norman Unes, had
still preserved authority in their own country. Though they

had fre<)ueiiily been forced to pay tribute to tue crown of

the unnatural rebellion of his youngest son, GriflBn, had
recourse to the protection of Henry, subjecting his princi-

pality, which had so long maintained its independence, to

vassalage under the crown of England.

Hia eldest son and heir, David, renewed the homage to

England, and having taken his brothcv prisoner, delivered

him into the hands of Henry, who kept him a prisoner in

the Tower. Griffin lost his life in attempting to escape from
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uis imprisonment, and the Prince of Wales, freed from the

apprehension of so dangerous a rival, paid henceforth less

regard to the English monarch, and eoon renewed those

incursions by -which the Welsh, during so many ages, had

infested the English borders.

Lewellyn, the son of Griffin, who suooeeded to hi8 Hnole,

25

although he had performed homage to England, was well

pleased to inflame those civil discords on which he rested

for security. For this purpose he entered into an aUiance

with Leicester, and colkoting all the forces of his prinoi-

paUty, invaded England with an array of thirty thousand

men.
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He ravaged the lands of Roger de Mortimer, and of all

ike barons who adhered to the crown; he marched into

Cheshire, and committed like depredations on Prince

Edward's territories ; every place where his disorderly-

troops appeared was laid waste with fire and sword ; and

though Mortimer, a gallant and expert soldier, made stout

resistance, it was at length found necessary that the prince

himself should head the army against this invader. Edward

repulsed Prince Lewellyn, and obliged him to take shelter

in the mountains of North AVales ; but he was prevented

from making further progress against the enemy by re-

ceiving intelligence of the disorders which soon after broke

out in England.

The Welsh invasion was the appointed signal for the mal-

content barons to rise in arms ; and Leicester, coming over

secretly from France, collected all the forces of his party,

and commenced an open rebellion. He seized the person

of the Bishop of Hereford—a prelate obnoxious to all the

inferior clergy, on account of his devoted attachment to the

court of Rome. Simon, Bishop of Norwich, and John

Mansel, because they had published the Pope's bull, absolv-

ing the kiug and kingdom from their oaths to observe the

provisions of O.'dbrd, were made prisoners, and exposed to

the rage of the party. The king's demesnes were ravaged

with unbounded fury ; and as it was Leicester's interest to

allure to his side, by the hopes of plunder, all the disorderly

ruffians in England, he gave them a general licence to pillage

the barons of the opposite party, and even all neutral persons.

But one of the principal resources of his faction was the popu-

lace of the cities, particularly of London ; and as he had, by

his pretensions to sanctity, and his z«al against Rome, en-

gaged the monks and lower ecclesiastics in his party, his

dominion over the inferior ranks of men became uncon-

trollable. Thomas Fitz-Richard, Mayor of Loudon, a furious

and licentious man, gave the countenance of authority to

these disorders in the capital ; and having declai-ed war

against the substantial citizens, he loosened all the bands of

government by which that turbulent city was commonly but

HI restrained. On the approach of Easter, the zeal of super-

stition, the appetite for plunder, or what is often as prevalent

with the populace as either of fhese motives, the pleasure of

committing havoc and destruction, prompted them to attack

the unhappy Jews, who were first pillaged without resistance,

then massacred to the number of 600 persons. The Lombard

bankers were next exposed to the rage of the people; and

though, by taking sanctuary in the churches, they escaped

with their lives, all their money and goods became a prey to

the licentious multitude. Not content with these excesses,

the houses of the rich citizens, though English, were

attacked by night ; and way was made by sword and fire to

the pillage of their goods, and often to the destruction of

their persons.

The queen, who, though defended by the Tower, was ter-

rified by the neighbourhood of s\ich dangerous commotions,

resolved to go by water to the castle of Windsor ; but as she

approached the bridge the populace assembled against her.

There was a general cry of " Drown the witch ;
" and be-

sides abusing her with the most opprobrious language, and

pelting her with rotten eggs and dirt, they had prepared

large stones to sink the barge when the royal party should

attempt to shoot the bridge. At this moment the mayor

inicrposed for the queen's protection, and conveyed her in

safety to f*t. Paul's.

CHAPTER LVI.

Continuation of the Reign of Henry III.—Interposition of the King of

France—The Battle of Lewes—Popularity of Leicester—Escape of

Prince Edward—The Battle of Evesham—Defeat and Death of Leicester

—Restoration of Tranquillity—Departure of Edward to the Holy Land

—

Death of Henry III.

The violence and fury of Leicester's faction had risen to

such a height in all parts of England, that the king, unable

to resist their power, was obliged to set on foot a treaty of

peace, and to make an accommodation with the barous on

the most di ladvantageous terms. He agreed to confirm

anew the provisions of Oxford, even those which entirely

annihilated the royal authority ; and the barons were again

reinstated in the sovereignty of the kingdom. They restored

Hugh le Despenser to the office of chief justiciary; they

appointed their own creatures sheriffs in every county of

England ; they took possession of all the royal castles and

fortresses; they even named all the officers of the king's

household ; and they summoned a parliament to meet at

Westminster, in order to settle more fully their plan of

government. They here produced a new hst of twenty-four

barons, to whom they proposed that the administration should

be entirely committed ; and they insisted that the authority

of this junta should continue, not only during the reign of

the king, but also during that of Prince Edward.

This prince, the hfe and soul of the royal party, had, un-

happily, before the king's accommodation with the barons,

been taken prisoner by Leicester in a parley at Windsor

;

and that misfortune, more than any other incident, had

determined Henry to submit to the ignominious conditions

imposed upon him. But Edward having reoovered his

liberty by the treaty, employed his activity in defending the

prerogatives of his famUy ; and he gained a great party even

among those who had first adhered to the cause of the barons.

His cotisin, Henry d'Almaine, Roger Bigod, earl marshal.

Earl Warenno, Humphrey Bohun, Earl of Hereford, John

Basset, Ralph Basset, Hammond I'Estrange, Roger Mortimer,

Henry de Piercy, Robert Bruce, Roger de Leybourue, with

almost aU the lords marchers, as they were called, on the

borders of Wales and Scotland, the most warlike parts of the

kingdom, declared in favour of the royal cause ; and hos-

tilitie?, which had scarcely been suppressed, were again

renewed in every part of Eugland. But the near balance of

the parties, joined to the universal clamour of the people,

obliged the king and barons to open anew the negotiations

for peace ; and it was agreed by both sides to submit their

diSferences to the arbitration of the King of France.

This virtuous prince, the only man who, in like cir-

cumstances, could safely have been entrusted with such an

authority by a neighbouring nation, had never ceased to

interpose his good offices between the EngUsh factions; and

had even, during the short interval of peace, invited over

to Paris both the king and the Earl of Leicester, in order

to accommodate the differences between them, but fouuj.

that the fears and animosities on both sides, as well as

the ambition of Leicester, were so violent as to render all

his endeavours ineffectual. But when this solemn appe.u,

ratified by tlie oaths and subscriptions of the leailers mi

both factions, was made to his judgment, he was net dis-

couraged from pursuing his honourable purpose: he smi-

moned the states of France at Amiens; and there, in-iho

presence of that assembly, as well as in that of the King of

England and Peter de Montfort, Leicester's son, he brought
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this great cause to a trial and examination. It appeared

to him that the provisions of Oxford, even had they not

been extorted by force, had they not been so exorbitant

in their nature, and subversive of the ancient constitution,

were expressly established as a temporary expedient, and

could not, without breach of trust, be rendered perpetual

by the barons. lie therefore annulled these provisions

;

restored to the king the possession of his castles, and the

power of nomination to the great offices ; allowed him to

retain what foreigners he pleased in the kingdom, and even

to confer on them places of great trust and dignity ; and, in

a word, re-established the royal power on the same footing

seized on every side, with little scruple, the securities they

considered necessary ; but it was certain that if those

securities were -Buddeuly and completely relinquished, the

national charters would become as wholly inoperative as

they were before the parliament of Oxford. The word of

the king had ceased to have any weight whatever ; and the

barons determined to resist the award of Louis, and onco

more to take up arms. Again the country was desolated

by civil war, whicli was renewed with more than its former

fury.

The northern counties and those of the west remained

attached to the cause of the king ; while the adherents of

Henry III. at the Battle of Lewes.

on which it stood before the meeting of the Parliament at

Oxford.

But while he suppressed dangerous innovations, and pre-

served unimpaired the prerogatives of the EngUsh crown,

he was not negligent of the rights of the people. Besides

ordering a general amnesty for all past offences, he declared

that his award was not in any way intended to derogate

from the liberties enjoyed by the nation, in virtue of any

concessions or charters from the crown.

The award of Louis may have beea abstractedly just,

and was certainly in accordance with the principles of the

English constitution ; but it involved measures which,

under present circumstances, it was by no means expedient

should be carried into efifect. The barons, might, indeed,

have pressed too heavily upon the roy£j prerogative, and

the barons lay in the midland and south-eastern counties,

the cinque ports, and in the neighbourhood of London.

The citizens of the capital, especially, were conspicuous for

the firmness with which they supported the barons, and

the powerful assistance which they rendered to the insur-

gent cause. At the opening of the campaign various suc-

cesses attended the movements of the royal troops. Elated

by his good fortune, Henry marched to the south wiih the

view of gaining the adhesion of the cinque ports. Mean-

while Leicester had remained in London ; and thence,

while watching the successful career of the king, had em-

ployed himself, with the calmness of a skilful general,

in concentrating a body of forces. Having accomplished

this object, he marched from the capital, determined to

meet the king in the south, and compel him to a dcpisive
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battle. The army of Henry was greatly superior in num-

bers to the force marching against him, and therefore he

resolved to await his enemies in the spot where he was

already encamped—in a hollow or valley at Lewes, in

Sussex. Leicester marched his troops to the downs about

two miles from Lewes, where he encamped for the night.

The interval of repose was not sutTered to pass unim-

proved. Leicester employed it in arousing in his favour

all the superstitious feelings of his soldiery. In time of

war or peace he had always been noted for his strict

observance of religious forms ; and he compared his own
life and the cause in which he was engaged with the

perjuries and treacheries of Henry, which he said had

withdrawn from that king all favour of Heaven. He
commanded that his army should wear a white cross, in

token that they were engaged in a sacred w.ar; and the

Bishop of Chichester, one of his associates, gave a solemn

absolution to the troops, promising honour to those who
lived, and to those who fell the welcome of martyrs in

heaven.

The evening hours were thus spent in exciting to the

utmost the enthusiasm of the troops. On the morning of

the 14th of May (a.d. 1264), the earl pi-epared for the

attack, and, leaving a reserve behind him, he descended

upon the royal forces. On the king's side were the barons

whose names have been already mentioned, together with

John Baliol and John Comyn from beyond the Scottish

lorder. On the side of Leicester were the Earls Gloucester,

Warrenne, and Derby, Robert de Roos, John Fitz-John,

Godfrey de Lucy, John de Vescy, Nicholas Seagrave,

Richard Grey, William Marmion, and many other power-

ful nobles.

As the two armies joined battle, the attack was com-

menced by Prince Edward, who on this day displayed

evidence of that military talent and gallantry which was

afterwards to become so conspicuous. The prince led a

body of troops upon a force of Londoners, who had armed

themselves in the cause they supported. Unskilled in the

art of war, and probably much inferior iu their appoint-

ments, the citizens gave way before the heavy cavalry of

Edward, which cut them to pieces. The prince remem-

bered the insults they had offered to Ms mother, and in his

eagerness for vengeance he pursued the flying Londoners,

perfectly regardless of what might happen to the rest of the

royal army. Leicester meanwhile took advantage of this

impetuosity, and collecting his forces into a compact and

dense mass, he led them ngainst the main body of the king's

troops, and completely defeated them. Henry himself was
taken prisoner, with his brother the King of the Romans,
Robert Bruce, and John Comyn.
When the prince returned from the pursuit on which

he was engaged, 1* perceived the fatal error he had com-
mitted. The ground was covered with the bodies of his

friends, and he learnt from a few breathless fugitives that

his father with many of his chief nobles were iu the hands
of Leicester, and were slmt up in the priory of Lewes.
Scarcely had he received this news, when ho was attacked

by a troop of cavalry, and was compelled to surrender.

The Earl Warrenne, and with him the king's half-brothers,

escaped from the field, and reached the Continent. It is

stated that iu this battle 5,000 Englishmen were slain by
the hands of their countrymen.

On the following morning a treaty, called the " Mise of

Lewes," waa entered into between the defeated king and
his barons. It was arranged that Prince Edward, with

Henry, the son of the King of the Romans, should remain

in the hands of Leicester as hostages for their fathers, and

that another attempt should be made finally to arrange

matters by arbitration. The earl, however, who now found

himself possessed of almost unlimited power, refused to

release the king and his brother, and kept them, as well

as their sons, in imprisonment. In this course of action he

was supported by the people and by a large majority of the

ecclesiastics ; and when the Pope issued sentence of excom-

munication against Leicester and his party, many of the

clergy defied the papal authority, and still held up to the

admiration of their hearers the man who had been placed

under the ban of Rome. They described him as the reformer

of abuses, the protector of the oppressed, the avenger of the

Church, and the father of the poor.

The popularity which Leicester at this time enjoyed was
unexampled ; and here we see again the not unfrequent

spectacle of a man, strong in the affections of the people,

becoming much more a king than he who wears the crown.

The e.arl exercised his authority upon all those barons who
still adhered to the royal cause, and compelled them to quit

their strongholds, to give up their possessions, and submit

to a trial by their peers. In the judgments passed upon

these men we see the rapid advance which had lately taken

place in civilisation. There were no sentences to death, or

abominable torture, or chains ; and in most cases the

punishment inflicted consisted of a short exile to Ireland.

The king's name was still employed in all acts of govern-

ment, and his captivity was rendered as light as was

consistent with the safe custody of his person. Every

indulgence, together with all outward demonstrations of

respect, was accorded to him, and a similar mildness was

evinced towards the other royal prisoners.

Immediately before the battle of Lewes, the queen had

escaped to the Continent, where she received offers of assist-

ance from different foreign princes. To them the proceed-

ings of the barons appeared only as a rebellion against the

king ; and they were interested in repressing such attempts

against royal authority. With their assistance, the queen

collected a large force of mercenaries, which was assem-

bled at the port of Damme, iu Flanders, iu readiness to

pass over into England. Ijeicester was not long in taking

measures against this new danger. Secure in the good

opinion of the people, he sent heralds throughout the

country, summoning the men-at-arms from towns and

castles, cities and boroughs, to meet him on Barham
Downs. The call was generally responded to ; and the

earl having formed an encampment of his army on the

downs, ho took the command of a fleet which he had col-

lected from the neighbouring ports. For some time ho

cruised about the Channel, waiting for the fleet from

Damme to set sail, and intending to intercept it and pre-

vent it from 'reaching the English shores. But the queen's

supporters, who entertained a salutary fear of a sea-fight

with the English, did not venture to leave their shelter;

and eventually her troops were disbanded, and the enter-

prise was relinquished.

But the downfall of the earl was at hand. Gifted, as he

undoubtedly was, with a most powerful intellect, he was not

superior to the demoralising influences of his high position.

Possessed ahready to its full e-xtent of the siibstance of power,
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he further aimed at the enjoyment of ita forms. He

asserted in too marked a manner his superiority over the

barons associated with him—a proceeding to which those

haughty chiefs were Uttle disposed to submit. Prince

Edward, who had been placed with his father, and with him

enjoyed consideiable hberty of person, carefully observed

this growiug dissatisfaction, and fomented it by every means

at his command. It is worthy of remark here that the

Parliament assembled by Leicester to consider the case of

Prince Edward, and by the decision of which he was placed

with his father, was assembled early in 1265, and appears to

have been the first Parliament at which representatives of

the cities and boroughs were present.

The lU-sensiona among the barons increased rapidly. The

Earl of Gloucester declared himself the rival of De Mont-

fort, and with the assistance of his brother, Thomas de

Clare, who was an attendant of the prince, arranged a plan

by which Edward might escape from confinement. The

scheme succeeded ; a swift horse was conveyed to the prince,

on which he evaded pursuit, and reached Ludlow, where the

Earl of Gloucester had fijced his head-quarters. The earl

was not remarkable for prudence or good sense ; but the

temper of the nobles had shown itself in too marked a

manner to be mistaken, and he perceived that they would

require pledges for the fulfilment of the charters before

they would render any support to the royal cause. He
therefure caused the prince to take such pledges, and to

undertake that he would govern according to law, and

would expel the foreignere from the realm..

The Earl of Derby had abeady entered into communiea-

tion with the prince, and within a short time afterwards

the Earl Wairenne sailed from the Continent, and landed in

South Wales with 120 knights, and a troop of foot soldiers.

Prince Edward also made arrangements with other nobles

who were favourable to him, and effected a simultaneous

rising in different parts of the country. Simon de Mont-

ibrt, eldest son of the Earl of Leicester, was stationed in

Sussex with a small force, while the earl himself, retaining

possession of the king's person, remained at Hereford.

Leicester was extremely anxious that his son should join

him, and so concentrate their forces—a measure which

Edward used every exertion to prevent. The prince took

possession of the fords of the Severn, and destroyed the

boats and bridges on that river. Some skirmishing took

place between the rival armies, and the skill of the two

leaders was displayed in various warlike manoeuvres. At
length Leicester succeeded in crossing the river, and pro-

ceeded to Worcester, where he awaited the arrival of his

son. But Simon de Montfort showed little of his father's

ability, and the active Prince Edward attacked him by

night near Kenilwort'j, and captured all his horses and

treasure. Many of his best men fell into the hands of the

prince, and their leader was compelled to make his escape

as best he could to the neighbouring castle, which was then

in the possession of the De Montfort family.

The earl, unacquainted with this disaster, advanced his

army to Evesham on the Avon. On arriving there he per-

ceived his own standards on the hilla, advancing from the

direction of Kenilworth. His eyes were gladdened by the

sight, and he advanced unsuspiciously to meet the destruc-

tion which was gathering around him. The standards were

those of his son in the hands of his enemies ; and when at

l^gth this was discovered it was too late to retreat. Mean-

while Prince Edward had directed a combined movement of

troops in his flank and rear, so that the earl found himself

completely surrounded. As he perceived trhe high degree of

military skill evinced in these arrangements, he is said to

have complained that his enemies had learnt from him the

art of war. He then exclaimed, " May the Lord havo

mercy on our souls, for our bodies are Prince Edward's."

If such was the old general's opinion, it is not probable

that he expressed it openly, and it is certain that he took

measures for defence as energetically as though he were

assured of victory. Having spent a short time in prayer,

and taken the sacrament, as was his custom before going

into battle, he marsha'ded his men in compact order, and

placed himself at their head. In the first instance he

endeavoured to force his way through the royal troops with

the intention of reaching Kenilworth. The attempt was

frustrated, and ho then formed his troops in a solid mass on

the summit of a hill, which was speedUy surrounded by his

enemies. The king, who still remained with the earl, had

been encased in arnioiu' and placed on horseback. Dui'ing the

confusion of the fight the old man was thrown from his

horse, and only escaped being slain by calling out, " Hold

your hand, I am Harry of Winchester." The prince, who

heard the voice, ran to his father's assistance, placed him on

horseback, and carried him to a place of safety. Again and

again the royalist troops a,dvanoed against the little baud on

the hiU, and again and again were repulsed with heavy los.?.

Leicester's horse was killed under him—a serious accident

in those days, when the motions of the kr.ight were en-

cumbered by a mass of armour—but the earl rose to liis feet,

and continued the struggle in that position. But the num-

bers of his foes were overpowering ; as a few men with toil

and difficulty were driven back, a hundred others stepped

forward to supply their place, and it became evident that the

contest was hopeless. Leicester then sent messengers to the

royalists to demand whether they gave quarter ; and the

answer returned was that there was no quarter for traitors.

His son Henry fell by his side, and each moment some one

of the best and bravest of his friends was also struck down.

At length the earl himself, after surviving most of the

champions of his cause, and standing, as it were, alone, met

the fate of his companions, and fell, sword in hand.

The acts of slaughter by which this victory was followed

appear in very unfavourable contrast to the humanity which

had been displayed by Leicester and his associates on a

similar occasion. The usages of chivalry were altogether

lost sight of ; and such was the hatred of the royalists

towards their opponents, inflamed still further by the

gallant resistance they had met with, that no mercy was

shown to them. No prisoners were taken, no quarter was

given to rich or poor, no offer of ransom stayed the upifted

arm of the smiter ; and barons and knights, yeomen vnd

citizens, were mingled in an indiscriminate skughter.

Leicester was beyond the vengeance of his foes, but

nevertheless they gratified their brutal rage upon his inani-

mate corpse, which they cut up and disfigured in a liorriblo

manner, and in this state presented it to a lady, the wife of

one of tho earl's most deadly enemies, to whom they appear

to have considered that it would prove an acceptable gift.

According to their custom, the people of England declared

the dead hero to be a martyr, and from tho reported holi-

ness of his pa.-t life, they con.sidered it certain that miraclee

would be wrought by him after his death; and tuch was
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generally believed to be tbe case, although, for fear of the

king, they did not dare openly to express the belief which

they held ia secret. Whatever degree of justice there may

have been in the popular view of his character, his name

vras reverenced among the people for many years, under the

named of Sir Simon the Righteous.

desire for an absolute mouarcby, but to a resistance to a

power which seemed likely to exceed that of royalty itself.

Henry, therefore, made no attempt to revoke the Grer.t

Charter ; and widely different as his real scnti.ncnt". and
desires may have been, he assented to those measures of

constitutional government which were laid before him

^r-^^-'-'i^C^^l/'''' '^'

^.^*

Combat between Prince Edward and the Baron Adam Gourdon. (See page 296.)

The victory of Evesham restored the king at once to his

authority. He proceeded to Warwick, where his brother,

the King of the Romans, had advanced to meet him,

accompanied by many of the noble prisoners of Lewes, who
DOW for the first time regained their liberty. Within a

mouth afterwards a Parliament assembled at Winchester.

The king was little more than a cipher among the company

of his barons. He knew that by their arms liis success

had been won, and tbat he owed their support not to any

But the Parliament of AVinchester xras not proof against

personal animosities, and it passed heavy sentences against

the family and some of the adherents of Leicester, at

the same time depriving the citizens of London of their

charter.

These were not the times in which such measures would

be quietly submitted to. In every part of the kingdom

some baron raised the standard of insurrection, and main-

tained a desultory warfare upon the troops and property
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ji the king. Simon de Moatfort, with a small band of
desperate men, maintained a position for many months

|

in the islea of Axholme and Ely, while his retainers still
i

held the castle of Kenilworth against repeated attacks.
The cinque porta preserved an obstinate defence, and in
the forests of Hampshire the famous Adam Gourdon defied
the royal authority. This baron was one of the most
gallant soldiers of his time, and from the recesses of the

forest he conducted rapid movements against the royal
troops, inflicting upon them heavy losses. Prince Edward
took the field against the rebels, and during two years ho
had full opportunity of gratifying his taste for war. Ho
passed hither and thither throughout the country, striking a
blow now in this direction, now in that, and with varying
success.

AU the efforts of the prince proved unavailing to bring
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the insurgents to submission, and it became necessary to

relax the stringent measures of punishment which had been

adopted, and to make a display of clemency on the part of

the government, as an inducement to the ri^bela to lay down
their arms. For this purpose a committee was appointed,

consisting of twelve bishops and barons, and their award,

known as the "Dictum de Keuihvorth," was formally

adopted by the king and Parliament. This award appears to

have been generally received with satisfaction ; but at this

juncture the Earl of Gloucester quarrelled with the king, and

assumed a warlike attitude, asserting that the Dictum of

Kenilworth was not sufficiently lenient, nor such as the

barons had a right to expect. The citizens of London,

indignant at the loss of their charter, witnessed the dissen-

sion between the king and Gloucester with great satisfaction,

and when the earl took up arms they opened their gates to

receive him. But Glouctster was ill-prepared to main-

tain the contest on which he had entered, and at the

approach of the royal army he demanded leave to negotiate.

The permission was granted, and Gloucester obtained a

pardon for himself on condition of entire submission to the

king, while the Londoners purchased their safety for a fine

of, 25,000 marks.

Henry was naturally of a humane disposition, and he was
further dissuaded from harsh meaaurea by the letters of the

Pope, who at this time exerted his influence in the cause of

humanity and mercy. The determined attitude of the

people also showed very clearly the policy of such a course

of action. It is not an easy thing to conquer Englishmen,

even by Enghshmcn, and the king had good reason to

dread the prolonged hostility of his -Stubborn subjects. It

would appear, however, that one chivabous act on the part

of Prince Edward contributed in no small degree to

extinguish the spii-it of disaffection. In a battle fought in

a wood near Alton, the prince encountered the redoubtable

Adam Gourdon in single combat. The prince struck him
from his horse, and when the vanquished knight lay at his

mercy, instead of dispatching him Edward gave him his

life, and, on the same night, presented lum honourably to the

queen, and obtained for him a full pardon. The story ends

like a romance, for we are informed that the prince " took

Sir Adam de Gourdon into his especial favour, and was ever

afterwards faithfully served by him."

On the 18th of November, a.d. 1267, a Parliament was

held at iSIarlbo rough, in which the king adopted some of

the most important enactments of the Earl of Leicester, and

added to them other laws equally calculated to promote the

welfare of the people. The resistance of the insurgents,

which was by no means unre.isonable, was almost imme-
diately removed by these measures ; one after another the

barons threw down their arms, tho last to do so being the

fugitives of the Isle of Ely. These at length joined in

accepting the Dictum de Kenilworth, which they had seen

scrupulously fulfilled in the case of others.

The country being now restored to a state of tranquillity.

Prince Edwai-d took the cross, and determineil to proceed

to the Holy Land. Tho papal legate had actively urged

him to take this step, and he had the example of Louis IX.,

afterwards called Saint Louis, who had lately departed on

a second crusade. Before quitting the country, Edward
took measures which displayed a high degree of wisdom
and foresight, having for their object to preserve the

peace of the realm during hia absence. Among these was

a now charter, securing to the citizens of London the

restoration of their liberties, and a free pardon to all those

nobles who still remained proscribed by the king. In the

mouth of July, a.d. 1270, the prince departed with his wife

Eleanor, his cousin Henry, the son of the King of the

Romans, and nearly 200 English nobles and knights of

high degree. The best and bravist of tho chivalry of

England had assembled round their gallant prince, with

all the pomp and pageantry with which the nobles of

that age marched forth to war ; few, indeed, among
them were likely ever to return

; but such considerations

affected them little, while the Church followed them with

its blessing, and the minstrels accompanied them to sing

the story of their prowess, and to raise their name
from the dust. With the belief that he should attain

honour here, and happiness in heaven, the soldier of the

cross might hurl a double defiance at death, and bear an

undaunted brow over the deserts of Syria, or the mountains

of Judsea.

The young Henry D'Almaine, the son of the King of the

Romans, was one of the first to perish in this disastrous

expedition. The manner of his death ivas unusually

tragical. He had been dispatched back to England by
Edward upon some secret mission, and took his way through

Italy, passing through the city of Viterho, where a new Pope
was then being elected. One morning, at an early hour,

when he was engaged in saying prayers in one of the

churches, he was suddenly aroused by a well-known voice

at his si'le, which exclaimed, in menacing tones, " Thou
traitor, thou ehalt not escape us !

" Turning round hastily,

he perceived his two cousins, Simon and Guy de Montfort,

who, with their mother the Countess of Leicester, had been

driven out of England. The countess was King Henry's

sister, and her sons referred this harsh measure to the

influence of the King of the Romans, who had ever been

considered as their bitterest enemy. The two De Montforts

were in complete armour, and, drawing their swords, they

advanced upon their cousin. Henry, who was utterly

without means of defence, clung to the altar before which

he h.ad knelt, and two priests who were in the church threw

themselves before him. But his foes were implacable

:

they neither respected tho sanctuary, nor the persons of

the ministers of God. The two priests were slain before the

altar, and Henry, after being pierced with many wounds,

was dragged without the church, where liis body was
mutilated by the miu-derers, in revenge for the indignities

wliich had been inflicted upon the corpse of their father.

They then effected their escape to the castle of the Count
Aldobrandini, one of whose daughters had been married to

Guy de Montfort, and by whom it is related that they

were protected from the consequences of their infamous

deed.

The King of the Romans had lately married a young
German bride, and he was then occupying himself with

feastings and displays, still believing that he should live

to call himself Emperor of Germany. But the death of

his son was a fatal blow to such vaia ambition, and the

shock affected him so, severely that he died in December,

A.D. 1271. In the winter following tho king was attacked

by an illness Which also proved mortal. His last moments
were characterised by great demonstrations of piety,- and
Ilcnry HI. followed his brother to thj grave on the IGth

of November, a.d. 1272, Th° abbey church of St. Peter's
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at Westminster had been rebuilt by him, and he desired

that his booes should be laid there, iu the grave formerly

occupieil by Edward the Confessor. The remaias of that

saintly king had been removed by Henry, and placed in a

golden shrine.

As the body of the king was about to be lowered into

the grave, the barons who were present placed their hands

in turn upon it, and took an oath of allegiance to Edward,

then absent in the Holy Land. Henry III. died at the ago

of sixty-five years, during fifty-eLs of which he had worn

the crown. A few words only are needed to sum up the

character of this prince as it is presented to us in contem-

porary records. He was certaiuly not without good quahties,

which would probably have been more conspicuous iu a

humbler sphere of life. He was, as had been said of one

of his predecessors, rather a monk than a king ; he was

humane, generoiw, true to his friends, but he was guided in

t!ie choice of those friends rather by his own inclinations

tliaa by any regard for the public good, or to the characters

of the persons whom he so distinguished. He was remark-

;iblo for weaknesses rather than for vices; but in the case of

one placed in the seat of authority, it may be considered

t'lat such weaknesses are not less than vicious, and may be

productive of more serious injury to the governed than

positive vices. Few men who have occupied the English

throne have rendered themselves so thoroughly contemptible

in the eyes of aU men as did Henry III. During the whole

of his long reign, from the regency of the Earl of Pembroke

to the assumption of power by the Earl of Leicester, Henry
was a king only in name, and in those instances where he

exercised the royal authority, he did so for piu-poses of

exaction and extortion of money from his oppressed subjects.

CHAPTER LVn.
Architocture of the Thli-leenth Century,

The history of Architecture is the history of change, some-

times gradual, sometimes sudden, but always change.

People and nations change ; new ideas spring up among
them ; new wants are created, and Architecture has to

minister to those wants. A necessity arises and has to be
met ; this suggests a new idea, which, carried out, leads to

still further changes. The direction being once given, new
forms of beauty are elicited, which are eagerly followed

out, uutil at length scarcely a trace remains of the form
from which they sprung. This was pre-eminently the case

with Gothic Architocture. The necessity arose from the

vaulting of spaces of unequal sides ; the Norman semi-

circular arch could not meet this difficulty ; and it could

only be met by using a semicircular arch for the longer side,

and a pointed one for the shorter. The pointed arch was
thus introduced, and it was soon seen that it offered great

fociUties for construction, and also for beauty of form. A
change was thus commenced which ended only with the
entire disuse of the semicircular arch, and the establish-

ment of what we now call Gothic Architecture. This has
been divided into three distinct styles, answering to certain

periods of time, as below :

—

Eablt English, or 13th century, extending from the com-
moncoment of the reign of Johi to the close of that of
Henry III.

I>E0ORATED, or 14th century, from the commencement of
Edward I. to the end of Edward III.

PERrENlirouLill, or 15th century, from tho oommoncement of

Eiohard II. to tho end of Honry VII.

The latter part of each of these perjpds was one of

transition, and therefuro the terms 13th, 14tb, and 15th

centuries must only be taken in a general sense.

In the last chapter on architecture, we slightly traced

the gradual transitions from the heavy masses of the puro

Norman buildings, to the comparatively light ones which

succeeded ; but it will be necessary here to enlarge a little

more on the subject. Tho change commenced in the latter

part of tho reign of Henry II., and continued to increase

partly through that of Richard I., when towards the end
of his reign it gradually emerged into the succeeding style

;

the heavy Norman architecture gradually gave way, a
greater Ughtness and loftiness wore introduced in the piers,

the capitals were richly covered with foliage more closely

resembling the Corinthian form, the angles of the abacus

were frequently out off, the mouldings lost much of their

Norman character, and the tooth ornament, which is so

characteristic of the next stylo, began to be introduced.

The pointed arch was used along with the round one, both

in pier arches and in windows and doors, and throughout

this period we find a mixture of tho two styles, the new
growing, as it -were, gradually from the ruins of tho old,

until in the commencement of the thirteenth century, or the

begmning of the reign of John, it rose iu all its purity,

and the cumbrous Norman entirely disappeared. Of the

buildings of the Transition period, the following may bo
mentioned. Canterbury Cathedral (1175 to I1&4), alluded

to before as the most valuable, iu showing the gradual

change from one style to the other. The round portico of

the Temple Church, London* (1185), which dispkys many
of the characteristics of both styles, the pointed arch being

used for the piers, but the round arch for the clerestory

windows and arcades. The hall of the castle of Oakham,
now used as the County Hall, displays iu its capitals and
corbels some of the finest sculpture we possess of this

period. Oxford Cathedral is of this date, and exhibits a
curious example of tho alternate use of the pointed and
round-headed arch, iu the windows, and for the support of

the central tower. Rothwell Church, Northamptonshire, ia

also of this date, the west door of which is a good example
of a pointed arch with Norman ornaments, wdiile tho

capitals of the shafts display more of the character of tho

Early English.

In the buildings of this transition there is frequently

much picturesque beauty, the sculgtm'es are executed with
great freedom and variety of design, and the details of tho

two styles harmonise well together. The abandonment of

Norman forms and the adoption of the new ones was so

gradual, that we can scarcely determine when the new style

begins, for we see in tho earlier examples of Early English
some Norman feature or other occasionally remaining, but
about the beginning of the thirteenth century these seem to

have entirely disappeared.

THE EARLY ENGLISH STYLE.

The style which succeedod the transition was named by
Beokman the E.arly English Style, and by that name it ia

commonly known. Many of the finest buildings we have
are iu this stylo ; most of our cathedrals have portions of it,

and one at least, SaUsbury, is built entirely ia it.

• Bee page 296.
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The earliest building we have of pure Early English is

the chair of Lincoln Cathedral, and it is curious to find

that at this eoi-ly date, 1195, the Norman ideas had beeu

entirely laid aside. This building exhibits the style not only

in its utmost purity, but iu its greatest beauty ; all its

details are conceived and executed with the greatest

delicacy and freedom, and all who wish to see this style in

perfection, should see the choir of Lincoln. The nave is in

the same style, but is about fifty years later, and is much

plainer.

The cathedral of Salisbury is, with the exception of the

spire, almost entirely in this style ; but it is much more

plain in its details than Lincoln, for which reason, and from

its laucet windows being wider than usual, it is not so

pleasing in its general appearance as moat buildings of this

style.

The Galilee, or western porch of Ely Cathedral, 1215, is

one of the richest and most beautiful examples of Early

English which we have in the kingdom.

The choir of Rochester, 1225, and a great part of "Wor-

cester Cathedral, are good examples of this style.

Wells Cathedral is a well-known example, and its west

front, with its gorgeous display of statuary, is the finest

design of the kind we have (1239).

Another magnificent front, entirely different from any-

thing else, is that of Peterborough Cathedral, with its three

splendid and lofty arches (1238).

The body of the Temple Church, which was added to the

more ancient round church in 1210, and the Chapter

Houses of Lichfield and Oxford, alsg belong to this style,

as do also numerous parish churches in all parts of the

kingdom.

Many of our finest monastic remains belong to this

period.

Of the domestic buildings of this period, examples still

remain in various parts of the kingdom either of entire

houses or parts, of which the following are some of the

principal:—Aydon Castle, Northumberland; Little Wenham
Hall, Sussex ; and Stoke Say, Shropshire ; the last being

rather late in the style.

Early Englisli buildings are chiefly distinguished from

the Normau by their greater comparative lightness, and the

prevalence of vertical lines instead of horizontal. Ex-
terually, we find the buildings much more lofty, and lighted

by long, narrow-pointed windows ; the buttresses, instead

of being little more than pilasters, as in the Norman style,

have a bold projectiou. aii 1, being gouerally finished with

either peiliments or pinnacles, add greatly w the effect of

the building.

The roofs, too, iu consequence of the greater facility of

vaulting, are considerably higher in pitch than the Norman

;

and the towers being usually surmounted by spires add

further to the appearance of loftiness, and make the com-

parison between them and the Norman still more marked.

Internally, we find that tlie heavy masses of piers are no
longer seen, but are replaced by bundles of slender shafts,

which support pointed arches and light and lofty vaulting,

instead of the round arches and flat ceilings or heavy vaults

of the Norman. The architects having found the power
which the new principle gave them, seem to have run to

the opposite extreme of their former work, and to have

carried out the new idea with the utmost temerity.

Towers.—The church towers of this style, as was said

before, are usually surmounted by a spire, which is some-
times very lofty, and either plain or ribbed at the angles,

and sometimes crooketted. It sometimes rises from a
parapet, and at others fits on the top of the tower, when it

is CiiUed a broach spire. In the best specimens ot towers,

an arcade runs along the upper belfry story, some of the

archos of which are pierced for windows. There is gene-

rally a richly-moulded door on the west side, and the

middle storey has, in general, only a plain window. The
buttresses either overlap the angles or project at right

angles to the side.

Windows.—The single light windows are, almost with-

out exception, of the kind known as lancet windows, that is,

long and narrow, and with pointed heads. They are usually

quite plain, and are so characteristic of the style, that it

has been called the lancet style. They are sometimes in

pairs, threes, fives, or sevens, with a general dripstone

extending over all. The window in the transept of York
Cathedral, well known as the " Five Sisters," is a very

beautiful example of the combination of five very long and
graceful lancets, and, being filled with elaborately-penoUled

stained glass, has a most fine and solemn effect. Some good
examples also occur in the south transept of Beverley

Minster. These are all richly moulded, and have shafts

in the jambs ; but iu small churches they are frequently

quite plain, having only a simple dripstone. Circular

windows are also used, as well as another of an acutely-

pointed oval form, commonly known as the vesica piscis.

Both these forms are found in the transept of Beverley

Minster, mentioned above. Where only two lancets are

used, there is frequently a small circle or a lozenge pierced

in the wall above the lancets, but under the dripstone,

and which, in the inside, formed one window. These

openings were in time enlarged, and, by an easy transition,

regular tracery was formed ; and we find in the latter part

of this style, when it was verging on the next, windaws

of two or three lights, with circles of tracery iu the head.

This was the origin of the tracery which was afterwards to

form so important a feature, and on which the chief beauty

of the succeeding styles mainly depends.

Doorways.—These are almost universally deeply re-

cessed and richly moulded, having shafts with capitals and

bases on the jambs, and frequently ornamented with the

tooth and other ornaments in the head. They are almost

always pointed, but the round arch is still, in some few

instances, retained, particularly in double doors when two

arches have to be combined in one ; but, iu all cases, they

may be distinguished from the Norman by their deeply- cut

round and hollow mouldings, as well as by the capitals and
bases of the shafts.

Porches.—The Early English porch differs from the

Norman in being brought forward from the wall, leaving

a considerable space between that and the front of the

porch. This space is generally lighted by open windows on

the sides, and ornamented in the interior with arcades,

and having a stone bench running down each side. The
front visually terminates in a very acutely-pointed gable,

sometimes plain and sometimes moulded, and having a rich

doorway, which is in general elaborately moulded and orna-

mented with the tooth ornament. The jambs have rows

of shafts with capitals and bases, similar to the doorways

before described, but frequently uuich more rich.

Buttresses.—UnRke those of Norman buildings, the
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buttresses of this period project boldly from the wall, and
tend greatly to take off the flatness of appearance so observ-

able in the former style. They are commonly finished by
pediments, and are sometimes connected by arches with the
clerestory, when they are called fijing buttresses.

Pinnacles are now used, but they are more like turrets,

being much larger than those of the succeeding styles.

They are in general ornamented with small shafts and
arches.

Piers and Piixars.—It is in these, more perhaps than
in anything else, that we see the difference between a
Norman and an Early English building. In the former,

the architects, being deficient in mediseval skill, sought to

remedy this defect, and to give strength to their buildings,

by piling together large masses of masoury; while in the
latter period, trusting to their scientific knowledge and the
new principle of vaulting which they had just developed,

they gradually reduced the strength of their piers, first by
cutting their heavy rouud mass into a bundle of pillars all

connected together, and afterwards separating these pillars,

so that at the last the piers frequently consisted only of a
central pillar, surrounded by a number of small detaohefl

shafts connected with the central one morLly by the capital

Capital, from Salisbury Cathedral.

and base, and by bands placed at intervals on the shafts.

Some fiue specimens of this kind of pillar occur at Salis-

bury, where the lightness is carried to such excess that it

seems wonderful how such slender shafts can support such
. heavy weights. These elaborate pillars occur only in the
cathedrals or large churches; in smaller buildings the
pillars are generally plain, either round or octagonal ; but
they may always be distinguished by the moulding and
foliage of their capitals, and by their bases.

Capitals, Foll^ge, and Bases,—These differ in many
essential particulars from those of the Norman period,
though in early buildings some of the Norman characters
still remain. The abacus, the upper moulding or member
of the capital, is in Norman work square ; in pure Early
English it is circular ; its section in the first is square,
sloped with the lower edge, or chamfered off; in the last it

is moulded, having two bold round mouldings, with a deep
hollow between them. The foliage of this perioJ is very
different from that of any other. It consists of a kind of
leaf rising with a stiff stem from the neck-moulding of the
capital, and turning over in various graceful forms under
the abacus. It is from the circumstance of its rising from a

nothing can be further from stiffness, the utmost grace and
elegance being displayed in its design and execution. lu
sometimes takes the form shown in the specimens from
Salisbury, and sometimes that of a trefoil, as in the one

Capital, from Licooln Cathedral.

from Lincoln. The bases are well mouklod, the genera)

section being that of two round mouldings, the lower pro
jecting beyond the upper, and a deep hollow between.
Arches.—These are in most cases acutely pointed, but

no general rule can be given, as much variety in form pre-

vailed at this period. The rouud arch is still occasionally

used, particularly in triforiums, as at York. In plain

parish churches the pier arches are frequently only plainly

chamfered, but in large buildings they are commonly deeply
and elaborately moulded, and relieved with lines of tooth

ornament.

Mouldings and Ornaments.—These are of the greatest

importance in all the styles of Gothic architecture, as they
serve to distinguish one style from another when other
tests fail. In the Early English they are particularly

distinct and striking, and consist chiefly of bold rounds
separated by deep hollows, thus producing an effect of

light and shade much more remarkable than that produced
by the Norman mouldings. Intermixed with these mould-
ings, and frequently occupying one or more of the deep
hollows, is an ornament known as the " tooth ornament

"

or " dog's-tooth," and which is as characteristic of the Early
English style as the zigzag is of the Normau. It consists

of a series of small pyramids cut into the form of four

leaves, and which, when acute and seen in profile, have
something the appearance of a row of teeth. It is profusely

Tooth Ornament, from Lincoln Cathedral.

used in aU situations where ornament can bo introduced.

Flat surfaces are frequently ornamented with foliage, or cut
into small squares, each of which is filled with a flowe*.

stem that it la sometimes called stiff-kav^d foliage; but
j
This kind of work is called Z)io/)er.
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Tha Fronts of Early English buildings are, in general,

very fine compoMtions, and though plainer in detaU than

those of the succeeding styles, they have more elegance of

proportion. A good idea of their general arrangement may

be formed from the one here given of the south transept of

Beverley Minster,

Prince Edward was accepted by the people as their ruler,

and his accession was attended with less difficulty or oppo-

sition than that of any of his predecessors.

When Louis IX. departed on his second expedition to

the Holy Land, he turned aside to attack the Bey of Tunis,

and, instead of proceeding direct to Syria, he landed on

r

South Transept of Beverley Minster.

CHAPTER LVm.
Accesflion of Edward I., surnamcd Longshanks —Adventures of Edtvard in

the Holy Land—His return to Guiennc— Ilia Landing in England, and
Coronation—Persecution of the Jews— Conquest of Wales.

Immediately after the funeral of Henry IH., the barons

proclaimed hia son Edward, then absent on the crusade, to

be king. Walter Merton was nominated chancellor of the

kingdom, and the Earl of Gloucester, the Earl of Cornwall,

a 8on of the King of the Romans, and Walter Giflbrd,

Archbishop of York, were appointed regents. So wise were
the measures taken, and so general was the assent of all

parties, that no disturbance of the public peace took place,

as bad latherto frequently happened on the death of a king.

the shores of Africa. This deviation from his original

course was probably due to the representations of his

brother, Charles of Anjou, who, in the battle of Grandella

(A.D. 126G), had won from Manfred the crown of Italy.

There was some pretence of a claim to tribute possessed by

the kings of Sicily against Tunis, but it is probable that

the real object of the expedition lay in the hope of plundering

that immense wealth which was supposed to be treasured up

in the African cities.

The forces of Louis soon made themselves masters of the

town of Carthage, but they had landed during the summer,

and the excessive heat of that unaccustomed climats, added

to the want of good water and provision, produced seTgre
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BJcknesa among the crusailers. The character of Louis IX.

is cue with few parallels in any age. Perversions of the re-

ligious sentiment were common at the time in which he

lived : he was not free from their influence, and his piety-

was mingled with superstition and austerity. But, in times

of diflioulty and danger, when the hypocrite falls away, and

the true is distinguished fi'om the fiiLse, his fine huuiauity
j

and nobility of soul shone out in a manner which de^uamls
j

from posterity its highest meed of honour. While his

Eoliiers were dying by hundreils around him, he was in the

midst of them, giving up every comfort, and running every

risk for the sake of giving them comfort. At length he was

himself smitten with the disease, and feeling his death ap-

proaching, he lay down calmly to await the inevitable event.

In his last moments we are informed that he thought only

of the sufferings of his family, and of the best form of words

which might tend to console them. " My friends," he said,

'' grieve not for me : I have finished my course. It is right

that I, as your chief, should lead the way. One day you

must all follow me ; keep yourselves ready for the journey."

Such were the last words of this remarkable man, known in

French history by the name of Saint Louis.

When Edward received information of the course taken

by his ally, he iilso proceeded to Tunis ; but on his arrival

there, he found that Louis was dead, and that less than one

half of his army were remaining. The progress of the diae;ise,

however, had been stayed, and the remaining portion of the

French army, deprived of the guidance of their leader, had

made terms with the Bey of Tuuia, and appeared rather

> ^poaed to stay where they were than to tempt fut-ther

P' rils in the Holy Laud. The English soldiers appear to

have been iu some degree infected with thesame pusillauimoiis

spit^it. They re-crossed the Jlediterrauean to Sicily, and

passed the winter at Trapani. Edward had restored unani-

mity to his troops by the declaration, which he made with

all the solemnity of au oath, that if every man of tbera

should desert him, he would go on to Acre attended by his

groom.

On breaking up his winter quarters, Edward found that

his effective force did not exceed 1,000 men. "With these he

Yit sail from Sicily early in the spring, and proceeded to

Acre, one "f the few conquests of the crtlsaders in the East

which still remaiued to them. Small as the force was with

which Edward landed, his arrival produced consternation

among the Mo-ilems, and projiortiouate joy among the

ChrisTians. The fame of Richard L'OBur-de-Lion was still

fresh In their mind-i, and E I ward, 'already distinguished in

tlie Held of war, might be expected to etuillatB the deeds of

that renowned king.

At the time of Edward's arrival. Acre -Was threatened

by the Sultan of Babylon, who had jissembled an army

without its walls, and had made preparations for nil assault.

Whetl the ships of the English prince appeared ih the

distance, the sultan at once retreated into the desert, and

passed into Egypt. Edward led his army iuto the interior,

and carried the city of Nazareth by storm. Nearly two

bundled years had passed sltire the banner of the cross first

•waved over .Teru3a.lem, and its Blt'e:!ts ran down with blood

'slied by Christian hands. In those two hundred years the

world had made somp progress in humanity. The advance

of tile nrts df life, and the spreatl of etimmercc, haK dohe

Eoirii'thing to enhance the value of human life, and to promote

that intellectual activity which is ever opposed to bloodshed.

But over the spirit of fanaticism these things hail no in-

fluence^the most cruel spirit that has oppressed mankind iu

the guise of an angel of Ught. The crusaders still believed

that the blood of the ^Moslem was an acceptable sacrifice to

Heaven ; they still believed that the Saracens ought to hs

excluded from that mercy which every Christian might ask

from his fellow, and that iu deads of whoL'sal! murder tliey

were doing God service. The Moslem-i at Nazareth were

butchered a-; at Jerusalem ; and the knightly Edward led and

directed the slaughter.

Soon afier the massacre, the prince, with raany of his

soliliers, was attacked by sickness, and was compelled to

return to Acre. Here the army of the Cross remained for

a period of fifteen months, which seem to have been pa;sed

in inactivity. Some few sldriLiishes took place with the

Saracens, during which the crusaders maintained their old

reputation for valour, and some few incursions were made

upon the surrounding country, which, in one instance, re-

sulted in the plunder of a curavan, and in another in the

capture of two castles j but these were the only advantages

gained by the Christian troops during that period. This

was not the result of indolence on the part of Edward, or of

any lack of will fof more important operations, but it

apiiears that the force at his command was insufficient for

such purposes. The number of his troops did not exceed

7,000 meUj who were composed of all the nations of

Europe, -Were imperfectly disciplined, and after a tiaie

showed themselves disaffected towards his authority. Such

proved to be the case when thry found that Eilward had

brouglit little money with him, and that he received no

reinforcements.

On the other hand, the town of Acre had been so strongly

fortified, in some degree by Edward himself, that the Moslem

leaders were deterred from attacking it. The presence of

the English prince, however, caused them great annoyance

;

and since open njei-juros wefa out of the question, they

determined to get rid of him by assassination. An elaborate

scheme was contrived for that purpose. The Emir of Jaffa

seat letters to the prince, with presents, expressing his desire

of becoming a Christian. Edward returned a courteous

reply, and on this pretence a lengthened correspondence

took place between them. The messengers of the emir,

frequmtly visiting the prince, were at length permitted to

come and go without question or examination. One evening,

when Edward was lyilig iu his tent, unarmed and alone, the

servant of the emir appeared at the door and made his usual

obeisance. Edward bade him enter, and as he did so and

knelt to present a letter, he suddenly drew a dagger with

the other hand, and made a blow at the piince's heart.

Edward, -whose personal strength was little inferinl- to th;it

of C'ueur-de-Lio!i, caught his hand and turned the dagg r

aside, receiving a slight wound in the arm. He then threw

the murderer to the ground and slew him with his own

weapon.

The appearance of the prince's wound soon showed that

the dagger had been poisoned, and Edwar.l therefore made

hi'i will, and believed that his last hour wa? approaching.

But there Was an English surg.ion at Acre whose skill

appeirs to have been greater than was usual in his day,

and U-ho cut away the envenomed parts of tin wo;!n1.

The order of the rempl irs also were noted for their know-

ledge of medicine, and the Granl Master of the nr<li r sent

his choicest drugs to assist the cure. These means, or n
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natural strength of constitution, subdued the effects of the

poioon, and the prince recovered. His wife Eleanor, who

was famed for her virtues, and who was tenderly attached

to hira, miiy probably have given her best attentions to

promote his recovery, but the aocouut of her having sucked

the poison from the wound must be reji'oted as void of

truth. The story, like others which have been received as

forming part of English history, is little else than a

poet's fiction, and when referred to the chronicles of the

time to which it refers, falls to the ground for want of

evidence.

The sultan, who had other enemies to engage his

attention, now adopted more legitimate means of getting

rid of the troublesome invaders. He sent messengers

to Edward with offers of peace, and a truce was ultimately

concluded for ten years. Edward had received from his

father urgent entreaties to return, and be was probably

glad of an opportunity of putting an end to an irksome period

of inactivity. At the close of the year 1272, he set sail

prince followed him. Edward met with a warm and
hospitable reception from the Pontiff, and while in his

presen-j he demanded vengeance upon the murderers of

Henry d'Almaine. But the demand came too late. Simon
do Jloulfort was already dead, his brother Guy had dis-

appaared, and his place of refuge Wivs not known, while the

Cou»t Aldobraudiui v/as too powerful a noble to be pro-

ceeded against, otherwise than by a nominal examination,

which produced no result. It was cl ar that the count was
guilty, not of the murder, but only of giving shelter to the

assassins, one of whom was his son-iu-hiw ; and under these

circumstances, the English king was compelled to restraia

his desire for vengeance.

Quitting Civita Vecchia, Edward continued his journey

through northern Italy. Everywhere the ardent children of

the South received him with welcome and honour. The
enthusiasm for the crusades, soon to be altogether extin-

guishel, showed itself as strongly now as in the days of

Robert or of Richard, and the people hailed the younc

Great Seal of Edward I.

from Acre for Sicily. On hia arrival at Trapani, he was met

by an invitation from Gregory X., tlie reigning Pope, to

visit him at Rome. The Pontiff, who was newly elected,

had, as Archbishop of Liege, accompanied Edward to Pales-

tine, and a firm fiii-ndship had arisen between them. The
prince therefore accepted the invitation, and having crossed

the Straits of Messina, he proceeded by laud through the

south of Italy.

On passing through Calabria, he was met by messengers

who informed him of the death of his father. The news

appears to have affected him very deeply. Charles

of Aiijou, who was then with him, and who was a

man of a remarkably unfeeling and ferocious character,

expressed his surprise at such a demonstration of grief.

Referring to an infant son of Edward and Eleanor, who
had lately died, he told the prince that he appeared to

mourn more for the death of his old father than for his own
child. Edward replied, " The loss of my child is one that I

may hope to repair, but the death of a father is an irreparable

loss."

When Edward arrived at Rome (February, a.d. 1273),

the Pope was absent at Civittv Vecchia, and thither thp

English king with the title of Champion of the Cross.

Their sympathies were excited less by his deeds of personal

prowess in the East—which, limited as they were, were

exaggerated by the imaginative colouring of the minstrels

—

than by the wound he had received in the holy cause. They
remembered, too, that amidst the general apathy of Europe

he was the only prince who yet remaiaed to bear aloft the

banner of the cross.

Edward crossed the Alps, and tooV his way through

France to Paris, having received by the way various mes-

sengers, who made him acquainted with the state of affairs

in England. At Paris he was honourably entertained by
the French king, I'hilip le Hardi, to whom he rendered

homage for those territories of which Philip was feudal

suzerain. It is matter for surprise that after so long an

absence, and when a throne was waiting his acceptance,

Edward should show no desire to return to England. It is

at least evident that he must h.ave felt full confidence in

the security of his succession or in his own power of sup-

pressing rebellion. Instead of proceeding from Paris to

his own country, he took the way to Guicnne, where he

remained for several mouths. The real motives for thit
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step are by no means clear, but it is probable that Edward
had cause to suspect the existence of certain plots against

his life. The Pope bad warned him to beware of the swords

of assassins, and he had reason to dread the ambition of

Phihp, whose character was very difterent from tbat of his

father, and who Wiis beheved to entertain designs for ob-

taining posstSiion of all the continental provinces held by
the English.

The suspicions of Edward appear to have been confirmed

by an incident which took place in May, a.d. 127-1, when
he was still in Guienne. According to the nsancs of chi-

valry, it was permitted for one kniglit to challenge another

to a trial of skill in the tournament ; and such a challenge

would scarcely be refused by any man, whatever his degree,

who had a regard for his knightly fame. The Count of

Chalons, a distinguished soldier, sent a message of this

kiad to Edward, desiring to break a lance with him in the

tournament. The warlike king had no desire to evade

the challenge ; and, waiving his high rank, he consented to

meet the count upoa evea terms. On the diy appointed,

Edward rode to the spot, attended by an escort of a thou-

sand men
; but when he arrived there he saw to his surprise

that his adversary was accompanied by nearly two thou-

sand. The king had already heard rumours of some
treachery said to be intended by the count, but, with the

temper of a brave man, he had despised them. The war-

Hke array before him now recalled these rumours to his

memory, in a manner not to be disregarded. The intended

tournament was couverted into a sanguinary engagement,

in which all the men of both sides took part, and Edward
himself performed some gallant feats of arms.

The English, seeing the advantage of numbers so greatly

on the side of the enemy, laid aside all the laws of chivalry,

and determined to win the day as best they might. The
cross-bowmen, whose skill was already noted throughout

Europe, obtained an immediate advantage against the

French foot-soldiers, and diove them from the field. They
then joined iu tbe unequal conflict of the cavalry, and

stabbed the horses of many of the French knights, or cut

their saddle-girths, and so brought them to the ground.

The Count of Chalons, furious at the resistance he met
with, forced his way to the king, and, after having in vain

attempted to unhorse him with his lance, closed with him,

and grasping him round the neck, endeavoured to drag

him down. The count was celebrated for his great strength,

but the king was no less remarkable for that quality, and

he remained firmly in his saddle; while, forcing his horse

suddenly to one side, the count was pulled from his saddle,

and fell heavily to the ground. He was speeddy remounted

by some of his own party, but he was so severely wounded
or bruised that he called for quarter. Enraged at his

treachery, Edward dealt him several heavy blows by way of

reply, and then, indeed, gave him his fife, but compelled

him to surrender his sword, and accept the boon from the

hands of a common soldier—an act by which, according

to the laws of cliivahy, the count was disgraced for ever.

In spite of the disparity of numbers, the result of this en-

gagement was deci.ledly in favour of the English. They
took many of the French knights prisoners, and f;reat num-
bers of the fuot-soLliers were butcliered. So fierce was the

affray, and so large a number of those enj/agod were slain,

that it wii3 afterwards known by the name of the " little

battle of Chalons."

Having thus read a lesson to all conspirators against his

person, Edward at length made preparations to return to

England. Having sent directions for his coronation, he
took his way through France, passing thi'ougli the town of

Montreuil. Here he stopped to arrange some disputes

which had arisen in the previous reign between the English

and the Flemings, and which are worthy of notice, as illus-

trating the commercial re!at,ions of the two countries in

those ilays. For a certain number of years previou.sly, the

Couiits of Flanders had been accustomed to supply for the

service of the Kings of England a certain number of foot-

soldiers, who were received on hire. In the reign of Henry
III. these supplies ceased to be demanded ; but the Countess

of Flanders claimed a sum of money as arrears of p;iy, and
on payment being refused, she seized all the English wool

—

then largely exported from the country—to be found in her

territory. The Flemings were then the chief manufac-

turers of woollen and other cloths, and Henry retaliated by
detaining all their manufactured goods tht-n in England,

and by prohibiting all commerce between the two countries.

This prohibition caused great loss and damage to the Flem-

ings, whose looms were thus rendered idle, and their work-

men left without employment. The object of the countess

was the renewal of trade with England, and to this end she

made application to Edward, and ofiered a public apology

for the wrong which had been committed. The king

acted with wisdom on this occasion, and, having sought

the advice of some Loudon merchants, he removed the

prohibition.

Edward landed at Dover on the 2nd of August, a.d.

127-1, and seventeen days afterwards he was crowned, with

his wife Eleanor, at Westminster. The return of the king

from the Holy Land was hailed by the people with great

demonstrations of joy. According to Ilolinshed, the king

and queen were received " with all joy that might be

devised. The streets were hung with rich cloths of silk,

arras, and tapestry ; the aldermen and burges?es of the city

threw out of their windows handfuls of gold and silver, to

signify the great gladness which tliey conceived of his safe

return ; the conduits ran plentifully with white wine and

red, that each creature might drink his fill." So readily did

the people forget the injustice and cruelties of thuir former

monarchs, and so enthusiastically did they welcome each

new ruler, whom they were willing to hope might bless the

land with peace and prosperity.

Edward's first exercise of power was by acts of extreme

and merciless tyranny, directed, not towards his Christian

subjects, whose liberties he showed no disposition to invade,

but towards the unhappy Jews, who had already suffered

such repeated persecutions that it may almost Le con-

sidered matter for surprise that any of their race were left

in the country. On ascending the throne, Edward found

the Royal treasury almost exhausted, and there is no doubt

that his proceedings against the Jews were dictated by the

necessity of raising money. That fanatical spirit; which had

led liim to direct the slaughter of unresisting Jloslems, may
probably have justified him iu his own eyes in his cruel

persecutions of Jews, who were no less regarded as infidels,

and as unworthy of the protection of the laws. The pre-

text put forward—for the day had arrived when at least

some pretext w.as required—was that the Jews had tampered

with the coinage of the realm, which hivd been found to be

generally clipped and adulterated. There was no evidence
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whatever to (ix upon this unhappy people as tha authors of

the crime, but their riches oilercil a temptation to cupidity,

and their helplessness admitted of their heing coudeinned

without fear of the consequences. The hatred ajjainst the

Jews was universal, and the appearance of one of them

before a Christian court was followed as a matter of course

by his condemnation.

The clipped coin was so common as to be found all over

the kingdom ; but immerliately that such a pieco of money

was discovered iu the possession of a Jew, he was seized,

submitted to the form of a trial, and hanged without mercy.

It is related that 280 of both sexes were executed iu London,

besides which, great numbers were put to death iu other

towns. The property of all those who were thus judicially

murdered reverted to the crown ; and, thorelore, it is not

difficult to see why these acts of persecution were pushed to

so great an extent.

Whi^n the royal coffers hid been replenished by such

means as these, Edward directed his iittention to carrying

out certain schemes, on which he entered with calmness and

determinaiion. Influenced by as restless an ambiti.ui as

any of his predecessors, he directed his efforts to a field,

on which, as it ajipeared, they hud the best prospect of

ultimate success. Ingtead of carrying his array across the

Channel to subdue provinces between which and his throne

the sea would continue to flow, he proposed to himself the

conquest of the whole island of Great Britain. He asserte I

his right to do so by virtue of a feudal superiority—a claim

which, as far as it had reference to Scotland, was wholly

without foundation.

Tlie first expedition of Edward was direeted against the

Welsh, whom so many of the Anglo-Norman kings had in

vain attempted to subdue. Politically considered, there is

no doubt that tliia expedition was wisely ordered, aud that

the early conquest of those brave mountaineers has proved

iu the highest degree beneficial to this country. At the

time of the accession of Edward, civilisation had made

important progress in England, while iu AVales it had been

stationary ; but if we examine the social condition of that

people after the conquest, as described in the writings of a

contemporary, and one of their own countrymen, we shall

find their national character depicted in colours which

attract our respect and admiration. Iu time of war they

were brave, or eveu fierce ; but when the war was over, they

showed that they could appreciate the blessings of peace,

and they betook themselves to tlieir ordinary avocations, and

exchanged the rites of hospitality. In spite of the aggressive

wars made upon them from time to time, any Englisliman

who visited them in their mountains, as a simple traveller

vithout arms, was sure of safe conduct and a kind reception.

If he arrived iu the morning he was entertained until the

evening by the young women, who played aud sang to him

with the harp. There was a harp iu every cottage, and

v/ith it w.as to be found at least one person whose skill could

, bring out its sweetest sounds. The people are described as

possessed of great natural dignity and freedom of speech,

which gave them confidence even in replying to princes.

If we may credit this account of one of their countrymen,

we find here one of the rare instances given in history of

a people displaying many of the amenities of social life

while yet in the infancy of civilisation ; deriving their code

of honour, laws, and manners from the influences of un-

written memorials of the past—from songs aud traditions.

The mountaiu maidens, who cheered the tireii traveller with

the music of tlie harp, h.id no bitter clothing than the

skins of sheep aud goats. The chiefs, whose sway over a

thousand warriors was absolute, and who bore themselves

with tmdaunted mien iu the pres;nce of kings, kept state

among bare walls and benches, and rode out to meet the

English chivalry upou the rough ponies of the mountains.

It is related that wlien Ilenry II. pa-ssed through thu

country, ho looUel with a contemptuous eye upon the

poverty of the inhabitants, until he perceivud among them

a pride greater than his own, and based not upon gaudy

trappings or outward show, but upou the eonsciousnes< of a
maiiliood which had no need of deiiorations. " These

people are poor," said a mountaineer to the king, " but such

as tliey are, thou shalt never subdue them ; that is reseryed

for God in his wrath."

It has been already related that during the contests

between Henry III. and the De Moutfort faction, Llewellyn,

the chief of the north principality, had supported the cause

of the Earl of Leicester, and, at the Batile of Evesham,

had fought on his side. When that final struggle was over,

and the Welsh chieftain had returueil to his native hdli!,

he stiU retained hij regard for the fallen family of De

Moutfort, and sent to orter his hand in marriage to Eleanor,

daughter of the deceased earl. The olfer was accepted, and

the young lady, in company with her brother Emeric, set

sail from France to reach her affianced husband ; but the

vessel having been interc-ptej by some Euglish ships, the

bride and her escort were conveyed to the court of Edward,

who detained them piisoners. Ex^isperatcd by this act of

oppression, Llewellyn collected together his men-at-arms,

and determined to revenge himself for the insult he had

sustained. It is not certain when the first acts of hostility

took place on the part of the AVelsh or English ; but there

is no doubt that Edward had for some time past been pur-

suing, by various covert measures, the schemes he had

in view. He administered bribes without stint among the

mountaiu chiefs, and, profiting by long-standing feuds

which existed between them, he secured many of them to his

side. Actuated by a feeling of jealousy, David, the brother

of Llewellyn, placed himself among those wdio gathered

round the royal standard, aud witli him was llees-ap-Mere-

dith, the chief or prince of South Wales.

The ground of quarrel which Edward preferred against

Llewellyn was that the latter had refused to obey the

summons to appear before the king, and render homage as

one of the vassals of the Crown. On receiving that sum-

mons, Llewellyn replied that his life was in danger from

the number of his enemies, who, in violation of a recent

treaty between him and Edward, had been received at the

court. The \\'elsh prince demanded that a safe conduct

should be grai.tel to him; that ten ho.-tagcs, chosen from

the Englisli nobility, should hi sent as security for his safe

return, and that his bride slioull immediately be given up

to him. Edward refused these conditions, with the excep-

tion of the safe conduct, and it is evident that he ha(i no

real desire that his vassal should withdraw his refusal.

The king's preparations for the intend'd expedition were

now matured; a 1 irge army was realy to take the field,

and the Church had excommunicated the Welsh prince as a

traitor to the crown.

At Easter, a.d. 1277, Edward began his march to AVales,

and having crossed the Dee near Chester, he entered Flint*
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shire. A fleet, which had been dispatched for the purpose,

co-operated with him, by cutting off from Llewellyn all

supplies from the Isle of Anglesey. The expedition was

well-timed ; for when these operations had been effectually

carried out, and the Welsh prince driven to ths mountains,

the storms of winter aided the attacks of his enemies. De-

prived of food and succour, the condition of Llewellyn soon

became wretched in the extreme, and he was compelled to

submit to such terras of peace as Edward might please to

promise, and many months elapsed before the Welsh prince

obtained his bride.

Edward spared no pains to secure the advantage he had

obtained. He rewarded liberally those among the Welsh

chiefs who had supported him, and bestowed what are called

honours upon those traitors to their native soil. David re-

I

ceived the order of knighthood at the king's hands, and with

it the hand of the daughter of the Earl of Ferrers. But when
1 tha Welsh prince had escaped from the influence of the

Tomb of Henry III. in Westminster Abbey.

offer. Those terms were hard indeed. A payment of

£50,000 was demanded, together with the cession of the

whole of Llewellyn's territories, except the Isle of Anglesey,

which was also to revert to the crown in case the prince

died without heir male, and for which, during his life, he

was to pay a yearly rent of 1,000 marks. The king

afterwards remitted the enormoM ransom demanded; and.

had he not done so, it may be questioned whether it would

have been possible to raise so much money throughout

the principality. In return for these concessions of

Llewellyn, Edward promised to release Eleanor de Mont-

fort ; but he showed considerable reluctance to fulfil that

court, and breathed once more the free air of the hills, he

regretted the folly which had induced him to sell the inde-

pendence of his country, and to league himself with its op-

pressors. Other causes soon operated to increase this feel-

ing. The English, not content with the large territories

they had conquered, made inroads upon the land secured

by treaty to the natives, cutting down the timber and com-

mitting other depredations. If the chiefs were exasperat«i

by these proceedings, the people were unanimous in their

liatred of their enemies, and in cries for vengeance.

Allusion has been already made to the prophet Merlin, and

to the effect exercised upon his fellow-countryraen by the
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predictions which bore his name. One of these, which

was now remembered and repeated, was to the effect that

when the Enghsh money should become circular the Prince

of Wales should be crowned in London. Edward had

which the prediction referred, and interpreting that dark

saying according to their own wild wishes, beUeved that it

foreshadowed nothing less than the subjugation of the whole

island to the countrymen of the prophet.

lately issued a new coinage of round halfpence and

farthings, and had issued a decree forbidding the penny to

b3 divided into quarters, as had previously been done. The

Welsh, therefore, thought they saw the time arrived to

The impetuous descendants of the ancient Britons scarcely

needed such old stories as these to prompt them to ven-

geance. David forgot the rewards he had received at the

king's hands, and having effected a reconcUiation with hia
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brotlier Llewellyn, agreed to act iu concert with him. On
the 2-2wl of Mirch, a.d. 1282, David suddeuly descended

from the Flimshiro hills with a body of trooi^s, and sur-

prised the strong castle of Hawarden. Roger Clifford, the

justiciary, was talceu in his bed and made prisoner, and
on the part of the garrison little resistance was made.

This success emboldened the natives, who now rose on all

sides to join the standard of their chiefs. Llewellyn led his

men against the castles of Flint and Rhuddlan, and though

repulsed from these strong fortresses, he inflicted great

damage upon the English in other places, forcing them
from tlieir strongholds, and often driving them across the

borders.

When the news of the insurrection was brought to

Edward he refused to believe it ; but it has been supposed

that his surprise was rather feigned than real, and that he

was not displeased to have a pretext for another expedition

which should complete his conquest, and place it on a firm

basis. He obtained money by means of a forced loan,

levied upon all his subjects who had money to pay ; ami
having collected an army, he advanced once more into North
Wales, attended, as belore, by a fleet. Among his forces

were a large bodj' of pioneers, wdio opened a passage for

the troops tluough the woods and marshes, and enabled

him to beat back the Welsh as far as the foot of Snowdou.
The accounts which have r^'ached us of this campaign are

very obscure; and it is difficult to trace the succe.-sive

encounters between the mountaineers and their assailants.

It would appear, however, that the advantage was by no

means all on one side, and that a pitched battle took place,

in which the numerous army of the king was vrorsted.

The fleet of the king had occupied the''Isle of Anglesey,

whence the troops directed their offensive operations. A
bridge of boats was laid across the JMenai Straits, where

now the suspension bridge of Telford and the iron tube

of Stephenson afford a safe and convenient passage. The
Welsh hud raised some entrenchments on the mainland, and
there awaited the expected attack. During the absence

of Edward, a body of liis troops crossed over the straits

before the bridge was quite completed, so that they were

compelled to wade some distance through the water to

reach the shore. The WeLsh made no opposition to their

landing, and even suffered them to approach their works

;

but meauwhde the tide was rising, and presently reached

a heiglit which rendered it impossible for the English to

gain their boats. While iu this position the mountaineers

rushed out upon them and drove them into the sea, where
all those who escaped the sword were speedily engulfed.

The loss to the English on this occasion numbered thirl een

knights, seventeen esquires, and several hundred men-at-
arms. Another engagement afterwards took place, at which
Edward liimself was defeated, and compelled to fly from the

field, leaving several of his chief nobles among the number
of the dead.

These successes caused great joy to Llewellyn and his

associates, though the struggle which they so heroically

maintained was, in reality, liopeless. Fresh troops were
constantly arriving to the support of the king, while his

numerous fleet offered them protection and support. Among
the reinforcements were some mountaineers of the 15asque

provinces, well suited for that mode of warfare, in whicli

agiliiy of limb and rapidity of motion )iossessed a decided

advantage over the slow operations of the English troojis.

The Basques followed the Welsh to their fastnesses, and

there fought them iu their own way, usually with the

advantage of numbers. The natives were thus dislodged

from their defences, driven from mountain to mountain,

and compelled, inch by inch, to retreat.

But wbUe such was the frequent result of these conflicts,

the combineil efforts of the Welsh leaders were attended

with the success which has been described. Llewellyn

trusted that the elements to which he owed his former

drfeat would now exert an influence iu hia favour, and tliat

the rigours of winter would compel the king to quit the

country. But Edward was too able a general to sutter

himself to be so defeated. He undertook more vigorous

measures, and while pressing the natives to the utmost

with his own forces, he dispatched a second army, which

had recently been collected, into South Wales, for the pur-

pose of attacking the enemy in the rear. Llewellyn imme-

diately marched to meet this new danger,'leaving his brother

David to oppo.so the king. At Bailtli, in the valley of the

Wye, the Welsh prince found himself siiddenly in the |jre-

seuce of a large force of English troops, who were encamped

on the opposite side of the river. Llewellyn had advanced

in front of his men, and descended a hill to watch the

motions of the enemy. He had entered a barn, either for

shelter or repose, when he was surprised by a party of

English who had crossed the river. Hopeless as the contest

was, the prince turned desperately on liis assailants, struck

his last blow for home and liberty, and then fell, pierced

through the body by a spear. His head was cut'ott', and,

by direction of Edward, was sent to London, where it was

placed in the Tower, with a crown of willow round the

brows. This order was given by the king, in derision of

tlie prophecy of Merlin.

The independence of Wales was buried in the grave of

Llewellyn. The king had, indeed, some further resistance

to encounter, but it was unorganised and soon subdued, as

far as active hostilities were concerned, iilany of the native

chiefs at once gave iu their submission to tlie crown, but

David maintained his opposition for six mouths, surrounded

by a few followers, in the fastnesses of the mountains. At
length he was betrayed into his enemies' hands, and was

carried in ch:dns to the castle of Rhuddlan. In the (ollow-

ing month Edward brought the case of the captive before a

parliament, hastily and irregularly summoned at Shrews-

bury. That parliament assented obsequiously to whatever

the king described as just and necessary ; and, consequently,

they condemuod the Welsh prince to be drugged by a liorse

to the place of execution, because, after receiving the order

of knighthood from the king, he had turueil traitor ; to be

liung, because he liad caused the mur.lor of the knights in

Hawardeu Castle ; to have his bowels burned, because he

had profaned the sacrednesa of Palm Sunday, the day on

whicli the deed was committed, and to be quartered, and

have his limbs hung up in different phvces, because he had

conspired a;j!ainst the king's life. Tiiis ehamelul sentence

was not only carried into ertect, but served for many years

as a prece lent in cases of liij,«ii treason.

Edward now directed his attention to more peaceful mea-

sures for securing liis conquest, lie remained in Wales

during another year, and occupied himself in enticing tho

natives as fir as possible from their uncaltivatod habits, and

in prevailing upon tliein to adopt fixed residences and Eng-

lish customs. To this end he divided the country into shirea
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and huQiireda, introduced Engli.<h laws, which were generally

enforced, and took measures for the restoration of tranquility.

He also gave charters conferring important privileges on

some of the Welsli towns, and amongst others to llhudJlan,

Aberystwith, and Caernarvon. It happened that Qieea

Eleiinor bore her husband a son in the castle of Caernarvon,

and Kdward availed himself of that circumstance f ir political

purjjoses. He called together a number of the chief men of

the land, to whom he presente 1 the infant as born among

them, and of the same country. The child, he said, was

AVelsh, and as such he sh juld be their prince. Tlioy sup-

posed that a separate govcrnmcjiit was intendtid, since the

Infant had an elder brother, who undoubtedly was the heir

to the English throne. The ardent nature of the Welsh

eagerly caught at this revived hope of independence, and for

some time they appeared to have regarde 1 their young prince

with feelings of loyalty and affectiun. Before long, however,

the Prince Alphonso, the elder brother, die I, ami it became

evident that such hopes were illusory. From this time the

principality of Wales became permanently annexed to the

crown, and the title of Prince of Wales was given to the

eldest son of the kings of Englan-l.

E hvard secured his comj^nest by fortifying anew the castles

of Conway and Caernarvon, an 1 by building other fortresses,

in which he placed strong garrisons and large stores of pro-

visions. The lands at the foot of Suowdon he divided among

his EnglisV "larons, who aUo built ca-itles and stronghold-s for

purposes ji defence. Such measures proved to be neoessury

for many years afterward^, for the mountaineers rebelled

against these haughty and tyrannical lords, and showed their

hatred by contiuueil acts of hostUity. Cruelty on the one

hand was met by bloody deeds of vengeance on the other,

and many of the English nobles sustained a perpetual siege

in the strongholds they had built.

After the subjugation of Wales, four years passed away,

during which Edward pursued no fari,her his schemes of

aggrandisement. Showing little interest in the internal

ail'iirs of his kingdom, lie passed over to the Continent,

where his great ability was displayed in the ai-rangement of

a dispute respecting the island of Sicily, which had arisen

between the Kings vi France, Arragou, and the house of

Anjou. Meanwhile, the English people murmured at his

absence; the word "government" was associated with the

person of the king, and disorders had been increasing which

it was believed his presence would terminate. Edward found

himself compelled to return to his own country, and soon

after he had done so, the course of events in Scotland aroused

his ambition iu that direction. It will be necessary brietiy

to trace the narrative of Scottish history, from the reign

of Malcolm Cueumore to the date at which we have uosv

arrived.

The influence exercised upon the Scottish people by their

queen, Margaret, the sister of Edgar Atheling, was in a high

degree beuedcial. The fair Saxon introduced among the

fierce subjects of her husband the softer manners, the religion,

and the dawning civilisation of the south. Ma'colm, to whom
the name of Caenmore (Great-head) was given, a rude and

savage warrior, had conceived for his young bride an affection

which knew no bounds. Ignorant of the truths of Christi-

anity, he was induced to join in thos: devotional services

which she habitually practised; and fiOTn a human love he

learneH, as ethi'r men have learned, to recognise the influence

of a holier feeling. He could not read her books of prayer,

but he would kiss them humbly to show his veneration for

their use. His power w.is freely placed iu the hands of Lis

young queen, and as freely used by her iu reforming abu.?i.s

in the Church, and in the introduction of Viirious arts an:!

accomplishments.

The people were savage and uncultiTated, bat they wero

generous, cuthiuiastic, and by no means deficient in a sort of

rude chivalry. They had a will imagination, fed by da:k

and gloomy traditions. Th-.^y pi'opled the cavcs, the woods,

the rivers, and the mountains with spirits, elves, giants, an I

dragons; and are we to wonder that the Scots, a nation in

whose veins the blool of the rac.s of Scandinavia is unques-

tionably mingled, should at a very remote period have evinced

an enthusiastic admiration for song and poetry ; that the

harper was to bo found amongst the offiiers who composed

the personal state of the sovereign ; and that the country

maintained a privileged race of wandering minstrels, who
eagerly seized on the prevailing superstitions and romantic

legends, and wove them, in rude but sometimes very expres-

sive versification, into their stories and ballads; who were

welcome guests at the gate of every leuilal castle, and fondly

beloved by the great body of the people ?
*

AVhilj Margaret was spreading among the people the de-

sire for knowledge, Malcolm was enlarging his dominions by

conquest ; and at the death of this prince (.\.D. 1003) Scot-

land was, comparatively speaking, a unite 1 and consolidated

nation. Tuen, however, various disorders took place ; anj

when Alexander, son of Caeumore, at length obtained pos-

session of the throne, the people seemed to have returned to

theii- former condition of barbarism. In A.D. 1123, he was

succeeded by his brother David, who, like his father, was

sagacious and brave, an affectionate husband, an J a gallant

soldier. David, as the uncle of the Empress Matilda,

daughter of Henry I., considered himself bound to support

the title of that princess to the crown. The battle of North-

allerton, already described, resulted in a severe defeat to the

Scottish king, chiefly owing to the insubordination of a por-

tion of his army. David exerted his power for the improve-

ment of the condition of his subjects; he founded niauy

monastic establishments, in which the learning of the times

was preserved, and the sons of the nobles received their elu-

catton.

David was succeeded by his son Malcolm IV., a brave

and energetic prince, but one whose negotiations with

England were unfortunate. Henry II., then in full pos-

session of his- power, obtained from the Scottish king the

resumption of a portion of Northumberlan.l, which h.d

been ceded by Stephen. The more remote parts of his

kingdom were consolidated by Malcolm, who subdued

a formidable insurrection among the flerca nativts of

Galloway. In the year 11G5, Malcolm IV. died, and waf

succeeded by his son William, surnamed the Lion. This

prince it was who, having been made jirisouer by Henry

II., agreed to purchase his liberty by surrendering the

independence of his kingdom. This shameful bargain was

rescinded by Richard Coeur-de-Lion, who restored the

relative positions of the two kingdoms to their former

footing. Thus the kingdom of Scotland, properly so

called, was restored to its independence, while the pos-

fcsiions iu Westmoreland, Cumberland, Northumberland,

and ].K)thian, all of which had made part of the heptarchy,

• Tiftler : HUtory of Scotlaua.
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Qoatiaued to be held by a feudatory title from the English

erown.

William was succeeded by his son, Alexander II., a.d.

1214. During the reign of this prince there were few

events of importance. He occupied himself rather with

the internal affnirs of the country than with schemes of

foreign aggression, and his policy was attended, on the

Whole, with favourable results. His son, Alexander HI.,

succeeded to the throne in the year 1249, and the peace

and prosperity by which nearly the whole of his reign was

distinguished was to be referred in a great measure to the

wisdom and patriotism of his ancestors. As a proof of the

advance which had been made by the nation in power, we
are told that at this time the army of the king amounted

to 100,000 men, and 1,000 well-appointed horsemen.*

Alexander III. was only nine years of age when his father

died, but in order to prevent foreign interference with the

affiiirs of the kingdom, the boy was immediately crowned

at Scone, and was knighted by the Bishop of St. Andrews.

Two years afterwards the English king gave his daughter

Margaret in marriage to Alexander ; and the nuptials be-

tween the two children were celebrated with great pomp at

York, in December, a.d. 1251.

The only important danger which threatened Alexander

arose from the attacks of the Norwegians, whose old

quarrel with the Scots, respecting the islands of the He-

brides, was renewed in this reign. In the summer of 126-4,

when the young king had just attained to the years of

manhood, Haco, of Norway, a powerful chief and a re-

nowned warrior, set sail, at the head of a numerous force,

for the Scottish shores. The Norwegiac fleet arrived in

the Frith of Clyde, while Ale.xander, assembling his troops,

advanced to meet the invaders. A storm arose, by which

the foreign armament sustained considerable damage ; and

its violence was scarcely abated when Haco reached the

Bay of Largs, near the mouth of the Clyde. Here he was

met and attacked by the Scottish army, which arrived in

successive divisions. A protracted coaflict of three diys'

duration took place there, and the plain, still covered with

cairns and rude monuments of the slain, bears witness to

the bloody and obstinate character of the struggle. Alex-

ander at length gained a complete victory ; the remnant of

the invaders retreated to their ships, and effected tlieir

escape to the islands of Orkney, where the redoubted Haco

died, either from wounds received in the battle, or from

mortification at its result. The victory of Largs termi-

nated for ever the wars between Scotland and Norway

;

and, after a lapse of seventeen years, the two nations

cemented their qu irrels by a marriage between Margaret,

the daughter of Alexander, and the youthful Eric, Haco's

Successor.

During a period of twenty years succeeding the Nor-

wegian expedition, we may believe that the kingdom of

Scotland enjoyed a condition of uninterrupted prosperity.

The young king governed his people wisely and well, and,

undisturbed by enemies from without, he was able to repress

the quarrels of those rival factions of the nobility which

for many years had maintained towards each other a posi-

tion of active or passive hostility. But heavy clouds were

gathoring round the future of this prosperous king, and at

the moment of its greatest glory the royal house of Scot-

* Matthew Paris,

land was doomed to perish from the land. Margaret of

England, the queen of Alexander, had died in 1275. Be-
sides the daughter, whose marriage had restored peace to

the nation, two sons had been born to him, one of whom
died in childhood. In the year 1283 the Queen of Norway
expired, leaving only an infant daughter, who had also

received the loved name of Margaret. A few months later

the prince of Scotland followed his sister to the grave, and
thus tlie king, while yet in the prime of manhood, was
bereft of wife and children.

Anxious to secure the succession to his grand-daughter,

who was called the IMaiden of Norway, Alexander sum-
moned a council or parliament at Scone, and those present

bound themselves to accept the Norwegian princess as their

sovereign, in the event of the king dying without issue. la
the hope of obtiiniug a direct heir, Alexander took for a
second wife Jolita, the daughter of the Count of Dreux.

The new queen was young and very beautiful, but the

marriage was described as attended by evil omens, and the

events which followed it might well assist the imagination

of the chroniclers as to the portents they describe. Within
a year afterwards Alexander was riding at nightfall from

Kinghorn to Inverkeithen, on the shore of the Frith of

Forth, when the horse starting or stumbling, rolled with

him over a precipice. Thus died a prince whom the nation

mourned as the last and worthiest of his line.

The first proceerliug of the estates of Scotland was to

fulfil their vow by appointing a regency to exercise the

functions of government during the minority of the infant

queen. But it was evident that the succession of the little

Maiden of Norway was scarcely likely to be secured by

such a measure. A female sovereign was new to the people,

and the same prejudice existed against her as that which, in

J^ngland, had excluded from the throne the daughter of

Henry I. It was therefore scarcely to be expected that

the turbulent chiefs would preserve their allegiance to a

child then in a foreign country, and partly of foreign ex-

traction. It was not long before one strong party formed

the design of placing its chief upon the throne, to the

exclusion of the Maiden of Norway. Robert de Brus, or

Bruce, could show some relationship to the royal family,

his mother, Isabella, being one of the daughters of David,

Earl of Huntingdon, brother of William the Lion. This

chief, who was supported by many of the Scottish nobility,

held a meeting of his adherents on the 20th of September,

A.D. 1286. The scene of the assembly was Turuberry

Castle, in Ayrshire, the seat of Bruce's son, Robert Biuce,

who had received the title of Earl of Carrick, in right of

his wife. Aa agreement was entered into, by which all

the persons present bound themselves to adhere to one

another on all occasions, and against all persons, saving

their allegiance to the King of England, and to him who

should gain the kingdom of Scotland as the rightful heir

of the late king. There appears little doubt that the real

object of the meeting was to obtain the crown for

Bruce, to which end they would have been wilhng to

secure the assistance of Edward, by acknowledging him

as feudal lord of Scotland. The English monarch, how-

ever, had other designs, which he proceeded to carry into

effect.

Edward was the grand-uncle of the Maiden of Norway,

and he, with her father Eric, might therefore be considered

her natural guardians. The latter seems to have interested
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himself little about her fate ; and neither paternal affection

nor schemes of ambition prompted any active exertions iu

her cause. But with the EiigUsh king the case was very

different. Edward was one of the ablest and wisest

nioiiarchs of Europe, and, at the surae time, the most

powerful, ambitious, and uns'^riipulous. He had already

secured to the foot of his throne the free people of Wales

:

-and when the death of Alexander was made known, he

perceived that the time was come when he might strike a

powerful blow at the independence of Scotland. His first

measure? for this purpose seem to have been in themselves

just and equitahle, aud to have been willingly accepted by

the northern barons. He entered into a treity wirh the

chief nobles of the regency, an.l proposed an alliance bs-

tween his son, the Prince of Wales, and the Maiden of

Norw.ay. The agreement was finally concluded at Saliahury,

July, A.D. 1290. Articles were drawn up for sectu'ing the

independence of Scotland, aud they were solemnly sworn to

by the English king. It is matter for doubt how iar such an

oath would have been kept had the match taken place, for

it is known that Edward had secured to his own party some

of the Scottish chiefs, and, under pretence of guarding

the peace of the country, had obtained possession of many

castles an.l fortified places. But the scheme of a uniou

between the two kinj^doms by marriage w.is defeated by the

early death of the Maid of Norway, who, having set sail for

Britain, fell sick during the passage, aud, U'lable to pursue

the voyage, landed on one of the Orkney IsLuds, virhere she

expire! in her eighth year.

Edward was thus compelled either to resort to other mea-

sures for the purpose of adding Scotland to his dominions, or

at once to relmiiuish his designs upon that country. It is

probable that so ambitious a monarch did not long hesitate

between the two alternatives, and the result of his delibera-

tions was a communication to his council to the effect that

he ' had it in his mind to bring under his dominion the king

and kingdom of .Scotlami in the same manner that ho had

subdued the kingdom of AVales." The pretext on which he

founded his pretended right to interfere iu the affairs of

Scotland, was the claim which he advanped to be lord

parumount of that country—a claim supported by his

being in possession of the castles already alluded to, by

virtu.; of the treaty of marriage between his sou aud the

Maiden of Norway.

Sach a claim as this was, in the highest degree, unjust.

According to the feudal laws, to create a fief the superior

must he in possession of territories which he bestows upou

the vassal, and for which the vassal renders homage and

services. But the kings of England had never held posses-

sion of Scotland, properly so called. That kingdom was the

original seat of the Soots iu the province of Argyle, ex-

tended by the conquest of the Picts to the northern shores

of the Frith of Forth. The provinces thus conquered,

and afterwards united together into the kingdom called

Albania, and afterwards Scotland, were territories to which

the Enghsh had never po.ssessed, or claimed, any right, aud

lay beyond the northern wall, where the southern Britons

hail never been able to inaintaiu a position. This condition

orf the territory of North Britain existed as early as the

year 538, at which perio I there is not only no proof of the

homage.* It is necessary to make a distinction between

the feudal suzerainty of Scotland and the right over

certain territories which had formerly been part of tho

king lorn of England, and which, having been ceded to the

Scots, were held by their princes as vassals of Enjiland to

thatextent. But the independence of the Scottish kingdom

was no more affected by such homage than that of ICngland

was surrendered by the feudal service rendered to the King

of Fnmce by the Plantagenets for their dominions on the

Continent. The lands which the Scottish kings held by

thi.-i tenure were parts of Cumberland and Northumher-

laud. Frequent efforts had been tnade by the southern

kings to change the homage due for tliese lands into a

general homage for the kingdom of Scotland ; but such

attempts were always rcsi-.ted, and, until the reign of

William the Lion, no general acknowledgment of subjection

was made.

The line of William the Lion having been abruptly cut

off, the heir to the crown would be found among the de-

scendants of David, Earl of Huntingdon, his younger

brother. The earl had one son and three daughters. The

former died without issue ; a«d of the latter, Margaret, the

eldest, was married to Alan, of Galloway ; the second,

Isabella, to Robert Bruce ; and the third, Ada, to Henry

Hastings. The eldest daughter bore no son to her husband,

but her daughter, Dervorgoil, married John Baliol, of

Bernard Castle. The issue of this marriage was a son,

John Baliol. The Robert Bruce already named, wdio in

right of his wife was Earl of Carrick, was the son of Isabella,

ami John Hastings was the son of Ada. Between the rival

claims of these nobles there could, in our day, be no diffi-

culty In deoidiuit—tlie laws of primogeniture clearly award-

ing the title to the descendant of tho eldest branch. Such,

indeed, was the generally recognised law at the time now

referred to ; but it was not so clearly settled as to preclude

the possibility of dispute. When, therefore, the death of

the young queeu was known, it was doubtlul how many

claimants for the throne might present themselves, or how

much of disorder and bloodshed might ensue before

the title to the throne had been decided. The ambition

of Edward, and the position he had assumed towards

Scothiud, e.xcited the greatest apprehension amongst

patriotic men, who saw misfortune aud misrule about to

succeed to the prosperity which the country had lately

enjoyed.

There is some reason to believe that at this juncture tho

embassy to Edward, requesting his mediation, was sent by

the Scottish council. The story of such an emtias-y, how-

ever, rests on no very good authority, aud it may be doubted

whether the northern barons would take a sti-p which they

could not but S'e would be fraught with d.iuger to the

national independence. Whether as the result of ths

message alluded to, or as the initiative of the new negotia-

tions, Edward requested the barons and the clergy of

Scotland to meet him at Norhain, a town on tho English

side of the Tweed. The summons was obeyed, atid a con-

ference took place on the 10th of May, a.d. 1291. Here

Edwa.rd openly repeated the intention which he had already

stated to his own barons, that he would dispose of the

succession to the Scottish throne as lord parauiouiit of

King of England having interfered ,Ith the di.spositiou of that country, and h^required that they should humwliatcly

the conquered lands, but it i..i mat tor for doubt whether . x„;„cr hns s own Hint it li hy no mi-aiwcctiin wlulhcr E<lRar everwai

there was then a Mug of EnglaoJ to make grants or receive king over au England.—/fwiory ^ me Angh-Sjxom, vol. i., p. 44X.
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recogmse his title and authority. It does not appear that

the demand excited much surprise amoug the assemUy,

but they were not altogether unanimous iu their assent,

and a voice was heard to declare that the request of the

king could only be replied to wlien the Scottish throne had

been fillei. Edward swore by the saints that he would

"vindicate his just rights, or perish in the attempt."

The proceedings here terminated, and were renewed on the

following day, only to be farther adjourned to the 2ud of

June. Edsvard then prepared for a warlike demonstration,

Bruce freely and openly declared his assent, and that tha

remaining seven competitors followed his example. On the

following day John Baliol, a powerful chief, appeared, with

another claimant of the title, and these two also assented to

the demand.

It would appear that these proceedings had been in a
great measure arranged beforehand. The two great claim-

ants of trhe crown, Bruce and Baliol, had divided the greater

part of the assembled barons into two factions, each being

anxious, before aU things, for the Boccess of its chief, and

EJward I.

uy sending to his Kirons in the northern coun'ies, and

requiring them to attend at Noilnm on the 3rd of Juno,

with horses and men as many as they could command.

The s-ene of tlie conference cf the 2nd of June was a

plain called Holywell Haugh, on the north hank of the

Tweed, oppo-ite Norham C;istle, and on Scottish ground.

Among th'i assembly were eight persons who preferred a

I'.iairn to the crown, Ilobert Bruce being at their he.ad. To

him Robert Bnrnell, tho Bishop of Bath and Chancellor of

Ei)i;laiid, put the question whether he acknowledged Ring

E'lward as lord paramount of Scotland, and whether he was

"'liiiig to submit to his authority and receive judgment from

hull t It is related, and on unquestionable authority, that

ready to act implicitly under his directions. It was evi-

dent that if eithei- of the two competitors submittal to the

arbitration of Edward, the other had no icsnurce but lo

follow his example, fince tho power of the Knglisli kinu'

would otherwise certaiidy turn the scale. The absence of

Baliol on the first day of the meeting hius not been satis-

factorily accounted for, but it is probable that he hung b.ai^k

from being the first to assent to demands whicli implied

tho surreiider of the national independence. If such Wi.B

his motive, it proves not that he was more patriotic, but

less brave than his opponents, since we find him ready,

without remonstrance, to follow the example which he wag

unwilling to offer. Edward appears to have previously
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Baliol doing Homairn for the Crown o: U.:'.! i.d.
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determined iu favour of Baliol, -wlietlLer in consequence of

the justice of his claim, as the descendant of the eldest

sister,, or from other reasons, cannot be ascertained. In

spite, however, of that determination, he assumed the

appearance of long and anxious deliberation before his

judgment was finally given.

The ambition of Edward was patient and far-seeing.

He had no intention of limiting his authority over Scot-

land to the barren feudal superiority which he now
claimed; but his ulterior designs wore concealed, and

suffered to remain iu abeyance until a favourable opjior-

tunity should occur for carrying them into effect. Of

those who may be called the minor claimants to the

Scottish crown, nearly all seem to have beon brought

forward merely to increase the difficulty of the question,

and possibly that, their secondary right having been esta-

blished, any of them might be made use of at a future

time, in case of need. The whole tenor of Edward's

conduct, as well as his words, lead us to the conclusion

that ho intended to subjugate Scotland as he had already

subjugated Wales, and that his jiresent proceedings were

merely the result of calculation, as necessary prelimi-

naries to that end.

CHAPTER LIX.

Continuatioa ot the Reign o£ Edward I.—Affairs of .ScotlanJ—Election

o£ Baliol—Hostilities between tlio Frencli and English—Edward's

Policy towards Scotland-War between France and England—Baliol
deprived of the Functions of Government—War declared by the

Scottish Parliament— The Massacre of Berwick—Campaign of

Edward in Scotland-William Wallaoe—The Battle of Stirling.

The immediate result of the conference at Norham was

the appointment of a number of commissioners, whose

nominal duty it was to deliberate upon the question of

the succession, and to examine the claims of the several

competitors. On the 11th of Juno Edward was formally

placed in possession of the Scottish kingdom, the regents

relinquishing their authority in his favour, and the

governors of the castles sui'rendering their trusts into his

hands, with the reservation that within two months after

the determination of the succession they should bo re-

stored to the sovereign who might be chosen.

Among the Scottish nobles there appears to have been

but one who, during this period of national apathy, acted

with spirit and patriotism. While his comjieers bent

tamely before the foreign yoke, the Earl of Angus,

Gilbert of Umfraville, custodian of the castles of Dundee

and Forfar, refused to deliver those fortresses without an

undertaking from Edward and the whole of the com-

petitors to indemnify him for the act. The king con-

sidered it politic to comply with these conditions, the

only instance in which ho had met with opposition to his

will. Robert Bruce, Baliol, and many of the Scottish

chiefs, took the oath of homage to Edward on the loth of

June, and immediately afterwards the peace of the King

of England, as lord paramount of Scotland, was pro-

claimed thi'ougnout the country.

The commissioners chosen at Norham iirocoeded to

Berv,'ick, and there, on the 3rd of August, met in council

in the king's presence. The number of candidates, in-

creased by Edward's secret intrigues, now reached to

twelve, and one more was afterwaads added, in the

person of King Eric of Norway. The enlarged list of

claimants rendered the choice still more uncertain ; but,

before the time came for the decision, the right of the

descendants of the Earl of Huntingdon was clearly

shown, and the rest of the competitors withdrew from

the contest. A year elapsed before the cause was finally

decided. On the loth of October, A.D. 1292, a Parliament

held at Berwick declared in favour of the elder branch of

the earl'a family. The commissioners, who had failed to

come to an agreement on this point, had previously resigned

their functions. Another meeting was held in November,

at which Edward declared hia intention more plainly

;

and at length, on the 17th of that month, the king gave

his award, at Berwick Castle, in favour of John do Baliol.

On doing so, he declared, as he had previously done at

Norham, that the election of a king for Scotland should

not in an5'- way affect Edward's property in that country
;

thus reserving to himself still a territorial right in that

kingdom. The seal of the Scottish regents was broken

into four pieces, and placed in the treasury of Edward , in

token of the pretended subjection of Scotland. On the

30th of November Baliol was crowned at Scone, and on

the 26th of December he appeared before Edward at New-

castle, and took the oath of homage to him. It will bo

uecessar}^ here to suspend our narrative of Scottish

aflau-s, for the purpose of following the course of events

in England.

The persecutions of the Jews, which had taken place at

the beginning of the reign of Edward, had little power

to check the increase or destroy tho prosperity of that

extraordinary people. Having no country ; living among
strangers and enemies; deprived of all political standing

—of all legitimate objects of ambition, even of reasonable

security, for his life—the Jew devoted those intellecttuil

qualities, ia which ho was seldom deficient, to the pursuit

of the one agent of power wiihin his reach. Wealth alone

could raise him from a condition of utter misery and con-

tempt, give him a certain standing aud importance among
his fellow-men, and offer employment for his energies.

If the favour of the law was to be bought, the wealthy

Jew might hope to buy it, while for the poor there was

no mercy. If he was derided and persecuted bj' the

haughty sons of a happier race, ho rctiu-ned scorn for

scorn, and revenged himself where he could by trading

upon their necessities. If he became grovelling and

avaricious, absorbed in a mean and uuwoiihy passion,

perhaps the fault should be ascribed less to him than to

those whose unconquerable prejudices isolated him in the

midst of his kind, and condemned him to the fate of

Ishmael.

Thirteen years had passed since 300 men and women
of the despised race had been hanged in tho streets

of London, when Edward found himself again in

want of money; and this time he put in force a

measure even more arbitrarj', and more in defiance

of all law and justice, than before. He ordered that

every Jew in England, young or old, male or female,

should be seized on an apjjointed day, and cast into the

dungeons of his castles. Here they were confined "outil

they had paid collectively a sum of £12,000 to the royal

treasury. Not long afterwards further measaros were

taken against them, aud this time, as it appeared, rather

from a spiiit of fanatical cruelty than for the sake of gain.

In the yc.^r 1290 the king issued a proclamation, com-
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luaiidiiig uU the Jews to quit the couuti-y witUia two

months, under the penalty of death. In spite of the

cruelties they had suUbrcJ, their numbers had rathor

increased than dimini.shod, and more than 16,00t) persons

were thus banished from the kingdom. They were

permitted to carry with them only to much money
as would pay the cost of their voyage, the rest of their

goods and property being seizod in the king's name.

There is no doubt that large sums of money were thus

obtained by the crown, and it may at first appear

that such was the object of the king in directing this

wholcs.ile banishment. If so, it was certainly a short-

eightcd policy, inasmuch as the supplies which rejioated

exactions had continued to force from the Jews would now
be permanently cut off.

The mariners of the king's fleet proved ready agents of

his tyrannous commands, and perceiving how little ap-

parent prospect the Jews could have of redress for anj'

injuries inflicted on them, the sailors in many cases stole

the little money which the proscribed people possessed,

and even drowned a number of them during the passage.

The murderers, however, did not entirely escape punish-

ment, for the king was bj' no means desirous that the

royal example of plundering and slaying should be fol-

lowed by his subjects. Some of the sailors were arraigned,

and suffered death as the punishment of their misdeeds.

It is remarkable that, at the very time of these shame-

ful proceedings against the Jews, the king was engaged

in enacting various admirable laws for the protection of

his Christian subjects, and the reforms thus instituted

wore immediately put in force. Perversion of justice

again prevailed throughout the kingdom, insomuch that

a few years later, when all the judges were indicted for

bribery, only two of the whole number were pronounced

innocent. We may reasonably hope, however, that the

corruption in the administration of the law was not so

general as would appear from these facts. The judges

wore compelled to jjay heavy fines as the result of their

condemnation, and when such was the case, and the king

in want of money, it might probably have been diflicult

for any of the accused to prove their innocence. Other

measures taken by the king for increasing his revenues

proved less successful. Pi-oceedings were instituted for

the recovery of portions of the royal domains, of which

some of the barons had become possessed, and these

nobles were required to show the titles by which they

held their lands ; but the demand excited such a deter-

mined resistanco and such strong feelings of indignation,

that the king was compelled to desist. It is related that

when the royal commissioners presented themselves to

Earl Warenue, and required to see the titles of his

estates, the earl unsheathed his sword, and stretched it

out before them. "This," said he, "ia the instrument

by which I hold my lands, and by it I mean to defend

them I Our ancestors, who came to this realm with

William the Bastard, obtained their possessions by their

good swords. The conquest was not made by him alone,

nor for himself solely ; our fathers bore their part, and

were participants with him." Such language was not to

be mistaken, and Edward found it prudent to leave the

great barons alone, confining himself to the seizure of a

few estates fi'om men whose weakness or whose known
character offered less likelihood of resistance.

The recent successes of the English king necessarily

excited attention and considerable alarra on the Con-

tinent. For a long time past the power of England had

been increasing year by year, and the conquest of Wales

and Scotland, which seemed to involve the union of the

whole island undtr one ruler, made that power still

further to bo dreaded. Everything might bo leared from

a man of the character of Edward—ambitious, daring,

and unscrupulous, and with tho whole force of Britain at

his command.
The animosity between the French and English kings

seldom slept long, and on former occasions, when tho

Welsh or tho Scots had been in arms against the King of

England, they had received secretly eit'jor aid or en-

couragement from France. Now, however, Philip, sur-

named Le Bel, the reigning monarch of that country,

adopted a different policy ; and, without attempting to

revive the fainting patriotism of the Scottish nobles, he

determined to avail hiajlelf of tho moment when Edward
was engaged in the north to attack the English territories

on the Continent. Edward, however, was not unpre-

pared for these hostile demonstrations ; and, while direct-

ing his arms in other quarters, he had not neglected, by

all those arts familiar to tho state policy of the time, to

protect himself against the probable designs of the French

monarch. The Count of Savoy, one of the most powerful

vassals of France, had been won to the side of Edward

by gifts and promises, and similar means had secured the

good-will of the Emperor of Germany. Edward also

allied himself with tho Count of Bar by giving him his

daughter Margaret in marriage. Other measures are

said to have been employed by him ; and the disaffection

of a number of the subjects of PhiUp is referred by French

writers to tho influence of the King of England.

Such was the position of afl'aiis when a matter, ap-

parently of the least possible importance, led to an out-

break of hostilities between tho two countries. Some

English and Norman sailors met together at a watering-

place near to Bayonne, and a quarrel took place as to

which party should fill their casks first. One of tho

Engli.sh sailors struck a Noi-man with his fist ; tho

Norman drew a knife, and attempted to stab his assailant,

who immediately closed with him, and in the scuffle tho

Norman was killed. The Englishman was carried out

of danger by his shipmates ; and when the Normans de-

manded satisfaction for tho injury, the authorities of

Bayonne, which city was in possession of the English,

are said to have refused the request. Tho Normans,

baffled in their vengeance, put to sea ; and having met

with a small vessel belonging to tho Engbsh, they took

possession of it. There was on board a merchant of

Bayonne, whom they hung up to the yard-arm with a

dog tied to his feet.

Such a proceeding was necessarily followed by retalia-

tion on the part of tho English, and tho Normans were

made to pay dearly for the savage act they had committed.

The mariners of tho cinque ports attacked them continu-

ally in tho Channel, and every Norman who fell into

their hands was butchered. Before long the sailors of

other nations began to take part in this irregular war-

fare, the French and the Genoese taiing the side of the

Normans, and tho mariners of Ireland and Holland

ranking themselvea on tho side of the English. Many
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bloody encounters took place between tbe opposite

pai-ties, witkoat any interference from, tneir Goveru-

mouts, the lutter remaining passive spectators of these

proceedintrs. Tlid JSformaus having uoUectod a fleet of

about 200 vessels, of dilfereut sizes, made a descent upon

the coast of Gasoony, hung a number of sailors whom
thoy look prisoners, and carried off large quantities of

stores, with which they returned to St. Malo, in Brittany,
j

No sooner were they safely at anchor than an English i

fleet appeared at the mouth of the harbour. The sailors :

of the cinque ports, with only about eigbty ships, had

sot out to meet the enemy. The Normans accepted the

chaUeuge to decide the matter by a pitched battle, which

was lought, by mutual agreement, at a spot on the coast.

The result of the battle was decisive in favour of the

English, who took the Norman ships and massacred all

on board, no quarter being given in any case. The two

nations might thus be said to bo at war for some timo

before their rulers took any pai-t in the matter. The
result of this battle was to excite to the utmost the vin-

dictive feelings of the French and their desire for ven-

geance. Philip, who was himself enraged at the result of

the engagement, perceived that the time was come when
the people would hail with delight the declaration of war

with England, and when such a war might be undertaken

with the best chance of success.

Philip assumed the right to punish the English king,

who, as Duke of Aquitaine, might be said to be a vassal

of the French crown. Officers sent by Philip attempted

to seize some of the English lands, but they were dr-iven

back by the troops in possession. He then summoned
the "Duke of Aquitaine" to appear before his suzerain

after the feast of Christmas. EdwaM considered it

prudent not whoUj' to disregard this summons, and he

sent his brother Edmund to arrange terms with Philip.

On this occasion it would appear that Edward, influenced

by the ties of blood, made choice of a bad instrument.

The negotiation terminated bj' an agreement on the part

of Edmund to surrender Gascony to the Fi-ench king for

a period of forty days as a satisfaction for his wounded
lionour, receiving the promise of Philip that it should be

faithfiilly given up at the expiration of that time.

The French king now declared himself satisfied ; but

when the forty days were over, and Edward demanded

restitution of Gascony, he received the refusal which was

to be anticipated. Philip now assumed a bolder front,

declared that Edward had not fnlfiUed tho duties of a

vassal, and summoned hisi once m.oro, as Duke of

Aquitaine, to appear before his peers. The summons
being disregarded, he declared him contumacious, and

condemned him to the loss of all his estates in France.

This declaration was immediately followed by active

measures, while Edward, on his part, prepared for war

with all his customary energy. He formally renounced

his vassalage to the French crown, and assembled a

powerful fleet at Portsmouth. For several weeks the

winds wore contrary, and during that time tho impatient

inonai'ch was compelled to remain in a condition of in-

activity.

Meanwhilo tho AVelsh, who probably were incited by

Philip, broke out into insiirrcction, -took possession of

many castles and towns on Ihcir bmiL'rs, and slaughtered

great numbers of the English, Edward immediately led

tho greater part of his army into "Wales, having first sent

a body of troops into Gascony, and commanded his

powerful fleet to attack and plunder the French coast.

A number of sanguinary sea-tights took place between
the French and. English, and in nearly every instauc

the French were defeated with heavy loss.

Tho campaign of Edward in Wales! was by no means
brief or unattended with danger. The mountaineers once
more distinguished themselves by an obstinate resistance,

and the rigours of winter approached to add to the priva-

tions and diSiculties of the royal troops. Several months
passed away before the Welsh were again reduced to sub-

mission. Madoc, their loader, the foremost and best man
in this new struggle for llbertj', was at length compelled

to surrender, and he, with other of the most dangerous
chiefs, were cast into dungeons for life. And thus, after

the countiy had been again ravaged, and the homes of

great numbers of the people lay in ashes, the rebellion

was quelled. The story which has long been current

respecting the hanging of the Welsh bards by Edward,
rests on no contemporary authoritj', and therefore must
be rejected as devoid of truth. There is no question that

the king was capable of that, or any other savage act by
which vengeance for the past or advantage for the future

was to be obtained ; but it is the business of hlstorj' to

illustrate a man's character by his actions, and not to

deduce from that character a confirmation of doubtful

statements.

No sooner was the submission of the Welsh complete

than the position of affaii-s in Scotland again demanded
Edward's presence, and compelled him to relinquish his

intention of crossing the Channel in person. The nobles

of Guienne had lately declared themselves in his favour,

and thither tho king dispatched a small body of troops

under tho command of his brother Edmund. Soon after

landing Edmund died, and the command fell upon tho

Earl of Lincoln, who 'attacked the French towns and
fortresses with success, driving out tho whole of the

French garrisons. This state of things, however, was
soon afterwards reversed. The towns were retaken by
the forces of Philip, and his uncle, the Count d'Artols, at

the head of a well-ajipolnted and numerous army, de-

feated the English in several engagements, and ultimatelj

drove them out of the country, with the exception of a

few towns on the coast. Eeprisals took place, and tho

whole seaboard of Brittany was plundered by tho English

fleet, which inflicted great damage upon tho inhabitants,

and punished them with an indlscriminating cruelt}'. The
French, with their allies, made similar attemjjts on this

side of the Channel ; and on one occasion they landed at

Dover, and sacked the town while tho male inhabitants

were absent. The men of Dover returned to find many
of their wives and childi'cn murdered, and they overtook

tho marauders before they could reach thek- ships, and

slew several hundi-eds of them.

The policy of Edward towards Scotland had been in-

sulting and imperious to a degree which can hardly bo

considered judicious. The king whom he had raised to

the tbrone was thwarted in every assumption of inde-

pendent sovorelgnt}', and was made to feel that his oati.

of vassalage was no form, but a giilUng and bitter reality-.

Complaints agaln.st the govoniincut of Ballol were never

wanting from his disaffected subjects, and these readily
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obtained tho ear of Edward, -who lost no opportunity of

suininoiiing the Scottisli king to appear before him, and '

answer tho charge of mal-admiuistration. It appears
[

that when Baliol submitted to these doiuanJs, and pre-
]

scntod himself in the English com'ts, Edward treated him '

•with consideration ; but when the Scottish monarch at-

tempted to assort his independence, ho was checked by
'

measures of the utmost rigour. The submission of Baliol

to his imperious master was complete, and although ho

at length was goaded to offer some resistance, this tardj- ,

show of spirit tends little to redeem his character from

the unfavourable light in which it is viewed by history.

Apologists for this degraded king have not been wanting,

and have attempted to paint him as a man possessed of

lofty qualities, who erred rather from over-estimating

his strength than fi-om weakness or pusillanimity. His

contemporaries among his own countrymen thought

otherwise, and gave him a nickname, attributing to him

an utter want of energy and ability. Posterity has

generally concurred in that opinion, and the name of

John Baliol has been inscribed on the least honourable

page of Scottish history,

Whilo proceedings were pending against Baliol for tho

resistance which he had at length displayed, Philip of

Prance seized upon the province of Guienne, and war was

declared between France and England. Edward now sum-

moned Baliol aiid the chiefs of the Scottish nobility to

render him assistance against his enemies, and to attend

him with their armed vassals. But the insolent and

overbearing policy which he had lately exhibited had

roused the national pride of the Scots. They paid no

regard to his summons, and, instead of arming their

vassals in his service, they assembled a Parliament at

Scone. The Parliament commenced its proceedings by

dismissing all Englisjimen from the Scottish court ; and

being thus relieved from tho presence of spies on their

measures, they determined to declare war against Edward,

and to enter into negotiations with tho French king,

which resulted in a treaty of alUanco. Tho English

barons who hold estates in Scotland were banished from

their lands, and the few Scottisli nobles who still remained

faithful to Edward were proceeded against in tho same

manner. Among these was Robert Bruce, Lord of Annan-
dale, whoso broad lands were thus temporarily lost to

him, and were given to John Comyn, Earl of Buchan.

Such proceedings as these excited the indignation of

Edward, who sought for tho instrument through whom ho

might countovact their tendencies. Such an instrument

appeared in the younger Bruce, son of the competitor for

the crown, to whom Edward now showed great favour,

regretting his decision in favour of Baliol, and expressing

his determination to place Bruce on the throne. In con-

sequence of these promises, Bruce and his son, with other

nobles of their partj', rencv,-ed tho oath of homage to the

English king. Tho weak and vacillating character of

Baliol was clearly displayed at this critical moment. He
made little or no attempt to quell the rising storm ; and

the dominant party in tho Scottish Parliament, fearing a

submission on his part, excluded him from tho functions

of government, confined him in a mountain fortress, and
placed tho management of affairs in tho hands of twelve

of the leading nobles. The council began the exercise of

authority with bold and patriotic measures. They for-

mally threw off their allegiance to Edward, concluded a
ti-caty of marriage between tho oldest son of Baliol and
the niece of Philip of France, and tiually assembled an
army, with which they marched against Carhsle. Tiio

attack upon that city proved unsuccessful, and the Scot-

tish army was split up into factions, whom the bond of a
common love for liberty with difficulty hold together.

Edward had now prepared himself for tho signal ven-
geance which he meditated. Ho collected an army of

30,000 foot and 4,000 horse, and was presently joined by
1,000 foot and 500 horse under the command of Anthony
Beck, Bishop of Durham. This warlike prolate rode
beside tho king at tho hoa'l of tho troops, and with tho
sacred standards of St. John of Beverley and St. Cuthbcit
of Durham elevated above thorn, they marched towards
Scotland. Baliol had been already summoned to attend
at Newcastle as vassal of the English crown. Edwarij
waited a few days for his appearance, and then crossed

tho Tweed, and led his army along tho Scottish side to

the town of Berwick, which was then in the hands of tho

Scots.

Berwick was at that time a place of great importance,

celebrated for its wealth and tho power of its merchants,
and thus its capture offered to Edward other temptations

than the prospect of revenge. He, however, made some
.show of clemency by proposing terms of accommodation.
Those being refused, a simultaneous attack was mado
upon tho town by the English fleet and the troops of tho

king. Tho attack by sea was repulsed, with the loss of

thi'ee ships, which were burnt bj' the townspeople ; but
the onslaught of the land forces boro down all opposition.

Berwick possessed a castle of great strength, but the town
itself was defended only by a dike. Over this outwork
Edward led his troops in person, and, mounted on his

war-horso, was tho first to enter tho town. Tho example
stimulated the courage of his soldiery, and within a short

time tho town was in their hands.

The scene that ensued was characterised by deeds of

horror which are a deep reproach to tho manhood of tho

age, and an indelible stain upon tho manhood of him who
directed them. Seventeen thousand persons were put to

tho sword, without distinction of ago or sex. The young
and the iunocc.nt, tho aged and tho heljilcss, -wero mingled

in the same slaughter with the strong man who resisted

to tho death. For two days the carnago was continued,

until tho dead wei-e pUed up before the doors of tho

houses, and tho stroots ran down with blood. From tho

cruelty of man tho wi'otched inhabitants sought tho pro-

tection of God, and, flocking to tho churches, they flung

themselves in terror before tho altars. But the sanctuary

was speedily violated by their enemies ; tho shelter of tho

sacred walls availed them nothing, and they wero cut

down by hundreds whoro they knelt It is related that ci

party of Flemish merchants defended themselves in thoii

factory—a building of groat strength—against tho whole

English armj-, until the assailants, exasperated by tho

opposition they encountered, sot fire to the factory, ana

burnt it, with its bravo defenders, to tho ground.

Such was tho tcrriblo lesson which Edward was capable

of giving to those who opposed him. Tho massacre of

Berwick took placei on Good Friday, the 30th of March,

A.D. 1296, and on the 5th of April the Abbot of Arbroath

arrived at the town, attended by three monks. TJndis-
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mayoti by tie ruthless character of the Mng, the abbot

appeared before him, and delivered to him Baliol's formal

renunciation of his homage. ""What ! is the traitor

capable of such madness?" the king exclaimed. "If
then, he iviU not come to us, we will go to him."

The injury which the Scots had sustained excited the

The castlo of Dunbar was one of the strongest and most
important fortresses of Scotland. Patrick, Earl of Dun-
bar, was at this time fighting against his countrymen in

tlio English army ; but his countess, who held the castle,

and whoso hatred of the English was intense, entered

into a treaty with the Scottish leaders to deliver it up to

Earl Warenne displaying his Title to hU Estates. (See iiage 315.)

deepest feelings of indignation throughout the country.

Eager for vengeance, the Scottish army, lieaded by ihe

Earls of Ross, Monteitli, and Atholl, entered England,
ravaged Redesdalo and Tynedalo, and put the inhabitants

of all ranks and ages to the sword. Towns, villages, and
monasteries were l)urnt to the ground, and a war of ex-

termination continued for awhile on botli sides. But the

vengeance of the Scots was short-lived, while that of

Edward, deeply planned and unrelenting, was far more
terrible and lasting.

them. The offer was speedily taken advantage of, and

the Earls of Ross, Atholl, and Monteitli, willi other

powerful chiefs, and a body of thirty-one knights, and

a number of foot, took possession of the castle. Having

driven out the few soldiers who refused to join tlicir

standard, they prepared to maintain, at all liazards, tlie

strong position they had obtained.

Aware of the importauco of this movement, Edwijrd

dispatched the Earl Warenne, with 10,000 foot and 1,000

horse, to recover the castle. When th^ oarl summoned
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tto gaiTison to surrender, tliey agreed to do so, provided

they -svero not relieved within tliree days. MeanwMe,

the whole Scottish army was advancing upon the English,

and having reached the high ground above Dunbar, took

up a strong position there. Forty thousand foot and

1,500 horse were ranged in formidable array upon the

hills, and the gamsoa of the castle jeered and insulted

the English from the walls, as though they were already

beaten. The relative positions and numbers of the two

armies were such that nothing but the headlong preci-

pitancy of the Soots could have lost them the victory.

Undismayed by the number of the enemy. Earl Warenne

advanced to meet them, and while passing through a

narrow valley his troops fell for a short time into con-

fusion. The Soots perceived this, and believing that the

English were taking to flight, they abandoned their posi-

tion, and rushed down upon their foes with shouts of

triu.mph. Meanwhile the English leader had restored

order among his troops, and the Scots found themselves,

not among masses of fugitives, but face to face with a

C07npact body of tried and well-appointed soldiers. They

were diiven back in the greatest disorder, and the earl

gained a complete victory, which for a time decided the

fate of Scotland. Ten thousand men were left dead on

the field, and the greater number of the leaders were

taken prisoners. This battle was fought on the 28th of

April, and on the following day King Edward appeared

on the scene in person, and the castle then surrendered.

Edward proceeded with his customary energy to com-

plete the subjugation of the kingdom. He passed through

the country, and took possession of the castles of Eox-

burgh, Dumbarton, and Jedburgh. Having received re-

enforcements, he advanced to Edinburgh', which fortress

surrendered to him after a siege of eight days. At

Stirling he was joined by the Earl of Ulster, with 30,000

men, and passed on to Perth, where for a few days he

sheathed the sword and occupied himself with the cere-

monies of religion. While the English army were keep-

ing the feast of John the Baptist, new messengers arrived

from Baltol, who now sued for peace. Edward would

not condescend to treat with the fallen monarch in per-

son, but sent to him the Bishop of Durham, who com-

municated to him the pleasm-e of the English king. The

terms offered were such as never ought to have been

accepted. Baliol was required to submit himself abso-

lutely to the mercy of the conqueror, and to renounce

his kingly state under circumstances of the utmost humi-

liation. In the presence of an assembly of bishops and

nobles the King of Scotland was stripped of crown and

sceptre, and was compelled, with a white rod in his hand,

to perform a feudal penance. The date of this disgrace-

ful transaction was the 7th of July, a.d. 129G, and the

scene, according to the statements of historians, as well

as the details of local tradition, was the churchyard of

Strathkathro, in Angus. Baliol placed his son Edward

in the king's hands as a hostage, and the youth, with his

father, was sent to England, where both remained for

three years, imprisoned in the Tower.

Edward continued his victorious course through Scot-

land, encountering no opposition. From Perth he pro-

ceeded by way of Aberdeen to Elgin. On his return to

Berwick ho visited the ancient abbey of Scone, and re-

moved from it the " famous and fatal stone " upon which

for ages past the Scottish kings had been crowned. This

stone, with the regalia of Scotland, was placed by Edward
in Westminster Abbey, as r. memorial of the conquest

of Scotland. Within a year ':hat conquest had been en-

tirely wrested fi'om him ; but the stone stiU remains sub

Westminster, little worn by the lapse of six centuries.

After the battle of Dunbar, Bruce, the Earl of Carrick,

reminded Edward of his promise to place him on the

Scottish throne. The king—who fulfilled his promises

only when it suited him— replied angrily, '

' Have 1

nothing to do but to conquer kingdoms for thee?''

Instead of placing Bruce on the throne, Edward directed

him, with his son, the younger Bruce, to receive to the

king's peace the inhabitants of his own estate of Carrick

and Annandale. Such was the degrading office in which

the young Eobert Bruce, the future restorer of his

country's freedom, was at this time employed.

Edward now occupied himself in a settlement of the

affairs of the kingdom; and the measures which he took

for that purpose were in themselves politic and just. The
forfeited estates of the clergy were restored, many of the

civil functionaries of Baliol retained in office, and the

governors of districts in most eases permitted to exercise

authority as before. Some Englishmen were, however,

placed in command of castles and districts to the south,

and the supreme authority was vested in three persons

—

John de Warenne, Earl of Siu-rey, governor ; Hugh de

Cressingham, treasui'er; and William Ormesby, justi-

ciary.

The independence of Scotland now appeared completely

destroyed, the great nobles reduced to a state of sub-

mission, if not of sorvilitj', and the power of the King
of England firmlj' seated throughout the country. But
a change was at hand, and the slumbering fires of

patriotism were soon to be kindled into a blaze from

east to west. The man who was destined to rouse his

countrymen from their apathy, and work out the freedom

of his native land, was at this time engaged in roaming

the hills of Eenfrewshiro at the head of a petty band of

marauders. He was that Sir William Wallace, famed

through succeeding ages in song and story, but of whom
history can offer few details worthy of reliance. The
family of Wallace was ancient, and might be termed

gentle, but was neither rich nor noble. Ho was the son

of Sir Malcolm Wallace, of Ellerslie, in Eenfrewshire.

In those stormy times bodily strength and valour- in the

field were the first qualities necessary to success. The
strength of Wallace is described as having been prodi-

gious. His size was gigantic, and as he grew towards

manhood there were few men who could meet him in

single combat. He was a man of violent passions, and a

strong hatred of the English, which was evinced by him
early in life, was fostered by those with whom he came
in contact.

When Edward returned to England ho received few of

the congratulations which usually meet the returning

conqueror, and, on the contrary, he perceived lowering

faces and a general expression of discontent among the

nobles and the people. The immense expenses incuiTcd

by the repeated wars of the king had impoverished the

country; and wli en Edward demanded fi-esh supplies for

the campaign in Fr.itico, the barnns domuri'ed, and many
of them quitted the Parliament with their retainers.
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This state of thinga oucouragod tlio Scots to take up
arms ouco inox'o. The gioat chioi's, iiulooil, Lung back

from the movcmout, aud maintained their condition of

supinoness and inactivity, but tho inferior nobility aud

tho people no longer suffered thomsolvea to be restrained.

Incited by their hatred of the English, the peasants

formed themselves into armed bands, which infested the

highways, and attacked any of thoir onomios whom they

caald surprise in detached parties. Edward devoted large

sums of money to repressing these disorders, but without

success ; and now there appeared on the scene tho extra-

ordinary individual whoso energies, first excited by per-

sonal injuries, were afterwards devoted to his countiy,

with efforts uot less than heroic.

We first read of Wallace as engaged in a quarrel in the

town of Lanark with some EngHsh officers who had in-

sulted him. Bloodshed ensued, and he would probably

have lost his life in the streets but for the interference of

his mistress, to whoso house he fled, and with whose

issistance he escaped. It is stated that Hislop, the Eng-
lish sheriff, attacked the house, and, in a spirit of brutal

and unmanly vengeance, seized tho unhappy lady, aud
put her to death. Wallace, having hoard tho news, threw

himself upon the sheriff, and slew him. For this deed he

was proclaimed a traitor, aud banished from his home to

seek a retreat among the mountain fastnesses. Iloro he

was soon joined by a few desperate men, who naturally

acknowledged the strongest as their chief, and who, under

his guidance, made successful attacks upon straggling

parties of English. His name soon became famous, and

numbers of mou of different classes flocked to his standard.

Tho halo of romance with which this hero was speedilj'

invested by the people, tho continued and galling acts of

tyranny on tho part of the English, and the desire of

revenge, all tended to recruit the ranks of the mountain

chieftain. Among the first men of note who joined him
was Sir William Douglas, the former commander of the

garrison of Berwick, who, at the sacking of that town,

had been permitted to march out with miUtarjf honoui's.

lie now brought a force consisting of the whole of his

vassals to tho armj"- of Wallace. At this time Ormesby,

the justiciar}', was holdiug court at Scone. Thither

Wallace led his troops, aud surprised the justiciary, who
escaped with difficulty, leaving a rich booty behind him.

The Scots now openly ravaged tho country, plundering

and slaying all tho English that fell into their power.

Wallace was cruel and merciless in war, and through tho

records of that time wo look in vain for any of those

acts of humanity which were inculcated by tho laws of

chivalry, aud occasionally practised bj' men who sought

tlie reputation of accomj>lishod knights. The same ruth-

loss barbarity characterised the mode of warfare on cither

side, and Scots or English, iu passing through the country,

marked their course by a trail of blood.

The conduct of the younger Bruce, who afterwards, as

Eobert I., displayed such distinguished abilities, was at

this time uncertain, aud the reverse of energetic. Edward,

however, di-eaded the rebellion of a chief who possessed

such great estates and influence, and, having summoned
him to Carlisle, compelled him to make oath, on tho

sword of Thomas a Beoket, that ho would continue faith-

ful. As a proof of his fidelitj', he was required to ravage

the lauds of Sir WiUiam Douglas, whose wife aud childieu

ho seized and can-ied into Annandale. Having thus

quelled suspicion, the young chief, wlio was then twenty-

two yours old, called together his father's vassals, spoke

of his recent oath as having been extorted by force, and

therefore of no weight, and urged them to follow him
against tho oppressors of their country. They refused to

do so iu the absence of his father, and Bruco then col-

lected his own retainers, and proceeded to join Wallacet

The news of the rising of the Scots was brought to

Edward as he was about to embark for Flanders. He
immediately issued orders for the collecting of an army,

which was placed under the command of Sir Hcury Percy

and Sir Robert Clifford. These distinguished commanders

advanced, at the head of 40,000 men, to meet the forces

of tho patriots, which were already in a condition of dis-

organisation. Tho Scots were without any acknowledged

loader, and although AVallacc, as tho prime mover of the

revolt, as well as by his sui)erior qualities, was the most

worthy to assume that position, the higher nobility who
were with him refused k> act under tho orders of a man
whom they regai'ded as tlioir inferior. Under such cir-

cumstances as theso, combined movements were impos>

sible, and all the advantages of discipline, which, equally

with prudence, may be said to bo the better part of

valoiu', wero on the side of tho enemy. Tho English

leaders proposed to negotiate, and, after a short delibe-

ration, the chief associates of Wallace laid down their

arms, and once more gave thoir submission to IMward.

Among those who did so were Bruce, Sir William Douglas,

the Steward of Scotland, the Bishop of Glasgow, Sir Alex-

ander Lindesay, and Sir Richard Lundin. The document

signed by them is dated at Irvine, ou the 9th of July. One
man alone, of all the higher Scottish nobility, remained

to uphold the honour of his order, and preserved his duty

to his country. This was Sir Andrew Moray of Bothwell.

Undaunted by tho disaffection of his powerful companions,

Wallace still held together a strong band of men, who,

poorer and more patriotic, disapproved tho pusillanimity

of their chiefs ; and with these he retreated for a time into

tho mountains.

Several months elapsed, during which Edward appears

to have made no attempt to molest tlie Scottish insurgents.

Meanwhile, the fame of Wallace was extended throughout

the country, aud vast numbers of the people flocked to

his standard. Knighton, an old English historian, asserts

that the whole of tho lower orders already regarded Wal-

lace as the future deliverer of their country, and that they

gathered new hope and courage amidst tho surrounding

dangers from tho undaunted brow he bore. It is stated,

also, that manj- of the nobility repented of oaths weakly

or unwillingly taken, aud thcii' hearts were with the cause

of the man whom they had refused to obey. Wallace

renewed offensive operations with greatly increased forces,

and drove the English from the castles of Brechin, Forfai',

Montrose, and other fortresses to the north of the Forth.

He was engaged iu a siege of the castle of Dundee when

ho received news of the advance of tlie English. Raifiiug

the siege, he marched his forces, consisting of 40,000 men,

in haste to Stirling, where he arrived before tho English

army. Wallace took up a favourable position on the

banks of the Forth, a portion of his troops being con-

coaled by tho hills. The Earl of Surrey, in commund of

00,000 foot aud 1,000 horse, soon aitorwaiJd appeared ou
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the other side of tlie rirer. On observing the strong

position of Wallace, the earl thought it prudent to nego-

tiate with him, and to this end sent messengers to him
proposing to treat. The reijlj' of Wallace was bold and

decided. " Eeturn," he said, "to those who sent you,

and say that we are not here to waste words, but to main-

tain our rights and give freedom to Scotland : lot them

advance, and wo will meet them beard to beard."

The English were exasperated by this menace, and im-

IJortuned their leader to accept the challenge ofi'ered to

him. Cressingham, the treasurer, a weak and hot-tem-

pered man, joined his expostulations with the others,

protesting against a delay which would increase the ex-

penditure of th J public money. The earl, though an able

general, who must have perceived the danger of an attack

against the position before him, was prevailed upon by
such representations as these to yield his own better

judgment, and lead his impatient troops to the destruction

which awaited them.

Early on the morning of the 11th September the English
began their passage across the narrow wooden bridge

which was the only means of communication with the

opposite bank of the river. It is evident that a large

force would occupy many hours in crossing the river by
this means, and during that time they must lie in a great

measure at the mercy of a determined enemv. Wallace
did not neglect the opportunity thus afforded him. He
suffered the English to transport about one-half of their

forces, and then took possession of one end of the bridge,

thus effectually cutting off their further advance. He
then surrounded the body of the enemy who were thus
separated, tlirew them into confusion, and gained a bloody
victory. Many thousands of the English fell by the sword
or perished in the water, and among the dead was the

treasurer, Cressingham. This man during his adminis-
tration had made himself peculiarly obnoxious to the

Scottish people, and they now revenged themselves after

a barbarous fashion, by stripping the skin from the dead
body of their enemy, and cutting it into small pieces to

be worn as the North American Indian of our day carries

the scalp of his fallen foe.

The Earl of Surrey had not crossed the river, and as

soon as he perceived that the destruction of his troops
was inevitable, he caused as many of them as could be
collected to occupy the castle of Stirling, and then took
horse and rode at full speed to Berwick. Among the
Scats the loss was comparatively small, and the only
man of note who fell wa-. the patriotic Sir Andrew Moray
of Both well. The result of this riitory was no loss than
the restoration of the country to freedom. Wallace pushed
his success without delay, and wherever he went his pro-
gress was almost without opposition. The castles of
Edinburgh, Berwick, Dundee, and Roxburgh at once
surrendered, and within a short time the rest of the
Scottish strongholds submitted to the victor ; so that there
was not a fortress in the country remaining in the pos-
session of the English king.

A few months later a famine arose in Scotland, and,
driven in some measure by the want of supplies, WaUaso
invaded England. He remained for a while in Cumber-
land, and on his return an assembly of the nobility was
held at the Forest Kirk, in Selkirkshire, it is generally
awlerstood to have been at this time that Wallace was

invested with the title of guardian or governor of the ;

kingdom of Scotland and commander of its army. I

It is worthy of remark that the name of Baliol was

!

retained in this instrument, and the appointment oi
j

AVallace was declared to be made with the authority ol

King John, whose legitimate right to the crown appears
to have been universally recognised.

At this time Edward wa5 still in Flanders, engaged in

a war with Philip of France, which 'had followed the

seizure of Guienne. A treaty of peace having been at

length agreed to, Philip endeavoured to influence Edward
in favour of the Scots, and to include them also in the

amnesty. But the English king would listen to no such

proposals. His conquest had been suddenly wrested from
him, and he was intent on vengeance. He issued letters

to the barons of the kingdom, commanding that the whole
military force of the realm should be assembled at York
on the I4th of January, A.D. 1298.

The immense army thus collected together, and num-
bering 100,000 foot and 4,000 horse, was placed under
the Earl of Surrey, who led it as far as Berwick. On his

arrival there, the eai-l received the king's direction not to

proceed until he himself should be there to take the

command.
Edwai-d landed in England in March, and again sum-

moned the barons, with all the forces at their command,
to meet him at York at the approaching feast of Pentecost.

A still moi'e numerous army than before was thus orga-

nised, and the king placed himself at its head, and marched
triumphantly towards the north. Having reached Rox-
burgh, he proceeded thence along the coast, attended by a

fleet which had been dispatched to fui'nish the army with

supplies. During this part of his course he encountered

no opposition, saw no enemy, and the few habitations

which were to be found along the route had been deserted

by their inhabitants.

The Scottish patriots were gathered together among
the mountains, and the great and noble of the land onco

more ranged themselves beneath the standard of Wallace.

Among them was Robert Bruce, who now finally declared

himself on the side of freedom. With a cool judgment,

which merited a more fortunate issue, Wallace for a time

avoided coming into collision with the enemy, whose over-

whelming numbers threatened to crush him in an open

conflict. He hung upon the flank of the English army,

unseen, but close at hand, ready to take advantage of any
opportunity of inflicting damage upon it. The march of

Edward was not unattended with difficulties. The scanty

resources of the country were wholly insufficient to afford

sustenance for his troops, and the store ships were detained

and driven about by contrary winds. A quarrel also took

place between the English and Welsh soldiers under

his command ; and the latter, to the number of 40,000,

showed a disposition to desert, and go over to the Scots.

This cruel and unprincipled king poss ;ssed at least the

quality of a high-souled courage ; and when the probable

desertion of so large a portion of his army was reported to

him, ho is said to have treated the matter with disdain.

" Let my enemies," he said, " go and join my enemies.

One day I will chastise them all." Meanwhile the ships

stiU failed to arrive, and the scarcity of provisions seemed

likely to approach a famine. Edward was about to retreat

to Edinburgh, when he learned that the Scottish army
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was encamped not far off in the wood of rulkii'k. Tho

news is said to have been bioujjht to tho king privately

by two of tho Scottish nobles, the Eails of Dunbar and

Angus. He immediately determined to go forth to meet

the insui'goats, and on that night the royal army lay in

the fields. Edward himself, sleeping beside his horse,

received a kick from tho auimul, which broke two of his

ribs. The news soon spread through tho camp that the

king had been killed, and a state of confusion ensued

which threatened tho complete demoralisation of the

troops. Edward, however, restored diaciphno among them

by mounting his horse, and riding at their head, regard-

less of the pain he endured.

The English army began its march at dawn on the

22nd of July, a.d. 1298. Within a short time the enemy
were observed to have taken up a position in a field which

lay at tho side of some rising ground iu the neigh-

bourhood of Falkirk. The force under tho command of

Wallace was greatly inferior to that opposed to him ; but

he had posted his troops with groat judgment, and for a

long time the Scottish infantry repelled the furious attacks

directed against them. Not so the cavahy, of whom
Wallace possessed no more than 1,000. These did not

even attempt to resist the superior numbers of the enemy,

but, without striking a blow, they turned and fled from

the field. Cowardice is certainly not tho characteristic of

the race to which these men belonged, and therefore their

flight can only be attributed to treason on the part of

their leaders. Be the cause what it might, the loss of

this division speedily decided the fate of the day, and the

heroic resistance of the infantry was rendered totally un-

availing. The Scots at lengtli gave way before the

repeated charges of heavy cavahy, and the victory of the

king was complete. Little or no quarter seems to have

been asked or given, for we are told that 15,000 Scots

were left dead upon the field.

Wallace effected his escape with a remnant of his army,

and fell back on Stirling. The English followed fast on

his steps ; but when they arrived at that place he was

gone, and the town was a heap of smouldering ruius.

St. Andrews and Perth were afterwards also biu'nt to the

ground ; the first by the English, and the latter by the

inhabitants themselves. As tho king passed through the

country, he laid waste the villages and the cultivated fields

with fire and sword. But tho land was poor, and not aU

the activity of the mai-audiug forces could procure the

necessaries of life for so large a body of men. Edward
was compelled to retreat, and in the month of September

he quitted Scotland, having regained possession only of

the southern part of the country.

For several years after the signal defeat he sustained at

Falkirk we hear no more of Wallace. Ho resigned the

office of guardian of the kingdom, and, in an assembly of

the barons, William Lamberton, Bishop of St. Andrews,

John Comyu the younger, John do Soulis, and Robert

Bruce, Earl of C'arrick, were appointed guardians in his

stead. Tho new appointments were made, like the old,

in tho name of Baliol, although that dethroned monarch

was then a prisoner in London. It would appear that

bitter feuds of long standing were buried in the arrange-

ment by which Bruce and Comyn consented to act to-

gether in the name of the man who had successfully

nvaJUed bath of them in th« contest for the ci-owp- The

events of the after life of John Baliol may be told in a
few words. Li the year 1299 the Pope Bouifuco VJU.
interceded in his behalf, and tho fallen king was liberated

from his confinement, and conveyed to the estate of

Bailleul, in Normandy, from which his ancestors took

their name. There ho passed tho rest of his days in

retirement, scarcely remembLriug his former liigh posi-

tion, and little heeding the important events which were
deciding tho destinies of his country. Ho died in tho
year 1314.

.lUlusion has already been made to the heavy burdens
entailed upon the English people by tho repeated wars of

their king. When constitutional means failed to raise

tho required sums, Edward did not hesitate to resort

to any expedients which suggested themselves to enable

him to fill his exhausted treasury. On one occasion he
avowed that he had taken the cross, and should make a

second journey to the Holy Laud ; a pretext by whicli he

obtained a tenth of the entire income of the Church for sij,

years. At a later period he seized a largo portion of tho

wealth deposited in the religious houses, stating his inten-

tion of repaying it on some future day. This promise was

accepted by tho clergy for no more than it was worth ; and

when he subsequently made a demand upon them of one-

half of their whole incomes, tho whole body of ecclesiaslics

strongly resisted the exaction, and ultimately complied

with great reluctance. A fui'ther demand of a fourth, which

was made upon them in the following year (a.d. 1290),

was successfully resisted, and tho king was compelled to

be satisfied with a tenth. In addition to these causes of

complaint, the clergy were oppressed by the officers of tho

crown, who seized their stores and ransacked their

granaries for supplies for the king's troops. At length

they applied for aid to the Pope ; but tho only result of the

applicationwas to make their condition still more miserable.

The Pope granted them a bull, directing tliat the Church

revenues should not be devoted to secular purposes without

the permission of tho Holy See. But at this time Boniface

was himself in a position of difficulty, and the bull being

opposed in France, he was compelled within a year to issue

another, which virtually restored matters to their foi-mei

position, and removed the papal protection from the goods

of tho Church. Acting upon tho authority of the first bull,

some of tho English clergy refused to satisfy the demands

of the king, who then took tho extraordinary course of

outlawing the whole body. The whole of the property of

bishops, abbots, and inferior clergy was seized, insomuoh

that in many cases they were left without bread to eat or

a bed to lie upon. Tho influence of the clergy upon tho

people must at this period have been extremely small, as

it does not appear that these arbitrary proceedings excited

any indignation or interference on their- behalf.

Having obtained all that ho could from the Church, the

king extended his proceedings to the nobles, merchants,

and citizens of the kingdom, whoso goods ho seized with-

out a shadow of pretext. The landowners and the burgheif,

however, were made of more stubborn stuff than the clergy,

and the opposition ho here encountered was of the most

decided character. In February, A.D. 1297, Edward was

engaged in collecting two armies to proceed, the one into

Flanders, and the other to Guienne, when tho Earl of

Hereford, tho constable of England, and tho Earl of Nor-

folt. y.io maishal, who had been rconired to (luit the
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country with their armed vassals, directly refused to obey.

The king addi-essed the marshal, and swore by the ever-

lasting God that he should either go or hang ; and the

earl repeated tlis oath, and swore that lie would neither go

nor hang. Vfibii these words the two barons quitted the

royal presence together, anl :'.,oOO knights immediately

followed them. The king thus louud himself deserted by

his court, and ho knew that at such a moment his crown or

oven his life was in imminent danger. With that ability

aud the manner in which it was concluded proves him to

have been an excellent actor. After a pathetic allusion

to the dangers he was about to encounter for his subjects,

and expressing a hope that, in the event of his death,

they would preserve the succession to his son, the stern

warrior-kiug shed tears before kis audiencj, the arch-

bishop also wept, and the people, overcome by these ex-

traordinary demonstrations, rent the air with shouts of

loyalty.

Origiu of the War belvveuii I'laULu aud huytauj. ^yeo ^jagu lil5.)

foi' which he was distinguished, he occupied himself in

ijuoUing the storm. He employed all his art to conciliate

the clergy, and having in some degree succeeded, he next
addressed himself to secure the good-will of the people.

The measure which he adopted for this purpose was as

singular in design as it was successful in result. Ue
mounted a •;,iatform in front of Westminster Hall, attended
only by his son, the Pri'iao of Wales, the Earl of Warwick,
ind the Archbishop of Canterbury, and addressed the
people assembled below him. Tho speech which he de-

livered was ixiaruclerised by ability aud utter insincerity,

Edward now appointed the Archbishcp of Canterbury

to tho head of the council of regency, ami proceeded to

embark on his expedition to Flanders. /O Winchester lie

was met by a deputation, who, in the naoie of the lords

spiritual and temporal of England, tendered him a formal

remonstrance. The nobles denied their liability to ac-

company the king to Flanders, in which country their

fathers had never borno arms for the kings of England ;

and that, moreover, their means were so reduced by the

royal exactions, that thoy could not, if they would, obey

his command. They also desi^uated the expedition as
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unnoccssary and impolitic while affairs in Scotland re-

mained in such a critical position. The king made no

direct reply to the address, and feeling himself secure in

the loyalty of the people, he left the nobles to their dis-

content, and set sail for Flanders.

It is necessary hero to relate the circumstances which
led to the expedition in question. In the year 1294

Edward had concluded a treaty of marriage between his

tion throughout Europe, and the Pope having remonstrated
with the king, ho was compelled to sot the count at liberty.

Before doing so, however, he com.pelled him to make oath
that ho would abandon the alliance with England, and, in
pledge of the fulfilment of the vow, Philippa was required
to be sent to Paris as a hostage. Those demands having
been reluctantly complied with, the old count took a
tender farewell of his child, who was then only twelve

QuPiTcl between Eaivanl I. .111.1 tli^^ Earb of Norfo k and Hereford. (See page 321.)

son Edward and Philippa, the daughter of Guy, Count of

Flanders. This union was opposed to the interests of the

King of France, who exerted every moans i:i his power to

prevent it. Having in vain attempted to do so by a course

of intrigues, Philip sent to invite the count to moot him

at Corbeil, for the purpose of consulting on matters of

importance. The old man, whose character was honest and

unsuspicious, presented himself at the time appointed,

when his person, with that of his wife, was seized by the

orders of Philip, who conveyed them prisoners to Paris.

This unknightly act of treachery excited general indigna-

28

years old, and returned to his own dominions. An appeal

which ho addressed to the Popo for the recovery of his,

daughter was answered by a threat of excommunication

against Philip ; but that unscrupulous monarch retained

possession of his fair hostage, in defiance of the thunders

of the Church. It was at this time that the count entered

in4;o a coalition which had lioon recently formed by Edward,

and which included the Emperor of Germany, the Duke

of Austria, the Duke of Brabant, and tho Count of Bar.

Such were tho circumstances under which Edward

entered on the expedition which terminated with so Uttlo
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success to the English arms. He landed at Sluys in the

month of August, and immediately on his ai'rival quarrels

broke out among the sailors of the fleet, who came from

different seaports, and between whom there were long-

standing feuds existing. Such was the extent to which

these animosities were carried, that a regular engagement

took place between the mariners of Yarmouth and those

of the cinque ports, and twenty-five ships belonging to

the former were burnt. It is related that, during the

conflict, three of their largest ships, one of which carried

the royal treasure, were taken possession of and conveyed

out to sea.

While such was the condition of the British navy at

this period, the land troojjs were occupied with similar

cjuarrels and disorders. Among the allies of Edward
there was little more unity. The cities of Flanders,

rivals in wealth and power, regarded each other with a

jealousy which threatened the most serious dissensions.

Among the various factions were some who adhered to

PhiKp of France, and their numbers were greatly in-

creased whoa that king marched into tlie country at the

head of an imjiosing force of GO,000 men. The French
gained a victory over the Flemings at Furnes, and ob-

tained possession of a number of their chief towns.

Damme had been occupied by Philip, who was com-
pelled to retire before the English forces, and Edward
then advanced into the country, making an unsuccessful

attack on Bruges, and going into winter quarters at

ihent. Here the most deadly quarrels broke out be-

tween the English trooiM and the townspeople; and in

1 riot which took place in the town 700 of the English

.vore killed. Every effort was made 'ffy the king and
'Jount Guy to repress these tumults ; but the feiid con-

tinued withouit abatement, and effectually prevented any
combined movements against the enemy.

Such was the position of affairs until the spring ot i a-;

Vear 129S, when proposals of peace having been made by
Philip, they were readily accepted, and the English king

retui-ned to his own countrjr. Edward had spent large

sums of monej- in this expedition, which had ended in a

manner wholly unworthy of his fame and his resources.

But the humiliation of the king had not been confined to

'he non-success of his arms ; he was compelled to give

lis assent to various reforms introduced by his barons,

and to add confirmations of those charters which checked

the abuse of arbitrary power. Early in the preceding

year the constable of the kingdom, with the earl marshal

and many other of the nobles, interposed in defence of

the privileges of Parliament, and forbade the officers of

the exchequer, in the name of the barons of the kingdom,
to collect certain taxes which had been laid on by the

king without the consent of the national representatives.

The citizens of London were allied with the Ibarons in this

measure, and Edward found himself at length compelled

to submit. From the city of Ghent, where ho was then

staying, he sent instructions to this efiect to the council of

regency, somo of whom were known to favour the demands
of Parhameut; and at the same place he granted a new
confirmation of the two charters, and also of an important

enactment, by which it was declared tliat no impost should

be levied without the consent of the peers spiritual and
temporal, the knights burgesses, and other freemen of the

realm.

Such concessions as these were not made by Edward
without great reluctance, and his annoyance at the restric-

tions thus placed ivpon him was clearly shown GOon afltr

his return to Englaud. His barons, however, were deter-

mined that the statutes should not be evaded,, and a Par-

liament having been summoned at York, the king was

called upon to give a solemn ratification of the charters

he had granted. Edward excused himself at that time

under the plea that he was on his way to chastise the

Soots ; but he gave his promise to do what was desired of

him on his return, and the Bishop of Durham and three

barons made oath in the king's name to that effect. On
his return from Scotland, Edward met his Parliament at

Westminster, which was assembled in March, a.d. 1299.

He now endeavoured by every means in his power to gain

time, and when closely pressed, he quitted London, as it

were by stealth. The barons, however, were not to be thus

defeated, and having followed him, and aarged the fulfil-

ment of his solemn obligations, Edward found himself

compelled to assent, ly an extraordinaiy act of craft,

however, he took measures to evade the provisions of the

document by adding a clause at the end which destroyed

the value of the concession, and subverted the meaning of

what had gone before. The cunning of the king had, in

t'ns instance, over-reached itself. With few exceptions,

tit barons rose up in indignation, and quitted the assembly

and the city, with their retainers. Edward now proposcii,

as ho had done before, to secure the good-will of the people
;

and to this end ho directed the sheriffs of London to call a

mooting of the citizens, and to read to them the new con-

firmation of tho charters. The people assembled in great

numbers in St. Paul's Churchyard, and listened attentively.

It appears that they possessed more intelligence than tlio

king gave thorn credit for, since, after liaving applauded the

earlier clauses, they no sooner heard the last, than they

gave every demonstration of indignation, id proved that

they fully comprehended its unworthy purport. The king

now perceived that the country was unanimc -'« cgainst

him ; and having called his Parliament once more together,

he threw out the obnoxious clause, and granted all the

concessions that had been demanded. There was, in fact,

no alternative, if Edward desired to maintain his position

and authorit}'. But the king by no means intended that

his power should be thus permanently curtailed, and he

retained the deadliest animosity against those barons to

whom he owed his humiliation. One by one these patriot

nobles, whom wo may believe to have been the best and

most honourable men in the country, found themselves

arraigned on various charges, exaggerated if true, but

more commonly false, and scivlng only as a pretext for

the king's vengeance. By means like these they were de-

prived of their estates, reduced to poverty, and in many
cases suffered imprisonment or banishment. So far from

being reduced to submission by such arbitrary measures,

the rest of the barons only conceived a firmer determina-

tion to check tho increase of a power which was so un-

justly employed.

Four years later, the king sent to the reigning Pope,

Clement V., to request a dispensation absolving him from

the oaths he had taken, and to which he said he had been

driven by a traitorous conspiracy. The Pope, however,

evaded the request ; .and when the further solicitatioiis of

Edward failed to produce a more decided effect, he found
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himself compelled to respect those gi'auts which he had
mnJe law. It is a remarkable fact in English history that

concessions so important should havo been wrung from

one of the most grasping and warlike of her kings ; and

it is certain that, had the resistance of the Scots been loss

stubborn, or the attitude of the barons less bold and

determined, the peoplo of England would have lost

much of tho liberty which they had obtained by the Groat

Charter.

Philip lo Bel, who was inferior to Edward iu warlike

accomplishments, was his equal in craft and cruelty.

After the English king quitted Flanders, in a.d. 1297,

ho had no opportunity of conducting further measures

of importance in that country, which during the suc-

ceeding years was overrun by the French troops. In the

year 1302, the Flemings rose against their oppressors,

and gained a complete victory over them at Coui'trai.

That the "rabble of Flemings," as the French called

them, should thus overcome the chivalry of France, was

a disgrace not to be endured ; but while the nobles were

panting for a knightly vengeance, their king was plan-

ning a safer and bloodier retaliation. For some time

previously Edward had determined to abandon his ally,

the Count of Flanders, and to regain possession of

Guienne from the King of France by treaty. The Pope

was now appealed to, and he proposed an alliance of

marriage between the two kings. Edward, who was now
a widower, was to marry Margaret, the sister of Philip,

and the Prince of Wales was to marry Isabella, the

daughter of the French king. Such an alliance had

already been contemplated with satisfaction by the nego-

tiators. It is true that there were difficulties in the

way: Edward had sworn solemnly to marry his son to

Philippa, daughter of the Count of Flanders ; he had

also pledged his honour that he would never make truce

with tho French king without the entire concurrence of

his ally. But these obstacles served only to delay the

prograss of the negotiations for a few months. Edward
broke off his solemn engagements abroad as readily as

ho threw aside his oaths at home ; and in September,

A.D. 1299, the double marriage took place, the son being

contracted to Isabella by proxy at the same time that his

father was married to Margaret.

A peace between France and England necessarily

attended the conclusion of this alliance ; and it was
agreed that injuries remaining unredressed on either side

should be compensated for, and that the possession of

Guienne should be settled by negotiations ;
pending

which, Phihp gave several towns in Gascony to be held

as security by the Pope. In these arrangements, the

French king entirely disregarded his alliance with the

Scots ; and neither in this treaty, nor at its subsequent

ratification, were they in any way mentioned. On tho

20th of May, 1303, the treaty was formally concluded.

Edward regained possession of the province of Guienne,

and, in return, he gave up the Flemings into the hands

of their enraged enemies. A few months later, the

French barbarously revenged themselves for their former

defeat at Courtrai, by attacking tho Flemish peasants of

the district of Lille, and putting them to death in what

was rather a massacre than a battle. A year previously.

Count Guy of Flanders had fallen into the hands of

Philip, by whom the noble old man was subjected to

cruelty which soon resulted in his death. Ho died iu his

prison at Compeigne at the age of eighty-one.

CHAPTER LX.
Koifni of Edward I. continued—Claims of the Pope on Scotland

—

Sec .id Revolt aad Subjugation of that Kingdom— Execution of

W Jloeo—'riiird EcTolt of Scotland under Kobort Bruce—Death of
F Xward I.—Estimate of his Character and Services to the Nation.

Ha ;ing concluded peace with Franco, Edward imme-
dia ,cly turned his attention to Scotland. Notwithstand-

inf the decisive victory of Falkirk, and the apparent

su render of tho cause by Wallace, tho subjugation of

th .t country was far from being effected. There still

es sted in every quarter a determined spirit of hostility

to the English, kept alive by the memory of tho recent

df 'eats, and not less so of the preceding triumphs. In
1300 the king made an incursion into Annandaie, which
he laid waste, and received tho speedy submission of Gal-

loway. The Scots, who were making zealous efforts to

secure assistance fi-om foreign courts, thought it pnident

to make a truce, which was ratified in November at

Dumfries, and was to continue iu force till'the summer of

the following year. Their applications, however, to the

continental courts received but little encouragement.

Philip of France, as was to be expected after so recent

a pacification with the English monarch, rejected their

suit. The only person who seems to have responded to

their appeal was the Pope Boniface YIII. He wrote a

letter to Edward, entreating him to put an end to his

ravages and oppressions in Scotland, and adducing a

great number of historical proofs of the ancient and un-

questionable independence of that kingdom—proofs with

which, no doubt, the Scottish envoys had taken care

to supply him. With a singular inconsistency, however,

the Pope concluded his letter by asserting that Scotland

was, in reality, a fief of the Holy See. This claim,

never before heard of, and in utter contradiction to the

whole tenor of tho Papal brief, called forth the most

earnest reply from Edward, who set about and con-

structed a catalogue of sovereign claims on Scotland,

from the fabled age of Brutus the Trojan, who, he as-

serted, founded the British monarchy in the days of Eli

and Samuel, down to those of King Arthur, the hero

of romance rather than of history ; concluding with the

full and absolute homage done by William of Scotland to

Henry II. of England; taking care to omit all mention

of the formal abolition of that deed by Richard Coour-de-

Lion, who had frankly pronounced it an extorted one,

and therefore invalid. This royal epistle was seconded

by a very spirited remonstrance from 104 barons, as-

sembled by tho king's command at Lincoln, who proudly

maintained tho temporal independence of both the king-
j

doms of Scotland and England of tho see of Rom6;\

declaring that they had sworn to defend the king's pre-

'

rogatives, and that at no time would they permit them to

be questioned.

These, or other arguments which do not appear on tho

face of histoiy, produced a very sudden revulsion in tho

Papal mind. Bonifaco soon after wrote to the Scots,

exhorting them to cease their opposition to "his dearly

beloved one in Christ," King Eilward, and to seek for-

giveness from God for their resistance to his claims.
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Edward, thus sanctioned, again advanced into Scotland

in the summer of 1301, whoro ho found tho country laid

wasto before him by the politic Soots, and was obliged to

take up his quarters, on tho approach of winter, in Lin-

lithgow, where he built a castle aad kepi; his Christmas.

Another truce was entered into the foUowia.""; spring,

and the king then left John do Segrave as his lieutenant

in Scotland, at the head of an army of 20,000 men.

Early in the year 1303, the Scots having appointed John
Comyn regent of the kingdom, ho, with Sir Simon Prazer,

not contented with maintaining the independence of tho

northern parts, descended into the southern counties,

which Edward imagined were wholly in hia power. His

general, John do Segrave, marched out to repulse them

;

and on the morning of the 21th of February, near Roslin,

h-e came up with them. He had divided his army into three

sections : the first division, being suddenly attacked by
Ooniyn and Sir Simon Frasor, were speedily routed, and
in their flight coming in contact with tho second division,

throw that also into confusion, which, however, still made
a stout resistance, but was eventually also routed, fell

back on tho third division, and communicated its disorder

to them ; so that the whole force was completely put to

flight, and pursued with heavy loss. The English com.-

mander himself was taken prisoner, being dangerously

wounded in the very first encounter. Sixteen knights

and thirtj' esquires were found amongst the captives, in-

cluding the brother aad son of tho general. It is reported

that the Scots were compelled to slaughter a great number
of their prisoners, in order to engage with safety the suc-

cessive bands that they came up with. They boasted of

thus achieving three victories in one day. The eclat of

this brilUant action turned the popular tide at once in

their favour. The people everywhere came forward to

assist them. The regent very soon made himself master

!)f all the fortresses in the south, and once more the

country was lost to the English.

This sudden and complete prostration of all his ambitious

hopes, and reversement of his victories, cifectually aroused

the martial king. He assembled a great army, supported

by a formidable fleet ; and by rapid marches, at the head

of his hosts, he appeared before Roxburgh on the 21st of

May, and reached Edinbui'gh on the 4th of June. His
progress was marked by the most terrible devastation.

He came upon tho devoted country like a lion exasperated

by wounds of tho hunters. No foe could be found able to

resist him, and he ravaged tho open country, aud laid in

ruins the towns and villages, his fleet supplying his de-

stroying forces with abundant provisions.

Having made a short pause in Edinburgh, to leave all

secure there, he again advanced, with desolating speed

and vengeance, through Linlithgow and Clackmannan to

Perth, and thence to Aberdeen, and so on to Moray. He
posted himself in the great and strong fortress of Lochen-

dorb, situated on an island in the midst of a Morayshire

loch ; and there he remained till the autumn, omploj'cd in

subduing and receiving the homage of tho great Highland
chiefs. "Tradition," says Tytler, " atill connects the

ruins of Lochondorb, after the lapse of more than 500

years, with tho name of the great English king." On his

return southward ho met with a stout resistance from the

strong castle of Brechin, defended by Sir Thomas Maule,

which was only compfll':>d to open its gates to the conqueror

after tho death of its valiant commander. The victorious

king took up his quarters for the winter at Dunfermline.

Ue was careful this timo not to withdraw to England,
even during tho inactivity of the season, nor to trust the

great charge of a kingdom's safety to any deputy. Hia
soldiers are said to have amused themselves during this

time in destroying the magnificent abbey of the B.ene-

dictines; "a building," says Matthew of Westminster,

"so spacious, that three kings, with all their retinues,

might have been conveniently lodged there." The lemains

of this noble abbey, including tho parish church, still

attest its original splendour; and the Scots regarded it

with high veneration as tho resting-iilaoo of no less than

eight of their ancient kings, and five of their quec:.n.

The last remains of the army of Scotland assembled (o

defend the castle of Stirling, that being the only strong-

hold which now remained in Scottish hands; but they

were speedily dispersed by the English cavalry. Soon
after this, Comyn, the regent and chief commander of the

forces, came in aud made his submission to the royal

commissioners at Strathordo, in Fifeshire; and his example

was followed by all tho nobility. These, with a few ex-

ceptions, as Wishcart, Bishop of Glasgow, Sir John
Foulis, tho Steward, and a few othei's, were allowed to

retain their lives and lands, subject only to such penalties

and terms of banishment as the king might choose to im-

pose. During Lent a Parliament was held at St. Andrews,

when Sir William Wallace, Sir Simon Frazer, and tho

governor of Stirling, wore summoned to surrender them-

selves on penalty of outlawry, if failing to appear. All

these persons, not even excepting Frazer, accepted tho terms

offered to them. The bravo Sir William only refused to

put himself into the power of the English king, except on

a written assurance of life and estate, signed and sealed

by the monarch himself; and his caution was at once

justified by the event, for the king, on hearing this,

cursed Wallace and all who supported him, and set a

reward of 300 marks upon his head. The brave patriot

had for a time escaped from the snare, and once mora

retreated to his hiding-places in the forest of Dunferm-
line.

Edward now turned his whole attention to the reduction

of the castle of Stirling. This royal fortress, placed like an

eagle's eyrio on its precipitous rook, was defended bj' one

of the most stout-hearted men of Scotland, Sir William

(Jliphaut, with the insignificant garrison of 140 men; 5-et,

for about three months, that is, from the 22ud of April to

tho 20th of July, did Ihoy withstand the whole force of

the English king. Edward directed all the operations

against it in jjorson, and brought a number of engines

which throw immense stones and darts upon it. Ho sent

to England to collect all kinds of missilea, which were
discharged against the place ; but it was not yielded till

the garrison was reduced to the extremity of famine, and
the building to a mass of ruins. They were then com-
pelled to surrender at discretion, for tho ruthless conqueror

would grant no other terms ; and tho brave defenders

wore obliged to solicit jxirdon and their livess on their

knees— all cii'oumstancos of great humiliation. Their

lives were given them, but they were sent to the Tower of

London and other dungeons. On marching out, it was
found that thirteen ladies, wives and sisters of tho gallant

officers, had shared the perils -il 'i inlships of tho siege.
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Stirling reduced, there wantod only one other surrender

to complete the triumph of Edward—that of Wallace, the

man who has made his name and the noblest patriotism

synonj'mous to all time. Edward made every exertion, and

offered high rewards for his apprehension. One Ualibur-

ton, a soldier of the late garrison of Stirling, so far showed
his nnworthiiiess to share in the glory of the late siege as

to lend himself to this base purpose. Sir William was sur-

prised and conveyed to the castle of Dumbarton. There

Sir John Monteith was the commander ; and Hume, fol-

lowing the traditions of the time, has accused Sir John of

having been the betrayer of Wallace, whom ho represents

as his friend, and to whom he had made known his retreat.

This foul accusation, however, has been clearly refuted by

succeeding historians ; and, indeed, it does not appear how
tho governor of the castle, in the service of the English

king, could be in a position to act the traitor towards him.

Tho calumny may have arisen from tho invidious duty

which Sir John, as a Scotchman, was under the necessity

of performing—that of retaining the prisoner in his

charge, and conveying him to London.

Sir William Wallace, whose bravery and magnanimi'y
deserved a very different treatment at tho hands of a

bravo and martial king, was carried to London in chains

as a traitor, though he had never acknowledged Edwanl
as his sovereign, and owed him no fealty. In Stow, tho

London annalist, we can still perceive the sensation

which the arrival of this famous warrior as a captive

created in the metropolis. Crowds wore assembled to

gaze on him. He was conducted on horseback to West-
minster by Sir John Segrave, lato governor of Scotland,

by the mayor, sheriffs, and aldermen of London, accom-
panied by other gentlemen ; and in Westminster Hall he

was insulted by being crowned with laurel when placed

at the bar, because he had been reported to have said that

ho ought to be crowned there. He was condemned as

a traitor, and executed, with every circumstance of

ignominy, at the -Elms in West Smithfield, on the 23rd

of August, 1305. To this place he was drawn at the tails

of horses ; and, after being hanged on the gallows, while

lie yet breathed, his bowels were taken out and burnt
before his face. His head was then struck off, his body
divided into quarters, ouo of which was sent to bo
exposed at Newcastle, another at Berwick, a thii-d at

I'erth, and the fourth at Aberdeen ; his head being stuck

on a polo on London Bridge. So much did they in that

day fail to perceive the everlasting infamy attendant on
the unworthj' treatment of the nobles of our race—the

intrepid defenders of the liberties of their country. The
barbarous polic}' of the English king produced the very
results that he sought to prevent. The whole Scottish

nation resented with inexpressible indignation this dis-

graceful outrage perpetrated on their national hero.

Everywhere the people bm-nod with fury against Eng-
land, and were ready to rise .-.t tho call of some surviving

patriot.

Such a man was not long in presenting himseK.

Eobert Bruce had not forgotten the words of fire which
Wallace had addressed to him across tho Carron as he
was in slow and reluctant retreat from tho battle of Fal-

kirk. Ho remembered how ho had called upon him to

come forth from crouching to tho tyrant ; to come forth

i'iom servile submission to a glorious independence ; to

remember the royalty of his birth, the dignity of hie

family, tho genius and tho energies which God and
nature had conferred upon him, and tlje profound re-

sponsibility which these had laid him under to hie

country. Ho recalled the majestic figuj-e of that illus-

trious man as he bade him behold tho glorious prize

which Heaven itself had set before him, the most glorious
which could possibly be awarded tp man—that of ending
tho sufferings of his country; that of converting its

groans, its tears of blood and shame, into cries of exul-
tation, and of placing his native laud on the firm basis of

national independence.

The last spur was now given to the spirit of Brace.
The words of Wallace to him were now become so many
siicred commands. Wallace had declared that while he
himself lived, it should only bo to defend the liberties of
his people

;
and he prayed that his life might terminate

when he was reduced to wear the chains of the tyrant.

He had been compelled to wear them by treason, and he
had perished in his gi-eatness. No indignities, no at-

tempted humiliations, could pluck from him the sublime
immortality of the martyr— the beautiful halo of a
nation's homage. The die was cast for Bobert Bruce.
Tho sjiirit of Wallace had fallen upon him ; henceforth
ho must spurn the blandishments of the English king,
and tread tlio same path to death or victory.

And, indeed, Bruce had much to risk as well as to

aspire to. His father had remained to the hust attached
to the English interests. On his death, in 1304, Edw&rd
had fully invested him with all his liereditary rights, titles,

and estates, both in England and Scotland. He had all

that the most ambitious nobleman could desire, short of
the crown itself. For that crown, the host of conflicting

and, for tho most part, unworthy competitors had afforded

him at least jdausible groiuul for standing aloof and
leaning towards tho English power which held them in

chock. He had accordingly been honoured when other
of tho greatest men of the realm had been fined, mulcted,

and punished. He had been entrusted with considerable

commands ; amongst others, with the important fortress

of Eildrummio, in Aberdeenshire. But now things were
come to such a pitch between the Engli.sh king and his

country, that there could bo no longer anj- wavering in

the bosom of a true man. Edward appeared resolved to

r-cduco Scotland to the condition of a conquered jirovincc.

If ho .setup a nominal king in place of the imbecile Baliol,

it would bo Comyn, whom ho regarded as a traitor. It

was time to reveal himself as his country's champion.

Edward having once more finished his work of subju-
gation, and all Scotland lying prostrate at his feet, ho
now set to work about tho important task of so modelling

the go^-ernment and administration of the country that it

should most completely remain in his grasp as a perma-
nent portion of his i-ealm. For this jurposo he appointed

a council, so called, of the Scottish nation. This was to

consist of two bishops, two abbots, two oarls, two barons,

and two representatives of the boroughs, who were to

assemble in London, and to sit, in conjunction with
twenty commissioners of the English Parliament, to

frame a constitution for tho conquered territory. But
this council, as was intended, carried things with a hig'a

hand against the people of Scotland. It cleared away
all the Scottish laws and customs at a sweep, and substi-
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tuted English ones in their stead. It destroyed aU

ancient monuments which perpetuated the spirit of na-

tionaUty. Whatever histories or records had escaped the

former search of the king were now ruthlessly dosti-oyed
;

and the work of utterly rooting out the Scottish name

and institutions was going on, when the whole was sud-

denly brought to a stand by a fresh and more determined

insurrection. ^

The resolve of Bruce to throw off all disguise and

declare himself openly for his country had been accele-

rated by the treason of Comyn; and six months had

scarcely passed over the bloody reUcs of Wallace when

was apprised of his danger by the earl sending him a pair

of gilt spurs and a purse of gold, under pretence that he

had borrowed them of him. Bruce caught the meaning

of the device, and resolved to escape at once. To this

pui'pose, tradition says, he had his horse shod back-

wards, so as to deceive those who might attempt to trace

his route, for the ground was then covered with snow.

Bruce arrived safely in a few days at his castle of Loch-

maben, in Annandale, the chief seat of his family ; and

here he found, fortunately, a great number of the Scottish

nobility assembled, and in the midst of them no other

than John Comyn, his professed friend, but treacherous,

Death of Comyn.

the Scots were up in arms again, round the champion he

had himself invoked to assume that post. In June, 1305

—two months before the execution of Wallace—it ap-

pears that Bruce had made a secret compact with William

de Lamberton, the Bishop of St. Andrews, of mutual aid

and support. This contract, still preserved in the Annals

of Lord Hailes, had for its ultimate object the claims

of Bruce on the crown. Comyn had come by some

means to the knowledge of this league ; had pretended

to join in it, but had betrayed it to the king. Bruce was

marked for duo vengeance by Edward, who only waited

for an opportunity also to seize his three brothers, resi-

3ent in Scotland. But, through the friendship of the

Earl of Gloucester, the son-in-law of the king, Bruce

secret foe. If ho had wanted any evidences of the perfidy

of this man, he had them now in his pocket; for on the

way thither from town he had met a courier bearin!^

letters fi-om Comyn to King Edward, urging the absolute

necessity of his instant death or imprisonment. This

man he slew, on the principle " that dead men teU no

tales, and carry no messages ; " and the fatal secret now

in his possession presents us with a certam clue to the

motive of a much more startling act which he perpo-

trated soon after.

The assembled nobles were astonished at his sudden

apparition among them ; and, doubtless, much more so

was Comyn. Bruce made no secret of his purpose, though

the Judas was present. He declared that he was come to
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live and die amongst them in defence of his country and

its liberties ; to wipe from the Scottish namo the shame

which it endured from the tyranny of the usurper, and to

wash it away in the blood of their oppressor. He pointed

to the mountains which had defended them from the

Romans, and would still defend them from every attempt

on their homes and I'ights. He reminded them of the

fate of Wallace, and bade them assure themselves that

the same fate inevitably awaited them, if they did not

scorn to live the life of dogs, or were not determined to

diive the implacable tju-ants from the land.

Certain that this harangue, which electrified the whole

assembly, would be transmitted without delay to London,

he followed Oomyn, on the dissolution of the party, into

the cloisters of the Minorites at Dumfries, and ran him
through the body. Hurrying from the convent, ho cried,

" To horse ! " and Sir Roger Kirkpatriok, one of his atten-

dants, seeing him greatly agitated, demanded whether

the ti'aitor was slain. " I doubt so," replied Bruce.

"You doubt!" exclaimed Kirkpatrick ; "I will make
sure;" and so saying, he rushed into the monastei'y,

stabbed the Comyn to the heart, and killed also his

kinsman. Sir Robert Comyn, who strove to defend him.

From this ciroamstance the Kirkpatrick family adopted

the crest of a bloody hand holding a dagger, and the

motto, " I make sicker."

The die was now cast. There was no retreat, no re-

conciliation after that terrible deed. Bruce called his

staunchest friends hastily around him ; they were few,

but devoted spirits. The Bishops of St. Andrews and

Glasgow, the Abbot of Scone, the four brothers of Bruce,

his nephew Thomas Randolph, his brother-in-law Chris-

topher Seton, and some ten or twelve young *ien, gathered

at the call. Bruce flew in various directions, exciting

his countrymen to arms. He attacked and defeated the

English, took some of their forts, and drove them from

the open country.

Edward, on receiving this news, at once prepared to

take signal vengeance on the insurgents, and this time to

give the nation such a castigation as should effectually

quell its spirit. Not waiting for his own slower move-
ments, he sent on Aymer de Valence, the Earl of Pem-
broke, with a small army, to check the spread of the

disaffection. He met with Bruce near Methven, in

Perthshire, on the 19th of Juno, and falling on his forces

by surprise, ho put them utterly to the rout. Bruce was
three times unhorsed in the battle, and escaped with the

greatest danger. His friends the Earl of AthoU, Simon
Frazer, and Sir Christopher Seton, were taken prisoners

and executed. Amongst the prisoners was also his

nephew Randolph. His wife and his daughter Marjory
hr.ving left the fortress of Kildrumraie, were seized by
the Earl of Ross in the sanctuary of St. Duthac, at Tain :

the knights who attended them were put to death, and
they themselves were sent to England, where they re-

mained prisoners eight years. His brother Nigel, much
beloved by the people, was compelled to sun-ondor Kil-

./immie, and was also hanged and afterwards beheaded
Berwick, with many other knights and gentlemen. Ho

himself with great difficulty made his escape into the

mountains of Atholl, with about five hundred followers,

the solo remnant of the aiTuy with which he had hoped
to redeem Scotland. For many months he and this little

band wandered amongst the hills in the utmost wi'etched-

ness, destitute of shelter, and often of food. A price was
set upon their heads ; their enemies, the Comyns, infu-

riated by the slaughter of their chief, and now in the as-

cendant as allies of England, pursued them with vindictive

rage, driving them farther and farther into the labyrinth

of the hills. On reaching the borders of Argyll, they

encountered the Lord of Lorn, who had married an aunt

of the Comyn, at the head of 1,000 men, and who occu-

pied a narrow defile. A desperate conflict took place,

and Bruce and his followers narrowly escaped extermina-

tion. Finally, Bruce found means to pass over to the

Isle of Rachrine, on the north coast of Ii-eland.

Here was a reverse terrible and complete enough tO

have extinguished the hopes of all but a true hero. His
forces defeated, destroyed, or dispersed ; his wife and
daughter captive ; his brother and most of his chief men
taken and executed ; himself a fugitive ; the English

king still lord paramount in Scotland. All readers are

familiar with the story of the spider which Bruce saw in

a moment of his deepest depression—a moment when he

was nearest to despair, and which rekindled his hope and
ardour, by six times failing in its attempt to raise itself

to the roof of the hut under which he lay, but accom-

plishing its object on the seventh essay. But it is not so

generall}' known that such was his distress of mind, and

the hardships he endured after the battle of Methven,

that ho was affected by a scorbutic disorder, then styled

leprosy. Mr. Train informed Sir Walter Scott that

Bruce was, according to ti'adition, benefited by drinking

the waters of a well about a mile north of the town of

Ayr— thence called "King's Ease;" that, in grateful

memory of this, and of the immortal hero of his time.

Sir William Wallace, he built eight houses for lepers

round the well, to whom and theii- successors he left a

stated allowance of oatmeal and £28, Scottish money, per

annum ; and that this institution remained so long as the

family of Wallace existed there, when the property was
purchased by the town of Ayr, and its proceeds devoted

to the poor.

Whatever was the momentary despondency and misery

of Bruce, he passed over from Rachrine early in the

spring of 1307, in order to make one more effort far the

expulsion of the English. His followers, on landing on

the Carrick coast, n6,ar his ancestral castle of Turnberry,

amounted only to 300 ; and he was there nearly betrayed

by the unexplained lighting of a fire upon a hill, the

very signal which ho had agreed upon if it were safe to

approach. As he drew near the landing-place, he was

met by the information that the English were in full

possession of Carrick, and Lord Percy, with a strong

garrison, held Turnberry Castle. Bruce was thunder-

struck at the intelligence; but making a sudden attack

on a party of English that lay close at hand, he created a

momentary panic, and, under advantage of that, made
good his retreat into the mountains. The war became

desultory and undecided ; and two of Bruce's brothers,

Thomas and Alexander, as they wero bringing over a

band of Irish adventurers to his assistance, were taken

prisoners by Duncan M'Dowal, a chief of Galloway,

and, being conducted to King Edward, were instantly

ordered for execution. 3* '

Fortune still continued to pursue Brn"o. He could oaly
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prosoiTO himself by hiding in the hilk and wastes of

Galloway, till, ou tho lOtk of May, ho succeeded at

Loudon Kill in completely defeating the Earl of Pem-
broke. Three days after, he agaiu defeated the English

under the Earl of Gloucester, and pursuing them, to tho

castle of Ayr, there besieged them.

Meantime Edward had been advancing by slow marches

northward. Thougli it is not distinctly stated by the

historians, there is little doubt that his health was giving

•way at the time that he first received the news at Win-
chester. Ho had immediately sent off the Earl of Pem-
broke, and prepared to follow himself. He knighted his

son, the Prince of Wales, with great pomp and ceremony,

preparatory to his taking part in the expedition, •who, in

turn, knighted, on the 22nd of Maj', 270 young men of

noble family. At the feast given on this occasion, in the

Palace of Westminster, Edward made a solemn vow to

God to avenge the death of Comyn, and punish the insur-

gent Scots; and at this time he conjured his son, and the

whole company, in the event of his death, to keep his

body unburied until this vow was accomplished. Thus
ho had the probability of death in his thoughts at the

outset of this expedition, and ho advanced in it with tho

tardiness of a sick man. While Bruce was spending the

winter at Eachrine, he was passing it in severe illness at

Lanercost. It was the commencement of July when he

arrived at Carlisle, where the news of Bruce's fresh

successes, and the defeat and close besiegement of his

generals, had the eifect of rousing his irritable tempera-

ment to a desperate effort. He threw aside the litter in

which he had hitherto travelled, mounted his horse, and
having reached, on the 7th of that month, the village of

Burgh-upon-Sands, he sank completely exhausted, with

his latest breath, and with a tenacity of purpose charac-

teristic of the man, enjoining his successor, through the

ministers who surrounded him, never to cease his efforts

till he had thoroughly subjugated Scotland.

Thus terminated this remarkable man his remarkable

cai'eer, in the sixty-ninth year of his age, and the thirty-

fifth of his reign. Since the days of Richard I. there

had been no martial monarch of equal bravery and

ability ; since those of tho Conqueror, none who had tlio

same genius for civil ad'Miinistration and tho framing of

laws and institutions which gavo not only a character to

his own times, but to the ages which came after him.

Hume does not hesitate to assert that " the enterprises of

this prince, and the projects which he formed and brought

near to a conclusion, were more prudent, more regularly

conducted, and more advantageous to tho solid interests

of his kingdom, than those which wore undertaken in

any reign, either of his ancestors or successors." How-
ever we may be disposed to modifj' this praise in regard

to what Edwai'd actually carried out, there can bo no

question that his perception of tho vast advantages which

would result to every part of tho island from its con-

sohdation into one kingdom was evidence of a great and
comprehensive genius ; and tho ardour, based on an
indomitable spii^it of perseverance, with which he pursued

that great end, is equal evidence of a mind, not only

of the clearest acumen, but of the loftiest qualities of

human nature. He succeeded in winning to the English

nation, and amalgamating with it for ever, the princi- .

pality of Wales ; and if he failed in effecting tho an-
|

nexation of Scotland, it was only through being actuated

more by tho military spirit of the times than by those

moral and political iullucnces which later generations

havo discovered to bo the most prevailing. It was be-

J'ond tho intellectual horizon of tho age to aim at the

union of the kingdoms by the careful demonstration of

those greater mutual advantages, and of tho infinitely

expanded capabilities of glory and power to Britain, as a

whole, whiok were applied successfully four centuries

al forwards.

By seeking to accomplish tho union of England and
Scotland by tho forces most familiar to tlie spirit of that

era—that is, by the power of arms and numerical ascend-

ancy—his scheme, grand and beneficent in itself, neces-

sarily failed. Tho plaa was premature ; it existed in tho

nature of things, but it lacked that philosophical regard

to national character and feeling, and that tone of mutual
forbearance, which it required centuries yet to ripen.

The rudo idea of bearing down a bravo and high-spirited

people by armed power and arbitraiy •will necessarily

irritated those on whom tho attempt was made ; and it

thou became a question of moral forces, and of the

natural, defences of tho country, whether it should suc-

ceed. It succeeded in Wales, though after a bravo resist-

ance, because there was no proportion betwixt tho extent

and tho physical resources of the two countries. It

failed in Scotland, because tho areas of the two contend-

ing kingdoms, though greatly unequal, were yet more

approximate ; and because the martial quaUties and spirit

of proud independence had been long fostered in Scot-

land by the arduous contests of different clans and

parties. The Scotch were a hardy and an heroically bravo

people, with their magnificent mountains at their back;

and, in their struggles with tho ponderous power of Eng-

land, discovered an invincible vigour, not only of re-

sistance, but of resilience. Though hurled violently to

the earth time after time, they rose, Antccus-like, as if

with augmented strength and freshness. While tho two

nations, therefore, heated by contest and the savage war-

fare of that age, learned to hato one another with a

vigorous and long-continuing hatred, they learned also to

know each other's strength, and inwardly to respect it.

Therefore, after tho battle of Bannockburn, English

dreams of tho subjugation of Scotland began to wane,

ai.d though there still were m'lny and bloody wars be-

tween tho two nations, there ceased to exi^t on either side

the hope of conquest by more force of arms.

In these conflicts, good as well as evil was elicited, and

tho bravery and spirit of dominion which distinguish

united Great Britain no doubt draw a large .amount of

their life fi-om the mutual struggles and rivalries of tho

two peoples. lu the very attempts, therefore, of Edward

to add Scotland to tho kingdom by force, as ho did Wales,

he may bo said to have laid tho foundation of much of

the common gi-eatness of the nation ; but from incidental

causes arising out of his military attempts, both in Scot-

land and France, and still more from his directly con-

structive talent and wisdom, we owe to him much which

we aro apt to loso sight of in tho blaze of his wai-s and

expeditions. He was as remarkable for his sturdy main-

tenance of thd laws as for his military ambition. Simple

and frugal himself, ho was ever ready to support useful

enterprises. Ho was liberal of his treaeui-es on such
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oocasioas. Easy and affable to his courtiers and depend-

ents, ho was yet severe in restraining licence and punish-

ing offenders. His fine person and skill in miUtaiy

exercises made him popular -with the people, when he did

not press too heavily on them by his expensive wars

;

and thus, relying on his sense of justice, they were not

backward in expressing their opinions, as we have seen.

Though ho was extremely cruel to the Jews—a feature of

his character springing from the prejudices of his age

—

.".nd often forgot the magnanimity of a great monarch in

hia resentment against those who successfully thwarted

his plans, as in the case of Sir William Wallace and

others, his sense of justice in his calmer moments and in

his peaceful pursuits was so great that he not only en-

couraged an honourable administration of the laws, but

he corrected and amended them, and added so many new
ones, in accordance with the progress of society, that he

has been termed the EngUsh Justinian, Sir Edward

aiming at this, ho at the same time allowed them to

entail their estates, and thus preserved to them that

influence in the constitution of the country which the

aristocracy have ever since maintained. He has the

honour-, too, of being the first Christian prince who
put a stop to the alarming absorption of the landed
property of the country by the clergy, setting bounds
to it by passing a statute of mortmain. In this,

however, he was avowedly actuated by his wish to

prevent the diminution of feudal seiwicos and emolu-

ments, which became extinguished when lands passt'l

from the laity to the Church. But, to compensate tha

clergy, he was the first to allow the levy of first-

fruits.

Far greater, however, were the innovations which this

monarch introduced into the British constitution—inno-

vations of the mighty influence of which he could form
no conception. He was the father and originator of

Carlisle Castle.

Coke, in his " Institutes," says that the statutes passed

in his reign were so numerous and excellent, that they

actually deserved tho name of establishments, being

more constant, standing, and durable than any made

from his reign to the time of that great lawyer ; and Sir

Matthew Halo pays him the like compliment, declaring

that down to his own day they had scarcely received any

addition. He was the first to establish justices of the

peace. He repressed robberies, and encouraged trade by

giving merchants an easy method of recovering their

debts. Ho abolished the office of cliief justiciary, which

he thought possessed too much power. He divided the

court of exchequer into four distinct courts, each at-

tending to its own branch, and independent of any one

magistrate, while the several courts became rivals, not

checks to each other; a circumstance tending greatly to

improve the practice of law in England.

The grand obstacle to tho impartial execution of justice

in those times was the power of tho groat barons. These

despots ho .strove to overawe and restrain ; but while

tho Parliament of England. Before his time the barons

had met the sovereign to determine on peace or war, and
to consent to the raising of the necessary funds. But
Edward had occasion to make such frequent and extensive

demands on his barons, that ho frequently found them
daring to reject his calls for monej', and refusing even

his summons to war, as in the case of Bohun, Earl of

Hereford, and Bigod, Earl of Norfolk, who positively

declined to follow him to his campaign in Planders. Tho

obvious means of at once creating a counterbalancing

power to this overgrown one of feudal chiefdom, and

of replenishing his coffers, was to elevate the peopio

of the towns, who had now advanced to a considerable

degree of wealth. His father had sought to supply

the diminution of revenue and power which had oc-

curred from the great feudal barons gradually, by ono

means or other, freeing themselves from their obliga-

tions, through summoning to Parliament the lesser

barons and knights. Henry III. had made it an occa-

sional practice to allow these lesser noblesse to choose
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a certain number of their order in each countj' to re-

present their whole bodj- ; hence our knights of shires.

Edward established this as a fixed and uniform practice,

and ho wont further. He had boon obliged, for his expe-

dition into Poitou and the repression of the Welsh, to

levy no less than a sixth of all t!io movables from the

laity, and a moiety of all ecclesiastical benefices. Ho saw
clearly this necessity must often recur if ho prosecuted

his groat designs of national aggraudisoment, and ho re-

solved to summon the representatives of all- the boroughs

to Parliament. Here, then, wo have the origin of our

House of Commons ; and we come, in this fact, upon ono

of the greatest epochs in our national historj'. This great

event took place in the year 1295, in the twenty-third

year of Edwfti'd I.'s reign, and is a date that should bo

for ever memorable.

The words of the preamble of the writ, by which this

new power in the state was called into existence, are truly

remarkable, and indicate a principle of liberal equity in

the mind of the king worthy of a British monarch. " It

is a most equitable rule," says this document, " that what

concerns all should bo approved of by all, and common
dangers be repelled by united efforts."

But no party whatever had at the time the slightest

idea of tho unparalleled importance of this innovation

;

of what a tree lay in this small acorn of popular life

;

what a colossus in this constitutional embiyo. Tho king,

with all his sagacity, did not grasp it in its full Titanic

bulk and multiplicity of bearing ; ho was looking rather

at his own necessities. The barons certainly did not, or

they would have opposed it with all their power. Least

of all did the people themselves comprehend tho act

which was calling them from the borders of serfdom to

become the ruling power in tho nations, the artificers and

foster-fathers of tho world's civilLsation. It was to them
the new birth from slavery, degradation, and contempt,

into life, liberty, and greatness. Yet they shrank from

it as a burdensome imposition, a repulsive duty. The

people who resided in the country under the great barons

still were treated as a very inferior class, and with much
of that haughty rudeness and injustice which marked tho

earlier ages of Norman feudality. Those who had escaped

into towns, and dovotod themselves to trade, had acquired

jmany privileges in comparison with those who still tilioi I

the soil. They were endowed with liberty to trade ; !

boroughs wore erected by royal patent, in which they

were empowered to farm their own tolls and customs, to

elect their own magistrates, and were freed from any

attendance on tho sheriffs or county courts. But they

still bore about with them tho traces of the iron of serf-

dom, which for so many ages had entered into their souls.

They were rude in dress, in manners, and little en-

lightened on matters beyond their own immediate sphere.

The people of London, as was seen when Edward at-

tempted to impose on them in rogai'd to tho charter, were

much in advance of the inhabitants of other towns, who
retained a deep sense of their own humility, and a dread

of the feirdal lords.

. When, therefore, I'eproseutatives were called for from
their body to attend Parliament, every one shrank from
the appointment. They heard with consternation of their

election ; and it was found necessary, says Brady, in his

"History of Boroufbs," for the aldermen and co^incils of

tho towns to take sureties from ijese deputies of the

people for their due attendance. To them a journey to

London at that day was a most formidable enterprise,

both from tho perils and toils of the way and the great

expense. Their charges were therefore borne by the re-

spective corporations. Thcj' had so little idea of the

honour or benefit of appearing as legislators, that they

regarded tho function as destitute of botli profit and re-

pute. They knew that they should be looked on with

scorn, if not direct insult, by the great lords with whom
they had to assemble. And, in fact, these proud men,
both barons and knights, disdained to mix with so mean
a throng as they regarded them. They compelled them
to sit apart ; and theso unlionoured legislators were glad

to hasten away and get them home again the moment
they had voted the necessary sums.

Little were these primeval commoners aware of what
they were to grow into ; that within 300 years they would

rise to be virtually and avowedly the chief power of the

state ; that they would not only hold the purse-strings oi

the nation, but would have called before them, arraigned,

condemned, and executed the very monarch of tho rcahn

on a charge of high treason against the people ; that,

having given a fresh trial to this monarch's family, they

would, on finding it incurablj' despotic, have driven its

representative frcnn the throne, and is-ued a new national

charter, under the title of a Bill of Eights, declaring

that tho people were tho source of all power. The con-

tempt of the aristocracy, compelling them to sit apart,

was the deciding cause of their becoming a distinct house

—tho House of the Commons; and this House of Commons
has risen, in about four centuries and a half—though still

too neglectful of its great powers—to the noblest position

of any senate whii'h tlie world ever saw, its woids listened

to by the proudest kings as most potent for peace or war,

and felt in every region of the earth as the hope of the

enslaved, the terror of tho despot, the central citadel of

civihsation and freedom. Thus, tho English House of

CoTnmons can point to a history as glorious as its origin

was humble.

Tot even in the time of tho first Edward the vigour

inherent in the people began to manifest itself in these

Ihoir representatives. As the royal necessities con-

tinued to increase, and tho king's demands for money
and men to become proportionably heavy, tho Commons
plucked up courage, and began, though not allowed

to legislate, to ijresent petitions of their grievances.

To these petitions the king, fi-ora perceiving his de-

pendence on tho growing wealth and resources of this

class, was obliged to listen with attention and at least

external rospeet. Witli his growing difficulties theso

petitions became more frequent and more bold in tone.

They wore referred to the judges, and, when sanc-

tioned by them, were submitted to the king, and fre-

quently to tho barons, and eventually became laws. Hero

was tho young lion beginning to feel his strength and to

put it foith, had the upper classes and the court been able

to see it ; but it yet came forward in too modest a shape.

This power was next greatly augmented by the knights

of the shir-cs being, as a representative and not an here-

ditary bod)', removed from the baronial assembly, and by
the king appointed to moot with the other reprcsentativo

class—that from the boroughs. This common feature of
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delegation made the traniition natural and eaay. The

knights and country gentlemen made now no scruple to

assemble with the burgesses of the towns on this common
principle, and all distinction was soon lost in the lower

house, which thenceforth assumed a place and dignity

worthy of its functions.

impose the taxes on their own order. This great king

was 500 years in advance of the legislators of the reign

of George III., who lost an empire rather than admit

the doctrine that there should be no taxation without

representation. He not only voluntarily avowed the

principle, but immediately acted upon it. The inferior

Tomb of Eleanor, Queen of Edward L, in Westminster Abbey.

There was another institution which arose simul-

taneously with the Ilousn of Onmmons, and from pre-

cisely the samo causes, the king's necessities and his

admirable sense of political justice. Ho was obliged to

levy contributions from the clergy; and he deemed it

absolutely necessary that, as a body, they should also

fiend up representatives to an assembly of their own to

clergy, for the first timo in EngUsh history, therefore,

met by delegation as a lower house of convocation.

Yet Edward was not so liberal where his own preroga-

tive was concerned ; and this reign presents tho narrative

of a great contest for the eonfirmatiGn of the Great

Charter of the nation, and tho lesser charter, that of tho

forests. In both cases, however, the king was compelled to
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give way, and under him tho G;.ta:. Cliarter was finally and
fully established. From that day, whatever might be tho

arbitrary encroachments on tho liberties of the people,

whether it were the erection of tho Star Chamber, im-

prisonment by warrants from tho Privy Council, martial

law, or practices of a similar stamp, these have always

by their )icrnianciit and projjressivo opeialion, mu;lo us

in a great ineusiue, as a nation, what we are.

Edward had a numerous family by his two wives, but

a great many of his children died in their infancy. By
his first wife, Eleanor of Castile, Edward, liis heir anC

successor, was the only son, out of four, who surv:":'ed

-- --- '
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Mairiaire of Eihvanl II. auil Isabella of France.

feeen looked upon as violations of the constitution ; and

the validity of the Great Charter as the basis of English

government, and the sure touchstone of every act of

government, has never since been formally disputed.

All these circumstances marked the reign of Edward I.

as one of the most important in our history. The organic

principles which he introduced into oirr constitution

struck deep and indestructible roots there, and have,

29

him. Of eleven daughters by the same queen, four only

appear to have lived. Joan was married, first to the Earl

of Gloucester, and after his death to Ralph do Monther-

mor. Margaret married John, Duke of Brabant. Eliza-

beth married first, John, Earl of Ilolland ; and secondly,

the Earl of Ilereford. Mary was Abbess of Ambresbury.

By his second wife, Margaret of France, ho had a daughter

who died in infancy, and two sons—Thomas, created Earl
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of Norfolk and Maresclial of England; and Edmund,

made Earl of Kent by his brotlier, Edward 11.

CHAPTER LXI.

Edward II.—Weakness of the King—His favourite Gaveston—The
Kin'.;'s Marriiig-e with Isabella of France—Gaveston's Death—Losses

in Scotland—Battle of Bannoclcburn—Edward Bru'^e attempts to

conquer Ireland—Incursions of the Scots under Kobort Bruce.

The transition from Edward I. to his sou, Edward 11.

,

was an abrupt descent from power to weakness. It was

one of those striking examples of the extraordinary suc-

cession of a feeble son to a great and able father which

have puzzled the world to account for, from the days of

Solomon and Rehoboam. to our own. In all ranks and
'lepartments of life we are met, in every age, by this

lingular phenomenon of men distinguished by jire-eminout

genius, and who have made, by tha vigour of their

intellectual action, a strong impression on their ago,

leaving behind them an enfeebled or commonplace off-

spring. In some cases philosophical inquirers have sup-

posed this to have been the result of an ill-assorted or

ill-cemented marriage, where the union has not been one

of soul and affection, but a mere conventional association,

yielding imperfect fruit. In others it would seem as if

the parent had exhausted, by almost superhuman efforts

of mind, the bulk of his mental energy, oven consuming

beforehand the portion due to his posterity. Whatever bo

the cause, the examples of such deficiency in the sons of

such great men are prominent and numerous, and none
are more melancholy than the one now before us.

The great monarch whoso proud ambition it had been
to embrace the whole island in his emjiire, to maintain his

possessions in France, and to rule his kingdom by new
and superior institutions, was gone, and there appeared

on the throne a youth of three-and-twenty, handsome,

generous, and agreeable, but destitute of any trait which

implied the elements of future greatness. He was not

even vigorous in the jiassions which carry youth out of

tho direct lino. He had no decided tendency to any dan-

gerous vice. He was gentle, and disposed to enjoy the

social advantages of his high position. The people of all

classes and orders hastened to swear fealty to him, arguing,

from the prestige of his parentage, and the reputation of

his amiability, a fortunate reign. But the voiy first move-
ments of the young king were fatal to those anticipations,

and both at home and abroad brought a cloud over tho

brilliant visions which had attended his ascension to the

throne. He was essentially weak, and all weak things

seek extraneous support. The vino and tho ivj' cling to

tho tree that is near them, and the effeminate monarch
inevitably seeks the fatal support of favourites. This was
the rook on which Edward's fortunes instantly struck, and
the mischief of which no experience could induce him to

repair.

This disastrous propensity to favouritism, which early
manifested itself, had excited the alarm of tho stern ofd

king, and led him to take dscided measures against the
evils which it threatened to produce. There was a bravo
Gascon knight, who had served in the army of Edward I.

with high honour, and whose son, Piers Gaveston, had
consequ"ntly boon admitted into the establishment of the

young prince. This youth was remarkably handsome and

accomplished. He was possessed of singular grace of car-

riage and elegance of demeanour. In all the exercises of

the age, both martial and social, ho excelled, and was full

of tho sprightly sallies of wit and mirth which are so natural

to the Gascon. The young prince became thoroughly fas-

cinated by him. He was natui-ally disposed to strong and.

confidential friendship, and gave himself up to the society

of this gay young courtier with all the ardour of youth.

His father, quickly perceiving this extravagant prepos-

session, and foreseeing all its fatal consequences, had

banished the favourite from the kingdom. On his death-

bod he again solemnly warned him against favourites, de-

picting to him tho certain ruin that such foolish attach-

ments would bring upon him in tho midst of powerful and

jealous nobles ; and forbade him, on pain of his curse, ever

to recall Gaveston to England.

But no sooner was the breath out of the old king's body,

than the infatuated Edward forgot every solemn injunction

laid upon him. Tho Scots were again strong in the field,

and tho late king had taken an oath fi'om his son that he

should never bo buried till they were once more subjugated.

But regardless of this, the young king, after making a

feint of prosecuting the Scottish war, and marching as far

as Cumnock, on the bordei's of Ayrshire, there halted, and

retraced his steps to London without attempting anything^

whatever. Arriving in London, ho at once buried tho

body of his father in Westminster Abbey, on tho 27th of

October.

The only thing for which he appeared impatient was tho

return of his favourite Gaveston, whom he had recalled

the moment the sceptre fell into his hands ; and the royal

summons was as promptly obeyed as sent. Gaveston

joined his royal patron before he returned from Scotland.

The earldom of Cornwall had been conferred on him before

his arrival ; and the thoughtless upstart appeared in the

midst of tho court covered with his new honours, and dis-

posed to show his resentment for past disdain to the most

powerful men of the kingdom. Under the ascendancy of

Gaveston, the king displaced all his father's old and ex-

perienced ministers. There was a revolution in the great

offices of the court, as sudden as it was complete. The

chancellor, the treasurer, tho lords of the exchequer, tho-

judges, and every other holder of an important post, were

dismissed, and others more suited to the fancy or partiality

of this favourite substituted. To his own share of honours

and emoluments there appeared no limit. The earldom

of Cornwall had been held by Edraond, son of Richard,

King of the Romans, and was an appanage which had not

only been possessed by a prince of tho blood, but was amply

sufficient of itself for the maintenance of one. But this

seemed little to tho king for tho man whom he deUghted

to honour. He was continually lavishing fi'csh honours

and riches on Gaveston. Ho handed to him the treasure

which his father had laid up for tho prosecution of tho

crusades ; ho presented him with estate after estate, many

of them conferring fresh titles of distinction ; anci it was

said that you could scarcely travel into any part of tho

kingdom without beholding splendid houses and parks,

formerly possessed by great families, now conferred on

tliis young favourite. Nor did the royal bounty stop here.

Tlio king gave liira extensive grants of land in Guienne

;

and, as if ho would raise him to a par with royalty itself,,

he married him to his own-nLece, Margaret de Clare, sister
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to tho Eaii of Gloucostor, and appointed him lord cham-
torlain. All this did not soom to satisfy tho king's dosire

of heaping honours and wealth upon him ; and he is re-

ported to have said that, if it wore possible, ho would give

him tho kingdom itself.

It would have b^'on strange if the favonrito, under such

a rain of favour and fortune, liad displayed more wisdom
than his royal friend. It would have recjuirod a mind of

peculiar fortitude and moderation not to have been thrown
oflf the balance by such a rush of greatness, and Gavoston

was not of that character. He was gay, vain, and volatile,

and rejoiced in the opportunity of humbling and insulting

all who had real claims to superiority over himself. The
great and proud nobles who had surrounded the throne

of Edward I. in the midst of its victorious splendour, and
who had contributed by their counsels and their swords

to place it above all others in Europe, naturally beheld

with ill-concealed resentment this unworthy concentration

This was a contract into which his father had been led in

the course of his ambitious projects, and for which he had
broken off the previous contract with Guy, Count of

Elanders, for his daughter Philippa. It was a marriage
projected in cruel perfidy, tho old count being left to the

malice of his enemies, and to perish in prison in his eighty-

first year, and tho fair, forsaken Philippa, who was really

attached to Edwar'l, dying of a broken heart about two
years before this ill-fated espousal. Tho results of this

marriage wore as disastrous as its arrangement was un-
principled. Isabella soon came to entertain a deep con-
tempt for and deeper hatred of her husband, and remains
branded to all time as the accomplice in, if not the insti-

gator of, his murder ; and from this alliance sprung those

claims on the crown of Prance, which steeped the soil of

that country with blood, and raised an enmity between
the two nations prolific of ages of carnage, bitterness, and
misery.
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of the royal grace and munificence in one so far inferior

to them in birth and merit ; and Gaveston, instead of

endeavouring to appease that resentment, did all in his

power to exasperate it by every species of ostentation and

parade of his advantages. Vanity, profusion, and rapacity

of fresh acquisition all united in him. He kept up the

style and establishment of a prince ; he treated the gravest

officers of state and the possessors of the noblest names
with studied insolence. Ho imagined that in possessing

the favour of the king nothing could again shako him,

and therefore he was as little solicitous to conciliate friends

as he was careless to make enemies. At every joust and
tournament ho gloried in foiling the greatest of the English

liobihty and princes, and did not spare them in their

defeat, but ridiculed them to his companions with jest

and sarcasm. This could not last long without combining

the whole court and kingdom for his destruction, and

perhaps for his master's.

The young king was bound, by the laws of feudalism,

to pass over to France, and do homage to Philip for his

province of Guienne, and, by those of chivalry, to fulfil,

as early as possible, tho contract of marriage with the

Princess Isabella, to whom he had been long affianced.

Isabella of Franc: was reputed to bo the most beautiful

woman of her time, and she was as high-spirited and in-

triguing as she was handsome. The royal couple were

married on the 28th of January, 1308, with great pomp

and ceremony, in tho church of Our Lady of Boulogne,

five kings and three queens being present on the occasion.

No great alfoction appears to have existed on either side.

Isabella could not fail to be already well awiu-e of her

husband's character, and she is said to have trusted to he-

influence to overturn tho king's favour for Gavoston, an^

to be able to rule him and tho kingdom herself. Edward,

though wedded to tho loveliest woman of the age, and sur-

rounded by every species of festivity and rejoicing, evinced,

on his ixirt, no otlior desu-o than to get back as speedily

as possible to his beloved Gaveston, to whom, in his

absence, ho had loft the management of tho kingdom—

a

fresh indignity to his own royal kinsmen. The festal

gaieties of the I'^enoh court were suddenly broken olT to

graf.fy this imjiatient anxiety of the king to return, and

tho royal couple embarked for England, accompanied by

a numerous rotinuo of French noblesse, who came to

attend the coronation.

Gaveston, accompanied by a great array of the English
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aristocracy, hastened to meet the king and queen on land-

ing ; and the scene which ensued was by no means calcu-

lated to create respect for the king, either in the mind of

his young bride, or of her distinguished countrymen pre-

sent. Forgetting the very presence of the queen, Edward
rushed into the arms of his favourite and overwhelmed

him with caresses and terms of endearment. The queen

looked on with evident contempt ; her kinsmen with open

indignation.

The coronation took place at Westminster, on the 24th

of February; and this great occasion—which, by judicious

management, might have been made a means of uniting

all parties, and raising the respect for the king—by his

irremediable and utterly blind devotion to his favourite,

became a fresh cause of scorn and exasperation. This

fatal trait in the monarch appeared rather like the effect of

what, in those ages, was called glamour, the spell of some
powerful sorcerer, or of witchcraft, cast over an individual

to destroy him, than merely weakness or folly. It seemed
as if every opportunity was sought, rather than merely
employed, to exalt the favourite, no matter at whatever
cost, whatever risk, or whatever alienation of men's
minds. Gaveston was put foi'ward as the principal person-

age—the principal object of attention and worship, to the

great insult of the barons and chief men of the realm, all

now assembled. He only must carry the crown before

the king and queen, though this was an office to which
the great Earls of Lancaster or Hereford might have laid

|

m.ore fitting claim. The nobles were filled with indigna-

tion, which Gaveston, instead of endeavouring to disarm

by more modest conduct, appeared to take a particular

pleasure in aggravating to the extreme. He appeared in

the greatest splendour of attire, and in his equipage and
retinue outshining them all. In the tournaments which
succeeded, he challenged, andby his indisputablevigour and
address succeeded in unhorsing, the four most illustrious

nobles of the land—men distinguished not only for their

high rank, their great estates, and high connections, but

ds the successful leaders of the national armies—-the Earls

of Lancaster, Hex'eford, Pembroke, and Warenne. This

brought matters to a crisis. The anger of the whole

nobility now burst forth beyond all bounds. The barons,

four days after the coronation, appeared before the king
i

with a petition which had rather the tone of a remon-
!

stranoo, and insisted that he should instantly banish Piers

Gaveston. The king, hesitating, and yet alarmed, replied

that he would give them an answer in Parliament.

"When this Parliament met, it appeared fully armed,

and with an air that menaced civil war, if its terms wore

not complied with. Lancaster, by far the most powerful

subject in England, was the centre and head of this move-

ment. He was first prince of the blood
;
possessed of

immense estates, which were on the eve, by his marriage

with the heiress of the Earl of Lincoln, of being increased

to no less than sis earldoms, including all those powers

and jurisdictions which in that age were attached to land,

and made the great noble a species of king on his own
estates, and over a great number of influential vassals,

many of them being what were called lesser barons and
knights. Lancaster was turbulent, ambitious, and

haughty. Ho had received the deadliest affronts from

Gaveston which a man of his proud character could

possibly receive from an upstart, and he therefore hated

him with a deadly hatred. This feeling was actively en-
couraged by the queen, who, herself inclined to rule, and
having hoped to indulge easily this passion for power

j

through the weakness of the king, saw with keen resent-

ment her plans disappointed by the all-engrossing in-

fluence of the favourite. The rest of the barons, gladly

gathering round Lancaster, and taking courage from the
favouring disposition of the queen, resolved to crush the

reigning parasite. They bound themselves by an oath to

expel him from the kingdom. With his Parliament in

this temper, and disturbances and robberies appearing in

various parts of the kingdom—possibly fomented by the

barons, or at least left unrestrained, as strengthening

their cause—the king was compelled to submit to their

demands ; and the bishops bound Gaveston hj a solemn

oath never again to return to the kingdom under pain of

excommunication

.

The poor weak king, tliough he gave up his favourite

for the time, still showed his folly to all the world. He en-

deavoured to soften the fall of Gaveston by accompanying
him on his way towards the port. But instead of this port

leading towards his own country, it proved to be Bristol,

where it was soon discovered that he had only embarked for

Ireland, over which Edward had appointed him Lord Lieu-

tenant, with an establishment rivalling that of a king.

Not only so, but before his departure, the infatuated

monarch had actually bestowed fi-esh wealth and lands

upon him both in England and Gascony. Gaveston,

who really possessed much talent and learning, and might

have made a distinguished and useful man, had he been

employed by an able monarch, who would have called out

his better, and kept in check his worst qualities, discharged

his duties in Ireland as governor with vigour, repressed a

rebellion there, and promoted order. But during the

year he was absent his royal master was inconsolable,

and never ceased labouring for his return. To this end

he employed every means to conciliate the barons. He
conferred on Lancaster the high office of hereditary

steward ; he flattered and promoted the Earl of Lincoln,

the father-in-law of Lancaster ; he heaped grants, civili-

ties, and promises on Earl Warenne. Having thus pre-

pared the way, he next applied for and obtained from the

Pope a dispensation for Ga'veston from that oath which

the barons had imposed, that ho should for ever abjure

tho realm. With this ho instantly recalled Gaveston

from Ireland, and flew with joyful impatience to Chester

to meet him on his way. There, on seeing him, he rushed

into his arms with every extravagance of joy. He then

apphed to the Parliament which had assembled at Stam- t

ford, for a formal permission to his re-establishment in I

England, and, won over by the gifts and flatteries of the

king, they were equally weak, and allowed him to return.

All now in the court of the imbecile monarch was re-

joicing and festivity. That court was filled by every

species of mimes, players, musicians, and frivolous

hangers-on. Scotland was all but lost ; every day Bruce

and his adherents, taking advantage of the neglect of

this unhappy king, wore coming forth more and more

openly from their hiding-places, taking fort after fort,

and even daring to mako devastating inroads into tho

northern lands of England. In other parts of the king-

dom outrages, disorder, and violence abounded ; but

nothing could rouse the wretched king, or withdraw his
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attention from the court, wliioh was filled with revelry

and feasting, and the centre and soul of which was his

beloved Gaveston. The people looked on and openly ex-

pressed their contempt for the favourite. They refused to

call him anything but simply "that Piurs Gaveston,"

which, incensing the foolish man, induced liim to prevail

on the king to put forth a proclamation commanding all

men to give him his title of Earl of Cornwall whensoever

he was spoken of, which had only the effect of covering

him with ridicule. The past experience was entirely lost

on this thoughtless personage. No sooner was he freed

fi'om the consequences of his insults to the great barons

and courtiers than he repeated them with fresh modes of

offence. He laughed at and caricatui'od them amongst

his worthless associates. He threw his jibes and sarcasms

right and left, and let them fall with the vilest nicknames

on the loftiest heads. The great Earl of Lancaster was

the "old hog," and the " stage -player ;
" the Earl of

Pembroke—a tall man, of a pale aspect—was " Joseph the

Jew; " the Earl of Gloucester was "the cuckold's bii-d;
"

and the stern Earl of Warwick "the black dog of Ai--

denne." Dearly did the vain favourite rue these galling

epithets. The " black dog of Ardenne " swore a bitter oath

that the miscreant should feel his teeth. The queen, more

and more disgusted and incensed by the folly of the

king, not only complained querulously to her father the

King of France, but gave all enoouragemoui lo the angry

nobles against the insolent Gaveston.

The riot at court had its necessary consequence—the

dissipation of the royal funds and the need of more.' The
barons already, befoi-e voting supplies, had several times

obliged the king to promise a redi'ess of grievances. But
now, on being summoned in October, 1309, three months

after Gaveston's return, to meet at York, they refused,

alleging fear of the all-powerful and vindictive favourite.

The necessities of Edward made him imperatively renew

the summons, but the barons still refused to assemble,

and the object of the general odium was compelled to

retire for the time. The barons then came together at

Westminster in March of the following year, 1310 ; but

they came fully armed, and Edward foand himself com-
pletely in their power. They now insisted that he should

sign a commission, enabling the Parliament to appoint

twelve persons, who should take the name of ordainers,

having power thoroughly to reform both the government !

and the king's household. The_y were to enact ordinances
j

for this purpose, which should for ever have the force of
|

laws, and which, in truth, involved the whole authority of

the Crown and Parliament. The committee, instead, how-
ever, of being confined to twelve, was extended to twenty-

eight persons—seven bishops, eight earls, and thirteen

barons. This powerful body was authorised to form asso-

ciations amongst themselves and their friends to enforce

the strict observance of their ordinances ; and all this was
said to be for the glory of God, the security of the Church,
and the honour and advantage of the king and kingdom.
Thus had the imbecility of the king reduced the nation

to the yoke of a baronial and ecclesiastical oligarchy. This

ouspicious junto, however, conscious that thoy would be
regarded with a jealous eye by the nation, voluntarily

signed a declaration that they owed these concessions to

the king's free grace ; that they should not be drawn into

a precedent, nor allowed to trench on the royal preroga-

tive ; and that the functions and power of the ordainera
should oxpii-o at the term of Michaelmas the year fol-

lowing.

The committee sat in Loudon, and in the ensuing j-eor,

I

1311, presented their ordinances to the king and Parlia-

I

ment. Some of those ordinances were not only constitu-

j

tional, but highly requisite, and tending to the duo ad-

I

ministration of the laws. They required sheriffs to be
men of substance and standing ; abolished the mischievous
practice of issuing privy seals for the suspension of justice

;

j

restrained the practice of purveyance, where, under pre-
tence of the king's service, enormous rapine and abuse

I

were carried on
;
prohibited the alteration and debasement

of the coin; made it illegal for foreigners to farm the

! revenues, ordering regular payment of taxes into the
exchequer ; revoked all the late grants of the crown-—thus
amiing a dii-ect blow at the chief favourite, on whom the

crown property had been most shamefully wasted. But
the main grievance to the king was the sweeping ordi-

nance against all evil counsellors, by which not only Piers

Gaveston, but tho whole tribe of sycoi)haut3 and parasites

were removed from their offices by name, and persons

more agreeable to the barons wore put in their places.

It was moreover decreed that for tho future all con-

siderable offices, not only in the law, revenue, and military

goTornmeut, but of t ;e household also—an especial and
immemorial royal privilege—should be under the appoint-

ment of tho baronage. Still farther, tho power of making
war, or even assembling his military tenants, should no
longer be exercised by the king, without the consent of

his nobility. This was a wholesale suppression of the

jirerogatives of the crown, which the barons dared not

have attempted in any ordinary rei;^n ; but this would
probably have littl-e affected Edward had not Piers

Gaveston been declared a public enemy, and banished

from the realm, on pain of death in case of his ever daring

to return.

Nothing can show more decisively that l^dward was
not merely weak, as it regarded his favourite, but was
totally unfit to rule a kingdom, having no serious feeling

of its rights or dcsii-o of its prosperity, than the fact that

ho signed all those deeply important decrees with a secret

protest against thom, moaning to break them on the first

opportunity; that ho sent Gaveston away to Flanders,

intending as soon as possible to recall him, and tho mo-
ment he was freed from tho demands of Parliament, he

set out to tho north of England, pretending a campaign

against the Scots. Once at liberty, he recalled Gaveston,

declai-ed his punishment quite illegal, restored him to all

his honours, employments, and estates, and the two dear

friends continued at Berwick, and on the Scotch borders,

doing nothing to resist the advances of Bruce.

Tho barons now broko all measures of restraint. Pro-

voked to exasperation by seeing tho whole of their labours

at once set aside, and the ruinous favourite restored to

his whole fortune in defiance of thom, they united in a

most formidable conspiracj'. At tho head of it appeared

his old enemy Lancaster ; Guy, Earl of Warwick, "tho

black dog of Ardenne," entered into the alliance, according

to one historian's expression, with " a furious and .nrocipi-

tate passion." Humphrey Bohun, Earl of Hereford, tho

constable, tho Earl of Pembroke, and oven the Earl

Wareune, who hitherto had supported, on most occasions.
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the royal cause, now joined zealously in the confuJeracy.

Winclielsey, Archbishop of Canterbury, led on the clergy,

who declared themselves in a body against the king and

Gaveston. Such a coalition was able, at that time, to

shake the throne itself. Lancaster, at the head of an

army, marched hastily to York, -whence the king made a

precipitate retreat to Newcastle. Lancaster made a keen

pursuit, and Edward had only just time to get on board

a vessel at Tynemouth, and escape to Scarborough with

} is minion. There Edward left him to defend the castle,

his countess somewhere in the neighbourhood, left him
under a feeble guard. Pembroke, who was under oath,

having thus on plausible grounds retired, Warwick, " the

black dog of Ardenne," who had vowed to show Gaveston

his teeth, now appeared upon the scene. He made a

show of attacking the castle ; the garrison refused to

defend it—no doubt being well informed of the part they

were to play—and in the morning tlie unhappy favourite

was ordered suddenly to dress and descend into the court.

There he found himself, to his consternation, in tha

^''"«^*i^RF)''P

IMwanl II.

while he again sot out for York to endeavour to raise a

body of troops. Aymer de Valence, Earl of Pembroke,

whom Gaveston hud ridiculed as " Joseph the Jew," laid

brisk siege to the castle, which was in bad condition, and

Gaveston, on the 19th of May, 1312, was obliged to

capitulate. Both Pembroke and Lord Henry I'ercy

pledged themselves that no harm should hajjpen to him,

and that he should be confined in his own castle of Wal-

lingford. But, with all the boasts of chivalry, no great

faith was to be reposed in such promises in those times,

and they marched him away to the castle of Dedington,

near Banbury, whore I'cmbrolte, on pretence of meeting

presence of the grim and vengeful Warwick, accompanied

by a strong force. By his orders he was set on a mule

and led to Warwick Castle with great triumph. His

arrival there was announced by a burst of military music

;

great wore the acclamations and triumph at seeing tho

long-detested favourite thus in their power. A council

was speedily formed, at which Lancaster, Hereford,

Ai-undel, and other barons assisted. Some one ventured

to propose gentle measures, and to shed no blood, but

a voice from one of the party present exclaimed, "You
have caught the fox ; if you let him go, you will have to

hunt him again." That hint decided Gaveston's fate.
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The certaiaty that the king would on the first possible

occasion reinstate his favourite, and that their own lives

might fall before his vengeance, determined them to put

him to der.th, in disgraceful violation of the articles of

capitulation, but in accordance with the ordinance passed

by Parliament for his exile. Gaveston now stooped from

his haughty insolence at the approach of death, and
prayed for mercy from the Earl of Lancaster. It was
useless ; his enemies hurried him a-way on the road

towards Coventry, and there, at a mile or more distant

from the castle, on the 1st of July, 1312, they struck off

his head on a rising ground called Blacklow Hill, where
the Avon winds through a pleasant scene, suggestive of

anything but such a tragedy.

The king, as was to be expected, was thrown into

violent grief at the news of the bloody death of his

beloved friend. He roused himseK to something like

energy; vowed deadly vengeance on all concerned, and
proceeded to raise and march troops for the purpose. The
barons stood in arms to receive him, and for the remainder

of the year they maintained a hostile attitude, but fought

no battle. The king's resentment, as evanescent as his

tetter purposes, then gave way ; the barons consented to

solicit his pardon on their knees ; and this protended

humility flattered him into compliance. The plate and
jewels of Gaveston were surrendered into his hands, and
he was implored to confirm their deeds by proclaiming

the late favoui-ite a traitor. Here, however, Edward stood

firm; he not only refused, but declined also to confirm

the ordinances they had passed. But they had accom-
Jilishodthe great object of destroying the ha.ted favourite,

and therefore were the more willing not to press the king
too closely on other points. All classes in the nation

now began to cherish hopes that they might be led to

chastise the Scots, and to win back, if possible, the

brilliant conquests of Edward I.

For seven years the feeble and inglorious Edward II.

had now suffered the loss of his great father's acquisitions

in Scotland, and the reverses and disgraces of the English
arms to remain unavenged. Occupied with the sooietj- of

his favourite, the effeminate pleasui'es of the court, and
the consequent contentions with his barons, he had allowed

Bruce to proceed, with all the activity and resources of a

great mind, to reassure the people of Scotland, retake the

castles and forts, and strengthen himself at all points

against attack. He had gradually risen from a condition

the most perilous and enfeebled to one of great strength.

His soldiers now held every stronghold except that of

Stirling ; and the governor of that last remaining fortress,

by the permission of Bruce himself, appeared in London
to inform the king that he had stipulated that if the castle

wore not relieved by the feast of St. John the Baptist, the

24th of June, it should be surrendered.

Thus the reign of this weak monarch was the rescue of

Scotland. Had not this spiritless king interposed between
two su:'h monarchs as the Edwards First and Third,
it is iin,)ossible to suppose that Scotland could have main-
tained its independence. But, with the golden opportunity
of an incompetent enemy. Providence had also sent Scot-

land one of the greatest men which it ever produced.
Eobert Bruce, driven to seek refuge in the most inac-

cessible wilds and mountains during the dominion of

Edward I., and even piu-sued there by some of his own

countrymen, such as the Lord of Lorn, and the relatives
of the Eed Comyn, no sooner saw the incapable ruler who
had succeeded the " Hammer of Scotland," as Edward I.

is styled on his tomb in Westminster Abbey, than he
seized every favourable opportunity for regaining the
castles and strongholds from the English. As fast as ho
mastered them he laid them in ruins, lor he could not
afford garrisons to defend them, and ho knew that the
feeling of the countrj' was with him.

In the spring of 1308, the year following the death of
Edward I., Bruce appeared to be sinking under the effects

of the hardships and exposures which he had endured,
combined with the almost superhuman exertions he had
long made. He was in such a state of dehibty that his

life was despaii-ed of. Yet an English force under Mow-
bray, an Englishman, and John Comyn, Count of Buchan,
having approached luverury, in Aberdeenshire, Bruce
caused himself to be lifted fr-om his bed, and held by two
men on his horse, and in that condition charged and.
routed his enemies. What might not be expected from
resolution Hko that! Castle after castle fell into his

hands. Aberdeen and Forfar were surprised the same
year and razed. In 1309 and 1310 truces were entered
into, but badly kept on both sides. In the autumn of
that year Edward made an expedition into Scotland, but
could not find an enemy, Bruce and his followers having
adroitly disappeared, and, as Edward described it in a
letter to the Pope, hidden themselves after the manner of
foxes. But no sooner had Edward returned to London
the following July, than Bruce actually pui'sued in the

track of his armjr, and laid waste Durham. Eeturning
laden with spoil, he next besieged and took Perth in

Januarj-, 1312. He then made another excursion into

the north of England, burned the towns of Corbridge
and He.xham, in Northumberland ; afterwards destroyed
a great part of the citj- of Durham ; then marched u^jon

Chester and CarHsle, and was only induced to return to

his own country b}' a payment of £8,000, raised in the
four northern counties.

On the Vth of March of that year the important castle

of Roxburgh was surprised and taken by Lord James
Douglas. This was the same James Douglas who in 1307
had surprised his own castle of Douglas, which was held

by Lord Clifford. He had contrived to get in on Palm
Sunday, when the soldiers were in church. Having cut

them to pieces, he and his followers found onlj' a few
soldiers in the castle cooking the dinner. They ate the

dinner, and finding great stores for the garrison, threw
them on a heap in the middle of the floor, knocked out

the heads of the wine barrels, slew the soldiers, flung

them on the pile, and so set fire to the castle, casting dead
horses into the well to spoil it. The castle being restored

by the English, Douglas again took and destroj-ed it, and
vowed that he would thus avenge himself on any one who
took possession of his house. There is a romantic but

true story of a great and very beautiful heiress in Eng-
land, who told her lovers that she would accept the man
who would defend this castle of Douglas, now called

Perilous Castle. This enterpise a brave young officer. Sir

John Wilton, undertook, and maintained the castle for

some time ; but at length was lured out by a strata-

gem of Douglas and slain, a letter of the lady being

found in his pocket.
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Tho manner in which Douglas surprised several of the

most formidable castles of Scotland has all tho wonder of

romance about it. The castle of Roxburgh, which now
fell into his hands, was only five miles from the English

border, numerously garrisoned, and vigilantly watched,

from the siu-prising successes of the Scots of late against

such places, and Douglas was known to bo in the neigh-

bourhood. It was a holiday again, as at Douglas Castle
;

not now Palm Sunday, but Shrovetide. The soldiers were

carousing, but had taken care to set watches on the battle-

ments.

An Englishwoman, the wife of one of the officers, was

sitting on the battlement with her child in her arms. She

was looking out over the fields below, when she saw somo

black objects creeping along near tho foot of the tower.

Tho sentinel to whom she pointed them out said, " Pooh,

they are only black cattle." So the lady sat still, and in

a while began to sing to her child

—

" Husli ye, liusli ye, little pet ye

;

Husli ye, hush ye, do not fret ye

;

The Black Douglas shall not get ye."

" Tou are not so sure of that," said a voice close beside

her, and at the same time she felt her arm grasped by an

iron glove, and, looking round in aflright, she saw a tall,

dark, powerful man—the Black Douglas himself. Another

man was at tho moment coming over the wall near the

sentinel; this was one Simon Lcdehouse. The sentinel

perceiving him rushed at him with his lauce, at the same

time shouting an alarm. Ledohouse put aside the lance,

and struck down the sentinel with his dagger. The Scots

now came pouring pell-mell over the walls, and the castle

was taken ; but the Douglas protected the woman and

child.

StiU more remarkable was the surprise of the castle of

Edinburgh only a week afterwards. Any one who has

seen tho lofty precipice on which this castle was situated

would regard the scaling of that cliff as next to impos-

sible, especially while a strong garrison was watching

above. Tot this was done by Thomas Randolph—that

same Randolph, the nephew of Bruce, who was taken

prisoner at the battle of Methven, and who had now become

Earl of Moray, and afterwards was regent of the king-

dom. Randolph was informed by a man of the name of

Francis that, in his youth, he had frequently descended,

when a soldier in the garrison, by a secret path, to visit a

girl that he was in love with in the Grass Market. He
offered to show Randolph the way, who at once resolved

to make the attempt, though a more perilous one could

not be conceived, for if discovered by the garrison above

while ascending the cliff, not a man of them would be left

alive.

The brave Randolph selected thirty men for tho enter-

prise, and came to the foot of the cliff on a dark night.

Francis led the way ; and a perilous way they found it

—

"a path," says Sir Walter Scott, " fi.tter for a cat than a

man." A falling stone, or a word uttered, would have

alarmed the watchmen, and brought instant destruction

upon them. They, therefore, were obliged to creep on with

the utmost caution ; and when they had nearly reached

the castle wall they could hear the guards going their

rounds, and were obliged to lie close to escape attention.

And hero they were startled by a man suddenly throwing

a stone fiom the wall, and crying out,
'

' Aha ! I see you

well." They behoved they were discovered, but lay firm,

and close, while tho stone thundered down over their

heads, and passed on. One movement, and they had booa

utterly destroyed, for tho guard, only by throwing stones

down, must have killed every one of them. But they

were chosen as men who wero prepared for anything.

They lay quiot as the rocks themselves. The English

soldier, as it proved, only did it in joke to alarm his com-

rades, and they, knowing that, all passed on. Then
Randolph and his bravo men, headed by Francis their

guide— who proved himself a stout soldier— and Sir

Andrew Grey, speedily fixed thoii- scaling ladders to the

walls, which at that place were only about twice a man's

height, sm-prised, and very easily destroyed the garrison,

who, except the sentinels, were asleep and unarmed.

By such daring courage, and by a variety of stratagems,

tho strongest castles fell rapidly into their hands. Dum-
fries, Butel, Daiswinton, and Linlithgow swelled tho list.

The last was taken by tho assistance of a farmer of tho

name of Binnock, or Binny, who used to supply the gar-

rison with hay. This man concerted with tho soldiers,

his countrymen, that he should cut his soame—a yoke

which fastened the horses to the cart—just as his loaded

cart was in the gateway, and then crying, "Call all,

call all !" the soldiers should rush in, as they did.

While Douglas, Randolph, and their heroic compeers

were thus performing the most surprising feats of daring

and of heroism, Bruce, who had now an effective army,

marched to every point of tho country where the enemy

was to be found, defeating and chasing them away. Ho
did not neglect to make a visit to the north, to tho country

of the Comyns, who had pui-sued him with peculiar ani-

mosity on account of his killing their relative, the Red

Comyn, and who had joined tho English with aU their

forces. Robert Bruce now ravaged theu- district, and

slew them remorselessly, as tho enemies of their countiy,

causing more than thii-tj' of them to be beheaded in ono

day, and thrown into a pit, culled ever after " The gravo

of the headless Comyus." Neither did ho forget John

of Lorn, who had joined with tho Comyns and tho

English, and had hunted him with bloodhounds. lie

penetrated iuto the very heart of Argyll, Lorn's country,

beset him in the mountains, and was very near securing

Lorn himself. He managed with difficulty to escape in

a boat; but King Robert did not suffer his country to

escape, for he bestowed a large portion of it on his own

nephew. Sir Colin Campbell, and thus founded the gi-eat

duoal family of Argyll.

Thus it came at last to the ]iass that, as we have

described, tho English had only the castle of Stirling left

in all Scotland ; and Sir Philip Mowbray, after a bravo

defence, had agreed to deliver that up if not relieved by

a certain day. He had, as we have said, arrived in

London with this message. Perhaps oven such a message

as this, full of national disgrace, might not have moved

Edward out of his epicurean listlessness, but it aroused

the nobles. They exclaimed unanimously that it would

be an eternal shame thus to let the great conquest of

Edward I. fall out of their hands without a blow. It

was therefore resolved that the king should lead an army

to the rescue.

A royal summons was issued for all the military force

of England to meet the king at Berwick on the 11th of
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JHine, 1314. The most -warlike of the British subjects

from the French provinces -were called forth ; troops

were enlisted in Flanders; the Irish and Welsh were

tempted in great numbers to Edward's standard by hopes

of plunder ; and altogether an ai-my of not less than

100,000 men, including 40,000 cavalry—3,000 of -n-hom,

mun and horse, -were clad in complete armour—assembled.

A large fleet attended to act in concert -with the army

;

and at the head of this mighty force the king took

his -way to-wards Edinburgh, advancing along the east

coast, and thence along the right bank of the Forth to

Stii-ling.

Robert Bruce, -who had been lying before Stirling

a-waiting the result of Sir Philip Mowbray's mission to

London, now saw that the fate of the kingdom must bo

•decided on or near that spot. His army was much inferior

to the English one in numbers, amounting to between

30,000 and 40,000 men. But then they were tried

-troops, fighting for the very existence of their country,

and under such leaders as Robert Bruce, Randolph,

and Douglas—men whom they had followed into exploits

almost miraculous. The English army was far better

armed and provided, except in one particular, and that

the most essential of all— ,a commander. Instead of that,

instead of a man of courage, experience, and sagacity,

they had a timid, effeminate puppet ; and where so much
depended on the commander-in-chief—even more than

at the present day— that single circumstance was

fatal.

Bruce made preparations for the decisive struggle with

his usual ability. He had collected his forces in the

forest called Torwood ; but as he knew tho superiority of

the English, not merely in numbers, but iu»their heavy-

armed cavalry (far better mounted and equipped than his

own) and in their archers (tho very best in the world),

he determined to provide against these advantages. He
therefore led his army into a plain on the south side of

Stirling, called the New Park, close beneath which tho

English arnij' would be obliged to pass through a swampy
country, broken up with watercourses, while tho Scots

stood on firm, drj' ground. AVith this morass in front,

and the deep, woody, and broken banks of the little

rivulet of Bannockburn on his right, so rocky that no

troops could pass them, he took care to secui'e the more
assailable ground on his left bj' digging a great number
-of pits, about knee-deep, which he covered with brush-

wood, and over that with turf, so as to look like .solid

grassy ground. In those pits he is said by some writers

to have fixed pointed stakes. Tho whole groiind, says

Barbour, the poetical chronicler, was like a honej-comb

with the holes. Besides this, Bruce sought to disable

the English cavalry by sowing tho front of the battle-field

with those cruel, three-pointed steel spikes called caltrops

and crow-feet, which lamed and disabled the horses which
trod upon them.

Bruce then divided his forces into four divisions. Of
these he gave the command of the right wing, flanked by
the Bannockburn, to his brother Edward ; of the loft,

near Stirling, to Randolph, who was posted near the

>churoh of St. Ninians, and had orders at all risks to pre-

vent the English throwing succours into the city ; Sir

James Douglas and Walter the Steward commanded tho

centre
;
and Biuco headed the reserve in the lev.v, con-

sisting of the men of Argyll, the islanders, and his ovra

vassals of Carrick.

Douglas and Sir Robert Keith, mareschal of the Scottish

army, were dispatched by King Robert to take a -view

of the English forces, now approaching from Falkirk.

They returned saying the vast host approaching was one

of the most beautiful and terrible sights imaginable ; that

the whole country appeared covered with moving troops

;

and that the number of banners, pennons, standards,

flags, all of different kinds, made so gallant a show, that

the bravest and most numerous army in Christendom

might be alarmed to behold it coming against them. It

was Sunday, and Barbour describes it as so bright that

the armour of the English troops made the country seem
all on fire. Never had England sent forth a more mag-
nificent host, and nover did one approach the battle-field

with more imposing aspect ; but the Lion-heart of the

arm}-, the terrible " Hammer of Scotland," was no longer

there.

As the army drew in sight, Edward sent forward Lord
Clifford with SOO horse to endeavour to gain the castle

by a circuitous route, hidden by rising grounds from

Bruce's left wing. They had ah-eady passed tho Scot-

tish line when Bruce was the first to descry them.

"See, Randolph," he cried, riding up to him, "there is

a rose fallen from your chaplet—5-ou have suffered the

enemy to pass !" Randolph made no reply, but rushed
upon Clifford with little more than half his number. The
English wheeled round to charge and to encompass the

little band of Soots, but Randolph drew them up back to

back, and they defended themselves valiantly. Douglas,

who saw tho perilous position of Randolph, asked to be

allowed to ride up to his relief. " No," replied the king,
" let Randolph redeem his own fault." But the danger

became so inimiueut, that Douglas exclaimed, " So please

you, my liege, I must aid Randolph ; I cannot stand idle

and see him perish." He therefore rode off with a strong

detachment, but seeing, as he drew near, that the English

were giving wa\', he cried, " Halt! Randolph has gained

the day : lot us not lessen his glory by apjiroaching the

field." A noble sentiment, for Randolph and Douglas

were always striving which should rise the highest in the

nation.

Meanwhile, tho van of the English army approached

the front of the Scottish host; and thej' beheld King
Robert mounted on a small palfi'ey instead of his gi'eat

war-horse, for he did not expect tho battle that evening.

He was riding up and down tho ranks of his men, putting

them in order, with a steel battle-axe in his hand, and

a helmet on his head surmounted with a cro-wn of gold.

Some of tho bravest knights of tho English army rode

out in fi'ont, to see what the Scots were doing ; and Bruce

also advanced a little before his own men to take a nearer

view of them. Sir Henry Bohun, an English knight,

mounted on a heavy war-horse, armed at all points,

thought this an excellent opportunity to ear* great

renown, and put an end to the war at a stroke, by killing

Robert Bruce. He therefore charged furiously upon him,

trusting with his lance to bear him to the ground, poorly

mounted as he was. King Robert awaited him -with the

most profound composure ; and, as he di-ew near, sud-

denly turned his pony aside, so that Bohun missed him
with the point of his lauce, and was in the act of being
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earned past him by his horse. Robert Briico, rising in

his stirrupe as the knight -was passing, dealt him such a

blow on the head with his battlc-axo, that it broke to

pieces his iron helmet as if it had been a nutshell, and

hui'lcd him dead to the ground. The English knights,

astonished at the act, retired to the main body ; and King

Robert's friends blamed him for exposing himself and the

safety of the army to such risks : but he himself only

continued to look at his weapon, saying, " I have broken

my good battle-axe."

The ne.xt morning the battle began in terrible earnest.

The English, as they approached, saw the Abbot of In-

ohaffray walking barefoot through the Scottish ranks,

and exhorting the soldiers to fight bravely for their free-

dom. As he passed thej' knelt and prayed for victory.

King Edward, seeing this, cried out, "See! they kneel

down; they are asking forgiveness!" "Yes," replied

the bold Baron Ingeh-am de UmphravUle ; "but they

ask it of God, not of us ; these men will conquer or die

upon the field."

The main body of the army, under the conduct of the

king himself, advanced in a long, dense column upon the

Scottish lino ; but they failed to break it by the shook,

and repeated renewals of the charge told more sensibl}'

on the assailants than on the assailed. The English were

broken at every fresh collision ; the Scots stood like a

range of rocks. Every part of the Scottish army was

brought into play, while the majority of the English

never came in contact with the enemy. The brave Ran-
dolph led up the left wing to the support of the assaulted

centre, till he appeared surrounded and lost in an ocean

of foes. On the other hand, the Earls of Hereford and

Gloucester made a fierce charge of cavalry on the right

wing, commanded by Edward Biiioe, but were received by
those treacherous pitfalls, in which their horses were

overthrown in confusion, and the riders, falling in their

heavj' armour, were unable to extricate themselves.

Dreadful then was the slaughter ; and amongst the rest

Gloucester, the king's nephew, not wearing his armorial

bearings, and not, therefore, being recognised, was cut to

pieces in the melee.

The English archers poiu'ed their arrows thick as hail

upon the main body, and might, as at Falkirk, have
decided the day ; but Bruce, having calculated on this,

sent Sir Robert Keith, the mareschal, with a small body
of horse, to take them in flank ; and as the archers had
no weapons for close quarters, the Scottish horsemen,

dashing headlong among them, cut them, down in great

numbers, and threw them into total confusion.

Meanwhile Douglas and the Steward encouraged their

men in the centre by their valiant deeds and the confidence

in their gi'eat fame, and the battle became general along
the whole Scottish line. The moment in which Bruce
saw that his detachment of horse had disordered the archers,

he advanced with liis reserve, and the whole Scotch front

pressed upon the already hesitating English. At this

critical moment an event occurred which decided the vic-

tory. Bruce had posted the servants and attendants of

the Scottish camp behind a hill in the rear of the army.
Some writers give him credit for planning what took

place, and assert that he had furnished them for that

]nirposo with banners, to represent a second army. Others,

and amongst them Sir Walter Scott, attribute the appear-

ance of those men simply to observing that their army
was evidently gaining on the foe, and were therefore eager

to have their share of the victory and ths booty. Be this

as it may, suddenly the English saw a body of men
coming rapidly over the hill, ever since culled the Gillies',

or Servants' Hill, from this circumstance. Supposing

this to be a fresh army, they at onoo lost heart and broke,

while Bruce, raising his war-cry, rushed with new fury

against the failing ranks. The king was the first to put

spurs to his horse and fly. A valiant knight. Sir Giles

de Argentine, who had won great renown in Palestine,

assisted the king out of the press ; but he then turned,

saying, " It is not my custom to fly"—a keen reproof to

the cowardly monarch, if he could have felt anything but
fear—and dashing, with the cry of " Argentine ! Argen-
tine !" into the thickest of the Scottish ranks, was killed.

The fugitive king tied to the gates of Stirling Castle,

and entreated admittance ; but the brave Sir Philip Mow-
bray reminding him that he was pledged to surrender the

castle if it were not relieved that verj' day, Edward was
obliged to fly through the Torwood. Douglas was already

pressing hotly after him ; and meeting with Sir Lawrence
Abernethy—a Scottish knight hitherto in the English,

interest, and even now on his way to the English army

—

he carried the not unwilling knight and his twenty horse-

men along with him. Douglas and Abernethy pursued

the king at full gallop, and never ceased the chase till

they reached Dunbar, sixty miles olT, where Edward
narrowly escaped into the castle, stiU held by an English

ally, Patrick, Earl of March. Thence the king escaped

by a small fishing skiff to England, leaving his splendid

army, a great part of it to utter destruction. 50,000 of

the English were said to have been killed or taken

prisonei's, and the remnant of the army was pursued as

far as Berwick, ninety miles distant. Of those who fell

there have been said to be twenty-sovca barons and

bannerets, including Gloucester, a prince of the blood,

200 knights, 700 esquires, and 30,000 of inferior rank.

Twenty-two barons and bannerets were taken, and sixty

knights ; and an English historian has asserted, that if

the chariots, baggage wagons, &c., that were taken,

loaded with military stores and booty, had been drawn

out in single lino, they would have reached sixty leagues.

Besides this, the ransom of so many distinguished men
was a grand source of wealth to the victorious army. Tho

losses of the Scotch were comparatively tri's-ial, Sir William

Vipont and Sii- William Ross being tho only persons of

note slain.

Such was the decisive battle of Bannookburn, which has

ever since been celebrated in song and story as one of tho

proudest triumphs in Scottish history. It at once estab-

lished the independence of Scotland. "The English,''

says Sir Walter Scott, " never before or afterwards,

whether in France or Scotland, lost so dreadful a battlo

as that of Bannookburn, nor did tho Scots ever gain one

of the same importance." Bruce was at once elevated

from the condition of an exile, hunted by his enemies

with bloodhounds like a beast of the chase, and placed

firmly on the tlu-one of his native land—one of the wisest

and bravest kings who ever sat there. The moral efiect

of this battle was almost magical. Stirling Castle was at

once surrendered, according to stipulation. Bothwoll

Castle, in which the Earl of Hereford had shut himself
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up, soon after yielded to Edward Bruce, and Hereford was
exchanged for the wife, sister, and daughter of the King
tf Scots, who had been detained eight years iu England,

as well as for the Bishop of Glasgow and the Earl of Mar.

The triumphant Scots m.arched into England, ravaged

Northumberland, levied tribute on Durham, -wasted the

country to the very gates of York, and going westward,

reached Appleby in Westmoreland, whence they returned

home laden with spoil. The English -wera become
thoroughly demoralised by their great overthrow, and
numbers fled at the approach of the merest handful of

Scots. " day of vengeance and of misfortune !
" says the

monk of Malmesbury ;

'
' day of disgrace and perdition !

unworthy to be included in the circle of the year, which

tarnished the fame of England, and enriched the Scots

with the plunder of the precious stuffs of our nation to

the extent of £200,000 "—nearly three millions of our

money.

Encouraged by this panic, the Scots made fresh incur-

sions that autumn and the following summer, but re-

ceived, ultimately, some checks at Carlisle and Berwick.

But, perhaps, more than from this, the security of Eng-
land was purchased by the ill-fortune of Ireland ; for in

May, 1315, the Irish, taking also advantage of tbe reverses

of England, invited Edward Bruce to come over, drive out

the English, and become their king. Edward Bruce

caught at the offer with avidity, for he was fond of battle

and adventure, and ambitious of fame and power. He
was brave but rash. He took over 6,000 men, and was
joined by several of the Irish chiefs on landing at Carrick-

fergus. The Scots fought with various success, and pene-

trated far into Ireland. In the following spring, Edward
I'ruce was crowned King of Ireland in Ulster, and Kubert

lU'Uce also went over to support his claim with fi'esh

forces, making the Scottish army about 20.000 men. Eor
another year the two brothers continued their adventure,

marching on Dublin, to which the citizens set fire, and
laid waste the suburbs, so that they wore obliged to move
on. They marched south in hope of receiving co-operation

from the Irish of Munster and C'onnaught, but were dis-

appointed, and involved in imminent danger from an

English army of 30,000 men at Kilkenny.

The English, meantime, seized the opportunity of the

absence of the King of Scots, and made fresh inroads

into Scotland. This compelled his speedy return, when,

in March, 1318, he made himself master of Berwick, and
revenged himself on the Euglish by again marching into

their northern counties, taking the castles of Wark, Har-
bottle, and Mitford in Northumberland ; and in a second

raid in Yorkshire burning Noithallerton, Boroughbridge,

Scarborough, and Skipton, bosiiles levying 1,000 marks on
Papon, and carrying off much booty. But ill-fortune soon

overtook his brother Edward in Ireland, where he had
left him. He engaged Sir Piers de Birmingham at Fagher,

near Dundalk, and -n-as left de.ad on the field, with 2,000

of his soldiers. The efforts of the Scots for three years to

erect a kingdom in Ireland thus vanished for ever, leaving

•scarcely a trace. Sir Piers de Birmingham presented the

head of Edward Bruce to the King of England, who made
bim, ic recompense, Earl of L*uth.

These reverses of the Scots excited Edward of Caernarvon
to ono more effort for the recovery of Scotland. He as-

.sembled .a numerous force, and besieged Berwick on the

7th of September, 1319, both by sea and land. It made a

I

vigorous i-esistance ; and Randolph and Douglas, to create
' a diversion, invaded the western marches with a force of

IJ.OOO men. They made a push for York, to secure the

queen, but failed. They then committed dreadful ravages
iu Yorkshire, and were encountered by an undisciplined mob
led on by the Archbishop of York and the Bishop of Ely.

This rude assemblage they routed at Mitton, on the Swale,

and slew about 4,000, chiefly peasants, but amongst them
300 churchmen with surplices over their armour ; whence
this battle, in allusion to so many shaven crowns in it,

was called the Chapter of Mitton. Edward at length

raised the siege of Berwick, and marched to intercept the

Scots, but not before they had bui-nt and destroyed eighty-

four towns and villages, and done incredible damage. On
the approach of the king they warily withdrew, and
fi.nished their successful raid by a truce for two years.

CHAPTER LXII.

Edward II, continued—Edw.ard's new Favourite, Despenser
—
-War in

consequence with the Barons—Lancaster beheaded—Queen Isabella

and Mortimer—The Queen commences W^r against her Husband

—

The Fall of the Spensers—The King dethroned—His dreadful Death
—Destruction of the Templars,

Sucn had been the fortune in war of the son of one of

the greatest commanders that the English ever saw on
the throne; such was the condition to which the weak-
ness and cowardice of Edward II. had reduced the king-

dom. The Scots insulted and harassed him on one side,

the Welsh on the other ; and the haughty barons, taking

advantage of his fallen fortunes, sought to raise their own
power on the ruins of the throne. Thej- came forward

again boldlj- with their ordinances, and Edward -n-as com-
pelled to submit to them. Lancaster was set at the head

of the council, and introduced a totally new set of officers

of the crown. The government offices, they declared,

should be filled from time to time by the votes of Parlia-

ment—that is, of the barons. So far from these new
rulers endeavouring to expel or humble the Scots, it was
believed that Lancaster was in secret alliance with them ;

and this afterwards was proved to be true. Acting this

traitorous part, Lancaster pretended to keep up a hostile

show against the Scots, but ho took care that all attempts

against them should fail.

Edward was clearly totally unfit to govern a kingdom.

He had neither abilities to conduct the affairs of peace or

I
war ; and he was of that unhappy character of mind which

never derives any benefit from experience. The misery

which he had brought upon himself by his foolish fond-

ness for Gaveston, and the destruction brought upon the

favourite himself, had not the least effect in preventing

him falling into the same error. Soon after the death of

Gaveston he conceived the same singular and indomitable

attachment to Hugh lo Despenser, or Spenser, a young
man of ancient descent, and in the service of the Earl of

Lancaster, who, in his changes of office, had placed him
about the court. This second fatal attachment involved

the remainder of the reign of Edward in perpetual strife

and trouble, and precipitated his terrible end.

This young Despenser, the new favourite, had all the

graces of person and the accomplishments which had
bewitched the king in Gaveston, but he had advantages

which never belonged to the Gascon—those of birth,
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i-ank, and connection. His father was a noble of ability

and experience, liigblj' esteemed for his wisdom, bravery,

and integrity through his past life. But theso things

availed nothing with the indignant barons, who suddenly

saw the young man and his father advanced over their

heads. They withdrew sullenly from court and Parlia-

ment, and sought an opportunity to make their resent-

ment felt by both the king and his minions. This oppor-

tunit}', with a monarch like Edward, could not be long

wanting. He began the same reckless course of heaping

honours and estates on the younger Sponsor. As he had

married Gavoston to his own niece, sister to the Earl of

Gloucester, ho now repeated the very act as nearly as

ch'cumstances would i^ormit him, and married Spenser to

the sister and one of the co-heirs of the late Earl of

Gloucester, who was killed at Bannockburn. He thus

put him, in his wife's right, in possession of vast estates,

including the county of Glamorgan and part of the Welsh
marches. The father also obtained great possessions, for,

in spite of his reputation for wisdom, his sudden advance-

ment to such large opportunity appeared to have awakened

in him a boundless rapacity. The king immediately fol-

lowed up these gifts by seizing, at the instigation of

young Spenser, on the barony of Gower, left to John de

Mowbray, on the plea that it had reverted to the crown

through Mowbray's neglect of feudal usage on entering

into possession. This was exactly the sort of occasion

for which the barons were on the watch: the whole

marches were on flame; civil war was on foot. The

Earls of Lancaster and Hereford flow to ai-ms. Audley,

the two Rogers de Mortimer, Roger do Clifford, and

many others, disgusted, for private reasons, with the

Spensers, joined them. The lords of th^ marches sent

a message to the king, demanding the instant banishment

or imprisonment of the young iavourite, threatening to

renounce their allegiance, and to punish the minister

themselves. Scarcely waiting for an answer, they fell

on the lands of both tho Spensers, pillaged and wasted

their estates, murdered their servants, drove away their

• cattle, and burned down their castles. Lancaster having

joined them, with thirty-four barons and a host of vassals,

this formidable force marched to St. Albans. Having
bound themselves not to lay down their arms tiU. they

had driven the two Spensers from the kingdom, they sent

a united demand to the king for this object. Edward
assumed constitutional grounds for his objection to this

demand. The two Spensers wero absent—the father

abroad, the son at sea ; and the king declared that he

was restrained by his coronation oath from violating the

laws and condemning j)ersons unheard. Timid at tho

head of au army, Edward was always bold in defence of

his favourites. These pretences weighed little with men
with arms in their hands. They marched on London,

occupied tho suburbs of Holbom and Clerkenwell; and

a Parliament having assembled at Westminster, these

•irmod remonstrants delivered in a charge against the

two Spensers of usurping the royal powers, of alienating

tbo mind of tho king from his nobles, of exacting fines,

and appointing ignorant judges. By menaces and violence

they carried thoir point, obtaining a sentence of attainder

and perpetual banishment against tho two obnoxious

courtiers. This sentence was pronounced by tho barons

Tlono, for the commons wore not even conaixltedj and the

bishops protested against so illegal a proceeding. The-

only evidence which theso turbulent barons gave of their

remembrance of the laws, was in requiring from tho kino-

a deed of indemnity for their conduct; and having got
this, thoy disbanded their army, and retired, highly de-

lighted with their success, and in perfect security, as they
imagined, to their castles.

But they had in reality been too successful. The force

put upon the authority of tho king was so outrageous,

and it reduced all respect for it to so low au ebb, that

the barons and knights in their own neighbourhoods be-

came totally regardless of public decorum towards the

royal family. Even the queen, who had always endea-

voured to live on good terms with the barons, and who
detested tho young Spenser as cordially as they did, could

not escape insult. Passing the castle of Leeds in Kent,

in reality a crown property, but in the keeping of the

Lord of Badlesmero, she desired to spend the night there,

but admittance was refused her; and some of her at-

tendants, insisting on their royal mistress being admitted

to what might be called her own house, were forcibly

repulsed and killed. The queen instantly complained,

with all her quick sense of indignity, to the king ; and
Edward thought that now he had a splendid opportunity

of vengeance on his haughty barons. He for once as-

sumed courage, and displayed a spirit which, if it had
been permanent and uniform, would have made him and
kept him master of his throne and prerogatives. He
assembled an army, fell on Badlesmere, took him prisoner,

and inflicted severe chastisement on his followers. The
insult to the queen had excited the indignation of the

people against the barons, and completely justified the

proceedings of the king. Thus suddenly finding himself

on the high tide of public approbation, he at once declared

the acts of the barons void, and contrary to the tenor of

the Great Charter. He showed surprising activity in col-

lecting forces and calling out friends in different parts-

of the kingdom. He recalled the two Spensers. They
had only been banished in the mouth of August ; in

October thoy were again on English ground. The king-

marched down upon the quarters of the lords of the

marches, who were thus suddenly taken unawares, while

isolated in fancied security, and incapable of resistance.

He seized and hanged twelve knights of that party.

Many of the barons endeavoured to appease him by sub-

mission, but their castles were taken possession of, and
their persons imprisoned.

Lancaster, alarmed for his safety, hastened northward,,

and now openly avowed his league with Scotland so long,

suspected, and called on the Scots for help. This wa»

promised him under tho command of the two greax

champions of Scotland—Randol[ih, now Earl of Moray,

and the Douglas. But these not arriving, Lancaster set

out on his march, and was joined by the Earl of Here-

ford and all his forces. Their army, however, did no':

equal that of the king, which numbered 30,000 men.

Lancaster and Hereford posted themselves at Bui'ton-

upon-Trent, hoping to keep back the royal forces by ob-

structing the passage over the bridge ; but in this they

failed, and hastily retreated northwards, hoping daily for

the arrival of tho promised aid from Scotland. At

Boroughbridge, on the 16th of March, 1322, thoy wero

intercepted by a force under Sir Simon Ward -ind Sir
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Andrew Harclay, who occupied the bridge and tho op-

posite banks of the river. In fear of the pursuit of tho

king's army, the two barons endeavoured to force tho

bridge, but were stoutly repulsed; Hereford was killed,

and Lancaster, who in his terror had lost all power of

commanding his troops, was seized and conducted to tho

king.

No greater contrast could be exhibited by two com-

manders than was shown on this occasioa by Hereford

and Lancaster. Hereford, determined to force the bridge,

charged on foot ; but a Welshman, who had discovered

that the bridge was in a very decayed state, and fall of

holes, had concealed himself under it, and through one of

these holes he thrust a spear into the bowels of the brave

earl, who fell dead on the spot. Lancaster attempted to

find a ford over the river, but the archers of the enemy
poured in showers of arrows upon him. Night put a stop

to the battle, and in the morning he was taken. Lan-

caster had in his day a great reputation for piety. " He
was," says Eroissart, "a wise man and a holy; and he

did afterwards many fine miracles on the spot where he was

beheaded." Hume has painted this nobleman as violent,

turbulent, and hypocritical ; and attributes his reputation

for piety to the monks, whom he favoured, and who were

his historians. But there is nothing in his public conduct

which may not assume the character of patriotism, for he

fell, as he had lived, in endeavouring to resist the mis-

chievous practices of the king in regard to his favourites.

He was a prince of the blood, and, by his position and

the rights of the Charter, bound to support the constitu-

tion which the king was continually violating in his un-

bounded partiality to his minions. In conformity with

his character, Lancaster, on being surrounded, retired

into a chapel, and looking on the holy cross, said, " Good
Lord, I surrender myself to thee, and put me into thy

mercy." He had no mercy to expect from Edward, who
remembered too well the indignities which his beloved

Gaveston had received at the hands of the earl and his

associates at his execution, and who now resolved to have

ample revenge.

About a month after the battle, he convoked a court

martial at the earl's own castle of Pontefract, where he
himself presided, and where as a traitor, having made
league with Scotland against his rightful sovereign, Lan-
caster was condemned to be hanged, drawn, and quartered.

He was clothed in mean attii-e, set upon a sorry jade of a

horse, with a hood upon his head, and in this manner h(j

was led to execution on a hill near the castle, the king's

officers heaping all kinds of insults upon him, and the

populace, whom he had greatly incensed by his calling in

the Scots, pelting him with mud, and attending hir^^ with
outcries and curses. In his life and death Lancaster bore

a striking resemblance to the Earl of Leicester, the leader

of the barons in the reign of Henry III.

Besides the two leaders of this revolt, five knights and
three esquires were killed in the battle, and fourteen

bannerets and fourteen knights bachelors were hanged,
drawn, and quartered. Amongst those who were executed
were Badlesmere—who had insulted the queen—Gifford,

Barnot, Cheney, and Fleming. Many were thrown into

prison, and others escaped beyond the sea. "Never,"
says an old writer, " did English earth at one time drink
so nuoh blood of her nobles, in so vile a manner shed as

this." But not only was this vengeance taken on the

persons of the insurgents, their vast estates were forfeited

to tho crown, and tho people soon beheld, with inex-

pressible indignation, tho greater portion of those immense
demesnes seized upon by the younger Spenser, whoso
rapacity was insatiable. In a Parliament held at York,
the attainder of the Despensers was reversed, the father

was created Earl of Winchester, and both he and his son

enriched by the lands of the fallen nobles. Edward was
as totally uncurod of his folly as ever. Harclay, for his

services, received the earldom of Carlisle and a largo

estate, which he soon again forfeited, as well as his life,

for a treasonable correspondence with the Scots. But tho

rest of the barons of the royal party receiving little, woro
the more incensed at the immense spoils heaped on tho

Sponsors. The king's enemies, on the other hand, vowed
vengeance on both monarch and favourite, and tho people

regarded him with more determined envy and hatred

than ever.

Thus Edward, falling the moment that he was successful

into his hopeless failing of favouritism, not only lost every

advantage he had so completely gained, but hastened by
it tho day of retribution. The nobles who had escaped

to France, there set on foot a dangerous conspiracy.

Amongst these was the younger Eogor Mortimer, one of

the most powerful barons of the Welsh marches, who
had been twice condemned for high treason, but receiving

a pardon for his life, was detained in the Tower, where

his captivity was intended to bo perpetual. Making his

guards drunk with a di'ugged liquor, he escaped, and

now joined these conspirators, all smarting from their

sufferings on account of the favourite, and many of them

from his usurpation of their castles and lands.

Everything favoured these conspirators. At home, the

young Spenser, as little instructed by past dangers as his

master, seemed to grow every day more arrogant ; and

an expedition against the Scots, Uko all the expeditions

of this king against that people, proving a failui'e—fol-

lowed by the usual inroads of the Scots, in one of which

they nearly took the king prisoner, and in which they

wasted the country to tho very walls of York—created

deep discontent and national irritation. Sensible of the

lowering aspect of things in Prance, Edward, at length,

after a war of three-and-twenty years, fruitful in disaster

and ruin, now concluded a truce with Scotland for thirteen

years. In this truce he did not recognise the title of

Pvobort Bruce to the crown ; but Bruce, who had made
good his claim to it, who had repelled all the attacks of

England on his country, given it a great overthrow at

Banuockburn, and on various occasions carried tho wai

into England, satisfied himself with these substantial

advantages.

Fortified on this side, Edward still did not sit secure.

Soon after the treaty he was startled bj' a plot to cut off

tho elder Spenser, and then by an attempt to release tho

prisoners taken at Boroughbridgo fi-om their dungeons.

This failed ; but tho conspiracy in Franco grew, and cir-

ciunstances favoured it. Charles le Bel, the brother of

Edward's queen, now on tho throne, having, or protending,

causes of complaint against Edward's officers in the pro-

vince of Guienne, overran that province with his arms,

and took many of his castles. Edward apologised, and

offered to refer tho causes of quarrel to the Popo ; but
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Charles took advantage of his brother-in-law's difficulties,

and endeavoured to deprive him of his French territories

altogether. Edward sent out his brother, the Earl of

Kent, to endeavour to negotiate matters, but without

effect; and Isabella, who had long wished to quit the

kingdom, now prevailed on the king to let her go over

and endeavour to arrange the business with her brother.

Edward fell into the snare ; the queen found herself in

Paris, and the centre of a powerful band of British mal-

contents. One common principle animated the queen

and the refugees of the Lancaster faction, and bound

them together—hatred of the Spensers. The queen had

come attended by a splendid retinue—for she came not

only as Queen of !gngland and Princess of France, but in

the character of an ambassador. Publicly, therefore, she

was received with every honour ; and, publicly, she ap-

peared to be negotiating for a settlement of her royal

husband's difficulties ; but as the mode of solving them,

she conceded that he should come over in person and do

homage for his provinces. This proposal, which asto-

nished both the king and the whole court, was strenuously

resisted by the younger Spenser. He well knew the

feelings entertained by the queen towards himself; and

therefore would, on no account, trust himself in Paris

with her. But to allow the king to proceed there alone

was as full of danger. The king might there fall under

the influence of some other person ; and at home his

own position would be a most dangerous one during the

king's absence, surrounded as he was by universal hatred.

The king had advanced as far as Dover, where, no

doubt, at the persuasion of the Spensers, he stopped, and,

on the plea of illness, declined to proceed any further.

Foiled in this scheme, Isabella hit upon another, which

was that Edward should make over Guienne and Ponthieu

to his son, who then could go instead of his father, and
perform the requisite homage. This was more easily

fallen into by the king, because it suited young Spenser

by keeping the king at home. Edward resigned Guienne

and Ponthieu to his son, now thirteen years old ; he went

over, did his homage, and took up his residence with his

mother.

The plot now began to unfold itself palpably. The
queen was not only surrounded by a powerful body of

English subjects hostile to their king, but she had the

heir to the throne in her possession, and she determined

never to return to England till she could drive young
Spenser thence, and seize the reins of power herself.

When, therefore, the homage being completed, Edward
urged the return of his wife and son , he received at first

evasive answers, which were soon followed by the foulest

charges against him by his own queen. She complained

that Hugh Spenser had alienated the king's affection

•from her; that he had sown continual discord between

.them; had brought the king to such a feeling against

her, that he would neither see her nor come where she

was. She accused the Spensers of seizing her dower, and
keeping her in a state of abject poverty and dependence,

and that, beyond all this, they had a design on the lives

of both herself and son. The king put forth a defence of

liimself, but nothing could clear him from the charge of

having grossly neglected the queen for his favourites, or

of having most thoroughly merited her contempt and
aversion.

But whUe the queen was doing the utmost to disgrace

and ruin her husband, her own conduct was notoriously
scandalous. During the life of the Earl of Lancaster,
she appears to have leaned very much on him for counsel
and support ; but now the Lord Mortimer was becom&
the head of the Lancastrian party, and therefore neces-

sarily was thrown daily into her society. Mortimer was
handsome, brave, of insinuating address, and sufficiently

unprincipled. The affairs of the party brought them into

almost perpetual contact, and intimacy speedily ripened

into intrigue and criminality. Very soon the position of

the queen and Mortimer was universally known. They
lived in the most avowed intimacy, and when Edward,
made aware of it, insisted on Isabella's immediate return,

she declared boldly that she would never set foot in
England tUl Spenser was for ever removed from the

royal presence and counsels. This public avowal won
her instant and great popularity in England, where
Spenser was hated, and threw for a while a slight veil

over her own designs. An active correspondence was-

opened with the discontented in England; the vilest

calumnies were propagated everywhere against the king,

and this disgraceful family quarrel became the common
topic of all Europe.

The King of France, from motives of policy, declared

himself highly incensed against Edward for his treatment

of his sister, and even threatened to redress her wi'ongs.

He still protected her, even after her open connection

with Mortimer; though both himself and his two brothers

had thi-own their wives into prison for irregularity of
conduct, where the wife of his brother Louis had been

strangled. But though Charles probably never seriously

intended to take any active measures on behalf of Isabella,

Edward was greatly alarmed, and not only sent, in the

name of Spenser, rich presents to the French king and.

his ministers, but also wrote to the Pope, earnestly im-

ploring him to command Charles to restore to him his-

wife and son. This letter to the Pope was strongly backed,

according to Froissart, " by much gold and silver tO'

several cardinals and prelates nearest to the Pope." The
interference of his holiness afforded a sufficient plea for

Charles to withdraw all countenance from Isabella, and
even to command her to quit the kingdom. To save-

appearances, therefore, Isabella quitted Paris, and betook

herself to the court of the Count of Holland and Hainault.

That this was a step by no means disagreeable to Charles-

le Bel, is obvious from the fact that the count was his

own vassal, and suffered no remonstrance for this recep-

tion of the English queen. The partisanship of the count

was of the most decided kind. The queen, the more in-

dissolubly to engage him in her enterprise, affianced her

son Edward, the heir to the English throne, to Philippa,

his second daughter. The brother of the count, John

of Hainault, became a perfect enthusiast in the cause of

Isabella, who, still young—only eight-and-twenty years

of age—and eminently beautiful, seemed to inspire him
with all tho chivalrous devotion of the most romantic

ages. He declared his fall faith in Isabella's innocence

of all impropriet}', with the spectacle of her intimacy

with Mortimer daily before his eyes ; and he was deaf to

all warnings of danger from the jealousies of the English,

who, he was assured, were especially disgusted bj'' the

interference of foreigners. By this alliance, and the secret
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assistance of her brother, the King of Franco, Isabella

soon saw herself surrounded by an army of nearly 3,000

men.
Edward, roused by the, imminent danger, endeavoured

to prepare measures of defence. But the danger was far

more extensive than appeared on the siu'face. Conspiracy

did not merely menace fi'om abroad, but penetrated every

day deeper, and into the very recesses of his own family.

His brother, the Earl of Kent, a well-meaning but weak
prince, who still remained on the Continent, was per-

suaded by Isabella and the King of Franco that it behoved

every member of the royal familj' to join in the attempt

to rid the Idngdom of the Sponsors ; and this, they assured

him, was the object of the expedition. Won over to what
appeared so desirable an attempt, ho also won over his

•elder brother, the Earl of Norfolk. The Earl of Leicester,

tho brother and heir of the Earl of Lancaster, had

abundant motives of interest and vengeance for entering

into the design. The Archbishop of Canterbury and

many of the prelates approved of tho queen's cause, and

aided her with money ; several of tho most powerful

barons were ready to embrace it on her appearance on

the EngUsh coast ; and tho minds of the populace were

embittered against the king by the industrious dissemi-

nation of calumnies and injurious truths.

Isabella set sail from the harbour of Dort with her little

army, accompanied by the Earl of Kent; and on the

24th of September, 1326, landed at Orwell, in Suffolk.

. She was soon joined by the Earls of Norfolk and Leicester

;

thus receiving the high sanction of two princes of the

blood ; the Bishops of Lincoln, Ely, and Hereford met
her with the sanction of the chiu-ch and numerous forces.

The fleet had been won over and kept out of the way,

and the land forces sent against her at once hailed the

young prince with acclamations, and joined her banner.

Isabella made proclamation that she came to free the

nation from, the tyranny of the Sponsors and of Chan-
cellor Baldoo, their creature. The iarons, who thought

themselves secure from forfeiture in coalition with the.

prince, made a reconciliation with the barons of the Lan-
castrian faction, and the people poured in on all sides.

Never was a miserable monarch so deserted by his people,

and by his own blood. His wife, his son, his brothers,

'his nobles, his prelates, his people, all were against him.

The queen and prince stayed three days in the abbey of

the Black Monks at Bury St. Edmunds, where their

partisans continually increased.

Meantime, the miserable king appealed to the citizens

of London to maintain the royal cause, and issued a pro-

clamation offering £1,000 to any one for the head of

Mortimer^a pretty sum, equal to £10,000 at the pre-

sent day. The appeal remained totally unheeded; and
Edward fled from his capital, accompanied only by the

two Sponsors, Baldoc the chancellor, and a few of their

retainers. Scarcely were they out of the gates when the

populace rose, seized the Bishop of Exeter, whom the

king had appointed governor, beheaded him, and threw
nis body into tho river. They met with and killed a

friend of tho favourites—one John le Marshal. They
mado themselves master of tho Tower, and liberated all

the state prisoners— a numerous body, most of them
suffering from the attempts to put down young Spenser^
and they entered into an association to put to death

without mercy every one who dared to oppose the queen
and prince. Such was tho fury of the jiopulace against

the king and his favourite ; and this spirit appeared iu

every part of tho kingdom.

Tho poor, forsaken king fled to tho "Welsh, amongst
whom ho was born ; but they would nono of him, and he

was compelled to take to the sea with his favourite. The
elder Spenser was left in Bristol as governor of the castle

;

but the garrison mutinied against him, and on the ap-
proach of the queen ho was delivered up to her. The
poor old man, now nearly ninety, was brought before Sir

William Trussol, one of the Lancastrian exiles, who,
without allowing him. to utter a word in his defence, con-

demned him to death. He was taken without tho walls

of the city, hanged on a gibbet, his bowels torn out, his

body cut to pieces, and thrown to the dogs ; and, as he
had been made Earl of Winchester, his head was sent to

that city, and stuck on a pole. Such was the fate of this

old man, who had borne a high character through a long
life, till strange fortune lifted him aloft, and developed

iu him the lurking demons of rapacity and lust of his

neighbour's goods, ending thus dirofully.

Tho unhappy king, meantime, with the son of this old

man, endeavouring, it was supposed, to escape tu Ireland,

had been tossed about for many days on a stormy sea,

which seemed to enter into the rebellion of his people,

and to reject him, and cast him up, as it were, on the

coast of South Wales. His flight had furnished tho barons

with a fortunate plea for deposing him. They first issued

a proclamation at Bristol, calling on the king to return

to his proper post ; and, as he did not appear, on tho 26th

of September, forming themselves into a Parliament,

they declared that tho king had left the realm without a

ruler, and appointed the Prince of Wales guardian of the

kingdom. The king, on landing, knowing what he had

to expect, hid himself for some weeks in the mountains

near Neath Abbey, in Glamorganshire. His place of re-

treat was very soon known, and young Spenser and Baldoc

were seized in the woods of Lantressan, and immediately

afterwards Edward came forth and surrendered himself

to the Earl of Leicester, the brother of Lancaster, whom
he had beheaded at Pontefract. Without a single sign of

sympathy or commiseration from high or low, the wholly-

abandoned king was sent off a prisoner to Kenilworth.

Short and bloody work was mado with the favourite.

Trussel, the same judge who had condemned his father,

condemned him to be drawn, hanged, embowelled, be-

headed, and quartered ; and the sentence was carried into

execution with revolting minuteness. He was hanged on

a gaUows fifty feet high, and his servant, Simon Eeding,

was hanged on the same gallows, only a few yards lower.

The Earl of Arundel, allied to the Sponsors by marriage,

and one of those active in the death of tho Earl of Lan-

caster, was beheaded, with two other noblemen. Baldoc,

as a priest, was exempt from the gallows ; but, being sent

to the Bishop of Hereford's palace in London, he was

there seized by tho enraged populace, as, probably, the

senders foresaw, and, though rescued, died soon after in

Newgate of his injuries. So terminated the fortunes of

Edward's few adherents. His own fate, steeped iu still

deeper horrors, was fast hastening on.

A Parliament—one of those solemn mockeries which

we often see in history—was summoned in tho king's
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name to meet at Westminster on the 7tli of January, '

1327, to condemn the king himself. There Adam Orleton,

Bishop of Hereford, one of the most violent partisans of

the queen and enemies of the king, assumed the office of

speaker. The very appearance of such a speaker indicated

plainly—had aU other circumstances heen -wanting—the

determination of the barons to proceed to extremities

with Edward. Orleton, for his attachment to the party

of Lancaster, had been deprived of the temporalities of

his see by the king, as supposed, at the instance of Hugh
Spenser, and he had on every possible occasion since dis-

played the most vindictive animus against the king. He
had spi-ead everywhere with indefatigable activity the

filth of the court scandal respecting Edward, and this

nent historians have appeard to discern the malice of his

enemies rather than impartial grounds of complaint.

They say that, notwithstanding the violence of his oppo-
nents, no particular cause was laid to his charge, ^frue,

those which were loudly enough proclaimed by the public

of a scandalous nature were omitted, probably out of

respect to his son, who was present during the whole
proceedings. But what they did charge him with were
incapacity for government, waste of time on idle amuse-
ments, neglect of business, cowardice, being perpetually

under the influence of evil counsellors, of having by
imbecility lost Scotland and part of Guienne, with arbi-

trary and unconstitutional imprisonment, ruin, and death

of different nobles

Berkeley Castle.

might have passed for religious zeal in one of his profession

and rank in the church, had he not winked as resolutely

at the notorious vice of the queen. But he was one of

her most energetic partisans in England ; hastened to

meet her on landing ; and in the Parliament, and -every-

where amongst the barons, when it had been proposed

to allow the king to be reconciled to his family, and rule

by advice of his nobles, had effectually quashed such sen-

timents, and turned the tide of opinion for the king's

deposition. lie now put the formal question, whether
the king should be restored, or his son at once raised to

the throne. For appearance sake the members were left

to deliberate in their own minds on the question till the

next day ; but there could only be one answer, and that

was for the father's dethronement. The public, on hearing

that decision, broke forth into loudest acclamations,

which were vehemently reiterated when the young king,

a boy of fourteen, was presented to them. By a singular

informality. Parliament deposed Edward first, and judged
him afterwards.

Five days after declaring the accession of Edward III.

a charge was dra-wn up against him, in which some emi-

Surely these, if not all crimes, had all the political

effect of crimes on the nation. They were fraught -with

mischief, public discord, and decay, and must bo regarded

as ample grounds for deposition. In fact, the whole

kingdom was weary of the incurable king ; not a single

voice was raised in his behalf; and on the 20th of January

a deputation was dispatched to announce his deposition

to him at KenUworth. This deputation consisted of

certain bishops, earls, and barons, -with two knights from

each shiro, and two representatives from each borough.

The most glaring feature of harshness in the selection of

the deputies was, that the spiteful Adam Orleton, and
the savage Sir WilHam Trussol, who had passed such

barbarous sentences on Edward's friends the Sponsors,

were amongst its leading members. At the sight of

Orleton the king was so shocked that he fell to the ground.

The interview took place in the great hall of Kcnilworth,

and the king appeared -wrapped in a common black go-wn.

Sir William Trussel, as speaker, pronounced the judgment

of Parliament, and Sir Thomas Blount, the steward of

the household, then broke his white staff of nflficr, and

declared all persons discharged and freed fr'^-". .^uUvard's
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service, the ceremony being the same as practised on a

king's death. On the 2-lth King Edward III. was pro-

claimed, it being declared to be by the full consent of

the late king ; on the 2Sth the young monarch received

the great seal from the chancellor, and re- delivered it to

him ; and on the 29th he was crowned at Westminster

by the Archbishop of Canterbury.

The extreme youth ©f the king enabled Queen Isabella,

his mother, to have the chief power of the crown vested

in her. But her unconcealed connection with the Lord
Mortimer made her very soon lose the popularity which

her pretence of driving away the Spensers had obtained

her. Both barons and people looked with ill-suppressed

jealousy and disgust at the dangerous position of Mor-
timer ; and, however completely the late king had forfeited

public favour, it was not long before the people began to

feel that it was not the part of a wife to have invaded

the kingdom, and deposed and pursued to death her

husband and the father of her children. Isabella had
indeed pretended to lament over the necessity, and to bewail

the afflictions of her husband ; but her actions belied her

words and tears, for she still pressed on his abdication,

and was all the time living in open adultery with her

paramour Mortimer. Thus public feeling, the inspiration

of nature, grew, and there wore not wanting monks who
boldly denounced from the pulpit the scandalous life of

the queen, and awoke a feeling of commiseration for

her captive husband. Those who beheld the proud Mor-
timer actually occupying, in the name of the queen, the

seat of royal power, burned with natural indignation at

the degradation of the throne ; those who beheld the

unfortunate Edward, gentle and depressed in his fallen

fortunes, became touched with compassion for him. The
Earl of Leicester, now Earl of Lancaster, though he had
a brother's blood in his remembrance, could not help

being affected with generous and kindly sentiments to-

wards his prisoner, and was even suspected of entertaining

more honourable intentions towards him.

These things were whispered to Isabella, and the king
was speedily removed into the care of Sir John Maltravers,

a man of a savage disposition, and embittered against the

king by injuries received from him and his favourites.

Maltravers appeared to study the concealment of his cap-

tive, removing him from time to time from one castle to

another in the space of a few months. At length Lord
Berkeley was added to the commission of custody, and
the unhappy captive was lodged in Berkeley Castle, near

the river Severn. While Lord Berkeley was there he
was treated with the courtesy due to his rank and to his

misfortunes; but that nobleman being detained at his

manor of Bradley by sickness, the opportunity was taken

to leave him in the hands of two of the most hardened
and desperate ruffians that the world ever produced,

named Gournay and Ogle. These men appeared to take

a savage delight in tormenting him. They practised

upon him daily every indignity which they could devise.

It is stated that one day, when Edward was to be shaved,

they ordered cold and filthy water from the castle ditch

for that purpose ; and when he desired it to be changed,

.
they refused it with mockery, though the unfortunate

prince burst into tears, and declared that he would have
clean and warm water.

These modes of killing were, however, too slow for

those who wanted to be secure from any popular revulsion

of feeUng in favour of the deposed monarch ; and one

night, the 21st of September, 1327, frightful shrieks were

hoard from the castle, and the next morning the gates

were thrown open, and the people were freely admitted

to see the body of the late king, who, it was said, had

died suddenly in the night. Of the nature of that disease

there was no doubt on the minds of any one, for the cries

of the sufferer's agony had reached even to the town,

waking up, says Holiushed, "numbers, who prayed

heartily to God to receive his soul, for they understood

by those cries what the matter meant." The murder of

Edward of Caernarvon is one of the horrors of history.

The fiends who had him in custody, it came out, had

thrown him upon a bed and held him down violently

with a table, while they had thrust a red-hot ii-on into

his bowels through a tin pipe. By this means there ap-

peared no outward cause of death ; but his countenance

was distorted and horrible to look upon. Most of the

nobles and gentlemen of the neighbourhood went to

see the body, which was then privately conveyed to

Gloucester, and buried in the abbey, without any inquiry

or investigation whatever.

Edward, at the time of his murder, was forty-three

years old. He had reigned nineteen years and a half,

and spent about nine months in his wofol captivity after

his deposition.

Maltravers, Gournay, and Ogle were held in universal

detestation. Gournay was some years afterwards caught

at Marseilles, and shipped for England; but was beheaded

at sea, as was supposed, by order of some of the nobles

and prelates in England, to prevent any damaging dis-

closures regarding their accomplices or abettors. jSIal-

travers found means of doing service to Edward III., and

eventually obtained a pardon.

This reign presents a melancholy example of the

miseries which befell a nation in those daj-s from a weak

king. In those rude times, the throne was not fenced

about and supported by the maxims and institutions

which now-a-days enable very ordinary kings to fill theii-

high post without any public inconvenience, and verify

the observation of the celebrated Swedish chancellor,

Oxenstjerna, " See, my son, with what verj' little sense

a kingdom may be governed." In the time of Edward II.

the convenient maxim was not introduced that a king can

do no wrong. The monarch seemed to stand alone amid

a race of powerful and ambitious barons, who wore always

ready to encroach on the throne, and could only be

restrained by a strong hand. The king had not, as now-

a-days, his council, his ministers, and various oIBcers,

to share his responsibilities, and afford him their united

talents and advice. He acted more fully from his own
individual views, and therefore the consequences to the

nation were the more directly good or evil as the king

was wise or not. In this king's reign we find the arms

of the nation disgraced, its hold on Scotland .and France

weakened, and the existence of internal discord and much
civil bloodshed. We do not find those great enactments

of laws which distinguished the reign of his father, and

the estates of the crown were greatly wasted on unworthy

favourites. Yet, oven in this reign the people gained

something, as they have always done, from the necessities

of kings. The barons, by the ordinances which they
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•wrung from the weak hands of this king, extended the

privileges of Parliament, and circumscribed the power of

the crown. They decreed that all grants made without
consent of Parliament shoxild henceforth be invalid ; that

the king could not make war or leave the kingdom
without consent of the baronage in Parliament assembled,

who should appoint a regent during the royal absence

;

that all the great otBcers of the crown, and all governors

of foreign possessions, should at all times bo chosen by
the baronage, or with their advice and assent, in Parlia-

ment. These were all important conquests from the

crown, and came by time to be the established privileges

of Parliament at large, not exclusively of the peers.
' The very usurpations and arbitrary deeds of the

favourites produced permanent good out of temporary
evil; for the barons compelled Edward to renew the

Great Charter, and introduced a new and most valuable

provision into it—namely: "Forasmuch as many people

bo aggrieved by the king's ministers against right, in

respect to which grievances no one can recover without
common consent of Parliament, we do ordain that the king
shall hold a Parliament once a year, or twice, if need be."

Thus, out of this king's fatal facility to favouritism came
not only his own destruction, but also that grand security

of public liberty, the annual assembling of Parliament.

Besides the troubles related, the kingdom dui-ing this

reign was afflicted by a severe famine, which lasted for

several years. The dearth was not produced by drought,

but by continued rains and cold weather, which destroyed

the harvests, and produced great mortality amongst the

cattle, and, of course, raised the price of everything to an
enormous pitch ; which Parliament, not having at that
day the benefit of Adam Smith and political economy,
endeavoured to keep down by enacting, in 1315, a tariff

of rates for all articles of life, which they very soon dis-

covered was useless, and therefore repealed it.

In this reign also took place ono of those great political

changes which spring of necessity from the progress of

society ; this was the abolition of the celebrated order of

the Knights Templars. This famous order was one of
three religious military orders which arose out of the
crusades. The other two were the Knights of the Hos-
pital of St. John of Jerusalem, commonly called Knights
Hospitallers, and the Teutonic Knights of St. Mary of
Jerusalem, or German Knights of the Cross, all of which
arose in the twelfth century. The foundation of the order
of Knights Templars, or Brethren of the Temple of Solo-
mon, or Soldiers of the Temple, or Soldiers of Christ, is

said to have taken place in 1118 or 1119. Nine knights,
all French, took a vow to maintain free passage for pil-

grims to the Holy Land. To this vow they added those
of poverty, chastity, obedience, and battle against the
infidels. For six or seven years they did not add to their
numbers, but in 1128 Pope Honoring II. confirmed a
rule of the Council of Troyes on their behalf, thus fully

recognising them as an orthodox body, the Paiiperes Com-
milUones, or Pauper Soldiers of the Holy City. Honorius
appointed them to wear a white mantle, and in 1146
Eugonius III. added a red cross on the left breast, in
imitation of the whit- cross of the Hospitallers, whose
business it was to attend the sick and wounded, and enter-
tain pilgrims. This red cross, borne also on their ban-
ners, became famous aU over the world, from the valour

of these knights, who hence acquired the common cog-

nomen of Eed Cross Knights.

The order speedily grew into fame and popularity.

Young men of the noblest families of every nation ia
Christendom eagerly sought admittance into it. They
became extremely numerous, in time admitting priests,

and persons of lower order, or esquires. Their chief seat
after the expulsion from Jerusalem by Saladin was iu
Cyprus, but they had also provinces in Tripolis, Antioch,
Portugal, Spain, France, England, Scotland, Ireland,
Germany, Italy, and Sicily. Their history is the history
of all the wars of the Christians against the infidels in the
East, and for 170 years they formed the most renowned
portion of the Christian ti-oops. But with fame came
also immense wealth, with its usual sequence, coi-ruption.

Their vows had become a mockery. Instead of poverty
and chastity, they became notorious for the splendoui- of
their abodes, and the pomp, luxury, and licentiousness of
their lives.

In the time of Edward II. they had incurred the re-
sentment of his brother-in-law, Philip le Bel, of France.
They were suspected of exciting the Parisians to a re-

sistance to the debasement of the coin, which Philip was
noted for ; but there needed no other temptation to their

destruction with this needy prince than their immense
wealth. In 1306 the grand master of the Temple, Jacques
do Molay, was summoned to Europe by Pope Clement V.,

who had secretly agreed with Philip to suppress the order.

De Molay was summoned on pretence of consulting with
the Pope on uniting the two orders of the Templars
and Hospitallers. Witnesses were soon found to chargo

the whole order of the Templars with the systematic

practice of the most revolting crimes, and on the 12th ot

September, 1307, secret orders were sent to all the

governors of towns in France, by which in one night the

whole of the Templars in France, including De Molay,
the grand master, were seized and thrown into prison.

Their houses and property were everywhere seized, and
their great stronghold, the Temple, in Paris, was taken

possession of by Philip himself. For the space of six

years there now followed the most extraordinary and
terrible scenes. The members of the order were put to

the most savage tortures to compel them to confess to

the most incredible crimes, and on recanting their forced

confessions, they were burnt at the stake. In Paris,

Eheims, Sens, Vienne, and various other places these

dreadful cruelties and butcheries were perpetrated, till

on tho 22nd of March, 1312, tho Pope abolished the order

for ever. On the 18th of March, 1314, De Molay, the

grand master, and Guy, commander, or grand prior ot

Normandy, were burnt on one of the small islands of tho

Seine.

In England and Ireland they were all in like manner
arrested by sealed orders on a particular daj-, and their

property of all kinds, as well ecclesiastical as temporal,

was confiscated. In this country, however, they were
treated with great lenity : the witnesses brought against

them refused to declare that they knew anything to their

discredit, or, indeed, anything of their secret principles

or practices. Tho Pope, incensed at this lenity, wrote

strongly to Edward, exhorting him to try torture. A
threat of treating them as heretics induced all but the

grand master, William de la More, to confess their heresy

;
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and they •were sent to pass the remainder of their lives

as prisoners in different monasteries, the revenues of

their immense estates being conferred by king and Par-

liament on the Hospitallers, or Knights of St. John of

Jerusalem. Their chief seat was the Temple, in Fleet

Street, -which they erected in 1185 ; but as early as the

reign of Stephen they were established in the old Temple

on the south side of Holborn, near the present Southamp-

ton Buildings.

So fell this mighty order. Matthew of Paris asserts

their manors or estates throughout Christendom to have

amounted to £9,000, and their income to be not less

than £6,000,000 sterling. With the exception of Spain

and Portugal, their property, as in England, was given

to the Knights of St. John. Much has been written

on the secret principles of this famous order, which is

his name, the stern '" Hammer of Scotland," and con-

queror of Wales. In the youthful monarch all the vigoul

and ability of Edward I. revived ; and in his reign the

fame of England rose far higher than it had ever yet

reached, bringing the two words of martial glory, " Cressy "

and " Poiotiers," into the language, and making them
like the notes of a trumpet in the ears of Englishmen in

every age. True, the conquests which they marked soon

faded away; but the prestige of British valour which

they created was created for all time. In no period of

our history did the spirit of chivalry show more in the

ascendant than in this reign, nor leave names of more
knightly lustre on the page of our history ; including not

only the monarch and his illustrious son, but a numerous

list of leaders in the field. Whether the practical utility

or the political wisdom of the great deeds done, exclusive

Great Seal of Edward III.

affirmed still to exist in Paris, possessing the original

registers, and an unbroken succession of grand masters

from De Molay to the present time. A society of this

name certainly exists in Paris
;
,and in England, and also

in Germany, the Freemasons are said to be the represen-

tatives of the ancient Templars.

King Edward II. left four children, two sons and two

daughters. Edward succeeded him ; John, Earl of Corn-

wall, died early at Perth; Jane was married to David

Bruce, King of Scotland ; and Eleanor to Reginald, Count

of Gueldres.

CHAPTER LXIII.

Edward III.—Incursions of the Scots under Douglas and Randolph

—

Edward's First Campaign against them—Schemes of Mortimer

—

Execution of the King's Uncle, the Earl of Kent—Fall of Mortimer,

and Imprisonment of the Queen Isabella—Enterprise of Edward
Bahol and the disinherited Nobles against Scotland—War by Ed-
ward IIL in Support of Baliol.

The sceptre of England, taken by the indignant nation

from the feeble grasp of Edward of Caernarvon, was once

more in the hand ot a strong man. Edward IIL, sprung

immediately from a feeble parent, was, however, of the

stock of mighty kings, and the grandson of the fii'st of

of the renown conferred on the nation, was equal to their

eclat, remains for us to determine after our record of

them. But at the commencement of his reign the future

conqueror of Cressy was but a boy of fourteen. The lion

of England was yet but the ungrown and playful cub,

and was under the guardianship of a mother of tarnished

reputation, and in the real power of her bold paramour,

Roger Mortimer.

For appearance sake, indeed, a council of regency was

appointed during the minority of the young king ; and

this council was composed of twelve of the most influ-

ential noblemen and prelates of the realm ; namely, five

prelates—the Archbishops of York and Canterbury, the

Bishops of Winchester, Worcester, and Hereford ; and

seven lay lords—the Earls of Norfolk, Kent, and Sui-rey,

the Lords Wake, Ingham, Piercy, and De Eoos. The

Earl of Lancaster was appointed guardian and protector

of the king's person.

Having named this regency, the Parliament then

passed an act of indemnity, including all those engaged

in the deposition of the late king ; reversed the attainders

against the late Earl of Lancaster and his adherents

;

confiscated the immense and ill-gotten estates of the

Despensers; and granted to the queen-mother a large
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Bum of money to discharge her debts, and a jointure of

i'20,000 a year—a sum quite equal in value to £100,000

now. This last enactment, in fact, established the su-

premacy of the queen and her paramour Mortimer : the

council became, as they meant it to be, a mere empty

figure of state policy ; Mortimer, who had taken care not

even to have his name placed on the council, as affecting

the modesty of a private man, now all appeared secure,

assumed the state and establishment of a king.

Boy, however, aa the king was, his spirit was too

active and inquiring to leavo him with safety unemployed

about the court : he would bo sure there to be soon

making observations, which, ere long, might bring trouble

to the usurpers. Mortimer tried to keep him entertained

by various frivolous amusements ; but there needed some-

thing more active and engrossing, and which would lead

him to a distance from the court; and this was speedily

furnished by the Scots. Their successes over Edward II.,

and especially their grand triumph at Bannockburn, had

gi-eatly elated them ; and the present crisis, when there

was a deposed king, and a mere boy on the throne, ap-

peared too tempting to omit a profitable incursion into

England. Robert Bruce was now growing, if not old,

yet infirm ; but he was as full as ever of martial daring.

At this distance of time it appears equally impolitic

and ungenerous in the Scots to make this attack. There

was a truce existing between the kingdoms, and it might

seem as if it would have been more prudent every way
for the Soots to strengthen and consolidate their internal

forces than thus wantonly to provoke their old and potent

enemies. But the state of rancour between the two

countries no doubt impelled them to this course. Pro-

bably, too, the hope of regaining at such a period the

northern provinces of England, which had formeiiy

belonged to Scotland, was an actuating cause. Bruce

appointed to this service his two great generals, the good

Lord Jame* Douglas and his nephew Thomas Randolph,

now Earl of Moray, some of whose daring exploits wo
have had already to record. They were to lay waste

the counties of Durham and Northumberland, and do all

the injury to England that they could. They made an

attempt on the castle of Norham, but were repulsed with

heavy loss. They then increased their army to 25,000,

summoning the vassals of the crovm from every quarter,

Highlands, Lowlands, and isles.

This army of Scots has been most graphically described

by Froissart. He represents them as lightly armed, nimble,

and hardy, and, from their simple mode of living, capable

of making rapid marches or retreats, being totally unen-

cumbered with baggage. There were 4,000 cavalry,

well-mounted and well-armed; the rest were mounted

on ponies, active, but strong, which could pick up a

subsistence anywhere. The men carried no provisions,

except a small bag of oatmeal, and, says the chronicler,

" they had no need of pots or pans, for they cooked the

beasts, when they had skinned them, in a simple man-
ner." That is, they killed the cattle of the English, of

which they found plenty on their march, and roasted the

desh on wooden spits, or boiled it in the skins of the

/mnimals themselves, putting on a little water with the

beef to prevent the hides being burnt. . They also cut

U|) the hides for their shoes, fitting them to their feet and

ankles while raw, with the hair outwards ; so that from

this cause the English called them the rough-footed

Scots, aud red-shanL-3, from the colour of the hides.

Eveiy man carried at his saddle an iron plate called a
girdle, on which, whenever they halted, they could bako
cakes of thin oatmeal. Thus armed, and thus pro-
visioned, the Soots could speed from mountain to moun-
tain, and from glen to glen, with amazing rapidity,

advancing to pillage, or disappearing at the approach of
an enemy, as if they wero nowhere at hand. With such
forces Douglas and Randoljih crossed the Tweed, ravaged
Durham and Northumberland, and advanced into the
county of York.
To oppose these invaders, the English raised rapidly an

ai-my said to amount to 60,000 men. They had recalled

John of Hainault and some cavalry which they had dis-

missed; and the young king of fourteen, burning with
impatience to chastise the Scots, marched hastily towards
the north. His progress, however, suffered some delay

at York, from a violent quarrol which broke out between
the English archers and the foreign troops under John
of Hainault. The archers, and especially those of Lin-
colnshire, who probably had an old feud with the natives

of Flanders, displayed a dogged dislike to thoso troops,

and in tho streets of York they came actually to down-
right battle, and many men were killed on both sides.

This diiference quelled, if not settled, the English army
moved on. Very soon they came in sight of burning

farms and villages, which marked the track of the Scots.

These Scots, however, themselves were nowhere visible,

for thoy retreated with double the celerity with which

tho English, heavily loaded with baggage, could follow

thom. The Scots did not retreat directly north, but took,

according to Froissart, their way westward, amongst tho

savage deserts aud bad mountains and valleys, as he calls

them, of Cumberland and Westmoreland. The English

crossed the Tyno, trusting to cut off the homeward route

of the enemy ; but tho utterly desolated condition of the

country compelled them to recross that river, for no sus-

tenance could bo procured for the troops. After thus

vainly pursuing this light-footed foe for some time,

Edward, excessively chagrined in not being able to come

up with them, or even to find them, offered a freehold

worth £100 a year and the honours of knighthood

to any one who would bring him intelligence of tho

enemy. After severe hardships, and enormous fatigue

to the soldiers, wading through" waters and swamps,

a man, one Thomas of Eokeby, came riding hard to the

camp, and claimed the rewai-d offered by tho king. Ho
said ho had been made prisoner by tho Scots, and that

they had said they should be as glad to see the English

king as he would to see them. This was not veiy pro-

bable, as they might have waited for the king, which

they had taken caro not to do. There, however, thoy

lay, at not more than three leagues distant.

The reason of the Scots now halting was visible enough

when the English came up. They found them posted

on tho right bank of the Weir, where the river was deep

and rapid, and there was no possibility of getting at

thom. Even could they cross the river, they must climb

a steep hill in face of the enemy to attack them. Under

these circumstances, Edward sent a challenge to the

Scottish generals to meet him on a fair and open field,

either by drawing back and allowing him to cross the
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river to attack them, or giving them the same option to

cross over to his side. Douglas, piqued at this proposal,

advised to accept the challenge; but the more politic

Moray refused, and replied to Edward, that he never took

the advice of an enemy in any of his movements. He
reminded the king, as if to pique him to dare the unequal

attempt of crossing in their faces, how long they had

been in his country, spoiling and wasting at their pleasure.

If the king did not like their proceedings, he added,

forced, from want of provisions, to come out and fight.

As, however, they did not do this, the young king's pa-
tience became exhausted, and he desired to pass the river

at all hazards, and come to blows with the Scots. This
Mortimer would not assent to ; and. while lying, highly
discontented with this restraint, on the bank of the river,

Edward had a narrow escape of being taken prisoner.

The brave Douglas, being held back by Moray, as
Edward was by Mortimer, fi-om a general engagement.

Edward III.

insultingly, he might get over to them the best way he

could.

Edward kept his ground opposite to them for three

days; the Scots at night making great fires along their

lines, and all night long, according to the chronicler,
" horning with their horns, and making such a noise as

if all the great devils from hell had come there." In the

daytime some of the most adventurous knights from the

English army swam their strong horses across the river,

and skirmished with the Scots—rather to show their gal-

lantry than for any real effect. On the fourth morning
it was found that the Scots had entirely decamped, and
Were discovered after awhile posted in a still stronger

position higher up the river. Here Edward again sat

down facing that confidently hoping that they must be

planned one of those heroic exploits in which he so much

j

delighted. Making himself acquainted with the English
' password for the night, and taking an accurate survey of

the English camp, he advanced, when it was near mid-

night, with 200 picked horsemen, silently crossed the

river, at some distance above the English position, and
then, as silentlj' turning, made for the English camp.

Ho found it carelessly guarded, and, seeing this, he rode

past the English sentinels, as if he had been an English

officer, saying, " Ha, St. George ! you keep bad watch

here
!

" Presently, he heard an English soldier say to

his comrades, as they lay by a fire, " I cannot tell what
is to happen here, but somehow I have a great fear of

the Black Douglas playing us some trick."

"You shall have cause to say so," said Douglas to
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himSL-lf. When lie had got fairly into the English camp,

he cut the ropes of a tent with his sword, calling out his

usual war-cry, " A Douglas ! a Douglas 1 English thieves,

yo are all dead men." His followers immediately fell

upon the camp, cutting down the tents, overturning them,

and killing the men as they started up to seize their

arms. Douglas, meanwhile, had reached the royal pa-

vilion, and was as near as possible seizing the young

king, but the chaplain, the chamberlain, and some of the

liing's household, being alarmed, stood boldly in his

>l3roace, and enabled him to escape under the canvas of

the tent, though they lust their own lives. Douglas,

being now separated from his followers, many of whom
were killed, endeavoured to make good his retreat, but

was in danger of being killed by a man who attacked him
with a huge club. This man, however, ho slew, and

escaped in safety to his own camp ; his party haying, it

is said, killed about 300 men.

Soon after this tho Scots made an effectual roti-eat in

tiie night by having beforehand cut a pathway through a

great bog which laj' behind them, and filling it with fag-

gots ; a road which is still remaining in Weardale, and

called from this cause the " Shora Moss." The young

king, on entering the evacuated place of encampment the

next day, found nothing but six Englishmen tied to trees,

and with their legs broken, to prevent them carrying any

intelligence to their countrymen.

Edward, disgusted with his want of success, returned

southward, and the Soots arrived in safety in their own
country. On reaching York the Enghsh king disbanded

his army. He then returned to London, highly dissatis-

llod, young as ho was, with the state of things, Mortimer

luul usurped all power. Edward believed that from

covvfavdice, or from some hidden motive, he had prevented

him taking ample vengeance on the Soots. At court he

had sot aside the whole of the royal council ; consulted

neither prince of the blood nor the nobles on any public

measure, concentrating in himself, as it wore, all the

sovereign authority. He endowed the queen with nearly

the whole of the royal revenues, and enjoyed them in her

name. Ho himself was so besieged with his own party

and pai'asites, that no one else could approach hira, and

the people of all ranks now hated him as cordially as

thoy had once done Gaveston.

Sensible of this growing public odium, he now sought

to make a peace with Scotland, to secure himself from

attack on that aide ; and perhaps the king was not so far

wrong in attributing his backwardness to attack the Soots

to some private motive. Certain it is that the following

year, 1328, ho made peace with Robert Bruce on term's

which astonished and deeply incensed the whole nation.

To give the greatest firmness to the treaty he proposed a

marriage between Joan or Joanna, the sister of Edward,
thou only seven years of age, and David, the son of

Robert Bruce, then only five. That the Scots might
accede promptly to this offer, ho agreed to renounce the

great principle for which the English nation had bean so

long contending, its claim of riglit to the crown of Scotland.

Those terms were of course eagerly accepted, and the treaty,

to make all sure, was at once carried into effect. About
Whitsuntide a Parliament was called together at North-

ampton, which ratified thetrcatj', thus acknowledging the

full independence of Scotland, and on the 22nd of July

the marriage was solemnised at Berwick, where Isabella

had brought her daughter. This young bride was sig-

nificantly called by the Scotch "Joan Makepeace," and
with her was delivered up many jewels, charters, &o.,

which had been carried away from Scotland bj^ Edward I.

In return for these unlooked-for advantages, Bruce
agreed to pay the King of England 30,000 marks as com-
pensation for damages done in his kingdom.

Edward himself, a few months previous to this marriage

of his sister, had received his long-affianccd wife, Philijipa

of Haiuault, who had been brought to this country by
Isabella's chamjiion, John of Hainault, the young queen's

uncle. Philippa proved one of the best wives and queens

which the annals of England can boast.

We may here notice tho death of Robert Bruce, which

took place in the following year, 1329. He was by no

means old, being only fifty-four, but he was worn down
by the disease and infirmities contracted, through the

severe exertions, hardships, and exj)osures endured in

his stupendous endeavours for the liberation of Scotland.

Robert Bruce may be pronounced one of the ablest, most

patriotic, and wise monarohs who ever lived. He entered

into contest with an enemy who appeared to most men
too powerful for any hope of success, and left his country

at peace and independent. With some exceptions, even

in that hard and iron age, his character was marked by

great tenderness and amiabilitj'. His destruction of the

Red Comyn was an act which, though dictated by policy,

his conscience never approved. On his death-bed ho

reverted to it, declaring that he had always meant to

make a pilgrimage to the Holy Land in expiation of tlio

crime, but, as he could not do that, he commissioned his

dearest friend and bravest warrior to carry his heart

thither. In contrast to and palliation of the slaughter

of the Red Oomjm, we may place such actions as that in

which he stopped his army in retreat in Ireland, because

a poor woman, who had just given birth to a child, had

no means of being conveyed on with tho troops, and was

heard by him lamenting that she should be left to the

cruelties of the Irish.

No sooner did Bruce understand her complaint than he

looked round on his offlcei's with eyes which kindled like

fire, and exclaimed, " Gentlemen, never let it be said that

a man, who was born of a woman and nursed by a woman'.^

tenderness, could leave a mother and an infant to tho

mercy of barbarians. In the name of God, let the odds and

th ; risk be what they will, lot us fight rather than leave

these poor creatures behind us." The army halted and

drew up in order of battle, and Edmimd Butler, the English

general, believing that Bruce had received reinforcements,

hesitated to attack him ; so that Bruce had opportunity

to send on the woman and cliild, and retreat at his leisure.

Robert Bruce died at his castle of Cardross on tho "Ih

of June, 1329; and Douglas some time after, setting out

with several brave knights to carry tho heart of the king

to Jerusalem, enclosed in a silver case, and hung from

his neck, slopped to fight the infidels in .-pain, where ho

was killed ;., but his remains were brought back to Scot-

land, as well as the heart of Bruce, which was buried

behind tho high altar in the abbey of Melrose. The body

of Bruco was interred in the church of Diinfermline, whcra

some years ago the tomb was opened, and tho remains

of his bouea were fcuiid, anil clearly identified, after ."
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Test of more than 500 years, by the breast-bone having

been sawn through to tako out the heart, and by fi agmonts

of the cloth of gold in which ho was known to have boon

wrapped.

The peace thus concluded with Scotland did not make
Mortimer feel as secure as he had hoped. Indeed it

added greatly to the popular resentment against him.

llis having so readily jdelded up the claims of the nation

on Scotland wounded the pubUc feeling ; whilst his arbi-

trary and ambitious conduct in domestic affairs drew

upon him the hatred of the people and the jealousy of the

nobles. He assumed a splendour even outvying royalty.

He grasped, like all favourites, at riches and honours

insatiably. At the Parliament held in Octobfr at Salis-

bury he caused himself to be created Earl of March, or

Lord of tho Marches of Wales. Ho gi'ossly abused the

prerogative of purvoyanci. thus robbing the public oxton-

sively. Amongst the barons who beheld this haughty

career of Mortimer with disgust, were the Earls of Lan-

caster, Kent, and Norfolk, all princes of tho blood. Lan-

caster was guardian of the kug, yet he was kept carefully

in the hands of Mortimer and the queen-mother. Lan-

caster therefore determined to assert the authority of his

office, and put some check on Mortimer : but coming to

a contest at Winchester, ho was obliged to retreat, and

Mortimer then fell on his estates, and ravaged them as

ho would an enemy's country. When the three earls

were summoned to Parliament at Salisbury, ho strictly

forbade them to come attended by an armed body; a

common, though an illegal, practice in those times. They
complied with the command, but found, on approaching

the city, that Mortimer himself was attended by his party

and their followers, all strongly armed. Alarmed for

theii- personal safety, they made a hasty retreat, and

were returning with their forces, when, fi'om some cause

unknown, the Earls of Kent and Norfolk suddenly de-

serted Lancaster, who was compelled to make a humi-
liating submission, and pay a heavy fine. Through the

intercession of the prelates, the peace was apparently

restored amongst these powerful men.
Probably Kent and Norfolk had been tampered with to

induce them to desert Lancaster ; certain it is that soon

after, the weak but well-meaning Kent was made the

victim of a gross stratagem by Mortimer. He suixounded

Kent by his creatures, who asserted that his brother,

Edward II., was still alive. Tho earl's remorse for the

share he had had in his brother's ruin made him eagerly

listen to a stoiy of this kind. They represented to him
that it was a fact well and widely known amongst the

people, that the body said to be the king's, which was
exhibited at Berkeley Castle, and afterwards buried at

Gloucester, was not his, but that he was now actually a
prisoner in Corfe Castle. Some monks lent themselves to

the base scheme ; and exhorted the Earl of Kent to rise

to the rescue of his unfortunate brother, assuring him
that his fate excited the deepest feeling, and that various

nobles and prelates, from whom they professed to come,

would at once join in the generous enterprise. No
means were spared to lead their victim into tho snare.

Letters were forged as coming from tho Pope, stimulating

htm to this course, as one required of him as a brother.

The earl, completely deceived by this infamous conspiracy,

wrote letters to his supposed captive brother, which were

handed to Sir John Maltravers, believed by the earl to be
cognisant of tho poor king's incarceration, but in reality

one of his murderers. Those letters were duly conveyed
to Mortimer and the queen-mother, and were speedily

treated as ample proofs of tho earl's treasonable designs.

The earl was invited to come to Winchester, where a
Parliament, consisting entirely of the faction of the wicked
queen and Mortimer, arrested him on the charge of con-
spiring against the present government, and condemned
him to death and loss of his estate. Lest the young king
should tako compassion on his uncle, tho queen and
Mortimer hastened his execution. But now was seen a
singular sight. Not a man could be found who would
take the office of executioner ; and there was the son ol

the great Edward I. seen standing on the scaffold before
the castle gate for many hours, for want of a headsman.
Such was the detestation of that lascivious woman and of

her base and murderous paramour, and such the vonoratiou
for that worthy nobleman, that not a man, of any degreo
whatever, either of the city or noighbouihood, could bo
induced by rewards or menaces to take up tho axe, till a
inean wretch fi-om the Marahalsea prison, to save his own
life, at length consented to take the life of Edmund of

Woodstock, Earl of Kent. This was the more remarkable
because great complaints were made by the public of tho
insolence and rapacity of the earl's retainers, w-ho, on tho
plea of the royal right of purveyance, would take anything
as they rode abroad without thinking of paying the parties

to whom it belonged. This was, indeed, a groat complaint
j

which was frequently brought to ParUameut against all

the ininces of tho blood of those times, who used the

privilege of purveyance to plunder the defenceless people

at wUl. Personally, however, the Earl of Kent was much
beloved ; and though the king, his nephew, had signed

the sentence, the guilt of it was charged on tho queen-

mother and Mortimer. The alleged accomplices of the

earl were allowed to escape except Eobert de Teuton and

a poor prior, who had told tho earl that he had raised a

spirit to inquire whether Edward II. was really still Uviug.

This poor man was imprisoned for life.

The wickedness and rapacity of tho ijueon and Mortimer

did not cease there. Lancaster was thrown into prison.

Numbers of the nobility and prelates were implicated,

and Mortimer used this fear of treason to crush his ene-

mies and aggrandise himself by their property. The

estate of the Earl of Kent he gave to his younger son

Geoffrey ; the vast demesnes of tho Sponsors he seized for

himself. His power became most ominous, and his deeds

of arbitrary injustice were more and more compluinclhof,

till all parties forgot their mutual feuds and united againsfrv*,„

him.

It is tho fate of overgrown upstarts never to foresee

their ruin. Had not this blind fatality attached to Mor-

timer in common with his class, he must have been

sensible that the young king was of a character and

arriving at an ago which would bring his destruction.

There wore not wanting rumours at tho time that Morti-

mer did not overlook this probable issue, and had thoughts

of destroying the king and assuming the crown. His

own time, however, was come. Edward, long galled by

tho restraint in which he was held, now approached his

eighteenth year, and his queen, PhUippa, had already

brought him a son, afterwards ';he famous Black Princo,
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T/ho was bom at Woodstock about tkree montlis after the

execution of the Earl of Kent. The conduct of the

queen and Mortimer was become more openlj' scandalous,

and it was generally said that Isabella was about to be-

come a mother. Edward resolved to act ; but he was

aware that he was closely surrounded by the spies of

Mortimer, and ho went to work with all the caution of a

man conspiring against his sovereign. He fixed on the

Lord Montacute as the nobleman in whose prudence and

fidelity he had the most confidence. Lord Montacute

entered cordially into his plans, and soon engaged some

trusty and influential friends in the enterprise—the Lords

Clifford and Molinea, Sii- John Nevil of Hornby, Sir

Edward Bohun, and others.

The queen dowager and Mortimer were residing in the

castle of Nottingham. The king and his coadjutors de-

termined to make that fortress tho scene of their enter-

prise. A Parliament was summoned to meet there in

October of the year 1330. In oijier, however, as is sup-

posed, to prevent suspicion of tho king being bent on anj'

high designs, he heh' " tournament in Cheapside, which

continued three da^ ., and in which he and twelve others

jousted with all knights that appeared in the lists. The

young queen presided, and was regarded with extreme

favour by the people ; an interest v.'hieh was greatly

heightened by an accident—the breaking down of the

platform on which she sat with ma'ny other ladies of the

court, but from which they all escajied without injury.

The time being arrived for the opening of Parliament,

Edward, with all his barons, prelates, and retainers,

repaired to the ancient town of Nottingham. The young

king took up his quarters in the castle wiih his mother

and Mortimsr; an arrangement at once convenient, as

gaining him access and exact knowledge of the lodging

of the earl, and also as preseiTing him from any sus-

picion. The barons, bishops, and knights took up their

quarters in the town. ^Mortimer appeared in high state,

accompanied wherever ho went by a strong bodj' of de-

voted followers. The plans of Edward and his coadjutors

were settled ; and Lord Montacute was seen riding away

into the country with a numerous body of his friends and

attendants, as if going on a visit to some neighbouring

baron. This, undoubtedly, was intended to divert sus-

picion ; but the plot had not been so closely kept as to

escape the quick ears of the emissaries of Mortim.er. On
the afternoon of that day he entered the council with a

face inflamed with I'ago. He declared to the council that

a base attempt was in agitation against the queen and

himself, and charged Edward bluntly with being con-

cerned in it. Edward as stoutly denied tlie charge, but

Mortimer pronounced his denial false. The council broke

up in confusion. The castle, standing on a lofty precipice

overlooking the lovely valley of the Trent, was strongly

fortified on tho side of the town. A numerous guard was

placed around it under these alarming circumstances, and

Mortimer and his adherents were all on the alert to

watch against surprise, and to plan schemes of defeat and

vongeauco on th.:ir enemies. It did not appear a very

easj- matter to secure the usurper in that stronghold.

But the town ami castle of Nottingham are built on a

soft sand rock, in which the ancient inhabitants had suak

many caves, deep colls, and suliterranean passages. Ono

of these doscondod from the caatle court to the foot of the

precipice near the small river Leen, where the entranoo

was at th. ,t time concealed by a wild growth of bushes.

Probably the existence of this passage was wholly un-

known to Mortimer and tho queen; and the criminal

couple, having the strong military guard placed at tho

gates at evening, and tho keys conveyed to the queen,

who laid them by her bed-side, deemed themselves per-

fectly secure. But the Lord Montacute had sounded Sir

William Eland, the governor, who entered at once most

zealously into the design. By him Montacute and his

friends were admitted through this passage, stdl called

" Mortimer's Hole," and on arriving in the court they

were joined by the king, who led the way in profound

silence and in darkness to an apartment adjoining tho

hall, in which they could hear the voices of Mortimer,

tho Bishop of Lincoln, and others of his friends, in

anxious discussion. Suddenly tho concealed party burst

open the door, and killed two of Mortimer's friends who
attempted to make a defence. Queen Isabella, who lay

in an adjoining apartment, rushed in terror from her bed,

imploring her " sweet son " ( spare " her gentle Morti-

mer I " Her tears and entreaties for " her wort'ny knight,

her dearest friend, her beloved cousin," were in vain ; the

Lord of tho Marches and dictator of the kingdom was led

away in safe custody, and on the morrow brought before

Parliament and condemned to death on the. charges of

having usurped the royal power vested in the council of

regency ; of having procui-ed the death of tho late king
;

of having beguiled the Earl of Kent into a conspiracy to

restore that prince—that is, to restore a dead man ; for

having compassed exorbitant grants of the crown lands

;

dissipated the public treasures ; embezzled 20,000 marks

of tho money paid by the King of Scots ; and for many
other high crimes and misdemeanors. A more general

Parliament, summoned at Westminster on the 26th of

November, confirmed this sentence, that he should bo

drawn and hanged as a traitor. In the informality of the

times, Mortimer was not allowed to make any defence;

nor wore any witnesses produced for or against him. Ho
was declared at once guilty from the notoriety of his

crimes. On this ground, neax'ly twenty years afterwards,

the sentence was revei'sod by Parliament in favour of

Mortimer's son ; the plea being the illegality of the pro-

ceeding.

Mortimer was hanged at the Elms, near London, on

the 29th of November, and with him Sir Simon Beresford,

as an accomplice. Three others, who were likewise in-

cludeil in the sentence, one of them being the infamous

Maltravers, escaped.

Edward now made proclamation that ho had taken the

government of the realm into his own hands. He shu

up his mother in her own house of Kisings, abolished hei

extravagant jointure, but allowed her £3,000, and after-

wards £4,000, per annum. There she passed twenty-

seven years, her son paying her a visit once or twice

annually, but taking care that she never again regained

any public influence or authority.

Having disposed of his shameless mother, Edward found

ample employment in restoring rule and order to his

kingdom. As in all times when lawless power prevails

at court, robbers, murderers, and criminals had increased

to an enormous extent
;
public justice was grossly per-

verted, and abuses and wiongs everywhere abounded.
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He isauod wiita to tho judges, commanding them to ad-

minister justice firmly, promptlj', and without fear or

favour, paying no legurd wliatover to any injunctions

from tho ministers of tho crown or any other power. He
sought out and severely punished Ihe abuses in the ad-

ministration of the state, and exacted from the peers a

i'jlomn pledge that they- should bi"oak off all connection

with malefactors—a cii'cumstanco which gives us a cuiious

insight into the times, tho great barons keeping the rob-

bers and outlaws in pay against each other, and even

against tho king. This dono, Edward turned his attention

to what appeared tho grand hereditary object of tho

English crown of that day, the subjugation of Scotland.

The great Kobort Bruce, as wo have pcim, had loft his

son David, a mere boy, on tho throne. IIo cuuld not but

bo anxious for tho stability of his position with such a

powerful kingdom and martial young king in his imme-
diate neighbourhood, and with the long-pursued claims

and attempts of England on Scotland.' He had, indeed,

taken a strong precaution against the invasion of his son's

peace by marrying him to the sister of Edwai'd of England.

But the temptation of ambition iu princes has almost

always proved far stronger than tho ties of blood, and so

it proved in Edward's case. We might have expected

that he would maintain rather than attempt to destroy

the hapjjinoss and fair cslablishmont of his si.st'r on tho

throne of Scotland. But tho spirit of military domination

was as powerful in Edward as in his grandfather. He
could not forget that Scotland had nearly boon secured

by England, and that the English had lost a great prestigo

at Bannockburn. Ho burned, therefore, to icsture tho

reputation of the English arms, and complete tho design

of uuitiii^^ tho whole of tho island of Great Britain into

one kingdom—t'ne life-long aim and dying command of

the great Edward I.

When princes are desirous of pleas of aggression it is

never difficult to find such, and in this case they were abun-

dant and plausible. In the treaty of peace and alliance

concluded between Bruce and Edward at Northampton,

when Joan was affianced to tho heir of Scotland, just before

Bruoe's death, it was stipulated that both the Scottish

families who had lost their estates in .Scotland by taking

part with tho English in the late wars, and the English

nobles who had claims on estates there by marriage or

heirship, should all be restored to them. Tho Scotch

were admitted ; but Bruce, perceiving that tho estates of

the English were much more valuable than tho others,

had boon unwilling to allow so many dangerous subjects

of the English king to establish themselves in the heart

of his realm, where they might become formidable ene-

mies. He had therefore put off their urgent demands of

fulfilment of this stipulation, on the plea that it required

time and caution to dispossess the potent Scotch barons

now holding them. Tho claim of Lord Henry Percy was
conceded ; those of tho Lords Wako and Beaumont, the

latter of whom claimed the earldom of Buchan in right

of his wife, were disregarded. Beaumont, a man of great

liower, and of a determined character, resolved by some
means to conquer his right. He urged it upon Edward
to redress the wrongs of his subjects ; but Edward, now
frred from the ascendancy of Mortimer, though nothing

loth, pleaded the impossibility of liis ariacd iuterfercnco

in the face of tho late solcmu tv«iity tuid sUiancB, ftud bd

had used persuasions in vain. Probably, he gave theso

malcontents, however, to understand that he would not

prevent them trying to help themselves. Not only was
Bruce dead, but his two great warriors and statesmen,

Moray and Douglas, also. Moray had been left regent

and guardian of tho young King David, still only about

nine years of ago ; but to his vigorous administration had
succeeded that of tho Earl of Mar, another nephew of

Eobert Bruce, and a much inferior man.
At this favourable crisis Beaumont turned his attention

upon Edward Baliol, the son of John Baliol, wlio had
been in vain placed on the Scottish throne by Edward I.

John Baliol had retired to his patrimonial estate in Nor-
mandy, where he had died, and where his son Edwai-d

had continued to reside in privacy. His pretensions to

the Scottish crown had been so decidedly repelled by tho

Scotch, that he had given up all idea of over reviving

them ; and for somo private offence ho had been thrown
into prison. There Beaumont found him; and pitching

upon him as the very instrument which he needed to

authorise a descent on Scotland immediatelj-, on tho

ground of his sufferings as a private person, obtained his

enlargement, and took him away with him to England,

tho French king suspecting nothLug of the real design.

There ho represented to Edward tho splendid opportunity

which thus presented itself of regaining the ascendancy

over Scotland by putting forward Baliol as claimant of

tho crown. Edward could not do this openly for many
reasons. In the Ih'si; jdace, nothing could be more in-

jurious to his character for justice and natural afTeotion,

were he with a preponderating force to attack tho throuo

of a minor, and that minor his brother-in-law. In tho

next place he was bound by a solemn treaty not to assault

or prejudice the kingdom of Scotland for four years, and

tho penalty for the violation of this engagement was

£20,000.

The Regent of Scotland, however, as well as tho lato

king, had always admitted tho justice of the claims of the

disinherited nobles, yet had always evaded all demands

for restoration. Edward's plan, therefore, was to meet

artifice with artifice ; and accordingly he connived at tho

assembling of Baliol's forces in the north of England, and

at the activo preparations of the nobles who intended to

join him. Umphraville, Earl of Angus, the Lords Uoau-

mont. Wake, Ferrars, Talbot, Eitzwarin, Staffoid, and

Mowbray had soon an army of 2,500 men assembled on

the banks of the Uumber. They apprehended that the

borders would bo strongly armed, and therefore they

took their way by sea in a small fleet, which set sail

from Ravenspiu', an obscure port, and soon landed at

Kinghorn, in Fifeshire. Tho Scots, who detested the

BaUols as pretenders under the patronage and for the

ultimate purposes of England, flocked in thousands to

the national standard against him. Tho Earl of Fife,

too precipitately attacking Baliol's force, was at onoo

defeated, and the invaders marched northward towards

Dupplin. Near this place tho Regent Mar lay with an

army sa-d to number 40,000 men. Tho river Earn lay

between the hostile hosts, and it was evidently the policy

of the Scots to delay a general engagement till the Earl

of March, who was rapidly advancing from the south of

Scotland, came up, when tho handful of English must

have been surrouuded and overpowered. But Baliol, or
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his allies the EngHsh barons, perceived this danger clearly-

enough, and they suddenly crossed the river in the night,

before they could bo taken in the rear by March. They
found the Scots, confident in their numbers, carelessly

sleeping without sentries or outposts, and falling upon
them in the dark, made a terrible slaughter amongst

them. In the morning the Scots, who had fled in con-

fusion, perceived the insignificant force to which they

had yielded, and retiu-ned with fury to retrieve their

character, but they again committed the crime of over-

confidence, came on in groat disorder, and engaged without

regard to the nature of the ground, which was greatly in

favour of the enemy, and were once more defeated with

huge slaughter. Man}' thousands of the Scots were
driven into the river and wore drowned, wore actually

smothered by tumbling over each other in the chaotic

flight, or were cut to pieces. The regent himself, the

Earl of Carrick, a natural son of Eobert Bruce, the Earls

24th of September, 1332, was crowned King of Scotland

at Scone. David and his young betrothed queen were
sent off for security to the castle of Dumbarton ; the

Bruce party solicited a truce, which was granted; and
thus in little moi-e than a month Baliol had won a
kingdom.

But the success of Edward Baliol was as unreal as a
dream ; he was a mere phantom king. The Scottish

patriots were in possession of many of the strongest places

in the kingdom, while the adherents of Edward Baliol,

each hastening to secure the property he was in pursuit

of, the forces of the new monarch were rapidly reduced in

number, and he saw plainly that he could only maintain
the position of the throno of Scotland by the support of

the King of England. lie hastened, therefore, to do
homage to him for the Scottish crown, and proposed to

marry Joan, the sister of the king, the affianced bride of

the dethi'oned David, if the Pope's consent to the dissolu-

Muilimer's Hole, Xuttiiigbam Cattle.

of Atholl and Monteith, and the Lords Hay of Erroll,

Seith, and Lindsey wero slain. With them fell from
12,000 to 13,000 men, while Baliol lost only about thirty ;

a sufficient proof of the rawness of the Scotch foi'ces, and
tlio frightful panic amongst thom. The battle of Dupplin
Moor Wiis one of the most sanguinary and complete
defeats which the Scots ever suffered, and appeared to

obliterate all the glories and benefits of Bannockburn.
The victorioiis army marched direct on Perth, which it

quickly reduced. Baliol was rapidly pursued by the Earl

of March and Sir Archibald Douglas, whoso united armies
still amouiitod to near 40,000 men. They blockaded
Perth both by land and water, and proposed to reduce it

by famine. But Baliol's ships attacked the Scottish ones,

gained a complete victory, and thus opened the com-
munication with Perth from the sea. This compelled the

Scots to disband for want of provisions to maintain a long

siege. The adherents of BaUol's family, and all tliose

IPho in any such crisis are ready to faU to the winning
power, now came flocking in ; the nation was actually

conquered by this handful of men, and Baliol, on the

tion of that marriage could be obtained. Edward listened

to this, but the prompt removal of the ro3-al pair from

Dumbarton Ca.-5tlo to France, and the defeat of Baliol,

which as promptly followed, annihilated that unprin-

ciidcd scheme. No sooner wero these scandalous pro-

posals known in Scotland, than a spirit of intense indig-

nation fired the minds of the patriotic nobles. The
successors of those groat men who had achieved thj

freedom of Scotland under Pobcrt Bruce, John Randolph,

second son of the regent ; Sir Archibald Douglas, the

younger brother of the good Lord James ; Sir William

Douglas, a natural son of tho Lord James, possessor

of the castle of Ilormitagc, in LiddesJale, and thcnco

called tho Knight of Liddesdale, a valiant and wealtliy

man, but fierce, cruel, and treacherous; and Sir Andrew
Murray, of Bothwell, who had married Christiana, the

sister of Eobert Bruce, and aunt of the young King

David, were the chiefs and leaders of tho nation. They
suddenly assembled a force, and attacked BaHol, who
was feasting at Annan, in Dumfriesshire, where ho had

gone to keep his Christmas. On tho night of the 16th
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of December, a body of horse under Sii- Archibald, the

young Earl of Mora}', and Sir Simon Frazer, made a dash

into the town to surprise him ; and he only escaped by

springing upon a horse without any saddle, and himself

nearly without clothes, leaving behind him his brother

Henry slain. His reign had only lasted about three

months. Ho escaped to England and to Edward, who
received him kindly. The Scotch borderers, elated with

this success, rushed in numbers into England, there

committing their usual excesses, and thus furnishing

Edward with a valid plea for attacking Scotland, and

inducing the Pr.rliament to support him in it, which

before it had hesitated to do. Edward marched north-

ward with an army not numerous, but well armed and

disciplined, and in the month of May, 13:53, invested

Berwick, defended by Sir William Keith and a strong

garrison.

Sir Andrew Murray, the regent, and the Euight of

Liddesdale were taken prisoners in some of the skir-

mishes, and Sir Archibald being immediately named
regent in the place of Murray, advanced with a large

army to relievo Sir William Keith, who had engaged to

surrender Berwick if not succoui-ed by the 20th at sun-

rise. On the 19th, Douglas, after a severe Biarch, anixcd

at an eminence called Halidou Hill, a mile or more uoi l .;

of Berwick. It had been the plan of Douglas to avoid a

pitched battle with so powerful an enemy, and to en-

deavour to wear him out by a system of skirmishes and

surprises, but the impatience of his soldiers overruled his

caution. His arm}' was drawn up on the slope of the

hill, and Edward moved with all his force from Berwick to

attack them. The ground, now fine, solid, and cultivated

laud, is represented tlieu to have been extremely boggy.

The Scots, however, dashed through the bogs, and then up

the hill at the English, whose archers received them with

a steady and murderous discharge of arrows. "The
arrows," says Tytler (quoting from an old manuscript),

" flew thick as motes in the sunbeams, and the Scots fell

to the ground by thousands." Douglas dismounted his

heavy-armed cavalry to give firmness and impetus to the

charge. The Earl of Eoss led on the infantry, and King

Edward at his side fought on foot in front of the battle.

The Soots, thougli they fought desperately, yet, as, from

the mar.shy ground, they could not come near the archers,

and were out of breath with running up the hill, wore

thi'own into confusion and gave way. The English

cavalry under the king, but still more a body of Irish

auxiliaries under Lord Darcy, pursued fiercely, giving

little quarter. The slaughter was terrible, amounting

to 30,000 Scots, and—if the accounts are to be believed

—

only one knight, an esquue, and thirteen private soldiers

of tho English fell. Nearly the whole of the Scottish

nobles and officers were killed or made prisoners. Amongst
the slain were Douglas, the regent himself, the Earls of

Eoss, Sutherland, and Monteith. Berwick surrendci'ed,

and Edward onco more overran the countiy. He again

seized and garrisoned the castles, again exacted public

homage from Baliol, and compelled him to cede Berwick,

Dunbar, Eoxburgh, Edinburgh, and all tho south-east

counties of Scotland—tho best and most fertile portion of

the kingdom—which were declared to be made pai't and

parcel of England. Such were the consequences of the

latal battle of Halidou Hill.

Edward left an army of Irish and English to support

his wretched vassal in his fragment of a kingdom ; but

no sooner did ho turn homevturds than the indignant

Scots drove Baliol from even that, and compelled him to

seek refuge amongst the English garrisons of the south of

Scotland. In the following years, 1335 and 1336, Edward
was again obliged to make fresh expeditions into Scot-

land to support Baliol. Whenever the English king

appeared the Scots retired to their mountain fastnesses,

while Edward and his army overran the country with

little opposition, bui'nt the houses, and laid waste the

lands of those whom he styled rebels ; but, whenever he

returned to England, Ihcy came forth again, only the

more embittered against the contemptible minion of the

English king, the more determined against the tyranny

of England. The regent. Sir Andrew Murray, pursued

with untiring activity Baliol and his adherents. When
Edward marched homow-ai-d to spend in Loudon the

Christmas of 1336, he left Scotland to all appearance per-

fectly prostrate, and flattered himself that it was com-

pletely subdued. ISTever was it further from such a

condition. One spirit only animated the Scottish nation

—that of eternal resistance to the monarch who had in-

flicted on it such calamities, and set a slave on its thi-ono.

The Scots sought and wore furnished assistance from

France ; and now came the diversion from that quarter

which proved the salvation of Scotland ; now began to

work the seeds sown, the elements infused into the Eng-
lish monarchy by Edward I.'s uupiinoipled abandonment

of his engagement with Count Guy of Flanders for the

mai'riage of his daughter Philippa with Edward of Caer-

narvon, and his alliance, for political purposes, with

Franco. Edward now claimed the throne of France in

right of his mother, and prepared to enforce that claim

by his arms. Hence came those long and bloody wars

with France which produced an hereditary enmity be-

tween the two nations, and by this means, tho attention

and resoui'ces of England divided in the vain attempt to

subjugate both France and Scotland, insiu'ed tho ultimate

loss of both those countries. The ambition of Edward
overshot itself. Had he confined his efforts to either of

those great objects, ho might have succeeded. By far the

most important was the annexation of Scotland. It

was a truly statesmanlike aim to make one consolidated

kingdom of the island ; but Edward, with all his talents,

had no conception of tho manner in -nhich this was to be

effected. If Scotland were to be won by arms, tho whole

of those arms should have been concentrated on that

object alone. But it never could be effected by that

means; it required a higher development of political

wisdom and respect for international rights than wore

then arrived at. Boforo wo outer, hov.'over, on the nari

rative of the great French contest, we must niontiou

a few facts which show the state to which Scotland v>'as

reduced at this lime, and the iuviueible courage of the

peopli', v.-hich called out singular displays of it, even by

tho women.
After the fatal battle of Halidou Hill, throughout all

Scotland only four castles and one small lower held out

for David Bruce. The castles of Lochleven, Kildrummie,

and Dunbar, three out of tho four, were distinguished by

sieges which deserve notice. Lochleven Castle stood on

an island, iu the loch or lake of that name, at Kiu'bss, in
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Fifoshire. It was held by Alan Vipout, and was besieged

by Sir John Stirling with an Jjuglish army. As tho

island is low, Stirling thought ho could draw out the

garrison by blocking up the outlet to the loch. This was
clloctcd by throwing stones and earth into the small river

Loven till a huge mound was raised. But Vipont, awaro

of what was doing, sent in the night a boat with four

men,.who cut through tho mound, so that the conEued

waters broke forth with fury, and swept away the tents,

baggage, and troops of the besiegers. Tho remains of

this mound are pointed out to this day.

Tho castle of Kildruininio, which played so con.spicuous

n part in the war of Edward I., was now defended by
Christiana Bruce, who, as wo have said, was married to

Sir Andrew MuiTay, now regent. It was one of tho chief

places of rofugo for the patriots, and therefore was be-

sieged by David Hastings, Earl of Atholl, one of the

disinherited lords. Sir Andrew Murray, determined to

march to the relief of his wife. He called to his assist-

ance tho knight of Liddesdalo, who had boon in captivity

with him in England, Sir Alexander Earosay, of Dal-

wolsy, and tho Earl of March. Thoy could only raise

1,000 men, and Atholl had 3, COO. But whilo on march

Jhey were joined by one Jolm Craig, a royalist of Scot-

laud, who had been released by Atholl from confinement

on promise of a large ransom. This ransom was due on

tho morrow, and Craig was unable or unwilling to pay
it. He was glad to get rid of Atholl, and therefore

undertook to lead them through tho forest of Braomar, so

as to take Atholl by surprise. On the way the people of

the neighbourhood also joined them. Atholl was greatly

startled by suddenly perceiving the enemy upon him, but

he disdained to fly. There was a small brook between

him and the Scots, and the knight of Liddesdale keeping

his men from crossing it, Atholl rushed over to attack

thorn, when Liddesdalo cried out, "Now is our time!"

charged down the hill, bore Atholl and his forces back

into the brook, and slew the earl and dispersed his force,

thus entirel}' relieving the castle. This was called the

Battle of Kiblone, and greatly noticed by tho Scots as

fought on St. Andrew's Day, 1335.

Another of tho most remarkable defences of these

castles was that of Dunbar by the Countess of March.

Sho was the daughter of the r. nowned Thomas Eandolph,

first Earl of Moray, of that family whose exploits wo
have recounted, and from her complexion was called

Black Agnes. Tho castle of Dunbar was extremely

etrong, being built on a chain of rocks running into

the sea, and the only connection with the main land was
well fortified. Montague, Earl of Salisbury, besieged

her, and brought forward engines to throw stones, such

as were used to batter down walls before the invention of

cannon. One of these, with a strong roof to defend the

assailants, standing up like a hog's back, was called tho

sow. TMien Black Agnes saw this engine advancing, she

called out to the Earl of Salisbury, in derision,

" Bewaro Blontagow,

For fiirrow sball thy sow."

She had oixlered a huge stone to be set on the wall over

the castlo gate, and as soon as the sow came under this

was let fall, by which means the roof of the machine was
crushed in, and as the English soldiers ran out, thoy wore

shot down by a flight of arrow.s; whereupon the Black

Agnes shoutod out to Salisbury, "Behold the litter of

English pigs I

"

As the oarl brought up firesh engines, and sent pon-
derous stones against her battlements, Black Agues stood

there, and wiped disdainfully the fragments of the broken
battlements away -n-ith her handkerchief, aa a matter of no
moment. The oarl riding near to reconnoitre, an arrow
meant for him shot down a man at his side. "That,"
said the earl, '" is one of my lady's love tokens. Black
Agnos's love shafts pierce to tho heart."

Tho countess next tried to inveigle the earl into her
power. She sent a fellow into the English camp who
protended to betray tho castle. The carl was caught by
the trick, and came at midnight to tho gates, which weic
to be opened to him by the traitor. Opened thoy were

;

but one John Copland, the oarl's esquire, riding in before

him, the guards were too quick ; thoy dropped tho port-

cullis, thinking Uio earl had entered, and so shut him out

and betrayed their stratagem.

Black Agues was at lenglh i-clievcd by Sir Alexander
Eamsay of Dalwolsy, who broxight up forces both 1 y sea

and land ; and tho Scots, delighted with the spirit of tho

undaunted defendrcss of the castle, celebrated her far and
wide in their minstrel songs. One of these sufiiciently

portrays the character of this Scottish amazon :

—

" That brawling, boisterous, Scottish wench
Kept such a stir in towers and trench,

That, came I early or caine I late,

I found Blacli A^os in the gate."

The brave Sir Andi-cw Murray, the regent, died in 133S,

while this contest was raging on all sides. He had dis-

charged his office with the greatest spirit, patriotism, and

wisdom, and his death was a severe loss to the country.

CHAJPTER LXIV.

Preparations for War with France— The utter Groundlessness of

Edward III.'s Claims on tho French Crown— Alliance with tlic

Princes of Germany and the Netherlands—Artavelde, tlio Brewer
of Ghent—Couuter-alhances made by Philip of France—Tde First

Invasion of France abortive—Edward's Debt? and I»iificu!tics at

Home—Renews the War—Groat Naval Victory of Edward at Sluya

—Siege of Toumay—A Tr\ice—IVesh 'lYoubles at Home—Resistance

of the Clergy—The Afl'airs of Brittany— Bcnewed War— Second

Truce- Fresh Invasion of France—Great Victory of Crcy—War
with Scotland—Capture of Calais.

We are now arrived at a crisis in our histoi-y which

marks at once tho vale .nd the unscrupulous ambition

of the English kings, 'iueio is no period of our annals in

which the bravery of our countrymen assumed a mors

marvellous character, or in which it was displa5'od in a

more unjust cause. Whenever we would boast of the

martial ascendancy of the nation, wc are siuo to pro-

nounce the words Crefy and Foictiers, but we are quite

as certainly silent as to the political merits of the contest

in which those names became celebrated. The invasions

of Franco by Edward III. raised tho martial glory of

England to the highfst pitch. There is nothing in tho

miracles of bravery done at Leuctra, Marathon, or Ther-

mopylro which can surpass those performed at Ciecy,

Poictiors, and on other occasions ; but thern the sjilen-

dour 01 the parallel ends. The Greek battle-fields aro

sanctified by the imperishable renown of patriotism
;

those of England, at that period, aro distinguished only

by empty ambition and unwarrantable aggression. Tho
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Greeks fought and conquered for the very existence of

their country and thoir liberties ; the English, to crush

those of an independent people. The wars commenced

by Edward HI. inflicted the most direful miseries on

France, were continued for generations, and perpetuated

a spirit of hostility between the two great neighbour

countries, which has been prolific of bloodshed, and most

injurious to the progress of liberty and civilisation. The
contest, as far as Edward III. was concerned, ended with

a formal renunciation of his pretensions on the French

crown, and in the acquisition of nothing but the town
and district of Calais and Guisnes, destined to be lost, at

a future day, with every other English fief and freehold

in France.

The impolicy of Edward III. was equal to his spirit of

aggression. He was not content to attempt the complete

subjugation of Scotland, which his grandfather had in-

vaded on pleas as empty as his own regarding France,

and whore, during the wars of three reigns, all the power
and wealth of England had been put forth, only to prove

that you may exterminate a brave people, but you can-

not conquer it. While he was no nearer the real annexa-

tion of Scotland than his grandfather was the first day
that he advanced beyond Berwick, he aspired to coerce a

still more extensive empire. The real source of this great

movement was merely military ambition.

Edward claimed to be the rightful heir to the crown of

France through his mother. But it had always been held

in that country that no female could succeed to the

throne : no such occurrence had ever taken place. It was
declared that this succession was prohibited by a clause

in the Salic code—the code of an ancient t^ibe among tho

Franks. This clause, when carefully examined by tho

highest legal antiquaries, has been asserted not to bear

out this principle of exclusion positively, but only to

favour such exclusion. On this presumption, however,

the French nation had uniformly acted for nearly 1,000

years. The ancient Franks were too barbarous and
turbulent to submit to a female ruler, and those who
succeeded them steadily pursued the same practice, pass-

ing over female heirs, and placing on the throne men in

their stead. The third race of French kings had trans-

mitted the crown in this manner from Hugh Capet to

Louis Hutin, for eleven generations; during which period

no female, nor any male, even, who founded his title on
a female, had been suffered to mount the throne.

Edward asserted that in England and in other coun-

tries such claim was always considered valid ; that a son

could and would succeed to his mother as well as to his

father; and this view of tho case was supported by the

Government lawyers of England and some jurists abroad

in English pay ; but then tho succession was not to take

place in England, but in Franco, whoso whole history

and practice wore opposed to it. The French maintained,
and truly, that it was a fundamental law that no foreigner

could reign in France ; and that it was a chief object of

this law to exclude the husbands and children of those

princesses of France who married foreigners. To put the

matter still further beyond question, tho ParHamont of

France, in tho time of Philip the Long, had passed a
solemn and deliberate decree, declaring expressly that all

females wero for over incapable of succeeding to the

Cfowa of Franco,

What right, then, had Edward to dictate to the French
nation his own views in opposition to theii-s ? None
whatever. By custom, the usage of nearly 1,000 years,

and by express recent law, the principle of the French
nation was clearly established. True, Edward was nearer

in blood to the throne than Philip of Valois, who had
now succeeded. He claimed from his mother, who was
daughter of the fourth preceding king, Philip the Fair,

and sister of the three preceding kings ; while Philip de

Valois was only cousin-german to the deceased king,

Charles le Bel. But all this the laws and practice of

Franco pronounced to amount to nothing. That no
female could succeed, or could transmit succession to her

offspring, over that there was no passing legally ; and if

Edward had succeeded in proving a vaUd claim from tho

female side, he would only have proved his own exclusion

;

for the last three kings had aU left daughters who were

still alive, and who all stood before him in the order of

succession.

In a legal point of view, then, Edward had not a leg to

stand upon in this question, whether as a king of French
or of English descent ; for no race of monarchs had
made such arbitrary workwi^^u?cession as* tho kings

of England, from the Conqueror downwards. Besides

this, Edward, according to all the laws of honour and of

nations then prevailing, had practically renounced any
claims of tho kind which he might pretend to. The
French king had succeeded to tho throne in 1329. Tho
peers of the x-ealm had declared the crown his. The Par-

liament of Paris, and after that the states general of tho

kingdom had confirmed their judgment ; and not only all

France, but aU. Europe had recognised him as rightful

possessor of the throne. In 1331 the King of France
called upon Edward to come over and do homage for his

province of Guionne. Philip, who was an able man, and
of years of experience, was too prudent to allow any one

to retain the shadow of a claim against him. He lost no
time in summoning so powerful a rival as the King of

England to do that homage which would at once cut oli

any real claim, had it existed ; and, on Edward seeming

to hang back, was prepai-ing to seize his fief by force of

arms as forfeited. To have refused to yield this feudal

homage would have been virtually to renounce his right

to the province, or to involve him in a war with this

powerful monarch. He therefore went over to France,

having first, as if that would have any legal or rightful

effect, secretly in his own council entered a protest against

this act prejudicing his own claims on the French crown

through his mother. Such have often been the private

reservations by which kings and other men have sought

to give a plea to their own consciences for the violation of

the most public and binding acts.

Edward was at that time about eighteen years of ago,

brave and ambitious. Ho was attended by a splendid

retinue of peers and knights, and was met by the King of

Franco with a similarly imposing train. The act of

homago was pubhcly performed in the cathedral of

Amiens. Edward appeared in a robe of crimson velvet,

embroidered with leopards of gold. He came wearing

his armour, girt with his sword, and with his golden spurs

of knighthood on his heels. Philip of France received

him seated in a chair of state, before which was placed a

cushion for tho King of England to kneel upon. No
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doubt, as this act implied vassalage, so far as any lands in

France were concerned evorj- precaution was taken that

80 powerful a monarch of a neighbouring nation, and a

suspected rival, should make no equivocal submission.

Edward, on his part, was careful to give none but tho

smallest and most indispensable tokens of dependence,

and refused to kneol. On this the grand chamberlnin of

France, unquestionably well instructed beforehand by
his royal master, not only insisted that ho should kneel,

iut that ho should perform his homage by laying aside

his regal ornaments, his sword and girdle and spurs,

nis anger at this humiliating demand before the assem-

bled chivalry and high-born ladies of Franco was excessive

;

but no remonstrance could move the gi'and chamberlain,

and he was obliged to submit, and kneel bare-headed and
stripped of all the marks of his royal rank. There can

be no doubt that his indignation at this proceeding whetted

his enmit)' against Philip de Valois, and led in no trifling

degree to his future terrible invasions of his kingdom.

Yet it was not tiU. 1336, five years afterwards, and seven

after Philip had sat quietly on his throne, that he openly

declared the superiority of his own claims to it, and his

determination to assert them.

Tho King of England had just cause of quarrel with

Philip of France, which might deserve chastisement, but

could afford no ground for an attempt to dethrone him.

He had repeatedly sent money and men to the aid of the

Scots, and to pave the way for the return of the young
king and queen, who were exiles in France. But the

immediate instigator of this .""nterprise was the brother-

in-law of Philip, Robert of Artois, who had justly inouiTed

the king's resentment, and had fled the country in dis-

guise. This Robert, Count of Ai'tois, was a man of a

fiery temper, and unprincipled. He had married the

king's sister; and, being in high i-vour with him, hoped
to prevail upon him to reverse tho acts of Philip tho Fair,

which had prevented his succession to the earldom of

Artois. Eobert was undoubtedly the male heir ; but his

aunt Matilda being married to Otho, Duke of Burgundy,
and his two daughters to two sons of Philip the Fair,

that monarch adjudged the county of Artois to the heir

female, and this jud?ment was confirmed by Philip the

Long. The count had oleai'ly just cause of jomplaint,

and on the death of Charles the Fair he zea' jusly sup-

ported the claims of Philip of Valois, and ) oped, from

the services which he then rendered, as well as from his

alliance by marriage, that the king would now reverse

this settlement of the county of Artois i r his favour.

Philip, however, though he held the count in the highest

favour, and consulted him on all occasior s of state, yet

declined to reverse the decisions of his two predecessors,

and satisfied himself with conferring on him the earldom

of Beaumont le Roger.

But this by no moans contented Eobert of Artois. Ho
forged a will, as that of his grandfather, settling tho

county upon him, and presented it to tho king. Philip,

who instantly recognised tho forgery, denounced so mean
and criminal an act in no measured terms ; and the count

retired, muttoviiig that he who placed the crown on Philip's

head knew how to take it off again. These words being

reported to Philip, ho appeared to have lost all command
of himself: he denounc-id and condomnnd thi count for

forgery, degraded him from all honours and offices, con-

fiscated his property, and bauished him from Franco.

His rage did not stop there. Ho seized and imprisoned
tho count's wife, though his own sister, on pretence of

her cognisance of tho fraud ; burnt at tho stake a woman
of the house of Bethune, as the actiial framer of tho deed,

and as having practised by sorcery against the king's life.

He still pursued the fugitive count, by interfering

to prevent his stay in Brabant, where ho had taken
refuge.

However righteous might bo this indignation, it waa
far from politic, for Robert of Artois was a very able

man, and was thus driven into tho arms of Edward oi

England, where he proved a most formidable and most
perseveri-ng enemy. He exerted all his art and persuasion

with Edward to assert his title to the crown of Franco.

The king and Robert were united by no common prin-

ciple, except that of professed resentment against tho

King of France, and of having just claims in his country

;

though one was excluded by male heirship and the other

by female. The King of France, sensible of tho mischief

the count might create in tho English court against him,

called upon Edward to expol him from the country, and
threatened, in case of refusal, to fall upon Guicnne. This

only added to the anger of Edward and to tho ostensible

motives of invasion. The King of France issued a sen-

tence of felony and attainder against tho count and against

every vassal of his crown who harboured him. Edward
retorted the protection which he had given to his enemy,

tho King of Scots, and commenced active measui-os for

invading France. Ho made alliances with various princes

of the Netherlands and Germany ; his father-in-law, tho

Count of Hainault, was his active agent, and very soon

wore engaged the Duke of Brabant, the Duke of Guoldics,

the Archbishop of Cologne, tho Marquis of Juliers, the

Count of Namur, tho Lords of Baquen and Fauquemont,
and the people of Flanders. Tho Earl of Flanders adhered

to Philip, who also engaged the Kings of Navarre and

Bohemia, the Dukes of Brittany, Austria, and Louvain,

the Palatine of the Rhino, and some other petty princes

of Germany.

Edward expected more efficient aid from the Flemings

than from any other of his allies ; they had g:own rich

and considerable through trade, and had dealings with

England, whence they received wool, and where they

found good customers for their manufactures. They were

the first people in tho northern countries of Europe who
had made progress in the arts and in manufactures, and

their self-earned affluence had the usual effect of inspiring

them with a spirit of independence. They had resisted

and thrown off the oppi'essions of their nobles, and ex-

pelled the earl, who was not disposed to consent to their

bold assumptions. A wealthy brewer, Jaco'o van Arta-

velde, a sort of Cromwell of the Netherlands, had, by

tho force of his character, not only led them on, but

placed himself at their head, and now exercised a power

equal to that of any sovereign. To him Edward applied

to enlist the Flemings in his favour; and though he was

himself as deeply imbued as any man living with tho

feudal spirit and all its ideas of the subserviency of tho

people, in this case it was convenient to overlook it. Van
Artaveldo entered heartily into Edward's views, and

inspired his ronntrymon with them, who ha 1 a great

dislike to Philip of France, because he had supported
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their earl against them. He invited Edward over to

Flanders, and promised him vigorous aid.

Edward, before embarking in this serious imdertaking,

called for the advice of his Parliament, and solicited its

support, which was promptly given. It voted him 20,000

sacks of wool, the very commodity of all others acceptable

to the Flemings, and of the supposed value of £100,000.

"With the price of this wool he could also pay his German
allies. Besides this grant, he levied a heavy contribution

on the tin of Cornwall, pawned the jewels of the crown,

and raised money by all possible means—amongst others,

seizing on the property of the Lombards, who now exer-

cised the trade of money-lending, formerly carried on by

the Jews. With a numerous fleet, he set sail from Orwell,

in Suffolk, on the 15th of July, 1338, attended by a consider-

able body of English troops and some of his nobilty.

On landing at Antwerp he foimd it difficult to move his

various allies, who, like continental allies in all ages,

were much fonder of receiving their subsidies than of

fighting. The Germans demui-red to advanoo against

France except by authority of the Emperor of Germany,

who, therefore, conferred on Edward the title of vicar of

the empire. The Flemings, who wore vassals of France,

had like scruples to combat, which were eventually over-

come by Edward assuming, at the instigation of Van
Artavelde, the style of King of Franco, and, under plea

of the right it conferred, claiming thair aid in deposing

Philip of Valois as the usurper of his realm.

By this act Edward made that breach between this

country and France which it has taken so many ages to

heal, and which has been the spring of incalculable

miseries to both countries. Till thoi^ the nobility,

coming originally from Normandy, were to be found

almos'' as frequently at the English court as at that of

France, and the two countries seemed little different

from the wide empire of one people under two or more

sovereigns. In this fatal epoch, however, that unanimity

was destroyed, and rivaliios, animosities, and rivers of

blood took its place.

This step was not taken by Edward without great

misgivings and reluctance ; and no sooner was it made,

than his aUies began to show symptoms of backwardness.

The Duke of Brabant, the most powerful amongst the

princes, seemed inclined wholly to withdraw from his

alliance, and could be only held to his engagements by

fresh privileges of trade being granted to his subjects,

and a marriage contracted between the Black Prince and

the daughter of the duke. To move the Germans, who
were only concerned to get as much of the king's money
as possibla, he found it necessary to promise an attack on

Cambray, a city of the empire which Philip had seized

npon, or, in other words, to pay them for allowing him to

fight their own battles. Finding that the attempt was
useless, he then led his allies to the fi'ontiers of France,

where many of them threw off all pretence of doing that

(or which they had been so liberally paid, and refused to

fight against France. Amongst these were tho Count
of Namur and tho Count of Hainault, Edward's own
brother-in-law (the old count being dead), who now dis-

covered that they were vassals of France, and could not

possibly direct their arms against it. "We do not read

that on this discovciy they attempted to refund the

money thoj' had poojieted for this very purpose.

Deserted by these mercenaries, Edward, however, still

advanced and entered France, encamping at Vironfosse,

near Capelle, with 50,000 men, chiefly foreigners. Philip

came against hiTn with an army of nearly twice that

amount, consisting of his own subjects, and having the

advantage of being accompanied, blessed, and encouraged

by the Pope—a most inspiriting circumstance in that age.

Benedict XII. lived then at Avignon, and was a de-

pendent on Franco, besides being incensed at Edward
making an alliance with Ludvig of Bavaria, who lay under

tho ban of his excommunication. Edward marched as

far as Peronne and St. Quentin, burning the villages and

laying waste the country. The French king, however,

avoided hazarding an engagement, and Edward, having

made a detour by the Ardennes, found his aiTnies ex-

hausted, and returned to Ghent. There Benedict en-

deavoured to negotiate a peace between the two monarchs;

but Edward, spite of the utter failure of his campaign,

refused to listen to it. Yet his situation was jjitiablo,

and his feelings oould be by no means enviable. He
had consumed and, indeed, anticipated, his whole year's

revenue; he had seized largely on the substance of his

subjects, had pawned everything belonging to himself

and his queen, and was now in a manner in pawn him-

self, for he had incurred debts to his miserable, useless

allies to the amount of £300,000. They would not allow

him to return to England even to raise fresh resources,

without leaving his queen behind, as a pledge of his

return. Thus all his grand undertaking had ended in

worse than smoke ; in nothing whatever performed, and

in formidable engagements incurred.

In February, 1340, he managed to get over to England,

where nothing but difficulties and mortifications awaited

him. He had sent over during the campaign to "btaiu

fresh supplies from Parliament through his sou, whom ho

had left guardian. Parliament offered to giant him

30,000 more sacks of wool, but then they demanded in

return that tho king should make considerable abate-

ments both of royal licence and prerogative. The king

had caused sheriffs and other placemen to be elected into

Parliament to increase his facility of obtaining grants.

This stretch of power the Parhament very properly in-

sisted should cease, and to that the king consented ; but

they went oa next to demand that the ancient privileges

of purveyance and levying of feudal aids, for knighting

tho king's oldest son and marrying his eldest daughter,

should bo abolished. There the king demurred ; these

were his ancient rights, and not all his necessities, and

tho temptation of the 30,000 sacks of wool, could induce

him to sacrifice them. "When he appeared in person, )i6

obtained better terms, but not without a struggle. Par-

liament now called for a confirmation of the owo charters,

which tho kings of those ages were always breaking, and

which Edward had to confirm fifteen times in the course

of his reign. This, therefore, he probably considered no

great matter ; but Parliament also asked for a confirma-

tion of tho privileges of boroughs, a pardon for old debts

and offences, and some reforms in tho administration of

tho common law. In return for these concessions, it

offered him tho liberal supplies of a ninth fleece, lamb,

and sheep, and the same of the movables of the bur-

gesses ; as well as a duty of forty shillings on each last of

leather, on each sack of wool, ajid on each "^c^ ^eopskino
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exported, for two years ; and because these would come in

too slowly, they gave kim 20,000 sacks of wool at once,

to be deducted from these taxes. Parliament also took a

very prudent precaution, in affording him the sinews of

war, to protest against the assumption of the title of

King of France, declaring that they owed him no obei-

sance as King of France, and that the kingdoms must for

ever remain separate and independent of each other.

While the king was making these preparations for the

renewal of the war, Philip of France was using strenuous

axertions to collect a fleet powerful enough to prevent his

landing. He had sought this aid fi-om the Genoese, at

that time the great maritime power ; as we shall soon find

that he had also employed them, to a great extent, as

archers in his army. The fleet numbered 400 sail, manned
by Genoese sailors, and containing an army of 40,000

men; that is, about 100 men on an average to a vessel;

from which we may form some idea of the smallness of

the ships of those times. Edward, informed of this, col-

lected also a fleet, with which, though consisting of only

240 sail, he was impatient to set out and engage that of his

rival. His council advised him to wait till he had a force

more equal ; but Edward set out on the 22nd of June,

many English ladies going over in other vessels to pay

their respects to the queen. On the 24th the English

fleet was oS' the harbour of Sluys, in Flanders, and there

found the French fleet lying to prevent their disem-

barkation. Their masts and streamers, says Froissart,

apjjeared like a wood. When Edward saw them, he ex-

claimed, " Ha ! I have long desii'ed to fight the French,

and now I wLU do it, by the grace of God and St.

George !

"

t;

The nest morning, having placed the vessels bearing

the ladies at such a distance that they might see the

battle in safety, Edward, with the instinctive address of

a British naval captain, manoeuvred so as to get the wind
of the enemy. This movement, being mistaken by the

French for a sign of fear in the king, induced them to

come poui-ing out of the harbour; by which Edward
gained another object which ho sought, that of having

them more in his power of attack. The battle commenced
at ten in the morning, and lasted nine hours. During
the fight the Genoese showered in upon the English their

arrows from their deadly crossbows ; but they were briskly

answered by the long bows of the English ; and when all

the arrows were spent, they seized each others' ships with

grappling irons and chains, and the men-at-arms fought

hand to hand with swords and axes, as if on land. The
English, fighting in the presence anl under the daring

example of theii- king, displayed the utmost courage, and
finally victory decided for them. They took or destroyed

nearly the whole of the French fleet. Fifteen thousand

of the enemy—some authors say more—were killed, or

perished in the sea. To make the catastrophe the more
complete, the Flemings, seeing the battle incline for the

English, rushed down to the shore in great numbers, and
cut off the retreat of the French, making terrible slaughter

amongst them. Edward then accomplished his landing

with the greatest eclat, inspiiing his allies with some
temporary spirit.

This is a i-emarkable engagement, being the first great

naval victory of England, the first brilliant proof of that

maritime ascendancy which awaited this country. So

great was the defeat of the French, that no one dared to

breathe a syllable of it in the hearing of Philip ; and it

was only made known to him by the court jester. Some
one speaking of the English, " Pho !

" said the fool, " the

English are but cowards." "Why so?" said the king.

" Because," added the fool, " they did not dare the other

day at Sluys to leap into the sea from their ships like the

French and Normans."

Edward had lost about 4,000 men himself in the battle,

but still he had no lack of followers. The splendour of

this victory, and the fame of the large sums which he had
brought with him, gathered his allies about him like

swarms of locusts. Nearly 200,000 men advanced with

him towards the French frontiers, but achieved nothing

of consequence. Of these, 50,000, under Robert of Ai-tois,

laid siege to St. Omer. A single sally of the governor

was enough to squander these untutored forces, and not-

withstanding the abiKties of Robert of Artois, they could

never again be ' collected. Edward invested Toiu'nay,

which was defended by a strong garrison ; and when
reduced to distress, Philip appeared with a large army,

but avoided coming to action. Edward, provoked at this

caution, sent him a challenge to single combat, which he

declined. While the armies lay in this jiosition, and

Edward had wasted ton weeks, effecting nothing and pay-

ing his numerous army of useless allies, Jane, Countess

of Hainault, sister to Philip and mother-in-law of Ed-
ward, came forward as a mediatrix between them. She

had retired from the world to a convent, but this destruc-

tive qiiarrel between persons so near to her called her

forth to endeavour to reconcile them. Her exertions

were seconded by the Pope and cardinal ; but all that

they could effect was a truce for one year.

Phili2i managed soon after to win over the Emperor of

German}', who revoked Edward's title of imperial vicar,

and his other allies rapidly withdrew as his money failed.

He was now harassed by them as most importunate cre-

ditors, and was glad to steal away to England, where he

arrived in tho worst of humoiu-s. He had involved him-

self deeply in debt, and had achieved nothing but his

naval victory. The anger which was excited by his

foreign creditors fell on his subjects at home. Landing

unexpectedly, he found the Tower very negligently

guarded, and he immediately committed the constable

and all in charge of it to prison. He then let his ven-

geance fall on the officers of the revenue, and collectors

of the taxes, who had so greatly failed him in his need.

Sir John St. Paul, keeper of the privy seal, Sir John

Stonoro, chief justice, and Andrew Aubre}', Mayor of

London, were displaced and imprisoned, as were also the

Bishops of Chichester and Lichfield, the chancellor and

treasurer. Stratford, Archbishop of Canterbiu-y, to whom
the charge of collecting the new taxes had chiefly been

entrusted, also fell under his displeasure ; but he assumed

an attitude of defiance, threatening excommunication

against any one daring to execute these which he tei-med

illegal arrests, and appealed to Magna Charta in behalf

of himself and brethi-en. The king appointed com-

missioners to inquire into the guilt of all concerned. He
issued a proclamation, accusing the archbishop of having

embezzled or misapplied the taxes intended for the king's

use. The archbishop denied the charge, and, supported

by the clergy in a, regular combination against the king;
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accused him of arbitrary acts and infringemeuts of the

constitution, telling him that the favour of the Church

was higher than that of the state, inasmuch as the priests

had to answer at the Divine tribunal for the conduct of

Genoese Bowman.

kings themselves, and reminding him that prelates before

then had cited emperors to their seats of judgment. This

dispute was carried on with great heat on both sides ; but

the king, driven by the clamours of his creditors, was
obliged to call a Parliament ; and though he omitted to

summon Stratford, the archbishop appeared before the

gates arrayed in full pontificals, with crozier in hand,

and attended by an imposing train of bishops and priests.

He demanded admittance as the highest peer of the realm

;

but it was not till Edward had kept him there two days

that- he admitted him, and even became reconciled to him.

The king's necessities, no doubt, made him give way, for

he had difficulties sufficient without the opposition of the

clergy. He was overwhelmed with debts, for which he

was paying ruinous interest, and was worried both by his

foreign and domestic creditors. His attempts on France,

which had brought him into this humiliating condition,

had proved utter failures. Parliament declined to assist

him, except on its usual conditions of fresh restrictions on

his power. The barons claimed that peers should only

be tried by peers ; they called for a new subscription of

the Great Charter ; they demanded that no offices should

be fiUed, except by the advice of his council ; and that,

at the commencement of every session, he should resume
all offices, in order to inquire into their faithful discharge.

Edward, as was his wont, signed all these and other de-

mands, obtained his grant of 20,000 more sacks of wool,

and then declared that the conditions to which he had

agreed were void, because they had been extorted.

It was hoped that the truce which had been entered

into between France and England might be succeeded by

ft peace. Edward's total want of success might naturally

have been expected to incline him to it ; but he claimed
exemption from rendering homage for Ouienne, and that

Philip should cease to support the King of Scots against

him. Neither of these points would Philip yield, when
an event took place which renewed the war with fresh

spirit, and with the most wonderful change of fortune.

This event was the disputed succession to the dukedom
of Brittany. John III., duke of that province, died in

April, 1.341. He had no children, but desiring that his

niece Jane, the daughter of his younger but deceased
brother Guy, Count of Penthievre, should succeed him,
he had married her to Charles of Blois, nephew of the
King of France. Before doing this, he had assembled
the states of Brittany, which had fully assented ; all his

vassals, and amongst them John do Montfort, the son of

his also deceased brother Ai-thur. But, though John do
Montfort had not dared to oppose the will of his uncle
during his lifetime, no sooner was he dead than ho asserted

his own higher claim to the duchy. He was, in fact, the

true heir male. While Charles of Blois was at the coui't

of France, soliciting the investiture of the duchy, John
do Montfort rode at once to Nantes, took possession of

the late duke's house and treasures, prevailed on the

chief barons and bishops to recognise his right, and made
himself master of Brest, Rennes, Hennebon, and other

towns and fortresses.

De Montfort, convinced that Philip would take part

with his own kinsman, Charles of Blois, hastened to

England, where he did homage to Edward, as the rightful

king of France, for the duchy of Brittany, and proposed

an alliance for the mutual maintenance of their claims in

France. Edward instantlj- perceived the immense advan-

tages which this new connection would give to his designs

on that kingdom. All his enthusiasm for its conquest

revived ; and this feeling was fanned into flame by Robert

of Ai'tois. Edward closed vrith the offer, and De Montfort

returned to Brittany to put it into a state of complete

defence. He was speedily summoned to Paris to appear

before the Parliament called by the king to decide this

great cause. De Montfort boldly went ; but, finding

himself charged with the offence of doing homage to

Edward of England as his superior, he took just alarm,

and made his escape from the city.

The Parliament, as might have been expected, adjudged

the duchy to Charles of Blois, declaring that John de

Montfort had forfeited whatever claim ho might have by

his treasonable homage to the King of England. Philip

ordered his eldest son to march into Brittimy at the head

of an army to assist Charles of Blois to expel John de

Montfort. Under him, but the actual commander of the

forces, was a celebrated warrior, Louis de la Cerda, com-

monly called Don Louis of Spain ; and by his able conduct

Nantes was speedily recovered, and De Montfort taken

prisoner, sent to Paris, and confined in the Louvre, where

he long remained. By this event the claims of De Mont-

fort, and the new hopes of Edward, appeared extinguished

together. Charles of Blois considered the war at an end,

took possession of Nantes and other towns, and appeared

to have before him a voiy easy business to establish him-

self in the duchy. But all parties were sm-prised by a

new incident, which very soon gave a more detei-mined

character to the contest. Jane, the wife of De Montfort,

sister to the Earl of Flanders, was in Rennes when her
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husband was made prisoner at Nantes. She instantly

displayed the spirit of a great woman, and, instead of

•weakly j-iolding to grief or fear, she immediately assem-

bled the people of Rannes, presented her infant son to

them, recommending him to their protection as the last

remaining hope of their countiy, and declared her resolve

to defend the duchy to the last against the usurper. She

reminded them of the alliance of England, and promised

thorn certain success. The audience, struck with wonder
at her courage, and moved to tears by her appeal, vowed

to stand by her to the death, and the same spirit animated

all the other towns of Brittany. The brave lady, whom
Proissart declares "had the coiu-age of a man and the

heart of a lion," went fi'om place to place rousing the

people, encoui-agiug the garrisons, and seeing that they

were well provisioned and placed in a condition of the

greatest strength. Finding that she could not hold Eennes
against Charles of Blois and the French army, she shut

herself up in Hennebon, and awaited succour from Eng-
land. She dispatched to Edward fresh information of her

situation, and with it her son, to be there in a place of

safety, and, as it were, a pledge to the King of England
of her fixed determination to defend her cause to the

utmost.

Charles of Elois speedily sat down before Hennebon
with a great army of French, Bretons, Spaniards, and

Genoese, and trusted to take the countess prisoner, and
so put a real finish to the war. But the countess, in-

spirating everybody by her words and example, made
a stout defence. She herself put on armour, and rode

through the streets on a uoble 'charger, exhorting the

citizens to show themselves valiant. She -was at every

post of danger, at the gates or on the wafls, where the

enemy's arrows fell thickest. The very women, fired by
her braveiy, cut short their gowns, that they might be

the more active, and, tearing up the* 2)avoment of the

streets, carried the stones to the walls, or prejjared jjots

of quicklime and other missiles to discharge on the

besiegers. Women of all ranks were seen engaged in

these labours without distinction, and the countess con-

tinually headed sorties on the enemy. One day, during a

long and desperate assault, watching its progress from
the walls, she perceived that Charles of Blois had di-

rected such a force against the city, that a part of his

camp was quite deserted. She instantly dismounted,

called together a body of 300 brave knights and esquires,

and, issuing from a gate opposite to that whore the

French were so intently engaged, she led them, under
the cover of some woods and hills, to the unguarded
camp, upon which they fell, setting fire to the tents,

baggage, and magazines, and doing immense mischief.

When the besiegers saw their own quarters in flames,

they cried "Treason! treason!" and rushed to the de-

fence. The bravo countess, seeing that her retreat was
cut off, instantly adopted her plan, bidding her followers

to disband and make their way as they could to Brest.

The countess herself galloped off, but was hotly pursued
by Don Louis of Spain, as vindictive as he was brave,

who came so near her as to kill several of her followers.

The countess, however, made good her rendezvous with
her followers, and speedily was on her way back, at the

head, not of 300, but of ."500 men. Taking refuge in

the cs-Ttlo of Auiray, and nratching thcii- opportunity.

they left the castle at midnight, reached the neighbour-

hood of Hennebon at sunrise, and, darting past the

astonished besiegers, made good their entrance into the

city on the sixth day after they had left it. This gallant

and successful action on the part of the countess greatly

amazed Charles of Blois and his army, and encouraged

her own people, who received her with trumpets sound-

ing and every demonstration of triumph.

Stdl the French pressed on, and the English succours,

daily and hourly looked for, did not arrive. The be-

siegers had already made several breaches in the walls

;

provisions were growing scarce ; the garrison was over-

whelmed with fatigue and watching ; and, still worse,

the Bishop of Leon, a friend. of Charles of Blois, was in

the city, under the double character of an ecclesiastic and
an ambassador, and was using all his endeavours to

induce the countess to yield the city. His words had

the worst effect on the inhabitants. He was continually

going about describing the horrors attending a city given

up to pillage, and recommending a capitulation. It was
surprising that the countess, so quick to perceive her

interests in other respects, should have tolerated his mis-

chievous presence there. At length, however, he pre-

vailed on her followers to propose a sui-render. The
brave countess implored them to wait, assuring them
that the English succours must arrive ; but the bishop

now pressed his advantage : he called the Breton lords

together again the next day, and, keeping up his com-

munications with the besiegers without, they di-ew nearer,

with Charles of Blois at their head, in readiness to take

possession. The countess, in the greatest anxiety, kept

a constant look-out from a tower commanding a view of

the sea, and at the very moment when the traitorous

Bishop of Leon was about to make over the citj- she

descried a large squadron steering towards Hennebon.

She immediately shouted—"Behold the Bed Cross! the

English succours ! No capitulation ! " The people of the

town all rushed to the ramparts to see the joyful sight.

It was indeed the English fleet, which had been detained

at sea forty days by contrary winds, but now was coming

on with fuU sail.

All thoughts of surrender, of course, were abandoned

;

the disappointed bishop was dismissed to his equally dis-

appointed master; and the English forces, consisting of

0,000 archers, and a body of heavy-armed cavaliy, under

Sir Walter Jluuny, a Flemish knight, one of the greatest

captains of the age, in Edward's service, landing, drove

the besiegers back, and entered the town amid the joyful

acclamations of the inhabitants'. The delighted countess

received her deliverers with every courtesy. She ad-

mitted the knights and captains into her o'wn castle,

decorated with her finest tapestry, and dined herself at

table with them. The next day, after dinner. Sir Walter

Manny proposed to make a sally, and break down tho

battering rams of tho French. The challenge was en-

thusiastically answered by all the knights and warriors

present. They united and rushed forth with 300 archers,

charged the French furiously, took and broke to pieces

the engines of the siege, drove back the besiegers, and,

following up theii- advantage, fell on the camp and set

fire to it, killing many of the enemy. The countess was

so overjoyed at this signal triumph, that, on the retuj'n

of Sir Walter to the city, she hastened to receive him.
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and, says Froissart, kissed him and his companions twice

or thrice, " like a valiant lady."

Tho biege was raised, and the French removed the war

to Lower Brittany. JJou Louis of Spain wont along the

coast attended by a strong foi-ce of Spaniards and Genoese,

and indulged his disposition for cruelty by burning Gue-

rante, and sacking the whole country as far as Uuimperle.

Sir Walter, informed of this, pursued Don Louis with all

speed, taking ship with 3,000 archers and a sufficient

proportion of men-at-arms. Ho came up with him at

Quiuiperle, seized his fleet and all his booty in the har-

bour, fell upon Don Louis's force, killed his brother Don
Alphonso, several}' wounded Don Louis himself, who
hurriedly escaped in a skiif, and totally destroyed or

dispersed his followers.

Brilliant as these actions wero, the forces sent to sup-

port the countess were far too inadequate to this object.

Don Louis, smarting under this defeat, had again joined

Charles of Blois, who had in the interim taken the im-

portant towns of Vannes and Karhuis, and together they

returned to invest Hennebon, against which they reared

si.xteen engines of the largest size, with which they dread-

fully battered and shook the walls. Tho undaunted

countess, however, defended the ramparts with wool-

sacks, and jeered the assailants by asking them why they

did not bring up their army from Quimperle. Don Louis,

against whom this was aimed, btu'ned for revenge, and

endeavoured to obtain it in a most dastardly and un-

knightly manner. Amongst the prisoners of Charles of

Blois were two gallant Englishmen, Sir John Butler and

Sir Matthew Trelawney. These brave men, out of spite

to tho English, who had so signally defeated him, Don
Louis demanded to bo delivered uji to him, that ho

might put them to death in the sight of the whole army
and city. Charles, who revolted at so dishonourable a

proposal, refused ; but on Don Louis declaring that ho

would renounce the cause of Charles for ever, they wero

given up. Don Louis had them bound ready, and de-

clared that after dinner he would strike off their heads

under the city walls. No psrsuasious of his knights

could divert him from his savage purpose. But Sir

Walter Manny hearing of it, made a sally, in which
Sir Aimery of Clisson, a Breton knight, attacking tho

French in front, and Sir Walter, issuing from a private

postern, and falling on tho camp, found tho two con-

demned knights, and rescued them. The French were

soon after compelled to raise the siege, and concluded a

truce with the countess till tho following May, 1343.

This interval tho Countess of Montfort employed in a

voyage to England, soliciting fresh forces, which were
dispatched in forty-six vessels, under Kobert of Ai-tois.

Tho countess sailed with them ; and off Guernsey they

encountered a French fleet of thii-ty-two ships, much
larger and bettor than tho English ones, commanded by
the redoubtable Don Louis of Spain, and manned by
1,000 men-at-arms and 3,000 Genoese crossbowmeu.
The engagement was very fierce, tho countess in fuU

armour taking the deck, and fighting sword in hand.

The battlo was interrupted by night, accompanied by
a terrible tempest. The English fleet, however, escaped

safely into Hennebon. Soon after landing they took

Vannes by stu-priae, and then they divided their forces

;

Sir Walter Manny and the countess defending Hennebon,

and tho Earls of Salisbuiy and Pembroke attacked

Eennes, leaving Robert of Artois in Vannes. Hero he

was suddenly surrounded by 12,000 French troops under

Olivier de Clisson and De Beaumauoii-, who took tho city

by storm. Robert of Artois uarrowlj- escaped, but so

severely wounded that he took shipping for England,

where he soon died. So perished a man who more than

any other had caused this bloody war. Edward III. was

so affected by his loss, for he was greatly attached to him,

that he vowed to avenge his death ; and accordingly ho

crossed the sea to Morbihan, near Vannes, with an anny

of 12,000 men, in October of that year.

Edward marched to Ronnes and Nantes, destroying the

countiy as ho went, and laying siege to Vannes, Ronnes,

and Nantes all at once. By dividing his forces ho failed

in all his attempts, for Charles of Blois had obtained an

army from the King of France of 40,000 men under the

Dnko of Normandy, his eldest son. Edward, on the

approach of this formidable force, entrenched himself

before Vannes, and tho Duke of Normandy sat down at a

short distance from him, and entrenched himself likewise

in his camp. Here the two forces lay for somo weeks,

neither venturing to strike the first blow ; and the Pope

now stepped in by his legates, and persuaded them to

sjn-n a truce for three years and eight months. Edward

having secured honourable terms for himself and allies,

returned home.

But the truce was by no means obseiTed by either side.

The different parties were become so exasperated against

each other that they went on fighting m though there

wore no truce at all. Philip of Franco was bound by one

of its conditions to liberate John de Montfort ; but he

still kept him in prison, notwithstandi'ig tho remon-

strances of the Pope, and persevered in his attacks on

Brittany, which tho countess defended with her accus-

tomed spirit. Several knights of distir ctioa wero in

treaty to pass over to the side of De Montfirt, and Philip

making tho discovery, lured them to a grand toarnament,

and had thoii- heads struck off in the centre of tho Ualles,

or market-place, at Pons. Amongst these wore tho bravo

knight Olivier do Clisson, already mentioned. John do

Montaubon, and many others there and in Normandy,

were as ruthlessly dealt with. This perfidicuc and san-

guinary conduct produced a fooling of horror everywhere,

and such of tho Breton knights as had fought for Charles

of Blois went over to the Countess do Montfort. Fore-

most amongst the malcontents thus created wis Jane de

Belvillo, tho widow of tho murdered Olivier qo Clisson,

who became a determined enemy, and who, carrying hei

son to tho Countess of Montfort to bo brought up with

hers, became indefatigable in her pursuit of vengeance on

the French. It was a remarkable circumstance that these

wars produced throe women, all named Jane, tho wives

of Charles of Blois, of De Montfort, and of De Clisson,

who displayed tho most extraordinary spirit, each rival-

ling tho other in their heroic actions.

This contempt of the truce roused tho English nation

to support the king in the continuance of tho wai-. The

Parliament granted him liberal supplies, and he sent over

his near kinsman, the Earl of Derby, son of the Earl of

Lancaster, with an anny, to protect Guienne, and give

assistance to the Countess do Montfort. Tho Earl of

Derby was a nobleman of great ability and integrity of
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character, as distinguished for his humanity as his bravery.

He very soon placed Guienne in a posture of strong

defence, and then made a bold advance into the enemy's

country. He attacked and defeated the Count de I'lsle

at Bergerac, reduced a great part of Perigord, and took

the strong castle of Auberoche in G^scony. This castle

was again attempted by De I'lsle, being left only with a

weak garrison ; but a spy whom Derby had in the French

the French camp as the soldiers were cooking their sup-
pers. Darting amongst them with loud shouts of "A
Derby! a Derby!" the sudden apparition of the enemy
threw the whole French host into such confusion that a
total rout took place, and the Count de I'lsle, with nine

earls and viscounts, and nearly all the barons, knights,

and squires of his army, were taken.

This terminated the campaign of Lord Derby for 1345

;

Ed ward the Black Priuco.

camp apprised the earl of its situation. Ho advanced
into the neighbourhood with 1,000 cavalry, and found
the castle invested by 10,000 or 12,000 men. Tho earl

had sent to tho Earl of Pembroke at Bor^orac to meet
him with a lar:?© force, but ho had not come up. To
ordinary men tho idea of attacking the French army of
'.0,000 or more with his 1,000 would have appeared insane ;

but the earl had with him the able commanders Sir Walter
Manny, Lord Ferrars, Sir Richard Hastings, and others,

ttud, taking advantage of a wood, they came suddenly on

and the uoxt year, when he became Earl of Lancaster

through tho death of his father, ho pursued his victories,

and took the strong towns and fortresses of Monsegur,

Monsepat, Villofranche, Miremont, Tonnins, the castle of

Damassen, Aiguilou, and Eeole. His successes were

favoured by the state of France at that time, where the

exhausted finances led Philip to debase the coin and lay

a heavy impost on salt, both of which circumstances

excited great disaffection and disorder in the kingdom.

At length the Duke of Normandy, attended by the Duku
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of Burgundy and other powerful nobles, led a large army
to the frontiers of Guienne, and compelled Lancaster to

stand on the defensive, his forces being greatly inferior in

number.

While those events were taking place, Edward III. was
earnestly at work at home, endeavouring to organise an
offioient scheme for achieving something more than the

defence of Guienne, or the aid of Brittany ; namely, his

great dream of the total conquest of France. His first

attempt was to seouro the co-operation of his old friend,

Jacob van Artavelde, the brewer of Ghent. He had the

daring to projjose that his son, the Black Prince, should

be offered to the people of Fl.anders in lieu of their old

earl, who had gone over to the French interest. But this

scheme cost the stout old Artavelde his life. No sooner

was the overture made than the burgesses took alarm at it,

and lost their faith in Van Artavelde as a patriot. Bruges
and Tpres were brought over by the promised advantages

of trade with England, but his own town of Ghent broke

out into open insurrection. When he rode into the city

attended by a body of Welsh, whom Edward had sent, he
was received with the most hostile looks and expressions.

He hastened to his house, and endeavoui-ed by a speech

from an upper window to appease the incensed people

;

biit it was ill vain. They broke into his house and miu'-

dered him on the spot. The man who had reigned like

a king, from the opinion of his patriotism, now fell by
tho hand of a saddler, and amid the execrations of the

mob, as a traitor. Hope of assistance was gone for Edwai'd

in that.quartei'.

He was equally unfortunate in Hainault. His brother-

in-law, the young Count of Hainault, was killed also in

a revolt of tho Frieslauders ; and his uncle, the well-

known John of Hainault, so long allied with England,
wont over to the French on the pica that Edward had
not duly estimated or rewarded his services. About the

samo timo, too, John do Montfort, so long a captive in

Paris, was liberated, but died of a fever before Quimperle.

All hope appeared closed on the side of the Netherlands and
of Brittany ; but a new light sprung up in an unexpected
quarter, giving an entirely new turn to his enterprise.

Sir- Godfrey de Harcourt, Lord of Saint Sauveur le

Vicompte, and brother of John, Earl of Harcourt, long

in the service of England, had stood high in the favour

of Philip of France ; but having ofioaded him by resisting

one of his arbitrary acts, he had a narrow escape of sharing

the fate of Olivier de Clisson. He fled to England, and,

like his predecessor, Eobert of Artois, he exerted all his

talent to persuade the king to invade France on the sido

of Normandy, Sir Godfrey's own country, and where, of

coui'se, lay his forfeited estates. He represented to

Edward that it was one of the most fertile and beautiful

provinces of France—abounded with wealth, for it had
not been the scene of war for two centuries; that tho

numerous and opulent towns had scarcely any fortifica-

tions, and wei-e now deserted by tho uobUity and their

vassals, who were with the Duke of Normandy in Qas-
cony. He reminded Edward that it was an ancient pos-

session of England, lay near the English coast, might be
secured almost without a blow, and would strike tho

French king dumb with consternation, for it would bring

his capital within easy reach of attack.

It is surprising that those facts had not presented them-

selves to Edward before ; but, once offered to his mind,
he embraced them with avidity. He assembled a fine

army of 30,000 men, consisting of 4,000 men-at-arms,

10,000 archers, 10,000 Welsh infantry, and 6,000 Irish.

Cii'cumstances, rather than his own wishes, had brought
him to depend no longer on mercenary and treacherous

allies, but upon his own subjects; and fi'om this moment
ho began to perform those prodigies of arms which raised

the name of Englishmen above aU others for steady and
transcendent valour. He set sail from Southampton in

a fleet of near 1,000 sail of all dimensions, carrying with
him all the principal nobility of the realm, and his son,

the Black Prince, now fifteen years of age. He lauded

his army at La Hogue, on the coast of Normandy, and
there divided it into three bodies, one of which he placed

under the command of the Earl of AVarwick, another

under Sir Godfi-ey de Harcourt, whom he created marshal,

and the third under tha Earl of Arundel, whom he made
constable; he himself was generalissimo, and before set-

ting out on his march he knighted the Prince of Wales
and a number of the young nobility. He next caused

the French ships in La Hogue, Barfleur, and Cherbourg

to be destroyed. This work was committed to the English

fleet, and the plunder of these seajjorts was given up to

those who manned it. Advancing into the country,

Edward found it almost wholly defenceless, as Har-
coiu-t had represented. Montebourg, Carentan, St. Lo,

Valognes, and other places in the Cotentin were taken

and pillaged.

One of the king's objects was to create an alarm and
thus draw off the French forces from Guienne ; and in this

he succeeded. The King of France, startled by this un-

expected invasion, hastened to assemble troops from all

quarters. He was soon at the head of a numerous army,

which, from the sounding titles of many of the allies

and generals, appeared extremely formidable. Amongst
them were the Kings of Bohemia and Majorca, the Em-
peror elect of Germany, the Duke of Lorraine, John of

Hainault, and the Earl of Flanders. He dispatched the

Count of Eu, Constable of France, and the Count of

TankervUle to defend the populous and commercial city

of Caen ; but they were speedily overthrown by Edward,

who took the two counts prisoners, and, entering the city,

massacred the inhabitants without distinction of age, sex,

or rank. The scenes perpetrated in Caen are frightful to

record, and present a revolting picture of the savage spirit

of the age in war. It never seems to have entered tho

heads of these feudal conquerors that the wealth of the

inhabitants, in case of success, would become national

wealth, or that to massacre and ill-treat those inhabitants

was the certain way to render them for ever hostile.

Plunder and destruction were the only ideas of Edward's

soldiers. The wretched people of Caen, driven to des-

peration, barricaded their doors against the rufiianly

invaders. They, in tui'n, set fire to the houses, till Ed-
ward, at the earnest entreaty of Sir Godfi-ey Harcourt,

put a stop to the burning, but gave up the town to three

days' pillage, reserving for his own share the jewels, plate,

silks, fino cloths, and linen. These he shipped for England,

with 300 of the richest citizens, for whom ho meant to

demand heavy ransoms. Two cardinal legates, who had

como with the benevolent hope of negotiating a peace,

beheld instead this fearful butchery. Tho Chm-ch at this
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period was the only po\7er which eadeavoured to bring to

mou's remembranco the bonign inllueuco of Christianity,

and, in exerting itself to check the spirit of military

carnage and devastation, certainly discharged its sublime

duty well. As for these martial mouarohs, they seemed

to forget in the fury of war all compassion; and both

Edward and his youthful sou displayed a hard and san-

guinary disposition in their campaigns, in melancholy

contrast with the high professions of chivalrous courtesy.

Edward, on this occasion, as afterwards at Calais, was

wrought to a pitch of vindictiveness greatly derogatory

to the character of a hero ; in that temper he forgot all

magnanimity.

Edward, having inflicted this terrible chastisement on

Caen, then advanced towards Eouen, intending to treat it

the same ; but, on arriving opposite to that city, ho found

the bridge of boats was taken away, and Philip of Valois

occupying the right bank of the Seine, with an array far

superior to his own. Edward then continued his march
up the left bank of the river towards Paris, destroying

all the towns and the country as he went along. The

French king marched along the right bank, breaking

down all the bridges, and taking every means to prevent

his crossing. After sacking Vernon and Mantes, the Eng-
lish king arrived at Poissy, within nine miles of Paris.

Hero finding the bridge only partially destroyed, ho re-

sorted to this stratagem in order to cross the Seine :

—

He still ascended the river, as if intending to march on

Paris ; while his advanced lines scoured tho country

up to its veiy gates, bui-ning St. Germains, St. Cloud,

Bourg-la-Eeine, Nanterre, and Nouilly. Having thus

drawn the French king to Paris, he suddenly made a re-

verse march, reached Poissy, hastily repaired tho bridge,

and passed his troops over. Once across the Seine, he

proceeded by hasty marches towards the river Somme.
His vanguard, commanded by Harcourt, met with re-

enforoements proceeding fi'om Amiens to tho king's camp,

and defeated them with groat slaughter. Poaching Beau-

vais, he burnt its suburbs, and plundered Pois. As he

drew near tho Somme, he found himself in the same
difficulties as at the Seine. All the bridges wero de-

stroyed ; and he endeavoured, but unsuccessfully, to pass

at Pont St. Eemi, Long, and Pequiny. He was now
fast being enclosed by the enemy. Tho Somme was a

deep and, so far as they could find, impassable river ; on
its right bank showed a strong force under Godomar de

Faye, a powerful baron of Normandy, supported by the

gentlemen of Artois and Picardy. Approaching the sea,

near Oisemont, ho was thus cooped up between it and the

Somme, with Philip and an army of 100,000 men pressing

on his rear. In this urgent extremity, the marshals of

the army ware sent out to see whether they could not

possibly discover a ford, but in vain. Edward now ap-

peared in a very serious dilemma; but, assembling all

tho prisoners belonging to that part of the counti'y, he
oifered to any one who would point out a ford hia own
liberty and that of thirty of his companions. On this a

peasant, named Gobin Agaco, said, "Know, sir, that

during tho ebb-tide, tho Somme is so low at a place

which I can show you, that it may be passed either by
horse or foot with ease. Tho bottom is plain to see, for it

is of chalk, quite white, anil so

that is, while water."

cciiled Dld^ichctaque,

On hearing this agreeable news, Edward ordered tho

trumpets to sound at midnight, and set out from Oise-

mont for tho ford. There he arrived some hours before

tho ebb, and was compelled to wait, seeing Grodemar de
Faye ready with 12,000 men on tho other side to oppose
his passage, and eveiy minute expecting the arrival of

Philip. As soon as tho ford was passable he ordered tho

marshals to dash into tho river, and to drive back the
enemy in the name of God and St. George! So groat
was his impatience that ho himself led tho way, crying,
" Let those who love mo follow mo." The French force.-:

met them half way, and valiantly disputed tho passage

;

but they were driven back. Tho English, however, found
the main body strongly posted on the right bank at a
narrow pass through which they were compelled to force

thoir way by hard fighting. The Genoese crossbowmen
hero galled them severely with thcii- arrows ; but tho

English archers replied so vigoroiisly that they drove tho

enemy from the ground and landed in safety. It was
still but just in time, for Philip came galloping up before

tho rear-guard had reached tho other side, and did some
damage amongst them. The tide, however, was now too

high to permit him to follow ; he therefore took liis way
up the river to AbbeviUc, and crossed at the bridge there.

Meantime Edward, having made this admii-ablo pas-

sage, resolved to march no further. He had hoped to

receive re-enforcements promised him by tho repentant

Flemings, but they did not appear, and he considered it

hazardous to attempt to cross the open plains of Picardy

in the presence of so preponderating a force, especially

of French cavalry. He resolved to make a stand. He
selected a strong position in the forest of Cressy, or

Crefy, and near a vUlago of that name. "Here," said

he, "I am on tho rightful heritage of my ladj'-mother,

upon the lands of Ponthieu, given to her as her marriage

dower. I now challenge them as my own, and may God
defend the right !" Ho took his station on a gentle

ascent, having in his rear a wood, where ho placed all his

baggage, and defended it with an entrenchment. He also

throw up entrenchments on his flanks to secure them,

and divided his army into three divisions. The first ho

put under the command of Edward, the Prince of "Wales,

now in his sixteenth year, to fight his first battle. Under
him wore tho Earls of Warwick and Oxford, Sir Godfrey

Harcourt, the Lord Holland, and Sir John Chandos ; but

the king confided tho especial care of the prince to Sir

John and to the Earl of Warwick, who wcro to assist

him by their counsel and defend him in ditJiculty. Tho
second lino was commanded by tho Lords Willoughby,

De Poos, Bassett, and others. The king himself took

tho charge of tho third, to hold it in readiness to support

either of the other two, or secure their reti-eat, as ciicum-

stances might decide. Tho amount of the English army

has been variously stated at from 10,000 to 30,000 ; but

tho most authentic accoimts stato it to bo about ono-

fom'th of tho French, who wcro estimated at 1120,000.

The King of England, having made his arrangements,

ordered the troops to take up their ground on the spot

where thoj' were to fight, and to await tho next morning

with confidence of victory. The soldiers set about

vigorously polishing their arms, and repairing and bur-

nishing their armour-. They were well fed, and refrsshed

by abundaai Ti'iue aad provisious frliich hs.d bsen .?oiE5(?
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in the port of Crotoy. The king gave a supper to his

barons in his tent, where he made good cheer. When it

was concluded he entered into the tent set apart as an
oratory, and, falling on his knees, prayed God to bring

him " out of the morrow with honour."

The night was warm ; and the soldiers, having well

supped, slept on the grass in their arms. With the early

dawn the king and prince were up and amongst theii-

forces.

Edward, mounted on a white palfrey, and attended on
each hand by a marshal, rode through the ranks, spoke
to the different officers, and exhorted the men to re-

member that they had to-day to fight against superior

numbers, and must therefore do their best for the honour
of their country. He reminded them of the decided ad-

vantage which they had hitherto shown over the enemy

;

and he had such an air of confidence and cheerfulness

that every one augured nothing but victory. Thus they
sat, each in his place, with his helm and bow before him,
and so awaited the foe. When they had thus continued
till three in the afternoon, and no enemy was yet come
up, the king ordered that every man should eat and take

a little wine, which they did in great satisfaction.

Meantime the King of France, having passed the night
at Abbeville, set out, re-enforced by 1,000 lancers under
Amadius, Earl of Savoy. He deemed that ho had nothing
to do but to overtake the English army in order to an-
nihilate it. For weeks it appeared to have been flying

before him, and by hastily crossing the Seine and the

Somme it had borne every appearance of wishing, at all

costs, to avoid a conflict. He therefore pushed on hastUy
and in great confusion. By the time that his advanced
guard came in sight of the English lines hjs forces were
tii-ed and his rear-guard far behind. A veteran Bohemian
officer, being sent forward to reconnoitre the English
army, rode back to Philip, and strongly recommended him
to put off the battle till the next day. He assui-ed him
that the English were fresh and sti-ongly posted, and
would undoubtedly make a desperate defence. The
French, depressed and exhausted by the haste of their

march from Abbeville, must fight at vast disadvantage.

The king commanded a halt ; but the ill-disciplined

troops still pressed on, the van brandishing their swords,

and crying, in their over-confidence, "Attack, take, slay!"

and those behind, hurrying forward, declaring they would
not stop till they were as forward as the foremost. So
they rushed on pell-mell. Froissart says no one, except
he had been present, could form any idea of the confusion

of the scene. Philip had divided his army into three

divisions ; the first commanded by the King of Bohemia,
supported by his son, Charles of Luxembourg, Emperor-
elect of Germany, and Charles, Count of Alen(;on, the

brother of King Philip, a brave but haughty arid rash
youth. In this division were 15,000 Genoese crossbow-
men, headed by Anthony Doria and Carolo Grimaldi.
These bowmen were looked upon as the great strength of

the army—an overmatch for the English archers, whom
they were quickly to drive from the field. They were
backed by 20,000 infantrj'. The second division was led

by Philip himself, consisting of 0,000 men-at-arms and
•10,000 foot. The broad banner of France was displayed

before the king, and at his side rode the titular King of

Majorca. The rear division followed, conducted by the

Earl of Savoy, with 5,000 lances and 20,000 foot. The
last was most formidable in numbers ; but all superiority

was lost in the disorder of the march. The kings and
dukes and great lords were hurried along without power
to exert any command, and PhiUp himself, in striving to

enforce a halt, was borne onward as by a torrent. Finding
himself face to face with the enemy, he cried, " Bring up
the Genoese ; begin the battle, in the name of God and
St. Denis!"

But these Italians, who were brave and 'famous men,
very reasonably complained of thus being hurried into

battle, worn-out as they were with carrj'ing their heavy
crossbows in the hasty march of six leagues, and said

they had more need of rest than to fight that day. On
hearing this the Count Alen9on cried out, " See ! that is

the help we get by employing these fellows, who thus fail

us at the pinch." The sensitive Italians heard these

words with deep anger, and moved on to battle. At this

moment the heavens seemed to announce that a great and
terrible conflict was about to take place. A thunder-
storm, making it almost as dark as night, burst over the

opposing hosts, and before it went a great flight of crows

and ravens, sweeping over the armies. When the sun
broke out again it flashed in the faces of the Genoese,

and the strings of theii' crossbows had become relaxed

with the wet. On the other hand, the sun was on the

backs of the English, and they had kept their longbows
dry in their cases. They were di-awn up by the king in

ranks crossed in the manner of a lierse, or harrow, so that

the discharges of the different ranks might support each

other, like the discharges of combined squares of mus-
ketry in these times. No sooner, therefore, did the

Genoese crossbowmen, after giving three leaps and thrro

loud shouts to intimidate the English, let fly a shower of

arrows, than the English archers stepped each of them
one pace forward, and shot their arrows so thick that, as

the chronicler describes it, it seemed to snow. The
Genoese, confounded by the perpetual hail of the English

arrows, which pierced their armour, fell back on the men-
at-arms, and the confusion then became fearful. The
Genoese cut their bowstrings or threw away their bows,

and endeavoured to make their escape amongst the horses

of the cavalry. The King of France, seeing this, cried

out, " Slay me these cowards, for they stop our way,

without doing any good !

" The men-at-arms advanced

at full gallop right over the wretched Genoese, cutting

them down right and left, and numbers were trodden

under foot ; while the cavalry itself was thrown into dis-

order by thus riding over their own bowmen to come at

the enemy.

All this time the English archers kept pom'ing in their

deadly shafts, dropping the knights and soldiers of

Alen(;on's fine cavalry rapidly from their saddles ; while

the Cornish men and Welsh, armed with large knives,

stole amongst the ranks and dispatched those knights as

they lay.

Edward had given strict orders to take no prisoners,

because the enemy was so much more numerous, that it

would encumber his fighting men, and keep them from

the battle in looking after their captives.

In spite of the confusion, the Count of Alen(;on and the

Earl of Flanders broke at length through it, and, charging

past the line of English archers, took the cavalry of the
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Princo of Wales in flank. Both sides now fought despe-

rately ; but the English men-at-arms handled tho French

cavalry so roughly, that the greater part of them were

slain. Notwithstanding, throe other squadrons of French

and Germans, rushing forvrard impetuously, broke through

the archers, and pushed their way into the very place

where the young prince was perfonning prodigies of

valour. The second division, under the Earls of Arundel

and Northampton, advanced to support tho prince, and

the contest became furious. Alenpon displayed the most

fiery courage, and, amid a crowd of French, Germans,

Savoyards, and Bohemians, pressed upon the prince with

a vigour which threatened to carry all before it. The

French king, eager to support Alen^on, charged nobly

on the archers, but could not penetrate their line, or the

event might have been doubtful. Tho Earl of Warwick,

alarmed by the dangerous position of tho prince, dis-

patched Sir Thomas Norwich to Edward, entreating him

to send aid to his son.

Edward, who was watching the progi-ess of the battle

from a windmiU on the hiU-top, demanded of the mes-

senger whether tho princo wero dead, wounded, or felled

to the ground. " Not so, thank God," answered the

messenger; "but he needs assistance." "Nay, then,"

said the king, " he has no aid from me. Tell him fi-om

me that I know he will bear him like a man, and show
himself worthy of tho knighthood I have so lately con-

ferred on him. In this battle he must win his own spurs."

This being reported to the prince, gave new courage

and strength to both him and his attendants. The force

thrown in by Arundel and Northampton bore down the

enemy, and slew the gallant Count Alenron and dispersed

his battalions ; the Welsh, with their long knives, de-

stroying aU left alive on the ground.

The King of France, still struggling to come up to the

rescue of his brother, only an-ived to find him killed and
his forces scattered. The flying cavahy communicated
their panic to the king's own followers; but the king

himself scorned to fly, and fought most bravely. His

horse was killed under him ; ho mounted another, and
still fought on till only about sixty of his bravest attend-

ants remained around him. Eepeatedly wounded, he

would probably have lost his life ; but John of Hainault,

having in vain urged him to quit the field, forcibly seized

the bridle of his horse and led him away. The whole
French army was in flight, the English pursuing and
putting to the sword without mercy all whom they could

reach.

The King of France rode away tiU he came to the

castle of Broyo, where, summoning tho warder to open the
gates, that officer demanded who was there, for it was a
dark night. " It is tho fortune of France," said the king,

probably in bitter recollection of the flatteries which had
styled him " the Fortunate." On entering, the king had
only five of his barons with him. They refreshed them-
selves with wine, and then continued their flight, by the

assistance of -ruides, to Amiens.
Such was tho memorable battle of Cre^y, one of the

greatest and most surprising victories which over was
gained by any king. It was fought on Saturday, the

26th of August, 1346. On that fatal field lay slain two
kings, eleven gi-cat princes, eighty bannerets, 1,200

kaights, and 30,OUD men. It began after three o'clock

in the afternoon, and continued till the darkness ecded
the conflict.

Amongst the great men killed, besides the Count
Alenfon, the king's brother, wore the Dukos of Loiiaine
and Bourbon, tho Counts of Blois, Vaudomont, Aumale,
and Philip's old ally tlio Earl of Flanders. Of tho two
slain Kings of Majorca and Bohemia, the death of John
of Bohemia was very remarkable. Ho was old, and
nearly blind. When all seemed lost, inquiring after his

son, and hearing that he was woimded and compelled to

fly, and that tho Black Princo showed himself irresistible,

he said, " Sirs, ye are my knights and good liegemen
;

will ye conduct me so far into the battle that I may strike

one good stroke with my sword ?
"

His faithful knights regarding these as tho words of

sad despair, four of them agreed to sacrifice their lives

with him, and tying his bridle rein on each side to their

own, they thus charged into the thickest of the fight, and
were found tho next day lying dead together, the reins of

their horses still unsevered.

The rejoicing on the part of the English may be

imagined. Tho soldiers lit up great fires and torches

to disperse the darkness, and by that light King Edward
descended from his eminence, and, taking his valiant son

in his arms before the whole army, he kissed him, and,

according to Proissart, said, "Sweet son, God gave you
good perseverance. Tou are my ti-ue son, for valiantly

have you acquitted yourself to-day, and shown yourself

worthy of a crown." The princo bowed lowly, and de-

clared that the victory was owi:ig to the king.

The next day it proved foggy, and tho king sending

out a detachment of 500 lancers and 2,000 archers to scour

the fields and discover whether any bodies of French were

yet keeping their ground, they met with two numerous
detachments hastening to the assistance of tho King of

France, one of them headed by the Bishop of Eouen and

Grand Prior of France. They were coming from Beauvais

and Eouen, and made a vigorous resistance ; but were all

cut to pieces, in accordance with the barbarous policy of

Edward on that occasion. Some historians have asserted

that the English raised a number of French standards,

which they took, on an eminence ; which thus attracting

stragglers of the French arm}-, they were butchered as

they arrived. These are blots on the glory of that great

victoiy which it is painful to record.

The king sent out the Lords Oobham and Sufiblk, with

attendant heralds, to recognise the arms, and secretaries

to write down the names of the fallen, and they returned

an account of the numbers wo have given ; but of the

English only throe knights, one esquire, and a few of

inferior rank.

Tho king on Sunday having attended mass, and re-

turned solemn thanks to Heaven for this great victory,

on tho Monday morning ordered the bodies of the kings

and great nobles and knights to bo borne to the monas-

tery of Montenay for bui-ial, and proclaimed three days'

truce that the people of the coimtry might come in and

buiy their dead. Having discharged this duty, he

marched north, taking the way by tho coast, through

Montreuil-sur-mer, towards Calais, which he had re-

solved to tako possession of, as a secure and necessary

enhance into the kingdom of France for the prosecution

of his great design on it
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Within six days of the victory of Crecy, Edward had sat

down beforo the city of Calais. He had now fully adopted

Sir Godfrey de Harcourt's plan of conquering France

through Normandy ; and the only remarkable thing is,

that, having once entertained the idea of that conquest,

he should have overlooked for a moment its unparalleled

advantages. Guienne was distant, and only to be reached

by a voyage which, at that time, must often be formidable,

across the stormy Bay of Biscay. Even in sending suc-

cours to the much nearer parts of Brittany, we have just

seen that they were detained by contrary winds forty

days. Once there he was surrounded in a great measure

by hostile provinces ; while, on the other hand, Calais

lay within twenty-four miles of his own coast, which

gave him most easy access to Normandy, Picardy, and

Artois. Seeking the alliance of the Flemings, this pro-

vince laj' within a short distance of their own, and no

doubt ho would have found that people much more dis-

po.sed for an invasion of a rich and proximate country,

than the remoter one of Guienne. Eouen, the capital of

the province, could be approached direct by the Seine, and
placed the king on the very highway to Paris, and only

eighty miles distant from it.

These facts were now fully perceived by Edward, and
he invested Calais with his victorious army, determined

to make himself master of it. Ho calculated on the

effect which his destructive ovorthi-ow of tho French
must produce on the inhabitants, and on the certainty

that Philip was for a long time rendered impotent of

much annoyance. In fact, to secure his capital and
northern provinces, Philip was compelled to recall his

son, the Duke of Normandy, with his arm}-. No sooner

did he retreat than the Earl of Lancaster, formerly Earl

of Derby, who had been much pressed by the French,

and only enabled to hold his ground by assistance which

Sir Walter Manny brought up from Bnttany, leaving

Bordeaux, crossed the Garonne and the Dordogne, took

Mirabeau, Lusignan, Tallebourg, St. Jean d'Angeli, and
laid waste the country as far as Poictiers, which he also

took by storm and plundered. He thenco extended his

incursions to the Loire, and ranged through tho southern

provinces of the kingdom, can-ying terror and devastation

everywhere. His soldiers were so laden with ."spoil that

they came to despise the richest merchandise, and cared

only for gold, silver, and jewels, which they could readily

transport, and for the feathers which were then worn by
the soldiers in their helmets. With this treasure they

returned loaded to Bordeaux.

All this timo tho war was raging in Brittany, where

the Countess de Montfort was creating a powerful diver-

sion in favour of her ally, tho King of England, and

against her enemy, the King of France. Uniting her

forces with those of the English under Sir Thomas Dag-

worth, they raised the siege of Eoch d'Arion, which her

rival, Charles of Blois, was investing with 15,000 men,
and took Charles of Blois prisoner. The countess sent

him to London for safe keeping, where ho was confined for

nine years in the Tower, as her husband had been in the

Louvre. On the captivity of Charles, his countess, Jane
the Lame, took on herself the conduct of affairs, and for

some time maintained valiantly the cause of her house

;

though neither she nor her husband, on his restoration

to liberty, could ever overcome the brave-hearted Countess

of Montfort, who transmitted her province to her

descendants.

In this, truly called the age of great women, another

of still higher rank, the Queen Philippa of England, was
at the same time .showing herself equally courageous, and
capable of transacting public affairs. Philip of France

,

alarmed at the vast success and the military genius of

Edward III., exerted his influence with David, King of

tho Scots, to make a diversion on his behalf by invading

England during Edward's absence. David Bruce had
passed many years with his young queen in France, and
was, therefore, under great obligations to the king. He
was recalled by the Scots to his throne in 1342, and had
kept up a friendly correspondence with his old host.

Though David was a brave young prince, he did not

possess the sagacit}', or his years did not give him tho

experience, of his father. He was equally impelled by
his resentment to his brother-in-law, the King of Eng-
land, who had driven him from his throne, and by the

instigations of the French king, to make occasional raids

into England. In the four years since he had been re-

instated, he had made no less than three successful expe-

ditions of this kind, and now that his old benefactor was
so sorely worsted, he prepared for a still more decisive

invasion. He placed himself at the head of 3,000 cavalry

and 30,000 other troops, mounted on galloways. March-

ing from Perth, he reached the borders, numbering, it

is said, then J0,000 men. He took the castle of Liddel,

burnt Lanercost, sacked the priory of Hexham, advanced

into the diocese of Durham, and encamped at Beauropaire,

or Bearpark, near the city of Durham. David calculated

on an easy triumph over the English, nearly the wholo

of the nobility being absent at tho siege of Calais. But
Philippa, Edward's queen, a.ssembled a body of 1-,000

men, and, advancing rapidly northward, came up with

the Scots as thej' were laying waste the country round

Durham, and pitched her camp in Auckland Park. S!io

gave the command of her army to Lord Percy, but, ac-

cording to Froissart, she herself mounted her horse and

rode through the ranks, exhorting the men to remember
that their king was absent, that the honour and safety of

England were in their hands, and appealing to them to

defend the realm and punish the Scots for their barbarous

ravages. She could not, according to this author, be

persuaded to quit the field for a place of safety till the

armies were on the point of engaging. It has been doubted

how far this proceeding of tho queen is strictly true, not

being mentioned by the old English chroniclers ; but,

besides the testimony of Froissart, it is unquostionablo

that Philippa's bold and able management did much to

ensure the victory which followed.

The Scots, who appear to have been thrown off their

guard by over-confidence, and who were thinking rbore
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Queen riiilijipa iiiterceiUng for the Burgesses of Calais. (See page 3S7.)

of plunder than of the enemy, were taken by surprise.

Douglas, the famous knight of Liddesdale, was intercepted

at Sunderland Bridge on his return from a raid as far as

Ferry-on-the-Hill, and narrowly escaped being taken,

500 of his followers being cut to pieces. David, also

inken by surprise, still mustered his troops, and took his

3;x

stand at Neville's Cross, near the city of Durham. The

English archers, securing themselves under the hedges,

shot down the horses of the Scots, threw them, orewdcd

as they were together, into confusion, and laid their riders

prostrate in the dust. David fought undauntedly; but

Edward Baliol, who commanded the reserve, made a skil-
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ful attack of oavalry on Hs flank, and Ms troops giving way
on all sides, he was forcibly taken prisoner by one John

Copeland, a Northumberland squire—a man of huge sta-

ture and sti-ength—but not before he had received two

arrow wounds, and, refusing to listen to calls to sur-

render, had knocked out two of the front teeth of his

captor by a blow of his gauntlet. Copeland conveyed his

royal prize to his castle of Ogle, and was careful not to

give him up except to properly aixthorised royal com-

missioners, when he received the title of banneret and an

estate of £500 a year—equal to as many thousands now

—and was made sheriff of Northumberland and governor

of Berwick.

The joy of the people of Durham was unbounded, for

their nobles and dignitaries of the Church fought in the

foremost ranks, having the deepest hereditary hatred to

the Scots from their numerous spoiling."? by them. The

Bi.shop of Durham led off the first division with Lord

Percy ; the Archbishop of York led the second with Lord

Neville ; and the Bishop of Lincoln the third with Lord

Mowbray. The Prior of Durham, it was said, had been

commanded the night before in a dream by St. Cuthbert,
'

' to raise the corpomx doth with which St. Cuthbert, during

mass, did cover the chalice," as a banner on a spear

point ; and accordingly ho and a body of monks, at a spot

called the Red Hills, in sight of both armies, knelt round

it in prayer, while another body of the brethren on the

top of tl^e great campanile, or bell tower of the cathedral,

sung hymns of praise, which, says Enyghton, wore dis-

tinctly heard by both armies. A third body of the clergy

were engaged in the very hottest of the battle.

The third division of the Soots, under the Earl^f Moray,

WM actually exit to pieces on the field, only eighty of

them being left at the time of the king's surrender. With

the king were taken the Earls of Sutherland, Monteith,

Fife, Carrick, Moray, and Strathern ; Sii-William Douglas,

.John and Alan Stuart, and a long list of nobles and

knights. Monteith was beheaded as a ti-aitor, having

accepted ofBce under Edward.

Never did the Scots receive a more fatal overthrow;

some historians say they had 1 o.OOO, others 20,000 slain,

amongst whom were the earl marshal Keith and Sir

Thomas Charteris. Of the English loaders only Lord

Hastings fell. King David was conveyed to London and

lodg'^d in the Tower. This memorable battle of Neville's

Cross took place on the 17th of October, 13-16.

Having secured her royal prisoner. Queen Philippa

went over to Calais, where she was received with all the

triumph and honour which her meritorious conduct de-

served. She found Edward in the midst of the siege,

which continued obstinate. John of Vienne, the governor,

supported by a strong garrison, and well provisioned,

maintained a spirited defence. The place lying in a flat,

swampy situation, was trjdng to the health of the English

army, and was immensely strong, with its ditches, ram-

parts, and impassable morasses. The king, therefore,

quite aware that it was not to be taken in a hurry, fixed

his camp in the most eligible spot he could find, drew

entrenchments round the city, built huts for his soldiers,

which he thatched with straw or broom, and prepared by

various means to rejider their winter campaign tolerable.

His huts presented the appearance of a second town,

called bv the French chroniclers the Yille du Bois, or

town of wood, and the harbour was blockaded to prevent

the entrance of relief of any kind.

John of Vienne, perceiving the king's intention to

starve them out, collected all the inhabitants of both sexes

who were not necessary to the defence, and sent 1,700 of

them out of the city. Edward not only allowed the poor

creatm-es to pass, but gave them a good refreshment, and
each a small piece of money. But as the siege continued,

and John of Vienne again put out 500 more of what he

considered useless mouths, Edward lost his patience, and

is said to have refused them a passage ; and the governor

of Calais refusing them re-entrance to the city, they are

reported to have perished of starvation between the town

walls and the English lines. Such are, or were, a few of

the tender mercies of war !

As the siege grew desperate, violent efforts were made
to relieve the city. The King of France sent ships to force

a passage, but in vain. The English fleet had gradually

grown to upwards of 700 sail, carrying more than 14,000

men, and of these eighty of the largest ships, under the Earl

of Warwick, constantly swept the Channel. The King of

France was meantime making the most strenuous exer-

tions to raise a force sufficient to expel-the invader. He
succeeded in winning over the young Earl of Flanders as-

he had done his father. This young nobleman appears

to have been capable of playing a very mean part. The

free towns proposed to him to marry Isabella of England,

a princess of great beauty, and the young man, pretend-

ing to fall in with their wishes, came to the Enghsh
camp, and paid his addresses to the princess as if with

the most serious intentions ; but having carried on his

dissimulation to a disgraceful length, he seized the oppor-

tunity afforded by a hawking excursion to slip away, and

made off to the French camp.

PhiUp levied everywhere men and money, and compelled

the clergy as well as the laity to yield their treasure, and

even their church plate ; a massive cross of gold belong-

ing to the abbej' of St. Denis being carried off. He at

length appeared before Calais with an army which the

writers of the age assert to have amounted to 200,000

men. The gove:-nor of Calais had, indeed, sent letters

to him, announcing that the inhabitants had eaten their

horses, dogs, and rats, and, unless relieved, must soon eat

each other. These letters were intercepted. The King of

England, however, sent them on, tauntingly asking Philip

why he did not come and relieve his people. But Philip

found Edward so entrenched amongst marshes and forti-

fications that he could not forco a jiassage anywhere.

Two roads only were left to the town—one along the sea

shore, and the other by a causeway through the marshes

;

but the coastway was completely raked by the English,

ships and boats, crowded with archers, dravra up on the

strand, and the causeway was defended by towers and

drawbridges, occupied by a great force of the most daring

men in the army, under the command of the Earl of Lan-

caster and Sir Walter Manny, who had come hither from

their victorious demonstration in Gascony, Guienne, and

Poictou.

The King of France looked on this densely armed

position with despair, and after vainly challenging King

Edward to come out and fight in the open field, he with-

drew. Tlio starving people of Calais, who, on seemsj

iho approach of the vast royal host, had hung out theiL'
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banners on the walls, lighted great bonfires, and sounded

all their instruments of martial music for joy, now changed

their joyous acclamations into shrieks and groans of de-

spair. They lowered all their banners but the great

banner of France, which floated on the loftiest tower

!of the city, in their dejection, and the next day they

[pulled tliat down in desperation, and displayed the ban-

ner of England in its place in token of surrender.

To Sir Walter Manny, who was sent to speak with John
of Vienne over the wall, that bravo commander declared

that they were literally perishing with hunger, and asked

the lives and liberties of the citizens as the sole condition

of surrender. Sir Walter told the governor that he knew
well his royal master's mind, and that he could not promise

them the acceptance of that proposal, the king being in-

censed at their obstinate resistance, and determined to

punish them for it. It was in vain that the governor

represented that it was this very conduct that a gallant

prince like Edward ought to honour—that it was what he

would have expected from an English knight. Sii- Walter

Manny acknowledged the justice of the sentiment, and

returned to soften the king's resolution ; but he could only

obtain this mitigation, that six of the principal citizens

should be sacrificed to his resentment instead of the whole

people ; and they were required to come to the camp in

theu' shii'ts, bare-headed and bare-footed, carrying the

keys of the city and castle in their hands, and with halters

about their necks.

When this ultimatum was made known to the people

of Calais, they were struck with horror. John of Vienne,

despairing of fulfilling the demand of the stern English

king, caused the church bells to be rung, and collecting

the people in the market-place, laid the matter before

them. There was much weeping and lamenting, but all

shrunk from the dre.adful sacrifice. At length, Eustace

de St. Pierre, one of the most eminent men of the place,

arose and said, " Gentlemen, great and small, he who
shall save the people of this fair town at the price of his

own blood, shall doubtless deserve well of God and man.
I will be one who will offer my head to the King of Eng-
land as a ransom for the town of Calais." At this noble

resolve the greater part of the assembl}' was moved to

tears, and very soon other great burgesses, Jehan d'Au-e,

Jacque Wisant, and Peter Wisaut, his brother, and two
others, offered themselves.

They presentlj"- took off their onlinavy (h'ess, reduced

themselves to the condition dictated by the conqueror,

and thus they were conducted by the bravo John of Vienne,

\evy sorrowfully, and mounted on a small palfrey, for he

was too weak to walk from wounds and fasting. Thus
they came, followed by the sad people, men, women, and
children, to the gates. The six voluntary victims were
admitted into the English camp and thus conducted before

Edward, when they knelt before him, and presenting him
the keys, implored his mercy. But Edward, looking on
them with great displeasui-e, ordered them to instant

execution. Then the noble ";3arons and knights entreated

that he would not refuse to listen to their petitions for

their- pardon , in which the Prince of Wales joined. Nothing,

however, seemed to move the grim monarch. The br.ave

Sir Walter Manny ventured to remind him of the greatness

of his name, and of the stain this action would bo upon it.

At this the king made a stern grimace, and ordnvwl the

headsman to be summoned. Theu the queen, falling on
her knees, said, "Ah, gentle sire! since I have crossed

the seas in great danger I have asked you nothing ; but
now I implore you, for the sake of the Son of the Holy
Mary, and for your love of me, you will have mercy on
these six men."
The queen had every right to ask such a boon. She

had come to announce to the king that she had been able

to defend his kingdom in his absence from the Scots, to

win a great victory at Neville's Cross, and to take the
King of Scots captive. She was, moreover, far advanced
in pregnancy, and yet had run every hazard to bring him
such great tidings. The king must have been more
insensible than a stone to refuse her.

"Ah I dame," he said, "I could well wish that you
had been elsewhere this day ; but how can I deny you
anything." Take these men, and dispose of them as you
will."

The delighted queen thanked the king heartily, had
befitting attire brought for these worthy citizens, gave
them in her tent a good repast, and presenting them each

with six nobles, sent them away, giving orders that they

should be guarded safely through the host to the town
gates.

This scene, which is related on the testimony of Frois-

sai't, who dedicated his history to th'- cjueeu herself, has

been questioned by some historians as doubtful, paiti-

cularly as Avesbury, who is minute in his relation of the

Buxiender of Calais, is silent about it; and as it B(?tnis loo

derogatory to the magnanimity of Edward III., after

suffering so many of the inhabitants to pass out of the

city, and even relieving their wants. Bult we must re-

member what was the king's conduct at Caen, and also

what is assorted of his immovable disregard to the }ieiishing

cries of the second crowd sent out of the city ; and that

Froissart was a contemporary. Under all these circum-

stances, the transaction appears highly probable, iind

mankind will not readily give up a passage of human life

so full of noble sacrifice and sympathy, and which has

held its place firmly in history and tradition for 500 years.

The very next act of Edward tends to confirm the nar-

rative, for it was one of unforgiving sternness as well as

policy.

The day following the surrender, August 4th, 1347, the

king and queen rode into the town amid the sound of

martial music, and followed by all their great lords and
many men-at-arms. There they took up their quarters,

and remained till the queen was delivered of a daughter,

thence named Margaret of Calais. Immediately on taking

possession, ho ordered every inhabitant to quit the city,

dispossessing them of their houses and property within

the town, and substituting a thoroughly English popula-

tion. The new inhabitants of the town were substantial

citizens of London, and great numbers of agricultural

people from the adjoining county of Kent, to wliom he

gave the surrounding lands. From that day to the reign

of Queen Mary, Calais became altogether an English

colony. He made it the staple of wool, leather, lead, and
tin, the four principal articles which England furnished

to the Continent, and where the for-eigu merchants could

come to procure them. Having strengthened the defences

of the town, Edward concluded a truce with I'hilip, which
was by degrees extended to six years. Neither of these
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monarclig, however, -would have listened to tei-ms of peace

but for the constant and meritorious entreaties of the

Pope.

He then returned to England, but was very soon startled

by a foul act of treacherj' on the part of the seneschal

of the castle of Calais. Lord John Montgomery was left

governor of the town—a brave and trustworthy man

;

but the governor of the castle, which commanded the

place, was one Emeric, or iVimery, of Pavia, a favourite

officer of the king, who had lived in his court from child-

hood, and had shown much bravery in the war, but who
was not proof to the temptation of money. This faiUng

Sir Geoffrey de Charni, the commander of the French at

St. Omer, who was there posted to watch the English

garrison, soon discovered. He offered Sir Emeric 20,090

crowns to put him in possession of Calais, which was ac-

cepted. This fact was at once communicated to Edward
by Sir Emeric's secretary, and the king sent for the

governor to London, when he showed him that he was cog-

nisant of his plot, but offered him his life on condition that

he turned his treachery against the enemy. The supple

traitor readily consented, and Edward, taking with him Sir

Walter Manny and the Prince of Wales, with about 1,000

men, secretly departed for Calais in mid-winter. Charni,

who had failed to hear of this, appeared at the appointed

time to be admitted to the city. Sir Emeric opened a

postern, and admitted a small detachment of the French,

bearing the money. This Sir Emeric cast into a chest,

saying, " We have other work to do than to count money
at present."

The postern was suddenly closed ; the French were cut

down or overpowered by numbers, and thrust into a

dungeon. Meantime Charni had advanced along the

narrow causeway from the bridge at Neuilly, where he

left a rear-guard, to the Boulogne gate of the city ; and
while expecting to be admitted they saw the gate open,

and a body of men-at-arms, but most of them on foot,

and attended by 300 archers, issue forth, with the cry

of " Manny to the rescue." Perceiving that they were

betrayed, they out their spears to the length of five feot,

dismounted, and stood to their arms. But they were in

a perilous position; for the king had dispatched six

banners and 300 archers on horseback by a circuitoifs

route to the bridge of Neuilly, where they quickly dis-

lodged the rear-guard of the French. Thus the troops on
the narrow causeway were completely enclosed, and the

battle became desperate. Edward fought at the head of

his soldiers, without any mark of distinction upon him
except his cries of " Ha ! St. George ! Ha ! St. Edward !

"

accompanying every shout with a stroke of his two-
handeu sword. At length he encountered a knight named
Eustace do Ribeaumont, who quailed all who approached
him. Twice he beat the king to the gi-ound ; and it was
only when Ribeaumont saw that he was left almost alone

on the causeway by his countrymen, and surrounded by
the English, that ho surrendered his sword to the king,

but without knowing who he was.

The whole of the French on the causeway were killed

or made prisoners, except a few who escaped on horse-

back at an early period. At night, the French officers

taken were invited to supper in a groat hall, where the

king sat at the head of the table, and the Prince of Wales
aud nobility served during the first course. There the

king let them know \7l10m they had had the honour- of
contending with; and approaching Charni, he told him
that he was a better bargain-maker than himself, for hf

was near getting Calais for 20,000 crowns, whereas it had
cost him hundreds of thousands. But to Ribeaumont he
gave the highest compliments ; and taking from his head
a chaplet of pearls, he put it oh that of the knight, and
bade him wear it a year and a day in his honour. He
then told him he was no longer a prisoner, but at liberty

without ransom.

"Nothing," says David Hume, very justly, "proves
more evidently the vast superiority assumed by tho

nobility and gentry above all other orders of men diuing

those ages, than tho extreme difference which Edward
made in his treatment of the French knights and that of

the six citizens of Calais, who had exerted more signal

bravery in a cause more justifiable and moro honourable.'''

The samo historian might have added that, though on
all the occasions which we have narrated, both in Scot-

land and France, the real business of the battle was done

by the unrivalled archers of England, no particular mark
of honoui- or note of fame was conferred on them ; but

for the knights and nobles new kinds of distinction were
invented. Amongst these, at this precise period, origi-

nated the celebrated Order of the Garter, which still

retains its value in the eyes of aspirants to royal rewards.

This order was instituted to excite emulation amongst
the aristocratic warriors of the time, in imitation of orders

of a similar nature, both religious and military, which

had been created by difierent monarchs of Europe. The
number was, and is stQl, confined to twenty-five persons,

besides the sovereign, except princes of the blood and

illustrious foreigners, who have been admitted since the

reign of George III., and hence the high value attached

to this badge of distinction.

The traditionary story of iis origin is, that at a state

ball the king's mistress, a Countess of Salisbury, dropped

her garter, which the king picked up, and, observing

some of the courtiers smile at the action, as if they

thought he had not obtained that favour merely by acci-

dent, he exclaimed, " Honi soil qui mal y pense .'" (Evil to-

him who evil thinks), which became the motto of tho

order. Historians have chosen to doubt on this subject,

as on many others ; and antiquarians have puzzled them-

selves to discover some other origin : as that the garter

was simply adopted as a sjTubol of union, and in compli-

ment to the ladies ; but still the story is a very probable

one, and the tradition retains its full hold on public

belief. The order was founded, according to the statutes,

in 1350, and even to the time of Edward IV. ladies wero

admitted and wore tho badge of the order. The wives of

the knights companions and other great ladies had robes,

the gift of the sovereign, ornamented with small garters.

Our queens generally wear the garter, set with diamonds,

on the left arm.

But in the midst of the gaieties, giving of honours, and

festivities which succeeded the conquest of Calais and tho

glory of Crcfy, there came one of those terrible visitations

which from time to time have swept over Europe under

the general name of plague or pestilence—awful mes-

sengers of Providence to men, warning them to observe

cleanly and healthy habits of life. These fatal epidemics

have always appeared to originate in the same quarter—
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eastern Asia—and to sweep over the earth in every direc-

tion, as in radiation from that centre, carrying wholesale

destruction into every place where the inhabitants were

not careful to observe sanitary regulations. By medical

men the disease has been regarded as a virulent species

of typhus fever, which in modem times has assumed the

chai'acter of cholera, which issues periodically from the

same regions, and travels the earth, fi.xiug on every spot

where there is a crowded population living in dirty dwel-

lings, ill-drained streets, swampy hollows, and amid any

vapours of putridity. Like the cholera, the plague had

its cold succeeded by its hot fits, attended by vomiting,

diarrhoea, and great depression of the vital powers. The

cholera now issues from India; the plague of the time of

Edward III. was traced to China, and visited on its way
India, Egj-pt, Greece, and most of the western nations of

Europe. Stowe says that in one churchyard in London,

piu-chased by Sir Walter Manny for the poor, 50,000 bodies

were buried. In fact, it fell, like the cholera, most severely

on the poorer and worst lodged and fed people ; is said

to have half depopulated England ; and so many of the

inferior clergy perished that very many churches were

left without any one to perform the service.

The mass of wealth brought from France by the vic-

torious army did not prevent the finances of Edward from

being in a very exhausted and unsatisfactory state. Thoso

of the King of Franco were worse ; and these causes tended

to prolong the truce. Edward several times proposed to

Philip to make a permanent peace, on condition that the

sovereignty of Guicnno, Calais, and other lands held in

fief b}^ the English in France should be acknowledged

on Edward's renouncing all claim to the crown of that

country. Philip steadfastly refused to listen to such

terms. He died during this truce, and Edward renewed

his offer to his successor, John, but with like effect.

About this time Edward and his son, the Black Prince,

put to sea with a good fleet to chastise the Spaniards of

the ports on the Bay of Biscay, who had repeatedly joined

the French in intercepting and seizing his merchant ves-

sels. The battle was fought within view of the English

coast, and was watched by the queen's attendants from

the hills behind Wiuchelsea. The engagement was con-

tested with great valour on both sides ; and in it both the

king and prince had very nearly terminated their lives,

for their ship was sinking, and they were only just saved

by the Earl of Lancaster coming to their assistance. The
result was a great victory to the English, and the capture

of fourteen of the Spanish vessels, though with great loss

of life on our side.

. Amongst the minor mortifications of Edward about this

time, we may mention that his knight, Sir Emerio de

Pavia, who so nearly sold Calais, but who afterwards

fought bravely, and took the fortress of Ouisnes, was cap-

tured by his old acquaintance, Charni, whom he so bit-

ierly deceived at the feigned surrender of Calais. Charni,

'therefore, took summary vengeance on him, causing his

spurs to be hacked from his heels, as one unworthy of

knighthood, and then having him torn to pieces by wild
horses pulling in different directions.

His great friend and counsellor. Sir Godfrey de Har-
court, who had led him to seize Calais, also went back
and made his humble submission to Philip before his

death, throwing himself at the monarch's feet with a towel

twisted round his neck like a halter, and expreesing his

remorse for having gone over to the English.

But circumstances were ripening, destined to involve

England and France again in war. Johti, the son of Philip,

whom wo have often met under the name of the Duke of

Normandj', commanding the armies against the English
and Bretons, succeeded his father in 1350. He was then

about thirty-one years of age, courageous, of gieat in-

tegrity of mind, possessing much experience for his age,

and altogeUier a fur more honourable prince than hio

father, whom his subjects hated for his avarice, and ft :

his reckless invasion of their rights. He had, in b r

youth, been termed the Fortunate, but proved eventually

more entitled to the cognomen of the Unlucky. John
was now, by contrast, styled the Good ; but John, how-
ever well-meaning, was evidently destitute of real sagacitj",

and his verj' sense of honour hurried him into the com-
mission of deeds which earlj' shook his popularity. Thd
Count de Brieune, Count of Eu and Gnisnes, and Con-
stable of France, was accused of an intention to betray

his county of Guisnes, adjacent to the town of Calais, to

the EngUsh monarch. John caused him to be seized at

a festival at Paris iuimediatelj' after his coronation, and
threw him into a dungeon, whence, three days afterwards,

he brought him out before the lords of his council, and,

without any form of trial or permission of defence, had
his head struck oflT. This arbitrary act excited great

fears of the futuio proceedings of the king amongst his

nobility.

But John's authority was very soon invaded and dis-

turbed by his near kinsman, Charles, King of Navarro.

This young prince was of the blood royal of France. His
mother was daughter of Louis X., called Louis Hutin,

and came to court and sought to render himself highly

popular with both king and people. He succeeded so well,

that he obtained the king's daughter, Joan, who must

have been a mere girl at that time. It was soon found,

however, that ho was a mixture of the most shining talents

and the most diabolical quahties. He was handsome,

bold, eloquent, affable in his manners, and most in-

sinuating in his address, but, at the same time, inti-iguing,

ambitious, unprincipled, and revengeful. He had always

some daring scheme on foot, and, if he faUed, abandoned

it without care, and plunged into another. He demanded

of the king the post of Constable of Normandy, vacated

by the execution of De Brieune ; and when the king,

fearing his possession of that important command, be-

stowed it upon his favourite, Charles do la Ccrda, the King

of Navarre assassinated him in his castle of De TAigle,

in Normandy. Ho then boldly avowed the deed, put

himself at the head of an armed force, called around him

all the hot and disaffected young nobility of France, de-

clared himself independent of the French crown, and

made offers of alliance with the English. John called

upon him to lay down his arms, and resume his placo a.s

a good subject; but he refused, except on condition of au'

absolute pardon for the murder of the constable, largo

grants of money and lands, and, above all, the delivery

of the second son of John as a hostage for the laithful

maintenance of the contract.

The French king was weak enough to comply ; and

then Charles of Navai-rc, in March, 1355, went to court,

where John sat imposingly on his throne, and Navarre
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went through a farce of submission. The King of Eng-
land, believing that it would not be long before the in-

trigues of the King of Navarre would produce civil discord

in France, and expose it to his own plans of invasion, sent

country of Toulouse and took Carcassonne, Narbonne,
and several other towns, and committed great ravages.

Edward at the same time attacked Franco on the side

of Normandy. He advanced to St. Omer, where the King

a*

«

the Prince of Wales, now universally called the Black
Prince, from the colour of his armour, into Gascony and
Aquitaine, as his lieutenant, with an army which soon
grew there to 60,000 men. Thence he soon entered the

of Franco had posted himself in expectation of this attack

,

but John took cnre not to come to open battle. The

state of the internal affairs of his kingdom probably in-

spired John with caution, for his treacherous cousin of
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Navarre had resumed his seditious courses. He had

united himself with the factious Sir Godfrey de Harcourt,

and had succeeded in even -winning over for awhile

Charles, the king's eldest son, only seventeen years of

age, to his party. But the young prince—the first Prince

Eoyal of France who ever bore the title of dauphin, from his

father having purchased that duchy for 100,000 florins, and

conferred its feudal title on him—was soon repentant of his

unfilial conduct, and betrayed Charles of Navarre, and a

number of his noble associates, into his father's hands. The

most guilty of the nobles were at once executed, and the

King of Navarre thrown into prison. But this did not mend
matters. The brother of Charles, Philip of Navarre,

assumed the management of affairs, put all his towns

and castles into a state of defence, and renewed the

alliance with the English. Thus situated, John avoided

an engagement which might be followed by an over-

throw, and leave France exposed to the united efforts

of his internal and foreign enemies. He contented him-

Belf with sending a challenge to fight a battle with

Edward, for which he made no disposition whatever, so

that Edward treated the offer with contempt, and retired

to Calais.

From Calais he was speedily recalled to England by an

incursion of the Scots, the usual diversion now of the

French kings. Edward appeared before Berwick in the

middle of winter, January, 1356, and, as usual, at his

appearance the Scots withdrew. Edward, determined

this time, if possible, to finish the subjugation of Scot-

land, made a contract at Roxburgh, on the 20th of January,

with Edward Baliol, by which he purchased all the rights

of Baliol to the Scottish thi'one for 5,000 marks and an

annuity of £2,000. These rights wera about as real as

the rights of Edward to the crown of France. The Scotch

had expelled Baliol in 1341, and renounced him and his

claims for ever. But with this pi-etension Edward once

more marched through the Lothians with fire and sword,

burnt Edinburgh and Haddington, and then retreated for

want of provisions, pursued by the Scots, who now ad-

vanced from their hiding-places, and dreadfully harassed

the rear of his army. After this, Edward Baliol, freed

from any pretence on the crown of Scotland, lived in

retirement, and died without heii-s in 1367.

Affairs in France were now approaching a crisis which

well nigh proved fatal to the independence of that country.

Edward III. , learning that the internal disorders of France

increased in consequence of the imprisonment of Charles

of Navarre, sent out a .small army under the Earl of

Lancaster to co-operate with the party of that prince in

Normandy. At the same time the Black Prince, who
had returned from his Toulouse expedition to Bordeaux,

set out once more with an army not exceeding 12,000

men, and few of them English except a body of archers.

He now directed his marauding expedition northwards,

and went on laying waste the country, and burning and
plundering towns, in a style which this young prince,

celebrated by the historians for every virtue, appeared

especially to delight in. He ravaged the Agenois and

Limousin, Auvergne, Marche, and Berri. He attacked

the cities of Bourgos and Issodun, but without success

;

and it then appeared that his intention was to advance to

Normandy, and join his forces to those under Lancaster.

But he found all the bridges on the Loire broken down,

and the news which reached him of the motions of the

King of France inclined him to retreat. John, exaspe-
rated at the devastations of the prince, and thinking that

he had every chance of defeating him in his rash advance
into the heart of the kingdom with so small a force, set

out to intercept his retui'n, 'with an army of upwards of

60,000 men. The prince, on his way, took the town of

Vierson by storm, and bui-nt Ramorantin, about ten

leagues from Blois.

John marched for Blois, and, crossing the Loire, ad-

vanced for Poictiers ; and the country people, naturally

enraged at the prince's wanton destruction of every place

he approached, kept him in ignorance of the king's ap-

proach. Edward, therefore, unconsciouslj' advanced on
Poictiers, and on the 17th of September came, all un-
awares, on the rear of the French army at the village

of Maupertuis, only two leagues from Poictiers. His
scouts came galloping in, announcing that the whole
country was filled by the great army. And, in fact,

never did a King of France command a more promising

force. Consisting of 60,000 men, there were in it 20,000

men-at-arms, including 2,000 men-at-arms, or cavalry,

sent by the Soots. Most of the princes of the b'lood were

with him, and the greater part of the nobihtj-. On the

other hand, the Prince of Wales's troops had decreased

to about 10,000, of whom the bulk were Gascons; but

he had 4,000 archers, and in them was the grand de-

pendence.

The circumstances were such as to confound the bravest

and most experienced commander ; but the prince, though
sensible of the seriousness of his situation, did not for a

moment lose heart. With consummate ability he took up
his position on the summit of a gentle declivity, planted

with vineyards, approachable only by one narrow road

flanked with hedges and thickets. This ground, so strong

by nature, he employed the whole army to make stronger

by trenches and embankments. Sir Eustace de Eibeau-

mont, the stalwart knight who had fought with his father

at Calais, went out with three other knights to recon-

noitre the English army, and brought this word to the

King of France:—"Sir, we have seen the enemy. By
our guess, they amount to 2,000 men-at-arms, 4,000

archers, and 1,500 or 2,000 other men; and appear to

form one division. They are strongly posted, wisely

ordered, and their position is well nigh inaccessible. In

order to attack them, there is but one passage, where four

horsemen may ride abreast, which leads to the centre of

their line. The hedges that flank this passage are lined

with archers, and the English main body itself consists of

dismounted men-at-arms, arranged in the form of a herse

or harrow. By this diSicult passage alone can you ap-

proach the English position ; consider, therefore, what is

best to bo done."

King John hearing this, determined to charge the

English on foot ; ordering all his men-at-arms to dis-

mount, take off theii' spurs, and cut their spears to the

length of five feet. Three hundred horsemen only were

to remain mounted, in order to break the line of archers

by a violent charge, and make way for the infantry.

Edward, on his part, drew up his forces, not in one

division, as when seen by De Ribeaumout, but in three,

with a detachment of cavalry apart under the celebrated

Captal de Buche, who was to take a compass roiand
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the hill during the fight, and fall on the rear of the

Prench.

When about to engage, however, two legates from the

Pope, Cardinals Talleyiaiid de Perigord and Capoccio,

came into both the French and English camps, and used

every endeavoiu- to incline the two princes to peace. The

Prince of Wales was so sensible of his critical situation

that he made the most liberal offers. " Save my honour,"

he said, " and that of my army, and i ivill listen to any-

thing." He proposed, indeed, to give up all the towns

and castles which he had taken both in this and the

former campaign, give up all his prisoners without ran-

som, and swear never again for seven years to bear arms

against the King of 3?rance.

Never was a fkier opportunity for securing a splendid

triumph, in the sui-render of so renowned an enemy ; but

John the Good again showed that he was not John the

Wise. He was elated with the persuasion that he had the

prince whoUy in his power ; and the very liberality of his

offer only confirmed the fatal idea. He therefore insisted

on the sui-render of the prince, and a hundi-ed of his best

knights, flattering himself that in holding them he held

the restitution of Calais. The prince at once and indig-

nantly rejected the proposal. The Christian efforts of the

humane cardinals were abortive ; the greater part of the

day, which was Sunday, had been wasted in these nego-

tiations. The prince's army was badly off for provisions

for either man or horse ; but they cheerfully spent the

remainder of the day in strengthening their defences, and

arranging their baggage behind them, as at Crecy.

The next morning, Monday, the 19th of September, the

Prench anny was again drawn out ; and again Cardinal

TaUeyraud endeavoured to move the mind of the French

king ; but he repulsed him rudely. John had arranged

his army in three divisions : the first commanded by his

brother, the Duke of Orleans ; the second by the dauphin,

and two of his younger brothers ; the third by the king

himself, who had at his side hia fourth and favourite son

Philip, then about fom-teen years of age. Edward, on

the other hand, commanded the main bod}'' of his army,

and placed the van under the command of the Earl of

Warwick. Just before the battle. Sir James Audley came

before the prince and begged that he might begin the

battle, in accordance with a vow he had made to do so in

every battle of the prince's or of his father. The prince

consented, and Sir James took his place with four stout

esquires in the van ; and thus the battle began.

The Marshals of France, Andreghen and Clermont,

were ordered to advance and take possession of the lane

leading to the English position, and disperse the archers

who lined the hedges; but as fast as the}' entered the

lane they were shot down. Mai'shal Andreghen was

speedily wounded and made prisoner, and Clermont was

killed. The horsemen, rapidly thinned, reached the end

of the lane only to encoxmter the main body of the Black

Prince's army. There Sir James Audley led on the charge,

beating down all who approached. At the same instant,

the detachment of Captal de Buche, attended by 600 bow-

men, made their attack on the flank of the dauphin's

division. This movement threw the whole division into

confusion. The archers shot so well and thickly that the

dauphin's second division dispersed in haste. The knights,

alarmed for their horses left in the rear, were the first to

run from their banners, and aU was instantly one scene

of flight. The dauphin and his brother wore escorted

from the spot by 800 lances, under the knights Landas,

Bodenai, and St. Venant ; and the army of the Black

Prince seeing this, and that the Duke of Orleans was in

full retreat with his van-guard, sprang to their saddles,

shouting, " St. George for Guienne !" and Sir John
Chandos exclaimed to the prince, " Sire, ride forward,

the day is won ! Let us charge on the King of France,

for well I know that ho is too bold to flee, and there only

will the battle bo ; and wo shall take him, please God
and St. .George!" "Advance banners, in the name
of God and St. George!" cried the prince, and they

dashed down the lane, bearing all before them, riding

over dead and wounded, till they came out on the plain

where the king yet stood with his division, and they burst

upon them with a fearful shock. But the king stood his

ground, fighting manfully, leading up his division on foot

and hewing his way with his battle-axe; so that, says

Froissart, had the knights of King John fought as woU,

the issue of the day might have been different. The Con-

stable of France stood firmly by his sovereign with his

squadron of horse, shouting " Mountjoy, St. Denis!" but

before the impetuous onset of the English men-at-arms,

his troops were cut down and himself was slain. The"*

the Prince of Wales attacked a body of German cavalry,

under the Count Sallebruohe and two other generals, and

there was a desperate conflict ; but the German generals

were all killed, and then the cavalry gave way and left

the king almost alone. Still the king fought on, and re-

fused to surrender, though his few remaining followers

were fast falling, and his nobles one after another sunk

around him. His son, the boy of fourteen, fighting bravely

in defence of his father, was wounded, and the king might

easily have been slain, but every one was anxious to take

him alive. Several who attempted to seize him he felled

to the ground. When called upon to yield he still cried

out, "Where is my cousin, the Prince of Wales?" tin-

willing to sui-render to any one of less rank. A knight

fiom St. Omer, who had been banished for homicide, said,

" Sire, the prince is not here; but I will conduct you to

him." "But who are you?" demanded the king; and

the knight replied, " I am Denis de Morbeque, a knight

of Artois, but serving the King of England because I

cannot belong to France, having been banished thence."

" I surrender to you," said the king, giving his glove

to Sir Denis. But there was violent sti-uggling for pos-

session of the king, every one saying, " I took him," and

some of the rude soldiers declaring that they would kill

him Lf not surrendered to them. At this moment arrived

the Earl of Warwick, sent by the Black Prince to discover

what was become of the king, and he conducted John and

his son with great respect to the prince's tent.

Thus terminated the battle of Poictiers, one of the most

wonderful victories ever achieved, being won by an army

numerically only one-sixth of that which it defeated, and

fighting under the disadvantage of being surrounded in

the enemy's country, and against the King of France in

person, with all his chivalry. Thus stood King John, a

captive at the end of the fight whoro, without striking a

single blow, he might have expelled the English army

from his soil, and bound the formidable Prince of Wales

to a peace of seven years.
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The true glory, therefore, of the Black Prince was that,

60 far from taunting John with this, he received him with

the utmost courtesy. He advanced from his tent to meet

the captive king with every mark of respect and regard.

He bade him not think too much of the fortune of war,

but to bear in mind that he had won the admiration of

both armies, and the fame of the bravest man who had

fought on that side. He caused a banquet to be spread

in his tent for the king and his dauntless son, who thence-

forward, from his stoical heroism, bore the name of Philip

the Hardy. Edward refused to sit down at the table, as

being only a vassal of the King of France. He said,

" You shall find my father ready to show you all honour

and friendship, and you shall, if you will, become such

friends as you have never yet been." The king was so

much touched by the respect and kindness of Edward,

that he declared, though defeated, it was no loss of honour

to yield to a prince of such consummate valour and

gsnerosity.

The attendants of the king are said to have been affected

to tears by the noble conduct and consoling words of the

prince to their royal master, and the spirit spread through

the army towards all the prisoners. Edward also showed

the same spirit of justice and liberality towards others.

He presented to Sir James Audley 600 marks of yearly

revenue for his services in the action ; and when he found

that he had transferred the whole of it to his four squires,

he again settled £400 yearly upon him. He also heard

all the eager and conflicting claims respecting the capture

of the king, the distinction and the ransom being alluring

objects; and finally adjudged it impartially, not to any
of his own great barons, but to the poor Flinch exile Sir

Denis de Morbeque.

The prince conducted his royal prisoner to Bordeaux,

whence, in the following April, he set sail with him and
his son for London. They made their entrance into the

English capital on the 24th of that month, 13j7, landing

at Southwark, whence they rode in procession thi-ough

the city to Westminster, vast crowds attending them the

whole way to satiate their wonder at the novel spectacle

of the monarch of France riding there as a captive. He
was clad in his royal robes, and mounted on a white

steed of remarkable size and beauty ; while the Prince of

Wales rode by his side, clad in a much plainer dress, and
on a black palfi-ey. This might, to oui' present ideas,

have appeared an aping of humility ; but it was doubt-

less dictated to the prince by a chivalrous courtesy, and
presented a fine contrast to the savage pomp of a Roman
triumph, in which great kings and queens, amid all the

spoils of their ravaged realms, were made to walk in

chains, while the proud conqueror rode in his chariot

blazing with gold.

It was, indeed, a time of singular triumph to the Eng-
lish people, for there were now two captive kings, those

of France and Scotland, in their metropolis. Edward III.

advanced to meet King John at the gates of his palace

with the gi-eatest coui-tesy, and received him, not as a
prisoner, but as a neighbouring potentate arrived on a
social visit.

The King of Scots had now been a captive in England
eleven years. There had been no want of endeavours on
the part of the Scots or of the King of England to effect

Ha liberation. During the earlj' portion of David's cap-

tivity this was not so much the case, because there was
a strong leaning in him towards the French alliance—

a

natural result of his nine years' kind entertainment in

that kingdom in his early youth. But his sojourn in

England produced as decided an attachment to the Eng-
lish ; and Edward, perceiving this, was willing to have
on the throne of Scotland a friend who might counteract

the hostile tendency of the nobles. During the last six

years, various negotiations had been entered into with the

Scots for the release of David, but the ransom was con-

sidered by them too high. In 1351 this cause broke off

the treaty; in 1354 the Scots agreed to give a ransom of

90,000 marks, payable in nine years. But their French
allies, dreading an amicable state of things between Scot-

land and England, having lately lost Calais, and being

then threatened with a fresh invasion by the English,

induced the Scots to break the agreement. The effect of

this measure was speedily seen in an invasion of England
by the Scots, which compelled Edward to return fi-om

Normandy, and was followed by his celebrated raid,

called the "Burnt Candlemas," in Scotland. Now, hew-
ever, a treaty was concluded, in which the Scots con-

sented to pay 100,000 marks in ten years, giving hostages

for the due fulfilment of this compact. In November of

this year, 1357, David was restored to Ubei'ty, and re-

turned to his kingdom ; and, before reverting to the

prosecution of the war with France, we may briefly state

what were the consequences of this transaction.

It soon became evident that the abode of David at the

English court had produced the same effect as that for-

merly made upon hiTn by his residence in the court of

France. His facile and amiable but weak mind had been

completely won over by Edward, who now saw, as he

imagined, a quieter and more eflfeotual mode of secuiing

the crown of Scotland than by war. David had lost his

wife, the sister of Edward, but had no children. He had
gi-own fonder of the more polished and luxui-ious court of

England than of his own ruder country and tiu'bulent

nobles. He did not, therefore, hesitate, after the death

of his wife, to propose to the Scottish Parliament that, in

case of his dying without issue, Edward's third son, the

Duke of Cambridge, should succeed him. The Scots, of

course, rejected the proposal without ceremony. Still it

was well known that a secret treaty existed between

David and Edward III. for this object. In 1371 David

died, and Robert Stewart, the gi-andson of Robert Bruce,

by David's eldest sister, Marjoiy, succeeded to the thi'one,

by the full consent of the Scottish Parliament, under the

title of Robert II. Though Edward menaced, he never

asserted his new claim to the crown, for his hands were

full with the French war, and, soon after, the death of

his son, the Black Prince, put an end to all such ideas.

From that time to the reign of James VI., a period of

232 years, the Stewarts continued to reign, when they

also succeeded to the crown of England, and thus pre-

pared the way for the ultimate and entire union of the

kingdoms.

The battle of Poictiers filled up the measure of the

calamities of France. Cretjy was a decisive blow; the

loss of Calais was another. But these were still only a

minor portion of the losses and miseries which had been

crowding upon her through ten years of invasion. Nor-

mandy, Artois, Ficardy, and the southern provinces of
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Franco had been, repeatedly traversed by Hostile armies,

their fields laid waste, their cattle driven off or destroyed,

their crops trodden under foot; their cities, towns, and
villages burnt or pillaged. Ij>' sea or by land France

iiad sufTered defeat and heavj' loss of men, ships, and

property. At Shiys, in mid Channel, and on various

parts of the coast, the English had destroyed her fleets.

In defending her ally of Brittany, Chailes of Blois, her

treasures had been largely drawn upon ; and now came
this desolating overthrow, in which the flower of her

nobility was crushed or made captive with theu' king.

That captivity let looso all the elements of disorder

which had been accumulating through these terrible years.

The people were impoverished, and numbers of them

utterly ruined ; all were wretched and discontented. The

nobles were grown arrogant with the weakness of the

state, and the country was overrun with bands of armed

marauders, calling themselves " Free Companions," who
preyed at will on the already sorely fleeced people, com-

mitting every species of outrage, and thus aggravating

awfully the miseries of the nation.

The dauphin was only a youth of eighteen, and, though

possessed of superior talents, and unusual prudence and

spirit for his age, was necessai-ily destitute of that au-

thority and that experience which such a crisis required,

and his two younger brothers could afford him no assist-

ance in so difficult a position. Besides the want of sup-

port in the members of his own family, he had a most

dangerous and indefatigable enemy in his relative, the

King of Navarre, who possessed that determined dispo-

sition to mischief which most trulj' entitled him to the

name given him bj- the public, Charles the Bad.

He was still in prison, but he found means through

stone walls to exercise his pre-eminent talents for in-

trigue, treachery, and malicious machinations. Pretend-

ing even to the crown, he had all the seditious arts and
fiery recklessness of the demagogue ; and he stooped to

ally himself with any malcontent class, or to work wdth

any dirty tool. Accordingly, when the dauphin called

together the states of the kingdom to enable him to

obtain supplies, and reasonably imagining that he should

find all classes, under the calamitous condition of the

country, ready to unite with him for the restoration of

the king, and the re-establishment of order, he was met
by demands for the limitation of the royal prerogative,

the punishment of past offenders, and, above all, for the

release of the King of Navarro.

Undoubtedly there were many evils to redress, and
abuses of the royal power to complain of ; but this was
not the time when honourable men would have sought to

enforce these objects. It was taking a cowardly advan-
tage of the unfortunate position of a mere youth, to wrest

from him what he had no legal authority to yield. Brave
?-nd upright men would have brought back the monarch,
and from him demanded those measures which justice

and the circumstances of the kingdom required. But
what should have been reform was dastardly and lawless

faction ; and the very naming of tlio King of NavaiTc,

the evil genius of France, betrayed its real origin.

Marcel, the provcjt of the morcliants, was the deter-

mined tool of Charles y2 Navarre, who put himself at the

head of the moi-i, and endeavoured to toriify the dauphin
into Eubciissiou to his demands. The states, influenced

by the same spirit, demanded the entire change of the

king's ministers, the punishment of several of them ; and,

dividing itself into separate committees, attempted to

usurp the different departments of the executive. The
dauphin was only to act under the control of a council of

thirty-six members of the states-general, in which were
to reside the powers of the whole body, and the King of

Navarre was at once to be liberated. The dauphin tem-

porised with the art of a much older man, till he had
obtained from the states some supplies, with which he
proposed to put down disorders in the provinces, and then

he dissolved the states, spite of the citizens of Paris,

headed by Marcel and Eonsac the sherifi".

Freed fi-om this millstone about his neck, Charles dis-

patched Sir Eobeit de Clermont, a brave commander, into

Normandy, against Sir Godfrey de Harcourt, who was
again gone over to the English, in resentment for the

execution of his brother. Count Harcourt, as one of the

adherents of the factious King of Navarre.

Sir Robert de Clermont came up with Sir Godfrey near

Coutances, in November, 1356, and not only routed his

forces, but slew him. Soon after this a truce was made
with the English in Normandj' ; but still the captains of

Edward pursued their predatorj- career in Brittany and

Gascony. To complete the mischief, the King of Navarro

escaped from his prison at Creave-cceur, and was received

with raptures by the disaffected people of Amiens and

Paris. He harangued the people in those cities, and

seemed, by the drift of his speeches, to aim at a republic.

His brother, Philip of NavaiTC, remained in the Enghsh
camp, and denounced the idea of a republic as pregnant

with disorder, mutability, and bloodshed.

Charles, the dauphin, was compelled to call the states-

general together again, to demand fresh taxes for the

prosecution of the war ; but Marcel, the democratic pro-

vost, uniting with the King of Navarre, opposed all his

measures, and excited the people to violence. He caused

them to assume blue hats, as a badge of their adherence

to his party, which, from its co-operation with Charles of

Navarre, was also called the Navarreso party.

Matters now ripened apace from anarchy into civil war.

In February, 1358, a man of the name of Mace, having

murdered the treasui-er of France, took refuge in a church.

The dauphin ordered him to be fetched thence, and put to

death. But when Robert de Clermont and John de Con-

flans, the marshals of France, went to execute this

command, the Bishop of Paris protested against it as a

violation of the sanctuary of the church; and Marcel,

the provost, seizing so admirable an opportunity for

bearding the dauphin, marched with the whole mob of

Paris to his p.alace, then called the Palais de Justice.

Entering without any regard to the person of the daiiphin,

he seized the two marshals and put them to deith so

close to the prince that his dress was sprinkled with their

blood. " How now," cried the dauiihin ;
" will you shed

the blood royal of Franco?" Marcel replied, "No;"
and, to show his pacific intentions, he rudely snatched

from the dauphin's head the embroidered hat of a pale

rose colour, put it on his own head, and clapped his own

blue hat on that of tho dauphin. Tho bodies of the

murdered marshals wero dragged through tho streets,

where, during the day, Marcel went about in the dau-

pMn'f) bat.
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Thus the capital of France was reduced to the utmost

anarchy. The dauphin returned into Picardy and Cham-
pagne, where he assembled the states of those provinces,

and was aided by them to the best of their ability. But
all France was one scene of discord, insurrection, vio-

lence, and crime. The mercenary and predatory bands of

the Companions, many of whom, or at least their leaders,

were English, were engaged by the King of Navarre to

carry out his projected republic. The dauphin, on the

other side, assembled forces to oppose him ; and now
broke out one of the most frightful calamities which can

afHict a nation—that of a peasants' war. In the reign of

Richard IL in England, some few years after this time,

our own country was on the verge of such a horrible

state of things, under Wut Tyler and Jack Straw. At
the time of the Reformation, Germany experienced its

unspeakable atrocities, under the name of the Bauem
Krieg, or War of the Peasantry, and France now was
doomed to di-ink deeply of its demon horrors, under the

name of the Jaquerie, from the gentry being used to call

the peasants Jaques Bonhomme, or Goodman James.

The country people, ground by a long course of exaction,

oppression, and insult, treated more as beasts than men
by their feudal lords, now seized the moment, when the

Gevernment was beset with difficulties and enemies, to

take a blind, sweeping, and tremendous vengeance. The
nobility and the petty gentry holding fiefs under them
had all been accustomed to plunder, tread on, and abuse
the peasantry as a race of inferior creatures. The feudal

system had rim to seed in unbridled license, and in every

species of infuriating wrong. Ignorant and outraged,

the people, once broke loose, placed no ^mits to their

cruelties and revenge. They despised the nobles, who,
while they had oppressed theui, had, in base cowardice,

deserted their sovereign at Poictiers. Formerly crushed
down into slaves, they were now terrible masters. They
burnt and laid waste the country everywhere, plundered

the villages, and cut off the supplies of the terrified towns.

They attacked the castles of the nobles, burnt them to

the ground, chased their once proud owners like wild

beasts into the woods, committed horrors which cannot

be named on the helpless women, mui'dered them and the

children without mercy, and, as in Germany afterwards,

actually roasted some of their former harsh lords before

slow fires.

Of the frightful situation to which the highest ladies of

the countiy were reduced, Froissart gives a striking ex-

limple. The Duchess of Normandy, the Duchess of

Oi-leans, and nearly 300 ladies, young girls, and children,

had fled for refuge to the sti'ong town of Meaux, and
were besieged by 9,000 or 10,00C of the furious Jaquerie,

when they were threaitened with every horror that human
nature could endure. Fortunately, two famous knights

of the directly opposite parties, the Count of Foix, and
the brave Captal de Buche, who made the successful rear

assault at the battle of Poictiers, hearing of the alarming
situation of these high ladies, forgot their hostihty, united

their forces, and falling on the Jaquerie, put them to the

Bword, kiUing 7,000 of thorn, and rescuing the terrified

women.
The dauphin, on his part, did not spare the insurgents.

He cut them down like sheep wherever he could meet
with them. In one case he is said to have killed more

than 20,000 of them. The Sue de Couci, in Picardy and
Artois, mowed them down like grass, and soon cleared

that part of the country of them. Everywhere the knight*
and gentry, roused by the ferocious deeds of the Jaquerie
towards their families, collected, and easily overcoming
their undisciplined mobs, slaughtered them in heaps like

beasts without mercy. At the same time, Marcel, en-
deavouiing to complete his crime by betraying Paris to

the King of NavaiTe and the English, was killed by the

exasperated people, and thus the land was eventuall}- re-

duced to quiet. But it was a quiet like that described by
the Roman historian :

—

" SoUiudinem faciunt, pacem appel-

lant : they make a solitude, and call it peace." No coun-

try was ever reduced to a more awful condition of ruin

and wide-spread desolation ; this frightful Jaquerie pest

lasted nearly two years.

Meantime Edward had worked on his captive. King
John of France, to make a peace, restoring to England
all the provinces which had belonged to Henry II. and his

two sons, for ever ; but the dauphin and the states rejected

the treaty, which would have totally ruined the kingdom.
On this Edward once more invaded that devoted country,

assembled an army of 100,000 men, with which he over-

ran Picardy and Ch'Umpagne, besieged Eheims, but without

success, advanced into Burgundy, and pillaged Tonnerre,

GaiUon, and Avalon, marched into the Nivernois, and
laid waste Brie and the Gatinois, and sat down before

Paris, where, not being able to draw the dauphin into a
battle, he proceeded to devastate the provinces of Maine,
Beauise, and the Chartraine. It is said that his desolating

career was at length closed by a terrible thunderstorm by
which he was overtakfn near Chartres. in which the ter-

rors of heaven seemed to his awe-struck miagination to

be arrayed against him. "Looking towards the church

of Notre Dame, at Chartres," says Froissart, " he made a

vow to grant peace, which he afterwards humbly repeated

in confession in the cathedral of Chartres, and thus took

up his lodging in the village of Britigni, near that city."

Here the peace was concluded ; and on these conditions

:

that the King of France should pay thi-ee naillions of gold

crowns for his ransom— about a million and a half of

oui- money ; that he should yield up to Edward in full

sovereigntj', the province of Gascony and other de-

pendencies in Aquitaine, and in the north of France,

Calais, Guisnee, Monti-euil, and the country of Ponthieu

;

and Edward, on the other hand, should renounce all other

French temtorj", and aU claim to the crown and kingdom
of France. The King of Navarre was to be restored to

all his honours and possessions, and the alliances of

Edward with the Flemings and of John with the Scots

were to close. In consequence of this peace of Britigni,

signed the 24th of October, 1360, John returned to France;

but finding that his Government was unwilling to keep

faith with England, and his son the Duke of Anjou having;

broken his parole as a hostage, John, with a noble sense

of honour, refused to be a party to such dishonesty, and
returning voluntarily to his captivity in London, died

there on the Sth of April, 1364.

Charles V., the fifty-first monarch of France, succeeded
his father John to a kingdom desolate but not dismem-
bered. John had, indeed, added to the realm the provinces

of Dauphiny and Bui'gundy ; but the latter he again dis-

severed from the crown and settled on his favourite son,
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his companion at tte battle of Poiotiers and in his cap-

tivity. This unwiso act, tho result, not of prudence—in

which John was singularly deficient—but of affection,

became tho source of much contention and many miseries.

But miseries were tho order of the day. France was

overrun with them as with weeds.

Charles had been early taught in the school of adversity,

and he soon displayed proofs that he had profited by its

lessons. He was cautious, thoughtful how to retrieve

tho condition of France, and eventually won the name of

tho Wise. Had his designation been the Worldly Wise

it would have been still more correct, for he was not too

strict in rendering the code of honour where it interfered

with his plans. Ho was tho first of his race and his times

who renounced the practice of heading his armies, deeming

it more befitting a monarch to head his kingdom, and

place at the head of his armies the ablest commanders

that he could obtain, as ho would place the ablest ministers

over the different departments of his Government. This

very circumstance marks Charles as a sagacious prince.

The practice was a step onward in governmental science.

Charles deemed it necessar}' to reduce the disorders of

his own kingdom before he commenced his intended opera-

tions against the English. It was necessary to put down
Charles of Navarre, and to settle the affairs of Brittany.

To do this, he first sent the young Breton knight, Bertrand

du Guesclin, destined to acquire a great i-enown in this

reign, into Normandy, where the brave Captal de Buche,

the hero of Poictiers, commanded the King of Navarre's

forces. These two commanders met near Cocherel, where

Du Guesclin turned tlio tide of war in favour of France,

gaining tho first complete victory for it since the days

of Crefy, and not only routed De Buche, but tj)ok him
prisoner.

Du Guesclin then marched into Brittany, whero Lord

Chandos and Sir Hugh Calverley were in command of the

English forces. Here Du Guesclin's good fortune deserted

him ; he was defeated and taken prisoner. Here, also,

Charles of Blois was slain, and the young De Montfort

secured in his possessions. The prudence of Charles V.

was now seen conspicuously ; instead of resuming the

war, he acknowledged Do Montfort as rightful lord of the

duchy, though a sti-ong partisan of England, admitted

him to do homage for the fief, and thus bound him in a

certain degree to him by kindness—a display of political

philosophy too much neglected by Edward III. of Eng-
land and his son the Black Prince.

Finding tho estates of the crown greatly reduced by
weak grants made by his father and former monarchs

to the princes and nobles about them, he set himself to

reclaim them, and thus restore the national finances—an

undertaking which would have ruined a weak or impni-

dont king. But ho prosecuted this design with such con-

summate address and persuasive mildness—showing its

absolute necessity if Fr.anco wore to enable herself to

shake off the incubus of the English, and beginning with

his own uncle, the Duke of Orleans—that he carried it

through triumpliiintly. This done, he proceeded to rid

the nation of tlio bands of Free Companions which preyed

on the very vitals of tho kingdom. At the peace of

Britigni, the disbanded soldiery of Edward, men from

almost every European country, being scattered over the

land, and being in possession of many of tho strongholds,

refused to lay down their arms. They were accustomed

to a life of tho utmost license under the English king and

prince, and they determined to continue it. They asso-

ciated together for mutual defence, in such combination

calling themselves the " Great Companies." Both English

and Gascon officers now took tho command of these free-

booters, who became tho scourge of the provinces. Sir

Hugh Calverley, Sir Matthew Goiu-nay, and the Chevalier

Vorte, were their most distinguished leaders. These

troops amounted to 40,000, and did not fear to encounter

tho armies of France. They fought with them and beat

them, and killed Jaques de Bourbon, a prince of the

blood. The more they spoiled and ravaged, the more

their numbers grew, for they were increased by those

who sought for booty, and by those who were left with-

out any other resource. People flocked to them precisely

as they did in ancient times to David, in the cave of

Adullam: "Every one that was in distress, and every

one that was in debt, and every one that was discon-

tented, gathered themselve" unto him." The Pope ex-

communicated them ; hut though that ban, so awful in

that age, alarmed, it did not disperse them.

Charles at fir.st complained to Edwa.rd warmly that his

forces were not disbanded according to tho treaty, and
called upon him to see them dispersed ; but when Edw.ard,

finding proclamations for the purpose unheeded, declared

that he would himself march against them, Charles took

alarm at the prospect of seeing an English army again on

the soil of Franco, and hastened to request him to spare

himself that trouble—he would deal with them in his own
y/ay. His mode of ridding himself of them was worthy

of his enlightened mind. He used all his persuasions

to engage them in foreign wars. He I'epresented to them
what a rich field the wars of Italy presented to them ; and

a large body, under one Hawkwood, an Englishman, pro-

ceeded thither, and won great wealth and distinction.

Fortune favoured the plans of tho king, and opened a

still wider field of action for the troublesome Free Com-
panions. Pedro, the King of Castile, at that time was

ono of the most bloody monsters who ever disgraced a

throne. He indulged his savage disposition by tho murder

of his own near relations and the nobles about the court.

He had put to death several of his natuj-al brothers for fear

of their conspiring against him. The murder of one noble

led him to that of others, whom ho dreaded might attempt

retaliation. His court was become a perfect hell of blood

and terror, and that terror alone prevented his dethrone-

ment. But, instigated by Mary de Padilia, his mistress,

he poisoned his wife, the sister of tho queen of Charles of

Franco. At this, Enrique, Count of Transtamara, and

Telle, Count of Biscay, his natural brothers, who had

taken arms against him in vain, fled to tho court of

Franco, and implored Charles to avenge the sister of his

qticon, and rid the country of this modern Nero.

Charles embraced tho proposal as the evident beckon-

ing hand of a good Providence. Ho procured tho liberty

of Du Guesclin, who was still a prisoner to Lord Chandos,

set him to bring over the chiefs of the Companions, and

take command under him for a feigned expedition ag.ainst

the Moors in Spain, which was regarded as a crusade

against the infidels. The Pope, who had his cause of

quarrel with the monster Pedro, gave his blessing to tho

scheme, and Du Guesclin speedily found himself at the
.
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head of 30,000 of these desperadoes. The King of France

gavo thom 200,000 francs ; and, assembling at Chalons,

on the river Marne, thoy marched towards Avignon. The

Pope, who then resided there, alarmed at the approach

of such a force, sent a cardinal to learn their object in

coming that way. Du Guesclin answered that as they

were bound on a crusade against the enemies of the

Church, they sought the Pope's blessing, and the small

sum of 200,000 florins to help them on their way. His

holiness readily promised the blessing and absolution of

all their sins—an awful score ! But Du Guesclin replied

that his followers were of that description that thoy would,

if necessary, dispense with the absolution, but not with

the money. The Pope then proposed to levy the sum of

100,000 florins on the inhabitants, but Du Guesclin said

thoy were not come to oppress the innocent people, but

would expect the money out of the Pope's own cofi'ers.

His holiness thought it well to comply with a request

backed by such arguments as 30,000 notorious banditti,

and the bold beggars marched on. Thoy very soon drove

the tyrant from his throne and kingdom, who fled, with

his two daughters, into Guionne, and put himself under

the protection of the Black Prince.

In all the wars of Edward III. against Scotland and

Franco, he had shown an utter disregard of right ; and in

this respect he was fully seconded by the Black Prince

;

but of all their undertakings there was none so flagrantly

outraging every principle of justice, humanity, and chi-

valry as their abetting this demon in human shape, Don
Pedro of Castile. Ilere was a man steeped in the blood

of his own family and of his own wife ; who had op-

pressed and plundered his subjects till they hated him
with a mortal hatred, and had joined in chasing him
from the country. Edward, as a professed champion of

chivalry, was bound to defend and redress the grievances

of ladies
;
yet here did he at once undertake to restore

the murderer of his wife to his ensanguined throne, and
to force him again on a people whom he had driven to

desperation by his ferocious tyrannies. It has been

attempted to vindicate this action by representing Don
Pedro as the legitimate sovereign, whom, therefore, the

prince, as an upholder of legitimate authority, was bound
to support. But the fact is, that Edward and his father

had all their lives been engaged in endeavouring, by all

the force of their talents and the resources of their king-

dom, to destroy legitimacy in the person of the King of

France. It has been again urged that the King of France
sanctioning the expedition to dethrone Don Pedro natu-

rally aroused the rivahy of the Black Prince, who would
probably, say these authors, never have succoured the

infamous Pedro had not the King of France taken the

other side. But the worst of it is, that the King of France
was on tho right side, the just and honourable one—that

of punishing a murderer of his own relative, and of assist-

ing an oppressed people. The Princo of Wales was on
the wrong side— the odious one of abetting as foul a

monster as ever disgraced humanity ; and his proceeding

was as impolitic as it was unjust, for it raised a new
enemy, tho reigning King of CastUe, Don Enrique, and
threw him into the alliance of France. The conduct of

the Black Prince in this affair proved that, with all his

personal virtues, he was destitute of that high moral
sense—that perception of what is intrinsically great and

noble—which stamps the true hero; and tho hand of

Providence appears speedily and unequivocally to have
displayed itself against him and his father, who sanc-

tioned his fatal enterprise. All his wisest and most faith-

ful counsellors urged him to reflect on the crimes and
blood-stained character of Don Pedro ; to remember that
such men were as ungrateful as thoy were base ; and also

that the expedition must be attended by severe charges
on the province of Gascony, already loudly complaining
of its burthens.

These just admonitions were aU lost on the prince. Ho
assembled a force, recalling his officers from the bands of
the Companions, 12,000 of whom, on learning that he was
about to take the field, left Du Guesclin, headed by Sir

Hugh Calverley and Sir Robert Knowles, and followed
his banners, believing in the ascendancy of his fortune,

and careless of every other motive. The Prince of Wales
came into action with the troops of Don Enrique and Du
Guesclin at Najara, routed them with a loss of 20,000

men, and easily reinstated tho tyi-ant upon the throne.

But there the success of the Black Prince ceased. He
could not make the monster Pedro anything but a
monster; and Pedro immediately displayed his diaboli-

cal disposition by proposing to the prince to murder aH
their prisoners in cold blood, which tho prince indig-

nantly refused.

And now the punishment of tho Prince of Wales for

this unhappy deed—a foul blot for over on liis brilliant

escutcheon—came fast and heavily Upon him; so fast, so

heavily, so palpably, that the writers of the time plainly

ascribed it to the displeasure of a righteous Providence.

The tyrant, once restored, gave him immediate proof of

the miserable work he had done, by refusing to fulfil

a single stipulation that ho had made. He left the

prince's army without the pay so liberally promised,

and without provisions. The prince was exposed to tho

murmurs of his deluded soldiers. The heat of the cUmato

and strange and unwholesome food began to sweep thom
off in great numbers, whilst his own health gave way,

never to be restored. Ho made his way back to Bor-

deaux as well as he could, where he arrived in July, 1367,

with a ruined constitution, and covered with debts, in-

curred on behalf of the ungi'ateful tyrant. To discharge

tho debt due to his troops, he laid a tax on hearths, not

unknown in England, but new to tho Gascons, which was

calculated to produce 1,200,000 francs a year. But the

inhabitants resented this tax on their chimneys, or fouage,

as they called it, excessively. It was the climax to a

host of grievances of which they began vehemently to

complain—as, of all oSices and honours being conferred

on foreigners; of harsh treatment, like that of a con-

quered people ; and, as tho Black Prince did not pay any

attention to their complaints, the Counts of Armagnac,

Comminge, Perigord, and d'Albret carried them to the

King of France, as their ancient lord paramount.

While tho Prince of Wales was thus about to be em-

broiled with France, on account of his ill-fated restora-

tion of Don Pedro, ho had the mortification to loam that

that savage had only regained his throne to wreak the

most diabolical cruelties on his subjects, whom ho now
regarded as rebels. Du Guesclin, having obtained his

ransom, once more joined Enrique de Transtamara to

expel tho despot. He defended himself with desperate
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valour, but he vfaa ovontually defeated, and blockaded

in the castle of Moutiel. As ho had only about a dozen

mou with him, and the castle was destitute of in-ovisions,

Don Pedro attempted to steal out at night ; but he was

seized by a French officer ; and such was the implacable

fury of the two brothers against each other, that, as soon

as Don Enrique heard of his capture, he flew to the tent

whore ho was iu custody. There, after insulting and
irritating each other, the two pi'oceedod to a deadly

struggle, iu which Don Enrique stabbed Pedro to the

heart with his dagger.

Such were the fruits for which the Prince of Wales

had sacrificed his honour—his life, as it proved—and the

peace of his provinces. The wary Charles V. had long

been eagerly watching the proceedings of the English.

He had on various pretences deferred the fulfilment of

the conditions of the treaty of Britigni, and now, on the

plea that it was void, he summoned the Black Prince

to Paris, as his vassal, to answer the complaints of his

subjects. The treaty of Britigni liber.ated the English

in-ovinoes from all feudal subjection, and made them

independent. When the heralds conveyed the summons
to the Black Prince, his ej'es flamed with indignation

at this breach of faith ; he looked fiu-iously on the mes-

sengers, and exclaimed, "Is it even so? Does our fair

cousin desire to see us at Paris Y Gladly wUl we go

thither; but I assure you, sii'S, that it shall bo v.'ith our

basnets on our heads, and at the head of G0,000 men."

The messengers dropped on their knees in terror, beg-

ging him to remember that they only did the message of

him who sent them. But the prince, deigning them no

word, left them in wrath, and the courtiers ordered them

to got away as fast as they could ; but the prince^ hearing

of their departure, sent after them and brought them
back, but did them no injury.

Thus were England and France once more plunged into

war through the ill-timed restoration of a base tj'rant

;

with general discontent in the English provinces in the

south of France, and the health of the prince fast failing.

The French king had carefully calculated the declining

vigour of Edward III., as well as the health of his son;

and now ho advanced to war to regain the territories

lie had lost; and avenge the mortal injuries which his

country had suffered from the English, attended by a host

of advantageous circumstances : these were, discontent

in the English provinces, and disunion amongst the com-

manders of the forces. On his own side he had with him
the spirit and wishes of the whole country. Many of

the great commanders who had assisted to win the proud

laurels of Edward and the Black Prince were dead, or

sunk into old age. The Free Companions, who had served

under tho Black Prince, were dismissed from the want of

that very pay which tho tju-ant Pedro bad refused, and

wore now eagerly engaged by the French king. The

feudal troops and the archery of England, tho very soul

of the army, had returned home at tho end of the war,

and it would now require much time and expenditure of

money to collect them again.

On the other hand, a new generation had sprung up in

France, who had not known tho terrors of Crcfy or Poic-

tiers, but only had heard of the defeat of France and the

death of their fathers, and burned to avenge them. The

terriblo King of England was old; his lion-hearted son

was known to bo sinking into tho grave. It Boomed as if

the doom of Heaven was pronounced on tho power of tho

English. They had overrun and destroyed, but taken no
pains to conciliato, and tho hatred which flamed in the

hearts of the people was fanned and made holy by the

universal voice of the clergy, producing everywhere revolt

from the English, and adhesion to the French monarch.
Charles had prepared for this crisis for years, husbanding
his income till he was called not only the Witse, but tlie

Wealthy ; and the people, now kindled with the spirit of

patriotism, submitted cheerfully to new taxes for recon-

quering the independence of their country, even to that

same fouage which, imposed in Gasoony, had cost tho

Prince of Wales his popularity : so much docs the pay-
ment of a tax depend on tho person who imposes it, and
the purpose for which it is demanded.

Still tho Black Prince, though ill, was not cast down.
Some of the Free Companions, spite of the defection of

their fellows, joined him to the number of 6,000 lances,

under the brave Sir Hugh Calverle)- ; and Edward III.

sent from England a considerable army under the com-
mand of the Earl of Cambridge, the prince's brother, and
Sir John Hastings, the Earl of Pembroke, his brother-in-

law.

The King of France fell on the province of Ponthieu,

which gave the English admittance into tho heart of

France. The people everywhere received him with open

arius, showing how completely all the efforts of England
to conquer France had beeu thrown away. Tho citizenr

of Abbeville opened theii- gates to him. Those of St,

Valeri, Eue, and Orotoy followed their example, and in

a very little time the whole country was regained by tho

French.

In Poictou the brothers of Charles, tho Dukes of Berri

and Anjou, assisted by tho gallant Du Guesclin, were

equally successful. Lord Audley, tho son of that Sir

James Audley who distinguished himself so greatlj^ at the

battle of Poictiers, who was seneschal of the province, fell

sick and died in the very commencement of the war, to

the extreme grief of the prince, who made the celebrated

Sir John Chandos his successor. But jealousies amongst

the commanders, now the Prince of Wales was unable to

be at the head of his armies, produced disastrous conse-

quences, and worse very soon followed in the death of

the brave Chandos. That enterprising leader proposed

to tho Earl of Pembroke to joirt him in an expedition

against Louis de Sancorre, the Marshal of France. But

Pembroke, jealous of the fame of Sir John, and instigated

by his flatterers, who insinuated that with such a renowned

general the earl would come off with very little of tho

glory of tho undertaking, declined the proposal. Sir John

Chandos, disgusted by the refusal, retired into the city of

Poictiers, and dismissed such troops as were not necessary

for its defence.

No sooner had he done this, than tho Earl of Pembroke

issued forth with 200 spears to win distinction for himself,

and waste the lands of the nobles who were opposed to

the Black Prince's taxation. This was good news for tho

Marshal Sancerre, who had little fear when ho learned

that Chandos had retired iu displeasure. He came sud-

denly with an overwhelming force on Pembroke near tho

village of Puyrenon, killed a considerable number of his

knights, and compelled him to take refuge in an old church'
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of tho abolislicd Knights Templars. Pembroke, now
awake to his folly, dispatched a messenger to Sir John

Chandos for help. The messenger did not reach Poictiers

till the nest morning, when Sir John was at breakfast.

On hearing Pembroke's appeal, he coolly wont to mass,

glad, no doubt, to let the envious nobleman feel the effects

of his foolish conduct. Meantime the battle at the church

was going on vigorously, the English stoutly defending

their retreat, but feeling, from the thinness of the walls

and want of provisions, that they could not hold out long.

Another messenger was dispatched to Sir John, accom-

panied by a most earnest entreaty, and a valuable ring

from the finger of the earl himself. Sir John was at dinner

when the messenger arrived, describing in earnest words

the imminent danger of the earl and his followers. Sir

John had not yet forgiven the young nobleman. lie went

on with his dinner, saying, "If it be as you say, nothing

can save him." But anon, lifting up his head, he said to

his knights and esquires around him, " Hear me, sirs ! the

Earl of Pembroke is a noble person, and of high lineage,

son-in-law to our natural lord, the King of England.

Foul shame were it to see him lost, if we cau save him.

I will go, by the grace of God. Make ready, sirs, for

Puyrenon !"

Two hundred men-at-arms mounted in haste, and, Sir

John at their head, galloped off to surprise the Marshal

of Sancei're while besieging Pembroke in the Temple-

house. But the wary French, apprised of the approach

of Sir John, speedily drew off and escaped.

In December of the same year, 1370, Sir John Chandos
lost his life in a confused skirmish, owing to want of

proper co-operation amongst the English commanders

;

and his loss was soon obvious in a greater lack of spirit

and success in the English army in the south of France
;

the gallant Captal de Buche, who preceded Sir John as

teneschal of Guionnc, being taken prisoner, and lost to

the English service.

Meantime Edward III. had sent fresh forces to Calais

under his son the Duke of Lancaster, commonly called

John of Gaunt, in alliance with the Count of Namur.
The King of France sent a still larger army to oppose the

ini-oads of these forces under his brother Philip, the Duke
of Burgundy, but commanded him on no account to come
to a general engagement with the English, lest the fate

of Creyy and Poictiers should once more overtake him.

The duke posted himself between St. Omer and Tournehan,
where the Duke of Lancaster came out against him, but
could not induce the French to fight. The Duke of Bur-
gundy, impatient of this inglorious position, desii'ed to be

recalled, and the king ordered him to fall back on Paris.

Then John of Gaunt advanced, pillaging and lajong waste
the country in the old English manner from Calais to

Bordeaux, while Sir Robert Knowles, the Free Companion
leader, with an army of 30,000 men, took his way by
Terouenne and through Artois, burning and destroying-

all before him. He nest advanced to the very gates of

Paris, up to which one of his knights rode, and struck a

blow with his spear, having made a vow that he would
strike his lance on the gate of Paris. The daring warrior,

however, lost his life returning thi-ough the suburbs,

being cut down by a gigantic butcher with his cleaver.

After that Knowles mai-ched into Brittany for winter
quartern. On their march that fatal disunion which now

infected the English ai-my once more showed itself. Lord

Grandison, Lord Fitzwalter, and other English nobles,

refused to follow Knowles into Brittany. They declared

that it did not become noblemen like themselves to serve

under a man of mean birth, as Sir Robert Knowles was,

and they drew off their forces to Anjou and Tourainc.

Bertrand du Gue.sclin, now made Constable of Franco,

hearing of this disunion from an English fraitor. Sir John
Menstreworth, pursued Knowles to cut him off. Knowles

sent infoi-mation of this pursuit to Lord Grandison and
his disdainful aristocratic companions; but too late, for

Du Guesclin overtook them at Pont Volant, defeated

them, and slew the greater part of these proud esclusiyos.

Knowles made good his retreat into Brittany, and Men-
streworth the traitor, falling into the hands of the English,

was put to death.

About this time the Black Prince performed his last

military esploit ; and it was one calculated to bcome an

additional brand on his name in France. Limoges, the

capital of Limousin, had been betrayed to the Dukes of

Anjou and Berri by the bishop and the chief inhabitants.

The prince was gi-eatly enraged, both because the bishop

had been his personal friend, and because ho had conferred

many privileges on the citizens. Ho was now too weak

to mount a horse, but ho ordered out 1,200 lancers and

2,000 archers, and being borne in an open litter at the

head of his troops, he advanced to take vengeance on

Limoges. The garrison treated with scorn his summons
to suiTcnder. But his sappers soon undermined the wall,

though Du GuescKn did all ho could by a flying force to

di'aw off his attention. Some authors say that he there

used gunpowder, lately introduced, to blow up the mine,

as they contend that his father used cannon in the battle

of Crefy. Others say that he threw down the wall by

burning the props which supported the excavation while

in progress. Whatever was now the mode, ho made a

breach, and his troops, rushing in, perpetrated the most

ruthless and indiscriminate slaughter. The poor people,

men, women, and childi-en, knelt in the streets, and threw

themselves down before the prince, crying, '

' Mercy ! mercy

for God's sake!" But the inexorable prince turned a

deaf ear to these moving prayers from the innocent people,

who had nothing whatever to do with the sui-render of

the city, and 4,000 were put to death. The only pity

which he showed was to tho bishop who gave up the place,

and to a knot of brave knights whom he found standing

with their backs to a wall, engaged in mortal combat with

his brothers the Dukes of Lancaster and Cambridge, and

Pembroke, his brother-in-law. After watching theii- gal-

lant defence some time in high admiration, ho consented

to accept their submission, and dismissed them with praises.

This extraordinary man—a striking proof how war can

petrify a heart very noble by nature—could still feel de-

light in the spectacle of a brave feat of arms, though his

soul was become utterly callous to every sentiment of

pity for his fellow-men in general. He gave up the city

to be sacked, and it was bui-nt to tho ground.

In the early part of tho following year he lost his eldest

son, and his own health being now completely broken, he

returned to England, quitting for ever, says an historian,

the country where he had gained so much glory, and on

which he had inflicted such extensive calamities. He left

the Duke of Lancaster his lieutenant, who maintained a
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court at Bordeaux as gay and brilliant as tlie prince him-
self. At this court were residing the two daughters of

the late Don Podi-o the Cruel ; and John of Gaunt, now a

widower, but in the prime of his life, married Donna Con-

stance, the eldest, and in her right assumed the title of

King of Castile and Leon ; and his brother, the Duke of

Cambridge, married at the same time the second sister.

This, as we have said of the Black Prince's expedition into

Castile to reinstate the tyrant Don Pedro, was a most
false and calamitous policy, for it made a fu'm ally of

Enrique, now reigning King of CastUe, to Charles of

Erance ; and of this the effect was speedily felt.

John of Gaunt went over to England to introduce his

royal bride at court there; and the Earl of Pembroke
going out to supply his place in June, 1372, with a fleet

of forty ships, was encountered off the port of Kooholle by
a powerful navy belonging to King Enrique. The battle

was fiercely contested ; but the Spanish ships wore not

only much larger than those of the English, but provided

with cannon, now for the fii'st time employed at sea,

The English wore completely defeated ; the greater part

of their shijis were taken, burnt, or sunk, including one

carrying the military chest, with £20,000. The Earl

of Pembroke, with many other men of rank, remained

prisoners.

Such was the immediate effect of the English alliance

with the family of such a monster as Don Pedro ; and
nothing could demonstrate more strongly the degree to

which the EngHsh had made themselves detested in France

than the eagerness with which the people of Eochelle and
its neighbourhood, though still English subjects, aided

the Spaniards by every means in their power.

This defeat and loss laid open the country to the attacks

of the King of Franco, through his valiaut and wise con-

stable, Du Guesclin, who took Benon, Surgere, Saint Jean
d'Angely, and other towns. The Duke of Lancaster set

sail from England with a fresh army, accompanied by the

Earls of Suffolk, "Warwick, Stafford, and Lord Edward
Spencer, to repel the French forces. But these forces,

divided into three hosts, under the Dukes of Burgundy
and Bourbon, and Du Guesclin, still avoided any engage-

ment, but watched the English army, harassed its rear,

and cut off its foraging parties everywhere. In vain the

Duke of Lancaster marched from Bordeaux to Calais and

back ; everywhere the enemy fled before him, and j-et

everywhere ho suffered loss ; so that the king his father

declared, with ii-repressible vexation, " that there never

was a monarch at once so little of a soldier and who con-

trived to give so much trouble." The last town pos-

sessed by the English in Gascony was Thouars, then a

considerable place. Tho constable invested it, and tho

English lords shut up in it—the best of those whom the

long series of skirmishes and sieges had left—agreed to

surrender it at the next Michaelmas, if the King of Eng-
land or one of his sons did not relieve them within that

period. Edward, on hearing this, put to sea with a con-

siderable army ; but winds and waves were steadily op-

posed to him, and he was compelled to put back, and
leave Thouars to its fate. The last ally of Edward, the

Count de Montfort, was driven from his duchy by Du
Guesclin and Oliver do Clisson, and compelled to take

refuge in England. The Duke of Lancaster marched to

and fro, but gained no signal advantage ; and Charles V.,

thinking that Edward's fortunes were too low again to

reinstate the Count of Brittany, proposed to the estates

of France to confiscate his territory and annex it to the

French crown ; but this the nobles of Brittany opposed,

and recalled John de Montfort from his exile in England.
In 1374, but two years previous to the death of tho

Black Prince, and three to the death of Edward himself, a

truce was signed at Bruges between France and England
for one year. The Pope, by his legates, who followed both

armies and attended both courts, had never remitted his

Christian endeavour's to put a stop to the barbarities of

the war; but it was not till France had won almost all

that it had lost that he could succeed. The truco was
concluded, and was maintained till the death of tho King
of England ; at which time all that was left of his French
possessions were Bordeaux, Bayonne, a fow towns on the

Dordogno, and Calais in the north. Such were the mise-

rable fruits of all tho human blood and lives expended,

and all the miseries inflicted in these unjust and impolitic

wars of more than forty years' duration.

When the Black Prince returned to England, broken

down in constitution, he found things far from agreeable.

Tho king was become feeble, and ruled by favourites.

Great abuses had sprung up, and were carried on in the

king's name. The Duke of Lancaster had created a strong

party for himself, and exercised the principal power. The
prince, still growing weaker, yet roused himself to restrain

the domination of Lancaster, and remove from about the

person of the king his creatures. The Commons, as is

supposed, by direct encouragement of the prince, im-

peached nearly all the ministei-s. They removed Lord
Latimer from the king's council, and put him in prison.

They deprived Lord Neville of the offices which he held,

and arrested several farmers of the customs. They even

carried their censures to the king's mistress, one Alice

Pierce or Pcrrai-s. The excellent Philippa had been dead

several years, and this Alice Perrars, who had been a

lady of the bedchamber to the queen, had acquired the

most complete influence over the old king. She was now
banished from court.

Such were the unhappy affau-s which clouded the last

days of the celebrated Black Prince, and even tended to

sow dissension between him and his father. He died on

Trinity Sunday, the 8th of June, 1376, in the forty-sixth

year of his age, to the immense regret of tho people, who
regarded his militarj^ achievements, though of no solid

advantage to the nation, with a deep national pride, and,

from his opposition to corruptions at home, esteemed him
as a most patriotic prince. It is clear that he must have

been of a naturally noble nature, and possessed of per-

sonal qualities as engaging as his courage and military

genius were unrivalled; but his warlike education had

blunted many of the finest feelings of the heart, and led

him to become the scourge of France, and in a great

measure useless to his own country. Ilis body was drawn

by twelve horses from London to Canterbury, the whole

coiu-t and Parliament following through the city ; and he

was biuied in the cathedral, near the shrine of Thomas
a Becket.

After his death the Duke of Lancaster recovered his

ascendancy in the state and over the king, who, grown

indolent, and devoted only to the society of his artful

mistress, paid little attention to state affairs. John of
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Gaunt hastened to undo all that the Black Prince had

effected. He caused his own steward, Sir Thomas Hun-
gerford, to be made speaker of the IIousQ of Commons.

lie restored his faction there, and soon had Sir Peter

do la Mare, the late sjjeakcr, arrested ; and the celebrated

William of Wj'keham, Bishop of Winchester, deprived of

his temporalities, on charges of embezzlement which could

not be proved, and dismissed from court. The duke went

so far as not only to implore that the Lord Latimer, but

Alice Perrars, should be freed from the censures passed

upon them by the late Parliament in the name of the

king, and restored to their former condition and privi-

leges. The present Parliament, however, was not so

Completely packed by John of Gaunt but that it possessed

a spirit of opposition, which insisted that the accused

should bo put upon their trial ; and the bishops demanded
the same justice towards William of Wykeham, one of

the greatest men of the age, the architect of Windsor

Castle, the founder of Wykeham's College at Winchester,

and of New College at Oxford.

It is said that we owe it to the resentm.6nt of John of

Gaunt against the bishops that he took up so earnestly

the cause of Wycliffo, the great English reformer, and

thus became a most effectual champion and guardian of

the Reformation. Wycliffe, who was a parish priest at

this time, living at Lutterworth, in Leicestershire, and

the prebendary of Aust, in the collegiate church of West-

bury, in the diocese of Worcester, had been a member of

a legation sent by Edward to Pope Gregory XL, which

met at Bruges ; and it is remarkable that this glimpse

of the papal court is said to have had the same effect

on him as the visit of Luther afterwards to Eome. He
became a decided Church reformer, and holding^the theo-

logical chair of Oxford, had ample opportunity of making

public his ideas. His denunciations of Church abuses,

and opposition to many of its doctrines, had caused him
to be cited by a convocation of the clergy to appear at

St. Paul's on the 3rd of February, 1377, to answer to the

charges against him. Here he was attended bj' John of

Gaunt and the earl marshal, Lord Percy. These noble-

men and the bishops became mutually very hot on the

question, and the Duke of Lancaster is reported to have

threatened to drag Courtney, the Bishop of London, who
presided, by the hair of the head out of the church. A
riot was the consequence, the Duke of Lancaster protect-

ing Wycliffe ; and the people, who were very jealous

of Lancaster's overgrown power, resenting his insult to

the bishop, broke both into his house and that of Lord
Percy, killing Lord Percy's chaplain, and doing immense
damage to the duke's palace. The two noblemen escaped

across the water to Eennington, where the widow of

the Black Prince, the " Fair Maid of Kent," and her son

Eichard, the heir apparent, resided. The riot ran so high

that the debates of Parliament were interrupted, and the

mob reversed the duke's arms as a traitor.

The king, completing the fiftieth year of his reigu and

the sixty-fourth of his life, published a general amnesty

for all minor offences; still, however, through the in-

fluence of Lancaster, excluding the groat Wykeham of

Winchester. He was now fast failing, and passed his

time between Eltham Palace and his manor of Shene,

near Eichmond. The last days of this groat monarch

were like those of many others who during theii- lives

ruled men with a high hand. It was desolate and deserted.

The great nobles and courtiers were looking out for the

rising sun, and paying it their assiduous adoration. By
some this was held to bo the Duke of Lancaster, against

whoso designs on the throne the people had culled on the

king, before the death of the Black Prince, to guard ; and
he had named his grandson Eichard, then not six years

old, his successor. By others Eichard was deemed the

true fountain of future favour, and all deserted the dying

king, except his deeply-interested mistress, who, after se-

curing everything else of value that she could, drew the

diamond ring from the finger of the dying monarch, and
—departed. The servants had gone before to plunder the

house, and only a solitary, faithful priest, preferring his

duty to the things of this world, hastened to the bedside

of the departing monarch, held aloft his crucitix, and re-

mained in that position till the once mighty king had
breathed his last.

Englishmen look with pride to the reign of Edward III.

,

as one of those which stamped the martial ascendancy of

theu- race ; and unquestionably it is an era of great mili-

tary glory. But, beyond the glory, what was the genuine

advantage won by Edward III. and his heroic son ?

Neither in France nor Scotland, the scenes of his feats of

arms, did he retain a foot of the land which he conquered,

except Calais and its little circle of environs. In fact, in

France he had lost much territory which ho inherited.

Of all the time—a great and invaluable lifetime—spent,

of all the human Lives destroyed, and the taxes wrung
fi'om his people, consumed, there remained no fruits but

the little district of Calais, destined to furnish fresh cause

of feud, and a heritage of eternal hate towards this coun-

try in France. Truly, we cannot wonder at the hereditary

repugnance of Frenchmen towards the English, were this

only grounded on tho wars of this and succeeding reigns,

in which wo marched our armies like destroying demons

time after time over the whole country, burning towns

and villages, laying waste the country, plundering and

murdering, as if the object were not conquest but exter-

mination. With us the name of Dane has come down as

a fierce and sanguinary savage—the scourge of our ances-

tors ; to the French the English of these ages must stand

in their history in the same characters of savagerj' and

wanton cruelty. As wo have said, nothing could bo so

insane as this wholesale carnage and ruin inflicted on the

French and Scotch if conquest were the object. But the

ideas so plain and prominent to us do not seem to have

entered the conception of men of those times, that to win

a land you must win the people, and to win a people you

must conciliate them ; offering them even greater advan-

tages than they possess under the dynasty you would

displace, and releasing them from old oppressions. None
of these things revealed themselves to the warriors of

those feudal ages. Indeed, tho true and sound policy of

the Edwards was to annex Scotland, combining tho island

into one noble kingdom ; and to have achieved this they

should, of all things, have kept their attention and their

rcEOurcos undivided, and have made the name of England

an attraction to their northern brethren, not a horror.

But, so far as Edward III.'s foreign expeditions led

abroad his great and fictions nobles, they ensured a long

and .settled quiet at home. That quiet, it is true, was

not free from oppressions and from great plunderings of
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tlio pcoplo by tho practice of purveyance. Edward ruled

with a liigh hand, and kept both his nobles and people in

c-ubjectiou ; but tho exactions ot tho crown woro, at their

worst, far moro tolorablo than those of a crowd of barons

and their vassals, and tho horrors which civil dissensions

inflicted on tho people. With all the drain of men and

barones minores, or lesser nobility, to tho wars, there were

constant complaints of robberies, murders, and other out-

rages committed under protection of tlie great; but in no

dogreo so extensive as at times when tho restless and

quarrelsome nobles were all at home. Tho king, too,

driven to straits by tho constant want of money for his

wars, always made very free in levying taxes without

consent of Parliament, and in procur-ing provisions by

what was styled purveyance. When the king had no

money his family must subsist, and therofuro ho was

obliged to send outlhis servants as purveyors, who seized

provisions wherever they could tiud them, and gave tallies

or wooden memorandums of what thoy took, at what rate

they pleased ; the price to bo obtained as best it might,

or stopped in the next taxes.

But for all these tilings the king was called to account

on each iresk application to Parliament for suiiplies. By
this means the Parliament during his reign acquii'ed a

great amount of influence, as it had done tmder Edward I.

from tho same cause, and began to feel its power; so

that, as we have seen, the king was obliged to renew tho

Great Charter fifteen times during his reign. So, also, we
see in the last years of his reign tho Parliament impeached

his ministers, and drove Lord Neville and Lord Latimer

from his service. The power of the barons was thus con-

siderably depressed; and at tho same time that of tho

crown was restrained, and by nothing more than by a

statute passed in the twenty-fifth year of Edward's reign,

limiting the charge of high treason—before very loose

and expandable, at the royal pleasure—to three principal

heads ; namely, conspiring the death of the king, levying

war against him, and making alliance with his enemies

;

and even on these grounds no penalty was to be inflicted

without the sanction of Parliament.

Trade in this reign was at a low ebb, the natm-al result

of war
;
yet Edward made efforts to introduce woollen

manufactures, having observed their value amongst the

Flemings, at tho same time that he injured commerce by
seizing so many of its ships to convey his troops and

stores. Altogether, it was a reign during which, owing

lo the necessities of the king and the nobles, tho people

were slowly advancing, and in which they were con-

siderably relieved from the encroachments and exactions

of tho church by the firm conduct of the king. lie passed

tho statute of previsors, making it penal for bishops or

clergy to receive investment from Rome, and menacing

with outlawry any who appealed to Rome against judg-

ments passed here. Parliament, encouraged by this,

wont farther, declaring that tho Popo levied five times

moro taxes in England than tho king ; adding, that

they would no longer endure it, and even plainly talk-

ing of thv.:wing off all papal authority. In fact, in this

reign really commenced the Reformation. Altogether,

therefore, tho reign of ]']dward III. is as remarkable for

the growth of popular power as for that of military fame.

Edward had a largo family by his queen I'liilippa

—

namely, five sons and four daughters, who grew up.

Besides tho Black Princo and John of Gaunt, so well

known to histoiy, thcro was Lionel, Duke of Clarence,

tho second sou, who left ono daughter, married to Ed-
mund Mortimer, IC^rl of M.irche, the son of the notorious

Mortimer of the last reign. lie married, as second wife,

a daughter of the Duko of Milan, and died in Italy. Ilo

is said to have greatly resembled his father and tho Black

Prince in his character. The fourth son was Edmund,
Eavl of Cambridge, afterwards created Duke of York by
Richard II. ; and tho fifth was Thomas, Earl of Buck-
ingham, also created by Richard II. Duke of Gloucester.

In this reign tho titlo of duke was firet adopted from
France.

The daughters of Edward were Isabella, Joan, Mary,
and Margaret; of whom Joan died unmarried, though

affianced to Alphouso, King of Castile ; Mary was married

to John do Moutfort, Duko of Brittany ; and Mai-garet to

John Hastings, Earl of Pembroke, so conspicuous in the

wars of Franco.

Tho ond of three of the most remarkable characters

who figured in France during the campaigns there of Ed-
ward III.—two of them his most successful opponents, and

one occasionally his ally—ought to be noticed in tho his-

tory of this reign, though they survived Edward a little,

and a very little, for they had all passed awaj' within

three years of his decease.

Tho first was the constable Du Guoselin, who had

raised himself from a small beginning to becomo tho

most celebrated man of Franco, and almost of his age.

No man of those times, indeed, bore a higher character

for valour, ability as a general, probity, and honour',

lie had the failing of his ago, and sometimes gave way
to the perpetration of severe deeds ; but, on tho whole,

ho was a fine specimen of the feudal knight. No man
rendered more solid services to his country, and he con-

tinued labouring for it to tho last, and died in arms. Ho
was laying siege to the fortress of Raudun, and was so

ill, that when tho commandant declared that ho would

only deliver the keys into the hands of Du Guesclin, ho

sent him word that he must, then, bring them to him,

and make haste, or it would be too late. When the com-

mandant arrived he was dead, and he laid his keys at tho

feet of tho deceased hero, who had departed in the very

act of completing the re-conquest of the alienated lands

of Franco.

^^ery different was the end of Charles, King of Navarro

—Charles, emphatically the Bad, tho demon and evil

genius of France. Wo have seen something of his wicked

career—his conspii-aoies against tho King of France,

his alliance with his enemies the English, his continual

designs on tho crown of France, his pretended democracy

and advocacy of a republic. Ho went still further, and

was aocasod by Charles V. of having given him a dose of

poison so strong that it caused him to lose his nails and

his hair, and to feel the olTects to the day of his death,

which it was said to have hastened. He was deprived

by the estates of tho kingdom of all his possessions in

France. Still ho retained his kingdom of Navarre ; but

his continual intrigues against tho crown, and his cri-

minal life as a man, involved him in difficulties; ho

therefore laid on taxes so heavy that at length his subjects

declared they could not pay them. To compel them, ho

caused the deputies from tho different bodies and towua
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of Navarre to bo enclosed in a high walled garden. Here

he tried to reason them into obedience, and that failing,

to terrify them into it, he kept them shut up there, with

only food and drink enough simply to retain them alive.

This not succeeding, ho had the heads of three of their

leaders struck off, with a promise of a continuation of the

process.

But the measure of his crimes was complete. He was

now sixty years of age, and a mass of disease, from the

viciousness of his habits. To maintain his warmth, his

physician ordered him to be swathed in linen steeped in

spirits of wine, and his bed to be warmed by a pan of hot

coals. He had enjoyed the benefit of this singular pro-

scription some time in safety, but now, as he was per-

petrating his barbarities on the representatives of his

kingdom, " by the pleasure of God, or of the devil," says

Froissart, " the fire caught to his sheets, and from that

to his person, swathed as it was in matter highly inflam-

brought up as the heir-apparent by his mother, Joan of

Kent, and his uncles, in the most luxurious indulgence,

and in the most extravagant ideas of his royal rank.

This was a fatal commencement for the reign of a boy,

and it was made still more so by the extreme popularity

of his father, whose memory was idolised both as the

most renowned warrior of his time, and, perhaps, of all

English history to that period, and as the advocate of the

people against the stern measures of Edward III. All

these things combined to spoil a naturally good and affec-

tionate disposition.

Richard ascended the throne on the 22nd of June,

1377, his grandfather having died the day before. While

the old king still lay on his death-bed, a deputation of

the citizens of London had waited on the juvenile prince '

at Shene, where he was living, and offered him their lives
|

and fortunes. They entreated him to come and take up \

his residence in the Tower amongst thom. Richard gave '

Great Seal of Richard TI.

mable." Ho was fearfully burnt, but lingered nearly a

fortnight in the most terrible agonies. Such was the end

of this wicked man, as terrible as his life had been mis-

chievous.

Charles V. did not long survive this troubler of his

peace, dying in September, 1380, and leaving a very

different character, having regained to his country by his

wise policy all that his predecessors Philip and John had
lost at Cre^y and Poictiers.

CHAPTER LXVI.
Eeign of Richard II.—His oarly Education—The Government during

hJQ Minority—Invasion of the French—John Phillpot, Alderman of

London, captures the Spanish Fleet— The Insurrection of Wat
Tyler — Discontent of both People and Aristocracy— Invasion of

Scotland—Intrigues of the Duite of Gloucester—Expulsion of the
King's Ministers, and Execution of his Favourites—Preaching of

WycUffe—Death of the Queea—Expedition to Ireland.

PiicnARD II. was not eleven years of ago at the time of

his grandfather's death. Ho was the sole surviving son

of the popular Black Prince, his elder brother having

died before his father left Guienne. Richard, therefore

—

called Richard of Bordeaux, from being born there—was

a gracious reply in assent, and the next afternoon made
his entrance into the capital. Nothing could exceed the

enthusiasm with which he was received by the Londoners.

They had erected triumphal arches ; the conduits ran with

wine, and a variety of pageants were displayed. One of

these is thus described by Walsingham :—In Cheapsido

was erected a building in the form of a castle, out of

which ran two streams of wine. On its four turrets stood

four girls dressed in white, and of about the age of the

king. As he approached, they blew towards him small

shreds of gold loaf—a favourite fancy at the time, repeated

afterwards to the young queen, on her arrival from Ger-

many. They showered upon him flowers made of gilt

paper, and then, coming down, filled cups with wine from

tho fountain, and presented them to him and his attend-

ants. Then flew down aii angel from the summit of tho

castle and offered to the king a gold crown. Every street

exhibited some pageant or device, but the merchants of

Cheapsido obtained the palm for their superior ingenuity.

The great seal was delivered to tho king ; but, as the

Bishop of Ely, tho chancellor, was absent beyond sea on

public affairs, Richard returned the seal, enclosed in a.
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purse containing, also, various letters patent, to Sir

Nicholas Bondo, by kim to b'o kept till tho chancellor's

arrival.

Throe weeks were spent in performing tho obsequies of

the late king, and in preparing for the coronation of tho

present. This took placo on the IGth of July. On that

day Richard rose at an early hour, and attended matins

and mass in his private chapel in Westminster. The pro-

cession assembled in tho great hall, tho passage from

which to the abbey church had been carjietod with scarlet

cloth. Tho prelates, abbots, and clergy led tlio way, fol-

lowed bj" tho officers of state, and last came tho king, a

canopy of sky-blue sUk, supported on spears of silver,

being borne above him by the barons of the Cinque Ports.

While tho litany was chanted the young priuco lay pros-

trate before the altar, whence ho was conducted to his

throne, raised on a platfomi in the middle of the nave.

When he had taken tho customary oath, tho archbishop,

accompanied by the marshals, explained to tho people the

obligations of his oath, and inquired whether they wore

willing to have Eichard for their king. Tho reply was

a loud and universal acclamation ; whereupon ho was
anointed, crowned, and invested witli all the insignia of

royalty. To this followed a solemn uaass, and at the

offertory he descended and presented on the altar bread,

wine, and a mark of gold ; after which he returned to his

throne and received the homaga of his royal uncles, his

earls and barons.

Sir John Dymoko attended as champion with his two

esquires, .and tho lord steward, the constable, and marshal

rode up and down the hall on their chargers to maintain

order.

By all this weight of ceremony tho poor youth was
completely exhausted, and had to bo borne in a litter to

his own apartment. This to a speculative mind might

have presented an omen, too truly realised, that he would
not possess vigour to bear him to tho end of his natural

term of sovereignty. After he was sufflcientlj' restored,

he again returned to tho great hall, where he created four

eax'ls and nine knights, and then partook of a sumptuous
banquet, which was again followed by a ball, minstrelsy,

and tho usual boisterous festivities of the age.

Everything, in fact, was done which could tend to in-

spire the boy-king with an idea of that absolute greatness

which had been already sufficiently instilled iiito his mind
from very infancy by his mother, his uncles, and his

courtiers. For such things kings afterwards pay a suit-

able compensation. The same ideas, tho same accomplish-

ments, the same spirit of despotism were afterwards

imprinted on the nascent mind of Charles I., and with

tho same results. Never before had such base laudation,

such creeping prostrations, been practised in this country.

Both courtiers and dignitaries of the church used the

same language of grovelling sycophancy towards the un •

suspecting youth ; and little could he dream that, while

they were lauding' his wisdom and royal virtues, they
were preparing for him the execrations of his people and
the loss of his throne and life. It has been justly said

that for much of what came afterwards to pass these vilo

flatterers were really answerable. While, therefore, pass-

ing judgment on the follies and tho crimes of kings, we
should never forget that they havo boon made what they
are by the mercenary courtiera who perpetually throng

about thrones. At this moment the youthful Eichard
was tho idol of every class in tho nation ; tho beauty of

his person and tho memory of his father surrounding liim

with a halo of popular favour, through which tho gloom
of after years could make no way.

Tho day after the coronation the prelates and barons
met in council to arrange tho form of government durin"
tho king's minority. They avoided appointing a regency,
as is supposed, that they might not have to elect tho Duke
of Lancaster, tho celebrated John of Gaunt, tho king's

uncle, who had long been suspected of aspiring to the

crown. They therefore chose nine councillors, consisting

of three bishops, two earls, two baronets, and two knights,

to assist tho chancellor and tho treasurer. Not one of the
king's vmcles was included, not oven the Earl of Cam-
bridge, afterwards made Duke of York, who was indolent

and of slight capacity, and therefore not much to bo
feared; nor tho Earl of Buckingham, afterwards Duke of

Gloucester, who was bold and turbulent, but much more
popular than either of his brothers. Contrary to general
expectation, Lancaster appeared to acquiesce in the ar-

rangement without a murmur, and retired with all his

attendants to his castlo of Kenilworth, as if about to

devote himself to tho pursuits of private life. But he had
taken care to secure tho appointment of some of his

stanch cavaliers in the council, and, in reality, ho and his

brothers were the real ruling powers in tho state. Amongst
the loading members of the council wore the Bishops of

London, Carlisle, and Salisbury, tho Earls of March and
Stafford, Sir Eichard Devoreux, and Sir Hugh Segrave.

Tho Commons had acquired now so much consideration

and boldness, that they petitioned the king on this occa-

sion to be admitted to assist tho barons in nominating the

royal council during tho minority ; which, though it was
not complied with, received a civil answer. They, more-

over, represented the necessity of their being summoned
every year, as entitled by the law of Edward III., and

before tliej' dissolved they appointed two citizens as traa.

surers to receive and disburse the moneys granted bj- tUoin

to the crown. These treasurers were John Phillpot and
William Walworth, citizens of London.

Tho Commons did not conceal their suspicions of tho

Duko of Lancaster. They uttered very plain language

regarding him, and this language did not fail to rouso his

ire. When the Ai'chbishop of Canterbury recommended
Eichard to tho affections of his people, and caUed on Par-

liament to assist in advising how the enemies of the

realm might best bo opposed, the Commons replied that

they could not themselves venture to answer so important

a question, but begged to have the aid of twelve peers,

naming the Duke of Lancaster expressly as " my lord of

Spain."

The moment that tho king had assented to this ho

: arose, bent Ms knee to tho king, and said, with much

I

anger, that the Commons had no claim to advice from him.

I

Thoy had charged him with nothing short of treason

—

ho, the son of a king, and one of tho first lords of tha

. realm ; a man of a family not only closely allied to the

throno, bat noted for its faith and loyalty ; that it would

bo marvellous indeed if he, with more than any other

subject in tho kingdom to lose, should ba found a traitor.

Ho resented the imputation indignantly ; called on his

accusers to etand forth, and declared that he would meet
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them like the poorest knight, either in single combat, or

any other way that the king might appoint.

This extraordinary demonstration created a great sensa-

tion. The lords and prelates crowded round him, en-

treating him to be pacified, "for no mortal being could

give credit to such imputations." The Commons pointed

to the fact that they had named Lancaster as their prin-

cipal adviser, and finally the duke allowed himself to be

appeased. But it was clear that the Commons were very

liciting causes in the king's coui'ts for hire and reward
and for having procured from the late king the revocation

of the appointment of Sii- Nicholas Dagworth to an office

in Leland, and a full pardon of Eichard Lyons, who had
been convicted by the Commons of various misdemeanors.
The beautiful, clever, and unscrupulous Alice was now
finally banished, with forfeiture of all her lands, tene"

ments, goods, and chattels.

The enemies more immediately in view when the Par-

Richard II. From the Ori<,aual Painting in the Jerusalem Chamber of the Deanery, Westminster,

strong against him. The majority consisted of the very
men who had been opposed to him in 1376; and their

speaker was Sir Peter do la Mare, the man whom he had
imprisoned for his activity en that occasion.

Another blow aimed at the aspiring duke was through
his patronage of the late king's mistress, the notorious

Alice Perrars. Lancaster had procured her return from
banishment, and protected her. But he was now fain to

abandon her, seeing this stormy state of the political

atmosphere; and consented even to sit on a committee
of the house, with four other peers, to try her for so-

liament was summoned were the French and Spaniart^s.

Taking advantage of the reign of a minor, the French

refused to renew the truce which had expired before tho

death of the late king ; they di-ew close their alliance with

Enrique de Transtamara, who resented the assumption

of the title of King of Castile by tho Duke of Lancaster.

They united their fleets and ravaged tho English coasts.

Eichard only ascended the throne in June, and in August

the whole of the Isle of Wight was in the possession of

these foreigners, with the exception of Carisbrook Castle.

They laid waste the island, burnt the towns of Hastings
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and Eye, and attacked Southampton and Winclielsea.

Winchelsea made a successful resistance, and the Earl of

Arundel, falling on the combined fleet before Southampton,

repulsed it with great loss. But marauders of other

nations flocked to the fleets of the French and Spaniards,

and committed great devastation both on our- ships at sea

and on our coasts. The maritime districts of Kent and

Sussex suffered severely, and a fleet even ascended the

Thames and biu-nt the greater part of Gravesend.

To check these several inroads Parliament granted sup-

plies, which, however, fi'om the empty condition of tho

treasury, were obliged to bo borrowed in advance from

the merchants. With these funds a fleet was raised and

put under the command of the Duke of Lancaster, who
passed over to Brittany, besieged the town of St. Male,

where he lay for some weeks, and then retui-ned to Eng-
land without effecting anything, to the grievous disap-

pointment of the people. Meantime the Scots, instigated

by the French, broke the tnice, and attacked the castle

of Berwick, which they took. They burned Eoxbui-gh,

and made incursions into the northern counties. Being

repulsed, and Berwick retaken by the Earl of Northum-
berland, they united with the French and Spaniards at

sea, and under one John Mercer they swept the German
Ocean, and seized aU the ships in the port of Scarborough.

These tidings produced great alarm and indignation in

London, and John Phillpot, the stout alderman lately

appointed one of the treasurers for the Commons, seeing

that nothing was done by the Government eflectualiy to

check these marauders, fitted out a small fleet at his own
expense, put to sea without waiting for any commission

from the authorities, and coming up with the united fleet,

gave battle, and after a desperate conflict succeeded in

capturing sixteen Spanish ships, with all the vessels car-

ried off from Scarborough, and John Mercer himself.

Eeturning triumphantly to London after this most bril-

liant achievement, he was received, as he deserved, with

enthusiastic acclamation by his fellow-citizens, but was

severely reprimanded by the royal council for having

dared to make war without regal permission. So ofiensive

was it to the routine of that day that a man without orders

should save his country.

Nothing having been done by the regularly appointed

commanders except the usual feat of spending the money,

a new Parliament was summoned. This met at Gloucester

on the 20th of October, 1378. The Commons objected to

a new subsidy, as well they might, seeing that it had

produced no advantage; but being answered by Sir

Eichard Scrope, the steward of the household, that it was

Hidispensable, they insisted on permission to examine the

accounts of the treasurers, which was granted under pro-

le st that it was not by right but by favour-, and should

not be drawn into a precedent. They next requested to

be furnished with a copy of the enrolment of the tenths

and fifteenths which they had last granted, to learn how
they had been raised, which, as money was wanted, was
also conceded under protest. Finally, they pi-oposed that

six peers and prelates should come to their chamber to

consult with thom on these matters—an evidence that

•he Lords and Commons now regularly occupied separate

_ juses. This was declined by the great men of tho upper

Il^^ise, who, however, professed their readiness to meet,

hp committee, with a committee of the Commons.

The Commons having obtained the necessary accounts
and documents, went leisurely and deliberately to work •

and though the impatient Government repeatedly urged
them to dispatch, they still proceeded with all sedateness

and care, showing that the popular body was growing
sensible of its real powers. Having discovered that the
whole of the supplies had been duly but abortively spent,

they granted a fresh impost on wool, wool-fels, and skins,

for the pressing services of the state.

Another army was raised, and placed under the com-
mand of the Earl of Buckingham. He passed over to

Calais, whence in the summer of 1380 he marched, with
2,000 cavalry and 8,000 infantry, thi'ough the very heart

of France, pursuing the old accustomed ravages, thi-ough

Pioardy, Campagae, the Brie, the Beausse, the Gatinois,

the Orleanois, and on to Brittany. The Duke of Burgundy,
with a far greater army, hovered in tho vicinity of this

handful of men ; but, remembering the past result of con-

flict with small armies of the English, he kept aloof.

By the time that Buckingham reached Brittany, Charles

V. died, and Charles VI., a minor, like the King of Eng-
land, succeeded in the autumn of that year. The Bretons,

now thinking that, a mere boy being on the throne of

France, they could protect themselves, grew impatient of

the burdensome presence of the English. De Montfort,

who had received much kindness and refuge in England,

was averse to treat with ingratitude his old allies; but

the people accused the English of rapacity and haughtiness

—and no doubt with cause enough, if we are to judge by
the general proceedings of the English in France—and
would not cease their demands till the count had trans-

ferred his alliance to the regency which governed France

during the minority. This accomplished, the people ex-

pressed every impatience to be rid of Buckingham and
his ajsmy, and as soon as the following spring allowed of

his embarking, he took his leave, having only escaped the

hostility of the natives by the bravery of his troops and
the supplies of provisions from home. The English re-

turned home denouncing bitterly the ingratitude of the

Bretons ; and this was the unsatisfactory termination of

the long and expensive exertions to maintain the inde-

pendence of Brittany. The only possession which we
retained in that province was the port of Brest, which

Eichard had received from De Montfort in exchange for

an equivalent estate in England. Calais and Cherboui-g

—obtained from the Iving of Navarre—Bordeaux, and

Bayoune were still towns in the hands of the English,

afi'ordiug tempting avenues in every quarter into France,

and incitements to future expeditions.

But at this moment events were approaching which

demanded all the efforts of the Government to maintain

domestic order. In various countries of Europe the ad-

vance of society, and, though slow, of trade and manu-
factures, had begun to produce its certain effect upon the

people. They no sooner ate of the tree of knowledge

than they perceived that they were naked—naked of

liberty, and property, and every solid comfort. They

were in a gi'eat measure serfs and bondsmen, transmitted

with the estates from proprietor to proprietor, like the

chattels and the live stock. The haughty aristocracy

looked upon them as little better than the beasts; and,

addicted to continual wars with each other or with foreign

countries, made use of the miserable people only as sol-
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diers for those wars, or as slaves to cultivate their lands.

Tlie wretched sufferers were ground by domestic exactions,

and pillaged and burnt out continually in some of the

countries by invading armies. Nothing could be more

terrible than their condition ; and when they began to

perceive all its horrors, and to endeavour to riso above

them, theii' imperious masters trod them down again with

harsh and often terrible ferocity.

But wherever towns grew and trade sprang up, there

numbers became, by one means or other, free. In England

every man who could contrive to live a year and a day

in any town became a free man. The very wars which

had desolated Eui-ope had tended to awaken a spirit of in-

dependence ; the soldiers who served in different countries

picked up intelligence by comparing various conditions of

men. The constant demands of Government for money

inspired those who had to fui'nish it with a sense of

their own importance. The example of the freedom and

superior comfort in towns stimulated the inhabitants of

the country to grasp at equal benefits.

Flanders, as the earliest manufacturing and trading

country, had, as we have seen, speedily become demo-

cratic ; had expelled its ruler, and had now maintained a

long career of independence. At this moment it was

waging a most sanguinary and deteimined war, not only

against its own earl, but against the whole forces of Bur-

gundy and France, led by Philip van Aitavelde—the son

of Jacob, the stout old brewer of Ghent—and by a relent-

less citizen, Peter Dubois.

Once more in France insui-rection had broken out,

headed by the burghers and people of the towns, excited

against the tax-gatherers, and had spread from Eouen to

Paris, where it was raging. And now the same convul-

sion, originating in the same causes, had reached Eng-

land ; and simultaneously in Flanders, France, and this

country, the people were in arms against their Govern-

ment and nobles.

It has been supposed that the preaching of WyclifTe

had no little effect in rousing this stonn in England, and

there can be no doubt of it. The people, once made ac-

quainted with the doctrines of human right, justice, and

liberty abounding in the Bible, and pervading it as its

very essence, could only regard the knowledge as a direct

call from God to rise, rend the bondage of their cruel

slavery, and assume the rank of men. This light, this

wonderful knowledge, coming too suddenly upon them,

made them, as it were, intoxicated, and overthrew all

restraint and tranquillity of mind. They felt theii- wrongs

the more acutely by perceiving theii- rights, and how
basely they had been deprived of them by men professing

this religion of truth, justice, and humanity. Such was
the case on the preaching of Luther in Germany after-

wards, and it was the case here now. Occasionally a

nobleman had suddenly emancipated the whole of the

villeins on his domain in return for a fixed rent to be

paid by them ; but this process was slow and uncertain,

and extremely exciting to those who witnessed this

emancipation, remaining themselves in bondage. Thus
all classes of the people were in a restless state. The
freemen just above these serfs, and especially those on

the coast, who had been plundered and burnt out by the

enemy, were full of bitterness from their sufferings, and

disposed to regard the tax-gatherer as little short of a

demon. Few, except the working order of the clergj',

who lived and laboured amongst them, treated them liko

human beings.

Imagine, then, this state of things, and a priest like

John Ball of Kent coming amongst them on Sundays
as they issued out of church in the villages, and saying

to them, as Froissart thus reports him: "Ah, ye good

people, matters go not well to pass in England, nor

shall do, till everything be common, and that there bo

no villeins nor gentlemen, but that wo be all united

together, and that the lords be no greater masters than

we. What have wo deserved, or why should wo bo kept

thus in bondage? We all come from one father and
mother, Adam and Eve. Whereby can they show that

they are greater lords than we be 'i saving by that they

cause us to win and labour for that they dispend. They
are clothed in velvet and camlet, furred with ermine, and

we are vestured with poor cloth. They have their wines,

spices, and good bread, and we have the drawing out of

the chaff, and diink water. They dwell in fair houses,

and we have the pain and travel, rain and wind in the

fields; and by that which cometh of our labours they

keep and maintain their estates. We be called their

bondmen, and without we do willingly their service wo
be beaten ; and we have no sovereign to whom we can

complain, nor that will hear us, nor do us right. Let us

go to the king—he is young—and show him what bondage

we be in, and show him how we will have it otherwise, or

else we will provide us of some remedy ; and if wo go

together, all manner of people who be now in any bondage

will follow us, to the intent to be made free ; and when
the king seeth us we shall have some remedy, either by

fairness or otherwise."

This honest John Ball, having got this great gospel of

freedom into his head, could not be prevailed on to bo

quiet. The archbishop shut him up for some months in

prison, but on coming out he went about saying the vciy

same things. "And these people," says Froissart, '

' ofwhom
there be more in England than in any other realm, loved

John Ball, and said that he said truth." " They wouldo

murmur one with another in the fioldes, and in the wayes

as they went togyder, affermyng how Johan Ball sayd

trouthe." In the beginning of the world, they said,

there were no bondmen, wherefore they maintained none

ought to bo bound, without he did treason to his lord as

Lucifer did to God. But they said they could have no

such battle, because " they were nether angellcs nor

spirittes," but men formed in the similitudes of their

lords ; addli.fe-, Why, then, should we be kept under so

like boasts? And they declared they would no longer

sufl'er it ; they would be all one, and if they laboured for

their lords, they would have wages for it.

This was all only too true ; but a truth coming too sud-

denly, and more than they could boar, or were disciplined .

to win, or, if won all at once, to maintain. And these

poor people did not know that even now there was grow-

ing up that power amongst the people, in the shape of

Parliament, which should gradually and securely tight

their battles, and establish all their desires. Even now

the Commons had reached the presence of the king and

the nobles, and stood there boldly declaring their rights,

and putting an ever-growing restraint on regal and

aiistocratic license.
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In the Parliament which, met in January, 1380, the

Commons complained loudly of the extravagance of the

expenditm-e. They demanded that the king's council

should be dismissed; that the king should govern only

by the aid of the usual crown officers—the chancellor,

treasurer, privy seal, chamberlain, and steward of the

household ; and that these ministers should be chosen by

Parliament. These unexampled demands were aU granted

:

a committee of finance was appointed, to consist of Lords

and Commons ; and such a concession as had never yet

been made was granted, and three representatives of

cities—two aldermen of London and one of York—were

put upon it. In the autumn, being informed that the

subsidies which they voted were inadequate to defray the

debts of the State, they pronounced the demand "out-

rageous and insupportable." This was bold language

;

the result was, of the many schemes to meet the difficulty,

the fatal cajiitation tax, which threw the country into a

general convulsion. This was a tax of three groats per

head on every male and female above fifteen years of age.

In towns it was to be regulated by the rank and ability

of the inhabitants, in order to render it easier to the

poor, so that no person should pay less than one groat,

nor more than sixty, for himself and wife.

This poU-tax was the drop to the full cup. The people

were already writhing under the continued exactions for

the French wars, and this tax drove them to desperation.

What added gall to its bitterness was that it was farmed

out to some of the coui-tiers, who again farmed it out to

foreign merchants, whose collectors proceeded with a

degree of harshness and insolence which irritated the

people beyond endurance. It was soon discovered that

the amounts which came into the treasury would by no

means reach the sum calculated upon. Commissions were

then issued to inquii-e into the conduct of the collectors,

and to enforce payment in cases where favour had been

shown, or where due payment had not been made.

The people soon grew obstinate, and declared boldly

they would not pay. Hereupon the commissioners treated

them very severely, and they again, on their part, resent-

ing this severity, began secretly to combine for resistance,

and proceeded to chase away, wound, or even kill the

officers of the law.

One of these commissioners, Thomas de Bampton, sat

at Brentwood in Essex, and summoned the people of Fob-

bings before him. They declared that they would not

pay a penny more than they had done. Bampton then

menaced them, and ordered hissergeant-at-arms to arrest

them. But they drove him and his men away. Where-

upon Sir Eobert Bealknap, the chief justice of the Com-
mon Pleas, was sent into Essex to try the recusants;

but they denounced him as a traitor to the king and

country, made him glad to get away, and cut off the

heads of the jurors and clerks of the commission, which

they stuck upon poles, and carried through all the neigh-

bouring towns and villages, calling on the people to rise.

In a few days the commons of Essex were in a general

insurrection, and hnd found a leader in a vagabond priest,

who called himself Jack Straw.

They attacked the house of Sir Eobert Hales, the Lord

Treasurer of England, who was also Prior of the Ejiights

of St. John of Jerusalem. Ample provision had just

been made for a chapter-general of the order, and there

was in the house abundance of meats, wines, clothes,

and other things for the knights brethi-en. The peojile

ate up the provisions, diank the wine, and destroyed the

house.

They then sent letters and messengers into all tho
neighbouring counties, and not only the peasantry of

Kent, but of Noi-folk and Suffolk, were soon up in arms.

But the incident which caused the whole immediately to

break into flame was this :—One of the collectors of the

t.ax at Dartford, in Kent, went to the house of one Wat
Tyler, or Walter the Tyler, who, Froissart says, was
"indeed a tyler of houses, an ungracious patron." He
demanded the tax for a daughter of Wat, whom the

mother contended was under fifteen, the age fixed by the

law. The insolent tax-gatherer declared he would prove

that, and was proceeding to the grossest outrage, when
Wat came running in at the outcries of the wife and
daughter, and knocked out the scoundrel's brains with

his hammer. The neighbours applauded Wat's spirit, and

vowed to stand by him; " for," says the chronicler, " the

rude officers had in many places made the like trial."

The news of this exciting occurrence, and the insui--

rection of the men of Kent, spread rapidly over the whole

country, from the Thames to the Humber ; thi'ough Hert
ford, Surrey, Sussex, Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridge, ani,

Lincoln. In every place they chose some leader, whose

assumed names still remain in their letters and proclama-

tions, as Jakke Milner, Jak Carter, Jak Treweman, and

Jon Balle. They were invited by the letters from Kent

to march to London, where " the Commons should be of

one mind, and should do so much to the king that there

should not be one bondman in all England." They are

reported soon to have mustered 60,000 from the counties

round London, making free with houses and provisions

as they marched along.

But the great stream appears ta have come from Kent

and the south. One of their first visits was to Sii' Simon
Buiiey, the guardian of the king, at Gravesend. Sir

Simon had claimed a jnan living in that town as his

bondman, in spite of the legal plea set up that he had

resided there more than a year and a day. He demanded

3U0 pounds of silver for the man's freedom ; but this was

refused, and Sir- Simon sent his prisoner to Eochester

Castle. The men of Kent, now joined by a strong body

from Essex, marched on Eochester, took the castle by

surprise, and not only liberated this man, but other

prisoners.

At Maidstone Wat Tyler was elected captain of the

insurgent host, and tho democratic preacher, John Ball,

as its chaplain, who took for the text of his first sermon

the good old rhyme

—

" Wlien Adam dolve, and Eve span,

Who was then the gentleman ?
"

Wat Tyler and his host entered Canterbury on the

Monday after Trinity Sunday, 1381, where John Ball

denounced death to the archbishop, who had often im-

prisoned him, who, however, luckily was absent. But

they broke open the archbishop's house; and, as they

carried out the wealthy pillage, they said, "Ah! this

Chancellor of England hath had a good market to get

together all this riches. Ho shall now give an account of

the revenues of England, and the gi-eat profits he hath

gathered since the king's coronation."
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They struck terror into tlie mouks aud clergy of the

catlicdral ; did much, damage to it and tho church of St.

Vincent, as is said ; compelled tho mayor and aldermen

to swear fidelity to King Eichard aud tho Commons of

England ; cut off tho heads of threo wealthy men of the

city; and, followed by 500 of the poor inhabitants,

advanced towards London. By tho timo they reached

Blackheath, joined by the streaming thousands from all

quarters, the insui'gents are said to have amounted to

100,000 men.

Into the midst of this strange, rudo, and tumultuous

host, suddcnl}', to her astonishment and terror, came tha

king's mother, on her return from a pilgrimage to Canter-

bury. " She was," says Froissart, " in great jeopardy to

have been lost, for the people came to her chaise and did

rudely use her, whereof the good lady was in great dread

lest they should have dealt rudely with her damsels.

Howbeit, God kept her," and being excused with a few

kisses, and with offers of pi'otection, she got to London

as fast as she could, and to her son in the Tower, with

whom there were tho Eiui of Salisburj-, the Archbishop

of Canterbury, tho Earl of Hereford, Sir Eobert of Namuv,
aud other noblemen and gentlemen.

At Blackheath John Ball frequently addi'essed tho

ass3mbled multitudes on his old and favourite topics of

the rights and equality of men. "Wo must bear in mind
that this man and his doctrines have been described by

his enemies. Ho appears to have been a thorough demo-

crat or Chartist of his daj-, drawing his opinions from the

literal declarations of tho gospel that God is no respecter

of persons ; and, addressing these new aud startling ideas

to the inflamed minds of ignorant and oppressed people,

they immediately applied them iu their own way, and not

onlj' declared that they would have no more lords, barons,

and archbishops, but simply the king and the Commons
of England. They are said to have committed great

atrocities on their way from different counties, pillaging

the manors of their lords, demolishing the towns, and

burning the court rolls. They swore to be true to tho

king, and to have no king of the name of John, this being

aimed at John of Gaunt, their standing aversion, and

who was regarded as the author of this tax, because ho

exercised authority over his nephew. They also swore to

oppose all taxes but fifteenths, tho ancient tallage paid

by their fathers.

That many outrages were committed is most probable :

such must be inovitablo fi-om so general a rising of an

uneducated aud oppressed populace smarting under

generations of wi'ongs. But we shall most fairly judge

them by their own public demands presented to the king,

which we shall presently see were most wonderfully sim-

ple, reasonable, and enlightened for such a people, \inder

such exasperating circumstances.

The harangues of John Ball are described as working
the insurgent army into the wildest excitement, and the

admiring people are said to have declared that he should

bo the Primate and Chancellor of England, this officer at

that time being almost always a prelate.

At the taking of the castle of Rochester, the mob had
compelled the governor. Sir John Newton, to go along

with them ; and now they sent him up the river in a boat

to go to the king at the Tower as their messenger. He was
to inform the king of all that they had done or meant to

do for his honour ; to say that his kingdom had for a long

time been ill-governed by his uncles and tho clergy, espe-

cially by the Archbishop of Canterburj-, his chancellor,'

from whom they would have an account of his adminis-

'

ti-ation of the revenue.

Sir John, coming to tho Tower, was received by Eichard

graciously ; aud he then told tho peoj)lo"3 desire, assuring

tho king that all he said was true, and that he dared

do no other than bring tho message, for they had his

children as hostages, and would kill them if he did not

return. With the king were his mother, tho archbishop.

Sir John Holland, tho Eurls of Warwick, Berwick, aud

Salisbury, tho Grand Prior of the Knights of St. John,

aud many others who had flocked thither for safety. The
king's brothers, the Dukes of Lancaster, York, and
Gloucester, were absent, tho unpopular Lancaster being

iu Scotland.

.^yter some consultation, the king informed Sir John
that in the morning he would come aud speak to the

people. With this message Sir John joyfully departed,

aud the vast crowd are said to have received the message

of the king's coming with great satisfaction.

The next morning, being the 12th of Jime, the king,

attended bj' a considerable number of tho lords of the

court, descended the river in his barge. At Eotherhithe

he found 10,000 men on the river banks awaiting his

coming, with two banners of St. George and sixty pen-

nons. So soon as they saw tho king they set up one

universal cheer. This was no doubt meant as a hearty

welcome ; but the king and his courtiers being all in a
state of panic—for the council, it is stated, were perfectly

paralysed by their fears — tho boisterous acclamation

struck the royal party as frightful yells. " The people,"

says Froissai-t, " made such a shout and cry as if all the

devils in hell had been among them." No doubt tho

terrors of the democrats of Flanders, now again in full

action, of the horrible Jacquerie and tho ruthless Malle-

teers, at this timo paralysing Paris, were all present to

tho minds of the royal party, aud, with the uncouth

appearance of the mob, operated awfully upon them.

Instead of landiug, the coui'tiers advised the king to

draw off. Tho people cried to tho king that, if he would

come on shore, they would show him wliat they wanted

;

but tho Earl of Salisbury replied, saying, " Sirs, ye bo

not in such order or array that the king ought to speak

to you ; " aud with that the royal barge bore away up

the river again.

At this sight tho crowd were filled with indignation.

They had hoped that now they should bring to the royal

ear all their grievances ; and there can bo little doubt

that if the king had shown the spii-it which he afterwards

did, and boldly and courteously put his barge within

good hearing, and listened to and answered their com-

plaints, all that followed might have been prevented.

But being now persuaded that the great lords about him

would not allow tho king to hold fair and open audience

with them "they returned," says Froissart, " to tho hill

whore the main body lay "—for this was only a deputa-

tion, the hill being most likely Greenwich Park—and

there informed the multitude what had taken place.

On hearing this tho enraged host cried out with one

voice, "Let us go to London!" "And so," continues

Froissart, " they took their way thither ; and on their
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going they beat down abbeys and houses of advocates

and men of the court, and so came into the suburbs

of London, which were sreat and fair, and beat down

divers:' fair houses, and especially the king's prisons, as

the Marshalsea and others, and delivered out the pri-

soners that were therein." They broke into the palace of

the archbishop at Lambeth, regarding him as the great

enemy of the nation, and burnt the furniture and the

records belonging to the chancery.

houses, and sat down to eat and diink. They desired

nothing but it was incontinently brought to them, for

every man was ready to make them good cheer, and to

give them meat and drink to please them. Then the

captains, as John Ball, Jack Straw, and Wat Tyler, went
throughout London, and 20,000 men with them, and S9

came to the Savoy in the way to Westminster, which was
a goodly house, which appertained to the Duke of Lan-
caster; and when they entered they slew the keepero

John of Gaunt.

As the men of Kent advanced through Soutliwark, the

men of Essex advanced along the loft bank of the river,

destroyed the house of the lord treasurer at Ilighbury,

and menaced the north of London.
When the men of Kent arrived at London Bridge they

found it closed against them, and they declared that if

they were not admitted they would burn all the suburbs,

and, taking London by force, would put every one to

death. The people within said, " Why do we not let

these good people in ? What they do they do for us

all!" and thereupon they let down the centre of the

bridfjo, wliich W:ilworth, the mayor, had had drawn up.

" Then these people entered into tha citj-, and wunt into

thereof, and robbed and pillaged the Louse, and then set

fire to it, and clean burnt and destroyed it."

This palace of John of Gaunt's was the most magnifi-

cent house in London. The mob having thus shown

their hatred of him, went to the house of the Knights

Hospitallers in Clerkenwell, which had been lately built

by Sir Robert Hales, the grand prior and treasurer of the

kingdom, whose house they destroyed at Highbury. In

destroying these noble houses, the people disclaimed any

idea of plunder. Their objects were, as they asserted, to

punish the great traitors to the nation, and obtain their

freedom from bondage. They published a proclamation

forbidding any one to secrete any booty. They hammered
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out the plate, and cut it into small pieces. They beat the

precious stones to powder, and one of the rioters having

concealed in his bosom a silver cup, was thrown with his

prize into the river.

But they were not so abstinent of the wine which they

found in the cellars. With this, to them, new and deli-

cious liquor, they grew intoxicated and fui'ious, and pro-

ceeded to the most bloody ti-agedies. To every one whom
they met they put the question, " With whom boldest

thou?" and unless he said, " With King Richard and the

Commons," off went his head. The Fleet prison and

Newgate were destroyed, the liberated prisoners labour-

ing heartily at the demolition. The Temple, with all its

Iiooks and ancient works, was burnt. All foreigners they

'iostroyed with the constant antipathy of the uneducated;

iiut against the Lombards and the Flemings, as money
iealers and contractors with Government, their rage was

ieadly. They dragged thii-ty Flemings out of the

• hurches, whither they had fled for sanctuary, and

'.hirty-two more out of the Vintry, and dispatched them.

Having left more than thirty of their number buried in

their intoxication under the smoking ruins of the Savoy,

and massacred many eminent citizens as they endeavovired

to escape, wearied out with drink and slaughter, at night

they sat down before the Tower.

In the morning the sight from the Tower was by no

means cheering. The immense multitude was clamour-

ing for the heads of the chancellor and treasurer, whom
they regarded as main authors of all the exactions and

ill-treatment they had received, and excluding the

entrance of all provisions till their demand was con-

ceded. Presently a message was brought then^ from the

king that if they would quietly retii'e to Mile End, then

having plenty of open land, "where the people of the

city did disport themselves in the summer season," he

•would meet them there and listen to their requests.

Anon the gates were thrown open, the drawbridge

lowered, and Richard, attended by a few unarmed fol-

lowers, rode on amid the throng. Ai-riving at Mile End,

he found himself surrounded by 60,000 petitioners. On
the way Richard's half brothers, the Earl of Kent and

Sir John Holland, had taken alarm and ridden off, leav-

ing this youth of sixteen in a cowardly manner in such

circumstances. Bat Richard on this occasion displa3'ed a

bravery and a discretion which, had they been uniformly

exhibited, must have produced a prosperous reign.

According to Froissart, in the night, while they lay

asleep on Tower Ilill, the king had been advised by Sir

WiUiam Walworth and others to make a saUy and slay

them in their sleep ; for, as he observes, there were not

one in twenty in harness, and as they were drunken, they

jnight be killed like so many flies. These counsellors

represented that the citizens of London could easily do

this, as they had their friends ready in arms secreted in

their houses, and that there were Sir Robert Knowles

and Sir Perdiccas d'Albret, the famous Free Companion

captains, with 8,000 more that might be mentioned. But

the Earl of Salisbury and " the wise men about the king

gave better and more humane advice." And now that

the king spoke face to face with them, behold, all their

demands resolved them into these four :—1. The abolition

of bondage. 2. The reduction of tho rent of land to

fourpence tho aero. 3. The free liberty of buying and

selling in all fairs and markets. 4. A general pardon for

the past offences.

The king with a smiling countenance assiired them
that all this was fuUy granted them, and that if they

would retire every one to his own county and place, he
would give one of his banners to those of each shire,

bailiwick, and parish to march home under ; and that

they should leave two or three from each village to bring

unto them copies of the charter he would give them.

On hearing this the people said, " We desire no more."
They became quite appeased, and began to draw off

towards London. That night thirty clerks were em-
ployed in making copies of this charter, which were
sealed and delivered in the morning.

13ut while the superior and better-disposed country

people had attended the king, Wat Tyler and Jack Straw,

with the more turbulent and factious portion of the in-

surgents, had remained behind. No sooner was the king
out of sight, than these treacherous fellows made a rush

at the Tower, and got possession of it, most probably

through the perfidy or perhaps panic of the garrison, for

there were in the Tower, according to Holinshed, 600

men-at-arms, and as many archers^ while of these com-
mons and husbandmen many were only provided with
sticks, and not one in a thousand properly armed. Here
the insurgents got possession, as no doubt was their

grand object, of their designed victims, the Archbishop

of Canterbury, the chancellor, and Sir Robert Hales,

the treasurer ; of William Appledore, the king's con-

fessor ; and Legge, one of the fanners of the obnoxious

tax, with three of his accomplices. All these they

speedily beheaded. The head of the archbishop was
carried through the city on the point of a lance, with

the hat he wore nailed to the skull, that he might be

better known to the multitude, and it was set on London
Bridge.

They ranged through all the apartments of the Tower,

again came upon the terrified mother of the king, pricked

her bed with their swords to see if any one was con-

cealed in it, and saluted her with a few more kisses.

The poor lady fainted away, and was carried by her

attendants to her house, called " The Wardi-obe in Carter

Lane." Here the king on his return joined her, and

gave her comfort, ti-usting that all would soon now be

over.

In the morning Richard left the Wardrobe, and, after

mass at Westminster, rode through Smithfield at the

head of sixty horsemen, where he beheld a great throng

of people in front of the abbey of St. Bartholomew. He
said he would go no fru-ther till he knew what ailed them,

and that he would appease them again. It was Wat
Tyler at the head of 20,000 insurgents. Wat had refused

the charter sent to him, demanding fresh conditions

;

and, when these were conceded in a second, demanded

still more ; amongst other things, the total repeal of the

forest or game laws, and that all parks, waters, warrens,

and woods should be common, so that the poor as well as

the rich should freely fish in all waters, hunt the deer in

the parks and forests and the hare in the fields.

On seeing the king stop Wat Tyler said, " Sirs, yonder

is the king ; I will go and speak with him. Stir not

hence without I make you a sign ; and when I make you-

a sign, come on and slay them all except the king. He is
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young ; -wo can do with him as wo plea.su, and wo will

lead him with us all about England, and so wo shall bo

lords of all the realm without doubt." Wat rode up to

the king, and so near that the head of his horso touched

the flanks of that of the king. Then said Wat, " Sii-

kin-, soost thou all yonder people?" "Yea, truly,"

said^'tho king ;
" why dost thou ask ?" " Because," said

W'lt Tyler,
°
they be all at my commandment, and have

sworn to me faith and truth to do all that I will have

thorn. And thinkest thou that they, and as many more

in ijondon, will depart without thy letters?"

The king courteously assured him they should have

them ; and at this point, says Froissart, Wat Tyler cast

his eyes on an esquire of the king, wliom he hated on

account of some words he had said. "Ah!" said he,

"art thou there? Give me thy dagger." The esquu'o

refused, but the king bade him give it, and with that

Wat began to play with it, and said to the esqmre, " By

my faith I wiU never eat meat tiU I have thy head."

At this moment the mayor. Sir AVilliam Walworth, com-

ing up with his twelve horse, aud hearing these words,

an°d looking through the press, said, " Ha ! thou knave,

darest thou speak such words in the king's presence?"

Wat gave a sharp answer, and Froissart says that the

ting said to Walworth, " Set hands on him." Be that as

it may, Walworth thrust a short sword into Tyler's

thi-oat ; or, as others s.ay, struck him on the head with it

or with his mace. At aU events, Walworth gave him the

first blow, which was speedily followed by one of the

king's squires—one Eobert Standish, probably the one

with whom tho altercation commenced—stabbing him in

the abdomen. Tyler wheeled his horso round, rode about

a dozen yards, and fell to the ground, where he soon

expu-ed.

On seeing him fall his followers cried out, " We are

betrayed ! They have killed our captain ! " and they put

themselves in battle array, with their bows before them.

With wonderful presence of mind Eichard ordered his

attendants to keep back, and, riding confidently up to

the people, said, " Sii-s, what aileth you ? I will be your

leader and captain. Follow me, I am your king ;
Tyler

was but a traitor ; be ye at rest and peace." Then he

rode back to his company, who advised that they should

draw off into tho fields near Islington. Thither many

followed the king ; and many, hoping no good, quietly

stole away. On coming into the fields, they beheld the

renowned" Free Companies captain. Sir Eobert Knowles,

with 1,000 men-at-arms; and tho insurgents, now feaiing

the worst, got away as fast as they could, throwing down

their bows, and many kneeling to the king and imploring

pardon. Knowles burned to bo allowed to charge and

cut them all down ; but the king refused him this

indulgence, saying ho would take his revenge in another

way; which, in truth, he afterwards did. He issued a

proclamation, however, forbidding any stranger to remain

another night in the city on pain of death.

Such is the history of this remarkable insurrection as

transmitted to us with some slight va 'iations by Frois-

sart, Knyghton, Walsingham, Stow, and Holinshed.

While these things passed in London, various parts of

the country were equally agitated and overrun by the

insurgents. In the south the outbreak extended as far

as Winchester, ia the aortli as far as Beverley and Scar-

borough. The nobility shut themselves up, aud neither

stirred out to free themselves nor aid tho king. So

general aud simultaneous was the rising, that some sup-

posed that it was concerted and conducted by some able

but invisible leaders much above Wat Tyler and Jack

Straw in influence and subtilty. When tho mob was at

Blackhcath there were strange rumours that the king's

uncle, the Duke of Gloucester, was seen disguised

amongst them ; but this was probably owing to some ono

bearing a strong resemblance to the duke being there, or

was got up by his enemies to injure him at court, as

there were active endeavoiu-s, about the same time, to

alarm the king regarding Lancaster's intentions, who was

on the borders treating with tho Scots.

Only one man of distinction acted with tho spirit which

might have boon expected from the warlike baronage of

England, and that was a churchman.

Henry Spencer, the young Bishop of Norwich, finding

that the rebellious peasantry would not listen to what he

considered reason, buckled on ai-mour, mounted his steed,

and at the head of a strong body of retainers ho attacked

them in the field as they were pursuing their career of

depredation. He repeatedly sui-prised these marauding

bodies, routed, aud slew them. His mode of dealing with

them was summary and unique. After every battle ho

sat in judgment on his prisoners, and, after giving them

absolution from their sins, had their heads struck ofl".

By these means he soon restored order in the counties of

Norfolk, Huntingdon, and Cambridge. When the news

of Tyler's overthi-ow and the dispersion of the insurgents

spread through the country, and those who had shut

themselves up in castle aud town hurried forth to show

theii- deep loyalty to the king, his work had long been

done.

Eichard himself, having stuck the heads of Wat Tybr

and numbers of his compeers on London Bridge, was

advised to undertake a progress through the difl'erent

quarters of his kingdom, to make all quiet and secui-c.

Numbers flocked to his standard, and at the head of

40,000 men he advanced from place to place, issuing

proclamations, recalling and destroying the charters ho

had given, commanding the villeins to return to their

labours, and prohibiting, under severe penalties, any

illegal assemblies.

In Kent and E3=ex Eichard found some resistance;

and it was not imtil 500 of these unhappy creatures

had been killed in Essex that they gave way. On this

occasion Eichard is reported to have addressed them in

this style :
—" Eustics ye have been and are, and in bon-

dage shall ye remain; not such as yo have heretofore

known, but in a condition incomparably more vile." This

was very difl'erent language to that which he had held

when he addressed them in force in London
;
and would

.show, if it were at all needful, that as a boy of fifteen ho

could deeply dissimulate ; that ho never for a moment

intended to grant the gi-oaning people any reUef ;
and that

he hoarded up his vengeance, as many of his most power-

ful nobles had to experience, till ho saw his opportunity.

And, in keeping with this character, at every town that

lay in the neighbourhood of tho distmbed districts ho

opened commissions for the summary condemnation of

offenders. According to Holinshed, 1,000 of the insur-

gents were executed; amongst them Jack Straw, and
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Lester and Westbroom, who had assumed the title of

Kings of Norfolk and Suffolk.

When Parliament met it was announced to it that the

king had revoked all the charters he had been obliged to

grant to the villeins ; but the chancellor suggested whether

it would not be well to aboHsh the serfdom altogether.

This, probably, was the enlightened view of the king's

• better counsellors : it certainly was not his view of things

-on his journey ; but it met with the response which was
-inevitable at that day. The barons declared that nothing

should induce them to give up the services of their villeins,

and that they would resist with all their power either

violence or persuasion for that object ; nay, were it even

to save themselves fi-om one general and inevitable

massacre. It was plain the day for the extinction of

serfdom was not yet come.

The Commons, indeed, attributed the insurrection to its

true causes—to the long-continued exactions occasioned

by the wars of the late reigns, which had impoverished the

landowners, and deteriorated the condition of the villeins.

These expenses, which had produced no advantage to the

nation, had made the mass of the people wretched. The

rapacity of the officers employed to collect these aids, and

of the purveyors, who were but a species of licensed ban-

ditti, was unbounded. Besides, there were bands of real

banditti, called maintainors, who in various parts of the

country subsisted by robbery. These ruffians, such was

the inefficient preservation of public order in the country,

assembled in great bands, seized people, and especially

women, for their ransoms, and killed such persons as

attempted to resist. They abounded in Cheshire and

Iiaucashire, made expeditions of a hundred miles or more,

and carried off the daughters of men of property, and

pretended they had married them ; after which they sent

to their parents demanding the fortunes to be sent to them

on peril of the lives of the abducted victims. But, though

the Commons pointed out these causes of popular discon-

tent, and obtained an inquiry into the matter, with some

reforms in the courts of law and the king's household,

they were as far from thinking of the emancipation of the

serfs as the lords. They made the danger of again raising

them a plea for not yielding the king fresh taxes, but they

were, after much reluctance, compelled to grant them.

This being done, Richard proclaimed a general pardon,

which eventually extended to the peasantry.

The king was now sixteen, and at this early age he was

married to Anne of Bohemia, who herself was only fifteen.

She was the daughter of the late Emperor of Germany,

Charles IV., called Charles of Luxembourg at the battle

of Poictiers, where he attended his father, the old blind

King of Bohemia. Anne was thus granddaughter to the

brave old blind monarch, and sister to the Emperor Sigis-

mund. As has almost universally been the case with

German princesses, there was a great boast and parade of

the illustrious ancestry of Anne, but no money whatever.

Nay, Richard, or rather the country, had to pay the ex-

penses of her journey to England, though it was made
from the palace of one royal relative to that of another,

particularly the Dukes of Brabant and Flanders, and

under their escort. But, though high pedigreed and

portionless, Anne was reckoned handsome, and, far better,

was extremely good-hearted and pious. The king became

deeply attached to her, and the English were extremely

proud of her as the Coesar's sister, of which they could
never speak enough. She only lived twelve years as

queen ; but she won the affection of every one who came
near her, was universally beloved, and long lamented
under the name of the " Good Queen Anne ;" and had she

lived as long as her husband, would undoubtedly have
preserved him from alienating the love of his people, and
perishing as he did.

On the meeting of Parliament, soon after the king's

marriage, the Duke of Lancaster solicited the grant of

£60,000 to enable him to prosecute his claims on the towns
of Spain, through the right of his wife, the Lady Con-
stance, daughter of Don Pedro the Cruel ; but after much
debate the advance was declined. The circumstances of

the country rendered it equally tmadvisable that a large

body of the military men of the realm should be withdrawn
from it, and that money should be expended for foreign

claims while the people were so sore on the subject of

their heavy taxation. The duke was therefore compelled,

however unwillingly, to postpone his expedition to Spain.

His anxiety at this time was owing to the failure of the

Earl of Cambridge, who had been sent out to support the

King of Portugal against the King of Spain. The Earl

of Cambridge had carried over a small but brave army to

Portugal, the Duke of Lancaster promising to follow

him with a greater force ; but his embassy to Scotland,

and the breaking out of the Wat Tyler insurrection, had
prevented this ; and Ferdinand, King of Portugal, finding

himself disappointed of the duke's aid, and fearing to be

overcome by Spain, had made peace with John of Castile,

greatly to the chagriu of the Earl of Cambridge, who had
made a maiTiage alliance between his son John and the

only daughter of the King of Portugal, both mere children.

On this peace being concluded, the Earl of Cambridge
returned to England, having efi'ected nothing towards the

establishment of the claims of his brother, John of Gaunt,

but, much in opposition to the King of Portugal, had
brought away his son. This led afterwards to the divorce

of his son's young Portuguese wife, by dispensation from
the Pope, and her marriage to the King of Spain. Thus
the King of Spain not only maintained himself on the

throne of Castile, in defiance of John of Gaunt, but the

King of Portugal dying, he laid claim in right of his wife

to that kingdom. These were the circumstances which

made Lancaster eager to pass over and assert his claims,

but at this juncture without effect. He had only, however,

to wait a few years for a more favourable opportunity.

England was at this moment about to undertake the

support of the very principles of freedom and popular

independence in Flanders which it had so sternly put

down at home. Flanders, as the earliest manufacturing

and trading country, had, as we have seen, speedily dis-

played a democratic spii-it. It had expelled its ruler,

who resisted, and endeavoui'cd to crush all tendency

towards popular rights. Though Jacob van Artavelde, the

stout brewer of Ghent, had -fellen, yet that high-spirited

city had maintained a long cai'eer of independence. Philip

van Artavelde, the son of Jacob, warned by the fate of

his father, had, during his youth, kept aloof from popular

ambition, and adhered to a strictly private life. But the

people of Ghent becoming sorely pressed by the Earl of

Flanders, and its very existence being at stake, Philip,

no longer able to suppress the spirit of the patriot born
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•with him, suddenly emerged from his obscurity and put

himself at the head of the populace. The people had

assumed a white hat as the badge of their partj', aud their

former leader, John Lyou, was dead, under the suspicion

of being poisoned by some emissary of the coui-t party.

PhUip van Artavoldo put on the white hat, and thus

announced to the public that he was willing to tread ia

the steps of his father, aud of their late leader. The most

subtle and influential man of this party was one Peter

Dubois, who promised Artavelde his whole interest with

the people on ceitain conditions. " Can you," he said,

" bear yourself high, and be cruel amongst the Commons,

and especially in such things as we shall have to do ? A
man is nothing unless he be feared and dreaded, and at

the same time renowned for cruelty. Thus must the

Flemings be governed; and you must have no more

regard for the life of man, or pity for theii- sufferings,

than for the life of the brutes which we kiU for food."

Philip van Artavelde declared his readiness to adopt

this system of action, in order to save his country. He
felt, with Peter Dubois, that, to restrain the license of

the rude multitude and enable them to win their inde-

pendence, there must be a strong hand and a stern disci-

pline. That he could assert this he immediately showed, on

being elected Governor of Ghent, by arresting and cutting

off the heads of twelve of the ringleaders of the tumult

in which his father was murdered ;
giving solemn proof

that he would not forget his enemies. Presently after-

wards he and Peter Dubois put to death with their own
hands two ambassadors, whom they had sent to treat with

the Earl of Flanders, and who had agreed to give up to

the earl a hundred of such citizens as he should name, to be

entirely at his pleasui-e, on condition of neace. 'Jn these

ambassadors declaring these terms, Pet"r Dubois and

Philip Artavelde rose up, and, reproaching them with

their treason, stabbed them on the spot, in the midst of

the council.

Having thus demonstrated in sanguinary earnest, to

both friends and foes, that they meant to prosecute the

contest in the spii-it of republican Eome, they took the

field. The contest was dreadful, for they had not only

to contend with the Earl of Flanders, but with the Duke
of Burgundy, his son-in-law and heir, and the King of

France, the nephew of Philip of Burgundy, whom he had
induced to come to their aid with a powerful army.

Against this formidable confederacy Philip van Artavoldo

made a most brilliant resistance. He compelled the alhed

forces to raise the siege of Ghent ; he made himself master

of Bruges ; burnt Sechlin, a town of France ; aud laid

siege to the strong fortress of Oudenarde. Those who
fought under him were arrayed in cassocks of different

colours, to denote the towns they belonged to. They
were armed principally with pikes; all fought on foot,

and in one great phalanx. For about fifteen months
Artavelde pursued this siu'prising career of success ; but

in November, 1382, he came to a great pitched battle

with the French at Eosebeque. The night before this

battle Artavelde was roused by a sound of a great host

fighting on the hill of Dorre, between his camp and that

of the French. He went out, had the trumpets blown to

call his troops to battle, and being asked by his officers

what it meant, he told them ; on which they rephed that

they had heard the same sounds, and the battle-cries of

the French in the conflict—St. Denis and Mountjoy I

with lights in the sky; but they had sent thither, and
found nothing. Tho next day the battle was fought on
this hill, and Philip was slain, with 9,000 of his followers.

This great overthrow, it was supposed, would completely
prostrate the Flemings ; but the King of France, a boy
now only fourteen years of age, was obliged to hurrv
home to suppress the insurrection of his own people iu
Eouen and Paris, who, like the Flemish and Engli.sh,
had risen in resistance to tho tax-gatherers and oppressors.
The Parisians, 30,000 in number, had armed themselves
with iron mallets, whence thoy were caUed Maillctins, or
Malleteors. With these mallets they smashed the helmets
of tho soldiers sent against them, and made themselves
unassailable by digging ditches, building walls, and bar-
ricading tho streets—a practice in which they have been
foUowod by their descendants in our time.

The Flemings, relieved from the presence of the
French, recovered themselves, and still made a desperate
resistance. At this time there were two Popes—Clement
VII., a Frenchman, and Urban VI., an Italian. We
have seen that on all occasions when there was only one
Pope, he was a zealous peace-maker ; but this schism,

with its two rival pontiffs, naturally produced a fiery

feud. The French Pope, Clement, was recognised by
France and its allies, Scotland, Spain, Sicily, and Cyprus.
Urban was supported by England, the people of Flan-
ders, and the rest of Europe. Tho two pontiffs launched
their anathemas against each other, and roused all their

allies to assist their respective causes. France exerting

itself powerfully to give the ascendency to Clement,
Urban entreated the aid of England. Tho prominence
which the Bishop of Norwich had assumed in the Wat
Tyler insui'reotion, and his prompt energy and success as

a general, drew the attention of Urban, and he sent to

the martial bishop extraordinary powers as his champion.
Tho king and Parliament gave theii- consent ; a fifteenth

lately granted by the Commons was made over to the

prelate for the purposes of the enterprise, and he engaged

to serve against France for a year, with 2,500 men-at-
arms and the same number of archers.

Philip iVrtavelde, in his great need, had solicited the

assistance of England ; but his ambassadors had most
impolitically demanded at tho same time tho payment of a
debt which they alleged was of forty years' standing.

Tho Duke of Lancaster aud the royal council had made
themselves merry over this unique mode of soliciting

aUiauce in a crisis, and refused to help them. But now
it was determined to abet the people of Ghent, as a means
of upholding them, after theh- heavy defeat at Eosebeque,

against France.

Henry of Norwich passed over the Channel, took

Gravelines by assault, pui-suod the fugitives to Dunkirk,

and entered the town in their rear. He was spcudily

master of the coast as fai- as Sluys, and might have

struck a decisive blow at the French power in Flanders ;

but ho was not supported, though there was a numerous
body of men-at-arms at Calais. The Duke of Lancaster,

whoso own offers of leading this expedition had beea

refused by Parhament, and who is said to have seen nith

chagrin tho success of his rival, was accuso<l of prevent-

ing the advance of those troops. Tho bishop, thus

thwarted in the midst of his triumphs, turned his arms
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against Tpres, to oblige the Ghentese ; but the siege

was prolonged, and the King of France, at the entreaty

sf the Count of Flanders, was approaching with a fine

army. The men of Ghent retired ; the bishop made one

furious assault, and then withdrew. Pait of his forces

made themselves masters of Bourbourg, and obtained

permission to carry their booty to Calais. The bishop

thi'ew himself once more into Gravelines, and, after

holding it a short time, demolished its fortifications, and
returned to England.

That this campaign of the militant bishop did not

equal the expectations which his former demonstration

had raised, appears partly owing to his own precipitancy,

but far more to the machinations of his powerful enemies.

Jjike most unsuccessful commanders, he feU under the

censure of the Government. He was accused before

Parliament of having taken a bribe of 18,000 francs to

betray the expedition, and of having broken his contract

with the king by returning before the year of his engage-

ment had expired. Of the former charge he was cleared

on full inquiry, but he was condemned on the latter to

forfeit all his temporalities till he had paid the fuU

damages to the king. Four of his principal knights

were also condemned to pay 20,000 francs into the trea-

sui-y for having sold stores and provisions to the enemy
to that amount.

Not to interrupt the narrative of events which extend

over into other years, we may here note one of the most

remarkable incidents of this reign. This is the death of

Wycliffe, who was struck with apoplexy while performing

pubhc service in his parish church, and died on the last

day of the year 1384.

John WycUffe had not only put in active motion the

principles of the Reformation by his preaching, and his

public defences against the attacks of the authorities of

the Church, but he had made those principles permanent

by the translation of the Bible. Not that Wycliffe's

was the first translation of the Scriptures into English.

There appear to have been several versions, and some of

them at comparatively early periods. Sir Thomas More,

in his "Dialogues," says: "The hole Byble was, long

before Wickliffe's days, by vertuous and well-learned men
translated into the English long, and by good and godly

people with devotion and solemness well and reverently

red." In Strype's " Cranmer " it is also said: "It is

not much above one hundred years ago since Scriptiu'e

hath not been accustomed to be read in the vulgar tongue

within this realm ; and many hundred years before that

it was translated and read in the Saxon's tongue; and

when this language waned old and out of common usage,

because folk should not lack the fruit of reading it, was
translated again into the newer language, whereof yet

also many copies may be found."

But these earlier translations of the Bible had remained

in the libraries of monasteries, and, by the little education

of the people, and the conservative vigilance of the Church,

had been the sole study of a few learned men. Wyclilfe,

by his position as theological professor at Oxford, had

excited a wide interest and inquiry about the Scriptures;

^by his patronage at court, and the persecutions of the

prelates, they had been made the subject of a vast curiosity,

-.and this curiosity he had taken care to gratify by mul-

^tdplying copies through the aid of transcribers, and by

the poor priests, the converts to his doctrines, reading
them and recommending them everywhere amongst their

hearers. The English Bible was never more to become
a rare or merely curious book. It is said that when the

good Queen Anne's countrymen who attended her here

at the court were expelled by the Lancaster faction, they
carried back copies of Wyclifi'e's Bible and writings, which
had been her favourite reading ; they thus fell into the

hands of Huss and Jerome of Prague, accompanied by
the anti-papal doctrines of the great English reformer

;

and in this manner scattering the first seeds of the Reforma-
tion in the queen's native country, were destined to pre-

pare the way for Luther, and to produce such immense
changes throughout the civilised world.

In England these doctrines and this translation never
again ceased to be the object of anxious inquiry. " The
new doctrines," says Dr. Lingard, the Catholic historian,
" insensibly acquired partisans and protectors in the
higher classes, who alone were acquainted with the use
of letters ; a spii-it of inquiry was generated, and the seeds

were sown of that religious revolution which in little

more than a century astonished and convulsed the nations

of Europe."

Wycliffe, who had sown these seeds, survived all the

enmity and assailments of the enemies which his attack on
the corruptions of the Church had naturally created. A
fine picture might be painted of Wycliffe on his sick bed
when in Oxford, in 1379, he was seized with a dangerous
illness. The mendicant friars, whose vices and errors he
so severely exposed, crowded round his bed, attended by
four aldermen of the city commissioned to visit him, and
called upon him to recant his errors. But Wycliffe, who
seemed at the point of death, seized with a sudden energy,

started up in his bed, and, shaking his clenched hand at

these astonished men, exclaimed, " I shall not die, but

live many years to expose the absui-dities, the falsities, and
the crimes of the mendicant friars."

We are not to suppose, however, that WycUfTe had
arrived at the clear conceptions of reformed religion which
are established at the present day. Neither he nor Luther

after him were able to shako off at once all the reverence

for the rites and tenets in which they and theii' fathers for

ages had been educated. Any one seeing old Lutheranism

as it is yet practised on the Continent would scarcely be

able to distinguish it from Popery. Socrates, even while

about to drink poison as the punishment for his preaching

doctrines subversive of the paganism of Greece, yet desired

his friends, as soon as he was dead, to sacrifice a cock for

him to Esculapius ; thus manifesting the hold which his

hereditary ideas still had upon him. So Wycliffe and

Luther retained many things which subsequent refoi-mers

have seen it necessary again to reform. It is doubtful

even whether Wycliflfe disapproved of either pilgrimages

or the worship of images : purgatory he believed in to the

last; and, though he denounced the Pope as antichrist,

and the priests as " the proctors of Satan," in his treatise

" On the Truth of Scripture," he asserts that it is worse

than paganism to refuse obedience to the apostolic see, and

says that '

' prelates and priests, ordayned of God, comeii

in the stede of apostles and disciples, and that the Pope ic

the highest vicar that Christ has heare in earth."

These discrepancies demonstrate that this gi-oat man
was, during his whole career, after he began to perceivQ
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the corruptions of tho Church, in a transition Btato, not

fully cleared and settled in his mind ; yet, with all the

defects arising from his past trammels, he was a great

apostle and did a gre;it work. Numbers of his "poor

priests," as they were called, traversed the nation, as he

had done, in their frieze gowns and with bare feet, every-

where proclaiming the doctrines of the Gospel, and denoun-

cing the impositions and vices of Popery. They held up

the monks and priests of the time to deserved scorn, and

the people, feeling the sacred truth, flocked round them,

deserting those who had so long deluded and fleeced them.

astonished at its vast antithesis to tho ordinances of Chris-

tianity. That the people rebelled was not their fault, but
that of the barons and the Church, which, while professing

the Gospel, had ignored evory precept of it in regard to tho

I
people. Now that the great and eternal principles of

' political justice as well as saving faith contained in the

i Gospel were once known, they never could be again takea

away ; they bocamo tho heritage of the people. The Wat
Tyler insurrection was put down, but that whirh produced

it never could bo put down anj- more. Tho powerful

I
eloquence and holy lives of the preachers of Wycliffe were

Death of Wat Tyler. (See page 417.)

There can be little doubt that John Ball, tho preacher of

Wat Tyler's army, was one of these " poor priests" of

Wycliffe, for it was only three years before WyclifTe's

death that this insurrection occurred, and WyclifTe's

apostles had been preaching everywhere amongst the

people for years. There is as little doubt that this preach-

ing produced this insurrection, as Luther's produced the

" Peasants' War" afterwards in Germany. The effect was

perfectly natural that men, who for ages had been trodden

down as slaves and beasts of burden, hearing all at once

that "God had made of one blood all the nations of the

-earth," that He " was no respecter of pprsniis," and that

men were called upon by Him to do to one another as they

wonld be done by, should review .heir position, and stand

30

universally confessed. Men of all rank:;, from the royal

Duke of Lancaster to the peasant, joined them, and

acquired the name of Lollards. Tho inhabitants of London

were especially warm adherents of these doctrines. John

of Northampton, one of the most ojiulent and distinguished

citizens, was a decided .^iollard, and iluring tho timo of his

being mayor particularly irritated tho clergy, who drove

a bravo trade in pardons and indulgences, by his active

reformatio.! of the vices of the people. The Lords Hilton,

Latimer, Percy, Berkeley, and Clifton, with many other

nobles, knights, and eminent citizens, became tho pro-

tectors and advocates of Scriptural reform. Of the growth

of this reformation we shall speak further in the chapter

on the progress of the nation.
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Eiohard had now reached the age of nineteeu. The

ability, address, and bravery which he had displayed at

the time of the insurrection raised high hopes in the nation

of the success of his future government. Time, however,

failed to realise these expectations. Eiohard was by no

means destitute of cleverness, but his mind was rather

showy than solid. He had been brought up in his boy-

hood in the south of France, at the luxurious court of

Bordeaux. He had early been imbued with the tastes of

Provence—music and poetry—rather than stern politics

and arms. After his father's death his mother and half-

brJther had treated him with ruinous personal indulgence,

and instUled into his mind the most mischievous ideas of

his future greatness and royal authority. There is a very

striking parallel between his education, his personal

character, and his fate, and those of Charles I. Both were

fond of literature and the fine arts ; both had the strongest

domestic attachments, and had been indoctrinated with

the most fatal ideas of the royal prerogative. Both were

high-spirited, chivalrous, and, necessarily, despotic ; they
j

were moulded to despotism by theu- parents. Both had

their favoiu-itos—Richard, De Vera and Da la Pole;
[

Charles, Strafford and Buckingham. Both, while they

were intensely belovod by their own families and

immediate associates, lost the affections of their people by

utterly despising their rights ; and both came to a tragic

end.

When the Bisho]) of Norwich returned from his unfor-

tunate expedition, Lancaster concluded an armistice with

France, in which the Soots were included ; but, as these

reckless neighbours still co.itinued the war, he marched

into Scotland in 1384, burnt the huts of which their towns

were composed, and, to destroy the retreilts into which

they always retired on the approach of an English army,

he supplied his troops, according to Knyghtou, with

80,000 axes, with which they cut down their forests,

inflicting a most serious injury on the nation. Notwith-

standing this service, he found, on his return to London,

that the suspicions of his disloyalty ware more rife than

ever. While the ParUament was sitting at Salisbury, a

Carmelite friar, ono John Latimer, put into the king's

Viands the written particulars of a real or pretended con-

ipii'acy to jjlace the crown on the head of John of Gaunt.

Richard was advised to show this to Lancaster, who swore

that it was falsa, and vowed to do b.attle with any one

who impeached his innocence. Ha insisted that the friar,

who pei'sistod in his story, should be committed to safe

Bustody ; and, accordingly, he was consigned to the care

of Sir John Holland, the king's half brother, but a SoCret

all}- of the Duke of Lancaster, who strangled him in the

night, it is said, with his own hands, and had him dragged

through the streets in the morning as a traitor.

This John Holland—a base man, who stained himself

with more than one murder, as we shall find—was the

son of Joan of Kent, Richard's mother, by her first husband.

Sir Thomas Holland ; by whom she had also another son,

created by Richard Earl of Kent. Sir John Holland

—

notwithstanding Richard, for this second murder, -was

bent on putting him to death—was afterwards created by
him Earl of Huntingdon and Duke of Exeter. His

present act of assassination only tho more confirmed the

public in tho idea that something was to bo concealed.

There was great excitement; but the Lord Zouch, whom

the friar had named as the author of the m.emorial, pro-

tested that he knew nothing of the matter ; and the Earl
of Buckingham, another of the king's uncles, bursting

into the king's presence with his sword drawn,^were he

woiild kill the first man that dared to charge iJJfeArothoi-

Lancaster with treason. Richard professed to be Su .cd

;

and, in proof of it, sent the duke across the Channel to

procure a prolongation of tho armistice. But he was, iu^
reality, anything but satisfied; and it was secretly re-

solved to arrest him on his return. Apprised of this,

the duke, instead of coming to London, hasted away to

his castle of Pontefract, where he remained strongly for-

tified, till, by repeated journeys and entreaties, the king's

mother procured a reconcihation, and also a pardon for

her son John Holland.

No sooner did the armistice with France and Scotlan(J

expire in May, 1385, than the French sent John of Vienna,

formerly Governor of Calais, to Scotland with an aid of

1 ,000 men-at-arms and 400,000 francs in gold, and armour

for the equipment of 1 ,000 Scottish knights and esquires,

to induce them to make an inroad into England. This

armament arrived in Scotland in the early summer, but

the French knights, according to Froissart, were greatly

astonished at the rudeness of the country and the hard

living of tho people. According to him, the country was
wild, the people barbarous, and Ethnburgh, the capital,

they thought inferior to their provincial towns of Toru-nay

or Valenciennes. They were annoyed and discontented at

the want of feasts, balls, tournaments, and the gaieties

of their own country. They complained that they were

compelled to purchase the very coarsest food at most

exorbitant prices, and were at their wits' end for forago

for their horses. The people, exasperated at their ridicule

and complaints, repaid them with hatred, and, as they

asserted, even laid traps for their lives, the common sol-

diers being very disrespectful to the women. For a long

time none of the nobility, except the Earls of Douglas

and Moray, even visited them, and when they were

introduced to the king they were as much shocked with

his appearance as with that of the country: " at his red

bleared eyes, and at his whole appearance, which con-

; vinced them that he was no warrior."

When they wanted to begin the campaign, they com-

plained that the Scots wanted to be paid for fighting their

own battles, and would not budgo a foot till the 40,000

livres were distributed amongst them. In short, it did

not tend much to tho mutual satisfaction of theu- allies

that the gay Fi-enchmen had come over.

At length, tho forces being paid, tho rrnited army of

France and Scotland descended on Northumberland, and

took three castles in the marches, but, on the approach of

the English, as rapidly retired. John of Vienno was

astonished at their retreat, allowing tho enemy to pillage

thcii- country, but they told him they did not pretend

to make resistance to so powerful a force ; that all their

cattle ware driven into the woods and fastnesses; that

their houses and chattels were of small value ; and that

they well knew how to compensate themselves. Ac-

cordingly, as Richard advanced into Scotland by Berwick

and tho east coast, the Scots, accompanied by tho French,

poured 30,000 men into England by tho west, and, ravaging

Westmoreland, Cumberland, and Lancashire, collected a

splendid booty, and returned well satisfied to their country.
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EicLurd was now, for the first time, at the head of an

army against a foreign enemy. He had before only led

his forces against his own peasantry. His host is variously

estitt: ' aft 60,000 and 80,000 men ; but, before ho passed

the Enj." i :'a borders, an incident occurred which marred

all his satisfaction. Lord Stafford, son of the Earl of

Stafford, one of the king's favourites, and in high favour

jjiwith Queen Anne, both on account of his chivalrous and

his virtuous qualities, was on the way with despatches

from the king to the queen, when, some affray having

taken place amongst their retainers, John Holland struck

down the young lord without personal provocation, and

killed him on the spot. Jealousy of the queen's favour

and malice against her adherents is said to have been the

real cause of this atrocious deed. The murderer fled for

sanctuary to the church at Beverley. The Earl of Stafford

and his family were loud in their demands of justice on

the miscreant, and Eichard vowed that he would hang him

if ever he ventured out of the sanctuary of St. John of

Beverley, Meantime, he confiscated his estates. Their

common mother, the " Fair Maid of Kent," prostrated by

grief at this second deed of her assassin son, wept for four

days, entreating the king in vain to spare the malefactor's

life. Sho then sunk, heart-broken, on the fifth day, at

the castle of WaUingford. Her death so affected Eichard,

who was a most affectionate son, that he pardoned the

criminal when it was too late to save his mother.

Eichard now marched into Scotland without being able

to find any enemy. He I'educed to ashes Edinburgh,

Dunfermline, Perth, and Dundee, and he was about to

perpetrate the same rigour on Aberdeen, when the news

reached him that the Scots were laying waste Cumber-

land, and John of Vienne was besieging Carlisle. He
then made a rapid countermarch, in order to intercept

them; but on the way another of his favourites. Sir

Michael de la Polo, infused some fresh suspicions into

the king's mind regarding Lancaster, and the following

morning Eichard angrily announced his intention of re-

turning home. In vain Lancaster protested against it

;

the king persisted in his intention. He disbanded his

army ; and, on the other hand, the Scots declaring that

they found the heavy French cavah-y of no use in their

desultory species of warfare, behaved with so much rude-

ness to them, that they also returned home, much dis-

gusted, says Froissart, " with the country, and the man-
ners of the inhabitants."

Li the Parliament which met in November following,

Eichard confirmed various honours which he conferred

during the expedition. He was anxious to allay the

jealousies between his relatives and his favourites. He
therefore created his uncles, the Earls of Cambridge and

Buckingham, Dukes of York and Gloucester, with a new
grant of lands of the annual value of £1,000 each.

Henry Bolingbroke, the son of Lancaster, and Edward
Plantagenet, the son of the Duke of York, he made Earls

of Derby and Eutland. But then he proceeded to heap

similar honours and emoluments on his favourites.

Eobert de Vere, a handsome young man, of good family,

but of dissolute manners, he created Earl of Oxford, with

the title of Duke of Ireland— a title before unknown
in England ; and transferred to him by patent, which
was confirmed by Parliament, the entire sovereignty

of that island for life. He gave him in marriage his

relative, the daughter of Ingelram de Courci, Earl of

Bedford ; but De Yore became deeply enamoured of one
of the queen's ladies of the bedchamber, a Bohemian, the

Landgravine of Luxembourg, and therefore allied to the

imperial family. Not only the king, but the pious queen
favoured his suit, and obtained a divorce and dispensa-

tion for his fresh marriage from the Pope. This transac-

tion gave deep offence to the English nation, for the

rejected wife was the granddaughter of the great Ed-
ward III. and Philippa of Hainault. Her uncles, the

Dukes of Gloucester, York, and Lancaster, were still

more deeply incensed.

Michael do la Pole, the other chief favourite, was
created Earl of Suffolk, with the reversion of the estates

of the late earl on the death of his widow and the queen.

As Richard had no children, he at the samo time, in

order to cut off the aspirings of the Duke of Lancaster,

named Eoger, Earl of March, and grandson of Lionel,

Duke of Clarence, his heir to the throne.

The Duke of Lancaster thus, after repeatedly avowed
suspicions of his designs on the throne, now so markedly

cut off, found it most agreeable to retire awhile from

court ; and no fairer plan could present itself than that

of prosecuting his claims on the crown of Spain, in which

his brother, the Earl of Cambridge, had been so unsuc-

cessful. John, the newly-chosen King of Portugal, had

sent to invite him to come over and support him against

their common enemy, the King of Spain. Nothing could

be more agreeable to Lancaster, and Eichard was equally

glad to have him out of the way. One-half of the year's

supply was devoted to the purposes of this expedition.

Twenty thousand men were mustered, and before John of

Gaunt and Constance his wife, Princess of Spain, set out,

the king presented him with a crown of gold, as confident

that he would wear it ; and tlie queen presented one also

to the duchess. The fleet sailed from Plymouth in July,

1386, and the duke arriving safely in Portugal, his eldest

daughter, Philippa, was manied to the king. During

the first campaign the duke carried all before him ; but

the second summer consumed his army by its heat, and

compelled him himself to retire to Guienne. But by suc-

cessful policy he now, even, managed to become re-

conciled to the King of Spain, and married his second

daughter to the son and heir of that monarch. Thus

John of Gaunt, though destined never to wear a crown

himself, was the father of two queens. His duchess Con-

stance made over her claims on the Spanish throne to her

daughter Catherine, and their descendants reigned over

Spain for many generations. For himself, he received

200,000 crowns to defray the expenses of the expedition,

and an annuity was settled on him of 100,000 florins, and

the same amount on the duchess.

While the Duke of Lancaster was absent, the restless

Duke of Gloucester became more assuming and im-

perious towards the king than Lancaster had ever been.

He fomented the jealousies of the nobles, insisted on re-

modelling tho^overnment, and reduced the king to a mere

automaton. At the same time the French, also taking

advantage of the great duke's absence, contemplated a

formidable invasion of the island. Theii' preparations

were on the most extensive scale, both in raen and ^^hip8.

The army is said to have exceeded 100,000 men ;
and

their vesselsBsn the ,)ort of Sluys, it was vaunted, could,
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if placed side by side, have bridged tbe -wliole Channel.

The nobility and gentlemen of France seemed every one

burning with desire to avenge the injuries and defeats

they had so often suffered from the English. The news

of this stupendous armament spread dismay through the

country ; troops were assembled, beacons erected, and

the Earl of Ai-undel appointed high admiral, with orders

to destroy the ships of the enemy the moment they

landed, and leave the inhabitants to lay waste the country

before them, and then deal with them at leisure. But

the fate of this armada was the same which has provi-

dentially attended all yet directed against the British

isles. It was dispersed by a terrible tempest ; the army

was disbanded ; and the Earl of Arundel, executing his

commission with great vigour, took 160 vessels, laden

chiefly with wine, relieved the garrison of Brest, and

then, proceeding to the port of Sluys, destroyed aU the

ships there, and laid waste the country round to the

distance of ten leagues.

After this brilliant issue of the threatened danger, the

nation was all gaiety and rejoicing. But the factious

Gloucester resolved that his royal nephew should not

j-ejoice long. Ho collected his partisans, and determined

to drive the king's favourites from office. They contended

that the people were so fleeced by the tax-gatherers, that

the land-owners could not collect their rents, and that the

ministers and their officers embezzled the public moneys.

The first on whom they meant to open their charge was

the chancellor, De la Pole, the new Earl of Suffolk. The

chancellor opened the Parliament, which met at West-

minster, in October, 1386, with a bold announcement:

the king, he said, was resolved to punish the French for

their menaced invasion, by passing over a* the head of a

suitable armament, and carrying the war into Franco.

He requested them to take into consideration the neces-

sary supplies for so great and national an enterprise.

But the Lords and Commons met this by a joint petition

for the dismissal of the ministers and members of council,

and especially of the chancellor. The king, greatly en-

raged, at first contemplated—that which was long after

so fatally done by Charles I.—seizing the leaders of the

opposition ; but, finding that he should not be supported

in this out of doors, he retired to his palace at Eltham,

and then, giving way, drove to town, dismissed the ob-

noxious ministers, and made the Bishop of Hereford

treasurer. But this concession, so far from appeasing

Gloucester and his adherents, only made them feel surer

of their real object. They impeached the chancellor

;

,
and, though they could prove Uttle against him, they

' caused him to be imprisoned during the king's pleasui-e,

and fined. So long as the Parliament sat, Suffolk suffered

his sentence; but as soon as it was dissolved the king
liberated him.

This impeachment by the Commons is a most memorable
event : it is a striking proof of the wonderful manner in

which the power of that body had grown in a few years.

This was the second instance of the kind, the foi-mer

occurring just at the close of the last reign. But now
the prosecution was directed in a more determined and
unanimous manner, and against an officer not only of

high rank, but high in the monarch's favour. We have
Qo longer tho Commons of England humbly crouching,

as it were, before tho imperious barons, and scarcely

daring to consider the benches they occupied at the lower
end of the general Parliament as their own, but evidently

feeling their real dignity and power ; no longer confining

themselves to voting away their own money, or meekly
offering a petition of grievances, but exercising the daring

functions of the pubUc tribune, and caUing to account

the monarch through his ministers.

Emboldened by this second success, the opposition pro-

posed to establish a permanent council, like those in ths

reigns ofJohn, Henry IH., and Edward II., with authority

to reform the Government. The king indignantly de-

clared that he would never consent, but would dissolve

the Parliament. But again the Commons coolly presented

to him the statute by which Edward II. had been deposed,

and at this significant hint the awe- struck king gave way,
and signed a commission, appointing a council of fourteen

persons—prelates and peers—including the three great

officers of state, all of Gloucester's faction, except Neville,

Archbishop of York. They were empowered, to inquire

into everything in the household, the ministry, the courts

of law, and the condition of the people. Gloucester was
at the head, and the king, now nearly twenty-one years

of age, was virtually deposed. The whole sovereign pre-

rogative lay in the council, and for twelve months—tho

term assigned to this junto—Richard was nothing.

It was not to bo expected that a young monarch of

Richard's quick feelings could tamely acquiesce in such a

tyrannic tutelage as this. His favourites did their part

in stimulating him to resistance. At the close of the

session of Parliament he entered a protest against this

invasion of the royal prerogative, and began to seek the

means to break up this irksome circle of control. Ho
sounded tho sheriffs of the counties, but they had been,

appointed by his uncles, and ho found them in their

interest. He therefore set out on a sort of royal progress,

and used every endeavour to make himself popular with

his subjects. Wherever he came he marked his arrival

bj' some act of grace. The gentlemen of the county and
the burghers of the principal towns were invited to his

court, and were received with the utmost affability. This

won greatly upon them, aad there was a general avowal
of a determination to stand by him and the royal

authority. Ho went to York, to Chester, to Shrewsbury,

and thence to Nottingham. At the two latter places he

hold councils of tho judges, and took their opinion on the

conditions which the Parhament had forced upon him.

At the first of these councils attended Sir Robert Beal-

knap, the chief justice ; Sir John Holt and Sii- Wilhanj

Buigh, justices of the King's Bench ; and Sir John Caiy,

chief baron of the Exchequer. The same persons attended

also the second council at Nottingham, with the excep-

tion of the chief baron, and the addition of Sir Robert

Pulthorpe, justice of the King's Bench ; Sir Robert

Tresilian, lord chief justice; and John Lokton, the king's

sergeant-at-law.

Here the judges, who in those days were not inde-

pendent of the crown as they are at present, proved as

subservient to the king as Parliament had shown itself

subservient to the aristocratic faction ; declared that the

commission was wholly subversive of the constitution;

that those who introduced the measure, or induced tho

king to consent to it, were liable to capital punishment

;

that all who compelled him to observe it, or prevented
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his exercise of his rights, were traitors; that the king,

and not the Lords and Commons, had the po-wor to deter-

mine the order in which questions should bo debated ia

Parliament ; that it was for the king to dissolve Parha-

ment at pleasure. Still more : that the Lords and Com-
mons had no power to impeach the king's ministers,

officers, or justices ; that those who introduced and passed

the statute of deposition of Edward II. wore traitors;

and that the judgment against tho Earl of Suffolk was

unconstitutional and invalid altogether.

This sweeping judgment, which annihilated the power

of Parliament, and made the crown all but independent,

was signed and sealed by the judges, in the presence of

the Archbishops of York and Dublin, the Bishops of

Durham, Chichester, and Bangor, the Duke of Ireland,

the Earl of Suffolk, and two other counsellors.

Armed with this potent instrument, Richard jn-eparod

to take vengeance on his dictators. He determined to

arrest the chief of his opponents, and send them to be

judged befoi-o the very men who had thus prejudged them.

Thomas Usk was appointed sub-sheriff of Middlesex ; a

bill of indictment was prepared ; Sir Nicholas Brembre,

who had been three times Mayor of London, undertook

to influence the cit}', and even swore in different com-

panies "to stand to tho death for tho king." The com-

mission was to expire on the nineteenth of November,

and on the tenth Richard entered London amidst tho

acclamations of the people. Tho mayor and principal

citizens wore the royal livery of white and crimson, and a

vast crowd attended him to St. Paul's, and thence to his

palace of Westminster.

Everything appeared conspiring- to his wishes ; he re-

tiicd to rest elated with his success, and calculating on

the defeat of his enemies; but when ho awoke in tho

morning it was to a sad reverse. He learned that a strong

force, stated at 40,000 men, had arrived in the vicinitj- of

tho city under the command of the Duke of Gloucester

and the Earls of Ai'undel and Nottingham. During tho

whole time that he had been making his preparations to

seize the members of the council they had been carefully

watching and cautiously following him. The very day
after the judges had delivered their decision at Notting-

ham, and bound themselves to keep it profoundly secret,

one of them in the other interest, Sir Richard Eulthorpo,

had betrayed the whole matter to the Earl of Kent, and
through him to the Duke of Gloucester. A royal pro-

clamation was issued, forbidding tho citizens to aid or

supply with provisions the armed force without ; but the

confederates, the next day advancing to Hackney, sent

in a letter to the mayor and corporation, commanding
them, under menace of severe penalties, to give their

assistance to the loyal object of delivering tho king from
the hands of traitors, and requiring an immediate answer.
On the 13th the Earls of Derby and Warwick went out
and joined them at Waltham Cross, and the members of

the commission " appealed," as they termed it, of treason

the Archbishop of York, the Duke of Ireland, the Earl of

Suffolk, Sir Robert Tresilian, and Sir Nicholas Brembre.
This "appeal" they sent to the king by the Archbishop

of Canterbury, and the Lords Cobham, Lovcl, and Dove-
reaux. Richard was obliged to give way, for he now
perceived that, after all, the city was not with him; and
on Sunday, the 17th, the appellants marched into London,

and appearing before the king in Westminster Hall,

formally preferred the charge of high treason against the

aforesaid persons. Tho accused iled. De la Pole, tho

Earl of Suffolk, succeeded in reaching Franco, where ho
soon after died. De Vcre, the Duke of Ireland, hastened

to Wales, where the letters of tho king overtook him,
commanding him to raise tho royal standard, and pro-
mising to join him on tlio first oi)portunity. The duke
was encouraged by tho adherence of Molyneux, the Con-
stable of Chester, who came with a strong body of archers

;

but Gloucester, who only wanted a plea for deposing his

nephew, eagerly seized on this circumstance, and agreed
with Arundel, Warwick, and Sir Thomas Mortimer at

Huntingdon, to " depose Richard, and take the crown into

his own custody." De Vere was rapidly marching towards

London, but was mot by Gloucester and Lord Derby,
Lancaster's son, at Radcot Bridge, in Oxfordshire, and
utterly routed. Molj-neux was slain, but De Vere made
his escape to Ireland, and thence to Holland, where ho
died about four years afterwards.

The successful appellants returned to London at tho

head of their 40,000 men, and presented thirty-nine articles

of impeachment against tho fivo already named, the Arch-

bishop of York, Suffolk, De Vcre, Tresilian tho judge,

and Brembre, Mayor of London. All, except Brembre,

who was in prison, had fled, and all the judge.*, except

Sir William Skepworth, were arrested as they sat in their

courts, and committed to the Tower. Tho king demanded
tho opinion of the principal lawyers of the day on tho

validity of the impeachment, who unanimously declared

it to be informal and illegal. But the peers determined

to proceed ; on which tho bishops and abbots all protested

against taking any part in judgments of blood, and left

the house in a body. The accnsod were condemned and

adjudged to death ; but only Sir Nicholas Brembre and

Tresilian the judge—who was hated by tho people for his

bloody sentences on those involved in the late insurrection,

and who was betrayed in his concealment by a servant

—

were executed.

Nothing could bo more arbitrary than tho proceedings of

this " Wonderful Parliament," as it was called. Brembre,

who was a commoner, was adjudged and condemned by

the peers, who were certainly not his peers. The Ai-ch-

bishop of York had crossed to Flanders, where he passed

the short remainder of his days as a humble parish priest.

Tho "Wonderful Parliament," or, as others tcnned it,

the "Merciless Parliament," which sat all tho spring of

1388, and was dissolved on tho 3rd of June, employed

itself, at the instigation of tho vindictive Gloucester, who

had a savage thirst of blood, in imprisoning, condemning,

and driving away the king's friends, even to his confessor.

The judges who gave tho extra-judicial answers to tho

king at Nottingham were condemned to death ; but, at

the intercession of the bishops, were banislied to Ireland

;

while Blake, the secretary who di-ew up those answers,

and Usk, who had been mado under-sheriff, wore put to

death. Sir John Beauchamp, Sir James Berners, Sir

John Salisbury, and Sir Simon Bui-ley were all executed,

Salisbury being drawn and hanged.

The fato of Sir Simon Burley excited the deepest and

most general sympathy, and his death, in resistance to

all the earnest appeals on his behalf, betrays the most

sanguinary obstinacy in the callous Gloucester. Sir
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Simon lived a long and distinguished life. He belonged

to the court and camp of Edward III. ; had been appointed

by the Black Prince as the most suitable guardian for

Richard ; had attended the young king from his infancy

;

and negotiated his marriage with the good Queen Anno.

Eichard, who loved and revered him as a father, pleaded

for him with his ruthless uncle in vain. For three weeks

he refused to sign any warrant for his execution, and it

was carried out at last without his assent. The queen

was on her knees for three hours before Gloucester, im-

ploring him, but in vain, to spare the good Sir Simon
;

a precedent. It gave to the appellants £20,000 in remu-
neration for their services, and granted to them and their

friends a full indemnity, besides a general pardon to the
opposite party, with the exception of eighteen persons
named.

Ptichard, stunned, as it were, by this stem and san-
guinary demonstration on the part of his great and
haughtj' relatives, remained for about twelve months
passive, and in a manner extinguished in his own king-
dom. But we may rest satisfied that he never for a.

moment in his own mind intended that this state of

John Wyoliffc.

and even the Earl of Derby added his earnest entreaty,

and proceeded to actual quarrel with his uncle to prevent

this atrocity, but without moving the stern tj'rant from

his purpose.

Gloucester did not suffer the ParKament to dissolve

without an order for the expulsion of the Bohemians who
attended the queen, or without passing acts to incapacitate

the king from reversing the attainders which they had

issued. This strange Parliament at once declared that

its judgments should never bo reversed, nor any of its

j statutes ever repealed. Yet it declared that it had pro-

nounced things treason which had never been so held

before, and therefore nojudge should ever make its example

things shotild last a day longer than he could help,

or that they who now carried measures against him
with a high hand and a combined power, should escape

their duo punishment. He felt that the " sons of

Zeruiah were too strong for him;" that his arbitrary

uncles and cousins had artfully raised the public will

against him, and it were vain to oppose. Gloucester had

done his bloody work ; and it only required time to make
the nation feel repugnance to the agency of so much
cruelty. His administration did not by its splendour

conceal the hideousness of the acts on which his power

was based. Arundel, indeed, did some brave deeds at

sea ; but the only brilliant deed on land was the battle
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Richanl II. assorting his Authority. (Sofl pa-° !.','.)
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of Otterburne, wliich has been so celebrated by the

minstrels of that day, as may bo seen in, Percy's

" EeHques of English. Poetry." It was fought on the

loth of August, 1388, and Douglas, the Scottish chief,

•was killed ; but on the English side Sir Henry Percy

—

the celebrated Hotspur—and Ealph Percy were taken

prisoners, and the English, according to Eroissart, were

driven from the field; though English writers give a

different account—each party, in fact, claiming the vic-

tory.

By degrees the terror which Gloucester had inspired

began to die away from the minds of men ; they began

to sympathise with theii' youthful king, kept in such

unworthy subjection, and to offer to him their aid and

services. No sooner did Richard feel conscious of this

change in the public feeling than ho gave one of those

proofs of high thought, and bold, prompt action, which,

if they had been the results of a steady, energetic tem-

perament, and not mere evanescent iiashes, would have

made his enemies stoop in awe before him, and his reign

fortunate. In a great council held in May, 1389, he

suddeulJ' addressed his uncle Gloucester: "How old do

you think I am ?" " Your highness," replied Gloucester,

"is, in your twenty-second year." "Then," said the

king, "I must surely be old enough to manage my
own concerns. I have been longer ujider the control

of guardians than any ward in my dominions. I thank

ye, my lords, for your past services, but I reqiiire them

no longer."

Before the council could recover from its sui-prise he

demanded the great seals from the Ai'ohbishop of Can-

terbury, and gave them to "William Wykeham, Bishop of

"Winchester, and tho keys of the exchequer from the

Bishop of Hereford, handing them to ono of his own
friends. Gloucester, after a private interview with his

nephew, finding it impossible to move him, retired into

the country. Richard retained his uncle, York, and his

cousin, Henry of Bolingbroke, in his favour, and en-

trusted them with the chief administration of affairs.

For about eight years Richard ruled with a modera-

tion and a deference to the rights of Parliament and the

people, which won him much popularity. He, on one

occasion, voluntarily remitted some subsidies, declaring

that he would not call for them till he really needed

them. His uncle Lancaster returned from Spain, and

having placed his two daughters on the thrones of that

country and of Portugal, he appeared satisfied in his

ambition, and disposed not only to acquiescence in the

sway of his nephew, but also to reconcile him to the

offending Gloucester, whom he brought again to court.

It was not long, however, before there was great division

between the royal brothers; for, Lancaster's wife being

dead, ho married Catherine Swiueford, a daughter of

a private gentleman of Hainault, who had been his

mistress, and by whom he had several children. His

brothers York and Gloucester were highly incensed at

this marriage of the great John of Gaunt, regarding the

lady of far too inferior birth to enter into their alliance

;

but Richard not only countenanced his uncle in this

honourable proceeding, but passed an act through Par-

liament to legitimise the children, and created tho eldest

son Earl of Somerset.

By this rupture between the royal brothers the power

of Richard was left unassaUed—which it never was when
they were united—and the country enjoj'ed internal tran-
quillity. He ceded to his uncle of Lancaster the province
of Guienne for Hfo ; but, as the inhabitants remonstrated
loudly against this act, it was finally revoked with the
duke's consent. He concluded a peace with France in

1394, which also included Scotland; Robert II. having
died in 1390, and John, his eldest son, now reigning
under the title of Robert III. ; the Scotch entertaining the
same prejudice against a king of the name of John as

the French and English, each nation remembering with
disgust the reign of a King John.

Meantime Richard frequently met his Parliament, and
appeared on aU occasions anxious to possess its approba-
tion. He even on one occasion asked his officers of state

to resign, and place themselves at the bar of Parliament,

requesting every one who had cause of complaint to prefer

it. Pleased with this condescension. Parliament not only

bore willing testimony to the honour of the ministers, but
were ready to meet all the king's demands for money. By'
consent of Parliament, also, he recalled such of the bishops

who had been banished to Ireland as now survived ; made
his confessor a bishop ; and, moreover, on hearing of the

death of the Duke of Ireland, he restored the earldom of

Oxford in favour of his uncle, Sii- Aubrey de Vere, and
afterwards had the body of the duke brought from Lou-
vain, and re-interred with great state in tho church of

Colne.

At this time, also, after much dispute with Rome re-

garding the appointment by the Pope of foreigners to

English bishoprics and hvings, he settled that question

on a better basis than it had yet occupied, passing the

last and most comprehensive of tho statutes of jirovisors,

or prxmunire, by which it is provided that any persons

receiving such investment from Rome, or carrying causes

there, shall, with all their abettors, suffer forfeiture of all

theii" goods, chattels, and lands, wherever found, and be
put out of the king's protection.

These were years in which Richard appeared to realise

the early auguries of his reign, and act with such wisdom
and moderation as make the latter portion of his days a
marvel and a sad mystery. But we believe tho mystery

will be solved by the fact that he now—that is, in June,

1394—lost his excellent queen, the good Queen Anne.

She died at her favourite palace of Shene ; and Richard,

who had always been most ardently attached to her, was
so beside himself with grief at her loss, that, in a state of

frenzy, he ordered the palace of Shene to be levelled with

the ground ; and the rooms where Anne died were actually

dismantled.

Anne was a woman of most excellent heart and great

piety. She was a fervent promoter of the Reformation

;

and it is a singular fact that Thomas Anindel, Bishop of

Ely, and afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury, at her

funeral preached a sermon in which, according to Rapin,
,

he actually praised the queen for reading the Soriptui'es

in tho vulgar tongue. Yet this same Ai-undel was the

first to procure an act for burning heretics—that is, those

who, by following Queen Anne's example, and reading

these Scriptures, came to think differently to himself on

some points.

From all that we learn of Anne it appears very evident

that her inflaenco over Richard was of the most beneficial
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kind, and that tho longer slie lived the moro prudent and

popular he became. With her he lost his compass and

his guiding star, and 'wandered off tho good way. "Wo

find soon alter that he had grown indolent, self-indulgent,

devoted to low society and low pleasures, and thus lost his

own dignity and the love of his people. With a fresh

alliance, too, came a fresh spirit, fresh projects, and revival

of the old spiiit of vongeauco, which led him to dip his

hands in tho blood of those of his kiudred who had dealt

hardly with him ; and from this again sprung retaliation

and his fiual fall.

In the immediate bitterness of his grief, however, he

was advised, in order to divert his sorrow, to make a visit

to his Irish dominions. There wag certainly confusion

enough there to occupy his thoughts. Tho wars of the

three last monarchs, and the troubles of the second

Edward, had withdrawn their attention from Ireland, and

both the native and tho English races there had made
great encroachments on tho authority of the Government.

The revenues had formerly produced a surplus of £30,000 ;

they were not now equal to the necessary expenses of the

management of the island. The natives, asserting their

ancient territories, were fast enclosing the English in

narrower bounds, while tho English were at variance

amongst themselves. They were divided into two classes

—those who had helped to conquer the country, and those

who had been recently sent there by the English Govern-

ment. There were, therefore, English by race merely, and
English by birth. The descendants of tho original

invaders had, in proportion as they were i-emote from the

seat of government, grown independent, and in many
cases adopted the language and manners of the natives.

Many of these men retained great numbers of ai'med

followers, made inroads on their neighbours, ruled as

kings in their own districts, and expelled all thence who
would not conform to their wiU. Such was Thomas Fitz-

maurice, who, to secure his good-will, was created Earl of

Desmond, and who yet was rather a terror than a strength

to the Government.

These old settlers, the EngUsh by race merely, were
extremely jealous of new arrivals, many of them being

poor courtiers who were sent there, as they are now sent

to our colonies, to help themselves to what they could

secure, and others banished men. These were supported

by the English Government as a counterbalance to tho

power of the native chiefs, and the English by race.

Edward III. had indeed forbade any office to be held but

by Englishmen still connected with England by property

or office ; but this produced such a ferment among tho old

Englishry that it was obUged to be abandoned. While
these feuds and divisions weakened the English party,

the native chiefs pushed on their advances, and the greater

part of Ulster was recovered by the O'Neals, much of

Connaught was regained by the O'Connors, and the

O'Briens made equal conquests in Loinster. To prevent

amalgamation of the English chiefs with the native Iiish,

and thus strengthening then- formidable native power,

Edwax'd III. had passed the famous statute of Kilkenny

to which we have alluded, which made it high treason to

marry with the Irish.

It was in the hope that an English nobleman residing

in the country with a permanent right, and with almost

regal power, might reduce the island to order, that Richard

had made tho Earl of Oxford Duke of Ireland, and granted

to him and his heirs for over all the lands which ho should

conquer from tho native Irish, except such as they had
retaken from the crown or from former grantees. Tho
hopes wliich had been entertained fiom this scheme wero
defeated by tho king's feud with the barons, and by the

attainder and banishment of Oxford.

Richard now set out to reduce the diflbrent factions and
restore order himself, at tho head of 4,000 men-at-ai-ms

and. 30,000 archers, and attended by the Duke of

Gloucester and the Earls of Rutland and Nottingham.

He landed at Waterford in October, 1394, and at the

approach of so effective a force tho most daring chieftains

retired into their bogs and mountains. Such was tho

vigour with which Richard on this occasion prosecuted his

object—no doubt finding a great relief to his mind in

action—that very soon the Irish made terms of surrender,

and tho foiu- principal kings, O'Neal, O'Brien, O'Connor,

and AI'Murchad, came in and attended the king to Dublin,

where they were, no doubt much to tho annoyance of

their wild Iiish habits, obliged to assume tho outward

smoothness of civilisation, most reluctantly induced to

receive the honoiu- of knighthood, to be arrayed in robes

of state, and feasted in all decorum at the king's table.

The Iiish chieftains, to tho number of seventy-five, did

homage, and agreed to the payment of a yearly tribute.

Richard never on any occasion, not even in the Wat Tyler

riots, displayed more energy and tact. He had all tho

qualities which should distinguish a monai-ch. He
reformed the abuses of the Government, redressed

grievances, enforced the laws, removed tyrannical

officers, and thus reconciled the minds of the Irish, and

re-established the EngKsh supremacy.

This good work was intei'rupted by a violent dispute

between the Lollards and tho Chui'ch at home. The

Reformers had acquired great power, and, feeling their

influence amongst the people, they prepared a most sweep-

ing petition to the Commons, containing many great facts,

which were yet too strong for reception by tho Govern-

ment. They complained of the celibacy of the clergy;

that, by accepting offices under Government, and being

ministers of state, and oven generals, they became herma-

phrodites—attempting to do tho impossible thing, that of

sei-ving God and Mammon. They declared that by teach-

ing transubstantiatiou they led to idolati-y ; that through

tho confessional they acquired a dangerous despotism over

tho people; by authorising war and criminal executions

they opposed tho law of Christ, which was one of love and

mercy ; and they even went tho length of the modern

Peace Society, assorting that by licensing men to exercise

tho trades of goldsmiths and swordsmiths they violated tho

principles of the Gospel, which were those of simplicity

and peace. It is remarkable how completely the Christians

of the earliest Refoi-mation seized upon the doctrines regard-

ing war and capital punishments which are now agitated,

and not yet established.

Though no one was found hardy enough to present the

petition, abounding with doctrines which, though they had

existed in tho New Testament for fourteen centuries, were

still too new to the pubUc for acceptance, yet tho clergy

were greatly alarmed at this demonsti'ation, and solicited

tho protection of the king, who severely reprimanded the

leaders of the Lollards, and ordered all teachers of that
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persuasion to be expelled from the university of Oxford.

Good Queen Anne was gone, and a new era, -with new
influences and fortunes, was at hand.

CHAPTER LXVII.

Kei<^ of Richard II. continued—Richard marries Isabella of France

—

Murder of the Duke of Gloucester—Attainder of his Adherents—
Banishment of the Dukes of Hereford and Norfolk—Arbitrary

Conduct of the King—Goes to Ireland—Return of Hereford
^Imprisonment, Deposition, and Murder of the Eing—His
Character.

Richard now astonished the whole country by proposing

to marry the eldest daughter of the King of France. The
strong antipathy which the long and cruel wars had
nourished between the two nations made them already

regard each other as natural and hereditary enemies.

Both the people of England and France, therefore, were

surprised at this proposal, and averse to it. But the

people are little consulted in any age in these matters

;

and the proposal, after some discussion at the French

court, was well entertained. At the English coiu't it was

far from popular. The great princes and barons looked

on the French wars as the sources of fresh military glory

and promotion. The Duke of Gloucester most of all

expressed his opposition to it. He had moro reasons than

one. The first was, that he had a daughter whom ho

would fain see married to Richard. By this alliance he

could calculate on his descendants succeeding to the throne

of England, even if he could not himself usurp it. During

the king's life, with his easy and pleasure-loving dispo-

sition, he could calculate on engrossing the real power of

the state.

Not less strange was his second reason. It' the king

allied himself to France, he would thus greatly strengthen

his authoritj' at home, and Gloucester was too far-seeing

not to pei-ceive that Richard, who never forgot an injury,

would then be in a position to revenge himself on him
for his past attempts to usurp the control over his nephew,

and especially for the armed conspiracy which had de-

stroyed his favourite ministers, and suspended his pre-

rogative for twelve months.

That this marriage was a matter entirely of policy was
clear enough. The French princess was a mere child,

not much more than seven years of age. She was already

affianced to the heir of the Duke of Brittauj-. It would

require a dispensation from the Pope to make void that

arrangement, and for many years to come Richard could

not promise himself in his wife a womanly companion, a

mature friend and counsellor, nor could hope to secure

his throne by an heir. His attention was zealously turned

to the princesses of Brabant, Germany, and Navarre,

but to no purpose. He had resolved on the alliance with

France, and ambassadors were sent to negotiate the

affair, while Robert the Hermit, a personage high in

favour with the French king, came for the like purpose

to England. Froissart, who himself made a visit to

England at this time, describes very amusingly the inter-

view which the Earl Marshal and the Earl of Rutland

had with tho French royal family and the future Queen
of England. " The earl marshal, being on his knees, said

to her, ' Fair lady, by tho grace of God, you shall be our

lady and Qiiooii of England.' Then answered the young
lady, well advisedly, without counsel of any other person,

' Sir, an it please God and my lord my father that I shall

be Queen of England, I shall be glad thereof, for it is

showed me that I shall then be a great lady.' Then she

took the earl marshal by the hand, and led him to the

queen her mother, who had great joy of the answer that

she had made, and so were all other that heard it. The
manner, countenance, and behaviour of this young lady

pleased greatly the ambassadors, and they said amongst
themselves that she was likely to be a lady of high honour
and great goodness." The little girl was affianced by
proxy through the earl marshal, and "a goodly sight it

was," says Froissart, "to see her behaviour; for all she

was but young, right pleasantly she bore the part of a
queen." In the joy of this transaction Sir John Mercer

—

who was formerly taken prisoner by Alderman PhiUpot—
and the Count de la River, who had both been arrested

on a political charge, were liberated by the French king.

The worthy chronicler details with great delight all the

splendour of the meeting of the Kings of France and
England at Guisnes, near Calais, where they came at-

tended by all the great princes, lords, and ladies of their

courts. Lancaster and Gloucester—the latter most unwil-

lingly— attended the King of England. Tents were put

up for the two royal parties not far from each other, and
the two monarchs went on foot, passing between two
bodies of knights of each nation, 400 in number, standing

with their swords di'awn. ^\^len the two kings met bare-

headed, and took each other's hands, all the knights

knelt down. Then the two kings went together into the

tent of the King of France, which " was noble and rich,"

and the four royal dukes, Berii and Burgoyne, Lancaster

and Gloucester, taking each other's hands, followed with

other knights. The spectacle was striking, for it was long

since any English and French kings had met in peace and
amity. On the following Saturday, November 1, 1396, they

met again in groat state in the same place, and after a grand

banquet in the French king's pavilion, the young queen

was delivered to the King of England, and consigned by
him to the care of the Duchesses of Lancaster. Gloucester,

York, and Ireland, with many other great ladies, but

only one French attendant, the Countess de Courci. The
next Tuesday the marri.age ceremony was performed by

the Archbishop of Canterbury in the Church of St.

Nicholas, in Calais ; and on arriving in England, Isabella

was crowned in Westminster Abbey on the 1st of January,

1397. Richard received with her 300,000 francs in gold,

and 500,000 more were to be paid by annual instalments.

It was carefully stipulated that the issue of this marriage

should derive no claim from tho mother to the crown of

France ; and if the king should die before the queen

reached her twelfth year, all the money paid should be

returned with her to France.

The conduct of Richard after this marriage was such as

to lead tho people the more sensibly to deplore the death

of the good Queen Anne. Instead of the better spirit

which had distinguished his latter j-ears, instead of the

wise and active conduct which he had displayed in Ire-

land while under the influence of a salutary sorrow, a

light and thoughtless disposition had taken its place, as

if a mere girlish wife had brought with her an atmosphere

of trifling and frivolity. With the exception of his harsh

treatment of the city a few years before, and the depriva-

tion of its charter, which, though soon restored, had left'
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a lively memory of the arbitrary fact, Richard's political

conduct was not mucli to complain of. But his personal

character was rapidly deteriorating. lie lived in a con-

tinual course of feasting and dissipation, and thus vrasted

the funds he had received with the queen, and the

resources derived from his peoj^e.

Amongst the principal favourites of this time wero his

half-brother, the paurderer. Sir John Holland, -who had

been on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem in penance for his

crimes, and now was dignified with the title of the Earl

of Huntingdon, as his brother was of the Earl of Kent.

Thi'ough tho hands of these men all favours and honoui'S

passed, and we cannot suppose that their conversations

and counsels were very good for him. His household

was on a most ruinous scale, consisting, it is said, of not

less than 10,000 persons, and tho riot and follies carried

on there excited great di.«igust.

All these matters were carefully noted by the discon-

iented Duke of Gloucester, stiU more morose from the

king's refusal of his daughter, on the plea of her being

too near akin. Gloucester, during tho whole marriage

visit to France, did not conceal his hostility to tho al-

liance. It was in vain that the king made him rich pre-

sents to win his good-will. Ho was still sullen, morose,

and destitute of all courtesy, returning the attentions of

the nobles with abrupt and curt answers, so that they

said amongst themselves, if ever Gloucester could stir up

a war he would.

Ou his rotiu-n home after tho mai-riago, he^ disdained to

cultivate the friendship of his nephew. On the contrary,

he did everything possible to excite faction and mischief.

He never attended the council except for the purpose of

thwarting its proceedings. He came late, departed early,

and while present treated the king with the most insolent

air of superiority, often throwing out remarks, that he

might hear them, on his conduct as effeminate and unlike

that of his great ancestors. He talked in this manner to

the warriors of tho late reign, drawing comparisons be-

tween their days and deeds and the present.

These acts produced murmiu's everywhere. The
Commons, on the meeting of Parliament, presented a

Bill to the Lords, proposing tho regulation of the king's

household, complaining especially that so many bishops

who had lordships of their own, and so many ladies with

their servants, were always at the palace, and supported

at the ptiblic cost. Richard, indignant at this bold

measure, demanded who was the author of it ; and it is

curious that it turned out to be one Sir Thomas Haxo}',

a clergyman, proving that the clergy at that time sat iu

Parliament, and the complaint itself that the bishops of

those days were not averse to life, however gay, at a royal

palace. Haxey was threatened with death, but was spared

at the entreaty of the bishops—tho very class ho had
complained of; but an Act was immediately passed by
the submissive Parliament, that whoever again should

make any such motion in the Commons, or should in any
way attempt to reform the royal conduct, rule, or authority,

should be held to be a traitor.

This only strengthened the hands of Gloucester. He
was eagerly listened to by all classes. Tho knights and
barons were influenced by his representations of the glories

won in the lato reigns, and of the ease with which the

wealth of France might be won by the superiority of their

English valour. The people seized eagerly on the same
ideas ; all combined to echo the charges of the pusilla-
nimity of tho king, and to apjilaud Gloucester as the
greatest of patriots, and tho champion of tho British
honour and advancement. His great abilities, his affablo

manners, his vast wealth, and his royal blood, all were
placed in tho scale against tho voluptuous king, and mado
a profound impression.

It is asserted by Froissart that Gloucester did not con-
finehimself to seditious language, buthad actually proposed
to his nephew, Roger Mortimer, tho Earl of March, whom
Richard had declared his successor, to give him immediate
possession of the throne ; and when that nobleman declined
the offer, had laid a plan with his two brothers, the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, and the Earls of Arundel and
Warwick, to dcposo Richard.

Whether this last assertion bo true or not, the temper
and conduct of Gloucester now became such as naturally
excited the resentment of Richard. Ho appeared at fii-st

only desirous to get him out of the way : for which
purpose he gave him permission to join the Christians who
were fighting against tho infidels in Prussia ; but, though
he set out, ho returned in a few days, saying he had been
driven back by a tempest. He then appointed him governor
of Ireland ; but Gloucester mado no attempt to go over
and assume that ofiice.

This conduct of the Duke of Gloucester at length wore
out the patience of Richard. He remembered vividly his
past offences : he saw no means of dissipating his obstinate

contempt and hostility. His favourites, with whom Glou-
cester kept no terms, xirged him to severe measures ; and
tho court of France, which ho had insulted by his sullen

aversion, and which beheld in him an avowed enemy to

its peace and its alliance, strongly stimulated the king to
provide for his own safety and that of his queen, by
depriving the traitorous prince of his power to cany out
his designs.

No sooner did Richard resolve to follow this advice than
he put his resolve into execution. Ho invited tho Earl of
Warwick to dinner, and then, being off his guard, he had
him arrested at tho house of tho chancellor, near Templo
Bar, and committed to tho Tower. The primate was mado
use of to bring his brother, the Earl of Ai'undel, to a
private interview with the king, who instantly arrested

him and sent him to Carisbrook Castle. But perhaps tho

most revolting of these insidious modes of seizure was that

of tho Duke of Gloucester himself. Richard, while intend-

ing to sacrifice his uncle's life, did not hesitate to make a,

visit to him at his castle of Ploshy, in Essex, where Glou-
cester, coming forth with his wife and daughter to meet
him, withoiit any suspicion, according to tho account of

tho rolls of Parliament, " domino rcgi cum procossione

solemni humiliter occurrentem," lie caused him to bo
seized and hurried on board a vessel bj' the earl marshal,

and conveyed to Calais. It is said by contemporary

chi'oniclers that, while this was doing, Richard was con-

versing in a friendly guiso with tho duchess. Froissart

says Richard was kindly entertained, requested Gloucester

to accompany him to London, and had him seized on the

way. This does not appear probable if tho parliamentary

rolls are correct. But in any caso the manner of tho thing

was treacherous, and unworthy of r. grent monarch.
The sudden disappearance of the duke alarmed all his
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friends and partisans, who believed that he was muraered,

and they trembled for their own security. To pacify the

public mind, Richard issued a proclamation, stating that

these arrests had been made with the full assent of the

Dakes of Lancaster and York, and of their sons and all

the leading members of the councO. ; that they were made,

not on account of the transactions of the tenth and eleventh

years of his reign, for which bills of indemnity had been

giyeA, but for recent offences ; and that no one need bo

alarm-3d on account of participation in those jiast pro-

ceedings.

This was to lull into security fresh victims, and to

obtain that sanction from Lancaster, York, and their

sons, which Richard protended to have had, and which

was not true. These princes were at Nottingham, and

Richard determined to retort upon them their conduct

towards his favourites. He therefore hastened down
thither, and as these noblemen were at dinner he suddenly

summoned them to the gate, and compelled them to set

their seals to a form of arrest which had been prepared

for the purpose. They were made to say, "Wo appeal

Thomas Duke of Gloucester, Richard Earl of Arundel,

and Thomas Earl of Warwick, as traitors to your majesty

and realm," and to call for trial upon them.

On returning to the hall, they found the king seated on

the thi-one, wearing his crown, who granted the request

they had been induced to make, and appointed a parlia-

ment to hear the cause on the 17th of the following morithi

September, 1397.

About thi-ee weeks later Sir William Eickhill, one of the

justices, was suddenly roused from his bed at midnight at

Essingham, in Kent, and ordered to hasten to Dover and

follow the Earl of Nottingham, the earl marahal, to Calais.

On his arrival there the earl put into his hand a commis-

sion to examine the Duke of Gloucester, whom he had
imagined for some weeks was dead. Sir William refused

to perform this office unless accompanied by two witnesses

;

and, on being admitted, advised Gloucester to return his

answer in writing and to keep a copy. This caution after-

wards saved the life of the prudent judge, who knew the

danger of being the sole repository of a king's secrets. As
soon as he had received Gloucester's statement, he was
refused further admittance to him.

To secure his measures Richard employed every means
to impress the Parliament and public with awe. Great

preparations were made for the assembling of a Parlia-

ment which was to decide the fate of a prince of the

blood, and one so powerful and popular, aa well as of

some of the chief nobles of the realm, It is said that

the sheriffs had been tampered with—a most base and
unconstitutional act, and which, resorted to in the as-

sembling of this famous Parliament, opened the way for

much subsequent corruption of the kind. A wooden shod

of groat extent was erected near Westminster Hall, for

the reception of so numerous an assembly as was sum-
moned to give the greater sanction to its decrees, and the

lords came with such prodigious retinues, no doubt for

their own safety, that thoy not only filled all the lodgings of

London, but all the towns and villages for ton miles round.

Tho king camo to Westminster attended by 600
men-at-arms, wearing tho royal livery of the hart, and
200 archers, raised in Cheshire. On the second day of

the session Sir John Bussy, the speaker, and a thorough

creature of the king, petitioned that the clergy might
appoint proxies, the canons forbidding their presence
at any trials of blood, and Lord Thomas Percy was ap-
pointed their procurator. The ParUamenfc passed what-
ever Richard was pleased to dictate to it. It annulled
the commission of regency and the statute confirming it,

passed in the tenth year of his reign. It abrogated all

the acts which attainted the king's ministers—though the

Parliament which passed them and the people had sworn
to maintaLu them for ever—and declared that they had
been extorted by force. It revoked all pardons granted
heretofore to Gloucester, Arundel, and Warwick.

This facile assembly first impeached Thomas Arundel,
Archbishop of Canterbury, as the aider and abettor of the

accused noblemen, for having moved and advised the

arrest and execution of Sir Simon Burley and Sir James
Berners, contrary to the wishes of the king, and that

while chancellor, and bound to support the rights of the

crown. Tho archbishop rose to defend himself ; but
Richard, fearful of the effect of his eloquence, desired bim

to waive awhile his observations, on pretence of requiring

more time to consider the matter ; but tho next day he
was declared to be guilty, and banished for life.

The following day, September 21st, the charges were
read to the lords against the three nobles. They were
that Gloucester and Arundel had compelled the king,

under menace of his life, to sign the commission of

regency ; that at Hornsey Park they had drawn to their

party the Earl of Warwick and Sir Thomas Mortimer,
and by force had compelled the king to do their will.

The Earls of Rutland, Kent, Huntingdon, Somerset,

Salisbury, and Nottingham, and the Lords Spenser and
Sorope, were accused of the same crime ; that at Hunting-
don they had conspired to depose the king, and shown
him the statute of the deposition of Edward II., and had
also insisted on the death of Sir Simon Burley, in oppo-

sition to the king's will.

Arundel pleaded not guilty and former pardons; but

he was condemned and executed. Warwick was con-

victed of high treason ; but, on aooount of his submissive

behaviour, his life was spared, and he was banished to the

Isle of Man.
On the 24th a mandate was issued by the king and bis

council in Parliament to the earl marshal to bring bis

prisoner, the Duke of Gloucester, fi-om Calais to the bar

of the house. Three days after this an answer was
returned by the earl marshal that " ho could not produce

the said duke before the king and his council in that

Parliament, for that, being in bis custodj' iu the king's

prison at Calais, ho there died."

The simple unoxplanatory abruptness of this announce-

ment is p.irticularly startling. It immediately impresses

the mind with tho conviction of foul play ; that the king,

not daring to bring to further trial a princo so nearly

related to the crown, and so his^hly esteemed by the

people, and j-et resolved not to let him escape, had pro-

cui'od his assassination. Apoplexy and other things were
talked of, but there could be but one opinion of his end
—murder. How this was effected has never been dis-

covered. When Henry Bohngbroke had usurped Richard's

throne, and it was his particular interest to prove Richard
a murderer of thoir common uncle, one John Hall, a ser-

vant of the Earl of Nottingham, was brought forward,
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who swore that to his knowledge the duke was taken

from the prison to an inn, called the Prmco's Inn, and

there smothered between two beds by a servant of the

king and another of the Earl of Itutland. Though eight

persons wore named in the paper as being coucornod in

the transaction, none of these were ever examined, nor

•was Hall brought before any judge ; but, having made

this confession, was at once beheaded. It appears suffi-

ciently clear, therefore, that this was an invention of

BoUngbroke'a to blacken the character of Eichard.

Froissart says he was strangled in prison by four people

with towels ; but the mode matters little : the fact of

Gloucester's murder cannot admit of a doubt, and what-

ever it was, the Parliament appears to have troubled

itself not at all about it. They declared, both Lords and

Commons, that he was a traitor, and confiscated all his

property to the crown.

The next day his confession, as delivered to Sir William

Eickhill, was read in Parliament. He acknowledged that

he had been guilty of procuring the commission of re-

gency ; of presenting himself with an armed force before

the king in Westminster Hall ; of opening the king's

letters without permission; of speaking slanderously of

him; of employing threats to compel the death of Sir

Simon Burley ; and of having conspired to depose the

king, though only for a few days, after which he meant

to replaco him on the throne. To this confession was

appended the most earnest and humble appeal for mercy.

But Gloucester had never shown mercy, and none was

shown to him.

In this document, however, Gloucester confesses to

nothing recent ; the whole of it applies to the transactions

of 1386 and 1387; and it is remarkable that it was for

these offences that Warwick and Arundel were con-

demned. So that any recent act of treason really did not

enter into these trials.

The rest of the nobles and prelates named in the in-

dictment were then conditionally pardoned, except those

who took up arms against the king in his eleventh year,

including the Lord Cobham, who was banished to Jersey

for life, and Mortimer, who had fled into the wilds of

Ii'eland, and was outlawed.

What is extraordinary is, that several of the very peers

who wore engaged in these transactions, now declared

treasonable, sat in judgment on their more unlucky

accomplices. The Duke of York, the Bishop of Win-
chester, and Sir Eichard Sorope, had been members of

Gloucester's commission of regency ; and Derby and
Nottingham were two of the five who appealed the

favourites of treason. Some of these were not only

winked at, but even promoted when the trial was over.

Eichard, indeed, in Parliament fully exculpated them,

asserting that, though for a time deceived by the pre-

tences of Gloucester, they had abandoned his cause like

good and loyal subjects. He then created his cousins,

Derby and Eutland, Dukes of Hereford and Albemarle

;

his two half-brothers, the Earls of Kent and Huntingdon,
Dukes of Surrey and Exeter ; the Earl of Nottingham,
Duke of Norfolk; the Earl of Somerset, Marquis of

Dorset ; the Lords Despenser, Nevil, Percy, and William
Scrope, Earls of Gloucester, Westmoreland, Worcester,

and Wiltshire.

On the last day of tte session of this servile Parliament

the peers took an oath that all the judgments passed in

this Parliament should have the full force of statutes for

ever ; that any one attempting to reverse them should bo
hold to be a traitor ; and that the clergy should excom-
mimicate him. The Commons hold out their hands in

acquiescence with this oath, and Lord Thomas Percy, the

proxy of the clergy, swore on their behalf. The Parlia-

ment was then prorogued till after the Christmas holidaysi

when it met at Shi-ewsbui-y.

Here, again, Eichard displaj-od his anxiety to prevent
any future charge against him of unconstitutional proceed-

ings in this Parliament. The guilt of blood was heavy on
his soul, and he knew there wore those living who, though
he had sought to soothe them with titles and hououi-s,

trembled at their own insecurity, and might turn round
some day with a terrible retaliation. He sought, there-

fore, to make that secure which his own acts and deeds

showed was void of all security ; for the next monarch who
rose might reverse every one of these acts, as he had
reversed former ones. Those who now swore to the eternal

stability of these judgments had ten years before STvron

exactly the contrary, and in two more years would swear

the contrary again. Anxious, however, to make a rope of

sand, to give duration to that which depended on the

momentary breath of unprincipled men, ho called in the

judges to take their opinion of the answers of the judges ten

years before at Nottingham ; who now declared that that

answer was sound and constitutional, and all the statutes

ot Gloucester's Parliament, which had also been sworn to

be indissoluble, were repealed as treasonable. Still not

satisfied, Eichard asked the judges if there were no other

means of securing the authority of the acts of this Parlia-

ment, who replied that the authority of Parliament was

above all other guarantees. What that guai-anteo was

they had just themselves shown.

But, to bind the Parliament, if possible, Eichard desired

the three estates of Parliament, the peers, the prelates, aud

the commons, should swear their former oath on the cross

of Canterbury. He asked them if it were not possible to

bind their successors, and being told he could not— (it is

wonderful that a Pi.rliament which had promised so much,

could not also promise that little matter)—he then declared

that he would get a bull from the Pope to excommunicato

the prince who should attempt to annul any act of this

Parliament. And he did in due time procui-e that bull.

But now he had proclamation made out of doors amongst

the people, asking it they would consent to this kind of

security ; and the people with loud acclamations declared

they would. Thus the fickle people, equally subservient

with the Parliament, gave their sanction to the murder ol

their late idol Gloucester.

Perhaps no period of our history exhibits a monarch

more reckless of the restraints o'. the constitution than

Eichard at this epoch ; nor a Parliament more servilely

disposed to grovel at his feet, and surrender every valuable

right. Before closing its sessions, the Commons not only

granted him most liberal supplies, but a tax on wool,

woolfells and hides, not for the year as previously, but for

li/c, thus rendering him, to a gi-eat degree, independent

of Parliament ; and Eichard, again, to provide against any

repeal of this munificent grant, published a general pardon,

which, however, was to become void the moment any

future Parliament attempted to repeal this act.
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Bat this vile Parliament went still further in surren-

dering the birthrights of the people. It had been customary

to appoint a committee of the peers and judges formerly,

to remain after the business of the session was completed,

to hear and determine on such petitions as had not been

already answered. Advantage was now taken to seize on

this form of a committee to supersede the general functions

of Parliament ; and twelve peers and sis commoners, not

judges or justices, were not only invested with the powers

of the ancient committees, but also to " hear, examine,

and determine all matters and subjects which had been

moved in the presence of the king, with all the dependen-

cies thereof." One half only of these wore required to

attend, so that to nine people were transferred all the

powers and authority of Parliament

!

The immediate object of this stretch of parliamentary

and, under its guise, of kingly power, was to execute the

designs of the monarch which led to hia ruin. Richard

was of that light and sensitive character, and had been

early so imbued with the idea of " the divinity that doth

hedge about a king," that ho was easily led on to the

most arbitrary conduct. In the late proceedings against

Orloucester and his adherents he had broken unceremo-

niously through all the restraints of the constitution, and
the obsequiousness of Parliament induced him now to

imagine that he had placed himself above all law.

Parliament had granted him supplies for life, and with

the aid of the committee to which Parliament had so

tamely resigned its prerogative, " all persons well affected

to the king," he could, he imagined, do just as he pleased

;

and he lost no time in putting this to the proof. Ho had
destroyed Gloucester; he i-esolved to cut off or remove
other overgrown relatives and nobles.

The lively and strong memory which Richard had
always shown of past injuries, but never more so than

during the late trials, struck terror into the hearts of many
who were conscious that they had offended. Amongst
these was the Duke of Norfolk. At present he stood

apparently high amongst Richard's friends ; but he was
well aware how slippery was that position, and ho was
conscious that his reluctance to carry out the bloody pro-

scription against Gloucester would bo treasured up in the

king's never-failing remembx-ance for the iirst tempting

occasion. Of the original lords appellants he only and the

Duke of Hereford now remained.

Norfolk happening to overtake Hereford, on the road

between Brentford and London, the following conversa-

tion took place, according to Hereford's statement of it as

it still remains on the rolls of Parliament :

—

Norfolk. We are on the point of being undone.
Hereford. Why so ?

Norfolk. On account of the affair of Eadcot Bridge.

Hereford. How can that be, since the king has granted us pardon, and
has declared in Parliament that we behaved as good and loyal subjects ?

Norfolk. Nevertheless, our fate wiU be like that of others before us.

He will annul that record-

Uereford. It will be marvellous indeed, if the king, after having said

80 before the people, should cause it to be annulled.

Norfolk. It is a marvellous and false world that we live in ; for I know
well that, had it not been for some persons, my lord yonr father of

Lancaster aud your.self would have been taken or killed, when you went
to Windsor after the Parliament. The Dukes of Albemarle and Exeter,
aud the Earl of Worcester and I, have pledged ourselves never to assent

to the undoing of any lord without just and reasonable cause. But this

malicious project belongs to the Duke of Surrey, the Earls qf Wiltshire
and Salisbury, drawing to themselves the Earl of Gloucester. They
liave swora to undo six I'-it, the Dukes of Jjancaster, Hereford, Albe-

marle, and Exeter, the Marquess of Dorset and myself ; and have power
to reverse the attainder of Thomas Earl of Lancaster, which would
turn to the derision of us and many others.

Hereford. God forbid ! It will be a wonder if the king shomld assent
to such designs. He appears to make me good cheer, and has promised
to be my good lord. ludoed, he has sworn by St. Edward to be a good
lord to me and others.

Nor/olk. So he has often sworn to me by God's body, tiit I do not
trust him the more for that. He is attempting to draw the Earl of
March into the scheme of the four lords to destroy the others.

Hereford. If that be the case, we can never trust them.
Norfolt. Certainly not. Though they may not accomplish their

p\irpose now, they will contrive to destroy us in our houses ten years
hence.

Hereford must have taken the earliest opportunity to

communicate this confidential conversation to the king.

It showed him that the king was carefully watching those

who had formerly appearol as his enemies. He was in

haste, therefore, to secure himself by the sacrifice of the
friend who had thus put him on his guard. AVhatever
wore the steps he took for this end, he received a summons
to attend the king at Haywood, where he was made to

pledge himself on his allegiance to lay the whole of the
preceding conversation before the council. Hereford took
care not to leave the king without obtaining a full pardon
for himself, under the groat seal, for all the treasons,

misprisions, and oifcuces that he had ever committed.

Accordingly he appeared in full Parliament, and laid

this statement before them ; but it contained so much
which would natui-ally incense the king, that he went to

Richard the next day, and, throwing himself on his knees
before him, once more craved his pardon, declaring that,

when he took part formerly in measures against the king,

he did not know that he was doing wrong, but that now
he knew it, and implored forgiveness for it. All this

anxiety showed that he was conscious of having entered

into the very conspiracies which he was now endeavouring

to throw off upon others.

Richard, with his usual smooth duplicity, once more
assured him before the whole Parliament of his entire

pardon, and promised him great favour. But Richard

had, no doubt, already made up his mind as to what he
would do. He had here strong hold on his turbulent and
disaffected nobles, and he never let such advantages escape

him. The great object, t'lorofore, of obtaining a committee

of men devoted to him, in whom were concentrated all the

powers of Parliament, was to deal with these two nobles,

who were dangerous to the solidity of his throne.

To this convenient committee, this sort of pocket Parlia-

ment, Richard referred the decision of the cause between
them. Norfolk, aware of danger, had not appeared in his

place in Parliament ; but he was summoned by proclama-

tion, and, on surrender, was brought before Richard at

Oswaldstre. There he boldly declared his innocence, and
denounced the whole of Hereford's story as false, "the
lies of a false traitor."

Richard had them now in his power, and ordered them
both into custody. He proceeded to Bristol, where his

little pocket Parliament went on exercising all the func-

tions and authority of the real Parliament ; and Richard

caused them to enact that their statutes were of equal

authority with those of a full Parliament, and should take

the same effect ; that all prelates before taking possession

of their sees, all tenants of the crown before receiving

possession of their lands, should take an oath to observe

the enactments of this junto as perfectly as those of Parlia-
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ment itself, and that any poison attempting to alter or

revoke them should be guilty of treason. No more absolute

iudepeudeuco of Parliament was ever assumed in this

country. The violations of tho constitution for which
Charles I. afterwards lost Lis head were not more out-

rageous than these.

The controversy between Hereford and Norfolk, it was
decrsed by this committee, should bo referred to a high

coui-t of chivali-j', which was appointed to take place at

Windsor on the 29th of April. As Hereford hero persisted

in the charge, and Norfolk as stoutly denied it, and as no

witnesses coiild be brought, the court determined that tho

decision of the question should be made by wager of

battle, which was to take placo at Coventry on the 16th of

September.

There, at the moment that the two antagonists were on

the point of running a tilt at each other, the king threw

down his warder, and the earl marshal stay^ed the combat.

The king then pronounced sentence of banishment upon

them both, which, ho informed them, was tho judgment of

the council. Hereford was exiled for ten years, Norfolk

for life. It is clear, from tho greater severity of the

sentence of Norfolk, that tho charges of Hereford had told

against him. Ho was pronounced guilty of having, on

his own confession, endeavoiu-ed to excite dissensions

amongst the groat lords, and of having secretly opposed

the repeal of the acts of Gloucester's Parliament. Richard

took precautions to prevent the malcontents associating

abroad so as to plot treason. Tho Duke of Norfolk was
commanded to go on pUgi-imago to tho Holy Land, and

after that to reside only in Germany, Hungary, or

Bohemia ; and neither of tho dukes was to hold any com-

munication with tho banished Archbishop of Canterbury

at any time during their exile.

Hereford, a man of consummate command of his temper,

cool, calculating, and as unprincipled as ho was ambitious,

appeared to submit to this extraordinary, and, by all, un-
expected sentence, with so much humility that ho obtained

from Richard various benefits which a more openly indig-

nant man would have lost. In tho first place, tho king,

touched by his submission, promised to shorten the term of

his exile five years. Ho acceded to Hereford's request that

letters patent should bo granted to both the banished lords

to appoint attorneys to take possession of any inheritances

,
which might fall to them during theii- absence, though they

could not be there to perform homage or swear fealty.

This request has been pronounced by some historians a

mysterious one ; but there is no mystery about it. John
of Gaunt, Hereford's father, was now old and infirm, and
not likely to live long. Ho had so lost all that high and
swelling spirit which distinguished him through a long

life, that he had consented to sign tho royal acts against

his own family; that for the attainder of his brother

Gloucester, and now for tho banishment of his own son.

If he died while his son was abroad under sentence of

banishment, all his vast estates would pass to the crown
in default of tho performance of the necessary feudal con-

ditions of tenure. Hereford, awaro of this, endeavouied

to guard against it by this royal engagement, and, pro-

bably, that his design might not bo too ob-vious, was

a party to the extension of tho favour to his opponent.

Wo shall presently see that Hereford's precaution did not

prevent Eichard seizing on Lancaster's estates, as that

sagacious noblemau feared ; but it gaye Hereford a grrand

jilea for his return to vindicate his usurped rights.

The two banished dukes took their departure. Richard,

to soften still more the mind of Hereford, sent to him at

Calais a present of 1,000 marks. The unfortunate Nor-
folk, after his pilgrimage, returned, and died of a broken
heart at Venice. And we may hero notice tho fato of the
exiled Archbishop of Canterbury. After residing some
time in Franco, the Pope appointed him to the see of

St. Andrews in Scotland. To this Richard made some
opposition ; but, finding it unavailing, at length ac-

quiesced.

Richard now imagined that ho had reached the summit
of uncontrollable power. With his taxes secured for life,

instead of being compelled every year to come to Par-
liament to solicit their renewal, and to be called to

account by the Commons for their expenditure ; with his

obsequious littlo pocket Parliam'3nt ; his council ready to

decree any measure that he willed, however unjust an<*

unconstitutional ; and with a standing body of 10,000

archers, maintained out of those foolishly-conceded lif«

long supplies, Richard was, in fact, an absolute monarch.

Froissart says, no man, however great, dared speak

against anything that he did. He had lopped off or

driven away the most powerful of his nobles and kins-

men : and he now raised money by forced loans. He
compelled tho judges to expound tho law at his pleasure.

He forced the unhappy adherents of Gloucester to pur-

chase and re-purchase charters of pardon ; and, to obtain

plenty of fines and amercements, he at one stroke out-

lawed seventeen counties, on the charge of having

favoured his enemies at the battle of Radcot Bridge.

He could accuse both sides at pleasure of being hia

enemies ; for, while ho had secretly commissioned the

Duke of Ireland to take up arms, Gloucester and Here-

ford were ostensibly maintaining the royal cause.

The money thus extorted from his gi-oaning subjects

was spent with reckless extravagance. We have already

spoken of the prodigal license and swarming numbers of

his court. That of Edward III. had been esteemed very

magnificent, but this of Richard far eclipsed it ; and the

chi-oniclers describe with wonder the gorgeous furnituio

and equipages, the feasts and pageants of this coiirt,

which had not the martial glory to make it tolerable

to the people which Edward's had. It is said that tho

tailors, cloth merchants, cooks, jeWellci's, and hosts of

retainers in costly liveries which frequented it, wero some-

thing inconceivable.

But, like that of many another thoughtless king,

Richard's grandeur was hollow and delusive. It had

no basis in tho affections of any class of tho community.

Tho friends of Gloucester and Hereford, and the other

nobles who wero banished, were full of violent discon-

tent, and secretly diffused it on every side. Tho pooplo

saw with indignation their hard-earned money wasted

on the worst of creatui-es. Richard had made them hia

enemies at the very commencement of his reign by his

perfidious conduct to them in the Wat Tyler iusui-rection,

and by tho cruelty with which ho pursued them after-

wards. Aa Shakespeare makes the nobles say :

—

Ross. Tho common!) hatli he pilleJ with grievous tnxoa,

Aud quite lost their hearts ; the nobler luitU he fmed

For ancient quarrels, and quite lo^t their hearts.
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Wiltshire, And daily new exactions are devised;

As blanks, benevolences, and I wot not what

:

But what o' God's name doth become of this f

Iforthumherland. "Wars have not wasted it, for warred he hath not.

But basely yielded upon compromise
That which his ancestors achieved with blows.

Here hath he spent in peace than they in wars.

There wante'^ but a match to explode the mine already

laid by his foiiy and want of real regard to his people

under Richard's feet, and this came in the death of the

aged John of Gaunt. He died about three months after

the banishment of his son; an event which no doubt

hastened his end.

Hereford, now Duke of Lancaster, and when Henry
Bowet, the duke's attorney, resisted this iniquitous pro-

ceeding, he also was arrested and condemned to death as

a traitor, but let off with banishment. This most lawless

deed appeared to put the climax to the national en-

durance. The people murmured, the nobles assumed a

sullen and brooding aspect, and the whole nation was
ripe for revolt.

Henry of Lancaster was not a man to let shp the favour-

able opportunity. He had always shown outward de-

ference to the people ; he waited and watched every

movement from Paris, where he resided, and where he

Combat between Earls Noi-folk and Hereford stopped by the King. See page 437.

Now was seen the wisdom of Hereford's act in pro-

curing the letters patent for the securing of his inherit-

ance, and the arbitrary rapacity of Richard, who at once

declared that Hereford being banished was tantamount
to outlawry, which implied forfeitui-e of estate ; and this

dishonest and impolitic judgment a great council which
he assembled, including his committee of Parliament,
confirmed. It declared the patents granted both to

Hereford and Norfolk were utterly illegal and void.

Neither Richard nor his council hesitated, when it

pleased them, to stultify and declare unlawful their own
most solemn acts. In fact, all faith was banished, and
government was a farce, to be followed by a tragedy.

Richard seized oa the vast estates of the banished

had boon on the point of strengthening his position by

marrying the daughter of the Duke of Borri, when
Richard, in alarm, sent over an embassy and defeated it.

Yet at this crisis, when Hereford, newly become Lan-

caster, was maddened by the seizure of all his demesnes

and honours, did Richard venture to leave his kingdom

where he had not one real friend. His cousin and heir,

the Earl of March, had boon surprised and killed in a

skirmish with the Irish. Richard, with his quick, resent-

ful feelings, in his eagerness to revenge his loss, determined

at once to go to Ireland. He appointed the Duke of York,

his uncle, regent in his absence, attended mass at Wind-

sor, and at the door of the church took wine and spicea

with his young queen, whom he repeatedly took up in his
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Meeting of Richard and Lancaster at FUnt CasUe. (See page 442.)
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arms and kissed like a child, as she still was, being only

about twelve years of age, saying, " Adiou, madam,
adieu, till we meet again."

From Windsor, Eichard, accompanied by several noble-

men, marched to Bristol, where those circumstances were

pressed on his attention which would have made any
prudent monarch return with all speed to his capital.

Eeports of plots and discontents reached him from various

quarters. The Londoners, who had always shown the

most decided liking for the present Duke of Lancaster, on

hearing of Eichard's voyage for L'eland, said amongst

themselves, "Now goes Eichard of Bordeaux to his

destruction, as sure as did Edward II., his great-grand-

father. Like him, he has listened so long to evil coun-

sellors, that it can bo neither concealed nor endured any
longer."

There were numbers of officers in his army that were as

disaffected, and amongst these were the Lord Percy and
his son. The king summoned these noblemen to his

presence, but they got away into Scotland, and put them-

selves under the protection of King Eobert. The condition

of England at this moment was very miserable. There

were general murmurings and divisions in the community.

Eobbers and robberies abounded, justice was perverted,

and the people said it was time there was some remedy.

The bishops and nobles got into London for safety, and

those who had lost their relatives by the king's exactions

rejoiced in the trouble, and wished to see it grow. In

their eyes the Duke of Gloucester had been a great and

plain-spoken patriot, to whom the king would not listen,

and who had lost his life through his honest representa-

tions of the condition of the country. ^

Under such circumstances Eichard set sail at Milford

Haven, and in two days, on May 31st, 1399, landed at

Waterford. There ho lost three weeks in waiting for the

Duke of Albemarle, who was to have followed him with

another force, but who is supposed to have been intluenced

by the prevailing disaffection. At length Eichard marched

on towards Kilkenny, and many of the lesser chieftains

came humbly with halters round their necks, suing for

pardon. Not so the great chieftain M'Murchad. He
came to a parley with Scrope, the Earl of Gloucester,

mounted on a magnificent gray charger, which had cost

him 400 head of cattle, and brandishing a huge spear

in his hand. He expressed his willingness to become

a nominal vassal of the crown, but would be free of all

compulsion or conditions. Eichard refused to treat with

BO independent an individual, but set a price on his head,

and proceeded to Dublin, where he was at length joined

by Albemarle, and he then again gave chase to the wild

Irish chief. But in the midst of this pursuit he was
suddenly arrested by news from England, which reduced

all other considerations to nothing.

Lancaster had landed at Eavenspur, in Yorkshire, and

was rapidly collecting an army and marching towards

London. While the duke was brooding at Paris over the

fresh indignity put upon him by Eichard, who had sent

the Earl of Salisbury to break off the match with Marie,

Countess of Eu, daughter of the Duke of Berri, the exiled

Archbishop of Canterbury arrived, bringing him the news
of Eichard's departure for Ireland, and the desire of the

people of London for his arrival. To elude the vigilance

of the French court, ho obtained permission to visit the

Duke of Brittany, and he speedily set sail from Vannes
for England. Three small vessels carried the whole of

his invading army—namely, the archbishop, the son of the

late Earl of Arundel, fifteen lancers, and a few servants.

But he had full reUance on the spirit which then animated

all England. He was quickly joined by the Earls of

Westmoreland and Northumberland, to whom he declared,

in the White Friars at Doncaster, that he came only to

reclaim the honours and estates of his father, which were

secured to him by the king himself by his letters patent

;

and he swore to make no claim upon the crown.

His imcle, the Duke of York, as regent of the kingdom
in the royal absence, advanced to St. Albans to oppose

ostensibly his progress ; but it could not bo supposed that

he was very hearty in the cause, after having seen ona

brother murdered by the king, and the only sou of the

other, the great John of Gaunt, exiielled and thwarted by

him. The favourites of the king, the Earl of Wiltshii'e,

Bussy, and Green, who were not only members of the

infamous council, but had been farmers and e.xactors of

the oppressive taxes, showed a prudent doubt of any sure

protectio7i from such a champion as York. Thej' had been

appointed to wait on the young queen at Wallingford, but

they took flight, leaving her to fate, and fled to Bristol,

in expectation of meeting the king. York very soon took

the same direction, no doubt in the desire to resign, as

soon as possible, his responsibility into the hands of the

king, for ho felt that there was no reliance on his army.

Thus ho left the way open to the capital, and Lancaster

advanced along it with equal rapidity and success. The

expression of Lingard is the most descriptive of his

progress: "The snowball increased as it rolled along,

and the small number of forty followers, with whom he

had landed, swelled by the time he reached St. Albans

to 60,000 men." He sent before him letters and messages,

in which he stated his wrongs and the grievances of the

people. One to the Duke of York, entreating him not to

" oppose a loyal and humble supplicant in recovering his

sacred patrimony," is said to have drawn from the regent

of the kingdom a declaration that ho would second his

nephew in so reasonable a request, and the army is reported

to have received it with acclamations.

On all the estates belonging to his family he was received

with raiitui'e, and the people of London came out to meet

him, headed by the clergy, with addresses of congratula-

tion and offers of assistance. But he did not make much
delay in the metropolis : all was evidently his own there.

He therefore made a rapid march after his uncle, to pre-

vent his union with the king's forces, should he arrive,

and he came up with him at Berkeley. After a friendly

message from Lancaster, York met him in the castle

church, and the result of their conference was that York

joined his forces to those of Lancaster. Probably he might

credit Lancaster that he sought only his just demand of

the enjoyment of his hereditary estates, which York had

ab'eady avowed that he would aid him in. But from

that moment the cause of Eichard was betrayed, and his

doom was sealed. York, on his authority as the king's

lieutenant, ordered Sir Peter Courtonay, the governor of

Bristol Castle, to open its gates ; Sir Peter protesting that

he knew no authority but the king's, yet submitted to the

commands of York as regent. The next morning, the

three late members of the council and farmers of the
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taxes, the Earl of Wiltshire, Bussy, and Green, wore
brought out and executed without auy trial. Tho people

had clamoui-ed loudly for their blood, and 'wore enthusias-

tically delighted at their deaths. The Duke of York took

up his quarters at Bristol, and Lancaster, who must have

had full confidonoo in tho adhesion of his uncle, wont on

to Chester, where tho people were most favourablo to tho

king, in ordor to secure tho city.

Meanwhile Eichard, having received this astounding

news, prepared to pass over with his army. Prom this

resolution the Duke of Albemarle, who played constantly

into the hands of the king's enemies, u.«ed every endeavour

to persuade him. At length it was determined that the

Earl of Salisbury should sail with his own retainers, only

100 men, and endeavour to raise the inhabitants of

Wales, Eichard promising to follow in a week.

Salisbiu-y was successful. The men of both Wales and

Cheshire flocked to the king's standard, and tho earl

looked impatiently for the king's arrival. But no

Eichard appeared ; and it was not tiU nearly thi-eo

weeks from Salisbury's setting out that Eichard pre-

sented himself with tho Dukes of Albemarle, Exeter,

and Surrej^ the Earl of Worcester, tho Bishops of Lon-

don, Lincoln, and Carlisle. If earls and bishops could

have saved the throne, there was a fair array : biit

where was the army ? Gone ; melted away like a morn-

ing mist.

Scarcely had they landed, when the most general dis-

affection showed itself. The news of the Duke of Tork
having joined Lancaster was fatal ; and Eichard, looking

out of his window on tho second morning after his

arrival at Milford Haven, saw that his army had

vanished. A council was instantly held in tho greatest

consternation. Some counselled the king to retire to

his French provinces ; but his evil genius, the Duke of

Exeter, the quondam murderer, John Holland, strongly

urged him to hasten on to Conway, where the Earl of

Salisbury lay. If they could not make a stand there,

they could still put out to sea for Guienne. This advice

prevailed ; but such was tho confounded state of the

royal councils that, instead of advancing there iu a small

but compact body, tho king, disguised as a Franciscan

friar, stole out of the camp at midnight, and, accom-

panied by his two half-brother.s, Exeter and Surrey, the

Earl of Gloucester, the Bishop of Carlisle, and a few

other attendants, made their way towards Conway. As
soon as their departure was known, the militaiy chest

was plundered, and Albemai-le, Worcester, and most of

the leaders hastened to Lancaster, the rest dispersing

and getting away to their own counties as best they

might, insulted and plundered on their way by the

Welsh.

StiU more overwhelming news mot tho fugitive king
on reaching Conway. Instead of a fine army, there lay

Salisbmy with only 100 men, and destitute of all pro-

visions. While Eichard had delayed his coming, all

adverse influences had been brought to bear on SaHs-

bury's host ; disheartening rumours wero circulated

amongst tho troops, and, in spite of Salisbury's tears and
entreaties, they rapidly dispersed. The news which that

brave commander had to give Eichard when he inquired

for his army is well expressed in tho words of our
national dramaUst :

—

One day too late, I fear, my noble lord,

Hutu clouded all tby happy daya on earth.

Ob, call back ycsterdny, bid time return.

And thou sholt have twelve thousand fighting men :

To-day, to-day, unhappy day, too late,

O'crtlirows thy joys, friends, fortune, and tby state ;

For all the Welshmen, hearing thou wert dead.
Are gone to Bolingbroke, dispersed, and fle<i

In this deplorable situation the mind of the king seoms
to havo lost all its wonted courage. He sent his two
half-brothers, tho Dukes of Siu-rey and Jilxeter, to his

haughty rival to ask what wero his intentions. They
could very easily bo divined. Eichard was wholly iu

his power, wholly deserted, and it was not in the nature

of Bolingbroke to let pass so tempting an opportunity of

seizing a crown. Whilo the two emissaries went on their

unpromising mission, tho king and Salisbury examined
tho castles of Beaumaris and Carnarvon, but, finding

only bare walls, they returned dejected to Conway.
Meantime Surrey and Exeter wero admitted to tho

presence of Lancaster at Chester, who at once detained

them as pi-isoners. Here was already the tr.aitor Albe-

marle, who was so gay that he could afford to taxmt the

fallen kinsmen of tho king.

There have been various relations of tho capture of

Eichard, but this is that which is left by two of his own
suite, and may bo found in tho Archooologia.

Lancaster having carefully informed himself of tho

retreat of tho king, and that he had a considerable

treasure deposited in the strong castle of Holt, imme-
diately dispatched a body of troops to capture the money,

and another, of 400 men-at-arms and 1,000 archers,

uiider the Duko of Northumberland, to secure tho king.

Northumberland marched into Flint, and thence to

Ehuddlan Castle, and about five miles beyond the latter

place left his detachment concealed behind a rock. IIo

then rode forward with only four attendants to Conway,

where he was readilj' admitted to tho presenco of the

king, who was in the highest anxiety regarding his

brothers and the fate of their mission. The duke replied

that his brothers were quite well at Chester, and that

ho was himself dispatched with a letter to his grace by

tho Duke of Exeter. In the letter Exeter was instructed

to say that Eichard might put full confidence in the

offers made by Northumberland. Theso were that tho

said dukes, Exeter and Surrey, tho Earl of Salisbury,

the Bishop of Carlisle, and Maudelain, tho king's chap-

lain, should take their trials for having advised the

murder of Gloucester ; that Lancaster should be made
justiciary of the kingdom, as his ancestors had been

before him ; and, these terms being conceded, tho duke

would wait on the king at Flint, to implore pardon, and

accompany him to London.

Eichard, after consulting his friends, consented to tho

terms, but secretly assured his adherents implicated that

he would stand by them steadfastly on their trial, and

would take tho first opportunity to bo avenged on his and'

their enemies ; saying he would flay some of them alivo

if he could, and that all tho gold on earth should not

induce him to spare them. He insisted on Northumber-

land swearing on behalf of Lancaster to tho strict ob-

servance of the articles, and, " like Judas," says tho

writer of tho account, " ho perjured himself on the body

of our Lord "—that is, ho swore on the host.

Northumberland set out, Eichard reminding him of his
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oath, and telling him ho rehed upon him. He soon fol-

lowed with a small company of friends and servants.

On coming to a turn of the road, Richard exclaimed,

" God of Paradise, assist mo ! I am betrayed ! Do you

not see pennons and banners in the valley ?" North-

umberland with eleven others just then came up, and

pretended to be ignorant of any armed force near. " Earl

of Northumberland ! " said Richard, " if I thought you
capable of betraying me, it is not too late to return !"

" Tou cannot return," said Northumberland, seizing

Richard's bridle ; " I have promised to conduct you to

the Duke of Lancaster." A body of lancers and archers

came hastening up, and Richard, seeing all hope of

escape gone by, exclaimed, " May the God on whom you

laid your hand reward you and your accomplices at the

last day!"

They reached Flint Oastle that evening, where Richard,

when left alone with his friends, vented the bitterness of

his regret that he had repeatedly spared Lancaster, when

Richard beheld himself a captive in the midst of his own
subjects. At this sight, and the reflections it occasioned,

the once arbitrary monarch shuddered, and bewailed his

fate. He cursed Northumberland in impotent rage, but

was soon called to meet Archbishop Arundel, himself a
rebel returned, without asking leave, from banishment,

the traitor Duke of Albemarle, and the Earl of Worcester.

They knelt in protended homage, and Richard held a
long conversation with Arundel. When they were gone,

Richard again ascended to the tower, gazed on the great

host of his revolted subjects, and feeling a dire foreboding

of his fate, said, "Good Lord God! I commend myself

into thy holy keeping, and cry thee mercy that thou

wouldst pardon all my sins. If they put me to death, I

will take it patiently, as thou didst for us all."

At dinner there were only his few remaining adherents,

and since they were all companions in misfortune, Richard

would insist on their sitting down with him. While at

their meal persons unknown came into the hall, and in-

Pontefract Castle.

ho so carefully destroyed other and far less dangerous

men. " Fool that I was !

" he exclaimed ;
" thrice did I

save the life of this Henry of Lancaster. Once my dear

uncle, his father, on whom the Lord have mercy, would

have put him to death for his treason and villany. God
of Paradise ! I rode all night to save him, and his father

delivered him to me to do with him as I pleased. How
true is the saying, that we have no greater enemy than

the man whom we have preserved from the gallows !

Another time he drew his sword on me, in the chamber

of the queen, on whom God have mercy ! He was also

the accomplice of the Duke of Gloucester and the Earl of

Arundel ; he conse- ted to my murder, to that of his

father, and of all my council. By St. John, I forgave

him all ; nor would I believe his father, who more than

once pronounced him. deserving of death."

The next morning the fallen king, after a sleepless

night, ascended the tower of the castle, and looked out

anxiously for the approach of Lancaster, who had agreed

to meet him there; and anon ho saw him coming, at

the head of 80,000 men. This vast army came winding

along the etraud to the castle, which it sm'rounded, and

suited and menaced him ; and no sooner did he rise than

he was summoned into the court to meet Lancaster.

The duke advanced to the king clad in complete

armour, but without helmet, and, bending his knee, did

obeisance with his cap in his hand. " Fair cousin of

Lancaster," said Richard, uncovering, "you are right

welcome." " My lord," replied Lancaster, " I am come
somewhat before my time, but I will show you the reason.

Your people complain that for the space of twenty or two-

and-twenty years you have ruled them rigorouslj' ; but,

if it please God, I will help you to rule them better."

The humbled monarch replied, "Fair cousin, since it

pleaseth you, it pleaseth us well."

The king's horses were ordered, and they set forward

at once for Chester, amid a flourish of trumpets, Richard

and the Earl of Salisbury riding on tired and wretched

animals. The duke came behind. At Chester, after

issuing writs in the king's name for a meeting of Parlia-

ment, Lancaster dismissed a great part of his army, and
set out for London. At Lichfield, Richard slipped unper-

ceived out of his window, but was retaken in the court,

and was ever afterwards strictly guarded. On arriving
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at London, Richard was sent to Westminster, and thence

to the Tower, whilo the hypocritical Lancaster wont in

solemn state to St. Paul's, and protended to weep awhile

at the tomb of his father, whilo in his heart ho was con-

gratulating himself on his successful treason. Wo have
two conflicting statements of the manner of Richard's

entrance into London. Froissart says that ho was con-

ducted secretly to the Tower for fear of the Londoners,

^ho had a great hatred of him; but other accounts ac-

cord with that of Shakespeare, copied no doubt from the

chronicles, which make Lancaster conduct him thither in

tiiumph.

The people are said to havo cursed him as he went
along, and cried " bastard," which alluded to a common
Bcandal amongst the Londoners, and with which Frois-

sart makes Lancaster personally upbraid Richard, that

he was not really the son of the Black Prince, but of a

young canon or priest at Bordeaux. This was a very

probable aspersion of Lancaster, because it rendered

Richard a usurper, and took away his own treason. So

completely was Richard deserted, that Froissart says a

favourite greyhound, which he had, called Mathe, and

which would never notice any one else, while Lancaster

spoke with Richard iu the castle court at Flint, suddenly

left Richard, went and fawned on Lancaster, and ever

afterwards followed him.

According to the same authority, we are told that Lan-
caster sent to the queen at Leeds Castle iu Kent, and had

the Lady Courci sent away to Franco, and allowed no

French man or woman to remain in her service, but all

English, and newly placed about her, so that there shouhl

be no talk of, or communication with, the king. "And
in all this, the Londoners," he 6a3's, "rejoiced; only

they were discontented that Richard was kept out of

their sight and reach." For, says he, " behold the opinion

of the common people when they bo up against their prince

or lord, and especiallj' in England. Among them there

is no remedy, for they are the most dangerous peoi)le iu

the world, and most outrageous if they be up, and espe-

cially Londoners."

Parliament met on the 29th of September to consider of

the course to be adopted ; in other words, to carry out the

will of Lancaster and depose Richard. It was clear that

Richard had entirely lost the affections of the people.

They would never again receive him. His utter want of

Vegard for them ; his continual exactions to waste their

means on unworthy favourites ; the contempt he had all

along exjiressed for the people, and his severe treatment

of them ; his breach of all his oaths as a king ; his

attemjits to make himself absolute, and to rule by a junto,

had made him disliked and despised through the whole

realm, but especially in the metropolis. It is equally

true that Lancaster was their favourite, and that they

would willingly accept him as king; and had ho been

content to accept the crown as the popular gift, he would
have had tne highest possible title to it, far beyond any
hereditary plea. In fact, he would have occupied the

position since assumed by William III., who refused to

reign in right of his wife, and was eventually elected by
the nation. But Lancaster disdained that only valid

ground of right, and determined to claim it by descent.

Than this there could be nothing more palpably untenable,

for the Earl of March, the grandson of Lionel, Duko of

Clarence, the third 8on of Edward m., was the true heir.

By standing on the empty claim of descent, instead of the
free election of the people, he was and remained an arrant
usurper.

As soon as Lancaster began to allow it to be known
that he did not really content himself with being the
reformer of the state, but aspired to the crown, some of
his chief supporters fell away; and amongst them the
Earl of Northumberland, who had been made to assure
Richard of his just treatment. This was a main reason
for dismissing a gi'eat host of his army at Chester, includ-
ing the followers of Northumberland.
The remaining transactions of this reign come to us

chiefly through the rolls of Parliament, penned under the
direct influence of Lancaster, and, therefore, are probably
colom-od as much as possible to favour his own views, and
cover his notorious usurpation. A deputation of prelates,

barons, knights, and lawyers waited on Richard in the
Tower, and received from him his resignation, which he
was then said to have promised at Conway, but which we
know was not the fact. He was also in that document,
signed by him and presented by the deputies to Parlia-

ment, made to name, by his own preference, Lancaster
as his successor. Of course, all this he was obliged to

say.

The next day this act of resignation was road in full

Parliament, and there unanimously accepted, and received

by the people with shouts of applause. If Richard had
thus voluntarily abdicated, there could be no necessity
for what immediately followed—a series of thirty-three

articles of impeachment in order to his deposition. The
chief charges contained in these were his violation of his

coronation, oath, his murder of the Duke of Gloucester,

and his despotic and unconstitutional conduct. Of course,

there was no opposition ; but Merks, the Bishop of Car-
lisle, who had remained faithful to Richard, and continued

with him to the last, stood boldly forward, and claimed

for him the right to be confronted with his accusers, and
that Parliament should have the opportunity of judging
whether his resignation were voluntary or not. Nothing
could be moro reasonable, but nothing more inconvenient

where all was settled beforehand to one end ; and the only

answer which the high-minded prelate received was his

immediate arrest by Lancaster, and consignment to the

Abbey of St. Albans.

Richard was then formally deposed, with an acrimony

of accusation which, to say the least, if his resignation

had been, as asserted, voluntary in favour of Lancaster,

was as ungracious as it was uncalled for. The chief

justice, Sir William Thirning, was deputed to notify this

decision of Parliament to the captive.

Lancaster, who had taken his seat during these pro»

ceedings near the throne, then rising and ci-ossing himself

on the forehead and breast, pronounced the following

words :—In the name of Fadher, Son, and Holy Ghost,

I, Henry of Lancaster, challenge this rewmo of Ynglondo

and the crowne, with all the members and appurtenances,

als I that am descendit be ryght lyne of the blode, cumyng
fra the gude lord King Henry Thirde, and throgho that

ryght that God of his gi-aco has sent me, with help of my
kyn and of my frendcs to recover it ; the whicho rowme
was in poynt to be ondoue for defaut of governance, and

undoying of the gude lawes.'
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THs speech, was one of those which have a sound of

reason to the ear, but will not bear a moment's examina-

tion. True, he was descended from Henry III., like

Edward III. and Richard, but not in the true line—that

being, as we have stated, the line of Lionel, and Henry
being now not only the usurper of Eichard's throne, but

of the Earl of March's reversion.

But the pretonco was enough, and more than enough,

for all who heard it. They knew it was all empty sound,

and the real reasons for assent lay in Lancaster's will,

backed by a powerful army and a willing people.

Henry, as proof of Eichard's having resigned all his

rights into his hands, produced the ring and seal. The
Archbishop of Canterbury, Arundel, his late fellow-exile,

now took him by the hand and led him to the throne. He
knelt for a short time on the steps in prayer, or affected

prayer ; for Lancaster, amid all his grasping at his neigh-

bour's goods, was especially careful to do outward homage
to the great Being who had said, " Thou shalt not covet."

On rising, the two archbishops placed him on the throne
;

and, as soon as the acclamations ceased, the primate

made a short sermon, choosing his test, with the finished

tact of a priestly courtier, from 1 Samuel ix. 17:—" Be-

hold the man whom I spoke to thee of; this same shall

reign over my people ;
" and the sermon was worthy of

the text.

Then the new king, fearful that his bold claims to the

right of conquest might alarm some of his hearers, stood

up, and said, as reported by old Knyghton :—" Siris, I

thank God and zou, spiritual and temporal, and all the

astates of the land, and do zow to wyte, it is naght my
will that no man thynk that be way of conquest I wold

disherit any man of his heritage, franc]jes, or other

rights that hym oght to have, no put hym out of that he

has, and has had by the gude lawes and custumes of the

rewme, except those persons that has been agan the gude
purpose and the commune profyt of the rewme."
Thus ended the reign of Eichard 11. ; and, as with it

ended also the authority of Parliament and the ministers

of the crown, Lancaster immediately summoned the

Parliament to meet again in six days, appointed now
officers, and, having received their oaths, retired to the

royal palace.

The history of the progress of parliamentary power in

this reign is most important. We iiud Parliament at

various times assorting its authority, calling ou the crown
to reform its household, its courts of law, to restrain its

expenditure, and dismiss its servants. By its means the

Duke of Gloucester obtained his commission to regulate

the administration, and to impeach the prime minister,

the Earl of Suffolk, De la Pole ; and though, during the

latter years of his reign. Parliament, as in our time,

became corrupt and subservient, yet the people, assuming
the exercise of those powers which their delegates had
basely surrendered, punished and deposed the monarch
whom they could not reform. So self-evident is this fact,

that some of our most celebrated legal historians con-

tend that the Duke of Lancaster cannot properly be
called a usui'per, seeing that he was undoubtedly the

elect of the nation.

Eichard was dethroned in the twenty-third year of his

reign, and the thirty-fourth of his age. His last dark
davs properly belong to the reign of his rival and

destroyer, but will most effectually bo finished here.
Henry IV. lost no time in submitting to the lords the
question what should be done with the late monarch,
whose life, he declared, he was at aU events resolved
to preserve. The lords recommended perpetual confine-

ment in some castle, where none of his former adherents
could obtain access to him. This advice was acted upon,
as there can be little doubt that it was first suggested by
Henry. Eichard disappeared, and no one knew anything
of his place of detention. The King of France threatened
war on behalf of the rights of his daughter, Isabella,

and his son-in-law, the deposed king. To avert this

storm Henry proposed to make various aUiances between
the two royal families, including the marriage of the
Prince of Wales to a daughter of Charles. But the King
of France rejected the proposal, declaring that he knew
no King of England but Eichard. The French king,

however, received intelligence that Eichard was dead,

and therefore he avowedly ceased to prosecute his claims,

but confined himself to those of his daughter, demanding
that she should be restored to him, with her jewels and
her dowiy, according to the marriage settlement. Charles

afterwards consented to receive her with her jewels only,

counter claims being set up against the dowry.

From the moment, however, that the public statement

of Eichard's death was made by the King of France, tho

nation became inquisitive, and it was not long before the

dead body of the deposed monarch was brought up from
Pontefract Castle, and shown publicly in St. Paul's for

two days, where 20,000 people are said to have gone to

see it. Only the face was uncovered, and that was won-
derfully emaciated. Various were the rumours of the

mode of his death on all these occasions, but, as in tho

case of Eichard's victim, the Duke of Gloucester, nothing

certain ever transpired. One story was that Sir Piers

Exton, with seven other assassins, entered his cell to

despatch him, when Eichard, aware of their purpose,

snatched an axe from one of them, and felled him and
several of his fellows to the earth ; but that Exton

,

getting behind him, prostrated him with one blow, and
then slew him. Another story was that he was starved

to death ; and there were not wanting rumours that ho
had escaped, and lived many years in the guise of an
ordinary man. But Henry Bolingbroke may be safelj'

trusted to secure his dangerous captive. The features of

Eichard were too well known to thousands in London to

be mistaken for those of one Maudelain, whose body, it

was pretended, had been substituted for Eichard's. There

can be no doubi but that he died a secret and violent

death: the mode'of that death must for ever remain a

mystery.

CHAPTER LXVIII.

THE PEOGRESS OF THE NATION.
FORMATION OP THE ENGLISH PEOPLE.

We have already stated our views of the true nature of

human history. We do not believe it to consist merely or

chiefly in the records of the wars and butcheries which

have disgraced the earth. Those may have built up some

nations and pulled down others, but, in the aggregate,

they have retarded the progress of the race, they have

distorted the intellectual vision of mankind, lowered.and
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vitiated the standard of morals, and, by engrossing the

energies of the ablest men in the pursuit of mutual de-

struction, have necessarily diverted them from the pursuit

of aE those arts which grace and that knowledge which

elevates society. We believe that historians, by devoting

nearly all their faculties, their passions, and their lives,

^heir eloquence, their learn-

ing, and their logic, to the

martial rather than the social

history of their respective

countries, have done moro

than all other men put to-

gether to perpetuate the falsa

taste for sanguinary fame,

and, consequently, to curse

their fellow - men with a

growth of warriors rather

than of the true heroes of

our race—those who combat

errors, and who establish in

our midst the triumphs of

miud. Had historians placed

these in the foremost ranks,

aijd spoken of the mere phy-

sical Tvarriors in more mode-

rate and just terms, the

world would have presented

to-day a very different as-

pect ; and, instead of Europe

armed to the teeth, not so

much to defend as to offend

the respective peoples, and

with its myriads groaning

under a leaden despotism

which is oppressing not only

its limbs but its brain, we
fchould have already ad -

vanced far beyond the rail-

way and the electric tele-

graph, into the regions of

beneficent science, and seen

nations exchanging all the

blessings of mutual dis-

coveries and mutual good-

will, instead of the deadly

point of the bayonet and the

muzzle of the gun. We now,

therefore, pause in the nan'a-

tive of that heritage of na-

tional contentions which our

predecessors have left us, to

glean up as we may a few

traces of the real history of

England ; that is, of its

religious, moral, and artistic

progress during the interval

between the Norman period and the present. And,
first, let us say a word of the nation whose history

we are tracing, as it may help the imagination of

the reader to comprehend the greatness of the subject. We
may suspect, when we ourselves pronounce our own
people the first and foremost in the world, that national

vanity may influence the judgment. But we will (juoto

38
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the opinion of a distinguished writer of our rival, France,

recently given, who cannot be supposed guilty of such bias.

M. Gouraud, in his " Eisloire dea Causes de la Orandtur de

VAnglettrre," says:

—

" What a nation ! Foremost in intolligenco, and in tho
application of the useful arts, she disputes the palm in

other regions of activity, and
carries it in some. Is this

all? No. Add that this

great people is free! Free!

when the rest of mankind,
while pretending to rival

th^m, can only move with

anarchy, or rest in servitude.

Free ! that is, equally capable

of discussing and respecting

their laws. Free ! that is,

wise enough to govern them-
selves for the direction of

their owti affairs. Other
mercantile nations before

England have been, or be-

lieved themselves to be free.

But what was tho liberty

of Carthage, of Venice, or

even Amsterdam, beside that

of London ? A word beside

a reality. And then Eng-
land, to the imposing mate-

rial and intellectual spectacle

which she offers to the world,

may add a third still moro
striking, and undoubtedly

the fairest that can be seen

under the heavens—namely,

the moral spectacle of a na-

tion that depends upon her-

self alone. To have a com-
plete idea, however, of tho

unprecedented grandeur of

this nation, we must also

take into consideration that,

unliko her predecessors iu

commerce, who never hold

more than the most limited

moral influence over the na-

tions with which they camo

in contact, she acts more than

any other on the destinies,

the mind, and tho manners

of the rest of tho world.

Already she is the model

school for tho agriculturists,

the manufacturers, tho navi-

gators, and the morchantj

of the universe.

" Then, inasmuch as by reason of her immense terri-

torial possessions, there is no language so widely spread

as hers, she exercises an incalculable influence over tho

human mind. There are only a few cultivated spirits who,

beyond the frontiers of their respective countries, read

Dante or Moliere, while Shakespeare has readers in every

latitude ot the globe. And then, too, when the fi-ce preao
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or the free tribune of London expresses a sentiment, an

idea, or a vow, this sentiment, this vow, this idea, makes
the tour of the world. When Junius writes, or Pitt

speaks, the universe reads and listens. Thanks, in short,

may be given to the justice of Providence, that the people

to whom this immense and redoubtable empire has been

accorded, can use it only to elevate human intelligence

and human dignity : for their language, even in the

greatest excess of passion, is always the manly and vivify-

ing utterance of free men. Such is the fine spectacle

which the British empu-e offers to our generation."

Thus nothing can tend so much to invigorate us as the

contemplation of the national history, in which the labours

and sufferings of our forefathei-s to build up this grand

palladium of our liberties are recorded.

Li reviewing the constitutional progress during the

period wa have passed through in the late reigns, we
cannot do better than commence with an inquiiy into the

origin and composition of the English people, which,

according to our French neighbour, has grown to such

greatness, and to the exercise of so transcendent an influ-

ence on human destiny. And here we may again avail

ouj'selves of the striking description of that origin given

by the same writer :

—

"About a century after the invasion of "William, when
the violence of the first years after the Conquest had

begun to give way before a milder regime, it may be said

that the great work of the formation of the English nation

was accomplished. It was then that the distinct type of

a people appeared, which has never had its like in any

age of history, and the powerful originality of which

eight centuries have only served to deepen. Then ap-

peared a race of men whose appearance, iflanners, and

m.ind have remained so marvellously distinct from the

rest of the human family, that at the present time an

individual of it, met under any latitude, is recognised

before he has spoken ; in short, then appeared the Eng-
lish people.

" How admirable are the care, the energy, and the per-

severance with which Nature works, through centuries, at

the formation of the nations which she has destined to

civilise certain territories ! We have here an example
with which it is impossible not to be struck. In the

designs of God, in the progress of the human race, it is

•written that England shall play a great part in the de-

velopment of Western civilisation. For this purpose a

people must be formed—I was going to say, must be

wrought—whose powerful constitution shall be capable of

fulfilling the groat task. What takes place ? The tribes

who were indigenous to these islands being too feeble for

such a destiny, are conquered, driven away, or destroyed.

Saxons replace them. These Saxons being found insuf-

ficient, in their turn are invaded by the Danes. They
fight with each other at first, and then melt into a com-
mon race. But even this fusion not giving a perfectly

satisfactory result, the Normans arrive, whoso accession

realises at last the type of the people so long sought after

and expected.

"All this takes up an immense length of time, brings

about terrible calamities, and necessitates gigantic efforts

;

but nothing stops, nothing moves, nothing casts down tho

indomitable and pitiless energy of Nature's work. She
labours in the moral as in tho physical world. See, in the

depths of the earth, or in the caves of the ocean, how rich

substances— gold, the diamond, the pearl—are elaborated!

The forces here at work, in analyses, transformations, and
experiments, and the time expended, are incalculable.

And so in the moral world, when Nature has something

rare to produce, she exhibits the like perseverance and
insensibility, the like exclusive determination to her end.

She acted in this way in the formation of the English

nation. She counted neither sacrifices, revolutions, nor

centiiries ; because, in this instance— and succeeding

ages were destined to prove it—she was making a dia-

mond."

In this statement the author has made one grand omis-

sion—the Eoman element. After tho British natives—no

despicable race, as their resistance to Coesar demonstrated

—there came 500 years of Eoman life in England. Thus,

the splendid organisation of four great races— the abo-

riginal, the Eoman, the Scandinavian, and the Norman

—

were combined for tho production of the English race;

and in that race all tho prominent characteristics are

blended, and yet distinctly marked. In the native British

there pi-evailed at least bravery and love of freedom ; in

the Eoman, a sublime firmness and fortitude of character,

with a large spirit of conquest and of agrioiltural colo-

nisation. In the Scandinavian—that is, the mixture of

Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, and old Saxon ; the latter

not a German, but a Gothic people, living in the modern
Sleswick, and part of the great maritime race which

stretches along Europe's western shores from Norway to

Belgium—we received a spirit of wonderful hardihood, a

spirit of conquest, a spirit of naval adventure and domi-

nation, a spirit of settlement in vast and varied countries,

and a lofty love of the sublime and wonderful in litera-

ture. In the Norman, which was but the Norwegian

engrafted on the Celtic blood, we derived a mixtiu'e of

bravery and polish, and a race of rulers who, spite of all

our love of independence, sway us and coerce us to the

present hour.

Through all this the Scandinavian—or, to use a more
famiHar term, the Anglo-Saxon—maintained its predomi-

nance. The Norman conquest gave us rulers, but not a

people. Tho Saxon nobles gave way or amalgamated

with the Noi-man blood, but the people were and remained

an Anglo-Eoman-and-Saxon people. Nothing is a more
complete proof of this than the language, which in the

days of the most regnant Norman dynasty remained

Anglo-Saxon, and remains so still. Archbishop Trench,

in his analysis of our modern English, shows that, if we
divided it into 100 parts, sixty would be Saxon, thirty

Latin, five Greek, and only five a combination of other

languages, including Norman-French and French. This

view of the question is, again, supported by Sii' Henry
Ellis's analysis of Domesday Book, which shows that at

a time when the whole male population of the kingdom

included in the survey was only 283,000, the "mesne
tenants," or possessors of land, consisted of onlj' 1,400

tenants in capite, of whom the majority were Normans,

while 7,871 lesser proprietors were principally Saxons.

Thus, then, the English nation may bo said to be

thoroughly amalgamated and completed within a hundred

years of the Conquest. The upper classes spoke and read

Noi-man-Fronch, but tho people still continued to speak

Anglo-Saxon; and, notwithstanding the cruel and coa-
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temptuous manner in which thoy woro treated bj' their

Norman lords, thoy never at any period failed to display

the stui'diness of their character. They i-ose again and
again in resistance to the Norman yoke. From the death
of the Conqueror to the era of Magna Charta was only

128 years : a plain proof of the rapid growth of the Eng-
lish spirit in the nation.

These facts are of so much importance for the right

understanding all that comes after of English history,

that we shall save ourselves much trouble by briefly re-

viewing the realities of the case.

The charter of John was not the first English charter

was diawn up in torso and excellent Latin, and bear.q

all the marks, not of the rude composition of feudal
barons, but of the great churchman, who at that period
was also the great lawyer. Langton was the soul of tho
whole oppositiou. lie it was who convoked the barons,
and road to them the charter of llenry I., and called upon
them to compel John to submit to a new one.
The crisis was most auspicious. The people hated John

—all men hated him ; and the Chuixh had placed him
under the ban. The barons had lately joined in the in-
famous act of making over the country to the Pope, and
they were now as ready to join in humbling John.

Shipping of the Year 1269.

by any means ; and Lingard has very justly observed

that, had not John taken arms to get rid of it, wo should

have heard as little of it as of former ones. Henry I.,

Stephen, and Henry II. all granted charters, to say

nothing of those of Canute and Edward the Confessor;

and so far was Magna Charta from extending tho liberty

secured by those charters, that Lyttleton, the great com-

mentator on our laws, declares the charter of Henry I.

was, in some respects, more favourable to liberty than

Magna Charta itself. Be that as it may. Magna Charta

notoriously originated, not with the barons, but with

Stephen Langton, Archbishop of Canterbury. By him it

John, alarmed, humbly besought the Church, as its

vassal, to aid him, and the interdict was removed ; nay,

it was menaced against all who should oppose John. But
Langton, spite of the Pope, still pressed on his groat

object. The barons fought, and were defeated. Thoir

first martial enterprise, the siege of the castlo of North-
ampton, was an utter failure. They saw that without

the people they could do nothing. But Bedford and
London declared for them, and they were able to bring

John to Eunnymede. Without other help tho barons
never could have come there. Church, barons, people

—

all had combined to bring the tyrant to submission.
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Well, tho charter "(vas signed, but it was not won. Jolin

immediately repudiated it, and the barons rose again in

arms to enforce it.

John put down the barons. He raged like a man in-

sane ; and we believe that was the secret of his extraordi-

nary and violent character; we believe he was actually

insane. He defeated the barons everywhere, except in

London, and there the Londoners supported them. But

the barons, finding that they could not prevail against

John, now perpetrated the most traitorous act which

has disgraced the annals of England. They offered the

crown of England to the son of Louis, King of France,

on condition that he brought over an army to rescue

them and their estates from the tyrant who had com-

pletely foiled them. Louis came over most gladly, and,

had he succeeded, England would have become a de-

pendency of France ! But, to the day of John's death,

Prior of Southwiok'g Chair, 13th Century.—From an Engraving

by the Antiquarian Etching Club.

neither the barons nor the French prince could conquer

him. So completely did the barons despair of success,

that the Earl of SaUsbury, William Marshall, Walter

Beaumont, and other barons, abandoned Louis of France

and submitted to John ; nay, tho chroniclers assert that,

in his last moments, John received letters from forty of

the revolted barons, offering to return to his allegiance,

and, ©f course, to abandon the charter.

So stood affairs at the death of John—^he never restored

tho charter. At this time Louis and the barons not only

held London an" the south of England, but were power-

fully supported in the north by the King of Scotland, and

in the west by the prince of the Welsh. The king was but

a boy of ten years of age, and, of course, he was made by

his guardian, the Earl of Pembroke, to promise charters

of anything. A civil war was now become the conse-

quence of the rash act of the barons, and they and their

adopted French king stood arrayed against the English

king and tho people. Pembroke, whom we believe to

have been a good patriot, was disposed to make a truce,

and thus to draw tho barons from Louis. But the people

cared for neither truce, barons, nor Frenchmen. The
sailors, under the brave Hubert de Burgh, the constable

of Dover, and the gallant archers of England, under
William de CoUingham, went hand and heart to work

;

and so well did they play their part th.at, in one single

year, they had beaten the French and their baronial allies

on all hands, and expelled Louis and the Frenchmen
from the kingdom. From CoUingham's archers Louis
himself only escaped by flying on board his ships ; and
on his return with fresh forces from France, the sailors

cut off and captured many of his ships, the bowmen drove

the French out of London, and the mariners, under Do
Burgh, completed the business by destroying the whole
French fleet at the mouth of the Thames with the excep-

tion of fifteen vessels.

King Henry III. was firmly set upon the throne, and
then a charter was obtained from him, not by the barons,

but by the whole people of the realm in Parliament

assembled. This is the charter which Hallam, and indeed

all the legal historians, declare is the law of the land,

John's charter never having been established. And now
was seen, by the important additions made to this charter,

the source from which it had proceeded. Its benefit was
extended to Ireland : a new clause was added, ordering

the destruction of every castle built or rebuilt since the

commencement of the wars of John and his barons. All

the forests which had been enclosed since the reign of

Henry II. were thrown open, and the deadly forest laws

which ordered a man's eyes to be put out for stealing a

deer were abolished or reduced to mildness by a separate

charter, called the Charter of the Forests.

Such is the history of Magna Charta. It was not

till after a very jirotraoted and sanguinary struggle that

the people of England obtained the peaceable enjoyment

of it.

Thus completely was tho English race developed within

less than a century and a half of the Conquest, and thus

had they won that great triumph which has placed this

country on a basis of fi-eedom so far beyond every other

nation in Europe.

Let us now take a brief siu'vey of the progress of

THE COMSTITUTION AND THE LAWS

since that period. In narrating the events of the different

reigns, we have already mentioned many of them, and may
therefore content ourselves with a brief review.

The privileges confirmed by Magna Charta to the various

classes of English subjects may be divided into four sec-

tions. 1. Those to the Church. 2. Those to the barons

and knights who held in capite, or directly from the king.

3. Those to cities and the trading community. 4. To aU
free men ; for of the villeins or slaves no party whatever

took the least notice.

Along with Archbishop Langton there were six other

bishops who took an active part in procuring the charter,

and, therefore, the Church was certain to have its interests

well cared for. Henry II., by the Constitutions of Claren-

don, had endeavoured to reduce the olergj' to the same

jurisdiction as all other British subjects, and to cut off tho

pernicious power of a foreign potentate over his subjects

—that is, of tho Pope. By these famous statutes all pre-

sentations to sees and livings wore to be made by the king,
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or with Ids consent. All clergymen guilty of civil offences

•were to be tried in the civil courts. Suits between a

clergyman and layman wore to be tried in those com-ts.

No clergyman was to leave the kingdom without the

king's permission ; a measure which precluded the com-
mon practice of clergymen going to Eomo, and there

getting causes determined in dofianoo of the king. Appeals

from the archbishop were to bo made not to the Pope, but

to the king. All prelates who held baronies were to do

service like the lay barons, and all vacant sees and abbeys

were to belong to the king.

Out of these famous laws arose the great struggle with

Thomas Ei Becket and the clergy. Had Henry maintained

these ordinances, the English Church would have become

as independent of the papal chair as it did under Henry
VIII. But the time was not come, and Henry was com-

pelled to succumb in the contest. The provisions of the

cliarter now repealed the Constitutions of Clarendon ; the

Church was declared to be free ; the clergy wero at liberty

to go out of the realm when thoy pleased ; they and their

benefices were removed from the civil jurisdiction, and

they wero not to be amerced according to theii' ecclesi-

astical benefices, but the-'r secular estates.

The conditions of the feudal tenure were determined in

favour of the bai'ous, and their rates of payment fixed.

The rehefs were sums paid when a baron, on coming v.t

age, took up his right and paid his fee to the king. These

reliefs had before been arbitrary, and had been in many
cases monstrous. The king was the guardian of all his

minor vassals, male and female, and had the management
of their estates during their minority—a very profitable

prerogative, and often farmed out to greedy and unprin-

cipled men.

By the charter no waste was to be made on the estates,

and no relief was to be paid on coming at age. The female

wards had been compelled to marry whoever the king

pleased, or to purchase exemption at a heavy cost. This

was also a monstrous condition of things. Women were
compelled to marry men that they loathed ; they were, in

fact, sold, for the crown made great profit of these mar-
riages. Widows as well as maids were compelled to marry,
whether they would or not. In King John's reign the

Countess of Warwick had been compelled to pay £1,000,

equal at least to £15,000 of our money, that she might
not be forced to marry till she pleased. These cases were
constantly occm-ring. Tho charter put a restraint on this

hideous abuse. No woman was to be married without the

approbation of her relatives ; no widow obliged to marry,
or pay anything for her inheritance or property, nor to

leave her husband's house for forty days after his death,

within which time her dowry must be assigned.

Before tho charter—for tho conditions of the former

charters had grown to bo quite disregarded—the kings
levied as much as they pleased for aids ; that is, money to

marry the king's eldest son or daughter, or ransom him-
self; for soutages, moneys paid in lieu of serving per-

sonally in the king's wars ; and tallages, or subsidies

levied at will. No man could call anything he had his

own. The charter limited these exactions, and also those

made by tho gi-eat vassals on their tenants in tui-n.

Cities and towns were to enjoy all their charters and
privileges. All weights and measures were to be regulated

by those of London. To restrain tho abuses of purvey-

ance throe clauses wero introduced. Tho cruelties and
abuses of purveyance wero amongst tho most crying

abominations of the feudal ages. Eadmer, who lived ia

the reign of Rufus, describees the atrocities of this prac-

tice ; and that description would have held good for ages
afterwards:— " Those who attended tho court plundered
and destroyed the w Jolo country through which the king
passed, without any control. Some of them wero so in-

toxicated with maUco that, when thoy could not consume
all the provisions in tho houses which thoy invaded, thoy
either sold or burnt them. After having washed their

horses' feet with the liquors thoy could not drink, they let

them run out on the ground, or destroyed them in somo
other waj'. But the cruelties they committed on the

masters of families, and the indecencies offered to their

wives and daughters, were too shocking to be described."

These abominations the charter prohibited. No man's
goods were to be taken without instant payment. TTi'n

horses, carts, or wood were not to bo taken ^t all without

his consent.

No sheriff or bailiff of the crown was to hold pleas

of the crown ; that is, try for capital crimes, or inflict

capital punishments—a groat defence against arbitrary

acts of officials in local posts. No fi'eeman was to be

seized or imprisoned, much less condemned and punished,

except by judgment of his peers ; and justice was neither

to be withheld nor delayed—the last concession amount-

ing to a writ of Mheas corpus, and upon which that cele-

brated instrument of justice was founded.

Foreign merchants were to como and go at pleasure

without molestation or fear, which they could not do

before, being only allowed to remain in the country forty

days, and to exhibit their goods at certain fairs. No
judges were to be appointed except those learned in tho

law. The Court of Common Pleas was to bo made sta-

tionary, and not to follow tho king. Tho forest laws wero

ameliorated, and amercements, or penalties for legal

offences, were limited. They were not to extend to a

freeholder's freeholds, a merchant's merchandise, or a

husbandman's implements of husbandrj'.

Such were the chief provisions of Magna Charta ; and

tho various constitutional struggles and enactments which

we shall have to notice from that time to our own wero

to expound and establish its principles in judicial forms.

One of tho first effects of the charter was to regulate

the courts of law. These, however, were by no means

greatly improved till the reign of Edward I. In speaking

of the transactions of his reign, wo noted the groat con-

stitutional acts of that wise monarch. Though the Court

of Common Pleas, in conformity with Magna Charta, had

been fixed at Westminster, where it still continues, yet it

was not completely severed from the Court of Exchequer

till 1300, when Edward I. enacted that "No common
pleas shall be henceforth holden in the Exchequer, con-

trary to the form of tho Great Charter."

About the same time the Court of King's 'Bench was

also separated from the Exchequer ; and although those

who were summoned to attend tho court were commanded

to appear " coram ipso rege," before the king himself, and

notwithstanding this was strengthened by a special statute

passed in 1300, that this court should always foUow the

king, yet the obvious necessities of its business soon fixed

it, with some temporary exceptions, at Westminster. The
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separate establishment of these two courts very much re-

duced the business and impaired the dignity of the Court

of Exchequer. The Lord Chancellor used to sit as one

of the judges of the Exchequer after the separation of the

two courts of Common Pleas and King's Bench ; but the

Court of Chancery was of much slower growth.

About the same time that these useful changes took

place, justices of assize and nisi prius were appointed

to go into every shire two or three times a year, for the

more prompt administration of justice ; and these judges

were made justices of gaol-delivery at all places in their

circuits.

All these improvements, however, not keeping down the

host of thieves, murderers, and incendiaries, Edward I.

appointed what he called justices of traile-baston, who
proceeded to all parts, and exercised severe jurisdiction

over such felons ; and, still further to extend order and

disuse, and it was only restored by Edward I. on the just

ground that what concerned all ought to be approved by
all. Tet it does not appear that the Commons at this

period possessed any separate house, though they occa-

sionally retired and consulted on their own affairs. These
were, chiefly, granting money and presenting petitions of

grievances.

The clergy still formed an integral part of Parliament

;

the prelates, abbots, and priors corresponding to the lords

;

the deans and archdeacons to the knights of shires, who
were summoned by the bishop as the knights were by
the sheriff; and the representatives of the ordinary clergy

corresponded to the representatives of boroughs, and were
called the spiritual Commons. The clergy granted their

money separate from the laity ; and from this reign date

the two houses of Convocation. The judges, also, stiU

sat in Parliament.

Parliament assembled for the Deposition of Richard II. From the Harleian MSS. 1319.

protection, ho appointed justices of peace — officials of

such indispensable and dail}' use, that we wonder how
society was carried on before this era. At the same time
Edward abolished the office of high justiciary, as con-

ferring too much power on any subject. He, moreover,
kept a sharp eye on the judges and justices, and punished
them severely for neglect or violation of their duties. On
his return from France, in 1290, so many were the com-
plaints of the rapacity and extortion of the judges, that

he summoned a Parliament expressly to call them to

account, whore all the judges, except two, were found
guilty, and heavily fined. Sir Thomas Wayland, the

chief justice, was banished, and his estates confiscated.

Wo have already stated, in speaking of Hdward I.'a

reign, that ho was the lii-st who regularly summoned the

Commons to Parliament. Though this had been done in

Henry III.'s reign by the Earl of Leicester—commonly
called Leicester's ParHameut—yet it had fallen again into

The laws which Edward I. passed have drawn the

highest praise from our greatest legal authorities. Coke

calls him the English Justinian ; and Sir Matthew Hale

asserts that he made the scheme, mould, and model of

the common law substantially what it still remains ; that

before his time it was very rude ; and that since, the

great fundamental principles of common law, as it relates

to justice between man and man, are very much what he

made and loft them. By his wise statutes he enforced the

administration of justice, set bounds to the power of the

Pope by the famous statute ofprovisors; to that of the clergy

and the spiritual courts, being the first to pass a statute of

mortmain; restrained the crown from imposing taxes with-

out consent of Parliament ; regulated and strengthened

the internal police of the country; and greatly fostered

trade by protecting and encouraging both foreign and
English merchants. Li his reign the famous mercantile

society called the " Merchant Adventurers " was 0ata>
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blished to promote wooUea maaufactuves ; and foreign

merchants were allowed trial by jury, the jury consisting

half of foreigners : and they had a justiciary in London
for theii- protection, evidently the or gin of consuls.

In all that related to his own prerogative, however,

Edward was very arbitrary, continually breaking the

charter, exercising purveyances, and exacting taxes with-

out consent of Parliament ; and one of the worst evils of

his reign was his empowering the nobles to entail their

estates by a direct statute which has given the aristocracy

King and Ai-mour-bearer. loth Century.—Meyrick.

of to-day its overwhelming and dangerous influence. He
passed the famous statute De tallagio cum concidendo, pro-

hibiting the levy of tallages, or arbitrary imposition ; but

nobody paid less attention to the statute than himself.

The unsettled reign of Edward II. left the constitution

pretty much as it found it ; but in the following reign

great progress was made. Edward III. had incessant

demands for money to carry on his wars in Scotland and

France; and, therefore, he was in the constant habit of

calling together his Parliament. There remain no fewer

than seventy writs of summons to Parliament and great

councils issued during his reign. The difference between

Parliaments and great councils at that time seems to be

that in Parliament ho required the Commons to grant

taxes ; in groat councils only the barons and great ofEcers

to consult on matters in which money-raising was not

concerned.

In Edward III.'s reigu Parliament resolved itself into

three great elements—the Lords, the Commons, and the

Clergy. In the Parliament which met in Westminster in

1339, the barons voted a tenth sheaf, fleece, and lamb;

the knights objected to so large a contribution till they

had consulted their constibaents. This led to the knights

of shires, who were representatives, meeting also with the

Commons, who were representatives, and thus the repre-

sentative house became separated from the hereditary

house. It required time to amalgamate the two classes o£

knights and citizens in one house ; the knights, as belong-

ing to the aristocracy, looking down on the citizens, and

they in their turn having a very humble idea of them-

selves ; but we shall see that all that gradually corrected

itself. The clergy now regularly voted their funds in

Convocation, and no longer sat in the Commons by their

proxies. It does not appear exactly when the judges

ceased to sit ex-officio in Parhament, but they had ceased

to do so in Eichard II.'s time. In the forty-sixth of

Edward III., practising lawyers were excluded by statute

from Parliament, a position which they have since re-

gained.

The knowledge of political economy possessed by
Turliament in this famous reign was lamentably low.

The topographical knowledge of the Commons was ludi-

crous. They granted the king, in 1371, £50,000, by a tax

of 223. 3d. on each parish, supposing the number of

parishes to be about 45,000 ; but finding they were not

one-fifth of that number, they had to alter the rate to

£5 10s. per parish. But this was not a more amazing

mistake than that of the English ambassador at Eome six

years afterwards, who, finding that the Pope had created

Lewis of Spain prince of the Fortunate Islands, meaning

the Canary Isles, immediately hurried homo with all his

suite to convey the alarming news that the Pope had

given the British Isles to the King of Spain ! The statute

books of this famous king show the most absurd en-

deavours to disturb the freedom of trade, betraying as

little knowledge of the principles of political economy as

our own legislators on the corn laws. Wishing to raise

a manufacturing system, it was forbidden to import

woollen cloths before we could supply the people with

home-made goods. Money was prohibited from being

j
carried out of the country. They were obliged to let in

foreign cloth, or the people would soon have been naked;

yet after awhile they prohibited it again. A famine

I
having taken place, they passed an act to keep down the

j

price of all articles of food ; the consequence of which.

I
was, nobody would bring any such articles to market

;

and they were compelled to abolish that. Then they did

the same thing by labour, fixing the rate of wages ; and

yet when Wat Tyler's party in the following reign wanted

to regulate the prico of land, the attempt was pronounced

barbarous.

In this reign an act was passed ordering all pleas to be

conducted in English and enrolled in Latin, they having

been hitherto, since the Norman Conquest, chiefly con-

ducted and enrolled in Norman-French, which was quite

an unknown tongue to the bulk of the common people.

The statutes, however, had been recorded in Latin till

1206, when they began to be written in French. This

took place at Winchester in some statutes concoi-ning the

exchequer, and not in the statute of Westminster in 1675,

as asserted by somo historians. The practice of pleading
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in French was not uniform in the reign of Edward I.,

but became more and more, till in Edward III.'s reign
it was almost exclusively used. In the same Parliament
of Winchester there were penalties enacted against the
extortions of bakers and brewers. The bakers were
punished by the pillory; the brewers, who, it appears,
were all women, by tho ducking-stool. The wars with
France had now created .an anti-French feeling, and so
far tended to develop tho English language as well as
Bpirit, and make it tho language of all classes.

13th Ceutury. Ciborium, in the Collection of Prince Soltykoff,

at Paris.

The reign of Eichard II. is distinguished constitutionally

by tho more regular and established separate assembling

of the two Houses of Parliament, and by the rapidly

rising power of tho Commons. This house had now its

duly appointed speaker, Su- Peter de la Mare being par-

ticularly noted in that office, and the Commons proceeded

to impeach the king's ministers for maladministration.

Having, however, given the king sxipplies for bfo, the

Commons lost its influence, became servile and debased,

and led more than anything to tho deposition and destruc-

tion of the monarch.

Duruig the period now under review, Wales was added

permanently to England by Edward II., and its laws and
constitution made identical. The laws of Scotland, also,

during this time were very similar to those of England.

The great Robert Bruce, after his power was established

by the b.attle of Bannockburn, summoned a Parliament,

which met at Scone, in 1319, and passed a capitulary, or

collection of statutes; and in 1328 a second system or

capitulary was passed, consisting of thirty-eight chapters.

Alany of these are clearly framed from the English statutes

of Henry III. and Edward I., and some of them are tran-

scribed almost verbatim; a proof of tho wisdom and
joagnanimity of Bruce, who did not disdain to benefit by
the good laws of an enemy. The Parliament held at

Cambuskennoth, in 1326, included not only burgesses,

Ijut all the other freeholders of the kingdom. In a word,

so great was tho resemblance between the laws and consti-

tutions of the two countries during this period, that it is

not necessary to note tho minor ditferences. The Par-

liament of Scotland never divided itself into Lords and
Commons.

It is difficult to ascertain the annual revenues of the

crown in those ages. That of Henry III. is stated at

60,000 marks, or £40,000; and that of Edward III., at

'

£150,000; and taking those sums at ten times their pre-
sent value, tho revenue of Henry III. must be equivalent
to £100,000 now, and Edward III.'s to £1,500,000. If,

however, wo recollect tho enormous and iiTegular exactions
of those ages, especially on the Jews, the expenditure of
the crown must have been immensely larger,

POWER OF THE CHURCH,

Between the reign of John and the termination of that
of Eichard II. a striking change had taken place in tho
power of tho Church in England. From the zenith of
that marvellous dominion over the kingdoms of this world,
such as no Church or religion had yet exercised in tho
annals of mankind, it had begun sensibly to wane. From
that extraordinary spectacle when, at Torcy, on tho Loire,
in 1162, the two greatest kings of Christendom, those of
England and France, wore seen holding tho stirrups of
tho servant of servants, Alexander III., and leading his

horse by the reins, to tho day when John, just half a cen-
tury afterwards, laid the crown of this fair empire at tho

feet of the Pope, " and became a servant unto tribute,"

everything had seemed to root the Papacy deeper into the

heart of the world. Kings, nobles, and people bowed
down to it, and received its foot on their necks with pro-

found humility, only occasionally evincing a slight wincing

under its exactions. At that period tho Church of Eomo

Crozier, 13th Century. In the Collection of Prince Solfykoff,

at Paris.

had reached the summit of its glory ; but before the era

at which wo have now arrived it had received a stern

warning that its days in this countiy were numbered as

tho established hierarchy. So long as the people were

kept ignorant of the Bible, tho opposition of king or

peer mattered little to it ; but the people withdrew their

allegiance, and it fell rapidly.

The Pope, who strenuously supported John against his

barons, was equally friendly to his infant son, Henry EH.
Cardinal Langton, now in the ascendant, held a synod at

Oxford in 1222, in which fifty canons were passed, some
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of wliich let in a curious light on the internal condition of

the Church. The twenty- eighth canon forbids the keeping

(il concubines by the clergy openly in their houses, or

visiting them openly, as they did, to tho great scandal of

religion. In 1237 a council -was held at London by Otho,

the Papal legate, in.which were passed what wero after-

wards known as the "Constitutions of Otho." The fif-

teenth and sixteenth canons of this constitution were

aimed at the same practices, and at clandestine marriages

of tho priests, which were declared to be very common.

But the great object of the Church was to coUeot all the

English moneys, and in this pursuit there was no slack-

ness. A cardinal legate generally resided in this country,

Costumo of a Bishop of the 14th Century,

whose chief function this was. During Otho's abode here,

300 Italians came over, and wero installed in lucrative

livings in the churches and abbeys. In pursuance of

Magna Charta, that the Church should be free, it became

the only free thing in the kingdom ; every class of men

were its vassals, and England was one great sponge which

the Italian pontiff squeezed vigorously. The barons in

1245 became so exasperated that they sent orders to the

wardens of the sea-ports to seize all persons bringing bulls

or mandates from Eome. The legate remonstrated, and

the barons thea told the king that the Church preferments

alone held by Italians in England, independent of other

exactions, amoiinted to 60,000 marks per annum, a greater

sum than the revenues of tho crown. The barons went

further; they sent an embassy to the Papal council of

Lyons, where the Pope was presiding in person, when

they declared, " We can no longer with any patience bear

these oppressions. They are as detestable to God and man

as they aro intolerable to us ; and, by the grace of God,

we will no longer endure them."

But, so far fi-om relaxing his hold, the Pope soon after

E£6gy of Jocelyn, Bishop of Salisbury. From a Tomb in

Salisbury Cathedral.

sent an order demanding the half of all revenues of the

non-resident clergy, and a third of those of the resident

ones. This outrageous attempt roused the English clergy

to determined resistance, and tho rapacious Pope was
defeated. Amongst the most patriotic of tho English

prelates was the celebrated Eobert Grosteste, or Grosted,

or literallj' Greathead, Bishop of Lincoln. Innocent IV.,

one of the most imperious pontiffs that ever filled the

Papal chair, had sent Grosted a bull containing a clause

which created a wonderful ferment in the Church and the

public mind, commencing with the words Non obstante,

which meant, notwithstanding all that the English clergy

had to advance, the holy father was determined to haya
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his will, and ho commanded the venerable bishop to

bestow a benefioo upon au infant. The honest bishop tore

up tho bull, and wi-oto to tho Popo, declaring that the

conduct of the seo of Rome " shook tho very foundations

of faith and security amongst mankind," and that to put
an infant into a living would be next to tho sins of Lucifer

and of Antichrist, was in direct opposition to the pre-

cepts of Christ, and would be the destruction of souls b)-

depriving them of tho benefits of the pastoral ofTice. He
refused to comply, and said plainly that tho sins of those

who attempted such a thing rose as high as iheir office.

The astonished Popo was seized with a furious passion

on receiving this epistle, and swore by St. Peter and St.

Paul that he would utterly confound that old, impertinent,

deaf, doting fellow, and mako him the astonishment of

the world. "What!" he exclaimed, "is not England

arts of the priests and superstition of the wealthy, that
they are said to have amounted to three-fourths of tho

property of tho whole kingdom, and threatened to swallow
up all its lands. To put a stop to this fearful condition of

things, Edward I. passed his famous statute of mortmain
in 1279, and arrested tho progress, for a considerable time,

of tho Papal avarice.

liut, perhaps, the finest draught of golden fishes which
tho imperial representative of Peter of Galilee ever made
in England, was twenty-five years before the passing of
this act, when he had induced Henry III. to nominate his

son Edmund to the fatal crown of Naples, and, on pre-
tence of supporting his claim, tho Pope drew from Eng-
land, within a few years, no less a sum than 950,000 marks,
equal in value and purchasable power to £12,000,000
sterling of our present money.

' n g ivj at ijob oil? die^s jki^M- mA<^^ W)Viix-

Fac-simUo of Part of the First Chapter of St. John's Gospel,

W in Wycliffe's Bible.

our possession, and its king our vassal, or rather our

slave ?"

The resistance of the English clergy only inflamed the

cupidity and despotism of the pontiffs. Boniface, the

Ai'chbishop of Canterbury, was the servile tool of Rome,
and after him Elwarby, Peckham, and "Wincholsey,

carried things with a high hand. At various synods and
councils held at Merton, Lambeth, London, Reading, and
other places, they passed canons, which wont to give the

Church unlimited power over everything and everybody.

The Church was to appoint to all livings and dignities ; no

layman was to imprison a clergyman ; the Church was to

enjoy peaceably all pious legacies and donations. Tho
barons wrote to the Pope, remonstrating and ".omplaining

against the immorality of tho clergy. The Popo replied

that he did not suppose the English clergy were any moro

licentious than they had always been. The possessions of

the Church went on growing to such an extent, from tho

Boniface Vlil., famous in his day as the most haughty

and uncompromising of tho Popes, issued a bull prohibit-

ing all princes, in all countries, levying taxes on the

clergy without his consent. Winchelsey, Archbishop of

Canterbury, produced this bull, and forbad Edward I. to

touch tho sacred patrimony of the Church. But Edward

was a monarch of the true British breed, and soon proved

himself more than a match for the archbishop and his

Roman master. Ho hold a Parliament at Edmondsburj-,

in 1296, and demanded a fifth of the movables of the

clergy. They refused. Edward gave them till the next

Parliament, in January, 1297, to consider of it, when,

still refusing, and supposing themselves victorious, the

king coolly told them that, as they refused to contribute

to the support of the state, they should enjoy no pro-

tection from the state. He forthwith ou*lawed them

in a body, and ordered all tho sheriffs in England "to

seize all the lay foes of the clergy, as well secular as
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regular, with all their goods and chattels, and retain them
till they had further orders from him." He gave orders

to all the judges, also, " to do every man justice against

the clergy, but to do them justice against no man."

This was a state of things which they had never expected

;

no monarch had ever dreamt of, or had dared to attempt

such a measure. It came like a thunder-clap upon the

clergy. They found themselves insulted, abused, and

plundered on all sides. The archbishop himself, the

author of all this mischief, was stripped of everything,

and on the very verge of starvation, and

was glad to submit and pay his fifth to

recover the rest of his property.

The power of the Popedom had thus been

brought into collision with the royal prero-

gative and the issue was such as was most

damaging to the Papal prestige all over the

world. But Winchelsey, having regained his

possessions, was too indignant to remain

quiet. He held a second synod at Merton,

species of holy beggary. But, in 1311, in the early part

of the reign of Edward 11., the Church suffered a great

defeat by the overthrow and annihilation of the famous
military order of Knights Templars. To prevent the

Pope thrusting foreigners into the English prelacies and
benefices, Edward III. passed a second statute of pro-

visors, and followed it by the statute of premunu-e, order-

ing the confiscation of the property and the imprisonment
of the person of every one who should carry any pleas out

of the kingdom, as well as of the procui'ators of such per-

son ; and this was again renewed in 1392 with

additional severity by Richard II., including

all who brought into the kingdom any Papal

bull, excommunication, or anything of the

kind.

Eight years prior to this Wyolifie died.

His doctrines were rapidly spreading ; the

reformers, under the name of Lollards, were

becoming numerous; the Papal hierarchy

was proportiona.Uy alarmed, and Arundel,

Author, and Copyist writing From a Miniature of the Romance, " L'lMwje du Munde,"
Imperial Library of I'aris.

JIS. roro, fol. i., in tUo

and denounced the utmost terrors of the Church

against all sacrilegious invaders of the Church property,

and would not rest till Edward obtained his sus-

pension from the next Pope, Clement, and expelled

him the kingdom.

Those contests betwixt the civil and ecclesiastical power

in England continued through the whole period we are re-

viowing, that is, from 13U7 to 1399, or from the commence-
ment of the reign of Edward II. to the end of that of

Richard II. To increase the influence of Rome there had
arrived two new orders of friars, the Franciscan and
Dominican, in the reign of Henry III. The Franciscans

appeared in jiugland in 1216, and the Dominicans in 1217.

Before their arrival the country swarmed with monks,

but these weie stjled mondicaut friars, as devoted 'oa

the Archbishop of York, became their most active enemy.
But before ho could mature his designs against them, he
was involved in the prosecution of the adherents of the

Duke of Gloucester for procuring a commission to control

the king, for which his brother, the Earl of Arundel, was
beheaded, and ho himself banished. The dawn of tho

Reformation alieady reddened in tho east, but the day
was yet far off.

During the fourteenth century, the leading men of

the Chiu-ch in Scotland distinguished themselves rather

in the patriotic defence of their country against tho

English, than in theological matters. Amongst the most
distinguished of these were Lambcton, of St. Andrews,

Wishart, of Glasgow; Landells, who was Bishop of St.

Andi'ows from 1311 to 1035, forty-foiu- years; and Dv,
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Robert Trail, Primate of Scotland, who built the castle

of St. Andrews, and died in 1401, leaving a great name
for strict discipline and wisdom. It is singular that,

during this period, the doctrines of "Wycliffo, which had
made such a ferment in England, appear to have ex-

cited little or no attention in Scotland.

guages ; nay, so gross was tho ignorance of tho students

of tho time of the common elementary formo of Latin

itself, that Kilwarby, Archbishop of Canterbury, on a

visit to Oxford in 1276, upbraided the students with such
corruptions as these:—"Ego currit; tu currit; cunenr
est ego," &c.

Roger Bacon.

LITEHATDEE, SCIENCE, AND ART.

During the period now iindcr review, the thirteenth

end fourteenth centuries, the language of the learned

was still Latin, and the circle of education still included

little more than tho Trivium and Quadrivium of tho

former age, that is, the course of three sciences—grammar,
rhetoric, and logic ; and the course of four—music, arith-

metic, geometry, and astrouomy . The grammar was almost

exclusively confined to the Latin, for Eoger Bacon says

that there were not more than three or four persons in his

time that knew anything of Greek or the Oriental Ian-

39

Wxion grammar was so defective tho rhetoric taught

could not be very profound. The mendicant friars seem

to have cultivated it with tho greatest assiduity, as neces-

sary to give effect to their harangues, and Bederic de

Bury, provincial of the Augustinians, in th& fourteenth

century, was greatly admired for tho cloquenco of hia

preaching.

But logic was the all-absorbing study of tho time. The
clergy who had attended the Crusaders had brought back
from the East a knowledge of Aristotle, ihrough Latin

translations and the commentaries of his Arabian admirers.

His logic was now applied not only to such metaphysics
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as were taught, but also to theology. Hence arose the

school divinity, in which the doctrines taught by the

Church were endeavoured to be made conformable to the

Ai'istotoliau modes of reasoning, and to be defended by

it. If we are to judge of the logic of this period by what

remains of it, we should say it was the art of disputing

without meaning or object; of perplexing the plainest

truths, and giving an air of plausibility to the grossest

absurdities. As, for instance, it was argued with the

utmost earnestness that " two contrary propositions

might be both true." At this time there were no less

than 30,000 students at Oxford, and Hume very rea-

sonably asks, what were these young men all about ?

Studying bad logic and worse metaphysics.

The metaphysics of these ages were almost engrossed

by the great controversy of the Nominalists and the

Realists ; the question, agitated with aU the vehemence

of a matter of life and death, being, whether general ideas

were realities, or only the particular ideas of things were

real. The Nominalists declared that a general idea, de-

rived from comparing a great number of individual facts,

was no reality, but a mere idea or name; the Realists

contended that these general ideas were as absolute ac-

tualities as the individual ones on which they were based.

RoceUn of Compiegne revived this old question at the

end of the eleventh century, and thus became the head

of the schoolmen of those ages ; but William of Ockham,

in the fourteenth century, again revived this extraordinary

question with all its ancient vehemence, his partisans

acquiring the name of Ockhamists. Ockham was a

Nominalist, and, says an old historian, he and his party

" waged a fierce war against another sect of schoolmen,

called Realists, about certain metaphysical subtilties

which neither of them understood."

Mora! philosophy could not be much more rationally

taught when metaphysics and logic were so fantastic.

Many systems of moral philosophy were taught by the

schoolmen, abounding in endless subtle distinctions and

divisions of virtues and vices, and a host of questions in

each of these divisions. By the logic, metaphysics, and

moral philosophy of the schoolmen combined, the most

preposterous doctrines were often taught. For instance,

Nicholas de TJltricui'ia taught this proposition in the

University of Paris in 1300 :
—" It may be lawful to steal,

and the theft can be pleasing to God. Suppose a young
gentleman of good family meets with a very learned pro-

fessor (meaning himself), who is able in a short time to

teach him all the speculative sciences, but will not do it

for less than £100, which the young gentleman cannot

procure but by theft ; in that case theft is lawful—which

is thus proved : Whatever is pleasing to God is lawful.

It is pleasing to God that a young gentleman learn all

the sciences, but he cannot do this without theft; there-

fore theft is lawful, and pleasing to God."

It was high time that something tangible and sub-

stantial should come to the rescue of the human mind
from this destructive cobwebry of metaphysics ; and the

first thing wliich did this was the study of the canon law.

The civil and the canon laws not only gave their students

lucrative employment as pleaders, but wore the road to

advancement in the Church. The cloi'gy in these ages

were not only almost the only lawyers, but also the

doctors, though some of the laity now entered the profes-

sion as a distinct branch. " The civil and canon laws,"

says Robert Holcot, a writer of that time, " are in out
days so exceedingly profitable, procuring riches and
honours, that almost the whole multitude of scholars

apply to the study of them."

What was the real knowledge of the science of medi-

cine at this period we may imagine from the great medical

work of John Gaddesden, who was educated at Merton
College, Oxford, and declared to be the grand luminary

of physic in the fourteenth century. "He wrote," says

Leland, " a large and learned work on medicine, to which,

on account of its excellences, was given the illustrious

title of the ' Medical Rose.' This is a recipe in the ' Il-

lustrious Medical Rose ' of Gaddesden for the cure of

small-pox :
—

' After this (the appearance of the eruption),

cause the whole body of your patient to be wrapped in

red scarlet cloth, or in any other red cloth, and command
everything about the bed to be made red. This is an ex-

cellent cure. It was in this manner I treated the son

of the noble King of England, when he had the small-

pox, and I cured him without leaving any marks.'
"

The royal patient thus treated must have been Edward
III., or his brother. Prince John of Eltham.

To cure epilepsy Gaddesden orders the patient "and
his parents" to " fast three days and then go to church.

The patient must first confess, he must have mass on

Friday and Saturday, and then on Sunday the priest

must read over the patient's head the Gospelfor September,

in the time of ^'intage, after the feast of the Holy Cross.

After this the priest shall write out this portion of the

Gospel reverently, and bind it about the patient's neck,

and he shall be cured."

That is a sample of the practice of medicine from the

great work of the great physician of the age. As to the

sui-gery of the time, it is thus described by Guy do

Cauliac, in his " System of Surgery," published in Paris in

1363 :
—" The practitioners in surgery are divided into

five sects. The first foUow Roger and Roland, and the

four masters, and apply poultices to all wounds and
abscesses. The second follow Brunus and Theodoric, and

in the same cases use wine only. The third follow Saliceto

and Lanfranc, and treat wounds with ointments and soft

plasters. The foiu'th are chiefly Germans, who attend

the armies, and promiscuously use potions, oil, and wool.

The fifth are old women and ignorant people, who have

recourse to the saints in aU cases."

It was high time that a man Hke Roger Bacon should

appear, and teach men to come out of all this jugglery

and mere fancy-work both in science and philosophy, and

put everything to the test of experiment—a mode of

pliilosophising, however, which made little progress till

the appearance, three centuries later, of another Bacon,

the groiit Verulam. For the knowledge of geometiy,

arithmetic, astronomy, and chemistry—or rather astrology

and alchemy—as taught at that period, we may refer to

our notice of Bacon amongst the great men of the era.

But the number of schools and colleges which were

erected during this period, are a striking proof that the

spirit of inquirj- and the love of knowledge was taking

rapid and deep root in the nation. In Oxford alone seven

colleges wei-e founded during this period. Unitersity

HaIjL or College was founded by King Alfred, but .its

foundation was overturned and its funds dissipated long
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before this period. "William, Archdeacon of Durham,
who died in 1219, bequeiUhed 31 marks to tho university,
and may be considered tho founder of this college : his
money was expended for this purpose. 1!at,iol College
was founded by John Baliol, the father of John the King
of Scotland, about 126S, and completed by the Lady
Devorgilla, his widow. Mertox College was founded
by Walter Morton, Bishop of Rochester, in 12GS. Exeter'
College was founded by Walter Staploton, Bishop of
Exeter, and Peter de Skelton, a clcrcrymau, in 1315. It
was first called Stapleton College. Oriel College was
founded by Edward II., and his almoner, Adam de Brun,
about 1342, and was called tho Hall of the Blessed Virgin
of Oxford, hut derived its permanent name from a fresh
endowment by Edward III. Queen's College was
founded by Robert Englefield, chaplain to Philippa, queen
of Edward III., and named in her honour because she
greatly aided him in establishing it. New College was

the united guilds of Corpus Chrisli and St. Mary, assisted
by Henry Duko of Lancaster. Trinity ILvll was
founded about 135(t, by William Batoman, Bishop of
Norwich. Gonvil Hall was founded by Edward Gonvil,
parson of Terrington and Rushworth in Norfolk, about
tho same time as Trinity was built.

Those were for tho most part small and simple esta-
blishments at first, but havo arrived at their present
wealth and maguificonco by additional benefactions.
Tho numbers of scholars who rushed into those schools

at first was something extraordinary; nor were their
character and appearance less so. They are described by
Anthony a Wood as a regular rabble, who wore guilty of
theft and all kinds of crimes and disorders. He declares
that thoy lived under no discipline nor any masters, but
only thrust themselves into tho schools at lectures, that
they might pass for scholars when they were called to
account by the townsmen for any mischief, so as to free

t-tXV cva

Matthew Paris. From a Dr.aw!nff by Himself in Royal MS., Nero, D. 1.

named St. Mary's College by its builder and founder,
William of Wykeham, who also buUt one at Winchester.
It was finished in 13SG.

In Cambridge, during this period, were founded nine
colleges, namely :—Petku House was founded by Hugh
Balsham, afterwards Bishop of Ely, about 1 2S2. Michael
College, dedicated to St. Michael, was founded and
2udawcd about 1324, by Harvey do Stanton, ChanceUor
of tho Exchequer to Edwai-d II. University Hall
was founded by Richard Badew, Chancellor of the Uni-
versity, in 132G, but was soon after destroyed by fire.

King's Hall was buUt by Edward III., but afterwards
united to THnity College. Clare H.iLL was a restoration
of University Hall, by Elizabeth do Clare, Countess of
Ulster, and named in honour of her family. Pembroke
Hail was built by Mary do St. Paul, 1347, widow of
Aymer do Valence, Earl of Pembroke, in memory of her
husband, who was killed in a tournament soon after their
marriage. She named it the Hall of Valence and Mary.
Bennet College was founded near tho same time by

them from the jurisdiction of the burghers. At one time,
according to Fitz-Ralph, the Aichbishop of Armagh,
there were no loss than 30,000 students—or so-called

students—in Oxford alone ; but he says that thej- were
again reduced to less than 6,000, so many of them had
joined tho mendicant friars.

Such was tho disorder of the two universities at this

time, the violent quarrels, not only betwixt tho ftudents
and the townspeople, but also betwixt each other, that
many of tho members of both universities retired to

Northampton, and, with the permission of Henry HI.,
commenced a new university there ; but tho people of

Oxford and Cambridge found means to obtain its disso-

lution from tho king. About thirty years afterwards
they tiied the same experiment at Stamford, but wore
stopped in tho same manner.

London at this time so abounded with schools, that it

was called the third university. Edward HI. built the

college of St. Stephen at Westminster for a college of

divinity, which was dissolved by Henry VIII. Arch-
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bishop Bradwardine founded a theological lecture in St.

Paul's Clhurch, and John of Gaunt founded a college for

diviues in St. Paul's churchyard. Thero were various

schools besides these, but the most remarkable were the

great schools of law, which arose out of the provisions of

the Great Charter, which fixed the chief coui-ts of justice

at "Westuiiuster. Sir John l<'ortescue, who studied in one

of these inns of court, describes them as a great school

or university of law, consisting of several colleges. " The

situation," he says, " where the students read and study

is between Westminster and the City of London. There

belong to it ten lessor inns, and sometimes more, whioh

are caUod the inns of Chancery, in each of which thero

are a hundred students at least, and in some of thom a

far greater number not constantly residing." In these

the young nobility and gentry of England began to

receive some part of their education, so that with all these

colleges of learning and of law, the laity as weU. as the

clergy began to reap the benefits of education.

MEN OP LEARKING AND SCIENCE.

Amongst the theologians of this period, none surpass

for extent of learning, talent, and eloquence, Robert

Grosteste, or Greathead, Bishop of Lincoln. He was

originally a very poor lad ; but the Mayor of Lincoln,

noticing his quickness of faculty, took him into his house

and put him to school. He studied at Oxford, Cambridge,

and Paris, his splendid talents acquiring him many pa-

trons. Bacon, who knew him well, gives this testimony

of him :—" Robert Greathead, Bishop of Lincoln, and his

friend. Prior Adam do Marisco, are the two most learned

men in the world, and excel all the rest of mankind both

in divine and human knowledge."

Greathead was one of the very few real Greek scholars

of tho age, and was equally versed in Hebrew, French,

and Latin. But, beyond his learning, which he has em-

bodied in many voluminous works, his noble and inde-

pendent character stands pre-eminent in those times. We
have mentioned his opposition to the Pope inducting

mere infants into church livings ; and the caution which

tho cardinals are reported, by Matthew Paris, to have

given the Pope when he threatened to tako vengeance on

him, is romarkalile, as indicating their knowledge of tho

tendency of the age. " Let us not raise a tumult in the

Church without necessity, and precipitate that revolt and

separation from us whioh we know must one day take

place."

But tho man of that time in philosophy was Roger

Bacon, as Chaucer was in literature. Bacon was born

near Ilchester, and educated at Oxford, and afterwards

ct Paris. On his return to England, at tho ago of twentj'-

six, he again settled at Oxford, and entered the order of

Franciscan friars of that city, that he might study at

Icisui'e. He soon abandoned the beaten track, and struck

out a course of inquiry and experiment for himself. Ho
was not content to study Aristotle alone at second hand,

but ho mado himself master of Greek, and wont to tho

foimiain head of ancient knowledge.

But that did not satisfy him. He sought to make him-

self acquainted with Nature, the groat fountain of all our

human knowledge. Ho declared that if you would know
the truth you must seek it by actual inquiry and experi-

ment, lu this system, of vhilosophisiug ho preceded

Francis Bacon nearly three centuries and a half; but he
was before his time, and, therefore, tho benefit of his

teaching was, to a great degree, lost. His great work,
tho "Opus Majus," contains the result of his researches;

and he states in that work that he had expended £2,000

iu twenty 5'ears on apparatus and experiments—a sum
equal to £00,000 of our money at present. This ho had
done through tho generosity of his friends and patrons,

having made a greater amount of discoveries in geometry,

astronomy, physics, optics, mechanics, and chemistry,

than ever were accomplished by any one man in an equai

space of time. In his treatise on optics, "De Scientia

Perspectiva," ho gives you the mode of constructing

spectacles and microscopic lenses. In mechanics, he talks

of having ascertained by experiments wonders ttat we
have not yet reached by steam ; of a mode of propelling

ships so that they should require only one man to guide

them, and with a velocity greater than if they were full of

sailors. " Chariots," he says, " may be constructed that

will move with incredible rapidity, without the help of

animals." He speculated and behoved in the capabUity of

raising the most wonderful weights by mechanical contri-

vance, and of walking on the bottom of the sea. But,

unfortunately, he has not left us the explicit exposition

of these marvels. His system of chemical analysis has,

however, been greatly praised by some modern chemists,

and it is evident that he was well acquainted with gun-
powder. " A little matter," he says, " about the bigness

of a man's thumb, makes a horrible noise, and produces

a dreadful corrusoation ; and by this a city or an ai-my

may be destroyed several ways." He then explains that

sulphui', saltpetre, and powdered charcoal are tho ingre-

dients of this wonderful explosive substance. Whether
Bacon discovered this mixture, or whether he learnt it

iu his Asiatic reading, has boon a query. At all events,

he knew tho fact, and in tho reign of Edward III. gun-
powder came into use in war.

Bacon was the martyr of science. Instead of benefiting

by his discoveries, the ignorant monks of his order ac-

cused him of necromancy and dealing with tho devil. Ho
was kept in close confinement for years, and he was not

allowed to send his " Opus Maius " to any one e.xcopt tho

Pope. After receiving a copy of it, Clement IV. procm-od

him his liberty, but he was very soon imprisoned again by
Jerome de Esculo, general of the Franciscan order. Ho
continued in confinement this time eleven or twelve years,

and, on coming out, old and broken down by his cruel

suffering, he still continued his laboui-s with undiminished

ardour till his death in 1292.

A kindred spirit to Bacon was Michael Scott, who wa>,

born about the beginning of the thirteenth century at h's

family seat in Scotland. By his studj' of astrology and

alchemy, in common with Bacon and tho jreat inquirers

of the time, he obtained tho reputation of a magician,

which has mi.xed up his name with tho wildest popular

legends and superstitions of Scotland. So strong wero
tho convictions of his countrymen that he was a magician,

that Dem]ister assiures us many people in Scotland in his

time dai-cd not so much as touch his works. Bishop

Tanner says, "He was one of the greatest philosophers,

physicians, and linguists of his ago; and, though his

fon'dness for astrology, alchemy, physiognomy, and
chiromancy mado people think him a magician, none
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Bpoaks or wiites more respectfully of God and religion

than he does."

lie was deeply read iu the Greek and Arabic languages,

and, while residing at the court of the Emperor Frederick

II., he translated for that prince the works of Aristotle

into Latin, to which Bacon attributes the high admii-ation

which those works obtained afterwards in Europe.

Duns Sootus, though supposed to be of Scotch origin,

was educated at Oxford, from which seat of learning he

went to Pai-is, to maintain before the university of that

city his favourite doctrine of the immaculate conception

of the Virgin. Ho had profoundly studied moral philo-

sophy, matliematics, civil and canon law, and school

divinity. No man of his age was so admired and ap-

plauded, but his works now sleep, covered with the dust

of ages.

William of Ockham. was a very learned and eloquent

theologian, who maintained the temporal independence of

kings, and was supported, against all the efforts of thi-ee

successive Popes to crush him, by his patron the Emperor

LudwJg of Germany; but, on the death of that prince,

he was compelled to recant. He did not long survive this

humiliation, having for many years borne the title of the

Singular and Invincible Doctor. During his life appeared

"Wycliffo, who, under happier auspices, proclaimed the

freedom of religion.

The historians of this period, from whom, and from the

parliamentary writs and statutes, our history is derived,

are chiefly those :

—

Matthew Paris has been greatly quoted as a high

authority from the earliest times to the year 1273, or to

the end of the reign of Henry III. Matthew Paris, how-

ever, on inspection, divides himself into three persons, all

monks of St. Alban's, namely, Eoger Wendover, Matthew

Paris, and William Eishanger. Matthew Paris's own
share comprehends only the period from 123o to 1259,

about twenty-five years. He continues Wendover, and

Eishanger continues him. The work of Matthew Paris

is the " Historia Major." Besides this ho wi'ote the

lives of Offa I. and II., and of twenty-three abbots of

St. Alban's. Wendover's chronicle, "Flores Historia-

rum," reaches from the Creation to the year 1238, and is

divided at the bu-th of Chi'ist into two halves. Matthew
Paris, in copying Wendover, has taken care to infuse here

and there his own .spirit, which was one of great freedom

of remark on kings, priests, popes, and, what is singular,

on the usurpations of the Court of Eome itself. Matthew
had seen the world and courts, and had picked up a great

quantity of amusing anecdotes and cui'ious characteristics

of great men. He went as ambassador of Louis IX. to

Hacon of Norway, and, at the Pope's instance, made a

visitation of the monaster}' of Holm, in that kingdom.

He was employed in writing history by Henry III., and

even assisted by him in it. Ho says, " He wi'ote this

almost constant! 5' with the king in his palace, at his table,

and in his closet; and that prince guided his pen in

writing in the most dUigent and condescending manner."

No historian who has written of his own times has shown

more boldness and independence than Matthew Paris.

Though a monk, he did not hesitate to paint the corrup-

tions of a monastic life in tho most plain colours, nor to

denounce the corruptions of tho Church and hierarchy at

large with equal honesty. For this ho has been assailed,

and charged even with interpolating falsehoods by those

whom his honest freedom had offended. But Matthew
Paris was not onlj' a most accomplished man for that age,

but one of tho most uncori-uptiblo of those who ever

associated with kings and pontitl's. He is declared at the

same time to have been " famous for tho puiity, integrity,

innocence, and simplicity of his manners."

Matthew Westminster copied Matthew Paris'a " Flowers
of History," which had not then been printed.

Thomas Wykes wrote a chronicle extending from tho

Conquest to 1304. He was a canon in the Abbey of

Osncy. The latter years of his chronicle, from 1293, are

supposed to be by another hand.

Walter Hommingford, a monk of the Abbey of Gis-

borne, in Yorkshire, wrote a chi-onicle of about the same
period with Wykes, ending 13-47. John de Trokelowe

and Henry de Blandford, who are supposed to have been
monks of St. Alban's, wroto histories of Edward II., as

did also tho anonymous monk of Malmsburj'.

Bartholomew Cotton, whose work still remains un-

printed in the Cotton MS., has copied other chronicles in

his earlier pages ; but the reign of Edward I. to the year

1298 is a very valuable contribution to our history.

Eobert Avesbuiy, who was registrar of the court of the

Archbishop of Canterbury, wi'ote tho history of Edward
III. to the year 13J6. His account is most valuable.

He gives us many particulars that appear nowhere else,

which, as he had access to the best sources, are un-

doubtedly cori-ect. They serve us to test the accounts of

Froissart, who is apt to merge into the romantic. In

this work of Avesbuiy's abound original letters of Ed-
ward regarding the attack on Cambray in ,1336; the

expedition into Brittany in 1342 ; relations of the circum-

stances which led to the battle of Cre(;y by officers and

eye-witnesses, and despatches from tho camps of the Earl

of Derby and the Black Prince ; with similar most inte-

resting and invaluable documents.

Adam de Murimath wi-ote the history of Edward 11.

and the earlier part of that of Edward III. He was

engaged much in public affairs as ambassador, both from

the clergy to the Pope at Avignon, and from the king to

the Court of Eome, as well as afterwards to tho King of

Sicily on account of Edward's claims in Provence. He
saw much, and, as professor of civil law, was much en-

gaged iu affiiirs of tho Government, but his account is

somewhat meagre and diy.

Besides these we may name Nicholas Trivet, who wrote

"Annals," from 1130 to 1307. Ealph Higdon, whose
" Polychronicon " ends in 1357, and has been translated

into English by John de Trevisa. Eobert de Brunne, or

Manning, a canon of Brunne, in Lincolnshiie, wroto a

rhymed chronicle, including versions or appropriations

of Ware's old French poem of Brut, and Peter Langtoft's

French " Ehymed Crnnicall." The latter part, fiom King

Ina to the death of Edward I. , has some historic merit.

Henry Knyghton, a canon of Leicester, is tho author of

a history from the time of King Edgar to 1395, and of an

account of tho deposition of Richard II. His work is of

great authority in the latter of these reigns. Thomas de

la Moor wrote a life of Edward II., and asserts that he

had the account of the battle of Bannockburn and Edward's

last days from eye-witnesses.

In Scottish history of this period, we have the " Scala-
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cronica," of Sir Thomas Gray of Heton, -who -was a native

of the north of England, beiag taken prisoner by the

Scots. He has loft us in his " Cronicall" manj' parti-

culars of the times of Wallace. Andrew Wyntown, the

author of the " Orygj'nale Cronykil of Scotland," was
living in the long reign of David II., and his rhymed
chronicle reaches from the beginning of the 'world, in the

fashion of those times, to the year 1424. He was canon

history of Scotland and England, and of the literary talent
of the two countries at this time.

But it is to the poets of this era that -we must look ".:

the chief genius, and the evidences of the progress of

literature in the nation. It is a singular fact, that while
the Eoman Church had continued the use of the Latin
language during the Middle Ages, it had neglected, or
rather discoui-aged, the reading of the great Eoman r.nd

Ceoffrey Chaucer.

cif the priory of St. Andrew. ThG portion of his chronicle

from the beginning of the roign of David II. to the end

of Robert U., is supposed to be by another hand. John

Fordun's " Scotichronicon " is a regular chronicle of

Scotland to tho year ISSJ. This -work was continued by

Walter Bower, abbot of St. Columkil in the fifteenth

century.

Besides these tho monastic registers of Maibos, ending

in 1270; of Margan, ending 1232; of Burton, ending

L262 ; and Waverley, ending 1291, afford evidence of the

Greek writers, so that tho Greek and Eoman classical

literature became, as it were, extinct. The great classical

authors which -were not destroyed, lay buried in the dust

of abbeys and monasteries. So completely was Greek

literature and the Greek forgotten, that, as wo before

stated, we find Bacon declaring that thero were not

above four men in England who understood Greek, or

could pass the fifth proposition of the first book of Euclid

—the familiar^o»s asinorum, or bridge of asses. So utterly

were the clergy unacquainted \rith Greek that, on finding
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a New Testament amongst the books of the Eeformers,

they declared that it was some new heretical language.

But, as knowledge royived, the same men who were the

greatest advocates for classical studies and the restoration

of the classical writers to public use, were those who
began also to write in their vernacular tongues ; and this

was especially the case with Petrarch in Italy.

Latin was the almost universal language of the learned

in art, science, and literature still at this period. The

works of the chroniclers were written in Ijiitin for the

most part ; Bacon wrote all his works in Latin. But for

some time, in all the great countries of Europe, eminent

the higher classes. Eobert of Gloucester versified the

chronicle of Robert of Monmouth ; Peter Langtoft, a

canon of Bridlington, found his chionicle in French verso

translated into English by Eobert Manning, of Bruuno,
already mentioned. This was the English of that day :—

*' Pcrs of LaDgtoft, a cbanon,

Scharun in the house of Brifllyngton,

Frankis style tbis storie ho wrote.

Of luglis kinges," 4c.

But about the middle of the fourteenth century Eobert

Langlande, a secular priest of O.'cford, wrote a famous

satirical allegory against persons of all profession?, called

Iho Q ecus Lio.i, N lUanituii.

authors—and especially tho poets—had begun to use

their native tongues. Dante, Boccaccio, and Petrarch in

Italy had set the example ; Froissart had done it in

French; and now our great poets in England did the

same.

This was a proof that tho English language was now
travelling up from the common people, and establishing

itself amongst all ranks. It was no longer left to tho

uommon people to speak Anglo-Saxon, now fast melting

in English. The Norman nobles and gentry found them-
selves speaking English, and engrafting on it many of

their own terms. Metrical romances and songs bad long

been circulated amongst tho people ; they now reached

"The Vision of Pierce I'lownian." This is usually con-

sidered the first English poem, but it is lather an Anglo-

Saxori one, for the author, probably very Saxon in his

feelings, has not only imitated the alliterative poetry of

tho Saxons without rhyme, but he has made the language

as antique as possible. This is preciselj' what Spenser

did in his " Faery Queen," in the reign of Elizabeth ; he

went backwards in his diction, so that now it io nearly

obsolete, while the language of his contemporary Shake-

speare is still sterling English, and likely to continue so.

"Who could imagine that these lines were written in the

same age as those which we shall place beside them by a

contemporary :

—
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" Hunger in hast tho' hint Wastoiu* by the maw.
And wrons^ him so by the wombe that both his eies watered.

He bulfeted the Briton about the chekes

That he loked lyke a lanteme al his life after."

Take now these few lines from John Barbour of the

same period :

—

*' Ah, freedom is a noble thing !

Freedom makes man to have liking;

Freedom all solace to man g:ives

;

He lives at ease that freely lives.

A noble heart may have none ease.

Nor nought else that may it please

If freedom falL"

Xow this was the work, not of an English, but Scotch poet,

who wrote in English.

John Barbour was born in Aberdeen in 1330. He

[A.D. 1216

andthat the age could procure. He was born in 1324,

entered the Inner Temple at a suitable age. He rose

high in his profession, and indulged himself in his leisure

hours in poetry. Gower wrote, besides smaller pieces,

three considerable poems, one in Latin, one in French,
and one in English, namely :

—" Speculum Meditantis,"

"Vox Olamantis," and "Confossio Amantis." There is no
question that they possess much poetical merit, and they
were greatly admired in their own time and long after-

wards, but at present they would find few who would
enjoy them. The " Speculum Meditantis " is a moral
poem, recommending fidelity and mutual affection to

married people ; and hence Chaucer styled him the

"Moral Gower"— a name which has continued with
him. He is, to our taste, more moral than poetical.

Building of St. Albau's Abbey. Cotton MS., D. 1.

became, under David 11. , Archdeacon of Aberdeen in 1 356,
when, of course, he was only twenty-six years of age.

He obtained permission of Edward III., thi-ough his own
sovereign, to study at Oxford, and became famous, not
only as a divine and philosopher, but as a poet, only
surpassed in that age by Chaucer, and certainly far more
pui-ely English in his language than Chaucer himself
His great poem is the story of Robert Bruce and his

noble companions, Douglas and Randolph, Earl of Moray.
Of the English poets, with a reference to Laurence

Minot, who celebrated the exploits of Edward III. in

martial poems, and has, therefore, been styled the
Tyi-trous of his age, we .shall only now mention Gower
and Chaucer.

John Gower was of an ancient and opulent family—wo
believe the Duke of Sutherland claims him aa his an-
cestor—and he consequently received tho best education

Gower was originally disposed to call for reform in tho

Church, which he describes in dark coloui-s ; but t!io

rebellion of Wat Tyler frightened him, and he became
strongly opposed to Wycliffe and his doctrines. Yet he
was a timid courtier. He dedicated his "Confessio

Amantis" to Richard IT., and afterwards to his do-

throner, Hemy of Lancaster.

" This boko upon amendemeut
To stiind to his commandement.
With whom min herte is of accordo,
I sende unto min owne lordo.

Which of Lancashire is Henry named."

There can be no doubt that the successful appearance of

Chaucer in his native English induced Gower to do the

same.

Chaucer was a far bolder, and far more original man.
It is the most striking proof that English had now taken
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its iirm hold at court itself wlion two such mon as Gower
auJ Chaucor cast tho chance of tlieir famo into that

vehicle. Chaucor was brother-in-law to John of Gauut,

having mairiod Philippa, tho sister of John of Gauut's

third wife, C'atheriuo Swinoford. Chaucer was educated

at both Cambridge and Oxford. Ho was a page to

Edward 111., and went as ambassador to Oonoa and

Flanders. On tho foimor occasion it is probable that

he met witli Petraich, for he saya in tho prologue to tho

Clerk's Tale—
• I wal jou tell a tale, wliich tiat I

Lemod at Padowe of a worthy clerk,

Fraunci? Petrark, the laureate poete."

Chaucer's great poem, the "Canterbury Tales," is a

collection of poems which, for spirit, humour, knowledge
of and enjoyment of life, have nothing like them, except

Shakespeare. They are full of vigoui-, beauty, and tho

most subtlo sense. They sparkle, burn, and laugh on
every page. We have tho most vivid picture of the

Window, from Meopham.

times, and all tho varied characters amongst whom he

lived. Wo feel what a buoyant, genial soul ho was, and

yet we know that he did not escapo without his troubles

and his deep griefs. Warton, in his " History of English

Poetry," says of him, " Chaucer sui-passes his predeces-

sors in an infinite proportion. His genius was universal,

and adapted to themes of unbounded variety. His merit

was not less in painting familiar manners with humour
and propriety, than in moving the passions, and in repi-e-

senting the beautiful or tho gi'and objects of Nature with

grace and sublimity."

Truly is he called the father of our English poetry, and

ho had no real successor till tho appearance of Spenser

and Shakespeare.

AEcniTEOTnnE.

In the last chapter on this subject wo traced the pro-

gress of tho Early English style from its riso and through

the best period of its duration. It was there shown how,

by the combining into one window two or more lancets, and

the circle above them, tracery was formed. This at first

was left solid and was not moulded, and the fonn of the

tracery was simple—generally a circle, or circles, in the

head or intersecting lines. Tho introduction of tracery

gavo groat fucihties for enlarging the width of the win-
dows ; and we accordingly find those of two or more
lights gradually superseding tho lancet.

After this change, it is ditlicult to distinguish (ho late

oxani])les of one stylo from Iho carlj* ones of tho other

;

indeed, tracery maj- bo regarded as the commoncemont ol

the transition. But in tho beginning of the reign of

Edward I. a more decided change took place—tracery

proper became fully developed. But tho architects had not

yet ventured on tho graceful flowing lines which tnark

the true Decorated style ; they clung to their geometrical

forms, and therefore wo find, in windows of this time,

circles, triangles, both plain and spherical squares, quatro-

foils, trefoils, &c. ; and, fur this reason, this stylo of

^^1

Win<l(i\v, I'rnin .^t. Mary's, ikn-crlcy.

Edward I. has been called Geometrical, or Early Decorated,

which woU distinguishes it from the fully developed, or

flowing Decorated. This is, perhaps, tho best period of

English architecture ; for, though the geometrical forms

give a certain stiffness to tho tracorj-, it is more than com-

pensated by tho extreme beauty and finish of tho work-

manship. Tho imitation of natural foliago was perfect,

and the drawing of the human figm-o more chasto and

finished than at any other period. The style continued

through tho roign of Edward I., after which it gradually

changed into that of tho more perfect Decorated.

Tho Decorated style diffors from tho Early English in its

windows, which, instead of being lancets, or having

tracery of the simplest forms, had tho head entirely filled

with tracery, cither of geometrical forms, or ramifying

from tho mullions in tho most easy and gi-aceful manner,

and in every variety of design ; and tho same char.actor

will distinguish them from the next, or Perpendicular

style, in which the mullions aro carried through in per-

pendicular lines to the head of the window.

In the Decorated style, Gothic architecture seems to
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have attained its greatest excellency ; tMs was its culmi-

nating point. Up to this period it had gone on improving

from change to change ; its principles had been fully

carried out, and the i'ancy seems to have run wild in

imagining new forms of beauty. The more we contem-

plate the buildings of this jwriod the more we are struck

with admiration r.t the wonderful powers of iuTention

possessed by the architects and workmen of the time.

Wherever ornamont was wanted, there it was ready, and

always beautiful unl ^appropriate. They possessed a keen

perception of the beauties of Nature, and hands capable

of giving form to those perceptions. But when so much
perfection had been attained, it is not unnatural, however

it may be regretted, that the next change should be in a

downward direction. This was the case here ; and the

introduction of the straight lino led to the entire destruc-

tion of all that grace and fieedom so much admired in

Decorated Gothic architecture.

Many of our finest ecclesiastical buildings are in this

style. The beautiful crosses of Northampton, Waltham,

and Geddington, erected by Edward I. to the memory of

his Queen Eleanor, are of the early or Geometrical period,

and afford many valuable details.

Exeter Cathedral, the nave of York, the chapel of

Morton College, Oxford, and the Chapter House, "Wells,

oflfer excellent examples of the Geometrical period.

The west front of York is the finest specimen of a

Decorated front we possess, and the details are of the

most exquisite description, both in design and execution.

The Chapter House, York, is of Early Decorated cha-

racter. It is octagonal and groined, and is said by Eick-

man to be " by far the finest polygonal room without

a central piUar in the kingdom, and the delicacy and

variety of its ornaments are nearly unequalled." That

it must, even at the time of its erection, have been con-

sidered " unequalled" is shown by the inscription at the

entrance

—

" BT KOSA FLOS FLOEUII,

SIC EST D0MD3 ISTA DOMOmTM."'

The Chapter House, Wolls, is another extremely beau-

tiful building of the same period ; but this is supported

by a central pUlar.

Many fine churches of this style are to be found in

various parts of the kingdom, of which one of the finest

is Howden, Yorkshire ; but many of them, though belong-

ing to this period, are very plain in their details.

The monuments of this century are, both in composition

and execution, the finest which exist. We have many

fine bold compositions in Early English, and many very

elaborate ones in the Perpendicular style, but none of

them equal the Decorated in chasteness of design and

delicacy of execution. The monument of Aymer de

Valence in Westminster Abbey is a fine specimen of Early

Decorated ; the Percy shrine at Beverley Minster is

another splendid example; and the effigy of Queen

Eleanor in Westminster Abbey is one of the most elegant

figures in this or any other country.

Towers.—Many church towers in this style are finished

with spires, which are frequently crocketed and have spire

lights, and sometimes they are banded with quatrefoils.

* "As the rose is the flower of flowers.

So is this the bouse of bouses."

Windows.—These are the most important features of

the Decorated style, and will require the greatest atten-

tion. In its early period, or what is called Geometrical,

the lancet window is still sometimes used ; but it is

foliated and not plain, as in Early English. The heads of

two-lights windows are divided by arches springing from

the mullions. The spaces are filled with triangles, tre-

foils, quatrefoils, circles, &c., all the forms being such as

could easUy be drawn with the compasses ; but the ogee,

or flowing curve, is never used. In larger windows the

same filling up of the head with geometrical forms is

used, and plain intersecting tracery is not uncommon.
These forms are combined in many different manners,

and great variety is produced. The window given from
Meopham is an example of early tracery.

By an easy and natural process this stiff' tracery gave
way to the flowing line which succeeded it. One of the

earliest modifications was to fill the head of the window
with flowing quatrefoils. This was much used in tho

time of Edward II. The use of the flowing line gave

such" great fiioilitios for design, that the varieties of

tracery are almost innumerable ; so much so, that they

are difficult to describe, or oven to classify, and in our

small space it is impossible. They, however, all agree in

one principle— that is, the mullions branching into

tracery, and not being carried through to the head of the

window, as in the next style. The one given from St.

Mary's, Boveiley, is a good example for showing tlje

manner in which the linos of the mullions were carried

up. There are many windows in this style which have

ogee heads i.nd canopies.

Doorways. —In small churches the doorways have

frequently but little, except the mouldings, to distinguish

them. Those are carried without interruption down to the

ground. They are commonly quite plain, but have some-

times hollows filled with the ball-flower or foliage. In

cathedrals and large buildings the doorways are usually

of large dimensions, and are often very deeply recessed.

They are richly moulded, and the hollows filled with a

profusion of ornament and foliage, among which the

four-loaved flower and ball-flower are conspicuous. They
have generally shafts, with capitals and bases ; these

shafts are not detached, as in the Early English, but cut

in the same stone as the mouldings. Sometimes a series

of niches with figures is carried round the door.

The finest examples we have of decorated doors are

those of the west front of York, and the south door of

the choir, Lincoln. A canopy, either single or double,

sometimes flowing and sometimes sti-aight-lined and

richly crocketed, is often carved over the door.

Porches are not numerous, but of great variety of

form, and can in general be only distinguished by their

mouldings and details. They have frequently a consider-

able projection, with windows in their sides and groined

roofs. There is a very curious one at Over, in Cam-

bridgeshire, which has clustered shafts and pinnacles at

the angles. Wooden porches with ornamental barge-

boards are not uncommon.
The Buttresses of this style aro usually very rich.

The earlier ones are in general finished with a small gable

or canopy reaching as high as the parapet, as at Merton

College, Oxford, where the pediment is filled with a

trefoil, and the gargoyle, or water-spout, of grotesque
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design, passes through just under it. Below this is a

panel of window tracery, and the lower stage of the but-

tress has another podimontod head. This kind of buttress,

though commonly plainer, belongs to the Geometrical

period. A much richer Taricty of the same kind occui's

at the west front of Howden, whoro there is a canopied

niche with a figure in it; and tho buttress terminates

in a turret pinnacle, with open-work, tracery, and a

crocketed spii'o. In tho later period of the stylo tho but-

tresses are in many cases enriched with canopied niches,

with or without figures, in both stages. Sometimes they

have a plain sot-ofif instead of a pediment; but in all

cases thoy may bo known by thoir peculiar mouldings.

They are also repeatedly set on the angles of buildings

diagonally, which is not tho case with tho preceding

style.

The Pinnacles are numerous, anu very fine. They

are in general square, and sot on diagonally ; the sides

are frequently panelled, and terminate in crocketed cano-

pies, or gablets, from which rises the spire, which is also

crocketed at the angles, and terminates in a finial. The

foliage of the Crockets and Finlils is loose and free,

and has not the square, stiff form so observable in the

Perpendicular.

The PiLLAKS of this style in small churches are occa-

sionally octagonal or plain round ; but in large buildings

they aro very various in section. Thoy have, at times,

a number of small shafts surrounding a central pillar

;

but these shafts are, liko those of tho doors, cut out of

the same block, and not detached, as in the Early English

stylo. In some instances the central mass is a lozenge,

and in others a square set diagonally. In some cases, as

at Exeter, it consists of a number of equal- sized small

shafts set round a lozenge body. The small shafts are

repeatedly filleted.

The Bases have not the rounds and deep hollows which

wo find in the Early English, but are generally made up

of rounds or roll mouldings.

The Capitals are important, and foi-m one of the most

valuable marks of tho style. They aro often without

Decorated Capital, from Selby.

emamert, and can then be distinguished only by their

mouldings. Sometimes thoy have tho baU-flower, and

occasionally heads or human figures ; but the most usual

design is a wreath or ball of foliage. In the Early Eng-

lish stylo we see tho stems of tho foliage rising from the

neck mould, or astragal, and turning over under the

abacus of the capital ; but in the present style we have
most commonly a stem with its leaves wrapped round tho

bell of tho capital and filling up the space like a ball.

The one here given from Selby is an excellent example
of the general appearance of a rich decorated capital ; but
tho foliage is infinitely varied. Sometimes it is long and
flowing, encircling the whole capital of a clustered column

;

but in general it is a faithful copy of natural forms, the

oak, tho ivj', tho maple, and the vino being tho plants

most generally copied ; and this is done with great deli-

cacy and grace. Decorated foliage, whether of capitals,

corbels, or cornices, is greatly superior to that of any
other style ; and nothing can exceed the skill with which
it is di-awn and carved.

AnciiES.—These aro not so acuto as those of the Eaily
English. The equilateral is tho one most frequently used,

but sometimes it is still lower. Thej' are generally

moulded, but tho mouldings are in many instances bold

quarter rounds, or filleted rounds, and sometimes tho

arches are merely plainly chamfered. In a few instances

the mouldings of the arch aro carried down to tho ground

without tho intervention either of capital or impost. In
large buildings vaulting shafts aro carried up tho pillars

to support the groining of the Eoof, which is much more
complicated than in tho Early English. Numerous extra

ribs are introduced, and richly carved bosses placed at

the intersections, which give it much richness and variety.

Many beautiful open timber roofs of this style still remain,

both in churches and houses. Stone groining is imitated

in wood in cases where it would not bo safe to place the

weight of a stone roof on the walls.

Ball-flowor, with Roll Moulding and Hollow.

The Mouldings and Ornaments are quite as important

in this as any other period, as a means of distinguishing

one style fi-om another, and fixing tho date of a building.

The mouldings havo lost tho boldness of the Early

English, but they havo gained a greater neatness. The

rotmds are not so wide, and have frequently one, two, or

Four-leaved Flower, with Filleted, Round, and Hollow Moulding.

sometimes three small fillets running along them. Another

moulding, very peculiar to this style, is a round, the

upper half of which projects over tho lower ; it is called

the roll-moulding. There are also two ornaments which

belong almost as exclusively to tho Decorated as tho zig-

zag to the Noiman, or the tooth ornament to the Early
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English. Theso are called the hall-flower and the four-

leaved flower, of which we give examples. They are used,

particularly the ball-flower, in cornices, capitals, corbels,

in tho mouldings of doors and windows, and in every

place where ornament can be used. The ball-flower is

even used as crockets on the spire of Salisbury Cathedral

;

and the mullions and tracery of some of the windows in

Gloucester Cathedral are completely filled with it.

Diaper-work is very extensively used in this style in

the backs of niches, on buttresses, and for covering spaces

where other ornament could not well be used.

Towards the end of the reian of Edward III. a great

WUliam of Wykeham embodied and improved it, and
brought out the new or Perpendicular style, which will

be the subject of a fnture chapter.

Of the Domestic Buildings of the fourteenth century

many good specimens yet remain. They were almost all

built more or less for defence ; and the more exposed the

situation, the more were the defences increased, until it

is difficult in many cases to say whether a building should

be considered a house or a castle. The saying that " An
Englishman's house is his castle " was at this time literally

true. They were mostly moated, and contained but few

rooms, one of which wasmuch larger than the rest—the hall.

Ruins of Croyl.inJ Abbey.

revolution in architecture was in progress. Tho change

was first indicated by tho introduction of straight lines

among the flowing tracery of tho windows, by which tbo

beautiful freedom of their design was much impaired.

This was followed by the foliage and other ornamental

parts becoming more stiff and formal, and losing their

truthfulness to nature.

It is cuiious to see how this idea of the perpendicular

line and of a tendency to general squareness of form seems

to have taken possession of tho minds of the architects of

the period ; and it can only be attributed to the inherent

love of variety and a desire for novelty. All things showed

tho approach of a change, which certainly was not the

work of one man, but tho eflectof a pervading idea, until

Of the military strongholds, or Castles, properly so

called, many of the finest we possess were built during

this period; among which may be mentioned Gamarvou,

Chepstow, Ividwelly, Pembroke, "Windsor, Clifford's Tower,

York, Warwick, &c. The masonry of those is of the moSu

perfect description; the courses, as at Chfford's Tower,

York, being laid regularly through tho whole extent of

the building ; thus showing that in castellated as well aa

in every other branch of architecture the Edwardian period

stands pre-eminent.

SCULPTCEE AND TAINTINa.

The art of s( ulpture was necessarily inseparable from

ecclesiastical architecture. In our churches of the feudal
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ages the sculptui'sd canopies, chantries, tracery, and

statues are of singular merit and great poetic beauty, in

many instances, and in none more than in those of this

period. They make a marked advance on the prior period.

Both in the Early English and the Decorated orders we
have exquisite specimens of sculpture, spite of the huge

desti'uction of the Reformation and the ravages of time.

At York, Ely, Lichfield, Durham, Wells, and Westminster

Abbey we can yet admiro the labour of the sculptors of

the eras of Henry III. and Edward I. In the cathedrals

of Glasgow and Aberdeen, as well as in the splendid re-

mains of Elgin and Holyrood, we have yet traces of it.

The foliage, the trefoils, and quatrefoils of this period are

peculiarly fi-ee, natural, and simple. In the Decorated

order, at decaying Croyland and Tintern, the nave at

York, in the magnificent choir at Lincoln, at Beverley,

Eipon, and Carlisle, as well as in the beautiful ruin of

Melrose, and a few chui'ches in Scotland, we ought not

to pass over the sculpture. On many of these graceful

works the monks themselves are said to have laboiu-ed,

and Walter de Colchester, sacristan of the abbey of St.

Alban's, is expressly celebrated by Matthew Paris as

an admirable statuary.

We are assured, too, that painting was carried to a

great extent in adorning oui- palaces and churches in this

period, though we find scarcely any trace of it left. Henry

m. kept several painters constantly at work, whose names

are recorded, and who executed many beautiful paintings

at his various palaces at Westminster, Winchester, Wood-

stock, Windsor, Kenilworth, &c. Bishop Langton painted

the history of the wars and life of Edward I. on the walls

of the episcopal palace at Lichfield. Edward III. collected

by royal order painters fi'om all quarters to decorate his

palace at Westminster ; and Fox, in his " Acts and Monu-

ments," teUs us that the principal churches and chapels

had not only portraits of the Madonna and the saints, but

the walls were extensively decorated with paintings. So

that, whatever its merits, painting was much in demand

in this period.
MDSIC.

Of this art as practised at this period we can only

speak historically, for no proofs appear to have come down

to us of the actual written music of the times. According

to Sir- John Hawkins, in his " Historv of Music," though

Dance of Fools. Thirteenth Century. From MS. 1344 in tho

Bodleian library, Oxford.

we had good writers on music in the fourteenth century,

it is not till the fifteenth that we are enabled to judge of

what the music of our ancestors was by actual notation.

We know that both the ancient Gauls and Britons wore

extremely fond of music, and that at all the banquets of

the nobles their minstrels accompanied their- songs on the

harp. Tho minstrel in most European countries was a

union of the poet and musician. He composed his own
music and sang it. For this cause he was the welcome
guest at all great houses. The fame of the scalds of the

North and the troubadours of the South is familiar to all

readers the world over. But in our country every great

baron kept his train of minstrels—as well as oui- monarchs
—who composed songs in honour of their martial deeds,

and sang them to the harp at their tables. Matilda,

queen of Henry I. , was, according to William of Malms-
bury, so fond of music, that she expended aU her revenues

upon them, and oppressed her tenants to pay her minstrels.

John of Salisbury declares that the great of his time
imitated Nero in his extravagance towards musicians.

He says they prostituted their favour by bestowing it ou
minstrels and builoons.

Eigordus says :—" The com-ts of princes are filled with
crowds of minstrels, who extort from them gold, silver,

houses, and vestments by their flattering songs. I have
known some princes who have bestowed on these ministers

of the devil, at the very first word, the most curious gar-

ments, beautifully embroidered with flowers and pictures,

which had cost them twenty or thirty marks of silver,

and which they had not worn above seven days."

Of the estimation in which minstrels were held by the

Anglo-Saxons, we have a striking proof in King Alfred

assunung the guise of one to explore the Danish camp.

It proves that not only were the minstrels then admitted

everywhere, but that the highest personages were skilled

in music. Sixty years after Alfred's adventure, Aulaff,

the Danish king, made use of the same stratagem to

examine the camp of our King Athelstau. The Normans
wore perhaps still more addicted to music and minstrels.

They brought with them all tho songs sung to the glory

of Charlemagne and Eoland, and in the conqueror's army
was the celebrated Taillefer, who, at once minstrel and
warrior, a,sked leave to command the onset, and died

fighting valiantly and singing the old songs of France.

Eichard I. was not only extremely fond of minsti-els,

but was a distinguished one himself, and every one knows
the story of his being discovered by his minstrel Blondel,

in his prison in Germany. Edward I. would have lost

his life by assassination during tho crusades, but his harper

hearing the struggle, rushed in and dashed out the assas-

sin's brains with a tripod. We could accumulate a whole

volume of such facts all through our history ; but one,

which shows, too, how well the musicians were rewarded,

is, that Roger or Eaherus, tho king's minstrel in the

reign of Henry I., in the year 1102, according to Leland,

founded tho priory and hospital of St. Bartholomew in

West Smithfield, became the first prior, and so remained

till his death.

The first Earl of Chester gave a freedom of arrest on

any account to all minstrels who should attend Chester

Fair, and the last earl was rescued from the Welsh, who
besieged him in Ehuddlan Castle, by a band of these

minstrels and their tbllowers, who ruslied away fi'om the

fair for that purpose.

John of Gaunt established a court of minstrels at Tut-

bury in Stafi'ordshii-e, traces of which ramaiued to our

own times.

In the Middle Ages, Dii Cango says that these men
swarmed so about the houses and courts of the great, and

princes spout such large sums ou them, as completely to
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drain their coffers. In fact, it would appear in all ages ofour

history, that a singer would, as now, carry otf more in one
season, than a popular author would in his whole life.

Tho king in these times had accompanying him, when he

went on his warlike expeditions, besides tho musicians of

tho ai-my, and expressly attached to his own train, fifteen

or moro vainstrels. The nobles had often large bands of

them in their houses. We read in the household book of

the Earls of Northumberland of tho regulations for the

minstrels ; and Bishop Percy, one of that family, in his

" Hermit of Warkworth," says :

—

" Tlje mmsti'els of thy noble housa.
All clad in robea of blue.

With silver crescents on their ftrms.

Attend in ortler due."

Trokelowe tho chronicler gives us a very curious pas-

sage demonstrating at onco tho state assumed by minstrels

at this period, and the free access which they had to the

very presence of royalty. What is moro, it shows that

women were now accredited minstrels. When Edward II.

this year (1316) solemnised the feast of Pentecost, and sat

at table in royal state in the Great Hall at Westminster,

attended by tho peers of the realm, a certain woman,
dressed in the habit of a minstrel, riding on a great horse,

trapped in tho minstrel fashion, entered the hall, and
going round tho several tables, acting tho part of a

minstrel, at length mounted tho stops to tho royal table,

on which she deposited a letter. Having done this, she

turned her horse, and, saluting aU the company, she

departed.

When the letter was read it was found to contain severe

animadversions on the king's conduct ; at which he was
greatly offended, and the doorkeepers, being called and
reprimanded for admitting her, they replied, '

' that it

never was the custom of the king's palace to deny ad-

mission to minstrels, especially on such high solemnities

and feast-days."

The harp was tho great and favourite instrument, but

we now find a number of others mentioned. The band of

musicians in the household of Edward III. consisted of

five trumpeters, one cyteler, five pipers, one tabret, one

mabrer, two clarions, one fiddler, three wayghts, or haut-

bois. In a work of the time, quoted by Sir John
Hawkins, there are mentioned the following musical

instruments : the organ, the harp, the sawtroy, the lyre,

the cymbal, the sistrum, the trumpet, the flute, the pipe,

the tabor, the nakyre, the drum, and several others.

Some of these were used in martial, some in church

music, and others in social and street music.

Chaucer mentions "a ribible," as u.sed by his parish

clerk, who must have been a merry fellow :

—

" In trousty monir couth he trip and daunce^

After the scale of Oxouford (Oxford) tho.

And with hia leggos casteu to and fro,

And playing songs on a small ribible,

Thereto he song sometime a loud querrible ;

And as well could he play on a giterne."

The gitorne was probably the guitar, and tho cyteler, or

citole, mentioned by Gower, the zitorn, which has always

been tv favourite instrument on the Continent, and has of

late years been introduced into this country. Matthew
Paris also speaks of musical instruments called "bur-
dons," which wero used in tho church of St. Albaa's, and
probably in others.

Church music, wo are told by the old writers, was now
as ardently studied by tho cltjrgy as secular music by tho
minstrels and gleemen. Mus ic was taught in all colleges,

cathedrals, convents, and caj lital churches ; and Sir John
Hawkins assures us that the clergy in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries "wero by much the most ablo
musicians, as well in instrumental rs vocal music."
Tho learned Robert Grostesfte, Bishop of Lincoln, who we
are told was also an excallent sculptor and goldsmith,
was passionately fond of miisic as well as of fishin". He
wrote a hand-book for anglers, " Manuel de Peche;" and
he had always a harpor in tho next room, and when
wearied with his studies, he ordered him to play. Like
Saul, ho thought sweet music drove away evil spirita.

Being askod—

-

" Why ho hold the harpe 30 derc ?
"

He replied,

" The virtue of the liarpe, through skjle and ryght,
Wyll destroye tho fendis myght.
And to the cros by gode akeyl

Ys tho hiirpe lykened weyl."

In tho churches of this time some of the pubKc ofiicos

wero considered as musical exhibitions, and wero fre-

quented for amusement rather than devotion. Tho clergy
of tho Middle Agos sought to amuse tho people by their

pageants and mii-aclo plays, and to attract them by
joyous music. To the various diversions of hunting,
hawking, feastisig, and dancing, which a king recom-
mended to his daughter to chase away her melancholy,
ho added :

—

" Then shall ye go to your even-song,

"With tenors and trebles among :

Your quire nor organ songe shall want.
With country note and discaunt

;

The other half on organs playing.

With young children full fayn syuging."

Guide Ai'etini's musical scale, invented in the eleventh
centui-y, had been now greatly improved by the addition

of several characters for representing tho various lengths

«^5:5^S^T"fJ=~-

Dancing Bears and Monkey. Tliirteenth Century.

Ilarleian MS. 0503.

of musical sounds, and music thus delineated was called

canfus measurabitis, or measured song.

Hand -organs of a rude construction wero already

known and to be seen in the streets of cities, but far

more frequently the pipe, the tabor, and the drum, the

fiddle, and even the harp, accompanying the feats of

dancing dog and bear.
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COMMERCE, COINAGE, AND SHIPPING.

Both, the foreign and domestic commeroc of England

appears at tliis time to haro grown and flourished, as it

has continued to do almost over since, fi'om. an innate

and unconquerable tendency in the people towards

trade and commercial enterprise, rather than from any
fostering and judicious exertions of the GoTorumont.

On tho contrary, in the reigns of the great Edwards
the knowledge of the principles of trade appears to

have been as completely absent from the heads of

those kings, as their ruinous imposts and restric-

tions vrri-0 calculated to crush it. In the reigns of

the Edwards the chief articles of export or of raw
material were only allowed to be sold in certain places

;

and sometimes this was one place and sometimes another.

Sometimes this staple or place of sale was at homo, some-
times abroad. Edward II. ordered that all articles of tho

staple, as wool, sheepskins, and leather,' should not bo

carried as heretofore to places in Brabant, Elanders, and
Ai-tois, but to Antwerp only. Edvfard III. made Calais

the staple when that town was captured in 1348 ; and in

1353 he remoyed it again, and ordered wool, woolfells,

or sheepskins, leather, and lead to bo sold only at New-
castle-on-Tyno, York, Lincoln, Norwich, Westminster,

Canterbury, Chichester, Exeter, and Bristol for England

;

at Carmarthen, for Wales ; and Dublin, Waterford, Cork,

and Drogheda, for Ireland.

This was better than our merchants being obliged to

Woman Churning;, and Blind Beggar. Fourteenth Century. From
MS. ia the Cotton Library.

carry all these commodities abroad ; but repeated changes

followed this. "The condition of the merchants," says

Macpherson, in his " Annals of Commerce," " who were

obliged to deal in staple goods was truly pitiable in those

days of perpetual changes."

But this was not all. Suddenly and arbitrarily the

king, when wanting to raise money on tolls, would pro-

claim a fair in Westminster, and compel all the tradesmen

of London to shut up their shops and carry all their goods

thither. Matthew Paris teUs us that when Henry III.

did this, tho fair lasted for a fortnight ; and during that

time all the faii-s in the kingdom besides were suspended.

Ho draws a dismal picture of the miseries and losses which

tho merchants suffered. The weather was dreadfuUj' wet

and cold. Their goods, removed from good shops to their

tents, were droachod and spoiled, and they themselves

were obliged to oat theu" victuals standing deep in tho

mud and wot. The people were loud in theu' complaints,

but four years afterwards the king repeated the experi-

ment, when it failed, for very few buyers came to it.

Eairs, indeed, seemed to engross tho chief domestic trade

of the nation; and people came to them from different

countries. A fair at St. Giles's Hill, near Winchester
continued sixteen days. As at Westminster, all trade
was prohibited duiing its continuance at Winchester,
Southampton, and at any place within seven miles. Im-
mense crowds fi-om all parts of England and fi-om abroad
flocked to it. It resembled a gi'eat city, being laid out
in regular streets, inhabited by foreign and domestic
traders. To such fairs, the kings, barons, great prelates, and
gentry of the time sent then- agents, or went in person,

and purchased jewels, plate, cloth, spices, liquors, fur-

niture, horses, cattle, corn, and provisions of all kinds,

men and women not excepted.

One of these fairs must have been a most extraordinary

sight. Bartolomeus, a contemporary writer, assures ua
that men and women slaves were publicly sold in these

fairs like beasts, down to the latter part of the fourteenth

century.

The internal trade was not only oppressed by the arbi-

trary appointment of such fairs, and simultaneous closing

of others, but by a host of greater and lesser impositions,

called lastage, payage, passage, frontage, stallage, and
others, now become unintelligible, though far too intolli-

Blaeksmith of the Fourteenth Centuiy. Sloano MS., 3983.

gible to those who were fleeced by them. Some of these

taxes were demanded at every fair, and by every baron

through whoso domain they were compelled to pass.

But if the internal trade of the countiy was thus

oppressed, how much more the foreign. In 1275 Edward
I. issued an order compelling all foreign merchants to sell

their goods within forty days after theii- arrival. No
foreign merchants were allowed to remain in the country

longer than that time, except by special licence from the

king. It was not till 1303 that Edward permitted foreign

merchants to come and go freely, and to reside under the

protection of the English laws; and it was not till fifty

years afterwards that they were freed from the oppressive

law of being obliged to answer for the debts and offences

of every other foreign resident. In 1306 a number of

foreign merchants were imprisoned in the Tower, and

detained there till they gave security that nono of them
would leave the kingdom or export anything without the

king's licence.

In 1307 Edward prohibited any coin being taken out of

the country. In 1335 Edward III. made a like law, pro-

hibiting either money or plate being taken out on pain of
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forfeiture of all such property. Sworn searchers were

.appointed at all the ports; and, in 1343, these regulations

were repeated, and the searchers were to receive one-

third of all the money or plate seized. All foreign cloths

were to be reduced to the English measure ; all wore to

bo moasui-cd by the king's alduagers, and whatever cloth

was found of a less measure in length or breadth was to

bo forfeited.

How commerce could exist under such absurd I'ostric-

tions is marvellous. Yet the advantages of trade with

this country must, under all those obstacles, havo been

greater than with most others, for foreign merchants

flocked hither in great numbers. They were called

"merchant-strangers;" and forming themselves into

companies, they soon managed to engross nearly all the

foreign trade of the countrj'. The Merchants of the

Steel Yard were a most flourishing company of Gorman
merchants, who wero settled here before the Conquest,

but at this period were become much more opulent and

powerful. This was owing to their connection with the

celebrated confederation of the Hanse Towns, and to tho

privileges conferred on thenr by successive monarchs in

consequence of that connection.

Then there were the Merchants of the Staple, who were

established about this time. Their business was to collect

the staple articles, wool, .sheep-skins, leather, load, and

tin, and convej' them to tho staple towns. Englishmen,

Irish, or Welsh might do this to the staple towns within

the kingdom, but no native could be concerned in ox-

porting them to the staple towns abroad. The great

object was to enable the king to collect his customs

easily, and that foreign merchants might know where

to go for these articles. There were six moderators

—

two Germans, two Lombards, and two English—ap-

pointed to settle all disputes in the presence of the

mayor and constable of the staple, for their affairs were

not subject to the ordinary magistrates.

The Jews, who had been so fleeced in John's reign for

their wealth and usurious habits, were banished from the

realm in 1290.

According to Macpherson's " Annals of Commerce,"

the total exports of England in 1384 were £212,338 os.,

and the imports £38,383 16s. lOd., leaving a balance

in our favour of £173,940. But Anderson, in his

"Annals," makes the balance in our favour more con-

siderable, namely, £255,370.

During this period coals began to be used in England,

and were thought by sea to London. The monks of

Dunfermline, in Scotland, also obtained leave of a neigh-

bouring baron to dig coals for their own use in his lands

at Pittenorief.

Bills of exchange were now much in use, being much
encouraged by tho Government, under the idea that they

prevented money going out of the kingdom, and in 1381

a law was passed recommending, and, in fact, command-
ing their use in foreign transactions.

One of tho most useful and creditable transactions of

the reign of Edward III. was tho issue of a gold coinage.

The coinage of England had till this period consisted of

silver, and chiefly in the form of marks and pennies ; a

mark being two-thirds of a tower pound, the pound not

being a real coin, but a pound weight of silver coins.

The shilling also was a nominal coin at this time, being

the twentieth part of a pound. The penny vas the two
bundled and fortieth part of a pound, and there were also

silver halfpence and farthings ; but the people often made
these by cutting tho pence into halves and quarters—

a

practice against which various ordinances were issued.

At this time a penny was called an csterlinri, or sterling,

whence our word sterling coin.

The gold coins circulated before this period were
foreign, and called byzants, or byzantines. Henry I.

issued a gold coin of the weight of two silver pennies,

which was ordered to pass for twenty silver pennies.

The people, however, refused it, as gold being only

reckoned nine times the value of silver, tho king had thus

made it ten times the value, which was one-tenth more
than tho real value. So completely did this coin disap-

pear, that no specimen, we believe, is now known of it.

roniiy o( Kdw.irJ I.

Edward I. issued in 1279 a silver coin equal to four

silver pennies, and called it a gross, or groat, that is, a

great penny. No coins of the reign of Edward II. aro

known certainly to remain, but there are a few which are

surmised to be his.

Penny (supposed) of Edward 11.

The new gold coinage of Edward III., issued in 1344,

consisted of florins, to pass for six shillings ; half florins

for three shillings; and quarter for one shilling and
sixpence. But ho had committed tho same fault as

Henry I., and overvalued these coins, which prevented

tho circulation. To remedy this error, he coined in tho

same year gold nobles, half nobles, and farthing nobles,

Groat of Edward III.

valued respectively .at six shillings and oightponco, three

shillings and fourpence, and one shilling and eightpence.

Tho name of noble was given to this coin in honour of

his great naval victory in 1340 at Sluys, and he appears

upon them completely ai-mod in a ship, with his sword
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drawn in his right hand. This coinage continued to

circulate to the end of this period.

To prevent extortion in exchange of these moneys, and
probably to secure a little jsrofit to the crown, Edward
took the whole matter iuto his own hands, appointing

official exchangers in every part of the kingdom, making
a profit of one and one-fifth per cent, by the transactions.

The great loss to the public in these times was occasioned

by the extensive clipping of the coins. To such a degree

had this taken place in the time of Edward I., that the Jews
being accused as the chief otfenders, he seized in one day,

and hanged with very little trial, 244 of thorn. At the

same time all the goldsmiths in the kingdom were seized

and thrown iuto prison, on suspicion of participation in

the crime.

The rate of interest was high at this period, seldom less

than ten, more often twenty per cent., and, as we have

seen in the case of the Corsini, sixty per cent. The
Church of Rome prohibited the lending of money on
usury ; and yet, when the Bishop of London excom-
municated the Corsini, who were the papal agents, the

Pope protected them, or they must have suffered the fate

of the Jews.

The method of coining at this time was simply by
beating out thin jjlatos of silver into a roundish form, and
stamping them by a blow with a hammer. Thej' are, of

course, of rude workmanship.

The coins minted in Scotland in the reign of Edward III.

were so much less in value that he prohibited their circu-

lation, but ordered it to be brought to the mint as bullion.

The old coins, however, he permitted to circulate. The
first gold coins of Scotland are of the mintagg of Robert
II., 1371 to 1390. In Ireland there wei-e several coinages

of monej', but in 1339 appeared a foi-eign inferior money
called tui-nkeys, or black money, which was allowed to

circulate from the scarcity of better. .

The British sailors, during the period under review,

greatly augmented the character for skill and bravery
which they had acquired in King John's time. The great

victory of Edward III. at Sluys, and their subsequent

ones, placed thoui at the head of the maritime world.

The Monk of Malmsbury before that, in 1315, had
written thus of them :

—" English ships visit every coast,

and English sailors excel all others, both in the arts of

navigating and of fighting." Whether this character at

this time was quite true as regarded the skill in navi-

gation of the Genoese, is doubtful ; but in fighting, they

had shown their superior valour by beating the Genoese

^ in the French service at sea, as well as their comrades had
on land. The royal navy in these reigns does not appear

to have been at any time numerous. The number of the

ships of war of Edward II. that we are made acquainted

with was only five. Of the size of these we have no infor-

mation ; but as early as 1270 wo read of a ship of Venice
which was 125 feet long, carrying 110 men. Edward
III., in 13G0, ordered the vessels intended to tran.sport his

troops to France to carry forty mariners, forty men-at-
arms, and sixty archers. Edward's admiral and the

mariners of the Cinque Ports captured no less than eighty

vessels off the French coast, of which one had been
purchased some years before for 5,000 francs. This was a

large fleet itself. But in size the Genoese vessels must
have greatly oxccedod the largest of these, as we read of

some of them, ship and cargo, being valued at £60,000
and £70,000 each.

The large fleets of England, however, with which
Edward transported his armies and fought his sea-fights,

were chiefly merchant vessels, collected by the most
unceremonious authority as wanted. The press-warrants

of that day show us that those who executed them, were
empowered to seize all vessels, great and small, that

were in port or that came into port ; to cause them to be

unloaded, if necessary ; and to conduct them at once to

the place of rendezvous. In this manner wore speedily

mustered the 738 vessels which were drawn uji at

the siege of Calais, and the 1,100 vessels with which
he invaded France in 1359.

London and Yarmouth were the two great seaports of

that day, and there appears everj' reason to believe that

Edward on this latter occasion had at least half of the

whole mercantile navy of England in his service. The
number of English ships was found at this time to

diminish rather than to increase, nor can this be any
matter of wonder. These violent seizures of trading

vessels, interruptions of commercial enterprises, and neces-

sary losses of propertj', were enough to have destroyed

the whole commerce of any less vigorous country. Added
to this, the encouragement of the merchant strangers,

who carried on a great part of their trade in foreign bot-

toms, no doubt, was an additional cause of this decrease.

An event, however, took place in 1302 of unparalleled

advantage to navigation—the invention of the mariner's

compass by Flavio di Gioca of Amalfi. This opened up
new oceans and new worlds to Europe ; and already in

the reign of Edward III. Nicholas de Leuna, a Carmelite

friar, is said to have made five voyages of discovery

towards the north pole, and presented to that monarch a

description of the countries he had seen. In 1344, one

Macham, an Englishman, is said to have discovered

Madeira, and in 1395 some French and Spanish adventu-

rers discovered the Canaries.

Scotland during this time must have dispiaj'ed con-

siderable maritime enterprise, for we have had to relate

the bold cruise of the Scottish captain John Mercer, who
made great destruction amongst the English merchant

vessels, till Alderman Phillpot of London encountered and

took him prisoner. So bold were the Scots in 1335 and

1337, that they seized our vessels at the very mouth of

the Thames ; attacked and plundered Guernsey and

Jersey ; sailed along the southern coast of England

;

took a number of vessels lying at the Isle of Wight ; and

cruised along the eastern shore, doing great damage, till

the equinoctial gales drove them home.

JIANNERS AND CUSTOMS, DRESS AND DIVEK8IOK3.

The manners and customs which prevailed during this

period bore a great resemblance to those we have

described in the preceding age. Yet, by the extensive

expeditions of the Enghsh on the Continent, and to the

East in the crusades, various changes were introduced,

and, if we are to believe the writers of the times, a great

corruption of morals had taken place. Thomas Wykes,

speaking of the civil wars in the reign ofHenry III. , says :

—

" In these five years past there have been somauy battles,

both by land and sea, so much slaughter and destruction

of the people of England, so many devastations, plunder-
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ings, robberies, thefts, sacrileges, perjuries, treacheries,

and treasons, that the nation hath lost all sense of dis-

tinction between right and wrong, virtue and vice."

No nation had shown such valour as the English, but
none had shown so little mercy abroad, or the wise

policy which puts on a show of it. "We have seen how
much the First and Third Edward gained by their anns,

both in Scotland and France, and how they lost it all

again by the reckless cruelties which they inflicted on
those countries, and their total neglect of every attempt to

conciliate their good-will. Froissai-t, who does all justice

to the bravery and virtues of the English, blames them

Bed of the Thirteenth Century. From the Frieze in Edward
the Confessor's Chapel.

for their insolent and disgusting behaviour to people

of other nations. " When I was at Bordeaux, a little

before the Black Prince set out on his expedition into

Spain, I observed that the English were so proud and
haughty, that they could not behave to the people of

other nations with any appearance of civility. Even the

gentlemen of Gascony and Aquitaine, who had lost their

estates in fighting for them, could not obtain the smallest

place of pi'ofit from them, being constantly told that they

were unfit for and unworthy of preferment. By this

treatment they lost the lovo and incurred the hatred of

those gentlemen, which they discovered as soon as oppor-

tunity offered. In a word, the King of France gained
those gentlemen, and their countries, by his liberality

and condescension, and the English lost them by their

haughtiness."

The style of living of this period, however, at home
amongst the princes and aristocracy, was most mag-
nificent—rudely so, it is true, but lavish and lordly. The
enormous establishments of Edward II. and Richard II.

wo have described, the household of the latter consisting

of 10,000 persons. Alexander III. of Scotland, being
present at the coronation of Edward I., rode to West-
minster, attended by 100 knights, mounted on fine horses,

which they let loose, with all their furniture, as soon as

they alighted, to be seized bj' the populace as their pro-

perty. In this ho was imitated by the Earls of Lancaster,

Cornwall, Gloucester, Pembroke, and Warenne, who
each paid Edward the same expensive, unprofitable com-
pliment.

The style of living amongst the great barons is shown
by the household accounts of the Earl of Lancaster in
1313. That year the earl expended £7,309, containing
as much silver as £21,927, or equivalent to £109,635 of
our money; nay, so excessively cheap were wines and
some other things, that it

would now-a-days require a
far greater sum than that to

maintain an equal hospi-

tahty. The quantity of wine

consumed in the earl's esta-

blishment in that year was
•171 pipes. Other earls and
barons consumed in free liv-

ing all the revenues of their

immense estates. Towards
the conclusion of this period

this 2W'ofuse hospitality was
on the decline, and, instead

of dining in their great hall

with their dependents, the

nobles began to dine in pri-

vate parloiu-s with a few

familiar friends. But this

innovation was extremelj-

unpopular, and subjected

those who adopted it to much
reproach.

It appears that painted

ceilings and walls in the

great houses prevailed even

before the reign of Henry
III. Scripture and romantic

subjects prevailed in these

decorations. The '

' Painted

Chamber" at Westminster

was embellished in this man-
ner. In the romance of

"Arthui- of Little Britain"

these painted walls and ceil-

ings are described as " done

with gold, azure, and other

fresh coloiu's," which is pre-

cisely the style of the old

Byzantine school. In the

reign of Henry III. they

had painted glass windows,

not only in churches, but in private houses, and with
lattices which opened and shut. In different old illu-

minated MSS. we have specimens of the chaii-s, beds,

reading-desks, and other furnitui'e. The chair of Edward
the Confessor, or so called, in Westminster Abbey, still

used as the coronation chair, is probably the oldest chair

in the countiy. In Strutt and other works may be found

various things of this kind copied fi-om the old writers.

The wills of our sovereigns and nobles give accounts of

other articles bequeathed ; and the romances of the time

abound in lavish descriptions of tho splendour of the

palaces and halls of knights and barons. The Countess

of Pembroke in 1367 gives her daughter a bod with furni-

ture of her father's arms. Lord Ferrers leaves his son

his green bed with his arms thereon, and to his daughter

his white bed, and all the furniture, and the arms of

Effigy, .it Dnnmow, of Matilda
Fitzw.alter (poisoned at the
beginning of the 1 welfth Cen-
tiu'y).
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Fonors and Ufford thereon. Beds of black satiu, of rod

camoia, of blue, red, and whito silk, and black velvet,

arc montiouod. That of tho mother of Richard III. was

of red velvet, embroidered -with ostrich feathers of silver.

prelates, tho marriages of great nobles, and similar high

occasions, vero profuso in tho number of dishes, and tho

p;ucsts entertained sometimes amounted to thousands.

The coronation banquet of Edward lU. cost £40,000 of

our money. At tho installation of Bal|:h, Abb*'; of St.

Abbot's Chair. Thirteenth Century. Sir S. E. Meyrick.

and heads of leopards of gold, with boughs and loaves

coming out of their mouths.

Many of these beds have testers and canopies : in the

will of Lady Neville, in 1385, is mentioned a " white

couvrelit and tester, powdered with popinjays." Many,

however, had hangings of tapestry all illustrated in needle-

work, with pictures of battles

and great events, as well as

scenes from the Bible and fi-om

the favoiu'ito romances; and

Matthew of Paris tells us that

Eleanor of Castile, wife of Ed-

ward I., covered the floor with

tapestry, at which there was

much scofiB.ng.

Clocks which struck and

chimed the hour are mentioned

at the close of the thii'teenth

century, and Matthew of Paris

gives us a rich idea of a cupboard

of plate, containing a cup of

gold, six quart standing pots of

silver, twenty-foui' silver bowls

with covers, a basin, ower, and

chasoir of silver. There are also

frequent mention of silver and

silver-gilt plate, dishes, chargers,

salt-cellars, spoons, silver lava-

tories, spice-plates, knives with

silver handles, and a fork of

crystal belonging to Edward I.

Italy as early as 1330, but not

century in this country. Fire-

feet were in use in the reign of

Edward I., and also ornamental andu'ons, or tire-dogs.

The feasts at coronations of kings, the installations of

Pilgrim. Thirteentli Cen-
tury. Fosbroke'e " His-
tory of Antiquities."

Forks wore used in

tUl the seventeenth

screens standina

Saddle of the Time of Edward II. BVom the Collection

of Sir S. R. MejTick.

Augustine, at Canterbury, in 1309, C,000 guests sat down

to 3,000 dishes, which cost £45,000 of our money. At

the marriage-dinner of the Earl of Cornwall to the daughter

of Raymond, Earl of Provence, at Loudon, in 1243,

30,000 dishes were served up. The marriago-feast of

Alexander III. of Scotland and Margaret of England,

held at York, in 1281, causes Matthew Paris to say:

—

Stocks. Thirteenth Century. From MS. in the Cottonian Librarj-.

" K I attempted to describe tho grandeur of this solemnity,

the number of the illustrious guests, the richness and

variety of the di-esses, the sumptuousness of tho feasts,

the multitude of the miustrels, mimics, and others whose

King at Tabic. Fourteenth Centuiy. From a Ptdter in the

British Museum.

business it was to amuse and divert tho company, my
readers would think I was imposing on their credulity."

Chaucer describes in his " Parson's Tale " the artificial

cookery to which they had attained, and adds, " They
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had excess of divers meats and diinks, boiled, roasted,

grilled, and fried." They had " mortries," and blanc-

manges, "and such maner bake metes, and dish metes

brenning of wild fire, paynted and castelled with paper

and somblablo waste, so that it is abusion to think.''

The latter ornaments were what they called their '
' inter-

meats " [entremets). These represented battles, sieges,

&c., introduced between the courses for the amusement
of the guests. At a banquet given by Charles V. of

France to the Emperor Charles IV., in 1378, there came

a great ship into the hall as if of itself, the machinery

being concealed. It came with all its masts, sails, rigging,

and colours—the arms of Jerusalem—flying. Geoffrey of

BouUlon, with several knights armed cap-:i-pie, wore

represented on deck. Then appeared the walls of Jei'u-

salem, and a regular siege, assault, and conquest of the

city was gone through.

As for tlie drinks of this period, alo and cider satisBcd

** There wag eke wexing many a spice,

As clove, gilofro, and licorice,

Gingiber, and grain de Paris
;

And many a spice delitable.

To etan whan men rise fro table."

It is clear that those who had wealth knew no con-

temptible amount of the art of good living.

The costumes of this period were rich and varied. Great

complaints are made by the historians of the extravagance

in dress, and laws were enacted both to restrain the ex-

cesses in dressing and eating. Edward II. decreed that

none of tlie groat men of his realm should have more
than two courses at their meals, each to consist of only

two kinds of flesh, except prelates, earls, barons, and the

greatest men of the land, who might have an intermeat

of one kind. In 1363, sumptuary laws restricting dress

in like manner were passed in Parliament, but we are

told that some of these laws were not at all regarded.
'

' The squire endeavoured to outshine the knight, the

Shoes of the Time of Edward II. From tho Frieze in

KJward tho Confessor's Chapol, Westminster.
Tiltinp; Helmet found at Lynn. Thirteenth Century. From

an Engraving by the Anti'iuarian Etching Club.

the common people ; but a gi-eat variety of foreign wines

were imported and consumed by the wealthy. Warton,

in his " History of English Poetry," quotes the following

enumeration of wines known and used at this time :

—

" Ye shall have Rumney and Malespiiie,

Both Ypocraase and Veruage wine, $

Montreso and wine of Greke,

Both Algrade and DespiceeUe,

Antioch and Eastarde,

Pyment also, and Gamardej
Wine of Gvoke and Muscadell,

Both Clare, Pymeut, and Koohell.'*

Pyment, yprocras, and claret were compounded of wine,

honey, and spices of different kinds, and in different pro-

portions ; and wore considered as great delicacies. People

of rank had two meals a day—dinner and supper. ' Princes

and people of high rank had a kind of collation just before

going to bod, called " the wines," consisting of delicate

cakes and wine warmed and spiced. It would appear by

a passage in Chaucer that they ate spiced condiments

after thoii- meals, as wo take a dessert.

knight the baron, the baron tho carl, and the earl the

very king himself."

Wo have examples of tho different royal robes of the

kings of that time in their statues. Henry III., in West-
minster Abbey, has a long and very full tunic, and a

mantle fastened by a fibula on tho right shoulder, both

devoid of ornament. But the boots are exceedingly

splendid, being ft-etted or crossed with lines, and each

square of the fret containing a lion or leopard. Tho cloth

he wore is said to have been inwoven with gold, and on
his head he wore a coronet or small chaplot of gold.

Edward I. has no statue, but on opening his tomb, he

was found dressed very much like Henry III.; his tunio

was of red silk, his mantle of crimson satin.

Edward II., in his effigies in Gloucester Cathedral,

appears in a loose tunio with long streamers or tippets at

the elbows, and his mantle open in front.

Edward III. appears in his loose tunic and mantle,

both richly embroidered. His son William, in York
Cathedral, in a close ombi'oidered tunic and mantle, with

jagged edges.
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The military costume changed from the chain mail of

the Knights Templars in the time of Edward III. to plated

armour. Sometimes the helmet was closed with a visor,

and in other cases had only a protecting piece of steel

down the noso called a nasal. To describe all the accou-

trements, armorial bearings on shields, crests, and banners

of the knights of this period, and the armour and caparison

of their horses, would require a volume.

The di'osses of gentlemen, iu the early part of this period,

consisted generally of a loose, long tunic, and over that the

cyclas or contoise—a sort of mantle—and when travelling

a supertotus, or overall. Short drosses afterwards pre-

vailed, with close-fitting hose and shoes. The shoes in

the early part of this time were well fitting to the foot,

dancing-men, &o., and sometimes ornamented with gold,

silver, and precious stones."

The Scotch at this period dressed very much as the

English, except in the Highlands. The Welsh were least

lux.aious of any people in the island in dress, and the

common soldiers of that nation at the battle of Bannock

-

burn aro said to have been conspicuous to the Scots by the

scantiness and rudeness of their clothing.

The ladies' drosses were as varied. In the earlier period

they wore long dresses, and on their heads a sort of hood

or COwl ; but in the reign ofEdward II. they adopted a most

becoming style of head-dress—that of simple bands or

nets, supporting the hair in great elegance of form, which

was plaited and tiu'nod up behind. It has very much of

Mourning Costumes of the Tltirteenth Century. From the Tomb of Sir Roger Kordeston, in Reepham Church, Norfolk.

but afterwards assumed enormous long toes, which are

represented as suspended to the knee by chains or cords,

though no drawing of these suspended toes have come

down to us. In the reign of Richard II. gentlemen's dresses

again became long and very luxurious, often with open

sides to their garments, and preposterously long-toed

nhoes. These wore called crackowes, being supposed to

ijome from Cracow, and had often their upper part cut in

imitation of a church window. Chaucer's parish clerk,'

Absalom, "Had Paul' is windows carven on his shose."

The capuchon, or head-dress, in some cases resembled a

simple cap, or rounded hat, in others assumed very much
the character of a turban.

Camden's description of a dandy of the fourteenth cen-

tury is particularly ludicrous :—" lie wore long-pointed

shoes, fastened to his knees by gold or sUver chains ; hose

of one colour on one leg, and of another colour on the

other. Short breeches, not reaching to the middle of the

thigh ; a coat, one half white, and the other half black

or blue ; a long board, a silk band buttoned under his

chin, embroidered with grotesque figures of animals,

an Eastern air, and probably is of Saracen origin,

brought to Eui'ope during the Crusades. Sometimes ou

this was worn a light sort of hood, with a silken bandago

passing under the chin. Thuir drosses also assumed more

Head-dresses of tbo Time of 'Henry III.

the fashion of modern gowns. Aprons, )'ichly embroidered,

appeared, and the female costume of the time ofEdwardlll.

woulld pass very well now, the gown fitting elegantly to

the bust, and of modern proportion, but without any

crinoline monstrosity. They had, however, the long
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narrow bands deponding from the elbowa, or from a little

above them.

The pencil and engraver, however, can only give us a

fall idea of all the varied costumes of this period, which

have been gleaned from illuminated works and sculptured

monuments, many of which may be found well displayed

in Planche's " History of British Costume."

The diversions of those ages were very much the same

as those of the former one, and, therefore, need no

particular description. We are surprised to hear, towards

the end of the reign of Edward III., that the practice of

archery was on the decline amongst the people. Every
man in the feudal ages ia England, who did not possess

land to the valuo of forty shillings a year, used to be

required to qualify himself for a bowman ; and the

practice of archery in the villages, from boyhood upward,

produced those famous bowmen who cleared the fields of

Crcijy and Poictiers of all opponents. Could it be the

introduction of gunpowder and cannon which had ali-eady

produced this effect '' Yet Eymer says, " That art is now
neglected, and the people spend their time in throwing

stones, wood, or iron; in playing at the hand-ball, foot-

ball, or club-ball ; in bull-baiting, and cock-fighting, and
in more useless and dishonest games."

Stool-ball. Fourteenth Century. Royal MSS., 20 D. 4.

Wrestling for a ram was a favourite anmsement ; and

a wrestling-match of this kind, between Loudon and

Westminster, in 1222, terminated in a regular battle, in

which much blood was spilled.

By the "dishonest games" is probably meant such

games of chance as cross and pile, to which the common

people were then much addicted, and in which Edward

II. ppeut both his time and his money ; for there are

Ibuud in this king's accounts items of money borrowed of

his barber and the uslier of his chamber while at such

play. Cards were invented towards the end of the

fourteenth century by Jaquemiu Griugouneur, in Paris,

to amuse the melancholy hours of the mentally afflicted

Charles VI., but they do not appear to have boon so early

introduced into this country.

Card-playing, from a JIS. of the Fourteenth Century, in the
Imperial Libraiy- of 'Paris.

Tournaments, hunting, dancing, pageants, mummings,
and disguisings were the amusements of the great, even
the greatest princes, and were the delectation of the

people when they could witness them. At a masquerade
nt the court of Charles VI. in Paris, in 13SS, the king
and five young noblemen had dressed themselves as

savages, with long hair of flax fixed to theu- robes by
pitch, which caught fire from the torches, and the king

was rescued with difiiculty, while four- of his companions

were burnt to death.

The drama appeared in that day under the form of

" Mj-steries and Moralities," or " Mh-acle-plays," which

were acted in the churches and monasteries by the clergy

and monks, and in which the most sacred passages and
personages of the Scriptures were introduced in the

most free and extraordinary manner. In these Adam
and Eve appeared without the slightest aid from the

draper, and yet without seeming to give any scandal.;

and Noah has a terrible time of it to get his wife into the

ark, and when forced in, she rewards her husband with a

sounding box on the ear, to the vast delight of the most

aristocratic spectators. From the clergy the drama by

degrees passed over to the laity. In the streets the

traL'etours, or jugglers, gave extensive amusement; and.

\Iorsomcn Tilunij '.'.velftU Century. P.syal MSS. 14 E. 3.
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according to Chaucer, legerdemain must have reached

considerable perfection, for ho says the trngetours could

make people believe they saw a boat come swimming into

. I hall ; a lion walk in ; flowers spring up as in a meadow

;

ripe grapes, red and white, appear on imaginary vines ;

castles, looking solid limo and stone, appear, and then

vanish again.

vegetables, of medicinal herbs, and of flowers, as well
as pomaria, or orchards, were becoming general, though
vineyards were fast dying out ; and, altogether, it must
be pronounced a distinguished and progressive era, which
did its duty to the common country, and to posterity

—

except it were in the two important domains of morals
and of humanity.

Henry IV.

Such is a picture of England in the fourteenth century,

la arms she had won eternal and unequalled fame ; in

poetry, literature, and art, she had made briUiant ad-

vances. Her churches were piles of glorious poetry in

stone ; and in poetry itself she had a Chaucer ; in archi-

tecture, a Wykeham ; in philosophy, Bacon and Gros-

teste ; a number of learned historians ; Wycliffe had made
the Bible common property, and given religion new
-wings, sending it to the cottage and the dwelling of the

industrious citizen. In the constitution, the Great

Charter had been confirmed, and many excellent statutes

passed, restraining the royal and baronial power, and

extending that of the people. Gunpowder and cannon

VTere come to change all warfare, and make strong castles

useless. Manufactures had been introduced by the noble

Queen Philippa of Hainault. Gardens of culinary

41

CHAPTER LXIX,

Reign of Henry IV.—His Coronation—The Insecnrity of his Poeition

—Courts the Clergy and the People—Semis on Embassy to Franca

—Conspiracy to assassinate him—Death of King Richard

—

Rumours of his Escape to Scotland—Expedition into Scotland-

Revolt of Owen Gloudowor—Invasion of the Scots—The Con-

spiracy of the Perciea—The Battle of Shrewsbury, where they are

defeated—Northumberland pardoned—Accumulating Bangers-

Second Rebellion of the Percies with the Archbishop of York—
The North reduced—Tlie War in Wales—Earl of Northumberland

flies thither—The Plague—The King attacked by Pirates—Re-

duction of the Welsh—Expedition into France—Death of Henry.

The reign of Henry IV. dates from the 30th of Sep-

tember, 1399, when he was placed on the throno of

England by the Archbishops of Canterbury and York, in

the presence of the assembled Parliament. Having, as

we have stated, made his claim to the throne in a speech
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as remarkable for its disdaining to base his pretensions

on the choice of the people, as for its being delivered

in the English of the day, in which we have given it

—

a proof that the language of the country was now recog-

nised as that of all classes—he adjourned the Parliament
till the 6th of October. On that day he was crcwned in

Westminster by Arundel, the Archbishop of Canterbury,

with a careful obseiwance of all the ancient ceremonies,

and some new ones introduced, to give additional effect to

the title of a conscious usurper. He had the sword which
he wore on landing at Eavenspur borne naked and erect

before him by the Earl of Northumberland ; thus again

asserting his title as of the sword ; and he conferred the

Isle of Man, which had belonged to Sir William Scrope,

the Earl of Wiltshu-e, on the earl, in fee " for himself and
his heii-s, for the service of carrying this sword at the

present and all future coronations."

But, not content with announcing thus markedly that

lie intended to defend by the sword the crown which he
had won by it, he also introduced an additional incident

which would now-a-days be highly absui'd, but which
then, no doubt, was calculated to make an impression on
the ignorant and superstitious populace. He had the

coronation oil carried in a vessel of stone, with a cover of

gold set with diamonds, which it was announced was
brought from heaven by the Virgin Mary, and delivered

to Thomas a Becket, with an assurance that the kings
anointed with that oil would be great and victorious

piinces, and zealous companions of the Church.

All the great barons who held by patent hereditary

offices on the occasion performed their several services

with apparent alacrity, and everything wore au out-

ward air of smoothness and prosperity. 'V^thin three

months Henry of Lancaster, an exile fi'om the realm,

had landed on its shores, deposed and imprisoned his

rightful sovereign, and sat there the anointed king.

But he was well aware that he sat there by no
single right, except that which he had so determinedly

rejected—the election of the people—and that he was
surrounded by a thousand elements of danger. Eichard,

the true king, was still alive, and, though at present un-
popular with the people had many partisans, who had
rather been surprised into silence than permanently
satisfied. The rightful and acknowledged heir to the

throne was the young Earl of Marche, who, though
yet only a boy of seven years of age, had powerful
connections in the Percies, the Mortimers, and other

great houses. This young nobleman was the direct

descendant from Lionel, Duke of Clarence, the elder

brother of John of Gaunt, the father of Henry of

Lancaster. Not only was the Earl of Marche the ti'ue

lineal heir to the throne, but his father, Eoger Morti-
mer, had been so declared by Eichard n. by act of

Parliament. This youth, thus unceremoniously set aside,

Henry had taken care to secure the possession of,

and kept him and his younger brother in a sort of

honourable confinement at Windsor.
Besides the direct claim of the young Earl of Marche,

Eichard, Earl of Cambridge, himself a son of Edmund,
Duke of York, and married to the sister of tho Earl of

Marche, regarded himself as injured by the invasion of

the throne by Henry. Tho claims of the Earl of Marche
were not at this crisis ever mentioned by any party ;

and, therefore, Henry took care to keep silence on
them. He did not so much as attempt to procure
from Parliament, when it met, an act of settlement of
the crown in his family, as that would have implied a
doubt of his legal right ; but he elected his eldest son
Prince of Wales, Duke of Guienne, Lancaster, and
Cornwall, and he was named in Parliament heir ap-
parent to the throne.

These steps were necessary to secure his hold of the
throne at home. In France he had created a deter-

mined enemy in Charles VI., whose son-in-law he had
deposed, and whose daughter he, in a manner, held

captive, after having deprived her of her share of the

crown of England. France, accordingly, threatened

vengeance, and might be expected to incite the Soots

to annoyance ; and, besides being under the necessity

of arousing the hostility of the friends and partisans of

those nobles whom he resolved to punish for past

offences to his family, he knew that he had laid him-
self under such obligations to those who had aided his

designs as would be difficult to discharge to the height of

their expectations.

Henry, therefore, went craftily to work. On dismis-

sing the ParKament, he had instantly ordered the issue of

writs for the assembUng of a new one, returnable in six

days. This necessitated the return of the very same men,
for the time was far too short for a fresh election. He
was certain of their obsequiousness, and would not risk a

delay which might give time for the people to think, and
to send up members who might at least raise difficulties.

He declared that he did this for the profit of the kingdom,

to spare the expenses of an election, and for the more
prompt redress of grievances ; but he took care to add
that he did not mean this to be drawn into a precedent,

to the prejudice of futui-e Parliaments and of the

kingdom.

It must have been on tho tried compliancy of the Com-
mons that Hemy chiefly relied, for in the Lords he had
much disagreeable and dangerous work to do ; and he
found the Commons as obedient as he could desire. He
immediately moved the repeal of all the acts which had
been levelled at his' family and partisans dming the late

reign, and had the attainders of the Earls of Arundel and
Warwick reversed. But now came into play all the

powerful passions of the aristocracy—the terror of some,

the hojjes of others, the jealousies and animosities of all.

It was at once seen how needful to Henry was tho sup-

port of a devoted Commons. He summoned the lords

who had appealed tho Duke of Gloucester and his associ-

ates to justify their proceedings. This was raising a

storm of the most furious description. All the noblemen
concerned jjut forward the same plea as the judges had
done in the late reign—-namely, that they haii only acted

under compulsion ; that they had neither framed nor ad-

vised the appeal, but wore compelled to sign it under

terror of the threats of Eichard. They asserted that they

were no more guilty than the rest of the lords who had
joined in condemning the appellants. This was touchiua'

the sore spot of the whole assembly, and tho most

terrible altercation arose. When Lord Fitzwalter made
the charge against the Duke of Albemarle, twenty other

lords joined in it, for Albemarle had been a notorious

traitor to both sides, and twenty hqcds 'wer3 flune; down
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on the floor of the House as pledges of battle in support

of their assertions. The accused flung down his hood in

eicceptance of the challenge, and all wore taken up and

given into the custody of the constable and Earl Marshal.

When the Lord Morloy charged the Earl of Salisbury

with falsehood to the Duke of Gloucester, and with

betraying the secrets of Gloucester to the late king, Salis-

bury met his accusation with a direct denial, and both

oast down their gloves in pledge of battle. There was

plenty of ground for attack and recrimination in the tran-

sactions of the late reign ; not a man but was open to some

charge or other ; and the House of Lords became the scene

of the most violent dispute. The nobles charged each

other with treason, duplicity, cowardice, and numbers of

other criminal and disgraceful actions. The coarsest and

fiercest language resounded through the house ; liar and

traitor rose above all other abusive and rude epithets

;

and it is said that no less than forty gauntlets, the gages

of battle, lay on the floor at once.

Nothing but the most settled purpose of vengeance on

such appeals were directed to be carried to the established

courts of law. Treason itself was again limited to the

otfenoos named in the celebrated Act of Edward III. Tho

abuse introduced by lUchard of delegating all the powers

of Parliament to a mere committee of both Houses was

declared unconstitutional and utterly inadmissible; and

the heaviest penalties were enacted against any person

but the king giving liveries to his retainers.

This practice of giving liveries had grown into a source

of great public mischief and confusion. 'Whoever ac-

cepted the badge of any prince or nobleman, bound him.

self to support the cause of his patron, and the patron oo

his part to defend him against the officials of the law, of

other hostile person. Numbers of those who accepted the

livery of a nobleman received no pay whatever, the

equivalent being in the protection just mentioned; so

that by this means a leader could maintain a large train

of clients at little or no cost, and could call them together

on occasion, to the evident danger of the public peace. It

was highly desirable to put down this flagrant evil ; but

Great Seal of Henry IV.

his enemies would have induced the cautious Henry to

rouse such a tempest at this moment. But he was sure

of the popular branch of the legislature, and, probably,

he felt that division amongst the haughty barons was

strength to his own hands ; and that only while they were

in violent repulsion from each other could he safely

humiliate those whom he had in view.

When the storm was at its height Henry interposed,

and, while the conflicting peers were in fiory antagonism

with each other, he let fall his intended blow on the

party which had supported Richard against his uncle

Gloucester and himself. The lords appellant were sti-ipped

of the honours and estates which they had obtained from

Richard as the rewards of their appeal ; and the Dukes of

Albemarle, Surrey, and Exeter, the Marquis of Dorset,

and the Earl of Gloucester, descended again to their

former ranks of Earls of Rutland, Kent, Huntiiigdon,

Somerset, and Lord le Despenser.

To prevent the repetition of such scenes in future,

appeals of treason to Parliament were prohibited, and

this law was as ill-obeyed as many others in those days,

and the practice of distributing these liveries remained

for ages afterwards.

Henry proceeded to reward his fi-ionds. As he had

punished his enemies by deprivation of honours and

estates, he now restored the Earls of Warwick and

Arundel to their former ranks and properties. He con-

stituted the Earl of Northumberland constable, and Ralph

Nevill, Earl of Westmoreland, marshal of England ; and,

as he had bestowed the Isle of Man on Northumberland,

he now gave the earldom of Richmond to Westmoreland.

Besides these, he conferred many other honours, grants,

and offices.

Before dismissing Parliament, he submitted to the lords

spiritual and temporal, through the Archbishop of Canter-

bury and the Earl of Northumberland, an especial matter

for their advice, and they were charged to keep the subject

an inviolable secret. Tliis was no other than tho disposal

of tho deposed king. Henry declared, as we have already

stated, that at aU events he was resolved on the preserva-
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tion of his life. Tlie lords gave it as their advice that he

should be placed under the custody of trusty oEBcers, who
should convey him secretly to some castle, where no con-

course of people could assemble, and where he should be

strictly excluded from aU approach of those who had

formerly been in his service. Four days after this the

king went to the house, expressed his approval of the

advice of the lords for the secure detention of Eichard,

and ordered it to be carried into instant and permanent

effect.

Henry appeared now firmly seated on the throne of his

unhappy cousin. There can be no doubt that it had been

the dream and object of his life's ambition. His father

before him, and his uncle Gloucester, had shown no

equivocal signs of a desire to seize the crown of that un-

fortunate prince, and one after another they had usurped

the actual power into their own hands. But Henry, more
crafty and calculating, watched his opportunity, and had

not made a decided grasp at it till he felt sure of the

favour' of the people. Though he had now reached the

height of his ambition, he still as carefully courted the

favour of the people and the Church, in order to con-

solidate his new power. To give the people an idea of the

auspicious change they had made in their sovereign, he

issued a proclamation commanding all the blank bonds

called raijmans, which had been extorted from them by
Eichard and his courtiers, to be made null and committed

to the flames. To ensure the continued favour of the

clergy, he now took a very different course to that which

both he and his father, John of Gaunt, had done formerly.

Then they were the great champions of Wycliffe ; now he

withdrew his countenance from the Reformers, and paid

the most marked attention to the interests and ceremonies

of the Church, and to the persons and wishes of the

Clergy.

But no precautions, no subtlety of policy, could give

peace and security to a throne raised so palpably on in-

justice an,d treachery as that of Henry of Lancaster.

From within and from without he found himself menaced

by danger. France rejected his alliance and threatened

war. The Scots, expecting the French to make a de-

scent on England in favour of Richard, burst into

Northumberland in one of their favourite excursions of

plunder, took and destroyed the castle of Wark, and com-
mitted extensive devastations. Henry sent the Earl of

Westmoreland to negotiate with these troublesome neigh-

bours, and the Scots, finding no French army arrive,

accepted the offered terms, and retreated to their own
country.

But a conspiracy was forming at this very time in his

immediate neighbourhood. The lords appellants, who
had been stripped of the honours and wealth heaped upon

them by Richard, though thoy had probably escaped, to

their own surprise, with their lives, incapable of sitting

down satisfied, entered into a conspiracy to assassinate

the usurper. During the Christmas holidays they met
frequently at the lodgings of the Abbot of Westminster

to plan his destruction, and the following scheme was
the result of their deliberations. They agreed to celebrate

a splendid tournament, to be held at Oxford, on the 3rd of

January, 1100. Henry was to bo invited to preside, and,

while iutout on the Bjioctaole, a number of picked men
were to kUl him and his sons.

The king was keeping his Christmas at Windsor,
whither the Earl of Huntingdon, the notorious John
Holland, who had a particular proclivity towards mui'dor,

presented himself and gave him the invitation. Henry
accepted it, Huntingdon, notwithstanding his partisanship

with Richard, and his, recent disgrace, being still the

king's brother-in-law.

On the 2ad of January, the day previous to the tourna-

ment, the Earl of Rutland went secretly to Windsor and
betrayed the whole plot to the king. It is said that Rut-
land had received a letter from one of the conspirators while

at dinner, which his father, the Duke of York, would
insist on reading, and the fatal secret thus coming out,

York had compelled his son to reveal the whole to Henry
at once. But it must be recollected that Rutland had as

fatal a tendency to treachery as Holland had to murder.

He had betrayed Richard while in Ireland, and on his re-

turn in Wales, had gone over at the critical moment to

Lancaster. He now again entered into a murderous plot

against the new king, and then, with equal facility, he

betrayed his fellow-conspirators. It was an ominous

mark of want of caution in the conspirators admitting

him. as one of their members to their secret. Henry was
so well acquainted with the false nature of the man who had
thus sacrificed every party that he had been connected

with, that he hesitated to give credit to this story. At
length, having convinced himself of the reality of the

plot, he remained quiet during the day at Windsor, aod

in the d'-'ik of the evening, set out secretly to London.

The conspirators, who had with them the staunch

friends of Richard, the Earl of Salisbury and Lord Lum-
ley, assembled on the day appointed at Oxford, but were

surprised to find that neither the king nor their own ac-

complice, Rutland, had arrived. Suspecting treachery,

they resolved to lose no time, but to surprise Henry at

Windsor, where they knew he had but a slender guard.

With a body of oOO horse they made a rapid ride fhat

evening to Windsor, but arrived only to find that the in-

tended victim had escaped. They were greatly discon-

certed, but their partisans having joined them from

Oxford, they determined to i-aise the standard of revolt,

and to give out that Eichard was at large, and at their

head in assertion of his crown and dignity.

In order to give credit to their story of King Richard's

escape, they dressed up Richard's chaplain, Maudelain, to

represent him. Maudelain was said to be so like Richard

in person and features, that every cue who saw him de-

clared that he was the king without doubt. A translation

of the Pienoh account of a contemporary, published by the

Rev. John Webb, in the " Archfeologist," says:—-"The con-

spirators had man}' archers with them. They said the good

King Richard had left his prison, and was there with them.

And to make this the moro credible, thoj' had brought a

chaplain so exactly like King Richard, that all who saw
him declared he was the king. He was called Maudelain.

Many a time have I seen him in Ireland riding through

the country with King Richard, his master. I have not for

a long time seen a fairer priest. They crowned the aforesaid

as kingv and set a very rich crown upon his helm, that it

might bo believed of a truth that the king was out of

prison." Maudelain was supposed to be an illegitimate

son of one of the' royal family. He had been implicated

in the illegal execution of the Duke of Gljucester at
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Calais, had adhorod to Eicliaid tlirough all his fortunes,

and was taken with him at Flint.

The army of the insurgents increased, but it is evident

that their enterprise was ill-concerted, and their counsels

were now distracted. Hearing that Henry was already at

Kingston-on-Thames at the head of 20,000 men, they

resolved to retu-e into the west. They went on, proclaim-

ing Kichurd iu all tho towns and villages in then- route,

and the next evening they took up their quarters in

Cirencester.

The young queen, according to several authorities, took

a warm interest iu this attempt. The Earls of Kent and
Salisbury, it is said, went to Sunning Hill, where she was
staying, and told her that they had di-iven Bolingbroke

from the throne ; that her husband was at libert}', and
was then on the march to meet her, at the head of 100,000

men. Oveijoyed at this news, says Sir John Haywood,
the queen put herself at their' disposal, and took an extra-

ordinary pleasure in ordering the badges of Henry IV. to

be torn from her household and replaced by those of her

husband.

The deception was a cruel one ; but the miu'dei-er Hunt-
ingdon was not likely to be very considerate of the queen's

personal feelings. It would be enough for him that

drowning men catch at straws, and that the presence of

the real queen might be more effectual even than a sham
king. The poor queen set out with the Earls of Kent
and Salisbiu-j' on their march towards Wallingford and
Abingdon. She was with the barons when they entered

Cii'oncester. But there a terrible fate awaited them.

The mayor had received the king's writ to oppose and
seize the traitors. He summoned the burghers and the

people, and at midnight they made an attack on the

quarters of Kent and ;-alisbuiy. Ou attempting to escape

tSie wretched noblemen found archers posted iu every

street ; and, after a resistance of six hoiu-s, they were

compelled to surrender, and were conducted into the

abbey. In the middle of the following night, however,

a fire breaking out in the abbey, which was attributed to

their party, they were brought out and beheaded ou the

spot by the populace. The women, it appears, were as

zealous in seizing the insurgents as the men, and that

they did not exceed the king's orders is very clear fi-om

the fact, that Henry made a grant of four does and a

hogshead of wine annually to the men, and of six bucks

and a hogshead of wine to the women of that town.

The unfortunate Isabella was re-conducted, strictly

guarded, from Cirencester to the palace of Hi.,vering-atte-

Bower, and this continued her place of residence during

the tragical transactions which followed this abortive

insurrection.

The fate of the other leaders of tho revolt was summary
and sanguinary. Tho Earl of Gloucester and Lord Lumley
went into the west of England, as was proposed, but

were seized and put to death by the populace at Bristol.

As for Huntingdon, the accounts of his end vary. One
relation says that he was seized in Essex and committed

to the Tower on the 10th of January, and five days after-

wards beheaded, with circumstances of great cruelty.

But others, and apparently the more probable, are that

he was taken in Essex and convoyed to Fleshy, the seat of

tho late Duke of Gloucester, and, as one of those who
had been associated with the late king in the treacherous

arrest and murder of tho duke, was put to death at tho
suggestion of tho Duchess of Hereford, tho eldest of
Gloucester's daughters. The tenants and servants of the
late duke are represented as actually tearing him to pieces
with every possible act of torture, in the intensity of
their hatred and revenge.

Sir Thomas Blount, Sir Benedict Shelley, Sir Bernard
Brokos, and twenty-nine other knights and gentlemen,
were drawn, hanged, and quartered in the Greonditch
at Oxford, with cii'cumstances of aggravated atrocity.

Eabyan, iu his " Chronicle," describes the death of Sir

Thomas Blount as something not exceeded by the most
fiendish tormentors. His bowels were cut out before his

face and cast into a fire. Whdo sitting in this manner
he was insulted by Sir Thomas Ei'pingham, saying,

"Go, seek a master that can cure you." Blount only
answered, " Te Deum, laudamus. Blessed bo the day on
which I was born, and blessed be this day, for I shall die

in the service of my sovereign lord, the noble King
Richard." The executioner then cut off his head.

Feriby and Maudelain, Richard's chaplains, were exe-
cuted in London. Bishops Merks and Walden were also

condemned, but Walden succeeded in satisfying Henry of

his innocence, and was pardoned. Merks the king was
bent on putting to death, but the Pope demurred to ac-

quiesce in the king's demand that he should be degraded
from his orders prior to execution, and the delay saved
him. The wrath of tho king had cooled : probably he
felt some of that remorso which he experienced afterwards

so bitterly for tho torrents of blood shed ; and he com-
plied with tho PontifT's entreaty for pardon for tho bishop,

who had certainly shown a most noble example of fidelity

to his monarch. Both thoso clergymen subsequently

acquired Henry's favour. The faithful Merks died rector

of Todenham, in Gloucestershire, iu 1409.

Such was the sanguinary termination of this ill-advised

and ill-conducted insurrection—a proper prelude, as

Henry the historian has justly observed, " to those scenes

of blood and cruelty which fallowed in tho long contest

between the Houses of York and Lancaster, occasioned

by the fatal ambition of Henry IV."
" But the spectacle," justly obseiTes Hume, " the most

shocking to every one who retained any sentiment, either

of honour or humanity, was to see the Earl of Eutland

carrying on a pole the head of his brother-in-law. Lord
Spenser, which he presented in triumph to Henry as a

testimony of his loyalt}'. Eutland, soon after Duke of

York, was, perhaps, the most infamous man, as he cer-

tainly was the greatest traitor, of the age."

A storm still lowered in tho direction of France. Charles

VI. had been deeply offended by the conduct of Henry on
leaving France. Under pretence of visiting the Duke of

Brittany, he had stolen away to make war on the son-

in-law of Charles, the husband of his daughter Isabella.

On hearing of the deposition of Eichard, Charles was
seized, it is said, with one of his frequent fits of insanity,

and on recovering vowed to make instant war. The
people of France eagerly seconded the intentions of the

indignant monarch. Offers of military service were made
by leaders of note, and troops were already on the march
towards the coast. It was now that Henry, as we stated

in the close of Eichai-d's reign, made his offers of alliance.

Ho proposed intermarriages on a most liberal scale. The
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ambassador was empowered to treat not only with the

Mng, but with his uncles, paternal and maternal, for

marriages to be made between the Prince of Wales, his

brothers and sisters, and the children, male or female, of

the King of Prance, or his uncles. Charles peremptorily

refused to receive the ambassador, disclaiming all know-

ledge of Henry as King of England.

But soon after this Charles of Prance received what he

considered satisfactory news of the death of Richard, and
|

sent Blanchet, his maistre cles requestes, to announce that
|

he should not disturb the truce made in the life-time of
|

his dear son Richard, but demanded the immediate restora-

tion of Isabella with her dower and jewels. The French

commissioners were, however, instructed not to call Henry
king, but to speak of him, in addressing the English

envoys, as "La seigneur qui vous a envoyez," the lord

doners, who, they said, had effected his ruin, and protested
against submission to the usurper.

This was a temper precisely such as suited the French
desires of acquisition in that quarter. Tha Duke of
Bui-gundy, then all powerful, owing to the unhappy and
continually recurring mental malady of the king, pro-

posed to invade the English provinces. Accordingly, he
marched upon Guienne, while the Duke of Boui-bon ap-
peared on another part of the frontiers, issuing proclama-
tions, and offering most flattering conditions to the people

to induce them to throw oflf their allegiance to the
English, and unite themselves to Prance.

But this, instead of the effect anticipated, acted upon
the Gascons as a direct sedative. The inhabitants had
only to look on their own cities and lands, and then on
those of the Prench to perceive that they would lose infi-

Owen Glendower'a Oak, near Shrewsbury.

who has sent you, and in writing, " La partie d'Angle- I

terre," the English party.

Nothing at this time resulted from the endeavours to

obtain Isabella, as Henry was not only anxious to marry

her to his son, the Prince of Wales, but was very poor,

and had no intention of returning the 200,000 fi-ancs of

dowry, or the jewels. Prance, on its part, though pro-
1

fessing to maintain the truce, did not omit what appeared

a favourable opportunity to deprive England of her re-
'

maining possessions in that country. The people of

Guienne wore greatly excited at the news of the deposition

of Richard. He had been born amongst them, and a

strong sympathy existed there in his favour. With aU

the warm feeling and imagination of the South, they now
pictured him to themselves as all goodness. To them,

indeed, he had been distant, and his rule, compared with

that of the Prench, mild and indulgent. They uttered

the most fervent imprecations on the heads of the Lon-

nitely by the change. In the time of Charles V. it had
been widely different. Then the English under the Black

Prince had been haughty, and, owing to the demands for

their perpetual campaigns, exacting and oppressive

;

while Charles the Wise had politically endeavoured to

spare his own subjects, and thus to alliu'e those of the

English to revolt. Now all was changed. The unhappy
reign of Chailes VI., who was continually falling into fits

of derangomant, which gradually enfeebled his intellect,

gave boundless scope for the contentions and assumptions

of his powerful kinsmen, and left the country exposed to

their pillage. The treasury of Prance was exhausted.

The Government was poor and rapacious, and his uncles

were arbitrary and merciless in their impositions. The

whole of France was drained by every species of tax and

arbitrai-y tallage, which were levied three or four times a

year by the collectors with military bands at their backs.

M. Thierry, in his History of Guienne, has draWn a
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dismal picture of this period ia the provinces bordering

British Aquitaine, which is fully supported by the account

of Proissart. The Gruiennese said, "No; we are much
better off as we are. The English leave us in possession

of our liberties and our property; if we unite ourselves to

the French, we shall get French treatment. No, that

would not do for us. True, the Londoners have deposed

King Richard and set up King Honry ; but what matters

that to us ? So long as the king leaves us as we are,

•with our trade with England in wine, wool, and cloth, we
are much better off than plundered by the French." So

greatly had the public feeling in Guienne changed since

the days of the Black Prince and his desolating ex-

peditions.

These dangers from abroad being thus happily dissi-

pated, a movement was made by the Roj'al Council,

undoubtedly originated by Henr}% for ascertaining the

fate of the deposed king. The late insurrection had

shown the perils resulting from the presence of the true

king—though in strict concealment—to the usurper. So

long as Richard remained alive would attempts be made
by his partisans to restore him ; and, however popular

Henry might be for a time, he was too well versed in

human natui'e not to be aware that any cause of offence

on his part, any heavy imposition or restriction of

liberty, however necessary, would immediately turn

the public mind to the dethroned monarch, and operate in

Lis favour. These consider.ations, wo have every reason

to believe, had led to his immediate destruction. From
the day that he had been left in the Tower after his

formal abdication, the most profound mystery had

covered his existence. There were many stories of his

being, like Edward III., conveyed secretly from one

castle to another by his keepers. It was said that he

had been kept some time in Leeds Castle in Kent, and

thence removed to Pontefract. But no one really know
where he was, or how he was treated. But now news

had reached the court of France that Richard was

really dead, and the council of Henry, as if of their

own accord, placed a minute on their book to this

effect:
—"It seemeth expedient to the council to speak

to the king, that in case Richard, lately king, &c.,

be still alive, he be put in safe keeping, in conformity

with the advioo of the lords ; but if he be departed

this life, that then he be shown opeiihj to the people,

that they may have the knowledge of it."

The answer to this, as intended, was the showing

spenly the body, which was brought up from Ponte-

iact Castle with considerable funeral j^omp, namely,

ji a carriage drawn by two horses, one placed before

the other. The carriage was covered with black cloth,

having four banners emblazoned with the arms of St.

George and St. Edward. It was attended by 100 men
all clad in black, and was met on its approach to the

city by thirty Londoners dressed in white and bearing

torches. King Henry himself walked in procession,

bearing a corner of the pall.

„ But this public exposition, so far from having satis-

fied the public mind of Richard's death, was the fruitful

soui-oe of continued rumours of his existence, and per-

petuated the very effects which Henry intended it to

dispel—repeated revolts for his restoration. So strong

was tho belief that Richard was stdl alive and even at

liberty, and that this was a mere mock funeral, and
the corpse that of some other person, that in our own
time Mr. Tytler, ia his History of Scotland, vol. vii.,

p. 279, has taken up the theory, and produced new
aad curious evideace in its favour. It will explain

much that we shall meet with in this reign to take a
cursory review of this evidence.

Tho accounts of Richard's death, given by contem-
porary writers, are chiefly three. Walsingham asserts

that he died in Pontefract Castle on the 14th of Feb-
ruary, 1399, from voluntary starvation, having fallen

into a profound melancholy on hearing of the failure

of the insurrection on his behalf, and the execution of

his half-brother, John Holland, and the rest of his

friends. Thomas of Otterburn confirms this account,

except that he adds that Richard being persuaded at

length to take food by his keepers, found the orifice of

his stomach closed from long abstiaeuce, aad perished

in consequence. The chronicle of Konilworth, the

chronicle of Peter de Ickham in the Harleian collec-

tion, and Hardyng, assert that he was starved to death,

bj' his keepers.

The story of his assassination by Sir Piers Exton
and his eight ruffians is found in a French manuscript

work in the Royal Library at Paris, and is repeated by
Fabyan, Hall, and Haywood. The account of Fabyan
is that followed by Shakespeare, which has given it a

firm and world-wide hold on the public mind. AH
these accounts concur in the fact that the muiiier of

Richard, in whatever shape it took place, occuri'ed in

Pontefract Castle. Tradition has had but one constant

voice, also fixing it there, and ia 1643 three gentlemen
of Norfolk visiting that castle record that they were
shown the highest of seven towers, called " the round
tower," as tho one in which Richard fled round a post

in combat with his butchers; and they add, "Upon
that post tho cruel hackings and fierce blows do still

remain."

The reasons for rejecting all these accounts brought
forward by Mr. Tytler are these. In the first jjlace, the

public at the time were extensively of opinion that the

body shown as Richard's was not his, but most probably

that of Maudelain, his kinsman and chaplain, a man so

strikingly resembling him, that we have seen tho con-

spirators lead him forth with them to personate tho king.

Thoro was nothing shown of the body but tho face, and
that only from the ej'c-brows to the chin. Undoubtedly

there were strong reasons of some kind for this conceal-

ment. If the body were Maudelaia's, though the

features might bear out the resemblance, the hair would
dispel the illusion, for Richard's was well known from its

peculiar yellow hue. No hair was visible, and, so far,

tho idea of the substitution of another corpse was
favoured. But the concealment of the head was equally

suspicious, even were the body Richard's. It showed

that there was something there which could not boar ex-

amination. If Richard died by violence, there would be

upon the head the traces of it. That there was some-

thing to conceal was further strengthened by the fact that

Henry did not allow the body to be deposited ia the

royal vault at Westminster, nor in the vault of the

Black Prince, Richard's father, at Canterbury, but had it

privately, conveyed to Langley, a favourite retreat '
of
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Eichard's, and buried there in the monastery of the

preaching friars, as more out of the way of inquiry anJ

research.

Since Mr. Tytler has produced his evidence in favour of

Bichard's escape, the condition of the supposed body of

Richard, on the opening of his tomb, has been I'eferred to

as proof that the story of his death by Sir Piers Extou
covdd not be true. The skull exhibited no decided frac-

tuie, but the suture above the 03 iemporis was open, and
ttat might certainly have been produced by the stroke,

and the os temporis be covered at the time of the ex-

position of the body by the bandage. That it could not,

however, be the body of Maudelain was sufficiently clear,

as the head had not been severed from the body by
the axe, as Maudelain's was.

It might, therefore, really be Richard's body, and the

death be as related—namely, by Exton and his assassins.

The evidence for Richard's escape to Scotland brought

forward by Tytler is this :—Bower, or Bow-maker, the

continuator of Pordun, and one of the most ancient and
authentic of our historians, says that Richard II. found

means of escape from Poutefract Castle; that he suc-

ceeded in reaching the Scottish isles, and travelling in

disguise through those remote parts, was accidentally

recognised when sitting in the kitchen of Donald, Lord
of the Isles, by a jester who had been educated at the

court of the king. He adds that Donald sent him under

the charge of Lord Montgomery to Robert III., with

whouL as long as the Scottish monarch lived, he was
supported as became his rank ; and that, after the death

of this king, the royal fugitive was delivered to the Duke
of Albany, then governor of Scotland, by whom he was
honourably treated ; and he concludes this remarkable

sentence by affirming that Richard at length died in the

castle of Stirling, and was buried in the church of the

preaching friars on the north side of the altar. In

the events of the year 1419 the same historian

has this brief entry :

—

" In this j'ear died Richard,

King of England, on the feast of St. Luke, in the

castle of Stirling."

Andrew TVinton, the author of a rhyming chronicle,

who wrote before Bower, also relates the same story, with

some additional incidents—namely, that Richard was
placed by Henry in the custody of two gentlemen of

rank and reputation, named Swinburn and TVaterton, who
took compassion on him, connived at his escape, and
spread the report of his death. Mr. Tytler, by appli-

cation to the present descendants of those gentlemen, has

learnt that it has always been a tradition in the family of

Mr. AVaterton, the well-known naturalist, that his an-

cestor. Sir Robert Watorton, master of the horse to Henr}'

IV., had Richard II. in charge at Pontefract.

Sir Robert was steward of the honour of Pontefract:

and what is a cmious circumstance, in 1405 the Earl of

Northumberland seized and kept Sir Robert Waterton

in close confinement in the castles of Warkworth, Aln-

wick, Berwick, and elsewhere ; and that the Earl of

Nurthumborland afterwards entered into league with

Robert of Scotland to maintain the cause of King
Richard.

In an ancient manuscript in the Advocates' Library, at

Edinburgh, Mr. Tytler finds that "Henry Percy, Earl cf

Northumberland, with his nephew, Henry the younger,

came to King Richard, at this time an exile, but well
treated by the governor." The same manuscript gives
the account of his death, and adds his Latin epitaph,
which was still remaining on the tomb in the time of
Boece, who quotes it. On examining the accounts of the
chamberlain of the Duke of Albany, signed after the death
of Robert III., and while James I. was a captive in Eng-
land, Mr. Tytler finds four several entries in the years
1408, 1414, 1415, and 1417, stating the expenses of main-
taining King Richard at the annual cost of 100 marks a
year, in total of £733 6s. 8d.

Mr. Tytler then reminds us of the fact that all those who
insisted on King Richard being still alive, were summarily
dispatched whenever they fell into the hands of Henry.
Walaingham states that the year 1402 absolutely teemed
with reports of Richard being alive, and a priest of Ware
was put to death by Henry for affirming it. Then eight
Franciscan friars were hanged at London for obstinately

maintaining that this was true. Walter de Baldock,
Prior of Launde, in Leicestershire, was hanged for

publishing the same story. Sir Roger de Clarendon,
a natural son of the Black Prince, and one of the gentle-

men of the bedchamber to Richard II., along with his

armour-bearer and page, was condemned and executed
for the same offence. Still more, the celebrated Lord
Cobham, the chief of the Lollards, on his trial in 1417, re-

fused to plead, denying the authority of the court before

which he was arraigned for heresy, saying, "He could

acknowledge no judge amongst them so long as his liege

lord, ICing Richard, was alive in Scotland." Mr. Tytler

rests much weight on the position and character of Lord
Cobham, whose integrity was of the highest kind, who had
sat in Parliament, and held high office under Richard,

Henry IV., and Henry V. ; and must, he contends, have
had ample opportunity for ascertaining the truth.

Finally, Mr. Tytler shows that when Su- David Fleming
was in possession of the person of the asserted King
Richard, Henry IV. entered into a secret correspondence

with that gentleman, and granted him a passport for a

personal interview ; that Henry was about the same time

carrying on private negotiations with Lord Montgomery,
to whom, as we have stated, Richard had been delivered

by the Lord of the Isles, and with the chaplain of the

Lord of the Isles also.

Such are the chief points of the case brought forward by
the ingenious historian of Scotland ; and certainly they

are strong and cui'ious, but they fail to carry conviction to

oui' minds. The pretended King Richard was no im-

postor, for he was asserted by others to bo King Richard;

but he uniformly denied it himself. He was positively

declared by the former jester of King Richard to be that

king, and also by the sister-in-law of the Loi-d of the

Isk'S, who declared she had seen him in Ireland.

This supposed Richard is declared by Wynton " to have
seemed half-mad or wild, from the manner in which ho con-

ducted himself," and therefore it was supposed that he had
lost his understanding through his misfortunes. Though
wo are told that Lord Percy and other noblemen came to

him, we are also informed that ho would not see them.

Yet for seventeen j-cars at least, was this mysterious per-

sonage maintained at the coiut of Scotland as the veiitable

Eng Richard. But it appears that he was kept in the

closest seclusion. Now, had the King of Scotland been
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confident that he had the real King Eichard, nothing

could have strengthened him so much against his enemy
of England as to have let all those English noblemen and
gentlemen who were familiar with Richard have the fullest

opporkmity of verifying him. As such was not the case, we
may fairly infer that there were sufficient reasons for avoid-

ing this test, and that the pretended Eichard was what he

was called by Henry of England in his proclamations, the

mamuet, or puppet, which it was convenient for Scotland

to play off against England, whenever it was useful to

stir up an insurrection. Still, there ia sufficient semblance

of a fact in the case to make it one of those which will

always stimulate curiosity, and give occasion for the exer-

cise of a subtle ingenuity, without the chance of a posi-

tively decisive proof.

The King of Scotland lost no time in putting into play

this story of the flight of King Eichard to his court. The
news of it was spread amongst the disaffected in various

quarters of England, and the Scots prepared to make a de-

scent on the country under advantage of the internal dis-

sension produced. There were other motives which added
piquancy to the enmity of the Soots and English. Eobert
in. was becoming old and feeble, and the Duke of Al-

bany, his brother, one of the most ambitious and un-
principled men that ever lived, possessed the chief power,

and gave every possible encoui'agement to the English

adherents of Eichard. On the other band, Henry, recol-

lecting the taunts of degeneracy which had been cast

upon his predecessor because be was of a pacific turn,

determined to gratify the taste of the nation for military

fame. It suited him in every way, except in a pecuniary
point, for he was very destitute of funds; but it was
calculated to divert men's minds from dwelling on the

means by which he had risen to the throne, and gave
them one great object of interest and union. Tbe con-

dition of Scotland, torn by powerful factions, and ruled

by a weak and failing king, was favourable to his plans,

and an expedition thither was the more grateful to his

feelings, as it afforded him a hope of punishing the

country which gave refuge to his enemies. Ho announced
his intention to Parliament, but it did not encourage the

idea of imposing new taxes. He then called a great council

of the peers, spiiitual and temporal, and these consented to

a partial resort to the ancient feudal system, which had
for some time been falling into desuetude, that the barons

should assemble their retainers and follow the royal

standard at their own cost ; while the prelates and dig-

nitaries of the Church should give the king a tenth of

their incomes. Henry next summoned aU persons pos-

sessed of fees, wages, or annuities, granted by Edward
III., the Black Prince, Eichard II., or the Duke of Lan-
caster, to meet him at York, under the penalty of for-

feiture : and, from the banks of the Tyne, where he
arrived in the beginning of August, he dispatched heralds

to King Eobert and the barons of Scotland, as his vassals,

to meet him on the 23rd of that month at Edinburgh,
there to do homage and swear fealty to him as the

paramount lord of Scotland, which, be modestly asserted,

all former Kings of Scotland had done to the Kings of

England from the days of Brute the Trojan.

He marched to Leith without opposition, but the castle

of Edinburgh was in the hands of David, Duke of Eothsay,

the king's eldest son, who sent Henry a contemptuous

defiance, offering to do battle with him, with one, two, or
three hundred Scottish knights against the same number
of English. Henry received the proposal with an equal
affectation of contempt, and waited some days for the
approach of an army under the Duke of Albany. But
he waited in vain, for that astute nobleman took care not
to engage a force which famine was fast defeating for him.
Provisions became unattainable, and Henry was compelled
to retreat to the borders.

The expedition was far from equalling the prestige of
those of his predecessors, especially the Edwards I. and
m., but at tbe same time it must be allowed that it far

exceeded them in humanity. Whether the real motive
were humanity or policy, it was in effect both. His pro-

tection was instantly afibrded to all who sought it, and
the royal banner displayed from tower or steeple was a

signal that no violence or plunder of the inhabitants was
permitted. Thus he mitigated the terrors of war, and set

an example of moderation to both friend and enemy, such

as had hitherto been unknown in European warfare.

Henry was hastily recalled from the borders of Scotland

by a formidable revolt in Wales. There a new enemy,

and a most troublesome one, had been needlessly provoked

by the injustice of a nobleman, Lord Grey de Euthyn.

Lord Grey, who had large estates in the marches of Wales,

appropriated a part of the demesne of a Welsh gentleman,

Owen ap Griffith Vaughan, commonly called Owen Glen-

dower, or Owen of Glendowerdy. In his youth Owen
had studied the law in the inns of court ; was called to

the bar, but afterwards became an esquire to the Earl of

Arundel ; and then, during the campaign in Ireland, to

Eichard II., to whom he was much attached. When
Eichard was deposed Owen retired to his paternal estate

in Wales, where the aggression of Loi-d Grey took place.

Lord Grey was closely connected with the new king;

Owen was an adherent to the old one ; and this probably

encouraged Lord Grey to attempt the injustice. But
Owen Vaughan was possessed of the high spirit and quick

blood of the Welsh. He disdained to submit to this arro-

gant oppressor. He petitioned the king in Parliament

for redress, but met with the fate which was only too

probable from a poor partisan of the fallen king in oppo-

sition to the powerful one of the reigning dynasty. Though
his cause was ably pleaded by the Bishop of St. Asaph,

his petition was rejected, and Owen, who boasted that he

was descended from Llewellyn, the last of the ancient

Princes of Wales, boldly took his cause into his own
hands, and drove Lord Grey by force of arms from his

lands. The indignant nobleman appealed to Henry, who
embraced his cause, and issued a proclamation at North-

ampton on the 19th of September, 1400, commanding aU

men of the nine neighbouring counties- to repair instantly

to his standard, to march into Wales, and reduce Glen-

dower, who was declared a rebel. The fiery patriot,

burning with indignation at this gross injustice, the very

day that the news of it reached him, rushed forth, burnt

Lord Grey's town of Euthyn, declared himself Prince of

Wales, and called on his countrymen to foUow him and

assert the liberty of their country. The spark was thrown

into the magazine of combustible material of which Wales

was full, for it was crushed but not contented. The

people flocked from all quarters to Owen's standard.

They admitted his claims to the princedom of the country
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without much inquiry, for they saw in him a champion

and a deliverer from the English yoke. Owen's superior

education in London inspired thorn with profound respect,

and henco their opinion that he was a potent magician,

possessing dominion over the elements. Hemy marched
against him, but Owen retired into the mountains, and
the king was compelled to return.

The remainder of the year was spent in negotiations

ibr the retui'n of Queen Isabella to France. This return

had hitherto been delayed by the anxiety of Ilonry stiU

to obtain her for his son the Prince of Wales ; but Isabella,

as well as her relatives, is said to have stood firm not to

listen to any alliance with the famil_y of her husband's

murderer. In the following year, HOI, Henry concluded

a treaty of marriage between Louis of Bavaria, the eldest

son of the Emperor of Germany, and his eldes: daughter,

the Princess Blanche, to whom he gave a portion of

40,000 nobles.

This done, Henry marched once more against the

Welsh, who continued to assemble in still greater bodies

under the banner of Owen Gleudower, and make inroads

into England, plundering and killing wherever they came.

Twice in this year Henry took the iield against them, but

on his approach they retired into their mountains and
eluded his pursuit. As regularly as he returned, they

again rushed down into the champaign country, and in

one of these incursions in Pembrokeshire, Owen gained

a considerable victory, thus raising his reputation and
augmenting his force.

Wearied by these fruitless attempts to subdue the in-

surgent Welsh, Henry returned towards the end of the

year to London, but found as little repose or satisfaction

there. Secret enemies were around him, treason dogged

his steps into his very chamber, and he was veiy near

losing his ILfo by means of a shai'p instrument of stool,

having three long points, which was concealed in his bed.

In 1402 Henry was at length reluctantly obliged to

relax his hold on the young Queen Isabella. When
Charles VI., her father, recovered his sanity for a time,

he sent the Count d'Albrei into England to demand an
interview with Isabella, in order to ascertain the real

condition in which she was kept, and to demand her

release with her dower and jewels, according to the

marriage contract with Richard. The ambassador found

the king at Eltham, who received him and his suite

with great hospitality, gave ready access to the young
queen on condition that neither the ambassador nor
any one accompanying him should speak of Richard

of Bordeaux to her. He declared that she should pos-

sess the most perfect security and eveiy comfort, state,

and dignity which was due to her rank and position
;

but he did not seem the more prepared to yield up the

desired princess. His council, however, ventured to

take a different view of the matter. They suggested

that as no accommodation i-especting her marriage with
the prince could bo effected, it was time that she

should be given up to her friends. That as she was
but of tender age, she could not of right claim revenue

as a queen dowager of England, but that it was iitting

that she should receive back again her dowry and her

jewels, with all the other effects which she brought

with her.

On tjiis point Henry demurred, and submitted to the

council whether he wore really bound by the engage-

ments of his predecessor. The council, with an evi-

dently growing firmness, decided that he was. But
Henry pleaded another difficulty. He had, it came
out, actually taken possession of the young queen's
jewels, and distributed thorn amongst his six ckUdren;
the Prince of Wales, though he could not have the lady,

being consoled with the largest share of her spoils.

Henry announced to his council that his children were all

absent, but that he had written to them commanding
them to give up the jewels of " their dear cousin, Queen
Isabella," and they were to be sent to London.

If the poor yoimg queen waited for them she waited in

vain ; for we find that she actually was compelled to take
her leave stripped of everj-thing except her silrer di'iuk-

ing cup, a few silver saucers and dishes, and some pieces

of old tapestry. Nothing in the whole reign of Henry is

more characteristic of the grasping and unjust nature of
the man, even in such small matters as a lady's jewels,

finding in himself no capability of arousing a generous

feeling within him. He was pre-eminently of a cold,

unimpassioned, acquisitive nature. He excused himself

from making restitution of her dowry on the plea of

a great debt stiU owed by France to this countiy for the

ransom of King John, and deducted the amount as a
great favour, and with all the punctual scrupulosit}' of a
scrivener. But the jewels were never returned or ac-

counted for, as we shall presently hear from her indignant

kinsmen.

In other respects the unfortunate and amiable young
queen seems to have been sent home with all due state

and respect. She was accompanied from her residence,

Havering-atte-Bowor, to London, by the Duchess of

Ireland and the Countess of Hereford, the mother of the

Duchess of Gloucester, and by Eleanor Holland, the

widow of Roger, Earl of Marche, and mother of the young
earl, the rightful heir of England. Besides these prin-

cesses there were the Ladies Poynings and Mowbray, and

seven maids of honour, in addition to her own suite of

French gentlemen and ladies. She was escorted by the

Bishops of Durham and Hereford, the Earl of Somerset,

half-brother of Henry, four knights bannerets, and six

chevaliers.

It is said that still Hemy was most unwilling to let

her go, and that both he and his son did all in their

power to bend her inclination, but in vain. At length, in

July, Sir Thomas Percy was appointed to conduct her

across the Channel, and doUver her into the hands of her

friends. This took place at Loulingheu, a town betwixt

Calais and Boulogne, on the 2Gth. of July, 1402.

Isabella was at this time nearly fifteen, stiikingly hand-

some, and extremely amiable. Every one is said to have

parted from her with regret, and, on the other hand, she

was received by her royal relatives and countrymen with

an enthusiasm which probably had as much design as

affection in it, for they wished to mark the contrast

between the sordid behaviour of Honry and their own.

She was overwhelmed with rich presents, as if to make
amends for the widowed destitution in which she re-

tiuned, and her uncle, the Duke of Orleans, who was

anxious to secure hor for his son, outdid everj- one else

in his liberality, lie was not satisfied with this, but sent

a letter to Henry, upbraiding him in the severest terms for
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his meanness, for his murder of Eiohard, and challenging

him to mortal combat. This -was not the only epistle

which Henry received from France in the same strain, for

the Count Walleran de Ligny and St. Pol had written to

him before the queen arrived, and sent his heralds with

his letter into England, also defying him, and protesting

that he would everywhere, on land and sea, do him aU the

harm that he possibly could.

Henry was stung to answer these missives in a similar

strain, but they did not preven 1 him still cherishing the

idea of yet securing Isabella for his son. In 1406, if we

are to believe MonstreUet, ho made singular oflfers for this

purpose, but the Duke of Orleans declared in the councU

that the hand of Isabella was now promised to his son,

Charles of Angouleme. To this young prince the

widowed queen of England was married, and died in

childbirth in September, 1410. Such was the last of the

fortunes of King Eichard and his little queen ; and it

has been well argued that nothing is so decisive in proof

of Eichard being actually dead as the pertinacity of

3enry to obtain Isabella for his son's wife, as he certainly

would not have done this had he known that Eichard was

living, for it would have illegitimati,:ei the issue of the

marriage, and the claim of succession to the throne.

Meantime the revolt of Owen Glendower had been

acquiring strength. Not only did the Welsh, amid their

native mountains, flock to his standard, but such of them

as were in England left their various employments and

hastened back to join in the great efforts for the indepen-

dence of their country. Not only labourers and artisans,

but the apprentices in London and other cities caught the

contagion, and went streaming back. The students left

the universities, and the Commons at length presented

themselves before the king, representing to him how all

these various classes of men were hastening to Wales

laden with armour, arrows, bows, and swords. Owen

took the field early, engaged his original adversary, Lord

Grey, defeated and made him prisoner on the banks of

the Vurnway. Sir Edmund Mortimer, uncle to the

young Earl of Marche, collected all the friends and

vassals of the family to prevent the devastation of their

lands. They mustered 12,000, with whom they attacked

Glendower near Knighton, in Eadnorshire, but were

defeated, and Sir Edmund was made prisoner, with a

loss of 1,100 of his men. At the same time the

young earl himself, who had been allowed by Henry

to retire to his castle of Wigmore, though a mere

boy, took the field, but was also captured by Glendower

and carried into the mountains.

Henry, who had the strongest reasons for wishing the

Mortimers out of his way, we may suppose was by no

means displeased at their seizure by Glendower ; and

this was sufficiently evident, for he refused to allow the

Earl of Northumberland, who was closely allied to the

Mortimers, to treat for their ransom with Glendower.

StUl, Heni-y put forth all his vigour to reduce the Welsh

chieftain. He entered Wales at three different points

;

his son, the Prince of Wales, leading one division of the

army, the Earl of Arundel the second, and himself the

third. The Prince of Wales pushed into the heart of the

mountains with a bravery which was the herald of Agin-

court. He reached the very estate of Glendower and

burnt down his house, and laid waste his property ; but

Glendower kept aloof on the hills till he saw young
Henry retire, when he poured down like one of his na-

tive torrents, and carried desolation in his rear. The
English armies found it impossible to come to close

quarters with these enemies, and equally impossible to

procure provisions. The weather was insupportable. The
rains descended in incessant deluges, the tempest tore

away the king's tent, and everything appeared to confirm

the ideas of the people, and indeed of contemporary his-

torians, that Owen Glendower, by the power of necro-

mancy, could "call spirits from the vasty deep," and

bring the elements in league against his foes. Henry
was compelled to return baffled from the contest.

The news which reached the king from Scotland was

equally extraordinary. It was that King Eichard was
alive and residing at the Scottish court, and about to

invade England at the head of a large army. The king

issued repeated proclamations against the propagation of

these rumours, and it was now that he put to death Sir

Eoger Clarendon, the natural son of the Black Prince,

the nine Franciscan friars, and several other persons, for

disseminating this account. But his efforts only added

force to the popular belief. The circumstance most in his

favour was the distraction of the Scottish court, where a

most terrible tragedy had been the consequence of the

criminal ambition of the Duke of Albany, the king's

brother.

Eobert III. had never been a martial monarch, owing

to a kick which he received in his youth from a horse,

which left him very lame. He was of peaceful habits, a

religious and just temperament, but of feeble mind, and

readily influenced by those around him. His aspiring

brother, the Duke of Albany, had taken advantage of

these circumstances to grasp the whole power of the state

in his hands.

David, the Duke of Eothsay, the eldest son of Eobert,

was, like the son of Henry in England, gay and dissi-

pated. He was at the same time brave, generous, and

honourable, and, therefore, the more liable to be en-

trapped by the crafty arts of Albany. The king and

queen were anxious to have their son well married, but

Albany prevailed on them to select a wife from a Scottish

house which would pay the largest dower. On this dis-

graceful principle he sought to degrade the prince, and

make him enemies. He succeeded completely. George,

Earl of March—not the English Marche—made the most

ample offer for the honour of this connection with

royalty. The prince was said to have his own attach-

ment, but that was by no means consulted. When,

however, the match was arranged with the daughter of

the Earl of March, Archibald, Earl of Douglas, the most

powerful and overbearing baron in Scotland, felt himself

aggrieved, and determined to place his own daughter, as

Eothsay's wife, on the throne. Earl James, his prede-

cessor, had married the king's sister, and he was resolved

that no subject but himself should hold the same relation

to the crown. He outbade March, the Duke of Albany

gave him the preference, the alliance already arranged waa

broken off with March, and MaricU Douglas was married

to Eothsay.

It was not to be expected that such a marriage should

bo an auspicious one. Eothsay loved another, and not

only hated but despised his wife, who is said to have been
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at once plain and hard, with all the towering pride of her

family. Eothsay not only neglected but ridiculed her

amongst his dissolute companions. The injury sunk deep

in the minds of the younger Douglases, and was not to

be forgiven. AU this was so much gain to the plans of

the base Albany, who had long determined at any cost to

clear Eothsay out of his own path to the throne. For

some time the impediments to this murderous career were

too great. The queen had for her advisers the old Earl of

Douglas, Archibald the Grim, and Trail, the Archbishop

of St. Andi-ews. By their united authority and counsels

they restrained both the wildhess of Eothsay and the

ambitious schemes of Albany. But after the death of

these three beneficent guardians, with whom, says

Pordun, it was commonly said through the land, that the

glory and honesty of Scotland were buried, the Duke of

Eothsay plunged once more into his excesses, and it was

advised by Albany that he should be put under some

degree of restraint. In an evil hour the old king listened

to this, and the fate of Eothsay was sealed.

Amongst the duke's companions was a Sir John Ea-

morgny, the most accomplished villain of his time. His

education was of the most complete character for the age,

for it seems he had been originally intended for the

Chui'ch, but the profligacy and reckless spirit of his

youth had disqualified him, and he had become first a

soldier and then a diplomatist. His handsome person,

his fascinating manners, the insinuating address and grace

of his demeanour, which covered no single spark of con-

science or principle, peculiarly fitted him to be the supple

tool of princes. He was accordingly employed by Albany

in state negotiations, both at home and abroad.

This man was just the person to attract the attention of

the young Eothsay. He could inform him of all the life

and follies of foreign courts, and introduce him to the

most criminal pleasures of his own capital. Eothsay,

with his openness of character, did not for a moment
conceal his hatred of Albany, and Eamorgny, with the

utmost coolness, advised him to have him assassinated.

From this diabolical counsel Eothsay, who, however mis-

guided, was honoiu-abla by nature, revolted in horror, and

heaped such terms of abhorrence on his advisor, that

Eamorgny, stung with all the resentment of a fiend, and

incapable of the remorse of a man, conceived the moat

deadly hatred to the young duke, betrayed his conversa-

tions to Albany, and lent himself to assist in his destruc-

tion.

In league with this villanous uncle and his villanous

confidant Eamorgny were now, unfortunately, the Earl of

Douglas, whose sister Eothsay had married but neglected,

and Sir William Lindsay of Eossy, whoso sister he had
loved and forsaken. These noblemen now uaited in

a plot which at this time of day appears not more re-

volting than astonishing—the murder of the heir appa-

rent to tho throne.

To effect this, it was represented by them to the

aged king, who lived in close retirement, and knew
nothing of what passed without but through the me-
dium of Albany, that such were the excesses of the

prince that it was absolutely necessary to put him
under some closer restraint. Eamorgnj' and Lindsay,

as the most apparently disinterested, wore made to in-

troduce this to the king, and with such effect that the

afflicted old monarch gave an order under the royal

signet to arrest the prince and place him in temporary

confinement. The victim was now in their power.

Eamorgny and Lindsay seized him as he was on his

way to St. Andrews with only a few followers, and
shut him up in the castle of St. Andrews. Having
sent ofi' to Albany the tidings of their success, they

were instructed by him to convey him to the solitary

castle of Falkland. One tempestuous day, therefore,

they threw a cloak over his rich dress, mounted him
on a sorry horse, and, in this disguise, attended by a

strong body of soldiers, they hurried him to Falkland

and thrust him into a dungeon.

For fifteen days the unhappy prince was kept there

under the charge of two ruflians of the names of

Wright and Selkirk, whose business it was to starve

him to death, When groaning in the agonies of hunger,

his voice became known to a poor woman, who con-

trived to steal to his grated window, which was level

with the ground, and convey him food, by dropping

small barley cakes thi'ough the bars, and nourishing

him with her own milk, conveyed to him thi-ough a

pipe.

But the protracted Ufa of their victim roused the

suspicion of the assassins ; they watched, and drove away
the kind woman, and Eothsay soon perished in such

terrible agonies that it was found, after his death, that

he had gnawed the flesh fi'om his own shoulder.

His body was buried privately in the monastery of

Lindores, and it was proclaimed that he had died of

dysentery. But the fatal truth was not long in becoming

known, and the public, forgetting the follies of the prince,

now joined in universal execration against Albany as his

murderer. Yet what availed it ? The monarch, who
bitterly bewailed the death of his son, and is supposed to

have been well aware of his murderers, was himself in

Albany's hands, and that daring and unscrupulous man
not only demanded examination before Parliament of his

conduct, but obtained for himself and Douglas an ac-

quittal fi'om all charge of guilt, which none dared to

advance against them, and stUl more, an attestation from

the powerless king, under his own seal, of their inno-

cence, which, however, nobody believed.

While these horrors had been matui'ing and transact-

ing, the Earl of March, resenting the treatment of himself

and his daughter by the coui-t and Douglas, had retreated

to his impregnable castle of Danbar, renounced his alle-

giance to the King of Scotland, done homage to Henry

of England, and joined energetically the Percies of

Northumberland in their attacks on his native country.

What stimulated him to more bitterness was to see his

vast estates conferred on Douglas, the hereditary enemy

of his house. Ho made frequent inroads, either to recover

his lands, or, by laying them waste, to render them use-

less to the intruder. These devastating visits obliged the

border barons, the Haliburtons, the Oockburns, Hep-

burns, and Landers, to make common cause with the

Douglas. They agreed to give the command by turns to

the diff'erent chiefs, and each was ambitious to excel his

associates by some feat of arms, called in the language of

tho times clievaiiche. On one of these oocasions, the com-

mand being in the hands of Sir Patrick Hepburn of

Hailes, the Scots broke into England and laid waste the
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country mth groat fury ; but going too far, thoy wero

intorcoptod by Percy and March on Nesbit Moor in tho

Merse. The Soots woro only -100 in number, but thoy

were well armed and mounted, and consisted of the

flower of the Lothians. Tho battle vra.3 long doubtful,

but March, who had not arrived before, coming up with

200 men from the garrison nt Berwick, decided the

fortune of the day. Hepburn himself was killed, and

such was the destruction of his best knights and his

followers that the spot still retains tho name of Slaughter

HUl.

Henry was delighted with the news of this victory. He
complimented the Percios and March on their prompt

bravery, and commanded them to call out and assemble

the feudal levies of the northern counties, as the Scots

accustomed impetuosity, and never stayed his course till

ho arrived before tho gates of Newcastle. Everywhere
tho country people, unsupported by any armed force, had
fled before him, and ho and his followers now found

themselves so loaded with booty that it was necessary to

return.

Secure in their numbers and in tho flight of tho inhabi-

tants, tho Scots pursued their homeward way leisurely,

till they arrived near Milfield, not far from Wooler, in

Northumberland. But here they found themselves con-

fronted by a sti-ong force under the Earl of Northumber-
land, his son Hotspui', and the Earl of March. Douglas
seized on an excellent position, a hill called Homildon,
had he only had cavalry and men-at-ai-ms to contend

with ; but tho forces of tho Porcies consisted chiefly of

TIio Field of tlio Battle of Shrewsbury.

were menacing the borders on the west, and ravaging the

neighbourhood of Carlisle. Henry's information was
correct. To revenge the defeat of Nesbit Moor, Lord
Archibald Douglas took the field with 10,000 picked men,

and Albany, who now wielded unlimited power in Scot-

land, sent his son Murdoch to join him with a strong

body of archers and spearmen. The most distinguished

knights and barons of Scotland followed the Douglas

banner. There wore the Earls of Moray and Fife,

Fergus Macdowall with his wild Galwegians, the chiefs

of the houses of Erskine, Grahame, Montgomery, Seton,

Sinclair and Lesley, the Stewarts of Angus, Lorn, and

Durisdeer, with many other gentlemen. A nobler army
for its numbers, never left Scotland under a Douglas.

But the present Earl of Douglas was as noted for his lack

of caution, and for his numerous consequent defeats, as

his ancestors had been for their care and success, so that

he had acquired tho by-name of " the Tyne-man," tho

losing man. He rushed on across the Tweed with his

archers, and there were many eminences round Homildon

which completely commanded it, and whence the English

bowmen could shoot down the Scots at pleasure.

The English occupied a strong pass; but perceiving

theii- advantage, and that the Scots had not even taken

possession of the eminence opposed to them, they ad-

vanced and secui-ed that important ground. Had the

Scots taken care to pre-occupy that, they could have

charged down on the English archers, if they ventured

to leave the pass, and the battle must speedily have been

brought to a hand fight, where the Scots, from their

vantage ground, could have committed great havoc.

Tho English, having posted themselves, to their own

surprise, on the eminence opposite to the Scots, saw that

Douglas had crowded his wholo force into one donso

column, exposing them to tho enemy, and impeding, by

their closeness, their own action. Hotspur, at tho head

of the men-at-arms, proposed to charge the Scots, but

March instantly seized his bridle rein, and showed him
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that he would, by his advance, lose the grand advantage

offered th-em by the oversight of Douglas. He made him
aware that the bowmen could speedily level the serried

ranks of the Scots without any danger to themselves.

The truth of this was at once perceived ; the English

archers advanced, pouring their arrows in showers upon
the Scots, who were so thickly wedged together, and so

scantily furnished with armour, having little more on
them than a steel cap and a slender jack or breast-plate,

or a quilted coat, that the cloth-yard arrows of the

English made deadly work amongst thorn. As the

English continued to advance, the best armour of the

knights was found incapable of resisting theii- arrows,

while the Scottish archers drew feebler and more un-
certain bows, and produced little effect. The confusion

among the forces of Douglas became terrible ; the

bravest knights and barons fell mortally wounded ; the

horses struck with the arrows reared and plunged, and
trod down the riders of their own party. The Galwe-
gians, only half clad, presented, according to the accounts

of the time, the appearance of huge hedgehogs, so thickly

were they bristled over with the shafts of the enemy.
In this mortal dilemma a brave knight, Sir John

Swinton, exclaimed, " My friends, wh}' stand we hero to

be marked down by the enemy, and that like deer in a

park ? Where is our ancient valour ? Shall we stand

still, and have our hands nailed to our lances ? Follow
me, in the name of God ; let us break yonder ranks, or

die like men!"
On hearing this. Sir Adam Gordon, who had long been

at deadly feud with Swinton, threw himself from his

horse, entreated his forgiveness, and kneeling, begged the

honour of being knighted by his hand. Svrinton instantly

complied, and the two knights, tenderly eifibracing each

other, mounted and charged down on the enemy, followed

by a hundred horsemen. Had the whole body of the

Scots followed, they might have retrieved the day ; but

such was the confusion in the Scottish lines, that before

Douglas could advance to support them, Swinton and
Gordon were slain, and their little band slaughtered or

dispersed. When at length Douglas was able to move
on, the English archers, keeping perfect order, fell back
upon their cavaby, but poured, Parthian-like, showers of

arrows behind them on the Scots. The carnage was
awful. No defence could withstand the English arrows

;

and the Earl of Douglas himself, who wore on this fatal

day a suit of armour of the most tried temper and
exquisite workmanship, which had required three years

to manufacture, was wounded in five places, and taken

prisoner, together with Murdoch Stewart, the son of the

governor, Albany, eighty knights, the Earls of Moray
and Angus, and a crowd of esquires and pages, some of

them French. The Scottish army was utterly routed;

1,.J00 men are said to have perished in attempting to

escape across the Tweed ; and amongst the numerous
slain, besides the chivalrio knights Swinton and Gordon,
were Sir John Levingston of Calendar, Sir Alexander
Eamsay of Dalhousie, Sir Eoger Gordon, Sir Walter
Scott, and Sir William Sinclair.

Such was the bloody battle of Homildon Hill, another
of those great victories which the EngKsh owed entirely

to the matchless superiority of their bows and bow-
men ; for Walsingham declares that neither earl, knight,

nor squire handled their weapons, or came into action;

though, when the Scots were broken, they joined in.

the pm-suit. It was a most decisive battle, effacing,

on the part of Hotspur, the memory of Otterburn, and
affording to March a signal vengeance upon Douglas,
who was defeated, desperately wounded with the loss

of an eye, and taken prisoner.

When Henry received the news of this great victory,

achieved on the day of the exaltation of the holy
cross, September 14th, 1402, he instantly dispatched a
messenger with letters of congratulation to the Percies

and the Earl of March, but commanded them not on
any account to admit to ransom any of their prisoners,

of any rank whatever, or to suffer them to be upon parole

until they received further instructions. The object of

this order was plainly to keep Scotland quiet by retaining

so many of her bravest leaders in his power ; but the

peremptory tone of the command, coming in the hour of

victory, gave great offence to the commanders. It was a
settled and ancient right of the conqueror to ransom his

prisoners, and it came with a more sensible effect on ihe
fiery spuit of Hotspur from the recent refusal of Henry
to permit him to ransom his brother-in-law, the Earl of

Marche, from Owen Glendower. Henry took care to

assure the victors that it was not his intention to deprive

ultimately any of his liege subjects of their undoubted
rights in regard to their captives ; but Henry was not

famous for keeping his word in opposition to his interests,

as had been shown to all the world in the case of the

Queen Isabella. The reader will recollect the indignant

language put by Shakespeare into the mouth of Hotspur
on this occasion, and, notwithstanding the assertion of

recent writers that the offence really taken by the Percies

was not from this cause, we see no reason to doubt the

relations of Ryxaer and other authorities. This second

interference of Henry was the deciding cause of that

immediately following revolt of the Percies, to which
they were already no little disposed.

They had been the means of jjlacing Henry on the

throne, as it would seem, without intending it, for he had
sworn to them on the Gospels at Doncaster that he aimed
at nothing more than asserting his own invaded rights.

Henry had rewarded them with large grants of land,

including those of their prisoner Douglas, which lay in

Eskdale, Liddesdale, with Ettrick Forest, and the lord-

ship of Selkirk. The Percies, indeed, might regard these

last as scarcely more than nominal gifts, for they would
require a powerful force to keep possession of them, and
they were almost immediately retaken by the Scots. The
Percies, in fact, were ill pleased with the haughty tone of

Henry, who owed them so much, and they were now in

close alliance with the Mortimers, who had the real claim

to the throne. That Henry received their desire to

liberate their royal relative with fear and suspicion was

clear from the fact that he made no resistance to the

ransom of Lord Grey de Euthyn. Henry did not hesitate

to say in reply to Hotspur's pertinacious demands of

Marche's liberty, that he and his -uncle Mortimer had

gone to Glendower of their own accord, and that no loyal

subject would, therefore, wish them back again.

This was pointed language to a mind like Hotspur's.

But there were still other causes at work. The Earl

of Northumberland attended at 'Westminster with his
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prisoner Murdoch Stewart, the son of Albany, and six

other captives. Thoy were presented to Henry, who,
though he invited them to dine with him, received them
rather coMly, and used severe language to Sir Adam
Forster, one of thorn. The earl pressed Henry for the

payment of largo sums of money due to him for the

custody of the Marches and the costs of the Scottish war.

This of all subjects was the most distasteful to Henry,
who was always short of money, and reluctant to part

with it when he had it. To balance this account—as ho

had done that of the dowry of Queen Isabella, by a credit

on the unpaid ransom of King John—ho now gave

Northumberland, instead of hard cash, the lands of

Douglas, which would require for their defence still more
hard blows. Northumberland returned homo in no good
humour, and the work of revolt now went rapidly on.

The Earl of Westmoreland, the brother of Earl Percy,

entered into their quarrel regarding the liberation of the

Mortimers. Scrope, the Archbishop of York, the brother

of AViUiam Scrope, Earl of Wiltshire, who had been put

to death by Henry at Bristol, and who, therefore, hated

Henry, advised these nobles to depose the usurper, and
place the Earl of Marche, the rightful prince, on the

thi'one. -The first open evidence of the insurrection was
furnished by Edmund Mortimer, who, to free himself

from captivity, gave his daughter in marriage to Owen
Glendower, and on his part agreed to join the confederacy

for the overthrow of Henry of Lancaster, with 12,000

men.

Meantime, the Percies and the Earl of March had

agreed to liberate Douglas, their prisoner, on condition

that he should join the enterprise with a certain number of

Scottish knights. Accordingly the Percies and March
made a foray into Teviotdale, and challenged the chivalry

of Scotland, by way of concealing their real enterprise

from the eyes of the English king, to meet them in battle

on the 1st of August. Keeping up the appearance of an

attack on Scotland, they invested an insignificant for-

tress on the borders called the Tower of Oocklaws, com-

manded by a simple esquire, one John Greenlaw. This

petty border hold was besieged with all the forms of war
by this po^W'erful army. It was assaulted by the archers,

and battered by the trebuchets and mangonels, but still

it stood firm, and its commander at length entered into a

treaty with Hotspur, promising to surrender it in six

weeks, that is, on the aforesaid Ist of August, if not

sooner relieved by the King of Scotland, or Albany, the

governor. This made it necessary to send a courier to

Edinburgh, ostensibly to communicate this agreement

to the Government, but really under cover of it to open

a negotiation with Albany for his adhesion to the enter-

prise. The utmost publicity was given by the Percies to

the expected rencontre between the nations on the 1st of

August. They applied in all directions for aid and troops

from their friends, and carried the deception so far as to

even solicit Henry for arrears of money duo to them,

amounting to £20,000, in order to enable them to main-

tain the honour of the nation.

Henry must have lost m'uch'; of his usual sagacity if he

had not for some time seen through this solemn farce.

The black clouds of the coming tempest had been drawing

together from various quarters for some time, and dull

must bavo been the vision cf the Government had they

not attracted their notice. Henry sent no money, but
ominously avowed hia intention of joining his faithful

Percies in person, and sharing their dangers for their

common country. This appears to have startled the

covert" insurgents. They at once altered the tone of

their pretensions. They abruptly abandoned the an-
ticipated glories of their Scottish campaign, and direct-

ing their course towards Wales, gavo out that they

were about to make war on Owen Glendower, in de-

fence of King Henry.

Henry of Lancaster •was by no means deceived. He
knew that Mortimer had allied himself to Glendower,

and publicly proclaimed his intention to maintain the

caiise of his nephew, the Earl of Marche, against Hemy.
Still more, the Scottish Earl of March, refusing to

participate in the treasonablo designs of the Percies,

from his mortal hatred to Douglas, whom they had
made an associate, hastened to Henry, and fully ap-

prised him of the real situation of affairs. Henry,
therefore, lost no time in marching northward ; but

this movement quickened that of Hotspur.

It has been said, that if this conspiracy had been
executed with as much prudence as it was planned, it

•would havo cost Honry his crown ; and the cause of

failure has been laid on the precipitancy of Hotspur
and the timidity of his father. But it must bo borne

in mind that Henry was a suspicious and vigilant

monarch, constantly in danger, and, therefore, con-

stantly on the alert to detect it. Fortune, Pro'vidence,

or his singular circumspection, served him unifoi-mly

in all these conspiracies, and enabled him to defeat all

his adversaries. It must also be borne in mind that

to arrange a sufficient military force to overturn the

throno of a monarch liko Henry, it required extended

ramifications of conspiracy ; and this involved the im-

minent danger of bringing into the field of operation

some individuals hostile or traitorous to the enterprise.

On this occasion the Percies had announced their object

to the Governments of France and Scotland, and the de-

fiances arri^ving from tho Duke of Orleans and the Count

of St. Pol seem to have originated from this cause. But
if thoy did not awake suspicion in the breast of Hem^y,

there was tho Scottish Earl of March, as there had been

tho traitorous Earl of Rutland before, to prove a stum-

bling-block to the conspii-ators. It was almost impossible

to avoid making him a confidant, and if made, ho was
pretty sure to damago them thi-ough his hatred to

Douglas.

At the critical moment when Henry had clearly ob-

tained intelligence of what was going forward, Albany,

who was raising all Scotland, and proposing to bring

down 50,000 men to join them, had not had time to

complete his muster. Tho old Earl of Northumberland

fell ill, or, as some historians will have it, grew afraid,

and could not march. It was, therefore, no precipitance,

but an inexorable necessity which compelled Hotspur to

use all diligence to offect a junction with Owen Glen-

do'sver, before overtaken by Henry. Ho was accom-

panied by Douglas and his Scottish knights ; and bj- his

uncle, the Earl of Worcester, the lieutenant of South

Wales, with what forces he could got together. The men
of Chester, always devoted to King Richard, came out

and joined them on the march to support his cause,
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for they heard that he was still alive. The whole in-

surgent army amounted to 14,000 men, and even though

disappointed of the contingents of the Scottish regent and

the old Earl of Northumberland, if they could reach the

army of Glendower they would present a most formidable

force.

But in this Henry was too quick for them. He
himself, knowing the valour of both the troops and the

leaders who came against him, was desirous to delay

awhile an actual coullict with them; but the Scottish

Earl of March, who seems to have been an admirable

sent to the king a defiance, which has been preserved by

Hardyng, who was in the service of Hotspur, and the

next day accompanied bim to the battle. In this they

accused Henry of being false and perjured, inasmuch as

he had sworn at Donoaster on the holy Gospels that

he would claim nothing but the property of himself and

his wife ;
yet he had deposed, imprisoned, and murdered

Richard the king. That he had not only destroyed

Richard, but usurped the right of the Earl of Marche, and

had violated the laws and constitution in various ways ;

for which reason they pronounced him a perjured traitor.

Xhe freuch Heet reaching Milford Harea. (See page 504.)

tactician, as he had seen the true mode of action at

Homildon, saw it in this case, and urged vehemently on

Henry the necessity of checking the Percios before they

could form a junction with Glendower. Henry saw the

wisdom of the advice ; he had now reached Burton-upon-

Tront, and turning west, he pushed forward by forced

marches, and entered Shrewsbury at the same moment
that the advanced guard of Percy and Douglas was seen

in all haste endeavouring to gain that cit}-.

Hotsp\ir and Douglas, failing in their intent to secure

entrance into the town, drew off their forces to Hartley-

field, within a short distance of the city, where they

pitched thr-ir camp. From this camp the confederates

and were determined to assert the cause of the rightful

hoir. Henry replied that he had no time to waste in

writing; but the next morning, the 21st of July, the

vigil of St. Mary Magdalene, drew his forces out of the

city, and put them in order of battle. When this was
accomplished he appeared struck with some doubts of the

result of the buttle, for the forces woi'e equal in number,
and the opponents tried and strong warriors. Ho there-

fore sent the Abbot of Shrewsbury to the hostile camp
with offers of peace, which, after long deliberation, were

rejected by the advice of the Earl of Worcester, who
bade them not hope to escape the vengeance of Henry if

they consented to put themselves again into his power.
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On receiving this answer Henry cried, " Then,

banners, advance !" and the cries of " St. George !
" and

" Esperance, Percy ;" rent the air. It was a pitiful

sight to see so fine an army of Englishmen drawn up

against each other for mutual desti'uction ; and at the

very first discharge the archers on both sides made a

fearful slaughter. Every passion and motive was called

into action which could lead to a desperate conflict.

Never wei-e there two more equally balanced armies.

Each was about 14,000 strong. Hardyng, who, as we
have said, was present, states Hotspur's force at 9,000

knights, yeomen, and archers, "withouton raskaldry,"

that is, common hired soldiers. The leaders on both

sides were the most valiant men and distinguished

captains of the age, tried in many a hard-fought field.

Their followers were the flower of the English and

Scottish armies. Here were not the renewed English

archers on one, but on both sides ; and these supported by

such a body of gentlemen and the substantial yeomanry
of the country as had rarely been assembled in so

moderately-sized a host. On the one side, the king and

his son fought for crown, life, and reputation. If they

were conquered, there was nothing for them short of loss

of the crown, of existence, and of rejjutation ; for they

must go down to posterity as usm-pers who had deluged

their country with blood for their criminal ambition.

For Hotspur, on the other hand, it was either victory and

the establishment of a close alliance with the old heredi-

tary line, in the person of the new King of England, or

execution, if taken ; or, if he escaped, eternal banish-

ment, and the i-uin of his noble house and of all his

kindred and adherents. Therefore every man, and pre-

eminently the leaders, put forth all their force, and

fought with the most lion-like desperation. According to

Walsingham, the insui'gents gave out that Richard him-

self was alive, and with them in the field to assist in

avenging his own injuries.

Percy and Douglas, who had so often fought in opposi-

tion, now rushed on side by side, like two young lions,

beating and bearing down all before them. Everywhere

they sought out the king, determined to take him, alive

or dead. But again the cunning Scottish Earl of March,

•who seemed to think of everything, had advised the king

to take the field in the armour of a simple captain, and to

dress up several captains in the royal garb. The ruse

succeeded admirably for the king, but fatally for his re-

presentatives. Douglas and Hotspur raged everywhere.

They broke through the English ranks with thirty picked

followers, and wherever they saw a royally-dressed and
mounted champion they attacked and slew him. Douglas,

who is described as performing, as well as Hotspur, pro-

digies of valour, is said to have killed three of the sham
kings with his own hand. When at length they ap-

proached the real king, he exclaimed in astonishment,

"Where the devil do all these kings come from ?" The
two brave generals attacked Henry himself with the same
fury with which they had assaulted those who resembled
him. They came so near to him that they slew Sir Walter
Blount, the standard-bearer, threw down the standard,

killed the Earl of Stafford and two other knights, and
wore within a few yards of Henry, when his good genius,

the Scottish Earl of March, rushed forward and entreated

him, if he valued his life, to keep somewhat more aback.

The battle now raged here portentously, and knights

and gentlemen fell promiscuously on aU sides. For three

houi'S the struggle and carnage went on, every one
fighting. Soot against Scot, Englishman against English-

man, with the fury of demons ; the archers all the

while r«uring in their showers of arrows on their

opponents, so that, as Walsingham says, "the dead lay

thick as leaves in autumn;" and so encumbered were
the ranks, that there was scarcely any advancing over

them. Still, everywhere the forces of Percy and Douglas
were can'ying the day

;
yet, at length, Henry's fortune

once more prevailed. He had fought everywhere with a

gallantry not surpassed by any man in the field. When
unhorsed he was rescued by the Prince of Wales, who,
though wounded early in the battle with an arrow in the

face, fought through it with the most distinguished

bravery, giving full promise of his future martial fame.

But Hotspur and Douglas, finding that the ranks of the

royal army through which they had broken had closed

after them, endeavoured at length to cut their way back

to their own troops. In this, however, they were not

easily successful. The battle was in its full fury, every

man fought like a hero, and they found themselves

assailed on all sides by the points of spears, swords, and
flights of arrows. In the heat of the melee, Hotspur,

nearly suffocated in his armour from his prodigious exer-

tions, for an instant raised his visor for air. That instant

an arrow struck him in the face, passed through his brain,

and he fell dead on the field.

At this sight, which was beheld by both armies, the

royal ranks set up the jubilant shout of " St. George and

victory
! " The Soots and Percy's forces gave way, and

the flight and pursuing massacre became general. The
Scots were almost entii-ely cut to pieces. Douglas, in en-

deavouring to escape, fell over a precipice ; or, as others

say, his horse stumbled in ascending a hill, he was thrown,

severely injured, and taken.

The numbers of kiUed and wounded in this terrific

action are said to have been 5,000 on the side of the king,

and a much greater number on that of the insurgents.

Otterburn says that nearly 2,300 gentlemen fell, and

about 6,000 private men, of whom two-thirds were of the

insurgent army. The most distinguished persons who
perished on the royal side were the Earl of Stafford, Sir

Walter Blount, Sir Hugh Shirley, Sir Nicholas Qausel,

Sir Hugh Mortimer, Sir John Massey, and Sir John

Calverley. Besides Hotspur and Sir Robert Stuart being

killed, the uncle of Hotspur, the Earl of Worcester, the

Baron of Kinderton, and Sir Richard Vernon were taken

prisoners. Douglas was treated by Henry with the cour-

tesy due to his rank and reputation, and as a foreign

enemy, not as a rebel; but Worcester, Kinderton, and

Vernon were immediately beheaded.

The rapidity with which Henry had broken in upon the

plans of the insurgents had prevented one of the most

formidable coalitions imaginable. The Duke of Albany

in Scotland had assembled 50,000 men, and advanced to

join Hotspur at the tower of Cocklaws ; but on arriving

there ho found Percy and his army gone thence ; and,

soon after hearing that he was defeated and slain at

Shrewsbury, he gave out that his expedition had only

been intended to drive that nobleman from Scotland, and

returned quietly to Edinburgh.
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The Earl of Northumberland, recovering from his ill-

ness, was far advaneod in his march with a considerahlo

body of men to join the main army, when he was mot by

the intelligence of the defeat and death of his son, and

his brother, the Earl of Worcester. Completely dejected

by this calamitous news, he disbanded his little army,

and retired to his castle of Warkworth. Owen Glen-

dower, from some cause, never appeared.

• No sooner was this destructive battle over than Henry
marched northward to disperse any remains of disaffection

or armed force. Ho acted with consummate policy, pro-

hibiting his troops from plundering, and offering pardon

to all concerned in the late robolliou who laid down theu-

arms. The Earl of Northumberland hastened to avail

himself of this lonity, and presented himself before

Henry at York, who received him, as might be expected,

with evident displeasure and reproaches for the perfidy of

his conduct. It is said that the old earl was mean enough

to declare that he never intended any disloyalty, but was

marching his troops to join the royal army—a circum-

stance which, if true, would induce us to believe all that

writers of the time have insinuated of the dubious character

of the indisposition which prevented him appearing at the

moment of action. Henry seems to have received his

miserable plea with deserved contempt, and he retained

him in honourable custody for judgment by the approach-

ing Parliament. He then proceeded to issue orders for

the arrest of the Lady Elizabeth, the widow of Hotspur,

and compelled the knights of Northumberland to swear

fealty to him.

Wiien Parliament assembled,Northumberland presented

his petition to the king, acknowledging his assembling his

retainers, but pleading Henry's promise of pardon at

York, on condition of his surrender. The king referred

the decision of his case to the judges, but the lords claimed

it as theii' right to try theii- brother peer ; and many of

them having been more or less involved in the recent

league with him, they pronounced him not guilty of

treason or felony, but only of trespasses, for which they

adjudged him bound to pay a fine at the king's pleasure.

He then swore fealty to Henry, to the Prince of Wales,

and to the other sous of the king and their issue, where-

upon Henry granted him his pardon, and in a few months

restored him to his lands and honours, with the exception

of the Isle of Man, the governorship of Berwick, and

some other fortresses.

Henry had thus quelled this dangerous rebellion with

great spirit and address, but he was still surrounded by

dangers ; he still found himself pursued by all the evils

and annoyances of a usurper. The French friends and

families of the slain insurgents were full of animosity

;

the country complained of the weight of taxes imposed to

put down these continual disturbances, the direct conse-

quences of Henry's arbitrary seizure of the crown ; and

his enemies abroad were insulting the country, and

plundering its coasts in revenge of his offences.

The French attacked Guienne, and plundered every

English ship and every part of the English coasts that

they could approach. They captured a whole fleet of

merchantmen ; they attacked and took Jersey and Guern-

sey; they made a descent on Plymouth, burnt it, and

laid waste the whole neighbourhood. Walleran de St. Pol

put his threat in force, of annoying and injuring Henry

by every means in his power. He cruised along our

coasts with a squadron of ships, landed on the Isle of

Wight, and inflicted severe injuries on the inhabitants

before he was repulsed. The admiral of Brittany

scorned our coasts and the narrow seas, and carried off no

less than fifty prizes, and nearly 2,000 prisoners. No
less than three princes of the House of Bourbon wore en-

gaged in thus discharging on the people of England their

vengeance for the crimes of their king.

Henry granted letters of marque to make reprisals,

and the inhabitants of the English seaports associated

and carried on a vigorous maritime warfare. They
retaliated on the French, ravaged their coasts, burnt

their towns, and often even penetrated into the in-

terior. They brought several fleets, laden with wine

and other valuable cargo, into the British ports. They

burnt Pennareh and St. Mahe. The Flemings and
Easterlings, instigated by the Duke of Orleans and St.

Pol, joined with the French in this piratical persecu-

tion of the English ; and Henry sent out his second

son, Thomas, afterwards Duke of Clarence, with a

fleet, who committed great havoc on theii- coasts, de-

stroying shiijs, people, and towns, without mercy.

Thus did the people, as is too commonly the case,

suffer for the crimes and feuds of their rulers.

To reheve the pressui'o of his wants, he made an

attempt, through the Commons, to resume the grants

of the Crown, and to appropriate some of the property

of the Church ; which resulted in nothing but exasper-

ation of the minds of both laity and clergy. The

widow of the Lord Spenser, who had been executed at

Bristol, formed a scheme to liberate from Henry's

custody the young Earl of Marche and his brother.

She reached their apartments at Windsor by means of

false keys, succeeded in getting them safely out of the

castle, and was on her way with them towards Wales,

where their uncle Mortimer was in close alliance with

Gleudower. But the vigilance of Henry was quickly

aroused; the fugitives were pursued and captured.

Lady Spenser, on being interrogated by the council,

avowed that her brother, the Duke of York, the notorious

Rutland, who beti'ayed everybody, and who had now
succeeded his father in his title and estates, was at the

bottom of the scheme. York was immediately arrested
;

but he protested his entire innocence, and, after a few

months' confinement in the castle of Pevensey, he was re-

leased and restored to the full enjoyment of his rank and

property.

Meantime Robert, King of Scotland, crushed by the

murder of his eldest son, the Duke of Eothsay, and

trembling for the fate of his second son, James, Earl of

Carrick, stLU a boy of only fourteen years of age, was too

much enfeebled by age and adversity to be able to con-

tend with the wicked Albany, or find any means of

security for his son at home, where that nobleman held

unlimited sway. He therefore agreed to place him in

charge of the King of France, and the young prince,

accompanied by the Earl of Orkney, Fleming of Cumber-

nauld, the Lords of Dirleton and Hermandston, and a

strong body of the baront) of the Lothians, proceeded

to North Berwick, and embarked in a ship which awaited

him at the Bass. The Earl of Orkney and a small

personal suite alone accomnanied him oa the voyage, and
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as the truce was still existing with England, they had no

apprehensions frcjm that quarter. But they were already

watched by the sleepless eyes of Henry of Lancaster, and

when the vessel was off Flamborough Head, they were

captured by an armed merchantman of Wye, and carried

to London.

The Earl of Orkney presented a letter to Henry,

written by Eobert of Scotland, entreating him, should

his son be compelled by stress of weather to put into an

English port, to show him kindness. The earl added,

that the young prince was on bis way to France for the

purpose of his education, and prayed that they might be

permitted to pursue their way in peace and security. But

Henry had not planned their capture on trivial grounds,

and was not, therefore, to be persuaded to give up his

prize by mere words. His interest was his paramount

principle, and with that he rarely suffered feelings of

justice or a sense of honour to interfere. The seizure

of the son of a neighbouring king, at entire peace with

him, was as gross a breach of the laws of nations as could

be conceived ; but then Henry had by it obtained a

pledge of good behaviour on the part of Scotland. He
had now the heir-apparent in his hands, and could

employ that advantage in counteraction of the use made

by Scotland of the pretended King Eichurd. Henry,

therefore, merely replied to the entreaties of the atten-

dants of the Scottish prince, that he would be perfectly

safe with him; and that as to his education, he spoke

French as well as the King of France or the Duke of

Orleans ; and that his father, in fact, could not have sent

him to a better master. James and his suite were con-

signed to the safe keeping of the Tower. That nothing

could be more agreeable to the Duke of Albany than to

have the heir to the thi-one safely secui-ed at a distance,

was apparent to all the world, as it would leave him, in

case of the king's death, regent, and all but king in

name. So much was this felt, that many did not hesitate

to declare the whole affair to have been planned between

Albany and Henry ; and the feeble public remonstrances

of Albany confirmed this belief. Douglas, on the other

hand, who would fain have had the young prince in his

hands as a means of gratifying his own lust of power, and

of curbing that of Albany, was so enraged at the convey-

ance of the Earl of Carrick out of the kingdom, that his

son, James Douglas of Abercorn, attacked the party of

nobles who had accompanied the prince, on their return

from North Berwick, and at the moor of Lang-Hermand-
ston slew Sir David Fleming, and took most of the other

nobles prisoners. This disastrous termination of the

scheme which Eobert of Scotland had devised for the

safety of his son, hastened his death, which took place in

1406, and Albany was appointed regent during the ab-

sence of the young prince, which he was not, therefore,

likely to reduce by any very strenuous exertions of his

own.

It might have been expected that Henry's decisive sup-

pression of the Percy insurrection would have procured

him some considerable interval of peace ; but this was by
no means the case. The Peroies were on fire with re-

sentment, and resolved to take revenge for their humilia-

tion and the deaths of Hotspur and Worcester on the

very first opportunity. The Earl of Nottingham, son of

the Duko ot Norfolk, and Scrope, the Archbishop of

York, who, though they had remained passive while

Hotspiu- was in the field, now did their best to fan

the flame of revolt in the heart of the old earl. He had
been compelled at the time of his pardon to sign an
obUgation to surrender into the hands of the king the

castles of Berwick and Jedburgh, and was deprived of the

offices of constable and warden of the marches.

Henry had called two great councils of barons and
prelates at St. Albans, but found in them a spirit veiy

uncompliant with his demands. Foremost in opposition

and in denouncing the measures of the king was the

Lord Bardolf. . He soon found it safest to absent himself

from court, and he therefore hastened north to the Earl of

Northumberland, and added his overfowing discontent

to that which was abeady effervescing in the bosoms
of the earl and of his partisans. The insurgents took

the field, but, as in all their attempts during this reign,

without any concert. First appeared in arms Sir John
Falconberg and three other knights in Cleveland, ia

May of 1405. They were immediately assaulted and
dispersed by Prince John, the third son of King
Henry, and the Earl of Westmoreland. Then the

Ai-chbishop of York and the Earl of Nottingham, more
commonly called the Earl Mowbray, who also was earl

marshal, with unexampled rashness appeared in arms
without waiting for the forces of the Duke of North-

umberland. They fixed on the doors of the cburches

in York and other places a defiance of the king, charging

him with the samo crimes and misdemeanors which
were contained in the proclamation of Shrewsbury

—

perjury, usurpation, murder, extortion, and the hke.

They assembled 8,000 men at Skipton-on-the-Moor.

The Prince and Earl of Westmoreland having defeated

Falconberg's force, marched against them, and came
up with them in the forest of Galtres on the 29th of May.
Finding that the forces of the insurgents exceeded

their own, the Earl of Westmoreland proposed a friendly

conference, which was acceded to. There the earl acted

with an art not more remarkable than the simplicity of

those on whom it was practised. The archbishop pre-

sented a list of grievances, which Westmoreland read and
declared to be perfectly reasonable, and presenting, in his

opinion, no difficulties but such as might readily be got

over. The matters in dispute were discussed. West-

moreland approved of all that they suggested, conceded

all their demands, and solemnly swore to procure the

royal ratification of every condition.

Having thus amicably terminated their differences, the

earl called for wine, which the negotiators partook of in

sight of both armies. Westmoreland then proposed that

they should embrace, in sign of amity, which also took

place in view of the two armies. While they were thus

drinking and embracing, the earl pleasantly suggested

that, as they were now friends, there could be no neces-

sity for keeping their armies assembled, and proposed

that they should disband them all on the spot, let them

know that peace was concluded, and allow every man
to go home.

To this the Earl Mowbray made some objection ; but

the archbishop, who was sincerity and simplicity em-
bodied, overruled his caution, and gave orders for the

dismissal of their troops. No sooner was tJiis done, and
the army of the insurgents dispersing on all sides in
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confusion, than it was seen that the soldiers of the Crown

remained stationary, having boon duly instructed before-

hand ; and AVestmorelaud, throwing oif tho mask, arrested

the archbishop, the earl marshal, and tho other leaders

who had come to the conference. This news reaching the

insui'gents, every one made the best of his way in flight

for his own safety.

Henry was aheady on his way to support his son and

Westmoreland. He had already arrived at Pontofract,

and at that spot, so suggestive of his um-elenting disjJb-

sition, the insurgent loaders, thus perfidiously entrapped,

were brought before him. He ordered them to follow

him to Bishopsthorpo, tho palace of the primate^ near

York ; as if, with a refinement of cruelty, ho would make

the fate which he designed for him the more bitter by

inflicting it on the spot of his past greatness and authority.

There he commanded the chief justice, Gascoigne, to pro-

nounce on 'them sentence of death ; but that upright and

inflexible judge refused, declaring that he had no juris-

diction over either archbishop or earl, who must be tried

by their peers. Sir William Fulthorpe was appointed on

the spot Chief Justico of the King's Bench for the occa-

sion ; and this pliant tool, no doubt selected with full

knowledge of his obsequious nature, called them at once

before him, and, without any form of law, indictment,

trial, or jury, condemned them to be beheaded as traitors;

and the sentence was carried instantly into execution,

with many circumstances of wanton and unworthy cruelty.

J uil^u Luiscoiguc.

This was the first time that a prelate had suffered

capital punishment in England. Prelates had been im-

prisoned'and punished by forfeitru'o and banishment, but

no king had yet dared to put to death a bishop ; and

the circumstance did not pass without the Pope launching

tho thunders of excommunication against all persons

concerned in this ominous innovation, though without

especially naming tho king. The archbishop, on hearing

his sentence, protested that he never intended any evil

to tho person of Henry, and merely sought redress of

grievances ; but after having twice incited the insurgents

to arms, and being believed to have written the last

proclamation, if not that also at Shrewsbury, he was not

likely to obtain credence. When afterwards the king

called Tipon the House of Lords to i-ecord a judgment of

high treason against tho archbishop and the earl marshal,

they demurred, and required the question to lie over till

the nest Parliament— a significant hint of their dis-

approval, which Hem-y was wise enough to take. The
matter was never mentioned again.

Henry punished the city of York for 'its disposition to

support the views of the archbishop, by depriving it of

its fianchises, and thou, at tho head of 37,000 men,
marched in jjuisuit of tho Earl of Northumberland and
Lord Bardolf. Northumberland had delayed his demon-
stration this time to secure tho assistance of Albany, tho

regent of Scotland, and aid from Erance. He had readily

formed an alliance with Albany, but failed in procuring

any support from the French court. As Henry advanced

north, Northumberland retiied. Henry took successive

possession of the duke's castles of Prudhoo, Warkworth,
and Alnwick; and as ho drew near Berwick, North-

umberland, who never showed much courage, suirendered

it into the hands of the Scots, and fell back still further

on his Scottish allies. The Scots themselves, not thinking

the town tenable against Henry's forces, set it on fire

and deserted it. The castle alone appeared disposed to

make resistance ; But the shot of an enormous cannon

having shattered one of the towers, it opened its gates-,

and the son of the Baron of Graystock, with the six

principal officers, were immediately executed. Henry
turned southward victox-ious, and at Pontefract—which

no thoughts of the mui-der he was charged with com-

mitting prevented his visiting—he conferred upon his

queen the several great estates of the Earl of North-

umberland and Lord Bardolf.

Henry now marched to 'Wales, whither he had sent his

son. Prince Henry, in the spring. That gallant young

prince, who had acquii-ed such renown on the field of

Shrewsbiu-y, had pursued Glendowor into his fortresses,

with all the ardour and impetuosity of youth. Eor somo

time that artful general eluded his attacks, and set him

at defiance by a variety of stratagems, but in the month

of March he had obtained a signal victory over tho

Welsh at Grosmont, in Monmouthshire, and taken Griffin,

the son of Glendowor, who commanded, prisoner. Ho
next laid siege to Lampeter Castle, in Cardiganshire, and

after a long siege reduced it. But now the French

appeared upon the scene with a forco of 12,000 men, if

we are to credit Otterburn.

'Glendowor, finding his power gi-adually undermined Ijy

the eflbrts of Henry and his valiant son, had applied to

the French, or, as some writers assert, had gone in person

to solicit the aid of France. That country at the timo

was in a deplorable state of misgovernmont. Tho malady

of Charles VI. had reduced hiiu to a condition of absoluto

imbecility. Tho powerful Duke of Burgundy was dead,

and the dissolute Orleans, living in open adulteiy with

tho queen, had usmped tho whole powers of the state.

As Mbany was in Scotland, so was Orl-'ius in France.

Hating Heniy with an invoterato hatred, he readily pro-

mised Glendowor his assistance. A fleet was fitted out

and entrusted to the Count of La Marche, i gay young

prince of tho royal family, but engrossed in pleasures and

gaieties. It was so late in the year when this courtly
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admiral reached his fleet at Brest, that his most sensible

followers refused to venttu^e to sea ; and with a fragment

of his force La Marche made an abortive descent on the

English coast at Falmouth.

In the spring of 1405, however, a fresh fleet, assembled

by the resolute Orleans, reached Wales, and debarked at

Milford Haven. The fleet consisted of 120 ships, and

had taken on board a great number of cavalry horses,

which, however, had nearly all perished during the

stormy passage ; and no sooner was the fleet moored

than the squadron of the Cinque Ports sailed in after

it, and burnt fifteen ships. It, moreover, cut off all

supplies by sea, and soon after succeeded in capturing a

portion of the French transports bringing ammunition

and provisions.

The French army was commanded by the Count Mont-

morency, Marshal of Eieux, and the Sire de Hugueville,

grand master of the arbalisters. They marched to Haver-

fordwest, and burnt the town, but suffered great loss in

attempting to take the castle, and were repulsed. They

next advanced to Caermarthen, laying the country waste

as they went ; they took Caermarthen, and there were

joined by Owen Glendower with a force of 10,000 men.

This united force took its way towards England, and

Prince Henry, being in possession of an inferior force,

was compelled to avoid an engagement.

It was this which had made Henry hasten his march

from the north. Before setting out, he granted the Isle

of Man, forfeited by the Earl of Northumberland, to Sii-

William Stanley, in whose family it continued till the

reign of Elizabeth. On reaching Hereford the king was

compelled to issue a proclamation representing that the

kingdom was in great danger from the junction of the

French and the Welsh; that his finances were totally

exhausted ; and that the tenths and fifteenths granted by
Parliament could not be levied tUl Martinmas. He,

therefore, commanded the sheriffs of all the neighbouring

counties to summon before them the richest men of their

several shires, and prevail upon them to advance money
on the credit of the taxes already voted.

To such extremity was Henry IV. reduced, in one of

the most critical epochs of his troubled reign ; and this

total want of means for paying and feeding his army
delayed him so long, that it was not till late in the year

that he came face to face with the invaders. They had
now reached the very gates of Worcester, and menaced
that town. Henry having united his forces with those

of his son, now advanced upon the enemy, who were

posted on a considerable hill, and took up his position on

an opposite height. For eight days the two armies lay

fldth a deep valley between them, neither of them willing

to risk the loss of its vantage ground, and give battle

under the unequal circumstances. There were occasional

skirmishes, and three of the French lords were slain,

including the brother of the marshal.

At length the Welsh and French beat a retreat into

Wales, and Henry pursued them ; but having reached

their marshes and mountains, they turned upon the

king's forces when they had, in their ardour, advanced

incautiously amongst them, and inflicted great loss upon
them, taking or destropng fifty of his wagons, con-

taining the most valuable portion of his baggage. It

was now the middle of October ; the season was such as

all the world then believed to be at the command of

Glendower^tempestuous and incessantly raining. The
roads became impassable, provisions were unattainable,

and the king was heartily glad to draw off his army. Nor
were the French less delighted to quit the country of the
great necromancer, where they reaped more labours than
laurels ; and soon after they embarked and sailed back to

France.

Freed for a moment from his anxiety, by the retreat of

the Welsh and their allies, Henry turned his attention to

the Earl of Northumberland and Lord Bardolf, who were
still in Scotland. Knowing the secret disposition of

Albany to encourage seditious enterprises against Eng-
land, which was only kept in check by Henry holding

the young King James in his hands, ready at any favour-

able moment to put him forward against him, he was
by no means easy at the abode of those noblemen in that

country.

For more than two years those noblemen had main-
tained their liberty in exile, wandering from place to

place, to avoid the incessant arts and efforts of Henry to

obtain possession of their persons. Sometimes they were
soliciting aid from the Scots, sometimes from the Welsh,

to renew their attempt to overturn the usurper. Henry
was always on the watch to seize some advantage over

them, and they were equally vigilant to inflict some
injury on his troops or government. They did not neglect

an endeavour to obtain an interview with the pretended

Eichard in Stirling Castle, and Albany would have been

a bad tactician if he had openly refused them this.

Nothing can be more obvious than that, if the Scottish

Government really were in possession of the person of

Eichard, they would have taken care to show him to the

numbers of English exiles always at that court, that they

might be perfectly satisfied of the fact. No such means
of placing this question on an unquestionable basis ever

appears to have been used, though both French and Eng-
lish had taken pains to satisfy themselves on this head.

The French, when it was first rumoured that Eichard

had escaped, received the news with general delight.

They formed plans for his restoration ; they were ready

to make a descent on England with a large army to

support his cause; and the bravest knights vowed to

peril their lives and fortunes in defence of the rights of

Eichard and Isabella.

But they were puzzled by the very natural circumstance

that Richard, if alive, and at liberty in Scotland, sent no

message to his wife, or her father and friends. Why was

this ? Why did he seek no means to regain his throne ?

Why did he hold no communication with his faithful ad-

herents ? Why not give his friends the satisfaction and

the strength of an unmistakable assurance of his exist-

ence ? To decide this question they resolved to send over

a trustworthy agent. Creton, the former page of Eichard,

who had accompanied him to Ireland, and was taken

prisoner with him in Wales, had recently written a poem

on the wrongs and siifi'erings of his master. The French

Court selected Creton as their emissary to Scotland to

penetrate the heart of this mystery. He went', and the

result was that the Scottish Eichard was declared to be an

impostor, and that there remained no doubt but that

Eichard himself had been murdered. The French ordi-

nance for the payment of Creton remains, and may be
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seen in the " Arclifeologia." It is 'svithout date, but is

supposed to have been issued in the year 1402 ; and the

outburst of the indignation of the French Court ag.ainst

Henry in 1403, and the defiances of the Duke of Orleans

and Walloran de St. Pol, in -which they charge Henry
boldly with the murder of his king, seem a very natural

consequence.

In 1401, Serlo, or Scrle, a gentleman of King Eichard's

bedchamber, propagated the report that Eichard was still

alive, and that he had been with him in Scotland. He
brought letters and messages addressed by Eichard under

his privy seal to hia friends in England. Maud, the old

Countess of O.'cford, now far advanced in life, but having

lost none of the remembrance of Henry's part in the de-

struction of her husband, eagerly imbibed all Serlo's ac-

counts, and "caused it to bo reported," saysWalsiugham,

"throughout Essex, by her domestics, that King Eichard

was alive, and would soon come back, and recover and
assert his former rank. She caused little stags of silver

and gold to be fabricated, presents which the king was
wont to coafer upon hia most favourite knights and
£i-iends, so that, by distributing these in place of the king,

she might the more easily entico the must powerful men
iu that district to accede to her wishes."

Tho old countess by these means brought over many
gentlemen to her belief, and amongst them several abbots

of that county. The consequence was, as we have related,

that these abbots, with Sir Eoger Clarendon and others,

were seized by King Henry, and summarUy put to death

for propagating this assurance of Eichard being in Scot-

land. Henry eventually laid hold of Serle himself, who
confessed that he had indeed seen a person in Scotland

who was asserted to be King Eichard, but who really was
not so, but merely one Thomas Warde, who had been

King Eichard's Court fool. Serlo—who was said to have

been concerned in the murder of the Duke of Gloucester

at Calais—was, of course, executed in London, after

having been drawn on a sledge through every town be-

tween Pontefract and the capital ; and tho old Countess of

Oxford was shut up in prison.

And now the Earl of Northumberland and Lord
Bardolf sought to satisfy themselves of the real facts

—

whether this was a true or a spurious Eichard—for he
was still supported by Albany as the real Simon Pure

;

whether Henry, in the proclamation mado on the convic-

tion of Serle, had forged his confession for him, as many
assorted, and that tho story of Thomas Warde was one of

his invention. And what was tho result ? Northumber-
land, Bardolf, and their friends wore assured that they

were quite welcome to see and converse with Eichard.

Here the great mystery at last appeared on tho point

of being solved for over. But no : they were met by the

information that Eichard refused to see them, and that no
Bolioitations, not even thoso of Albany himself, could ex-

tort his consent. This must have quite satisfied these

noblemen that Albany's Eichard was really a mamuef, or

puppet, as Henry styled him in hia proclamations, and
tJiat nobody know it so well as Henry himself.

Northumberland and Bardolf were soon compelled by
tho manoeuvres of Henry to escape from Scotland. The
Scottish noblemen who had been kept prisoners in Eng-
land ever since the battles of Homildon Hill and Slirows-

bury, were offered by Henry their liberty if they would

persuade their friends in Scotland to seize and deliver up
these noblemen. This disgraceful scheme was readily

adopted by the Scottish prisoners and their friends, and
would have been carried speedily into o-xiecution ; but the
news of it reached the ears of the brave Sir David Flem-
ing, a staunch friend of the Percies. It must be remem-
bered that not only was tho Earl of Douglas, but Murdoch,
the son of the regent Albany, still amongst the prisoners

of war in England ; and, therefore, both Albany and tho
friends of Douglas, combining tho most powerful party in

Scotland, were engaged in this most dishonourable con-

spiracy for the betrayal of Northumberland, his young
grandson, Henry Lord Percy, and Lord Bardolf. Sir David
Fleming, disdaining to connive at so base a treason against

the honour and hospitality of Scotland, gave the English
noblemen timely warning. They escaped ; but Sir David,
as wo have related, returning from conducting Prince

James to North Berwick on his way to France, was set

upon by the son of Douglas and the connections of tho

other prisoners in England, and lost his life for his noble

conduct. Northumberland and Bardolf made their escape

to Glendower in Wales.

The situation of Henry at this epoch was far from
enviable. His usurpation had involved himself and the

nation in constant feuds, battles, treasons, and blood-

shod. The best and ablest men, instead of being able to

unite their counsels and their efforts for tho common
good of the country, were inflamed by violent antipathies

against each other. Tho lives of many of the noblest

were sacrificed, and the resources of the country con-

sumed in mutual destruction. Henry, indeed, by his

skill, address, and courage, had defeated all the schemes
formed for his dethronement, and dispersed his assailants,

but he was still surrounded by malcontents and general

dissatisfaction. All his efforts had not been able to ex-
tinguish tho reports of the e.^istenco of King Eichard.

As often as these reports were exposed and mado ridi-

culous, as certainly did they revive and renew their

strength. Tha remonstrances of Parliament were severe

to an extraordinary degree against hia exactions and
mal-administi-ation. According to the Parliamentary

history, the Speaker of the House of Commons, Sir John
Tibetot, in a speech addressed to the king, declared that

the country was impoverished by excessive impositions,

and that nothing was done for its benefit. That in

Guienne ninety-six towns and castlos were lost, though
it had cost this nation great expenditure to defend it ;

and that tho whole of our continental possessions were in

danger. That the marches on the Scottish borders were

in tlie worst condition ; that the rebellion in W.ales, not-

withstanding every effort, was still unsuppressed. That

Ireland was nearly lost, though tho charges for its

government continued. That at sea our trade was de-

stroyed, and the vessels of our merchants intercepted.

That the expenses of the royal household were excessive,

and the coui-t filled with "a set of worthless rascals."

Hemy had left his son to continue the campaign in

Wales, and he himself endeavoured to manage the do-

mestic concerns of the kingdom ; but in addition to the

calamities of war, and the difficulties just enumerated,

which were chiefly the consequence of them, there now
appeared the plague, which ravaged both town and coun-

ti'y for several years. Ik Loudon alone it carried off no
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less than 30,000 people ; and in other places it extirpated

•whole families, and left whole houses and almost viUages

empty.

To escape its violence, the conrt removed from London

to Leeds Castle, in Kent. Desiring to be still farther

ft'om the capital, the king took shipping at Quoenborough.

on the Isle of Sheppey, and, accompanied by a small

squadron, commanded by Thomas Lord Camois, de-

scended the Thames, ^fear its mouth the royal fleet

•was attacked by French pirates, and •was in the greatest

jeopardy. Four of his vessels, co'utaining much valuable

furniture, plate, and •wearing apparel, and several per-

sons of distinctiou, were taken, including Sir Thomas

Eampstone, the vice-chamberlain, and Henry only escaped

by the swiftness of his ship. This was a very admonitory

proof of the truth of the representations of the House of

Commons as to the condition of our naval aliVvii-s. Some

suspicion was cast on Lord Camois, the commander, and

ho was arraigned on a charge of treason or cowardice

before the peers, but was honourably acquitted.

Encoui-aged by Henry's domestic difficulties, and the

strong opposition manifested by Parliament, the Earl of

Northumberland and Lord Bardolf, having vainly waited

for any decisive support from Owen Glendower, who

indeed was now graduaUy sinking beneath the vigorous

efforts of Prince Henry, determined to make one more

descent on England. Northumberland had tried in vain

to induce .Albany to embrace his cause. He had then

gone over to France, and thence to Flanders, with equally

little success. His last hope was placed on the co-opera-

tion of the exiled nobles and knights in Scotland, and

the disaffected in the borders and in Northumberland. A

correspondence was opened with Sir Thomas Eokeby,

sheriff of Yorkshire, and that gentleman is said, by

Buchanan, to have lured them on in order to make their

defeat certain. They advanced fi-om Scotland into North-

umberland, surprised several castles, and raised the

Percy tenantry, who were attached to the old chief.

Hence they marched on into Yorkshire, and having

reached Knaresborough, were joined by Sir Nicholas

Tempest. They crossed the ^Vharfo at Wctlierby, and

Sir Thomas Eokeby, who appears to have allowed them

uninterrupted progress hitherto, that he might effectually

cut off theii- retreat, now following them closely, overtook

them on Bramham Moor, near Tadcaster, and brought

them to an engagement. The Earl of Northumberiand

was killed in the battle. Lord Bardolf was taken prisoner,

but died in a few days of his wounds. Thus did the old

Percy of Northumberland, after a long and hard contest

to put down tho mau he had helped to set up, close his

stormy career ou tho 2Sth of February, 1408, as his son

Hotspur had done five years before at Shrewsbury. The

bodies of the earl and of Lord Bardolf were cut m
quarters and sent to London and other towns, where

they were exposed.

Henry was in full march to encounter the msurgents

when he was met by the pleasing intelligence of their

defeat and death. He proceeded to Pontefraet, where ho

continued for a month, busily employed in punishing and

fining the prisoners of any rank or substance who had

been taken at the hattle. He was in pressing need of

money, and he coired as much out of ransoms as pos-

sible. The Abbot of Hayles, having taken arms, was

executed like a layman, as the Archbishop of York had

been before.

There remained now, of all Henry's onomies •within tho

kingdom, only tho Welsh to subdue. The contest botweei;

Owen Glendower and Prince Henry had now be^ji going

on for upwards of four years, with every demonstration

of art, activity, and bravery with which two such com-

manders could conduct a difficult contest amongst moun-

tains and marshes. Glendower, one of the most devoted

patriots and most spirited and able generals that are to

be found in history, liad disputed every inch of ground

with unconquerable pugnacity and never -exhausted

stratagem. He may be saiil to have taught Henry of

Monmouth that discipline and military science which

afterwards enabled him to win tho battle of Azincourt,

and achieve such brilliant triumphs in France. But

Henry, full of youth and martial ardour, and supported

from England by troops and provisions, was an antago-

nist who was sure, in time, to bear down tho limited

means of Glendower. During nearly five years ho had

completely reduced South Wales, and was slowly but

steadily advancing in the north.

In the summer of 1409, Glendower, finding his inde-

fatigable young enemy steadily advancing upon him, and

tho support of tho disheartened and plundered people

growing weaker, determined to make one desperate effort

to supply himself with provisions, and to inflict a severe

punishment, even if it were tho last, upon tho foe. He

therefore sent all the forces he could 'muster, under the

command of his two bravest officers, his son-in-law,

Philpot Scudamore, and Eees ap Dhu, to make a grand

foray in Shropshire. These commanders executed their

commission •with great bravery and ferocity; but they

were at length defeated, their troops cut to pieces, and

themselves taken prisoners, carried to London, and there

executed.

This was the last expiring effort of the Welsh in that

olcu'ious struggle which they had maintained for ten years

under their illustrious countryman, Owen ap Griffith

Vaughan, better known as tho unconquerable Owen Glen-

dower. We say unconquerable, for though Wales, a

small countrj', engaged in an unequal contest with a far

greater and more wealthy nation, and with two of tho

most renowned generals of tho age, Henry of Lancaster

and his sou-, was compeUed to yield, it is very clear, fi-om

abundant historic facts, that Owen himself never retired

from the struggle—never was subdued. He contrived to

live ou amid his native mountains, the same free, high-

hearted, independent man as when, in all tho pride of his

youth, he quitted tho temples of tho law, and gave to the

mountain winds the banners of his native land. Some-

times he traversed the hiUs that ho could not emancipate

disgaised in the dress of a shepherd. Sometimes he

managed to collect a little band of wamors, and came

suddenly on the unguarded lines and lands of his Eng-

lish foes. Sometimes, worn out by fatigue, or di-iveu

from the woods and rocks by tho storms of winter, he

sought a hidden repose at his daughter's house at Moning-

tonrin Herefordshire. But wherever he was, in whatever

guise, whether that of a peasmit in tho lowland hut, or

the soldier on tho hills, ho was still tho unbending, un-

conquered patriot, of whom any country must be proud.

In the Bolls of Parliament, and in Eymer's "Foeder»."
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we find that in 1411 he was excepted by Hemy in a

general amnesty; in 1412 he was on foot and made

prisoner; in 1416, just before the battle of Azinoourt,

Henry V., his old antagonist, who seems to have re-

spected 4iim as he deserved, commissioned Sir Gilbert

Talbot to treat with Meredith, the son of Glendowcr, for

a pacification of his father, and his still unconqnered

associates : and again, three months after the great

triumph of Azincourt, Henry renewed the honourable

ovorturo. But Glendower was resolved to live and die

free, a prince without subjects or a country, rather than

the subject of the conqueror of Wales. He still, as ap-

pears by saveral writers yet extant, continued to haunt

the wilds and mountains of Snowdon ; and, if wo may
believe one tradition, died peaceably at his daughter's

house at Monington, in 141o, while another shows iis his

burial-place beneath the great window of the south aisle

in Bangor Cathedral. Both accounts may very well be

true; but, wherever Owen Glendower rests, there rests

the dust of a man who only wanted a wider field and a

more numerous people to have become the saviour, as he

was the true hero, of his country.

The nine years which Henry had now been on the

throne had been years of constant insurrections, blood-

shed in battle, and bloodshed on the block. He had i)ut

down all his internal enemies, and, save some occasional

struggles with the remaining power of Glendower in the

marshes of Wales, the kingdom was at peace with itself,

and continued so during the few remaining j-oars of this

reigu. At sea there were still attacks from the French,

though the Government disclaimed them, and protended

to maintain the truce between the two countries. That

truce, however, had been badly preserved in regard to tho

English provinces in France. In 1406 the Constable of

France and the Count of Armagnac had made extensive

inroads on Guienne and Saiutonge. According to tho

complaint of Sir John Tibetot, the Speaker of the House
of Commons, they had taken ninety-six towns and castles

there. Nothing, indeed, but the miserable and distracted

condition of France could have prevented them taking

the whole, and driving the English totally out of that

kingdom; for Henry, perpetually occupied in battling

with his own insurgent subjects, had neither money, men,
nor time to devote to his French provinces. Tho most
pitiable entreaties wore sent over from time to time for

aid, but in vain ; Henry was engaged in a Life and death

struggle at home.

In 1406 there were great efforts made on tho part of the

French court to seize the tempting opportunity to gain

possession of all Henry's continental territories. The
two most powerful nobles of the realm wore commissioned
to execute this great enterprise. The Duke of Orleans,

the king's brother, was to load tho forces against Guienne,
whilst the Duke of Burgundy, called "John Sans-peur,"

or the Fearless, was to expel the English fi'om Calais.

Both of those schemes were absolute failures. The Duke
of Orleans, who, though tho king's brother, lived in

shameless adultery with tho queen, had secured tho king's

daughter, Isabella, the late Queen of England, for his

eldest son, the Count of Angouleme, and the botrothmont

was now celebrating with great fetes and rejoicings. The
poor young queen, who had known nothing but trouble in

her English marriage, now was about to be introduced

into a fresh series of calamities, from which, however
she was freed by an early death. She wept bitterly at

pledging her hand to her new husband, which the French
attiibuted to her losing, by this act, the title of tho Queen
of England ; but hor own attendants, to tho fact of her .

retaining an nnshaken and affectionate memory of King
Eichard. She might have wept in prophetic sorrow, for

though her husband, much younger than herself, was ex-
tremely attached to her, the whole circumstances of tho

family were such as wei-e not only disgraceful at the

present moment, but speedily produced murder and civil

distraction. •

At present, however, all wont "merry as a marriago
bell," and not only the Duke of Orleans, tho commander-
in-chief of tho expedition against Guienne, but tho other

royal officers, the Counts of Clermont and Alcneon, left

tlio army, and were deeply engaged in tho matrimonial,

gaieties of Paris.

When they wero over, these exemplary generals set out
for their camps ; but the season was then past for action,

and, therefore, instead of fighting, Orleans and his princely

and aristocratic officers endeavoured to amuse themselves
during the miserably wet and stormy weather b}' gambling,
while their troops were .suffering all the extremities of

famine and cold, destitute of food or proper tents. Haying
spent all the money provided for the campaign, they rodo
back to Paris, followed by the curses of the soldiers, and
received by tho murmurs of the people.

John the Fearless of Burgundy had shown tho same
wonderful generalship against the town of Calais, so de-
sii'able as it was to recover it from the English. He cut down
a whole forest to construct machines which should batter

down the walls, and burst in the gates of that strongly-

fortified town, and reduce the houses to heaps of ruins by
flinging in whole rocks. He was provided with two hun-
dred pieces of cannon, and the most complete success was
anticipated from his efforts. They resulted in nothing, and,

like the Duke of Orleans, he returned to Paris complaining
of not having been supplied with sufficient funds, and
demanding not only the costs of his useless machinery,
but immense sums which he asserted had been due to

his father. These ho was not veiy likely to obtain,

for France, Paris, and tho coui't wero in tho most
wretched condition of anarchy and exhaustion imagin-

able. The malady of the king, recurring fits of in-

sanity, had left tho Government in the hands of- the

contending princes, especially of Orleans and Burgundy.

Tho queen and Orleans, united in a guilty alliance,

managed to keep the main power in their hands. The
king was a cipher, and the country a ruin. At thia

time tho royal household had not even food, except

such as it took by force from tho bakers, butchers,

and dealers, in which they wero imitated by the groat

nobles.

To this unhappy condition of things was now added

tho fierce disputes and recriminations of the rival

dukes; but Orleans, supported by the queen's interest,

maintained his stand, and Burgundy, in high dudgeon

and disgust, rotu'ed to his own dominions, vowing
vengeance against his great opponent.

Tho Duke of Berri, uncle to both the contending

princes, exerted himself to effect a reconciliation between

them, and prevent the menaced civil strife, in addition.
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to tho ali-oady crusliing calamities of Franco. In this

he at length arpearcd successful ; but the success vras

only apparent, the result was really tragical. Burgundy

returned to Paris, visited the Duko of Orleans, 'who

was somewhat indisposed, aud there appeared the most

cordial reconciliation. The Duko of Berri, enchanted

with the happy effect of hia good offices, on the 30th

of November, 1407, accompanied his two nephews to

the Chm-oh of the Augustines to hear mass, and there

these seemiuglv amicable relatives took the sacrament

together in token of their perfectly reconciled minds.

In three days after, Orleans was murdered in the Eue

Barbette, by eighteen assassins in the pay of his dear

friend the newly-reconciled and forgiving Burgundy.

What'was worse, it came out that both these thoroughly

depraved princes had entertained the same design of

dispatching his rival, and that Burgundy had only got

the start with his assassins. Burgundy absented him-

self from Paris for a short time, when he returned

again, and boldly justified his deed. The king, who

was at the moment in ono of his more lucid intervals,

wept over the fate of his brother, and vowed to avenge

if, but the power of Burgundy was beyond that of

the feeble monarch.

The Orleans family was vehement for vengeance.

Isabella, the former Queen of England, now joined her

mother-in-law the duchess dowager m this demand of

justice from her father. She came with the widowed

duchess in a chariot covered with black cloth, and

foUowed by a long train of mourning carnages filled

with their domestics. The two ladies sat m front of

their chariot weeping, and thus they arrived at the

gates of Paris. There they wore met by most of the

princes of the blood, and this mournful procession

passed through the streets of the capital to the gates

of the Hotel de St. Pol, where Isabella threw herself

at the feet of her wretched father Charles VI., crying for

justice on the murder of her uncle. She cried m yam,

the poor king was fast sinking again into his delirium,

and twelve months afterwards Isabella again joined

the Dowager Duchess of Orleans in a simQar procession,

to seek the same justice from her brother, the dauphin

Louis, who was acting as regent, but with equal want of

success ; and the old duchess sank and died in despau- of

punishment on her enemy. The marriage of Isabella to

Charles, now Duke of Orleans, took place soon after these

events, and, as already related, the died in 1-410, m
giving birth to an infant daughter.

The Orleans family, finding that no justice was to be

obtained from the feeble and corrupt government, but,

on the contrary, that the people of Paris hailed John of

Burgundy as a second Brutus, who had freed his country

of a tyrant aiming at the crown, and that the very

lawyers and clergy justified the murder on the same

pleas, declaring that Orleans had produced the king's

insanity through sorcery and drugs, determined to take

ai-ms and enforce it for themselves.

Burgundy, to strengthen himself with the Parisians,

promised to reduce the monstrous weight of taxation

under which they groaned, and they applauded him as

their saviour. Revolt amongst Burgundy's subjects m
Flanders withdrew him for a time from Paris, during

•which the quean, in the name of her son, the dauphin.

declared Burgundy an enemy of tho state, and threw all

her energies into tho interests of the Orloanists. But

Burgundy returned victorious from his contest with

his subjects, and in November entered Paris at the head

of 6,000 men.

Once more, in tho following March, the farco of a

reconciliation took placo between Burgundy and tho

young Duke of Orleans, at Chartres, where the children

of Orleans embraced their father's murderer. But this

base and unnatural union was as hollow as tho former

one ; all the old animosity burst forth anew ;
and tho

young Duke of Orleans, who had lost the amiable

Isabella, and manied a daughter of the Count of

Armagnac, was supported by that able and energetic

nobleman in his opposition to Burgundy. From this day

the whole of France was divided into the great hostile

factions—the Orloanists and tho Armagnacs—so called

from the Count of Armagnac assuming the lead in his

son-in-law's quarrel by his superior vigour and ex-

perience. The Dukes of Berri and Brittany, and tho

Count d'Alen(;0n, embraced tho cause of Orleans, aud

Bui-guudy was compelled to retire from Paris.

Henry IV., relieved from his own domestic foes, had

watched this contest from the commencement with tho

deepest interest. His calculating soul saw that now tho

time was coming for him to take vengeance on Franco for

its insults and injuries during tho whole period of his

struggles with his rebellious nobles. Into Henry's mind

no feeling of commiseration for the sufferings of tho

French people was likely to enter ; his very iutoUectual

constitution was policy; his feeUngs led him only

towards self-advancement. He foresaw that the first

faiUng combatant would tui'n to him for aid, and h*

determined that it should be granted, because it woulA

damage France. What he knew must come came now

;

and i° Was the more agreeable, because it enabled him to

pay to the son of Orieans the debt of hate which he owed

to tho father for his haughty defiance and his taunts of

murder. . ,. , ,

Burgundy solicited his aid, and it was immediately

granted in tho shape of 1,000 archers and 800 men-at-

arms. Perhaps there might be a secret fellow-feeling,

which made Henry "thus wondrously kind;" for it

was one murderer succouring another. Burgundy, with

this force, formidable though small-for the fame of the

En-lish bowmen in France was not forgotten-drove tho

Orloanists from Paris, and took their placo m October

of 1411 amid the acclamations of the people. Bui-gundy

had now secured tho persons of the king and the dauphin,

and with this semblance of being the royal party, he

marched against the Orloanists, and besieged them in

Bourges. In their retreat from Paris they had plundered

the Abbey of St. Denis, and carried off a treasui-e of the

queen deposited there, which naturally alienated the mmd

of that lady.
, ^ i,t

In their distress the Orieanists now in their turn sought

aid from Henry of England, and it was granted with equal

alacrity. Henry had satisfied his resentment against the

Orleans family by punishing and humbling them; and

ho was rendered placable by still more powerful motives^

The Orieanists offered very tempting terms. Ihey offered

to acknowledge him as the rightful Duko of A<iuitaino

and to assist him to recoyer all the ancient rights and
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lands of that duchy. They agreed to hold of him, as

their feudal lord, -whatever they possessed there ; to restore

to him twenty towns which had been severed from it;

and to give security that, on the deaths of the present

lords, the counties of Angouleme and Ponthieu should

retui-n to him and his successors. Henry, on his part,

agreed to assist them as his faithful vassals in all their

just quarrels ; to enter into no treaty with the Duke of

Burgundy or his family without their consent; and to

send at once to their assistance 3,000 archers and 1,000

men-at-arms, to servo for three months at the proper

wages, which are stated to be, men-at-arms one shilling

and sixpence, and archers ninepence per day.

The news of this convention altered greatly the position

of the contending parties. The Armagnacs received the

Duke of Burgundy with an unusual display of spirit.

The Duke of Berri thx'ew himself, with 800 men-at-arms,

into Bourges, and threatened to defend it while a man

Owen Glendower. From bis Seal, engr.^ved in llio

" Arcluv'ologia."

was left. But there was a large party in Prauco who
behold with alarm and sorrow their common country thus

torn by hor own children, and the English, who had

aforetime perpetrated such horrors there, thus introduced

by them. Their utmost exertions were used to reconcile

the hostile factions; and happily they succeeded. Bur-

g\indy met his uncle, the Duke of Berri, at an appointed

place outside the walls of Bourges, where an accommo-

dation was agreed upon ; and as a means of making the

poaco permanent, the Duke of Burgundy agreed to give

one of his daughters to a younger brother of Orleans.

The two loaders took a very extraordinary mode of con-

vincing tho people of the sincerity of their alliance. They
rode into tho city both mounted on ono horse ; and tho

•spectators, transported with joy at tho .sight, shouted with

all their might, and sang, " Gloria iu oxcelsis."

In the midst of this exultation, the news arrived that

Thomas Duke of Clarence, the second son of King Heniy,
had landed in Normandy, with 4,000 men, and was joined

by the Counts of Alenfon and Eichmont. A deputation

was immediately dispatched to inform the English leader

of the peace, and to beg him to retire, as his aid was no
longer seeded. But Clarence naturally demanded tho

payment of the expenses of the expedition ; and as they

were not forthcoming, he advanced through Normandy
into Maine, laying waste the country as ho proceeded; whilo

another body of English from Calais occupied great part of

Artois. Six hundred men-at-arms hastened to the standard

of the duke, who overran and plundered Maine and Anjou.

Attempts were made, by promises of payment, to gain

time for the assembling of troops ; but Clarence was deuf

to any such decoys. He had a very simple course laid

down for him by his deeply calculating father : to do all

the mischief he could in repayment of the various descents

of the Prench on the English coasts, and their destruction

of the English merchant ships ; and by this very mischief

to compel the Government to liberal terms for his with-

drawal.

As there was no money in the national exchequer, thex'e

was a loud cry to arms, but it was very feebly responded

to. Meantime, Clarence having overrun Maine and

Anjou, prepared to invade the duchy of Orleans; this had

the effect of bringing the young duke to the English camp
with all the money he could muster, and having arranged

with the invader for the payment of the whole cost of tho

expedition, 209,000 crowns, he left his brother, the Duke
of Angouleme, as hostage in Clarence's hands for its

payment.

On this, the Duke of Clarence did not quit tho country,

as was hoped, but marched on into Guienne, forbidding

his troops to commit further devastations by the way, but

allowing them to inform the inhabitants as they wont

along that they should not be long before they came again

in the name of their own King Henry to carry on the

war ; words which were afterwards fulfilled to a terrible

extent.

This was the last great operation of the reign of Henry
IV. By a singular combination of tact, cool calculation,

vigilant watchings of every movement around him, and

a purpose which was delayed through no conscientious

scruples, nor weakened bj^ a single tender feeling, he had

put down all his foes. He was at peace at home and

abroad. Not a man was left alive who dared to tell him

that he was a usurper, except the undaunted Glendower,

who was too far off amid his mountains to be heard.

Ho was the most sagacious and successful monarch in

Europe, and perhaps its most miserable man.

Though by nature not peculiarly sanguinary or ferocious,

the ambition of mounting a throne had led him into tho

deepest crimes and through torrents of blood. Had his

title been good and his throne unassailed, he might have

won the character of a mild and even excellent monarch,

though it is not probable that ho could under any circum-

stances have won the character of a generous or mag-

nanimous one. But stung by the taunts and nerved by

the determined hostility of his enemies, he defended him-

self with tho vigour of a giant, and punished his fallen

opponents with the deadly cruelty of the tiger. In the

ardour of his active strife, called now here, now there, to
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encounter foes continually springing like the teeth of

Cadmus from the earth, he seemed insensiblo to the feeling

that his crown was a theft, and his throne was the tomb of

his murdered sovereign and near kinsman. He received

with a face smooth as the visage of a statue, unimpressed

by a feeling, unolouded by a frown, the sharpest words of

his many enemies, ci-owned and uncrowned, hissing murder

at him between their teeth
;
yet all the while his very

Boul winced and withered within him, and the deadly

hand of remorse pulled at his heart-strings. While youth

remained, and rapid and incessant action engrossed him,

ho seemed to soar above all the feelings and fears of an

ordinary man. He boldly replied to those who upbraided

him with his criminal seizure of his cousin's crown and
realm, that the successful issue announced the approba-

tion of the Almighty. But his health decayed pre-

maturely. His body had been overworked, his mind had
been overtasked, his conscience had been overbui'dened.

As his strength gave way, his stoicism gave way with it.

In hia youth he has been described as gay and agreeable,

and in his most active years, even when overwhelmed

•with business and menaced by the greatest dangers, he

was cheerful, affable, ready to converse with the people

that he came amongst. As disease and debility announced

a not distant end, he grew gloomy, retiring, ascetic iu his

devotions, and suspicious even of his own son.

His false position had forced on him. every species of

false conduct, and deeds which brought their certain

punishment. There is every reason to believe that he

sacrificed his sincere conviction of the truth of the Pro-

testant doctrines, iu order to pui'chase the powerful sanc-

tion of the Chm-ch for his uui'ighteous title ; for before

his usurpation he went along with his father in ^le pro-

tection of "Wycliffe and the Lollards. To please the

hierarchy he persecuted the Lollards, and was the first to

give his sanction to the death of religious dissentients by
the terrible means of fixe. Yet, as if Providence would
puuish his apostacy by a striking antithesis, he was com-
pelled, by the rebellion of an archbishop, to be the first iu

England to visit with cajjital punishment a prelate of the

EstabUshed Church.

It is curious that soon after hia execution of the Arch-
bishop of York he was attacked by the most loathsome

eruptions on the face, or, as it appears to have been, an
inveterate leprosy. This the people naturally believed to

be a judgment from Heaven upon him for that sacri-

legious act, and probably some such conviction might
haunt his own mind. Though in statui-e somewhat below
the middle size, he was vigorously and finely formed.

His foatiu-es were regularly beautiful in his youth, and in

some of his penitential communications he confessed to

having been greatly proud of them. But, by the ravages

of this repulsive complaint, thoy became so hideous that

ho was compelled at length to avoid appearing in public.

To this wore added attacks of epilepsy, which became
more and more violent, so that he would lie in death-like

trances for hours.

As Henry declined in health, he seems to have grown
increasingly jealous of the popularity of his son, the

Prince of AVales. The young prince had acquired great

glorj' by his conduct at the battle of Shrewsbury, and in

his warfare against Owen Glendowor. He was free,

jocund, fond of pleasure, and of mixing mth all classes

of the people. Shakespeare has made his life and cha-
racter the most living and familiar of things. He has
surrounded him by a set of joUy companions, the fat and
witty Sir John Falstaff, Bardolph, "mine ancient Pistol,"

and the whole band of roysterers who haunted the Boar's
Head, Eastcheap. He has drawn his inimitable por-
traitui-e of the merry Prince Hal from the chroniclers of

the time, who describe him as the idol of the people. He
was as dissipated as an heir-apparent generally is, but
with his follies he displayed what his father never pos-
sessed—a generous temperament. No sooner was he on
the throne than he oflered terms of pacification to his

most persevering enemy, Owen Glendower. The anec-
dote of his conduct before Judge Gasooigne has been
represented as doubtful by some of our modern his-

torians, but it is gravely related by Hardyng and Elm-
ham, his contemporaries, and there is, therefore, no just

right to question it.

One of the prince's associates had been arraigned for

felony before Chief-Justice Gascoigne, the upright magis-
trate whom we have seen refusing to execute his father's

illegal acts at York. The prince appeared before the

magistrate, and peremptorily demanded the release of his

boon companion. The chief-justice refused, when Henry
drew his sword upon him, and swore that ho would have
the man liberated. The judge cooUy ordered the prince to

be committed to prison himself as a greater offender, since

he was, by his position, bound expressly to be a main-
tainor of the laws. Henry at once, in the innate nobility

of his own nature, felt and admired the lofty virtue of the

magistrate. He submitted quietly to his order, and it is

related that when the fact was mentioned to his father,

he said, " Happy is the monarch who possesses a judge
so resolute in the discharge of his duty, and a son so

willing to yield to the authority of the law."

But, however happy Henry might express himself in

such a son, it seems clear from cotemporary writers that

he kept him as much as possible from any participation

in the affair's of state, and it is probable that this want
of fitting employment threw him amongst his dissolute

associates in order to pass his time. In the excited and
unguarded hours of wild merriment, there wei'o not want-

ing those who gathered up his thoughtless expressions

against the conduct of his father, and bore them to the

royal ear, coloured as malice or sycophancy dictated. It

is certain that Henry entertained grave suspicions of his

son. Knowing how ho had offended in respect to the

crown himself, he was more ready to believe it possible

that his son might tread in his steps. The prince made
repeated endeavours to disabuse his father's mind of these

unworthy ideas, but in vain. According to Ottcrburn, he

wrote to many of the lords letters justifying his allegi-

ance to his father, and even went with a numerous train

to demand an explanatory interview with him. Yet the

Earl of Ormond, an eye-witness, says that even on this

occasion the prince could not lay aside his ecoenti'icities.

That " he disguised himself in a gown of blue satin or

damask, wrought full of oylet-holes, and at every oylet

the needle wherewith it was made, hanging still by the

silk ; and about his arm ho wore a dog's collar, sot full

of SS. of gold, and the tirets of the same of fine gold."

He was received by the king in his closet, attended by

four friends, and the prince, thi'owing himself on his .
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knees boforo him, besgod that ho -would take bis life,
|

seeing that ho had withdi-awn from liim tho royal favour.

Henry passed (ho last Christmas of his life at his

favourite palace of Eltham. So complete was his seclu-

sion, owins both to his illness and the awful disfigure- !

ment of his person, that ho scarcely saw any one but tho

queen ; lying frequently for hours without any sign of

life. After Candlemas, he was so much better as to be

able to keep his birthday, and he then returned to his

palace at Westminster. He was at his devotions in tho

abbey, at the shrine of St. Edward, when his last fatal fit

seized liim. He was removed into the apartments of tho

abbot, and laid in the celebrated Jerusalem Chamber.

Tho iit lasted so hmg that Prince Henry, who was pre-

sent, knowing the plunder which often lakes place at tho

deathbeds of kings, and which was romarkibly the case

"Ah! fair son," said the dying king; "what right

have you ti tho crown, when you know that your father

had none?"
" My liogo," answered young Henry ;

" with the sword

you won it, and with the sword I will keep it."

"TVell," rephod tho king, faintly, ''do as you think

best. I leave tho issue to God, and may He have mercy

on my soul." And then followed that beautiful address

so finely rendered in Shakespeare

—

" Come hither, Henry ; sit thou on my bed," *o.

Henry IV. was in tho forty-seventh year of his age,

and tho fourteenth j-ear of his reign, when ho died.

Perhaps no king by the troubles of his reign, tho cor-

' rodini; remorse of his soul, and wrotchcdiioss of his last

days, ever presented a more striking warning from Pro-

Tomb of Henry IV. and liis Qnoen, in Westminster Abbey.

at that of Edwai'd III., ordered the crown to be removed

to another and securer apartment.

On coming to himself Henry asked where ho was, and
being told in the Jerusalem Chamber, he regarded his

last hour as como, for it had been predicted to him that

ho .should finish his days in Jerusalem ; and he had

vowed, in expiation of his crimes, to make a j^ilgrimage

thither. The days of the crusades were over, but a

remarkable visit made to him soon after he ascended the

throne, by Manuel Palajologus, the Emperor of Constan-

tinople, when seeking aid against the Saracens, probably

impressed his mind with this idea. He then requested

that the Miserere should be read to him, which contains

an especial prayer for forgiveness of "blood-guiltiness."

Then looking round he missed the crown fi'om its place,

and demanded to know whore it was. The scenes which

followed havo been faithfully and beautifully copied by

Shakespeare.

videnco against guilty ambition. Had he resolved, in

the days of his cousin Richard's misgovernment, to exert

the influence which liis eminent position—foremost in

the realm, next to the throne—and his distinguished

talents gave him, to check that monarch's arbitrary ex-

travagances, and support liim in the right, ho might havo

won one of tho most honoured names in history—tho

patriot of the age, and the father of his country. He
yielded to a meaner ambition—that of wearing a pilfered

crown ; and tho con.sequenccs were fatal to him, fatal to

his family, and fatal to his nation. Wo shall yet have to

wado far through tho blood he caused to flow, and in

another generation see his line driven from tho throne ho

so unwisely usurped.

It is curious that as Henry usurped the throne of

Richard II., ho also usurped, as far as in him lay, his

tomb. Tho body of Richard ho sent to be buried at

Langley, instead of permitting it to rest with tho ashes of
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his father, the Black Prince; but there his own body
was ordered to be conveyed, for he had expressed a

superstitious desii'o that he should lie near the shrine

of Thoma" >- Becket. Yet the fact that he really does lie

there has been called in question by a very extraordinary

relation by a contemporary. It is given in the following

" Testimony of Clement Maydestone," translated from a

Latin manuscript in the library of Bennet College, Cam-
bridge, 1440:—

"Thirty days after the death of Henry IV., Sept. 14th,

1412 " (this should be March 20th, 1413), " one of his

domestics came to the House of the Holy Trinity, at

Houn slow, and dined there. And as the bystanders were
talking at dinner - time of the king's iiTeproachable

morals, this man said to a certain esquire named Thomas
Maydestone, then sitting at table, 'Whether he was a

good man or not, God knows : but of this I am certain,

that when his corpse was carried from Westminster to-

wards Canterbury by water, in a small vessel, in order to

be buried there, I and two more threw his corpse into

tho sea between Berkenham and Gravesend; for,' he
added with an oath, ' we were overtaken by such a storm
of winds and waves that many of the nobihty who fol-

lowed in eight ships wore dispersed so as with diflficulfy

to escape being lost. But we, who were with the body,

despauing of our lives, with one consent threw it into

the sea, and a great calm ensued. The cofEn in which it

lay, covered vv'ith a cloth of gold, we carried with great

solemnity to Canterbury, and bui-ied it. The monks of

Canterbury, therefore, say that the tomb, not the body,

of Henry IV. is with us, as Peter said of holy David.'

As God Almighty is my witness and judge, I saw this

man, and heard him speak to my father, T. Maydestone,

that all the above was true.

" Clement Maydestone."
This singular account being published by Peck, it was

thought desirable to ascertain the truth of it by opening

the coffin of Henrj', which was done on the 21st of

August, 1832, in the presence of the Bishop of Oxford,

Lady Harriet and Sir Charles Bagot, and others. It was
found iu sawing away part of the lid of the wooden
Ooffin that there was also a leaden coffin within it, but
so small that the outer coffin had been tilled up with

haybands, which were very sound and perfect. Tho
leaden coffin appeared moulded to the body within it,

and on cutting that open the face of the corpse was dis-

covered in perfect preservation ; the nose elevated, the

cartilage oven remaining, though, on the admission of

the air, it rapidly sank away. The skin of the chin

entire, of the consistence, thickness, and colour of the

upper leather of a shoo ; the beard thick and matted,

of a deep russet colour ; the jaws perfect, and all the

teeth in them, excepting one fore-tooth.

Though there was a body, the question still remains,

was it the body of Henry IV. ? Was it likely that an
outer coffin would be made so large as to require

packing? and if so, would that packing for a royal

corpse be of haybands ? There was a very small cross

found lying on the haybands, not such, surely, as

would bo laid on the breast of a sovereign, for it was
formed merely of two twigs tied together. Is it not

tho probable explanation of the affair that the atten-

dants robbed the corpse of the cloth of gold in which

it was wrapped, and then threw it into the river, re-

placing it by another corpse in lead procured for the
occasion? It has been well observed that the perfect

state of the skin of the supposed Henry's face does
not accord with the fearful leprosy with which Henry
was afflicted.

Henry IV. was twice married. His first wife was
Mary de Bohun, daughter and co-heir of the Earl of

Hereford. By her he had four sons and two daughters,

Henry was his successor to the throne ; Thomas was
Duke of Clarence; John, Duke of Bedford; and Hum-
phrey, Duke of Gloucester. His eldest daughter, Blanche,
was married to the Duke of Bavaria, and the second
to the King of Denmark.

Conscious of the defect of his title, Henry was
careful to avoid, on ascending the throne, asking for

any act of settlement. He contented himself with re-

ceiving the oath of allegiance from Parliament to him-
self, and after himself to his eldest son or heir apparent.

But after the battle of Shrewsbury ho introduced a bill

resting the succession ou his four sons, but excluding
his daughters. But on being reminded that to ex-

I

elude his daughters annihilated all his claim to the

j

throne of France, he reluctantly consented to the

passing of an act admitting the general issue of his

sons, but still passing over that of his daughters, as if

fearful to bring in some foreign aspirant.

I

By his second wife, Joanna of Navarre, daughter of

Charles the Bad, he had no children. Joanna made a
much better queen than might have been expected

from her parentage. Her worst faults appear to have
been a great fondness for money, and for a numerous
train of French attendants, which obliged Parliament

fi'equently to interfere, as did that of Charles I., and
insisted on their being sent home. She was handsome
in person, but had the reputation of being addicted to

the arts of necromancy, no doubt arising from the

evil reputation of her father. We 8h.all hear of her

again in the next reign.

The defect of Henry's title was a circumstance

favourable to the progress of the constitution, though
in-olific of much controversy and bloodshed. Compelled

to court the good-will of the people, and to come to them
often for money, the House of Commons availed them-

selves of this circumstance to increase in their demands
of privilege and liberty. We shall notice more par-

ticularly these advances when we come to review, at

a future date, the progress of the nation ; and, therefore,

it will only be necessary here to glance at them cursorily.

In his very first year they passed a law depriving the

crown of the power of protecting an unjust judge. In

the second, they insisted on tho removal of obnoxious

persons fi-om his household, and prevailed ; in the sixth,

they appointed treasurers to superintend the expenditure

of the supphes ; in the eighth, they enacted thirty articles

for the regulation of the royal household, and compelled

the judges, the council, and all the officers of the house-

hold to swear to the observance of them. Tho practice of

the crown corrupting Parliament had shown itself in the

reign of Eichard II., and was now rife, through the

means of the sheriffs. The Commons obtained an act to

compel them to make just returns. They even went so

far, when pressed by the king for money, to recommend
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liim to seize the surplus temporalities of the Church,

which they represented as containing 18,400 ploughs

of land, producing 485,000 marks a year, equal to

£4,ToO,74o of our present money.

Hero, however, the king stood firm against the recom-

mendation of the Commons ; and even, to oblige the

Church, he consented to the passing of tho first law for

the burning of heretics, that is, persons who dared to

differ in opinion from the religion of tho state ; and in

accordance with this barbarous act, William Sawtre, rector

of Lynn in Norfolk, and afterwards curate of St. Osith's

in London, the first English martyr, was burnt at tho

stake on the lOth of March, 1401.

None of our historians have given a more masterly

summary of Henry IV. and his reign in a few words than

Henry. Ho says :
—"His head was better than his heart

;

his schemes being formed with prudence and generally

successful, but not always innocent, and seldom generous.

As jealous as he was fond of power, ho stuck at nothing

to obtain and keep it. From, policy more than from prin-

aiple, he protected the Church and persecuted heretics.

A.mbition was his ruling passion, and that, impelled by

a violent gale of popular favour, hurried him into a throne,

which involved him in many crimes and cares, and his

country in many calamities. He would have been a better

and happier man if he had never been a king."

CHAPTER LXX.
Eeism of Henry the Fifth—Youtlitul PolUea of the King—SuaJeu Ee.

formation—The Lollard Insurrection—Escape of Lord Cobham

—

Henry claims the Crown of France—Invasion of France—Siege of

Harfleur—March from Harfleur to Azincourt—Tbe Great Victory

of Azincourt—Henry's Enthusiastic Reception in England—League
with the Duke of Burgundy—Arrival of the Emperor Sigiamund in

England—Distracted State of France—Second Invasion of France

aided by Burgundy—Rapid Progress of the English—Massacre in

Paris by the Freucli Factions—Henry's Truce with the Armagnacs
—Siege and Sui-render of Rouen.

The short reign of Henry V. is like a chapter of romance.

It is the history of the life of a prince who was especially

a hero. Young, handsome, accomplished, not only in

arms but in learning, skilled in and fond of music, valorous,

chivalrous, generous, and successful to the very height of

human glory in arms, he lived beloved and died young,

the pride of his native country, whose martial fame ho

raised above that of all others, and the wonder of the

world at large. Ho is one of those rare sovereigns who
have run a brief but brilliant career, which seems rather

to belong to the realm of imagination and poetry, than

that of common-place realities of life. Amongst the

numerous tribe of heroes, the class is small, and while

we involuntarily place in it Achilles, Alexander the Great,

Coeur de Lion of England, Henry IV. of France, and
Charles XII. of Sweden, wo look almost in vain to others

to add to the group. We exclude from it the adventurers

inspired by the lust of universal conquest, the Genghis
Khans and Napoleons ; and not less so the Tells and
Hofers, the champions of oppressed liberty, a very different

and far nobler genus. Tho araull section of tho warrior

class to which Henry of Monmouth belonged are kings of

acknowledged thrones, growing up in the aspirations of

heroic fame, and surrounded by all the splendour and

prestige of their station, doing valorous deeds in a few

years of youth and early majihsod, which astonish their

age, and remain the fixed stars of martial fame for ever.

Homy of Monmouth is one of the fairest and noblest of

tho tribe ; for, with all the passion for militai-y glory and
the power to achieve it, he was in a great measure free

from tho violent passions and savage excesses of some of

them. He is a prince of whom England, regarding him
as belonging to its feudal period, may be justly and greatly

proud, and that without a blush and almost without a
regret.

Henry V. was born at Monmouth Castle, belonging to

the great estates of his mother, Mary de Bohun, daughter
and co-heiress of the Earl of Hereford. Ho was boru in

or about the year 1388, and, therefore, was about twenty-

five on ascending tho throne. Vai-ious particulars of tho

early life of this popular prince have been carefully pro-

served ; as that ho was a sickly child, was nursed at tho

village of Courtfield, about six miles from his native

castle, and that his nurse's name was Joan Waring, for

whom he showed so much regard that he settled a pension

of twenty pounds a year upon her. Even his cradlo is

said to be still preserved at Bristol. His mother was a

lady of finished education, and is declared by Froissart

to have been skilled in Latin and school divinity. Pro-

bably owing to her influence, he received a superior edu-

cation also to tho princes of his time. His mother died

when ho was but a child, but his grandmother, the old

Countess of Hereford, saw that it was continued, and sho

had the satisfaction of living to see him tho conqueror of

Azincourt. He early displayed a taste for music, and

was particularl)' fond of the ha- p. He was afterwards

sent to Oxford, and a room is pointed out in Queen's Col-

lege as that which he occupied as a student. A portrait

of Henry was painted on the glass of the window, x-o

doubt after he had become famous, with this inscription

beneath it in Latin verse:—" To record the fact for ever

that the Emperor of Britain, the triumphant lord of

France, the conqueror of his enemies in himself, Henry V.,

was once the great inhabitant of this chamber." Henry
was there under the tutorship of his half-uncle, Henry
Beaufort, a son of John of Gaunt, by Catherine Sweynford,

and afte^'wards Cardinal Beaufort.

When Richard II. banished his father ho took charge

of Henry ; and Henry V., on coming to the throne, took

the earliest opportunity of testifying his regard for

Richard's memory. Richard continued the education of

Henry in his own palace ; he took him along with him

on his last expedition to Ireland, and there dubbL-d liim

a knight-banneret for his bravery in a dangerous skirmish

with the natives. When he was suddenly "recalled to

England by the return of Henry's father from his banish-

ment, ho left Henry with his cousin, Humphrey, Duko of

Gloucester, in the castle of Trim, in Westmeath. Henry

of Lancaster soon sent for his son. and he joined him at

Chester on his march to London.

On his father's coronation ho was made heir presump-

tive and created Prince of Wales ; and when only fifteen ho

fought his first great battle at Shrewsbury, and there won

his spurs.. Though we have seen him valiantly fighting

for five or six years against Owen Glondower, yet his

father's jealousy of him had kept him so completely out of

both the council and all state alfairs, that he was obliged

to amuse his active mind by those youthful dissipa-

tions and escapades which have gained him a merry
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immortality from the pen of Shakespeare. In those nar-

ratives of Prince Hal's wild life the dramatic poet, how-
ever, appears to have invented little ; though, for obvious

reasons, he has given other names and characteristics

to some of the prince's companions. Even where he is

made to assist in a robbery at Gadshill, there appears to

have been nothing introduced but what was perfectly

historical. Henry IV. was not only so constantly on the

eti'etch for money himself to defray the costs of his civil

contentions, but the young Prince of Wales was left so

destitute of funds by the rebellion of his Welsh tenants,

by the consumption of his English rents to subdue them,

and by his father's parsimony, that Stowe in his Annals
says:—"The prince used to disguise himself and lie in

wait for the receivers of the crown lands, or of his father's

patrimony, and, in the disguise of a highwayman, set

upon them and rob them. In such encounters he some-

times got soundly beaten ; but he always rewarded such

of his father's officers who made the stoutest resistance."

his many executions of his opponents, members of tha
noblest families of the realm, had completely weaned
their affections from him, and they looked with the most
lenient eyes on the jollities and practical jokes of his more
warm-hearted son.

The manner in which Henry justified these expectations

immediately on the death of his father must have been
particularly flattering to the sagacious foresight of the

public, and is a circumstance which a poet might conceive

as a fine act of an intrinsically great mind temporarily

occupied by the levities of youth, rather than one which
is of frequent occurrence. On the contrary, it is of a
nature as rare as it is beautiful.

We are told that the prince held his merjy and even
riotous court at Cheylesmore, near Coventry, an estate

belonging to his duchy of Cornwall ; and thither flocked

the young, and, indeed, the more mature nobility, to such
a degree, that that of his father was almost wholly de-

serted; and that Henry IV. regarded this circumstance

Great Seal of Henry V.

He is said to have found all that amusement in the terrors

and regrets of the people robbed by him and his com-
panions, which the poet has so livingly described.

It is a curious fact that, in the place of the fictitious

Sir John Falstaff, the afterwards celebrated Sir John
Oldoastle, Lord Cobham, is said to have been the chief

companion of the prince on these occasions ; but as Sir

John became the leader of the Lollards, and as in Shake-

speare's time Protestantism was in the ascendant under

Queen Elizabeth, a new character was substituted, and

adorned with the name, slightly changed, of Sir John
Falstaff, a knight of the same period.

The fears which Prince Henry's wildness had created

in the mind of his father, who seemed to anticipate in his

son another Richard II., do not appear to have been at all

participated in by the people. They saw in the prince too

many proofs of a clear, strong, and generous spirit to

doubt of his ultimate conduct. The cold and ungenerous

nature of his father, his continual demands on their purses,

to put down the enemies which his criminal ambition

had raised around him; his murder of Richard II., and

with peculiar jealousy. Not onlj' had the chief justice

Gascoigae, as we have seen, committed the prince to con-

finement, but John Hornsby, the Mayor of Coventry, had

done the same for some violation of the law's decorum

while residing at Cheylesmore. But no sooner was his

father dead than he withdrew to his closet, and spent the

remainder of the day in private devotion, in reviewing his

past life, and taking resolves for the future. The conse-

quence was that in the evening he hastened to his confessor,

a recluse in the church at Westminster, to whom he con-

fided his views, and who confirmed him joyfully in his

noble determination.

The world, therefore, saw him at once break like a sun

from obscuring clouds, and. casting off all the habits aa

well as the costume of wild gaiety, stand before it a grave

and wise king, "severe in youthful beauty." He sum-

moned before him the whole troop of his dissolute com-

panions, announced to them that the days of the jovial

prince were for ever past, and those of the serious and

moral king were come. He bade them take, if they

. could, the new pattern of his life ; but, till that was
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Btrictly done, to appear no moro in his presence. Saying

this, he dismissed them with liberal proofs of his bounty
;

and Ilcnry V. had as completely put off the jovial Prince

of Wales as if he had never been. This was great, and

novel in its greatness ; but it was only the lowest step of

this remarkable reform. He not only banished from him

the associates of his past follies, but he called forward

and distinguished by his favour and approbation all those

who had discharged their duty to the state faithfully,

one ; but even that ho ascended with the same imperial

ease. He remembered with gratitude the kindness which
the unfortunate Richard II. had shown him when ho was
a boy, the son of a banished man, at his court ; and though
to recognise the deposed sovereign and do justice to his

memory at once condemned the usurpation of his father,

and reminded the world of the flaw in his own title, such

considerations did not delay his proceedings for a moment.
Ue hastened to Langley, whither his father had had the

Henry V.

though in doing it they had dared to disapprove of his

own conduct, and even to lay him under unceremonious
restraint. The base and obsequious found to their

astonishment that they had lost instead of won his

favour. Those who apprehended his wrath by the fulfil-

ment of stern duties, were agreeably cheered to find

themselves appreciated and advanced. The upright chief

iustico Gascoigne stood first and foremost in the full sun-

shine of his favour.

This was the second step in the scale of his wisdom and
magnanimity. There was a far higher and more difficult

body of Richard conveyed, and having brought it from

its tomb, and laid it on a rich car of state, ho conducted it

with royal pomp to Westminster, where it was laid in tho

tomb which Richard had built for his beloved wife, "the

good Queen Anne," of Bohemia, and where he had in-

timated his own desire to lie. Not only did Henry pay

this afiectionate mark of regard to the wishes of the un-

fortunate monarch, but he attended as chief mourner,

and, says Fabyan, " After a solemn toi-ment there holden,

he provided that iiii tapers shuld brenne daye and nyght

about his grave whyle the world endureth ;
" with a dole
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to the poor of eleven and eightpence weekly, and twenty

pounds a year on the anniversary of his death.

This proceeding has heen attributed to policy rather

than generosity in Henry, aa trusting to convince the

public by it, that Eichard was actually dead; but the

whole of Henry's character shows that he was far above

any such miserable policy ; that he was as open and

straightforward in following his honest convictions as he

was intrepid in despising mere state tricks ; and the very

next fact that we have to record proves this strikingly.

Henry could afford to pay respect to a dead monarch,

but a living claimant to the throne was a more formidable

thing. The Earl of Marche, the true heir to the throne,

was not only living, but still a young man, and had been

brought up much in Henry's society. So far, however,

from entertaining any jealous fear of him, like his father,

he at once received him with the utmost coui'tesy and

kindness, gave him the most unlimited freedom, and full

enjoyment of all his honours and estates. He displayed

the same generous disposition in reversing the attainder

Cradle of Henry V.—Preserved at Monmouth Castle.

of the Peroies, and in recalling the young Lord Percy

from Scotland to the full restoration of all his titles

and demesnes. Still further; all those who during his

father's time had sought to recommend themselves by
a ruthless zeal for the Lancastrian interests, he re-

moved from their offices, and supplied their places by men
of more honourable and independent minds, without

regard to party. No conduct could have been more just

and noble, and, therefore, more wise, than that of the

young king ; and the consequence was, that he won all

hearts to him, and fixed himself as firmly on the throne

as if he had been descended in the strictest course from
its true kings. Amongst the very first to support him in

his royal position was the Earl of Marche himself, who
continued to the last his most faithful subject and
attached friend.

But no mortal character is without its defective side,

and that in Henry showed itself in regard to ecclesiastical

reform. The followers of Wycliffe had now increased

into a numerous body, under the name of Lollards.

These followers, however, appear to have consisted

chiefly of the commonalty, and to include few of the

upper ranks. But amongst them was Sir John Old-
castle, as we have mentioned, a bold and able man,
Sir Thomas Talbot, Sir Eoger Acton, and others. Sir

John Oldcastle was more commonly known as Lord
Cobham, having married the heiress of that nobleman,
and being called to the House of Lords in right of his

wife. Lord Cobham, it appears, had, while the com-
panion of Henry, as Prince of Wales, been so distin-

guished for his gaiety and giving in to all the prince's

whims and wildnesses, that his enemies called him "the
niffian knight, commonly brought in by the commediants

on their stage." For a century after his time he is re-

presented as walking the boards of the theatre in the

character which Shakespeare has now transferred, for the

reasons we have mentioned, to Sir John Falstaff. Nay,
even Shakespeare himself calls him Sir John Oldcastle in

his first edition. But as the prince had reformed, so it

appears had Lord Cobham also. He had embraced the

principles of the Lollards, and the ability and high
character of the man inspired the Church with the greatest

alarm.

The Church had for ages enjoyed a profound and
unquestioned sway over men's minds. Since it had esta-

blished its own supremacy through much persecution and
many horrors under the great pagan nations of Greece
and Eome, it had held on its way with a wonderful tran-

quillity. But this tranquillity was based on the absence

of all religious inquiry and speculation. Occasionally

there had been a burst of fanaticism, as that of the Pas-

tour-eaux of Flanders, that of the Flagellants and the

Bianchi of Italy ; but no steady attempt to introduce the

religion of the Bible. So long as the great body of

the people was satisfied to leave the teaching of Chi-istian

doctrine entirely in the hands of the clergy, and to bow
implicitly to the dictum of the Church, all was peace.

But as the Church had, unhappily, deemed it best to

retain the Bible in its own hands, and to keep the multi-

tude practically ignorant of its contents, it was clear that

whenever the time arrived, as arrive it must, that educa-

tion issued from the cloister, and entered into the seciilar

dwelling, there would arise a war of opinion which would

shake the very foundations of society, and never cease

till freedom of opinion had triumphed, or till mind had

sunk for ever beneath the sway of ceremouj'' and despot-

ism. That war had now commenced. The publication

of the Bible in the vernacular tongue by Wycliffe,

the preaching of his doctrines by his numerous bands

of poor priests, and the reflectiorus of the people on these

doctrines and their sequences, had done their work.

There was a fermentation of opinion in the public mind

which never could cease, if the idea of a universal and

impartial Providence, the Author of aU knowledge, as of

all worlds, was true, till the whole mass was leavened by
the exciting principle.

The commotion now produced by the recalled Lollards

was the commencement of this great war, though oui-

historians do not seem to have perceived it, which was

destined to go on, through wonderful and terrible burn-

ings, hangings, beheadings, imprisonings, scourgings,

torturings ; through the groans from the thumbscrew

and the wedge of the iron boot; through inquisitions and

star chambers, till in some countries, as Bohemia and

Italy, Protestantism was exterminated : but in om- country
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it had established itself at the Eevolution of 1688, by the

Act of Toleration, and yet, even here, not so wholly esta-

blished itself, but that the coulhot of opinion, though

mollified and separated from, the burning stake and the

dungeon, should go on, as it will go on fi-om age to age,

still stimulating inquiry, and ultimately establishing, if

not uniformity of faith, at least " the unity of the spirit

in the bond of peace."

The Church, startled at the new phenomenon of the

laity assuming tho office of self-inquiry and self-decision,

and still more by the obstinacy with which the people

maintained this novel function, began to punish and

coerce. The prelates persecuted the reformers, and the

reformers, raised to a sublime sense of their own right

by a nearer approach to Christian truth, rebelled as

vigorously. The war of opinion assumed its bitterest

aspect. The Church, too far removed from the experience

of the primitive ages, had again to learn the power of

to the primate that gentleness and persuasion were the best

moans of conversion. He therefore called Cobham into

his closet at Windsor, and exerted the knowledge which
he had acquii"ed of school divinity at Oxford to convince

his friend. But Lord Cobham, fresh from the zealous

perusal of the Bible itself, and from tho earnest discussion

of its truths amongst his Lollard associates, was more
than a match for the royal casuist. Uo maintained the

truth of his doctrines with tho boldness of a man who
knows that he is right, and that on questions far above

all the decision of kings. It was, in fact, the vciy worst

resolution that Henry could have come to, that of him-

self arguing the point with the great apostle of the

new faith ; for nothing so soon e.xcites anger and resent-

ment in the mind as religious controversy, especially

where the party which has begun with high pretensions

feels himself defeated. Words probablj' of severitj' arose

between the king and Lord Cobham, for the latter sud-

I
\\')'

Room in the Lollards' Tower, Lambeth Palace, in whicli the Reformers were confined.

porsecutioa to produce that which it would destroy ; that

to lop tho boughs of religious opinion is only to strike

deeper its roots ; that in casting stones on a martyr, you
are only piling him up a monument ; that endeavouring

to hew down the tree of any faith that has a sap of vitality

in it, is only to scatter its seeds by every stroke of the

axe, and where you level a single stem to disseminate a

forest.

In a fatal hour, Arundel, Archbishop of Canterbury,

obtained the statute De lierelico comburendo, by which

William Sawtre had b'^en burnt, and now again sought to

apply the same deceptive remedy. With this intent he

applied to Henry for permission to indict Lord Cobham,

as the head and great encourager of the sect, for heresy,

and by his public execution to strike terror into the whole

body of reformers. Henry, however, was too averse by

nature to persecution, and too mindful of his old friend-

ship for this nobleman, to accede at once to so violent a

measure. He undertook to have some conversation with

Lord Cobham on the subject himself, observing very truly

denly left Windsor and withdrew to his own house of

Cowling in Kent.

Henry now seems to have lost his tenderness towards

his old friend in the awakened feeling of a determination

to subdue where he failed to convince, and to have given

Arundel permission to take his own way with the offender

;

for, immediately on Lord Cobham's withdrawal, there

appeared proclamations ordering all magistrates to appre-

hend every itinerant preacher, and directing the arch-

bishop to proceed against Cobham according to law ; that

is, the recent law against heresy. This alarming measure

brought back Lord Cobham to Windsor, having drawn

up a confession of faith, probably in conjunction with his

most eminent friends. This confession still exists, sub-

scribed by Cobham himself, and on looking it over at this

time of day, one is at a loss to discover in it what any

true Catholic could object to.

It begins with the Apostles' Creed and the doctrine of

the Trinity, and then declares that no one can bo saved

unless he be a member of the Chur-oh. " Now the Churc/
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consists of three bodies :—1. Of the saints in heaven, who
during life renonnced Satan, the world, and the ilesh.

2. Of the souls in pTirgatory, abiding the mercy of God,

and a full deliverance of pain. 3. Of the Chin-ch militant,

which Chui'ch is divided into three estates :— 1. Of the

priesthood, which ought to teach the Scripture purely,

and give example of good li^ving ; 2. Of knighthood, which,

having the s^word, should compel the priesthood to fulfil

its duty, and should seclude all false teachers ; and 3.

Of the common people, who ought to bear obedience to

their king and ci^vil governors, and priests."

It moreover declares that the sacraments are necessary

to all believers, and that in the sacrament of the altar is

contained very Chi-ist's body and blood, that was born of

the Virgin and died on the cross. "If a better faith

than this," he continues, " can be taught by the 'word of

God, the subscriber will most reverently at all times

subscribe thereunto."

According to this confession, the Lollards themselves

still recognised the right of compulsion by the state—to

compel, at least, the priests to do their duty, and to

" seclude all false teachers." This doctrine of compul-

sion in religious matters accordingly descended as a

heritage to the reformed church, and produced its bitter

fruits of persecution in all the future reigns of the re-

formed sovereigns, till stemmed by William III. through

the Act of Toleration.

But Henry would not even receive Cobham's confes-

sion. His blood was e'vidently up, and in that mood
he was firm as a rook. He declared that he had nothing

to do with confessions of faith ; they belonged to bishops

:

forgetting that he had just before undertaken to expound
his o^wn faith in order to convert his heretical friend.

Cobham then offered, ia the spirit of the times, for he

was a brave and experienced soldier, to purge himself

from the charge of heresy by doing battle with any
adversary, Christian or infidel, who dared to accept his

challenge. But Henry simply asked him whether he

would submit to the decision of the bishops, which he

refused ; but still, like a good Catholic, offered to appeal

to the Pope. Henry's only answer was to leave him
to the tender mercies of Arundel, who summoned him
before him, and, in conjunction with his three suffragans,

the Bishops of London, Winchester, and St. David's,

condemned him to be burnt.

Cobham's story, and the story of the whole case of the

Lollards, is, unfortunately, told only by their enemies,

and the enemies of the Eeformation. We are, there-

fore, necessarily required to be on our guard against

exaggeration on their part, and against false charges,

which so readily insinuate themselves during times of

heated controversy. We find his conduct described while

before his prelatioal judges as bold and insolent, and
theirs, on the contrary, as mild and dignified. But we
are not to forget that Cobham stood thoro as the repre-

sentative of cv largo, earnest, and cruelly - persecuted

body ; a body, three of whoso leaders—Sawtre, Thorpe,

and Badley—had already been burnt, and who believed

that they were suffering for "the faith as delivered to

the saints ; " that he must, therefore, feel himself bound
to maintain a confidence befitting his position as the

champion of the truth and the cause of the reformed

public. It is not to bo forgotten that he well knew that

those who sat so mildly and in such calm dignity, sat

there not to forgive, but to destroy him and all his

fellows in the faith, and to exterminate them by the

most terrible of deaths. It is, in this -view of the ques-

tion, then, impossible not to recognise in Lord Cobham,
not the insolent demagogue, but the brave and undaunted
defender of great principles, and of the popular liberty.

"He maintained," says Lingard, "that the Church
had ceased to teach the doctrine of the Gospel fi'om the

moment that it became infected with the poison of worldly

riches ; that the clergy were the Antichrist ; that the

Pope was the head, the bishops and prelates the

Umbs, and the religious orders the tail of the beast.

That the only true successor of St. Peter was he who
most faithfully practised the virtues of St. Peter." And
that then, turning to the spectators and extending his

arms, he exclaimed, " Beware of the men who sit here

as my judges. They will seduce both you and them-

selves, and will lead you to hell."

But there is that direct discrepancy between this state-

ment and the confession just preceding it, that we must
regard the latter representation as exaggerated or distorted.

To appeal to the Pope and acknowledge his authority in

the one, and describe him as the Antichrist and the beast

in the other, is too glaringly absurd to be true of a man
like Lord Cobham. The upshot, however, of the trial

was, that which had been determined on from the first

;

after two days' hearing, in which he eloquently and
heroically defended his doctrines before the whole synod

of prelates and abbots, he was condemned to expiate his

heresy at the stake, and meantime was committed to

the Tower for safe custody. In the words of the record,

he was " sweetly and modestly condemned to be burnt

alive on the 10th of October." But Henry still was not

prepared to acquiesce in so desperate a doom on one who
had spent with him so many mirthful days. He granted

the refoiTuer a respite of fifty days; and before that time

had expired. Lord Cobham had managed to escape from
his prison, probably by the connivance of his lenient

sovereign.

But once more at large, and in communication with his

fiiends and confederates, Cobham became all the more
active in his plans for the maintenance of the great cause.

The Church had now manifested its intentions; it had
shown that it was not conversion, but destruction of the

whole body of the reformei's that it was resolved upon

;

and the question, therefore, with the persecuted sect

naturally was, by what means it was to prevent the fate

menacing it. If we are to believe the chroniclers of the

times, the Lollards resolved to anticipate their enemies,

to take up arms, and to repel force by force. That seeing

clearly that war to the death was determined against them
by the Church, and that the king had yielded at least a

tacit consent to this iniquitous policy, they came to the

conclusion to kill not only the bishops, but the king and
all his kin.

So atrocious a conspiracy is not readily to be credited

against men who contended for a greater purity of gospel

truth, nor against men of the practical and military know-
ledge of Lord Cobham. But over the whole of these

transactions there hangs a veil of impenetrable mystery,

and we can only say that the Lollards are charged with

endeavouring to surprise the king and his brother ' at
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Eltham, as thoy were keeping their Cliristmaa festivities

there, and that this attempt failed through the court

receiving intimation of the design, and suddenly removing
to Westminster ; that, disappointed in this scheme, the

Lollards were summoned from all quarters to march to-

wards London, there to secure and kill all the principal

clergy. They wei-e, according to these accounts, to meet
in St. Giles's Fields, on the night of the 6th of January.

The king, it is stated, being warned of this movement,
gave due notice to the citj', and on the day previous to

the proposed meeting, the Mayor of London made various

arrests of suspected persons, and amongst others of a squii-e

of Lord Cobham's, at the sign of the " Ark," in Bishops-

gato Without. The aldermen were ordered to keep strict

watch each in his own ward, and at midnight Henry him-

self issued forth with a strong force. He is represented

as being greatly alarmed for the public safety, from the

popular insun-ections which had lately been raging in

Paris, and to which we shall presently have to draw atten-

tion. He ordered all the city gates to be closed, to keep

the Lollards who were within the walls separate from
those without, hastening then to the place of rendezvous.

Here again the narratives of this unaccountable atfaii'

contradict each other. One represents all the roads as

being covered with the adherents of Lord Cobham,
hastening to the appointed spot in St. Giles's Fields.

That on asking the first overtaken who they were for,

they replied by the preconcerted watchword—"For Six-

John Oldoastle," and that these being seized, the rest

took the alarm and fled. By other accounts there were

expected to be 25,000 men collected in the same fields,

but only fourscore were found there. That some of

these confessed that they came there to meet Lord
Cobham, but that the greater part knew nothing of

any such meeting, but appeared to have been there by
mere accident.

As for Lord Cobham himself, the reputed originator

of this great rising, the enthusiastic advocate of Lol-

lardism, and the practical military man, he was nowhere

to be seen or heard of. Had he got wind of the

king's intended visit ? If so, why had he not taken

prompt means to warn his followers ? If he had not

heard of it, where was he ? Why was he not there ?

The whole affair bears so wild, so misty and incon-

sistent an aspect, that the most probable solution of

it is, that the bishops, disappointed of their prey by

Lord Cobham's escape, concerted this plan, and pro-

bably themselves disseminated the summonses to the

meeting, in order to collect there some runaway followers

of the fugitive leader, who under torture might disclose

some knowledge of his retreat. If so, they failed in

their main object ; but they succeeded in alarming the

king and the country, and giving a considerable check to

Lollardism.

Henry, surprised at the non-appearance of the confi-

dently predicted host of armed heretics, sent out detach-

ments of his troops in all directions, and these picked up
about seventy poor creatures who were tried as Lollards.

Little reliance can be placed on the compulsory con-

fessions of these prisoners. Amongst them was a silly

fanatic, one William Murle, a rich brewer and maltster

of Dunstable, who was said to be taken with others at

Harengay Park, who had two led horses with him.

trapped with gold, and a pair of gilt spurs in his bosom,
expecting to be knighted by Lord Cobham in the field.

About thirty of these captives were executed on the

spot of theu- reputed rendezvous, St. Giles's Fields, being
drawn and hanged as traitors, and then bui-nt ; amongst
them Sii- Thomas Acton, whose body, instead of being
buxnt, was buried under the gallows.

In the whole of these strange transactions there is not
the slightest evidence of the presence or complicity of
Lord Cobham ; but the anxious object of the clergy is

manifested in the proclamation which was issued on
the ninth of January, olferiug 1,000 marks for the ap-

prehension of Sir John Oldcastle, Lord Cobham. Sir

John was nowhere to be found, for not a man would
betray him ; but the House of Commons had fully

imbibed the intended alarm, and in their addi-ess to the
king, they declared their conviction that the insurgents
sought "to destroy the Christian faith, the king, the
spiritual and temporal estates, and all manner of policy

and law." The king would seem fully to have arrived at

the same fearful conclusion ; for in his proclamation ha
states that they meant " to destroy him, his brothers,

and several of the spiritual and temporal lords, to confis-

cate the possessions of the Church, to secularise the
religious orders, to divide the realm into confederate

districts, and to appoint Sir John Oldcastle president of

the commonwealth."

The singularity of this charge, and its real nature as a
plea of the hierarchy which had thus early raised the cry
of " the Church in danger," in order to crush the new
Church which was arising out of its own corruptions
and neglects, is shown most luminously by tho fact that

the very Parliament which joined in the cry, and was
lending itself to the suppression of the Lollards, at this

very time was itself vehemently bent on the very object

which they thus made criminal in the Protestant body.

We find in Hall, folio 35, that on the king demanding
supplies, they renewed the ofi'or which they had made to

his father to seize all the ecclesiastical revenues, and
convert them to the use of the crown.

The clergy were greatly alarmed by this demonstration
fi-om their own coadjutors, and feeUng that the age was
ripe for compelling them to disgorge a good portion of

their enormous wealth, they agreed to confer upou Henry
aU the alien priories which depended on capital abbeys
in Normandy, and had been bequeathed to those abbeys
when that province continued united to England. The
great originator of Church persecution in this country,

the man who iii-st planted the stake and lit the flame

around the bodies of his fellow-men for Christ's sake

—a deed prolific of centuries of crime and horror, of ciril

dissension, and disgrace to the Christian name—was now
gone to his account, and his successor Chicheley, at,

determined a persecutor as himself, endeavoured to turn

the attention of the king by recommending him to carry

war into France.

Henry was himself already meditating that very step.

It was the dying advice of his father not to permit his

subjects to remain long in inaction ; which, in an age
which possessed few resources but hunting or war to

sufficiently occupy the minds of the great barons, was
sure to breed domestic factions, while successful war
kept them about the person of their prince, and attached
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them to him by every motive of honour and advantage.

The state of France at that epoch was such as rendered a

fresh attempt to conquer it most alluring, and even to

suggest the idea to a monarch like Henry, chivalrous

and ambitious of glory, that he was, in a manner, called

by God to the salutary work of rescuing a great nation

from its own suicidal frenzy, and punishing the iniquity

of its people—which was actually monstrous—as the

Israelites were led up to punish the corrupt inhabitants

That unfortunate country was in the most deplorable
condition. The dissension, the unbounded dissoluteness,

and the mutual murder of the princes, seemed to have
utterly debauched and demoralised the people. From
head to foot, the whole body, political and social, was
diseased. Every principle of honour or of rectitude, every
feeling of conscience or of pity appeared extinct. Cruelty,

rapacity, crime, and lawlessness were become the grand
features of the nation. It was high time that some power

French Carpenter and Maid-Servant (Fifteenth Century).

of Canaan. Having, therefore, consented to the desires

of the Church, and of that unique Parliament which,

while it recommended the stripping of the Church, was

deadly in its resentment against any other body attempt-

ing the same thing—that all judges and magistrates

should arrest any persons suspected even of Lollardism,

and deliver them over to the tender mercies of the

ecclesiastical courts, and that these unfortunate schis-

matics should, on conviction, forfeit all their lands, goods,

and chattels, as in cases of felony—he addressed himself

to his great enterprise, the conquest of France.

should interpose to scourge that debased generation and
restore some sense of patriotism and virtue through a

bitter regime, if possible ; and that was, in truth, the only

title which Henry had to interfere. Bad as had been the

claims set up by the Edwards, his was far worse ; for he

was the son of the usurper even in his own country, and
if any just right to the crown of France could be esta-

blished by the English Plantagenets, it resided in the Earl

of Marche, and not at all in him. But, while Henry in a

most amusingly confident manner still talked of his here-

ditary title to the French throne, he did not omit to add
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what really appeared more obvious, that he was the

appointed instrument of Providence to chastise the flagrant

iniquity of the rulers of France.

That reconciliation of the Duke of Orleans to Burgundy,
the mui-derer of his father, which we have recorded, did

not last three months. After the retirement of the Duke
of Clarence to Guienne, this feud broke out with fresh

fury. The Count of Armagnao, the father-in-law of Orleans,

one of the most clear-sighted men amongst them, indeed,

never laid down his arms. Burgundy continued in Paris,

and there he got up a popular faction which gradually

drew the whole city into scenes and outrages which remind
us of the Parisian revolutions of our own times. He
made a league with the butchers, who came out with fero-

cious alacrity, glad of such a sanction to play a conspi-

cuous part on that great theatre of national confusion.

They adopted a white hood as their badge ; and, being ia

alliance with the Duke of Burgundy, they also opened a
communication with his revolutionary subjects in Flanders.

The men of Ghent and Bruges had lost none of their taste

for insurrection, and entered with delight into the scheme
of revolutionising France under cover of the leadership of

their own ruler. The white hood was distributed freely

in those towns, and seat by delegates all over France.
As the faction grew it proceeded to show its authority

;

and very soon the Dukes of Burgundy and Berri, the
dauphin, the king himself, found themselves compelled to

don the white hood, and show themselves as members of
the honom-able fraternity of political butchers. The
judges, the barristers, the members of Parliament, the
noblesse, the professors and students of the university,

the clergy, the monks, every class of the community, in

short, were obliged to wear the white hood, as the only
livery of patriotism. A reign of terror now commenced

;

the whole of the populace were ranged under the white
hood, and had acquired the name of Cabochiens from one
of their most ferocious leaders. They had reduced the
upper classes of all descriptions to an ostensible sub-
mission to their despotism, and they now began to per-
petrate every species of disorder. They seized on all such
of the citizens as had wealth enough to 5deld a heavy
ransom, and, if they refused to pay freely, they threw
them into prison and detained them there till their resist-

ance gave way. Their cry thi-ough aU this was for the
good of la belle France. They broke into the palace, and,
besides plundering it, they carried away in triumph the
Duke of Bavaria, the brother of the infamous Queen
Isabella. They mounted the ladies of the court, two by
two, on horseback, and bore them in triumph to the prison
of the Louvre. Nor did they content themselves with
plunder, and with these fantastic escapades; blood was
literally mingled with their wine, and amongst their

victims was the Sire de la Eiviere, one of the most learned
men of France, of an ancient and most honourable family.
To make confusion worse confounded, the dissolute and

heartless Louis, the dauphin, quarrelled with the Duke
of Burgundy, and fomented intrigues and parties against
him. Chief was arrayed against chief, and mob 'against

mob. Tho respectable portion of the citizens long made
dumb with terror, took heart .-.s the host of their- plebeian
tyrants began to direct theii- terrible energies against
each other, and sent secretly to the Ai-magnacs. From
being stout Burgundians thousands now declared openly

for Orleans and his father-in-law ; and when the Duke
of Berri endeavoured to force on the city a heavy tax, to
carry on the war against the Ai-magnacs, they rebelled
resolutely. In vain were the master butchers employed to

levy the hateful impost ; their rude compulsion only drove
the bui-ghers more rapidly into the arms of the opposite
faction.

The professors of the university had risen into con-
sideration in consequence of the divisions in the Church

;

which were quite as unhappy as those of the state, no
less than three different Popes now claiming the chair of
infallibility and the allegiance of the religious world.

The clergy, by their violent animosities in contending
with each other for this or that pontiff, had lost greatly

the confidence of the people, who now in Paris turned to

the men of learning. The professors were equally engaged
in discussing, the pretensions of the rival Popes ; but they
displayed so much more erudition and abihty in their

party warfare, that they rose in public estimation, while
the regular clergy declined. To them the factions con-

tinually referred their own disputes. No sooner did they

feel theii' influence than they began to exert it against

the butchers. They had seen with indignation their

monarch, their princes, their princesses, and high-born
ladies continually captives in the hands of these brutal

men. They saw their favourite ministers butchered or

cast into dungeons, and a most hateful and bloody

despotism treading down everybody who dared to oppose

them, or who refused to submit to theii' insolent demands.

But the professors might have preached and harangued
in vain if they had not unexpectedly raised up an unlooked-
for alliance. The butchers had beheaded the Provost of

Paris on the 1st of Jul}', 1413, and this put the finish to

their horrible domination. Tho carpenters determined to

take the field against them, and, adopting the white scarf

of the Orleans partj-, they came forth in all their strength.

The conflict of white scarfs and white hoods became
furious; but the carpenters prevailed. The butchers

mustered in formidable force in the Place de Greve, so

memorable for its horrors on a more recent day ; but, after

a vigorous fight, they were vanquished, and were even-

tually driven out of Paris. The Duke of Biu'gundy was
soon compelled to follow his butcher faction, and in August,
after making an abortive attempt to carry off the king, he
retired to Flanders. The Duke of Oi-leans entered the city

with the Armagnacs ; tho white hoods vanished, and the

white scaifs became the universal wear. Everything,

except disorder, was changed. The ministers and magis-

trates were removed, and replaced by others of the party

in the ascendant. Those who had imprisoned and per-

secuted, now had the same, or a severer measure meted
out to themselves. The faction of the dauphin was there

struggling with that of the Armagnacs, and that of the

queen against her own eon. Louis, who had been

amongst the first to call in the Armagnacs, now as

earnestly implored the return of the Duke of Burgundy.

Early in 1414 Burgundy accordingly marched to Paris

with a large army, expecting to find the gates opened to

him by the dauphin ; but, on the contrary, it was stoutly

defended by Orleans and the Count of Armagnao, who
threatened to hang up any one on tho spot who showed
the least disposition to favour Burgundy. The duke.was

compelled to retreat again into Flanders, and leave the
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Armagnacs in complete superiority. They had the king

in their hands, and they compelled him to sign anything

they pleased. The Duke of Burgundy was declared by
royal proclamation guilty of "the damnable murder of

the late Duke of Orleans," as woU as of sundry other

high crimes and treasons, and condemned to the forfeiture

of aU his territories.

The Armagnacs, having issued this proclamation,

marched out of Paris, seized the duke's city of Compiegne

and laid siege to Soissons. This town was defended by

the brave Count de Bournonville, and at this siege the

archers of England were found fighting against their

fellow-subjects, the archers of Guienne. But the

English voi-y soon opened the gates to their countrj-men

from Bordeaux ; the Armagnacs rushed in, and perpe-

trated one of the most frightful massacres in history.

The rabble of Armagnacs appeared possessed with a

demoniac frenzy, which sought the destruction of every-

thing. Men, women, and children were massacred with-

out mercy or discrimination. They pillaged the churches

and monasteries ; tore down the sacred ornaments of the

altars ; trod under foot the consecrated wafer ; scattered

the relics of saints, and demolished or defaced the

images. The king was in their hands a complete puppet,

and they made him the scapegoat of all their crimes. In

his name the head of the brave governor, De Bournon-

ville, was struck off, as well as those of a number of the

principal officers and citizens ; and, notwithstanding the

English had admitted them, they hanged 200 of their

archers from the walls. Others of the distinguished

inhabitants were sent under guard to Paris, where they

met with the same fate.

From the butchery of Soissons this fanatic army
marched to Arras, into which Burgundy had managed to

retire ; but they were there successfully resisted. While

meditating to raise the siege, the alarming news arrived

of the King of England's preparations for the invasion of

France. A hollow truce was patched up between the

contending parties ; but, before the Armagnacs with-

drew from the city, the house in which the king lodged

was found to be on fire (probably from design by some of

the desperadoes of one or other faction), and he escaped

with difBculty.

Once more Paris became the rendezvous of the various

chiefs of these revolting factions ; where, in the autumn,

the infameus dauphin originated a conspiracy to drive

both Burgundians and Armagnacs from the capital,

secure the person of the king, and make himself dictator.

The scheme failed ; and Louis was himself obliged to

flee to Bourges. The Armagnacs once more rose on his

retreat, fell on the Burgundians with great fury, and

expelled their wives and children from the city.

Again in April of the following year, 1415, the

dauphin regained possession of Paris by a base stratagem.

He invited his mother, Queen Isabella, the Dukes of

Orleans and Berri, with the other princes of the blood, to

meet at Melun, in order to settle all differences and unite

with one accord against the English invader. The

queen and princes fell into the snare. They set out for

Melun, and the dauphin simultaneously hastened into

the capital, closed the gates against them, and ordered

them, with the exception of Berri, severally to retire

to their estates. One great object of Louis was to secure

the rich hoards of his mother, which she had deposited in

the church of St. Denis. Once possessed of them, he
charged his mother, Orleans, Burgundy, and the rest of

the princes of the blood—for Louis was a perfect Ish-

maelito in his enmities—with being the authors of all

the calamities which had fallen on Franco. The de-

claration would have been true enough had he in-

cluded his own share in them. But he now promised
to redress everything ; and, as an earnest of his inten-

tions, he proceeded to perpetrate still worse extrava-

gances, follies, and wrongs. He levied on all sides

the most arbitrary exactions, which ho spent sur-

rounded by troops of insolent and insatiable courtiers.

His court became still more disgracefully licentious

than any before it. He shut up his wife, the daughter

of the Duke of Burgundy, in the chateau of St.

Germain-en-Laye, and placed at the head of his court a
servant of the palace as his mistress. The Duko of

Burgundy, enraged at the treatment of his daughter,

vowed vengeance against the profligate dauphin, and
prepared to march against him, accompanied by his

butcher chiefs, Caboche, Lcgoix, and others of the

white-hood clan. Meantime Armagnac was ravaging

the south of France and St. Pol the north. Never
was a country so torn by faction and desolated and

degraded by crime ; and it was at this moment that

Henry of England prepared to descend on the devoted

land, announcing himself as the scourge of a justly

incensed Providence.

In little more than twelve months after mounting

the throne, Henry forwarded to Franco, in July, 1414,

his demand of the crown of that country. No answer

was returned. He then reduced his requisition from

the whole realm to the following modest one ; namely,

the provinces of Normandy, Maine, and Anjou ; the

territories which formerly composed the duchy of Aqui-

taine ; and the several towns and counties included in

the treaty of Bretigni; that Charles VI. should put

him in possession of half of Provence, the inheritance

of Eleanor and Sanchia, the queens of Henry IIT.,

and of his brother Richard, and two of the four

daughters of Beranger, once sovereign of that country.

That he should pay up the arrears of King John's

ransom, 1,200,000 crowns, and give Henry his daughter

Catherine, with 2,000,000 crowns more.

To this astounding demand the French Government

replied that the king was willing to give the hand of his

daughter, with GOO,000 crowns, a higher sum than had

ever been paid with any princess of France, and all

the territories anciently included in the duchy of

Aquitaine.

To this Henry refused to consent, but summoned a

Parliament, the speaker of which was Thomas Chaucer,

the son of the groat poet, and received from it tho

unwontedly Uboral supply of two-tenths and two-

fifteenths. To give an air of moderation to his demands,

however, Henry still pretended to negotiate. He sent

over to Paris a splendid embassy, consisting of 600

horsemen, headed by the Earl of Dorset and the Bishops

of Durham and Norwich. They entered tho capital with

so much parade and magnificence, that the French vanity

was surprised and mortified by it. The ambassadors

first proposed a continuation of the truce for four months.
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They repeated the terms of the former embassy as to
peace and the matrimonial alliance of the two countries,
but consented to accept the princess with half the original

[a.d. 1415

ParUament of Henry V.-From the Harleian MSS. in the
British Museum.

sum. On the other side, the French raised the amount
proffered from 600,000 to 800,000 crowns. Here the
matter ended, and the embassy returned.

This was, no doubt, precisely what Henry expected
;

and now he made preparations for an immediate invasion.
On the 16th of April he summoned at Westminster a
council of fifteen spiritual and twenty-eight temporal
peers, when he announced his resolve " to recover his in-
heritance by arms." His speech was received with the
utmost applause and enthusiasm. The great barons and
knights, eager to obtain military fame, engaged to
furnish their quotas of troops to the utmost of their
abihty; Parliament granted two-tenths and fifteenths,
and dissolved and made over to the king no less than
a hundred alien priories, not conventual. Henry himself
exerted every means of increasing his resources. He raised
loans by pawning his crown jewels, the magnificent crown
itself of Henry IV., and by other means, and altogether
amassed the sum of 500,000 nobles in ready money. He
rifled the cupboards and buffets of the royal palaces, and
gave them as pledges of the ultimate payment of their
prices to great creditors.

The Duke of Bedford, Henry's brother, was appointed
regent of the kingdom during the royal absence ; and the
youthful monarch, full of aspirations of glory and con-
quest, set forward towards Southampton, the port of
embarkation.

Meantime, the French princes, engrossed by their own
dissensions, had made no exertions to prepare the king-
dom for such a formidable attack. They fondly hoped
that Henry would close with the liberal terms offered
iiim, and were, therefore, thunderstruck with the present
promptitude of his motions. They hastily sent over the
Duke of Vendome and the Archbishop of Bourges to
repeat the last advanced terms offered through the Duke
of Bern. They met Henry at Winchester, but he would

listen to nothing but the most complete surrender of all
the rights that England ever possessed in France. There
was now no going back ; the time for mere diplomatic
talk was over with Henry. He declared that the crown
of France was his right, and that he would wrest it from
its usurper by the sword. The Archbishop of Bourges,
who seems to have been a man of spirit, on this assumed
a bold demeanour, and declared that the King of France
had made all possible concession, not out of any fear, but
from sincere desu-e of peace. That if the king imagined
he could easily overcome France he deceived himself.
That its throne was the firmest in Europe. " If,"
said he, " thou makesfc thy attempt, our sovereign lord
will call upon the blessed Virgin, and upon all t'^e saints,
and by their aid thou wilt be driven into the sea by the
king, his faithful subjects, and powerful allies; or
thou wilt be slain, or taken captive."
To this lofty language Henry onlv smiling, repUed,

" We shall see." He appeared no way to resent the
freedom of the spirited prelate, but gave him his passports
at his request, and dismissed him and his attendants with
valuable presents.

Proceeding to Southampton, Henry actively superin-
tended the preparations for the embarkation of his army,
which lay encamped along the shore in magnificent
array. While he was thus engaged he once more sent off
a messenger to the King of France, as if it were necessaiy
to announce formally his coming. This time it was
Antelope, his pursuivant-at-arms, who was instructed
to demand all the provinces of England and the hand of
Catherine, or to deliver the king's defiance. It was at
this time, when the old king made a mild but firm reply,
that the wild and profligate Louis, the dauphin, sent his
gasconading message, accompanied by a parcel of tennis-
balls, telling Henry that they much better befitted him,
by all accounts of his past life, than cannon-balls; on
hearing which, Henry is said to have been stung with
momentary anger, and replied, "These balls shall be
struck back with such a racket as ehaU force open Paris
gates."

Some historians have treated this incident as apocryphal
and improbable

; but no fact is better authenticated by
almost every chronicler of the time, and nothing is more
accordant with the character of Prince Louis.
But in the very midst of Henry's active occupation of

embarking his troops, danger was much nearer to him
than from the tennis-balls or bravadoes of the giddy
dauphin. A conspiracy to assassinate him was dis-
covered at the very moment that it was intended to carry
it into execution ; and what is singular, the discovery
came from the very person for whose especial benefit the
movement was intended.

The young Earl of Marche, as we have already had
occasion to state, was not only the true heii- to the throne,
but had been brought up with Henry, and -vas really
attached to him. The sister of the young earl was
married to Eichard, Earl of Cambridge, and brother
to the Duke of York. Cambridge, by his alliance with
the true prince, appears to have been infected with the
ambitious desire of seeing himself not merely brother
to a legitimate prince who was contented in his station,
which, though that of a subject, was honourable and
happy, but brother to a king. From the httle light
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thrown by cotemporary historians on the progress of the

plot, we can only perceive that Cambridge had sought

the co-operation of several persons who were known to

have acted or suffered in the opposition to the late king.

These were Sir Thomas Grey, of Heton, in Northumber-
land, and Lord Scrope, of Masham, both of whom had
been involved in the Percy insurrections themselves,

or by their near relatives. Scrope was at this time high

in the favour of his sovereign. He was his trusted

chamberlain, and one of the most confidbntial of his privy

council. In the chase and in his social hours, he was the

especial companion of Henry. Yet he appears to have

given in to this base conspiracy, and Henry was to be

assassinated before embarking, after which, the con-

spirators were to escape to Wales with the Earl of

Marche, and there raise the banner of revolt in his behalf.

It would seem that the conspiracy was as ill-con-

structed as it was wicked. The conspirators do not

appear to have obtained the decided sanction of the

principal person concerned. Probably Cambridge might

have speculated on private conversations with his brother-

in-law, the Earl of Marche, and have persuaded himself

that he would fall in with such a scheme when it ap-

peared to him feasible. But when, at the. moment of

action, Marche was apprised of the intended blow, he

refused, by the earnest advice of his man Lacy, to swear

to keep the secret, but required an hour in which to

consider of the proposal. However the persuasions of

Cambridge or his own secret feeling: might have inclined

him at any previous moment, now, when his friend and
noble patron Henry was menaced with instant death,

Marche at once decided, and hastened to apprise the

king of his danger. That Marche had listened to the

voice of the tempter is plain from hij first requesting

a pardon from Henry for giving ear "to his rebels

and traitors sufficiently to understand their schemes."

This pardon Henry at once accorded, but he seized the

conspirators, and brought them immediately before a

council, where their fate was to be decided by twelve

jui'ors of the county. Grey pleaded guilty to the charge

of having conspired to kill the king, "to proclaim the

Earl of Marche, in case Richard II. was I'oally dead," to

having by their emissaries solicited tho said Richard, or,

as he was by the indictment declared to be, Thomas of

Tumpington, who personated that monarch, to invade

the king's dominions with a body of Scottish forces and
Scottish lords.

Cambridge and Scrope demanded to be tried by their

peers, whereupon all the lords of the army were sum-
moned ; tho Duke of Clarence was appointed to preside in

placo of tho king, and the Duke of York, that he might
not sit in judgment on his own brother, nominated the

Earl of Dorset his proxy.

Cambridge made an earnest appeal to tho king for

mercy, and Scrope pleaded, like Marche, that ho had only

listened in order to ascertain tho objects of tho conspira-

tors, so that he might effectually defeat them. Tho plea

did not avail him any more than tho cowardly prayer of

Cambridge. They were all three condemned, were led

out to the north gate of the town, and had their heads

struck off, just as the royal fleet, with a favourable wind,

hoisted sail, and bore out of the harbour of Southampton,
CD the 13th of August, 1415.

This memorable expedition, thus painfully inaugurated

by the blood of treason in the very near kindred of tho

king, consisted of 6,000 men-at-arms, and 24,000 archers,

which so many occasions had now demonstrated to be tho

real power of England. These troops wore canied in a
fleet of 1,500 sail ; and, with an auspicious wind, entered

the mouth of the Seine on the second day, August 18th.

Three days were consumed in landing tho troops and
stores, and it does not appear that there was any oppo-
sition from the enemy.

Henry at once laid siege to the strong fortress of Har-
fleur, situated on the left bank of the river, and defended

by a numerous garrison, under the command of the Counts
D'EstoutevUIe, De Guitri, and Do Gaucourt, as well as

others of the French nobUity. Tho siege was conducted

according to the principles of the greatest master of

engineering of the time, Master Giles, the splendid manu-
script of whose work, " Do Regimiuo Principum," is yet

preserved in the Harleian Collection of the British

Museimi.

The French knights of the garrison displayed the

utmost bravery, and made repeated assaults on the troops

of Henry while throwing up their entrenchments, but
they were received in such a manner by tho archers that

they were soon very glad to keep within tho shelter of

their walls. These walls themselves were in bad repair

;

the succours which had been promised by tho Government
did not arrive ; the English cannon was fast demolishing

the outworks, and sappers undermining the towers. A
worse enemy than even the English was also amongst
them—the dysentery, owing to the dampness of the place,

and the unhealthy quality of tho provisions; and the

garrison siuTendered on the 22nd of September, after a
defence of thirty-six days.

Henry seated himself on his throne, placed beneath a
magnificent tent, on the summit of a hiU opposite to tho

town, where he received the submission of the garrison.

On each side of the throne stood the English nobles ; Sir

Robert Umphraville on the king's right hand bearing the

royal helmot, surmounted by the crown, on tho point of a

lance. Do Gaucourt, the Governor of Harfleur, attended

by thirty-four burgesses, approached; and kneeling,

presented the keys of the town and prayed the king's

mercy.

Henry's conduct on this occasion was opposed to his

usual humanity, and seemed dictated not by the generous

policy which immediately afterwards followed, but by the

stem and less effective principles which guided Edward
ni. at Calais. He fixed his banner and that of St. George

over the principal gate, and then gave permission iTor tho

men-at-arms to retire, having deposited their arms,

stripped to their doublets, on condition that they swore

to tako no further part in this campaign, but to surrender

thomsolvcs within a certain time as prisoners to tho

Governor of Calais.

So far, aU was lenient and humane; but then, aftor

walking barefoot to church, to return thanks for his vio-

tory, he commanded all the inhabitants—men, women,
and children—to quit their homes for ovor ; to relinquish

all their property to tho conquerors, except a portion of

their clothes, and five pennies each to procure provisions

on their way. All their wealth, the arms and horses of
the garrison, were to become the spoil of tho English
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host, and to be equally distributed amongst them according

to the terms of their service. These terms themselves

were extraordinary, for the feudal system was so far worn
out that Henry was obliged to make contracts with different

lords and gentlemen, who engaged to serve him a year

from the first day of muster. The wages paid on this

occasion were:—to a duke, 13s. -Id. per day; to an earl,

Gs. 8d.; a baron, or banneret, 4s. ; a knight, 2s. ; an esquhe.

Is.; and an archer, 6d. If we estimate these sums at

their present value, that is, fifteen times increased, we
shall see how infinitely better paid were the common
soldiers of Henry V. than those of Victoria I. The pay
of a duke would be £10 a day; of an earl, £5; a baron,

£3; a knight, 30s; au esquire, 15s.; and of an archer,

7s. 6d. Dukes, earls, and commanders in general take

good care of themselves now-a-days ; but the common
soldiers would bo astonished at receiving 7s. 6d. per day.

Besides tliis the men were to receive the ransom money
of all prisoners that they made, and two-thirds of the

booty. This undoubtedly arose from the fact being now
clearly demonstrated that the archers were the real

strength of the army, and the source of aU the English

victories.

But notwithstanding the lavish terms on which the

army had been engaged, the siege of Harfleur was dearly

purchased by it. The weather was extremely hot, and
the place, lying low on the banks of the Seine, was at

that season extremely unhealthy. A dysentery, partly

from those causes, and partly from the incautious eating

of unripe fruit, and the putrid exhalations from the offal

of animals killed for the camp, broke out, and raged

amongst the soldiers far more mortally than the awk-
ward artillery of that age. About 2,000 «f the troops

had perished, besides great numbers who were disabled

by sickness. Several officers of rank died, and when
Henry had shipped off his sick for England, including

the Duke of Clarence, the Earls of Marche, Arundel,

Marshall, and many other great officers, his army was
reduced to about one-half of its original number.

A council of war, which Henry had called before ship-

ping off his invalids, had come to the decision of returning

wholly to England, and making preparations for the next

year ; but to this Henry would not listen for a moment.
To embark altogether, he said, would look like fear, and
convert their conquest into a flight. He was resolved,

he added, to march to Calais, and dare every peril, rather

than the French should say that he was afraid of them.

France was his own, he contended, and he would see a

little more of it before quitting it. He trusted in God
that they should take their way without harm or danger,

but if compelled to fight, glory and victory would be

theirs, as it had boon always that of his ancestors in that

country. Ho declared his route to be Normandy, Picardy,

and Artois to Calais.

Having taken this resolution, nothing could turn him
from it, though ho had only 900 lances and 5,000 archors,

barely 6,000 men in all ; while a French anny of 100,000

men was already on foot to intercept his march. Before

setting out he repaired the fortifications of Harfleur, and

placed it under tho command of his uncle, the Earl of

Dorset, as governor, and Sir John Fastolf, as Ueutenant-

governor, with a garrison of 2,000 men, which were inde-

pendent of the 6,000 men he intended to take with him.

He invited over many English families to settle in Har-
fleur, and make it a second Calais, granting them the
houses and premises of the former inhabitants.

Having made these arrangements, on the Sth of October
he set forward on his most daring march. He disposed

his little host in three divisions, attended by two detach-

ments, which served as van and rear guards on the march,
ready to be converted in the field into wings for protecting

his flanks. Never was a more hardy enterprise under-
taken. It might, according to all ordinary principles, be
termed fool-hardy. But all the victorious expeditious of

the Edwards I. and III. had been of the same character,

and, had they failed, would have been recorded in history

as unexampled instances of rashness and folly : so much
depends on the result, rather than the antecedents of an
action.

At every step the little army of England was watched

by overwhelming forces. The Constable of France, Count
D'Albret, lay dii-ectly in their way in Picardy with i4,000

men-at-arms and 40,000 foot, and laid waste the whole
countrj- before them. At Rouen tho king and dauphin

lay with another large army, and fresh troops were
hastening from all quarters towards his line of march.

The French host mustered in his track already upwards
of 100,000; some writers say 140,000 men. Henry had
to traverse a long tract of country infested with these

exasperated enemies. His troops were in want of pro-

visions, lodgings, guides, which their enemy took care to

deprive them of They had, in fact, to march thi'ough a

desert, defended by strong towns, intersected by deep

rivers, and were exposed every moment to have their

scouts, foragers, and stragglers cut off, while the foe took

care to avoid a general engagement.

The army was sometimes whole days without food. The
wretched people were themselves starving, from the

devastations pui'posely made by their own countrymen,

and sickness began to decimate the British troops from

their excessive fatigues and want of necessary food. At
the passage of the river Bresle, the garrison of Eu made
a furious sortie, and fell upon the rear of the army with

loud shouts and amazing impetuosit}', but, spite of the

exhausted condition of the soldiers, they received the

attack with coolness, slew the French commander, and

drove back the garrison to its fortress.

In four days, that is, on the 12th of October, Henry
had arrived at tho ford of Blanche-taque, where his grand-

father, Edward III. had passed tho Somme. He had in-

tended to do the same, but the French, taught by their

former failure, had taken care to make this ford impassable

by driving strong stakes into the bottom, and D'Albret

appeared on tho right bank with a numerous force. Dis-

appointed in this expectation, ho retreated to the little

town of Airennes, where Edward III. had slojit two nights

before tho battle of Cre^y. He then advanced up the

river, searching for a ford or bridge, as Edward had sought

down it. He avoided Abbeville, where D'Albret lay with

his main army, and marched to Bailleul, where he slept

on the 13th.

Still advancing upwards, he found every bridge broken,

eveiy ford secured, and D'Albret and his forces marching

along tho right bank in exact time with him, ready to

repel any .attempt at crossing the river.

Seeing this, many of his soldiers, already enervated
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with fatigue and sickness, began to lose heart. They

beheld themselves with alarm advancing further and

fiiitber from the sea, and knew that tremendous bodies

ol troops were in both front and rear. " I who write,"

says a chaplain of the army, whose manuscript recital

was first discovered by Sir Harris Nicolas in the Cottonian

collection, " and many others looked bitterly up to heaven,

and implored the Divine mercy, and the protection of the

Virgin, to save us from the imminent perils by which we
were surrounded, and enable us to reach Calais in safety."

The next day Henry attempted to force a passage at

Port St. Eemy, but without success, as Edward III. had

done before him. On the loth, the following day, he

made another endeavour to cross at Ponteau de Mer, but

was again foiled. Still going on, he tried other passages

on the 16th and 17th, but without avail. Everywhere

appeared the most hopeless obstacles. Taking advantage

of the winding of the river, Henry now dashed across the

country from the neighbourhood of Corbie to Boves, and

thence marched on Nefles. On the way he made a halt

in a valley, and ordered his archers to provide themselves

each with a stake of six feet long, and to sharpen it

at each end. He then pushed forward again to outmarch

the constable, who was obliged to follow a more circuitous

route by Peronne. He had sent, however, strict orders

to guard all the fords of the river, but not being present

to, see this enforced, Henry at Nefles received information

that the passage was still open between Voyenne and

Bethencourt. On the 19th he came up to this place, and

made a dash across it. Pour bannerets led the way suc-

cessfully ; the rest of the army and the baggage followed

rapidly in their track ; and in twelve hours the English

had arrived safely on the right bank. Henry marched

on to Monchy-la-Gauche ; while the constable, instead of

daring to attack him, fell back on Bapaume, and thence

on St. Pol.

It is remarkable that during all this march up the river

from the 13th to the 20th, a full week, the swarming
French armies in his rear had not dared to fall upon him
in his trouble and perplexity. As in the former case of

Edward III., they felt that they had a lion in pursuit,

and dreaded that he should turn and stand at bay. In

any other case but that of an English army in a mood of

desperation, they were enough to have annihilated the

whole force at any moment.
While D'Albret had been gnarding the passages of

the Somme, the French princes, instead of attacking

Henry, had held a, council of war at Eoiien in pre-

sence of the king. Here they had resolved to give

battle to the English by a majority of thirty-five to

five, and they fixed the 25th as the important day of

action. They sent three heralds to announce this re-

solve to the King of England.

Henry was at Monchy when the heralds an-ived.

They dehvered their message on their knees, which
was that the King of Franco and his nobles were pre-

pared to meet him in the field on the following Friday.

Henry replied, with apparent indifference, "The will

of God be done." The heralds then inquired by what
way ho meant to march, so that they might meet with
him. He replied, " By that which leads straight to

Calais : and if my enemies attempt to intercept me it

will be at theii- peril. I shall not seek them, and I

will not move a step quicker or slower to avoid them.

I could, however, ha-ve wished that they had adopted

other counsels, instead of attempting to shed the blood

of Chi-istians."

This was singular language for a man to hold who
was notoriously in a foreign country 'with a hostile

force, come avowedly to subdue it by his arms, and,

therefore, necessarily himself intending to shed the

blood of Christians ; but the 'true meaning is, that

Henry, at Harfleur, had sent a challenge to the

dauphin, offering to decide the question of the cro^wn

of France by single combat; and this speech was an

announcement that he was still ready to put his claims

on this personal hazard.

Some wi'iters have asserted that Henry, on this oc-

casion, imitated the offered concession of tho Black

Prince, when in precisely the same predicament before

the battle of Poictiers, and expressed his •willingness

to surrender his conquest of Harfleur for a free passage to

Calais. But nothing could be farther from his language

and bearing. His tone and demeanour were those of a

conscious hero, who knew his strength, and took no

thought for any disproportion of numbers. Tho heralds,

instead of finding the king in any degree alarmed or

dispirited, ajjpear to have been greatly awed by his

commanding coolness ; and, receiving a present of 100

crowns, returned with a profound impression of the

martial character of the king.

The constable had placed himself in advance directly in

Henry's route to Calais ; but he followed leisurely on his

track, as if no enemy were either before or behind him.

Tet all this time fresh forces had been flocking in to tho

standard of the constable ; and his army was now so over-

whelming, that it began to be impatient to fnll on the

English, confident that they could surround and destroy

them. But the experienced D'Albret remembered the

days of Cre^j and Poictiers, when the like confidence had

produced the most complete destruction to tho French

armies fro7n. a mere handful of theso ii'on Englishmen.

He fell back from St. Pol to the villages of Euisseauville

and Azincourt before ho consented to stand and await

the English king. Henry, on his part, leaving Peronne

to the left, marched through Encre and Lucheu to

Blangy, where there was a bridge over tho deep and

rajiid stream of the Ternois, which the French had

neglected to destroy. At his approach they appeared

disposed to demolish it, but drew off, and he passed over

without interruption. The Duke of York rode on and

saw that the constable's forces were marching towards the

village of Azincourt. Heniy reconnoitred them from an

eminenoe, and, beUe^ving that they intended to give him

battle, ho ordered his troops to fbrm ai>d receive them.

They stood prejared till it n'as dai-k ; but no en«my ap-

pcxai-ing, they advaneed along a road which led them to

the -viUage of MaisonceUos. Thera they halted at btit a

few boTO- shots from the eneury's hues ; but they procured

plenty of provisions, and refreshed and i-ested themselves

more than they had done during the whole march.

When the moon was up, Henry, with some of his most

experienced officers, ascended the heights above the

village of Maisoncelles, and beheld the whole French

arm}' drawn up in the plains of Azincourt, completely

cutting off any further advance towards Calais. It was
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evident that the eve of a decisive battle had arrived. It

was equally impossible to advance towards Calais or re-

treat towards Harfleur. In fact, to attempt in the

slightest degree to retreat would be synonymous with

destruction ; for that would utterly dishearten his own
men and bring the immense s'warms of the enemy like a

flock of hungry wolves upon them. Even if they could

beat back such a host under such circumstances, they

must soon perish by the 'way, for the whole region was a

wilderness, destitute of food or shelter. The hour of

action had arrived.

Henry was placed precisely in the same circumstances

as Edward III. had been at Crecjy, and the Black Prince

at Poictiers. His army •was reduced by the march, and

many of his men were feeble •with sickness. They

had to contend with a force more than twelve times their

©wn number ; an enemy led on by all the princes of the

blood, plentifully supplied wi.'h ever3i;hing, and confident

of success. But for all that they did not lose heart for a

moment, and the king appeared amongst them with the

same calm and heroic air which had inspired with such

assurance the immortal archers of Crccjy and Poictiers.

The resemblance between the situations, and the

circumstances of the three great battles of those ages in

France, of which this was last of the trio, is one of the

most curious facts in history. The English monarchs had
Bet out on a precisely similar •wild march across an

enemy's country, careless of being surrounded by in-

finitely superior numbers, fighting on their o-wn soil for

everything dear to them. They had been di-iven to the

same extremity, and obliged to make a stand against

odds such as no men but Enghshmen -would dream for a

moment of opposing. Yet on every one of these occasions

they had been enabled to select a position of surprising

strength, and so much resembling each other that the

parallel is marvellous. The same sloping ground, pro-

tected behind by woods, and flanked by the same ; the

approach, contracted by woods or a deep lane, so that the

vast hosts were useless so long as they maintained that

position.

Yet on the other side the French had tho insuperable

advantage, not only of immense numbers, but of obtain-

ing at will all necessary supphes. The country was
entirely open to them ; their cause was the cause of the

common people against an invader, and they had only to

•wait in order to starve out the intruder, or, if ho at-

tempted to cut his way through them, to avoid a general

engagement ; still, however, desolating the country before

and around, and harassing tho flanks and rear of tho foe,

lion-like in spirit and prowess, but necessarily sinking

under famine and fatigue.

That the French should, in the confilonco of their

numbers, hava overlooked those vast advantages, these

certain means of victory, in tho first instance, is by no
means wondorfal ; but after the terrible lesson of CrcQV,

and again of Poictiers, that they should have com-
mitted the same glaring blunder a third time, is an
evidence of their lack of cool calculation at that time

which never ceases to astonish us. The Duke of Berri,

no^w a very old man, who fought in tho battle of

Crefy fifty-nine years before, was one of tho few indi-

viduals, at least amongst the comraandors, who ap-

peared to hava a misgiving. Ho strenuously opposed

any general engagement, and though ho did not sis*-

ceed in that important particular, ho did in another

nearly as important. Ho earned his point that the king

should not command in person, as was proposed.

" Better," ho said, " it -will bo to lose tho battle, than

to loso the battle and tho king too."

Ou the part of the French generally all such cautions

were treated as dotage. There was nothing but the

most absolute confidence of victory in their camp.

I

They were full of jollity, and feasted gaily on abun-

dance of pro^visions and wine. Already they were on-

gaged in noisy declamations regarding the distribution

of their prisoners and their bootj", for they mado them-

selves certain of securing the whole of the British army.

They resolved to put all tho English to tho sword,

except the king and his principal nobility, whom, they

proposed to spare for the sake of their ransoms.

Tho constable planted his banner ou tho Calais road,

a little in advance of the village of Euisseauville, and

the Dukes of Orleans and Bourbon, of Berri, Al6n9on,

and Brabant, and all the groat lords planted theirs

round it with loud acclamations and rejoicings that

the hour was come which was to give up to them

their enemy and all his spoil. But the joy •was soon

damped, for the night set in dark and rainy. The ground

•was a clay which soon swam with water, and became so

slippery that their horses slid and stumbled about ia

great disorder. The pages and valets rode to and fro

seeking straw to lay on tho muddy ground for thoir

officers and themselves. There was a great bustling and

I

moving to and fro ;
people shouting to ono another, and

making much noise, but obtaining very little comfort

;

and it was at length obsei-ved that their horses stood

silent and did not neigh, which is looked upon on tho

[

eve of battle as a very bad omen. "VNTien they would

]
have cheered themselves with music, veiy few instru-

ments could be found. At length, however, they suc-

ceeded in lighting fires along their lines, and bursts of

laughter and merriment wero repeatedly heard by the

English, while their enemies wero, no doubt, calculating

the value of their horses and the arms on their backs.

The EngUsh, on their part, passed a night of serious

reflection. They had mado a long march under great

difficulties and privations. Many of them wero wasted by

sickness, worn down by fatigue and scanty and unwhole-

some fare. They were in the presence of an immense

force. But they were descendants of the heroes of Cre<;y,

which laj- not far off, and they had the utmost confidence

in tho bravery of their leader. They spent tho early part

of the night in making thoir wills, ansl i.i devotion.

Tho king visited every quarter of his littlo camp, and

sent out, as soon as the moon gave light enough, officers

to arrange the plan of battlo the next day, and ordered

bands of music to play through tho whole night.

At break of day Henry summoned tho men to attend

matins and mass, and then leading them into the field,

arranged them in hia usual manner, in three divisions and

two wings ; but in such close array that the whole

appeared but as ono body. Tho archers, who were his

grand strength, ho posted in advance of tho men-at-arms,

four in filo, in the form of a wedge. Besides their bows

and arrows, the archers were now armed each with a

battle-axo and a sword. The fatal field of Bannook-
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burn, whore the archers were rendered useless by their

want of side arms, when Bruce rode his cavalry amongst
them, seems to have taught the English this precaution.

Every man, too, bore on his shoulder the stout stake,

which Henry had ordered them to jH-ovide themselves

with, pointed at each end, and tipped with iron. This

they planted obliquely before them, as a chevaux de

frise, and thus opposed a formidable rampart to the

Prench cavalry. Such a defence had never been used

before in any Christian army.

Determined to rival the fame of their predecessors m
the most renowned fields, the bold archers of Nottingham,

of York, of Lincoln, and of Kent, stripped off their

jerkins of buff, laid bare their brawny arms and their

broad chests, to give fi'ee play to their action. Many
even flung away cap and shoe, and, half naked, they are

said to have presented so savage an appearance as struck

awe into the enemy.

The fight on the English side being intended, as at

Creijy and Poictiers, to be on foot, Henry had placed all

his baggage, with the priests and the horses, in the rear,

near the village of Maisoncelles, under the guard of a

small body of archers and men-at-arms. Ho dismissed aU
his prisoners on theu- parole to appear at Calais if he won
the victory. He then mounted a grey palfrey, and rode

along the lines of each division. He wore a helmet of

polished steel, surmounted by a crown sparkling with

jewels, and on his sm-coat were emblazoned the arms of

England and France. He went from banner to banner
addressing and encouraging the men. He recalled to

their minds the glorious victories of Crefy and Poictiers
;

he told them that he was resolved to wisi as great a

triumph or to die on the field ; and he declared that every

man who showed himself that day worthy of his country

and his name, should henceforth be deemed a gentleman,

and be entitled to wear coat-armour.

Still more to excite their spii-its, he told them that the

French h.ad determined to cut off three fingers of their

right hands in order to ruin them for ever for bowmen,
and he bade them remember what they had done at the

siege of Sois^Bns, where they had hanged 200 bravo bow-
men like dogs. These observations inflamed their re-

sentment wonderfully against the enemy, and Walter

Hungerford, a gallant officer of their body, said, in

Henry's hearing, " Would to God we had here with us in

the field some more of the good knights and brave bow-
men who are sitting idle in merry England !"

" No," replied Henry, " not a single man of them ! If

God gives us the victory, the fewer we are, the mo^*
honour. The fewer we ai-e, if we lose, the less the loss

to our country. But we will not lose. Fight with your

usual courage, and God and the justice of our cause

will protect us. Before night, the pride of our enemies

shall bo humbled in the dust, and the gi-eater part of that

multitude shall be stretched on the fields, or captives in

our power."

So the king went on inspiring confidence by his words,

but far more by the lively cheerfulness of his counte-

nance, which, like that of Edward III. on the like oc-

casion, seemed to presage nothing but victory and glory.

The French had drawn up their host in a manner
similar to that of Henry, but instead of their files being

four, they were thirty-nine deep. The constable himself

commanded the fi-rst division ; the Dukes of Barro and
Alencjon the second ; the Earls of Marie and Falconberg
the third. But in their eagerness to come at the English,

they had crowded their troops into a narrow field between
two woods, where they had no room to deploy, or even to

use their weapons freely, and the ground was so slippery

with the rain, that their horses could with difficulty keep

on their legs ; while the English archers, who were
immediately opposed to them, were not only on foot, but

many of them barefooted, and, disencumbered of their

clothes, were ready to make their way alei-tly over the

soft ground.

Both the Prench and English commanders had ordered

their men to seat themselves on the ground with their

weapons before them, and thus they continued to face

each other without action for some time. The constable,

most probably to gain time for the arrival of the expected

reinforcements, stUl lay quiet, and Henry took the oppor-

tunity to distribute refreshments of food and wine
through his ranks. He also seized the opportunity to

send off secretly two detachments, one to lie in ambush in

a woody meadow at Tramccourt, on their left flank, and
the other to set fire to somo houses in their rear as soon

as they were engaged, to throw them into alarm.

Scarcely had the king executed this manoeuvre, when
he was surprised by a deputation of three Prench knights

fi'om D'Albret, the commander. They came to offer him

a free passage to Calais, if he would agree to sur-

render Harfleur, and renounce his pretensions to the

throne of Prance. Henry disdained to enter into any
negotiations except on the very same terms that he had
dictated before he left England; and, penetrating the real

object of these overtures, that of gaining time, he im-
patiently dismissed the matter. But the envoys were'not

to be so readily dispatched. One of them, the Sire de

Helly, who had been a prisoner in England, and was ac-

cused of breaking his parole, introduced that matter, and
offered to meet in single combat, between the two armies,

any man who should dare to asperse his honour.
" Sii- knight," said Henry, curtly, " this is no time for

single combats. Go, tell yoiu' countrjTnen to prepare for

battle, and doubt not that, for the violation of your word,

you will a second time forfeit your liberty, if not

your life."

" Sir," replied De Helly, insolently, determined to

prolong the parley, " I shall receive no orders from you.

Charles is our sovereign. Him we shall obey, and for

him we shall fight against you whenever we think

proper."

" Away then," said Henry, " and take care that we are

not before you." And instantly stepping forward ho

cried, "Banners, advance!"

With that Sir Thomas Erpingham, a bravo old wai-rior,

threw his warder into the air, exclaiming, " Now stiike !"

and the English moved on in gallant style tiU they came

within bowshot of the Prench lines. Then every man
kneeling down kissed the ground, a custom which they

had learned from the Flemish, who, at the great battle of

Courtray, whore they defeated the Prench cavalry with

such brilliancy, had thus each taken up a particle of earth

in his mouth, while the priest in front elevated the Host.

It was a sign of consecration to tho groat duty of the day

;

and having done this homage to tho God of battles, they
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rose up with a tromondous shout, sti-uck each man his

,
pointed stake into the ground before him, and stepping in

front of these stakes, sent a flight of arrows at their foes,

and again retired behind them.

The constable, who well knew tho terrible effect of the

English archers on the French trooi)s, had i^repared

a scheme sin^ilar to that of Bruce at Banuockburn
to break their line, and thi'ow them into confusion. lie

had few or no archers, for the French at that period ad-

hered to the feudal notion that knights and gentlemen

only must handle arms. The dreadful defeats of Cre(;y

and Poiotiers had not cured them of the foolish idea that

arms must not bo trusted to plebeian hands. Ho there-

fore had trained a body of 1,200 men-at-arms under

'Messu-e CUgnet, of Brabant, who were to make a

desperate charge on the archers, and break up their

ranks. They came on with fierce cries of " Mountjo}"e !

St Denis !" but the slipperiness of the ground, and the

fierce flight of arrows which struck through theii'

visors and their armour, threw them at once into con-

fusion. Their horses reeled and stumbled against each

other in the muddy claj% and to avoid the ii-on hail of

arrows they turned their heads aside, and thus knew
not how to guide their steeds. Of the whole 1,200

not more than seven score ever reached the spiked

barricade of the archers, from which the few remain-

ing horses recoiled; and the whole troop in a few

minutes lay dead or wounded on the ground. Only

three horses are said to have penetrated within the

line of stakes, and there they fell perforated with

wounds. Meantime, hundreds of wounded steeds were

dashing to and fro, and continually returning upon
the French lines, stung to madness by their paiu. All

became confusion and disorder in the first division.

The men-at-arms were so wedged together that they

could not extricate themselves from the thi-ong to ad-

vance or retreat. While the bravest strove to rush on
the enemy, the timid endeavoured to fall back on the

next division, and the most awful chaos arose.

Still the English ai'chers poured in their arrows,

dropping multitudes at each discharge ; and when theu-

ari'ows failed they seized their battle-axes, and, leaving

their stakes, rushed on with fierce cries. At this

signal the men in ambush replied with similar shouts,

and, falling on the flank of the French army, added

immensely to the terror and disorder. While they

showered their arrows in that direction, the archers in

front hewed their way with their hatchets through all

opposition. They dashed amid the steel-clad horsemen,

burst through the whole array of horses and armour.

Blew the commander-in-chief and many of his most illus-

trious officers, and in a very short time, without any

aid whatever from the men-at-arms, dispersed the whole

of the first division.

The second division opened to receive the fugitives,

which occasioned fresh disorder ; and at this crisis the

Duke of Brabant, who had hastened on before his ex-

pected reinforcements, galloped up with a fresh body

of horse, and charged the advancing archers. Those

indomitable men, however, speedily cut him down,

destroyed his detachment, and kept on their way,

laying prostrate all before them. They soon arrived

at tho second division, who, though wallowing up to

their horses' guths in tho middle of a ploughed field,

tho men on foot being sunk by the weight of inerr

armour almost up to tho knees, yet kept thoii- ground.

At this moment Ilenry advanced with his men-at-ai-ms
;

but, seeing the nature of the gi'ound, ho rallied his

bravo bowmen, who, having no weight to carry, could do
active battle, even on that rotten ground. At his call

they speedily re-formed, and under his command made a
fresh charge.

It was now that tho real battle look place. The Duko
of Alengon, who with tho Duko of Barre headed this

division, had made a vow to kill or take captive the King
of England, or to perish in the attempt, lie led on his,

troops with desperate valour, and a mortal stnigglo of

two long hours took place. Tho English archers sti](

wielded their massive axes in the front, and the French
men-at-arms fought with undaunted bravery. Henry
combated in tho midst of his archers, who stUl plied theit

weapons with loud hurrahs, and, animated by battling

under the eyo of tho king, seemed still as active and
fresh as if they were just come into the strife. Henry's
life, however, was repeatedly in danger. His brother,

the Duke of Clarence, was thrown down near him,

wounded, and in danger of being kUlcd, when Henry
rushed to his assistance, strode across the body, and boat

off the assailants till the prince cculd be removed. But
no sooner was Clarence in safety than a band of eighteen

knights, headed by tho Lord of Croy, confronted tho

king. They had sworn to each other to take or kill him.

One of these knights struck Henry with his battle-

axe, and brought him to his knees; but his brave

followers closed round him instantly, and slew every one

of the assailants. The Duke of Alen<;on then fought his

way to the royal standard. With one stroke of his battle-

axo he beat the Duke of York to the ground, and killed

him ; with the nest he clove the crown on Henry's

helmet. At that sight every arm was raised—every

weapon was directed at him. He saw his imminent
peril, and cried out to Henry, "I yield to you; I am
Alen(;on !" Henry held out his hand, but it was already

too late ; tho gallant duke lay dead.

Here the battle may be said to have ended ; for though
tho tliiid division, which was the most numerous of all,

was still unbroken, at the sight of the Duko of Alencjon's

troops flying in aU directions, they too fell back and
began to waver. Another moment and they would have
been in full flight, but in the rear of Henry's army,

whore the priests and the baggage were posted, there

rose a loud tumult, and messengers came galloping to

say that they were attacked by a large force. Hem-y
immediately beUeved that this force was that expected

hourly uuder the Duke of Brittany ; and fearful of being

surrounded, he immediately gave orders to kill all the

prisoners, lest they should turn against them.

As they had taken their captives, which, since tho

death of Alenqon, was in crowds, they removed their

helmets, that, should any occasion arise, they might

readily dispatch them. Tho slaughter now made of these

helpless men was terrible. Many fell without a chance

of resistance, many others struggled and wrestled with

their destroyers, but in vain. The scene was terrible,

and the French third division, also becoming aware of tho

attack in the rear, took fresh courage, and prepared
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to make battle still. But a short time discovered the

real cause of the alarm, which the fears of the English

had converted into a formidable assault. It was merely
a body of peasants under Eobinet do Bournonville and
Ysambert d'Azincourt, -who thought they would profit by
the battle, and, while the combatants were in the heat of

the action, drive off the English horses, which were all

left with the baggage. They Little dreamed that their

scheme would prove so disastrous to their countrymen,
many a noble French knight falling the victim of this

stratagem, for which they were afterwards severely

punished by their- feudal lord, the Duke of Bui-gundy.

examined, and their names registered. While this was
doing, and others were busy stripping the dead, ho
called to him the French king-at-arms, Mountjoye,
who came attended by the other heralds French and
English, and he said— " We have not made this slaughter,

but the Almighty, as we believe, for the sins of France."

Then turning to Mountjoye, he asked—" To whom
does this victory belong ?" " To the King of England,

"

replied Mountjoye, "and not to the King of France."
"And what castle is that which I see at a distance?"
continued Henry. " It is called the castle of Azincourt, "

replied the herald. "Then," said Ilenry, "since all

Euins of Monmouth Castle, the Birthplace of Henry V.

The mistake being discovered, Ilenry gave instaflt

orders to stop the slaughter of the prisoners, and the

third division of the French army also coming at the

truth, galloped off the field at full speed. Only about
COO could be prevailed upon to face the enemy, and
following theii- commanders, the Earls of Marie and
Falconberg, they charged bravely on the coEquerors,

and either perished or were made captives.

Henry's little army was too much exhausted and too

much encumbered with prisoners to bo able to pursue
the flying legions. He gave orders to see to the

wounded, and then summoning the heralds, he tra-

versed the fields, accompanied by his chief barons, and
saw the coats of arms of the fallen princes and knights

battles ought to be named after the nearest castle, let

this henceforth and lastingly bear the name of the battle

of Azincourt."

Having named the field, and " lastingly," according to

his own phrase, for it is a name which will stand for ever

amongst the most wonderfully fought fields in all the

annals of nations, Henry, as if impressed with what

appeared to be his sincere idea, that it was the work

of Heaven, and that ho was its instrument, called together

the clergy, and ordered them to perform a service of

thanksgiving on the field before the whole army. In

allusion to their escape from the enemy and the terrible

destruction of their self-confident assailants, they chaunted

the Psalm cxiv :
—" When Israel came out of Egypt ;"
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and at tlie verse, " Not unto us, O Lord, not unto us,

but to thy name give the glory," every man knelt on the

ground. They then sang the Te Deum, and so closed the

renowned battle of Azincourt.

Of all the battles ever fought by France up to that time

jone was ever so fatal as that of Azincourt. " Never did

so many and so noble men faU in one battle," says their

own chronicler, Monstrelet. It was a wholesale slaughter

of its princes and nobles. Seven princes of the blood had
fallen ; the Constable D'Albret ; the Dukes of Brabant, of

Barre, and AlenQon ; the Count of Nevers, the brother of

the Dukes of Bui'gundy and Brabant, the Counts of Marie

and another brother, John, brothers of the Duke of Barre

;

the Count of Vaudemont, brother to the Duke of Lorraine,

the Archbishop of Sens, the Count of Dampierre, the

Lords Helly, who fell as Henry had promised him, of

Eambure, Verchin, and Messii'e Guichard Dauphin, the

other deputy who was sent to Henry before the battle.

On the whole there fell that day 10,000 men, amongst

whom there was one marshal, thii-teen earls, ninety-two

barons, 1,500 knights, aud 8,000 gentlemen.

There were 14,000 prisoners left in the hands of the

English, amongst whom were the Dukes of Orleans and

Bourbon, the Marshal Bourcioault, the Counts Eu, Ven-
dome, Eichemont, Craon, and Harcoui-t, and 7,000 barons,

knights, and gentlemen. No wonder that the news of so

direful an overthrow, so unexampled a slaughter and

capture of the aristocracy of the country, should spread

consternation throughout France.

The highest estimate of the loss of the English is 1,600,

while Elmham contends that it was only 100, and other

contemporary writers that it was only forty. J'aking the

highest estimate, it was a wonderful disparity between

the loss of the conquerors and the conquered. The only

persons of note who feU. on the English side were the

Earl of Suffolk and the Duke of York, a man whose whole

life had been stained with treacher}' and meanness, and
of which it might be said that its only honoui-able incident

was its termination.

The horror which fell on the whole of France at the

news of this terrible defeat, is described by cotemporary

writers as estreme. The whole country appeared stunned

and stupefied. Those near to the spot or concerned in it

were dejected and inconsolable. The Duke of Orleans

was found on the field buried beneath a heap of slain, by
a brave English squire, Eobert Waller ; and when made
aware of all that had taken place, he seemed like a dead

man, and determined to die by starvation. Henry went
to console and cheer him, but ho found it a difiioult task.

" How fare you, cousin?" he said; "why do you refuse

to eat and drink ?" The duke replied that he was resolved

to fast. " Not so," said the king ;" "make good cheer;

if God has given me the grace to win this victory, I

acknowledge that it is thi-ough no merit of mine own. I

believe that God has willed that the French shaU be

punished; and if what I have heard be true, it is no

wonder, for they tell me that never was there seen such

disorder, such license of wickedness, such debauchery and

shameful vices as now prevail in France. It is pitiful

and horrible to hear, and certainly the -(vrath of God
must have been awakened."

No two facts, indeed, could bo more striking than the

depraved condition of France at that period, and the great

advance which Henry had made on his predecessors, the
Edwards and the Black Prince, in humanity and sound
policy. He went through the country like a man who
sought to win the hearts as well as the sovereignty of the

people. He strictly forbade all injury to the inhabitants

of the districts through which he passed, insisting on
everything being duly paid for, so that, instead of the

wild demon work of the Black Prince, his father, and
great grandfather, he might have been simply marching
through his o-wn territory ; and it is but justice to his

father to say, such had been his practice in his EngHsh
and Scotch campaigns.

On the following morning the English set forward again

from Maisoncelles, on their way to Calais; Henry stdl

endeavouring to dissipate the gloom of his prisoner, the

Duke of Orleans, had him to ride along with him, and
conversed with him in a kind manner. This was the same
young Duke of Orleans who had married and abeady lost

Isabella of Valois, the widow of Eichard II., whom Hem-y
had so perseveringly endeavoured to gain for himself, but
in vain. The disappointed lover was now become the

conqueror and master of his successful rival, and though
he did not let any feeling connected with the subject

appear, it is nevertheless true that he kept Orleans during

his own life captive, refusing all ransom for him, as the

next heir to France after Charles the dauphin. Orleans

was a beautiful lyric poet, and composed manj- of his

finest poems in the Tower of London. He remained a

captive in England twentj'-three years.

Philip, Count of Charolais, the son of the Duke of

Burgundy, afterwards so well known under the name of

Philip the Good, was at the time residing in the neigh-

bouring castle of Aire. His father had sternly prohibited

him from taking any part in the battle, but so soon as he

heard of the catasti'ophe he was perfectly overwhelmed
with grief, and, like the Duke of Orleans, refused all sus-

tenance. But the moment that he hoard how the dead

had been stripped, he sent the bailiff of Aire and the Abbot

of Ruisseauville to see all the French interred. The
English are said to have carried the whole of their dead

into a large wooden barn, and burnt them to ashes.

Five thousand eight hundred of the aristocracy of France

were buried by the abbot and bailiff in three great pits,

in twenty-five roods of land, which they piu-ehased for

the purpose; and the Bishop of Guisnes went down to

these a^wful wholesale graves, and sprinkled the dead

bodies with holy water, and blest their resting-place,

which for ages afterwards was conspicuous by its enclosure

of trees. The Count of Charolais conquered his grief

sulfioieutly to attend in person the funerals of his uncles,

tho Duke of' Brabant aud the Count of Nevers. The

friends of other knights and gentlemen came and carried

away their bodies to their own estates, or buried them

in the neighbouring churches with much moui-ning.

Thousands of others, who had managed to crawl ti'om the

field into the adjoining villages, died and were buried

there, but many others perished in the neighbooi'ing

woods, the prey of wolves and ravens. Aud then came

down a long, drear silence on that terrible field, now
becomo a perpetual name.

This great battle was fought on the 25th of October,

1415, the day of Ciispiu and Crispianus, and though the

plough has been busy on the spot for upwards of 450
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years, tliere still remain some ti'acos of the scone. Azin-

com-t lies on the left of the road from St. Omer to Abbe-

ville. Tho traveller passes through the village of

Euisseauvillo, so prominent in tho account of the battle.

The village of Azincourt itself is a group of dirty farm-

houses and wi'etohed cottages, but whore tho hottest of

the battle raged, between that village and the commune
of Tramocourt, there still remains a wood precisely cor-

responding -with the one in which Henry placed his

ambush; and there are yet existing tho foundations of

the castle of Azincoui't, from which tho king named the

field.

The English army, heavily laden with spoil, reached

Calais, where they learned that Bardolf, the governor,

had gone out with 300 men-at-arms, to assist in rescuing

his sovereign from his apparent danger before the battle,

but that he had been intercepted by an overwhelming

body of the people of Picardj', and his troops nearly all

made prisoners. Here on the 29th Henry called a council

to decide his next movement. Had he been prepared,

nothing could be more obvious than that if he meant to

win France, now was his time, while the whole country

was paralysed by this signal defeat, and the chief leaders

slain or captive. A rapid march on Paris would probably

have made him at once master of the country. But
Providence had wisely decreed otherwise, for France won
would have reduced England from a great nation to a

province ; and, indeed, Henry was in no condition to

pursue his success. His army was partly ali-eady arrived

in England : that left with him was surfeited with spoil,

and impatient to be there too.

In the council of Calais, therefore, language was held

which it was known was such as the king wished,

namely, that he had done enough to demonsti'ate his

title to the crown of France ; that God by tho victory of

Azincourt had declared his sanction to his claim., and

would, therefore, undoubtedly support him in his en-

deavours at a proper time to complete his conquest.

Henry set sail, and, landing at Dover on the 16th of

November, was received by the whole population with

the most enthusiastic demonstrations of joy. He was
carried in tho arms of the people from his ship to the

strand, whole crowds plunging in the madness of theii-

delight into the waves, and surrounding him in his

triumphal progress with the most deafening acclamations.

Never did victor receive a more rapturous and flattering

ovation. The whole road to London exhibited one great

throng and procession. At Cauterbuiy, Rochester, and
every town through which he had to pass, the inhabitants

poui-ed forth en mnsse to receive him. At Blackheath,

the Lords, the Commons, the clergy, tho mayor, aldermen,

and tho people of London met him and conducted him
into London in one vast and dense cro*d. The houses of

the streets through which he passed wore decorated with

tapestry emblazoned with the deeds of his ancestors

;

wine ran from all tho conduits
;
pageants were erected at

intervals, and bands of children festively arrayed sang

hymns in his praise. The city terminated its reception

by presenting the king with two basins of gold, each

worth £.500. Heni-y had gratified the vanitj' of his

people to the highest degree, and they poured upon him
the incense of applause with unbounded measure. Tho
whole nation was intoxicated with proud delight.

Parliament gave him a substantial proof of its partici-

pation in tho universal satisfaction. It ordered the tenth

and fifteenth voted in its preceding session to bo collected

at once, and added to it another tenth and fifteenth. It

granted him tonnage and poundage for tho protection of

the seas, and conferred on him for life the subsidy on
wool, woolfells, and leather, falling into tho same error

as Richard II.'s Parhament, which by this very measure

rendered him independent of annual aid, and the posses-

sion of which was made a capital charge against him on
his deposition. From Henry, however, they never had
cause to repent of their rashness. His fault was not an

ambition of arbitrary government ; and his affable and

generous temperament, combined with the splendour of

his deeds, made him during the whole of his short reign

one of the most popular of monarchs.

In the spring of the following year, 1416, Henry had
the honour of a visit from Sigismund, Bang of the

Romans, and Emperor Elect of Germany. The object

of Sigismund was to secure Henry's aid in accomplish-

ing his great schemo of putting an end to the division in

the popedom, which was still raging. Sigismund had

visited France, and was flattered by cordial promises of

co-operation by Charles and his ministers. Henry, who
at this time was by far tho most famous sovereign in.

Europe, was determined to receive Sigismund in a manner
which should convince him that the wealth of his king-

dom and the splendour of the English crown were in full

correspondence with his great fame. Ho summoned all

the knights and esquires of the realm to attend him ia

London. A fleet of 300 sail waited at Calais to bring

over this unusual guest with .all his retinue, amounting to

1,000 horsemen; and oflicers were appointed to escort

him from Dover to the capital, discharging all the ex-

penses by the way.

Yet amidst his magnificent arrangements for the recep-.

tion of his distinguished guest, Henry was cautious not

to endanger in the slightest degree his national rights.

Sigismund, while in Paris, had attended a cause which

was pleaded before Parliament, and was in courtesy

invited to occupy the throne, and while sitting there, had

been so incautious as to knight an esquiro who was in

danger of suffering wrong because of his inferior rank.

fTo prevent any such mistake, a precaution was taken

wliich, for a moment, had an aspect anything but hospi-

table. No sooner did the emperor's ship cast anchor,

than Sigismund saw the Duke of Gloucester and several

noblemen ride into tho water with drawn swords, and

demand to know whether in coming thus, ho designed

to exercise or claim any authority in England.

On Sigismund ropl}'ing in the negative, this hostile

reception immediately gave way to ono of courtesy and

honour. Besides his main object, the .settlement of the

papal schism, Sigismund was also anxious to eflect a

peace between the kings of England and France ; and

accordingly he was accompanied by ambassadors from

Charles, whoso propositions were zealously seconded by

AVniiam, Duke of Bavaria and Count of Hainault, who
was become a great admirer of Henrj-. It is said

that Henry wont to such a length of concession as to

waive his claims on tho crown, and content^himself

with the provisions of the treaty of Bretigni, con-

cluded by Edward HE. But even this would have
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dismembered Franco of its most valuable provinces

;

and, though Charles is stated to have given a full

assent to the proposal, there were others who were

more averse to any such terms with England.

In the very midst of this apparently amicable ne-

gotiation, amid the frightful anarchy of France, the

Count of Armagnac had now succeeded to the autho-

rity of the Dauphin John, recently dead, and being

also constable in the place of D'Albret, slain at Azin-

court, he determined, if possible, to win popularity by

wresting from England its recent conquest of Harfleur.

He marched there with a large army, drew lines around

the town, while a fleet of French ships, aided by a

number of Genoese caracks, which he had hired, block-

aded the harbour. It was in vain he was reminded of

the negotiations pending at London ; he determinedl}'

rejected all proposals of truce or peace, and pressed on

with all his characteristic ardour the siege of the place.

Henry, alarmed and indignant at the news of this

investment at this moment, proposed, in his impetuous

promptness, to rush across the Channel and fall on

Armagnac in person; but Sigismund, his royal guest,

suggested to him that it was not a cause of sufficient im-

portance to demand his own presence. He sent the

Duke of Bedford, his brother, with a fleet to the relief of

Harfleur. The duke mustered at Eye such ships as he

could procure in haste, and on the 14th of August, 1-116,

reached the mouth of the Seine. He found the blockade

of a formidable character. The galleys of the Genoese

were so tall that the loftiest of the duke's ships could not

reach to their upper decks by more than a spear's length.

Besides these, there were also Spanish ships of great size,

and all were posted with great judgment. Nothing

daunted, the duke resolved on attacking them in the

morning. At sunset he summoned on board of his ship

all the captains of his fleet to concert the plan of the

battle, and during the night he kept his squadron

together by displaying a light at his masthead.

The next morning, the 15th of August, 1416, Bedfoi'd

was agreeably surprised to see the French quit their

secure moorings, and, in their rash confidence, leave behind

their powerful allies of Genoa and Spain, and come out

into the open sea to attack him. He very soon captiu'ed

two of their ships, and, after a long and desperate conflict,

most of the rest were taken or destroyed ; a few escaping

up the river. Bedford lost no time in bearing down on

the Genoese galleys, which, notwithstanding their height,

his sailors clambered up like squirrels, and boarded in

gallant style. The garrison within the town now joined

their countrymen in an attack on the land forces,

which speedily raised the siege and fled. The duke

remained to see the town put into a complete state of

defence; and during this time, which was three weeks,

the vast number of bodies which had been plunged into

the Seine during the fight, rose and covered the whole of

the waters all round the ships, much to the horror of the

sailors. The duke led them away as soon as possible,

and returned to England, having most successfully com-

pleted his mission.

in the following month of September, Henry proceeded

to Calais, accompanied by Ins imperial guest Sigismund,

who had concluded an alliance with him, and been enrolled

a Knight of the Garter, and by the Duke of Bavaria, to

meet John Sanspeur, Duke of Burgundy. Bui-gundy,

during the late campaign, had professed to remain neuter.

Though summoned by Charles to assist in expelling the

English, he neither went himself nor permitted his vassals

to do so. His county of Flanders not only maintained

an avowed neutrality with England, but carried on their

usual lucrative trade with it without any regard to French
interests. Yet Burgundy had been cautious not to entel

into direct engagements with Henry, or to lend any

assistance to his invading army. Nay, after the battle of

Azincourt, where his brothers the Duke of Brabant and

the Count of Nevers fell, he had expressed great resent-

ment, and even defied Henry to mortal combat. But
now ch'cumstances had occurred in France which stung

him to the quick, and made him ready to forget even the

destruction of his brothers ; but to understand the motives

for this congress with the King of England and his allies

at Calais, we must once more glance at the unhappy

condition of France.

Blind to all dangers without, that wretched country

was still torn by its mad factions. Not even the thun-

derbolt which had fallen in their midst in the terrible

defeat of Azincourt could long arouse them to a sense of

their peril. There was scarcely a family in the kingdom

but had to mourn the loss of one or more of its members

in that enormous carnage. But these feelings rapidly

died out before the demon spirit of party hatred. The

Burgundians, who had kept in a great measure out of

the campaign, soon began to express their joy that the

Armagnaos had been so sanguinarily chastised and hum-
bled by the English. The common people held much the

same language as the King of England, and denounced

the crimes and imbecility of their nilers as the cause of

their calamities and their national disgrace. When the

Count of Armagnac was placed at the head of aSaii-s, the

Duke of Burgundy was forbidden to approach Paris, and

even insulted by Armagnac with the offer of a pension

and the government of Picardy for his son Philip. Bur-

gundy set out on his march to Paris to expel the

Ai-magnaos, but at Troyes was met by a proclamation in

the king's name ordering him to disband his troops. He
continued his march in defiance of it, pretending that he

was in arms only against the English invaders. By the

end of November he had reached Lagny, only six leagues

from the capital. Here he waited to try the effect of the

butcher-faction in the city. He had with him the ferocious

Caboche, and other leaders of that terrible clan, and

trusted thi-ough their means to raise all their savage

tribes again in his favour. But the constable, Armagnac,

kept them down with a strong hand ; and, instead of the

long hoped-for success, came the news of the sudden

death of the Dauphin Louis, his son-in-law. The rumoui-

was that he had oeen dispatched by poison, lest he should

join his father-in-law, Burgundy, and admit him to the

city. The duke demanded that his daughter, the df.uphin's

widow, should be given up to him, which was done, but

without either her jewels or her dowry ; and, disappointed

in his attempt on the capital. Burgundy returned homo

to Flanders.

The condition of that unfortunate city was now as

frightful as in some periods of the tremendous rovolutious

of lato years. The Armagnacs raged in their triumph

over Burgundy as furiouGly as Jacobins of our time
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against tho Girondists. They thrust into prison or drove

out of the city all who opposed their arbitraiy conduct,

not merely of the butcher-faction, but the professors of

the university who denounced their unpatriotic proceed-

ings, expelling no loss than forty of thom. But now the

Count of Armagnac was seized with tho ambition of

recovering Harfleui- from the English, and thus winning

popularity ; and no sooner had ho sot out with his army

than the partisans of Burgundy produced a new plot in

favour of Burgundy. This was to seize on tho govern-

ment in the name of the new dauphin. Prince John, and

by uniting with him for Burgundy to exercise the ad-

ministration. But the vigilance of tho Ai-magnac party

again defeated this scheme. The chiefs of the agitators

were seized. Belloy, a wealthy cloth merchant, and

Eegnaud, a clergyman highly esteemed for his learning

and piety, were seized and beheaded. Orgemont, a canon

of Paris, was brought to execution, but was there claimed

by the chapter of the cathedral, and sent back to prison,

where he died miserably.

Armagnac, at once defeated by the English, and thus

endangered by revolt in his absence, returned to Paris

in the worst of tempers. He abolished the chief privi-

leges of the city, annihilated the fraternity of butchers,

and placed the public under the most stringent despotism.

No meetings or assemblings of the citizens, even for the

most innocent domestic purposes, were permitted. Not

a mai-riage or a christening could be celebrated without

licence fi-om the Government, and it must be attended by

soldiery. Everything which could be possibly used as

a missile by the populace was removed. Bottles, heavy

pots, iron utensils, were taken away and secured, and

not a fiower-pot was allowed to stand in the windows,

lest it should be thrown down on the heads of the troops.

All anns were ordered to be delivered up on pain of

death, and were deposited in that since so celebrated

fortress, the Bastile. The city was in a state of siege,

and the infuriated Armagnacs having disarmed their

enemies, began to put the most dreaded of them to death.

This had the effect of causing all who could to escape

from the citj', who, adding to the already vast numbers oi

the expelled Burgundians and butchers, formed them-

selves into bands, and laid waste the countiy round

Paris. They were soon joined by other predatory

forces from Artois, and disorder once let loose grew with

terrible rapidity. The whole of France was very soon

desolated by wild troops of various descriptions, who
preyed on the inhabitants at pleasure. It was one uni-

versal anarchy. The numerous mercenary forces of

Germans, Lombards, and Savoyards, who had been

brought into the country by one or other of the factions

which had so long torn the very vitals of France, helped

themselves now without control, and ravaged the miser-

able country at will. The troops which were actually in

the pay of the Government perpetrated the same out-

rages on the helpless people, and numerous swai-ms of the

very scum of all these, brigands of the vilest and most

lawless character, ranged through the land, committing

every species of villany and horror under the name of

" Begeaux." They were still more demoralised than the

bands of Free Companions in the time of tho Black

Prince.

The condition of France was such as defied description.

No country ever presented such a spectacle of ruin,

misery, crime, and desolation. According to their own
writers of the time, whole districts were deserted by their

inhabitants, who had many of them been destroyed in tho >

most shocking manner. Many of the most fertile farms

had not been cultivated for twenty years. But in the

country all round Paris the horrors of this period raged

in tenfold degree. Within tho city sate the brooding and

leaden despotism, of tho Armagnacs, crushing eveiy

motion in tho cruel terror of reaction ; without raged

fire and tho most devilish passions of defeated faction.

You might have ridden a whole day (say tho chroniclers)

without seeing a house or fann which was not burnt or

plundered. Ono of the leaders, John do Potx, entered

St. Germain-in-Layo, where the king was residing, and,

followed by 400 of his partisans in disguise, attempted to

carry him off. De Scire, another, burned tho chateaux

in the very environs of the city, and, seizing one of the

gates, was near entering the city with his brutal hordes.

The Count of Armagnac struggled desperately with

these legions of savage enemies ; and the war of tho fac-

tions went on, ever more desperate, deadly, and extermi-

nating. He procmed a papal ban against those various

marauders, and issued a proclamation authorising any

one to pursue and destroy them as wild beasts. He sent

out troops in difierent directions to quell them where

they could, and, under the pretence of executing their

orders, the most sanguinary vengeance was inflicted on

the Burgundiau partisans. In the neighbourhood of

Noyon one of his captains, Eaymoud de la Guerre, is

said to have laden all the trees in the neighbourhood with

noblemen and gentlemen of that faction, whom ho

hanged without ceremony or mercy.

Such was the condition of France when the Duke of

Burgundy consented to meet Henry, Sigismund, and the

Duke of Bavaria at Calais. The spirit of enmity betwixt

him and the Armagnacs had reached its height. It was

between them w.ar to tho death ; neither party was any

longer capable of a thought besides that of the extermina-

tion of the other. Burgund}- was expelled and worsted

by Armagnac, and he sought the aid of England.

There had been thi-ough the year continual correspon-

dence between the coui'ts of Burgundy and England,

which purported to concern treaties of trade ; and now

the congress opened on the 3rd of October, 1416, for the

ostensible purpose of healing the schism in the Church.

The Ai'magnacs were struck with direst consternation at

this ominous conference. They neither g.ave credit to the

object being trade nor the peace of the Church ; but they

believed, and assorted, that Burgundy had sold himself

to Henry, had foi-mally acknowledged his title to the

throne of France, and done homage to him for his pro-

vinces of Burgundy and Alost, in order to avenge himself

of his Armaghac opponents. That such a treaty waa-

agitated at tho congress is certain, for tho jnxitoeoi

is preserved in Eymer, and by it Burgundy was not only

to acknowledge Henry's claim, but to assist him in

establishing it. There is, however, no proof that ho

actually signed i^.

Whatever was determined upon reruuins unknown, any

farther than it can be sumiised from what followed.

Henry returned to England to make immediate and ex-

tensive preparations for the invasion of France, on th«
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conclusion of tlio existing armistice. Sigismund went on

to Constance in prosecution of his plans for the Church,

and Burgundy retired to Valenciennes, as if also about to

co-operate with Henry by the muster of his Flemish

forces. But here a new and unexpected turn of affairs

appears to have taken place. John, the new dauphin,

had shaken himself loose of the Armagnac party, and

made overtui-es to Burgundy. The duke caught at the

opportunity of having the dauphin in his hands, and by

such an allianco regaining his ascendency in the state

without incurring the odium of supporting a foreign

invader against the rightful sovereign.

The two princes swore eternal fi'iendship to each other.

The dauphin pledged himself to assist the duke in driving

from power the Ai-magnacs, and the duke engaged to aid

the dauphin in expelling the English from Franco. The

Armagnacs, confounded at this new coalition, issued a

summons in the king's name to the dauphin to return to

Paris, with which the prince offered to comply on con-

dition that he brought the Duke of Burgundy and his

followers with him. Finding that they could not induce

the prince to quit his new ally, there is everj' reason to

believe that they dispatched him with poison, for on the

14th of April, 1417, he was taken suddenly ill, and died

in agonies with all the symptoms of poison. No one at

that time doubted that it was the work of the Armagnacs,

and it was generally believed that the abandoned Queen

Isabella, or more properh- Jezebel, was an active accom-

plice in the destruction of both this and her preceding

son, whom she hated for their opposition and exposure

of her flagitious life.

But if Isabella was guilty of these revolting crimes, she

was speedily punished. Her youngest son, Cfiarles, who
now became dauphin, though but sixteen, was extremely

artful, and by no means disposed to yield to the domina-

tion of his mother, whom he as heartily despised as his

elder brothers had done. Isabella, through all the calami-

ties which had aSlicted France, had pursued the same

unbroken course of vice and dissipation. Her coiu-t was

a vile sty of sensuality and profligacy, without one par-

ticle of pity for the miseries of the people. As one

paramour was assassinated, as was the case with the

Duke of Orleans, she provided herself with another, and

this modern Messalina outraged the feelings of the suf-

fering people by a constant round of balls, masquerades,

fetes, and court galas, while France was pouring its best

blood on the battle-field, or famine was raging in the

most opulent towns. Ago had not abated her heartless

follies; the old king was in a state of imbecility, alter-

nating with madness, and was so totally neglected by

her, that he waf, sometimes found half-starved, without

attendants, and covered '.vith vermin , from the want of

clean linen.

Meantime Isabella lived in royal state in the castle of

Vincennes, in the midst of her voluptuous court, and

protected by a strong guard, commanded by her para-

mour, Bois-Bourdon, the Sieurs De Graville and De

Giac. The moment that there became a strife for power

between Isabella and the now dauphin, Charles, the

king, who had been hitherto perfectly indifferout to the

queen's proceedings, and lived obscurely with his own

mistress, evinced a wonderful sensitiveness to Isabella's

peccadilloes. He had De Bois-Bourdon arrested, put

to the torture, and then flung irrto the Seine, sewn up
in a leathern sack, with a label attached—" Let pass the

justice of the king." Isabella herself was arrested and
sent into close confinement at Tours. The Count of

Armagnac is said to have the moro willinglj- executed
this severity on Isabella, because she had violently com-
plained of his seizure of her treasures both at Paris and
Melun, a m.easure to which the public necessities had
driven him.

Em-aged to frenzy by the loss of her favourite, of her
power, and of her money, Isabella now meditated deep

revenge. She had hated the Duke of Bm-gundy with a

mortal hatred ever since he assassinated her beloved

Duke of Orleans ; and he had now added to his offences

by implicating her in a manner in the murder of her own
son, the Dauphin John. He had sent aU over France a

circular letter, accusing in the most unmeasured terms

the Armagnac party, with whom Isabella was then

actively united, of having poisoned the dauphin, charging

on them all the miseries and disgraces that afflicted

France, and calling on the people to come forward and
punish the miu'derous traitors. " One evening," said

the duke in his letter, " our most redoubtable lord and
nephew fell so grievously sick, that he died forthwith.

His lips, tongue, and face were swollen ; his eyes started

out of his head; it was a horrible sight to see, for so

look people that are poisoned."

Tet the very next thing which the public heard was
that Isabella had escaped from her prison at Tours, and
thrown herself into the arms of the Duke of Bui'gundy,

her old and most detested enemy. Such are the terrible

extremes of a bad woman's vengeance. She now burned,

at any cost, to revenge herself on Armagnac, and not

less so on her own son Charles, whose destruction she

sought as earnestly as she had done that of his brothers.

This most unnatural woman had bribed her keepers to

allow her to attend early mass at the church of Marmon-
tier, in the subm-bs of Tours. They accompanied her,

but suddenly found themselves surprised bj^ the Duke
of Burgundy, who had secreted himself for the purpose

in a neighboui-ing forest, with 800 men-at-arms. The

moment Isabella was in the guardianship of this prince,

she proclaimed herself regent of the kingdom during the

continuance of the king's malady, and the Duke of Bur-

gundy her lieutenant.

Such was the position of affairs in France at the moment
that Henry V. of England landed at Touque, on the

coast of Normandy, on the 1st of August, 1417, with

16,000 men-at-arms, an equal number of archers, and a

long train of artillery, and other military engines, at-

tended by an efficient body of sappers, miners, carpenters,

and other artificors, and a fleet of 1,500 ships. Two
years had elapsed since the fatal battle of Azincourt ; yet

the infatuated princes of France, though they knew that

Henry never had his eyes off their countrj-, but was con-

stantly employed in planning its subjugation, bad taken

no measures whatever for its defence. On the contrary,

thej' had spent the time in mutual destruction, and in

doing all in their power to exhaust its strength, and

demoralise the people. They appeared given up by an

indignant Providence to the destroying force of their own
base passions, a nation of suicidal monsters rather than

of men; and while Hemy of England was lauding oa
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their coasts with, his iuvadiug armj', the Duke of Biu'-

gundy was iu lull march on Paris, accompanied by the

queen, breathing vengeance on the Armaguaos.

Burgundy, after the sudden death of the dauphin, had

besieged that city -with an army of 60,000 cavaby, lie

promised to restore peace, and abolish all oppressive

taxes. The people in the country trere ready to look

\ipon him as a deliverer ; and many cities, including

Amiens, AbbevUlo, Dourlens, Montrouil, and other towns

ill Pioardy opened their gates to him. Paris, in the

hands of the Armagnacs, made a steadfast resistance.

He, however, became master of Chalous, Troyes, Auxerre,

and on being joined by Isabella, most of the towns,

except those taken by the King of England, declared for

Burgundy and the queen. Isabella had a great seal

engraved, and appointed her officers of state. She de-

clared that the Armagnacs held the king and dauphin

prisoners in Paris, and were, therefore, traitors. She

made Bui-gundy governor-general of the whole kingdom,

appointed the Duke of Lorraine constable, and the Prince

of Orange governor of Languedoc. There was a great

flocking of princes and nobility to the Queen's court, and

thus there were established two royal parties and two

courts, the one with the king and dauphin in Paris, the

other with the queen at Chartres. The people, elated by
fhe promises of Burgundy, rose in many places and

killed the tax-gatherers, crying, " Long live Burgundy,

and no taxes!" They regarded every rich man as an

Armagnac, for that was a good plea on which to plunder

liim ; and thus passed the winter of 1417.

Meantime, Henry of England advanced into the heart

of Normandy, having, on sotting out, issued to his army
orders in consonance with those enlightened principles

of humanity and policy which he had adopted m such

noble contrast to the practice of the Edwards. He for-

bade, on pain of the severest punishment, all breaches

of discipline, all injiuy to the lives and property of the

peaceable inhabitants, and especially of insult to clergy-

men, or outrage to the wives, widows, and maidens of

the countiy. Yet the Normans, neglected by their own
rulers, who were engaged like wolves in tearing each

other's throats instead of defending their common soil,

still retained their allegiance, and regarding Henry, not

as the descendant of their ancient dukes, but as a foreign

invader, rejected him with great bravery. Probably the

atrocities committed on them by the Edwai-ds had tho-

roughly alienated their hearts from the English. But
they were unable to contend with the superior forces and
martial skUl of Henry ; and Fouquos, Auvillers, and
Villers surrendered after short sieges ; Caon resisted, but

was taken by assault ; Bayeaux submitted voluntarily

;

and I'Aiglo, Lisieux, Alen(;on, and Ealaise, after some
stout resistance. Henry then went into comfortable

winter quarters, intending to proceed, on the return of

spring, with his proposed task of reducing every fortress

iu Normandy. During the winter, however, ho made
occasional military demonstrations as the weather per-

mitted, and received deputations from both the great

parties in the state ; but he steadily refused to treat on
any other terms tlian tlint he should receive the hand
of the Princess Catherine, should be at once appointed

regent of the country, and declared successor to the

crown on the king's death. The attempts at recon-

ciliation between the factions themselves were equally

abortive.

While Henry was thus successfully prosecuting his

campaign in Normandy, there had occui-red a slight

disturbance at home. The Scots, thinking that, the king
being absent with the flower of the army, the kingdom
must be left greatly unprotected, made a descent upon
England. The Duke of Albany and Earl Douglas crossed

the borders each with an army, and while Albany laid

siege to the castle of Berwick, Douglas invested that of

Pkoxburgh. But tho Dukes of Exeter and Bedford, the

regent, made a rapid march northward with such forces

that the Scotch leaders suddenly abandoned their enter-

prise, and disbanded their armies.

Simultaneous with this inroad onco more appeared Sir

John Oldoastle, Lord Cobham, on the scene. He had
been concealed in Wales, but tho absence of the king
afforded him also tho expectation of taking vengeance on
his enemies. It has been sui'misod that the Scotch and
Sir John had mutually concerted this attack. Be this,

however, as it may, there can be no doubt that both Sir

John and tho Lollards in general were greatly embittered

by the cruelties practised on them by the bishops. These

dignitaries had set them the example of bloodshed, and
had certainly taken the initiative in the attempt to put

down difference of theological opinion by destroying their

opponents, and during the three years that Lord Cobhaui
had eluded them, they had pursued and burnt the Lollards

with increasing severity. Such lessons are readUy taught,

and nothing could be more natural than that the injured

party should seek retaliation in kind. Sir John, too, was
probably deeply incensed by his old companion, the king,

giving him over so forcibly to tho tender mercies of the

clergy ; and, though they could not in this case assert

that he sought his life, he probably felt little compunc-

tion in disturbing his Government in the endeavour to

come at the official persecutors.

Tho hasty retreat of the Soots defeated the intentions

of the Lollards, and Lord Cobham, hastening fi-om his

rendezvous near St. Alban's, endeavoured to regain the

AVelsh mountains, but he was intercepted near Broniart,

in Montgomeryshire, by the retainers of Sir Edward
Charlton, Earl of Powis.

When brought before the House of Peers, his former

indictment read, and asked by tho Duke of Bedford what

he had to say in his defence, he made a bold and ablo

si}0ech; but being stopped and desired to give a direct

answer, he refused to plead, declaring that there was no

authority iu that court so long as Eichard II. was alive

in Scotland ; for it seems, like many others, he was still

of opinion that tho Scotch Eichard was genuine. He
was at once condemned, and was hanged as a traitor in

St. Giles's Fields, and burnt as a heretic, December, 1417.

In the spring of 1418 Henry resumed his operations in

Normandy with vigour. Ho had received a reinforce-

ment of 15,000 men, so that he coirld divide his forces,

and conduct several operations at tho same time. Amongst
his new troops appeared a new raco on tho continent,

which excited especial wonder amongst the French.

These wore a regiment of Irish, who wore now sulTiciently

reconciled to the English rule to form a portion of their

army. Monstrelet, the groat French chronicler of those

times, Eays, " The King of England had with him num-
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bers of Irish, mostly men on foot, having only a stocking

and shoe on one leg and foot, with the other leg and foot

quite naked. They carried targets, short javelins, and a

strange sort of knives. Those who had horses had no

saddles, but thoy rode excellently well on small mountain

horses. These Irish did ofttimes make excursions all

over TTormandy, doing infinite mischief, and bringing

back to the camp much spoil and forage. They took

men, and even little children froto the cradle, with beds,

furniture, and all, and, mounting them on the top of

their booty, on cows and bullocks, drove them all before

them, for the French often fell in with them riding in

this manner." Thoy took the men and children for

ransom, but the French were greatlj' horrified at

them, for they believed that they took tho little children

to eat.

The Dukes of Gloucester and Clarcncrv, tho king's

brothers, took the command of different bodies of troops,

and proceeded to i-educe the strongest towns in Lower

Normandy. Gloucester compelled Cherbourg to surrender,

after a long and obstinate defence, on the 29th of Sep-

tember; but before this most of the towns of Lower
Normandy had opened their gates. Hem-y advanced

along the Seine and made himself master of tho whole

country from Louviers to the sea; finding, in this part

of his campaign, intiuite advantage from his conquest of

Harfleur. Pont do I'Arche completed the possession of

all Lower Normandy, with the exception of L'herboui'g,

which Gloucester was blockading. By Jul}', making
certain of the ultimate fall of this city, Henry regarded

Lower Normandy as his own. The people had defended

their cities with obstinate valour. lu vain ho reminded

them that ho was tho descendant of their own Eollo, and

that all his nobles drew theii' origin from Normandy.

Tho Normans had fresher and more recent memories

—

those of the havoc of the Edwards, and the repeated

burning of their ports and ravaging of their coasts by

the English. The two people had ceased to speak the

same language, and the barbarities of war had placed a

vast gulf of national antipathies between them.

Henry did all in his power to efface these cruel recol-

lections. He maintained a strict adherence to his orders

for the protection of the inhabitants, though wo fear his

Irish troops were found rather difficult to deal with on

this head ; and he abolished the gabelle, an odious duty

on salt, and other oppressive impositions. He was ever

open to appeals against injury and injustice ; and his

manners were most affable and winning to all who ap-

proached him. Before proceeding to the siege of Eouen,

he organised a Government for Lower Normandy, ap-

pointed a chancellor and treasurer, and left that part of

France, though under a foreign rule, far more quiet and

habitable than any other district of the realm.

The siege of Eouen was tho grand operation which was

not only to lay all Normandy at the foot of tho conqueror,

but open the highway to Paris. Eouen, the capital of

Upper Normandy, was at that time one of the most popu-

lous and beautiful cities in France. It is situated within

a semicircle of hills, smooth in character, but of con-

siderable elevation ; and its southern side is washed by

the broad waters of the Seine. It is said to have con-

tained 200,000 inhabitants ; but, if that were true, a very

large proportion must have inhabited the suburbs.

The present boulevards, which surround the old

portion of the city, terminated by the river at each
end, stand on tho site of the ancient ditch and defences

;

and though the buildings are as dense and the streets as

narrow as they could possibly bo in the time of Henry V.,

they do not include more than half tho presoi:t popula-
tion, which is merely Calculated at 91,000. These 91,000
have spread themselves on every side, far beyond tho
boulevards, the ancient limits. They extend over tho
pleasant ranges of Cauchois, Beauvoisine, and La Monte
on the north and west; for two miles eastward, with
intermingled gardens and manufactories, up tho valley oi

Martinville, on the north side of St. Catherine's Hill;
for a milo or more, with wharfs and works of trade, along
the hanks of the Seine in tho same direction ; and on tho
southern bank of tho river, in the Faubourg St. Sever,

lies apopulation of at least 10,000 people, amid tho smoke
of tnll chimneys and the sounds of manufacturing in-

dustry, which two bridges connect with the old city.

^Yhere, then, the 200,000 inhabitants of Henry's time
could have stowed themselves, while the less than
100,000 of the present Manchester of France demand so

much room, is a problem not easily solved. If they oc-

cupied tho suburbs to a similar extent, they must, at the

approach of the English army, have been burnt out and
dispersed into the country at large, for the Eouenese de-

termined to defend their city to tho last. Tho general

commanding there, Guy lo Bouteillicr, at once set fiie to

all the subirrbs, destroying every house, garden, and
fence without the walls, that they might afford no shelter

to the enemy, and made the whole circle of the environs

of Eouen one naked and black desert.

The French calculated greatly on tho resistance of

Eouen ; they fondly hoped that it would altogether aiTest

the progress of the conqueror, and do that for the vn'etched

Government which it took no pains to do for itself. The
city was strongly fortified. On all sides it was enclosed

by massive ramparts, towers, and batteries. Fifteen

thousand trained men, and a garrison of 4,000 men-at-

arms were collected within it. Many of these wero

gentlemen of Lower Normandy, who, having vainly en-

deavoured to check the progress of the enemy in their

own neighbourhood, had retii-ed hither to assist in

making one last and determined stand against the power

which had driven them from hearth and home. The

governor had made every preparation for the most obsti»

nate resistance. Not only had he laid waste the environs

and annihilated the suburbs, but he had commanded

every man and every family to quit the city who had not

provisions for ten months, and tho magistrates had en-

forced the order.

Henry has, indeed, been blamed, in a military point of

view, for not making a rush upon Eouen so soon as he

had reduced Harfleur, and opened to himself the Seine.

Then, it is said, Eouen was feebly garrisoned, was full of

people stricken with panic, and the defences were in an

imperfect condition. By prosecuting the sieges of suc-

cessive smaller towns he had allowed the Eouenese

ample time to prepare for his approach, to strengthen

their old fortifications and add new ones, to reduce

the useless mouths and increase tho militant hands.

This is probably true; but Heniiy knew that it wa?

only a work of time, of which tho French allowed
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liiui any quantity, and he went on step by step, con-

fident of accomplishing his object.

On the 30th of July he appeared before the town.

He had 200 sail of small vessels on the Seine, so that

he could convoy his troops to any portion of the envi-

rons. He found the brave and jiatriotic Bouteillier

ready to encounter him. Instead of lying concealed

behind his strong walla this leader met him in the

open field, and attacked him with the utmost impetu-

osity. The battle was desperate and bloody, and

though ultimately compelled, by the numbers and the

tried valour of the English, to retire, he never ceased

to renew the attack, and interrupt the commencement of

Henry's works for the investment of the place. He con-

tinually made fierce sorties, destroyed his embankments,

beat up the quarters of the soldiers now here, now there,

and greatly obstructed the operations of the besiegers.

At length Heni-y succeeded in encamping his army in

six divisions before the six gates of the city. He jjro-

tccted these by lofty embankments from the shot from the

city, and connected them with each other by deep trenches,

so that the men could pass from one to ihe other without

danger from the arrows of the enemy. Then, finally,

the whole town on the land sides was enclosed in strong

military lines, which he strengthened with thick hedges

of thorn, and on the most commanding situations without

the camp he placed towers of wood, batteries of cannon,

and engines for the projection of arrows and stones.

At the present day, with our scientific engineering and
our immense puwer of artillerj', the .situation of Rouen
must be pronounced weak, provided that an onem}^ is

once in possession of the heights around it. From
these, and especially from the hill of St. Catherine—which,
900 feet in height, immediately and prominently over-

looks the eastern end of the town—modern batteries

would demolish the whole city in a single day. But at

that time, though formidable trains of artillery are

talked of, thoy were unquestionably clumsy, inefficient,

and ill-du'ected. Cannon was brought by the French to

Azincourt, but we hear of nothing that it did, while the

grand weapon of that day, the yew-bow and the cloth-

yard shaft, familiar to the brawny arms of British

yeomen, carried death wherever they came. Henry is

said to have discharged stone balls of a foot diameter from

huge cannon at Harlleur, and one of these very stones is

yet preserved in the court of the Museum of Antiquities

at Rouen of still greater diameter ; while two of these

enormous guns, one containing one of these ponderous

balls, are shown at Mount St. Michael in Normandy.
However, Henry found himself unable to make a breach

in the walls by any povror that he possessed, or to

bombard the town from the heights, and sot zealously

to work thoroughly to invest the place, and reduce it by
blockade.

Yet he was in entire possession of all the surroundmg
eminences, and especially of that of St. Catherine, from
which he drove the garrison. The numbers of English

travellers who every summer climb this verdant hill, and
behold from it the whole magnificent panorama of the

city and its environs, one of the most lovely scenes in

the world, still behold the ancient town itself much as

it might be supposeli to meet the eye of Henry V.
Those pleasant slopes to the north and west, instead of

gay villas and umbrageous gardens, as now, were covered

with tents and armies. The populous valley of Martin-

ville, and the wide, flat suburb of St. Sever, across the

river, the Southwark of Rouen, were then bui-nt and
waste, and not, as now, busy with manufactories, with

bleaching grounds and streaming people; but the old

town presented its broad mass of red and almost con-

tinuous roofs, and the cathedral, St. Ouen, St. Maclou,

and a score of other stately churches, some of the noblest

ecclesiastic structures in the world, rose high into the

air above towers and palaces. Those magnificent churches,

now hoar5' with age, were then comparatively new;
reared in all the exubeiance of the florid style, every

buttress, port, and fiuial, every tower, to its dizzy sum-
mit, encrusted with work delicate and clear as if carved

in ivory; every glorious window and soaring spandrel

perforated with the most gorgeous tracerj'. We may
believe that Henry—who was not, like most of the princes

and nobles of those days, an illiterate, or semi-iUitorato

man, but who had been educated at Oxford, and had
intellectual tastes, and was especially fond of music, and
a master himself on tho harp—would pause, even if he

had the power, ere he would willingly let loose destruc-

tion on so fair a scene. In the choir of that proud

cathedral lay the lion heart of Richard of England ; in

its southern aisle, the dust of Rollo, the founder of his

race ; and many a recollection of the proudest days of

Normandy and Normanic England clustered around it.

Far and wide, wherever his eye fell.—and it could range

over scores of miles—it was a scene befitting the localitj'

of such a capital. The lovely Seine flowed on through

the richest meadows, its bosom gemmed by numbers of

the most wooded and fairy-like islands, and swept the

feet of tho precipitous chalk cliflTs of St. Catherine with

a serene grace that seemed to promise ages of peaceful

abundance to that fair capital.

Such were, not improbably, the thoughts of tho king,

for he resolved to spare tho citj', but to win it. He
therefore pressed on his works, which, extending over a

circuit of several miles, requii-ed enormous labour and

much time. The troops of Bouteillier did not allow him
to construct these in quiet. They continued to make
daring sorties; and many a gallant deed of arms was

done under the walls of the city. But Homy continuallj'

brought up fresh troops ; the camp on St. Catherine itself,

as is obvious to all who contemplate the immense traces

of its fortifications, could, if necessarj', shelter 10,000

men. He collected vast numbers of workmen also from

tho country round ; and, fiualh', so completed his circum-

vallations, that neither could tho sallying garrison make
any impression, nor could a single article of provisions

find its way into the city. All such supplies from tho

i-iver he had cut off by drawing three strong chains of

iron across it above the city, and three similar ones below.

Above, near his own troops, and protecting them, ho

threw across a bridge, and near the bridge he moored a

squadron of boats, which he had Iiad dragged over land

bj' enormous labour of men and horses. He had a fleet

of hired Portuguese ships guarding the mouth of the

river ; and the banks and islands of tho Seine were pro-

tected by detachments of soldiers. Sui^portiug these

strong defences he had a numerous garrison at Pont do

I'Arche ; and, while he shut out all supplies from the

'
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town, hia 200 small vessels in tlie rivor plied to and

fro, bringing in abundance to his camp from the whole

country.

Those stringent measures soon began to tell. Before

two instead of ten months had expired, famine had shown

its hideous face. Though the governor had reduced the

population greatly before the siege commenced, ho now
expelled from the city 12,000 more useless mouths, as

they were termed in the iron language of war. Henry

forbade them to be admitted within the linos, for the

tender mercies of sieges are cruel under the most humane
of commanders. To permit at will the expulsion of the

people was to prolong the siege, and, therefore, as at

Calais, under Edward I., notwithstanding some of these

wretched outcasts were fed by the humanity of the troops,

the greater number perished through want of food and

shelter.

But within the city famino stalked on, and the misery

was terrible. During the third month the besieged killed

and subsisted on their horses. After that, for ten months,

they killed the dogs and cats ; and the necessity growing

more and moro desperate, they descended to rats, mice,

and any species of vermin they could clutch in their

famine-sharpened fingers. It is said that, in the whole

siege, from famine, from the wretched unwholesome food

eaten, by the sword, and other means, no less than

50,000 of the inhabitants perished.

All this time the unhappy people cried vehemently to

the Duke of Bui'gundy, the head of the Government, for

succour. Their messengers returned with flattering but

fallacious promises, and no relief was ever sent. On one

occasion the heartless minister oven fixed the precise day

on which ho would ai'rive in force and compel the English

to raise the siege. At this news a wild joy ran like light-

ning through the famishing city. The bells wore rung

with mad exultation; people ran to and fro spreading

the glad tidings and uttering mutual congratulations.

The troops were ordered to bo every man in leadiness to

rush forth at the right moment, and second the assault

of their friends without. The day came and went ; no

deliverer appeared, and a deadly despair sank down on

the devoted city.

It was in the midst of these horrors that the Cardinal

Ursini, who had in vain exerted himself to reconcile the

insensate factions, now turned to Heuiy, and entreated

him to moderate his pretensions, and incline to peace.

But Henry was too sagacious a politician to renounce the

advantages which the folly and crimes of liis enemies

opened up to him. He was willing to make overtures

of peace, and ho did so to both parties, but it was still

on his fixed terms of the sovereignty of France. He
repeated his clear persuasion that his work was the work

of an avenging Providence. " Do you not perceive,"

he said toTJrsini, " that it is God who has led me hither

by the hand? France has no sovereign. There is no-

thing here but confusion; there is no law, no order.

No one thinks of resisting me. Can I, therefore, have

a more convincing proof that the Being who disposes

of empires, has determined to put the crown of France

upon my head ?
"

Aii^^' the union of Burgundy and the queen, Armagnac
grew more savage in his retaliative warfare. He sent

from Paris iiis capt.ains Tanuegui dii Chastel and Bar-

bazan to attack the Burgundians. They carried on a

murderous warfare, taking several towns and fortresses,

and putting their garrisons to the sword. Annagnac

himself took the field, and, being repulsed from Senlis, in

revenge he beheaded all his prisoners. Thou tho Bastard

of Thian, the Bu*gundian commander, in retaliation, also

put to death his prisoners. Such was the devilish

atrocity to which tho contending chiefs had ariived, that

it began to revolt the most callous. The Bishop of

Paris took courage and opened a correspondence with

Burgundy. The dauphin, who, as well as his imbecile

father, was in the hands of Armagnac, also sent agents to

treat with tho duke and the queen his mother. The Pope,

Martin V., had sent the cardinals Ursini and St. Mark

to endeavour to mediate between the factions, and to put

an end to this scandalous condition of things, and they

succeeded in making a treaty with Burgundy and the

queen. Tho people of Paris were in raptures at the

news, but Armagnac was still in the city with a strong

garrison ; he had still the wretched king and the dauphin

in his power ; and he refused to recognise the treaty, and

proceeded to proscribe and put to death as traitors all

who dared to utter a different sentiment. The city was

deluged with blood. But his time was now come. The

whole people were weary of his savage despotism, and

were ripe themselves for some desperate deed.

A company of young men had entered into secret coi-

respoudenco with the Burgundians ; and on tho night of

the 29th of May, Perrinet le Clerk, one of their number,

opened the gats of St. Qermain-des-Pres to L'Isle-Adam,

a captain of the Duke of Burgundy, and his troop

marched in profound silence to the Chatelet, where tlicy

wore joined by 500 of the inhabitants. They then divided

into different bodies, and, having admitted the whole

garrison of Pontoise, they ran through the streets, crying,

" Our Lady cf Peace ! Long live Burgundy ! Let those

who are for peace coma and follow us !

"

The mass of the people obeyed tho summons with

instant alacrity. They threw on their clothes and fol-

lowed tho Burgundians, who hastened to tho houses of

the chief Armagnacs, di-agged them from their beds, and

thrust them into prison. Tannegui du Chastel, a Breton,

and one of the most daring of tho Armagnacs, ran to tho

chamber of tho dauphin, and carried him off, wrapped

merely in his bed-clothes, to the Bastile, from whence ho

escaped to Melun. But scarcely did Du Chastel disap-

pear from one door of the dauphin's chamber, when the

mob broke in, and, missing him, seized all the gentlemen

of his retinue, and sent them to prison. L'Isle-Adam,

meantime, had hurried to tho Hotel St. Pol, where tho

king lived, and, securing him, they set him on a

horse, idiotic as ho was, and paraded him through the

streets, to convince the people that all they did was by

his orders. Tho Count of Armagnac himself, who had

fled and concealed himself in the house of a mason,

was given up to L'Isle-Adam by this man, in terror

of the denunciation against all who protected him.

On the 11th of ,Tuno, Tannegui du Chastel made a

sortie with 1,600 men from the Bastile, in the hopo

of recovering Paris; but ho was driven back to his

retreat, the people flinging down upon him and his

followers at every step all kinds -of missiles from their

windows and roofs. The Armagnacs had killed a
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considerable number of poor people in the Faubourg
St. Antoine, and now the mob, in their rage, fell on the

Armagnac citizens, and massacred all they could find.

Women, and even children, like demons in their fury,

dragged the dead Armagnacs about the streets, muti-

lating; and insulting them in their diabolical frenzy.

But even yet the horror had not culminated. Instead

of the Duke of Bui-gundy and the queen, now in the

ascendant, exerting themselves to restrain the cruelty and

restore order, they kept aloof—Burgundy at Montbelliard,

and the queen at Troyes ; and they are accused of even

stimulating the massacre of their defeated enemies.

Eouen, from tlio Hill of St. Catheriue.

No sooner was the news of this revolution spread

than the equally brutalised population of the country

came pouring into Paris to share in the plunder and

carnage. The Burgundian butchers once more walked

the streets of the capital in sanguinary ascendency, and

Paris was a hell ! Had not avarice come in to stay

the hand of murder, in the hope of ransom, not a

single Armagnac would' have been left alive.

Nothing short of the monstrosity of crime to which those

long and deadly feuds had led at this time could induce

us to credit such appalling suggestions. But the queen

is related to have replied to a deputation sent to invito

her to Piiris, that she would never set foot again in that

city while a single Armagnac breathed in it. On the

other hand, though Tannegui du Chastel had fled to

Bourges with the dauphin, 150 miles off, iniraours, said to.
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be traceable to the Bargundian camp, were constantly

spreading that he vras on his way to surprise Paris,

release all the Armagnao captives, and slay every Bar-

gundian, man, woman, and child.

These rumours were incessantly revived, keeping the

peoplo in perpetual alarm, and irritating them to a state

of mind bordering on desperation. At length, on the

night of Sunday, the 12th of June, cries were hoard in the

were dogs ; that they had ruined France ; were now in

treaty to make it over to the English ; and had prepared

English flags to plant on the walls of Paris. They burst

open the prison doors, they ranged like wild beasts

through the houses of the Armagnacs; and there was ou'

fierce, deadly, universal massacre.

The Count of Armagnac, who had so long ridden on

the crest of the troubled sea of French affairs, was one

Cardiual Ursini's Visit to Henry V. (See page 545.)

streets that Tannegui was at the gates, and that all Paris

would bo butchered. The people, roused to a pitch of

iincontruUod fury, swore that there would be no peace

while one Armagnac lived. They rushed out, armed and
implacable, crying, " Peace for ever ! Long live the

Duke of Burgundy !" L'Isle-Adam endeavoui'ed, at the

head of his soldiery, to appease their murderous designs ;

'but he and his 1,000 men were nothing in the path

of a whole city breathing destruction. They gave way,

and the wild mob rushed on, crying that the Armagnacs

of the first on whom they glutted their thirst of blood

;

and his mangled remains were dragged with curses for

three days through the streets of Paris by tlio excited

women and children. The wild work of e.xtormiuatiou

went on for many days. In the first outbreak of this

carnival of Moloch, between four o'clock in the morning

and mid-day, 1,500 persons perished. In the three first

days, besides the constable, the chancellor, and six

bishops, 3,500 persons of eminent rank and character

wero put to death. The streets ran with blood ; and
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when murder had wearied itself out, or ceased for want
of frosli victims, pestilence took up the work, and the

whole tale of tho victims of this outbreak is said to have

amounted to 14,000 persons, of whom 5,000 wore women.
In the midst of those horrors, the queen and the Duke

of Burgundy made their entry into Paris in triumph on

tho Hth of July. The streets, not yet dried fi-om the

blood of the massacred, were strewn with ilowers; and
these contemptible princes, themselves stained with more
than one murder, or the reputation of it, rode on as if

nothing had occurred. The butcheries had not ceased

when they entered Paris, and they rather encouraged

than put a stop to them, for they had spites of their own
which they sought to gratify. They got the poor doting

king into their possession, and, thus armed with the

royal authority, they made use of the leaders of the mob
to execute their own vengeance on those they hated, and
then executed their tools to pacify the people. They
made strenuous endeavours to secure the person of the

dauphin ; but Tannegui du Chastel and the Armagnaos
had him at Boui-ges, and kept good watch over him.

They then entered into negotiations with him, offering

him terms of coalition, and doing all in their power to

allure him to Paris ; but such overtures were hopeless

while the whole Armagnao party were biu-ning for re-

venge of their late butchery. Though the old Count of

Armagnao was dead, his son was aKvo, and vowing the

most signal retribution. With the Count of Dreux, and

other French barons, ho had been harassing Henry's

pro'i'ince of Guienno as a diversion in favour of Nor-

mandy; but he and his associates at once made peace

with the King of England and joined the dauphin,

demanding justice on his father's assassins. Tannegui
du Chastel, equally eager for revenge, and more truculent,

denounced extermination to the Burgundians. By their

advice the dauphin assumed the title of regent, repu-

diating his mother's right to it, and opened a Parliament

at Poiotiers.

Thus Erance, after all the murders of the heads of its

fcictions, had still two factions as decided and iniquitous

as over. Each of these factions sought to make an
alliance with Ilenrj', the common enemy of their claims.

Henry amused them as long as it suited his purpose.

He sent commissioners to meet those of the dauphin at

Alon^on, and those of Burgundy at Pont de I'Arche ; and
having heard all they had to say, without at all commu-
nicating his own views, at length dismissed them with

the insulting observations that the dauphin was a minor,

the king not of sound mind, and Burgundy's authority

doubtful, so that no safe treaty could be made with any
of them.

During these attempts at negotiation Henry still pressed

on tho siege of Rouen. Winter was now setting in, and
tho famished citizens saw its approach with horror. They
had long been reduced to the severest condition of starva-

tion, and still tho determined De BouteiUier held out.

They had consumed everj' gi-een and every living thing

but thfansnlves and their children. The inky Robec,

flowing through and under Rouen, the Styx of the place,

had long ceased to furnish one desperate rat to the hungry
watchers. Tho time was come when a man looked at his

noighbour'.s leithern girdle with fierce desire, and an
old shoo was tho only material for a stow. A lizard, a

bat, or a snail were luxuries which only could be pur-

chased by the rich. Gaunt Famine, the sternest of all

conquerors, now subdued the iron hardihood of the

governor, and he otfered on the 3rd of January to capitu-

late ; but Henry insisted on unconditional sui-render.

BouteiUier, indignant and in despair, assembled the gar-

rison, and proposed to them to set fire to the city, to

throw down a portion of the wall, which was already

undermined by the English, and burst headlong into the

camp of the enemy, where, if they could not cut their

way through, they should at least perish as became
soldiers.

This stoical design, as terribly sublime as any project

of antiquity, reaching the ears of Henrj', ho lowered his

demands. It was impossible not to be struck with such

heroism in men wasted by months of utter want, and ho

had no wish to see Rouen a heap of smoking ruins.

He offered the soldiers their lives and liberties on con-

dition that they did not serve against him for twelve

months ; and he guaranteed to the citizens their property

and their franchises on tho payment of 300,000 crowns.

On the 13th of January, 1419, the terms of surrender

were signed, and on the 19th Henry entered the city in

triumph. To his honour he strictly observed the treaty,

suffering no infringement of the citizens' rights, nor

displaying any signs of vengeance. The only person

exempted from this clemency was a priest who had,

during the siege, oxcommuuicatod' him, and pronounced

the direst curses upon him. Him he imprisoned for life
;

and a captain of tho city militia was executed a few days

after the entrance of the ciiy, for treasonable designs.

The fall of Rouen was the fall of tho whole province.

The fortresses which had hitherto held out now speedily

opened their gates, and the red cross of England waved
on all the towers of Normandy, announcing it an appanago

of England.

CHAPTER LXXI.
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Tlu*one -Return to London and Coronation of the Queen—Death
of the Dake of Clarence at the Battle of Beauj^—Henry returns to

France— Siege of Meaux—Birth of Prince Henry—The King's Sick-
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The surrender of Rouen was a shock to the whole

kingdom of France, sufficient, one would have thought,

to bring the contending factions to a pause, and unite

them for the protection of their common country; but

for a time it appeared to produce little oflfect on the rival

parties themselves. The people at large were struck

with consternation, and loudly complained that they were

made the victims of the vices and jealousies of their

rulers. The people of Paris saw with indignation the

Duke of Bui'gundy and the queen flee out of the city,

carrying the king with them, and establish their head-

quarters at Lagny. They looked upon themselves as

basely betrayed, and that the capital was left exposed to

the arms of the victor, who, it was well known, was pre-

paring to march along tho Seine and invest the city with

all his forces. They represented that the people of the

provincial towns had been left to fight their own battles,-
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tut iu Tain ; and now Paris was abandoned to its fato in

the samo scandalous manner. The most vehement repre-

sentations were made to (he heads of the hostile factions

to settle their quarrels and combine to repulse the in-

vader. This wise counsel was whollj' thrown away.

Neither party showed any disposition to reconciliation,

but each hastened to open negotiations with Henry of

England, in order, by his means; to bo able to crush the

other.

The Duke of Burgundy, who always courted popu-

larity, endeavoured to pacify the Parisians by issuing a

proclamation, assuring them th.at he was doing all in liis

power to remove the impediments to peace and the settle-

ment of the country. All, however, that was visible,

was that he sent an embassy to Henry at Eouen, proposing

to attempt terms of agreement betwixt him and France.

The dauphin, ou his part, went further, and offered to

meet Heni-y, and endeavour personally to accommodate

matters. Henry listened courteously to both parties,

accepting their proposals with the utmost frankness, at

the same time that he promised nothing. The dauphin,

however, himself of a treacherous disposition, hesitated

to put himself into the power of Henry, and failed to

keep his appointment. Burgundy was no sooner in-

formed of this, than availing himself of it, as a favourable

opportunity ou his side, he sent a fresh deputation to

Rouen ; armed, as he believed, with peculiar temptations.

These were a beautiful portrait of the Princess Catherine,

accompanied by a message from the queen, her mother,

significantly asking whether so charming a princess really

needed so great a dowry as ho demanded with her. The

ambassadors reported ou their return that they found the

young conqueror at Rouen, " as proud as a lion ;" that

he took the portrait of Catherine, gazed long and earnestly

upon it, acknowledged that it certainly was beautiful

;

but refused to abate a jot of his demands. What was
still more decisive was the news that ho had left Rouen,

recrossod the Seine, and had advanced along its banks

already as far as Mantes, within fifty miles of Paris.

No time was to be lost. Burgundy and Isabella sent off

a fresh embassy, proposing to meet Henry, accompanied

by Catherine, from whose personal charms they hoped

much, being apprised that the mere picture of her

had made an obvious impression on the victor's imagina-

tion. Henry acceded promptly to the proposal; but as

promptly made another advance to Vernon. Meantime
ho dispatched the Earl of Warwick to Burgundy and the

queen at Proving. High and imbending as were the

demands of Henry, it was not a time for the Burgun-
dians to boggle at them. The conqueror was in full

march on the undefended capital; they had no forces

able to copo with his ^dotorious troops ; and the dauphin
was watching with the most jealous anxiety this attempt

to forestall him in an allianco with the dominant power
of England. The dauphin attempted to cut off the

bearers of the English king's despatches. The fierce

Tannegui du Chastel lay in wait for the Earl of Warwick
on the road, and made an impetuous attack upon him

;

but he was repidsed with great loss.

Warwick was received with marked attention. Both
Burgundy and Isabella held out every hope of an accom-
modation ; and it was arranged that the Kings of

England and France, accompanied by Bui-gundy,

Isabella, and Catherine, on the part of France, and (ho
Dukes of Clarence and Gloucester on that of England,
should meet on the banks of the Peine, near Mc<rlau.
The rendezvous of the French court was to be at Pontoiso,

ou the Oiso; and that of the English one at Mantes.
The time fixed was the 30th of May. The ground
selected for the conference was a square, ono side of
which was washed by the Seine, and the other three wore
enclosed by a strong ditch and palisades. Two magnifi-

cent pavilions were erected for the two kings, and between
them was a third, which was to bo the place of conference.

All these pavilions were of green and blue, worked with
gold ; and from the centre of the tent of conference rose a
tall flagstaff. There were opposite entrances, well de-

fended by barriers ; and the ground before the enti-anco

on the right was allotted to the attendants of Henry,
that before the entrance on tho left to the attendant.?

of the French coiu't.

At the hour appointed the two cavalcades were seen

approaching from the opposite quarters ; each attended

by banners, by bands of music, and about 1,000 men-at-
arms. After the i)rincipal persons had taken pos.~ession

of their respective tents, at the concerted signal of trum-

pets and clarions, the King of England and the Queen of

France left their tents at the same moment, and advanced

into the central ground towards each other with an air of

great ceremony and dignity. It was found that tlio poor

King of France was unable to present himself, as it was
alleged, from indisposition ; but (ho queen was followed

by the Princess Catherine and the Duke of Biu-gundy

;

Henry bj' his two brothers, the Dukes of Clarence and

Gloucester, and the Earl of War-^ick.

Henry vras at this time in the flower of his prime

;

ono of the most handsome, graceful, and accomplished

men ;..a Europe. Catherine, his proposed bride, was,

notwitiistauding the long nose and peculiar features

of the Uouso of Valois, reputed to bo ono of the hand-

somest women of the age. Henry found her even.lo

surpass her picture ; and it was well known that Cathenlio

had set her resolve on being (ho Queen of England.

Under these circumstances Henry advanccil with marked

respect towards tlie queen, bowed profoundly, and then

embraced and kissed her ; repeating the same royal

oompHmont to the princess. Ho then gave In's hand

to Isabella, .and conducted her into the lent of conference,

whither they were followed by the immediate princely

members of the conference. Henry took his place

directly opposite to tho queen and Catherine ; the fair

damsel being carefully arrayed to produce tho most

striking effect. Sho wore an arched crown, and a veil

trimmed on each side with ermine, which reached to tho

shoulders. Sho had on a mantle of regal form, beneath

which appeared a close-fitting gown, tight to tho throat,

and with a strip of ermine passing down tho front, studded

with diamonds. Henry was visibly struck with tho

charms of the princess ; and this, no doubt, was tho

grand achievement of this opening conference. For the

rest, the Earl of Warwick, as secretary or president of the

conference, delivered a long speech in French, which

chiefly related to the mode in which tho business was to ba

conducted, and the topics to be discussed. These formalities

settled, the parties adjourned for a couple of days, and each

returned as they had come to their respective camps.
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At the second meeting Henry looked in vain for the

princess. The wi!}' old mother, deeply versed in every

scheme and practice of intrigue, had satisfied herself of the

etfect produced by her daughter on the young king, and

she now studiously kept her out of sight, as a means

of exciting his impatience, and inducing him to lower his

demands. In vain. Chagrined as Henry obviously was,

this chagrin only made him the more obstinate. Ho now
presented his demands iu writing, abating not one item of

aU that he had at first insisted upon. These were, first

and foremost, the hand of the princess ; then the full

possession of Normandy, with all his other conquests, in

addition to the territories ceded by the peace of Bretigni

;

the whole to be hold in absolute independence of the

crown of France.

The queen and Burgundy demanded four days to delibe-

rate on these sweeping requisitions. When they met
again they made no decided objection to them, but they

brought forward a string of counter-claims, eight in

number, I'egarding the relinquishment of these territories,

the amount of dowry, and the payment of debts. Henry
began to flatter himself that the necessities of the French

court were in reality about to compel them to concede to

his extraordinary terms. Ho sot himself earnestly to

work to meet these objections, to modifj', and even to

conti'act, in some degree, his demands. But he was not

long in perceiving that no progress was made. Difficul-

ties were started at each conference, which were seized

upon to seek further consultation, further explanations

;

and he perceived at the end of a mouth that only seven

meetings had been held, between each of which the

intervals were growing longer and longer. The princess,

in spite of his inquiries, was never again permitted to ap-

pear, and the indignant monarch at length bri^e out in

wrathful language to Burgundy', the only person now sent

to the conference, saying—" I tell you, fair cousin, that we
tvill have the daughter of your king to wife, and will have

her on our own terms, or we will drive both him and you

out of this kingdom."

The astute Burgundy replied, "Sii'e, you are pleased to

say so ; but I make no doubt that, before you have suc-

ceeded iu driving us out, you will bo heartily tired."

All this denoted that a new game was playing behind

the scenes. The fact was, that the dauphin and the

Armagnacs had become greatly alarmed at the apjiarent

progress making towards an alliance between the royal

party and Henry of England. If it succeeded they were

to be crushed. Every engine was instantly put in motion

to defeat this object. Overtures for reconciliation were

made to Burgundy and the queen ; means had been found

to purchase the interest of an artful and abandoned

woman, a Madame de Giac, the mistress of Burgundy,
who, attended by several of the leaders of tho Armagnac
party, had boon going to and fro between tho dauphin's

retreat and Pontoiso. It was represented that it was far

better for the French princes to arrange their own
differences than to admit the great enemy of tho nation,

who would only cajole one party in order to destroy both.

Accordingly, when Henry, determined to dally no longer,

insisted on a final meeting, he went to the tent of con-

ference at the day and hour appointed, and found

—

nobody. Tho queen. Burgundy, and the dauphin, had

patched up a reconciliation, and dropped tho mask un-

ceremoniously at the feet of the insulted King of England.

The reconciled princes met on the road at Poilly-le-Fort,

and there, with all outward signs of affection, embraced

and vowed eternal amitj' for the good of France.

The indignation and chagrin of Henry may be
imagined. Independently of the promised bride, and
sovereignty over a vast portion of Franco, being thus

rudely snatched from him, his position was by no means
encouraging. He had only about 25,000 men to enable

him to hold his conquests and to pursue them to com-
pletion. Whilst Burgundy and the dauphin were uniting

all the power of France to oppose him, his own subjects at

homo were beginning to grumble at the expenditure of

the war ; and as they saw it likelj' to succeed in reducing

France, to look with dismay on such a result as likely to

remove the seat of government to Paris, and make a

province of England. The Scots, he found, were at the

same time entering into treaty with the dauphin against

him, and the Kings of CastUe and Arragon had already

fitted out a great armament, with which they scoured the

coasts of Guienne and menaced Bayonue.

The French were in ecstacies of delight at the turn

which affairs had taken ; in every quarter of the kingdom
vigorous efforts were making to take advantage of it, and
the army of Heury was proportionably depressed.

But Henry, though, in addition to this insulting dis-

play of the perfidj' of his enemies, his treasury was very

low, never for a moment suffered an air of doubt or

despondency to shade his countenance, much less an ex-

pression of it to escape him. He immediately ordered

his army to advance on Paris, crossed tho Seine, fell on

the town of Pontoise, and took it. The leaders of tho

Burgundian party, after accomplishing their agreement

with tho dauphin, had quitted it, and Burgundy himself

was at St. Denis ; but even there he did not deem himself

safe, and hastily retreated to Troyes, carrying the poor

King of France with him.

Henry had recruited his coffers for the present by the

discovery of a grand hoard which L'Isle-Adam had
accumulated from the plunder of the Armagnacs during

the late massacre. St. Denis was left by Bui-guudy in

charge of tho Marshal Chastelluc, whose rude and de-

bauched soldiers expelled tho monks of tho celebrated

abbey, and took up their quarters there with their lewd

women. The people were greatly enraged. They
exclaimed, " Are these the fruits of the union of our

rulers? What could the English do worse?" and they

began to call to mind that when Burgundy and the

dauphin proclaimed their reconciliation there fell a fierce

tempest, in which the thunder and lightning were of a

terrible and ominous kind.

Meantime, the victorious troops of Henry appeared

before the very gates of the capital, which was left

almost wholly destitute of soldiers, and must soon fall

into the hands of the enemy if not relieved. The English

beat up tho whole neighbourhood, an^ seized all the

supplies which should have entered the city, where famine

and fever were tho only reigning powers. So far from any

real union having taken place betwixt the Bm-gundians

and the dauphin, they were paralysed by the rapid

pui'suit of Henrj', and were too conscious of their own
internal hatred and treachery to approach each other.

Two months had already elapsed since the much-vaunted
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union, and Burgundy was still uiiavailiugly entreating

tlio dauphin to join his father's council at Troyes, and the

dauphin recommending Burgundy and the queen to meet

him at Montoroau-sui'-Yonue. As neither would move,

the influence of Madame do Giac was again employed,

who succeeded in prevailing ou the duke to go as far

as Bray-sur-Seine, only two leagues from Montereau.

Having succeeded so far, fitting instruments wore then

chosen to induce tho unfortunate Burgundy to proceed to

Montereau to an interview with the dauphin, for that

base prince would not budge a steis out of his safe

quarters to bring about this necessary interview. Tho

notorious Tannegui du Chastel was set to complete the

Voik of the equally notorious Madame de Giac. lie took

with him somo companions of his own stamp, and with

them the Bishop of Valence, whose brother, the Bishop of

Langres, either a weak dupe, or a traitor inferior to none

of them, was with the duke.

This ominous deputation used all their influence to

persuade tho duke to meet the dauphin, for a conference

of their afl'airs at this pressing crisis, on the bridge of

Montereau, not requiring him to advance into the town.

The duke knew the character both of the dauphin and of

those about him ; and could not expel from his memory
his own murder of the Duke of Orleans twelve J'eavs

before. These deadly suspicions of each other, based

on too much well-grounded experience of each other's

utter destitution of lionour, did not augur much blessing

to the country from their co-operation. When all argu-

ments and i^rotestations proved incapable of moving the

duke, recourse was ouce more had to the influence of

Madame de Giac, and the all-powerful mistress won from

him the fatal consent to the meeting on the lOth of

September.

Every apparent precaution was taken for tho peace of

the interview and the security of the leaders. Tannegui
du Chastel, on the day previous to the meeting, took an

oath from the followers of the duke to observe strictly the

alliance pledged between the parties, and Burgundy sent

the husband ofMadame de Giac and another of his ofiicers

to impose the same oath on the followers of tho dauphin.

But no precautions or formalities can bind men without

honour or principle, and when the duke was himself

ready to go, his most experienced friends stronglj- dis-

suaded him from it, reminding him that around the

dauphin were his most deadlj' enemies. Whatever might

bo his own internal feelings. Burgundy now appeared

resolved to go. He talked of tho great advantages to be

obtained by gaining the command of tho brave captains

and men in the service of the dauphin, and boasted that

once united, it would soon be seen which was the better

man, " Hannotin of Flanders," a nickname given him by
his Flemish subjects, or " Henry of Lancaster."

His astrologer declared that if he went he would never

return, and at the moment of starting his friends once

more crowded round him, and irrgcd him to give up the

hazardous enterprise. Resisting, if not despising these

warnings, the doomed duko rode away, attended by

400 men-at-arms.

On approaching the town, Burgundy sent to announce

to tho daupliin his arrival, when he was speedily attended

by Tannegui du Chastel, who brought him from tho

dauphin the most solemn assurances, " on tho word of a

prince," that no injury should be offered to him or his. It

was agreed that he should take oidy ten knights with
him, and that tho dauphin should only bring tiio same
number on his side. Tho meeting was to take place on
tho bridge, which was to bo guarded at tho end by wliich

he entered by his own troops, and at tho other by those of
tho dauphin. Before proceeding, tho dulro learned that

three barriers were drawn across tho bridge with a gate
in each; this appeared to excite his suspicion, and at thia

momout ono of his valets, who had been into tho castle to

make preparations for tho reception of tho duko and his

train, came in haste and warned him not to go upon tho
bridge, as ho would assuredly be slain or taken prisoner.

On this tho duko, turning to Tannegui, said, " How is

this ? You have pledged your honoiu' for our safetj-, but
do you say true ?" The traitor sworo ho would die him-
self rather than permit any injury to the duke, and tho
victim went on.

Yet again, as ho had dismounted, and was walking
to the bridge, another of his servants rushed up and
implored him to remain, for ho had seen throngs of
armed men collecting on the other side of tho river. On
this tho duko paused, and sent forward tho Sieur do
Giac to see if it were so, but tho false man reported that

the whole was a fiction : and Tannegui urged tho duko to

make haste, for his master had been waiting for him more
than an hour. This decided tho matter; tho duke
hurried forward, and no sooner had he passed tho first

gate on the bridge with his attendants, than it was
closed and secured behind him, and so the second. Onco
more tho suspicious of tho duke being roused, ho laid his

hand on Tannegui, and said, " Here is what I trust in."

It was a deadly trust. " Lot us hasten," said Tannegui,
" to my lord the dauphin." They pushed forward

to'W'ards tho next ban ior, where the dauphin was stand-

ing, and on the duke kneeling with his velvet cap in hia

hand, ho wag suddenly struck down fi-om behind by tho

villain who had lured him on by every sacred assurance.

He was speedily dispatched ; ono of his followers, tho

Sieur do Navailles, was killed also by Tannegui as he
attempted to defend his master. The I.ord of Neuchatel

darted away, sprang over the barriers, and escaped ; tho

rest of the attendants were surrounded, overpowered, and
.seized. Wliile this was going on, tho soldiers of tho

dauphin, of whom Burgiindy had been warned by his

faithful servants, rushed from their hiding-place, scoured

over the bridge, and fell upon tho duke's followers.

These, thus taken by surjiriso, fled, and got back to Bray.

Nothing could demonstrate the dreadful state of moral

turpitude in France at this period more clearly than thia

studied and most impolitic murder. At the very moment
when tho most imminent danger to tho country from
foreign invasion called upon them to put forth all their

energies for its defence, to forgot all past diCforoncos,

and, in fact, everything but the national welfare, these

wretched princes thus deliberately sought each other's

lives, and stabbed their country through their party

antagonists.

The s.avage troops of tho dauphin stripped the body of

tho duke of everything of value, and would have tlirown

it into the river, but a priest resisted their design, and had
it convoyed to the church of Montereau. The hoiTOr

which this most detestable deed excited throughout
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France, familiar as it was mth. crimes and tragedies, was
intense. One burst of execration was heard throughout

the country against the dauphin. That a young man of

seventeen could stand calmly and see so vile a murder
perpetrated—a murder which, it was plain, had been

planned in his own councils—promised but a gloomy
future to France. The people vowed to renounce all

allegiance to him, or regard for his power. The Parisians

in particular swore vengeance on him and his accomplices.

They demanded a truce of the English, sent in all haste

for the Count of Charolais, the son of their murdered
leader, and demanded immediate alliance with the

English, as the most certain means of exterminating the

diabolical faction of the dauphin.

This storm of indignant contempt aroused the dauphin
lo vindicate his concern in the affair. He issued a pro-

from his own Burgundian subjects, aU offering alliance

and support in his righteous work of retribution.

The duke at once made overtures to Henry of England,
as the certain means of crushing the dauphin and his

fui-ious partisans. Henry proposed, as the price of his

co-operation, the hand of the Princess Catherine, that he
should be announced as regent of the kingdom, and as

the successor to Charles, setting wholly aside the dauphin.

These terms were at once accepted, placing Henry at the

height of his ambition, for nothing was too dear for the

vengeance required. Within two weeks these preli-

minaries were signed, but the minor points occupied five

months, and, in fact, were the business of the whole
winter. These were, that Henry should settle on
Catherine 20,000 nobles, the usual income of an English

queen ; that duiing his regency he should govern with

^"1; 7~^—'.
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clamation, declaring that the Duke of Burgundy had

made an attempt upon his (the dauphin's) life, and had

been slain by his attendants in defence of their prince.

Bat this was so notoriously false that it only deepened

the scorn of the public against him ; aiid his more honest

followers went about boasting of the deed as a grand

stratagem and a truly glorious exploit.

Meantime, Philip, the new Duke of Burgund}', after-

wards so well known by the title of Philip the Good,

received the news of his ftxther's assassination at Ghent,

and immediately set out to take vengeance for it. He
was married to a sister of the dauphin, and exclaimed

bluntly, on learning the bloody fact, "Michelle, your

brother has murdered my father !" The duke had been

very popular with his Flemish subjects, and with one

voice they vowed to support his heir in punishing to the

utmost the assassins. At An'as the new duke was met
by deputations from Isabella, from the city of Paris, and

the advice of a council of Frenchmen ; lay aside the title

of King of Franco during the present king's life ; should

re-annex Normandy to the crown of France on ascending

the throne, and conquer the territories held by the

dauphin for the benefit of the king, his father. He
was bound to preserve the Parliaments and nobles, the

charters of all cities, and the liberties and privileges of

all classes of subjects, as they then existed ; and to

administer justice according to the laws and customs of

the realm.

It was, moreover, stipulated between Henry and the

Duke of Burgundy, that the Duke of Bedford, one of the

king's brothers, should marry a sister of Burgundy
;

that together the king and the duke should pursue the

dauphin and the other murderers ; and that Henry

should on no account allow the dauphin to go out of his

hands, if ho took him, without the consent of the duke.

Besides this, Henry was to settle on Burgundy and his
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duchess, Miclielie, lands in France of the annual value

of 20,000 Uvres.

Accompaniod by 16,000 men-at-arms, Henry entered

Troyes, where the French court was, on the 30th of May,

1419, and the next day " the perpetual peace" was rati-

fied by Isabella and Philip of Burgundy as the commis-

sioners of Charles. The ti'eaty was accepted with the

most apparent alacrity and unanimity by the Parliament,

the nobles, the heads of the church, the municipality,

and all the corporate bodies of Paris. The highest eulo-

giums were pronounced by the Government authorities

on Henry. He was declared, in addresses to the pubKc
bodies, to be a most wise and virtuous prince, a lover of

peace and justice ; a prince who maiatained the most

admirable discipline in his army, driving thence all lewd

women, and protecting the women and the poor of the

country from injury and insult; that he was a fast

fiiend of the Church and of learning. Equal laudation

was bestowed on his piety and the graces of his person.

In short, there was no virtue and no advantage which
they did not attribute to him ; and though much of this

was true, the whole had such an air of the sycophancy

of an unprincipled court, as deprived it of any real

value. Under all this yet lui'ked the feeling, especially

in tho people, that Henry was still a foreigner, and that

France had ceased to be an independent country.

The young monarch was introduced to his intended

bride, whom he found enthroned with her mother in

the chui'ch of Notre Dame. Henry appeared, as became
his warrior character, in a magnificent suit of bui'nished

armour, and instead of a plume he wore in his helmet

a fox's tail, ornamented with precious stones. This

same fos's tail he had had carried on a spea* before him
when he entered Piouen as conqueror, from what whim
or circumstance no historian has satisfactorily stated.

The queen apologised for the absence of the king on
account of his, infirm health; but probably the real

cause was that he had not nerve enough to go through
the duty of depriving his own son of the succession.

Henry conducted the queen and princess to the high
altar, and the young couple were there affianced, and
" on the 3rd of June, Trinity Sunday," says Monstrelet,

"the King of England wedded the Lady Catherine, at

Troyes, in the parish church, near which he lodged.

Great pomp and magnificence were displayed by him
and his princes, as if he had been king of the whole
world." The next day he gave a splendid entertainment,

where, the knights of both nations preparing a series

of tournaments in honour of the marriage, Henry,
continues Monstrelet, said, " I pray my lord the king
to permit, and I command his servants and mine to be
all ready by to-morrow morning to go and lay siege to

Sens, wherein are our enemies. There every 7nan may i

have jousting and tourneying enough, and may give

proof of his prowess ; for there is no finer prowess than
that of doing justice on the wicked, in order that poor
people may breathe and live."

The concluding sentiment of this royal address is very
noble, and the glory of it was, that in Henry, as we
iave ah-eady stated, it was the genuine sentiment and
practice of his life. In all his campaigns he protected

ttie poor and defenceless.

On the second day after his marriage he accordingly

set out on his march to Sens, carrying his young queen
with him. In two days Sens opened its gates, and the

king and queen entered it in great state. The Arch-
bishop of Sens, who married him, had been expelled

from his diocese by the Armagnacs, and Henry iiad the

pleasure of reinstating him, which he did in this graceful

manner :—" Now, Monseigneirr Archevesque, we are

quits; you gave me my wife the other day, and I this

day restore you to yours."

From Sens he marched upon Montereau, accompanied
by the Duke of Burgundy, who was particularly anxious
to reduce and punish the governor, who had assisted at

the murder of his father. Montereau made a desperate,

but not a long resistance. During this siege, Henry's

bride resided with her father and mother and their court

at Bray-sur-Seine, where Henry visited them.

On entering the town, the first care of the Duke of

Burgundy was to visit the tomb of his father. The poor

women of the place showed him the way, and the next
day he caused the grave to be opened, and gazed in

horror and indignation on the mangled corpse. Tho
body was taken out and removed to the family mauso-
leum at Dijon, the capital of Burgundy, and the body
of the bastard of Croy, who had just been slain in the

siege, was placed in the vacant grave. The castle of

Montereau stUl held out, and here Henry gave an
example of one of his occasional acts of severity. As
the governor was not only immovable, but insulted his

herald who was sent to summon him to surrender, Hemy
brought before the castle some of the Armagnac prisoners,

whom he had taken in the town, and declared that he
would hang them up there if De Guitry, the governor,

would not yield. No notice was taken of the threat,

and Henry proceeded to erect gibbets : still tho governor

was unmoved, though the prisoners knelt down on the

edge of the castle moat, and implored him to open his

gates and save their lives, as it was clear he could not

hold out long. The governor was as impassable as his

walls ; the threat of Henry was carried into execution,

and the poor fellows having been sacrificed to his obsti-

nacy, in eight days afterwards the governor flung open

his gates.

From Montereau the united forces of England and

France proceeded to Villeneuve-le-Eoy, and thence to

Melun, which resisted all their efforts for four months.

The dauphin had escaped into Languedoc, where he

joined the young Count Armagnac, who had a strong

pai'ty there. But Barbazan, the governor of Melun, was
one of the men suspected of being engaged in the murder

of the Duke of Bui'gundy, and the present duke was

eager to secure him and other of his accomplices. Henry,

therefore, excepted in the terms of capitulation aU such

as were participators in the guilt of that deed ; but, oi

.

surrender, he interceded for Barbazan, and saved his life.

Dui-ing this obstinate siege, which continued till the

18th of November, the court resided at CorbeQ, where the

poor old King of France was accustomed to have his

melancholy soothed by tho fine military band of his

English son-in-law—the first expressly mentioned in

history. Tho siege over, the two courts and all their

attendants returned in a species of triumph to Paris.

Henry and his father-in-law went first, as a matter of

precaution, and made their entry into the city accom-
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panied by a strong body of troops. The place was in a

etato of absolute starvation—to such a condition had the

protracted civil war and the many massacres and emeates

•which had taken place within and around its walls reduced

it. Children wore running through the streets in the

agonies of famine, and old and young were actually

perishing on the pavement. Yet, amid all its horrors and

miseries, this strange capital put on an air of high i-ejoic-

ing. The streets and houses were hung with tapestry and
gay cai-pcts, and if there was little to eat, the conduits

were made to run with wine. The entrance of the two

kings side by side was something like that of Saul and

David into Jerusalem. The acclamations of the multi-

tude were chiefly directed towards the hero of Azin-

court. At the sight of him the people seemed to think

themselves almost in possession of the wealth and the fat

dauphin ; but ho was not directly implicated as the

author or abettor of the crime.

At this assembly Isabella was also proclaimed regent ol

Franco during the absence of Henry, who now proceeded

to England, there to introduce his quoon to his subjects

and to see her crowned. The whole of this journey and
the coronation were like the ovation of an ancient

conqueror. After spending their Christmas at Paris,

Henry and his young queen sot out at the head of

6,000 men, commanded by the Duke of Bedford. They
were received with great festivity at the different towns on
their way ; and on the 1st of February they left Calais,

and landed at Dover, whore, according to Monstrelet;
" Catherine was received as if she had boon an angel of

God." The whole reception of the young conqueror and
his beautiful bride was of the most enthusiastic kind.

Tomb of Henry V. in Westminster Abbey.

beeves of England. The principal citizens appeared

wearing the red cross, the badge of the English ; and the

clergy in solemn procession chanted, " Blessed is he that

cometh in the name of the Lord." The next day the two

queens made their entree amid similar pageants and

acclamations.

Charles summoned the three estates of the kingdom,

and explained to them in a long speech the reasons which

had induced him to make " a final and perpetual peace

with his dear :;ou, the King of England." The assembly

gave its unanimous approbation to the treaty, and after

that the Duke of Burgundy, apparelled in deep mourning,

appeared before them, and demanded justice on the assas-

sins of his father. The king pronounced judgment

against tham, as guilty of high treason, and thoy were

proclaimed incapable of holding any office or property,

their vassals, at the same time, being absolved from all

their oaths of fealty and obligations of service. The

dauphin was mentioned as Charles, calling himself

They proceeded first to Eltham, and thence, after due rest,

to London, where Catherine was crowned with high

state, on the 2-lth of February.

She was conducted on foot from Westminster Palace to

the Abbey by two bishops; "and after the coronation

was ended," says Uolinshed, " Queen Catherine was con.

veyed into the groat hall of Westminster, and there sat at

dinner. Upon her right hand sat, at the end of tho

table, the Ai-chbishop of C.mterbury and Cardinal Beau-

fort. Upon the left hand of the queen sat James I.,

King of Scotland, under his canopy, who was served

with messes in covered silver dishes, but after the afore-

said bishops. By tke King of Scots sat tho Duchess of

York and the Countess of Huntingdon. The Countess

of Kent Sit under the table, at the queen's feet, holding

a napkin. The Earl of Marcho, holding the queen's

sceptre in his band, kneeled on the stops of tho dais

at her right side ; the earl-marshal, holding her other

sceptre, knelt on her left. The Duke of Gloucester was
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that day overseer of the feast, and stood before Queen

Catherine bare-headed. Sir Eichai'd Neville was her cup-

bearer; Sir James Stuart, server; the Lord Clifford

pantler, in the Earl of Warwick's stead ; the Lord Grey

of Euthin was her napere ; and the Lord Audley her

almoner."

In such proud royalty did the hero of Azincourt crown

his queen—a subject king sitting at table at once as

captive and guest ; and the circumstance seems to have

made its due impression on the daughter of the house

of Valois, for it is stated that the only instance of active

benevolence ever recorded of Catherine was now exhibited

in favour of the King of Scots. He had been at this

coiirt a captive from his boyhood. Catherine engaged

Henry to promise him his liberation on condition that he

should bear arms under him in the succeeding campaign

in Prance. She did more—she took in hand the love-suit

of the young poet-king, and Stowe assures us that J;anes

of Scotland was affianced to the beautiful Joanna Beau-

fort before the festival of Cathei-ine's coronation ended.

After the coronation, the royal pair made a progress

northward as far as the shrine of St. John of Beverley.

They celebrated the spring festival at Leicester, and

advanced, visiting the shrine of every saint on theu- way.

The object of Henry was to prepare his subjects for the

extraordinary demands he was about to make upon them

for the completion of his French conquests. Tet, in one

respect, his conduct was not calculated to render him

popular. He was so assiduous in his devotions to the

saints, and so severe in his suppression of the writings

of the LoUards against the clergy, that he obtained from

the reformers the name of the " Prince of the Priests."

In another respect, however, his conduo^ was more

palatable. He harangued the corporation of every town

on his way, and, introducing to the delighted officials

his fair young queen as a proof of the standing he had

gained in France, he exerted all his eloquence to make
them sensible of the money and the troops which ho

should require to accomplish this great object. He did

not hesitate to carry his wife to the castle of Pontefract,

so notorious as the scene of his father's murder of Kichard

II., and where ho himself now kept confined his brother-

in-law, the poet-Duke of Orleans, captured at the battle

«f Azincoui-t.

But here Henry's gay progress was cut short by the

disastrous news of the defeat of his ti-oops in France at

the battle of Beauje. Henry had left his brother, the Duko
of Clarence, in command of his forces in Normandy, and

Clarence, intending to strike a blow at the power of the

dauphin in Anjou, marched into that country, and fell in,

not only with the Armaguacs, but with a body of 6,000 or

7,000 auxiliary Scots, near the town of Beauje. These Soots

had been engaged by the Armagnac party to serve against

the English as a fitting counterpart. They were com-

manded by the Earl of Buohan, second son of the Duko
of Albany, the Eegeut of Scotland. He had under him

the Earl of Wigton, Lord Stuart of Darnley, Sir John

Swinton, and other brave officers.

The Duko of Clarence, deceived by the false report of

some prisoners, hastened to surprise what he considered

this inconsiderable body of troops. In his rash haste,

and in opposition to the earnest advice of his officers,

Le loft behind him his archers, and thus gave another

convincing proof that in that force, and not in his men-
at-arms, lay the secret of the English victories. He was
assured that the Scots were keeping very indifierent watch

and discipline, and made sure of securing an easy conquest.

Having forced the passage of a bridge, Clarence was
dashing on at the head of his cavalry, distinguished by
a magnificent suit cf armour, and a coronet of gold

set with jewels, when he was met by the Scottish knights

in full charge. Sir John Swinton spurred his horse right

upon the duke, and bore him from his saddle with his

lance, and the Earl of Buchan, as he fell, dashed out his

brains with his battle-axe. The archers, however,

came up in time to prevent tho Scots carrying ofl' the

body, and they speedily cleared the field of them with

their clothyard shafts. In this encounter tho English

lost about 1,200 men, and had 300 taken prisoners ; the

Scots and French lost together about 1,000 men.

The moral effect of this battle was immense. Though

the victory actually remained with the English, yet the

impression which the Scots made before the arrival of tho

archers, and their having killed the royal duke, the

brother of the victorious Henry, and the Governor of

Normandy, and having taken prisoner the Earls of

Somerset, Dorset, and Huntingdon, seemed to point out

the only soldiers in the world callable of contending with

the English. Pope Martin V., when this news reached

him, exclaimed, "Ha! the Scots are the only antidote

to the EngUsh !

"

The joy of the dauphin's party at this first small gleam

of success for many years over the dreaded islanders, was

ecstatic. He created the Earl of Buchan Constable of

France, the highest office of the kingdom, and Count of

Aubigny.

The fame of this exploit on the field of Beauje, and of

tho rewards showered in consequence on their country-

men, roused the martial Scots, and they poured over in

great numbers into France. The spell of England's

invincibih.t}'' seemed for a moment broken, and enemies

began to start up in various quarters. Jacques do

Harconrt issued from his castle of Crotoy, in Picardy,

and harassed the English both at sea and on shore.

Poitou de Saintraillo and VignoUes, called La Hire, also

infested Picardy. The fickle Parisians, who so lately

shouted and carolled on the entrance of Henry into their

city, now openly expressed their discontent, and proceeded

to such lengths, that tho English commander there, the

Duke of Exeter, was compelled to drive them fi-om tho

streets with his inimitable archers. The dauphin, taking

coui-age from all those cii'cumstanoes, began to advance

from the south towards the capital.

Henry, greatly chagrined at these events—calculated,

if not checked, to add infinitely to the difficulties in the

path of his ambition—lost no time in preparing to reach

the scene of action. He ordered troops to assemble with

all celerity at Dover. He called together Parliamant and

Convocation, both of which met his views with the greatest

alacrity. Parliament ratified at once the treaty of Troyes,

and authorised his council to raise loans on its own

security. The clergy granted him a tenth. To take a

signal vengeance on the Scots, whose valour and the

rashness of Clarence had thus broken in on his

triumphs and enjoyments at home, he called on the

young King of Scots to fulfil his engagement to seryo in
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Franco under liia banners ; the condition being bis return

to Scotland tbi-oo mouths after tho termination of tho

campaign. Ilonry deemed that by this measure ho

should not only put Scot against Scot, but should, by
having tho Scottish king with him, deter any of his

subjects from taking arms on tho other side, and thus

actually fighting against their own monarch. In this

hope he was disappointed ; but as the Scots had entered

the French service without any declaration of war made
by Scotland against England, tho presence of tho Scottish

king on his side furnished him with the plea of treating

every Scot who did battle on the other sido as a traitor ;

and he sullied his fair fame when he came into tho field

by banging every such Soot as foil into his hands.

Besides having tho per.'jon of James I. in his army,

Henry also prevailed on Archibald, Earl Douglas, to

engage in his service with 200 men-at-arms and 200

foot-soldiers. Earl Douglas had been for somo years a

prisoner in England in tho reign of Henry IV., and ho

had his causes of discontent with Albany, tho regent, who
had sent out his son, the Earl of Buchan, and the Scots

army to aid tho dauphin. Tho estates of tho expatriated

Earl of Marche, who figured so conspicuously in England in

the last reign, had been gx-anted to Douglas ; but Albany,

without consulting Parliament, had recalled Marche, and

restored to him all his forfeited estates. Douglas, there-

fore, readily took arms against the army of Albany in

France. Ho agreed to serve Henry on the usual terms

of pay for his men, and an annuity of £200. Besides

this, the fact of their young monarch going out with

Henry speedily brought to his standard, at Dover, Alex-

ander, Lord Forbes, Alexander de Seton, Lord of Gordon,

Sir William Blaii-, and other Scottish knights and gen-

tlemen.

Henry saw there collected under his banner a gallant

army of 4,000 men-at-arms and 24,000 archers. With
these ho landed at Calais by tho 12th of Juno, sent on

1,200 men-at-arms bj' forced marches to Paris, to

strengthen tho garrison of the Duke of Exeter, and fol-

lowed himsolf at more leisiu'e. At Montrouil ho met
the Duke of Burgundy, and arranged the plans of action.

Burgundy, in consequence, marched into Picardy, attacked

and defeated tho dauphinites at Mons-eu-Vimou, and

took Saintraillo and others of their bravest leaders pri-

soners. This revived tho spirit of tho royalists, and

they speedily reduced various other places in tho north-

west.

Henry left the army under command of the Earl of

Dorset, and hastening to Paris, paid a hasty visit to his

father-in-law at the Bois de Vincennes. He then joined the

army and advanced against Chartres, which was besieged

by the dauphin. The siege of Chartres was raised at

Henry's approach, Beaugency was next taken, and the

dauphin retreated, beyond the Loire. Meantime, the

King of Scots, to whom Henry had assigned tho siege of

Dreux, prosecuted his mission with equal zeal and talent,

and brought that strong place to capitulate on the 30th

of August.

The whole of France, from tho north to Paris, and

from Paris to tho Loire, was almost entirely in the hands

of the English and their allies the Burgundians. The

dauphin, uuablo to stand a morooat before the superior

genius and troops of Henry, fell back sucoessivoly from

post to post, till ho took rofugo in tho well fortified city of

Bourges. The troops of Henrj- had suffered considerably

by their rapid marches and from scarcity of provisions.

Henry, therefore, quitted the pursuit of the dauphin for a

space ; the country, from its past calamities, still lying a

desert, and tho miserable people perishing of hunger. He
sought out sufficiently good quarters for his army, and
left them to refresh themselves while ho paid a short

visit to Paris. He was very soon, however, in tho

field again, and by the Gth of October had sat down
before tho city of Meaux on the Mame. Ho was in-

duced to undertake this siege from the earnest solici-

tations of tho people of Paris. They represented that

it was tho stronghold of one of tho most ferocious

monsters who in those fearful times spread horror

through afflicted France. This was an old companion

of tho late Count of Armagnac, called the Bastard of

Yaui-us, who had become so iufuriated by tho murder

of his master, that the wholo of mankind hardly

seemed sufficient to appease, by death and suiforing,

his revenge. Meaux was his place of retreat. It wa\

reputed to be one of the very strongest towns ot

France, about twenty-five miles distant only from Paris.

One part of tho town iu particular, called the Market-

place, was deemed impi-egnable. Sallying forth, ever

and anon, from this fortress, the Bastard of Yaiu-us

swept tho Viholo country, and up to tho very gates of

Paris. Ho plundered and murdered tho poor people of

both town and country ; and siich of tho farmers and

tradesmen as were worth a ransom, he tied to tho tails

of his horses and diagged them after him to Meuux.

Here ho kept them till they wore ransomed bj" their

friends, occasionally applying torture to quicken the

motions of their families on theii- behalf. Against tho

English and tho Burgundians his rago and cruelty knew
no bounds. He often massacred them on the spot with

the most incredible barbarities ; but his favourite pastime

was to hang them, and all such unlucky wretches as were

not redeemed with a good sum, on a great tree outside

Meaux, thence called the Oak of Yam-us. This man and

his companions became tho terror of Paris.

It cost Henry ten weeks to carry tho town ; and then

the monster of Yaurus retired with his garrison to the

Market-place, which defied all the efforts of tho English

and their allies. Tho siege was canied on with sanguinary

fury ; no quarter was given on either sido. On tho 10th

of May, 1422, the Market-place was compelled to sur-

render from absolute famine ; though tho d.auphin had

dispatched tho Sieur d'AlTemont to endeavour to throw

supplies into this fortress. Affemont was taken prisoner,

and the place fell. The Bastard of Yaurus was beheaded,

his body hung up on his own oak, and his banner,

surmounted with his head, was attached to its highest

bough. Three of his chief companions, who had vied

with him in their violence and ferocity, were executed

with him ; and a number of persons suspected of being

accessory to the death of the Duko of Burgundy, were

marched to Paris to take their trials.

Henry had spent seven months in these operations.

They had cost him a groat number of his brave soldiers,

and some of his most tried officers—amongst them the

Earl of Worcester and Lord Clifford, who fell before the

walls of Meaux. Sickness swept away many others ;
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but the advantages of the reduction of Meaux vrere as

distinguishou as the costs ; for it laid all the north of

France as far as the Loire, with the exception of Maine,

Anjon, and a few castles in Picardy, under his dominion.

Whilst he lay before Meaux, however, he received the

joyful intelligence of the safe doUvery of his queen of a

son, who had received his own name ; the Duke of Bed-

England, therefore, he strictly enjoined Catherine not to

lie-in at Windsor, for he had ascertained that the planets

cast forward a lowering shadow upon Windsor, in the

week when she might expect her confinement. From
waywardness, or some other cause, Catherine especially

chose as the place of her accouchement the forbidden spot

—a conduct which she lived bitterly to rue. On the news

Paris in the Fifteenth Century.

ford, the Bishop of Winchester, and Jacqueline Countess

of Hainault and Holland—who proved the cause of many
misfortunes to the infant prince—being sponsors at his

baptism.

One thing, however, troubled his joy on this auspicious

event. Henry had probably studied the so-called science

of astrology at Oxford, for it was part of the heap of rub-

bish regarded as real knowledge at that time. On leaving

being brought to Henry at Meaux, he eagerly demanded

where the boy was born, and on being told it was at

Windsor, he appeared greatly struck and chagrined, and

repeated to his chamberlain, Lord Fitzhugh, the foEow-

ing lines :

—

" I, Henry, born at Monmouth,
Shall small time reign and much get

;

But Henry of Windsor shall long reign., and lose alU

But as God wills, so be it."
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Funeral Procession of Henry V. (See page 561.)
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It is probable that these were sentiments which the

fcing expressed, and that they owe their sibyl line form to

some chronicler or astrologer of the time. It is certain

that Speed, Stowe, Fabyn, and Holinshed concur in

saying that the king " prophesied the calamities of Henry

VI." The boy was born on the Gth of December, 1421.

On hearing of the fall of Meaux, Catherine left her

infant to the care of its iincle, the Duke of Gloucester,

and hastened to join Heni-y in France. She was escorted

by the Duke of Bedford and 20,000 fresh troops, to

enable Hem-y to complete the conquest of her brother

and his unhappy country. She landed at Harfleur on

the 21st of May, where she was received with gi-eat state

and rejoicing by numbers of noblemen and gentlemen,

who accompanied ^ei on her route to Paris by Rouen to

the Bois de Yincennes, where her father's court resided.

Henry set oiit from Meaux to meet- her there, and thence

the two courts proceeded together to Paris to spend the

festival of Whitsuntide.

But in the midst of these gay though unsatisfactory

rejoicings, there came a pressing message from the Duke
of Burgundy to Henry, entreating him to hasten to his

assistance against the dauphin. Those sturdy Soots who
had made such havoc amongst Henry's troops at Beauje,

were stiU in the country ; and the dauphin, collecting

20,000 men in the south, had put them under the command

of the Earl of Buohan, the leader of those troops. They

had crossed the Loire, taken La Charite, and proceeded

to invest Cosne. At Cosue the dauphin joined Buchan

;

and the Duke of Burgundy, towhom these towns belonged,

seeing that his hereditary duchy of Burgundy would next

be menaced, was most urgent in his appeal to Heniy to

fly to his assistance.

Henry, in the midst of his glory and his good fortune,

had for some time felt the approaches of an illness that

no exercise in the field or festivities in the city ena'oled

him to shake off. In vain he resisted the insidious

disease. It seized relentlessly on his constitution, and

defied all the science of his physicians. At the call of

Burgundy, however, he roused himself, and set out from

Paris at the end of July. Cosne had agi-eed to surrender

if not relieved by tho 16th of August, and Henry was

impatient to come up in time. But a greater conqueror

than himself was now come out against him. Death had

laid his hand upon him ; and he had only reached Sonlis,

about twenty-eight miles from Paris, when he was seized

TTith such debility that he was obliged to be carried thonco

to Corbeil in a horso-litter. There, spite of his deter-

mined attempt to go on, his malady assumed such feverish

and alarming symptoms that he was compelled to give

up, and surrender the command of tho army to the Duke
of Bedford. He had left the queen at Senlis, hut sho

was now returned to the Bois de Yincennes, and thither

he caused himself to be conveyed by water.

In the castlo of Yincennes, which had witnessed many
a strange passage in the history of France and her

sovereigns, tho great conqueror now lay helpless and

hopeless of life, tended by Catherine and her mother.

His very name had scared once more the dauphin from

the field. No sooner did he hear that Henry was on the

way, than he hastily abandoned the siege of Cosne,

re-crossed the Loire, and threw himself again into

Bourses. The Duke of Bedford, who found na enemy

in the field, was preparing to cross tho Loii-e in pursuit
of him, when he was recalled to the dying bed of his

royal brother.

If there ever was a combination of circumstances to

make a death-bed hard, and cause the heart to cling tena-
ciously to life, they were those which surrounded Henry
of Monmouth. But never, in the most ti-ying hour of

his existence, not even when he contemplated the vast

hosts hemming him in on the eve of the great fight of

Azincourt, did he display such unbroken firmness. For
himself he expressed no anxiety and no regrets ; his only
solicitude was for his son and successor, still only nine

months old. He called to his bedside his brother the

Duke of Bedford, the Earl of Warwick, and others of his

lords, and to them he gave tho most solemn injunctions

to be faithful guardians of their infant sovereign. He
expressed no remorse for the blood which he had shed in

his wars, unquestionably believing all that ho had so often,

asserted, that he was the chosen instrument of Providence

for the chastisement and renovation of France.

To the Duke of Bedford he said, "Comfort my dear

wife—the most aflicted creature living." He most
earnestly recommended, both to him and all his com-
manders, to cultivate the friendship of the Duke of Bur-
gundy; never to make peace with Charles, who called

himself dauphin, except x>n condition of his total renun-

ciation of the crown ; never to release the Duke of Orleans

or any of the French princes of the blood taken at jizin-

courtj nor in any way to yield the claims of his son on

France. He appointed his brother the Duke of Gloucester

protector in England during his son's minority, and his

brother the Duke of Bedford regent in France, who
should avail himself on all occasions of the counsel of the

Duke of Burgundy. Being assured by his physicians

that he had not more than two hours to live, he then sent

for his spiritual counsellors ; and while they were chanting

the seven penitential psalms he stopped them at the

verse, " Build thou the walls of Jerusalem," and assured

them that when he had completed the settlement of

France he had always intended to undertake a crusade.

This was preciselj' what his father had done on his death-

bed ; and this apjieared still a favourite idea of the Euro-

pean princes.

Having thus systematically concluded all his affairs,

temporal and spiritual, he calmly expired on the last day

of August, 1422, amid the sobs and deep grief of all

around him.

The contemporary writer, Titus Livius, who had seen

him, thus describes his person:—"In stature ho was a

little above the middle size ; his countenance was beau-

tiful, his neck long, his body slender, and his limbs most

elegantly formed. He was very strong; and so swift,

that, with two companions, without either dogs or missive

weapons, he caught a doe, one of tho fleetest animals.

He was a lover of music, and excelled in all martial and

manly exercises."

The qualities of his mind were in no respect inferior to

those of his body. He was generous, aspiring, un-

daunted, and far-seeing. Ho has been compared dis-

ingenuously, by some historians, with the two great

Edwards, but in nothing was he their inferior. In a far

shorter career, he equalled, if he did not surpass, their

military genius; and in aU that related to humanity
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of coaduct whilo prosecuting bis wars, he was im-

measurably their superior. It is only necessary to recol-

lect the carnage and devastation which they carried

everywhere ia their march, the towns they relentlessly

sacked, the lanus and villages which they burnt and
plundered, to perceive how far Ilenry exceeded them
both in feeling and sound policy. They died detested

by those whoso cities and fields they had nithlessly

destroyed ; Houry was remembered with affection for his

protection to the invaded, and especially to women, and to

the weak and aged. He exhibited instances of partial

severity ; theirs was general, and continued to the hist.

Towards his own subjects he was constitutionally just.

Ho was, as wo have said, especially of a military genius, a
warrior by ambition and from impulse. Martial fame was
his grand fascination, and his imagination coloured all his

aspirations, and justifiod to himself all his enterprises. He
believed that the path of his honour was, at the same time,

the path of duty ; and, contented with the liberal sup-

plies of his subjects, ho made no attempt at encroachment

on their rights. No monarch ever more fully realised

the beau ideal of a great prince to his subjects, and four

centuries have not .availed to withdraw from his memory
the splendour which his conquests throw around him in

his life.

There was one cu-cumstanoo in which the death of

Henry V. differed greatly from that of many kings

mighty and di'eaded in their lifetime. His corpso was
not abandoned the moment the breath had departed, and

what had been a king was only a carcase. There was not

a revolting exhibition of the baseness of courtiers, as in

the cases of William the Conqueror and Edward III. On
the contrary, his officers determined that he should,

though dead, dejjart from France with as much regal

state as he entered it. They had the body embalmed,

and cai-ried in great ceremoay to the Church of Notre

Dame, where the funeral service was performed with all

the pomp that the Eomau CathoUc Chui-eh knows so well

how to employ on such occasions.

The queen, it appears, was not present at his death,

and was kept in ignorance of it for some days. On its

being conrmunicated to her, she was attended by some of

the nobles to the city of Eouen, and thither the body of

the king was carried in solemn procession, and there lay

in state for several days. " The body was then laid on a

chariot drawn by four noble horses.. Just above the

dead body they placed a figure made of boiled leather,

r^resenting his person as nigh as might be devised,

painted cm-iously to the semblance of a living creature,

on whoso head was put an imperial diadem of gold and
precious stones ; on its body a purple robe furred with

ermine ; in the right hand a sceptre royal ; in the left an

orb of gold with a cross fixed thereon. And thus adorned

was this figure laid in a bed on the same chariot, with

the visage uncovered towards the heavens ; and the cover-

ture of this bed was of red, beaten with gold ; and besides,

when the body should pass through any good town, a

canopy of marvellous value was borne over it by men of

great worship. In this manner he was accompanied by
the King of Scots as the chief mourner, and by all the

princes, lords, and knights of his house, in vestures of

deep mourning. At a distance from the corpse of about

two English miles, followed the widow, Queen Catheiine,

right honourably accompanied. The body rested in tho

Church of St. Woll'rau, in Abbeville, where masses wero
sung by the queeu's ordere for the repose of Henry's soul,

from the dawning of morning till the closing of nighL

The procession moved through Abbeville with increased

pomp. The Duko of Exeter, the Earl of Marche, Sir

Louis Eobsart, tho queeu's knight, and many nobles,

bore tho banners of the saints. The hatchments wero
carried by twelve renowned captains; and around tho

bicr-car rode 400 men-at-arms in black armour, their

horses barbed black, theii- lances held with the point

downwards. A great company clothed in white, bearing

wax-torches, lighted, encompassed the procession. Tho
queen, with a mighty retinue, followed."

Thus this vast procession kept on its way from town to

town, through Hesdin, Montreuil, Boulogne, to Calais,

where it arrived on the ^ 2th of October, and found vessels

ordered by the privy council waiting to convey tho coi'pso

and the company over. From Dover tho great funeral

procession advanced slowly thi'ough Canterbuiy and
Eochester to Loudon. On the way it was met by fifteen

bishops in their pontifical habits, and by many abbots

in their mitres and vestments, and a great assemblage of

priests and people. The priests chanted their solemn.

anthoms for tho dead all the way from Blackhoath and
through the streets of London, whore they arrived on
Martinmas day. Thus they went on to St. Paul's, and,

after tho obsequies there performed, to Westminster

Abbey. All tho way every householder stood at his door

with a torch in his hand; and all London seemed to

follow after: Tho princes of the family rode in opea

carriages immediately after tho bier, so that their grief

might be manifest to all the people, who were greatly

edified thereby, and especially by tho deep sorrow of tho

queen. The body was interred near the shrine of tho

Confessor. The queen had a splendid tomb there erected

for him, on which was inscribed that it was done by his

queen, Catherine. Before it was extended a sUvcr-plated

efligy, with the head of solid silver, gilt.

Diuing Henry's reign the long schism which had pre-

vailed in the Church was terminated. It had lasted forty

years, during which time thoro wero two rival Popes;

and towards tho end of tho time three. The Emperor

Sigismund then sot himself to remove this scandal, and

by his exertions all the leading governments of Europe

were brought to combine for tho purpose. At tho

Council of Constance they compelled one Pope to resign,

and excommunicated the two others ; a new one, under

tho name of Martin V., being elected at the next conclave.

Tho reign of Henry V. is also remarkable for a fact

which demonstrated that the old feudal system was at an

end so far as it regarded the constitution of the army.

The kings could no longer calculate ou the nobles sup-

pling their proper quotas of men. Henry, therefore, in

1415, before setting out for France, empowered com-

missioners to take in each county a registration of all tho

free men capable of bearing arms ; to divide them into

companies, and keep them in a state of discipline,

ready to I'esist any invader. Thus arose a fixed m ili tia,

and this loft him moro at liberty to obtain contracts

with powerful barons to sorvo with their vassals under

his banners, or to enlist men. To keep his armies

efficient he paid very high wages—two shillings per
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Jay to men-at-arms, equal to tMrty shiHinga now ;

and from six to nine pence per day to archers—equal

to from seven to ten shillings now. Yet, notwith-

standing this, Henry was never supplied with a force

capable of carrying out his designs of permanent con-

quest, but owed his success rather to the disunion of

his enemies. The whole of his royal revenue was only

about £-15,000—equal in value to about £600,000 of

our present money.

Henry IV. had never ventured, like the Edwards, to

impose taxes without consent of Parliament, because he

felt the weakness of his title to the throne. But Heni-y

v., whose doubtful olaims to the usurped power were

forgotten in his fame and his popularity, appeared to

grant popular privileges with a good will, resulting

from a more generous nature. The Commons com-

plained that their petitions, aft^ being delivered to the

king, were so altered by the nobles or the legal ad-

visers of the crown, as often to become laws directly

opposite to their intentions ; upon which Henry instantly

ordained that the Commons should in no way be bound

by anything which had been put into the laws contrary

to their petitions. On the whole, therefore, whether we
regard the foreign or the domestic career of Henry V.,

we may in a great measure concur in the opinion of the

historian Henry, '

' that he was one of the best, bravest,

and most fortunate princes that ever wore the diadem of

England."

CHAPTER LXXII.
The Eei^ of Henry VI.—Minority of the King—Tke Condition of

France—The Death of Charles VI.—The War continued against the

Dauphin—Prospects, as it regarded the permaniyce of the English

Power iu France^Battle of Crevant—Liberation and Marriage of

the King of Scotland—Surrender of Yvry—Battle of Verneuil—The
Duke of Gloucester marries Jacqueline of HainaiUt, and endeavours

to possess himself of that Country—Resentment of the Duke of

Burgundy, and Withdrawal of the Duke of Brittany from the

English Alliance—The Siege of Orleans—The Appearance of Joan
of Arc—She raises the Siege of Orleans—Retreat of the English

—

Jargeau taken by Joan, and the Earl of Suffolk captured—Battle

of Patay, and Capture of the Lords Talbot, Scales, and Hungerford
—Auxerre, Troyes, and Rheims submit to the Maid of Orleans

—

Charles Til. orowned at Rheims.

BJE^mY VI., on the death of his father, was scarcely niae

months old. However prosperous his father had been,

and however well fortified he seemed to have left him in

the care of his mother and the ability and unity of his

uncles, as well as the reverence of the people for their

late brilliant king, no one who had studied history, even

in the smallest degi'ee, but must have foreseen in the

course of so long a minority many troubles, and probably

much disaster.

While a strong hand guides the course of government,

discordant elements, if they do not sleep, are at least

suppressed in their action, and often scarcely seem to exist.

But that hand once removed, all those elements start

into motion. A thousand conflicting interests manifest

themselves, and numbers of men are soon found struggling

for an eminence which heretofore they had deemed unat-

tainable. By such circumstances how many a minor has

been plunged into calamity, and not imfroquently into

speedy ruin !

But if this be true of the heir of one kingdom, how
much more so must it be of the heir of two—and two

such realms as England and France ! It would, indeed,

have been a miracle if the clashing ambitions of the

blood-relations, and of other great men around the infant

king's throne, had not produced much trouble and civil

conflict. But the prospect of his power in Prance was
still more critical. There he was the nominal heir to a

throne of which his father had not lived to obtain pos-

session—of a kingdom not yet entirely subdued by the

British arms ; a kingdom naturally hostile to an English

ruler ; a kingdom of proud, sensitive people, who, though

they had consented to the ascendency of Henry V., in

order to procure some degree of repose, yet had by no
means forgotten the haughty and the cruel deeds of the

English in their country; above all, a kingdom in which

the rightful heir to the throne was stUl alive—in fact,

had still most devoted adherents ; and who presented to

their feelings the image of a young prince unjustly and
imnaturally excluded from his own great patrimony by
an imbecile father and a haughty conqueror.

Though the dauphin had disgusted a large portion of

the French by his adherence to the Ai-magnac faction,

which had steeped the capital and the country in the

blood of its people ; though he was stained by the blood

of the murdered Burgundy, and was reputed to be more
fond of pleasure and disgracefiil companions than of good

government and love to his people, still he was their

native-born prince. He had fought from his mere boy-

hood against the island invaders. He was a Frenchman,
and the hearts of all Frenchmen turned naturally towards

him, notwithstanding his faults, in the spirit of inextin-

guishable patriotism, ^^t would be his fault if this feeling

did not grow, and that the French shovild come to regard

him as the hope of the nation—the hope of its ultimate

redemption from the galling yoke of the foreigners.

The effect of these circumstances became fh'st manifest

in England. After the interment of Henry V., Queen
Catherine retired to Windsor with her infant charge, and

the Parliament proceeded to take measures for the security

of the throne during the minority. The nobles during the

reign of Henry V. had been held in perfect and respectful

subordination by the ability and the high prestige of the

king. Parliament had asserted its own, but sought not

to encroach on the royal prerogative in the hands of a

sovereign who showed no disposition to encroach on the

popular rights. But now Parliament, and especially the

House of Peers, showed unmistakable evidence of a con-

sciousness of their augmented authority.

Henry on his death-bed had named the Duke of Bedford

as regent of Prance, the Duke of Gloucester as regent of

England, and the Earl of Warwick as guardian of his

son. On the arrival of the o£B.oial information of the

king's death, a number of peers and prelates, chiefly

members of the royal council, assembled at Westminster,

and issued commissions to the judges, sheriffs, and other

officers, ordering them to continue in the discharge of

their respective functions ; and also summoning a Par-

liament to meet on the 5th of November. On the day

previous to the meeting of Parliament, a committee of

peers offered to the Duke of Gloucester a commission

empowering him , in the king's name and with the consent of

the council, to open, conduct, and dissolve the Parliament.

Gloucester objected to the words, " with the consent of the

council." He contended that it was an infringement of
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his own right, the king before his death having named him.

regent. Bat the peers insisted that what they did was

made necessary by the extreme youth of the king, and

Gloucester was obliged to give way.

The Parliament immediately on assembling ratified all

the acts by which it had been convoked, and entered

upon the duty of arranging the form of government for

the minority. Gloucester contended that his authority

as regent did not depend on the consent of the council,

but was the act of the late king himself; and that in no

commissions ©f the late king had any such words as

acting by the consent of the council been introduced.

But Parliament declared the appointment of tho late king

to be of no force, inasmuch as to make it valid, it rcquucd

the consent of the three estates. It was also shown that

the two last centuries presented three minorities, those

of-Henry III., Edward III., and Pdchard II., and in nouo

of them, except in the two first years of Henry III., had

the powers of the executive government been committed

to a guardian or a regent.

They refused altogether tho title of regent, as far as

England was concerned, but, leaving the Duke of Bedford

regent of France, they did not even grant to Gloucester

the same power under another name in tnis country. Thoy

gave the chief authority to the Duke of Bedford as tho

elder brother, and nominated him not regent, which

might sanction the idea of his authority being derived

from the crown only, but protector, or guardian of the

kingdom. They then appointed Gloucester protector

during the Duke of Bedford's absence only, making

him, as it were, merely deputy-protector, his brother's

lieutenant.

They thus completely set asido the arrangement of tho

late king, and reduced the power of Gloucester to a sub-

ordinate degree. They limited it stdl more by a2)pointuig

the chancellor treasurer and keeper of t'ne privy seal, and

sixteen members of council, with the Duke of Bedford as

president. In the absence of t'ne duke, Gloucester was to

officiate as president. The care of the young king was

committed to the Eai-1 of Warwick, and his education to

Henry Beaufort, Bishop of "Winchester, afterwards the

famous Cardinal Beaufort. Beaufort was one of tho

three natoi-al sons of John of Gaunt by Cathoriue Swyn-

ford, who wore legitimated by royal patent, and had taken

the namo of Beaufort from the castle of Beaufort in

France, where they were born. The bishojj was thus

half-brother to Henry IV., and, consequently, great uucle

to the infant king. Both as a churchman, and as belong-

ing to a family which, though of royal blood, could have

no pretensions to the crown, ParUament deemed him a

fitting person to enjoy that important office.

These arrangements must have been very mortifying

to the Duke of Gloucester ; but being proposed by the

Peers, aud fully consented to by the Commons, he

acquiesced in them with tho best grace he could. Tho

following liberal salaries were voted to the members of

council :

—

To tiio Protector, per annuu
„ Dukes and arclibisliopa

„ Bishops and earls

„ Barons and bannerets

„ Esquires

Having also enacted regulations for the proceedings of

s
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Charles VI., instead of seating Henry of Windsor on the

throne of France, gave a shook to the English power

there from which it never recovered.

The dauphin, when the news of his father's death

t9ached him, was in Auvergne; and his knights at once

conducted him to a little chapel near, erected the banner

ef France, and proclaimed him king. They then marched

to Poictiers, where, Eheims being in the hands of his

enemies, he was solemnly crowned and proclaimed as

Charles VU.
Even in Paris there was some attempt at rising in

his favour, as in England there had been a rising on the

borders of Wales in favour of the old line ; but, in both

instances, the power of Henry's authorities crushed the

movement, and all for the time remained quiet.

In Paris there appeared for some time after the king's

dearth to prevail a sort of interregnum. Henry VI. was not

proclaimed as King of France, and the Parliament of

met at Amiens, Burgundy, the Duke of Brittany, and his

brother Arthur, the Earl of Eichemont. Bedford knew
that, next to Burgundy, the Duke of Brittany was the

most desirable ally of the English. The provinces of

France now in possession of England lay between the

territories of those two princes, and must always be

exposed to their attacks, when not in friendship with

them. The Duke of Brittany had alreadj' acceded to the

treaty of Troyes in resentment towards the Government

of Charles VI., and had done homage to Henry V., as the

acknowledged heir to the throne. But Bedford sought

to bind him by fresh ties. His brother, the Earl of

Eichemont, was a bold and ambitious man, and Bedford

planned to gratify his ambition. The Earl of Eichemont

had been one of the prisoners taken at Azinoourt. While

in England, Henry V. had shown him much kindness,

and had permitted him to visit Brittany on his parole,

where affairs of state made his presence highly desirable.

The Seal of Henry VI.

Paris ignored his name in its acts ; but, on receiving his

full authority from England, and hearing what the

dauphin was doing, the Duke of Bedford ordered Henry
to be proclaimed. He moreover summoned a great

assembl}', consisting of the Parliament, the archbishop !

and his clergy, the university, the chief military officers, :

the magistrates and principal burgesses of the city, who
'

all swore allegiance to Honry VI., King of England and
;

King of Prance. The same ceremony took place

throughout all the provinces of France which were

subject to the English and Burgundians. Thus France

had two monarchs, and it remained to be decided by the

sword which of them should prevail. On the side of

Henry ef England was military and territorial power ;

on that of Charles VII., the less conspicuous, but far ,

more potent, force of nature and of patriotism.

The Duke of Bedford exerted himself to strengthen
|

the English alliance to the utmost. To bind to him
!

more securely the powerful Duke of Burgundy, he

concluded the marriage with the Princess Anne, the

youngest aate*- of ths duke, which had been contracted

at the tieaty ef Airas. On the 17th of April, U23, he

He was in Brittany when Henry's death took place, and

declared that as his parole was only given to Henry, it

was now void, and, therefore, he declined to return to

England. The plea was wholly untenable according to

the laws of honour, but Bedford, so far from seeking

to enforce the obligation, sought to lay him under one of

a more pleasing kind. He proposed a marriage between

Eichemont and another of the sisters of the Duke of

Burgundy, the widow of the dauphin Lewis, the elder

brother of Charles. By this marriage Eichemont became

not only allied to Bui-gundy, but to Bedford, and the

Duke of Brittany more deeply interested in the career of

these princes. At this meeting they all swore to love

each other as brothers, to support each other against the

attacks of their enemies, whoever they might be
;
but,

above all, to protect the oppressed people of France, and

to banish as soon as possible the scourge of war from

its so long afflicted soil.

The new King of France, meanwhile, was not idle. He

sought to strengthen himself in the only quarter from

which he had hitherto received essential aid—namely,

amongst the Scots. The Duke of Albany, the Eegent of
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Scotland, was now dead, and his soa and successor

Murdoch, a mau of an easy disposition, not finding any
employment for the more I'estless and martial spii-its

amongst his subjects, those Scots eagerly offered their

services to Charles VII., who gave them every encourage-

ment, and heaped all tine distinctions in his power upon

them. The Earl of Buohan, the brother of the Scottish

regent, was himself not only their leader, but the Constable

of France. Continued arrivals of these Scotch adven-

tui'ers swelled the ranks of Charles. Amongst others

the Earl of Douglas brought over 5,000 men. These

dispatched the Earls of Salisbury and Suffolk to raise

tho siege of Ci'cvant. But the French, relying on their

numbers, and still more on the well-known valour of

their Scottish allies, stood their ground, and awaited

the attack. On their march the English fell in with

the Bui-gundians at Auxerre, under the Count of Tou-
longeon, hastening to the same goal. Still their united

numbers wore inferior to the enemy, and they had to

force the passage of the Yonne in the face of the main
body of the enemy.

Tho discipline of the combined army may be conceived

The Duke of Brabant driving away the Ladies of his Wife JacqueHne.

strengthened Charles in tho south, but as ho possessed

somo fortresses in the north, Bedford determined first

:

to clear those of the enemy, in order that he might
afterwards advance with more confidence southwards.

The castles of Dorsoy and Noyellc, tho town of Eue in

Picardy, and Pont-sur-Seine, Vertus, and Montaigne,

successively fell before the English arms. But a still

Vioro decisive action took place in Juno at Crevant in

Burgundy. There James Stuart, Lord Darnley, at the
j

head of a body of Scottish auxiliaries, and the Marshal

of Severac with a number of French troops, sat down
before the town. The Duke of Burgundy, feeling himself

i

too weak in that quarter to cope with them, sent a I

pressing message to Bedford for aid. The duke at once !

48

from the regulations issued at Auxerre for its conduct

The soldiers were ordered to love and treat each other

as brothers; that the vanguard should consist of 120

men-at-arms, and the same number of archers, taken in

equal proportions from each nation. When tho orders

were given for dismounting in the presence of the enemy,

disobedience was to bo punished with death. The horses

were to bo left half a league in tlie rear ; and any man
leaving his post in tho line should sxiffer death. No
prisoners wore to be made till the victory was secure ; or

all such prisoners should be put to death, and tho captor,

too, if he resisted. Finally, evei-y archer was ordered ta

supply himself with a stake sharpened at both ends,

Eg used by Henry V. at Azincom-t. The men carried
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each provision for two days; and thus they came in

sight of the town. They fouad the French and Soots

drawn up in great force on the right bank of the river.

To draw them away from the place where they meant to

cross, they appeared to direct the whole force of their

attack upon the bridge. For three hours the battle

raged there ; but then, seeing that their stratagem had

taken effect, the English at once plunged into the river

and were followed by the Burgundians. They forced

their way over, gained the opposite bank, and the battle

became fierce and general. The Scots fought valiantly ;

but the French, galled by a rear attack from the arrows

of the garrison, soon gave way, and left their brave alUes

to bear the whole brunt of the battle. Attacked both in

front and flank, the heroic Scots were mowed down
mercilessly. The combined army cleared the field and

entered the place in triumph, carrying with them

prisoners two of the commanders—the Count of Venta-

dour and Lord Darnley—each of whom had lost an eye

in the battle. Of the Scots, 3,000 were said to be slain,

and 2,000 taken with their general.

This was a most disastrous blow to Charles, and the ruin

of his aifaii'S seemed imminent; but just at this crisis came

ireinforcements from both Italy and Scotland, and retrieved

his fortunes. The Duke of Milan sent him a strong body

of Lombards, who surprised the Burgundian marshal,

Toulongeon, and took him prisoner ; and thus they were

enabled to exchange him for Lord Darnley. It was at

this moment also that the Earl of Douglas landed with

his 0,000 Scots ^t EooheUe. Charles, delighted at this

most timely succour-, selected his body-guard from these

Scottish auxiliaries ; and, as he had already given to

Lord Stuart of Darnley the two lordships of Ailbigny and

Concressault, he now conferred on Douglas the more

valuable dukedom of Tourraine, which had belonged to

himself as dauphin. The French ambassador also re-

ported that the regent of Scotland and the Scottish

nobility had sworn in his presence to maintain the

ancient alliance between the two countries, and promised

—what was not in their power to perform—that, should

theu- king be liberated, he should ratify their engage-

ments.

In these circumstances there were many things to

encourage Charles and mortify the English. This Earl

of Douglas, who now came to reinforce the new French

monarch, had formerly fought for Henry V. ; and

it is probable this going over was the main cause of

his being rewarded with the dukedom of Toui-raine.

Besides this, John de la Pole, brother to the Duke of

Suffolk, was, on his return from Anjou into Normand}',

laden with jdunder, met at La GraveUe by a strong force

under Haroourt, Count of Aumale, one of the chiefs of

the royal party. The English were taken by sui'prise,

encumbered by their booty, and especially by 10,000

head of cattle. Taken at this disadvantage, the archers,

however, planted their sharp stakes, and for some time

maintained the unequal contest ; but thej- were eventually

compelled to give way, and leave their cattle behind thorn,

as well as 500 of their comrades slain, and their com-
mander, Do la Polo, prisoner.

De la Polo was soon afterwards exchanged ; but these

Buaa«86es greatly encouraged aU those who were inclined

to go over to the French king. Several towns in the

north and north-west of France had declared for their

native prince. There was a spirit abroad there alarming

to the English, and therefore, instead of being able to

cross the Loire and bear down effectually on Charles,

they were compelled to defend their hold on their own
northern territories. To add to this disquietude, the

Count of Bichemont, whose friendship had been so

anxiously sought by Bedford, soon proved that his

character was of a kind not to be depended upon. That
he was not bound by any pi-inciple of honour he had
sufficiently shown by breaking his parole , and he soon

showed Bedford that he who is contented to wink at the

perfidy of such a man when it suits his interest, will soon

have cause to open his eyes again in vexation. Richemont,

haughty and ambitious, was not contented to servo but at

the head of an armj'. This Bedford had not sufficient

confidence in his abihties or his integrity to concede.

Nothing short of that would satisfy him. Bedford had

secured him an alliance with himself and the Duke of

Burgundy, by the marriage of Margaret, the sister of

Burgundy ; he had granted him ample lauds, and he now
offered him a liberal pension ; but all would not soothe

his offended dignity. He withdrew to his brother of

Brittany, and used all his influence to detach him from

the English interest.

Chagrined by this, Bedford sti-ovo all the more to rivet

the good-will of Burgundy ; but at the very time when
Bedford entered into the alliance with Burgundy and

Brittany at Amiens, which was to be so brotherly, and

to last for ever, those two princes had made a separate and

secret treaty, which boded no good to England at some

future day. Seeing how precarious the friendship of these

princes was, Bedford turned his attention to another

source of strength. It was of the utmost consequence to

deprive Charles of the assistance of Scotland, and to

obtain, if possible, the co-operation of the brave Scots for

England. He wrote, therefore, to the council at kome,

earnestly recommending that the Scottish king should bo

liberated, allowed to return to his kingdom with honour-,

and on such terms as should make him a fast friend to the

country.

It will be recollected that James, the son of Robert HI.

of Scotland, was kidnapped at sea by Henry IV. of

England, as his father was sending him to France for

security, this being his only remaining son and successor

—the elder son, the Duke of Rothsay, having been

murdered by Eamorgny. James was well treated and

well educated by Henry ; but the Duke of Albany, the

young prince's uncle, having usurped the government of

Scotland under the name of regent, it was equally the

interest of Henry and Albany to retain the young king in

England. He had, accordingly, remained a royal captive

at the English court now eighteen years. On the death of

Henry IV., Henry V. had still retained James, who could

not have been restored without incurring a war with

Albany, for which his continual wars in France left

him no leisure. On the Scots engaging in France against

him, he endeavouri.'d to prevail on James to issue an

order forbidding his subjects to serve in the army of the

dauphin. James is said to have replied that so long as

ho was a captive, and his government in the hands of

another, it neither became him to issue any such orders,

nor for the Scots to obey it. He therefore steadfastly
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refused ; but added that it would be a pleasure and an

advantage to himself to make the campaign in France

under so renowned a captain as himself. We have,

therefore, seen James of Scotland commanding a detach-

ment of Henry's army, on condition that within three

months after its close he should be allowed to return to

Scotland.

It would seem that the Government of the infant

Honry VI. did not feel themselves bound by the engage-

James I. was in person handsome, in constitution

vigorous, in mind frank, affable, generous, and just.

His accomplishments wcro of a high order. He had

cultivated a knowledge of books and music in his many
long years of solitary life in the Tower and at Windsor.

At Windsor love had made a poet of him. He beheld

from his window one of tho queen's ladies iu the court

below, who wonderfully attracted his attention. This

lady was Joan Beaufort, daughter of the Duko of

-•w>jt^rj^»^^

Henry VI.

ment between James and Henry V. , for he was still in
[

captivity when Bedford suggested the policy of his re-

lease. The father and grandfather of James, Robert II.,

and Robert III., had boon monarchs rather amiable than ;

of gi-eat capacity ; James was a very dilferent person,
j

His English education, his life and experience at the
,

English court in the midst of very stirring times, and

men of great talents, had operated on a mind naturally

vigorous to such advantage, so that ho was not only a

very accomplished man, but, as he showed, endowed with

all the qualities of a great and active monarch.

Somerset, grand-daughter of John of Gaunt, and niece

of Bishop Beaufort, afterwards the cardinal, the educa-

tor of tho boy-king. Joan Beaufort was a fitting

consort for the youthful King of Scotland. When he

came, imder Uoury V., to have more liberty and freer

intercourse with the court, her beauty and excellence

entirely won his heart, and in honour- of her ho wrote tho

" King's Quhair," that is, the King's Book, a poem

which to this day continues to be admii-ed by aU lovers

of our old, genuine poetry.

On the arrival of Catherine of Yalois, tho young bride
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of Heory V., at AVindsor, she was naturally interested in

this handsome and accomplished captive king. She
learned his attachment to the Lady Beaufort, and, as "we

iave seen, promoted his suit with the kmg and with her

family. They were affianced; yot James was still de-

tained in England. The timo was now come when cir-

cumstances combined for his release. The old Duke of

Albany had been long dead, and his sou Murdoch, who
had succeeded him, was neither able to keep in order the

rude barons of Scotland, nor his still ruder sons. Two
of them were so haughty and licentious that they were

said to respect neither the authority of God nor man.
Their behaviour to their father was destitute of all

reverence, so much so, that one of them importuning the

father for a favourite falcon, and he refusing it, the

brutal son snatched it from the regent's wrist, and wrung
its neck. The loss of his falcon did what numberless

greater insults had not effected. " Since thou wilt give

me neither reverence nor obedience," said the enraged

Murdoch, "I will fetch home one whom we all must obey."

Murdoch Stuart was as good as his word. He began

to make overtures to the English Government for the

return of James. As tho young king was greatly attached

to the English court, and likely to be more closelj' con-

nected with it by marriage, the restoration to his throne

was obviously much to the advantage of England under

existing circumstances. At this juncture came the recom-

mendation of Bedford, and tho matter was accomplished.

The Scots agreed to pay a considerable ransom by annual

instalments. James was married to his admired Joan

Beaufort, and, returning to his kingdom, was crowned

with his queen at Scone, on the 21st of May, 1424.

While this great event was taking place, the Duke of

Bedford was engaged in active warfare. THe Count of

Richemont and several Burgundian nobles had gone over

to Charles ; and, thus encouraged, his partisans had sur-

prised Compeigne and Crotoy, and then the garrison of

Ivry, which consisted of Bretons, opened tho gates to

the French. The duke procured fresh troops from Eng-
land, re-took Compeigne and Crotoy, and sat down before

Ivry with 2,000 men-at-arms and 7,000 archers. Charles

collected, by great exertion, an army of 14,000 men, half

of which were Scots. They were under tho command of

the Earl of Buchan, Constable of France, attended by the

Earl of Douglas, the Duke of Alengon, the Marshal La
Fayette, the Count of Aumale, and the Viscount of Nar-
bonne. On reaching Ivry, ho found it surrounded, and
the position of the English too strong for attack; he

therefore marched to Vcrneuil, which opened its gates to

him.

Bedford did not a'llow them much time to enjoy their

good fortune. Leaving a garrison in Ivry, he marched
on to Verneuil. At his approach Buchan called a council

of war, to determine what course of action thej' should

adopt. The more prudent portion of the council advised

a retreat, representing that all the past misfortunes of

France had resulted from their rashness in giving battle

when thero was no necessity for it ; and that this was tho

last army of tho king, the only force remaining to enable

him to defend the few provinces which were left him.

But there were a great number of young French noble-

men, who, precisely as at Azincourt, insisted tipoa

fighting, aud that CQiinsel prevailed.

The French army possessed many advantages in the

fight. They were greatly superior to Bedford in numbers,

but they were an iU-assorted crowd of French, Italians,

and Scotch, the last the only staunch portion of the host.

They had, however, the town defending one of their

flanks, and for them, if necessary, to fall back upon.

They took the precaution to leave their horses and bag-

gage in the eitj-, and to fight on foot, with the exception

of about 2,000 men-at-arms, chiefly Itahans, on horseback.

The English had, as usual, adopted the tactics of Cre^y

and Azincourt. The duke had ordered them to post the

horses and baggage in the rear, to plant their pointed

stakes in front, and wait.

The Earl of Douglas, aware of the mischief of attacking

these archers thus posted, also advised to wait, and pro-

voke, if possible, the English to attack him. But here,

again, the characteristic impatience of the French defeated

his wise caution. The Count of Narbonne rushed on

with his division, shouting, " Mountjoye ! St. Denis!"

and tho rest were obliged to follow and support him.

The whole body of the French army came down upoji

the English front, which stood firm under the shock,

shouting, "St. George for Bedford!" The weight and
impetuosity of the enemy broke in some degree the ranks

of the archers, and forced them back towards their baggage,

which they found attacked by La Hire and Saintraille,

with their cavalry. The archers let fly at these, and,

after repeated charges, put the whole to flight, the Italians

being tho first to flinch under the deadly shower of

arrows, and gallop off the field. The archers then turned

again, accompanied by their rear division, and fell

furiously on the van of the enemy. Here they eame

upon the Scots, who were fighting like lions, and for

three hours they maintained a deadly struggle against

the archers in front, and the Duke of Bedford thundering

on their flank with his men-at-arms. The French well

supported their Scottish allies, but at length the whole

were compelled to give way, and were pursued with great

slaughter. The carnage was terrible. There were about

4,000 French, Scots, and Italians left on the field, aud 1,GOO

of the English. The Earl of Buchan, the Earl of Douglas

and his son Lord James Douglas, Sir Alexander Meldi-um,

and many other Scots of rank and distinction, were slain.

Of the French, four counts, two viscounts, eight barons,

and nearly 300 knights fell; amongst them, the Viscount

Narbonne, chief author of the mischief, the Counts Tonnere

and Ventadoui', with Sieurs Eoche-baron and Gamaches.

The Duke of AlenQon, Marshal La Fayette, and 200

gentlemen, were made prisoners. Bedford, as his brother

Henryhad done at Azincourt, called his ofiBcers aroundhim,

and returned thanks to God on the field. In everything

the duke had kept in view the military maxims of his

illustrious brother, and the battle of Verneuil was long-

compared to that of Azincourt. It was fought on the

17th of August, 1424. But it was the last great victory

of this able commander, whoso prudence and ability were

destined henceforth to be crippled aud eventually crushed

by the reckless ambition and fatal quarrels of his rela-

tives, above all by the conduct of his brother Gloucester.

This great overthrow appeared to annihilate the power

of Charles VII. His last army was dispersed and demo-

ralised. The Scots were so decimated that they never

i
a^aiu could form a distinct corps in the Frerich army, for
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they could no longer draw fresh troops from their own
country, whore now James I. reigned in strict alliance

with England. Charles was so straitened that he had

not even money for his personal needs, much less for

subsisting his troops. It was all that ho could do to get

liis table supplied with tho plainest faro for himself and

his few followers. Day after day brought him the news

of some fresh loss or disaster. Towns most important

to him were compelled to surrender for want of supphes.

All the countiy north of the Loire was lost to him, and

his enemies were preparing to diive him out of the last

remains of his hereditary kingdom.

But it was the singular fortune of this prince, when
reduced by his demerits to the lowest condition, always

to find himself raised again by circumstances, which no

merit or talent of tho ablest or most prudent man could

originate. Ho was, spite of his weaknesses, his follies, and

his repeated overthi'ows, always saved by something little

short of a miracle, and reserved to triumph over all

his enemies, and to secure to tho French crown provinces

which it had lost for ages.

This time the dissensions of the English council turned

the scale in his favour. Instead of the Duke of Gloucester

exerting himself to maintain concord at home, and send-

ing over fresh forces and supplies to his brother the regent

in Prance, he had plunged himself into violent alterca-

tions with Henry Beaufort, which produced anger, dis-

sensions, and partisanship in the Government, and
threatened the worst consequences. But still more
startling and pregnant with calamity was the rash

marriage of Gloucester with Jacqueline of 3avaria.

Nothing so mischievous as this to the ascendency of

England in Franco could have been devised by the

subtlest enemy ; and Gloucester appears to have been of

so headstrong and impetuous a temper, that he set at

nought all considerations of policy and all sound advice.

Jacqueline of Bavaria was tho heiress of Ilainault,

Holland, Zeeland, and Friesland. This heiress of wholo
kingdoms was, moreover, handsome, high-spirited, and
of a bold and masculine understanding. The court of

France had early cast its eyes upon her desirable domains,

and secured her for the dauphin John. After the death

of the dauphin, her uncle, called John the Merciless, who
had formerly waged fierce war to deprive her of her heri-

tage, now sought to marry her to the Duke of Brabant,

whose stepfather he was. Henry V. had sought her hand
for his brother Bedford ; but the immense advantage

which the possession of Hainault and Holland would give

to the English, already on the eve, as it appeared, of

becoming masters of France, no doubt excited the

strongest, if not the most open opposition on the part of

her near relative, tho Duke of Burgundy, and others who
dreaded such a contingOHcy. Jacqueline was worried

into tho marriage with the Duko of Brabant. It was
an iU-starred union. The duke was a mere boy of sixteen.

;ind a sickly and wilful boy. Jacqueline was of ripe

womanly age, and had, too, a will of her own. She
began with despising her husband, and ended by hating
him. Their life was diversified chiefly by quarrels. The
favourite of her husband, William le Beguo, had insulted

Jacqueline, and, at her instigation, hor half-brother,

called the Bast°rd of Hainavdt, proceeded to punish him,
ftnd, in truth, killed him. Her husband, in his rcvsuge,

drove away all the ladies and the servants who had accom-
panied her from Holland ; and soon after the people rose

and massacred the favourites of the duke. Jacqueline

got away to her methor at Valenciennes, ajid from Valen-

ciennes she made her way over to England, where she

was received with a warm welcome, and had a pension

of £100 per month conferred on her bj' the king.

While in England she is said to have fallen in love

with the Duke of Gloucester, and the Duke returned tho

sentiment with the promptitude which his own ardent

character and the extent of the lady's lands made very

natural. Henry V., however, saw instantly how destruc-

tive would be any such alliance to all his hopes in Franco.

The Dake of Brabant was the near relative of the Duko
of Bui-gundy, and Burgundy was his heir. It was in-

evitable that tho duko would view with profound alarm
a marriage which would not only deprive him of tho

reversion of Uolland and Hainault, but place tho English

on almost every side of his paternal lands, with an exten-

sion of power and influence perfectly overwhelming.

Henry, therefore, not only did all in his power to dis-

courage this ominous connection, but it no doubt lay

very much at the bottom of his earnest injunctions on

his deathbed to lus brothers to cultivate with aU their

energy tho friendship of Burgundy.

But all sentiments of policy or prudence were lost on

Gloucester. His ambition, if not his love, fired at the

idea of possessing such a splendid tcrritor}"- in right of his

wife, made him disregard every other consideration. He
resolved to marry Jacqueline, contending that the Duke
of Brabant was within the prescribed degrees of consan-

guinity, though a dispensation had been obtained for

that very purpose. A second dispensation was requisite

before Gloucester could marry the duchess, and this the

Pope, Martin V., refused, in consequence of the repre-

sentations of tho Duke of Burgundy. Eesolved not to

be defeated, Gloucester applied to Benedict XIII., who,

though he had been deposed from the papal chair by tho

Council of Constance, refused to submit to ita dictum.

He was only too happy to oblige where Martin had dis-

obliged, and Gloucester married the heiress of Holland.

So long as Gloucester and his bride remained quiescent

in England, the Duke of Burgundy, probably under the

persuasions of Bedford, remained passive also. But pre-

sently Gloucester and Jacqueline landed at Calais with

an English army of 0,000 or 6,000 men. This was a few

weeks after the great battle of Verneuil, and Burgundy

was greatly pleased, believing that Gloucester was come

with reinforcements for the combined army destined to

complete the subjugation of France. But his astonish-

ment and indignation know no bounds, when he learned

that Gloucester and his lady had marched directly into

Hainault, and taken possession of it in virtue of the

marriage. Ho was at the moment celebrating his own
nuptials with the Dowager Duchess of Nevers. He
instantly recalled his troops from, the combined army,

and sent them to assist the Duke of Brabant to diivo

Gloucester from Hainault. He wroto the most passionate

letters to all his vassals, commanding them to hasten to

the assistance of Brabant. On his part, Gloucester wrote to

the Duke of Burgundy, deprecating his hostility, declaring

that ho had broken no treaty or peace with Burgundy,

and was merely taking possession of his own. llo even
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added that Burgundy had formerly favoured this very

alliance. To this Burgundy replied by declaring it false,

Meantime, the effect of thia quarrel was most dieaatrou*

to the campaign of Bedford. Not only had the Duke of

J nan of Arc.

.^nd the two an?ry dukes proceeded to still higher words, I Burgundy withdrawn his troops to oppose Gloucester,

and the enga-ement to fight a duel, which, however, but Gloucester, on his part, also intercepted tie troops

ufiver oamo off. 1
and supplies intended for Bedford, and diverted them to
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liis own contest in Hainault. In a great counoil at Paris

it -was at length, decided that the legitimacy of tlie two
taarriages should be submitted to the Poije, and that tho

contest should pause tdl his decision was received. The
Duke of Brabant consented, but Gloucester refused. The
Duke of Burgundy thereupon prosecuted the war against

Gloucester with redoubled determination ; and, to add to

Bedford's embarrassment, the Count of Eichemont, flat-

tered by Charles with the appointment of Constable of

Prance, Tacant by the death of the Earl of Buchan at

Verneuil, prevailed on his brother, the Duke of Brittany,

also to go over to Charles. Nay, the Burgundiaus, brought
into contact with the enemies of England, began to listen

to their representations of the English ambition, and
suggestions were even made to the duke from various

quarters for a reconciliation with the rightful Eug of

France. Luckily, the murder of his father was stiU strong

in his remembrance, and he remained for eight years

longer the ally of his brother-in-law, Bedford, but not

the same cordial and efficient one.

Gloucester maintained the contest against his combined
foes for about a year and a half, when the exhaustion of

his resources, and his jealousy of the growing influence

of his uncle Beaufort in the government at home, drew
him to England. His departure was fatal to all his views

on Hainault. No sooner was he gone than Valenciennes,

Conde, and Bouchain opened their gates to Burgundy.
Jacqueline, at Gloucester's departure, had entreated him
not to leave her behind. But the people of Mons insisted

on her remaining there to head the resistance to Brabant
and Bui-gundy. It was only in tears that she consented

to remain, predicting tho fatal consequences of their sepa-

ration. Her fears were speedily confirmed. Mons was
invested by Burgundy, and the perfidious citieens delivered

up Jacqueline to him. She was conducted by the Prince

of Orange to Ghent, where she was to be detained till

the Pope had decided on the validity of the marriage.

The adventurous Jacqueline did not feel herself bound
to v/ait for the decree of tho pontiff. She planned, with
a woman's ingenuity, escape from her prison. She seized

her opportunity, dressed herself and her maid in male
attire, stole unobserved, in the dusk of the evening, out

of her place of detention, mounted on horseback, and,

passing the city gates, continued her flight till she reached

the borders of Holland, where her subjects received hor

with enthusiasm. But the Duke of Burgundy was not
inclined thus to let her escape. He pursued her to Hol-
land; her subjects refused to betray her, and a war was
prosecuted in that country for two years. The Duke of

Gloucester sent her a reinforcement of 500 men, and
would have sent lier more, but was prevented by Bedford
and tho council.

In 1426, the Pope pronounced the validity of the

marriage with the Duke of Brabant; but that feeble

personage died soon after, and Jacqueline, who now
certainly, according to all tho laws of God and man,
was fre

, became tho wife of Gloucester. But right

was of li tl importance in that age, and especially in

tho case of a woman. The Duke of Burgundy, called

the Good—for what reason we never could discover

—

was determined to reduce her by force of arms, and
compel her to ^.-knowledge him as her heir. Had Eng-
land not been engaged in the conquest of France, the

Duke of Gloucester would have been victoriously sup-
ported in his claim ". as it was, these claims were destruc-

tive of the greater object of ambition. Little, however,
as the Duke of Gloucester was able to contribute to the
support of his wife, who now assumed the title of the
Duchess of Gloucester, it enabled her to maintain the
contest till 1428, when the power of Burgundy bore her
down ; and he compelled her to sign a treaty nominating
him her heir, admitting him to garrison her towns and
fortresses in secui-ity of that claim, and pledging her word
never to marry without his consent.

The war in Hainault and Holland, created by the

marriage of Gloucester and Jacqueline of Bavaria, whose
life more resembles a romance than a piece of real history,

perfectly crippled the proceedings of Bedford. He lost

the grand opportunity of following up the impression

of the battle of Verneuil, and thus putting an end to the

war. For three years the war was almost at a standstill.

Neither tho regent nor Charles were in a condition to

make further demonstrations than slight skirmishes and
sieges, which, without advancing one party or the other,

tended to sink the people still deeper in misery. This

interval presented in the court of Charles a series of the

most disgraceful and bloody intrigues, and in tie court

of London the most bitter dissensions.

Charles VII., during three years, in which the Duke
of Bedford's hands were completely tied by the circum-

stances related, had, notwithstanding his late severe

disasters, a fail- opportunity of gathering new strength,

and making head against the embarrassed English. The
Duke of Brittanj' was eventually prevailed upon by the

Earl of Eichemont to go over to Charles. There were

various other symptoms of the good-will of the people and
of difierent nobles to his cause. But the opportunity

was wasted, and worse than wasted; fresh follies and
crimes exposed him to the contempt of his subjects.

The place of favovu'ite was now occupied by Camues
de Beaulieu. Him Eichemont dispatched with prompti-

tude and audacity. His assassins fell upon him in a field

immediately after quitting the presence of the king, and
stabbed bim to death. Charles, on seeing the favourite's

horse come galloping back covered with blood, was
excessively enraged at this murder of his favourite, and

vowed vengeance; but, as in the case of the death of

Burgundy, he remained perfectly passive. To console

him, and to answer his own ends, Eichemont recom-

mended the very assassin, De la Tromoille, to his good

graces. He calculated on Tremoille's devotion to him

;

but he was in this case mistaken. De la Tremoille was
as crafty as he was devoid of conscience. He immediately

consoled, not only the king, but Madame de Giac, whose

husband he had drowned. Assisted by the genius of his

wife, he soon exerted the most unlimited power over

Charles, and set Eichemont at defiance. The deluded

and enraged constable determined to destroy the traitor.

He entered into a conspiracy with several other noblemen

to seize Tremoille by force and kill him. But Tremoille

was more knowing than the Duke of Burgundy. He
laughed at all the smooth ovei-tures of Eichemont,

refused to meet him and his friends, kept close with,

tho king in the castle, maintained a strong guard, and
saw his enemies, who laid open sicgo to the fortress,

obliged by tho winter io retire.
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Iq the spring the conspirators returned, and took the

town of Boui-ges , but the king and his favourite had
already abandoned the place, and sought a fresh strong-

hold. Eichemont's allies made their submission, and he

liimsolf was compelled to retire ; when he made an in-

oifectual war on Charles in Poitou and Saintonge. Do
la Tremoille and his wife maintained their ascendancy,

but often the misorablo king was surrounded by embar-

rassments. Marshal Severac, who had fought so long

and bravely far him, had become outrageous for the

arrears of pay for himself and soldiers. He threatened

that, if the king did not pay him, ho would desolate and

plunder the wholo of Languedoc. On examining the

state of tho royal coffers there were found only two

crowns. In another quarter, the Count of Faix seized

Beziers, and tho queen's brother, Kenii of Anjou, went

over to the English. Such was the condition to which

Charles VII. was reduced.

On tho other hand, Bedford was equally incapacitated

from availing himself of the opportunity to crush this

last feeble remains of the royalty of France. The court

of London was torn by the dissensions of his brother

Gloucester and Beaufort, Bishop of Winchester. That

prelate was not more ambitious than he was politic. He
carefully hoarded the large revenues of his see and of

his private estate, and gave an air of patriotism to his

wealth, by lending it to the crown in its need. He had

furnished to the late king £28,000, and to the present

£11,000. He had thrice held the high office of chancellor
;

he had been the ecclesiastical representative at the Council

of Constance, and bad acquired a good character for sanc-

tity by having made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem

Every act of his ambition wore an air of patriotism.

He had, in his character of guardian of the young king

and of chancellor, opposed with all his energy the

attempt of Gloucester on Hainault. When the duke per-

sisted in proceeding on that expedition, he took advantage

of his absence to gt.rrison the Tower, and committed it

to the keeping of R, ;hard Wydville, with the significant

injunction " to admit no one more powerful than him-

self." On the return of Gloucester he was accordingly

refused a lodging in tho Tower ; and rightly attributing

the insult to tho secret orders of his uncle Beaufort, he

instantly took counter-measures by ordering the lord

mayor to close the city gates, and to furnish him with

301) horsemen, as a guard, with which he might in safety

pay his respects to his nephew, the king, at Eltham.

The followers of Beaufort, on the other hand, posted

themselves at the foot of London Bridge, of which they

sought to take forcible possession. They barricaded the

street, placed archers at all tho windows on both sides,

and declared that, as the duke had excluded the chancellor

from going into the city, they would prevent the duke

going out. The country was on the very edge of civil

war. In vain the Archbishop of Canterbury and tho

Duke of Coimbra, the second son of the King of Portugal,

by Philippa, sister of the late monarch, rode to and fro

between the hostile relatives, endeavouring to effect a

pacification. The bishop wrote off post haste to Bedford,

entreating him to come instantly to prevent the effusion

of blood. "For, by my troth," he said, "if ye tarry

long, wo shall put this land in jeopardy with a field, such

a brother ye have here ! God make him a good man !

"

Bedford left his now greatly weakened post in Franco
with a groan over tho folly and the obstinacy of his

brother ; and landing iu England a little before Christmas,

summoned a Parliament to meet at Leicester in Feb-
raiiry. In the meantime ho strove hard to reconcile the

antagonists. Ho sent tho Archbishop of Cauterbuiy and
a deputation of the lords to request Gloucester to meet
the council at Northampton towards tho end of January,
representing that there could bo no reasonable objection

on his part to meet his uncle, who, as tho accused

party, had just right to be heard; and assuring him
that efficient measures should be taken to prevent any.
collision between their followers.

Gloucester, in his fierce resentment, was not to bo
persuaded ; ho was, therefore, summoned to attend iu his

place iu ParUameut. There Gloucester presented a bill

of impeachment against Beaufort, iu which, after stating

his own grievances, ho preferred two serious charges,

which he swore had been communicated to him by tho

late king, his brother. These were nothing less than

that Beaufort had exhorted Henry V. to usurp tho

crown during the life of his father ; and, secondly,

tliat he, Beaufort, had hu'ed assassins to murder Henry
while he was Prince of Wales.

Beaufort replied to these charges that, so far as they

related to the late king, they were false, and ho instanced,

in proof of his innocence, the confidence Henry V. had

reposed in him on coming to the throne, and his constant

employment of him. He denied having given just causo

of offence to Gloucester, and complained of Gloucester's

behaviour towards him. The Duke of Bedford and tho

other lords took an oath to judge impartially between tho

opponents, and then they on theii- part agreed to leave

the decision to the Archbishop of Canterbmy and eight

other arbitrators. After Beaufort had solemnly declared

that he had no ill-will to Gloucester, and besought his

reconciliation, Gloucester appeared to consent. They

shook hands, the bishop resigned his seals of office, and

requested permission to travel.

It was thought, however, that Gloucester was by no

means in a mood for submitting even to the council. Ho
was reported to say, "Let my brother govern as him

listeth while he is in this land ; after his going over into

Franco I woU governe as me seometh." Out of doors tho

followers of the two antagonists being forbidden to bring

arms to the neighboui-hood of tho Parliament, they came

with bats upon their shoulders, whence it was called tho

Parliament of Bats. These being also forbidden, they

put stones and lumps of lead in their pockets, so

ready were they for an affray.

Tho council, apprehensive of mischief, and especially

from Gloucester after the departure of Bedford, called

upon both of the dukes to swear that, during the minority

of the king, and for the peace and security of his throne,

they would " bo advised, demeaned, and ruled by the

lords of the council ; and obey unto tho king and to them

as lowly as the least and poorest of his subjects."

Bedford, after a sojourn of eight months, returned to

France. The Duke of Brittany was severely punished

for his defection. The English poured their troops into

his province, and overran it with fire and sword to

the very walls of Eennes. The duke solicited an armis-

tice ; it was denied him : again tho war went on, and
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9gain he was everywhere discomfited. At length he was
compelled to accept the terms dictated by Bedford, and
swore once more, with all his barons, prelates, and
commonalty, to observe the treaty of Troyes, and do
.homage to Henry for his territories, and to no other

prince whatever.

Flushed with this success, the leaders of the army
in the following year, 142S, were urgent to make a grand
descent on the country south of the Loire, and to drive

Charles from the provinces yet adhering to him. Bedford,

conscious of the suspicious character of some of his alhes,

was strongly opposed to the measure. Several councils

were hold in Paris to discuss the propriety of this under-

taking, and Bedford in vain opposed it ; he was over-

whelmed by a majority of voices. Of this circumstance

ho afterwards complained in one of his letters to the

king. " AUe things prospered for you," he wrote, " till

the time of the seage of Orleans, taken in hand God
knoweth by what advice." It was now Orleans that the

commanders ^were eager to attack. Montague, Earl of

SaUsbury, had just brought over from England a rein-

forcement of 6,000 men. He was regarded only inferior

in the field to the Earl of Warwick, and was, there-

fore, unanimously elected general on the occasion.

Orleafns was one of the most important places in the

kingdom ; it commanded the great road to the southern

provinces. It was one of the few places which still could

show some remaining vestiges of prosperity. Its fall

would be fatal to the independence of the whole realm.

On the part of the French everything was done which

could enable it to hold out a siege. Abundant stores and
ammunition were collected into the city; batteries were

erected on all sides upon the walls ; and, to afford the

enemy no shelter, the beautiful suburbs," containing

twelve churches, various monasteries, and mansions of

the citizens, wore razed to the ground. The vineyards,

gardens, and fields for a league round were laid as

bare as a highway. The inhabitants of the neighbour-

ing country, and of the towns of Bourges, Poictiers,

Eochelle, and other places, sent money, troops, and
stores. The Parliament at Chinon voted 400,000 francs

in aid of the city. Charles VII. himself appeared to be

roused from his torpor by the imminent danger of this

quiet town, and sent thither all the troops that he could

spare, imder some of his most famous commanders,
SaintraOles, De Guitry, and ViUars. He appointed the

Count de Gaucoui-t governor, and many brave Scots—en-

couraged by a treaty which Charles had made with their

sovereign, James I., binding himself to marry the

dauphin to a daughter of his, and give him the county of

Evreux or the Duchy of Berri— throw themselves into

it. There was every prospect of a desperate defence.

Salisbury, reducing Meun, Jeuville, and other places

on the way, advanced towards Orleans, and sat down
before it on the 12th of October. He pitched his tent

amid the ruins of a monastery on the left bank of the

river, and directed his first attack against the TournoUos,
a tower built at the extremity of the bridge leading into

the city. This he took by assault; but the garrison

retreating, broke down an arch of the bridge behind
them, and there was another defence erected at the

city end of the bridge. From the windows of the
evacuated Tournellos, Salisbmy dii-octed the attack on

the city. His post was discovered, and a huge stone ball

was discharged from a cannon at the window. He ob-
served the flash, and started aside ; but the window was
dashed in, the officer who had been standing behind
him was killed, and the iron-work of the window driven

in different directions with such force, that Salisbury was
so wounded in the face by it that he died in about a week.
The command devolved on the Earl of Suffolk, who

endeavoured to convert the siege into a blockade. He
erected huts at intervals all round the city, covered from
the enemy's fire by banks of earth, throwing up lines of

entrenchments from one of these posts, or bastiles, as

they were caUed, to the other. But the circuit which they

had thus to occupy was so vast that the intervals between

the bastiles were too great for his amount of forces to

secure. The Bastard of Orleans, a natural son of the

Duke of Orleans who was killed by Burgundy, made his

way into the city with numerous bodies of French, Scots,

Spaniards, and Italians. De Culant, whom Charles had
named Admiral of France, did the like by moans of the

river, and thus Orleans continued during the winter to

set the besiegers at defiance.

Early in February , the Duke of Bedford sent aid from
Paris—Sir John Fastolfe, with 1,500 men, and 400 wagons
and carts laden with stores and provisions for the army
before Orleans. Sir John had reached Eouvrai-en-

Beausse, when he received the alarming intelligence

that the Count Charles of Bourbon, the Count of Cler-

mont, and Sir John Stewart, Constable of Scotland, had
thrown themselves with 4,000 or 5,000 cavalrj' betwixt

him and Orleans. They were, moreover, in full march
upon him. This intelligence reached him at midnight,

and he lost no time in preparing for the attack. He di-ew

up all his wagons and carts in a circle, enclosing his

troops, leaving an opening at each end, where he posted

his ai'chers in great force. Every moment he expected

the attack, but the enemy was disputing as to the best

mode of making the assault. The French were for

charging on horseback, the Scots were for dismounting

and fighting on foot. It was not till three o'clock in

the morning that the disputants resolved each to fight

in their own way. The attack was made simultaneously

at both openings, but the archers sent such well-directed

volleys of arrows amongst the assailants, that the French

speedily galloped off the field, leaving nearly all the Scots

dead upon it. Sis hundred of the united, or rather dis-

united, force were slain ; and Sir John marched in triumph

into the camp before Orleans with the stores which the

French had confidently counted upon possessing. The
Constable of Scotland, the Sieurs D'Albret and Eoohe-

chouart were amongst the slain, and the Count of Dunois

was severely wounded. This battle, from the salted fish

and provisions which Sir John was conveying for the use

of the army during-Lent, was called the Battle of Herrings.

This was a severe blow to Charles VII. There appeared

only one way of preventing the almost immediate loss of

his crown. The English commander was actively press-

ing the siege. He had cast up a still more complete line

round the city, fresh reinforcements enabled him to make
the bastiles more numerous, and famine began to menace

the place with all its horrors. To avoid the fall of

Orleans, Charles engaged the Duke of Orleans, who had

been so long a prisoner in EB2lan4. to exert himself with
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the Froteotoi- and council in England to guarantee tie

neutrality of his demesnes, and for greater socui-ity to

consign them during the war to their ally, the Duke of

Burgundy. To this the council consented, as jjlaciug the

duchy in a manner in the hands of England. The Duke
»f Burgundy readily accepted this trust, and waited on

Bedford in Paris to apprise him of it. But Bedford, by

no means flattered by the expected prey being thus

adroitly taken out of his hands, coolly said that he was

not of a humour to beat the bushes while others ran

away with the game. Burgundy affected to smile at the

apt simile, and retired ; but it was with a resolve in his

breast, to be made apparent in due time.

Foiled in this attempt, Charles now gave way to

despair. The city of Orleans could not possibly long

hold out, and he determined to retire with the miserable

remainder of his forces into Lauguedoc and Dauphiuy,

and there await the last attacks of the conquering foe.

This cowardly resolve was, however, vehemently resisted

by the queen, who declared that it would be the total ruin

of his affairs ; and his mistress, Agnes Sorel, who was

living on the best of terms with the queen, supported her

in this protest vigorously, threatening, if ho made so

pusillanimous a retreat, to go over to England and

seek a bettor fortune in the British court. This decided

the weak prince not to throw away the sceptre of his

kingdom ; and while affairs were bringing on this critical

situation, help, and eventually triumph, were sent from a

quarter which no human sagacity could have discovered.

On the borders of Lorraine, but just within the pro-

vince of Champagne, lies the hamlet of Domremy, situate

between Neufohateau and Vaucouleurs. In this hamlet

lived a small farmer of the name of James d'Arc ; and

his daughter Joan, whilst a little girl, was accustomed to

shepherd his small flock of sheep in the fields and heaths

around. The scene of her most favourite haunt was
near an old spreading beech-tree, beneath which the

fairies were said to dance at night, on the banks of a

clear little stream, the waters of which were reputed to

be especially efficacious in the cure of diseases. Fui-ther

towards the forest was a solitary chapel of the Virgin

where Joan was accustomed to say her daily prayers;

and every Saturday, accompanied by some of her com-
panions, she used to hang up in the chapel a garland

of flowers, or burn a taper in honour of the mothe]- of

Christ. These facts show a great susceptibihty of the

imagination, and they, no doubt, nourished it, and con-

fii'med her deep feelings of piety. "When about five years

of age, whilst walking in her father's garden on a Sunday,

she declared that she saw a bright light in the air near

her, and turning towards it saw a figure, who said that

he was the archangel Michael, and commanded her to

be good and dutiful, and that God would protect her.

The need of this exhortation was supposed to proceed

from the hardness and severity of her father, who, on
hearing this, became so unkind that Joan left her home
and engaged herself to a widow, an innkeeper at Neuf-
chateau, where she acted as hostler, as young women
in France still do. In this capacity she showed herse?f

active and intrepid, riding the horses to water, and even
making journeys for her mistress. But in her conduct
she was still distinguished for her deep and unaffected

piety. De Serres says :
" She had a luodest countenance.

sweet, civil, and resolute ; her discourse was temperate,

reasonable, and retired ; her actions cold, showing great

chastity."

After remaining five years with her mistress at the inn,

she returned to her father, and again tended his flock.

Probably the society into which she was thrown at the
inn was becoming too repulsive to her growing serious-
ness and the spiritual communionship to which she be-
lieved herself admitted. She had now reached the ago
of eighteen. The fortunes of Franco were at their lowest
ebb. The inhabitants of Domremy were royalists, but
those of Marcy, the next village, woro Burgundians.
The spiiit of faction raged between these little places
as violently as in the armies themselves. Thence arose
constant feuds, and the bitterness descended to the chil-

dren as fiercely as it lived in the hearts of tno adults.

When they met they fought and pelted each other with
stones. Joan saw all this, and heard the insults of the
Burgundians when the king was defeated and disgraced.

At this moment came the terrible news of the great battle

of VerneuU, and she saw the distress and despair of her
friends and neighbours. The visions and the heavenly
voices came now still oftener, and comforted her, till the

siege, the famine, and the expected fall of Orleans re-

newed the general trouble. With the archangel Michael
she now regularly saw the saints Catherine and Mai-garet,

who were the patronesses of her parish chuich. They
exhorted her to devote herself to the salvation of her
country. She represented that she was a poor peasant

maiden, and did not know anything of such great matters

;

but the archangel Michael assui-ed her that strength and
wisdom would be given her, and that the saints Catherine

and Margaret would go with her, and that all would be
well. The two female saints then appeared to her, sur-

rounded by a great light, their heads crowned with jewels,

and their voices gentle and sweet as music. Joan know
that there was a prophecy abroad that, as France had
been ruined by a wicked woman—Isabella of Bavaria

—

so it should be restored by a vii'gin, spotless, and devoted

to the rescue of her country. Nay, this saviour of Franco

was to come out of the neighbouring forest of oaks, Bois-

chesnu.

The heavenly voices became more and more frequent,

more and more urgent, as the affairs of Franco approached

a crisis, announcing that she was the maid who was
appointed to save France. Joan became greatly dis-

tressed, and was often found weeping when the visions

loft her, and longing that the angels of paradise would

carry her away with them. Her parents had no faith in

her visions, and, to prevent her going off to the army,

they endeavoured to force her into a marriage ; but Joan

had voluntarily taken a vow of perpetual chastity, and

she revolted with horror from the proposal. Just then a

party of Burgundians fell on the village of Domi-omy,

plundered it, and burnt down the church. Joan, with

her parents, was compelled to flee and seek refuge in

Neufchateau. When they returned to Domremy, and
beheld the scene of desolation, the indignation of Jo.in

was roused to the highest pitch. The voices now com-

manded her, on pain of the forfeiture of her salvation, to

go at once to Baudricourt, the Governor of Vaucouleurs,

and demand an escort to the court of the king. There

she was to announce to him that she was sent to raise
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the siege of Orleans, and to crown him, the rightful King
of France, in the city of Eheims. Joan now gave way

;

there was nothing to he hoped from her parents but oppo-

sition; she therefore hastened secretly to Vaucouleurs,

to an uncle there, who was a simple, pious man, and who
had often excited her childish feelings by taking her on

his knee, and telling her sorrowful stories of the wars of

France. The old man, a wheelwright by trade, at once

•went with her to the governor. Baudricoui-t at first

refused to see her ; when she was, at length, through her

importunity, admitted, he looked upon her as crazed, and
told her uncle that he should send her back to her parents

again, and that she ought to be well whipped. Joan said,

" It was her Lord's work, and she must do it." " Who is

four lord?" asked Baudricourt. " The King of Heaven!"
replied Joan. This satisfied the governor of her insanity,

and he rudely dismissed her. But Joan stQl remained at

Vaucouleurs, daily praying before the high altar in the

church, and asserting that the voices urged her day and
night to proceed and execute her mission. The rumour
of this strange maiden flew rapidly through the town and
the surrounding country ; the sight of her modesty and
piety, and the fame of her past pure and devout life,

brought numbers of people to see her, and amongst others

men of high note. The Duke of Lorraine, who was
labouring under an incurable disease, sent to seek her
art, as a woman possessed of supernatm-al powers ; but
Joan, with that clearness and simplicity which marked
her thi-oughout, replied, "That she had no mission to

him ; he had never been named to her by her voices."

On all such occasions her language and conduct were the

same. She was totally devoid of anything like wildness
and extravagance; clear in intellect; self-possessed and
single in her one purpose—to relieve Orleans and crown the

king. When afterwards one Friar Eichard told her he could

bring a woman to her who possessed supernatural powers,
and who might help her, she replied, " I have nothing to

do with her : the Lord has given me my work, and he
will enable me to do it." She added, " Since the Sieur

de Baudricourt will not listen to me, I will set out to

King Charles on foot, though I should wear my legs down
to my knees on the road ; for neither dukes nor kings, nor
yet the daughter of the King of Scotland, can raise up
this suffering France. There is no help but in me. And
yet, in sooth, how much rather would I stay at home and
spin by my mother's side, for this is work that I am not

used to ; but I must do it, since my Lord wills it."

Baudricourt was compelled by the public voice to take
charge of her; but not before he had tested her by a
priest and the sprinkling of holy water, that she was
no sorceress, nor possessed of the devil. The Seigneurs
de Metz and Bortrand de Poulengi, who had conceived
full faith in her, offered to accompany her, with her
brother Peter, two servants, a king's messenger, and
Eichard, an archer of the royal guard. The jom-ney
thus undertaken in the middle of February, 1429, was,
according to ordinary ideas, little short of an act of
madness. The distance from Vaucouleurs to Chinon in
Tourraine, where Charles's court lay, was 150 leagues,
through a country abounding with hostile garrisons, and,
whore they were absent, with savage marauders. But
Joan declared that they should go in perfect safety, and
they did so. Joan rode boldly, in man's attii'o, and with

a sword by her side, but they saw not even a single
enemy. lu ten days they arrived at Fierbois, a few milea
fi-om Chinon, and she sent to inform the king of her
desire to wait upon him.

When the advent of so singular a champion was
announced to the frivolous Charles, he burst into a loud
fit of laughter. Though he was in the condition in which
men catch at straws, there was something in this affair
which appeared to him ludicrous, and, if he entertained
it, likely to cast ridicule upon him and his cause. Some
of his counsellors advised him to see her ; others treated
the proposition as the height of absurdity. For three
days the court continued divided, and Charles unable
to decide. At length it was agreed that she should be
admitted; and, to test her pretensions to superhuman
direction, Charles was to pass for a private person, and
one of the princes to represent him. But Joan discovered
the king at a glance; and, walking up to him with
serious and unembarrassed aii-, thi'ough all the crowd
of staring courtiers, bent her knee, and said, " God give
you good life, gentle king !

" Charles was surprised, but
replied, pointing to another part of the hall, " I am not
the king : he is there."

"In the name of God," rejoined Joan, " it is not they,

but you who are the king. I am, most noble king, Joan
the maid, sent of God to aid j'ou and the kingdom, and by
his name I announce to you that you will be crowned in
the city of Eheims."

Charles took her aside ; and, after an earnest conversa-

tion with her, he declared that she had told him things

which were known to no one but himself and God, and
that he believed that she was really sent for the delivery

of France. Probably the monarch—who was not of a
nature to be impressed with anything of an elevated

order—had now caught the idea that the peasant girl was
shrewd enough to use as a political engine. The nest
day she was shown in public on horseback. She appeared

about seventeen; her figure was slender and graceful,

and her hair fell in rich jetty locks on her shoulders. She
ran a course with a lance, and managed her horse with

the utmost address. The people were struck with admira-

tion, and with loud shouts testified their belief in her.

But the timid Charles again hesitated, and conveyed

her to Poictiers to be examined before the Parliament by
the most learned doctors and subtle theologians. For
three weeks she was interrogated and cross-questioned in

all ways. Every kind of erudite trap was laid for her,

but in vain. She had but one story—that she was sent

to raise the siege of Orleans, and to crown the king at

Eheims, now in the hands of his enemies. When asked

for a miracle, she replied, " Send me to Orleans, with an

escort of men-at-arms, and you shall soon see the true

sign of the truth of my mission—the raising of the

siege." "WTien not before the council, she passed her

time in retirement and prayer. Having passed the most

searching ordeal of the prelates and doctors, and the

repeated application of holy water, she was once more

brought out, armed cap-Ji-pie, with her banner borne

before her, and equipped at all points like a knight.

Mounted on a white charger, she ran a tilt with a

lance, keeping such a firm seat, and displaying so steady

an eye, that the soldiers and watching multitudes were

enraptured.
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The people of Orleans sent express for instant aid, and
implored that the maid should lead the reinforcement.

She demanded an ancient sword which, she said, lay in a

tomb in the church of St. Catherine, at Fierbois, which
was sought for, found, and brought to her, having five

crosses upon its blade. Thus armed, I'eceiving the staff

and rank of general, a brave knight, of the name of John
Daulon, being apjjointed her esquire, with two pages and
two heralds, the maid of Domremy set out with a body
of troops conveying provisions to Orleans, and accom-

panied by some of the most famous commanders of

France—Santrailles, Gaucourt, La Hire, and others. No
sooner did she come into their camp, than she instituted

the most rigorous discipline. She expelled all the low
women who followed it, and insisted on every soldier

confessing his sins and taking the sacrament.

The famishing people of Orleans received Joan of

Arc with enthusiastic acclamations and blazing torches.

They believed that deliverance was come to them from
Heaven, and they were right. A splendid banquet was
offered to Joan, but she declined it, retiring to the house

of Bouchier, the treasurer to the Duke of Orleans, where
she supped simply on bread dipped in wine ; and there she

remained during her stay in Orleans, keeping the wife and
daughter of Bouchier constantly about her, to prevent

any aspersions on her fair fame.

The strangest terror fell over the English soldiers.

They had heard of nothing for two months but the coming
of this maid, who had written to their commanders, tell-

ing them she was ordained by God to drive them out

of France. The French had proclaimed her as sent by
Heaven ; the English officers, with curses, had sworn
that she came from the devil. This, which they thought

would completely destroy her with the soldiers, was
the very thing which fixed her power o^rer them.

They would probably have cared nothing for her pro-

fessed divine mission ; but they at once gave credit to

her alliance with Satan, and declared that flesh and
blood they did not fear, but they were no match for

the arch-fiend. In vain the commandei-s, who saw
their error, endeavoured to remove this impression by
representing Joan as a low-born, ignorant wench, and
no better than she should be, who was got up by the

French to frighten them: the mischief was done; in

their eyes Joan was a witch of the first order, and
wherever she appeared the soldiers fled. The subjects

of Burgundy, who was himself no longer cordial in

the cause, stole away from the camp on all sides
;

and the numbers necessary for the blockade of the town
became deficient. The French now went in and out with
impunity. A large store of provisions had arrived at

Blois, which Charles constituted a depot for the supply
of Orleans. Joan marched out at the head of a very
strong body, attended by the Bastard of Orleans, the
Sieur Daulon, La Hire, and other generals. Her banner
of white silk, bordered with fleur-de-lis of silver, and on
one side bearing an image of the Almighty, on the other
the words " Jhesus Maria," was borne before hei\ After
came a body of priests bearing another banner, and
chanting their anthems ; and in this manner, glittering

in her bright armour, and mounted on her milk-white
steed, the maid rode forth in the very face of the

English, who lay still, as if stricken into stone. Thus

she went to Blois, and returned with fresh troops and
means of defence.

Joan now mounted a tower opposite to the Tournelles,

and called to the English, bidding them begone from
France, or worse would befall them. Sir William
Gladisdale replied from the Tournelles, abusing her for a,

witch and an abandoned woman, bidding her go back to
her cows. "Base knight!" said Joan, "thou thyself

shalt never pass hence, but shalt surely be slain." She
now commanded a general assault on the bastiles

; but
the generals, who were becoming jealous of Joan's fame,
resolved to try their fortune without her. They told her
they would commence the attack the next day, and Joan
retired to lie down and take some repose. Soon she
started up, and called for her arms, saying the voices

summoned her to fight, and rushing forth she met the
soldiers returning from a sortie, which had been made
without her knowledge, and in which the French were
repulsed with slaughter.

Joan was greatly enraged, and now led on the forces

herself. Successively the bastiles of St. Loup, St. Jean
le Blanc, and Augustus feU. before her. The attack was
then led against the main fortress, the Tournelles. Joan
led the way, severely reprimanding Gaucourt, the go-
vernor of the city, for his disobedience to her orders, and
threatening to put him or any one to death who opposed
her. The people and soldiers, who worshipped her, and
whom she would not allow to follow her unless they had
confessed and observed due decorum, stood to a man in

her support, and she led the way to the Tournelles, sword
in hand. Three times the French attacked the tower

with all their force and engines, but the English this time

defended themselves manfully, and with their artillery

and arrows mowed down the French, clearing the bridge

and river bank of them. Nothing daunted by the ter-

rible carnage, and declaring that the English were given

by God into the hands of the French, Joan seized a

scaling-ladder, and, amid a hail of shot and flying shafts,

advanced to the foot of the tower, planted her ladder,

and began to ascend. An arrow struck her, piercing her

armour between the chest and shoulder, and she fell into

the ditch. The English gave a great shout at the sight,

and Joan, supposed to be dead, was borne away into the

rear. Finding that the maid was alive, the arrow was
extracted, and, feeling all the weakness of the woman
during the operation, Joan cried in agony ; but, once

over, she fell on her knees in prayer, and rose up as if

wholly refreshed, declaring it was not blood but gloiy

that flowed from her wound, and that the voices called

her to finish her victory. The combat re-commenced with

augmented fury ; the English, confounded at the re-

appearance of the maid, gave way, and Gladisdale and

all his knights were put to the sword, as Joan had pre-

dicted.

That night Suffolk held a council of war, and such

appeared the discouragement of his troops, that it was
resolved to abandon the siege and man all the fortresses

along the river. Accoi'dingly, the next d:iy he drew out

all his forces, and placed them in battle array. Deter-

mining to make a show of resistance while in the very

act of drawing off, he sent a challenge into the city, bid-

ding the French, now so much superior in numbers as

they were, to come with their Joan, and, were she harlot.
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witch, or prophetess, they would fight her iu a fair field.

It was Sunday ; Joan foibado the French to quit the city,

but to spend the day in worshipping God, who had given

them the victory. Suffolk waited for some hours in vain,

when he gave the concerted signal, and all tho long lino

of foi'ts, the creation of such mouths of labour, burst

into flames, and tho soldiers, dejected and crestfalluu,

marched away. Joan forbade any pursuit that daj-.

Thus the first of the two great things which Joan had

promised was accomplished—tho siege of Orleans was

raised ; and tho maid, now honoured with the title of the

Maid of Orleans, rode forth to moot the king at Blois.

As she advanced through tho country, the peasantry

flocked on all sides to behold her, and crowded forward to

touch her feet, her very garments, and, if unable to do

that, were happy to touch her horse. By the court she

was received with great honour, and the kiug proposed to

entertain her with a magnificent banquet. But Joan told

him that it was no time for feasting and dancing ; she

had much yet to do for France, and but little time to do

it in, for her voices told her that she should die within

two years. She called on Charles now to advance with

her to Eheims, where she must crown him, and leave the

English and Bm'gundians, who were safe in the hand of

God.

Charles put himself at the head of his forces, and

collected all his power on the banks of the Loire. He
jiroposed, however, first to clear the enemy from their

strongholds, and afterwards to march to Eheims. His

army, led on by the maid, invested tho town of Jargeau,

where Suffolk, the commander-in-chief, lay, and within

ten days the place was carried by storm, and Suffolk him-

self taken prisoner. In this triumphant actiou Juan, as

usual, led the way. She was the first to scale the wall of

the city ; but on her head appearing above it she received

a blow which precipitated her into the ditch. She was

severely bruised, but not killed ; and as she lay on the

ground, unable to raise herself, she cried, " Forward,

countrymen ! fear nothing ; the Lord has delivered them

into our hands." The soldiers, fired to enthusiasm by

her heroism and her confident words, i-ushed ou aud took

the place. Three hundred of the garrison lay dead. Six

thousand of the English had fallen at Orleans, aud a

panic seized them everywhere. The Lord Talbot, who
was now left in command, hastily evacuated the different

ports and towns, and retreated towards Paris.

At Patay he was met by a reinforcement of 4,000 men,

and made a stand. Sir John Fastolfe, who had brought

these troops, advised further retreat, but Talbot refused.

While the commanders debated the point, the French

were upon them; and Talbot, who saw himself on a flat,

open country, endeavoured, but too late, to secure his

rear by a village and fenced enclosures. Ou the other

side, the French commanders, dreading an attack of the

English in the open field, remembering Aziucourt and

Verneuil, advised waiting for additional cavalry, but Joan

indignantly exclaimed, "Have you not good spears?

Eide on, in tho name of the Lord ; the English are de-

livered into my hands—you have only to smite them I"

So saying, she led the way in charge, and the men
clamoured to follow. La Hue and SaintraiUes dashed ou

with the maid, and broke into tho very midst of the

English before they had time to form. Never, for many

a day, had the French beheld such a sight. The archers,

those terrible men, who on all occasions had mowed them
down like corn before the scythe, had not time now to fix

their stakes. They were driven pell-mell amongst the

horse ; all was confusion. Sir John Fastolfe, without
striking a blow, led off his division ; and the brave Talbot,

fighting amid heaps of his slain soldiers, was taken, with
the Lords Scales and Hungerford, and the bulk of the

officers. Twelve hundred of the English lay dead on tho

field. Tho French were in ecstasies at their wonderful

success, and Bedford, enraged at the conduct of Fastolfe,

stripped him of tho honour of the garter, and pronounced
him disgraced and degraded. But Fastolfe, who had
shown ou too many occasions his valoui', and who was
probably influenced by his prudent counsel having been
rejected by Suffolk, declared that to have led men so

thoroughly bewitched as his were, by their fears of the

maid, into action, was just to submit them to infamy and
butchery ; and Bedford, growing cooler, forgave him.

In this momout of victory Joan again urged on Charles

to march to Eheims, and be cro'mied. At this the con-

temptible king, who ou all occasions of danger kept aloof,

shrank back. The distance was great, tho whole way
was full of strong towns in the hands of the Enghsh and
Burgundians. All his officers supported hiia iu this

view, but the undaunted maid upbraided them with thoii-

want of faith, after so many wondrous proofs of the truth

of her promises. They had never dared to think of

relieving Orleans till she recommended it, but they had
now done it ; they had feared to fight at Patay, but they

had followed her and won the battle ; and now they had
only to advance, for the powers of Heaven went before

them, and unmanned their enemies.

She strove wisely to reconcile Charles to the Constable,

the Count of Eichemont, whom Tremoille, the king's

favoui'ite, hated and feared; but iu vain. Not only

Eichemont with his troops, but many other knights, were

refused attendance in the cour-t, and with these diminished

forces Charles set forward on the road to Eheims. But
everywhere the fortified towns fell before them. Auxerra

made a treaty of submission, but Troyes for a time held

out. As the soldiers suffere(f greatly in the siege for

want of provisions, they began to lose faith in Joan, and

openly to insult her as a foul witch. The murmurs of

the base soldiery were quickly seized upon by the Arch-

bishop of Eheims, who had always expressed his disbehef

in Joan's inspiration, and the poor maid was summoned
before the council, and interrogated like a criminal. But
with a simple aud undaunted eloquence she made the

leaders feel ashamed of their doubts. She challenged

them to follow her to the walls, and see them surmounted,

and she' prevailed. With bags of earth and fagots the

soldiers filled up the ditch, and weie preparing with

scaling-ladders to pour over the walls in a frenzy of en-

thusiasm, wlieu a parley was demanded by the besieged,

and the notorious Friar Eichard, who figured so much iu

the camp from this time, made terms of suirender. Af

Joan was in the act of passing the city gate at the heaa

of the troops, the friar, stUl believing that ho had to do

with an imp of Satan, crossed himself in great agitation

with many crosses, and sprinkled holy water on the

threshold of the gate. Instead of seeing the maid resolve

herself into a hideous demon and vanish away, or find
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herself unable to cross the threshold, he beheld her

march on calm and unmoved ; and at once he pronounced

her an a-Dgel, and all the people flocked round with ad-

miring wonder. From that hour Friar Richard became

a zealous ally of the king, though often relapsing into

doubt of the maid and into bigoted opposition to her.

He now, however, went on preaching to the people of the

neighbouring towns to rise in defence of the king, and

drive out the Burgundians. Chalons sent Charles the

keys of the town, and on arriving at Rheims, he found

that the people had risen at the approach of the celestial

maid, had driven out the adherents of Bedford and Bur-

gundy, and received him with open arms. A grand

procession of priests waited to accompany the king and the

maid into the city, and on the 15th of July, 1429, Charles

and Joan, attended by all the chief officers, marched into

the city, preceded by the banners of the Church, and amid

the sound of its hymns. Two daj's after this, Charles

VII. was crowned in the cathedral, as the maid had pro-

mised him.

Not one of the peers of France was present, for the

pusillanimous conduct of the king, and the shameless

reign of the favourite Tremoille, had disgusted them

;

but the people ilocked round in joy, and anticipation of

better days. They had unbounded faith in the maid, and

wherever she appeared, it was said, they saw hosts of

beautiful white butterflies hovering around hor standard,

and they knelt in devout awe of the sacred words and

devices painted upon it. With- that banner in her hand,

Joan stood beside the king, while the archbishop placed

the crown upon his head. When that was done she

prostrated herself at his feet, embraced them with tears,

and reminded him that there and then her mission was
teiminated. All that she had promised in the name of

God, God had performed ; her work, she declkred, was
done, and she implored permission to retire at once to

hor father's house, and her old waj' of life.

But in entering on so stupendous a mission as the

salvation of the nation, an humble village girl hke Joan
had inevitably entered on the field of martyrdom. No
person, however dignified by station or by talents, could,

on the ground of a divine ordination, have long—however

complete her success—stood safe amid the jealousies of

courts and the meaner passions of human nature. From
iiach a career there could be no retreat but through death.

The same voices which she invariably avowed had called

her to the enterprise, had pronounced her early doom.

The enthusiasm of the multitude is short-lived ; the envy
and the hatred of the military chiefs, scarcely suppressed

iuring the hour of triumph, were eternal in their nature.

Before the victorious maid all their honours had .been

prostrated in the dust. In a few short months she had
done what all their united talents and exertions had failed

to do in a generation. She had snatched the prestige of

invincibility from the English, and raised the spirit of

France. That must be inevitably avenged.

Meantime she was too indispensable to the completion

of the conquest of Prance. Charles resolutely refused to

listen to her tears and prayers to be permitted to with-

draw. But from that hour the maid was no longer the

same. The spirit had departed from her. The voices

ceased, and the clear, bold, and unerring judgment which
had borne h«r on was gone. She was dejected, and full

of distress. When importuned to direct what should next
be done, she was uncertain and confused, which she

never had been before. Acting now on her own sug-
gestions, she ordered, doubted her orders, and retracted

them. Again and again she declared, with tears and
violent emotion, that she had nothing more to do, her
work was finished, and she prayed for her dismissal. The
officers did not neglect to make their advantage out of

this. They treated her with harshness and undisguised

insult. They encouraged the soldiers to call her foul

names, and they did not hesitate to make the most in-

famous attempts on her honour, in order to ruin her

influence for ever. These attempts Joan repelled with
the fury of a woman who felt that she had deserved far

different treatment. In all her camp life she had inva-

riably kept female companions of the strictest character

about her. She always had a female friend to share her
bed ; if during assaults that was impossible, she lay down
in her complete armour. So jealous was she of her repu-

tation, so inviolable in her adherence to her vow of

chastity.

Sad and woeful was now the condition of the maid
who had done such wonders for France. Bedford was
exerting himself to the utmost to check this unexampled
progress of the French. Cardinal Beaufort came over

with 2,000 archers and 250 men-at-arms. Every means
was used to fix the alliance of the wavering Burgundy,
who, however, gave no essential assistance. He had
withdrawn his garrisons from Normandy, and the

constable had seized them. Bedford was compelled to

march himself from Paris to recover them ; and the maid,

who had hung up her arms in the Church of St. Denis,

at Rheims, as the sign that her mission was over, was
induced by the king to assume them again. Once ia her

old panoply, her courage, if not her confidence, seemed

to revive. She advised the monarch to march on Paris

while Bedford was absent. She led the way, and Sois-

sons, Senlis, Beauvais, and St. Denis opened their gates.

At the assault on the Faubourg St. Honore, Joan was
again wounded, and left in the ditch for hours. Charles,

mortified at the repulse, retired in dudgeon to Bourges ;

and Joan, again hanging up her armour, implored her

dismissal. Charles refused, and endeavoured to fix her

in his interest by granting her a patent of nobility, with

an income equal to that of an earl, and freed her native

parish of Domremy from all taxation for ever. The
unhappy maid went on ; but her voices were gone, and

she was no longer a safe oracle. During the winter,

indeed. Friar Richard had brought forward his rival

prophetess—one Catherine of Eochelle—who undertook,

not to fight, but to raise money for the king, by preach-

ing to the populace and revealing hidden treasures.

Joan refused any connection with her, declaring that

success lay at the point of the lance.

In May, 1430, Joan was sent to raise the siege of

Compeigne, which was invested by the Duke of Biirgundy.

She fought her way into the city with her accustomed

valour, but, in making a sortie, was deserted by her

followers, and bravely fighting her way back to the city,

just as she approached the gates, she was dragged from

her horse by an archer, and, as she lay on the ground,

she surrendered to the Bastard of Vendome.
The news of the capture of the terrible maid flew lik»
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lightning through tho Bui'gundian camp. All the officers

of the army ran to gaze at her, the duko himself amongst

them. Monstrelet, the historian, who recounts these

transactions, was present on tho occasion.

And now came the dark termination to this brilliant

and wonderful episode in the history of these wars of

France—even that which Joan herself had foretold. The

base King of France, for whom she had wrought such

incredible advantages, abandoned her to the tender

mercies of her enemies without an effort. When the news

reached the English quarters, they sang Te Deum in their

exultation. Their joy we can conceive, but it is difficult

in these times to comprehend the savage and ungenerous

vengeance of all parties, which simultaneously displayed

itself against the noble heroine. It might have been

supposed that the admiration of a brave foe would have

been felt in the bosoms of brave warriors ; and, above all,

that a young and pure woman, who had achieved such

unexampled deeds, would, at least, have met with respect.

But to comprehend the feelings with which the captive

damsel was regarded on all hands, we must descend into

the gloom of a dark and bitter age—an age when the

moral standard was sunk to the lowest degree by a long

course of unparalleled vices, atrocities, and meannesses.

England had been cut short at the vei-y moment of her

apparent attainment of her long-cherished views in

France. Her proudest nobles and generals had been de-

feated by a simple shepherdess; the Church had been
equally shorn of its proud assumptions; for Joan had
avowedly not gone to bishops, but to God. Army,
Church, and State were all, therefore, on flame to wreak
their vengeance on this poor, unfortunate little maiden.

The Pope Martin demanded her that he might consign

her to the benign offices of the Holy Inquisition. But
the Bastard of Vendome had sold his captive to John of

Luxembourg, and he sold her to the English for 10,000,

francs. Dm-ing the winter she lay in prison, her friends

seeming wholly to have forgotten her, and her enemies on
every side ravening for her destruction. It might have
been thought that she had been guilty of some enormous
crime, instead of the salvation of her country. There was
one general cry for her being burnt as a witch ; and so

fierce was the popular feeling in Paris against her, that a

poor woman was actually burnt for merely saying that

she believed Joan had been sent by Heaven. She was
carried from one dungeon to another, to Beaurevoir, to

Arras, to Crotoy, and, finally, to Eouon. There the

Bishop of Beauvais, a man devoted to the English

interests, claimed to conduct her trial. He was a servile

tool of Bedford, through him hoping for preferment ; and
Bedford had long declared that Joan was '

' a disciple and
limb of the fiend;" and, therefore, the result was quite

certain. Her trial was opened on the 13th of February,
1431.

On sixteen different days Joan was brought before the

court, and interrogated with all the subtlety of the most
celebrated priests, doctors, and lawyers that could be
found. There were upwards of a hundred of these grave,

learned men arrayed against this simple girl. They tried

every means of enti-apping her into admissions of the evil

agency of her spiritual prompters ; but the noble damsel
remained calm, clear, and undaunted in her demeanour.
It was in vain that they sought to induce her to confess

that she had been misled or mistaken: she adhered
throughout to her one simple story ; maintained her firm
opinion that it waa God, and God only, who had directed
her

; and often puzzled and confounded her judges.
When they interrogated her as to her attachment to the
Church, she reminded them of her constant resort to its

altars and services
; but she made the fatal coidVssion that

when her voices gave different advice she followed them,
as of higher authority than tho Chmch.
The coui-t condemned her as an impious heretic and im-

postor; and the Parliament of Paris and the university,
besides various eminent prelates who were consulted, con-
firmed the justice of the sentence.

The treatment of poor Joan in prison was still more
infamous than in open court. When condemned as a
heretic to be burned, her cell was haunted by monks and
confessors, who described her death to her in the most
terrible language, and wearied her with entreaties to con-
fess and escape so frightful a death. A woman's fears at

length got the better of her: she consented, and was
brought out publicly in the cemetery of St. Ouen, where
a friar addi-essed her before the assembled English and
Burgundians, and the crowded citizens of Rouen, describ-

ing the enormity of her crimes, and the infamy of her
conduct as a woman. Joan bore all this in patience;
but when he proceeded to defjime the king, her loyalty

broke out, and she warmly defended him. Her punish-
ment was commuted to perpetual imprisonment, and to

be fed "on the bread of sonow and the water of
affliction."

But this did not satisfy the vengeful longings of hei
enemies. To her mitigated sentence was attached an
oath which she swore, never, on penalty of death, again
to assume male attire. This was made a snare for her.

During sleep her own garments were taken away, and
those of a man put in their place. On awaking, she put
on a portion of the only attire left her, and no sooner

was that the case, than her guards, who were on the

watch, rushed in, and conducted her, thus arrayed, to the

officers. On this forced breach of her oath, judgment of

death by fiie, as a relapsed heretic, was at once pro-

nounced ; and on the 30th of May she was brought to

the stake in the little market-place, since called the

Place de la Puc«lle, in memory of her.

When she had been conducted back to her cell, after

her second condemnation, she confessed her guilt to

God in that she had been weak enough to deny the

power by which he had led her to do his will for

France. Her "voices" came back to her; she was
filled with new courage, and with beautiful visions.

When she was brought out, and saw the horrible ap-

paratus of death, her fortitude failed her, and she was
led, struggling and sobbing, to the stake. When she

saw the fire kindled, she grasped a crucifix, with which
she was furnished, convulsively, and called loudly ou
the Almighty for support, and she was thus seen, when
the dense smoke enveloped her, praying fervently to

Christ for mercy. Even the austere Cardinal Beaufort,

who was present, seated in a gallery opposite, could

not bear the scene, but rose hastily and rushed away,

with his attendant bishops, in tears.

Thus perished the most pure, noble, and remarkable
heroine in history, for the crime of saving her country,
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when little more than twenty years of age. Numbers of

her companions, of all ranks, were living when her

history w.as written, who all united in testimony to the

purity of her life and the wonder of her deeds. Her
ashes were scattered on the Seine ; but tweuty-fiFe years

later, the infamous judgment which had been passed upon
her was reversed by the Archbishop of Eheims and the

Bishop of Paris. Montaigne saw the house where she was

fortunes continued to decline, their friends to fall awav.
The great work which at that period was required in
France, and which the mission of Joan was no doult
intended to effect, was to renew the spirit of the nation;
to break the crushing spell of inferiority to the enemy,'
which acted like a nightmare on the people ; and, above
all, to inspire a respect for purity of morals and probity
of principle. The condition of society for the last centuiy

BuruiDg of Joan of Arc.

boin in 1580, the whole of its front emblazoned with

paintings of her history. After the Revolution it was
converted into a stable. The infamy of her death rests

with imperishable blackness upon all parties who per-

mitted or perpetrated it—French, English, and Burgun-
dians. The very historians who deny her mission are so

impressed by her greatness, that they declare that anti-

quity would have erected altars and statues to her.

To the English the death of Joan of Arc brought no re-

mission of the Divine fiat gone out .against thorn. Their

had been corrupt and demoralised beyond example. The

beautiful example of the steadfast faith and moral purity,

the undaunted courage and prompt action of this extra-

ordinary young woman, was a great lesson to the nation of

what it needed, and what it might attain. The moral

tuition was the most difficult, but the revelation made by

her bravery was not lost. The French saw that the

English were vulnerable; that, however wise and able

was the regent, he had not the authority, even if he had

the genius, of the late king. At home wore the im-
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Death of Cardinal Beaufort.
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petuous Gloucester and the ambitious Beaufort, paralys-

ing his proceedings and disuniting the nation. The new
soul which Joan of Arc had awakened in France was

jsoon visible enough in its effects, and, aided by the grow-

ing embarrassments in England, never ceased till it had

•done what Joan predicted—driven the English entii'ely

out of France.

The ceremony of the coronation of Charles VII. at

Eheims appearing to give him a more confirmed title to

the crown of Prance in the eyes of the people, Bedford

resolved to crown Henry of England also there. Henry
Was now in his tenth year, a boy amiable but weakly,

fcoth in body and mind. He had received the ro}'al

unction in Westminster ; and from that moment the title

of protector was dropped, and that of prime counsellor

only given to Gloucester. Both Prance and England
had at this period so completely exhausted themselves by
their wars, that it was six months before money could be

raised sufficient to defray the expenses of Henry's corona-

tion journey. It was then procured by loan. Gloucester

"Was appointed the king's lieutenant during his absence

;

and Beaufort, Cardinal of Winchester, accompanied him.

Henry proceeded to Eouen ; but the boast of Bedford that

he would crown him in Eheims appeared every day
farther from any prospect of accomplishment ; and, after

oighteen months' abode of the king at Rouen, it was
resolved to crown him in Paris. From Pontoise to Paris

the youthful king, accompanied by the principal English

nobles and 3,000 horse, advanced in state ; and great

processions of the clergy, the members of Parliament,

the magistrates, and citizens came out to meet him.

Triumphal arches were erected, and various devices were
exhibited, mysteries enacted, and a show of festivity

presented ; but the whole was hollow. These was no real

joy on such a ceremony, which, to the Parisians, was but
a mark of subjugation to a foreign yoke. The whole
aspect of the affair was English, not French. The Car-

•dinal of Winchester, an English prelate, performed the

ceremony ; the great officers of state surrounding the

throne were English. Not a single prince or pear of

Erance condescended to attend on the occasion—not even

Burgundy, the ally of the young monarch. When
orowned, there was no loyal desire to retain the monarch
amongst them. Henry was evidently not at home there,

and, in a few days, went back to Eouen, where he re-

aided a year, and, after a visit to Calais, returned to

London.

Meantime, the disposition of the French people to return

to the allegiance of theu- own prince became still more

ooaspicuous in the provinces than in the capital. The
atrocious cruelty of the English to their heroine, though

it had been passively permitted by the Government,
revolted and incensed the people. Everywhere the new
spirit which she had evoked showed itself in the greater

daring and success of the French generals. Dunois sur-

prised and took Chartres. Lord Willmighby was defeated

at St. Celerin-sur-Sarthe. The fair of Caen, the capital of

Normandy itself, was pillaged by Do Lore, a French
officer ; and Dunois, emboldened by his success, even

compelled the Duke of Bedford to raise the siege of

Lagni.

But, far beyond these petty advantages, every day
demonstrated that the unnatural alliance of the Duke of

Burgundy with England against his own sovereign was
hastening to an end. Nothing but the duke's resentment
against Charles for the murder of his father could have
led him to this alliance ; and nothing but the de-

cided ascendancy of the English could have retained

him. in it. That ascendancy was evidently shaken

;

the English influence was on the wane ; the spirit of

the French people was rising in bolder form against it

;

and Charles, who seemed at length to acquii-e a politic

character, made earnest overtures to the duke for re-

conciliation. Charles did not hesitate to express his

deep regret for the death of the duke's father. His
envoys pleaded his youth at the time—the overgrown
power of those about him—his inability to guide or pre-

vent their actions. He made the most solemn assurances

that that bas3 deed had been planned wholly without his

knowledge, and was regarded by him with disgust and
abhorrence. In proof of his sincerity it was shown that

he had dismissed and banished the bloody perpetrator of

the deed, Tannegui du Chastel, and all his accomplices,

and he offered to make every atonement in his power.

The humiliations and distresses to which Charles had
long been subjected had gratified the revenge of Bur-
gundy, and he was now sufficiently cool to perceive as

clearly as any one that nothing in reality could be more
fatal to his interests than the union of France and Eng-
land under one crown. The English had already given

him more than one cause of offence ; he did not forget

that Bedford had refused to surrender the government
of the Duchy of Orleans to him when it had been given

him by the English council. And now, while Charles

was assiduously courting him, and he was in this tone of

mind, Bedford unluckily added fresh and deep cause of

resentment.

Ann of Burgundy, Duchess of Bedford, sister of Philip,

died at Paris, in November, 1432. Here was snapped

a bond of union which, by the judicious endeavours of the

duchess, had proved a strong one. In two months after

her death, Bedford, who could not plead the impetuosity

or thoughtlessness of youth, married Jaquetta of Luxem-
bourg, a vassal of Burgundy, and that without giving

the slightest announcement of his intention to the duke.

Burgundy felt the proceeding a dueot insult to the

memory of his sister, and probably Bedford was quite as

conscious of the fact, and, therefore, had omitted to com-
municate his intention to Philip. Philip expressed his

resentment in no measured terms, and Bedford retorted

with equal indignation. There were numerous indi-

viduals at the Burgundian court ready to fan the flame of

dissension. The Count of Eichemont and the Duke of

Brittany had long been striving to carry over Philip to

the French side. The Duke of Bourbon, who had also

married a sister of Philip, threw his weight most joyfully

into the scale.

The Cardinal of Winchester, who, whatever his feuds

with Gloucester, had long been giving the most prudent

counsel, in the exhausted state of tlie finances of both

countries, to attempt a, peace, now saw with consterna-

tion this quarrel, which threatened to throw Burgundy

into the arms of Chai-les, and thus augment immensely

the difficulties of England. He hastened to interpose

his good offices, and prevailed upon the two incensed

princes to consent to a meeting at St. Omer But here
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the old proverb of bringing a horse to water was seen

in its full force. Each duke expected that the other

should make the first visit. Bedford stood upon his

being the sou, brother, and uncle to a king, and Philip

upon the greatness of his own independent dominions.

Neither would condescend to make the first move, and

they parted with onl}- increased bitterness. Bedford, in

this case, permitted his pride to sway him from his usual

prudence, and, though he did not live long, it was long

enough to causa him deeply to repent his folly.

The Duke of Burgundy was now quite prepared to

reconcile himself to Charles. A point of honour only

stood in the way, and diplomacy is never at a loss to get

rid of such little obstacles. By the treaty of Troyes he

was solemnly sworn never to make peace with Charles

without consent of the English. To surmount this

difficulty either by establishing an actual peace between

the three parties, or by so far putting the English in the

wrong as to justify in the eyes of the world a peace with-

out it, it was suggested by his brothers-in-law, Riohe-

mont and Bourbon, to endeavour to get up a congress

under the mediation of the Pope, as the common friend

and father of all Christiau princes. Eugenius IV. set

himself with alacrity to effect this desirable but difficult

work, and prevailed so far as to have a grand congress

summoned to meet at Arras, in August, 1435.

To give effect to tbis assembly, care was taken to render

it the most illustrious convocation of princes and diplo-

matists which Europe had yet seen. The Pontiff sent as

his representative the Cardinal of Santa Croce ; the

Council of BasU, then sitting, also delegated the Cardinal

of Cyprus. The Duke of Burgundy, one of the most

powerful, and by far the most magnificent prince of the

age, came attended by all the nobility o^ his states.

Beaufort, Cardinal of Winchester, represented his rela-

tive, the King of England, attended by twenty-sis nobles,

half English and half French. Charles VII. appointed

as his plenipotentiaries the Duke of Bourbon and the

Constable Richemont, who were attended by twenty-nine

peers and ministers. Besides these there came envoys

from Norway, Denmark, Poland, and Sicily, from many
of the German and Italian states, and from the cities of

Flanders, and of the Hanseatic League.

If the object was to exhibit the hauteur and unreason-

ableness of England rather than that of showing the

enormous difficulties in the way, the stratagem fully

succeeded. All Europe, almost, was brought together

with much cost and with much parade to note the result,

and the feeling would, of consequence, be proportionate.

This brilliant gathering of princes and delegates opened

their proceedings by a series of fetes, tournaments, and

galas ; but eveu in these the good understanding between

the French and Burgundians was so undisguised as to

augur no favourable termination of the affairs which

biought the congress together. The conference was

opened in the Abbey of St. Vaast by the Cardinal of

Santa Croce, with the usual lamentations over the horrors

of war, and eulogies on the blessings of peace. But

when the propositions on both sides came to be laid

before the assembly they were found to be wide as the

poles asunder. The French plenipotentiaries offered to

code Guienno and Normandy to the English, but subject

to all the conditions of homage and vassalage. The

English, who were not disposed to abate a jot their
demands of independent possession of all the lands they
now hold in France, were so indignant at what they con -

sidered the arrogance of this proposal, that they abruptly
refused to submit any counter-proposition of their own,
but rose and left the assembly. On this there was
a general outcry against the intolerable pride and un-
reasonableness of the Euglish. The fact was, that the
two cardinals, who came openly as mediators, wore in
reality the decided partisans of France and Burgundy.
Every means was now used to represent the conduct
of the English in the most odious light, and a draft of a
treaty ready prepared between Burgundy and France
was openly produced, considered, and signed on the 21st

of September. The English had already left Arras on
the 6th.

No sooner was the ratification of this treaty made
known, than universal rejoicings took place all over
France and Burgundy. On the other hand, the English
loaded the Duke of Burgundy with the bitterest re-

proaches, as a perjured violator of the treaty of Troyes.

In Loudon the indignation of the people was so intense

that they fell on the Flemings, a numerous body of

traders there, because they were subjects of Philip, and
cruelly abused and murdered some of them. When
Philip sent, pro forma, a herald to London to announce
this treaty, and to apologise for his abandonment of that

of Troyes, the council received him with great marks of

indignity, and, in studied insult, assigned him his lodgings

at a shoemaker's. These violent proceedings were as un-

worthy of a groat country as they were propitious to the

cause of Burgundy. His breach of a .solemn treaty was
notorious ; these outrages went to justify him. He had
felt the odium of his own movement so much as to obtain

from the cardinals, in full assembly of the congress, a
solemn absolution from all his oaths to the English. So

notorious had been the repeated perjuries of almost all

concerned in that new alliance, that the Lord of Lannoy,

when it came to his turn to swear, exclaimed, " This is

the sixth peace to which I have sworn sinco the com-

mencement of the war. The others are all broken ; but

as for this, whatever others do, I declare before God I will

observe it."

Charles, on his part, had been compelled not only to

implore Philip's forgiveness of the murder of his father,

but to surrender to Burgundy all the towns of Picardy

lying between the Somme and the Low Countries, with

other territories, to be held for life without fealty or

homage. The sacrifices of honour and domain had been

enough between the parties to lay the foundation for

future heart-burnings, had the English but acted with

tolerable policy ; but their violent conduct tended to draw

off a too scrutinising glance from the new allies, and to

cement their union. To add to the mischief, Bedford died

at Rouen immediately after receiving the news of thia

disastrous treaty. Bedford had, in the main, been an able

and prudent manager of the English affau-s in Franco, but

he had not been a successful one. Circumstances had

fought against him. Tho distractions of the council at

home, and the consequent diminution of his i-esources,

had crippled him. The strange apparition of the Maid of

Orleans had set at defiance all human counsels. His

horrible execution of that innocent and most meritorious
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damsel had sullied his reputation for humanity, and his

haughty conduct to the Duke of Burgundy had equally

injured the estimation of his political wisdom. The sudden

lending of that old tie, and the power with which it in-

vested France, probably hastened, as it undoubtedly

darkened, his end. He was buried on the right hand of

the high altar of the Cathedi'al of Rouen, where his grave

yet meets the eye of the English traveller ; and the repu-

tation which he won amongst his enemies in France is

evidenced by the reply of Louis XL, who was entreated

to remove hia bones from so honoui'able a sepulchre :
—" I

wiU not war with the remains of a prince who was once a

match for j'our fathers and mine ; and who, were he now
living, would make the proudest of us tremble. Let his

ashes rest in peace, and may the Almighty have mercy on

his soul !

"

Three days after the signing of the treaty of Arras, died

also Isabella of Bavaria, one of the :nost infamous women
who ever figured in history. The deed which united her

old ally Bui'gundy with her own son, whom she hated

with a most unnatural hatred, was to her the crowning

point of her deserved misfortunes. She left a memory
equally abhorred by French and English.

The affairs of England in France demanded the utmost

promptitude and addi'ess, but this important moment was

wasted through the violence of the factions of Gloucester

and Beaufort. The cardinal endeavoured to secui-e the

aijpointment of his nephew Edmund Beaufort, afterwards

Duke of Somerset, as regent of France ; but the Duke of

Gloucester insisted on the choice of Richard, Duke of

York, who was finally adopted ; but not till six months

of most invaluable time had been wasted. Before his ar-

rival the French had profited by the delay to recover

Meulon, Pontoise, and other places on the Seine. Riche-

mont had been active in Normandy, exciting the people to

revolt, and Dieppe was surprised. The Duke of Burgundy

—though his subjects, who had much commerce with

England, were averse to a war with that country, and the

people of Picardy, who had been made over to him, were

in rebellion—still was actively preparing for an attack on

Calais. Paris had thrown off the English j'oke. The

Parisians had alwaj's been attached to the Duke of Bur-

gundy, and equally ready to renew their allegiance to

Chaiies. In the night they opened the gates to Lisle Adam
and the Count Dunois ; threw chains across the streets to

prevent the entrance of the English ; and the Lord

WiUoughby, fii-st retreating with his gariison to tho

Bastile, then made terms to evacuate the city.

The turn which was given to affairs immediately on the

arrival of the Duke of York showed what might have

been done by a more prompt occupation of his post.

The Duke landed in Normandy with 8,000 men. He
soon reduced the towns which had revolted or surrendered

to the enemy. Talbot defeated a considerable army near

Eouen ; ho retook Pontoise in the midst of a fall of snow

by dressing a body of men in white, and concealing them

in a ditch. He then advanced to Paris, and carried de-

solation to its very walls, but failed to take it.

Meanwhile, the Duke of Burgundy had invested Calais.

The Duke of Gloucester, with a fleet of 500 sail, and

carrying lo.OOO men, set out to raise the siege, and

landed at Calais on the 2nd of August, 1436. Philip

dJi not wait for thi.'i armv ; ho hastilv abandoned tho

siege, or rather his troops — a wretched rabble of

militia from Ghent, Bruges, Ypres, and other Flemisli

towns—abandoned him. They had fought too much with
the English to venture to fight against them, and, at the

first approach of Gloucester, they ran in a wild panic.

The contagion became general, and the whole armj',

men-at-arms, archers, everj'thing, 30,000 in number,
decamped with such precipitation as t) leave behind them
all their artillery, ammunition, and baggage. The Count
of Richemont, the Constable of Fiance, who had come to

witness the recovery of Calais from the English, was
borne away in the rueful flight, to his infinite chagrin.

Gloucester, who arrived four days after this disgraceful

retreat, made instant pursuit, sending messengers to

Philip to beg him to stop, as he had promised, and mea-
sure lances with him ; but the humbled duke made no
halt. The English now rushed furiously into Flanders,

plundering town and country, the soldiers making a rich

booty, and Gloucester pa3-ing the duke off the old tcores

incurred by his conduct to Gloucester's quondam wife,

Jacqueline of Holland.

Ou the 3rd of January, 1437, died Queen Catherine, the

widow of Henry V. Soon after the death of Catherine's

illustrious husband she retired to an obscurity which was
scarcely broken during the remaining fifteen years of her

life. She had fixed her affections on a handsome yeoman
of the guard, Owen Tudor, a Welshman. This fortunate

fellow, who thus became tho father of a race of England's

kings, was originally, it is believed, a common soldier.

His father had been one of the followers of Owen Glen-

dower, and he himself was at Azincourt with Henry V.,

where, for his bravery in repelling the fiery charge of the

Duke of Alen(;on, Henry made him one of the squires of

his body. It was in this post, keeping guard at Windsor

when Catherine retired there with the infant Henry VI.,

that he attracted the queen's attention. Spite of his

humble origin and condition—for he could not then be

worth forty pounds a year, or he must have taken

up his knighthood—Catherine, the proud daughter of

the kings of France, did not disdain to bestow upon

him her favour, and eventually her hand. This mar-

riage was, of course, concealed with all possible care. So
completely was this tho case, that no proof of it whatever

exists, or has been discovered ; not even the research of

Henry VII., her grandson, with all his boast of royal

descent, could obtain it. Yet no doubt whatever seems

to have existed of tho reality of the marriage. Gloucester,

the protector, was highly incensed at this act of Catherine,

regarding it as a disgrace to the royal family. It appears

clearly that, thoug'n he was aware that the husband of

Catherine was a plebeian, he was not aware of his identity,

for Tudor continued to reside with the queen till about

six months previous to her death.

Tudor and Catherine had four children—a daughter,

who died in infancy, and three sons. These sons wer&

torn from her at the instigation of Gloucester ; and th&

queen was forced to seek refuge in the abbey of Bor-

mondsey. After the queen's death, which occurred when

she was only thirty-six, and in consequence, it is sup-

posed, of the persecutions and troubles which her mar-

riage brought upon her, Tudor was seized and imprisoned

in Newgate, but escaped into Wales ; he was again dis-

honourably seized by Gloucester, notwitlistanding a safe-
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conduct from the king, and thrown into the dungeon of

SVallingford Castle. Thence he was remanded again to

Kewgate, whence he once more escaped. He was ad-

mitted to some small favour by Henry VI., and made

keeper of his parks in Denbigh, Wales ; and was linally

taken, fighting against him, by Edward IV., and be-

headed in the market-place of Hereford. Such is the

history of the oiigin of the royal line of Tudor, corrupted

aom Theodore, the original family name.

The three sons of Owen Tudor and Catherine were

acknowledged and ennobled by Henry VI. The eldest,

Edmund, was made Earl of Richmond, married to Mar-

garet Beaufort, the heiress of the house of Somerset, and

took precedence of aU peers. He died at the early age

of twenty, yet left one infant son, afterwards Henry VII.

The second son of Catherine, Jasper Tudor, was created

Earl of Pembroke. The third son became a monk of

Westminster.

In France the English still continued to wage a various

war, but not sufficiently bi-illiant to give interest to a

detailed account of it. In 1437 Philip of Burgundy again

ventured abroad, and laid siege to Crotoy, at the mouth

of the Somme. Talbot marched from Normandy with a

Bmall army of 4,000 men. Reaching St. Velery over

uight, the next morning they plunged into the ford of

Blanche-taque, so well known since Edward III. crossed

it at Cre(;y, and attacked its besiegers, who hastily drew

ofif to Abbeville. Talbot ravaged the country roixnd, and

returned into Nonnandy laden with spoil.

In May of this year the Duke of York was recalled,

and was succeeded by Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick, who
achieved nothing remarkable, and died at Rouen in less

than two years. During his government both England

and France were exempt from war, but ravaged by famine

and pestilence.

In 1439 the Count of Richemont, the Constable of

France, recovered the city of Meaux from Talbot ; and

Talbot, on his part, accompanied by the Earl of Somerset,

besieged Hai-fleur, and took it after a difficult siege.

Talbot was, in fact, at this time, the brave supporter of

the English power in France. Two years after this time

he raised the siege of Pontoise, which was invested by an

army of 12,000 men; but all his valour could not pre-

serve it. In 1442 and 1443 there were some advantages

gained by the French in Guienne, and these were

counterpoised by greater successes of the English in

Maine, Picardy, and Anjou. Both parties were weary of

the war, yet neither would recede from its high claims.

The Pope from time to time urged the combatants, as

Christians, to lay aside their animosities, and make peace;

and to this desirable object Isabella, Duchess of Bur-

gundy, a descendant of John of Gaunt, lent her per-

suasions, and succeeded, by the co-operation of Cardinal

Beaufort, in obtaining a cessation of hostilities for an
indefinite period. The Duke of Orleans, after a captivity

of twenty-five years, was now liberated on condition of

paying a ransom of 200,000 crowns by fixed instalments.

Returning to France, he added his endeavours to those of

the advocates for peace, and a truce was at length signed

on the 2Sth of May, 1444, for two years, and by subse-

quent treaties it was prolonged till April, 1450. It was
high time that some respite was given to the wretched

people of France, who for ao many years had borne the

brunt of these deadly contests. Franco, almost from end
to end, was become a scene which defies all description,

and almost all imagination. Cardinal Beaufort said that

more perished in these wars than there wore now in

the two kingdoms. The late famine and plague had de-

populated France still further ; and the wasted country

was infested by bands of thieves, vagabonds, cut-throats

of every description, chieUy deserted soldiers, who com-
mitted the most horrible crimes.

Henry of England was now in his twenty-fourth year.

His character was that of a mild, kind-hearted, and pious

youth, but weak; and, like all weak princes, prone to

surround himself with favourites. From all the accounts

that have reached us it is clear that, as a private man, he
would have been a good and happy one ; as a king, he was
destined to become the dupe of some stronger mind, and
the victim of faction. During the whole of his minority,

his two powerful kinsmen, the Duke of Gloucester and
Cardinal Beaufort, had kept up round the throne a

fierce contest for pre-eminence. Gloucester was warm-
tempered but generous, and greatly beloved by the people,

who called him the "good Duke Humphrey." He id

said to have been better educated than most princes of his

time, to have been fond of men of talent, and to have

founded one of the first public Hbraries in England. The
cardinal was a man of a more calculating and poUtie

temperament. He was well known to be cherishing th»

hope of grasping the pontifical tiara. Each of these

nobles was in daily strife for the possession of the king's

person, and, through it, for the chief power in the realm.

The duke was a great advocate for the vigorous prosecu-

tion of the war, and pleased the people by advocating au

ascendancy over the French. Beaufort was as earnest for

peace, and thence his popularity with the Church on the

Continent. This feud was brought to a climax in 143£>

by the debate on the question of the release of the Duke
of Orleans. Gloucester opposed it on the groxmd that

his brother, Heniy V., had left it as a solemn command
that none of the captives of Azincourt should ever b»
ransomed. Beaufort advocated it on the plea that Orleans

woiild use his influence in France for peace. Beaufort

prevailed, and Gloucester, in chagrin, delivered to the

king a list of heavy political charges against the cardinal.

Things were at this pass when a charge of sorcery and

high treason was got up against the Duchess of Gloucester.

It will be recollected that the Duke had married Eleanor

Cobham, the daughter of Lord Reginald Cobham, who
had been his mistress. Though he had thus made her

his wife, her enemies never forgot the circumstances of

the duchess's prior situation. It was kept alive as a

source of mortification to the duke. Instead of her

legitimate title, they persisted in calling her Dame Eleanor

Cobham. She is represented as a bold, ambitious, dis-

solute, and avaricious woman. That is the portraiture

drawn by her enemies, and they did not stop there. The

last attack of the duke on the cardinal, which aimed at

once, as it seemed, at his life and honour, roused the

crafty churchman to a deadly scheme of revenge. He
called in that ecclesiastical machinery which in those

days could so readily be brought to bear on an object of

aversion. He is represented as having spies in the house-

hold of Gloucester, who kept strict watch on all proceed-

ings, and who reported to him that the duchess had
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private meetiugs with one Eoger Bolingbroke, a priest,

who was a reputed necromancer, and with Marjory

dourdemain, the celebrated witch of Eye. On this fact

Beaufort resolved to found a charge which should strike

the most cruel blow possible at the domestic peace and

honom- of Gloucester.

The fact was that Bolingbroke was the duke's chaplain,

a man of great science, and especially addicted to astro-

nomy, and its then common accompaniment, astrology,

with the casting of nativities and the like. The duke

was extremely fond of the society of learned men, and

held frequent discourse with his chaplain on the sciences

then popular. Suddenly, and immediately following his

accusation of the cardinal, he foiind his wife, to whom
ho was greatly attached, accused of high treason, "for

that she, by sorcery and enchantment, intended to destroy

the king, to the intent to advance and to promote her

husband to the crown." Bolingbroke was arrested, and

being accused of necromancy, he was exhibited on a

platform in St. Paul's Churchyard, with the instruments

of his art, for he is declared by a writer of the time to

have been the most celebrated astronomer and necro-

mancer in the world. He was dressed in a wondrous

robe, supposed to be that in which he practised his art,

bearing in his right hand a sword, and in his left a

sceptre, and seated on a chair on the four corners of

which were fixed four swords, and on the points of the

swords four images of copper.

On the arrest of Bolingbroke the Duchess of Gloucester,

aware of the real direction of the intended blow, took

refuge in the sanctuary at Westminster. There she was
brought face to face with Bolingbroke, who is made to

say that it was at her instigation that he first applied to

the study of magic—a very improbable circumstance, the

more natural one being that his knowledge of astrology

had tempted the duchess to make dangerous inquii-ies.

The inquiries appeared to'be these : Henry was a weakly

youth, and Gloucester was the next heir to the crown,

and she had a woman's curiosity to learn whether the

stars could tell the relative terms of the king's and

Gloucester's lives, and the consequent prospect of the

envied and maligned Dame Eleanor Cobham wearing a

crown.

Beside the duchess and Bolingbroke, there were ar-

rested as accompKces, Southwell, a canon of St. Paul's,

Hum, a priest, and Marjory Jourdemain, the witch. The

duchess was examined in St. Stephen's Chapel, West-

minster, by the Archbishop of Canterbury, and charged

with having obtained love-philters to secure the affection

of her husband. But a much more horrible and absurd

charge was that she had procured from Southwell and
Bolingbroke a wax figui'e, which was so moulded by art,

that when placed before the fire, as it melted away, the

flesh of the king would melt away also, his marrow
diy up, and his health fade. Eight-and-twenty such

charges were preferred against Dame Eleanor and her

companions, some of which she is said to have admitted,

but the majority and the worst to have denied ; and on
such ridiculous pleas she was condemned on three days

of the week to walk bareheaded, and bearing a lighted

taper in her hand, through the streets of London, and
afterwards to be confined for life in the Isle of Man, in

the custody of Sir John Stanley. The unfortunate men

of science were condemned to be hanged, drawn, and
quartered at Tyburn. Bolingbroke sutfered the sentence,

stoutly protesting his innocence , Southwell died in

prison ; and Hum received a royal pardon. Marjory
Jourdemain was burnt as a witch in Smithfield.

As for the duchess, the people, who attributed the

whole of this atrocious proceeding to the cardinal and
the other enemies of the duke, instead of insulting her
in her penance, followed her with deep sympathy and
respect, and only the more attached themselves to the

duke as the victim of so ruthless a conspiracy. Gloucester

himself, prostrated, as it were, by this stunning blow,

said little, let it take its course, and brooded over it in

secret grief.

At this crisis the marriage of the king was resolved

upon. Each party put forth all its energy to secui-e such

a partner as should be likely to incline to its interests,

for if the queen should be a woman of ability, she would,

with the king's peculiar character, be certain to establish

a permanent influence over him ; and this circumstance

would decide for ever the long contest between them.

Gloucester recommended a daughter of the Count of

Armagnac, on the ground that Armagnac was the enemy
of Charles VII., and, in alliance with England, would add
greatly to the strength of the province of Guienne. But
no sooner did the proposal reach the ears of Charles than,

to prevent so disastrous an occurrence, he invaded the

territory of the count, and made him and his family

prisoners. The Beaufort party now pressed on their

advantage, and strongly represented the benefits to be

hoped from the choice of Margaret of Anjou, the daughter

of Bene, titular King of Sicily and Jerusalem, and Duke
of Anjou, Maine, and Bar. Margaret had a great repu-

tation for beauty and talent. She was said to be one of

the most superior women of the age, and besides this,

she was cousin to the Queen of France, greatly admired

by Charles himself, and generally resident at his court.

It was urged that in these circumstances lay the chief

hope of an adjustment of the conflicting claims of the two
kingdoms and of a substantial peace.

The people from the first marked their dislike of the

alliance. They were not fond of French princesses, and

Gloucester, who always represented the popular idea,

opposed it with all his eloquence. But the Beaufort party

carried it against him. The prime mover of the scheme

was William da la Pole, the Earl of Sufiblk. He was

a sworn partisan of Beaufort, with Somerset and

Buckingham. He had been residing at the French court,.

was in high favour there, and there were not wanting

rumoms of a too familiar intimacy betwixt himself and.

the proposed queen. Strongly seconded by the Beaufort

party in opposition to Gloucester, he was commissioned to.

negotiate this marriage ; and to give him absolute and.

irresponsible power in the matter, a most singular and

unusual guarantee was given by the King, and approved

by Parliament, against any future penalties for his pro-

ceedings in the matter. Armed with this dangerous and.

suspicious document, Suffolk hastened to France, met the

Duke of Orleans at Tours, and concluded a truce, during

which the question of the marriage might be discussed,

and which, if the issue were successful, might terminate

in a peace.

The conduct of Suffolk throughout the negotiation w&si
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such as made it obvious that lie had not secured a previous

iademnity for nothing. The father of Margaret, though

titular King of Sicily and Jerusalem, was in reality a

pauper. He did not possess a single foot of land in the

countries over which his royal title extended. Maine and

Anjou, his hereditary dukedoms, were in the hands of the

'English. Under these circumstances, the most that coiild

of King Eene ali-oady exerted over Suffolk, could iiavo

induced him to perpetrate such a deed. This condition
appears to have been kept in the background as long
as possible. Whether Beaufort had been a party to

this disgraceful measure, or whether he was duped himself
by Suffolk, does not appear. lie was now an old man of

eighty, and since his signal vengeance on Gloucester, by

Queen Margaret, From a Tapestry in St. JInry's Hall, Coventry.

be expected was that England should be willing to receive

the princess without a dower. But Suffolk not only

waived any claim of dower, but resigned, as a condition of

the marriage, the duchies of Maine and Anjou to Margaret's

father. This was a direct act of high treason. These

duchies were the very keys of Normandy, and their cession

highly endangered all the English possessions in France.

Nothing but the most consummate folly, or, what was
more probable, the blinding influence which the daughter

the disgrace and punishment of his wife, had retired t&

his diocese, as if apprehensive that there might como a

repayment of the injury from Gloucester or his staunch

admirers, the people.

Suffolk for his success in this negotiation was created

a marquis , ho man-ied Margaret as proxy for Henry at

Nanci on the 2Sth of October. 1444. Jousts and tourna-

ments were celebrated by the French court in its joy over

this event, from which it expected no ordinary advau-
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tages. Suffolk does not appear to have been in any haste

to return to England with the fair bride; for, though con-

tracted in October, they remained in France all the

winter, and only landed at Porchester on the 8th of April,

1445. Great ceremony had been made by the French

court on Margaret's departure. The king himself, with

a splendid retinue, accompanied her some miles on her

way from the city, and separated from her in tears. Her
father continued with her to Bar-le-Duc.

On the '22ud of April she was married in Titohfield Abbey
to Henry ; and on the 30th of May she was ciowned with

much splendour at Westminster, and very soon showed

that she was prepai'ed to exercise to the full her royal

authority. The king, charmed with her beauty and

address, resigned himself a willing creature into her

hands. She formed an immediate and close intimacy with

the Beaufort party; her constant counsellors were Somer-

set, Buckingham, and Suffolk. Suffolk appeared to the

people much more the husband of Margaret than Hem-y.

One of the first acts of the queen's party was to procure

a repeal of the Act of Henry V., that no peace should

be made with Fi'ance without the consent of the thi-ee

estates of Parliament. They obtained ample supplies, and

from both Houses the most profuse thanks to Suffolk for

his services in accomplishing this happy union.

The people meantime looked on with grumbling dis-

trust. They told Gloucester that they knew he would have

obtained them a better queen. But Gloucester saw that a

power hostile to him was now in the ascendant. He had

struggled against this match so long as it was of use. He
had even represented to Henry during its progress that the

Count of Armagnac was once more at liberty, and that

nothing now prevented his marriage with his daughter, to

whom he was, in fact, affianced. All those things had

been duly communicated to Margaret by Gloucester's

enemies, who siu'rounded her; and he was marked for the

summary vengeance of that woman, whose soul concealed

a fount of haughty passion, pride, and vindictiveness

which was ere long to justify the expressive epithet,

" the wolf of France," which Shakespeare bestowed upon

her.

Probably Gloucester was becsme well aware of this, for

he now carefully avoided any public opposition. He went

so far as to join in Parliament in expressing approval of

Suffolk's management of the marriage treaty ; and he was

one of the first to pay his respects to the queen on landing

by meeting her at Blackheath with 500 men in livery,

and conducting her to his palace at Greenwich, where a

banquet awaited her. But the rival party, in conjunction

with their new ally, the queen, who could never forgive

Gloucester his endeavours to prevent her mounting the

throne of England, did not abate their enmity any more

on account of Gloucester's quiescence. The cardinal came

forth again, and took the lead in the councils. He paid

the most marked and flattering court to the queen. He
was enormously wealthy, and the king was as notoriously

poor. Beaufort supplied the needy court with money

;

and through the medium of the queen now held the most

undisputed power over the king.

All things now concurred to favour a blow which should

at once gratify the malice of the queen, the cardinal, and

the whole party. By some means they contrived to infuse

uitu the miud of Henry a suspicion of the loyalty of his

uncle Gloucester. Probably they might extend to him
the charges which they had made to tell so fatally already

against his duchess, of a design to make away with the
king and usurp the throne. Perhaps the repeated in-

stances in which Gloucester had brought forward the

Duke of York, in opposition to the cardinal's party, might
be made the instrument of theii' vengeance. The Duke of

York was the claimant of the throne in right of the Earl

of Marohe, a right superior to the usurped claim of the

present hne, and which he afterwards asserted. What-
ever the cause, or the combination of causes, the destruc-

tion of Gloucester was determined. Heniy summoned a
Parliament to meet, not, as usual, at Westminster, but at

Bury St. Edmunds, in Suffolk, where the conspirators

would be in the midst of the favourite's retainers. The
measui-es which were adopted were ominous of some
serious design. The knights of the shire were ordered to

come in arms. The king was conveyed to the town under

strong escort, and the men of Suffolk were placed in

numerous bodies round the royal lodgings. All the

avenues to the town were guarded dui-ing the night by
pickets of soldiers.

The Duke of Gloucester, clearly suspecting no harm,

went from his castle of Devizes to the opening of the

Parliament, where everything was conducted with the

usual form, and nothing took place at all calculated to

excite suspicion. But the next day, the 11th of February,

1447, the Lord Beaumont, Constable of England, attended

by the Duke of Buckingham, and several of the peers of

Suffolk's party, arrested Gloucester, seizing, at the same

time, aU his attendants, and consigning them to different

prisons. The Suffolk party now openly avowed that

Gloucester had formed a scheme to kill the king, to usurp

the throne, liberate his duchess, and make her queen.

The story was too palpably improbable to receive the

slightest credence ; it was therefore dropped, and Glou-

cester remained seventeen days in prison, awaiting hia

trial.

When summoned, at length, to attend the council, he

was found dead in his bed, to the great horror of the king,

who was obviously unprepared for such a catastrophe.

The body was exposed to the view of the Parhament and

the people, to convince them that there had been no

violence used. There were no marks of violence, indeed,

upon it ; but this had no weight with the people, who

recollected that such had been the case in the mysteriously

sudden deaths of Edward 11. , Richard n., and of the

former unfortunate Duke of Gloucester, who had, imder

precisely simOar circumstances, perished in the prison of

Calais in Eichard ll.'s time. This case was the fac-simUe

of that ; when the prisoner, before in perfect health, was

called for by the king, he was found to be dead. Nothing,

therefore, could convince the incensed people that their

favourite had died natui-ally, and theii- undisguised suspi-

cion fell on the cardinal, the queen, and Suffolk. One

historian only of the time, Whethamstede, Abbot of St.

Albans, has avowed his belief that the duke died from

natm-al causes, and great weight has been given to his

opinion, because he was attached to the duko, and loud in

his abuse of his enemies. It is, however, but one opinion

against a host ; and all the circumstances tend to support

the popular belief that Gloucester was murdered, though

with great cunning and skill.
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Nothing contributed more to confirm tliis belief in the

puOlic than the unseemly haste with which Suffolk and

^he queen rushed to seize on the estates and substance of

Gloucester, who died without an heir. His duchess was

declared incapable of claiming as the duke's widow on

account of "her former misgovernment of herself;'' and

the ample territories of the duke were distributed amongst

the creatures of Suffolk. The friends and partisans of

Gloucester loudly denounced this shameless proceeding,

and never ceased their efforts from year to year till they

obtained from Parliament a full declaration of his inno-

cence. Meantime, a number of the attendants of Glou-

cester were brought to trial by Suffolk, who now was all

in all at court, on the charge of plotting the release of

the Duchess of Gloucester and the murder of the king, in

order to set upon the throne the duke their master. They
were condemned to be hanged ; but after being tied up,

they were immediately cut down again ; and before the

executioner could quarter them as customary in cases of

treason, Suffolk produced the king's pardon, and the

miserable hall-dead men were allowed to recover. Such

barbarity, so far from being regarded as mercy by the

people, only added to the horror of these transactions.

The Cardinal Beaufort only survived his great rival six

weeks. Eveiy reader recalls the celebrated death-scone of

this ambitious prelate as described by Shakespeare—King
Henry at his bedside, exclaiming

—

*' Lord cardinal, if tboa think'st on bcaveu's bliss

Hold lip thy band; make signiil of tby hope.

—

Ho dies, and makes no sign ! O God, forgive bim !

"

The situation and invocation are undoubtedly those of the

poet ; but they are founded on the wide-spread belief at

the time that Beaufort had the blood of Gloucester on his

soul. Whether he deserved it or not, he had the odium

of it ; and though Eoman Catholic writers have laudably

endeavoured to vindicate his memory, yet Hall, the

chronicler, assures ua that his chaplain, John Baker, re-

ported that on his deathbed he lamented that money
could not purchase life, and that death should overtake

him, now that, Gloucester being dead, he might still hope

for the papal tiara. So far as concerned the disposition of

his wealth, it was noble, being chiefly devoted to public

and charitable purposes. He left £4,000—equal to £40,000

now—for the relief of poor prisoners in London. Ho gave

£2,000 to two colleges founded by the king at Eton and
Cambridge ; and the rest founded the hospital of St. Cross

at AVinchester, now of immense value. He was buried in

th« cathedral of Winchester, in the beautiful chanti-y

which still elicits so much admiration ft'om the beholder.

The article in the marriage treaty of the queen, which

stipulated for the cession of Anjou and Maine, had been

kept as secret as possible during the life of the cardinal

;

but circumstances now rendered it impossible to keep it

longer in the background. The coiu't of France insisted

on their sirrrender. When these demands could be no

longer resisted—for Charles prepared to invade the pro-

vinces—an order under the hand of the king was sent to

Sir Francis Surienne, the Governor of Mans, commanding
him to surrender the place to Charles of Anjou. Surienne

refused to retii-e, and the Count Dimois invested the city.

Surienne was then compelled to surrender, and the Bishop

of Chichester was dispatched from England to give up

the whole province, with t^o exception of Fresnoi. It

was stated, however, that the King of England did not
cede his right to the sovereignty of those states, but
merely their enjoyment by the father and uncle of hia

wife for their natural lives ; and it was promised that tho

grantees of the English crown should receive from Franco
a sum of money equal to ten j-ears' value of tho landa

they lost.

Tho consequences were very speedily seen. Maine was
filled with French troops, and tho Duko of Somerset, tho

regent, announced to the council that tho three estates of

Normandy, encouraged by this change, had refused all

supplies, and that unless immediate and effectual assist-

ance were afforded from England, these provinces would
all be lost. To make matters worse, Surienne, who had
reluctantly surrendered Mans, and was refused by Somer-
set admittance into Normandy, as a dangerous and in-

subordinate officer, marched into Brittany, seized tho

town of Fougcros, repaired tho fortifications of Pontorson

and St. James de Beuvron, and levied subsistence on tho

whole province at will. Tho Duko of Brittany complained

to Charles; Charles demanded prompt damages to the

amount of 1,000,000 crowns, and instead of truce, which

had been concluded for two years, tho whole war was
opened again.

These transactions occasioned a violent outbreak at

home. Tho Earl of Suffolk was vehemently denounced by

the people as a traitor, for the wanton surrender of Maine
and Anjou to tho French. Suffolk was compelled to de-

mand to bo brought face to faco with his accusers before

the king and council. The demand was granted. Both

parties were heard, and, as might have been expected,

Suffolk, tho favourite of both king and queen, was not

only acquitted of all blame, but pronounced to have done

effectual service to tho state, and all cavillers were silenced

by tho throat of forfeiture of all offices and privileges

which they held under the crown.

The English exchequer was empty, and Charles of

Franco, aware not only of that, but of the miserable

feebleness of the Government, put forth all his energies to

profit by the opportunity. A striking change seemed to

have come over him with the advance of years. As if the

wondrous Maid of Orleans had left some of her spirit with

him, he now exerted himself, with great industry and

sagacity, to repair the evils which so long had afflicted his

country. He attacked the corruption of the courts and

magistracy ; he rigorously reformed the discipline of tho

army ; he set himself to restore order and vigour into tho

finances ; ho repressed with a bold hand the factions

which had so long raged at court ; and he took every

means of reviving tho arts and protecting and encouraging

agriculture. It was with astonishment that those who had

seen France a few years before now beheld the prosperity

which was springing up, and the sti-ength which was be-

coming visible.

The Duke of Somerset found himself destitute of money,

for the Government at home was poor, and the people

discontented ; and Charles, putting himself at the head of

his troops, fell upon Normandy, while tho Duke of

Brittany, the Duko of Alenfon, and tho Count Dunois,

marched upon it simultaneously from different points.

Wherever the French commanders appeared, the people

threw open their gates, showing on which side theii

hearts lay. Verneuil, Nogent, Chateau-Gaillard, Pontoau
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do Mer, Giaors, Mantes, Vernon, Axgcntin, Lisieus,

Pecaanp, Coutancos, Belesmo, and Pont do I'Arclie fell

witli astonishing rapidity into their hands. The Duke
of Somerset, so far from possessing an army capable of

taking the field, had not even enough to man the garri-

sons, or provisions to support them ; to such a condition

had fouds and mismanagement at home reduced the

English aflairs on the Continent.

The duke threw himself into Eouen, his sole trust there

being in timely relief from England. He quickly found

himself surrounded by an army 50,000 strong, led by the

king himself. The spirit of revolt was not less active

there than in other towns. A number of the citizens,

pretending to be desii'ous to £iid in the defence, were per-

mitted '.I mount guard on the walls, which they at once

betrayed into the hands of the French. The valour of

Lord Talbot rescued them from that danger, but it was
only to delay for awhile the surrender. Somerset capitu-

lated on tho 4th of November, 1449, consenting to pay

56,000 francs, and to give up Arques, Tancarville, Cau-

debec, Honfleui-, and other places in High Normandy,

and deliver Talbot as one of the hostages, thus depriving

the English of the only general capable of rescuing them

from theii" present dilemma. Harfleur made a stouter

defence under Sir Thomas Curson, the governor, but was
eventually cempelled to yield to Dunois.

The indignation of the people in England at these

alarming reverses compelled Suffolk to send some forces

to Normandy, but in no proportion to the need. Sir

Thomas Kyriel landed at Cherboui'g with about 3,000

men, and, collecting about as many more, advanced

towards Caen, to which the regent Somerset had retreated.

But he was met on the way, near Foui-migni, by the

Earl of Clermont. He gave battle with the ancient con-

fidence in the superior valour of his coijntrymen, but

after a severe contest of three hours, he was attacked by
a second army, under Eichemont, the constable, which
took bim in the flank and rear. The numbers were now
utterly overwhelming, independent of the freshness of

the new troops, and the surprise. Some of his ranks

broke and fled, and others remained fighting hardily till

they were cut down or made prisoners. The exultation

of the French over this victory was excessive. It was the

fu'st which they had won for two generations in the open
field, and they spread the tidings all over France with an
alacrity which told like lightning. The moral eSect was
immense. It was clear that the prediction of the in-

spired maid was di'awing near its fulfilment ; the

English were about to be driven out of France. The
terror which had surrounded them—a shadow of death
and dismay—was now gone. Avranches, Bayeux, and
Valogne immediately opened their gates ; the regent was
besieged in Caen, and compelled to sun-ender. Cher-
bourg alone remained ; that was soon after taken, and
within twelve months the whole of the beautiful country

of Normandy, which had been won by the valour of

Henry V., with its seven bishoprics and hundi-ed fortified

towns, was lost to England for ever.

Charles VII., encouraged by his success, inspired with
over augmenting confidence by the marvellous turn which
iitlairs had taken, no longer appeared the same prince

who, before the days of the Maid of Orleans, wasted his

years in indolence and vice, suiTOunded himself by the

worst and most ferocious of men, drove from him the able,

and disgusted the wise ; ho was now prompt, active, far-

seeing, and indefatigable ia knitting up tho national

forces, physical and moral, into an irresistible potency.

No sooner was Normandy his own than he turned vigor-

ously upon Guienne, a province far more EngUsh in its

people and its feelings ; a region which had belonged to

England from the days of its heiress, Eleanor of Aqui-
taine, and Henry II. But tho present miserable con-

dition of England, where a factious nobility were quar-

reUiug, seeking each others' destruction, instead of the

good of the nation, and where a feeble king was gvided by
a self-willed and un-English queen, gave the people of

Guienne no hope of effectual aid in their struggio. Tho
mass of tho inhabitants was discouraged, and the nobles,

fearing to forfeit their estates by opposition to the French

invaders, were prepared to submit on the first arrival of

tho enemy. Charles sent on before him the brave and
expex-ienced Count Dunois and the Count Penthifevre;

and immediately after tho submission of NormJindj' ha
followed with a large army. There was no opposition

from the castles, the nobles came over to him at once ;

and the towns only held out till they had stipulated for

their charters and privileges. Charles promised every-

thing, and the gates flew open. The English, no longer

tho proud and insolent race of the days of the Black

Prince, retired before the advancing French, and took

refuge in Bordeaux. The enemy was not long in fol'

lowing. Castillon, St. EmiHon, Libourne, Eions, were
successively carried by assault, and now the armies of

France were swarming round the walls of Bordeaux,

that large and flourishing city, which had witnessed

such festive and military magnificence in the proud

days of the Edwards, and over whose towers the flag

of England had waved for three hundred years. Here
the last remains of the ancient lion spirit blazed up.

The English commander assembled the troops which had
collected thither from the various quarters of the evacu-

ated country, and followed by the mayor and 10,000

citizens, who dreaded the fiscal impositions of the rapa-

cious French court, made a determined sally on the

enemy. But they were gallantly received. The Siem-

d'Orval with his cavahy charged fiu-iously upon the un-

disciplined citizens, who gave way, and carried confusion

through the whole body of the soldiery. There was a

tei-rible slaughter, the French made a gi-eat number of

prisoners, and the English were glad to make good their

retreat into the city. There, however, they held out till

the advancing winter compelled the enemy to di'aw ofi".

At any other period the winter would have been seized

upon by the English Government to send out a suflScient

army to recover the lost honour of the nation. Bordeaux

would, in the days of the Edwards or the last Henry,

have been glutted with troops and stores. There would

have been a spirit burning through the whole British

army, with the ardour of a furnace, to wipe off' past dis-

grace, and snatch fresh honours ; but that time and spirit

were gone. Imbecility sat enthi-oned in London, and tho

reign of England beyond the Channel was over for ever.

The campaign of 1452 was opened with some show of

spirit. The people of GuieuMe, already groaning under

the load of taxation which Charles, consulting his neces-

sity rather than his word, had laid upon them

—

had
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dispatcied a deputation to London, entreating that an
army might he sout to their relief, and offering to renew
their allegiance. The bra^-e Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury,
who had so long fought in Franco, was sent over with

4,000 men, and his son. Lord Lisle, followed with as

many more. Talbot w.as now eighty years of ago, but
full of a spirit and activity which seemed to know no
decay. He very soon recovered Bordelais and Chatillon.

In the spring of 1153 ho opened tho campaign by the

capture of Fronsac, where the French army, under Loheac
and Jalenges, advanced against him, and Count Peuthievro

invested Chatillon. Hastening to relieve that town, Talbot

fell upon the French lines very early in the morning, and
created such confusion that he ordered a general assault

on the camp, the entrenchments of which were lined

with 300 pieces of cannon. Wliile dashing forward on
this formidable battery, his troops were attacked in the

rear by another body of French which came up. Talbot

had his horse killed under him. His leg was broken in

the fall, and he was dispatched with a spear as he lay on

the ground. His son fell in the vain endeavour to rescue

his father; and the army, on learning the death of its

commander, dispersed in every direction. A thousand

men, who had already penetrated into the camp, were

made prisoners.

Charles, who now arrived, took the command of his

victorious army, and led it to the gates of Bordeaux.

That city, with Fronsac and Bayonne, still held out ; but

famine at length compelled them to sirrrender. Bayonne
•was the last to 5'ield, but the Count Gaston de Fois be-

sieging it with a large army of Basques and Bearnese, it

was compelled to open its gates. And thus, in tho autumn
of 1453, closed all the English dreams of empire in France,

and the possession of the last fragments of the tei'ritorics

•which came to us with the Norman conquest, except

Calais, and a strip of marshy land around it. In that

dream of a century what oceans of blood have been

spilled, what crimes and horrors perpetrated ! And that

was the finale ? The predictions of Joan of Arc and of

Henry V. had received their full and distinct accomplish-

ment, that in a very few years the English would be

driven out of France, and that Henry of Windsor should

lose all that his father had acqmred. This loss, however,

great as it was, was only the beginning of losses to Henry;

ho had yet to lose everything.

It is not to be supposed that this disgraceful teiToinatlon

of our French dominion, this melancholy antithesis to the

^ories of Cregy and Azincourt, were borne with indif-

ference by the people of England. With Bedford and

Talbot the military genius of the nation seemed to have

disappeared. Somerset, who was ambitious of ruling at

homo, had shown in his character of Eegent of France

only a faculty for sitting stiU in fortified towns, so long

as the enemy was not very urgent to drive him out. At
the head of the Government now stood Suffolk and the

queen ; and, while their administration afforded no sup-

port to our commanders abroad, their folly and despotism

at home incensed the whole nation. As loss after loss was

proclaimed, Che public exasperation had increased. The
cession of Maine and Anjou had excited the deepest in-

dignation; but when month after month had brought

only news of the invasion of Normandy and the loss of

town after town, the whole population appeared stung to

madness. Every one was indignantly deploring tho fallou

glory of England, and demanding vengeance on tho
minister who had so traitorously relinquished tho first firm

hold on our French possessions. Suffolk was denounced
as the queen's minion, as a man who was so besotted by
the chai ms of a foreign woman as to sacrifice for his plea-*

sure, and to her relations, our fairest inheritance. On his

head they plied, not only his fair share of those transac-
tions, but tho full odium of the release of the Duke of
Orleans, contrarj- to the solemn injunction of the sagacious

Henry V. ; the murder of the popular Duke of Gloucester;

the deplorable emptiness of the state coffers, and all tho
consequent defeats and disasters.

To calm the public mind and to take measures for the
defence of Normandy, a Pailiament was summoned, but
scarcely did it meet when the news of the fall of Bouen
arrived, adding fresh fury to the popular wrath, and con-

fusion to the counsels of tho Government. Stormy debates

and altercations continued in Parliament for six weeks,

whilst succour should have been dispatched to our army
in Normandy. T\'lien at length Sir Thomas Kyriel was
sent with a small force to relieve Somerset, it was, as we
have seen, only to be defeated and dispersed on its very

first landing. In the midst of the ever-growing iiTitation

of the people, and the bitterness of tho opposition from

these causes, tho Duke of Suffolk was accused of an
attempt to cut off his most formidable enemies by actual

assassination. A notorious outlaw, William Tailbois, was
discovered lurking near the door of the council chamber,

accompanied by several armed ruffians. Lord Cromwell,

the leader of tho opposition in Parliament and in the

council, accused Tailbois of an intention to murder him>

and the man was committed to tho Tower, and condemned
to pay a fine of £3,000 to Lord Cromwell. Suffolk most
unwisely defended Tailbois to tho utmost of his power,

and thus, in public opinion, identified himself with him in

the attempt.

Soon after, the Bishop of Chichester, keeper of the privy

seal, who had been employed to complete the surrender of

Maine to the Fi'ench, was sent to Portsmouth to pay the

soldiers and sailors about to embark for Guienne their

then stipulated amount. No sooner did tho people hear

his name than, crying, " That is the traitor who delivered

Maine to the French !
" they rose en masse, and seized

him. In appealing to them to spare his life, he was re-

ported to have bade the populace reflect that it was not

he, but Suffolk, who had sold that province to France

;

that ho himself was but the humble instrument employed

to personally deliver what ho had no power to keep ; that

it was Suffolk who was tho traitor, and that ho haa
boasted that he was as powerful in the French as in the

English Government.

This explanation did not save the prelate's life, but it

raised the fury of the people to tho culminating point

against Suffolk. They now, in their undiscriminating

resentment, not only accused him of what was justly

attributable to him, but of all sorts of impossible crimes.

Ho was not only represented as insolent and rapacious,

being the open paramour of the queen, and thus keeping

the king as a mero puppet in his hands ; as having not

only murdered Gloucester and seized his possessions ; but

as having obtained exorbitant grants fi'om the crown,

embezzled the public money, perverted justice, screened
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notorious offenders, supported iniquitous causes, and
tilled the offices of stato with his vilest creatures. The
powerful party which prosecuted the revenge of Glou-

cester's injuries, and now allied itself to the ambitious

Duke of Tork, were the more numerously backed by the

nobility, who regarded Suffolk with envy, as a man who,
being but the grandson of a merchant, had risen over their

heads, and made himself all but monarch.

This universal clamour against him compelled him to

rise in his place immediately on the opening of Parliament,

and endeavour to defend himself. He alluded to the

report, industriously circulated, that he intended to marry
his son to a daughter of Somerset, and through that

alliance to aspire to the crown. He treated the rumour

bishop of Canterbury, who had shown himself a servile

partisan of Suffolk, and presided at the scandalous ti'ial of

Gloucester's wife, surrendered the seals of the chancellor-

ship in trepidation.

In the course of the trial the Commons appear to hava
grown sensible of the futility of the bulk of these charges

against the favourite, and a month after its commence-
ment concentrated the force of their complaints on the

waste and embezzlement of the public revenue, and the

odious means to which he had resorted for its replenish-

ment. This was an accusation which would be echoed by
every class and person almost in the nation. It was a

very sore subject indeed. During the minority of the

king, the rapacity of the courtiers bad been, as usual in

Tho Tower of Loudon.

as most ridiculous, as no doubt it was, reminding the

House of the deaths of his father and throe brothers in tho

service of the country, at Azincourt, Jargeau, &c., and
of his own long and severe service there. But his ajipeal

had no other result than to induce the Commons to de-

mand that, as on his own showing he lay under suspicions

of treason, he should bo impeached and committed to the

Tower, in order to his trial. They asserted that he had
invited the King of France to come over and make him-
self master of this country, and had furnished the castle

of WaUingford with stores and provisions for the pui'pose

of aiding him.

Probably Suffolk had made some such preparation in

anticipation of some popular outbreak—an event which ere

long took place ; but tho idea of his deliberate betrayal of

his country to France was too absurd for anything bvit a

party cry. It did its work, however. On that ludicrous

charge ho was committed to tho Tower; and tho Arch-

such cases, unbounded. Tho kiug's uncles had been

utterly helpless to restrain it. It had crippled the resources

for the war, and consequently led to its opprobrious ter-

mination. The royal demesnes were dissipated, and thoro

was a debt against tho king of £372,000, equal to nearly

£4,000,000 of present money. This the Parliament pro-

tested that it neither could nor would pay. The conse-

quence of this bankruptcy of the crown was, that all the

old horrors and outrages of purveyance, in direct breach

ofMagna Charta, had been renewed. The country groaned

under a system of universal robbery, which the public

endured with an impatience and an outcry which menaced

revolution; and all these offences were now, as is wont

in such impeachments, heaped on the devoted head of

Suffolk.

AVhen Suffolk was called on for his defence, ho fell on

his kneoa before tho king, and solemnly asserted his

innocence. Ho declared that, as to the suiTcnder of
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Maine and Anjou, ttat was not simply Hs act, but that

of the -whole council. He spread the majority of the

charges in this manner over the -whole ministry ; the rest

he denied, and appealed to the peers around him for their

knowledge of the fact that, so far from marrying his son

to a daughter of Somerset, ho -was affianced to a daughter

of Warwick.

Whatever was the amount of Suffolk's guilt, the people

were resolved to listen to one penalty alone, that of his

death ; and to prevent him falling under the judgment of

Parliament, the king, or rather the queen, acting in his

name, adopted a bold and startling expedient. He
announced to him, through the lord chancellor, that, as

he had not claimed to bo tried by his peers, the king

would exercise his prerogative, and holding him neither

guilty nor innocent of the treasons with which he had

been charged, would and did banish him from the king-

dom for five years, on the second impeachment, for waste

of the revenues. The House of Lords, astonished, at this

invasion of their prerogative to try those of their o-wn

body, immediately protested that this act of the king

should form no precedent in bar of their privileges

hereafter. With this the peers contented themselves

in their corporate capacity, as Bome historians have

suggested, from a secret compromise between the two

parties.

But the ferment out of doors was terrible. The people

looked upon the whole as a trick of the court to screen

the favourite, and defraud them of the satisfaction of wit-

nessing his just punishment. There was a buzz of indig-

nation from one end of the kingdom to the other. The

most inflammatory placards were stuck on the doors of

the churches, and the death of the duke was openly sworn.

Two thousand people were assembled in St. GUes's to seize

him on his discharge ; but the intended victim escaped,

for that time, the vengeance of the mob falling on his

retainers. He got down to his estates in Suffolk, and

after assembling the knights and squires of his neighbour-

hood, and before them swearing on the sacrament that he

was innocent of the crimes laid to his charge, and writing

a letter to his son which Lingard, the historian, says it is

difficult to read without being convinced of his truthful-

ness, he embarked at Ipswich in a small vessel for Calais.

But his enemies had resolved that he should not thus

escape them. The Nicholas of the Tower, one of the

largest ships of the navy, bore down upon him on his

passage, and ordered him to come on board. He was

received by the captain as he stepped on deck -with the

ominous salutation, "Welcome, traitor !" Two nights he

was kept on board this vessel, while his capture was

announced on shore, and further instructions awaited.

It was clear, from a ship of the navy being used, that

persons of no common influence were arrayed against him

;

and after a mock trial by the sailors, he was conducted

to near Dover, where a small boat camo alongside with a

block, a rusty sword, and an executioner. The duke was

lowered into the boat, and there beheaded in a bungling

and barbarous manner. His remains were laid on the

sands near Dover, and there guarded by the sheriff of

Kent, till the king commanded them to be delivered to his

widow, who was no other than the granddaughter of

Chaucer, the poet. She deposited the body in the colle-

giate church' of Wingfield, in Suffolk.

CHAPTER LXXIII.

Jack Cade's Inawrvection—The French recover Giiienne—Buke of York
takes up Araia—Swears Fealty to the Kiug—The French Provinces

lost— Birth of Prince Edward—Commencement of the Wars of the

Roses -Battle of St. Alhans—Battle of Blore Hefith—Yorkists dis-

persed at Ludiford—Battle of Northampton—Tlie King taken

—

Queen invades England—Battle of Wakefield—Cruelties of the

Queen's Followers— Battle of Mortimer's Cross—Second Battle of

St. Albaus—The King recovered—Eetreat of the Queen—Accessiou

of Edward IV.

This exti'aordinary death of Suffolk excited the utmost

consternation at court. The king and queen were plunged

into the deepest grief. They saw that a powerful pai-ty

was engaged in thus defeating their attempt to rescue

Suffolk from his enemies by a slight term of exile ; and

they strongly suspected that the Duke of York, though

personally absent in his Government of Ireland, was at

the bottom of it. It was more than suspected that he

entertained serious designs of profiting by the feebleness

and unpopularity of the Government to assert his claims

to the crown. This ought to have raade the king and

queeu especially circumspect, but, on the contrarj', the

king announced his resolve to punish the people of Kent

for the murder of Suffolk, which had been perpetrated on

their coast. The queen was furious iu her vows of ven-

geance. These unwise demonstrations incurred the anger

of the people, and especially irritated the inhabitants of

Kent. To add to the popular discontent, Somerset, who
had lost by his imbecility the French territories, was made

minister in the place of Suffolk, and invested with all the

favour of the court. The people in several counties

threatened to rise and reform the Government ; and the

opportunity was seized by a bold adventurer of the name
of John Cade, an Irishman, to attempt a revolution. He
selected Kent as the quarter more pre-eminently in a

state of excitement against the court, and proclaiming

himself to be John Mortimer, of the royal line of Mortimer,

and cousin to the Duke of York, he gave himself out to be

the son of Sir John Mortimer, who, on a charge of high

treason, had been executed in the beginning of this

reign, without any trial or evidence. The lenity which

Henry V. had always shown to the Mortimers, dangerous

as was their position near the throne, having un-

questionably a superior title to his own, had not been

imitated by Bedford and Gloucester, the infant king's

uncles, and their neglect of the foims of a regular trial

had only strengthened the opinions of the people as to the

Mortimer rights. No sooner, therefore, did this adventurer

assume this popular name, than the people, burning with

the anger of the hour against the present unlucky dynasty,

flocked, to the amount of 20,000, to his standard, and ad-

vanced to Blackheath. Emissaries were sent into London

to stii- up the people there, and induce thorn to open their

gates and join the movement. As the Goyernment, taken

by surprise, was destitute of the necessary troops on the

spot to repel so formidable a body of insurgents, it put on

the same air of moderation which Richard II. had done in

Tyler's rebellion, and many messages passed between the

king and the pretended Mortimer, or, as he also called

himself, John Amend-all.

In reply to the king's inquiry as to the cause of this

assembly. Cade sent in "The Complaints of the Commons

of Kent, and the Causes of the Assembly on Blackheath."

These documents were most ably and artfully drawn.
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They profossod tho most affoctionato attachment to the

kino^, anil demanded tho redress of what were universally

known to bo real and enormous grievances. They were
those under which the whole kingdom was and had been

long smarting, tho loss of tho territories in Franco, and
the loss of the national honour with them, through tho

treason and mal-administration of tho ministers; the

usurpation of the crown lands by the greedy coui-tiers,

and tho consequent shifting of the royal expenditure to

the shoulders of the people, with the scandals, offences,

and robberies of purveyance. They asserted that the

people of Kent had been especially extortioned and ill-

used by the sheriffs and tax-gatherers, and that the free

elections of their knights of the shire had been prevented.

They declared, moreover, that corrupt men were employed

at court, and the princes of the blood and honest men kept

out of power.

Government undertook to examine into those causes of

complaint, and promised an answer ; but tho people soon

were aware that this was only a pretence to gain time,

and that the answer would bo presented at the point of

the sword. Jack Cade, therefore, sent out what he called

" The Bequests of the Captain of the Great Assembly

in Kent." These requests wero based directly on the

previous complaints, and were that the king should renew

the grants of the crown, and so enable himself to live on
his own income, without fleecing the people ; that he

should dismiss all the corrupt councillors, all the false

progeny of the Duke of Suffolk, and take into his service

his right trusty cousins and noble peers, the Duke of

York, now banished to Ireland, the Dukes of Exeter,

Buckingham, and Norfolk. This looked assuredly as if

those who drew up those able papers for Cade were in the

dii'ect interest of the York party, and the more so as it

went on to denounce the false ti-aitors who had compassed

the death of that excellent prince the Duke of Gloucester,

of their holy father the cardinal, and who had so shame-

fully caused tho loss of Maine, Anjou, Normandy, and all

our lands in France. The assumed murder of the cardinal,

who had died almost in public, and surrounded by the

ceremonies of the Church, was too ridiculous, and was
probably thrown in to hide the actual party at work. The

requests then demanded summary execution on the detested

collectors and extortioners, Cromer, Lisle, Este, and Sleg.

The court had now a force ready equal to that of the

insurgents, and sent it under Sir Humphrey Stafford to

answer the requests by cannon and matchlock. Cado re-

treated to Sevenoaks, where, taking advantage of Stafford's

too hasty pursuit, with only part of his forces, he fell upon
his troops, put them to flight, killed Stafford himself, and

arraying himself in his armour, advanced again to his

former position upon Blackheath.

This unexpected success threw the court into a panic.

The soldiers who had gone to Sevenoaks had gone unwil-

lingly; and those left on Blackheath now declared that

thoy knew not why they should fight their fellow-country-

men for only asking redress of undoubted grievances.

Tho nobles, who were at heart adverse to the present

ministers, found this quite reasonable, and the court was
obliged to assume an air of concession. The Lord Say,

who had been one of Suffolk's most obsequious instru-

ments, and was regarded by the people as a pirime agent

iu the making oyer Maine and Anjou, was sent to the

Tower as a propitiation, with some inferior officers. Tho
king was advised to disband his army, and roliro to

Keuilworth; and Lord Scales, with a thousand men,

undertook to defend tho Tower. Cado advanced from

Blackheath, took possession of Southwark, and demanded
entrance into the city of London.

The lord mayor summoned a council, iu v.hich tho pro-

posal was debated ; and it was concluded to ofler no
resistance. On the 3rd of Julv Cado marched over tho

bridge, and took up his quarters in the heart of tho

capital. Ho took the precaution to cut the ropes of tho

drawbridgo with his sword as ho passed, to prevent his

being caught, as in a trap; and, maintaining strict

discipline amongst his followers, he led them back into

the Borough in the evening. The next day he reappeared

in the same circumspect and orderly manner ; and, com-
polUug tho lord mayor and tho judges to sit in GuUdhall,

ho brought Lord Say before them, and arraigned him ou
a charge of high treason. Say demanded to be tried by
his peers ; but he was hui'ried away to tho standard in

Cheapside, and beheaded. His son-in-law, Cromer, sheiiff

of Kent, was served in tho same manner. The Duchess

of Suffolk, tho Bishop of Salisbury, Thomas Daniel, and

otliers, were accused of tho like high crimes, but, luckily,

wero not to be found. Tho bishop had already fallen by
his own tenants at Eddington, in Leicestershire.

On tho third day Cado's followers plundered some of

the houses of tho citizens ; and the Londoners, calling

in Lord Scales with his 1,000 men to aid them, re-

solved that Cade should be prevented again entering tho

city. Cade received notice of this from some of his

partisans, and rushed to the bridge in the night to secure

it. He found it already in the possession of the citizens.

There was a bloody battle, which lasted for six horns,

when the insurgents drew off, and left the Londoners

masters of the bridge.

On receiving this news, the Archbishops of Canterbury

and York, who were in the Tower, determined to ti-y the

i-use which had succeeded with the followers of Wat Tyler.

They therefore sent the Bishop of Winchester to promise

redress of grievances, and a full pai'don under the great

seal, for every one who should at once return to their'

homes. After some demui-, the terms were gratefully

accepted ; Cade himself embraced the offered grace, ac-

cording to tho subsequent proclamation against him, dated

the loth of July ; but quickly repenting of his credulity,

he once more unfurled his banner, and found a number
of the men ready to rejoin it. This mere remnant of

the instrrgent host, however, was utterly incapable of

effecting anything against the city ; they retired to Dept-

ford, and thence to Eochester, hoping to gather a fiesh

army. But tho people had now cooled ; the rioters began

to divide their plunder and to quarrel over it ; and Cade,

seeing all was lost, and fearing that he should be seized

for the reward of 1,000 marks ofl'ered for his head, fled on

horseback towards Lewes. Disguising himBolf, he lurked

about in secret places, till, being discovered in a garden at

Hoyfield, in Kent, by Alexander Iden, a county gentle-

man, ho was, after a short battle, killed by Iden, and his

body carried to London.

That ths party of tho Duke of Yoik had some concern

in this movement, the Government not only suspected,

but some of the followers of Cado, when brought to oxecu-
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tion, are said to have confessed. But much stronger

evidence of the fact is, that there Tvas an immediate

rumour that the duke himself was preparing to pass over

to England. The court immediately issued orders, in the

king's name, to forbid his coming, and to oppose any

armed attempt on his part. The duke defeated this scheme

by coming -without any retinue whatever, trusting to the

good-will of the people. His confidence in thus coming

at once to the very court, put the Government, which had

Bhown such suspicion ot liim, completely in the Wrong ia

the eye of the public ; and advantage was taken of this by
his partisans in all quarters to extol his open, honourable

conduct, and to represent not only his superior right, but

the benefit to the nation of removing an imbecile usurper,

and a false, French-hearted queen who had brought such

disgrace and trouble on the country, and placing on the

throne an able and popular prince.

Wo are now on the eve of that great contest for the

possession of the crown, which figures so eminently in our

history as the Wars of the Eoses ; and it is important at

the outset to make clear to ourselves what are the real

grounds of the quarrel, and where lies the justice of the

case. The usurpation of Henry IV., productive of very

bloody consequences at the time, had nearly been forgotten

through the brilliant successes of his son, Henry V. ; but

still the heirs of the true line, according to the doctrine of

lineal descent, were in existence. The Mortimers, Earls

of lilarchc, had been spared by the usurping family ; and

Richard, Duke of York, was now the representative of

that line. To understand clearly how the Mortimers, and

from them Eichard, Duke of York, took precedence of

Henry VI., according to lineal descent, we must recollect

that Henry IV. was the son of John of Gaunt, who was

the fom-th son of Edward III. On the deposition of

Eichard II., who was the son of the Black Prince, the eldest

son of Edward III., there was living the Earl*of Marche,

the grandson of Lionel, the third son of Edward III., who

had clearly the right to precede Henry. This right had

been, moreover, recognised by Parliament. But Henry

of Lancaster, disregarding this claim, seized on the crown

by force, yet took no care to destroy the true claimant.

j
In course of time, the Duke of York, who was paternally

I

descended from Edward Langley, the youngest son of
' Edward III., was also maternally the lineal descendant of

Lionel, the thii-d son through the daughter and heiress of

Mortimer, the Earl of Marche. By this descent he preceded

the descendants of Henry IV. , and was by right of heir-

I

ship the undoubted claimant of the crown.

I
The Marches had shown no disposition whatever to

\ exert that right, and that had proved their safety. They

;had been for several centuries a particularly modest and

I unambitious race; and so long as the descendants of

Henry IV. had proved able or popular monarohs, their

claims would have lain in abeyance. But they were never

forgotten ; and now that the imbecility and long minority

of Henry VI. had created strong factions, and disgusted

the people, this claim was zealously revived. Henry IV.

had, as we showed under his reign, one real and in-

defeasible claim to the throne, that of the election of the

people, had ho chosen to accept it ; but this he proudly

rejected, and took his stand on his lineal descent from

Edward III., where the heirs of his uncle Lionel had

entirely the advantage of him.

The people who had favom-ed, and would have adopted
Henry IV., had now become alienated from the house of

Lancaster, through the incapacity of the present king.

Through that they had lost the whole of their ancient

possessions, as well as their conquests in France. Nothing
remained but heavy taxation and national exhaustion, as

the consequence of all the wars in that kingdom. In this

respect the very glory of Henry V. became the ruin of his

son. While the people complained of their poverty and
oppression in consequence of those wars, they were doubly

harassed by the factious quarrels of the king's relatives.

They had attached themselves to the Duke of Gloucester,

and he had been murdered in consequence of these factions,

and, as was generally believed, at the instigation of the

queen. Queen Margaret, indeed, completed the aUenation

of the people from the House of Lancaster. She was not

only French, a nation now in the worst odour with the

people of England, but through her they had lost Maine
and Anjou, the beginning of all their losses. Coming
into the kingdom, not oulj' without any fortune, but under
thesf unlucky circumstances, she took no pains to con-

ciliate the popular good-will. She was haughty, ambitious,

and extremely vindictive. She made herself the mortal

enemy of the " good Duke of Gloucester," and had the

credit of compassing his death. She allied herself suc-

cessively with the Dukes of Suffolk and of Somerset,

noblemen not only of the most determined hostility to

Gloucester, but especially connected with tho loss of

France. She had vowed vengeance against the Londoners
and tho men of Kent for their share in the unpopularity

of her favourites, and the death of Suffolk ; and was re-

ported to be at once unfaithful to the king, and bent on

ruling, through him, on principles of despotism which
were foreign to all English ideas.

These circumstances now drew the hearts of tho people

as strongly towards the Duke of York as they had for-

merly been attracted to the house of Lancaster. They
began to regard him with interest as a person whose
rights to the thron« had been unjustly overlooked. He
was a man who seemed to possess much of the modest

and amiable character of the Marches. He had been re-

called from France, where he was ably conducting himself,

as was believed, by tho influence of the queen, and sent as

governor into Ireland, as a sort of honourable banish-

ment. But, though treated in a manner calculated to

provoke him, he had retained tho unassuming moderation

of his demeanour. Ho had 5'et made no public pretensions

to the crown, and, though circumstances seemed to invite

him, showed no haste to seize it. There were many cir-

cumstances, indeed, which tended to make all parties

hesitate to proceed to extremities. Though the queen

was highly unpopular, Henry himself, though weak, was
so amiable, pious and just, that the public, though groan-

ing under the consequences of his weakness, yet retained

much affection for him. There were also numbers of

nobles of great influence who had benefited by the long

minority of tho king, and who, though they disliked the

queen's party, were afraid of being called on, in case

another dynasty was established, to yield up the valuable

grants they had obtained.

Thus the kingdom was divided into three parties : those

who took part with Somerset and the queen, those who
inclined to the Duke of York, and those who, having
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benefited by the long reign of corruption, were afraid of

any change, and endeavoured to hold the balance betwixt

the extreme p.u'tiea. Almost all the nobles of the North

of England were zealous supporters of the house of Lan-

caster, and with them went the Earl of Westmoreland,

the head of the house of Neville, though the Earls of

Salisbury and Warwick, his relations, were the chief

champions of the cause of York. With the Duke of

Somerset also followed, in support of the crown, Henry
Holland, Duke of Exeter, Stafford, Duke of Buckingham,

the Earl of Shrewsbury, and the Lords Clifford, Dudley,

Scales, Audley, and other noblemen. With the Duke of

York, besides the principal Earls of Saitsbury and War-
wick, went many of tho southern houses.

Such was the state of public feeling and the position of

parties when the insurrection of Cade occurred. The

Duke of York had mado himself additionally popular by

his conduct in Ireland. He had shown great prudence

and ability in suppressing the insurrections of the natives;

and thus made fast friends of all the English who had

connections in that island. No doubt the members of his

own party used every argument to incite the duke to

assert his right to the throne, and thus to free the country

from the dominance of the queen and her favourites. That

it was the general opinion of that time that the Cade con-

spiracy was a direct feeler on the part of the Yorkists, is

clear from Shakespeare, who wrote so much nearer to

that day. He makes York say—

*' I have seduced a headstrong Kentish man,
John Cade of Ashford,

To make commotion, as full weil be can.

Under the title of John Mortimer.*****
This devil here shall be my substitute :

For that John Blortimer, which now is dead.

In face, in gait, in speech he doth resemble.

By this I sh.all perceive the Commons' mind
How they aSect the house and claim of York.

Say he is taken, racked, and tortured :

I know no pain they Can inflict upon him,

"Will make him say I moved him to those crms.

Say that he thrive, as 'tis great like he will

;

"Why, then from Ireland come I with my strength.

And reap that harvest which that rascal sowed."

Accordingly, York appeared upon the scene ; but Cade

had already paid the penalty of his outbreak. On his way
to town, York, passing through Northamptonshire, sent

for AViliam Tresham, the late Speaker of the House of

Commons, who had taken an active part in the prosecu-

tion of Suffolk. But, on his way to the duke, Tresham

was fallen upon by the men of Lord Grey de Euthyn, and

murdered, as was supposed, at the instigation of the queen,

in revenge of her favourite's death. York proceeded to

London, as related, and appeared before the king, where

he demanded of him to summon a Parliament for tho

settlement of the disturbed affairs of the I'calm. Henry
promised, and York meantime retired to his castle of

Fotheringay.

Scarcely had York retired when Somerset arrived from

France, and the queen ard Henry hailed him as a

champion sent in the 'moment of need to sustain the

court party against the power and designs of York. But

Somerset came from the loss of France, and, therefore,

loaded with an awful weight of public odium ; and with

her vindictive disregard of appearances. Queen Margaret

immediately transferred to him all her old predilection for

Suffolk. When the Parliament met, the temper of the

public mind was very soon apparent. Out of doors the

hfo of Somerset was threatened by the mob, and his house

was pillaged. In the Commons, Young, one of tht

representatives of Bristol, moved that, as Henry had no

children, York should bo declared his successor. This

proposal scomed to take the house by surprise, and Young
was committed to the Tower. But a bill was carried to

attaint the memory of tho Duko of Suffolk, and another

to remove from about the king the Duchess of Suffolk,

the Duko of Somerset, and almost all the party in power.

Henry refused to accede to these measures, any further

than promising to order a number of inferior persons from.

the court for twelve months, during which time their

conduct might bo inquii'ed into. On this tho Duchess of

Sufiblk and the other persons indicted of high treason

during the insurrection, demanded to bo hoard in their

defence, and wore acquitted.

The spirit of tho opposite factions ran very high ; tho

party of Somerset accusing that of York of treasonable

designs, and that of York declaring that the court was
plotting to destroy the duke as they had destroyed Glou-

cester. York retired to his castle of Ijudlow, in Shrop-

shire, where he was in the very centre of the Mortimer

interest, and under plea of securing himself against

Somerset, he actively employed himself in raising forces,

at the same time issuing a proclamation of the most

devoted loj'alty, and offering to swear Cealty to tho king

on the sacrament before the Bishop of Eereford and the

Earl of Shrewsbury. The court paid no attention to his

professions, but an army was led by the king against him.

York, instead of awaiting the blow, took another road,

and endeavoured to reach and obtain possession of London

in the king's absence. On approaching the capital, he

received a message that its gates would be shut against

him, and he then turned aside to Dartford, probably

hoping for support from the same population which had

followed Cade. Tho king pursued him, and encamping on

Blackheath, sent the Bishops of Ely and Winchester to

demand why he was in arms. York replied, from no dis-

loyal design, but merely to protect himself fi-om hia

enemies, who sought his ruin. Tho king replied that his

movements had been watched since the murder of the

Bishop of Chichester by men believed to be in his interest,

and still more since his partisans had openly boasted of

his right to the crown ; but that for his own part, he him-

self believed him to be a loyal subject, and his own well-

beloved cousin.

York demanded that all persons "noised or indicted of

treason" should be apprehended, committed to the Tower,

and brought to trial. All this the king, or his advisers,

promised, and as Somerset was one of the persons chiefly

aimed at by York, the king gave an instant order for the

arrest and committal of Somerset, and assured York that

a new council should bo summoned, in which ho himself

should bo included, and all matters decided by a majority.

At these frank promises, York expressed himself entii-ely

satisfied, disbanded his army, and camo bareheaded to

the king's tent. What occurred, however, was by no

means in accordance with the honourable character of the

king, and savoured more of the councils of the queen. No
sooner did York present himself before Henry, and begin

to enter upon the causes of complaint, than Somerset
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stepped from behind a curtain, denied the assertions of

York, and defied him to mortal combat. So flagrant a
breach of faith showed York that he had been betrayed.

He turned to depart in indignant resentment, but he was
informed that he was a prisoner. Somerset was urgent

for his trial and execution, as the only means of securing

the permanent peace of the realm. Henry had a horror

of spilling blood; but in this instance York is said to have
owed his safety rather to the fears of the ministers than
any act of grace of the king, who was probably in no con-

dition of mind to be capable of thinking upon the subject.

There was already a report that York's son, the Earl of

such a state of imbecility, with periods of absolute insanity,
that those who had denied the legitimacy of his mother
Queen Catherine, might weU doubt their opinion; for
Henry's malady appeared precisely that of his reputed
grandfather, Charles VI. of France. Such was his con-
dition, that Parliament would no longer consent to leave
him in the hands of the queen and Somerset. In the
autumn the influence of Parliament compelled the recall

of York to the council; and this, as might have been
expected, was immediately followed by the committal ot

Somerset to the Tower. In February Parliament re-

commenced its sittings, and York appeared as lieutenant

Siege Operations. Fifteenth Century. A French Town taken by t'.o English. From the Fioy.al JIS. 11, E. 4.

Marche, was on the way towards London with a strong

army of Welshmen to liberate his father. This so alarmed
the queen and council that they agreed to set free the

duke, on condition that he swore to be faithful to the

king, which he did at St. Paul's, Henry and his chief

nobility being present. York then retired to his castle of

Wigmore.

In the autumn of 1453 the queen was delivered of a

3on, who was called Edward. There was a great cry in

the country that this was no son of the king—a cry, no
doubt, zealously promoted by the partisans of York—but
it did not prevent the young prince being recognised as

the heir-apparent, and created Prince of Wales, Earl of

Cornwall and Chester. But the king had now fallen into

or commissioner for the king, who was incapable of

opening it in person. It had been the policy of the queen

to keep concealed the real condition of the king, but with

York at the head of affairs, this was no longer possible.

The House of Lords appointed a deputation to wait upon
him at Windsor. The Archbishop of Canterbury, who
was also Lord Chancellor, was dead ; and the Lords seized

upon the occasion as the plea for a personal interview,

according to ancient custom, with the king. Twelve peers

accordingly proceeded to Windsor, and would not return

without seeing the monarch. They found him in such a

state of mental alienation that, though they saw him
three times, they could perceive no mark of attention from
him. They reported him utterly incapable of transacting
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any business; and the Dake of York -was thereupon

appointed protector, with a yearly salary of 2,000 marks.

The Lancastrian party, however, took care to define the

duties and the powers of this office, so as to maintain the

rights of the king. The title of protector was to give no

authority, but merely precedence in the council, and the

command of the army in time of rebellion or invasion.

It was to be revocable at the wiU of the king, should he

at any time recover soundness of mind ; and, in case that

he remained so long incapacita-ted for Government, the

protectorate was to pass to the prince on his coming of

age. The command at sea was entrusted to five noblemen,

chosen from the two parties ; and the Government of

Calais, a most important post, was taken from Somerset,

and given to York.

With all this change, the session of Parliament appears

to have been stormy. The Duke of York had instituted

an action for trespass against Thorpe, the Speaker of the

Commons, and one of the Barons of the Exchecjuer, and

obtained a verdict with damages to the amount of £1,000,

and Thorpe was committed to prison tiU he gave security

for that sum, and an equal fine to the crown. In vain

did the Commons petition for the release of the Speaker.

The Lords refused ; and they were compelled to elect a

new one. Many of the Lords, not feeling themselves safe,

absented themselves from the House, and were only com-

pelled to attend by heavy fines. The Duke of Exeter was

taken into custody, and bound to keep the poace ; and the

Earl of Devonshire, a Yorkist, was accused of high

treason and tried, but acquitted. So strong was the

opposition of the court party, that oven York himself was

compelled to stand up and defend himself.

These angry commotions were but the prelude to a more

decisive act. The king was found something better, and

the fact was instantly seized on by the quoeu and her

party to hurl York from power, and reinstate Somerset.

About Christmas the king demanded f;L'im York the

resignation of the protectorate, and immediately liberated

Somerset. This was not done without Somerset being

at first held to bail for his appearance at Westminster to

answer the charges against him. But he appealed to the

council, on the ground that he had been committed with-

out any lawful cause ; and the court party being now in

the ascendant, he was at once freed from his recognisances.

The king himself appeared anxious to reconcile the two
dukes—a circumstance more convincing of his good nature

than of his sound sense—for it was an impossibility. He
would not restore the Government of Calais to the Duke of

Somerset, but ho took it fi-om York and retained it in his

own hands. York perceived that he had been regularly

defeated by the queen, and he retii'od again to his castle of

Ludlow to plan more serious measures.

The Duke of Norfolk, the Earl of Salisbury and his son,

the celebrated Earl of Warwick, destined to acquire the

name of the King-maker, hastened there .at his summons,
and it was resolved to attempt the suppression of the

court party by force of arms. They were quickly at the

head of 3,000 men, and with these they hoped to surprise

the royalists. But no sooner diil the news of this approach-

ing force reach the court, than the king was carried forth

at the head of a body of troops equal to those of York,
and a march was commenced against liim. The royal

army had roachod St. Albans, and on the morning of the

23rd of May, as it was about to resume its progress, the
hills bordering on the high road were beheld covered with
the troops of York. This army marching under the banners
of the house of York, now for the first time displayed in

resistance to the sovereign, halted in a field near the town,
and sent forward a herald announcing that the three

noblemen were come in .all loyalty and attachment to the
king ; but with a determination to remove the Duke of

Somerset fi-om his councils, and demanding that he and
his pernicious associates should be at once delivered up
to them. The Yorkists declared that they felt tliis to bo
so absolutely necessary, that they were resolved to destroy
those enemies to the peace of the countrj', or to perish

themselves. An answer was returned by or for the king,

"that he would not abandon any of the lords who were
faithful to him, but rather would do battle upon it, at the
peril of life and crown."

It would have appeared that the royal army had a most
decided advantage by being in possession of the town,

which was well fortified, and where a stout resistance

might have been made in the narrow streets; but, spite

of this, the superior spirit of the commanders on the side

of York triumphed over the royalists. York himself

made a desperate attack on the barriers at the entrance of

the town, while Warwick, searching the outskirts of the

place, found, or was directed by some favoui'ing persons

to a weak spot. He made his way across some gardens,

burst into the city, and came upon the royal forces where
he was little ex25ected. Aided by this diversion, York
redoubled his attack on the barriers, and, notwithstanding

their resolute defence bj' Lord Clifford, forced an entrance.

Between the cries of "A York ! a York I " "A Warwick I

a Warwic-lc !" confusion spread amongst the king's forces,

they gave way, and litid out of the town in utti-r rout.

The slaughter among the leaders of the royal army was
terrible. The Duke of Somerset, the Earl of Northumber-
land, and Lord CHflbrd were slain ; the king himself was
wounded in the neck ; the Duke of Buckingham and Lord
Dudley in the face, and the Earl of Stafford in the arm.

All these were arrow wounds, and it was plain that here

again the archers had won the day. The fall or wounds
of the loaders, indeed, settled the business, and saved the

common soldiers; for though HaU reports that 8,000,

Stowe that 5,000 men full, yet Crane, in a letter to his

cousin, John Paston, written at the time, declares that

there were only six-score, and Sir William Stonor states

that only forty-eight were buried in St. Albans.

The king was found concealed in the house of a tanner;

and thei'e York visited him, on his knees renewed his

vows of loyal affection, and congratulated Henry on the

fall of the traitor Somerset. He then led the king to the

shrine of St. Albans, and afterwards to his apartment in

the abbey. It might have been supposed that the fallen

king, being now in the hands of York and his party, the

claims of York to the crown would have been asserted.

But at this time York either had not really determined on

seizing the thi-one, or did not deem the public fully prepared

for so great a change. On the meeting of Parliament it

was repeated that York and his friends sought only to

free the king from the unpopular ministers who sur-

rounded him, and to redress the grievances of the nation.

That part}' complained—with what truth does not appear

—that, on the very morning of the battle, they li.ad sought
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to explain these views and intentions in letters, which the

Duke of Somerset and Thorpe, the lato Speaker of the

Commons, had withhold from his grace. The king ac-

quitted York, Salisbury, and Warwick of all evil intention,

pronounced them good and loyal subjects, granting them
a full pardon. The peers renewed their fealty, and Par-

liament was prorogued till the 12th of November. Thus

the first blood had been drawn at the battle of St. Albans

in these civil wars, and all appeared restored to peace.

But it was a deceitful calm ; rivers of blood were yet to

flow.

Scarcely had Parliament reassembled when it was an-

nounced that the king had relapsed into his former con-

dition. Both Lords and Commons refused to proceed with

business till this matter was ascertained and settled.

The Lords then requested York onco more to resume the

protectorate for the good of the nation ; but this time he

was not to be caught in his former snare. He professed

his insufficiency for the onerous office, and bogged of them
to lay its responsibilities on some more able person. He
was quite safe in this course, for he had now acquired a

majority in the council, and the office of chancellor and

the Governorship of Calais were in the hands of his two

stout friends, Salisbury and Warwick. Of course, the

reply was that no one was so capable or suitable as he

;

and then ho expressed his willingness to accept the pro-

tectorate, but only on condition that its revocation should

not lie in the mere will of the king, but in the king with

the consent of the Lords spiritual and temporal in Parlia-

ment assembled. The Protectorate was to devolve, as

before, on the Prince of Wales, in case the malady of the

king continued so long.

York might think that ho was now secure from the

machinations of the queen, but he was deceived. That

never-resting lady was at the very moment in fuU activity

of preparation for his defeat; and no sooner did Parlia-

ment meet after the Chi-istmas recess than Henry again

presented himself in person, announcing his restoration to

health, and dissolved the protectorate. The Duke of York
resigned his authority with apparent good-wiU. Calais

and the chancellorship passed from Salisbury and War-
wick to the friends of the queen ; the whole Government

was again on its old footing. Two years passed on iu

apparent peace to the nation, but in the most bitter party

warfare at court. The queen and her associates could

never rest while the Duke of York and his friends were

permitted to escape punishment for the lato outbreak.

The relatives of Somerset and the Earl of Northumber-

land, and of the other nobles slain at St. Albans, were

encouraged to demand with eagerness vengeance on the

Yorkists. Both parties surrounded themselves more and

more with armed retainers, and everything portended

fresh acts of bloodshed and discord. The king endeavoured

to avert this by summoning a great council at Coventry

in 1457. There the Duke of Buckingham made a formal

rehearsal of all the offences committed by York and his

party ; at the conclusion of which the peers fell on their

knees and entreated the king to make a declaration that

he would never more show grace to the Duke of York, or

any other person who should oppose the power of the

crown or endanger the peace of the kingdom. To this the

king consented ; and then the Duke of York, Salisbury,

and Warwick renewed their oaths of fealty, and all the

lords bound themselves never for the future to seek redress

by arms, but only from the justice of the sovereign.

At the close of this council, the Duke of York retired

to Wigmore, Salisbury to Middloham, and Warwick to

Calais. It was soon found that, notwithstanding all these

oaths and these royal endeavours, the same animosity was
alive in the two hostile parties, and tho king tried still

farther the hopeless experiment of reconciliation. Ho
prevailed on the leaders to meet him in London. On the

26th of January, 1458, the leaders of the York and Lan-
caster factions appeared in the metropolis, but they came
attended by armed retainers—tho Duke of York with 140

horse, the now Duke of Somerset with 200, and SaUsbury

with 400, besides fourscore knights and esquires. York
and his friends wore admitted into the city, probably as

being more under tho control of tho authorities ; for tho

lord mayor, at the head of 5,000 armed citizens, undertook

to maintain the peace. Tho Lancastrian lords were lodged

in the suburbs. Every day the Yoikists met at the Black-

fi'iars and the Lancastrians at the Whitefriars, and after

communicating with each other, the result was sent

to tlie king, who lay at Borkhamstoad with several of

the judges. The result of their dolibeiations was this

:

—Tho king, as umpire, awarded that the Duke of York,

and the Earls of Salisbury and Warwick, should, withiu

two years, found a chantry for the good of the souls of

the three lords slain in battle at St. Albans ; that both

those who slew and those who wcro slain at that battle

should be reputed faithful subjects ; that the Duke of

York should pay to the dowager Duchess of Somerset and

her children the sum of 5,000, and the Earl of Warwick

to the Lord Clifford 1,000 marks ; and that the Earl of

Salisbury should release to Percy Lord Egremont all the

damages ho had obtained against him for an assault, on

condition that the said Lord Egremont should bind him-

self to keep the peace for ten years.

The next day, March 25th, the king came to town, and

went to St. Paul's in procession, followed by the whole

court, the queen conducted by the Duke of York, and the

lords of each party walking arm-in-arm before them, in

token of perfect reconciliation. But real reconciliation

was as distant as ever. The causes of contention lay too

deep for tho efforts of the simple and well-intentioned

king, or even for the subtlest acts of diplomacy. It was
the settled strife for a crown ; and swords, not oaths,

could alone decide it. The whole show was a mocking

pageant. The slightest spark might any day light up a

flame which would rage through the whole kingdom ; and

in a little more than a month such a spark fell into the

combustible mass. News arrived that a large fleet of

merchantmen from Liibeck had been attacked by Warwick

as it passed down tho Channel, and five sail of them cap-

tured, after a severe contest, and carried into Calais. As
Liibeck was a towii of the Hanseatic League, that powerful

association—which was in amity with England—speedily

sent commissioners to Loudon demanding redress. War-
wick was summoned to appear before tho council ; and,

whilst in attendance, a quarrel arose betwixt his followers

and those of the coui-t. Warwick believed, or feigned

—

to escape out of tho scrape into which he had fallen—that

there was a design upon his life. Ho fled to his father,

SaHsbury, and York, and they resolved that their only

safety lay in arms. There was a story circulated, and
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thoroughly believed, in the Yorkist party, that the queen,

who never forgot or forgave an enemy, kept a register,

written in blood, of all the Yorkist chiefs, and had vowed
never to rest till they -were all exterminated. In fact,

both parties were arrived at that pitch of rancour which

nothing could appease but the blood of their opponents.

The feud -was no longer confined to the nobles and their

immediate retainers ; the leaven of discord had pervaded

tfee whole mass of the nation. The conflicting claims had

been discussed till they had penetrated into every village,

every family, into the convents of the monks, and the

cottages of the poor. One party asserted that the Duke
of York was an injured prince, driven from his hereditary

right by an usurping family, and now sought to be

destro3'ed by them. The other contended that, though

Henry IV. had deposed Eichard II., he had been the

choice of the nation ; that his son had made the name of

England glorious ; and that more than sixty j-ears of

'possession of the crown was itself suflacient warrant for

its retention. That the Duke of York had, over and over

again, sworn eternal fealty to Henry VL, which was in

itself a renunciation of any claim he might previously

possess ; and that, in seeking now to deprive the king of

his throne, he was a perjured and -worthless man. One
jiarty argued that York owed his life to the clemency of

the king; and the other replied that the king equally

owed his to that of York, who had him in his power at

St. Albans.

While the nation was thus heating its blood by these

disputes, the heads of the different factions -were busy

jn-eijaring to meet each other in the field. The three lords

spent the -winter in arousing their partisans. Warwick
called around him at Calais the veterans who had fought

in Normandy and Guienne. On the other hand, the court

distributed in profusion collars of white swans, the badge

of the young prince ; and the friends of the ^ing were

invited by letters, under the privy seal, to meet him in

arms at Leicester. The spring and summer had come and
gone, however, before the rival parties proceeded to actual

extremities. The finances of the court impeded its pro-

ceedings ; and the Yorkist party still averred that it

had no object but its own defence and the rescue of the

Government from traitors.

At length, on the 23rd of September, 1459, the Earl of

Salisbury marched forth fi-om his castle of Middleham, in

Yorkshire, to form a junction with York on the borders

of Wales. Lord Audley, -with a force of 10,000 men, far

exceeding that of Salisbury, sought to intercept his pro-

gress at Blore Heath, in Staffordshire ; but the veteran

Salisbury was too subtle for his antagonist. He pretended

to fly at the sight of such unequal numbers ; and having

thus seduced Audley to pass a deep glen and torrent, he

fell upon his troops when part only were over, and,

thi-owing them into confusion, made a di-eadful slaughter

of them. Some writers contend that Salisbury had only

500 men with him ; but this appears incredible, for they

loft Lord Audley nith 2,000 of his men dead on the field,

and took prisoner Lord Dudley -with many knights and

esquires. The earl pursued his way unmolested to Lud-
low, whore York lay, and where they were joined in a

few days by Warwick with his large reinforcement of

veterans under Sir John Blount and Sir Andrew TroUop.

The king, queen, and lords of their party, had assembled

an army of 60,000 men. With these they advanced to

within half a mile of Ludiford, the camp of York, near

Ludlow, on the 10th of October; and Henry, after all his

experience, had the goodness, or the weakness, once more
to renew his offers of pardon and reconciliation on con-

dition that his opponents should submit within sis days.

York and his colleagues replied that they had no reliance

on his promises, because those about him did not observe

them, and that the Earl of Warwick, trusting to them
last year, nearly lost his life. Yet they still protested

that nothing but their own security caused them to arm,

and that they had determined not to draw the sword

against their- sovereign unless they were compelled. It

was concluded by the royal party to give battle on the

loth, but they found York posted with consummate
military skill. His camp was defended by several bat-

teries of cannon, which played effectively on the royal

ranks as they attempted to advance. The royalists, there-

fore, deferred the engagement till the next morning, and

were relieved from that necessity by Sir Andrew Ti-oUop,

who was marshal of the Yorkist army, going over in the

night with all his Calais auxiliaries to the king. Trollop

had hitherto believed the assurances of the Yorkist

leaders that they sought only Govei-nment redress, and
not subversion of the thi'one; but something had now
opened his eyes, and, as he was a staunch royalist, he

acted accordingly. This event struck terror and confusion

through the Yorkist army. Everj' man was doubtful of

his fellow; the confederate lords made a hastj' retreat

into Wales, whence York and one of his sons passed over

to Ireland, and the rest followed Warwick, who hastened

to Devonshire, and thence escaped again to Calais.

Nothing shows so strikingly the feeble councils of the

royal camp as that these formidable foes should be per-

mitted to decamp without any pursuit. A vigorous blow

now made on the panic-struck enemy might for ever

have rid the king of his mortal antagonists. But Hem-y,

always averse to blood shedding, was no doubt glad of

this unexpected escape from it, and his generals were

weak enough to acquiesce. The court returned to London,

and satisfied themselves with passing an act of attainder

against the Duke and Duchess of York, and their sons

the Earls of Marche and Kutland, against the Earl and

Countess of Salisbury, and their son the Earl of Warwick,

the Lord Clinton, and various knights and esquires. Even
this was painful to the morbidly tender mind of Henry.

He reserved to himself the right to reverse the attainder,

if he thought proper, and refused to permit the confisca-

tion of tho property of Lord Powis, and two others who
had thrown themselves on his clemency.

Meantime the insurgent chiefs, though dispersed, were

not crushed. York had great popularity in Ireland;

Warwick had a strong retreat in Calais. To deprive him
of this, the Duke of Somerset was appointed governor,

and, encouraged by the conduct of the Calais veterans at

Ludiford, set out to drive Warwick from that city. But

he met with a very different reception to that which he

had calculated upon. He was assailed by a severe fii-e

from the batteries, and compelled to stand out. On
making an attempt to reach Calais from Guisnes, he

found himself deserted by his sailors, who cai-ried his

fleet into Calais, and siu-rendei-ed it to their favourite

commander. War-wick stationed a sufBcient force to
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watch Somerset in Guisuos, and, so little did he care for

him, set out with his iloet, and dispersed two successive

armaments sent to the relief of Somerset from the porta

of Kent. When that was done, ho saUod to Dublin, to

concert measures with York, and rotm'ued iu safety to

Calais, having met the high-admiral, the Duke of Exeter,

who at sight of him escaped into Dartmouth.

In the spring of 1460 the Yorkists, who had fled so

rapidly from the royal army at Ludiford, and had seemed

to vanish as a mist, were again on foot, and in a daring

attitude. They had sedulously disseminated proclama-

tions throughout the country, still protesting that they

had no designs on the crown ; that the king himself

was so well assured of it, that he refused to ratify the act

of attainder, but that he was in the hands of the enemies

of the nation. These documents concluded by saying ths

maligned lords were resolved now to prove their loyalty

in the presence of the sovereign. Following up this,

Warwick landed iu June, iu Kent—the gi'eat stronghold

of the house of York next to the marches of Wales. He
had brought only 1,500 men with him, but he was accom-

panied by Coppini, the Pope's legate, who had been sent

indeed to Henry, but was gained over by Warwick,

In Kent they were joined by the Lord Cobham with 400

men ; by the Archbishop of Canterbury, who had received

his preferment from York during his protectorate ; anJ

by a great number of knights and gentlemen of the

county. As he advanced towards the capital, people

flocked to him from all sides, till his axmy amounted to

30,000, some say 40,000 men. He entered London on the

2nd of July, and, proceeding to the convocation, prevailed

on no less than live bishops to accompany him to an inter-

view with the king, who was lying at Coventry. The

legate issued a letter to the clergj-, informing them that

he had laid it before the king ; that the Yorkists de-

manded nothing but personal security, peaceable enjoy-

ment of their proportj', and the removal of evil counsellors.

All this was calculated to turn the credulous, or to pre-

vent their swelling the forces of the court.

Henry advanced to Northampton, where he entrenched

himself in a strong camp. On arriving before it,

Warwick made three successive attempts to obtain an

interview with the king, but finding it unavailing, the

legate excommunicated the royal party, and sot up the

papal banner in the Yorkist camp. For this ho was
afterwards recalled by the Pope, imprisoned, and de-

graded ; but for the time it had its effect. Warwick
gave the king notice that, as he would not listen to

any overtures, he must prepare for battle at two in the

afternoon on the 10th of July, 1460. The royal party

made themselves certain of victory, but were this time

confounded by Lord Gre.y of Piuthyn going over to the

enemy, as Sir Andrew Trollop had deserted the other

party at Ludlow. Grey introduced the Yorkists into

the very heart of Henry's camp, and the contest was

very quickly decided. Warwick ordered his followers

to spare the common soldiers, and direct their attacks

against the leaders ; and accordingly of these there

were slain 300 knights and gentlemen, including the

Duke of Buckingham, the Earl of Shrewsbury, and the

Lords Beaumont and Egremont. A second time Henry

fell into the hands of his rebellious subjects, but they

treated him with all respect. The queen and her son

escaped into Wales, and thence into Scotland, after

having been plundered on the way by thoii- own seiTants.

The victors then marched back to London, caiTyingthe

king along with thorn a captive, but with studied appear-

ance of being still at the head of his loving subjects. He
entered the city, as in triumph, Warwick riding bare-

headed before him, carrj-iug the sword. Writs wei-e

issued in his name, applauding the loyalty of the very

man who had made war on and seized his person, and a

Parliament was summoned for the redress of grievances,

the *hief of these being the acts issued laat year in the

Parliament at Coventry, attainting the Yorkist leaders,

which, of course, were abolished. This was scarcely

effected, when the Duke of York himself arrived fiom

Ireland, at the head of 000 horse. He rode into West-

minster, entered the House of Lords, and advancing to

the throne, laid his hand on tho gold cloth, and seemed

to wait as in expectance that he should bo invited to seat

himself there. But no such invitation was given. In

fact, it would have been to act in opposition, on the part

of the peers, to all the assiu-ances that from first to last

had been made by York and his friends, that ho sought

no such thing. It was now, however, the intention of

York to throw off the mask, and openly lay claim to the

crown. The manner in which the public, both aristo-

cracy and people, had flocked to tho standard of Warwick,

led him to believe that it was now safe to declare himself;

but he had himself defeated, in a great measure, his own

object. His constant assurances that he sought only

reform, not the subversion of the royal authority, his re-

peated oaths of fealty, had convinced all parties, except

that of his own private friends, that he was sincere in his

declarations, and they esteemed him for his honourable

conduct to the gentle and inoffensive king. When, there-

fore, he did declare his intention of seizing tho crown, tho

astonishment and disapprobation were proportionate.

As aU remained silent when he laid his hand on tho

thi-one, he turned and looked as if in expectation on the

assembled nobles. The Ar-chbishop of Canterburj', to

put an end to tho embar-rassing dilemma, asked him if he

would not pay his respects to tho king, who was in the

queen's apartment. York replied that he knew no one

to whom he owed that title ; that he was subject to no

man in that realm, but, under God, was himself entitled

to the sovereignty. The peers preserved a profound and

discouraging silence; and York, not finding that re-

sponse which he had hoped, loft the house. It was, how-

over, only to take possession of tho palace as his hcreditai-y

right. Thence he sent in to the peers a written demand

of the crown, tracing his descent, showing its priority to

that of tho lino of Lancaster, and that, by every plea

of right, law, and custom, tho possession of tho throne

centred in him. To this ho demanded an immediate

answer. This demand was carried by tho lords to the

king, who, on hearing it, said, "My father was king:

his father also was king. I have worn tho crown forty

years from my cradle ; you have all sworn fealty to me

as your sovereign, and your fathers have done the same

to rny fathers ; how, thon, can my right be disputed ?"

The Lords resolved to take the matter into consideration,

as if it wore a thing to bo decided by evidence, without

any heat or violence. They calleil upon the judges to

defend, to the best of their ability, the claims of the king.
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But the judges objected that they were judges, not ad-

vocates ; that it was their business not to produce argu-

ments, but merely to decide on such as were advanced.

They declared this to be a case above the law, and only to

be decided by the high court of Parliament. The Lords

then called upon the king's Serjeants and attorneys, who
also endeavoured to escape from the dangerous task, but

were not permitted, their office being, in reality, to give

advice to the crown.

wherein he knew the main force to lie, the effect of his

own oaths. This he declared nugatorj% inasmuch as

those oaths were of necessity and constraint, and, there-

fore, acknowledged by all men in all ages to be utterly

void.

The result was that the Lords came to the conclusion

which the power of outward circumstances rather than

thoir real convictions dictated. They attempted a com-

promise, which, had Henry had no issue, might havg

Edward IV.

The Poors then proceeded to the discussion of this great

question. They objected to York's claims, that he had
really renounced any right given him by descent, by
repeatedly swearing fealty to Henry ; that the many acts

of Parliament passed to sanction the right of the house of

Lancaster themselves were sufficient, and had authority

'to defeat any measure of title; that the duke bore the

arms of Edmund, the fifth son of Edward HI., and not

those of Lionel, the third son, from whom he claimed,

showing that he himself held that to be his true descent.

York replied to all those arguments, but especially to that

succeeded, but which, as it went to disinherit the son of

Henry, and much more the son of Margaret, was certain

to produce fresh conflicts. The queen, whose resoluto

spirit would have been worthy of all admiration, had it

been accompanied by a spirit of liberality and conciliation,

was sure never to acquiesce in the rejection of her own
son while she could move a limb, or raise a soldier. The
verdict of the Lords was that York's claim was just, but

shoiild not take effect during the lifetime of the present

king. The decision of the Peers was accepted by York
and his two sons Marche and Kutland, who swore not to
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molest the king, but to maintain Viim on his throne;

and, on the other hand, Henry gave his assent to the

bill, declared any attempt on the duko high treason, and
settled estates on him and his sons as the succeeding royal

line.

But Margaret of Anjou never for a moment conceded

this repudiation of the rights of her son. She upbraided

son, put forth all her powers to attach adherents to her
standard. She assumed the most fascinating affability,

and lavished her caresses and her promises on all whom
she came near. She excited the jealousy of the northern
barons by depicting the bold assumption of the southern
nobles, who had presumed to give away the crown, as
if it were their own ; and she promised to every ono

Queen Jlargaret and the Kobber of Hexham.

Heniy for his unnatural conduct, and quitting her retreat

in Scotland, appeared in the midst of her northern friends,

calling on them by every argument of loyalty to the

thiono, and security to themselves, to take the field

against the traitor Tork. The Earl of Northumberland,

the Lords Dacre, Clifford, and Neville were soon in arms.

They assembled at York; and Margaret, roused to the

highest state of indignation by the disinheriting of her

unlimited plunder of the estates and property of the

people south of the Trent. Those arts and allurements

speedily brought 30,000 men to her standard. Tho Earls

of Somerset and Devon joined them there.

York and Salisbury set out in all haste from London

to oppose this growing force. They seem not to have

been duly informed- of its real strength, for they pushed-

forward with only 0.000 men. They received a ruda'
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admomtory attack at Worksop, in Nottinghamshire, on

tho 21st of December; but, still advancing, York threw

himself, before Christmas, into the strong castle of Sandal.

Here it was the evident policy of York to await the

arrival of his son, the Earl of Marche, who was collectiag

forces in the marches of Wales; but either he was

straitened for provisions, or was weak enough to bo

influenced b}^ the taunts of the queen, who sent him

word that it did not become the futuft King of England

to coop himself up in a fortress, but to dare to meet tliose

whom ho dared to depose. He issued into the open

country, in defiance of the earnest warnings of Sahsbiu-y

and Sir David Hall, and gave battle to the queen's troops

near Wakefield. The Duke of Somerset commanded the

queen's army. He led on the main body himself, and

gave the command of one wing to the Earl of Wiltshire,

and the other to Lord Clifford, ordering them to keep

concealed till tho action had commenced, and then to

close in upon York. This was done with such success

handsome and amiable, was met by Clifford as he was
endeavouring to escape across the bridge of Wakefield

in the care of his tutor. Sir Eobert Aspall. The poor

boy, seeing the bloody Clifford, fell on his knees, and
entreated for mercy. The savage demanded who he
was; and Aspall, thinking to save htm by the avowal,

said -t was the younger son of York. Then swore

Clifford—" As thy father slew mine, so will I slay thee,

and all thy kin;" and plunging the dagger into hia

heart, ruthlessly bade the tutor go and tell his mother
what he had done.

The spirit of "the she-woE of France" seemed to

animate all her army on this occasion. There was
nothing but butchery, and exultation in it. Margaret
thought she had now removed the danger in destroying

York. "At this deadly blood-supping," says Hall,

"there was much joy and great rejoicing: but many
laughed then that sore lamented after—as the queen

herseK and her son ; and many were glad of other men's

Great Seal of Edward IV.

that York, who fell with great fuiy on Somerset, found

himself instantly surrounded. Two thousand of his men
•were speedily slain, and the greater part of the remainder

compelled to surrender. He himself, with most of his

commanders, were left dead upon the field ; the veteran

Salisbury was taken, conveyed to the castle of Pontefract,

"with several knights and gentlemen, and there be-

headed.

When the body of York was found, his head was ciit

oS and carried to Quoon Margaret, who rejoiced exces-

sively at the sight, uttered most uufeminine reproaches

upon it, and ordered it to be crowned with a jiaper crown

in mockcrj', and placed upon tho walls of York. Whetham-
stede, a cotemporary, says that the duke was taken alive,

and beheaded on the field. At all events, Lord Clifford

brought tho head to the queen, stuck upon a spear ; and
this ferocious nobleman, whose father was killed at the

battlo of St. Albans, not satisfied with this revenge,

perpetrated the murder of York's son, Eutlaud, with a

fell barbarity which has covered his name with infamy.

This youth, who was but about seventeen years of age,

deaths, not knowing that their own were near at hand,

as the Lord Clifford and others."

The revenge soon came. The Earl of Marche, York's

eldest son, was advancing to prove that York was still

alive in the new possessor of the title. Yet, before his

blow of vengeance fell, Margaret had one more trivunph.

She had pursued her march on London after the battle

of Wakefield, and had reached St. Albans. But there

she came in contact with the army of Warwick. Flushed

with victory, her forces fell upon the enemy. Warwick
had posted himself on the low hills to the south-east of

the town. The royaUsts penetrated to the very town

cross, where they were repulsed by a strong body of

archers. But they soon made their way by another

street through the town, and the battle raged on the

heaths lying betwixt St. Albans and Barnet. The last

troops which made a stand were a body of Kentish men,

who, maintaining tho conflict till night, enabled the

Yorkists to retreat from the victoiious van, and disperse.

The king was found in his tent under tho care of Lord

Montague, his chamberlain, where he was visited by
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Margaret and his son, whom he received with the live-

liest joy. The Yorkists in this second battle of St.

Albans, fought February ITth, 14G1, lost about 2,000

men. Edward, called "the late Earl of Marche," was
proclaimed a traitor, and rewards offered for his appre-

hension. But the success of this action was defeated by
the insubordination of the troops. They wore chiefly

borderers, who had been led on by hopes of plunder,

and had been freely promised it by Margaret and her

allies. Nothing could induce them to advance further.

Thoy were onlj' bent on ravaging the neighbourhood,

and the citizens of London, alarmed at such a horde of

robbers, closed their gates against them, and held out

for York.

Edward was rapidly marching thitherward. He was at

Gloucester when the news of the fall of his father and

the atrocious murder of his brother reached him ; and

the intelligence arousing the Welsh borderers, they flocked

to his standard, breathing vengeance. His march was

harassed by a party of royalists under Jasper Tudor, Earl

of Pembroke, the king's half-brother, chiefly consisting of

Welsh and Irish. To free himself of them, Edward turned

upon them at Mortimer's Cross, near Hereford. A dread-

ful battle ensued, in which Edward gained a complete

victory, slaying nearly 4,000 of tho royalists. Jasper

Tudor, the commander, escaped ; but his father, Owen
Tudor, the second husband of Catherine of Valois, and

ancestor of the Tudor line of sovereigns, was taken pri-

soner, and, with Throgmorton and seven other captains,

was beheaded at Hereford, in retaliation for those who
had been similarly put to death after tho battle of Wake-
field. The news of this butchery reaching Margaret

before the battle of St. Albans, instigated her to retaliate

again by the execution of Lord Bonville and Sir Thomas

Kyriel, who had so much distinguished himself ia France.

The spirit of deadly malice was now raging betwixt the

contending parties, and one deed of cruelty provoked

another.

Edward found no further obstacle on his mtfrch towards

London. The terrible chastisement of the royalists made

a deep impression. His force grew as he advanced. Ho
soon joined Warwick, and collected his dispersed troops.

Once united, they were more than a match for the

royalists. When Edward approached London, he was

welcomed as a deliverer. The lawless army of the queen

had carried terror wherever they came. They had plun-

dered the town of St. Albans, and stripped its ancient

(ibbey, and this so incensed its abbot, tho chronicler

Whethamstede, that he abandoned the royal party, and

became a Yorkist. The queen was as impolitic as her

soldiers. She threatened the people of London with her

vengeance for their open preference of her enemies—

a

preference they had never disguised since the .murder of

Gloucester. She sent from Barnet into the city demanding

supplies ; and, though the lord mayor w.as inclined to

comply, the people stoutly refused to let any provisions

pass. A party of 400 horse were sent to enforce the

demand; they plundered the northern suburbs, and would

have continued their depredations in London itself, but

the people fell upon them, and drove them out. Such

was the situation of affairs when Edward and Warwick

appeared. The gates were jo3^ully thrown open, and

Edward rode in triumph into tho city. He was still b\it

in his nineteenth yoar, of a remarkably handsosio person,

of a gay and affable disposition, and reputed to be highly

accomplished. Tho fate of his father and brother, and

tho recent conduct of the queen, added greatly to tho

interest which ho excited. While Lord Falconbridgo

reviewed a body of troops in tho fields of Clorkonwell,

Neville, the Bishop of Exeter, seized the opportunity to

harangue the crowded spectators. He drew a miserablo

picture of the imbecility of the king, of tho haughty and

bloody spirit of the queen, and the calamities which had

resulted from both ; declared that Henr.', by joining tho

queen's forces, had violated the award of Parliament, and

forfeited the crown. He then demanded whether they

would still have him for king. They shouted—" No,

no !
" Ho then asked whether they would have Edward

for king, and they cried—" Yes, yes ! long live King
Edward!"

, The popular feeling being thus ascertained, a great
' council was convoked by the Yorkists on the 3rd of

;
March, 1461, which confirmed the verdict of tho public,

declared Henry to have justly forfeited the crown by

breaking his oath and joining in proceedings against the

Duko of York, who had thus been slain ; and on the 4th

Edward rode in procession to Westminster Hall, where

he mounted tho throne, and made a speech to the throng-

ing thousands, detailing the just claims of his family,

according to hereditary succession. His speech was

received by loud acclamations. He then adjounied to tho

abbey church, where he repeated tho same harangue to

the same consenting audience, and was duly proclaimed

by the heralds in tho customary form by tho style and

title of King Edward IV.

Thus tei-minated the reign of Henry VI., but neither

his life, nor the strife and troubles which attended it.

CHAPTEE LXXIV.

Eeign of Edward IT.—Edward's Coronation—Tho Battle of Towlon—
Henry escapes to Scotland—Tlie Queen seeks aid in France— Battlo

of Hexbam—Henry made Prisoner—Confined in the Tower—Kdward

marries Lady Elizabeth Gray—Advancement of her Itclations-

Attacks on tho Family of the Nevilles—Warwick negotiatos with

France—Marriage of Margaret, the King's Sister, to the Duke of

Burtjundy—Marriage of the Duke of Clarence with a Daughter of

Warwick—Battle of Banbury—Rupture between the King and hU
Brother, the Duko of Clarence—Rebellion of Chireuco and Warivick

—Clarence and Warwick flee to FraAce—Warwick proposes to restoro

Henry VI.—Marries Edward Prince of Wales to his D.iughter, Lady

Ann Neville—Edward IV. 's reckless Dissipation—Warwick aud

Clai-ence invade England-Edward expelled.

EdW.uid IV., at this period of his gi-eat success, and his

acknowledgment by the people of London and the council

as king, was in his twentieth year only. Ho was not

only handsome of person and of popular manners, but

bold, impetuous, and withheld by no such conscientious

or peaceful scruples as his father. Ho was fond of plea-

sui'e, addicted to gallanti-y, and at the same time as ready

to shed blood as ho was to make love and rovel in courtly

pageants. Those feelings of tho heart which might bo

inferred from his devoted attentions to the ladies, had no

existence whore his interests or his passions were con-

cerned. Ho was utterly imscrupulous as to slaying any

number of his enemies in battle, or destroying them on

the block. Those slow and reluctant approaches to saa-

guinary measures which had marked the earlier proceed-
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ings of his fatlier and his coadjutors, had long since

vanished in the heated progress of the strife, and Edward
might he regarded as the representative of the leaders

iio-w on both sides, with the exception of the gentle and

forgiving Hemy. AU. were prepared to hew their way
to their object through human lives, as a forester would

make his way, by his axe, through a wood. Men's lives

had ceased to be regarded with any human feeling. They

were .destroyed as enemies, whenever they appeared as

such, not only without remorse, but with savage exulta-

tion. Everything portended a reign of terror. On the

royalist side, Henry would, no daubt, have been most

happy and thankful to have been allowed to enjoy the

quiet of some conventual retreat with his beads and his

books; for in this respect the testimony of all history

confli'ms the view of Shakespeare, when he makes him

eay—
*' I'll leave my son my virtuous deeds behind

;

And would my fatlier liad left me no more !

For all tlie rest is held at such a rate

As brings a thousand-fold more cares to keep

Than in possession any jot of pleasure."

But on that side Queen Margaret was as energetic, as

ambitious, and as resolute as her husband was the con-

trary. The circumstances into which she had been thrown

had roused in her the spirit of a tigress fighting for its

young. They had converted her blood into gall, and all

those poetical sentiments which her Provencal education

had given her, and the wit and vivacity of mind, which

might have rendered her a charming and even noble

woman in happier scenes, had been crushed by the cruelty

of her destiny. In contemplating her astonishing exer-

tions, her fortitude amidst unexampled troubles and

humiliations, her perpetual resistance to the most over-

whelming disasters, the indomitable courage with which

she rose from the most sweeping overthrows, refusing to

yield or despair when the very last chance seemed anni-

hilated, and the martial abilities which she displayed, it

would ho unjust to refuse her a high amount of admira-

tion for such qualities in a woman ;
qualities which, had

it not been for the darker side of her character, would

have made her one of the proudest examples of female

greatness. But Margaret allowed her enthusiasm in

endeavouring to maintain the throne for her husband and

her son, a noble ambition, to carry her into the most

unfeminine cruelty, and into deeds of national mischief;

to say nothing of conjugal failings attributed to her,

which marred all her virtues, and still alienate from her

the sympathy of posterity.

Still, so long as she could raise a man, there must be

war to the death ; and in Edward she had now to en-

counter an antagonist who would give blow for blow,

shed blood for blood, without a moment's hesitation or a

passing pang. He was just the man calculated to dash

onwards through carnage and civil confusion to his

object, not merely with indifference, but even with gaiety

and pleasure. Woo to those who hoped anything from

his compassion, or even ventiu'cd to jest, where the most

distant circumstance could induce the supposition that

the jest was aimed at him. Of this ho gave a proof

before quitting London to follow up the defeat of his

enemies. One Walter Walker, a grocer, who lived at

the sign of tho crown, had said merrily, when speak-

ing of the passing events, that he would make his son

heir to the crown. This was witty enough to reach

tho court, and Edward had him forthwith arrested and
put to death.

Margaret, on the warm reception of Edward by the

Londoners, had retired northward with her marauding
soldiers, who had so fatally damaged her cause by
their outrages. Only three days after his reception in

London, Edward dispatched Warwick, the great bulwark I

of his cause, in pursuit of her, and on the 12th of

March, only five days afterwards, he followed himself.

On reaching the Earl of Warwick, their combined
troops amounted to 40,000. The queen was exerting

all her activity and eloquence amongst her northern

friends, and lay at York with 60,000 men. Everything
denoted the evo of a bloody conflict.

This civil war was now known all over the "world

as the War of the Eoses, a name said to be derived

from a circumstance which took place in a dispute in

the Temple Gardens betwixt Warwick and Somerset,

at an early period of tho rival factions. Somerset, in

order to collect the sutfrages of those on the side of

Lancaster, is said to have plucked a red rose from a
bush, and called upon every man who held with him
to do the like. Warwick, for York, plucked a white

rose, and thus the partisans were distinguishable by these

differing badges. But in tmth these badges were the

badges of the two houses as far back as Edward ITT.

Edmund, Earl of Lancaster, son of that king, wore
the red rose, and the Black Prince the white. They
were now adopted universally by the followers of the

two houses, and rosettes of red or white ribbon, or

even of paper, were worn by all the soldiers of these

wars, red for Lancaster, white for York. They were
soon to be equally dyed in a crimson torrent such as

had yet rarely flowed in all the wars of England.

The vanguard of the two armies met at Ferrybridge,

the passage of the river Ayre. The Duke of Somerset

was commander-in-chief of the royal army. The king,

queen, and prince remained at York. Lord Clifibrd led

the vanguard, and was opposed by Lord Eitzwalter on
the part of the Yorkists. The battle at the bridge was
furious ; Eitzwalter was kiUed. Lord Falconbridge was
instantly sent forward to replace him, and instead of op-

posing Clifford in front in his strong position, allowing

the troops there to hold him in play, he himself crossed

the Ayre some miles above Ferrybridge, and falling

unexpectedly on the rear of Clifford, routed his force,

and revenged the death of Eitzwalter by that of Clifford

himself. The Yorkists poured over the bridge, took

possession of the town, and advanced towards Towton.

Meantime, Warwick, excited by the temporary repulse at

the bridge under Eitzwalter, had theatrically called for

his horse, stabbed him in sight of the whole army, and
kissing the hilt of his bloody sword, swore that he would
fight on foot, and share every fatigue and disadvantage

with the common soldiers. He then told them that every

man who was not resolved to take a signal vengeance,

and to act his part like a man in the battle about to be

fought, was at full liberty to retire, but vowing the

severest punishment to any one who in the battle itself

should show the slightest symptom of yielding.

With minds inflamed to the utmost pitch of animosity,
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the two armies met on the morning of Palm Sunday,

March 29th, in tho iields hetwixt tho villages of Saxton

anil Towton, about ten miles south of York. Edward
issued orders that no quarter should be giveu, no prisoners

should be taken ; it was to be a war of extermination

—

a command in so young a man sufficiently demonstrative

of the pitiless severity of his character. The action

began at nine o'clock in the morning, under circum-

stances most unfortunate for the Lancastrians. A snow-

storm was blowing full in their faces ; and Lord Falcon-

bridge seized at once on this circumstance by an adi'oit

stratagem. He ordered the archers to advance, discharge

their arrows, and again retii-o out of the reach of those of

the enemy. The Lancastrians, believing themselves

within bow-shot of the enemy, whose arrows did groat

execution amongst them, returned tho compliment with-

out being able to see where their an-ows reached for the

snow-flakes. The Yorkist archers were now out of their

reach, and they fell useless. Again the Yorkists ad-

vanced and poured in a fresh flight with such effect that

the Lancastrians, probablj' doubting of the success of

their own arrows, rushed forward and came hand-to-hand

with their opponents. It was now one terrible clash of

swords, battleaxes, and spears, amid tho thick-falling

and blinding storm ; and thus the two infuriated armies

continued fighting desperately for nearly five hours.

Towards evening the Lancastrians, disheartened by tho

fall of their principal commanders, broke and fled. They

were pursued as far as Tadcastor with the fiercest im-

petuosity, and a, fearful slaughter. It was one of tho

bloodiest battles ever fought in llritain. According to

a contemporary historian, those who were employed to

number and bury the dead, declared them to bo 38,00(1.

Amongst persons of rank and fortune who full wore the

Earls of Northumberland, Westmoreland, and Slirows-

buiy ; the Lords Oliflbrd, Beaumont, Neville, AVilloughby,

Wells, Roos, Scales, Gray, Daores, and Molineux, besides

an extraordinary number of knights and gentlemen.

Within three months foui- pitched battles had now been

fought, and no less than 60,000 people had jjerished in

this question, which of two families should wear the

crown.

The Dukes of Somerset and Exeter, when tho battle

was lost, rode full speed to York, attended by a consider-

able number of lords and gentlemen, and, announcing

tho overthrow, made all haste with the king, queen, and

prince to secui'e themselves in Scotland. Edward, by

no means satiated with tho blood of 38,000 men, made

haste to immolate others who fell into his hands.

Amongst these were the Earl of Devonshire and Sir ^V.

Hill, who were executed at York ; tho Earl of Ormond at

Newcastle, and Sir Thomas Fulford at Hexham. The

heads of York and Salisbury, which were withering on

the walls of York, where Margaret was said to have bid

the executioner place them wide apart to receive the

heads of Edward and W.arwick, which she declared she

meant to set there, wore now taken down, and those of

Devonshii-e and Hill set up in their places.

After celebrating the feast of Easter .at York, Edward

marched to Newcastle, and there leaving AVarwick to

keep the north in order, returned to London on the 2Gth

of June.

On reaching Scotland, Margaret placed Henry in a

secure retreat at Kirkcudbright, and then hastened to

Edinburgh, to tiy what could be done there towards
ronowiug tho contest, which no dispersion of her friends

and forces could over teach her to relinquish. There sho

found a boy sovereign, a divided court, and a country
which had suffered by factions almost as deadly as her

own. James I., who had seemed to return to his kingdom
after his long captivity imder such auspicious circum-
stances, full of intelligence .and plans for tho improve-
ment of his country, married to the woman of his affec-

tions, and courted by both England and Franco, was
soon murdered by tho rude and lawless nobles whom ho
endeavoured to reduce to some degree of order and sub-

ordination. His son, James II., when arrived at years of

maturity, endoavouiod to recover from distracted England
some of tho places it had reft from Scotland formerly, but
in besieging Eoxburgh, in 1460, he was killed by tho

bursting of a cannon. His son was at this time a child

of only eight years old, and the kingdom was governed

b}' a council of regency; but tho care of the king's

person was committed to the queen mother, Mary of

Guelders, who was ambitious of cngiossing not only that

duty, but the actual powers of the government. In this

she was opposed by tho powerful family of Douglas.

Margaret had no willing listeners amongst parties who
wore occupied with their own schemes and feuds. Sho

had the difficult task of appealing to their various in-

terests ; and sho found no one thing capable of fixing their

attention till she hit on the idea of proposing the sur-

render of Berwick as tho price of Scotland's ossist.iiico.

That key of the northern frontiers of England, the object

for \\'hosft possession so much blood had been spilled from

ago to age, was an object, the recovery of which at ouoo

gave her the command oC the ears of the whole court.

In addition to this, she ])ropoMed a inarriago betwixt her

son Jidward, Prince of Wales, and tho oldest sister of the

young King of Scotland. These treaties were canied

into effect, and Berwick was put into tho hands of the

Scots on tho 2Jth of April, 1461. For the fatal surrender

of this important place, England never forgave the

fugitive queen. In order to neutralise the effect of these

treaties, Edward immediately entered into negotiations

with tho powerful and turbulent Earl of Ross, the lord of

the isles, and commissioned Warwick to treat with Scot-

land for a truce. By these means ho prevented Scotland

taking up tho cause of the exiled family as a nation,

though ho could not prevent many persons, of all ranks,

embracing it. AVIulo Henry and Margaret remained

in Scotland, in spite of tho pecuniary aid afforded them

by tho court, they wore so hard put to it that they wore

compelled to pawn such jewels and plate as they had with

them.

Edward, on his return to liOndon, was crowned on the

29th of Juno. Ho then summoned a Parliament to meet

at Westminster on the 6th of July, but an invasion

appearing not improbable, he prorogued it till the 4th of

November. The sword and the scaffold had already so

thinned the nobility, that only one duke, four earls, one

viscount, and twenty-nine barons were summoned to this

Parliament Tlio great battle of Towton, which had laid

so many of them low, had rendered the rest very submis-

sive. There was no longer any hesitating betwixt the

two families, or seeking of those compromises which, in
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tho end, only produced more discord. Whatever Edward
dictated was accepted as law and constitution. Of course,

Henry IV. was declared to have been an arrant usurper

;

and his posterity were held incapable, not only of wearing

the crown, but of enjoying any estate or dignity in any
uortion of the British dominions for ever. Henry VI,,

Margaret, Edward, called Prince of Wales, the Dukes of

Somerset and Exeter, the Earls of Northumberland,

Devonshire, and Pembroke, and a vast number of lords,

knights, and gentlemen, were attainted. Edward IV.

was declared to be the only rightful king ; and all those

of the York party who had been declared traitors by the

Lancaster party, and expelled from honours and estates,

were restored. Edward did not omit to reward his friends

out of the forfeited domains of their enemies, and he con-

ferred additional honours on some of them. His eldest

brother George was created Duke of Clarence, his youngest

brother, Eichard, Duke of Gloucester ; the Lord Falcon-

bridge, who had rendered such service at Ferrybridge,

was made Earl of Kent ; Lord Bouchier, Earl of Essex

;

and Sir John Neville, brother of Warwick, was made
Lord Montacute.

Having thus established his own dignity, and conferred

these favours on his fi-iends, Edward returned his best

thanks to this obliging Parliament, and dismissed it on
the 21st of December.

The opening year of 1462 he inaugurated with fresh

streams of blood. He brought John de Vere, Earl of

Oxford, and his son, Aubrey de Vere, to the block, for

being found guilty of corresponding with Margaret. Sir

William Tyrrel, Sir Thomas Tudenham, and John Mont-
gomery were also executed for tho same offence. All

these distinguished personages were dispatched on Tower
Ffin in February, under sentence pronounced in no civil

court, but merely of a court-martial—a proof to what
an extent the public was awed by the darjng military

character of the new king.

Meantime, nothing daunted, Margaret was exerting

her ingenuity to rouse a party in Scotland. She pleaded

to deaf ears. Her traitorous surrender of Berwick
brought her no real assistance; and she now sent over

Somerset to endeavour to obtain succour from France.

All these efforts were equally vain. Charles Vn. died

in 1460, and his successor, Louis XI.—one of the most
selfish and cold-blooded men that ever sat on a throne

—

was immovable. Somerset, her ambassador, returned

completely unsuccessful. He and his attendants had,

indeed, been arrested by Louis when they attempted to

escape in the guise of merchants, for fear of the despicable

king giving them up to Edward to propitiate his favour.

It was only through the earnest intercession of the Count
of Charolais, the son of the Duke of Burgundy, that

they were liberated. Louis XI. was cousin-german to

both Margaret and Henry VI.; but such relationships

weigh nothing with selfish men, in comparison to their

own immediate interests. While this unwelcome news
was arriving, Margaret was rendered the more uneasy

and unsafe by the appearance of Warwick at the court

of Scotland, proposing a marriage betwixt the Scottish

queen and the victorious Edward of England. Under
these circumstances, neither Margaret nor Henry were

safe. She resolved, therefore, to make one more effort

with Louis of France and a personal one. By means of

a French merchant, who owed her some kindness for
past benefit, she managed to get over to France, where
she threw herself at the feet of Louis, who was at Chinon,
in Normandy. She was only able to reach his court by
the assistance of the Duke of Brittany, who gave her
12,000 crowns. 1

But she might as well have thrown herself at the feet 1

of any stone statue in the church of Chinon. Louis had
not a feeling in him but of self. To all her pleadings
of the claims of kindred blood, of the glory of restorino-

a fallen friend to a throne like that of England, of benefits
which might be reciprocated when that was done, he
was deaf as the adder. It was only when Margaret had
recoui-se to the same temptation as she had thrown to so
little purpose in the way of the Scotch, and talked of
surrendering Calais, that the despicable monarch opened
his ears. Then, indeed, he was all attention, and unbent
into a smile and a word of condolence. He then sent off

post haste to his most cimning minister, who was absent,

commanding him to hasten to him, for there was a good
game to be played, and good winnings to be had. Then
he paid great public court to the woman who had followed

him from place to place, praying to him on her knees,

but without receiving an answer, and invited her to unite

with him as sponsors to the infant son of the Duke of

Orleans, afterwards Lovds XII. of France.

Margaret agreed to surrender the rights of the crown
in Calais, and that Henry should do the same. And
what was to be the price of this sacrifice ?—this sacrifice

of this proud stronghold of England, this sacrifice of her
own honour, and this last remaining fragment of her

good fame in Britain ? The paltry sum of 20,000 livres

!

That was all that she could squeeze from the miserable

French king for this intensely desired object. True, he
had it still to win, for it was not in the possession of

Margaret or her husband; but this acknowledged pur-

chase from the Lancastrian king would give him great

weight in any attempts to compel the surrender, and if

Henry did again regain his throne, it must be made over

to him at once. The facility with which Margaret thus

gave away the most important possessions of England,

showed that she had no real patriotic feeling towards her

adopted country. It was not the country for which she

struggled, but for her own mere family interests ; those

saved, she cared not at what cost to the people of Eng-

land. This the nation saw, and, after this time, her

name became odious to all but the partisans of her own
faction in this country.

With her 20,000 livres Margaret was enabled to engage

the services of Pierre de Breze, the seneschal of Nor-

mandy. He had been an old admirer of Margaret's, and

now offered to follow her with 2,000 men. With this

force, after an absence of five months, she set sail for

England, and attempted to land at Tynemouth, in

October, 1462, but was repelled by the garrison. Tha

fleet was now attacked by a terrible storm; the very

elements seemed to fight against her. Many of her

ships ran ashore near Bamborough. Yet, spite of all her

difficulties, Margaret effected a landing, and gained pos-

session of the castles of Bamborough, Dunstanburgh,

and Alnwick. She sent for Henry fi'om bis safe hiding-

place at Harlech Castle in Merionethshire, where she

had left him while she went to France, and was gathering
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some considerable forces of Scotch, and French, when
Warwick approached with 20,000 men, and news was
received that Edward was advancing with an equal

number. Edward halted at Newcastle, but Warwick
advancing, divided his forces into three bodies, and
simultaneously invested the three strongholds. Somer-
set surrendered Bamborough on condition that himself

and Sh- Ralph Percy, and some others, should be allowed

to take the oath of fealty to Edward, and be restored to

all their honours and estates; and that the rest of the

two garrisons, with the Earl of Pembroke, the Lord de
Eoos, and some others, whose lands had been conferred

on Edward's friends, and could not, therefore, be now
restored, should be conveyed in safety to Scotland. This

defection of her chief supporters was a dreadful blow to

the queen; and, to add to her misfortunes, 500 of her
French followers, who had estabhshed themselves in

Holy Island, were attacked and cut to pieces by Sir

Robert Ogle. Alnwick Castle still held out in the hands
of the brave De Breze and Lord Hungerford; but the

Earl of Angus coming up with a party of relief, the

besieged took the opportunity to make a sally and escape

from the castle to their friends. Bamborough and Dun-
stanbui'gh were restored by the king to Lord Percy ; but
Alnwick he gave to Sir John Ashley, to the great offence

of Sii' Ralph Gray, who had formerly won it for Edward,
and now expected to have had it.

It might have b^en supposed that all hope of ever

restoring the Lancastrian cause was now at an end. But
in the soul of Margaret hope never seemed to die. With
an admirable and indomitable resolution, she again tui-ned

all her efforts to reconstruct a fresh army. She traversed

Scotland, drew together her scattered fi-iends, joined

them to her French auxiharies, whom she again mus-
tered on the Continent ; and by the spring of 1464 was
in a condition once more to march into England. For
some time her affaii-s wore a promising aspect. She
re-took the castles of Alnwick, Bamborough, and Dun-
stanburgh. Somerset, Sir Ralph Percy, and the rest

who had made their peace with Edward, hearing of her
successes, again flew to hor standard. Sir Ralph Gray,
who resented the preference given to Sir John Ashley
by Edward in the disposal of Alnwick, came over to her,

and was made commander of Bamborough.
Edward, on the news of these reverses, dispatched the

Lord Montacute into the north to raise his forces there,

and make head against the never-resting queen. He
met with Sii- Ralph Percy oa Hedgley Moor, near
WooUer, on the 25th of April, defeated his forces, and
killed Sir Ralph. Having received fresh reinforcements

from the south, he advanced towards Margaret's main
army, and encamped on a plain, called the Levels, near
Hexham. There, on the loth of May, the two armies
came to a general action, and, after a long and bloody
conflict, the Lancastrians were again completely routed.

Poor King Henry fled for his life, and this timo managed
not to be left in the hands of his enemies. " He was the

host horseman of that day," saya Hall; " for he fled so

fast that no ouo could overtake him ; yet he was so closely

pursued, that three of his horsemen, or body guard, with
their horses trapped in blue velvet, were taken, one of

them wearing the unfortunato monarch's cap of state,

called a bicocket, embroidered with two crowns of gold.

and ornamented with pearls." The Duke of Somerset,
the Lords Roos and Hungerford, were taken in the
pursuit. Somerset was immediately beheaded in Hex-
ham, and Roos and Hungerford suffered the same fate on
the Sand h ills at Newcastle. Many of their followers were
successively executed in that town, and at York. Sir

Ralph Gray reached his castle of Bamborough, but
Warwick came up and besieged him. Bamborough was
deemed an impregnable fortress ; and Sir Ralph congratu-

lated himself in that opinion ; for he knew that he had no
mercy to expect from Edward, if he fell into his hands.

His confidence proved vain. Warwick brought up the

king's two largest cannon, called Newcastle and London,
a brass piece called Dysson, and with these made such

breaches that the garrison was compelled to surrender.

Gray was dragged forth from beneath a piece of the faUen

wall more than half dead ; but he was preserved with
great care by the victors, that he might be presented to

Edward, as an especial gratification to his love of re-

venge. Accordingly, Gray was brought before him at

Doncaster, where Edward had been lying, to recover from
the effects of his dissolute life ; and then, Gray's spui's

being hacked off by his own cook with his cleaver, his

coat-of-arms torn off his back and reversed, he was drawn
to the town's end, and there beheaded.

Meantime Margaret and her son, with a few attendants,

were flying wildly through the neighbouring forests fi-om

the tender mercies of this sanguinaiy young king. She
was endeavouring to reach the Scottish borders, when
they were met by a party of marauders, with which the

border country abounded.

The whole of Margaret's adventures in this memorable
flight have so much the air of romance, that some histo-

rians have doubted their truth ; but as these recitals are

made by Chastellain in his " Chronique des Dues de

Burgoyue," who declares that he heard them related by
Margaret herself to the Duchess de Bourbon at St. Pol,

and as they are confirmed by Monstrellet and Prevost,

there is no reason to doubt them. According to these

accounts, the robbers seized the queen and her son, their

attendants fleeing at the fii-st sight of them. The queen,

it appears, was carrying with her a number of the crown

jewels, and some large vessels of gold and silver, as a re-

soui'ce during theii- abode in Scotland. The thieves, fii-ed

by the sight of the rich dresses of the queen and her son,

which were probably of cloth of gold or silver, orna-

mented with precious stones—articles which only princely

persons were allowed by the sumptuary laws of the times

to wear—and of the gold and silver artiolea, dragged

them from their horses, and threatened them, with

drawn swords, with death and all manner of indignities.

The queen on her knees implored mercy, and avowed

who she was; but the villains who had hold of her,

seeing then- associates busy dividing the rich bootj',

turned to them, and she seized the opportunity, while

they were quarrelling over it, to fly with her son. The

fugitives rushed onward, not knowing whither they were

going, till night overtook them. Nearly faintuig witK

terror, fatigue, and hunger, as the moon broke through

the clouds they beheld a huge man, armed, and with

threatening gestures hastening towards them. Imagin-

ing that it was one of the band who had robbed them who
had now overtaken her^ she expected nothing but death

:
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but, mustering her characteristic resolution, she bade the

man soo that if ho hoped for booty it was useless, for she

and her child were even stripped of their upper garmenta

for their value.

The man appeared to be one of the numerous
outlaws who harboured that locality, many of

them haying seen better days. He was touched

by her appeal, and Margaret, perceiving it, said,

"Here, my friend, save the son of your king!

I charge thee to preserve from violence that inno-

cent royal blood. Take him, and conceal him
from those who seek his life. Give him a refuge

in thine obscure hiding-place, and he will one

day give thee free access to his royal chamber,

and mako thee one of his barons."

The man, struck by the majestic presence of

the queen, the pleading innocence of the prince,

and the words of Margaret, knelt, and vowed

that he would much rather die a thousand deaths

than injure or betray them. He carried the young
prince in his arms to his cave, on the south bank of

a little stream which runs at the foot of Blockhill, and,

from this circumstance, still called "Queen Margaret's

cave." There the man's wife made them right welcome,

and, after two days' concealment, the outlaw succeeded

in meeting with De Breze, and his followers soon

afterwards discovered the Duke of Exeter and Edward
Beaufort, from the execution of his brother now Duke
of Somerset ; and with their followers Margaret escaped

to Scotland.

But Scotland would now afford her no asylum. Edward
had diligently fenced against all the endeavours of the

indefatigable Margaret. He had concluded treaties of

alliance with Scotland, the King of France, the Dukes of

Burgundy and Brittany, with Denmark, Poland, Castile,

and Aragon. The Pope had sent to congratulate him on

his succession, and all the world appeared agreed to con-

sider the dynasty of Lancaster at an end for ever, and

that of York immovably established. Margaret had

speedy proof of the perilous position of her fortunes.

She found it necessary to keep the closest concealment

in her old retreat of Kirkcudbright ; but even here, a

traitor of the name of Cork, an Englishman, who know
her well, discovered her, and formed a scheme to make
a profit by delivering her to King Edward. He suc-

ceeded in seizing her staunch friend De Breze and his

squire BarvUle, and hurried them on board a vessel

prepared for the purpose. He next secured Margaret

and the prince, and conveyed them on board and set

sail. But in the night De Breze had slipped his hands

out of his fetters, released his squire, and waited for

morning. With its first rays he saw, with astonishment,

the queen and prince. He and his squire rose against

the captors, five in number ; but, attacking them with

the oarE, they knocked them overboard, and made their

way again to land. There they lay concealed till Barville

had been to Edinburgh, to learn the position of affairs.

Nothing could be worse. The treaty of maniage betwixt

the Prince of Wales and Margaret, sister of James III.,

had been broken off through the influence of the Duke
of Burgundy, the steady enemy of her house since

his quarrel with the Duke of Bedford. Burgundy was

Tincle to the queen-mother of Scotland. He waa the most

powerful prince now in Europo, and, therefore, his wish
was law to his niece the Scottish queen.
Yet it was Margaret's fortune to be driven to the

dominions of this great enemy by her strange fate. Sho

riago of tha Fiftoeuth Century.

found that it was necessary that she should quit Scotland
with all speed ; and setting sail in a small vessel with her
son, her faithful attendant, De Breze, who had spent hia

whole fortune in her service, with Sir John Fortescue,

and a number of other ruined adherents of Lancaster, to

seek a refuge amongst her friends in the north of Englaad,
she was overtaken by tempests, and driven on the coast

of Flanders, and into tho small port of Ecluso. Though
thus thrown into tho power of a formidable enemy

—

against whom she had just uttered such direful throats

—

in the lowest condition of destitution and desertion
; yet,

still undaunted, she did not hesitate to demand an audience

and a reconciliation with Burgundy. She had neither

money, jewels, nor credit, to propitiate the pitiless people

amongst whom she had come, who upbraided her wi^h her

misfortunes as her own work, and expressed their amaze-
ment that she should, of all places in the world, seek the

dominions of him whose life she had so violently menaced.

The duke, to whom she sent a messenger, received him
very coldly, and sent word to Margaret, by an envoy of

his own, that he was so much engaged in important

affairs that he could not wait upon her. The duke was at

St. Pol; she was now at Bruges, and she set forward

thence to roach him in a common carrier's cart with a

canvas tilt—like a country wife going to market—and

attended by only three maids. The devoted Pierre de

Breze and a few other gentlemen followed the cart to

prevent it being attacked ; and thus she went on from

town to town, tho people at every place runn ing in

crowds to see the former great Queen of England reduced

to this lamentable condition. On the way she met tha

Count of Charolais, the son of tho Duke of Burgundy,

who took compassion on her, and presented her with 500

crowns, which ho happened to have about him. On the

road to Bethune she narrowly escaped a less welcome

meeting—that of 200 English horsemen who lay in wait

for her.

At length she reached St. Pol, succeeded in softening

the heart of the great duke, and was received with much
affection by her near relative, the Duchess of Bourbon, to

whom she related her many vicissitudes and adventures,

as they are recounted by ChasteUain. The duke sent her

back in great honour to Bruges, attended by a troop of

horse to prevent the English from attacking her, who had
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declared they -would not capture, but kill her, and thus

rid themselves of their only formidable enemy. Parties

of EagUsh soldiers wore out from Calais for this purpose,

no doubt deeply incensed against her by her endeavour to

make over that stronghold to France. From Bruges she

went to. Bar, Amboise, and other oastlos and courts of the

French princes, till she finally settled at the castlo of

Euerere, in the diocese of Verdun, near the town of St.

Michel, in Lorraine, being allowed by her father 2,000

livres a year, the utmost he could afford. There, and at

Angers, the exiled queen principally spent the next seven

years, Sir John Fortescue remaining as the prince's

tutor, and where he wrote for his use the celebtited work,

"De Laudibus Legum AngUas." At Kuerere Mr.vgaret

received the melancholy news of the capture and imprison-

ment of her husband. For about twelve months the

fortunate monarch had contrived to elude the eager quest

of his enemies. He went from place to place amongst

the friends of the house of Lancaster in Westmoreland,

Lancashire, and Yorkshire. At the various halls and

castles where he sojourned, tradition has to this day re-

tained the memory of his presence. There are " King
Henry's chamber," and "King Henry's parlour," still

pointed out, the bath that he used, and the boot, spoon,

and glove that he left with his host, Sir Ealph Pudsay, at

Bolton Hall, Yorkshire. Ho was at length betrayed by

Cantlow, a monk of Abingdon, and he was taken by the

servants of Sir John Harrington, as he sat at dinner at

Waddington Hall. He was treated with the utmost in-

dignity on his way to London. He was mounted on a

miserable hack, his legs being tied to his stirrups, and an

insulting placard fixed on his back. At Islington War-
wick met the faUen king, and disgraced himself by com-
manding the thronging spectators to show no respect to

him. To enforce his command by his own example, he

led the unhappy man thi-ee times round the pillory, as if

he had been a common felon, crying, " Treason ! treason

!

Behold the traitor
!

"

Edward, now freed from his enemies, considered him-

self established beyond a fear of the throne. He created

Lord Montacute Earl of Northumberland for his services

at Hexham, and Lord Herbert Earl of Pembroke. He
issued a long list of attainders to exhaust tie resources

of his opponents and increase those of his adherents. He
then passed an Act for the resumption of the crown lands

to supply a royal income; but this was clogged by so

many exceptions that it proved fi'uitless. He then gave

himself up to mirth and jollity, and in the pursuit of his

pleasures made himself so affable and agreeable, especially

with the Londoners, that, in .spite of his free gallantries,

he was very popular. So strongly did he now seem to be

grounded in the affections of his subjects, that he ventured

to make known a private marriage, which he had con-

tracted some time before, though he knew that it woiild

give great offence in several quarters.

It is a curious circumstance that in the early part of

the reign of Henry 'VI., two ladies of royal lineage, and
one of them of royal rank, had condescended to marry
private gentlemen, to the great scandal of their high-born

connections. One of these was Catherine of Valois, the

widow of Henry V., and mother of Henry VI., who
nvirried Owen Tudor. The other was Jacquetta of Liix-

enibuui'g, tho widow of the great Duke of Bedford,

Eogent of France, who married Sir Eichard WydviUe.
Both Tudor and Wydville were men of remarkable be.auty

;

and both were imprisoned and persecuted for the offence

of mari-ying, without permission of the crown, piincesses

who chose to fall in love with them. Wydville regained

his liberty by the jiaymeut of a fine of 1,000 crowns.

Tador's persecutions were more severe and prolonged.

Yet, from these two scandalous mesalliances, as they were
regarded by the coui-t and high nobility, sprang a line

of the most remarkable princes that ever sat upon the

English throne. The blood of both these ladies mingled
in the burly body of Henry Vm. and his descendants.

Wo have seen how Tudor became the grandfather of

Henry VII. ; we have now to observe how Wydville
became the grandfather of Henry's wife, Elizabeth of

York.

Jacquetta had several children by Sir Eichard Wydville,

one of whom, Elizabeth, was a woman of much beauty

and great accomplishments. She had been married to Sir

John Gray of Groby, a Lancastrian, who fell at the

second battle of St. Albans. His estate was consequently

confiscated, his widow, with seven children, returned to

her father, and was living at his seat at Grafton, in

Northamptonshire. Edward being out on a hunting

party in the neighbourhood, took the opportunity to call

on the Duchess of Bedford. There h-e saw and was greatly

struck with the beauty of the Lady Grey. She, on her

part, seized the occasion to endeavour to secure some

restitution of their property for her children. The whole

of her subsequent life showed that she was not a woman
to neglect such opportunities. She threw herself at the

feet of the gay monarch, and with many tears besought

him to 'restore to her innocent children their father's

patrimony.

Lady Gray made more impression than she probably

intended. Edward was perfectly fascinated by her

beauty and spu'it. He raised her from her suppliant

postui'e, and promised her his favour'. He soon com-
municated to her the tenns on which he would grant the

restitution of her property, but he found iu Elizabeth

Wydville, or Gray, a very different person to those he

had been accustomed to meet. She firmly refused every

concession inconsistent with her honour, and the king,

piqued by the resistance he encountered, became more

and more enamoured.

On the 1st of May, 1464, he married her at Grafton, in

the presence only of the I'riest, the clerk, the Duchess of

Bedford, and two female attendants. Within a few days

after the marriage he set out to meet the Lancastrians in

the north ; but the battles of Hedgley Moor and Hexham
were fought before his a,rrival ; and on his return he be-

came anxious to open the matter to his council, and to

obtain its sanction. Accordingly, at Michaelmas, he

summoned a general council of the peers at the abbey

of Eeading, where he announced this important event.

Amongst the peers present were Edward's brother, the

Duke of Clarence, and the gi'eat king-maker, Warwick.

To neither of these individuals was the transaction

agreeable. To Clarence it appeared too inferior a choico

for the King of England, though Elizabeth Gray, by her

mother's side, was of princely blood. But to AVarwick

there was olfenco in it, personal and deep. He had been

commissioued by Edward to solicit for him the hand of
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Bona of Savoy, the sister of the Queen of France. The
proposal had been accepted ; the King of France had
given his consent ; the treaty of mamage -was actually

drawn ; and there lacked nothing but the ratification of

the terms agreed upon, and the bringing over of the

princess to England. At this moment came the order to

pause in the proceedings, and the mystery was soon

cleared up by the confident rumour of this sudden

matrunonial caprice of the king. Warwick returned in

high dudgeon ; to Edward he did not endeavour to conceal

it ; but the time for revenge of his injured honour was

not yet come ; and therefore, after the royal announce-

ment in the council, Clarence and Warwick took Elizabeth

by the hand, and introduced her to the rest of the peers.

A second council was held at Westminster, in December,

and the income of the new queen was settled at 4,000

marks a year. •

It waji not to be expected that this sudden elevation of

a simple knight's daughter to the throne would pass

without much murmuring and discontent, which was

probably the more fully expressed as it was shared by

the all-powerful Warwick and the king's brothers. There

were busy rumours that the politic old duchess, Jacquetta,

and her daughter, had practised magical arts upon the

king, and administered philters ; and that, recovering

from their effect, he had grievously repented, and en-

deavoured to free himself. But Edward's whole conduct

towards the queen showed the falsity of this jealous

gossip ; and to make it obvious that she was of no mean
parentage, he invited to the coronation her mother's

brother, James of Luxembourg, with a retinue of a

hundred knights and gentlemen. On the feast of Ascen-

sion he created, in honoTU- of the queen, thirty-eight

knights of the Bath, selecting four of them from the city

of London. In return for this compliment, the lord

mayor, aldermen, and the different companies met the

queen at Shooter's-hiU, and conducted her in state to the

Tower. On Saturday, to please the people, she was con-

ducted in a horse-litter through the principal streets,

preceded by the new knights. The next day, Sunday,

she was crowned with much splendour, and the following

week was devoted to tournaments and public festivities.

But if the king had made apparent her noble birth and

his continued affection for her, it became speedily as ap-

parent that the marriage of a subject was to be followed

by all its inconveniences. Elizabeth, though raised to the

throne, might still be said to be on her knees, imploring

the favour of the king. There was nothing which she

thought too much for her numerous relations, and the

king displayed a marvellous facility in complying with

her requests. Her father was created Eaii Rivers, and

soon after the Lord Mountjoy, a partisan of the Nevilles,

was removed to make way for him as treasiu-er of Eng-

land ; and again, on the resignation of the Earl of Wor-
cester, the office of Lord High Constable was conferred

on him. That was very well for a beginning, but it was

nothing to what followed ; every branch of the queen's

family must be aggrandised without delay. She had five

sisters, and every one of these was married to one of the

highest noblemen in the realm : one to the Duke of Buck-

ingham ; one to the heir of thei Earl of Essex ; a thii'd

to the Earl of Arundel ; a fourth to Lord Gray de Ruthyn,

wko was made Earl of Kent ; and the fifth to Lord William

Herbert, created Earl of Huntingdon. Her brother

Anthony was married to the heiress of the late Lord

Scales, and endowed with her estate and title. Her
younger brother John, in his twentieth year, was married

to the wealthy old dowager Duchess of Norfolk, in her

eightieth year ; such was the shameless greed of this

family. The queen's son, Tliomas Gray, was married to

the king's niece, the daughter and heiress of the Duke of

Exeter.

The great family of the Nevilles looked on aU this with

ominous gloom. Hitherto it had enjoyed all the favour

and emolument which were now turned so lavishly upon
the Wydvillos. Of the three sons of the Earl of Salisbury,

one was now Lord Chancellor and Archbishop of York,

the other was created Loi'd Montacute, and then Earl of

Northumberland, with the ample estates of the Percies.

But far above thom all soared Warwick. He had put

down Henry VI. , and set up Edward. He had hitherto

been the king's chief minister and general ; he held the

wardenship of the west marches towards Scotland, waa
Lord Chamberlain, and Governor of Calais, the most im-

portant and lucrative appointment in the king's gift,

worth 15,000 crowns per anniim. The value of royal

grants alone, which he held independent of his pati-imonial

estates, was 80,000 crowns a year. The magnificence and

liberality of his stylo of living was in full accord with his

wealth and rank. No less than 30,000 people are said to

have lived daily at his board, at his diSerent manors and

castles. When we add to the power of Warwick that of

the house of Montacute and of Westmoreland, all Nevilles

;

and when we add that Warwick was as much worshipped

by all military men for his bravery as for his frankness

and princely profusion, we perceive the peril which the

thoughtless Edward ran in wounding the pride and irri-

tating the jealousy of the most potent of English nobles.

Fresh causes of disunion arose betwixt the king and

Warwick. A marriage had for some time been in agita-

tion between Margaret, the king's sister, and Count

Charolais, the son and heir of the Duke of Burgundy.

The count was sprung from the house of Lancaster, and

even when his father showed the most settled coolness

towards Henry Yl. and Margaret, had displayed a warm
sympathy for them. It was a good stroke of policy,

therefore, to win him over by this marriage to the reign-

ing dynasty. But Warwick, who in his former intcr-

couise with Bui-gundy in France, had conceived a deep

dislike to him, ooposed this match, and represented one

with a son of Louis XL of France -as far more advan-

tageous. To Warwick's arguments were opposed the

evident policy of maintaining our commercial intercourse

with the Netherlands, and of posses.sing so efficient an

ally on the borders of France against the deep and selfish

schemes of Louis. But in the end Warwick prevailed.

He was sent over to France to negotiate the affair with

Louis. Warwick went attended with a princely train,

and with all the magnificence which distinguished him at

home, more like that of a great sovereign than of a siib-

ject. Louis, who never lost an opportunity of sowing

jealousies amongst his enemies, even while he appeared

to be honouring them, met Warwick at Eouen, attended

by the queen and princesses. The inhabitants, obeying

royal orders, went out and escorted Warwick into tho city

with banners and processions of priests, who conducted
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the earl to tlie cathedral, and then to the lodgings pre-
pared for him at the Jacobins. There also Louis and the
court took up their quarters, and for twelve days, duiing
which the conference lasted, Louis used to visit the earl

in private, passing through a side door into his apart-

ments. With all this secret and familiar intercourse,

there were no pains taken to conceal its existence ; and
the consequence was such as the astute and mischievous
Louis intended. Eeports were forwarded to Edward
from those whom he had placed in Warwick's train, which
roused his ever unoalculating anger. He hastened to the
house of Warwick's brother—the Archbishop of York and
Chancellor of the kingdom—demanded the instant sur-
render of the seals ; and, enforcing the act of resumption
of crown lands lately passed, deprived the archbishop of
two manors formerly belonging to the crown.

bassadors, and, in fact, to get rid of them. His resent-
ment against Warwick made him not only thus forget
the courtesy due to the envoys of a great foreign prince
on the occasion—conduct sure to create its own punish-
ment—but he gave all the more favour to the suit of
the Coimt of Charolais from the same cause.

The coimt had sent over his relative, the Bastard of
Burgundy, ostensibly to hold a tournament with Lord
Scales, the queen's brother, but really to press forward
the match with the English princess. The Duke of

Burgundy dying at this juncture, all difficulties vanished.

The princess was affianced to the new Duke of Burgundy.
This completed the resentment of Warwick. The open

insult offered to the court of France, and the rejection of

the alliance which he had effected, sunk deep into his

proud mind. He retired to his castla of Middleham, in

m

Preaching at St. Paul's Cross. (Fifteenth Century.)

Warwick returned, as may be supposed,, in no very

good humour, but still with every prospect of success in

his mission. The court of France was agreeable to the

match. And on the heels of the earl came the Arch-

bishop of Narbonne and the Bastard of Boirrbon to com-
plete the arrangements. They came prepared to offer an
annual pension to Edward from Louis, and to pledge

tho king to submit to the Pope Edward's demand for

the restoration of Normandy and Aquitaine, which should

be decided within four years. But the importance of

these propositions, and tho evident policy of at least

appearing to listen to the terms of a monarch like that

of France, had no weight with Edward, who was far

more distinguished for petulance and rashness than for

policy. He treated the French ambassadors with the

most insulting coldness ; and unceremoniously quitted

the capital, leaving his ministers to treat with the am-

Yorkshire ; and occasion was taken of his absence from

court to accuse him, on the evidence of one of Queen

Margaret's emissaries taken in Wales, of being a secret

partisan of tho Lancastrian faction. The charge failed

;

but Edward, resolved to mortify and humiliate the man
to whom he owed his throne, affected stiU to believe him

a secret ally of the Lancastrians, and that his own safety

was threatened by him. He therefore summoned a body-

guard of 200 archers, without whose attendance he never

stirred abroad. He expelled the Nevilles fi-om court,

and took every means to express his dislike and suspicion

of that house. On the other hand, the Nevilles repaid

the hatred of the upstart family of WydviUe with interest ;

and from this moment, whatever might be the outward

seeming, the feud betwixt these rival families was settled,

deadly, and never terminated till it had completed the

ruin of all parties.
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Warwick visiting King Henry VL in tho Tower. (See page 624.)

At present the Arctbishop of York, though suffering

under the immediate severity of the king, was too wise to

give way to his resentment. He justly feared the influ-

ence of the WydviUea with the king, and that it might

prove most injurious to his own family. He therefore

stood forth as a peacemaker. Ho volunteered a Visit to

Earl Eivers, the queen's father ; met him at Nottingham,

and agreed on terms of reconciliation between the families.

The king, queen, and court were keeping the Christmas

of 146" at Coventry. The archbishop hastened to his

brother at Middleham, and prevailed upon him to accom-

pany him to Coventry, where ho was graciously received
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by Edward ; all subjects of oflfence betwixt bim and the

relatives of the queen—especially her brothers-in-law,

the Lords Herbert, Stafford, and Audley—were arranged

;

and the king expressed himself so much pleased with the

conduct of the archbishop, that he restored to him his

two manors. This pacific state of things lasted for little

more than a year. On the 18th of June, 146S, the king's

sister set out on her journey to meet her husband in

Flanders. The king accompanied her to the coast ; and, as

a proof that Warwick at this moment held bis old position

of honour at court, the princess rode behind him through

the streets of London. A oonspii-acy having been dis-

covered, or supposed, of several gentlemen with Queen
Margaret, Warwick and his brother, the Earl of Northum-
berland, were joined with the king's brothers, Clarence and

Gloucester, in a commission to try them ; and the two

Nevilles certainly executed their part of the trust with a

zeal which looked like anything but disaffection. Very
arbitrary measures were used towards the prisoners,

several of whom were condemned and executed.

This calm was soon broken. The Duke of Clarence

had from the first shown as deep a dislike to the ascendancy

of the Wydvilles as the Nevilles themselves. This drew

him into closer intimacy with Warwick. He frequently

withdrew for long periods from court, and was generally

to be found at one of the residences of Warwick. It soon

came out that there was a cause still more influential

than his dislike of the queen's relations ; it was his ad-

miration of the Earl's eldest daughter, Isabella, who was
co-heii-ess of his vast estates. Warwick was delighted

with the prospect of this alliance, for as yet the king,

having no male heir, and his only daughter being but

four years old, Clarence stood as the next male heir to

his brother. Edward, on the contrary, beheld this pro-

posed connection with the utmost alarm. The Nevilles

were already too powerful ; and should Warwicl^ succeed,

through Clarence, in placing his descendants so near the

throne, it might produce the most dangerous consequences

to his own line. He therefore did all in his power to

frustrate the marriage, but in vain. Clarence and War-
wick retired to Calais, of which Warwick remained the

governor ; and there the marriage was celebrated, in the

Church of St. Nicholas, on the 11th of July, 1469.

With the exception of this annoying event, at this

moment Edward appeared ao firmly seated on his throne,

and so well secured by foreign treaties with almost all

the European powers, and especially with the Dukes of

Burgundy and Brittany, the latter of whom had recently

become his ally, that he actually contemplated the enter-

prise of recovering by his arms the territories which his

weak predecessor had lost in France. His hatred of the

oold-bloodod Louis XI., who in political cunning was
infinitely Edward's superior, probably urged him to this

idea. To draw off the attention of the different factions

at home, and find some common medium of uniting them
in action abroad, might bo another. The most remarkable

circumstance of all was, that Parliament, after its expe-

rience of the drain, which these French wars had been
to the blood and resources of the nation, received the

king's proposal with cordial approbation.

But those dreams of martial glory were very quickly

swept from the brain of the king by domestic troubles.

At first thosQ troubles appeared to originate in private

and local causes, but there was such food for combustion

existing throughout the kingdom, that the farther they

went, the wider they opened, and at every step onwards
assumed more and more the aspect of a Warwick and
Clarence conspiracy. Nothing could be farther removed
from such an appearance than the opening occurrence.

The hospital of St. Leonard's near York had possessed,

from the reign of King Athelstan, a right of levying a

thrave of corn from every ploughland in the county.

There had long been complaints on the part of the

public that this grant was grossly abused, and instead

of benefiting the poor, as it was intended, was con-

verted to the emolument of the managers. During the

last reign many had refused in consequence to yield

the stipulated thrave, and Parliament bad passed an
act to compel the delivery. Now again the refusal to

pay the demand was become general. The vassals had
their goods distrained, and were themselves thrown
into prison. This raised the peasantry, who were all

of the old Lancastrian party, and regarded the present

dynasty as usurpers and oppressors. They flew to arms
tinder the leadership of one Robert Hilyard, called by the

insurgents Robin of Redesdale, and vowed that they

would march south and reform the Government. Lord

Montacute, Earl of Northumberland, brother of Warwick,

marched out against them, forming as they now did a

body of 15,000, and menacing the city of York. He
defeated them, seized their leader Hilyard, and executed

him on the field of battle.

So far there appeared certainly no hand of the Nevilles

in this movement. Northumberland did his best to crush

it, and Warwick and Clarence were away at Calais,

thinking, apparently, not of rebellion, but of matrimo-

nial festivities. But the very next move revealed a

startling fact.

The insurgents, though dispersed, were by no means
subdued. They had lost their peasant head, but they re-

appeared in still greater forces, with two heads, and those

no other than ther Lords Fitzhugh and Latimer, the

nephew and the cousin-german of Warwick. North-

umberland contented himself with protecting the city of

York. He made no attempt to pursue this still more

menacing body, who, di-opping theu- cry of the hospital

and the thrave of corn, declared that their object was to

meet the Earl of Warwick, by his aid and advice to re-

move from the councils of the king the swarm of Wyd-
viUes, whom they charged with being the authors of the

oppressive taxes, and of all the calamities of the nation.

The young noblemen who headed the insurrection were

assisted by the military abilities of an old and experienced

officer, Sir John Coniers. At the name of Warwick, his

tenants came streaming from every quarter, and, in a few

days, the insurgent army numbered 60,000 men.

Edward, on the news of this formidable movement,

called together what troops he could, and fixed his head-

quarters at the castle of Fotheringay. Towards this

place the insurgent army marched, growing as they

proceeded in numbers and boldness. The whole outcry

resolved itself into a capital charge against the Wydvilles,

and tho movement being headed by the Nevilles, there

coiild not be much mystery about the matter. Yet

Edward, after advancing as far as Newark, and becoming

intimidated by the spirit of disaffection which everywhere
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prevailed, wrote imploringly to Wavwiok and Claronco to

hasten from Calais to his assistance. The result was such
'as might have been expected. Warwick and Clarence,

instead of complying with the king's urgent entieaty,

summoned their friends to meet them at Canterbury on
the following Sunday, to proceed with them to the king to

lay before him the petitions of tho Commons.
In this alarming e.xtremity, Edward looked with im-

patience for the arrival of the Enrls of Devonshire and
Ptmbi'oke, who had been mustering forces for his assist-

ance. Devon was at the head of a strong body of archers,

and Pembroke of 10,000 Welshmen. They met at Ban-
bury, where the demon of discord divided them in their

quest of quarters, and made them forget the critical situa-

tion of their sovereign. Pembroke, leaving Devon in

possession, advanced to Edgecote. TLcre ho came in con-

tact with the insui'gents, who, fulling upon him, deprived

as he was of the assistance of Devon's archers, easily

routed him. In this engagement 2,000 of his soldiers

are said to have perished, and Pembroke and his brother

were taken and put to death, with ten other gentlemen,

on the field.

This fatal defeat completely annihilated the hopes of

Edward. At the news of it, all his troops stole away from
their oolouts, and his favourites lied for concealment.

But the queen's father, Earl liivers, was discovered in

tho Forest of Dean, with his son, Sir John Wydvillo

;

and the Earl of Devon, late Eail Stafford, tho queen's

brother-in-law, abandoned by his soldiers, was taken at

Bridgewater. The whole of them were executed, Eivers

and his sou Wydville being conveyed to theii- own neigh-

boui'hood, and beheaded at Northampton.

Warwick, Clarence, and Northumberland, who had, no
doubt, conducted all these movements from a distance,

now appeared as principals on the scene. They marched
forward fi-om Canterbury at the head of a powerful force,

and overtook Edward at Olney, plunged in despair at the

sudden i-uin which had surrounded him. They approached

him with an air of sympathy and loyal obeisance ; and
Edward, imposed upon by this, with his usual unguarded
anger, upbraided them with being the real authors of his

troubles. He very soon perceived his folly, for he found

himself, not their commander, but their captive. Warwick
dismissed tho insurgent army to their homes, who retired

laden with booty, and sensible that they had executed

all that was expected of them. Under protection of their

Kentish troops, they then conducted Edward to Warwick
Castle, and thence, for greater security, to Middleham.

Thus England had at the same time two kings, and

both of them captive ; Henry in the Tower of London,

Edward at Middleham, in Yorkshire. Men now expected

-nothing less than that Warwick would proclaim Clarence as

[king, but probably the measui'es of Warwir-k and Clarence

were deranged by a fresh insurrection which broke out.

This time it was the Lancastrians, who seized the oppor-

tunity to raise again the banner of Henry. They appeared

in the marches of Scotland, under Sir Humphi-ey Neville,

one of the fugitives from the battle of Hexham. Warw'ick

advanced against him, in the king's name, but ho found

that the soldiers refused to fight until they were assured

of the king's safety. Warwick was therefore compelled to

produce Edward to the army at York. After that, thej'

followed him against the Lancastrians, whom they de-

feated, and taking their leader, brought him to the kin",

who ordered his instant execution.

Edward was now permitted to return to London, accom-
panied by several leaders of tho party. There a council
of peers was summoned, and then it appeared that though
Warwick's faction had probably not accomplished all they
had intended, they bound the king to terms which, whilst
they neutralised tho hopes of Clarence iu somo degree,
still were calculated to add to tho greatness of the houso
of Neville. Tho king announced that he had proposed to

give his daughter, yet only four yeai-s old, to George, tho
son of tho Earl of Northumberland, and presumptive heir
of all the Nevilles. The council gave its unanimous
approbation of the measure, and the young nobleman, to

raise his name to a level with his affianced bride, was
created Duko of Bedford.

Outwardly everything was so harmonious, that not
only was a general pardon granted for all who had been
in any way concerned in the late disturbances, but tho
king and his reconciled fi-iends were again proposing to

invade France iu concert with the Duke of Burgundy.
The French court was so convinced of tho reality of this

invasion that it commanded a general muster of troops

for the 1st of May, 1470.

But tho designs of the Nevilles lay nearer homo in

realitj'. The Archbishop of York invited tho king to

meet Clarence and Warwick at his scat—tho Moor—in

Hertfordshire. As Edward was washing his hands, pre-

paratory to supper, John Eatcliff, afterwards Lord Fitz-

walter, whispered in his ear that 100 armed men wero on
the watch to seize him and convoy him to prison. Edward
having been once before trepanned by his loving friends,

gave instant credence to the information, stole out,

mounted a horse, and rode off to Windsor. This open

confession of his opinion of the Nevilles produced a

fresh scene of discord, which, with some difficulty, was
appeased by the king's mother, tho Duchess of York,
and the parties were reconciled with just the same
sincerity as before.

The Nevilles were now iu too critical a position to

pause. They or the king must fall. At any hour some
stratagem might surprise them and give tho advantage

to their injured and deadly enemies, the Wydvilles.

Insm-rection, therefore, was not long iu showing itself

again. This time it broke out in Lincolnehu-e, and, as

in the case of tho hospital of St. Leonards, appeared to

have nothing whatever to do with Warwick or his party.

Its ostensible cause was the old grievance of purveyance,

and Sir Robert Burgh, one of the purveyors, was attacked,

his house buint down, and himself chased out of tho

county. Had tlio cause been really local, there tho

mischief would have ended ; but now again stepped for-

ward a partisan of Warwick, Sir Robert Welles, who en-

couraged tho rioters to keep together, and proceed to re-

dress not the evils of one county, but of the nation. He put

himself at their head, and they soon amounted to 30,000.

The king commissioned a number of nobles to i-aise

troops with all speed, and so well did Warwick and

Clarence feigu loyalty that they were amongst this

number.

Edward summoned Lord Welles, the father of the in-

surgent chief, and Sir Thomas DjTnoke, the champion,

both Lincolnshire men, ta the council, iu order to obtaiu
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information of the extent of the insurrection, and to

engage them to exert their influence to check it. Both

these gentlemen, as if conscious of guilt, fled to sanctuary,

but, on a promise of pardon, repaired to court. Edward
insisted that Lord Welles should command his son to lay-

down his arms, and disperse his followers, with which
order Lord WeUes complied ; but Sir Robert WeUes re-

ceived at the same time letters from Warwick and Clarence,

encouraging him to hold out, assuring him that they

were on the march to support him. When Edward
reached Stamford, bearing Lord Welles and Dymoke with

him, he found Sir Robert still in anas, and in his anger

he wreaked his vengeance on his father. Lord Welles,

and on Dymoke, beheading them in direct violation of

his promise. He then sent a second order to Sir Robert

to lay down his arms, but he replied that he scorned to

surrender to a man destitute of honour, who had mur-
dered his father. Edward then fell upon the insurgents

at Uppingham, in Rutlandshire, and made a terrible

slaughter of them. The leaders, Welles, and Sir Thomas
Deialaunde, were taken and immediately executed. The
inferior prisoners, as dupes to the designs of others, were
dismissed.

The confessions of Sir Robert and of Dymoke made
manifest the treason of Warwick and Clarence. They
admitted that the insurrection was their work ; that a

confidential agent of Clarence regulated all the movements
of troops ; that lie avowed object was to place Clarence

on the throne. They had been directed to march into

Leicestershire to meet the two heads of the rebellion

;

but being met by the royal army, and brought prema-
turely to an engagement, the plans of Warwick and
Clarence were defeated. They now advanced towards
York, calling on aU the people to arm and follow them.

But the inhabitants were Lancastrians, and refused to

rise in support of any branch of the house of York. The
king came within twenty miles of them as they reached

Esterfield, and summoned them to appear before him and
explain their conduct; but they again altered their

course for Lancashii-e, in the hope that Lord Stanley,

who had married a sister of Warwick, would join him.

In that, however, they were disappointed, and, finding no
support in the norih, they hastened southward. Edward
pursued them briskly. He restored to Lord Percy his

titles and estates, of which he had been deprived at tho

battle of Towton, taking them from Warwick's brother,

who was again reduced to the empty dignity of Lord
Montacute. He declared Clarence no longer Lieutenant

of Ireland, conferring that office on tho Earl of Worcester.

The disappointed chiefs made a hasty retreat to the

south, being proclaimed traitors by the king. At South-

ampton they attempted to escape to sea in a large vessel

of Warwick's called the Trinity, but were attacked and
defeated by Lord Scales. They were more successful at

Dartmouth; and Edward, finding on reaching Exeter
that they had escaped him, vented in his savage way his

rage on the prisoners taken by Lord Scales in the recent

engagement. They were delivered to Tiptoff, the Earl of

Worcester, the new Lieutenant of Ireland, to be hanged,
drawn, and quartered ; and for three weeks such gross

indignities were practised on their remains, that Tiptoff

was thenceforth named " the butcher," and ho did not

eacape his share of tho obloquy.

Warwick and Clarence made for Calais. But there

Warwick's lieutenant, Vauolerc, a Gascon knight, to

whom ho had entrusted the care of the city, refused to

admit them. When they attempted to enter, the batteries

were opened upon them ; and when they remonstrated

on this strange conduct, Vauclero sent secretly to inform

Warwick that the garrison, aware of what had taken

place in England, were ill affected, and would certainly

seize him if he entered ; that his only chance of preserving

the place for him was to appear at present hostile ; and
he prayed him to retire till a more favourable oppor-

tunity. To Edward, however, Vauclerc sent word that

he would hold the town for him as his sovereign against

all attempts—for which Edward rewarded him with the

government of the place, and the Duie of Burgundy
added a pension ot a thousand crowns. Warwick and
Clarence, enraged at this unexpected repulse, sailed along

the coast towards Normandy, seizing every Flemish mer-
chantman that fell in their way in revenge to Burgundy,

and entered Harfleui-, where they were received with all

honour by the admiral of France.

Low as were now the fortunes of Warwick and Clarence,

decided as had been the failiu-e of their attempts against

Edward IV., Louis of France thought he had, in the

possession of these great leaders, a means of consolidating

a formidable party against Edward, who had treated his

alliance with such contempt, and who entered into the

closest relations with his most formidable opponent, the

Duke of Burgundy. He therefore received them at

Amboise, where he was holding his court, with the most
marked honour's, and ordered them and their ladies to

have the best accommodations that could be procured

in the neighbourhood. He proposed to these two chiefs

to coalesce with the Lancastrian party, by which means
they would be sure to gain the instant support of all that

faction. He sent for Queen Margaret, who was then at

Angers, and assured her that Providence had at length

prepared the certain means of the restoration of King
Henry and his family.

Warwick engaged, by the assistance of Louis and of the

Lancastrians, to replace Henry again upon the throne.

By this means Warwick was to depose, and if possible to

destroy, Edward of York. But Warwick never forgot

the suggestions of his ambition. He must, if possible,

sit on the throne of England in the persons of his de-

scendants. For this he had married one daughter to

Clarence. When the success of Edward had enfeebled his

chance, he had succeeded in affiancing his nephew to the

daughter of Edward, so that if not a Warwick at least a

Neville might reign. Ho now sacrificed both these hopes

to that of placing another daughter on the thi'one, as the

queen of Margaret's son, the Prince of Wales. This

alliance was the price of Warwick's assistance, and, how-
ever bitter might be the necessity, Margaret submitted

to it, and the young Prince of Wales was forthwith

married to Ann, the daughter of Warwick. Warwick
then acknowledged Henry VI. as the rightful sovereign

of England, and at the same time entered into solemn

engagements to exert all his power to reinstate and main-

tain him on the throne. Margaret on her part swore on

the holy Gospels never to reproach Warwick with the

past, but to esteem him as a loyal and faithful subject.

The French king, on the completion of this reconciliation,
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engaged to fumisk the means necessary for the ex-

pedition.

Edward, on hearing of the extraordinary meeting and
negotiations of Warwick and Margaret, of the active

agency of tho French king, and the proposed marriage

of Edward Prince of Wales and Ann of Warwick, sent

oflf a lady of pre-eminent art and address, who belonged

to the train of the Duchess of Clarence, but who had been

by some means left behind. The clover dame no sooner

reached the court of Clarence than she expressed to him
and the duchess her amazement at their permitting such

a coahtion as the present ; that in every point of view it

was desti'uctive to their own hopes, and even security
;

that the continued adhesion of Warwick and Margaret

was impossible. Their mutual antipathies wero too

deeply rooted ever to be eradicated.

Clarence was only oue-and-twenty years of age. He
was of a slender capacity, easily guided or misguided,

and he agreed, on the first favourable opportunitj', to

abandon Warwick and go over to the king.

On the other hand, Warwick was as actively and

secretly engaged in preparing the defection of partisans

of the king in England. His brother, the Marquis of

Montacute, though he had not deemed it prudent to join

Warwick and Clarence in their unfortunate attempt to

raise the country against Edward, had been suspected by
him, and stripped of the earldom of Northumberland.

He was still an ostensible adherent of the king, but he

was -watched. War-wick apprised him of the new and
wonderful turn of affaii-s, and engaged him to keep up a

zealous show of loyalty, that his defection at an impor-

tant moment might tell -with the more disastrous effect on

the Yorkist cause.

Edward, satisfied with having detached Clarence from

Warwick's interests, continued as careless as ever. The
Duke of Burgundy, more sagacious than his brother-in-

law, the King of England, did all that he could to arouse

him to a sense of his danger, and to obstruct the progress

of tho expedition. He sent ambassadors to Paris to com-

plain of the reception given to the enemies of his brother

and ally. He menaced Louis -with instant war if he did

not desist from aiding and protecting the English

-fe-aitors. He sent spies to watch the proceedings of

Vauclerc, in Calais, and dispatched a squadron to make
reprisals on the French merchantmen for the seizures

made by Warwick, and to blockade the mouth of the

Seine. Edward laughed at the fears and precautions of

Burgundy. He bade him take no pains to guard the

Channel, for that he should enjoy nothing better than to

see Warwick venture to set foot in England.
He was not long without that pleasiu-e. A tempest

dispersed the Bui-gundiau fleet, and the fleet of Warwick
and Clarence, seizing the opportunity, put to sea, crossed

the Channel, and landed on the 13th of September, 1470,

without opposition, at Portsmouth and Dartmouth. "Wdi-

wick had prepared his o-wn way very skilfully. Edward
was deluded by a ruse on the part of Lord Fitzwalter, the

brother-in-law of Warwick, who appeared in arms in

Northumberland, as if meditating an insurrection ; by
which means tho unwary king was induced to march
towards the north, leaving the southern counties exposed

to the invaders. This was the object of War-wick, and, as

eoon as it was effected, Fitzwalter retreated into Scotland.

Meantime, tho real danger was growing rapidly in the

south. The men of Kent rose in arms ; London was
thrown into a ferment by a Dr. Goddard preaching at St.

Paul's Cross in favour of Henry VI. ; and from every
quarter people hastened to the standard of Warwick with
such eagerness that he speedily found himself at tho Lead
of 60,000 men.

As Loudon and the southern counties appeared safe,

Warwick proclaimed Henry, and set out to encounter
Edward without delay. He advanced towards Notting-

ham. Edward, who had taken up his head-quarters at

Doncaster, had issued his orders for all who could bear

arms to join his banner. They came in slowly ; and
Edward, who had ridiculed the idea of the return of War-
wick, saying Burgundy would take care that he did not

cross the sea, was now rudely aroused from his fancied

security. He was compelled with unequal forces to ad-

vance against Warwick. A groat battle appeared imminent
in the neighbourhood of Nottingham ; but the rapid de-

fection of Edward's adherents rendered that unnecessary.

The speedy movements of Warwick, and the general

demoustraL.j in favour of Henry, had not permitted

Clarence to carry into effect his intended transit from
Warwick to Edward, when a startling act of desertion

occui-red to the other side, which completed Edward's

ruin. Before Edward could roach Nottingham, and while

lying near the river Welland, in Lincolnshire, the Marquis

of Montacute, Warwick's brother, from whom Edward
had taken the earldom of Northumberland, now revenged

himself by suddenly marching from York at the head of

6,000 men, and in the night, and in full concert -with his

officers, advanced upon Edward's quarters, his men wear-

ing the red i-ose instead of tho white, and with loud cries

of " God bless King Hcm-y !

"

Edward commanded his troops to be put in array to

meet the traitor ; but Lord Hastings told him that he had

not a regiment that he could rely upon ; that nothing was

to bo thought of but his personal safety, and that on the

instant. Accordingly, he took horse -with the Duke of

Gloucester, the Earl Rivers, seven or eight other noble-

men, and a small troop of the most reliable followers,

-with whom he rode away. A guard was posted on a

neighbouring bridge to prevent the crossing of Warwick,

for he also was within a day's march of him; and with all

haste Edward and his little band rode on full speed till

he reached Lynn, in Norfolk. It is probable that the

royal party had made for this small port on the Wash,

knowing that some vessels which had brought provisions

for the troops still lay there. They found, indeed, a small

English ship, and two Dutch vessels, on board of which

they hurried, and put to sea. Edward, on starting from

his quarters, had recommended his army to declare at

once for Warwick, as tho best means of saving themselves,

and of again rejoining his standard when opportunity

should offer; for no changes were too wonderful to bo

hoped for in those strange times.

The fugitives made sail for the coast of Holland, but no

sooner had the king escaped from his enemies on laud

than he fell amongst fresh ones at sea. These were the

Easterlings, or mariners of tho Hanse-Towns, who wore

now at war -with both France and England. The Easter-

lings were at this time as terrible at sea as the pirates

of Algiers were afterwards. They had committed great
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ravages on the Englisk coast while the nation was thus

engaged in suicidal intestine warfare, and no sooner did

they perceive this little fleet than they immediately gave

chase. There were eight vessels to Edward's three, and

to escape the unequal contest, he ran his vessels aground

on the coast of Friesland, near Alkmaar. It was a very

fortunate circumstance, amid all these unfortunate ones,

that Grautuse, the Governor of Holland, was at this time

at Alkmaar, and he gave the most prompt and kind

assistance to the distressed party. The king and his

followers were enabled to land, and were hospitably

received into the town before the turn of the tide gave
the EasterKngs opportunity to lay their vessels alongside

and board the king's ships.

The hospitable governor sent an express from the Hague
to the Duke of Burgundy, announcing the arrival of his

royal brother-in-law.

To ascertain how Vauclerc, the Governor of Calais, was
disposed, in case Warwick resolved to attack the duke in

his own territories, he sent an envoy to him to sound
him. The envoy foiind all the garrison wearing the red

rose. This discovery .added to the alarm and chagrin of

Burgundy, and while he conceded to Edward a place of

refuge, he publicly declared himself the ally, not of this

power or that, but of England, avowed himself averse to

Edward's designs, and that he might expect no aid from
him in endeavouring to recover his crown.

On the other hand, Louis of France was thrown into

ecstaoies of delight. He sent for Queen Margaret and
her son, the Prince of Wales, who had been living for

years totally neglected, and almost forgotten in their

poverty, and received her in Paris with the most splendid

and expensive pageants and rejoicings. He at the same
time dispatched a splendid embassy to Henry at London,
and immediately concluded with him a treaty«of peace

and commerce for fifteen years.

Warwick and Clarence made their triumphal entry into

London on the 6th of October, 1470. Warwick proceeded

to the Tower, and brought forth King Henry, who had lain

tliere as a captive for five years. The royal procession

which attended the poor king to Westminster, to reinstate

him in his palace, presented a strange contrast to that

i;: which he had been led to the Tower. Then, Warwick
rode beside him, leading him round the pillory, and
crying, " Treason ! treason ! Behold the traitor'" Now,

he proclaimed Henry lawful king, and conducted hin-

with great pomp thi-ough the streets of London to the
bishop's palace, where he resided till the 13th, when he
walked in solemn procession, with the crown upon his
head, attended by his prelates, nobles, and great officers,

to St. Paul's, where solemn thanksgivings were offered
up for his restoration. '

All this time Clarence was looking on, an immediate
spectator of proceedmgs which pushed him farther from
the throne he coveted. To keep him quiet, Warwick
heaped every favour but the actual possession of the king-
dom upon him. He joined him with himself in the
regency which was to continue tiU the majority of the

Prince of Wales; he made him Lord-Lieutenant of

Ireland, and conferred upon him all the estates of the

house of York. Warwick retained himself the offices of

Chamberlain of England, Governor of Calais, High Ad-
miral of the seas ; his brother, the archbishop, was con-

tinued Chancellor ; and his other brother, Montacute,
returned to the Wardenship of the Marches.

Warwick summoned a Parliament, which, surrounded
by his troops and his partisans, of course passed whatever
acts he pleased. The crown was settled on Edward, the

Prince of Wales, and his issue ; but that failing, it was
to devolve upon Clarence.

Queen Margaret might have been expected, from her

characteristic energy and rapidity of action, to have been
in London nearly as soon as Warwick ; but this was not
the case. In the first place, she was in want of the neces-

sary funds. Louis, who was chary of his money, pro-

bably thought he had done sufficient in enabling the
victorious armament of Warwick to reach England ; and
poor King Rene, Margaret's father, was in no condition

to assist her. In the meantime all the exiled Lancastrians

flocked to her; and all were destitute. In February,

1471, she set sail to cross the Channel, but was driven

back by tempests. Three times did she make the daring

attempt to cross, though warned against it bj' the seamen
of Harfleur; and every time she was driven back with
such fury and damage, that many declared it was the

will of Heaven she should not pass over; nor was she

able to do so till the following month. Till that time

Warwick held England in the name of Henrj', and ap-

peared established, if not exactly on the throne, in the

seat of supreme and settled power.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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Note.—The date affixed io the names, thus ( ), represent in the case of the English kings the period of the reign, and in other

cases include the years during which tlie persons named figure in this history.

Acre, siege of (a.d. 1191), •220-221

Adelais, or Alice, Queen of Henry I. (1121), 161, 167

Queen of Louis Vlt. of France (1160), 183

Agricola, Cnseus Julius, a Roman general (78-84), 15

Alexander II., son of WilUam the Lion (1214-1249), 261, 310

III., Pope (1160), 183, 185, 195

III., Kihg of Scotland (1249-1286), 310

Alexius, Emperor of Constantinople (1096-1099), 122, 128, 130

Aldred, Archbishop of York (1066), 81, 89, 98

Alfred the Great, youngest son of Ethelwulph (871-901), 32, 36

brother of Edward the Confessor (1039-1040), 60, 62

Almaine, Henry d', son of Richard, King of the Romans (1270),

296

Alphege, or Elphegus, Archbishop of Canterbury, murdered by the

Danes (1012), 53

Anagni, John of. Cardinal and Papal Legate (1189), 203

Angles, the, land in Britain (527), 26

Anglesea, island of, or Mona, attacked by the Romans (61), 11

Angus, Gilbert of Umfraville Earl of, (1291), 314

Anjou, Geoffrey Plantagenot, Earl of (1126-1150), 161. 165, 171, 173

Anne, the "good Queen" of Richard II. (1382-1394), 418, 423, 426

Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury (1089-1109), 149, 151, 153-154

Arc, Joan of, the Maid of Orleans (1429-1431), 575, 581

Architecture, Roman, 19

Saxon, 70-73

Norman, 206-210

of the Thirteenth century, 297-300

decorated, 465-468

Armagnacs, massacre of (1418), 546, 547

Army, pay of in the time of Henry V., 526

Artavelde, Jacob Van, a brewer of Ghent (1338-1345), 371, 380
Philip Van, son of Jacob (1381-1382), 411, 418, 419

Arthur, King, traditions of, 26

Prince, grandson of Henry II. (1191-1203), 245-249

Art, Saxon, 80-81

Norman, 140-148

and literatiu-e, progress of in England, 457-460

Assassins, or Haschischi, a tribe of Arabian fanatics, 225

Asser, first Bishop of St. David's, a friend of Alfred the Great, 50

Athelney, Isle of, retreat of King Alfred, 33

Athelstan, King of Kent (836), 30

King, grandson of Alfred (924-941), 33-40

Augustine, St. , or Austin, first preached the Gospel in Kent (596), 28

Austria, Leopold, Duke of (1191-1193), 225, 230

Aiincourt, battle of (1415), 531-536

Bacon, Roger, the philosopher (1214-1292), 460

Baliol, Edward, King of Scotland (1331-1356), 365, 366, 392

John, King of Scotland (1291-1314), 311, 314, 317, 320, 323

Ball, John, a preacher of Kent, associate of Wat Tyler (1381),

411-4'

3

Bannockbum, battle of (1314), 346-347

Barbour, John, the Scottisn poet (1330-1356), 464

Battle Abbey, founded by William the Conqueror (1066), 88

Bayeux, city of, 27

tapestry, account of, 146-148

Beaufort, Henry, Cardinal (1419-1447), 555,563, 573, 580, 58^<. 58U

Beaujd, battle of (1421), 556

Beauvais, Bishop of (1197), 241-242

Becket, Thomas a, Primate of England (1119-1170), 183-192

Bedford, Duke of, son of Henrj' IV. (l-lH-llSo), 526, 542, 558, 5C3.

585

Benjamin of Tudela; account of Constantinople (1159 or 1160), 125-

127

Belesme, Robert de. Earl of Shrewsbury (1101), 153, 155

Berengaria, Queen of Richard I. (1190 1192), 218-219, 227

Berwick, massacre of (1296), 317

Bible, translation of into Saxon, 40

translation of into English, 420

Boadicea, widow of Prasutagus, King of the Iceni (59-61), 11. 13

Bohemond, Prince of Tarontum, a leader of the first Crusade, 128-

130

BoUngbroke, Roger, chaplain to Humphrey Duke of Gloucester

(1442), 587

Bom, Bertrand de, a distinguished knight, preceptor of Biohard I.

(1174-1197), 199, 201, 241

Bouvines, battle of (1214), 256

Brenneville, battle of (1119), 159

Breteuil, Eustace do (1119), 159-160

William de, treasurer of William Rufus (HOC), 148

Bridgenorth, siege of the castle of (1154), 179

Britain, early history of, 1

division into provinces by the Romans, 18

—— principal cities existing in the second century, 19

division into shires by Alfred, 36

Britons, ancient, 5

Brittany, Conan, Duke of (1158-1162), 181-182

Bruce, Robert, Lord of Annandale (1286-1305), 310-311, 329

King of Scotland (1296-1329), 317, 322-323, 329, 332, 345-347

3.59-360, 362

David, son of the great Robert (1328-1371), 358, 365-366, 384,

394

Buchan, John Comyn, Eari of (1294-1305), 317. 323, 329-332

Burgh, Hubert do. Regent of England (1203-1232), 249, 270-273

Burgundy, Philip the Good, Duke of (1415-1467), 536, 552, 580-581.

584-586, G16, 618

Charles the Rash, Duke of (1467-1476), 617, 618-622-623

Duke of, Jean Sans-peur (1406-1419), 508-510, 524-525, 533-

540, 545, 551

Caesar, Account of his British expeditions (B.C. 55-54), 5-8

Cade, John, or Jack, insurrection of (1450), 596-597

Calais, siege of, by Edward III. (1346-1347), 384-387

Caledonians, or Picts, 2, 15, 16, 17
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V

Camalodunum, 9, 11

Cambridge, University of, 38

Canute the Great (1017-1035), 53-59

Caractaous, the British general (43-50), 9, 10, 11

Carpenters and butchers, battle of, in the Place de-Greve (1413), 524

Cassivelaunus, or Cassibelan, a British leader (54), 8

Catherine, Queen of Henry V., and wife of Owen Tudor (1419-1437),

547-556, 558-561, 586

Celestine III., Pope (1197), 241-242

Charles IV., King of France, sumamed Le Bel (1322-1328), 852-353

v.. King of France (1360-1378), 393-396, 405, 406

VI., King of France (1380-1422), 410, 485-486

VII., King of France (1417-1460), 540, 551-552, 555-557, 560,

562-588, 591, 59-3, 612

"Chalons, the little battle of" (1274), 304

Charter, granted by Ethelwulph to the clergy, 47, 48

• granted by Henry I., 149

granted by Stephen, 164

the great (Magna Chai-ta), 257

renewed by Henry III. (1244), 282

Chaucer, Geoffrey, the " Father of English Poetry," 464-465

Chevy Chase, or Otterbourne, battle of (1388), 428

Chivalry, institution of, 116-117

Christianity, introduction of, into Britain, 17

Church in Britain, history of, from the time of Egbert to the death

of Edward the Martyr, 47-50

from Ethelred 1 1, to the death of Edward the Confessor, 68-70

Clarence, George, Duke of, brother of Edward IV. (1464-1478),

616, 617, 620-624

Clarendon, constitutions of (enacted 1164), 185, 188

Claudius, the Emperor, his invasion of Britain (43), 9

Clifford, John Lord (1460), 607 \
Cobham, Sir John Oldcastle, Lord (1413-1417), 516, 518-520

Eleanor, wife of Humphrey Duke of Gloucester (1441), 588

Coinage, commerce, and shipping, 472-474

Commerce, progress of, 472-474

Comyn, John, Earl of Buchan (1294-1305), 317, 323, 329-332

Constantino, the Emperor (306-337), 17

II., King of Scotland (863-881), 39-40

Constantinople, ancient, description of (in 1159 or 1160), 125-127

Conversano, William, Count of (1100), 149

Cornwall, Richa'^d, Earl of (1225-1271), 272-274, 278,1281, 284
Costume, SO, 141-142, 144-145, 478-480

Cre^y, battle of (1346), 382-383

Crusade, account of the First (1096-1100), 119-132
. the Third (1190-1197), 202, 213, 227

Danes in Britain, 29-35, 38, 50-59

Danegeld, tax of (instituted lOUO), 52

David, King of Scotland, son of Malcolm III. (1138-1174), 165, 199

Dermot M'Murrough, King of Leinster (1140-1170), 194-195

Despenser, Hugh, favourite of Edward II. (1320-1325), 348-353

"Dictum de Kenilworth " (1267), 296

Doomsday Book, account of, 104

Douglas, Archibald, Eari of (1402-1424), 494, 500, 506, 557, 565, 566— Lord James (1307-1331), 344-347, 359-GB2

Sir Archibald, Regent of Scotland (1332), 365
Sir William, an adherent of Wallace, 321

Druids, 3

Druidical Remains, 4, 5

Dunstan, St., Abbot of Glastonbury (945-988), 40-47, 50
Dupplin Moor, battle of (1332), 366

Edgar, brother of King Edwy (958-975), 44-46
. remarkable Oration delivered by, 45
. Atheling, grandson of Edmund Ironside, 64, 88-95, 99, 113
Edinburgh Castle, surprise of (1307), 344
Editha, the "Swan necked," story of her discovery of the body of

Harold (1066), 88

Edmund I. (940-946), 39-4

II., sumamed Ironside (1016-1017), 56-57

Edred, brother of Edmund Atheling (946-955), 40-41
Edward L, surnamed Lonpshanks (1272-1307), 286, 293, 300-3.36

V:

Edward II., surnamed of Caernarvon (1307-1327), 337-356

III. (1327-1377, 353, 357-404

IV. (1461-1483), 605-624

the Martyi- (975-1179), 46-47"

the Confessor 1042-1066), 62-63

the Black Prince, son of Edwai-d III. (1330), 3S0-3S3, 388-390,
398-402

the Elder, King of Wessex (901-925), 36-38

Edwy, son of Edmund Atheling (955-958), 42-44 ^
Egbert, King of Wessex (800-836), 29

Eleanor, Queen of Henry II., divorced wife of Louis VII. of Franca
(1154-1202), 173, 196, 201, 211, 21S-219, 239
of Provence, Queen of Henry III. (1236), 275-278, 290
Queen of Edward I. (1253-1274), 296, 303-304

EUrida, wife of Edgar the Peaceable (969-975), 46

Elgiva, wife of King Edwy (955-957), 44

Elphegus, or Alphage, Archbishop of Canterbury (1012), 53
Elizabeth Wydville, Queen of Edward IV. (1464), 616

Emma, Queen of Ethelred the Unready (1002), 52, 56, 58, 60
Ethelbald, son of Ethelwulph (857-860), 30

Ethelbert, brother of Ethelbald (860-866), 30
Ethelred I., son of Ethelwulph (866-871), 29

II., sumamed the Unready (979-1016), 50-56

Ethelwald, nephew of King Alfred (890-905), 36
Etheln-ulph, King of Wessex (836-857), 30

Eustace, Prince, son of Stephen (1141-1152), 173
Count of Boulogne (1051), 63

Evesham, battle of Q1265), 293

Falconry, art of, 140-141

Falkirk, first battle of (1298), 323

Fitz-Stephen, captaiu of the Blanche Xefi,\Vi<S), 160

Fitzurse, Walter, one of the murderers of Becket (1170), 189-191

Fitz-Walter, Robert, leader of the barons who obtained Ma^aa
Charta from King John (1215), 257

Fortress, Norman, description of, 98

Fortresses built by the Normans, 98

Fulk, Eari of Anjou (1107-1126), 137-158, 161

Galgacus, chief of the Caledonians (84), 15

Garter, Order of the (instituted 1350), 388

Gaiscoigne, Lord Chief Justice in the x'eign of Henry IV. (140,"),

503,512

Gaveston, Piers, favourite of Edward II. (1307-1312), 338-344

Geoffrey Plantagenet, son of Fulk of Anjou (1126-1150), 161, 162,

165, 170, 173

of Anjou, sou of Geoffrey Plantagenet (1156-1158), 173-175,

179-lSl

Prince, son of Henry IL (1165-1186), 182, 195-197, 201-202

natural son of Henry II. (1154-1193), 206, 233

Gilbert of Umfraville, Eari of Angus (1291), 314

Glendower, Owen, leader of the Welsh patriots (1400-1415), 490-

492, 503-508

Gloucester, Humphrey, Duke of (1418-1447), 543, 549, 560-502,

569-573, 584, 586-590

Richard de Clare, Eari of (1259-1263), 285, 287
Gilbert de Clare, Eari of (1263-1267), 288, 293, 296

Robert, Eari of, natural son of Henry I. (,1126-1147), 165, 167,

169-172

Thomas Plantagenet, Duke of (1385-1397), 423-435

Godfrey of Bouillon, first King of Jerusalem (1096-1100), 122125,
128-131

Godwin, Eari (1035-1060), 59, 60, 62-64

Gourdon, Adam, a noted baron, who engaged in single combat with
Edward I. (1265), 295, 296

Gower, John, the poet (1324-1372), 464

Guy, Count of Flanders (1294-1302), 325-327

Hadrada, Harold, King of Norway (1066), 83

Halidon Hill, battle of (1333), 368

Hardicanute (1040-1012), 61-62

Harold Barefoot (1035-1039), 59-60

II. (1066), 64-68, 81-88
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Hastings, a Danish cluoftain, or Viking (88€), 35

battle of (lOUG), 86

Hawking, sport of, 140-141

Helio, Lord of La Klfecha (1099), 133

Hengist and Horsa, Saxon leaders (449-477), 25, 26

Henry I., son of WiUiara I. (1100-1135), 105, 106, 112, 148-162

Prince, son of King David of Scotland (113S), 166

Bishop of Winohestor, brother of Stephen (1135-1154), 163-

170, 179

II., surnamed Plantagenot (11541189), 162, 172, 206

Prince, sou of Heury II. (1160-1183), 195, 200-201

Prince of Tyro, nephew of Richard I. (1191), 226

VI., Emperor of Germany (1191), 230, 237, 239

III. (1216-1272), 267-297

IV., surnamed Bolingbroke (1399-1413), 431, 434-438, 440-443,

481-514

v., siu-namod of Monmouth (1413-1422), 492, 503, 512-560

VL, surnamed of Windsor (1422-1461), 558-624

Hereford, Humphrey Bohun, Earl of (1297), 323

Hereward, " the last hero of Saxon independence " (1069-1072),

94,99
Hexham, battle of (1463), 64

Holland, Sir John, half-brother of Richard 11. See Huntingdon.

Homildon Hill, battle of (1402), 496

Hospitallers, or Knights of St. John, account of, 132

Hotspiir. See Percy.

Huntingdon, John Holland, Earl of (1384-1400), 422, 431, 484, 485

Innocent II., Pope (1135), 164

IV., Pope (1245), 2S0-281

Interdict proclaimed upon the kingdom (1208), 251

in the reign of Stephen, 172

Ireland, early history of, 194

conquest of, by Henry II. (1169-1172), 194-195

Isaac, Emperor of Cyprus (1191), 220

Isabella, wife of Hugh Count of La Marche (1200), 248

Queen of Edward II. (130S-1330), 339-3il, 350-353, 363, 364

Queen of Richard II. (1399-1408), 485-486, 491-492, 508-509

Queen of Charles VI. .f France (1417-1435), 540-542, 545, 546,

548. 549, 552, 554, 586

Jacqueline of Bavaria, wife of the Duke of Brabant (1425), 569

Jacquerie, origin of the (1353), 396

Jaffa, battle of (1192), 227

James I., King of Scotland (1402-1435), 501, 502, 555, 566-569
Jerusalem taken in the first Crusade (1099), 131

re-taken by the Mahometans (1187), 202

Jew of Bristol tortured by King John (1211), 251

Jews, persecutions of, by Edward I. (1290), 314-315

persecutions of, by King John (1210), 251

Joachim, Abbot of Curacio (1190), 218

Joan of Sicily, sister of Richard I. (1198-1199), 214-217,

219, 227

John, King (1199-1216), 195, 237-239, 244-265

John 1., King of France (1348-1364), 389-395

Judith, niece of William the Conqueror (1070-1075), 100 101

Juliana, natural daughter of Henry I. (1120), 159 160

Lancaster, John of Gaunt, Duke of (1370-1398), 4fll, 405, 407, 418-

419, 422, 423, 423, 430, 434, 437

Thomas Plautagenet, Eari of (1308-1312), 340-344, 350-

351

Langton, Stephen, Archbishop of Canterbury (1207-1213), 250, 255,

257, 260

Lanfranc, Archbishop of Canterbury (1068-1089), 82, 110

Leicester, Simon de Montfoi-t, Earl of (1253-1265), 284-293

Lewes, battle of (1264), 292

Literature, science, and art among the Saxons, 80, 81

science, and art among the Normans, 134-148

science, and ari, progress of, in England, 457-460

Llewcllyu, Prince of Wales (1246-1282), 289-290, 305-308

Lollards, the, or Reformers, 428, 518-521, 542
London in the reign of Henry II., 200

Longchamp, William, Chancellor in the reign of Richard I., 224,

232-237

Longbeard, '• the king of the poor" (1195-1196), 239-240

Louis the Daupliiu, son of Charles VI. (1413-1415), 524-526

VI., King of Franco (11121128), 157-161

VII., King of France (1137-1180), 165, 173, 175, 181-183, 188,

191, 196, 199, 202

VIII., King of France (1216-1226), 262-263, 268-272

IX., King of France (1226-1270), 279, 287, 300-302

XL, King of France (1460-1470), 612, 617-618, 620-624

Magna Charta, signed June 15th (1215), 257

principal clauses of, 260

Malcolm II., King of Scotland (1003-1033), 59

III., surnamed Caenmoro (1057-1093), 92, 93, 113

Manny, Sir Walter, a noted general under Edward III. (13411347),

376-378, 384-388

March, Agnes, Countess of (1336), 369

Marche, La, Hugh, Count of (1200), 248

Margaret, Queen of .Malcolm Caenmore (1068-1093), 93

of Anjou, Queen of Henry VI. (1444-14821,588-591,596-616,

622-624

Massacre of the Jews at the coronation of Richard I. (1189), 212

at York (1190), 231-232

Matilda, or .Maud, Queen of Henry I. (1100-1118), 149, 151, 155,

158

Quocn of Heury V. of Germany (1110-1147), 158, 161-165, 167-

172

or Maud, Queen of Stephen (1135-1151), 169-170

Maudelain, chaplain of Richard II. (1400), 434-485, 488, 439

Minstrels and troubadours, 136-137

Montacute, Lord (1330), 364

Montferrat, Conrad of. Prince of Tyre (1191-1192), 221, 225

Montfort, John de, nephew of John III., Duke of Brittany (1341-

1347), 375-377

Simon de. Earl of Leicester. See Leicester.—- son of (1264-1270), 293, 295, 296

Mortimer, Roger, Lord (1316-1330), 351-352, 356, 359, 362-364

Mortimer's Hole, Nottingham Castle, 364

Neville's Cross, battle of (1346), 385-386

New Forest in Hampshire cleared by William the Conqueror, 10-4

Norfolk, Thomas Mowbray, Duke of (13S6-1399), 435-437

Northallerton, battle of (Battle of the Standard) (U3S), 166

Northumberland, Henry Percy, Eari of (1399-1403), 432-483, 496-

.501, 506, 507

Morcar, Eari of (1066-1087), 67-68, 83, 88, 91-93

PuDbert de Mowbray, Eari of (109,5-1125), 114

John Nevil, Eari of (1469-1471), 618, 620

Norman Conquest, effect of ou English civilisation, &c. ; manners

and customs, progress of literature and art, &o., 134-148

clergy, condition of, after the Conquest, 184

Normans, landing of, in England (1066), 84

Odo, Archbishop of Canterbury (941-958), 50

Bishop of Bayeux (1066-1088), 82, 92, 100, 105, 107, 110

Olaf, King of Norway (994), 51

Oldcastlo, Sir John, Lord Cobham, the original of " Sir John Fal-

staff." See Cobham.
Orieans, Duke of, brother of Charies VL (1406-1407), 508-509

Charios, Duke of (1407), 508,509, 524-625, 536, 540

siege of (1429), 575-578

Otterbourno, or " Chevy Chase," battle of (1388), 423

Oxford, University of, 34

foundation of colleges at, 458-459

Pandulph, Legate of the Pope, 252-254

Paper, materials anciently employed in making of, 135

Parliament, the " wonderful " (1388), 425

Paris, Matthew, the historian (1235-1259), 461

I'atrick, St., converted the Irish to Christianity (422-432), 28

Pedro IV., surnamed the Cruel, King of Castile (1360-1368), 398-

400
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PembvoTie. WiUiam, Earl of, 268-270

iichard de Clare, Earl of, surnamed Strongbow (1167-1171),

294-195

Percy, Henry, su'named Hotspur (1402-1403), 494, 498-500

Peter the Hermit, a preacher of the First Crusade (1096-1100),

118-122

Peter's Pence, tax of, 29

PhiUp II., King of France (1180-1216), 202, 213, 219-221, 225, 236-

239, 241, 242, 248, 250-252, 255

III., King of France, surnamed Le Bel (1290-1303), 315, 316,

326, 227

VI., King of France (1328-1348), 370-389

the Good, Duke of Biu-gundy (1418-1467), 550-552, 555, 557-

^168, 614, 016

Philippa, Queen of Edward III. (1327-1347), 362, 384, 386-387

Phillpot, John, an alderman of London, gained a victory over a

Spanish fleet (1378), 410

Picts, or Caledonians, 2, 15, 16

Plague, ravages of, in the reign of Edward III., 388-389

ravages of, in the reign of Henry IV., 506

Poiotiers, battle of (1356), 392-393

Pole, Michael de la. Chancellor of Richard II. (1385-1387), 422-425

Progress of the Nation.—Formation of the English people, 444-481

The constitution and the laws, 448

Power of the Church, 453

Literature, science, and art, 457

Architecture, 465

Sculpture and painting, 468, 470

Music, 470-471

Commerce, coinage, and shipping, 472-474

Manners and customs, &c., 472, 474-481

Pudsey, Hugh, Bishop of Durham, 213, 232

Ralph, surnamed De Flambard (1089), 110, 113

Rees ap Griffith, King of South Wales (1164), 188

Richard I., surnamed Coeur-de-Lion (1189-1199), 195, 197, 200-203,

205, 206, 210-243

II. (1377-1398), 404-444

Robert of Normandy, eldest son of William I. (1077-1135), 102-113,

116, 122, 124, 129-134, 148-156

II., King of Scotland, grandson of Robert Bruce (1371-1390),

394

HI., King of Scotland (1390-1406), 489, 490, 492, 501

Robin Hood and the outlaws of Sherwood (1195), 238

Roger, Bishop of Sarum, Chancellor of Henry I. (1135-1139), 152,

166-167

Roman architecture, 17-23

Romans, narrative of their occupation of Britain, 5-18

Rotbsay, David, eldest son of Robert III. of Scotland, 492, 494
Rosamond Clifford, her history, 206

Roses, origm of the Wars of the, 598

Rouen, siege of (1418-1419), 543-545, 548
Rutland, Earl of, slain by Lord Clifford (1460), 608

Saladin, Sultan, his wars with the Crusaders (1190-1192), 220-227

Salisbury, William Longsword, Earl of (1213), 254
Richard Nevil, Earl of (1453-l460), 599, 602-604, 608

Saxon Heptarchy, 2/

architecture, 70-73

manners, customs, and laws of, 73-81

Chronicle, quoted, 106-107

and Norman civilisation, customs, progress of literature and
art, &c., 134-148

Saxons, landing of in Britain (449), 23
Sawtre, William, the first English martyr burnt (1401), 514
Scotus, Duns, a moral philosopher, 461
Sootus, Johannes, preceptor of Alfred, 50
Scots, origin of, 18

Scotland, condition of (in 1338), 368-369
Shrewsbury, battle of (1403), 500
Shrewsbury, Sir John Talbot, Earl of (1452-1453), 592, 593

Sigismund, King of the Romans (1416), 537, 538

Silures, the ; Caractaous their leader (43-50), 9, 10

Siward, Duke of Northumberland (1050-1055), 63-64.

Society, review of, in the middle ages, 265-267

Sluys, battle of (1340), 374

Somerset, Edmund de Beaufort, Earl of (1439-1454), 586, 587, 501-

596, 598-602

-— Henry de Beaufort, Duke of (1454-1464), 603-605, 607, 608,

610, 614

Standard, battle of the (Northallerton), (1138), 166

Stephen, grandson of William 1. (1135-1154), 161-176

Stigand, Primate of England (1066), 89, 95, 96

Stirling, battle of (1297), 322

Stonehenge, ancient Druidical temple, 4

Suetonius, Paulinus, the Roman governor (59-61), 11-14

Suffolk, Michael de la Pole, Earl of, favourite of Richard II., dlS»,

422-425

William de la Pole, first Duke of (1428-1450), 574, 578, 579,

588-596

Surrey, John Plantagenet, Earl of (Earl Warrenne), (1264-1290),

290, 292, 315, 318, 320

Sweyn, son of Earl Godwin (1032), 59, 63

Iving of Denmark (991-1012), 51-54

Sybilla, wife of Robert of Normandy (1100), 149

Talbot, Sir John, Earl of Shrewsbury (1452-1453), 592, 593

Tancred, grandson of the great Ruggiero, King of Sicily (1189-

1190), 128-130, 214-215

Temnlars, Knighis, account of, 132

Tenchebray, battle of (1105), 155-156

Theobald, Archbishop of Canterbury (1143-1161), 172-173, 183-184

Tin and lead brought from the Cassiterides, 2

Torture practised by the Normans in the reign of Stephen, 171

of the Jew of Bristol by King John (1211), 251

Tortures practised by the soldiers of King John (1215), 261

Tostig, brother of Harold II. (1043-1066), 64, 67-68, 83

Toumelles, assault of the, by Joan of Arc (1429), 578

Towton, battle of (1461), 611

Tracy, William, one of the murderers of Becket (1170), 189

Trade. See Commerce.

Tudela, Benjamin de, account of Constantinople (in 1159 or IICO),

125-127

Tudor, Owen, husband of Queen Catherine, widow of Henry V.

(1437-1461), 586, 609

Tyler, Wat or Walter, the (1381), 412-417

Tyrrell, Sir Walter, shot William Rufus (1100), 134

Urban II., Pope (1095-1098), 118-119

Ursini, Cardinal, and Legate of the Pope (1418), 545

Vespasian, a Roman general (43), 9, 14-15

Vortigern, the British king (447-449), 23

Walcher, Bishop of Diu-ham (1080), 101

Wallace, William, the Scottish hero (1297-1305), 320-323, 328-329

Walter, "the Penniless," a preacher of the First Crusade, 119

Walthuf, Earl of Huntingdon (1074), 100

Warrenne, Earl, ^ee Surrey. *

Warwick, Richard Nevil, the great Earl (1453-1470), 599-624

Wessex, Saxon kings of, 26

William I., the Conqueror (1066-1087), 65, 81-107

II., Rufus (1087-1100), 107-116, 132-134

of Normandy, son of Duke Robert (1110-1128), 157-161
• Prince, son of Henry I., lost in the Blanche ..Vt;/(1120), 160

II., sui-named the Good, King of Sicily (1180-liS9), 214-216

I., King of Scotland, surnamed the Lion (1165-1214),

309-310

Witenagemot, or Saxon C!ouncil of State, 76

Wycliffe, John, the Reformer, (1324-13S4), 404, 411, 420, 5S6, 590,

594-608

York, Richard Plantagenet, Duke of (1436-1461), 697-605
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